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INTEODU CTION.
> «»» <

T
he title of our work is a sufficient indication of its scope and purpose. The

following pages will, we believe, be found to contain a complete encyclopjedia of

learning adapted to the requirements of students of all classes, and we hope they may

prove instrumental in greatly promoting that advancement of wisdom and knowledge

about which every well-wisher to his age and country is eager.

On the need for popular education nothing requires to be said. It is a topic which

has been fully discussed of late years, and one on which we are certainly now all agreed.

We all acknowledge that a good education is a fortune, and the best of all fortunes. We
see that if the ignorant would succeed in the world they must betake themselves to study,

and that, in these days of competition and examination, to neglect learning is to court

failure.

To those, then, we dedicate the following work who wish to improve themselves so as

to compete on better terms with all around, not only in business but in social life.

The “ Universal Instructor ” aims at being nothing short of a University at Home,

and we trust it will be found in every way to suit such students as, hampered by slender

means or prevented by the inconveniences of distance or of time, are unable personally to

attend any of our great seats of learning. Self-culture, it is true, has its disadvantages,

but for really earnest minds it will be found to answer almost every purpose. The best

part of a man’s education, it has been well said, is that which he gives to himself
;
and

there is a peculiar charm, too, about mental gains secured in a special manner by our own

diligence.

But whilst appealing mainly to self-educating students, we have not overlooked the

wants of others more fortunately situated, and have given a place in our pages to all

subjects of special interest to those who are able to take advantage of existing educational

machinery.

We have tried to cover the whole field of knowledge. The subjects of which we have

treated extend from the most elementary to the most advanced, and taken together form

a perfect system of intellectual culture. The latest thought of our time, and all modern

inventions and discoveries, have, we hope, had justice done them
;
and though far from

believing in the possibility of converting labour into recreation, we have done our utmost

to make our lessons lively and interesting.

Our object, however, is not only to impart learning and make well-informed men.

We have always kept in view that the great end of knowledge should be to enable us to

lead wiser and better lives. We have endeavoured to exercise a refining and elevating

influence, and shall fall far short of our intention if, whilst making students, we fail to

create enthusiasts for beauty and truth.

VOL. I. 1
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PREFACE.
The plan intended to be carried out in the
following articles embraces a complete series
of lessons in French for the use of self-educating
students. At the same time it is hoped that
they \vill be found to offer a great deal both
of interest and instruction to those who have
already given some attention to the study
of the language. Although no attempt at
a grammairc raisonnee will be made, each
subject, as it logically presents itself, -will be
treated in a sufficiently exhaustive manner to
spare the learner the disappointment which
skeleton grammars are apt to produce by leav-
ing so many gaps to be filled up from the
student’s inner consciousness. Assuming that
the reader obtains little or no extraneous as-
sistance, we shall take nothing for granted, and
shall proceed as if we were speaking in the
lecture-room.
In these days of competitive examinations

it is indispensable for the student to possess
sound notions on eveiy point of grammar, and
if he draws his knowledge from a source of
indisputable competence, his task is facilitated
and his end furthered. This, fortunately, is
possible A^^th regard to the study of French—

a

language which, ever since the days of Richelieu,
has possessed a standard of authority such as
no other tongue can boast, or—as some mali-
cious persons have hinted—can groan under !

We refer here to the Academic Franqaise, a
company of forty literary men who are ever
recruited from the foremost ranks of their craft.
They published a dictionary, against which it
has been much the fashion to inveigh, but
whose decisions no examiner, either in France
or abroad, would ever attempt to impugn.
Jealously guarding ourselves, therefore, from
indulging in any pet theory, it will be our aim
to follow the dictates of the French Academy,
as corrected up to date in a new edition of
their dictionary, which, after forty years of
delays and preparation, was recently published.
On every point of the least importance,

however, we shall not omit to consult the
lexicographer of the day, M. Littr^, a safer
guide than whom it would be difficult to select.
The coincidence of the publication of the seventh
edition of the French Academy’s dictionary
with that of M. Littre’s Supplement will enable
us to post ourselves up in the most recent
researches of philology in so far as they affect
the purely grammatical side of the French
tongue. M. Larousse’s gigantic work, of which
the fifteenth volume was brought out in 1876,
wdll also be laid under contribution.
To render these lessons thoroughly ser\dce-

able and^ practical, there will be attached to
each copious exercises made up of coherent
and connected vocabularies, and of aphorisms,
proverbs, witticisms, interesting or instructive

anecdotes, and extracts culled from the best

French authors. Thus something of the spirit

of the language will, we trust, pass through
the dry bones of its grammar. Under the name
of Stray Notes we shall devote short para-
graphs to vaiious questions which strictly

come under the heads of neither accidence,
sjmtax, nor literature, but which are neverthe-
less indispensable to a proper comprehension
of a language

;
such as puns, words and

phrases used as quotations by British writers,

adjectives derived from the names of places,

alliteration, historical and literary allusions

purely French, nursery French, etc.

As a further help to the many who, from
choice or necessity, are self-educators and im-
provers, a key to the various exercises will be
published. Having a special regard also to

these students, a series of articles has been
prepared on French pronunciation—the most
complete, so far as we are aware, that has ever
appeared in this country. Certainly no system
of figured sounds can rival the voice of a native
teacher, but our articles, we hope, will go a long
way towards enabling the learner to speak
French as it ought to be spoken. In these
articles, the first of which appears on p. 28, all

necessary preliminary information will be found
as to the French alphabet and the accents and
orthographical signs in common use.

LESSON I.

The Aeticle.

1. French possesses only one article, the
definite, which takes the form le before a mas-
culine singular noun, as le pere, the father

;

la before a feminine singular noun, as la mere,

the mother
;
and les before a plural noun of

either gender, as les peres, the fathers, les

meres, the mothers.
(In pronouncing these examples, remember

that the plural sounds exactly as the singular :

pere, peres, are both pronounced per ; mere,

meres, are both pronounced mer; the difference

in number being sufficiently indicated by the
change in the article.)

No reference is made to a neuter, as that

gender does not exist in French
;

nor is the

term common used in French grammars with
reference to the gender of substantives.

2. When a noun in the singular, whether
masculine or feminine, begins with a vowel or

mute h, the e and a of le and la are elided, and
replaced by an apostrophe. (See § 8, p. 57.) This

promotes rapidity of utterance by the removal
of the hiatus.

Vormc, the elm, for le orme.

Vhahit, the coat, for le habit.

Vdme, the soul, for la dme.

Vhumeur, the temper, for la Immeur.
This elision is not unknown in English

poetry where, however, it becomes a question

not of euphony but of metre :

“ Blest as th’ immortal gods is he,

The youth that fondly sits by thee,” etc.

The plural presents no case of elision, as the

final s of the plural article, which before a
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consonant is quite mute, is carried on to the

initial vowel of the substantive, and produces
with it a very euphonious efEect, from the fact

of the s being softened down to a 2;, as

—

les ormes, the elms, which is pron. le'-zorm'.

les habits, the clothes, „ VC-zobV.

les dmes, the souls, „ le'-zatrC.

les humeurs, the humours, „ le'-znmeur.

3. Wherever the syntax of the English
language demands the use of the definite article

the, we shall find le, la, V or les, according to

gender and number, in French
;
for, like the,

le (la, V, les) limits the meaning of a noun, or

singles the noun out, after the manner of a
demonstrative adjective. But over and above
this, and in a manner diametrically opposed to

English syntax, the French article le (la, V,

les) stands before any noun taken in a general

sense—that is, before a noun embracing a whole
species or class. Use, therefore, the article

both in French and English, when you say

—

The man has spoken truly,

L'homme aparU vrai.

The man who has just spoken,
L'homme qui vient de parler.

Use the article in French only, when you
say—
Death is the gate of life.

La onort est la porte de la vie.

Man is mortal,

L’homme est mortel.

All men are mad.
Toils les hommes sent fous.
Inventive men are scarce,

Les hommes a imagination sent raves.

From the English point of view, then, the
rule is : death, life, man, men, inventive men,
being used in a general sense, require no
article

;

And from the French point of view the rule

is : mort, vie, homme, hommes, hommes a imagi-
nation, being used in a general sense, demand
the article.

4. The article le or la, placed before nouns,
is the readiest means of ascertaining their

gender. The case becomes more difficult where
V or les appear, or when a gender must be
assigned to a noun presented without any con-
text. With reference to this point, practice
will teach better than rule

;
but as the rule

must be given, and is very long and burden-
some, we shall at once smooth the path by a
few general hints.

(a^ Nouns representing males are masculine,
and nouns representing feminine

:

L’homme, the man. la femme, the woman.
Le lion, the lion. la lionne, the lioness.

(b) A noun does not vary its original gender,
whether it be applied to the one or the other
sex ;

Madame A. est le docteur de cet hopital,
Mrs. A. is the doctor of this ho.^ntal

;

Isaac etait la victime que Dieu s’etait choisie,

Isaac was the victim which God had chosen
for Himself.

(c) Some species of animals are designated
by the male, others by the female, and the
gender is applied respectively to the whole

species. For example, chat, which strictly

means tom-cat, is masculine, and the name of

the whole species is made masculine : Le chat

est un precieux animal, the cat is a precious

animal; whilst we should say, JjKehattenourrit

ses petits, the cat feeds her young.
(d) Nouns of inanimate objects and abstrac-

tions belong to either gender in accordance

with certain rules of derivation, and more
especially termination, which rules will be fully

developed in the course of these Lessons.

Practical Application.

1. Learn the following vocabulary. The
italics in the French words show which letters

are mute
;
and the curved line indicates that

the final consonant of one word is to be carried

on in pronunciation to the initial vowel of the

following word—a process called liaison in

French, which we shall translate by the term
connection.

VOCABULARY I.

La parente, kindred.

3Iasculine.

Le,s parenf^, the parents or relations.

Les'^enfanZs, the children.

Le^ gran^Z^-parenZ^, the grandparents.
Le.? petiZsTenfant?, the grandchildren.
Les'^ai'eua; or ancetrc^, the ancestors.

Les'^ascendanZ^*, the ascendants.

Le^ descendanZ^ or neveua?,* the descendants.

Le^ fiancee, the betrothed.

Les'^epoua?, the spouses.

Masculine.
Mari, husband;
pert', father

;

papa, papa ;

giand-peie, grand-
father ;

fiZs, son;
petiZ - fiZs, grand-

I

stej)-

(
in-law

,

[
step-son,

beau-fiZs
^
son-in-

( law ;

gendi’tf, son-in-law.
fr^re, brother ;

( step-

hean-ivere

|
( in-law

oncl^, uncle ;

neveu, nephew ;

cousin, cousin ;

cousin germain,
cousin

;

parenZ, relative ;

Feminine.
Femm<?, wife.

mere, mother.
maman, mamma.
gran^Z’mere, grand-

mother.
fille, daughter.
petite-fille, grand-

da^ighter.

( step-

, n . ) mother,

[
law.

I step-

belle-fille J
daughter,

(
in-law.

bru, daughter-in-lanv.
soeur, sister.

[
step-sister,

belle-soeur < sister - in -

I law.

tante, aunt.

niece, niece.

cousine, cousin.

cousine germaine,^?’.?Z

cousin.

parente, relative.

* Neveux, nephews, from the Latin a grandson.
It means posterity in poetical style : Votre regne aux
neveux doit servir de modele (jRaeine), your reign ought
to serve as a pattern to posterity

;
Mes arnere-neveux me

devront cet omhrage {La Fontaine), my descendants will

he indebted to me for this shade.
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BY H. W. DULCKEN, Ph.D.

I.

The Fifteenth Century and its

Teachings.

In the great chronicle which records the events,

changes, and conditions that have affected the

human race, we recognize three distinct and
separate divisions, each characterized by its

own peculiar features, and the two latter pre-

modern times, it is now our task to lay before

our readers.

There are certain great characteristic features

of the history of modern times,—features that

are recognised throughout the
^

whole of its coui'se, and which
are at the present day perhaps
more distinctly visible than at

any previous time. These features are : the

striving for religious and social freedom—the

astonishing increase ofknowledge and enlighten-

ment—the widening of the limits of the known
world by maritime and inland discovery—and
the establishment of new communities and the

foundation of empires in parts of the world

before unknown.
With the beginning of the history of modern

COLUMBUS BEFORE THE COUNCIL AT SALAMANCA.

ceded by vast and most important changes.
These three divisions are known

Dmsions Ancient History, the History
of history. Middle Ages, and the His-

tory of Modem Times. The first comprises
the story of the world from the earliest times
to the downfall of the great Eoman Empire, in
the fifth century of the Christian era,—the
second has to do with the thousand years that
intervened between the fall of Eome and the
discovery of America,—while the third, the
history of modem times, brings down the
record from the beginning of the sixteenth
century to the present day.
The story of this third period, the history of

times, the destiny of the human race becomes
grander. The nations are awakened to a great

display of energy. There is a mighty and a suc-

cessful effort to break away from the fetters

wherein feudal tyranny and ambitious priestcraft

had for athousand years held the nations captive.

It is the time of the rena'i^sa nce, of

the renewal of much of the wisdom
that had illumined ancient times,

enaissance.

but that had lain hidden, like buried treasure in

ruined castles, through centuries of ignorance,

oppression, and strife. The human mind
struggles to get free from the weight of

ignorance and superstition
;

art, science, and
literature flourish, and genius competes Avith
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wealth and power for honour among men
;
a

new system of war gives scope for military

talent, and supersedes the rough predatory

system of the middle ages —disciplined hosts

under distinguished commanders taking the

A KNIGHT IN AEMOHR.

place of the motley bands of mercenary soldiers

brought together under the feudal system.

The principles of government, the
Signs of change j-n^^tual dependence of class upon
and progress. even of nations upon

one another, begin to be understood
;

com-
merce, that great and unfailing source of the

wealth and prosperity of nations, is widely
developed

;
the more debasing forms of slavery,

and afterwards the milder predial servitude or

serfdom, are abolished by law, or, as in England,
gradually disappear without being abrogated

by any enactment
;

the student of history is

here brought into contact with a better world,

studying for the attainment of higher and
nobler aims, by honester and manlier means
than those that prevailed during the middle
ages. The nations aspire to know “ the why
and the wherefore” of the measures taken, and
of the commands imposed upon them by their

rulers. It is still recognized as a truth “ that

those who think shall govern those who toil ”

—

but those who toil begin to thinli likewise, and
accordingly aspire to have a share, through
their representatives, in the counsels of the
nders

;
and thus, through many dangers and

difficulties—often beaten down, but ever rising

again to fresh conflict with irresponsible des-

potism—struggles forth the great principle of

constitutional government.
In other directions, too, the beneficent effects

of progress and enlightenment are felt. Science

Improvement in steps in, to unveil the mysteries

various direc- of nature,— combating disease,

tions ; science, and thus lengthening the period
art, etc. of human life, and mitigating

some of its severest woes
;
improved agricul-

ture, and the advance of settled industry,

together with increased means of intercourse,

first check and then almost entirely obviate

those periodic famines, which in the middle
ages cost thousands upon thousands of lives

;

the material prosperity of nations is increased
;

the masses are better clothed, as well as better
fed, and the supremacy of the laws is more
generally acknowledged. Above all, the history
of modern times exhibits the voice of the
nations raised, ever in louder and more
threatening tones, against the ghastly moekery
of Christianity exhibited in the cruelties of
religious persecution

;
the Writ “ De Hacretico

Comburendo ” (concerning the burning of
heretics) ceases to run in one country after
another

;
and just in proportion as knowledge

and enlightenment advance with ever swifter
strides, do these features of the history of
modern times shine forth with more encour-
aging splendour.

Thus the history of modern times, begin-
ning with the sixteenth century, exhibits at
the outset a great and astonishing change.
This change was deep and lasting.

There is a proportion between The fifteenth

causes and effects; accordingly

^

the causes of this change must
^ ^

have been long at work, and must have been
wudespread also. In fact, the whole of the
fifteenth century may be noted as a time of
preparation, in which the conditions for this
change were being brought about and matured.
And foremost among the conditions which
rendered this change possible we have to note
three exceedingly important inventions.
The first of these was the invention of the

mariner’s compass, or rather, the adaptation of
the magnetic needle to ocean navigation

;
and

HAAKLEM.

with this we may associate the improvement of

the astrolabe or quadrant. That the magnetic
needle and its properties had been previously

known to various nations there is no doubt

;
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but it was tlie Italian Flavio Groja, of Amalfi,

who first applied it to navigation;
The manner’s navigators were no
compass. longer confined to sailing along

the coasts, or at most to a run across the

Mediterranean. The compass pointed out to

them their course
;
by the quadrant they could

calculate their position
;
and these two instru-

ments opened to maritime enterprise the vast
and hitherto unexplored expanse of the Atlantic

ocean.
Of vast importance, as affecting warfare, was

the introduction of the use of gunpowder,
which revolutionized the whole military system.

Here, again, the invention pre-
invention of

^

ceded, by a long period, the
application. Berthold

Schwartz, a learned monk of

Freiburg in Germany, and the wondeiTul
Englishman Eoger Bacon (b. 1214, d, 1292),
are both credited by their countrymen with
the invention of an explosive compound

;
and

that King Edward III. used cannon at the
battle of Crecy in 1346 is certain. During the
fifteenth century artilleiy and firearms took
the place of the battering-ram, the spear, and
the sword. The knight, clad in complete
armour, and mounted on a horse as heavily
weighted as himself, was no longer the almost
invincible antagonist he had formerly been

;

and the baron and his mounted followers were
gradually superseded by bands of mcrcenaiy
foot-soldiers {lansquenets, Lanzhnechte), and
at length by disciplined standing armies per-

manently maintained by the rulers, who thus
increased their authority over the feudal barons,
whose influence they finally crushed.

The tliird and by far the most important of

these inventions was that of the art of printing.

Until this means had been found of putting the
result of human thought and learning, and still

more the utterances of Inspired Wisdom, into

, ,
the hands of the community, the

Theatt ofprint-gj.g3^^ population in
mgi^svast

gygpy country remained densely
unpo ance.

jgj^orant and superstitious. While
the price of a single manuscript copy of

Wycliffe’s Bible would have absorbed the
wages of a working man for two years at least,

the Reformation was impossible. When the price

of a copy of a classic author was equal to the
freehold of a house and garden, learning was
necessarily the heritage of the few. Of all

excepting a few clerics it might be said, that

“ Knowledge to their eyes her ample page,
Rich with the spoils of time, did ne’er unroll.”

But this was altered when John Gutenberg of
Mayence, in conjunction with the goldsmith
Faust, who found the money, and the scribe

Peter SchoefEer, who acted as the first “ printer’s

reader,” set up his printing ofiice, and in 14.56

produced his celebrated Latin Bible. Eight
fitting was it that the first grand production
of the new invention should be the Book of

books
;
and well did the astute King Louis XI.

of France remark to a cardinal, when some
years afterwards a printed Bible was exhibited
to him :

“ In this invention I see the downfall
of your power.” That the invention of book

printing was preceded by that of wood en-

graving, which was at first chiefly employed in

the production of playing cards and little

pictures of saints, has been abundantly proved.

Gutenberg appears to have been the first who
printed from movable wooden types

;
whereas

iSchoeffer hit upon the idea of substituting

metal for wooden letters. The Duteh claim
priority of invention for Laurence
Coster, to whom they have erected Early peters

a statue at Haarlem. Gutenberg
quarrelled with Faust, and entered
the service of an archbishop of Mayence ;

soon
after, Mayence was attacked and taken, and
many of the printer’s men fled, carrying their

industry into other lands. The . manufacture
of paper from linen and afterwards from cotton
rags, cheapened books by superseding the

expensive parchment
;
and thus the grand

means for the interchange and diffusion of

thought became more rapidly spread. The
postal system, introduced in Germany by the

Emperor Maximilian, and in France by King
Louis XII., was another step in the same direc-

tion.

BY G. VERB BENSON, M.A.

I.

Students who have ah-eady, it may be a long
time ago, mastered the rules of arithmetic, will
find the following pages useful in aiding their
perception of the reasons for these rules, as well
as in increasing their facility in applying them
to practical uses.

Those who have neglected or not yet begun
the study of arithmetic will be able to under-
stand these rules as we have explained them,
even should they not be able to obtain any
assistance from friends. But we strongly re-
commend all who can to get some fiiend who
has already some practical knowledge of arith-
metic to question them on what they read, and
explain at greater length than is possible in a
book the difficulties which the student may
meet here. Such difficulties there always are
at the commencement of a new study, and it

is of the utmost importance that they should
be thoroughly mastered. If this is done our
further progress will be rapid and pleasant.

Arithmetic* is the science of numbers, and
it is also the art of performing calculations
about numbers. The practical rnles by which
we perfoim these calculations constitute the
art of arithmetic

;
and the jJrinciples on which

these rules are founded constitute the science
of arithmetic. It is chiefly as an art that we
shall consider arithmetic in these pages

;
but

it is well to remember that this art, like all

other arts, has its foundations deep in scientific
principles, without which there could be no art.

* The word “ arithmetic ” is derived from the Greek
word ’apte^Aos {arithmos), meaning “number.”
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A single thing—as an apple, a marble, a

man—is called a unit, or one, fi’om the Latin

word nnus, meaning one. A number is a

nnit or a collection of units. Thus, if I have

one apple, and I then get another apple, I have
a collection of two apples. If I get one more
I have a collection of three apples, and so on.

Each of these collections is a number, and
the terms one, two, three, are the names of the

numbers of these collections.

What we have said is true of marbles or

any other things, as well as of apples. Now,
although apples are not the same as marbles,

yet the number two is the same, whether we
are thinking of two apples, or two marbles, or

two of anything.

And although in practical life we generally

have some particular objects in our mind when
we speak or think of numbers, yet we can

think of a number without having in our mind
any particular things. We can think of the

number three without meaning three apples, or

tlu’ee marbles, or three of any objects.

When we thus think of a number, without

having in our mind any particular thing, we
are thinking of what is called an abstract

number.
Thus three is an abstract number

;
but three

horses is called a concrete number. Five is

abstract, but five hours is concrete.

Thus we see that the idea of number is

independent of the kind of thing which we
are counting

;
and our calculations will be

equally true whatever the things may be to

which our numbers refer, or even if we do not

refer our numbers to any things at all. All

numbers can be expressed by means of the

figures 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 8, 9.

These ten figures are called the ten “ digits”

(i.e. fingers, from the Latin word digitus,

which means a finger). It is probable that

long before written figures were known people

used to use their fingers to count on, just as we
often find ourselves obliged to do if we go to a
foreign country where we do not know the

names of the numbers, or if we want to com-
municate with a deaf person or with a person

too far away to hear us.

The figure 0 is called zero, or cijpher, and
has no value by itself

;
but we shall see after- •

wards that it plays a very important part in

altering the values of other figures when it is

combined with them.
The other figures written above represent the

numbers one, two, three, four, five, six, seven,
eight, nine.

The art of expressing any number by means
of figures is called notation.

We shall explain the notation which is now
adopted by all European nations, and by those
countries which have derived their civilization

from Europe. It is called the Arabic nota-
tion.*

* It may not be uninteresting to observe that our
method of notation is one of the many arts of civili-

zation which Europe learned some seven or eight
centuries ago from the Mohammedans of Arabia and
Asia Minor

; the remembrance of which may fairly
temper our just indignation at their modern corrup-
tion and misgovernment with some feeling of respect
and pity for their now vanished greatness.
To Englishmen it is still more interesting to know

We have seen that the figure 1 represents
the number one, and is called unity

;

2 repre-
sents the number two (he. two units)

;
3 repre-

sents the number three {i.e. three units), and
so on to nine (9), which is the largest number
we can express by a single figure.

Numbers greater than nine are represented
as follows :

—

The number ten is represented by 10, in
which the figure 1 represents not one unit, but
one collection of ten units

;
eleven is repre-

sented by 11 {i,e. 1 ten together with 1 unit)
;

twelve is represented by 12 {i.e. 1 ten together
with 2 units)

;
thirteen is represented by 13

{i.e. 1 ten together with 3 units)
;

fourteen,

fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, and nine-

teen being represented by the figures 14, 1.5, 16,

17, 18, 19, and so on. The next number is

twenty, which is represented by 20 {i.e. 2 tens)
;

then twenty-one, which is represented by 21

{i.e. 2 tens together with 1 unit)
;
twenty-two,

which is represented by 22 {^i.e. 2 tens together
with 2 units)

;
and so on, the other numbers

up to thirty being represented by 23, 24, 25, 26,

27, 28, 29, and 30. Forty is represented by 40 ;

fifty Ijy 50 ;
sixty by 60 ;

seventy by 70

;

eighty by 80 ;
ninety by 90, and a hundred by

100
;
two hundred by 200

;
three hundred by

300
;
and so on, till we come to ten hundred

or a thousand, which is represented by 1000.

Ten thousand is written 10,000 ;
a hundred

thousand 100,000
;
a thousand thousand (which

is called a million) 1,000,000 ;
and so on, the

value of the figm-e 1 being increased tenfold

every time we place a new cypher to the right

of it.

We must ask the student very carefully to

consider the above statement of the method of

notation. He will then see that when a figure

stands by itself it represents only its simple or

intrinsic value.

Thus 7 means seven units {i.e. seven par-

ticular things).

But when a figure is followed by another
figm-e placed at its right-hand side, it expresses

ten times its simple value.

Thus 70 expresses ten times 7 or 7 tens {i.e.

seven collections of things, each collection

consisting of ten things)
;
71 expresses 7 tens

together with 1 unit
;

72 expresses 7 tens

together with 2 units, and so on.

Again, when a figure is followed by two other

figures, it represents a hundred times its simple
value.

Thus 700 represents 7 hundreds {i.e. seven
collections, each collection consisting of a
hundred)

;
720 represents 7 hundreds together

that from India the Arabs themselves borrowed this

art. It was practised among the Hindoos many cen-
turies before the Arabs learned it from them. The
Hindoos believed it to have been taught them direct

from heaven.
The Greeks, Romans, and other ancient nations of

Europe employed the letters of their alphabets instead
of the figures 1, 2, 3, etc. From the Arabs these figures

and the method of using them passed into Italy and
Spain, and being much more convenient than the

system previously in use, they soon spread over the
greater part of Em-ope, Russia being the last country
in Europe to adopt them, which she did only at the
beginning of the last century.
The Roman method of notation will be explained

later on in the above series of articles.
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-svitli 2 tens
;

725 represents 7 hundreds to-

gether with 2 tens, together with 5 units.

We see, therefore, that figures have a local

value (i.e. a value depending on their position)

as well as a simple value. The simple value of

the 7 in 725 is seven units
;
but its local value

is 7 hundreds. The simple value of the 2 is

2 units
;

its local value is 2 tens : and, in fact,

in any number, the last figure on the right hand
side represents so many units, the last but one
so many tens, the last but two so many
hundreds, and so on.*

Note .—The student will find it useful to take
a number at random and write down what each
figure of it represents. For example, 78654:

represents 4 units, together with 5 tens, together
with 6 hundreds, and so on

;
the number 50706

represents 6 units, 0 tens, 7 hundreds, 0 thou-
sands, 5 tens of thousands.

BY LEO. H. GRINDON.

I.

Botany is the science which treats of plants

in all their variety, their structure, physiology,

and distribution over the surface of the earth.

It seeks also to learn something of the vegeta-

tion which existed upon our planet during the

pre-Adamite or geological periods, finding

illustrations of this in the fossil remains which
lie embedded in the coal strata and other de-

posits. In order to pursue its way with ease

riG. 1.—THE PINE.

and pleasure, this delightful and comprehensive
science has contrived a system of nomenclature
whereby plants universally are in course of re-

ceiving definite appellations, intelligible in every
country to the people who care for them. It

has also employed itself from the very begin-

_

* Hence we say that the last figure on the right hand
side stands in the units’ place

;
the last hut one in the

tens’ place, and so on.

ning in an endeavour to arrange or classify

plants according to their natural affinities.

These two last-named departments of the
general subject constitute Systematic Botany.
Furthermore, plants being productive of sub-

stances useful to man for food, for manufac-
ture into clothing, and for employment as

building material, others yielding medicines,
while others, again, are available as decorative

objects, we have the third great department
called Economic Botany.

riG. 2.—THE EIR.

With a view to studying the development
and the affinities of plants in the best possible

manner, which is by constant „ , • ,

observation of them in the living
botanical

state. Botanical Gardens are
established, these comprising not only beds
and borders for hardy plants, or those which
can endure the winter -without injury, but
greenhouses and hothouses for such as have
been brought from warmer climates, and which
require a supply of artificial warmth. An im-
portant feature of a Botanical Garden, though
by no means always present, is a pond for

aquatic plants
;
a portion of the ground should

also be devoted to the purposes of an Arbore-
tum, or collection of hardy trees. But, how-
ever extensive and well-managed, no Botanical
Garden can possibly contain examples of the
entire number of plants known to be present in

the world. There are certainly not fewer than
a hundred thousand different kinds bearing
flo-wers, -Hith a vast number besides, perhaps
fifty thousand, of the humble and flowerless

kinds familiarly exemplified in ferns and
mosses, not to mention the plants -vdiich inhabit

the sea, which of course can exist only while
bathed in salt water. The specially important
portions of plants, considered with reference to

nomenclature and classification, are the blos-

soms and the seed-pods, and these being perish-

able and veiy often extremely fugitive, no
garden, moreover, however rich, could possibly

supply them all just -when wanted.
Hence it comes that another very interesting
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department of the botanist's work is the pre-

paration of an Herbarium, or
Hortus Siccus, literally, a col-

the

Herbarium.

leetioii of dried speeimens of plants

entire individuals when not too large
;
pieces,

sprays, or individual leaves or flowers, when
more would be cumbersome

;
these being

carefully desiccated between smooth papers
under heavy pressure, and with the help of

artifleial heat, then cemented to clean white
paper, or kept loose, according to personal
taste, labelled with their names, and arranged
in an orderly and systematic manner, so as to

be available for ready reference. When copious,

and supplemented with good drawings and a
collection of seed-pods and seeds, an herbarium
is an epitome of vegetable nature—a garden
independent of climate and seasons—a garden
which undergoes no change, and is not only
a perennial source of accurate information,
but contributive of

boundless and ever
new pleasure to the

possessor. Wlien
brought together,

as the specimens
always should be,

by the owner’s own
hands, an herba-

rium becomes iden-

tified with much in

one’s past life that

is pleasant to re-

member—the first

steps in scientific

exploration, the un-
speakable delight of

accumulating new
ideas and of acquir-

ing new and more
accurate views, and
though last, by no
means least, the

agreeable circum-
stances, such as

rambles in the
country, amid
wliich the greater

portion of the con-
tents were obtained.
To the man of accomplished mind. Botany

has yet another department, often considered
as something quite separate and

Botany and
(distinct, but which is as truly

sympathies.
botany as the con-

sideration of the physical or
economic uses of plants. This is the relation
of plants to the sympathies of mankind, the
Botany which pervades the poetry, fable, and
literature of all ages and countries; which is

recognized in a thousand ways in art, and which
enables every one to take delight more or less,

according to his own culture, in the spectacle
offered by the green fields, in the dell crowded
with primroses or bluebells, and in the tranquil
and venerable woods. Of course, a certain
amount of enjoyment of the landscape is quite
possible without possessing an atom of technical
knowledge of plants, and from that point of view
the romance of Botany, as for convenience’

riG. 3.—BEAIfCH OF THE OAK.

sake we will call it, is no doubt an independent
thing. But, like everything else, it is far more
keenly appreciated when resting upon a good
groundwork of technical knowledge. In any
case, man is connected quite as intimately with
the world of plants through the medium of his

heart and fancy as through his capacities for

discriminating and classifying.

While such are the objects of Botany, the

processes connected with the pursuit of it as a
science, and the recreativeaddenda
(which last we can either attend "otany an

to or neglect, just as we please), it
®

'lever!^
is not to be overlooked that Botany
is one of the best and one of the pleasantest of

educational levers. No subject requires more
careful and painstaking application, or calls

more earnestly for minute and direct personal

observation. It is the most efficient of all

masters in that most admirable of the useful

arts—the art of

learning to see.

Patient and watch-

ful reasoning, in-

dustry, habits of

order, neatness, and
attention are all

promoted by it.

There are moral re-

sults as well. The
man who gives his

heart to plants,

looking to them for

his lifelong pastime,

finds that he now
has no leisure for

frivolities or con-

tentions. The very

sweetness and calm
of nature act in-

sensibly upon his

spirit, and, whether
he is conscious of

it or not, his de-

votedness is abun-

dantly repaid.

In the present

series of papers, all

the above-named
subjects will be

dealt with in turn, and according to the measure
of their importance. They may not be treated

in the order in which they have
been mentioned, but nothing will

be omitted that is necessary to a
proper outline of Botanical Science.

No series of articles, no book even,

can exhaust Botany, since it is co-extensive with

the entire vegetable kingdom. Many lifetimes

would not suffice to master it even approxi-

mately. Many of what seem to be the simplest

and commonest phenomena of plant-life, those

which come daily under the eyes of the gardener,

are still very imperfectly understood. No two
botanists are agreed even upon the number of

different kinds of wild-flowers which grow in

our own island. There is, as yet, no definition

of a “ species,” nor is it likely that one will for

a long time be agreed upon
;
so that Botany is

practically inexhaustible. Let no one suppose

Amplitude
of Botany.
How to

work at it.
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that this should be a reason for abstaining from
the study of Botany. The boundlessness of

Botany constitutes one of its very special

charms, just as the beauty and the glory of

the sparkling midnight heavens consist not

alone in what is beheld at a glance, but in

the unfathomable spaces beyond, the star-

thronged infinite, to which we are intro-

duced by astronomy and the telescope. It

has only to be added that no one can learn

Botany from books alone. Books supply the

guide-posts, the suggestions, and the general

outlines, but genuine knowledge of plants is

gained only by diligently and persistently

employing one’s o\vn faculties, taking nothing

for granted, and personally verifying every
statement found in print, so far as the pro-

ductions of the fields and woods, and the

plants contained in gardens, will allow. A
magnifying glass is indispensable, and should

always be carried in the pocket
;
and when the

anatomy of plants is studied, a good microscope
must be procured.

Plants correspond with animals in all the

leading particulars of their life-history. They
are born, so to speak,—being
produced by the germination of

a seed, or something equivalent
to a seed

;
they have their infancy, youth,

adolescence, and maturity, by-and-by followed
by decrepitude, decay, and death

;
they feed,

and they have a sort of repose. Many kinds
exhibit a remarkable sensitiveness to touch

;

one or two move their leaflets spontaneously

;

and in a very considerable number there is a
change of position in the petals of the flower

at some particular period of the day, generally
towards sunset, or soon after sunrise, indicating

susceptibility to the influence of the solar rays,

though sometimes these changes take place
without reference to the light. Kegarded from
the poet’s point of view, which in the main is

always true and trustworthy, in addition to

these organic and physical resemblances to

animals, plants possess others, which in default

of a proper term may be called affectional, and
which are often of the most curious, unexpected,
entertaining, and suggestive nature. There is

scarcely any attribute of animal life that is

not presignified among plants. Animal life

and animal attributes are simply the setting

forth on a grander and more spirited scale,

and on a higher platform, of what has
already been developed in a lower degree in
the world of plants.

Being subject to decay and death, plants are
endued with the power of self-renewal. In

.
many kinds the lease of life is

Duration of life
shori, ending in a

in p an s.
weeks after birth. Early in

the spring we may find pretty little members
of the botanical family called the Cruciferse in

full bloom. The flowers are soon followed by
seed-pods

;
they ripen, the seed is discharged,

and long before the appearance of the first

rose of summer all is over. A few bleached
relics of stem and flower-stalk, with the silvery

membranes to which the seeds were once
attached, alone remain. Other plants run on
for a lifetime of three to seven or eight months,

then dying of exhaustion, accelerated by the

cold of approaching winter. All of this kind

—

all, that is, which do not survive, naturally, into

a second year—are called Annuals. Another
set, not numerous, but still common, is con-

stituted of plants which rise from the seed in

one year, but live into a second, when the}'-

bloom, ripen their seed, and then, like the

annuals, die. During the intervening winter

they maintain their hold on life by means of a

substantial root, which is usually charged with

nutriment. The plants of this second class are

termed Biennials. The great mass of the

vegetation we see around us consists of a third

class, the plants called Perennials,—plants,

that is to say, whieh endure for many years,

even scores and hundreds of years. When
once the biennial limit is passed, the lease is

usually of considerable length. It is through

the perennial character of so large a portion

of its herbaceous vegetation—the grass—that
our island, even at mid-winter, is green and
cheerful. It is the same capacity for immensely
prolonged existence which gives us shrubs and
trees; thus not only the picturesque beauty

of living nature, but timber, and whatever else

requires many years for its maturation.

Observe, however, that the plants most precious

to man as sources of food and of clothing

material, are the short-lived ones. The An-
nuals include all the cereals,—wheat, barley,

rice, etc.
;
they include also the plants which

supply us with hemp and flax, and one or two of

the most valuable descriptions of cotton-plant.

Nature would seem to have created these plants

with the deliberate purpose of calling into play

man’s industry and intellectual powers as a

cultivator, for agriculture was the primeval

parent of ci-vdlization
;

and thus, though we
may now not quite like to own it, every

circumstance in which Englishmen take pride

may quite truthfully be said to have had its

beginning in the creation of Annuals. What-
ever may be the case in days to come, so far

there is certainly no civilization deserving the

name in the countries where men gather

their food from the branches of the trees, ready

made to their hands, and demanding no
exercise either of industry or skill.

The length* of time for which perennials

endure is very various. In an old-fashioned

garden,—one belonging, say, to

some antique place in the coun-

try, where the family has been
seated for many generations,—one may often

see plants that are at least a century old.

And as for trees, it often seems as if they
could endure for ever. A lifetime of at least

two to three hundred years appears to be the

rule vflth the noble family which includes the

Pine, the Fir, and the Cedar, and many of the

species are well known to run far beyond. The
Oak, the Spanish Chestnut, the Yew, appear
quite easily competent to attain a thousand
years, though the conditions may possibly be
then like those which the Psalmist eonnects
with fourscore. The perfect and absolute

manhood of the tree corresponds with the at-

tainment of the full stature and physiognomy
designed for it by nature. It is easy to per-
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ceive in what these charaeters consist. We
have only to compare individuals of the re-

spective kinds as they stand upon the sward of

some open park or piece of forest land, free

and independent, visited uiDon all sides by the
sunshine, the rain, and the breeze. Then, not
only how beautiful the diversity of the out-

lines, but how plainly and unmistakably is it

declared that every species of plant has linea-

ments, an expression, and an attitude of its

own, which, when unmolested by man and
spared by the storm, it will acquire and wear
proudly until the evening of life. The time
arrives, however, when it must succumb,— but
the decline even then is often so slow as to be
measurable only by periods of twenty to fifty

years. How grand, in their surrender, many
of the old Oaks in Sherwood Forest, where we
seem to stand in the presence of a vegetable
Palmyra !

BY JOHN CURWEN.

I.

Music in Modern Life.

Music is occupying every year a higher place
in the routine of modern life. Not only is it

becoming more and more of a social exercise,
but it is made the agent of religion and
philanthropy. And by music in this connec-

tion we especially mean
V^al and cultivation of instrumental

^^music^
niusic must always be the privi-

lege of the comparative few.
There are several reasons for this. The many
lack both the time and patience needed for
learning an instrument, even supposing that
they can afford the cost of one. But the
instruments of vocal music are the gift of
nature

;
they are always with us

;
and to

learn to use our voices is far less labour than
to learn to use an instrument. Singers with
strong voices can seldom venture to practise
more than two or three hours a day, while
pianists, violinists, etc., frequently practise
eight hours, year after year. We are speaking,
of course, of professional players, but with
amateurs the same proportions hold good. Far
be it from our purpose to disparage the study
of instruments. The pianoforte is already so
popular that it needs no advocacy

;
but it is

much to be desired that stringed and reed
instruments should be more widely practised,
and family orchestras become more general.

Family
Instrumental music, however, is

orchestras.
I*eside oiu’ present purpose, for
in the series of papers now begun

we shall confine ourselves to teaching the
student to read music, and shall not deal with
the mechanism of any instrument.

The lessons to come are, however, addressed
to all who wish to cultivate music, whether
instrumental or vocal—not merely to singers.

For no one should begin the study of an in-
strument without first learning to sing. “ The
hideous results of first attempts at performance
on the violin, and a good many instruments
besides,” says Mr. Hullah, “ are generally due
to a single cause, and that cause a remediable
one—the still all but universal practice of teach-
ing Music, and performance on an
artificial instrument, together. By Teaclnng

teaching music, as distinct from
musical performance, I mean inducing that
sympathy of eye and ear which enables its

possessor to know what a succession of musical
symbols brought under the eye should repre-

sent to the ear
;
or rice versa, how a succession,

and even a combination of sounds, addressed
to the ear, may be recorded and presented
intelligibly to the eye : in fewer words, to

enable the musical student to Imow the sound
of what he sees represented in musical cha-
racters. Now, not only can this be done, but
it can be best and most easily done, through an
instrument God has given to every human
creature—the voice. All musical education
should begin—the earlier the better—with
singing, the rational practice of which involves
the acquisition of a number of principles and
facts and—more important still—the early
formation of a number of habits, which lie at
the root alike of musical science and skill.

This rule having been followed, the beginner
on whatever instrument would find a great
deal of the work apparently before him really

behind him.”
There are a large number of persons who

would like to learn to sing, but are deterred
by what they call “having no ,, .

voice.” It is true that people ex-
hibit very different aptitudes for

music, and it is also true that the later in life

the study is begun, the more difficult it is. But
as a rule, to which the exceptions are very
few, every one who can speak may learn to

sing. Lengthened experience and observation
leads us to doubt the musical incapacity of

persons who have attained middle life without
giving any attention to the subject, and abso-
lutely to disbelieve the musical incapacity of

young persons and children. People differ, no
doubt, in the time required to awaken and train

the ear
;
but those who are incapable of being

made to distinguish a high note from a low, or

to imitate a given sound, are no more commonly
met with than those who are colour-blind, or
have no sense of smell. There is, of course, a
great difference between persons as to natural
quality of voice, the quickness of ear which
detects the slightest discord, and above all in

that “soul for music” which is the highest
endowment of the artist. Butin spite of this it

may still be said that every one may learn to sing.

Singing may be studied for many purposes.
The majority cultivate it as a refining and
satisfying pleasure; and as the
world every year gets busier, sothe ^ object in

soothing and elevating influence
of good music is more and more felt. Others,

again, use their gift as a means to useful ends, in

church music, or in the thousand purposes of

philanthropy and popular advancement. One
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use of singing is, however, seldom remembered
-that is, that it promotes health.

Indirectly it does this by givingFor health’s

sake.
a flow of spirits, and chasing away

weariness and despondency. But it does this

also directly by the exercise which it gives to
the lungs and the vital organs. We cannot
sing without an increased action of the
lungs, and this causes the heart, and all the
organs of digestion and nutrition, to work
with renewed vigour. The singer brings a
greater quantity of air in contact with the
blood, and hence the blood is better purified

and vitalised. Healthful and highly oxygenated
blood gives energy to the brain, and thus the
mind, as well as the body, shares the benefit of

the exercise. Singers know well that singing
makes them hungry, and from these considera-
tions the reason of their hunger is clear.

II.

Necessity foran Introductory Notation.
When we notice how universally young and

old, rich and poor, enjoy music, and then re-

flect how few compara-
tively are able to read
music, and to gratify

their natural taste for

an ennobling art, we '

cannot but be struck
with the thought that
something is out of

joint. Either the thing
itself is very ditticult of

attainment, or else the
means of attaining it are
unnecessarily hard and
troublesome. Now, there
is no royal road to music.
The training of ear and

Staff-notation

difficulties. JO'ce takes
time under ^

any and every system
;

but experience has
shown that the stafl ^
notation presents ficti-

tious and discouraging
difficulties to the be-
ginner, and that if a
simpler notation be used at first, progress in

the end will be quicker and far more solid.

It may be supposed that this is a personal
opinion of my own, but it is not so. Dr.
Stainer, the well-known organist of St. Paul’s

Cathedral, in a recent paper read before the
Musicnl Association of London, dealt with this

point. He said he honoured the enthusiasm
of those teachers who say that the notation
itself is very easy, but that the fact remains
that you cannot go into any ordinary choral
society without finding that the number of peo-
ple who can read music is discreditably small.

The only way in which he could account for

this state of things was that the thing itself

—

that is, the notation—is difficult. I do not say
that the staff notation is so difficult that the
diligent student, with plenty of time at his

disposal, cannot master it. To say this would
be absurd, because hundreds have done so.

ANCIEXT MUSICAL INSTllUMEXTS.

But a system to be generally used must not
require a special amount of perseverance and
thought and time. If it does, only the few
will accomplish it, and this is the case with
the staff notation. It is true that an enormous
number of people will tell you that they “ un-
derstand the old notation,” but this “under-
standing ” is a very uncertain quantity. The
majority have picked up a little knowledge,
and with the help of the pianoforte, can get
the notes they want. Without this

help a singer of this sort has no
certain ground to stand upon

;
he

goes up or down with the notes, but how far
up or down is a matter of experiment. His
sense of “ what ought to be ” guides his voice,

and after trying a piece over several times he
manages to have it correct. In a chorus he
follows the few independent “readers” within

hearing. As to rhythm he has the same general

notion, and the same want of an exact con-

sciousness of the value of the signs.

It is an abuse of the word to call this “ read-

ing.” No one is considered to read a language
who is constantly mispro-

nouncing the words and
stopping
onbisway;
and it

should be the same with
music. Not until we
can read music fluently,

like a printed book, are

we entitled to say that

we understand the staff

notation.

It is not the fault of

the staff notation that

it places difficulties in

the way of the beginner.

That notation was never
designed as a teaching

instrument. It gives a
picture of the key-board
of the pianoforte or

organ; but the method
of the singer is not that

of the player. “ I be-

lieve.” savs

Dr. Staiuer,

“that in ninety-nine cases out of

every hundred, the first impulse of a singer is,

when a vocal part is placed before him, to con-

sider the relations of the sounds to the key-
scale and to each other.” On the other hand,
the first thing the player wants to know is,

whereabouts on his key-board the notes stand.

Evidently the singer, especially in his early

steps, needs to be told forcibly and directly

the key-relationship of every note he is called

upon to utter. And any contrivance which
does this for him will be an invaluable help.

Speaking of the notation which will be used
in these lessons to introduce the learner to the

staff notation. Dr, Stainer says, “In it the rela-

tions of the seven sounds of the scale are so

plainly evident alike to eye and ear, even when
chromatically altered, that the correct singing

of intervals becomes a matter of comparative
ease.” Let it. not be supposed that the use of
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this auxiliary notation delays the progress of

those who are anxious to learn the staff nota-

tion. Being capable of expressing
An auxiliary jn^sic of every sort, it may be

notation. independently of and concur-

rently with the staff notation, but it also serves

the purpose of a key to that notation
;
and the

pupil who approaches the staff notation through
an introductory course of these exercises will

learn far more of music in the same time than
one who begins at once with the staff. This

fact has been proved over and over again. In

the instructions and exercises which follow,

then, the tonic sol-fa notation will be used at

ffrst, to explain the first principles in the nature

of music. A staff notation version of the ex-

ercises will be given, but the learner should take

no notice of this at present. It is intended for

future use, and to help those who already know
something of the staff notation. The lessons

will lead up to the staff notation, and its signs

will in due time be explained. When the

course is ended, let us hope that the student

will be able to read that notation, and sing'

from it with fluency. Before, however, pro-

(’eeding to the practice of singing, we pause to

describe the instrament with which Nature has

endowed us for the act of singing—the voice.

BY W. J. E. CRANE.

I.

There are, perhaps, few branches of elemen-

tary educational training to which more im-

portance attaches than the art of
Importance of penmanship. In almost every
penmanship,

(j^p^j-tment of active or business

life a good handwriting is one of the best cre-

dentials that can be offered. It is required at

the present day from all holding positions,

whether high or humble, in our Civil Service; it

is indispensable alike to the legal and mercan-

tile clerk, and in many walks of life any grave

deficiency in penmanship will undoubtedly bar

the aspirant’s way to success. To the man of

letters good handwriting is certainly not less

necessary. Many are the errors of which the

luckless printers have to bear the blame, but

which would have been avoided had the “ copy ”

only been decently legible. Even to those

whose only exercise of the pen is in the pro-

duction of letters to absent friends, good writ-

ing is not of trivial importance either to the

comfort of the writers or of their correspon-

dents. Yet despite these incontestable facts a

large proportion of mankind unquestionably

write very badly, and it is with the hope that

we may be of service to at least some who wish

to become expert and elegant penmen that we
commence these lessons.

Notwithstanding the fact that good hand-

writing is generally appreciated and desired,

there are some who, even in this nineteenth

century, affect to ignore its claims and under-
rate its usefulness. It is amusing in this

connection to note the tenacious-

ness alike of prejudices and Good penman-

errors. Among the former may often un-

be reckoned the notion, current
® ’

at one time amongst the upper classes, and not
yet, unfortunately, quite obsolete, that writing
legibly is an acquisition beneath a gentle-

man’s notice, or even unworthy of him, as

evincing a plebeian attention to a matter of

detail. The idea is an old one. Hamlet tells

Horatio

—

“ I once did hold it, as our statists do,

A baseness to write fair, and laboui’dl much
How to forget that learning.”

And many seem of the same opinion in our
own days. It is not long since that a writer
in the Saturday Review spoke in terms of dis-

paragement of caligraphy, and more than hinted
that all great men had been bad writers. For
the “ lower middle classes,” or the “ feminine
correspondents,” good penmanship might, in-

deed, in the reviewer’s opinion, be all very
well

;
but such a “ humble, excellent, clerkly,

working-man’s virtue,” is not deserving of the
notice of men of genius or position. Nor is

this writer solitary in his opinion. We re-

member the proprietor of one of our most
successful periodicals devoted to fiction re-

marking that authors who wrote good hands
never produced anything worth reading

;
and

it is recorded that when Edgar Poe, the poet,

competed for a certain prize, it was awarded
to him for his tale “ A MS. found in a Bottle,”

on the remarkable ground that he was “ the

first of geniuses who wrote legibly.” A very
slight acquaintance with the manuscripts of

eminent men will, however, dissipate the
absurd idea that there is any necessary connec-
tion between talent and bad penmanship. On
the contrary, very many celebrated men and
women have been remarkable for the extreme
beauty of their caligraphy. To instance a few
men of genius or talent : The handwriting of

Keats was extremely good, as was
also that of Shelley. The wit and
pathos oi Thackeray were en-

shrined 'in characters worthy of

the matter. To take a few names
at random from the past : Gray, Rogers, and
Leigh Hunt, a poetic triumvirate

;
Sheridan

Knowles, the dramatist
;

Charles Kingsley,
Lord Brougham, the late Earl of Derby, and
Lord Wellesley, were all excellent penmen.
Of course we do not attempt to deny that

some able and distinguished persons have per-
petrated the most horrible scrawls. But this

is simply the result of defective early training
or carelessness, and they have themselves fre-

quently deplored the fact. The celebrated
Dr. Samuel Parr, for instance,

Dr. Parr’s

lament.
wrote a terribly bad hand, and in

his “ Life of F0.3. ” he feelingly

laments it, and urges young men to shun his

example, and follow that of his erudite rival

and opponent. Dr. Person, who was a caligra-

phist of unequalled delicacy, and covered the
broad margins of his numerous old Greek folios

with a profusion of notes in a marvellously

I
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beautiful handwriting. Archdeacon Coxe, the

-c- • 4. V j ''vell-knownauthorof the ‘“History

of the House of Austria,” was
another conspicuous transgressor

against the canons of good penmanship. Jacob
Bryant said that the reverend gentleman’s was
neither a “hand,” nor even a “fist,” but a
“ foot,” and a “ club ” one too. The arch-

deacon’s lines resembled a “ tangled skein of

black silk ” running across the sheet of paper.

Bishop Barrington remonstrated with him on
one occasion respecting a certain letter the

archdeacon had sent him, the writing of which
was even worse than usual, and quoted for his

benefit an anecdote of a certain French gentle-

man who had addressed a correspondent in

these words :
“ Out of respect, sir, I write to

you with my own hand
;
but to facilitate the

reading I send you a copy, which I have caused
my amanuensis to make.” Talleyrand, the

great French diplomatist, held that language
was given to man to enable him to conceal his

thoughts ;
but

John Bell, of

the Chancery
Bar,improved
upon that
statesman’s
dictum with
regard at least

to one of the

garbs of lan-

guage— ^vrit-

ing. This emi-
nent pleader

is said to have
written no less

than three
distinct — or

rather indis-

tinct—hands

:

one which his

clerk could
read, another
which only
himself could
read, and a
third which neither he, his clerk, nor any
one else could decipher. Such trifiers with
other people's time and temper feel no com-
punction for the annoyance or pain they
inflict on those who happen to be under the

necessity of interpreting their hieroglyphics,

which frequently they themselves
Doubtful (Iq recognize as their own.

paternity of « Jonathan,” said a respected
scraw s. member of the Society of Friends

one day to his brother, “ I have spent much
time over this copy of thy letter of advice to

Eivolta Hijos, of Kio, and cannot make out

a single word.” “ Truly, Keuben, thou art

wrong,” was the placid reply. “ Didst thou

not write our esteemed correspondents thyself ?

and indeed, brother, thy hand is but a vile

one.” It is probable that the

le ‘\anT”
^ ^orace Greeley

,
the successful

^ American journaUst, was facile

princess of hieroglyphists. To no other mortal i

has it been given to achieve so bad a hand.
It is a well-known fact that he was utterly

OBNAMEXTAL PEXMAXSHIP.

unable to read any one of the numerous leading

articles which he wrote, although two or three

old and experienced compositors in his printing-

office, to whom alone the MS. was entrusted,

could generally ferret out his meaning, or

—

more probably

—

give a meaning to the caba-
listic signs. A youth of similar calibre

—

graphically only—once showed to Macready a
tragedy which he purposed offering to a certain

theatrical manager. “ Have it copied into

Christian characters, my dear sir,” said the
great tragedian, “ or the cumulative horror of

the handwriting, added to the dire despair of

the plot, will be too much for any manager
living.” The aspirant followed the advice, and
his work was duly enshrined in neat law sta-

tioner’s hand before it dared its fate. The
only possible excuse for this style of writing is

contained in the naive confession of a certain

fast young gentleman whose father had re-

monstrated with him anent the illegibility of

his penmanship. “ By Jove, sir,” he responded,
candidly, “it’s

I

gentlemanly
to write a bad
hand, you
know, and if

I didn’t people
would find out

the bad spel-

ling
;
and bad

spelling isn’t

gentlemanly
—now at
least !

”

It may pro-

bably happen
that some less

culpablemem-
bers of the
class of bad
writers will

read these
pages. If so,

we trust they
will at once
resolve to re-

move the stigma by following out the system
which will be developed in the
following course. We guarantee penman-

them success, as the method ad-

vised will meet the requirements ^

of the adult equally with those of the youthful
student. Perseverance is the only thing needed,
and they may take Lord Chesterfield’s axiom
to heart. It is as truthful as reassuring.
“ Every man,” he says, “ who has the use of

his eyes and his right hand can write whatever
hand he pleases.”

The late Sir Arthur Helps, in his eloquent
“ Friends in Council,” makes one of the interlo-

cutors say justly :
“ It is certainly astonishing

to see how very few people write legibly. I

can’t think how it is that bad writers make up
their minds to lose so much force as they do
by bad writing. If you address anything to a
correspondent, you want him to understand it

at once. You want it to come wdth its full

force upon his mind. Accordingly, if you write
a w'ord badly, you had better erase it, and
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write the word over again carefully. You do
not wish your friend to puzzle over what you
are imparting to him. Bad writers cannot now
plead great examples for bad writing. It is a

curious thing
;
but going back for a long period,

you may notice that, with few exceptions,

prime ministers have been re-
Statesmen markably good writers. Canning,

usually good
j wrote an exquisite

hand
;
the Duke of Wellington, a

clear and noble one
;
Sir Kobert Peel, a most

legible hand—a thought, perhaps, too mercantile

for beauty, but still an excellent hand. Lord
Palmerston’s handwriting is a model of good
penmanship

;
Lord John Bussell’s forcible and

distinct
;
and I might continue to give a long

list of eminent men who have not disdained to

take much pains with their handwriting. I

mention these statesmen because all of them
had, or have, to write a great quantity in the

course of most days, and might fairly be
excused if they wrote badly. I am sorry to

condemn bad writing, for it hits some of my
best friends very hard.” And in one of his

essays, recurring to the same topic, stress is

laid upon the illegibility of some letters of

celebrated men, which were lying before the

interlocutors. The signature of one “ was
generally thought to resemble the first step

of a centipede after it had crawled out of an
ink-bottle.”

I.

Introduction.

“ Grammar, the ground and strong foundation
Upon which Lady Learning builds her tower

;

Gi'ammar, the pathway and direction

That leadeth unto Pallas’ sacred bower.”
(John Lane, Tel-Troth’s Message, 1600.)

"Why should we learn English Grammar
§ 1. An Englishman ought to knovr his own tongue.

§ 2. Grammar helps—
(a) To train the mind in reasoning.
(b) To understand past and present literature.

(e) To test usage in speech and -Ifriting.

§ 3. Meaning of the term grammar.
§ 4. Language, spoken and written.

What is grammar ? What is the use of study-

ing it? Can I not speak and read my own
mother tongue? Such will probably be the

kind of questions which the intelligent learner,

eager for self-improvement, will put and seek

to answer before committing him or herself to

the revival of forgotten or but partially remem-
bered school lessons. He will perhaps have a
confused idea that English is a language full of

anomalies and irregularities, and that a few
simple rules are enough for the daily purposes of

life
;
or he may have heard that to understand the

grammar of his own language it is necessary to

learn that of the Latin. English, it is said, is so

illogical, so full of exceptions and inconsisten-

cies, that we must go to a foreign language
which is more defined and bounded by stricter

rules to help us to see what we ought to have
in our own. Let us try to satisfy these ques-
tions, examine these doubts, and give some finn
motive for the exertions of the student.

§ 1. First of all, what some may call the
sentimental, but which I prefer to call the
patriotic view of the question, is worth a
moment’s consideration. Is it not a shame to
many of us, our ignorance of this valuable and
beautiful instrument by which we carry on our
daily existence ? The pleasures of familiar
intercourse, the duties of public life, our com-
merce, the progress of science and philosophy,
the effects of law and morals, of religion itself

—

all in which Englishmen feel they have a special
interest and possession—are affectedby the more
or less skilful and accurate use we make of our
language. We inherit a grand estate of history
and science

;
a noble literature, the expression

of the great thoughts and deeds of our race
;

we are proud of our Alfred, our Chaucer, our
Bacon, our Shakespeare, our Newton

;
and yet,

instead of cherishing and cultivating the strong
and harmonious instrument by which alone we
know what we have been and keep to what we
are, which answers to every chord in our
character, we are too often content to despise
or neglect it, devoting more time and attention
to getting a smattering of a dead language than
to the attaining a mastery over our own. The
French have set us an excellent example : though
the historic method may not with them be
generally followed, they take pains that in all

their schools and colleges their actual everyday
speech shall be carefully taught, with all its rules
and details. Happily the reproach is now being
removed Horn us

;
the advance made in the

science of language of late years, and the
serious study of English, joined with the ex-
ertions of English scholars, have had a marked
effect upon the attention given to our tongue in
the curriculum of English schools. Every one
has now the opportunity of making himself
acquainted with the history and grammar of
his own speech : surely it is the duty of English
men and women to seize it.

Bichard Carew, wilting in 1598, on the
“ Excellencies of the English Tongue,” thus
descants upon its sweetness, in comparison
wdth the qualities of other tongues : The
Italian is pleasant, but without sinews, as a
still fieeting water. The French delicate, but
even nice as a woman, scarce daring to ojien
her lips for feare of marring her countenance.
The Spanish majesticall, but fulsome, running
too much on the 0, and terrible like the Diveli
in a play. The Dutch man-like, but withall
very harsh, as one ready at every word to
picke a quarrell. Now we, in borrowing from
them, give the strength of consonants to the
Italian, the full sound of words to the French,
the varietie of terminations to the Spanish, and
the mollifying of more vowels to the Dutch

;

and so, like bees, gather the honey of their good
properties, and leave the dregs to themselves.”
And the poet and accomplished scholar Sir
Philip Sidney said of English, “ For the utter-
ing sweetly and properly the conceit of the
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minde, which is the ende of speech, that hath
it equally with any other tongue in the
world.” Now to the worth which was felt by
these English-lovers so long ago, when the use
of the language was confined to narrower
bounds, add the importance of its extent at the

present day
;
the vastly greater interests \vith

which it deals are thus well summed up by the
American writer G. P. Marsh, in his “ Lectures
on the English Language ” :

—

“ English is the vernacular, not merely of

a greater number, but of a greater variety of

persons, than any tongue ever used by man.
It is spoken from the equator to near the

ultimate limit of human habitation in either

hemisphere; and, starting from the British

capital, the geographical centre of the solid

surface of the globe, it has followed a thousand
radii to the utmost circumference. Especially

is it found established upon all great lines of

traffic and communication, at all great points

of agricultural or mechanical production
;
and

wherever human life exists in its most energetic,

most restless, intensest forms, there it is the

organ for the expression of all that belongs to

man’s dearest interests, widest sympathies,

highest aspirations. It is, moreover, eminently

the language of liberty
;
for, of those to whom

it is native, by far the largest portion enjoy a

degree of personal, social, political, and religious

freedom never before possessed by humanity
upon a great scale. From all these circum-

stances there are to be found among those who
habitually use the English tongue, and are

familiar with written language, if not a greater

diversity of character, at least greater differ-

ences of interest and external condition, a

more generally diffused culture, and a wider

range of thought, than have ever before been

united by one medium of communication. . . .

Thus, for the living author, English is what
Latin and Greek are for the dead—a cosmo-

l)olite speech, whose range in comprehensive-

ness of space corresponds to the duration of

the classical tongues in time.” (Lecture xx.)

Let, then, an Englishman learn other tongues,

and appreciate them to the full, but certainly

let him know a great deal about his own.

§ 2. The value- of the study of English

grammar (in its extended sense—see the next

section) may be said to be threefold.

(tf.) Grammar is of great service as an intel-

lectual training for the mind
;

it is a science,

in which, as in other sciences, we have to

consider a number of facts, tiy them and
observe them in every possible way, and learn

how to make the best use of them according to

certain natural laws. We start mth the ad-

vantage of having our mother-tongue before

us, so that we are familiar with a large body

of facts to begin with
;
we exercise our powers

of reason in marshalling and arranging them

;

as we advance in knowledge, we find out the

laws which language obeys
;

the anomalies

disappear, there is seen to be a reason for

every apparent exception or inconsistency,

and. arguing from the known to the unknown,

we finally arrive at the belief that there is

no part of it whicli- is not under some law of

growth, some real principle in usage.

(J)) He who takes up the study of words and
historical grammar gains, as it were, a new
sense, which increases his power of enjoying
our great writers, especially those of past times,
whose use of the tongue was different from
ours. If, with Pi’ofessor Seeley, we must “ call
that man uncivilized who is not connected
with the past through the state in which he
lives, and sympathy "with the great men that
have lived in it,” eVerything that helps us to
understand that past is worthy to be known.
A study of the English in which great or
lovely thoughts were cast often leads us closer
to the thoughts themselves, a sense of the
fitness of words quickens our sympathy with
the writer, and a knowledge of the meaning
which has been borne by words at different
stages of their liistory will save us from many
a misinterpretation of the ideas intended to be
conveyed. As the scholar who truly learns to
draw discovers ever new beauties in nature
because he is learning the use of his eyes, so
the student of English is ever finding fresh
pleasures in literature because he is learning
how speech has been and may be used.

(c) It helps us to test and correct our lan-
guage in writing and in speaking. Not that we
learn to speak and write by means of grammar,—speaking and writing come to us by use

;
good

language and a good style are acquired, as
Addison long ago observed, by habitual inter-
course with good speakers, and by the study of
the standard works in literature which give
familiarity with the best usages of speech.
But when we consciously come to pay attention
to the form and method of our speech, grammar
then steps in and helps us to the reasons and
the guides by which to test our usage.

§ 3. From what has been said it will be
understood that a liberal constniction of the
term “grammar” is here intended.
The word grammar (from the Greek graph o.

I write) means that science which treats of
language when nmitten down.

But, it vnll be said, we can say that “he
speaks bad grammar”; also we hear of a
grammar being taken down from an unwritten
language, as was done by Dr. Moffat for one
of the tribes of South Africa, who possessed
nothing written in their tongue.

In the first of these instances we mean to
say that the speaker uses language which does
not conform to the rules adopted by general
consent as those by which the best written
speech should be guided. We ought to say
“ he speaks badly, according to grammar”

;
the

sentence is a contracted one.
The second case leads us to what is really

the important point to be remembered,—that
Language existed first, and Grammar after-
wards. There can be obviously no grammar
without a language.

§ 4. Language consists of articulate speech
addressed to the ear, and of written speech
addressed to the eye. There is also what is
sometimes called visible or silent speech, in
which gesticulations and motions do duty for
articulate sounds—as in the language used by
the deaf and dumb; but with this last grammar
does not concern itself.
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T
he title of our work is a sufficient indication of its scope and purpose. The

following pages will, we believe, be found to contain a complete encyclopaedia of

learning adapted to the requirements of students of all classes, and we hope they may

prove instrumental in greatly promoting that advancement of wisdom and knowledge

about which every well-wisher to his age and country is eager.

On the need for popular education nothing requires to be said. It is a topic which

has been fully discussed of late years, and one on which we are certainly now all agreed.

We all acknowledge that a good education is a fortune, and the best of all fortunes. We
see that if the ignorant would succeed in the world they must betake themselves to study,

and that, in these days of competition and examination, to neglect learning is to court

failure.

To those, then, we dedicate the following work who wish to improve themselves so as

to compete on better terms with all around, not only in business but in social life.

The “Universal Instructor” aims at being nothing short of a University at Home,

and we trust it will be found in every way to suit such students as, hampered by slender

means or prevented by the inconveniences of distance or of time, are unable personally to

attend any of our great seats of learning. Self-culture, it is true, has its disadvantages,

but for really earnest minds it will be found to answer almost every purpose. The best

part of a man’s education, it has been well said, is that which he gives to himself
;
and

there is a peculiar charm, too, about mental gains secured in a special manner by our own

diligence.

But whilst appealing mainly to self-educating students, we have not overlooked the

wants of others more fortunately situated, and have given a place in our pages to all

subjects of special interest to those who are able to take advantage of existing educational

machinery.

We have tried to cover the whole field of knowledge. The subjects of which we have

treated extend from the most elementary to the most advanced, and taken together form

a perfect system of intellectual culture. The latest thought of our time, and all modern

inventions and discoveries, have, we hope, had justice done them
;
and though far from

believing in the possibility of converting labour into recreation, we have done our utmost

to make our lessons lively and interesting.

Our object, however, is not only to impart learning and make well-informed men.

We have always kept in view that the great end of knowledge should be to enable us to

lead wiser and better lives. We have endeavoured to exercise a refining and elevating

influence, and shall fall far short of our intention if, whilst making students, we fail to

create enthusiasts for beauty and truth.
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BY JULES A. L. KUKZ.

PREFACE.
The plan intended to be carried out in the
following articles embraces a complete series

of lessons in French for the use of self-educating

students. At the same time it is hoped that

they will be found to offer a great deal both
of interest and instruction to those who have
already given some attention to the study
of the language. Although no attempt at

a grammaire ralsonnie will be made, each
subject, as it logically presents itself, will be

treated in a sufficiently exhaustive manner to

spare the learner the disappointment which
skeleton grammars are apt to produce by leav-

ing so many gaps to be tilled up from the
student’s inner causeiovsness. Assuming that

the reader obtains little or no extraneous as-

sistance, we shall take nothing for granted, and
shall proceed as if we were speaking in the
lecture-room.

In these days of competitive examinations
it is indispensable for the student to possess

sound notions on every point of grammar, and
if he draws his knowledge from a source of

indisputable competence, his task is facilitated

and his end furthered. This, fortunately, is

possible with regard to the study of French—

a

language which, ever since the days of Richelieu,

has possessed a standard of authority such as

no other tongue can boast, or—as some mali-

cious persons have hinted—can groan under !

We refer here to the Academic Frangaise, a
company of forty literary men who are ever
recruited from the foremost ranks of their craft.

They published a dictionary, against which it

has been much the fashion to inveigh, but
whose decisions no examiner, either in France
or abroad, would ever attempt to impugn.
Jealously guarding ourselves, therefore, from
indulging in any pet theory, it will be our aim
to follow the dictates of the French Academy,
as corrected up to date in a new edition of

their dictionary, which, after forty years of

delays and preparation, was recently published.

On every point of the least importance,
however, we shall not omit to consult the

lexicographer of the day, M. Littrd, a safer

guide than whom it would be difficult to select.

The coincidence of the publication of the seventh
edition of the French Academy’s dictionary

with that of M. Littr^’s Supplement will enable

us to post ourselves up in the most recent

researches of philology in so far as they affect

the purely grammatical side of the French
tongue. M. Larousss’s gigantic work, of which
the fifteenth volume was brought out in 1876,

will also be laid under contribution.

To render these lessons thoroughly service-

able and practical, there will be attached to

each copious exercises made up of coherent
and connected vocabularies, and of aphorisms,

proverbs, witticisms, interesting or instructive

anecdotes, and extracts culled from the best
French authors. Thus something of the spirit

of the language will, we trust, pass through
the dry bones of its grammar. Under the name
of Stray Notes we shall devote short para-
graphs to various questions which strictly

come under the heads of neither accidence,
syntax, nor literature, but which are neverthe-
less indispensable to a proper comprehension
of a language; such as puns, words and
phrases used as quotations % British writers,
adjectives derived from the names of places,

alliteration, historical and literary allusions
purely French, nursery French, etc.

As a further help to the many who, fi’om

choice or necessity, are self-educators and im-
provers, a key to the various exercises will be
published. Having a special regard also to

these students, a series of articles has been
prepared on French pronunciation—the most
complete, so far as we are aware, that has ever
appeared in this country. Certainly no system
of figured sounds can rival the voice of a native
teacher, but our articles, we hope, will go a long
way towards enabling the learner to speak
French as it ought to be spoken. In these
articles, the first of which appears on p. 28, all

necessary preliminary information will be found
as to the French alphabet and the accents and
orthographical signs in common use.

LESSON I.

The Article.

1. French possesses only one article, the
definite, which takes the form le before a mas-
culine singular noun, as le pere, the father

;

la before a feminine singular noun, as la mere,
the mother

;
and les before a plural noun of

either gender, as les peres, the fathers, les

meres, the mothers.
(In pronouncing these examples, remember

that the plural sounds exactly as the singular :

p'ere, peres, are both pronounced per ; mere,
meres, are both pronounced m'er; the difference

in number being sufficiently indicated by the
change in the article.)

No reference is made to a neuter, as that
gender does not exist in French; nor is the
term common used in French grammars with
reference to the gender of substantives.

2. When a noun in the singular, whether
masculine or feminine, begins with a vov/el or
mute h, the e and a of le and la are elided, and
replaced by an apostrophe. (See §8, p. 57.) This
promotes rapidity of utterance by the remoyal
of the hiatus.

I'orme, the elm, for le orme.
Vhahit, the coat, for le hahit.

Vdme, the soul, W la dme.
Vhumeur, the temper, for la kumeur.

This elision is not unknown in English
poetry where, however, it becomes a question
not of euphony but of metre :

“ Blest as th’ immortal gods is he,
The youth that fondly sits by thee,” etc.

The plural presents no case of elision, as the
final $ of the plural article, which before a
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consonant is quite mute, is carried on to the

initial vowel of the substantive, and produces
with it a very euphonious effect, from the fact

of the .9 being softened down to a z, as

—

les ormes, the elms, which is pron. IC-zorm'.

les habits, the clothes, „ le'-zabi\

les ames, the souls, „ le'-zam\

les Immeurs, the humours, „ Ve’-zwiicur.

3. Wherever the syntax of the English

language demands the use of the definite article

the, we shall find le, la, V or les, according to

gender and number, in French
;
for, like the,

le (la, V, las') limits the meaning of a noun, or

singles the noun out, after the manner of a
demonstrative adjective. But over and above
this, and in a manner diametrically opposed to

English syntax, the French article le (la, V,

les) stands before any noun taken in a general

sense—that is, before a noun embracing a whole
species or class. Use, therefore, the article

both in French and English, when you say

—

The man has spoken truly,

L'homme aparU vrai.

The man who has just spoken,

L'homnie qui 'dent de jjarler.

Use the article in French only, when you
say—
Death is the gate of life.

La mart est la yorte de la vie.

Man is mortal,

Vhomme est mortel.

All men are mad,
Tons les homines sont fans.

Inventive men are scarce,

Les homines a imagination sont raves.

From the English point of view, then, the

rule is ; death, life, man, men, inventive men,
being used in a general sense, require no
article

;

And from the French point of view the rule

is : mart, vie, homme, homines, homines a imagi-

nation, being used in a general sense, demand
the article.

4. The article le or la, placed before nouns,

is the readiest means of ascertaining their

gender. The case becomes more difficult where
V or les appear, or when a gender must be
assigned to a noun presented without any con-
text. With reference to this point, practice

will teach better than rule
;
but as the rule

must be given, and is very long and burden-
some, we shall at once smooth the path by a
few general hints.

(a) Nouns representing males are masculine,
and nouns representing are feminine

:

L’homme, the man. la femme, the woman.
Le lion, the lion. la lionne, the lioness.

(b) A noun does not vary its original gender,
whether it be applied to the one or the other
sex :

]\Iadame A. est le docteur de cet hopital,
Mrs. A. is the doctor of this hospital

;

j

Isaac etait la victime que Dieu s’^tait choisie,
|

Isaac was the victim which God had chosen
\

for Himself.
j

(c) Some species of animals are designated !

by the male, others by the female, and the
jgender is applied respectively to the whole
!

species. For example, chat, which strictly

means tom-cat, is masculine, and the name of

the whole species is made masculine : Le chat
est un precieux animal, the cat is a precious

animal; whilst we should say, 'LA.chattenourrit

ses petits, the cat feeds her young.
(d') Nouns of inanimate obiects and abstrac-

tions belong to either gendei in accordance
with certain rules of derivati.. 'i, and more
especially termination, which ruleib '.dll be fully

developed in the course of these Lessens.

Practical Application.

1. Learn the following vocabulary. The
italics in the French words show which letters

are mute
;
and the curved line indicates that

the final consonant of one word is to be carried

on in pronunciation to the initial vowel of the
following word—a process called liaison in

French, which we shall translate by the term
connection.

VOCABULARY I.

La parents, kindred.

Masculine.
Le.9 parenf^, the parents or relations.

Les'^enfan^s, the children.

Le^ granr/^-parenf^, the grandparents.
Le^ petifs7enfanf,9, the grandchildren.
Les'^aieua; or ancetr^-^, the dncestorca

Les'^ascendanf^*, the ascendants.

liC^ descendants or neveua*,* the descendants,
Les fiances, the betrothed.

Les"'epoua?, the spouses.

Masculine.
Mari, husband;
per6^, father

;

papa, papa

;

gran^t-peir, grand-
father ;

fits, son;
petit - fits, grand-

son ;

[
step-

b€au-p6rJ/«*^;;:;

{
in-law ;

t step-son,

beau-fits
^
son-in-

( law ;

gendr<?, son-in-law.

fr^re, brother ;

f step-

beau4rtr.

( in-law ;

oncl^, uncle ;

neveu, nephew ;

cousin, cousin;

cousin germain, y??’st

cousin

;

parent, vela tive ;

Feminine,
Femm6?, wife.

mer<?, mother.
maman, mamma.
gran<t’mer^, grand-

mother.
fiWe, daughter.
petitd-fill(9, grand-

daughter.

( step-

j

mother-xn-

(
law.

[
step-

) daughter,

I

daughter -

[
in-law.

bru, daughter-in-law.

soeur, sister.

belh-filk

{

step-sister,

sister - in -

law.

tant(9, aunt.

ni6cf?, niece.

cousin(?, cousin.

cousind germaind, ^rst
cousin.

parentd, relative.

* Keveux, nephews, from the Latin nepos, a grandson.
It means posterUy in poetical style: Votre regne aux
neveux doit servir de 'modcle (Racine), youv reign ought
to serve as a pattern to posterity ;

Mes arriere-neveux me
devront cet omhrage (La Fontaine), my descendants will

be indebted to me for this shade.
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BY H. W. DULCKEN, Ph.D.

I.

The Fifteenth Century and its

Teachings.

In the great chronicle which records the events,

changes, and conditions that have affected the

human race, we recognize three distinct and
separate divisions, each characterized by its

own peculiar features, and the two latter pre-

modern times, it is now our task to lay before

our readers.

There are certain great characteristic features

of the history of modern times,—features that

are recognised throughout the

whole of its course, and which Char^enstio

are at the present day perhaps

more distinctly visible than at

any previous time. These features are : the

striving for religious and social freedom—the

astonishing increase ofknowledge and eidighten -

ment—the widening of the limits of the known
world by maritime and inland discovery—and
the establishment of new communities and the

foundation of empires in parts of the world
before unknown.
With the beginning of the history of modern

COLUMBUS BEUOBE THE COUNCIL AT SALAMANCA.

ceded by vast and most important changes.

.
These three divisions are known

Divisions
j^g Ancient History, the History

of history, Middle Ages, and the His-
tory of Modern Times. The first comprises
the story of the world from the earliest times
to the downfall of the great Roman Empire, in
the fifth century of the Christian era,—the
second has to do vrith the thousand years that
intervened between the fall of Rome and the
discovery of America,—while the third, the
history of modem times, brings down the
record from the beginning of the sixteenth
century to the present day.

The story of this third period, the history of

times, the destiny of the human race becomes
grander. The nations are awakened to a great
display of energy. There is a mighty and a suc-

cessful effort to break away from the fetters

wherein feudal tyranny and ambitious priestcraft

had for athousand years held the nations captive.

It is the time of the renaissance, of

the renewal of much of the wisdom
that had illumined ancient times,

B'®Jiaissaiice.

but that had lain hidden, like buried treasure in

ruined castles, through centuries of ignorance,

oppression, and strife. The human mind
struggles to get free from the weight of

ignorance and superstition
;

art, science, and
literature flourish, and genius competes with.
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wealth and power for honour among men
;
a

new system of war gives scope for military

talent, and supersedes the rough predatory

system of the middle ages,—disciplined hosts

under distinguished commanders taking the

A KNIGHT IN AEMOUE.

place of the motley bands of mercenary soldiers

brought together under the feudal system.

The principles of government, the
Sigrns of change mutual dependence of class upon
and progress, and even of nations upon

one another, begin to be understood; com-

merce, that great and unfailing source of the

wealth and prosperity of nations, is widely

developed ;
the more debasing forms of slavery,

and afterwards the milder predial servitude or

serfdom, are abolished by law, or, as in England,

gradually disappear without being abrogated

by any enactment
;

the student of history is

here brought into contact with a better world,

studying for the attainment of higher and

nobler aims, by honester and manlier means

than those that prevailed during the middle

ages. The nations aspire to know “ the why
and the wherefore ” of the measures taken, and

of the commands imposed upon them by their

rulers. It is still recognized as a truth “ that

those who think shall govern those who toil
”

—

but those who toil begin to think likewise, and

accordingly aspire to have a share, through

their representatives; in the counsels of the

nders
;
and thus, through many dangers and

difficulties—often beaten down, but ever rising

again to fresh conflict with irresponsible des-

potism—struggles forth the great principle of

constitutional government.
In other directions, too, the beneficent effects

of progress and enlightenment are felt. Science

Improvement in steps in, to unveil the mysteries

various direc- TiRtur6, — coinbating diSGasG,

tions; science, and thus lengthening the period

art, etc. of human life, and mitigating

some of its severest woes
;
improved agricul-

ture, and the advance of settled industry,

together with increased means of intercourse,

first check and then almost entirely obviate

those periodic famines, which in the middle
ages cost thousands upon thousands of lives

;

the material prosperity of nations is increased
;

the masses are better clothed, as well as better

fed, and the supremacy of the laws is more
generally acknowledged. Above all, the history

of modern times exhibits the voice of the

nations raised, ever in louder and more
threatening tones, against the ghastly mockery
of Christianity exhibited in the cruelties of

religious persecution
;
the Writ “ De Hasretico

Comburendo ” (concerning the burning of

heretics) ceases to run in one country after

another
;

and just in proportion as knowledge
and enlightenment advance with ever swifter

strides, do these features of the history of

modern times shine forth with more encour-

aging splendour.

Thus the history of modern times, begin-

ning with the sixteenth century, exhibits at

the outset a great and astonishing change.
This change was deep and lasting.

There is a proportion between The fifteenth

causes and effects
;

accordingly
the causes of this change must ^ ’

have been long at work, and must have been
Avidespread also. In fact, the whole of the
fifteenth century may be noted as a time of

preparation, in which the conditions for this

change were being brought about and matured.
And foremost among the conditions which
rendered this change possible we have to note
three exceedingly important inventions.

The first of these was the invention of the
mariner’s compass, or rather, the adaptation of

the magnetic needle to ocean navigation
;
and

haaelem.

with this we may associate the improvement of

the astrolabe or quadrant. That the magnetic

needle and its properties had been previously

known to various nations there is no doubt

;
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The mariner’s

but it was the Italian Flavio Groja, of Amalfi,

who first applied it to navigation;

and thus navigators were no
compass. longer confined to sailing along

the coasts, or at most to a run across the

Mediterranean. The compass pointed out to

them their course
;
by the quadrant they could

calculate their position
;
and these two instru-

ments opened to maritime enterprise the vast

and hitherto unexplored expanse of the Atlantic

ocean.
Of vast importance, as affecting warfare, was

the introduction of the use of gunpowder,
which revolutionized the whole military system.

Here, again, the invention pre-
invention of ceded, by a long period, the

!S“eTot”’ aPPM^tion Berthold
Schwartz, a learned monk of

Freiburg in Germany, and the wonderful
Englishman Roger Bacon (b. 1214, d. 1292),

are both credited by their countrymen with
the invention of an explosive compound

;
and

that King Edward III. used cannon at the

battle of Crecy in 1346 is certain. During the

fifteenth century artillery and firearms took

the place of the battering-ram, the spear, and
the sword. The knight, clad in complete
armour, and mounted on a horse as heavily

weighted as himself, was no longer the almost

invincible antagonist he had foiTnerly been
;

and the baron and his mounted followers were
gradually superseded by bands of mercenary
foot-soldiers (lamquenets, Lanzknechte), and
at length by disciplined standing armies per-

manently maintained by the rulers, who thus

increased their authority over the feudal barons,

whose influence they finally crushed.

The tliird and by far the most important of

these inventions was that of the art of printing.

Until this means had been found of putting the

result of human thought and learning, and still

more the utterances of Inspired Wisdom, into

the hands of the community, the
The art of of population in
ing: its vast

gygpy country remained densely
Ignorant and superstitious. While

the price of a single manuscript copy of

Wycliffe’s Bible would have absorbed the
wages of a working man for two years at least,

the Reformation was impossible. When the price

of a copy of a classic author was equal to the
freehold of a house and garden, learning was
necessarily the heritage of the few. Of all

excepting a few clerics it might be said, that

“ Knowledge to their eyes her ample page,
Rich with the spoils of time, did ne’er unroll.”

But this was altered when John Gutenberg of

Mayence, in conjunction with the goldsmith
Faust, who found the money, and the scribe

Peter Schoeffer, who acted as the first “ printer’s

reader,” set up his printing office, and in 14.56

produced his celebrated Latin Bible. Right
fitting was it tliat the first grand production
of the new invention should be the Book of

books , and well did the astute King Louis XI.
of France remark to a cardinal, when some
years afterwards a printed Bible was exhibited

to him ;

• in this invention 1 see the downfall
of your power.” That the invention of book

printing was preceded by that of wood en-
graving, which was at first chiefly employed in
the production of playing cards and little

pictures of saints, has been abundantly proved.
Gutenberg appears to have been the first who
printed from movable wooden types

;
whereas

Schoeffer hit upon the idea of substituting
metal for wooden letters. The Dutch claim
priority of invention for Laurence
Coster, to whom they have erected printers

a statue at Haariem. Gutenberg and their

quarrelled with Faust, and entered
®

the service of an archbishop of Mayence
; soon

after, Mayence was attacked and taken, and
many of the printer’s men fled, carrying their
industry into other lands. The manufacture
of paper from linen and afterwards from cotton
rags, cheapened books by superseding the
expensive parchment

;
and thus the grand

means for the interchange and diffusion of

thought became more rapidly spread. The
postal system, introduced in Germany by the
Emperor Maximilian, and in France by King
Louis XII., was another step in the same direc-

tion.

BY G. VERB BENSON, M.A.

I.

Students who have already, it may be a long
time ago, mastered the rales of arithmetic, will

find the following pages useful in aiding their

perception of the reasons for these rules, as well
as in increasing their facility in applying them
to practical uses.

Those who have neglected or not yet begun
the study of arithmetic will be able to under-
stand these rales as we have explained them,
even should they not be able to obtain any
assistance from friends. But we strongly re-

commend all who can to get some friend who
has already some practical knowledge of arith-

metic to question them on what they read, and
explain at greater length than is possible in a
book the difficulties which the student may
meet here. Such difficulties there always are
at the commencement of a new study, and it

is of the utmost importance that they should
be thoroughly mastered. If this is done our
further progress will be rapid and pleasant.

Arithmetic* is the science of numbers, and
it is also the art of performing calculations
about numbers. The practical rules by which
we perform these calculations constitute the
art of arithmetic

;
and the principles on which

these rules are founded constitute the science

of arithmetic. It is chiefly as an art that we
snail consider arithmetic in these pages

;
but

it is well to remember that this art, like all

other arts, has its foundations deep in scientific

principles, without which there could be no art.

* rne word “ axitliraetic ” is derived from the Greek
word ap*0jL(,o5 (curliJwnog), meaning “number.”
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A single thing—as an apple, a marble, a
man—is called a U7iit, or one, from the Latin

word unus, meaning one. A number is a

unit or a collection of units. Thus, if I have
one apple, and I then get another apple, I have
a collection of two apples. If I get one more
I have a collection of three apples, and so on.

Each of these collections is a number, and
the terms one, two, three, are the names of the

numbers of these collections.

What we have said is true of marbles or

any other things, as well as of apples. Now,
although apples are not the same as marbles,

yet the number two is the same, whether we
are thinking of two apples, or two marbles, or

two of anything.
And although in practical life we generally

have some particular objects in our mind when
we speak or think of numbers, yet we can

think of a number without having in our mind
any particular things. We can think of the

number wnthout meaning*three apples, or

three marbles, or three of any objects.

Wlien we thus think of a number, without

having in our mind any particular thing, we
are thinking of what is called an abstract

number.
Thus three is an abstract number

;
but three

horses is called a concrete number. Five is

abstract, but five hours is concrete.

Thus we see that the idea of number is

independent of the kind of thing which we
are counting

;
and our calculations will be

equally true whatever the things may be to !

which our numbers refer, or even if we do not
[

refer our numbers to any things at all. All
|

numbers can be expressed by means of the
|

figures 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9.
i

These ten figures are called the ten “ digits ”
j

(J-.e. fingers, from the Latin word digitus,
\

which means a finger). It is probable that

long before written figures were known people

used to use their fingers to count on, just as we
often find ourselves obliged to do if we go to a
foreign country where we do not know the

names of the numbers, or if we want to com-
municate with a deaf person or with a person
too far away to hear us.

The figure 0 is called zero, or cypher, and
has no value by itself

;
but we shall see after-

wards that it plays a very important part in

altenng the values of other figures when it is

combined with them.
The other figures written above represent the

numbers one, two, three, four, five, six, seven,

eight, nine.

The art of expressing any number by means
of figures is called notation.

We shall explain the notation which is now
adopted by all European nations, and by those

[

countries which have deiived their civilization
j

from Europe. It is called the Arabic nota-
|

tion.*

* It may not be uninteresting to observe that our
method of notation is one of the many arts of civili-

zation which Europe learned some seven or eight
centuries ago from the Mohammedans of Arabia and
Asia Minor

; the remembrance of which may fairly
temper our just indignation at their modeiTi corrup-
tion and misgovernment with some feehng of respect
and pity for their now vanished greatness.
To Englishmen it is still more interesting to know

We have seen that the figure 1 represents
the number one, and is called unity

;

2 repre-

sents the number two (i.e. two units)
;
3 repre-

sents the number three {i.e. three units), and
so on to nine (9), which is the largest number
we can express by a single figure.

Numbers greater than nine are represented
as follows :

—

The number ten is represented by 10, in

which the figure 1 represents not one unit, but
one collection of ten units

;
eleven is repre-

sented by 11 ii.e. 1 ten together with 1 unit)
;

twelve is represented by 12 {i.e. 1 ten together

with 2 units)
;
thirteen is represented by 13

{i.e. 1 ten together with 3 units)
;

fourteen,

fifteen, sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, and nine-

teen being represented by the figures 14, 15, 16,

17, 18, 19, and so on. The next number is

twenty, which is represented by 20 {i.e. 2 tens)
;

then twenty-one, which is represented by 21

{i.e. 2 tens together with 1 unit)
;
twenty-two,

which is represented by 22 {i.e. 2 tens together
with 2 units)

;
and so on, the other numbers

up to thirty being represented by 23, 24, 25, 26,

27, 28, 29, and 30. Forty is represented by 40 ;

fifty by 50 ;
sixty by 60 ;

seventy by 70

;

eighty by 80 ;
ninety by 90, and a hundred by

100
;
two hundred by 200 ;

three hundred by
300

;
and so on, till we come to ten hundred

or a thousand, which is represented by 1000.

Ten thousand is written 10,000 ;
a hundred

thousand 100,000 ;
a thousand thousand (which

is called a million) 1,000,000 ;
and so on, the

value of the figm-e 1 being increased tenfold

every time we place a new cypher to the right

of it.

We must ask the student very carefully to

consider the above statement of the method of

notation. He will then see that when a figure

stands by itself it represents only its simple or

intrinsic value.

Thus 7 means seven units {i.e. seven par-

ticular things).

But when a figure is followed by another
figure placed at its right-hand side, it expresses

ten times its simple value.

Thus 70 expresses ten times 7 or 7 tens {i.e.

seven collections of things, each collection

consisting of ten things)
;
71 expresses 7 tens

together with 1 unit
;

72 expresses 7 tens

together with 2 units, and so on.

Again, when a figure is followed by two other

figures, it represents a hundred times its simple

value.

Thus 700 represents 7 hundreds {i.e. seven
collections, each collection consisting of a
hundi’ed)

;
720 represents 7 hundreds together

that from India the Arabs themselves borrowed this

art. It was practised among the Hindoos many cen-

turies before the Arabs learned it from them. The
Hindoos believed it to have been taught them direct

from heaven.
The Greeks, Homans, and other ancient nations of

Europe employed the letters of their alphabets instead

of the figures 1, 2, 3, etc. From the Arabs these figures

and the method of using them passed into Italy and
Spain, and being much more conv'enient than the

system previously in use, they soon spread over the

greater part of Europe, Russia being the last country
in Europe to adopt them, which she did only at the

beginning of the last century.
The Roman method of notation Avill be explained

later on in the above series of articles.
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with 2 tens
;

725 represents 7 hundreds to-

gether with 2 tens, together with 5 units.

W'e see, therefore, that figures have a local

value {i.e. a value depending on their position)

as well as a simple value. The simple value of

the 7 in 725 is seven units
;
but its local value

is 7 hundreds. The simple value of the 2 is

2 units
;
its local value is 2 tens : and, in fact,

in any number, the last figure on the right hand
side represents so many units, the last but one
so many tens, the last but two so many
hundreds, and so on.*

Note .—Tlie student will find it useful to take
a number at random and write down what each
figure of it represents. For example, 78654
represents 4 units, together with 5 tens, together
with 6 hundreds, an(l so on

;
the number 50706

represents 6 units, 0 tens, 7 hundreds, 0 thou-
sands, 5 tens of thousands.

BY LEO. H. GRINDON.

1

Botany is the science which treats of plants
in all their variety, their structure, physiology,
and distribution over the surface of the earth.

It seeks also to learn something of the vegeta-
tion which existed upon our planet during the
pre-Adamite or geological periods, finding
illustrations of this in tlie fossil remains which
lie embedded in the coal strata and other de-

posits. In order to pursue its way with ease

FIG. 1 .—THE PINE.

and pleasure, this delightful and comprehensive
science has contrived a system of nomenclature
whereby plants universally are in course of re-

ceiving definite appellations, intelligible in every
country to the people who care for them. It

nas also employed itself from the very begin-

• Hence we say that the last figure on the right hand
side stands m the units’ place

;
tie last but one in the

tens’ place, and so on.-
'

ning in an endeavour to arrange or classify

plants according to their natural affinities.

These two last-named departments of the
general subject constitute Systematic Botany.
Furthermore, plants being productive of sub-
stances useful to man for food, for manufac-
ture into clothing, and for emplo3rment as
building material, others yielding medicines,
while others, again, are available as decorative
objects, we have the third great department
called Economic Botany.

FIG. 2.—THE FIK.

With a view to studying the development
and the affinities of plants in the best possible

manner, which is by constant
,

observation of them in the living

state, Botanical Gardens are

established, these comprising not only beds
and borders for hardy plants, or those which

1 can endure the winter without injury, but
greenhouses and hothouses for such as have

1 been brought from warmer climates, and which
require a supply of artificial warmth. An im-

;

portant feature of a Botanical Garden, though

!

by no means always present, is a pond for
' aquatic plants

;
a portion of the ground should

i
also be devoted to the purposes of an Arbore-

I

turn, or collection of hardy trees. But, how-
ever extensive and well-managed, no Botanical
Garden can possibly contain examples of the
entire number of plants known to be present in

I

the world. There are certainly not fewer than

j

a hundred thousand different kinds bearing

j

flowers, wuth a vast number besides, perhaps

I

fifty thousand, of the humble and flowerless

;

kinds familiarly exemplified in ferns and
mosses, not to mention the plants which inhabit

the sea, which of course can exist only while

bathed in salt water. The specially important
portions of plants, considered with reference to

nomenclature and classification, are the blos-

soms and the seed-pods, and these being perish-

able and very often extremely fugitive, no

garden, moreover, however rich, could possibly

supply them all just when wanted.

Hence it comes that another veiy interesting
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•department of the botanist’s work is the pre-

.
paration of an Herbarium, or

Herbaxium.
Siccifs, literally, a col-

lection of dried specimens of plants,—the

entire individuals when not too large
;
pieces,

sprays, or individual leaves or flowers, when
more would be cumbersome

;
these being

carefully desiccated between smooth papers
under heavy pressure, and with the help of

artificial heat, then cemented to clean white
paper, or kept loose, according to personal

taste, labelled with their names, and arranged
in an orderly and systematic manner, so as to

be available for ready reference. When copious,

and supplemented with good drawings and a
collection of seed-pods and seeds, an herbarium
is an epitome of vegetable nature—a garden
independent of climate and seasons—a garden
which undergoes no change, and is not only
a perennial source of accurate information,

but contributive of

‘boundless and ever
new pleasure to the

possessor. When
brought together,

as the specimens
always should be,

'^by the owner’s own
hands, an herba-

rium becomes iden-

Hfied with much in

one’s past life that

is pleasant to re-

-member—the first

•steps in scientific

exploration, the un-
speakable delight of

accumulating new
ideas and of acquir-

ing new and more
accurate views, and
though last, by no
means least, the

agreeable circum-
stances, such as

rambles in the
country, amid
which the greater

portion of th^e con-
tents were obtained.
To the man of accomplished mind. Botany

has yet another department, often considered
as something quite separate and

Botany and
(distinct, but which is as truly

^ of Botany as the con-
^ ‘ sideration of the physical or

economic uses of plants. This is the relation
of plants to the sympathies of mankind, the
Botany which pervades the poetry, fable, and
literature of all ages and countries; which is

recognized in a thousand ways in art, and which
•euables every one to take delight more or less,

according to his own culture, in the spectacle
offered by the green fields, in tJie dell crowded
with primroses or bluebells, and in the tranquil
•and venerable woods. Of course, a certain
amount of enjoyment of the landscape is quite
possible without possessing an atom of technical
knowledge of plants, and from that point of view
the romance of Botany, as for convenience’

sake we will call it, is no doubt an independent
thing. But, like everything else, it is iar more
keenly appreciated when resting upon a good
groundwork of technical knowledge. In any
case, man is connected quite as intimately with
the world of plants through the medium of his

heart and fancy as through his capacities for

discriminating and classifying.

While such are the objects of Botany, the
processes connected with the pursuit of it as a
science, and the recreative addenda
(which last we can either attend Botany an

to or neglect, just as we please), it
®

"everT^
is not to be overlooked that Botany
is one of the best and one of the pleasantest of

educational levers. No subject requires more
careful and painstaking application, or calls

more earnestly for minute and direct personal

observation. It is the most efficient of all

masters in that most admirable of the useful

arts—the art of

learning to see.

Patient and watch-
ful reasoning, in-

dustry, habits of

order, neatness, and
attention are all

promoted by it.

There are moral re-

sults as well. The
man who gives his

heart to plants,

looking to them for

his lifelong pastime,

finds that he now
has no leisure for

frivolities or con-

tentions. The very
sweetness and calm
of nature act in-

sensibly upon his

spirit, and, whether
he is conscious of

it or not, his de-

votedness is abun-
dantly repaid.

In the present

series of papers, all

the above-named
subjects will be

dealt with in turn, and according to the measure

of their importance. They may not be treated

in the order in which they have
been mentioned, but nothing will

be omitted that is necessary to a

proper outline of Botanical Science,

No series of articles, no book even,

can exliavst Botany, since it is co-extensive with

the entire vegetable kingdom. Many lifetimes

would not suflfice to master it even approxi-

mately. Many of what seem to be the simplest

and commonest phenomena of plant-life, those

which come daily under the eyes of the gardener,

are still very imperfectly understood. No two
botanists are agreed even upon the number of

different kinds of wild-flowers which grow in

our own island. There is, as yet, no definition

of a “ species,” nor is it likely that one will for

a long time be agreed upon
;
so that Botany is

practically inexhaustible. Let no one suppose

FIG. 3.—EEAKCH OF THE OAK.
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that thiis should be a reason for abstaining from
the study of Botany. The boundlessness of

Botany constitutes one of its very special

charms, just as the beauty and the gloiy of

the sparkling midnight heavens consist not
alone in what is beheld at a glance, but in

the unfathomable spaces beyond, the star-

thronged infinite, to which we are intro-

duced by astronomy and the telescope. It

has only to be added that no one can learn

Botany from books alone. Books supply the

guide-posts, the suggestions, and the general

outlines, but genuine knowledge of plants is

gained only by diligently and persistently

employing one’s own faculties, taking nothing
for granted, and personally verifying every
statement found in print, so far as the pro-

ductions of the fields and woods, and the
plants contained in gardens, will allow. A
magnifying glass is indispensable, and should
always be carried in the pocket

;
and when the

anatomy of plants is studied, a good microscope
must be procured.

Plants correspond with animals in all the
leading particulars of their life-histoiy. They

are born, so to speak,—being
produced by the germination of

a seed, or something equivalent
to a seed

;
they have their infancy, youth,

adolescence, and maturity, by-and-by followed

by decrepitude, decay, and death
;
they feed,

and they have a sort of repose. Many kinds
exhibit a remarkable sensitiveness to touch

;

one or two move their leaflets spontaneously
;

and in a very considerable number there is a
change of position in the petals of the flower

at some particular period of the day, generally

towards sunset, or soon after sunrise, indicating

susceptibility to the influence of the solar rays,

though sometimes these changes take place

without reference to the light. Regarded from
the poet’s point of view, which in the main is

always true and trustworthy, in addition to

these organic and physical resemblances to

animals, plants possess others, which in default

of a proper term may be called affectional, and
which are often of the most curious, unexpected,
entertaining, and suggestive nature. There is

scarcely any attribute of animal life that is

not presignified among plants. Animal life

and animal attributes are simply the setting

forth on a grander and more spirited scale,

and on a higher platform, of what has
already been developed in a lower degree in

the world of plants.

Being subject to decay and death, plants are

endued with the power of self-renewal. In

.
many kinds the lease of life is

Duration of life
short, ending in a

in p an 3. weeks after birth. Early in

the spring we may find pretty little members
of the botanical family called the Cruciferse in

full bloom. The flowers are soon followed by
seed-pods

;
they ripen, the seed is discharged,

and long before the appearance of the first

rose of summer all is over. A few bleached
relics of stem and flower-stalk, with the silvery

membranes to which the seeds were once
attached, alone remain. Other plants run on
for a lifetime of three to seven or eight months.

then dying of exhaustion, accelerated by the
cold of approaching winter. All of this kind

—

all, that is, which do not survive, naturally, into
a sdcond year—are called Annuals. Another
set, not numerous, but still common, is con-
stituted of plants which rise from the seed in
one year, but live into a second, when they
bloom, ripen their seed, and then, like the
annuals, die. During ^the intervening winter
they maintain their hold on life by means of a
substantial root, wliich is usually charged with
nutriment. The plants of this second class are
termed Biennials. The great mass of the
vegetation we see around us consists of a third
class, the plants called Perennials,—plants,
that is to say, which endure for many years,
even scores and hundreds of years. When
once the biennial limit is passed, the lease is

usually of considerable length. It is through
the perennial character of so large a portion
of its herbaceous vegetation—the grass—that
our island, even at mid-winter, is green and
cheerful. It is the same capacity for immensely
prolonged existence which gives us slu’ubs and
trees; thus not only the picturesque beauty
of living nature, but timber, and whatever else

requires many years for its maturation.
Observe, however, that the plants most precious
to man as sources of food and of clothing
material, are the short-lived ones. The An-
nuals include all the cereals,—wheat, barley,

rice, etc.
;
they include also the plants which

supply us with hemp and flax, and one or two of

the most valuable descriptions of cotton-plant.
Nature would seem to have created these plants
with the deliberate purpose of calling into play
man’s industry and intellectual powers as a
cultivator, for agriculture was the primeval
parent of civilization; and thus, though we
may now not quite like to own it, every
circumstance in which Englishmen take pride
may quite truthfully be said to have had its

beginning in the creation of Annuals. What-
ever may be the case in days to come, so far

there is certainly no civilization deserving the
name in the countries where men gather
their food from the branches of the trees, ready
made to their hands, and demanding no
exercise either of industry or skill.

The length of time for which perennials
endure is very various. In an old-fashioned
garden,—one belonging, say, to

some antique place in the coun-
try, where the family has been

®

seated for many generations,—one may often
see plants that are at least a century old.

And as for trees, it often seems as if they
could endure for ever. A lifetime of at least

two to three hundred years appears to be the
rule with the noble family which includes the
Pine, the Fir, and the Cedar, and many of the
species are well known to run far beyond. The
Oak, the Spanish Chestnut, the Yew, appear
quite easily competent to attain a thousand
years, though the conditions may possibly be
then like those which the Psalmist connects
with fourscore. The perfect and absolute
manhood of the tree corresponds with the at-

tainment of the full stature and physiognomy
designed for it by nature. It is easy to per-
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ceiv3 in what these characters consist. We
have only to compare individuals of the re-

spective kinds as they stand upon the sward of

some open park or piece of forest land, free

and independent, visited upon all sides by the

sunshine, the rain, and the breeze. Then, not

only how beautiful the diversity of the out-

lines, but how plainly and unmistakably is it

declared that every species of plant has linea-

ments, an expression, and an attitude of its

own, which, when unmolested by man and
spared by the storm, it will acquire and wear
proudly until the evening of life. The time
arrives, however, when it must succumb,— but
the decline even then is often so slow as to be
measurable only by periods of twenty to fifty

years. How grand, in their surrender, many
of the old Oaks in Sherwood Forest, where we
seem to stand in the presence of a vegetable

Palmyra 1

BY JOHN CURWEN.

I.

Music in Modern Life.

Music is occupying every year a higher place

in the routine of modern life. Not only is it

becoming more and more of a social exercise,

but it is made the agent of religion and
philanthropy. And by music in this connec-

tion we especially mean singing;

.

and £qj, cultivation of instrumental
instrumental must always be the privi-

music*
comparative few.

There are several reasons for this. The many
lack both the time and patience needed for

learning an instrument, even supposing that

they can afford the cost of one. But the

instruments of vocal music are the gift of

nature
;

they are always with us ;
and to

learn to use our voices is far less labour than
to learn to use an instrument. Singers with
strong voices can seldom venture to practise

more than two or three hours a day, while

pianists, violinists, etc., frequently practise

eight hours, year after year. We are speaking,

of course, of professional players, but with
amateurs the same proportions hold good. Far
be it from our purpose to disparage the study
of instruments. The pianoforte is already so

popular that it needs no advocacy; but ibis

much to be desired that stringed and reed
instruments should be more widely practised,

and family orchestras become more general.

Instrumental music, however, is

orc^toas
0^1' present purpose, for

^
® in the series of papers now begun

we shall confine ourselves to teaching the
student to read music, and shall not deal with
the mechanism of any instrument.

The lessons to come are, however, addressed
to all who wish to cultivate music, whether
instrumental or vocal—not merely to singers.

For no one should begin the study of an in-

strument without first learning to sing. “ The
hideous results of first attempts at performance
on the violin, and a good many instruments
besides,” says Mr. Hullah, “ are generally due
to a single cause, and that cause a remediable
one—the still all but universal praetice of teach-
ing Music, and performance on an
artificial instrument, together. By TeacMng

teaching music, as distinct from music,

musical performance, I mean inducing that

sympathy of eye and ear which enables its

possessor to know what a succession of musical
symbols brought under the eye should repre-

sent to the ear
;
or vice versa, how a succession,

and even a combination of sounds, addressed
to the ear, may be recorded and presented
intelligibly to the eye : in fewer words, to

enable the musical student to know the sound
of what he sees represented in musical cha-
racters. Now, not only can this be done, but
it can be best and most easily done, through an
instrument God has given to every human
creature—the voice. All musical education
should begin—the earlier the better—with
singing, the rational practice of which involves
the acquisition of a number of principles and
facts and—more important still—the early

formation of a number of habits, which lie at

the root alike of musical science and skill.

This rule having been followed, the beginner
on whatever instrument would find a great

deal of the work apparently before him really

behind him.”
There are a large number of persons who

would like to learn to sing, but are deterred
by what they call “ having no „ .

voice.” It is true that people ex-

hibit very different aptitudes for

music, and it is also true that the later in life

the study is begun, the more difficult it is. But
as a rule, to which the exceptions are very
few, every one who can speak may learn to

sing. Lengthened experience and observation

leads us to doubt the musical incapacity of

persons who have attained middle life without
giving any attention to the subject, and .abso-

lutely to disbelieve the musical incapacity of

young persons and children. People differ, no
doubt, in the time required to awaken and train

the ear
;
but those who are incapable of being

made to distinguish a high note from a low, or

to imitate a given sound, are no more commonly
met with than those who are colour-blind, or

have no sense of smell. There is, of course, a

great difference between persons as to natural

quality of voice, the quickness of ear which
detects the slightest discord, and above all in

that “ soul for music” which is ^he highest

endowment of the artist. Butin spite of this it

may still be said that every one may learn to sing.

Singing may be studied for many purposes.

The majority cultivate it as a refining and
satisfying pleasure

;
and as the

world every year gets busier, sothc ^ object in

soothing and elevating influence

of good music is more and more felt. Others,

again, use their gift as a means to useful ends, in

church music, or in the thousand purposes of

philanthropy and popular advancement. 0:) '
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use of singing is, however, seldom remembered
—that is, that it promotes health.

Forh^lth’s Indirectly it does this by giving
® ®’ a flow of spirits, and chasing away

weariness and despondency. But it does this

also directly by the exercise which it gives to

the lungs and the vital organs. We cannot
sing without an increased action of the
lungs, and this causes the heart, and all the

organs of digestion and nutrition, to work
with renewed vigour. The singer brings a
;greater quantity of air in contact with the
blood, and hence the blood is better purified

and vitalised. Healthful and highly oxygenated
blood gives energy to the brain, and thus the
mind, as well as the body, shares the benefit of

the exercise. Singers know well that singing

ifiakes them hungry, and from these considera-

tions the reason of their hunger is clear.

II.

Necessity for an Introductory Notation.
When we notice how universally young and

old, rich and poor, enjoy music, and then re-

flect how few com para- //3w
tively are able to read

music, and to gratify

their natural taste for

an ennobling art, we
cannot but be struck

with the thought that

something is out of

joint. Either the thirg

itself is very difficult oi

attainment, or else the

means of attaining it are

unnecessarily hard and
troublesome. Now, there

is no royal road to music.

The training of ear and
eye and

Staff-notation

difficiilties.
voice takes

time under
•any and every system

;
.4:

but experience has
shown that the staff

notation presents ficti-

tious and discouraging
difficulties to the be-

ginner, and that if a
simpler notation be used at first, progress in

the end will be quicker and far more solid.

It may be supposed that this is a personal

opinion of my own, but it is not so. Dr.

Stainer, the well-known organist of St. Paul’s

Cathedral, in a recent paper read before the

Musical Association of London, dealt with this

point. He said he honoured the enthusiasm

of those teachers who say that the notation

itself is very easy, but that the fact remains

that you cannot go into any ordinary choral

society without finding that the number of peo-

ple who can read music is discreditably small.

The only way in which he could account for

this state of things was that the thing itself

—

that is, the notation— is difficult. I do not say

that the staff notation is so difficult that the

diligent student, with plenty of time at his

disposal, cannot master it. To say this would

oe absurd, because hundreds have done so.

Ready
reading.

ANCIENT MUSICAL INSTEUMENTS.

But a system to be generally used must not
require a special amount of perseverance and
thought and time. If it does, only the few
will accomplish it, and this is the case with
the staff notation. It is true that an enormous
number of people will tell you that they “ un-
derstand the old notation,” but this “ under-
standing ” is a very uncertain quantity. The
majority have picked up a little knowledge,
and with the help of the pianoforte, can get
the notes they want. Without this

help a singer of this sort has no
certain ground to stand upon

;
he

®

goes up or down with the notes, but how far
up or down is a matter of experiment. His
sense of “ what ought to be ” guides his voice,

and after trying a piece over several times he
manages to have it correct. In a chorus he
follows the few independent “ readers ” within

hearing. As to rhythm he has the same general

notion, and the same want of an exact con-

sciousness of the value of the signs.

It is an abuse of the word to call this “ read-

ing.” No one is considered to read a language
who isconstantly mispro-
nouncing the words and
stopp ing
on his way;
and it
should be the same with
music. Not until we
can read music fluently,

like a printed book, are

we entitled to say that

we understand the staff

notation.

It is not the fault of

the staff notation that
it places difficulties in

the way of the beginner.

That notation was never
designed as a teaching
instrument. It gives a
picture of the key-board
of the pianoforte or
organ; but the method
of the singer is not that
of the player. “I be-

lieve,” savs .

Dr. Stainer,
Smgrersand

“ that in ninety-nine cases out of
^

every hundred, the first impulse of a singer is,

when a vocal part is placed before him, to con-
sider the relations of the sounds to the key-
scale and to each other.” On the other hand,
the first thing the player wants to know is,

whereabouts on his key-board the notes stand.

Evidently the singer, especially in his early

steps, needs to be told forcibly and directly

the key-relationship of every note he is called

upon to utter. And any contrivance which
does this for him will be an invaluable help.

Speaking of the notation which will be used
in these lessons to introduce the learner to the
staff notation. Dr. Stainer says, “In it the rela-

tions of the seven sounds of the scale are so
plainly evident alike to eye and ear, even when
chromatically altered, that the correct singing
of intervals becomes a matter of comparative
ease.” ^Let it not be supposed that the use of
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this auxiliary notation delays the progress of

those who are anxious to learn the statf nota-

tion. Being capable of expressing
An auxiliary music of every sort, it may be

notation. independently of and concur-

rently with the staff notation, but it also serves

the purpose of a key to that notation
;
and the

pupil who approaches the staff notation through
an introductory course of these exercises will

learn far more of music in the same time than
one who begins at once with the staff. This

fact has been proved over and over again. In

the instructions and exercises which follow,

then, the tonic sol-fa notation will be used at

first, to explain the first principles in the nature
of music. A staff notation version of the ex-

ercises will be given, but the learner should take

no notice of this at present. It is intended for

future use, and to help those who already know
something of the staff notation. The lessons

will lead up to the staff notation, and its signs

will in due time be explained. When the

course is ended, let us hope that the student

will be able to read that notation, and sing

from it with fluency. Before, however, pro-

ceeding to the practice of singing, we pause to

describe the instrument with which Nature has

endowed us for the act of singing—the voice.

BY W. J. E. CRANE.

I.

There are, perhaps, few branches of elemen-
tary educational training to which more im-

portance attaches than the art of
Importance of penmanship. In almost every
penmans p. (^ep^j-tment of active or business

life a good handwriting is one of the best cre-

dentials that can be offered. It is required at

the present day from all holding positions,

whether high or humble, in our Civil Service
;
it

is indispensable alike to the legal and mercan-
tile clerk, and in many walks of life any grave
deficiency in penmanship will undoubtedly bar
the aspii'ant’s way to success. To the man of

letters good handwriting is certainly not less

necessary. INIany are the errors of which the

luckless printers have to bear the blame, but
which would have been avoided had the “ copy ”

only been decently legible. Even to those
whose only exercise of the pen is in the pro-

duction of letters to absent friends, good writ-

ing is not of trivial importance either to the
comfort of the writers or of their correspon-
dents. Yet despite these incontestable facts a
large proportion of mankind unquestionably
write very badly, and it is with the hope that
we may be of service to at least some who wish
to become expert and elegant penmen that we
commence these lessons.

Notwithstanding the fact that good hand-
writing is generally appreciated and desired,

there are some who, even in this nineteenth

century, affect to ignore its claims and under-
rate its usefulness. It is amusing in this
connection to note the tenacicus-
ness alike of prejudices and penman-

errors. Among the former may
be reckoned the notion, current
at one time amongst the upper classes, and not
yet, unfortunately, quite obsolete, that writing
legibly is an acquisition beneath a gentle-
man’s notice, or even unworthy of him, as
evincing a plebeian attention to a matter of
detail. The idea is an old one. Hamlet tells

Horatio

—

“ I once did hold it, as our stati«ts do,
A baseness to vsrite fair, and laboui-'d much
How to forget that learning.”

And many seem of the same opinion in our
own days. It is not long since that a writer
in the Saturday Review spoke in terms of dis-

paragement of caligraphy, and more than hinted
that all great men had been bad writers. For
the “ lower middle classes,” or the “ feminine
correspondents,” good penmanship might, in-

deed, in the reviewer’s opinion, be all very
well

;
but such a “ humble, excellent, clerkly,

working-man’s virtue,” is not deserving of the
notice of men of genius or position. Nor is

this writer solitary in his opinion. We re-

member the proprietor of one of our most
successful periodicals devoted to fiction re-
marking that authors who wrote good hands
never produced anything worth reading

;
and

it is recorded that when Edgar Poe, the poet,
competed for a certain prize, it was awarded
to him for his tale “A MS. found in a Bottle,”
on the remarkable ground that he was “ the
first of geniuses who wrote legibly.” A very
slight acquaintance with the manuscripts of
eminent men will, however, dissipate the
absurd idea that there is any necessary connec-
tion between talent and bad penmanship. On
the contrary, very many celebrated men and
women have been remarkable for the extreme
beauty of their caligraphy. To instance a few
men of genius or talent : The handwriting of
Keats was extremely good, as was
also that of Shelley. The wit and
pathos of Thackeray were en-
shrined in characters worthy of
the matter. To take a few names
at random from the past : Gray, Rogers, and
Leigh Hunt, a poetic triumvirate; Sheridan
Knowles, the dramatist

;
Charles Kingsley,

Lord Brougham, the late Earl of Derby, and
Lord Wellesley, were all excellent penmen.

Of course we do not attempt to deny that
some able and distinguished persons have per-
petrated the most horrible scrawls. But this

is simply the result of defective early training
or carelessness, and they have themselves fre-

quently deplored the faet. The celebrated
Dr. Samuel Parr, for instance,

,

wrote a terribly bad hand, and in
,

* *

his “ Life of Fox ” he feelingly
*

laments it, and urges young men to shun his

example, and follow that of his erudite rival

and opponent, Dr. Person, who was a caligra-

phist of unequalled delicacy, and covered the

broad margins of his numerous old Greek folios

with a profusion of notes in a marvellously

Connection
between talent

and penman-
ship.
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beautiful handwriting. Archdeacon Coxe, the

e. • i. V j well-known author of the “Histoiy
Eminen a House of Austria,” was

another conspicuous transgressor

against the canons of good penmanship. Jacob
Bryant said that the reverend gentleman’s was
neither a “hand,” nor even a “fist,” but a
“foot,” and a “club” one too. The arch-

deacon’s lines resembled a “ tangled skein of

black silk ” running across the sheet of paper.

Bishop Barrington remonstrated with him on
one occasion respecting a certain letter the
archdeacon had sent him, the writing of which
was even worse than usual, and quoted for his

benefit an anecdote of a certain French gentle-

man who had addressed a correspondent in

these words :
“ Out of respect, sir, I \\Tite to

you with my own hand
;
but to facilitate the

reading I send you a copy, which I have caused
ray amanuensis to make.” Talleyrand, the

great French diplomatist, held that language
was given to man to enable him to conceal his

thoughts
;
but

John Bell, of

the Chancery
Bar, improved
upon that
statesman’s
dictum with
regard at least

to one of the

garbs of lan-

guage— writ-

ing. This emi-
nent pleader

is said to have
written no less

than three
distinct — or

rather indis-

tinct—hands

:

one which his

clerk could
read, another
which only
himself could
read, and a
third which neither he, his clerk, nor any
one else could decipher. Such triflers with
other people’s time and temper feel no com-
punction for the annoyance or pain they
inflict on those who happen to be under the

necessity of interpreting their hieroglyphics,

which frequently they themselves
Doubtful

(;[o not recognize as their own.
maternity of « Jonathan,” said a respected
soraw 3. member of the Society of Friends

one day to his brother, “ I have spent much
time over this copy of thy letter of advice to

Rivolta Hijos, of Rio, and cannot make out

a single word.” “ Truly, Reuben, thou art

wrong,” was the placid reply. “ Didst thou

not write our esteemed correspondents thyself ?

and indeed, brother, thy hand is but a vile

one.” It is probable that the

le

orace^^re^-^
successful

^ American journalist, was facile
princcj}s of hieroglyphists. To no other mortal
has it been given to achieve so bad a hand.
It is a well-known fact that he was utterly

OENAMENTAL PENMANSHIP.

unable to read any one of the numerous leading
articles which he wrote, although two or three
old and experienced compositors in his printing-

office, to whom alone the MS. was entrusted,

could generally ferret out his meaning, or

—

more probably—give a meaning to the caba-
listic signs. A youth cf similar calibre

—

graphically only—once showed to Macready a
tragedy which he purposed offering to a certain

theatrical manager. “ Have it copied into

Christian characters, my dear sir,” said the
great tragedian, “ or the cumulative horror of

the handwriting, added to the dire despair of

the plot, will be too much for any manager
living.” The aspirant followed the advice, and
his work was duly enshrined in neat law sta-

tioner’s hand before it dared its fate. The
only possible excuse for this style of writing is

contained in the naive confession of a certain

fast young gentleman whose father had re-

monstrated with him anent the illegibility of

his penmanship. “ By Jove, sir,” he responded,
candidly, “it’s

gentlemanly
to write a bad
hand, you
know, and if

I didn’t people
would find out
the bad spel-

ling
;
and bad

spelling isn’t

gentlemanly
—now at
least I

”

It may pro-

bably happen
that some less

culpablemem-
bers of the
class of bad
writers will

read these
pages. If so,

we trust they
will at once
resolve to re-

move the stigma by following out the system
which will be developed in the
following course. We guarantee penman-

them success, as the method ad-
vised will meet the requirements

® ’

of the adult equally with those of the youthful
student. Perseverance is the only thing needed,
and they may take Lord Chesterfield’s axiom
to heart. It is as truthful as reassuring.
“ Every man,” he says, “ who has the use of

his eyes and his right hand can write whatever
hand he pleases.”

The late Sir Arthur Helps, in his eloquent
“ Friends in Council,” makes one of the interlo-

cutors say justly :
“ It is certainly astonishing

to see how very few people write legibly. I

can’t think how it is that bad writers make up
their minds to lose so much force as they do
by bad writing. If you address anything to a
correspondent, you want him to understand it

at once. You want it to come with its full

force upon his mind. Accordingly, if you write
a word badly, you had better erase it, and
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write the word over again carefully. You do
not wish your friend to puzzle over what you
are imparting to him. Bad writers cannot now
plead great examples for bad writing. It is a
curious thing

;
but going back for a long period,

you may notice that, with few exceptions,

prime ministers have been re-
Statesmen markably good writers. Canning,

usually good
j wrote an exquisite

hand
;
the Duke of Wellington, a

clear and noble one
;
Sir Robert Peel, a most

legible hand—a thought, perhaps, too mercantile
for beauty, but still an excellent hand. Lord
Palmerston’s handwriting is a model of good
penmanship

;
Lord John Eussell’s forcible and

distinct
;
and I might continue to give a long

list of eminent men who have not disdained to

take much pains with their handwriting. I

mention these statesmen because all of them
had, or have, to write a great quantity in the
course of most days, and might fairly be
excused if they wrote badly. I am sorry to

condemn bad writing, for it hits some of my
best friends very hard.” And in one of his

essays, recurring to the same topic, stress is

laid upon the illegibility of some letters of

celebrated men, which w^ere lying before the
interlocutors. The signature of one “ was
generally thought to resemble the first step
of a centipede after it had crawled out of an
ink-bottle.”

I.

Introduction.
** Geammae, the ground and strong foundation
Upon which Lady Learning builds her tower

;

Grammar, the pathway and direction
That leadeth unto Pallas’ sacred bower.”

(John Lane, Tel-Troth's Message, 1600.)

Why should we learn English Grammar ?

§ 1 . An Englishman ought to knovr his own tongue.
§ 2. Grammar helps—

(a) To train the mind in reasoning.
(h) To understand past and present literatm’e.
(c) To test usage in speech and writing.

§ 3. Meaning of the term grammar.
§ 4. Language, spoken and written.

What is grammar ? What is the use of study-
ing it? Can I not speak and read my own
mother tongue? Such will probably be the
kind of questions which the intelligent learner,
eager for self-improvement, will put and seek
to answer before committing him or herself to
the revival of forgotten or but partially remem-
bered school lessons. Pie will perhaps have a
confused idea that English is a language full of
anomalies and irregularities, and that a few
simple rules are enough for the daily purposes of
life

;
or he may have heard that to understand the

grammar of his own language it is necessary to
learn that of the Latin. English, it is said, is so
illogical, so full of exceptions and inconsisten-

cies, that we must go to a foreign language
which is more defined and bounded by stricter

rules to help us to see what we ought to have
in our own. Let us try to satisfy these ques-

tions, examine these doubts, and give some firm

motive for the exertions of the student.

§ 1. First of all, what some may call the
sentimental, but which I prefer to call the
patriotic view of the question, is worth a
moment’s consideration. Is it not a shame to

many of us, our ignorance of this valuable and
beautiful instrument by which we carry on our
daily existence ? The pleasures of familiar

intercoui*se, the duties of public life, our com-
merce, the progress of science and philosophy,

the effects of law and morals, of religion itself

—

all in which Englishmen feel they have a special

interest and possession—are affectedby the more
or less skilful and accurate use we make of our
language. We inherit a grand estate of history
and science

;
a noble literature, the expression

of the great thoughts and deeds of our race
;

we are proud of our Alfred, our Chaucer, our
Bacon, our Shakespeare, our Newton

;
and yet,

instead of cherishing and cultivating the strong
and harmonious instrument by which alone we
know what we have been and keep to what we
are, which answers to every chord in our
character, we are too often content to despise
or neglect it, devoting more time and attention

to getting a smattering of a dead language than
to the attaining a mastery over our own. The
French have set us an excellent example : though
the historic method may not with them be
generally followed, they take pains that in all

their schools and colleges their actual everyday
speech shall be carefully taught, with all its rules

and details. Plappily the reproach is now being
removed from us

;
the advance made in the

science of language of late years, and the
serious study of English, joined with the ex-
ertions of English scholars, have had a marked
effect upon the attention »given to our tongue in

the curriculum of English schools. Every one
has now the opportunity of making himself
acquainted with the history and grammar of

his own speech : surely it is the duty of English
men and women to seize it.

Richard Carew, writing in 1598, on the
“ Excellencies of the English Tongue,” thus
descants upon its sv/eetness, in comparison
with the qualities of other tongues :

‘‘ The
Italian is pleasant, but without sinews, as a
still fleeting water. The French delicate, but
even nice as a woman, scarce daring to open
her lips for feare of marring her countenance.

The Spanish majesticall, but fulsome, running
too much on the O, and terrible like the Diveli

in a play. The Dutch man-like, but withall

very harsh, as one ready at every -word to

picke a quarrell. Now we, in borrowing from
them, give the strength of consonants to the
Italian, the full sound of words to the French,
the varietie of terminations to the Spanish, and
the mollifying of more vowels to the Dutch

;

and so, like bees, gather the honey of their good
properties, and leave the dregs to themselves.”
And the poet and accomplished scholar Sir

Philip Sidney said of English, “ For the utter-

ing sweetly and properly the conceit of the
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minde, which is the ende of speech, that hath
it equally with any other tongue in the
world.” Now to the worth which was felt by
these English-lovers so long ago, when the use
of the language was confined to narrower
bounds, add the importance of its extent at the
present day

;
the vastly greater interests with

which it deals are thus well summed up by the
American writer G. P. Marsh, in his “ Lectures
on the English Language” :

—

English is the vernacular, not merely of

a greater number, but of a greater variety of

persons, than any tongue ever used by man.
It is spoken from the equator to near the
ultimate limit of human habitation in either

hemisphere; and, starting from the British

capital, the geographical centre of the solid

surface of the globe, it has followed a thousand
radii to the utmost circumference. Especially

is it found established upon all great lines of

traffic and communication, at all great points

of agricultural or mechanical production
;
and

wherever human life exists in its most energetic,

most restless, intensest forms, there it is the

organ for the expression of all that belongs to

man’s dearest interests, widest sympathies,

highest aspirations. It is, moreover, eminently
the language of liberty

;
for, of those to whom

it is native, by far the largest portion enjoy a
degree of personal, social, political, and religious

freedom never before possessed by humanity
upon a great scale. From all these circum-
stances there are to be found among those who
habitually use the Eig'ish tongue, and are

familiar with written language, if not a greater

diversity of character, at least greater differ-

ences of interest and external condition, a

more generally diffused culture, and a wider
range of thought, than have ever before been
united by one medium of communication. . . .

Thus, for the living author, English is what
Latin and Greek re for the dead—a cosmo-
polite speech, whose range in comprehensive-
ness of space corresponds to the duration of

the classical tongues in time.” (Lecture xx.)

Let, then, an Englishman learn other tongues,

and appreciate them to the full, but certainly

let him know a great deal about his own.

§ 2. The value of the study of English
grammar (in its extended sense—see the next
section) may be said to be threefold.

(a) Grammar is of great service as an intel-

lectual training for the mind
;

it is a science,

in which, as in other sciences, we have to

consider a number of facts, try them and
observe them in every possible way, and learn

how to make the best use of them according to

certain natural laws. We start with the ad-

vantage of having our mother-tongue before

us, so that we are familiar with a large body
of facts to begin with

;
we exercise our powers

of reason in marshalling and arranging them
;

as we advance in knowledge, we find out the

laws which language obeys
;

the anomalies
disappear, there is seen to be a reason for

eveiy apparent exception or inconsistency,

and, arguing from the known to the unknown,
we finally arrive at the belief that there is

no part of it which is not under some law of

growth, some real principle in usage.

' (h) He who takes up the study of words and
® historical grammar gains, as it were, a new

sense, which increases his power of enjoying
our great writers, especially those of past times,
whose use of the tongue was different from
ours. If, with Professor Seeley, we must “ call

that man uncivilized who is not connected
with the past through the state in which he
lives, and sympathy with the great men that
have lived in it,” everything that helps us to
understand that past is worthy to be known.
A study of the English in which great or
lovely thoughts were cast often leads us closer
to the thoughts themselves, a sense of the
fitness of words quickens our sympathy with
the writer, and a knowledge of the meaning
which has been borne by words at different
stages of their history will save us from many
a misinterpretation of the ideas intended to be
conveyed. As the scholar who truly learns to
draw discovers ever new beauties in nature
because he is learning the use of his eyes, so
the student of English is ever finding fresh
pleasures in literature because he is learning
how speech has been and may be used.

(c) It helps us to test and correct our lan-

guage in writing and in speaking. Not that we
learn to speak and write by means of grammar,
—speaking and writing come to us by use

;
good

language and a good style are acquired, as
Addison long ago observed, by habitual inter-

course with good speakers, and by the study of
the standard works in literature which give
familiarity with the best usages of speech.
But when we consciously come to pay attention
to the form and method of our speech, grammar
then steps in and helps us to the reasons and
the guides by which to test our usage.

§ 8. From what has been said it will be
understood that a liberal construction of the
term “grammar” is here intended.

The word grammar (from the Greek grajpliOy

I write) means that science which treats of
language when mritten down.

But, it will be said, we can say that “ he
speaks bad grammar”; also we hear of a
grammar being taken down from an unwritten
language, as was done by Dr. Moffat for one
of the tribes of South Africa, who possessed
nothing written in their tongue.

In the first of these instances we mean to

say that the speaker uses language which does
not conform tb the rules adopted by general
consent as those by which the best written
speech should be guided. We ought to say
“ he speaks badly, accordirtg to grammar”

;
the

sentence is a contracted one.

The second case leads us to what is really

the important point to be remembered,—that
Language existed first, and Grammar after-

wards. There can be obviously no grammar
without a language.

§ 4. Language consists of articulate speech
addressed to the ear, and of written speech
addressed to the eye. There is also what is

sometimes called visible or silent s[)eech, in

which gesticulations and motions do duty for

articulate sounds—as in the language used by
the deaf and dumb; but with tliis last grammar
does not concern itself.
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We must recollect that spoken language is

made up of words, each word representing a
notion or part of a notion. Sometimes one
word may represent more than one notion; for

example, “ John’s book ” represents three no-

tions ; (1) book; (2) belonging to; (8) John.
When men began to record their words, wish-

ing to convey them to others or to transmit

them to posteiity, then arose the use of letter.^

and combinations of letters, as signs by which
to represent sounds to the eye. In many cases

a letter would represent a whole sound or

syllable: in others it required a combination
of letters to represent a syllable. The Chinese
and Japanese are syllabic languages—that is,

languages in which each letter stands for a
syllable or whole sound of pronunciation. The
difference between our written signs and theirs

makes this able to be seen; thus, Tomita,
Otomi (Japanese proper names), and Tohi (the

present Japanese name for their capital Yedo),
which we spell with six, five, and four letters

respectively, are wnitten in Japanese with
three, three, and two letters, according to the

syllables represented by our characters To-mi-
ta, 0-to-mi, To-ka. In English and other

western languages, on the contrary, a com-
bination of letters is required to form a syllable

or a word.
Written language, then, is made up of letters,

syllables, words, and groups of words, recording
visibly our speech and the sounds by which
we give expression to thought.

BY J. T. YOUNG, F.G.S.

INTRODUCTORY.

Geology may be defined as the physical his-

tory of the earth’s surface and the history of the
succession of life which has existed upon it. This
definition, however, involves another. By the
^•earth’s surface” we mean what is commonly
called “ the crust of the earth ”

: that is, so

much of the exterior of the globe as we can
get at, from the tops of the highest mountains
to the depths of the ocean bed and the bottom
of the dee[)est mine. Everywhere we discover,
by careful observation, not only that changes
are now going on. but that eveiything bears
the impress of similar change in the past. To
decipher these records and arrange them is the
object of the geologist. It will be seen, there-
fore, that Geology and Physical Geoyraphy are
closelyallied studies—but they are not identical.
Physical Geography describes, but does not ex-
])lain

;
it deals with the varied features of the

earth’s surface only in their present condition,
•and does not attempt to show how they were
produced. The moment we ask how, why and
when they became what they are, we pass from
ithe province of Physical Geography and enter
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the domain of that science with which we have
to deal in these pages—

G

eology.
At some time or other during the long period

with which the geologist has to deal, nearly
every part of the earth’s surface with which
we are acquainted has been under water, and a
great portion at least of that which now forms
the bed of the ocean has been dry land. There
have also been variations of climate, the causes
of which are more or less obscure

;
and

animals, in many respects unlike those now in

existence, have roamed the earth or inhabited
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the waters; but there is no reason for supposing
that the laws of life and matter were at any
time different from those with which we are
familiar, or that rocks have been formed by
processes now unknown. The earth as we are
acquainted with it is a world of order and of

law, and we have no evidence that it has ever
been otherwise. With the conditions under
which it existed before the appearance of life

upon its surface we do not propose to occupy
ourselves here. There has no doubt been a
time when it was not fitted to support either'

animals or plants
;
but to discuss the theories

that have been formed respecting that period
and those conditions would be out of place. We
shall deal with the subject briefly towards the
end of these chapters.

I.

Geological Facts and Inferences, illus-
TRATED BY THE STRUCTURE OF THE

Mendips.

After these preliminary remarks we proceed
to take our first lesson, drawing the necessary"

illustrations from the Mendip Hills of Somerset-
shire, These hills are generally described as a
limestone ridge four to five miles in width, and
extending in a W.N.W. direction from near
Frome to the Bristol Channel—a distance of

about twenty-five miles. They are not, how-
ever, entirely composed of limestone. Patches
of red sandstone are to be found at the highest

j

points; and there are other kinds of rock,

which in many places lie over the limestone and
hide it from view, A considerable proportion is

under cultivation, and villages are numerous.
The larger part is open pasturage ; small

2
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woods and plantations ai'O to be seen here and

there, and the general aspect is one of great

beauty. The vegetation, however, differs

greatly, according to the nature of the under-

lying rock, and there is but little difficulty in

ascertaining what that rock is. On the hill-

sides the great ribs of limestone are scarcely

at all obscured by grass
;

road-cuttings and

SLAB OF LIMESTOXE, WITH STEMS, ETC., OF ENCKIXITES.

quarries afford convenient opportunities for
examination, valleys which intersect the hills

in various directions are equally available, and
the careful observer will seldom be at a loss in

tracing out the main features of the country.

formed under water and hence is to be de-

scribed as scdhnctiturif roch—Ti term which the

student must bear in mind as one of the three

divisions into which all rocks arc classified.

The example before us shows tliat these

sedimentary rocks may vary greatly in charac-

ter, and differ almost entirely as

to the materials of which they The old red

are composed. The .sandstone, ®

for instance, as its name suggests, is made
up almost entirely of grains of sand with a

few small specks of a glistening mineral,

and cemented into a hard stone by a reddish

substance which upon examination proves

to be iron rust, the “ peroxide ” of iron of

the chemist. The grains of sand are frag-

ments more or less waterworn of rock crystal

(quartz); the glistening particles are small

scales of mica. The origin of the rock, there-

fore, is ap])arent at a glance. It cannot for a

moment be supposed that the quartz sand was
formed where it is now found. The appear-

ance of the grains themselves, and their asso-

ciation with the mica, point at once to the

source from which they were derived—the

breaking up and waste of some pre-existing

granitic rock. The material thus obtained,

washed down by the rains and rivers into what
was probably an inland sea or lake—bounded

on. the west and north by the Welsh mountains,

b\it the extent of which east and south we do
not exactly know—was there arranged, and

a Old Red Sand-
stone.

b Lower Limestone
Shale.

c Carboniferous
Limestone.

d Millstone Grit.

e Coal Measures.

/ Dolomitic Conglo-
merate.

ff Red Marl.

g Rhaetic (or Pea-
arth)Beds.

h Lias.

SECTiox ACROSS THE MEJTDiP HILLS {oficT Mu'. II. B. Woodicard).

Supposing this to bo done, there are two
methods by which such observations are re-

corded, besides that of verbal description. One
is to show on an ordinary map, by means of

different colours, the extent of each kind of

rock
;
and by the use of various signs a great

deal of additional information may be indicated

at the same time. It is in this way that
‘‘ geological maps ” are generally formed, but
as they only show the surface of the country

they are frequently accompanied by vertical

sections, to render them more intelligible. The
foregoing is a vertical section, showing the

structure of the country—from the surface to

a considerable depth below the sea level—from
Shepton Mallet across Beacon Hill, one of the

highest points of the Mendips. Let us see

what it teaches.

The first thing that calls for notice is the

symmetrical arrangement of the different

kinds of rock which make up the entire mass.

These are indicated in the diagrams by means
of dots and lines. The central bed of sand-

stone is flanked on either side by a band of

limestone shale.” Outside these are slanting

masses of true limestone, and beyond these

igain beds which are distinguished by the

lesignation “ millstone grit,” and these are

succeeded by coal. Taking them one by one,

378 shall see that each of these beds has been

consolidated
;
and having been cemented by

deposits of iron probably obtained from the
same source, became what we now find it.

The bands marked h show an entire change
of character. Instead of sandstone we get an
impure limestone,which breaks up
into thin irregular layers, with limestone

similar shaly material made of
shales,

hardened clay, some of which becomes quite soft

on exposure to the atmosphere. Unlike the red
sandstone,these beds contain fossils—all of them
marine—such as corals, “ stone lilies ” (en-
crinites), etc., etc. The cause of this change
in character was in all probability a gradual
sinking down of the land, until the great ocean
flooded the inland sea or lake in which the
sandstone was then being deposited. The
alteration thus made would certainly vaiy the
nature of the sediment, nnd in this way most
probably the change was brought about.
The true limestones (marked c) are also

fossiliferous. Shells, corals, remains of en-
crinites (stone lilies), etc., etc., are
very abundant

;
and altogether it

is bevond doubt that we have
through the entire thickness
nothing more than the gradually accumulating
mud of the ancient sea bottom, with the
remains of the animal life by which the waters;

were tenanted, hardened and partially altered;,
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by the slowly operating agencies of nature. We
now come to the beds marked d,

Millstone p-it so-called “ millstone grit,” of
and coal. which it is enough to say now

that their character shows that the sea in

which they were formed was once more getting

shallower ; and beyond these we have (at e)

the coal measures, of which the most important
features are the seams of coal formed of the

remains o£ plants which grew upon the land

and were subsequently altered into the mineral
substance which we use for fuel.

THE GATE OF MANHOOD.
One of Addison’s best-known papers in the

famous Tatler is an allegory frequently re-

published under the title of The Choice of
Hercules. It describes the mythical hero as

listening alternately to the grave arguments
and promises of Virtue on the one hand and
the blandishments and inducements of Vice on
the other, and relates the decision at which
Hercules arrived. If we somewhat extend the

conventional meaning of the word Virtue to

include intellectual strength and graces as well

as moral truth and purity, and of Vice to mean
mental waste and neglect of intellectual culti-

vation in addition to the grosser forms of

mo-ral weakness, we might not inaptly apply
the allegory to the choice which every youth,

standing at the gate of manhood, is—if he would
be a man in something more than age, stature,

and name—called upon to make. The influ-

ences brought to bear upon him are very
potent, arising partly from within and partly

from without, from his own nature and from
the inducements and example of others

;
and

a young man must be sadly, almost culpably,

indifferent to the future, if he does not endea-
vour to test very seriously his own capacity
for exercising adult privileges, and his desire to

attain to greater intellectual and moral strength.

The gate of physical manhood stands in-

vitingly open, and all who possess average
health may enter; but the gate of intellec-

tual and moral manhood marks the entrance
to a domain which only trained, disciplined,

mentally enlarged minds can enjoy, or can
even fitly occupy. Physical, intellectual, and
moral manhood unite to form the true man,

—

each phase of character with its great and
peculiar pleasures, each with its successes,

but, united, commanding the greatest pleasures
and successes which humanity can

,
enjoy or

achieve. Even near approach to the full

attainment nf this condition is not possible

to all—indeed, to very few
;
for physical and

intellectual power rarely attain full develop-
ment in the same individual, and even when
rare qualities of body and mind are united,

there is frequently a deficiency of moral
strength, defective aspiration and power of

will, which counterbalance the other advan-
tages. But the ideal remains the same, and if

it cannot be reached, may at least be accepted
as indicating the direction of effort. If all

cannot be as strong as the strongest, as wise
as the wisest, as unselfishly good as those “ of
whom the world was not worthy,” it stands as
an incontrovertible truth that theyouth does not
live who may not be mentally stronger than he
is now, and morally more estimable, if he sin-

cerely desires to cultivate the power he pos-
sesses, and sets to work in all earnestness to
surmount the difficulties—much smaller diffi-

culties than they appear to the timid or
indifferent—which stand in his way.

Probably no youth ever lived who did not
—unless he was hopelessly weak, or smitten
with a feeling of weariness of life, very terrible

in the young— look forward with intense
eagerness to the time when he should be, by
the usage of society and the operation of civil

law, entitled to wear the toga ririlis (the garb
of a man in the old Koman times), the out-

ward symbol that he had reached the age
when he is to be considered as an independent
and responsible citizen, to be emancipated
from parental control, and be as free to follow
his own inclination in business and pleasure as
the circumstances of his social position will

admit. This eagerness and ambition is natural
and laudable. We are progressive beings

;

manhood is the development of youth, as youth
is of childhood

;
but the one stage is as dis-

tinctly an advance on the preceding in the
one case as in the other. The child, from its

very childishness, sees only the external ad-
vantages of increased stature and strength, an
enlarged field of amusement and activity, and
privileges not enjoyed in the nursery. The
youth, with a greater capacity, and more know-
ledge of the outer world, knows that a certain

amount of preparation is necessary before

manhood can be enjoyed, if enjoyment is his

only object
;
and a very great amount of pre-

paration, if he realizes, even imperfectly, the

duties and responsibilities which manhood in-

volves. Youth has always an ideal of man-
hood

;
it is the nature of the ideal which sym-

bolizes the Virtue or the Vice of the allegory.

A youth standing at the gate of manhood
may take for his ideal, the model which he
attempts to imitate, either the young man as he
may be if trained by mental and moral culti-

vation, or the young man who thinks that all

but external position and possible money-
making is achieved, and that farther develop-

ment of his faculties, except so far as they
may be useful to those ends, is unnecessary.

To the one who accepts the former ideal, the

future presents great possibilities. The in-

tellect, the imagination, the moral sense, each

receives its promise. If there is not clearly

seen a world to be conquered, there are lesser,

but still great victories, to be won. The world,

looked at by the eager eye of youth, is beau-

tiful,—but how much more so if some of its

mysteries can be read by the light of science ?

Figures of intellectual giants in philosophy,

literature, and art, appear in the distance
;
but

a young man may become familiar with their
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faces, understand their talk, and share some-
thing of the power and subtlety of their
minds, if he di-aw near in a spirit of modes:
but determined effort to advance into higher
light. I here is, too, a perception of a brighter,

purer life, of a vital manhood of self-control

and discipline, of enlarged affections; more
heroic devotion to right

;
readiness to fight

bravely and unselfishly the battle of life, in

which all must take a side; sympathy with
great and good work, and sym{)athy for those
who are morally, mentally, and physically
weaker. Such a life is beyond the reach of

none, although the higher achievements of

the intellect may be
;
for what can be attained

in the future by the mind or the body must
necessarily be relative to original vigour of
understanding and bodily gifts. But the effort

to attain, the determination that the work,
great or limited, shall be truly and sincerely
done, and the aspiration to make the maturity
and end of life better than the period of youth,
—this it is which makes true manhood.
What is the alternative ideal ? That of a young

man who treats intellectual exercises mth con-
tempt, because he feels no sympathy with
them

;
whose notion of manliness is to be an

adept in certain accomplishments of an un-
worthy kind

;
who repudiates sentiment as

weak and “ womanish ”; who aims to be sharp
and shrewd, has no reverence for truth, and
who seeks to hide his own deficiencies either

by encouraging a thick-skinned conceit, or by
persisting in bragging which he hopes will im-
pose on others. Unfortunately there are many
such, early familiarized with vicious thoughts
and demoralizing habits, their nerves and bodily
powers weakened by the use of tobacco, pro-
fessing to believe it manly to have a tendency
to intemperance, and readily adopting the
modes of thought and personal habits of those
whom they call “men of the world”—that
is, men wko sneer at abstract doctrines of vir-

tue and the higher life as crude absurdities,

and affect to accept no higher laws than those
imposed by a very imperfect “ society.”

Better than such—better to the extent of
having some reverential feeling for the nobler
verities of the intellect, such verities as are
revealed by science, philosophy, literature, and
art—are many who suppose that the possession
of special talents confers the privilege of neg-
lecting matters of great importance. A vague
kind of intellectual fervour, of sentimental
feeling, is thought to cover a multitude of

derelictions from the social code of propriety
;

and a mistaken idea that a man of genius is a
law to himself in subjects with which genius
has no connection whatever, takes possession
of the mind. Hence comes that phase of
modern societyknown as*‘Bohemianisni,”—that
strangely founded belief that, because a young
man feels a real pleasure in the sight of artistic
works, and is able to appreciate msthetic prin-
ciples, or has the gift of language by which
he can interpret his thoughts through the me-
dium of melodious verse or fluent and effective
prose, he is therefore called upon by the ne-
cessity of his intellectually cultivated nature to
neglect ob^rvances, sneer at beliefs, be irregular
in moral life and degraded in personal habits.

BY E. NEISON.

I.

Astronomy, probably the most ancient of the
physical sciences, has maintained itself from
the earliest known periods as one of the
grandest branches of learning—a study worthy
of the closest attention of the wisest monarchs
and the assiduous devotion of the most eminent
sages.

For ages it was believed that hidden in
the ever-varying aspect of the heavens was
the key to the future destinies of

the world and its multitudinous -^st^onomy

inhabitants. To him who deci-

phered that key, everything would
stand revealed, and he would be master of the
secrets of nature. Knowledge is power, and
he who was master of the future could rule

the world. This was felt to be a glorious

ambition, and an end worthy of the devotion of

a lifetime, so that the greatest philosophers
turned their attention to the assiduous study
of the science which held out the hope of such
a vast return. Other sciences, and especially

geometry, were devised, learnt, and extended,
but in most cases merely as an auxiliary by
means of which astronomy could be still better

understood. In those days astronomy and
astrology were convertible terms.

As science progressed it slowly began to be
understood that this hope was vain, and that

the heavens were not merely pictures of the

future of man. But by this time astronomy
had received a firm foundation, its fascinating

interest as a science had begun to make itself

felt. With a sigh the votaries of philosophy

slowly gave up their astrological dreams and
commenced to study astronomy as a science.

They devoted their energies to determining its

laws and ascertaining the real meaning of its

wonderful phenomena. Modern astronomy
commenced, and the science made giant strides

in the path of progress. Brilliant discoveries

rewarded the intellectual labour bestowed on
the science, and slowly but surely was reared

the magnificent edifice of modern theoretical

and physical astronomy.
In the present pages it is proposed to give a

short account of astronomy—an account which
is to be sufficiently extensive to ..

enable any one to gain a clear Aim of the

idea of the results which have
present account

, , . , , of astronomy,
been already achieved by the

study of this noble science, without its being
essential that he should possess any previous

knowledge of its technicalities. It is not our
aim to teach astronomy, for that would require

a thousand of these pages. Nor do we propose
to write an introduction to astronomy as a
science, for that would be out of place. Lastly,

it is not our intention to write a treatise on
astronomy, for to this both objections would
apply. We mean to give, as already stated,

a short account of astronomy, and to make it
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as interesting and valuable as we can. A
popular account it needs must be, an accurate

account it is to be, and an instructive account

it ought to be. At the same time care will be

taken that he who proposes to devote an especial

attention to astronomy, whose proud ambition

it is to become an astronomer, will find in these

pages a substantial basis on which to prosecute

those further
studies without

which he can
never realize his

aim. Nor will

the owner of an
astronomical tele-

scope, that most
delightful instru-

ment, find that

his interests have
been forgotten.

If he finds much
about what has
been seen or has
been discovered,

he will also find

something about
what waits to be
discovered or re-

mains to be seen,

and he may learn

how to utilize his

telescope to the

best end, and per-

chance how to

enrol his name in the glorious list of those
who have advanced astronomy by their dis-

coveries. But it is time to stop, lest by mis-
adventure more is promised than is carried out.

Modern as-

tronomy may
be said to com-
mence with the

seventeenth
century, when
tlie indefatiga-

ble Kepler laid

the foundation
for the grand
achievements
of mathemati-
cal astronomy
by the dis-

covery of his

famous three

laws, and the
illustrious Ga-
lileo Galilei in-

augurated the

wondrous dis-

coveries of phy-
sical astronomy
by constructing
the first astronomical telescope and turning
it on the heavens. We are going to describe

modern astronomy, and it is here that we
should begin.

It is true that during the century previous
to this epoch the study of astronomy had
engaged the attention of many great philo-

sophers, and that during its later years that

most celebrated astronomer Tycho Brah^ had
accumulated a most precious store of observa-
tions. Yet it was only during the seventeenth
century that these observations were properly
reduced and rendered subservient to the pro-
gress of modern astronomy. It is also true
that many most important astronomical facts

had been discovered by the zealous labours of
the famous astro-

nomers of the
ancients; but
these belong to
the astronomy of
their own period,

and in general
were not pro-
perly understood
until after the
commencement
of the seventeenth
century. It is

therefore with
the seventeenth
century that our
modern astro-

nomy begins, and
it is with that
period that we
shall commence.
Much has been

written, and more
has been said, by
different philoso-

phers on the best

method of introducing a science Historical

like astronomy. For our present method best

purpose the most satisfactory way for studying

would appear to be to commence astronomy.

de novo, and
retrace the path
by which astro-

n o m y has
reached its

present gran-

deur. We thus

proceed step by
step in thesame
manner as the

science has it-

self progressed

;

we arrive at

the same diffi-

culties, and
overcome them
in the same
order, as these

difficulties pre-

Q sented them-
selves to and
were overcome
by those illus-

trious astrono-

mers who have rendered the sr’ence what it at

present is. Each problem will i hen come before

us in the most natural way, and we shall not

raise unnecessary difficulties by discussing the

minutim of the science before we have un-

derstood the broad principles. An historical

account of the progress of astronomy, it would

also appear, ought to be the most interesting

FIG. 1.—PARHELIA.

FIG. 2.—HALLEX’S COMET.
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method of staliii" the achievements of the
science, and this is no slight matter. We shall

then tind ourselves olaeecl in the same position
as those fa.mous men of genius who have had
to face the ditticulties of the scienee, and have
triumphantly overcome them. We shall be
able to understand their difficulties, sympathize
with them in their perplexities and rejoiee in
their triumphs, whilst we shall see how each
success has widened the science of astronomy,
dissipated its difficulties, and led to fresh and
as brilliant discoveries. By all means, therefore,

let us proceed by giving an historical account
of the progress and achievements of astronomy.

In this historical account it is not intended
to maintain chronological order with great
strictness, for that would be inconvenient at
times. Liberty must be reserved to pursue
the history of each branch of our suljject b}^

itself, if that should seem advantageous. And
when an anachronism is committed, perchance
for the sake of clearness, or even an error by
mischance, forgiveness is now craved at the very
beginning.

imagine ourselves back in the beginning of

the seventeentli century, with all our trials and

stop us for a moment. Every one knows th.at

the sun, moon and stars rise every day in the
cast and set in the west : and it is ai)parent
that this is at once explained by the daily

rotation of the earth on its axis in an opposite
direction—that is, from west to

cast. Nor should we require to
^xpl^iation

go to n.i obson-atoiy to loam that
the sun is higher in the heavens heavens,
in summer than in winter. This
we should soon see was the result of the
inclination of the axis of the earth to the
plane of its orbit. Fig. 3 shows this at once.

We see the earth drawn as it is placed with
regard to the sun at different times in the
year. P is the north pole of the earth, and the
straight line apparently dividing the earth into

two halves is the equator, or great circle round
the earth. In March it will be seen that
the sun is overhead at the equator, and in

England is about 51° from the zenith or point
exactly overhead when it is in the meridian
or great circle passing through the poles of

the earth and zenith of the observer. As
the earth moves in its orbit, the sun seems
to rise higher in the heavens, until in June

Fig. 3.—the E-iuiir in kel.vtion to the srr.

triumphs before us. What amount of astro-

nomical knowledge could we learn from the

labours of our predecessors ?

From that famous work Be JRcvolufioriilms

Oi'fjinni Celesthnn, of the great canon of Thorn,
Nicolas Copernicus, we should be

Astronomical learn the main point of

the true system of the universe.

*
cLtuiy We should know that the sun was

placed at the centre of the solar

system, and that the earth and other planets

were much smaller bodies moving round the

sun. We should recognise that the moon was
a satellite of the earth, moving round it and
accompanying it in its annual journey round
the sun. We should nlso be aware that the
earth rotated on its axis in about twenty-four
hours, and th'^.t this axis was inclined to the

plane of the orbit of the earth.

Let us see how far this knowledge would
enable us to explain the phenomena of the

heavens. And for this purpose let us sally

out to our observatory, situated in the country
village of Hampstead. The apparent motion
of the heavens from east to west would not

it is overhead in the circle round the earth,

which is shoAvn to the north of the equator,

or nearer the pole P. It is then in England
only about 28° from the zenith when in the
meridian. It is now summer in the northern
hemisphere but winter in the southern hemi-
sphere, for the figure will show that when
elevated in the northern hemisphere it must
be depressed in the southern. As the earth

jiroceeds in its annual journey the sun gets

gradually lower in the heavens, until in Sep-
tember it is again overhead at the equator,

or in exactly the same position as in March.
Finally, still falling in elevation, in December
it is overhead in the places on the circle to the
south of the equator, and in England when on
the meridian rises only about 1G° above the
horizon. It is nov/ winter in the northern
hemisphere and summer in the southern.

Further inspection of the figure

wall show how the difference in Origin of the

the length of the days and nights
will be accounted for. The

different

length of the

days.
shaded portion of the globe shows
the portion in which it is night, and the re-
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mainder that in which it is day. In l\rarch the

entire visible portion, or exactly one-half of

both southern and northern hemispheres, is

illuminated, so that in every part of the globe

there is twelve hours in the illuminated portion

and twelve hours in the dark portion. In March,

or our spring, therefore, the day and night are

twelve hours long. In June, however, it will

be seen that more than one-half of the northern

hemisphere is illuminated, and less than one-

half of the southern hemisphere
;
eonsequently

<a point in the northern hemisphere will be

for more than twelve hours in the bright

portion and for less than twelve in the dark
])ortion, so that the days will be long and the

nights short. In faet, near the pole it will be
seen that the entire eircumference is illumi-

minated, so that the sun will be always visible

and there will be no night. In the southern
hemisphere it will be seen that the nights are

long and days short, and near the south pole

there is perpetual night. It will be seen that

only at the equator are the day and night
always of equal length.

By H. W. DULCKEN, LL.D.

I.

THE ELEMENIS OF THE LANGUAGE.

Introductory Eemarks..

The study of a language naturally resolves itself

into two great divisions—the GRAMMATICAL
CONSTRUCTION and the pronunciation. The
student who makes himself thoroughly ac-

quainted with the grammar and vocabulary of

a language will ovrite it correctly
;
when he has,

in addition, mastered the various combinations
of sounds it contains, and can distinctly and
accurately enunciate those sounds, he wili.<?7;e(7^‘

it correctly. In this course of study for intend-
ing students of the German language, we shall

])roceed, not exactly according to the method
followed in most grammars, but as a teacher
would do in instructing a pupil who wishes to
learn to speak and write the language as quickly
as possible,—that is, we shall put the different
parts of the language before our readers as they
would occur in an ordinary course of study

;

giving in the first place so much of the elements
of the language as will enable the student to
construct short and simple sentences for him-
self

;
then proceeding to the more difficult rules,

and so building up the fabric of the language,
as it were, piece by piece, into a whole.
Nouns, the names of persons and things, and

VERBS, by which we express action done or
received, or a condition or state, and the articles
prefixed to the nouns, arc the simplest elements
of which sentences can be put together

;
therc-

2:1

fore in the first instance we call the attention
of our student to some general rules on
NOUNS, ARTICLES and VERBS

;
and especially

recommend him to study thoroughly the verb
“to have,” ()aben, the verb “to be,” fcpu, and
the verb iperbcri (meaning when it stands alone
“ to become,” when it stands with another “ to

be”)—for these verbs are indispensable in form-
ing others

;
they are the auxiliaries or heljnng

verbs by which the others are conjugated.
With a knowledge of these two verbs, and of
the articles, together with a few nouns to
proceed upon as a basis, the student ought at
once to begin to put together sentences

;
and

especially he should take every oj)portunity of

increasing his vocabulary by learning the
German of as many nouns in ordinary use as
possible,—the days of the week, the months
and seasons of the year, the names of familiar
objects, and things in general use. Then the
numerals should be learnt, so that the verbs “to
have ” and “ to be ” may be practised in all the
moods and tenses with a variety of wqrds. It

is a good practice, in walking along the streets,

to try and name as many objects in view as

possible—carts, horses, soldiers, sailors, chim-
neys, shops, etc.

With regard to pronunciation, some general
rules and indications will be given to enable
the student to overcome the difficulties in his

way
;
—but where it is practicable, the verbs

and vocabularies should be read over to the
student three or four times by some one who
speaks German correctly. For three of the
sounds (the it, the 0 ,

and the ff;) cannot be exactly

given by any combination of English letters;

and can only, therefore, be satisfactorily learned
through the ear, by imitation, and fixed in the

memory by constant repetition.

The two main points are : firstly the pronun-
ciation, and secondly the grammatical forms of

nouns, adjectives, pronouns, and verbs, etc.

To these two points we have therefore to direct

our readers’ attention at the outset
;
and we

would explain at once that this first course will

be found to contain a very plain, simple series

of studies, the object being to give the student

so much knowledge of German as will enable

him to read easy books, and to wifte easy

sentences, and converse in ordinary, short

phrases. In the second course we shall have

to go over the same ground in a more detailed

manner, with a view to higher instruetion in

German and a more extended knowledge.

And first, with regard to the pronunciation,

the English student will find far less difficulty

in pronouncing the German language than the

French. We have not in German the nasal

sounds that an Englishman finds so hard to

pronounce
;
and a much closer idea can be

given of the German pronunciation by means
of English combinations of letters than of the

French.
The German printed alphabet is almost

identical, so far as the form of the letters is

concerned, with the English black-letter

character, which, slightly modified, has been

modernised into what is called “ German Text.”

We first proceed to consider the German
alphabet.
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The German Alphabet and its

Pronunciation.

There are twenty-six letters in the German
language. They are as follows :

—

German Corresponding Pronounced in

Letter. English Letter. English.

2t a A a Ah
33 b B b Bay
e c C c Tsay

0 b D d Day

G e E e S

A (in

\
acorn)

g f, ff
F f, fif Ef

@ 3 G g Gay
( Ha, tsay-

h cb H h, ch < ha (ha

(
in hard)

3 i I i E (in eel)

3 i J ] Yot

f,cf K k, ck 1 Kah.tsay-

] kah
i L 1 El

m U m Em
n N n En

D . 0 0 o Oh
P P p Pay

0 q Q q Koo
di X K r Airr

( Ess, ess-

1 ess(dou-

© ff f |1 S s,f,fr,sz,st< ble s),

1
ess-tset,

( ess-tay

2: t T t Tay
u u U u ' Oo
35 » V V

W w

Fow
( Vay (or

3B w < vai in

( rahi)

X X X X
i Icks(asin

(
fFichs)

b Ypsilon

3 Z z, tz ^
Tset, tay-

(
tset.

Vowels are those letters that are pronounced
with the mouth open. They are Yoice sounds,

independent of the tongue and lips. A writer

on the alphabet has said that the mewing of a

cat represents ee-ay-ah-oh-ov, or the vowel
sounds in their natural order, according to

the mode of pronunciation ; from ee with
the mouth most, to oo with it least open. The
consonants, on the other hand, represent stop-

pages of the voice by means of the action of

the throat, lips, teeth, or tongue, and are

accordingly designated as gutturals or throat

sounds (Z*. 0 hard, q, g hard, 7/), labials or lip

sounds (J), /, p, V, w), sibilants or hissing

sounds (s, sh, c soft, cli, g soft.,;, z), and linguais

or tongue sounds (d. f, ih). The simple vowels
in German are, as in English ;

—

21 a, g e, 3 i, Do, U «, ^ i).

a, e, i, o, u, y.
Three of these vowels are modified or rendered
compound by the addition of an e, which is

sometimes represented by the sign •* over the
letter. (Thus Goethe, the German poet, is also

spelt Gothe, but cannot be written correctly,

as given in some English works, Goethe.)

This is in German called the Umlaut (oum'-lont),

or sound-change.

Compound or Modified Voivels.

Corresponding
German English
letters. letters. Pronounced in English
2fe a Ae ae, like a in Mary.
0e 0 ,

Ue oe, like oeh or the eu in
French henrre, butter

Ue it, Ue ue, like veh or the French
menu.

Diphthongs or Boulle Vowels.

au. Au au, like ow in owl.

Gi ci,

Sb eb,

Ei ei,

Ey ey
1

like i in fine.

C£u cu. Eu eu like oi in oil.

3li ai,

2ib ab.

Ai ai, )

Ay ay,
i

like i in fine.

0i oi,

Db Ob,

Oi oi,
1

Oy oy, 1

1

like oi in oil.

The slight differences in outward appearance
between the following letters, which closely

resemble each other, should be noted. In each
case these differences consist only in a little

sign : especially it should be remarked that the
s (f) has the little horizontal j)rojection only at

the back, whereas the /(f) has it across the
letter, and chiefly in front.

33 35 -d (? — 9? -D 0,
B V,—G E,—N B,—0 Q,

1)/—f f/—b b,— r r
b h,—s f,—V y,—r x.

The German Writing Alphabet.
In the German written character the small

letters are generally pointed, and the capitals

are more elaborate than in English.

A a. B b, C c, D d.

r- J/
E e, F f. G g, H h,

gZ.;

I i, J i, K k, L 1,

, eN p
M m. N n. 0 o, P p.

Q q. K r, S s, T t.

U u. V V, W w, X X,

//
Y y, Z z.
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It will be seen that one great difference be-

tween English and German writing is, that in

the latter the small letters are generally pointed

(the etc.), and that in several of

the small letters and nearly all the large ones

the upstroke and downstroke are divided,

—

instead ol €t

,

instead of

instead of

> /
etc.

The following are compound and modified
letters :

—

Ae ae, Oe oe, Ue ue, St st,

d/ ^ .4 /f
Sch sch, Ck ck, Ss ss,

|

BY GdORGE R. EMERSON.

Introduction.

The earliest students of Geography were the.

Greeks, and the name of the science is derived
from two words of the Greek
language.

—

yr\ (the earth), and Origin of

7/>d0ei»/ (to write). In a future
seosTa-vby.

article we snail describe the historical pro-

gress of geogiaphical knowledge : at present
it is unnecessary to say more than that the ac-
quaintance with the shape, surface, and natural
features of the earth possessed by the ablest

Greek philosophers was extremely limited. One
or two of the clearest thinkers suggested

—

founding the suggestion on mathematical prin-

ciples—that the earth was a globe
;
but the real

bases of geographical science—the sphericity of:

the earth, its place in the solar system, its annual
revolution round the sun, the causes of varia-

tion of surface and climate, the internal forces;

persistently in operation, the various stages
through which its outer crust has ])asscd, the
relative pro])ortions of land and water, ocean
currents, and other physical phenomena—have
only been established in comparatively modern
times by the arduous investigations of astro-

nomers, mathematicians, geologists, chemists,,

and other students of the physical sciences,

and adventurous and scientific explorers.

There are two distinct departments of geo-

graphical science

—

Phi/sic/iL GcograiAiy and
Political and Historical Gcogra- Divisions:
])hy ; the former dealing with the Physical and

facts of nature, the latter with political

the communities into which the geography,

human inhabitants of the world are divided.

Political Geogi’aphy is to a considerable extent,

dependent on conditions inq)Osed by the facts

of Physical Geography, because climate, means
of communication, and other material facts,,

affect the growth of communities and the es-

tablishment of nations. The subject will be
treated in detail in future sections.

Physical Geography includes

—

I. Mathematical Geography^ which treats of

the figure, magnitude, and density of the

earth
;

its position in the planetary system,

and the method of delineating the surface of

the earth on artificial globes, maps, and charts,

and of determining the position of any particu-

lar place. (Considered as a })lanet and member
of the solar system, the earth, and the ])heno-

mena of light and darkness, heat and cold,

and the succession of the seasons, Avill be found
described in the articles on Astronomy.)

II. A hnon'ledge of the material features of
the earth's surface, and thephysicalforces irhich

hare 'induced and are modifying 'it. This in-

cludes the ])roportions of land and water, the

form.ation of continents and islands, moun-
tains, volcanic and glacial action

;
the extent,

de])th, cun-ents, temperature, chemical comj)0-

sition, tides, and eva])oration of the ocean

river systems, with their watersheds and area.
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of drainage
;
geological fcatin-cs of the earth’s

.surface (specihcally treated in the series of

articles on Geology)
;
and climate, including

scones, isothermal lines of average temperature
and rainfall.

III. The distribution of animal and vegetable

life, and mineral nodacts.

Political and Historical Geography
includes—

^

I. The proffi'Cft.sice distribution and settlement

into communities of the human race.

II. The world as politically divided into

states and communities, including the areas,

boundaries, inhabitants, forms of government,
products, and commerce of these states. \^This

department of the subject is sepavatcly treated

In a series of articles on the States and
•Governments of the World.]

Physical Geography.—I.

1. Form, dimensions, and density of the earth.

The earth is :iearlj spherical in form, but
not exactly so,

being slightly

flattened at
the gwles, or

points mark-
ing the extre-

mities of its

axis of rota-

tion. Between
these poles

—

known as the
north and
.south poles—
the diameter
of the globe
has Vjeen as-

certained to

be 7,81)8 Eng-
lish statute

miles, while
the diameter
at the equator,

or imaginary
line round the
<‘entre,is 7,92.5

miles, or 27 miles more

POLES, AXIS OF EEVOLUTIOX,
AND EQUATOR.

EVIDENCE OF THE SPHERICAL FORM OP THE EARTH.

In the accom-
panying diagram,
the letters N. and S.

indicate the north
and south poles

;

the dotted line, the

axis of the earth’s

revolution; and
the line traversing

the diameter of the

circle, the equator
(from Lat. ccquare,

to make equal).

The reason of the

variation from the

true spherical form is that the velocity of the

earth’s daily rotation upon its axis being

greatest at the equator, the consequent greater

action there of the centrifugalforce (the force

that urges a revolving body to fly off in a

straight line, but controlled by the opposite or

centripetal force, which attracts it to the

centre, and so produces a cuiwed motion),
would produce a bulging out in the equatorial
region and a flattening at the poles. The in-

fluence of this force in determining the shape
of the earth is probably novy very slight,

but was considerable in the early history of our
planet

;
for, as an able writer remarks, “ It

may be taken as almost certain that the sphe-
roidal figure of the earth has been attained in
consequence of its having formerly been en-
tirely fluid during its rotation on its axis,”

and it is evident that the effect of centrifugal

force would be far more apparent on a fluid or
semi-fluid mass than on one of a denser and
consequently more cohesive nature. (The phy-
sical condition of the earth at various epochs
will be described in the series of articles on
Geology, but must be occasionally referred to

under this heading for the purpose of illus-

trating subjects connected with
Effect of

jihysical geography.) This ten- revolution on
dcncy of a sphere when in a rapid a sphere.

state of revo-
lution to de-
part from its

original form
may be illus-

trated by a
very easy ex-

p e r i m e n t

,

Make a hollow
globe of paper,

or other light

material, with
a cane passed
through it for

an axis
;
then

cause it to re-

volve rapidly,

and it will be
seen that it

becomes con-
siderably flat-

tened at the
poles, and cor-

respondingly
enlarged in

lateral circum-
ference, as represented in the diagrams.
The circumference of the earth at the equator

being nearly 24,000 miles, and the revolution on
its axis being completed in twenty-four hom’S,
it follows that any given point on the equa-

r

At rest. Rapidly revolving

torial line is travelling at the rate of nearly
1 ,000 miles an hour— about twenty times as
fast as a swift exju’ess railway train. The
effect of this velocity of revolution on the
form of the earth may be readily imagined.
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Not only does the earth deviate fi’om the

form of a regular sphere by being tlattened at

the poles, as described above, but the equator

does not describe a perfect circle,
The equator,

slightly elliptical in shape

;

the longer diameter, between the west coast of

Africa and a central spot in the Pacific Ocean,

being nearly two miles longer than the dia-

meter’ between the island of Sumatra in the

Indian Ocean and Quito on the western coast

of South America.
Although the form of the earth is now ac-

cepted as one of the most certain facts which
scientific investigation has estab-

Proofs that HgPed, it is remarkable that per-
the earth IS

efforts are still made, and
asp eroi

. great display of

mathematical technicalities, to prove that it is

a circular disc
;
and within the last few years

elaborately illustrated books have been pro-

duced in advocacy of the supposition. It will

be well, therefore, for the student to remember
the following incontrovertible facts:—The
greatest expanse of horizon is presented to the

eye by the ocean
;
and ships sailing away from

tlie shore in any direction appear gradually to

sink, the hulls disappearing first, then the

rigging, and finally the topmost spars
;

the

process being exactly reversed in the case of

ships approaching the shore. This clearly

proves the convex form of the surface of the

sea, for if it were a plane the largest objects

w’ould be seen the longest. Far out at sea, or

in the centre of a very extensive plain on land,

the horizon forms a well-defined circle around
tlie observer

;
and as the same appearance may

be witnessed, under similar circumstances of

uninterrupted vision, from any part of the

earth’s surface, the inference that the earth is

a sphere, or v’ery nearly so, is inevitable.

Again, the rotundity of the earth is proved by
tlie very familiar fact that it can be circum-
navigated, vojaagers proceeding in the same
general direction, east or west, returning to

the point whence they started. A more
striking proof, because it is demonstrated to

the eye by nature itself, is that, in the case of

an eclipse of the moon, the shadow of the

earth thrown by the sun is always of a circular

form
;
and as the phenomenon of an eclipse

does not occur at fixed periods, but when the

positions are relatively different, the shadow
would vaiy in shape from a circle to an oval,

or even a straight line, according to the angle
presented to the surface of the moon, were the
earth a disc, or of any other form but that of

a sphere, which only can, under any possible

circumstances, cast a,circular shadow. Further
])roof, if any were needed, is in the fact that
the fixed stars visible in the northern regions
graxlually recede from the view of the voyager
proceeding into equatorial regions, south of
which he sees entirely different constellations.

The spheroidal (nearly spherical) shape of

the earth being established, the
fflethodsof exact form and dimensions (as

above)havebeen ascertained

and density. ^ series of scientifically

conducted observations, the most
noteworthy of which are those with the jyen-

dnlum and the measurement of an arc of the
meridian. The nature and results of these
observations may be briefly described. The
pendulum is a weight suspended
at the extremity of a rod or Pendulum

string, and perfectly free to move ®2cperiments.

in any direction. As the weight, or bob, is

really a falling body, restrained only by the
rod or string to which it is attached, it has, of

course, by the force of gravity, a tendency
towards the centre of the earth. It has been
ascertained by many observations that a pen-
dulum makes about 2'10 vibrations more in a
day when near the pole than when near the
equator—the evident conclusion being that the
force of gravity is less at the equator, where
the surface is farther from the centre, than at
the poles; the oblateness, or polar flattening of

the earth being thus confirmed. This dimi-
nution of the force of gravity in the equatorial

regions is partially, but oniy slightly, due to

centrifugal force.

The measurement of an arc of the meridian
is a far more elaborate process, which has been
successfully achieved by manj’-

scientific observers. The meri- Measurement

dian (Lat. meridies, midday) is
of^he*^

the name given by astronomers
nieridian.

to “the great circle of the celestial

sphere which joasses through both poles of the
heavens and also through the zenith and nadir
of any place on the earth’s surface.” To render
this definition more intelligible to the student
as yet unfamiliar with the technical phrase-
ology of abstract science, it is necessary to

explain first that the zenith is that point of

the heavens immediately above the head of

the observer, or immediately over any given
point of the earth’s surface

;
and the nadir is

the corresponding point indicated by an ima-
ginary prolongation of a line from the zenith

through the centre of the earth. A circle

described from the zenith to the nadir, passing

through the poles, forms a me-
ridian, and the corresponding A meridian,

circle on the surface of the earth is the meridian
of geography. When the centre of the sun is

on the meridian of any particular spot on the

earth’s surface, it is midday at all places under
the same line on that side of the globe, and
midnight at all corresponding places on the

other side. (Farther on, when explaining the

terms lonrjitnde and latitnde, we shall have
occasion to refer again to this part of the sub-

ject.) A diagram will assist our explanation.

Here the line A B represents the axis of the
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earth’s revolution
;
C C a meridian, or line

marking the circumference of the earth, passing

through any given point, D, on the surface and
ihe poles

;
E the zenith, or part of the heavens

immediately over D, and F the nadir, or oppo-

site point. An arc of the meridian is the curve

between any two parts of the meridional line,

and the form of the curve obviously indicates

the size and configuration of the entire globe,

because from any portion of a circle the size

of the circle can be ascertained. Two stations

on the same meridian any distance apart are

selected, and the latitude of each position

ascertained with the greatest precision
;
then

by trigonometi'ical calculation, by method
known as triangulation, the length of the arc

of the meridian between the two points is

ascertained. If the earth were a perfect

sphere, and the meridian consequently a perfect

circle, the degrees of latitude between the two
points (the latitude having been most carefully

settled by astronomical observation) would be
identical in length with those included in any
other arc of the meridian of equal length. But it

has been discovered, as the result of many mea-
surements conducted with the most scientific

accuracy, that the arcs leally differ in length, and
that the length of a degree of latitude—in other

words, of an arc of the meridian—increases as

the poles are approached, proving, in confirma-

tion of the pendulum and other experiments,

that the earth is not a perfect sphere, but that

the curvature of the outline becomes less and
less as it approaches the polar regions. Further

on, we give the length of degrees of latitude at

various parts of the earth’s surface.

it will be useful to incorporate it, thus raising

the number of letters to twenty-six.

Letters. Old name. Sound. New name. Sound.
a * a ah a ah
b be bay be be

11

c c6 say ce se

d d6 day de de
e 6 a ee c

f effe eff fe fe

g zhay t ghc ghe
h ache ash he he
i i ee i ee

3
ji zhee f je zhe

k ka kah ke ke
I elle ell le Ic

m emme emm me me
n eiine enn ne ne
0 6 o 6 o

P pe pay pe pe

q ku kuj ke ke
r erre heir re re

s esse ess se se

t te tav te te

u u ut u u
V v6 vay ve ve
\v§ double ve doo’ol vay
X ikse ceks kse kse

y i grec ee grec i ee

z zede zed ze zc

§ 2. Classification of Letters.

The letters of the French alphabet do no^
always express the same sounds and articula-

tions, nor do they represent them all. Accents
placed on certain vowels partly overcome the*

former shortcoming, and combinations of letters

make up for the paucity of phonetic signs. The*

French alphabet, like the English, though in a
smaller degree, deserves the denunciation which
the lexicographer Yolney levelled at them both
when he called them caricatures ! The only
practicable classification is the following :

—

BY JULES A. L. KUNZ.

I.

In the memorable spelling: lesson given by the
Philosopher to M. Jourdain (Ze Bourgeois Gen-
tilkomme. Acte II. sc. vi,), Moliere very divert-

ingly ridicules, and seems to demolish for ever,

the schoolmen’s cumbersome methods of im-
parting knowledge in general, and a knowledge
of the alphabet in ])articular. During the late

great war, when many cities of France were
beleaguered, the inhabitants, to place them-
selves in communication with the outer world,
were fain to use the primitive pigeon-post. Let
the necessity of the case be the author’s apology
for bis return, in these lessons on French Pro-
nunciation, to the Philosopher’s ancient and
garrulous expositions.

The Lettees.
§ 1. The French alphabet contains strictly

twenty-five letters. These have an old and a
modern appellation, the former of which alone
is used outside the class-room

;
to it the learner

should confine his attention. The letters pre-
sent themselves in the same order as in English.
As iv appears now and then in French works,

* With the old appellation the letters, considered as
common substantives, belong to the masculine gender,,
with the exception of/, h, I, m, w, r, g, which are femi-
nine. When using the old name, say, therefore, ccrire

UNE ej^e^ to write an f; and say ecrire vn fe whera
using the new,
t The d part of the English g and./ must be care-

fully avoided in these consonants, which in French are^

simple.

t “ Can only be taught verbally,” say all compilers
of grammars, and so say we. If you are in Scotland,,
listen to the newsb oys crying “Illustrated Ntwg! ” If
you fail meeting a Frenchman, ask an educated Ger-
man to pronounce for you the word iiber. If those
opportunities fail, attempt this

:
place the tip of the

tongue to the base of tho lower teeth, shape the lips as4

for whistling
; then, without forcing the voice or

moving the organs in the least, endeavour to say ee.

You will ahnogt obtain the sound.

§ With the excejition of tcallon, feminine wallonne,
and a few words found in old French and not quotedi
b.y the Academip, w appears in no common nouns but.
in those imported from the English, such as toarrant,,

whirl, whigt, whigJceg and trawway, which the French*
student is taught to pronounce as in English

; whereas
w in wallon and «'(7yo« (for is pronounced like^

V. In common nouns borrowed from the German, w
is not retained

—

e.fj., vasistas (a practicable window-
pane), from was igt dag? Vermont (wormwood), from
tcermuth. In proper nouns tv is pronounced according
to the respective languages : for Vile de TViyht say Leel

de Wight

;

for la ville de Worms say /a veeU de Vorms.

II
In the whole of this column pronounce the singl*'

e as u in stud, reducing the sound to a mere whisper.
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Vowels.

Simple.—A, d—e, e, f?, e— i, %— 6—w, u—y.

Compound.—JE., ai, at, an, ay—eau, c,, cu, ed,

ey—oe, oen, on, oil.

N'asal.— ^1//?, aim, an, am, aon—ehi, en, em,

cun—in, im—on, om—nn, urn—yn, ym.

Consonants.

Guttural.—y before a, o, u—c before a, o, u—
Jc—q—eh in certain cases.

Rental.—d—t. Labial.—b—p—f.
Semi-vowels.—r—l — n— ll {moulllees, i.e.

liquid), gn soft
; v, w, j, g before e, i.

Sibilant.—s—x—t in certain cases—c before

e, i—cli.

Remaric.—The compound vowels represent

single sounds, and should therefore not be
called diphthongs, a term which, according^ to

the best authorities, should only be applied to

two vowel sounds pronounced in one ejfort of the

voice. The two sounds cannot be produced
simultaneously

;
they come in succession, but

so rapidly that they smoothly blend together.

The diphthongs met with in French are ;

(1) Those formed by a simple vowel preceding
a simple vowel :

—

(also v/a) . Hard, farthing (liar); royal,

regal (roi-iaV).

ie (also ye) . luml'ere, light (lu-ml'e-re) ;

bruyere, heather (bru-i'c-re).

io (also yo) .
jiole, vial (fio-le) ; il rayonne,

it radiates (rai-ionne).

oe .... nwelle, marrow (moe-lle).

oi (also oy) . emploi, use (em-qdoi) ; employer,
to use (em-ploi-ier).

ue ... . usually given as a diphthong, is

properly a double syllable.

M. Littre pronounces, in prose as in

verse: muet. mutuely mer, tiie, etc.,

vm-et, mit-tu-el, su-er, tii-e, etc.

m (also uy) . apptd,svLY)i)OTt(ap-pui),apptiycr,

to support (ap-2?ui-ier).

(2) Those formed by a simple vowel before or

after a compound vowel :

—

iai (also yai) blais, slanting (bial) ; je rayai,

1 stroked (ral-iai).

iau (also yau) math'iaux, materials (rlau) ;

noyau, fruit-stone (noi-iau).

ieu (also yen) milieu, middle (mi-lleul) ; moyeu
nave of a wheel (moi-ieu).

iou (also you) pioupiou, nickname given to the
privates of the centre or 2nd
batallion of a French line

regiment (piou-plou') ; voyou,

street arab (vol-iou).

one .... fouet, whip (fou'e)
;
ouest, west

(ouest).

oui . . . . fouine, polQ-QTd, (foui-ne').

(3) Those formed by a simple or compound
vowel preceding a nasal sound :

—

ian (also yan) diantre, euphemism for dlable

(dian-tre)
;

ayant, having
(ai-ian).

ien (also yen) bien, good (bien) ; moyen, means
(moi-ien).

ion (also yon) espion, spy (es-pion) ; rayon,
ray (rai-io7i).

oin .... coin, corner (coin),
ouen . . Saint- Chicn, name of a town.
ouin .... marsQuin, porpoise (mar-souin).
uin . . , . suint, greasiness (suin).

BY GEORGE R. EMERSON.

I.

The period included in tlie domain of Ancient
History is generally understood to have termi-
nated with the destruction of the Western
Roman empire by the barbarians in the latter

part of the fifth century. The annals of the
succeeding ages belong to Mediaeval and
Modern History, subjects of other articles.

Ancient history, therefore, relates the stories,

so far as they can be collected, of the great
empires and states of remote antiquity

—

Babylonia, Assyria, Egypt, Media, Persia, and
Judah

;
of the Greek kingdom and republics,

and of the Roman empire, described, in no light

figure of speech, as “ the mistress of the world.”
The early history of all the nations of anti-

quity is obscured by a haze of legend and
mythology

;
isolated events are

recorded on monuments and in-

scriptions, and in cases where the ^
records are more consecutive, the difficulties

offered by strange alphabetical characters and
the use of hieroglyphics are great. The student
of histoiy is embarrassed by finding records of

dynasties extending over periods almost rival-

ling geological epochs i!i extent, and which
can only be explained by the supposition that

the ancient inscribers had a different mode of

reckoning time to that now adopted, or that

many contemporaneous events were recorded
as consecutive. Before the discovery of the

art of writing, and indeed long afterwards,

when to be able to read and write Avas the

privilege of a small hieratic or priestly class,

legend was the history of the many,—legend

which was regardless of dates or proba-

bilities, which grew in dimensions as it

passed from mouth to mouth through succes-

sive ages, which united incongruous persons

and the wildest narratives to the central

figures of heroes chosen by the popular mind
to embody the popular idea of the origin

and early history of a nation. The mytho-
logical tendency inseparable from a primitive

condition of mankind intensifies the difficulty

of obtaining clear views of events. Unusual

and remarkable occurrences were attributed

to direct supernatural influence
;

the pheno-

mena of nature were supposed
, , .

to be produced by the direct

intervention of gods or demi-

gods—the latter, earthly heroes who had
been translated after death to another sphere,

and invested with special attributes as the

direct result of intercourse between divine

personages and the human race. The un-

cultivated mind was incapable of conceiving

any idea of perfection, of greatness or liap})i-

ncss beyond its own experience
;

and the

divinities of the primitive pantheon fought,

loved, and banqueted, and were as ferocious

and sensual as the strong men whose force of
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character made them petty kings in the early
times. The gods and goddesses were only
more powerful or more beautiful men and
women

;
and, by a natural and easy transition,

the warrior whose prowess was most renowned,
the ruler whose natural sagacity was greatest,

and the queen whose charms were most admired,
were added to the list of potent divinities.

Supernatural beings were suj)posed to inter-

fere continually in the affairs of daily life
;

to animate the winds and waves, the woods
and fountains

;
to influence birth, marriage,

and death; to be capable of propitiation by
offerings, to be susceptible to praise and
flattery. To gods and demi-gods were attri-

buted the building of cities, the foundation of

states. The men whose vigour of character and
superior sagacity had made them the natural
leaders of warlike hordes or simpler pastoral
people, were soon invested with supernatural
attributes

;
and histoiy possessing no authentic

record of their lives

and actions, they
speedily passed into

the domain of legend
and myth. The in-

ability of the uncul-
tured mind to con-
ceive abstract ideas

led to the imperson-
ation of mental and
moral qualities

;
the

very words express-

ing them were trans-

formed into proper
names

;
and the his-

torical student of

monuments and le-

gendary narratives is

confronted with a
host of personages
who had never more
than a shado^vy ex-

istence, as unreal as

the spirits who were
supposed to dwell in

trees or to be em-
bodied in the little

from the hillsides.

The legendary and mythical histories of all

the great empires of antiquity begin with the

direct intervention of the more
The Heroic powerful divinities, or with the

reign of demigod heroes. There

is no aiffhentic material for the historian to

work with in constructing a history of the

early nations of the world—the Hebrew Scrip-

tures excepted—of an older date than about

the middle of the third millennial period before

the Christian era
;
then Assyria, Babylon, and

Egypt begin to emerge from the region of

myth and legend, but only emerge by the aid

of the enterprise and unwearying activity

of the modern spirit of investigation, which
discovers monuments and inscribed records

buried under the accumulations of thousands of

years, and ])y their aid tests the accuracy of

long-accepted narratives. Astronomical science,

by affording the means of calculating the time
when certain phenomena, such as eclipses or

streams which flowed

the appearance of comets, occurred, referred to

in traditions, gives a key to chronolog}'
;
and

the scientific systematic study of the affinities

of language throws a flood of light on the his-

tory of race and nation.

Gradually the histories of the old world
are being divested of the myths and legends
which have clung around them,
and it is possible to constnict^®^°^°^^^se3

a narrative^fragmentary, it is

true, but still authentic so far as it goes—of

the leading events connected with the rise and
fall of the ancient empires. To do so is the
laborious but repaying work of the modern
historian. As the archa3ologist examines the
fallen remains, the shattered fragments of a
temple or palace of antiquity, and is able from
that which is left to conjecture the nature
of what is missing, and so ascertain, by a
Knowledge of the essential principles of archi-

tecture, wnth an almost certainty of general
accuracy, the form
and dimensions of
the antique struc-

ture, so the histori-

cal inquirer finds, by
an investigation and
comparison of monu-
ments and inscrip-

tions, by the aid of
comparative philo-

logy, and a careful

estimate of the value
of geographical, cli-

matic, and other
considerations, the
means of divesting-

the facts of ancient
history of the clus-

tered legends and
myths which distort

their foian and per-

vert their signifi-

cance.

There is another
and a smaller class.

DEITIES. - 1 • 4. • 1 -j.-

or historical critics

—

chiefly among German scholars—who, starting
from the accepted position we have
referred to, that in the early ages myths,

there was a tendency to personify, not only
abstract ideas, but physical phenomena, have
concluded that that tendency was universal

;

that the old legends of heroes are exclusively
figurative

;
that, for example, the appearance,

full development of poiver, and glorious death of
a great warrior or ruler, as mythically related,

was only an endeavour to sjunbolize the rising
and the setting of the sun

;
that, because the

same daily course of nature was personified in
Greek poetry, the personification was therefore
general in primitive times, and that Abraham,,
for example, was as entirely n “ solar myth ”

as Aurora. To reason in this manner is to.

exclude all fair corroborative evidence derived
from other sources than tradition. The more
un})rejudiced historian carefully examines, and
decides after a full survey of all attainable
materials for arriving at a clear judgment. If,

after such a study, many prominent figures.
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1®,

disappear from the scene, many events change

their actual or relative dimensions or import-

ance, others will be more firmly established as

absolute persons and undoubted facts.

Historical criticism, besides investigating

and sometimes destroying the old legends, is in

many cases compelled to repudiate as actually

false or partially untrustworthy the popular

narratives which for centuries have been re-

garded as veritable history. 8ome Greek and
Roman historians readily ac-

Poemsand cepted poems transmitted from
Legends.

generation to another of

ignorant men, and legends also orally trans-

mitted, and growing and changing as they
passed from mouth to mouth, as genuine
bases on which to rear historical fabrics

;

and more modern writers, previous to the rise

of what may be described as critical historians,

repeated and enlarged with additions derived

from other sources, and frequently of equally

little value, the narratives they found ready
to their hand. It is not too much to say that

the topographical researches and discoveries of

Botta, Layard,
Rawli n son,
and Smith
have shown the

long accepted
histories of
Assyria and
Babylon, as
related by the

Greek histo-

rians, to be
little more
than splendid
romances. The
examination of

Egyptian mo-
numents has
systematized
our knowledge
of Egyptian
histoiy,and disposed of many mythical persons ;

and certainly, in the case of the Italian states

which preceded the foundation of Rome, and
especially in respect to the early times of the

Roman republic, a vast amount of information
hasbeen gained, and a vast amount of legendary
narrative swept away, by the labours of such
investigators as Niebuhr, Arnold and Merivale.
The most trustworthy sources of information

respecting the condition of the people and states

of the world at the earliest epochs
Sources of which we have any cognizance
now e ge.

narratives of the Hebrew
ScT-ipturcs

;
the contributions to history by

Herodotus, the Greek traveller and writer, tested

as to general accuracy by modern discove-

ries : the results of ethnological researches, by
which identity of race, as shown in physical

and mental peculiarities, is proved
;
the elabo-

rate analysis of the languages, by which the

common origin of widely diffused nationalities

is established, and the many streams of hu-
manity are traced back to their source, the
locality of which is fixed with considerable
exactitude

;
and the discoveries of long hidden

buildings, and of the method of deciphering

CrXEIFOEM INSCKIPTIOX

inscriptions. To each of these subjects it will

be well to give some special attention.

Whatever sceptical or “ destinictive ” criticism

may effect, it remains an incontrovertible fact

that the Old Testament contains

the oldest literary productions in The Hebrew

the world. The Homeric poems, by enptures.

whomsoever written, are by all the best critics,

assigned to a date subsequent to the reign of

Solomon, and therefore five or six hundred
years after the composition of the Pentateuch.
The earliest Greek historians, Herodotus and
Thucydides, wrote three or four centuries after-

wards, and were contemporaries of Ezra and
Nehemiah, the latest of the Old Testament
historians. There is in these early Biblical re-

cords a coherence of narrative, a copiousness of
detail, a geographical accuracy, and an accord-
ance with information obtained from other
sources, that impress the candid student with a
confidence in their general trustworthiness, even
if the chronological critics have not agreed as;

to the precise dates when certain events took
place. But any difficulties of that kind which

may be esta-

blished and
exist, do not
affect the gene-
ral probability

of the histori-

cal narrative,

the main inci-

dents of which
are corrobo-

rated by the
discoveries of

modern sci-
ence and the
results of re-

cent explora-

tions. There
is, besides, a
marked human
individuality

about the personages, which no legendary or

mythical characters exhibit. They are not
abnormally endowed, either physically or men-
tally. They have the thoughts, feelings, wants,

and frailties of our common human nature

;

their surroundings are precisely those which a

pastoral people in the first place, and a strong:

and warlike people afterwards, would possess.

Political conditions are described, and the-

causes which led to convulsion and change—
internal rebellions and external attacks— in

accordance with all we know of the philosophy

of history
;
and the mental peculiarities of the

race whose histoiy is related—an enthusiastic,

imaginative, and gifted people—are exactly in

accordance with those of the modern people

whom we know, by the common consent of all

later history, to bo descended from them.

The oldest of the Greek historians was Hero-

dotus, a man of considerable culture and experi-

ence, who travelled extensively for
.

thattime, visited Egypt, the coasts

and shores of Asia Minor, Pales-

tine, Phoenicia, and extended his journeys to

Babylon and the countries on the coast of

the Black Sea. He had access to all the

:T-T
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information accessible at the time; and al-

though, being unacquainted with the languages

of Egypt and Babylonia, he was dependent to a

considerable extent u])on the statements of the

priests and other custodians of records, he care-

fully discriminates betweeii what he saw and

what he was told, and he saw enough of buildings,

people, manners and eustoms, to enable him to

aecumulate a great amount of unquestionably

trustworthy information res])0Cting the condi-

tion and history of the ])laces he visited. His de-

scription of Egypt, and his account of its annals,

supplied to him chiefly by the priests, have

been to a considerable extent eorroborated by

the investigations ofmodern scholars. Itappcars,

too, as the result of reeent diseoveries, that

he had a much clearer view of Assyiian and
Babylonian history than was ])0ssessed by the

Greek historian and jfliysician, Ctesias, who lived

for many years at the coin’t of Persia in the

following century, and compiled a history of

the former empires, whieh was adopted by
Greek rulers in preferenee to that of Herodotus,

a,nd which fonned the basis of sueceeding

histories until modern research proved its

worthlessness, and remitted it, with its showy
but ])hautom figures of Semiramis and the

luxurious Sardanajialus—the latter a veritable

Greek of the Alcibiades type—to the region of

fiction. Professor the Pvcv. George Pawlinson,

one of the best authorities, author of the “Great
Monarchies of the Ancient World,” says of

Ctesias, “The covp de (jrace has been given to

his small remaining rci)utation by the recent

cuneiform discoveries, which convict him of

having striven to rise into notice by a system

of ‘ enormous lying,’ to which the history of

litci aturc scarcely presents a parallel.”

BY H. L. LEARY, D.C.L. (OXON.)

I.

^
Introductory.

In introducing the reader to this series of

easy lessons in the Latin language—by means
of which we trust he will learn that language
more quickly, easil}’’ and thoroughly than by
any other method, even without the help of a

master (though such help is always desirable,

even with the advantage of the best books to

guide)—we must first point out the advantages
to be derived from a study of Latin, as well as

the very best way the student can profit b}''

these lessons, with a word or two concerning
the character and the career of that famous
ancient people the Koraans, who spoke and
wrote the Latin language.

In the first place, it is impossible to under-
stand thoroughly our own English language
without a considerable knowledge of Latin,

which enters so very largely into it by way
of composition and derivation. Now, the

Latin words which have come into the English

language as compounds of Latin words, or as

derived from Latin with a slight alteration of

form, differ very materially from the Saxon or

native element of our language in this—that

they do not explain themselves, as Saxon
compounds or Saxon derived words do, at first

sight, but they need explanation, and for this

reason may be easily misunderstood and mis-

applied by those who are ignorant of Latin.

A very large number of English words com-
pounded and derived from the Latin, which are

often like one another in appearance and sound
but very unlike in meaning, will not merely
puzzle, "but even materially mislead

;
whereas

a knowledge of the Latin language from which
they come, and the meaning of which they

carry with them, will supply the meaning of

the root word, and of the various prepositions

or particles embodied in the compound or

derived word, and so will give the key to

unlock what would, or rather what must, be
otherwise a closed door to one of the richest

treasuries of our own mother-tongue.

Let us give a few simple examples of

this. The word culture comes to us from the

Latin cultura, tilling or cultivation
;
and we

have it in many words as a suffix of the

compound—as in agriculture, Iwrtlcult'urc,

pisciculture. The first of these words is made
up of ager, the Latin for a field, and
cultura, Latin for cultivation

;
the second is

made up of Iiortus, the Latin word for a
garden, and cultura, Latin for cultivation

;

and “ pisciculture ” is made up of piscis, Latin

for a fish, and cultura, cultivation. Take again

the Latin root Jlect, to bend, which we
find in the English words reflection, inflec-

tion, deflection. Here reflection is literally

“ back-bending.” the Latin preposition re

meaning “back”; inflection is “on-bending,”

the preposition in meaning “.on”
;
and deflcctiojt

is “down-bending,” the preposition rfe meaning
“down.” Then in genuflexion we have a
compound made up of the Latin genu, the knee,

and fleeto, to bend
;

and in the English

inflexible we have another Latin compound,
made up of m, not, and fleeto, to bend

;

according to the general rule—which we hope
will always be remembered—that when the
Latin in occurs in an English compounded
adjective it means “ not,” being almost always
negative, as in such words as inflexible, impos-
sible, insincere, intangible, invisible, invul-
nerable ; but when it occurs in a compound
English verb or noun, in generally means
“ in” or “ upon,” as impress and imjn'cssion, a
pressure made upon (from Latin in, upon, and
premo, to press), induct and induction, from in,

into, and duco, to lead. So you will see

by the last example, and the rule we give, how
useful a knowledge of Latin is to prevent mis-
takes in the use of English words derived from
the Latin.

In the study of English grammar, and of

grammar generally, you will find Latin of
inestimable service in understanding the tech-
nicalities of grammar, as most of the technical
terms are derived from Latin. Let us give
some instances of this. The words rule,

term, deflnite, plural, singula?', noun, a?'ticle.
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pronoun, verb, yavticiple, number, person,

are all of Latin origin. “ Rule” is from
the Latin regula; “article” from the Latin

articulus, a little joint
;
“ term” from the Latin

terminus, a boundary
;

•* definite ” from the

Latin dejinere, to bind off
;

“ plural ” from the

Latin plures, more
;

“ participle ” from the

Latin participare, to partake of (as the parti-

ciple shares the nature of a verb and an adjec-

tive)
;

“ number” from the Latin numerus, num-
ber; “singular” from the Latin singuli, each
one

;
“noun ” from nomen, a name

;
“ pronoun”

ixompro nomine, tor a noun; “ verb” from ver-

bum, a word, for the verb is the chief word in a
sentence, as you cannot make a sentence without
a verb, though you can make one without any
other part of speech. We must also add that a
large proportion of our law terms come from
Latin, such as magistrate, senate, decree, etc.,

as the Romans were the greatest of ancient
legislators. To show something of the large pro-
portion of the Latin element in our language, we
shall quote from Cowper, whose vocabulary is

much less Latinized than Milton’s and many
other poets. These lines seem at first all Saxon.

“ When I think of my own native land.
In a moment I seem to be there,

But, alas, recollection at hand
Soon hurries 'ine back to despair."

But even here the words “ native,” “ moment,”
“ recollection.” “ my,” “in,” “I,” “me,” and
“ despair,” are all of Latin origin. In Milton,
line after line might be quoted filled with
scarcely anything but words of classical, and
especially Latin origin—such as “sonorous
sound ” and “ martial music.”
Our next reason for advising the study of

Latin is this : it is not only, as we have
shown, a key to our own language, but it

is a key—rather the key—to most
;

modern
Continental languages, especially those of Latin
origin, such as the Italian, French, Spanish,
and Portuguese, which are more or less so
many corrupt dialects of the old classical

tongue of Imperial Rome, who carried her
language into almost all the countries she
conquered by her arms and governed so long
by her laws. Now, a sound and diligent Latin
scholar will easily acquire a competent know-
ledge of the Continental languages, because ke
will find in them so striking a similarity to the
Latin. Take, for example, such words for the
English “ man ” as the French liomme and the
Italian uomo,—and mark how like each is to
the Latin word homo, from which it has been
derived.

_

Then we want you to notice that the gramma-
tical precision and regularity of Latin is the best
possible training to make a good grammarian,
—for Latin is, above and beyond all other
languages, the most inflexible and mechanical
in its laws and rules, and is on this account
the best adapted to teach the general laws of
grammar, and to illustrate and enforce the
principles of philology on which all grammatical
laws are built. The faultless correctness of Latin
grammatical structure makes it the best of all

educational instruments for purposes of gram-
matical instruction. In this Latin stands alone,
and for this the Romans were styled a nation

VOL. I.

of grammarians. Even the greatest of Roman
statesmen and warriors took a delight in ana-
lysing the grammatical structure of a sentence
and fixing the spelling of a word. A knowledge f

of scientific grammar was coeval with the very '

birth of Roman literature
;
and hence it was

that the art of composition, as well as its

science, went hand in hand from the very
first.

Further, we may add that the study of Latin
is a most etfectual method of mental discipline,

to say nothing for the present of the magnificent
literature of which it is the key—the orations '

of Cicero, the poetry of Virgil and Horace, •

and the histories of Livy and Tacitus. It does
not take away time from other studies, as it '

virtually multiplies time by increasing the
intellectual capacity for work. A student '

whose wits are made keen and incisive by
learning Latin will not only do twice as much i

intellectual work in half the time as a student
whose knowledge is exclusively limited to
English, but he will do it more intelligently,,

and with a better chance of retaining it in
his memory and applying it more effectually

to practical purposes of life.

And lastly, we are sure you cannot take any '

more effectual course of cultivating a good •

English style than by exercising yourself in
the habit of translating into worthy English '

the masterpieces of the most elegant and
perfect Latin authors, such as Cicero, and by
translating English into Latin, when you will '

be obliged to analyse carefully every sentence,
weigh every word and phrase, put them into ‘

their right places and their right forms, and
consider their effect upon each other by collo-

cation. If the perfection of style is, as it has
been well defined, “the right word in the •

right place,” there is nothing can teach it so
effectually as the proper study of Latin. It

is not at all, therefore, a matter of surprise that ‘

the two greatest masters of English style were '

both great classical scholars,—John Milton,
whose prose is as marvellously beautiful and
powerful as his poetry

;
and De Quincey, whose

prose has never been surpassed for its majestic •

rhythm, its perfect grace and polish, as well as

its sonorous eloquence.

The Latin language was the language of

Latium, of which Rome was the chief city
;

'

and it formed a branch of the old Italic-

language, which was made up of various-
’

dialects, such as the Oscan, Umbrian, and
others. According to Mommsem, our best au-

thority, the Italic race was not the aboriginal

race of Italy, but a conquering, immigrant
Aryan race, of a far higher civilization and of

a far more martial character, whose chief seat of

of power was in Latium, a sort of county, as we :•

should topographically speak, of which Rome
was the capital

;
hence we have the term Latin

as applied to their language, and Romans as

applied to the people. By conquest the Latin

speech was extended over the whole of Italy,

and in dialectic forms to adjacent countries.

Before, however, entering upon the lessons
,

which are now before yon, we must ask you
very carefully to follow the directions we are

now going to give for your special advantage, '

3
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based as they are upon many years’ successful

experience as a public and private teacher of

the classical languages. In the first place,

never begin a subsequent lesson until you have
thoroughly mastered the lesson before it

;
make

the ground firm and the way clear as you go
on, and this you will best do by reading aloud
and committing to memory, as w'cll as writing
out from memory, comparing what you have
written with our lesson, and by answering in

detail the questions for self-examination which
we shall give at theend of each lesson. Secondly,
when you have carefully gone through one
special and distinct division, such as the verb,

or noun, or adjective, go over it all again before

entering upon a new division
;
this will enable

you not only to retain better what you have
learned, but will give you additional power to

extend your conquest afterwards. We shall

begin our question method at once, by asking
you to apply it to this introduction and to

answer the following questions on paper after

a careful study of this introductory chapter.

Self-Examination Questions.

What is the object of these lessons? Men-
tion in detail the several distinct advantages
to be gained by a study of Latin. Explain
the origin of the term “ Latin ” as applied to

the language of the Romans, and also the
origin of the term “ Romans.” To what race
did the old Latins belong, and what was their

character ? How was the Latin language
spread ? Show that in studying grammar a
knowledge of Latin is doubly useful. Give
instances of compound and derived words in

English which can be only understood properly
and fully by means of a knowledge of Latin.

What are the two senses of the Latin word
in in composition with English words ?

Illustrate this by examples. Of what use is a
knowledge of Latin in studying French, Italian,

or Spanish ? Illustrate this by an example.
Is a knowledge of Latin of any use in culti-

vating a good English style ? Show this, and
mention any great writers of English prose
who were eminently distinguished as classical

scholars. Mention any la7v terms or gram-
matical terms we get from the Latin. What
do you know of the value of Latin literature ?

Mention some of the greatest writers. Write
out our two rules for profiting by these lessons

in Latin.

TI-

Among the events of the fifteenth century
which prepared the stage of the world for the

great drama to be enacted in the
Maxitime ^s- history of modern times, must

noticed the important
maritime discoveries. Throughout

the whole century exploration by sea was

steadily pursued. The two nations to whom
is due the credit of being pioneers in the
task of enlarging the limits of the world are
the Portuguese and the Spaniards. The fonner
pursued their discoveries towards the east,
along the African coast

;
the latter bore away

across the Atlantic towards the west. Prince
Henry, called “the Sailor ”(d. 1460), caused
expeditions to be fitted out for the exploration
of the great Atlantic ocean

; and among the
results of Portuguese enterprise during this
century were the successive discoveries of the
island of Madeira, the Canary Islands, and the
Azores,—then of Cape Bojador, Cape Palmas,and
Cape Verde on the African coast. Still pursuing
the course through the great South Atlantic,
the bold navigator Bartholomew Diaz at length
reached the Stormy Cape (the CaboTormentoso),
whose name, now that the southern point of the
great continent had at length been reached,
and there was a prospect of

getting to India at last, was ap- Maritimeroute

propriately changed to the Cape
of Good Hope. This was in 1486 ;

and twelve
years later, in 1498, the efforts of the Portuguese
in the fifteenth century appropriately closed
with the landing of Vasco de Gama at Calicut,

on the Malabar coast of India, and the solution
of the great problem of the maritime route to
the east. Thus

—

“Commerce on other shores displayed her sail,”

and the monopoly of trade to the East, hitherto
enjoyed by the Italian republics, was broken
up.

Spain came later into the field. Her power
and influence had been greatly increased by
the union of Aragon and Castile

through the marriage of Ferdi- Spain—

nand and Isabella. But those and

sovereigns were engaged in put-
®

ting an end to the empire of the Moors in the
south ; and it was not until New Year’s Day
of 1492 that they made their triumphal entry
into Granada, expelling thence the w'eak Boab-
dil “ el Chico ” (the child), the slothful prince
whom his stern mother scornfully bade “ weep
like a woman over what he could not defend
like a man.” But when the cessation of the
war left Isabella at leisure to listen to the
earnest appeal of Christopher Columbus, the
memorable expedition of three ships (two of
them being mere half-decked caravels or coast-
ers) sailed from the haven of Palos

;
and on the

12th of October in the same year that great dis-

coverer cast anchor on the coast of the island of
Guanahani, or, as he called it, San Salvador. His
second voyage (1493) completed
the discoveiy of the greater West Columbus and

India Islands; and on his third

(1498) he landed on the continent of the New
World, not far from the mouth of the Orinoko.
But the honour of giving his name to the New
World was unjustly awarded, not to the real

discoverer, but to the first describe!’ of the con-
tinent, Amerigo Vespucci, whose voyage with
Hojeda, one of the former companions of

Columbus, took place in 1499, the year after
that of Columbus, but was represented in the
Latin work written by a German geographer
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as having been Tsndertaken in 1497, the year

iefore that of tlie admiral. The testimony of

Hojeda himself, who, examined as a witness

in a law-suit, deposed to having made the

voyage in 1499, and to having /ew/nZ traces of
the Admiral., is conclusive on the question.

Among the events that prepared the way for

the new era was the revival of learning, which
was going on throughout all the

The revival
gf fifteenth cen-

of learning.
Constantinople

in 1453 put an end to the Byzantine empire;
and the Turks took possession of the one city

of Europe where the ancient classical learning

still survived. Driven from the Byzantine capi-

tal, the learned men—Chrysoloras, Georgius of

Trebizond, Laskaris, and others—carried away
with them
the learning

of the an-

cient world,

which had
been hon-
oured and
cultivated at

Constanti-
nople, while
Europe was
sunk in in-

tellectu al
barbarism
and sloth.

Italy was
the country
where the
monuments
of the grciit-

ness of the
anti

q

u e

world
roused the
enthusiasm
of princes
and people
for the trea-

sures of
classical
learning.
The scholas-

ticism of the
middle ages
—the dry logic and dogmas, taught in exe-
crable Latin—now became the laughing-stock
of the new generation of students, men who
upheld the “humanities,” and who saw in

the wealth of philosophy and
Progress and literature bequeathed by the an-
1 s opponen

. ^i^^g -y^rorld to posterity the means
of escaping from the intellectual fetters im-
posed on knowledge by ecclesiastical tyranny.
The old convents were accordingly ransacked
for the manuscripts of classical authors copied
by the industry of the monks in past centuries

;

and many a literary treasure was thus brought
to light. Not unfrequently the parchment
leaves of an old volume had been covered with
a preparation of white paint, and the surface
thus obtained being written over, the old iron-

clasped book had been used for the purposes of
the convent; when, however, the leaves were

carefully scraped, and the artificial surface was
removed, there appeared underneath a classic

work, quite unintelligible to the good fathers,

who had utilized the volume perhaps as an
account-book. Such volumes with a double
surface were called palimpsests.
The Italian rei)ublics were then at the

height of their prosperity and grandeur
;
and

thus Italy became especially the

land where the revived learning The Italian

of ancient times found encour- patrons of

agement and appreciation. The l®ar^g:the

grand family of the Medici in
®

Florence, and pre-eminently the Duke Lorenzo,
aptly surn.amed “ the Magnificent,” patronized
and fostered classical learning, science and
art in Italy. The Aldine editions of the Greek

classics,
afterwards
famous as

specimens of

typography,
issued from
the print-
ing-offie e

of Aldus
Manutius,
in Venice

;

the learned
liaurentius
Valla wrote
against the
errors of the
scholastics,

and pro-
duced acom-
mentary on
the Holy
Scriptures

;

others
q u i c k 1 y
joined him

;

and scon the
controversy
between the
men of the

middle ages
and the men
of the new
ideas — the
Humanists

and the Obscurants—was fiercely earned on.

Many new universities were also established in

continental Europe, especially in Germany—at

Cologne, Leipsic, Tubingen, Marburg, Eostock,

and many other plaees. The interchange of

ideas between the members of these learned

institutions became lively and constant; and
thus a new intellectual activity was diffused

tlmoughout all Europe.
Among a number of great names connected

with the stirring up of the human mind in

those wonderful days of prepara-

tion, that of the learned Erasmus ”
of Rotterdam stands honourably

°

forth. Erasmus (b. 1407, d. 1636),—“that
great honoured name, the gloiy of the priest-

hood and the shame,”—was a citizen of the

world, a travelled man, gladly received at

many European courts, the friend in England of

COXSTAXTIXOPLE FKOM TEE BOSPEOEUS.
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the great Sir Thomas More—who himself, by
]iis Utopia, or the Ilappij Repuhlic, contri-

buted not a little to the dissemination of the

new and enlarged ideas of the time. Erasmus
especially recommended the study of the

Greek and the Hebrew. He prepared an edi-

tion of the New Testament in the original

Greek; and for a series of years published a

number of pamphlets and treatises, in which
the ignorance and errors of monachism and of

the Scholastics are exposed with unmerciful and
biting scorn. His Praise of Folly, a satire of this

kind, is especially famous. Two other names

—

those of Reuchlin (b. 1465, d. 1522), and Ulrich

von Hutten (b. 1488, d. 1623)—are scarcely less

famous than that of Erasmus liimself in the

celebrated contest between ignorance and pro-

gress. Indeed, though far less learned than
Erasmus, Reuchlin and Hutten w^ere much more
in earnest

;
for the great scholar of Rotterdam

was somewhat of a man of the world, and
paused half way in his career, even writing

against the bold, fearless proceedings of Luther,

and indirectly condemning the Reformation he
had done so much to further

;
whereas Reuclilin

and Hutten foughtthe Obscurists tooth and nail.

The discovery, at Amalfi, of the Pandects, or

collection of ancient statutes made by order of

the Emperor Justinian, helped
The Pandects forward a better appreciation of
discovered, principles of civil law. In

other directions the progress was equally re-

markable. The end of the fifteenth century

witnessed the birth of many great artists,

sculptors, and architects. The wealth of the

Italian cities was lavishly spent in furthering

the glories of art. As Goldsmith well ex-

presses it, in his Traveller,

—

“ For wealth was theirs, nor far removed the date,

When Commerce proudly flourished through the
state

;

At her command the palace learned to rise
;

Again the long-fallen column sought the skies
;

The canvas glowed, beyond e’en Nature warm.”

Magnificent and art-loving popes, like Leo X.
and J ulius II., patronized great paintem, sculp-

tors, and architects. Rajihael
Age of Leo X. ganzio (b. 1483, d. 1520), who

Sc^^t^^nd Roman school of

Architectoe. painting to its highest perfection

;

Michael Angelo Buonarotti, the
giant of art (b. 1474, d. 1563), whose name
will be always associated with the architec-

tural glories of St. Peter’s at Rome, and the
frescoes representing the Creation in the Six-

tine Chapel
;
and Titian (b. 1477, d. 1576), the

head of the Venetian school, contributed

to the glories of this period. The age in

which feudal and ecclesiastical tyranny had
borne unrestricted sway over the bodies and
souls of men—the age of contented ignorance
and gross superstition— had passed away.
Human society was awakening to a new life.

The striving after knowledge and truth was
taking a definite direction, and the means had
been obtained by which it could be realized.

Like a giant in its strength, the new era came
forth to do battle with error and with wrong.
The masses were no longer held in degrading
mental servitude,—for they had found an intel-

ligible Voice -wherewith to utter their com-

plaints and make known their aspirations.

They were no longer like

“ An infant crying in the night.

An infant crying for the light.

And with no language but a cry.”

HI.

The Voice as an Instrument.

Until a recent period, voice-trainers relied
solely upon empiricism for their practice.
Their ears told them when the
tone emitted by their pupils’

txainmg.

voices was good, and the distinction between
the various registers or qualities in the same
voice was equally a matter of observation.
They knew little or nothing of the structure of
the apparatus of the voice, and could not say
nvhy or wherefore in the rules they gave and
the methods they enforced. Moreover, know-
ing so little of the delicate formation of the
vocal organs, they were led to encourage
singers to strain them beyond their proper
strength—an act which ended in speedy ex-
haustion. and in a gradual deterioration of the
voice. It may be said at once that the voice
is never injured by moderate and controlled
use. On the contrary, like all physical organs,
such use is of benefit to it. Even young
children may be taught to sing with advantage,
provided that excess be avoided. Their organs
are pliant and flexible, and they will be better
singers in after years if they
learn early to shape and modu-
late the tone of the singing voice.

But shouting is, of course, more injurious to
children than to adults, and the voice that has
been made rough and ragged by over-exertion
in childhood seldom regains its smoothness and
rotundity. The objection which some people
have to singing in chorus arises from the pre-
valent habits of choirs. If tke voice be gently
used, chorus singing will do it no harm, but if

the singer shouts so as to be heard above kis
fellows, as so many do, of course the harm is

considerable. Those who wish to cultivate and
strengthen their voices should sing much and
often ;

and chorus singing affords most valuable
practice, which those who are wise wfill not lose.

Voice-training naturally divides itself into
three departments,—chest, larynx, and mouth;,
in other words, the control of the
breath, the proper use of the

^natural

registers, and the production of
vision,

good tone.

The apparatus of breathing is a wind-chest,,
having at the back the backbone, at the sides
and in front the ribs and breastbone, and at

the bottom a muscular floor
The breathing called the diaphragm. This dia-
appara us. papagm is a membrane which

stretches across the body, separating it into two
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parts, with the heart and lunj^s above and the

stomach and bowels below. The lungs, which

fill the greater part of this wind-chest, are like

two great sponges, full of cells containing air.

The windpipe, which comes down from the

throat, has a number of branches—the bron-

'Chial tubes—which run into these elastic

sponges, the lungs. We need not describe the

muscles which are needed for the act of

breathing, but the singer should remember
that such muscles exist, and that they require

exercise. In men the lower ribs and diaphragm
move chiefly in the act of breathing, but

women make more use of the upper ribs.

Were this not the case, it would be impossible

for women wearing tight dresses to sing as .

they do
;
for clothing, unless it be the loosest,

impedes the muscular action. It is said that a

man who can inspire 130 cubic inches of air

when dressed in ordinary clothing will inspire

190 when divested of clothing.

The amount of muscular action which
suffices for speaking is not enough for singing.

The singer has longer tones to sustain, and
must breathe deeper than the speaker. Fortu-

nately the lungs are expansive. A pair of

lungs which, when filled with the ordinary

effort, hold 230 cubic inches of' air, can be
made to hold, by means of a deep inspiration,

330; that is, nearly half as much air again.

The singer has also to learn to economise
breath—to hold it in and spend it gradually.

The nose should be used for drawing in breath
rather than the mouth. At first let each prac-

tice be prefaced by muscular exercises in hold-

ing and slowly emitting breath.
Muscular gQ increase the capacity and
exercises,

restraining power of the lungs.

Let the student try to hold on a single tone as

long as he can, stopping at the point just short

•of exhaustion, so as not quite to empty the
lungs.

The instrument of voice which we all have
in our throats is called the larynx. Every one

can feel the lump in the throat,
e arynx.

larger in men than in

women and children. It stands on the wind-
pipe, and in ordinary breathing the air passes
up and down through it freely. But when the
voice is to be produced, either in speaking or
singing, it is nearly closed by two elastic

cushions with sharp edges, which are called,

rather inappropriately, the “vocal cords.”
These rise into the open space, one from each
side, and so nearly join their edges together
that only a thin slit is left, through which the
air from the lungs passes. There is only one
way in which sound of any sort or kind can
be produced, and that is by vibrations imparted
to the air. The vibrations which produce the
voice take place through the air from the lungs
being forced past the elastic edges of the vocal
cords. They are first driven upwards, and
then their elasticity causes them to rebound,
w'hereupon they are driven upwards again—all

this taking place with infinite rapidity, so
that the successive puffs of air link themselves
into a musical note. The production of sound
will be more fully explained in a subsequent
chapter

; meanwhile we can only say that the

the

OPEN FOR BREATniNG.

pitch of a sound produced from
cords is according to (a) the
thickness; (i) the tension

;

(c) the length of the vocal cords.

To understand these vocal cords, let us look
down upon them from above. The invention of
the laryngoscope of Signor Manuel The
Garcia enables us to do this. The laryngoscope,

laryngoscope (larynx-seer) is a simple mirror,
which has a handle, and resembles a spoon. It

is placed right at the back of the mouth, over
the throat. Besides this there is a reflector,

which a person operating upon himself holds in
front of his mouth and within view of his eyes.
On the first mirror is shown the inside of the
throat

;
the second receives a reflection of the

first, and thus the whole machinery of the
larynx is exposed to view. The operation is

more difficult than it

seems
;

for it is not
easy to adjust the mir-
rors and keep them
in place while sing-

ing, and the wide-open
mouth that is neces-

sary takes all plea-

santness from the
tone. First, we may
look down and see

the glottis, or slit

between the cords, open as in breathing. The
voice is now silent. Second, we Different

may see the lips or vocal cords registers,

vibrating in their whole breadth and thickness,

and producing what
some voice - trainers

(but not all) call the
“ chest register,” but
what we propose to

call the “ thick regis-

ter,” because it is pro-

duced by the whole
thickness of the cord
vibrating. The
reader wdll hardly
need to be told that

vibrating.

the voice never originates either in the “chest
”

or the “head,” as the nomenclature of some
writers and voice-trainers wmuld lead us to

suppose. It has its origin always in the vocal

cords in the wind-
pipe. Third, we
may see the thin

edges of the vocal

cords vibrating
alone, and pro-

ducing what is

sometimes called

the “ falsetto ” or
“ throat ” register,

but which we shall

call the“ thin regis-

ter,” because of its

being produced by
the thin edges of the vocal cords. By means
of the laryngoscope, the naked eye may clearly

seethe fluttering of the vocal cords in the thick

register, but in the thin register the vibrations

are too rapid to be seen. The cords ajipear to

stand close together.

THE THIN EDGES VIBRATING.
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II.

Observations on the Pronunciation op
Particular Letters.

The Pronunciation of the Von'els.

An ^ after a vowel makes the vowel long

—

thus 5[)?ol;n, poppy (pronounced moan),
fault (pronounced Fail'-Z6'/7').

The letter a is always pronounced as in the

English word father—that is to say, always ah
and never ay

;
though, like the rest of the

vowels, it is short before a double consonant.

The German e at the end of a word, unac-
|

cented, is like the e in the English word river. \

The long e is like the English a in ray ; the

short one like tHe c in net.
. ,

The long t is pronounced like ce in/^rZ—thus
|

‘the name Ida is in German pronounced V'E.'-dah;
j

the short i is like the English i in inn.
i

An e inserted after an i makes it long—as
j

hienen, to serve, pronounced dee'-«cw.

The long o and the short o are ])ronounced

respectively as in the English words over and
gone.

The long u is like oo in the English food, the

short like oo in hood.

The letters ei in the same syllable are pro-

nounced like the i in dine.

Remarks on Consonants and Single Compounds.

The German r is more strongly accented
than the English r, except when it begins a
word

;
thus atm (foor) would be j^ronounced

arrni.

b at the end of a word is something like the
English t

;
at the beginning or in the middle,

like the English d.

The short d is used only at the end of a word
or a syllable, and is hard like in the English
gas. The long f and the capital 0 are soft,

like in the English as.

b at the end of a word has a sound some-
what like 2^f j^^st as d in the same position

approaches to t; but they are not identical
j

with j? and t.
j

b in the middle or at the end of a syllable or
\

word is silent
;
but makes the vowel preceding

]

it long. I

tb is therefore like t only, as in the English
j

Thomas (which is why Germans say tiss and
j

tat or dat for this and that, pi; is like /, as in

the English Philip.

d) {ch) is very important, as the sound is not
exactly found in English. It is in German
treated as a single consonant

;

,

at the begin-

ning of a word, or before an s (in the same
syllable), it is pronounced like the ch in the

English character. In other positions it is

pronounced just as an Irishman would sound
the ch in exclaiming ‘‘ Och. your honour,*’ or

crying och-hone—or as a North Briton would
speak of the clachan (not claCKan) of Abcr-

foyle. The eh should be particularly noted
;

for that and the o and ii are the only German
letters not represented in English.

g in the middle or at the end of a word is

pronounced like a softened d;.

3
is pronounced like ts. is used instead of

33 and is pronounced like the single letter. ^
is used instead of ff at the end of a word or a
syllable, and is pronounced like ss.

fd; in German correspor.ds to sh in English,
and is pronounced like sh.

ng is always pronounced as one sound, as in
singer—not separately, as in finger.

In writing German, all nouns and words
used as nouns are begun with a capital letter.

The accent is generally on the radical
syllable, the one which expresses the original

idea of the word. For instance, in the English
word “ overthrowing,” throw is the radical syl-

lable. In words of two syllables the accent is

generally on the first.

In dividing words into syllables, where there
is a double consonant after a vowel the two
letters belong to dilferent syllables—as feilsnen,

Ihif'fen, to know. A single consonant is taken
on to the syllable that follows it—as

(hay'-tun), to pray.

Leading Lesson.—Words to be
Pronounced.

(These words should be learnt by heart as a
vocabulary for future use.)

:Dad -^aud, bet S3aum, bie 2l?aitd, ber 2:raum,

das House dare Bon-m'^ dee Mouse dare Tron'ni"
The house the tree the mouse the dream

cin Slid), cine 53ccre, ber S5obcn, bad 33ieb,

cynBooclCeyne Bear'-e^ dareBoh!-den das Fee
a book a berry the ground the cattle

bie Siefe, bie Seife, bet ^ct
3 , ber SSein^

dee Vee-ze dee Vy'-ze dare Peltz dare Vine
the meadow the manner the fur the wine

©ien, ber i'faifer, ber ..^afe, bie ^dufer, boU,

Veen dare Ky'-zer dare kay-se dee IToi'-zer foil

Vienna the emi^eror the cheese the houses full

moden, mein, bein, fein, bad ^enfler, ber 35ac|),

vol'-len mine dine zi-ne das Fen-stcr dare Bach
to will my thy his (its) the window the brook

bad .^'nie,® bie nuede, ber 0trom, bie d)Zutter,

das knee dec QueV -Ic dare Strohm dee Mut'-ter^

the knee the spring the stream the mother

' The ow to be pronounced as in cow.
® The ow as in row, meanino: noise.
® Wherever the ch occurs, remember to pronounce it

like the Irish och, or the Scottish loch,—not with the k
sound, ock.

* Wherever the final e occurs, pronounce it as you
would in an English word ending in er, supposing the
r not to be sounded—thus fender, oficer, porter, pro-
nounced fend e(r), offic e(r), port-e(r), would give the
exact sound. It is not the a sound.

® The k is pronounced before the n, as in the English
name Brecknock. *

® The mut in mutter like the put in the putting

^

not like in the English verb to mutter.
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bte @d;n?efier, bcr 55ruber, ba^ S5tob, bie

dee Schves'-ter dare Broo'-der das Brolit dee

the sister the brother the bread the

mu^, bicnen, bie 53icne, ^rdf;en, ndl;en,

Nnss’’ mvss deencn dee Bee-ne Kray-en nay-en
nut must to serve the bee to crow to sew

bte S^abet, bie 2Sod;e, ba^ tbat;r, fret,

dee Na-del^ dee Vo-clie das yaar vaar fry
the needle the week the year true free

faitfen, greifen ber £)fen, bet 3:if(^, ba^

cow'-fen gry'-fen dare Oh'-fen dare Tish das
to buy to grasp the oven (stove) the table the

3)?eiTer, bie ©abet, ba^ |)eu, ba^ 0trob, ba^

Mes'-ser dee Ga'-bel das Hoi das Stro das
knife the fork the hay the straw the

@ta^, bie S5irne, bie ^Htfcbe, ber ^fau,

Grass, dee Beer'-ne dee Keer'-she dare Pfow
grass the pear the cherry the peacock

ba^ |)ubn, ber f)abn, bie |)enne, ber 35ogct,

das Jloon dare Haan dee Hen-ne dare Foh-gel

the fowl the cock the hen the bird

ba^ tinb, ber (Snfet, ber 9tcffe, bie 9Jafe,

das Idnnd dare En'-hel dare Nef'-fe die Naai-ze^

the child the grandson the nephew the nose

ber 3)?iinb, ber ber ^taft, bie

dare Moond dare Fing'-er dare Plats dee

the mouth the finger the place the

^tiege, bie Siege, bie' garbe, ba5 ?ocb, bod;,

Flee'-ge dee Vee'-ge dee Far'-be das Loch dock
fly the cradle the colour the hole but

nocb, ^ittioo^, ba^ 3in'n/‘“3ifbfn/3cigen,

noch Mitt'-voch das Tsinn tsee'-en tsif-gen

yet (still) Wednesday the tin to pull to shew

bie 3cibt/ jittern, b^ute.

dee tsaal tsay'-len tsit'-tern hoi'-te

the number to count to tremble to-day

It must be remembered also that the accent
in dissyllabic words, in trisyllables, etc., is on
the radical syllable—the one which gives the
nature of the word, and not the inflection or
termination. Thus,35ie'sne, 3i^b'=Ch,

Punctuation.

The chief marks of punctuation in the Ger-
man language are the same as in English,
namely ;

—

[ ,] ba^ ©omma, the comma.
com!-ma

[ ; ] ber Stritbpunf t,
or ba^ 0cmicoton, the semi-

strich'-poonkt say'-mee-co'Ion [colon,

stroke-point

[ : ] ber Soppetpunft, or ba^ ©oton, the colon.
dop'-pel-x)oonkt

double- point

’ The M in 'Nusz and Mmz as in the English pms^.
* Remember the German a is always pronounced ah,

as in the English /a^/ter ; but sometimes it is long and
sometimes short.

® The single « pronounced like z.

The 2 pronounced like ts.

[ . ] ber ^Unft, the period, or full stop.

dare poonht

[ ? ] ba^ ^ragejeiibert, the note of interrogation.

fra'-ge-tsey'-chen
question-sign

[!] bad Hudrufungdseicben, the note of

OTVss'-roo-foongs-tsei'-chen [exclamation,
out-calling sign

[—] ber ©ebanfcnflrid;, the dash.

ge-dank'-en-strich’
thought-stroke

The u in punft is pronounced like oo in the
word “ poor.”

On Gender, Number and Case in German.

There are three genders of words in the
German language,—the masculine, the feminine,
and the neuter.

Unlike English, all inanimate things do not
belong to the neuter, or all living things to the
masculine and feminine gender. Thus “ gar-

den” is masculine, ber© artcn ‘-the

wall” is feminine, bie SWauer {Mow'-err, pro-

nounced likefewer) ;
“the grass” is neuter, bad

©rad. There are certain rules for ascertaining

the genders of woi’ds, which will be given in

due course. There are, as in English, two
numbers—the singular and the plural.

Case, from the Latin cado, to fall, may be
defined as the rank which certain words
occupy in the sentence—in fact, the position

in which they occur, or the place into wh-ich

they fail. In English we recognise the nomi-
native or governing case, which comes before
the verb, governs it, and answers to the question

who? or what ?—the possessive, mth the sign />/

or the s with the apostrophe, denoting posses-

sion, and answering to the question whose ?

—

and the objective, following the verb, governed
by it, and answering to the question whom ? or

w^hat ? asked with the verb.

Nominative Possessive Objective

I brought the boy’s hat.

Who brought?

—

I (nominative). Brought whom
or what? (objective). Whose hat?

—

The
boy's (possessive).

In German we recognise four cases :—I. The
nominative, identical with the subjective case.

IT. The genitive, answering to the possessive.

III. Dative, or giving case, knowm by the sign

TO, expressed or understood ; I give him (to

him) a book, 3d; gcbc U;m ciu ^\\^){lch gay'-be

eem eyn booch), il;m is here the dative. iV.

The accusative, answering to the objective
; ein

is the accusative in the foregoing sen-

tence.

Verbs govern different cases, or have different

cases after them—that is to say, the word
which follows the verb occupies a different

position according to the nature of the verb.

We call those verbs transitive (from trans,

across, and ire, to go) where the action goes

directly across to an object—when we ran ask,

What person ? or wLat thing ? with the verb.

Thus, to beat, fd;(agcn (pronounced shlah'-gen),

to sec, fc^cn (zay'-en), to find, fiinbcn, are

transitive verbs
;
for we can beat, see, or find

a person or a thing. Therefore we say that
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transitive verbs govern the accusative case.

Example, the old German proverb—

_
(vin guter fiircbtet ben

’ ine (as Qoo'-terr Am'hossfurcht-ct dane

A good anvil fears the

«^ammer niebt,

Ilam'merr nicht (the i as in 'piU).

hammer not.

On the other Land, a verb like f|tei(ben

{glych'-en, the y long as in cry), to resemble, to

be like, governs the dative
;
for if we say

—

The father resembles the son

.
,
2)er 33atcr gleicbt bent 0obne

' dare Vah'terr glycht dame zoh'-ne{r)

—

it means, Tlie father is like unto his son ; and

. therefore gteicbcn is followed by the dative case.

Declension.

The meaning of the word ‘‘to decline” is

to bend downwards, to be depressed, either

morally or physically : thus we have physically

the declination of the earth—the bending down
or depression of the north pole from the point

perpendicular to the earth’s orbit
;
and morally

the “ Declineof the Roman Empire,” as told by
Gibbon—the history of the depression or bend-

ing down of the mighty mistress of the world

from her former grandeur. In grammar,
accordingly, declension is the bending down of

a word from the nominative or independent,

through various stages, to the accusative or

suffering case. In old grammars the cases
' were thus shown ; The nominative, called the

Rcctvs casvs, or upright case, was represented

by a perpendicular line, to indicate its indepen-
dence,—it stands by itselr

;
the

genitive, from gigno, to beget,

had a sloping line
;
the dative,

the giving case, declined or bent
down more than the genitive;

and the accusative, objective, or

suffering case, was the horizon-

tal line, expressing dependence, in contrast to

the upright nominative. The Latin has two
more cases

;
the vocative (from voco, I call), in

which a person or thing is addressed—“ Come,
O Lord,” Veni, Demine; and the ablative, known
by the signs from, by, with, etc., signifying a
taking away, and therefore in a certain sense

the opposite of the dative or giving case. There
are no vocative and ablative case in German,

' because the person or thing addressed is always
put in the nominative (not like the Latin
Deminus, a lord, Demine, O Lord), and for the

ablative, the dative case is used in German.
Thus in the sentences

—

• (Sr gab U)m ein S5u(b, he gave (to) him a
Airr galih eeni ine Beech [book,

nal)m if)m ein 55ucb, he took (from) him a
[book,

the ibnt, the dative case, expresses both te him
andfrem him, according to the sense.

As in English, the s is the characteristic

letter of the possessive case—“ the captain’s

sword” being nothing more than a shortening
of “ the captain his sword,” so in German the s

or cs has the same meaning,

—

|)auptmann’^^ 0cbihcrbt,
Dess Hon'pt'-mann's Shvairt.

A wide field of

research.

Introduction.

In introducing the subject of Chemistry there

can be no necessity, in the present day, for

insisting on the importance of a science asso-

ciated with almost every branch of industry

and manufacture. Each fresh

discovery in chemistry, independ- i™Port^ce of

ently of its intrinsic value as an
® emistry.

addition to our store of knowledge to be gar-

nered for the benefit of future generations, may
prove of immediate practical utility. Looked
at, however, apart from its utilitarian aspect,

it may safely be asserted that no science

opens a wider or more deeply interesting field

of research, treating as it does of the infinite

combinations of matter in the

physical universe. It tells us

how, out of a few materials, are

built up all the varied structures of the

organic and inorganic worlds. Chemistry re-

veals to us the fact that we live in the midst of

a vast laboratory, in which changes are per-

petually in progress— in which
,

compounds are continually

resolved into their constituent

elements, which in their turn are destined to

unite with other bodies to form fresh combina-
tions; nor are these changes confined to the

so-called organic world. It is not under the

influence of vital energy alone that the material

elements are compelled to combine, in order

that they may be assimilated by and incorpo-

rated.wuth the living tissue of the

animal or the plant, but we find Chang^law

that constant chemical action is,
®

in like manner, going on in the air we breathe
and in the earth we tread on.

It would be vain to attempt to enumerate
the various branches of industiy with which
chemistry is at the present time more or less

intimately associated. Of its connection with
the healing art we need not speak;
this has been recognized from Chemist^ and

the earliest times
;
but the agri-

culturist, the wine-grower, and the brewer, not
less than those engaged in the various indus-
tries of dyeing, paper-making,
glass-blowing and staining, in- industrial

eluding even the painter and the
architect, are under many and deep obligations
to the chemist

;
while metallurgy and mine-

ralogy may obviously be regarded as branches
of chemistry. Independently of the inwai-d
satisfaction ever to be derived from an ex-
tended knowledge of Nature’s ways and means
of accomplishing her ends in that universe, in
which we all live and move, and of which we
are a portion, it is scarcely possible, in the
present day, for a young man to pursue a
course of chemical study and research without
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the prospect of deriving some practical benefit

from it. Whatever his career in
Practical knowledge thus gained
benefits. eannot fail to prove a most valu-

able acquisition
;
while now, more than at any

former period, numerous and lucrative appoint-

ments lie open to the practical chemist.

One of the fundamental prin-
Matter ciples revealed by chemistry is

mdestructi e.
indestructibility of matter.

Change, continual change, is shown to be the

law of the universe
;
destruction, in the sense

of annihilation, is impossible. The coal we
throw on the fire, the oil we consume in the

lamp, or the food assimilated in maintaining

the processes of vitality, are but so many ex-

amples of chemical action. The coal, the oil,

the food disap-

pear indeed as

such, but only,

in obedience to

the laws of che-

mical action, to

be again mani-
fested in a dif-

ferent form, and
exhibiting at-

tributes utterly

dissimilar to

those they ori-

ginally possess-

ed. These sub-

stances are
broken up into

their constitu-

ent elements,

which in their

turn are recom-
bined with
others to form
a series of new
compounds.
Another truth

which confronts

us on the very
threshold of

chemistry is the

fact already
hinted at, that

the infinite
variety of sub-

stances constituting the world ot matter are
built up out of a comparatively speaking small
number of materials. It is true the number of

the so-called elements which have
been discovered up to the present
time amounts to between sixty

and seventy; and fresh research will doubtless
add to this series

;
but many of these are of such

rare occurrence, and exist in such minute quan-
tities, that we are justified in asserting that

„ ,
matter, in the great majority of

Compwatoely ^lew elements. .

sents itself to our senses, consists
of but few elements. The term “element” is

applied to those bodies which have hitherto
resisted eveiy attempt to resolve

el^ent^ them into anything simpler—

•

which cannot, like those sub-
stances we term compound, be broken up into

gXOW CRYSTALS.

Elements few
in number.

their constituents, and which are therefore
regarded as finite or ultimate forms of matter.
Whether we are in truth justified in regarding
the whole of the elementary bodies as being
of this character may indeed be doubted. The
increased power of analysis which the disco-

very of current or voltaic electricity many
years ago placed at our disposal, revealed the
fact that some substances which
had hitherto been regarded as ele- expecta-

ments were in reality compounds, tions office

and fresh research may add to
^®search.

their number. All we can say is, that up
to the present time the whole of the metals,

the gases known as hydrogen and oxygen, the
substances called sulphur, carbon and iodine,

and many others, have resisted all our efforts

to resolve them
into anything
simpler, and are

therefore looked
upon as ele-

ments.
The tendency

which one ele-

ment has to

unite with an-

other is termed
affinity

;
of the

laws which
govern afiinity

we are, how-
ever, still pro-

foundly igno-

rant. We know,
indeed, that

some one par-

ticular element
has a strong

tendency to
unite with some
other element,

and that is all

we can say. Of
its cause, like

that of many
of Nature’s
operations, we
shall possibly

for ever remain
ignorant. The

compounds resulting from such
combinations not only differ en-

affiSty.
tirely in their characteristics from
those of the elements before they entered into

combination; but two bodies may contain ab-

solutely the same elements, and yet exhibit

essentially different attributes. Take the ex-

ample of three of the elements,

one of which enters more or less
chemical

largely into every article we use combination,
as food, the other being one of

the constituents of water forms a portion of

all our drinks; while the third is free in the

atmosphere—is, indeed, the life-giving portion

of the air we breathe. When combined, how-
ever, in certain definite proportions, these

three elements constitute one of the deadliest

poisons known. Or, to take another illustra-

tion, let us select the elementary gas we have
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just spoken of— oxygen, the most universal

of all the elements. This gas forms, with
another gas called nitrogen, the air we breathe
—not, indeed, in a state of chemical combination,

but merely mechanical mixture.

The latter gas is, in a chemical
an com me

. singularly inert and want-
ing in character. It is, as far as we can judge,

utterly without taste or smell, and serves to

dilute the vital oxygen, which, if breathed
unmixed, would be far too stimulating and
exciting; while every spark that fell for a mo-
ment on an inflammable substance would kindle

a conflagration in an atmosphere of pure oxy-

gen. These two gases, which we breathe con-

stantly, and by which we are always surrounded,

form, when in a state of chemical combination,

a series of powerful acids, one of which is the

well-known aqna-fortis of the jeweller.

We have already pointed out that the ele-

ments exhibit dif-

ferent degi'ees of

afiinity for one
another. This
may be veiy
strong, compara-
tively weak, or

altogether want-
ing. One method
of etiecting analy-

sis is to bring a
compound into

contact with some
element for which
it is known that

one of its con-

stituents has a
stronger affinity

than it has for

the one willi

which it is bound
up. Even then,

however, the
chemist has gene-
rally to summon
to his aid some
form of natural

force or energy. With a single stroke of a
|

this result of chemical action,
match upon a piece of sand-paper we are able

to summon to our aid a genius

THE GENERATION OF OXYGEN.

time been regarded as simple or elementary.
By means of the galvanic battery we can sj^lit

up water into its two constituent gases—oxy-
gen and hydrogen

;
and it can be made to

perform the opposite or synthetical process
of determining the recombination or these
elements to form water. In vain do we
bring these two gases into contact with one
another, even in the exact proportion in
which we know they unite to form this

liquid
;
they refuse to unite

;
but the appli-

cation of a light to a mixture of the gases, or
the passage through them of an electric spark,
at once etfects their transformation into water.
The influence of diffused daylight,

without the aid of either combus-®^®““®®^^‘'^®^*

tion or electricity, is, in other cases, sufficient
to effect chemical union

;
while some elements

possess so strong an affinity for one another,
that they need but to be brought into contact

for them to com-
bine instantane-
ously and with
apparent eager-
ness. We may
here take the
opportunity of
1‘emarking that
even if no heat
be applied from
an extraneous
source, chemical
union never takes
place without
the development
of; heat, which is

]
roportionate to

the rapidity or
energy with
which one ele-

ment unites with
another. The
well known ex-
ample of water
and quicklime
may be instanced
in illustration of

liiiiiuHiiii'ilil

Iffeans of decom-

posing bodies.
more potent than any that obeyed
the lamp or ring in Eastern fable.

Heat, which we can thus evoke in a moment at

will, is, in truth, a most powerful magician.
Matter, at its Protean touch, can be made to

assume the infinite variety of form and condi-

tion under which it presents itself. Heat has

TT fx.
Justly been termed the “great

uses of heat.
,^oj.ker of the universe.” To the

chemist its aid is invaluable—indeed, Ave may
say that his art would be impossible without it

;

and from time immemorial the labour of the
chemist has been associated with the lamp, the
crucible, and the furnace. Another powerful

. agent in promoting chemical ac-

action
electricity

;
and the dis-

covery of current electricity forms
an era in the history of chemistry. By its aid

Sir H. Davy was able to demonstrate the dual
nature of the alkaline bodies that had up to his

The elements all combine more or less readily
with oxygen, AAnth the single exception of
fluorine, of which no known compound with
this gas exists. It is

possible, however, that
one may yet be dis-

covered. The various
degrees of affinity ex-
isting among the ele-

ments is well illustra-

ted in the case of the
metals and oxygen.

;

Some of these bodies
unite energetically

wdth this gas when-
ever they have an
opportunity of doing
so. Metals of this

class are never met with in nature, pure or

native. Others exhibit but a feeble degree of
affinity for oxygen, and can only be made to

unite with it by indirect means. ^

SIR HUMPHREY DAVEY.
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Intkoductiok—continued.

§ 5, Organs of speech : diversities of language.

§ 6. Living and dead language.
§ 7. Definition of grammar.
§ 8. “ Universal ” and “ particular!” grammar.
§ 9. Grammar an ancient and a wide science.

(

§ 10. “ Descriptive ” and “ historical ” grammar.
i

§ 5 . Speech grew up out of the necessity for !

communicating our thoughts. We are provided 1

with most wonderful and delicate bodily organs
j

for this purpose
;
they give us variety of sound

and voice, not only in each individual, but in
;

the members of the family, of the nation, of !

the race. The language of every race has
grown up conformably to the physical struc-

ture of its organs of speech
;
and the infinite

variety of the development of these organs in

mankind, bounded in each race by certain

physiological laws, has given rise to the diver-

sities of language. For example, men in

different countries have experienced the same
wants and the same relationships of life, and
have given utterance to them in words

;
on

the comparison of kindred languages, it is

found that a given class of sounds in one
would be expressed by the same class of

sounds in another, but altered in degree ; this

occurs so regularly and so often between some
tongues as to show that a common original

impulse gave birth to the one class of sound,
but that there are peculiar differences (pro-

bably in the organs of speech) which have
caused each tongue t(x adopt a different degree
of that sound. Thus, d, t, and th are all dental
letters

—

i.c. letters for sounds formed against
the teeth; but the German says “ ^ochter ” for

the English “ rZaughter,” “ Z'ag ” for “ r^ay,”
“ <fu ” for “ tliow," and “ t^enken ” for “ f/ank,”

The study of the structure of the throat, the
mouth, and the other means of speech, and of

how in the course of ages they may have been
affected by climate, country, or gro^h, belongs
to the domain of the physiologist. In our
study of language Ave have to remember that
it is like one of the natural sciences, and
should be treated as part of the natural history

of our bodies; that it has its periods of groAvth
or change, like every other creation in nature;
and that it works within definite yet elastic

conditions.

§ 6. A living language is one that is still

spoken; changes are continually taking place
in it, and the written language has to keep
pace with them. A dead language is one that
has ceased to be spoken, as Latin and Greek—in
which, therefore, new changes cannot be made.
They are preserved for us in their Aviitten

i

foiTu, and their written grammar is reduced to
j

a definite system.

§ 7 . Grammar, therefore, treats of words,
and of the laws nliicli govern them. “ The
essential and fundamental subject of the gram-

marian is speech, and this we have in all lan-
guages, whether they be written or unwritten.”
(Dr. Latham.)
But there is no lawgiver in grammar.

There have been great gramimarians, but these
did not invent grammar. The grammarian
simply observes and records what he finds, and
deduces laws from the facts. He works pre-
cisely as the geologist or botanist does : just as
the botanist observes the plants in the fields

and woods, and, from what he sees, lays down
laws or rules for the science of botany and the
study of plants, so it is with grammar. “ There
is,” says Professor Morley, “ no instance of a
grammarian having invented a law and imposed
it on a language. There is no despotism in
grammar; we find a logical reason and use for

each word in the language, but changes take
place constantly.” Grammarians do not arbi-

trarily take a number of dry, lifeless rules, and
say, “ You must speak and wTite thus; no other
way Avill be correct,”—rather they point out the
customs which common consent has agreed to,

and has fixed by long usage, and they find out
the reasons for the customs. The body of

customs and reasons so taken down forms
what is commonly called grammar.

In this way we can see that in every
language there is a grammar—a law of words

;

and in the case of the unwritten tongues of

South Africa and elsewhere it was that the
grammarian exercised his art upon virgin soil

;

the stranger came and wrote down in order,

for the first time, the custom of the wild
speech.

§ 8 . Grammarmay be nnirersa I orparticular

;

some parts are common to all languages, and
afford means of comparison between them;
other parts are peculiar to the several tongues,

agreeing with the turn of genius of each
nation. For instance, all languages have
nouns and veils—that is, words which are the

names of objects and of actions; these are in

the groundwork of eveiy speech, and they (or

their translated form) can be understood by
all. The study of these common forms is

Universal Grammar. But the arrangement of

the order of words differs; each tongue may
have a use of words in their relation to one

another peculiar to itself—an idiom of its own.

For example, the Englishman will say, a large

horse, a tall man, a good hoy, putting the adjec-

tive before the noun
;

the Spanish and the

Italian put the adjective after the noun : the

syntactical rules of the tongues differ. Again,

each nation has turns of expression of its own.

The Frenchman says, Jc mens d'arriver (liter-

ally, I come fiom to arrive) for I have just

arrived; il vous cn veut (he to you of it wishes)

for he is angry wllh you. We English also

often give a fresh twist and meaning to words

by putting them in a relation differing from

that which they originally bear—as, I cannot

HELP doing it fi.e. 1 cannot stop myself from

doing it), where help gives us a very different

idea from the same word in M e will help
Ihomas, or. She gave him great HELP. A
knowledge of the special rules and uses of

each tongue is essential to the particular

grammar of each.
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§ 9. It has been endeavoured above to show
what grammar really comprehends, because the
term is a vnde one, and is employed somewhat
vaguely in modern works. It was one of the

learned studies among ancient civilized na-
tions

;
it was one of the branches of learning

wdiich King Alfred caused to be revived in

England, where, down to the Elizabethan
period, it ranked as one of the seven liberal

sciences or arts to be cultivated at our univer-

sities. The very name of the “ grammar ”

schools, established so largely in this country
in the sixteenth century, shows the importance
that was attached to the subject in some form,
though it is to be feared that the teaching in

these schools gave veiy little attention to

English grammar in particular, but was more
concerned with Latin and Greek. The reason
of this probably was that Englishmen, at home
in their own speech, felt, as Sir Philip Sidney
said in 1.595, that English “ wanteth grammer.
Nay truly, it hath that prayse, that it wanteth
not grammer; for grammer it might have, but
it needes it not, being so ensie of itselfe, and so
voyd of those cumbersome differences of cases,

genders, moodes, and tenses.”* However, not
many years after this, Ben Jonson (the poet
and dramatist) wrote an English grammar,
one of the earliest works of the kind, in which
he lays it down that “ Grammar is the art of

true and well speaking a language; the writing
ishut an accident "(see next chapter, § 16). This
definition agrees with that arrived at before in

§ 7 .

Sidney employed the term grammar in the

narrower technical sense of accidence—that is,

the system of sha])es that the words of one
language take under different circumstances.

A WTiter of the present day whose works enjoy
n high degree of esteem—Alexander Bain—in

liis Higher English Grammar (1872), makes
use of the expression, “ the grammar of our
language is exclusively Saxon,”—here he also

must intend the same narrower sense. But
his book, though curiously enough it does not
contain a definition or explanation of the word,
includes under the title English grammar ”

much more than this
;

it not only treats of the

alphabet, etymology and syntax, biit gives
chapters on “ purity ” and “ punctuation,”
which, properly speaking, do not belong to

grammar, but rather to composition. Again,
Dr. Latham tells us that “ the essential parts

of grammar are etymology and syntax : or-

thography and prosody are also parts of gram-
mar, but they are not essential parts,”—thus
disagreeing in principle with Ben Jonson, that

Prosodic and orthography are not parts of

grammar, but [are] diffus’d like the blood and
spirits through the whole.” The truth is, that

the term is elastic enough to cover all that
treats of the laws and of the use of the tongue,
in prose or in poetry, spoken or -WTitten.

§ 10. There are two ways of studying En-

* Observe here the subtle use of the word wanteth,
wants, in its double sense; the first case signifying
lacketh, is without, the second needs, desires ; so, “ Eng-
lish is without grammar, nay, it needs not grammar.”
The first was the meaning most in use in the day of
Sidney and Shakespere

; the second is the one we now
most frequently understand by the word.

glish grammar, both of which must be pursued
for the intelligent understanding of tlie tongue

:

1. Bescriptixe grammar

;

2. Historical and
compara tive grammar.

1. Descriptive grammar treats of the classi-

fication, the forms and the relations of words
as we find them now in every-day use. It

states present facts.

2. Historical and comparative grammar goes
back to the beginnings of the language

;
it

endeavours to trace out the history of words in
their earliest simple forms, their growth, and
their change

;
by means of comparison with

other languages it accounts for these
;

it gives
life and interest to descriptive grammar by
showing the reasons for many of the facts we
find there.

For example, in the phrase a man's hand,
descriptive grammar teaches us that man's is

a noun in the possessive case, showing that
the hand belongs to the man. Historical gram-
mai teaches that the ’ (apostrophe) in man's
stands for an ancient e, the form of the word
for the possessive case in the old language
having been mannes; that in course of time the
weak e has dropped out of use, it being easier

to pronounce the word as one syllable, and the
meaning of the apostrophe has been then for-

gotten.

English grammar is like the English consti-

tution : as we cannot rightly understand our
laws and institutions without going back into
the past and knowing something of the story
of their birth and their growth, and of the
principles upon which they were founded, just

so it is with our language,—we must know
something of it in the past the more fully and
wisely to deal with it in the present.

In the following pages full attention will be
devoted to the Descriptive part, so as to give
the working facts of present speech. To this

will be joined so much of the Historic side as
will, it is hoped, give the student greater plea-

sure in his study and a broader view of the
principles on which it is based.

II.

Flowees, Seeds, and Germination.

Were it not for the power of self-renewal on
the part of plants, the earth would soon be-

come empty and void. The ability

Self-renewal, to reproduce, and the phenomena
of reproduction, are thus of the

first importance in the philosophy of Botany,
and it is upon considerations connected
with these that the first great step is made
in regard both to the structure and the classi-

fication of plants.

It lias already been stated that the world
contains certainly not fewer than a hundred
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thousand different species of flowering plants.

The proof of this is furnished

by the great Herbarium at Kew,
which contains specimens of

nearly the whole, and drawings of such as

do not allow of artificial preservation. The
popular idea of a flowering plant is of one that

bears some kind of bright and conspicuous
blossom, or if in some cases insignificant, as

happens with mignonette, then sweet-scented.

Hence it is that when any particular member
of a group of plants happens to be more showy
than its allies, it receives the popular epithet
of “flowering,” as “flowering currant,” “flower-
ing ash.” But in Botany, the appellation of
“ flower ” is by no means so restricted. It

denotes the reproductive apparatus of a plant,

a “ flower,” accordingly, as of something after
the fashion of a rose or a camellia, must give
way to the conception of it as an organization,,
often utterly unpretentious, and resolving into
two simple constituent factors, called Stamen
and Pistil. Though there be no more than a
solitary stamen and a solitary pistil, containing
a solitary seed, without an atom of coloured
petal, as happens in that curious aquatic plant
the Marestail, still it counts as a flower. Now
we see how it is that our grand forest trees,

the oak, the beech, the ash, flowerless though
they seem compared with roses, all nevertheless
take their place in the ranks of the flow'ering

plants,—how it comes also that every grass,
and rush, and wayside weed, is likewise a flower-
ing plant. The universal and characteristic fea-
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however minute and unattractive, requiring
only that it shall consist of particular organs.
The flowers of the great majority of the hun-
dred thousand have very little to recommend
them to the gardener who is bent upon the
ornamental. Lovely indeed are the plants
accustomed to be grown in gardens, and
many of those which occur wild in England.
But the former are the select few

,
and the

charm of a floral spectacle, as produced by the
hand oi nature in England, comes less of
diversity of kind than of the exquisite blend-
ing of a comparatively small number of har-
monious forms and colours, with now and then
a grand sheet of a single kind, as when a
meadow is golden with cowslips or when a
mere is decked with water-lilies. The idea of

ture of the hundred thousand is, then, that they

possess Stamens and Pistils. The extremes, as

to dimensions of blossom, are seen in the float-

ing green spangles which constitute the lemna
or duckweed of the standing pool, and, on the

other hand, in a superb tree such as the mag-
nolia or the horse-chestnut.

The result of the action of the stamens and
pistils is a seed, capable of giving rise to a

plant similar in all respects to the parent, and
which is itself organized in a particular man-
ner, consisting of an embryo, which is the

rudiment of the future plant, and usually of

auxiliary parts called the cotyledons. Nothing

is easier or more interesting to watch than the

germination of a seed, and the purpose and re-

lation of its constituent parts. Take a few peas
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or scarlet beans, such as are used for sowing in

the kitchen garden, soak them in warm water
for a few hours, then lay them between
two folds of flannel, in a warm place, keeping
the flannel constantly saturated, and in a very
few days they will sprout. If then exposed
to the air and light, still kept warm and moist,

the little plants will grow rapidly. The tv/o

large plano-convex halves of the seed are the

cotyledons
;
the hinge-like body which unites

them is the embryo. The lower extremity of

the embryo elongates into a “ radicle,” or in-

cipient root
;

the upper extremity becomes a
“ plumule,” and
is the beginning
of the stem. These
two portions
always lengthen
themselves in

contrary direc-

tions, the plumule
seeking the sun-

shine, the radicle

plunging into the

soil in search of

moisture. The
cotyledons them-
selves*are charged
with nutrient
matter called
“ albumen.” This
supplies the em-
bryo with food,

and usually in

time, when
emptied, they dis-

appear, though
there are plenty
of examples in

which they re-

main, grow large

and succulent,

and continue in

their place for

indefinite periods.

When, as in the

pea and bean,

the cotyledons
remain below the

surface of the
ground, they are

called “ hypo-
gteal when they
rise above it, as

in lupines and
cucumbers, they
are “epigseak” In the seeds of very many
plants the cotyledons are extremely small, and
the albumen provided for the nutrition of the

embryo Lies loose within the skin. This is very
well seen in buckwheat. In the great class of

flowering planfs to which the corn-plants

belong, there is only one cotyledon, and here,

in germination, the uprise is vertical, whereas
in the lupine, cucumber, etc., the cotyle-

dons assume a horizontal direction. Upon
the great differences in seed-structure just indi-

cated are founded the names of the two leading
divisions of flowering-plants—namely, “Dico-
tyledones,” otherwise called Exogens; and

“ Monocotyledones,” otherwise called Endogens.
No one can call Inmsclf a botanist who has not

carefully made some such experiment as that

with peas and beans above described, and
noticed for himself exactly how seeds begin to

grow.
While stamens and pistils and seeds, formed

in the way mentioned, are universal in the

hundred thousand flowering

plants; in the other great sec-
^o^eriess

tion of the vegetable kingdom, P

comprising ferns, mosses, seaweeds, etc., the
idea Avhich these parts express is set forth

in a manner so

different, that in

the aggregate
they are conve-
niently distin-

guished as
Flower less
Plants. Organs
analogous to sta-

mens and pistils,

and veiy curi-

ously presignify-

ing them, are dis-

coverable with
the assistance of a
good microscope;
or if the organs
themselves can-

not be isolated,

structures and
processes can be
distinguishe d
which declare

their principle to

be at work. But
even in the most
highly developed
condition they
are still no more
than prcfigurative

of genuine sta-

mens and pistils.

Hence the ex-

pressive names,
‘ antheridia ’ and
‘ pistillidia ’— lit-

erally organs like

stamens, and like

pistils. The pro-

duce, again, is

very different
from genuine
seed. Usually

each little particle is inexpressibly minute.
The seeds of Orchids, (the smallest produced
by any flowering plant) are so exquisitely fine

as to fall from the pod like dust
;
but the seeds

of the flowerless plants are impalpable powder.
There is no reason to believe that these infini-

tesimal atoms contain a distinct embryo and
cotyledons. They are distinguished by the
name of ‘ spores,’ and the cases which contain
them, when distinguishable, are called ‘spo-

rangia.’

Here then, based on the fundamental differ-

ence observable in connection with the repro-

ductive organs, and with the seed, is the dis-
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tinction which it is necessary to observe at the

'
,
very beginning of botanical study.

Primary classi- gj^oadly, it may be compared to
ficationof great primary distinction of
^ ^ animals of all kinds into Verte-

brata and Invertebrata
;
each of the two great

divisions comprehending classes of animals and
jdants, as the case may be, quite as different

from one another in subordinate points, as in

the aggregate of their contents.

Various names have been introduced from
time to time, for the two primary classes of

plants. All are correct and expressive up to a

certain point, and in their own way, but all are

defective, through saying either too much or too

little. Nature refuses to be bound by defini-

tions. Odd resemblances and quaint exceptions

constantly make their appearance, and usually

when least expected. In Botany, as in human
experience, nothing is so imminent as the

unlikely. Terms, nevertheless, must be con-

trived, or we could not move. It must be

understood, however, that in every case they

must be accepted with reservation. The cur-

rent names of the two great primary classes,

authors employing them according to their

own mental predilections, are as follow :

—

Flowering Plants.
Pha3iiogamia
Vasculares
Cotyledoneas

Flowerless Plants.
Cryptogamia
Cellulares

Acotyledoneae

II.

The Article—

Pkaciical Application {continuedfrom page Z).

2. Present of the Indicative of etre, to be :

—

Singular. Plural.
Je sui5, lam nous somnu?s, me are
tu es, thou art vous"'et<?s, you are
iPesi^, he is ils son^, they are
ellPes^, she is elle.s son;t, they are
ovTast, one is les parents son^, theparents are
PauPes^, PflwZ is PauPe^ Louise somf, Paul and

Louisa are.

The same tense, used interrogatively :

—

Singular. Plural.
suis-je ? am I? sommes-nous ? are me?
e.9-tu ? art thou ? etes-vous ? are you ?
c.d'Til ? is he ? sontTils ? are they ? (m.)
esPelle? is she? sontTelles ? are they ? {!.')

estTon? isotne? les parents sontTils? are

^ the parents?
PauPesPil'/ is Paul? PauPe^^ Louise sonPils?

are Paul and Louisa ?
Points of comparative grammar to be noted

in the above tense. In French

—

(1)

The 3rd person plural, like the 3rd person
singular (il, elle) exhibits the difference of
gender in its pronoun ; Us masc., elles fern.

(2) The personal pronoun subject of the verb,
when placed after the verb, is joined to it by a
hyphen.

(3) When the subject of an interrogative
clause is a noun, it is placed before the verb,
while a personal pronoun, agreeing in gender
and number with the noun, is placed after the
verb as in the other case.

(4) A masculine singular noun and a feminine
singular noun, joined by et (and), are replaced
by a masculine plural pronoun : Us standing
for Paul et Louise.

Fossessive adjective |
before a masc. sing. noun.

( ma, my, before a fern. smg. noun.
Adverbs—aussi, also ; non, no ; oui, yes.

Conjunctions—et, and; ou, or

;

si, if.

EXERCISE I.

Translate into English :

—

1. Paul est le fiAre de Louise, et Louise est

la soeur de Paul. 2. Le p6re et le grand-p6re
sont les ascendants

;
le fils et le petit-fils sont

les descendants. 3. Es-tu la cousine de Paul ?

4. Non, je suis la soeur de Louise. 5. Le beau-
frere et la belle-soeur de Paul sont les cousins

de Louise. 6. Le cousin germain et la cousine
germaine de papa {or de mon papa) sont I’oncle

et la tante de Louise. 7. Si vous etes le frere

de ma mere, vous Mes mon oncle. 8. Le gendre
de mon p6re est mon beau-frere, et la belle-fille

{or, morefamiliarly, la bru) de mon pere est

ma belle-soeur. 9. Etes-vous la parente de
maman? 10. Le mari et la femnie sont les

epoux, le pere et la mere sont les parents, le fils

et la fille sont les enfants. 11. Mon pere et ma
m^re sont-ils parents de Paul ou de Louise ?

12. La tante de la femme est ma parente. 13

14. Le grand-p6re et la grand’m^re sont-ils

les grands-parents ? 14. Oui, et le petit-fils et

la petite-fille sont les petits-enfants. 1.5. Louise

cst-elle parente* de Paul? 16. Oui, elle est la

cousine germaine ou la ni6ce de Paul. 17.

Le neveu de papa est mon cousin. 18. Les
fiances sont cousins* de papa et de maman.
19. La belle-m6re de mon pdre est-elle ma
grand-m^re ? 20. Etes-vous I’oncle et la tante ?

Non, nous sommes le beau-pere et la belle-mere.

EXERCISE II.

Remarh.—As shown by the examples of the foregoing
Exercise, the possessive case in French is in-

variably expressed by de

;

translate therefore

Paul’s sister by the sister of Paul, the wife’s mother by
the mother of the wife.

Translate into French :

—

1. The wife’s mother is Paul’s sister. 2. Art

thou Louisa’s brother ? 3. I am the daughter’s

husband
;
I am the son-in-law. 4. If he (cf.

§ 8, Rem. ILL.) is the son of my uncle, he is

my first cousin. 6. If she is the daughter of

my aunt, she is my first cousin. 6. Is Paul

mamma’s cousin ? 7. My sister is my son’s aunt

;

my brother is my son’s uncle. 8. We are the

parents and you are the children. 9. The
nephew and niece {say and the niece) of my
father and mother {say and of my mother) are

the children of my uncle and aunt {say of my
aunt). 10. Is the daughter of my step-father

* No article precedes the noun here, because the

latter is used adjectively, or in an indefinite manner.
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my step-sister? 11. Is she my relative? 12.

The betrothed are cousins.* 13. If you are
mamma’s mother you are my grandmother. 14.

Papa, is Paul my first cousin, yes or no ? 15. Is

he Louisa’s husband ? 16. They are relatives*
of the wife. 17. The betrothed are my nephew
and (my) niece. 18. Are the ancestors the
ascendants? 19. My grandfather’s nephew is

papa’s first cousin, 20. Is he my cousin also ?

(saij is he also my cousin ?)

EXERCISE III.

Write out in English :

—

1. Le temps est I’etoffe dont notre vie est
time ntuff of which our life

faite. 2. La sagesse se trouve dans I’entende-
made. wisdom isfound in judgment
ment et non pas dans les ann^es. 3. L’educa-

not in years

tion redresse I’ignorance. 4. La justice est la

t corrects

reine de toutes les vertus. 5. Le sage pr^f^re
queen all teise prefers

la vertu a la beaute. 6. La vigne porte trois

beauty. vine hears three

sortes de fruits : I’ivresse, la voluptd, et le

kinds intoxication voluptuousness

repentir. 7. Le souvenir de la jeunesse est
repentance. recollection pouth

tendre dans les vieillards. 8. L’etain dans
old men. pewter

ce temps brillait sur l^' ^ tables et sur les
that was shining upon
bulfets, comme le fer et le cuivre dans les

dressers, as iron brass

foyers
;
I’argent et I’or 4taient dans les coffres.

hearths ; silver geld were

9. Si tu veux acqu4rir la sante, dcarte les
wishest gain health, keep off

soucis. 10. Le conseil, si necessaire pour les

care advice so for
affaires, est quelquefois, dans la society,

business, sometimes,

nuisible a qui le donne.
hurtful to him who it gives.

Write out in French :

—

1. The genius of the French language is

g^nie (m.) langue franqaise (f.)

clearness and elegance. 2. Write insults on
cl arte (f.) elegance (f.) Ecrivez injures sur

sand and kindnesses on marble. 3. The world
sable (m.) bienfiits marbre (m.) monde (m.)

oftener recompenses the appearance of virtue
pltis souvent recompense apparence (f.) vertu (f .)

than virtue itself. 4. Art is long, and life

que meme (m.) vie (f.)

short. 6. Weariness is the complaint of
courte. ennui (m.) maladie (f.) des

idle men. 6. Youth feeds on illusions,

J

hommes inoccupis jeunesse (f .) se nourrit d'

old age on recollections. 7. The young,
vieillesse (f.) de souvenirs jeunes gens (pi.)

on account of the passions which engross them,
a. cause des § qui les amusent,

bear solitude better than the old.

s'accommodent de (") (f .) mieux (‘) vieillards (pi.)

8. Neither gold nor greatness make us
ni or (m.) ni grandeur (f.) ne nous rendent

* No article precedes the noun here, because the
latter is used adjectively, or in an indefinite manner.

t Words that are identical in both languages or
nearly so (cognates) are not translated, nor are
words already given in the same exercise repeated,

t Use no article here.

§ des contains both preposition and article.

happy. 9. The inhabitant of the mountains
heureux habitant* (m.) des\ montagnes
hates the plains. 10. Michael-Angelo culti-
hait plaines.

_
Michel-AngeX cultir

vated all the arts : painting, sculpture, archi-
va toils peinture (f.) (f.)

tecture, engraving, and poetry.
(f.) gravure (f.) poisie (f.)

11 .

We shall suppose that the *student has made
himself master of the information contained in

our first article, that his enthusiasm is unabated,

and that neither time nor patience are likely

to fail him as we proeeed to unfold the mys-
teries of astronomy. We shall begin by speaking
of the plan of the heavens as shown on the

opposite page.

Let Fig. 4 represent a kind of plan of the
heavens as seen from our imaginary obser-

vatory, 0. The horizon will be represented by
the circle N W S E, where the letters stand
at the north, west, south, and east points. The
meridian will be denoted by the semieircle

N NP Z S, where NP shows the place of the

north pole and Z of the zenith or point exactly

overhead of 0. The equator, or

rather the celestial equator,

which is supposed to be the

great circle in which the plane of the equator
may be imagined to intersect the heavens, is

represented by W M E, it always passing
through the east and west points of the hori-

zon. All these points will remain invariably
in the same place in the celestial hemisphere
as seen from our observatory.

Suppose it is noon on the longest day in the
year, wdiich is in June, then W e E wall show^
the position of the eeliptic in the p ,• f-

heavens, and the sun wall be at e
^

on the meridian, at its highest point above the
horizon

;
then the angle between the eeliptic,

E e W, and the equator, E M W, wall be equal
to the distance e M, or the sun wall be elevated
as much above the equator as the ecliptic is

inclined to the equator. Suppose we wait six
months, until noon on the shortest day in the
year, w^hich will be in December

;
then the

position of the ecliptic wall be shown by
W e' E, or the sun will be depressed as much
below the equator as before it w^as elevated
above. Now let us measure in June and
December the height of the sun at noon

;

then the difference betw-een these two heights
will be equal to the distance e e'

.

or twdee the
angle between the eeliptie and the equator.
Now, in 1600 this had been already carefully
done by Tyeho Brahe (in 1581), who found
that the angle betw^een the equator and

* h mute.
+ des contains both preposition and article.

f Pronounce Meekell-anzh.
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ecliptic was equal to 23° 29' 6"
: a little smaller

than it had been found to be

°ecUp^.° Waltherius, a German astro-
^ * nomer, who in 1490 found it to

be 23° 29' 47". We now know that it is really

slowly decreasing, by about 48'9" per century,
and its present value is only 23° 27' 18". This
angle is called the ohliquity of the eclijytio, and
is of course equal to the angle made by the
earth’s axis with
the perpendicu-
lar to the earth’s

orbit.

The ecliptic

or apparent path
of the sun in the
heavens can be
easily laid down
by watching the
motion of the
sun amongst the
stars. Suppose
we watch the
stars which are

seen nearthe sun
at sunset and at

sunrise : it will

soon be seen
that the stars seen at sunrise, and

Position of the therefore to the west of the sun,
ecUptic m the gradually increase their distance

ea-vens.
that luminary, and rise

earlier and earlier before the sun, whilst the
stars seen at sunset, and therefore to the
east of the sun, seem gradually to approach
the sun until they are so close that they can
no longer be seen at sunset. It is evident,

therefore, that the sun seems to move towards
the east, for the stars,

we know, are to all

intents fixed in the
heavens. This ap-
parent motion of the
sun we should easily

find was rather less

than a degree perday,
but to vary slightly,

so that on some days
it moves about 62',

and on others only
67'. It moves fastest

in December, and
slowest in June.
'Ihis apparent mo-
tion of the sun is

of course seen to be
explained by the mo-
tion of the earth in

its orbit, as is shown
by Fig. 6. Here E E' may be considered to re-

present the different positions of the earth in its

orbit on two successive days, the arrows showing
the direction of the motiou of the earth in

its orbit, and its rotation on its axis. During
the time it takes the earth to make one
complete revolution on its axis, the earth

has moved in its orbit from E to E'. The
sun, therefore, no longer appears in the di-

rection E S, or E' S', which is parallel to it,

but appears to have moved towards the east,

VOL. I.

w
FIG. 4.—A FLAX OF THE HEAVENS.

FIG. 6.— METEOKIC SHOWKU.

and to be in the direction E' S. The earth has
therefore to rotate still more on its axis before
the point P comes in the straight line between
the sun and centre of the earth. How, the
average interval between the point P coming
successively between the earth’s centre and the
sun is what is called a mean solar day, and is

taken to be twenty-four hours, and this we
have seen is rather more than the time occupied

by the earth ro-

tating on its

axis. A mean
solar day is lon-
ger than one
complete rota-

tion of the earth
on its axis by
just the average
time it takes the
earth in its ro-

tation to over-
take the sun in
its apparent mo-
tion amongst the
stars. In one
yearof366i solar

days the sun
moves right

round the heavcxis, or 360 degrees
; Apparent

and in one day the earth rotates motion of the
on its axis, so that in one day it sun. Solar

moves 1-7-365^ part of these 360 day.!

degrees, or 58' 11^". In one solar day, or 24
hours, the earth rotates on its axis just these 360
degrees phis this extra 365^ part of a rotation
necessary to overtake the sun again. To find

out the time in which the earth makes one
complete revolution is therefore merely a

sum in proportion of

the form as 1+^
is to 24 hours, so is

1 to a complete re-

volution of the earth,

or 23 hours 56minutes

_ 4 seconds. The earth,

ij; therefore, in one year
of 365^ days, rotates

on its axis exactly

366;^ times. As the
stars are very far off,

they do not appear to

alter their direction

th(' \arth moves in

its orbit, and come
back to the meridian
after one complete
rotation of the earth.

This period is called

a sidereal day, and we see it is

3 minutes 56 seconds shorter than „
a solar day. The stars, therefore,

which appear due south at ten

o’clock on one day will seem to

be due south at 9 hours 56 minutes 4 seconds

on the next day, or 3 minutes 56 seconds

earlier, and a month later will seem to be due

south at eight o’clock. As the year goes on

the aspect of the evening skies continually

alters, stars which were high up in the east

4
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on a June evening will be low down in the

west at the same hour on a September
evening, but by the same day of the next year

the heavens have come back to their pristine

appearance. All these facts were perfectly well

known at the beginning of the seventeenth

centuiy.

From the rotation of the earth on its axis,

every heavenly body appears to rise from the

east and sink to the west, moving
Kising and apparently in a path parallel with

the celestial equator. At any

^bo^es.
always see half the celes-

tial equator, so that stars near it

remain for some twelve hours above the horizon.

^ If the star is

^ a good deal

to the north
of the equa-

tor, in the
northern
hemisphere
it remains
more than
twelve hours
above the
horizon.
Thus in our
imaginary
observatory
r' 3' r shows
the path of

a star about
30°abovethe
equator. The
great circle

ENPW, per-

pendicular to
the equator,

divides the
daily or di-

urnal ap-
parent path
of a body
into two
halves, each
of which it

requires
about twelve
hours to
traverse.
Those stars,

in fact,
which are
more than
40° from the
equator will

never set at
all at our ob-
s ervatory,
but move in
circles round
and round

the pole N P. The path of a star about 70°
from the equator is shown at 2, 3, in the
figure. A star south of the equator will seem
to be above the hoiizon for far less than
twelve hours, for exactly the reverse reason;
and stars near the south pole will never
be seen at all fi'om our supposititious ob-

servatoiy. In the figure n e' n' shows the
apparent path of the sun on the shortest day
in December when it is above the horizon for
only 1\ hom’s, whilst on the longest day in
June it is above the horizon for 17 hours.

We have already devoted some attention to
the study of the apparent motion of the sun
in the heavens : let us now study the real

motion of the moon—the attendant on the
earth in its annual journey round the sun.
From a very eai’ly period much attention

had been devoted to the study of the motion
of the moon, for it was justly

regai’ded as being to the earth Motion of the

only second in importance to the
™oon.

sun. Its proximity to the earth, its apparent
size, its utility to us terrestial inhabitants, all

pointed it out as a body to be most assiduously

studied. It was, moreover, the only known
satellite—a fact increasing the interest belong-

ing to this unique body.
Many celebrated philosophers urged that, as

the earth was the sole member of the family of

planets of the solar system which
was dignified by possessing a
satellite, this could only be on®^{^®

account of the earth possessing Theory,
some particular importance in

the solar system. Here, then, they said, is a
grave objection to this theory advocated by
that dreamer Copernicus and that mad theoifist

Kepler, for it does not assign to the earth any
particular dignity of place or importance in
function. On this theoiy, they urged, is it not
Mercury, important from its proximity to the
sun, or still more likely, Saturn, the planet
which is farthest from the sun, and therefore

that receiving the least light,—is it not one of

these which is of most importance, and should
be dignified by the possession of a moon ? If

this comparatively insignificant earth possess

one satellite, why. Mars should have two, Jupiter
should have four, and Saturn eight moons,
which is absurd. There must be something
imperfect in this theory of Copernicus, or it

would not leave without explanation such an
important point as the unique satellite being
appended to the earth. And in those days
much gra-vity was attached to reasoning of this

character.

II.

* Roman Notation.
In the ancient Roman notation, which is still

used frequently, the following were the principal
symbols I stands for 1 ;

V for .5 ;
X for 10 ;

L for 60 ;
C for 100

;
D for 600 ;

and M for
1000.

In order to express any required number by
these symbols, they may be combined according
to the following rule ;

—

When two of the above letters are written
one after the other, if the one which stands
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first {i.e. to the left hand of the other) repre-
sents a number greater than or equal to that
represented by the other, then the two numbers
are^ to be added together

;
but if the letter

which represents the lesser number stands first,

then the number denoted is the difference of
the tM^o.

Thus XI stands for 10 added to 1 {i.c. 11).
But IX stands for 10 less 1 (i.e. 9).
Again VI = 6 ; but IV = 4.

A line drawn just over a letter increases its

value a thousandfold. Thus T= 5000, ’X =
10

,
000.

The following table will illustrate the rules
by which these letters are combined to form
all required numbers :

—

I = 1

II =2
III = 3
IV =4
V =5
VI =6
VII = 7
VIII = 8
IX =9
X =10
XI =11
XII =12
XIII =13
XIV =14
XV =15
XVI =16
XVII =17
XVIII =18
XIX =19
XX =20
XXI =21
XXII =22
and so on up to
XXIX =29

Exercises.

1. Write down in words the followino- num-
oers : 43

; 750
; 075

; 103
;

130.
Answers : Forty-three

; seven hundred and
fifty; seventy-five; one hundred and three-
one hundred and thirty.

’

in figures the following
numbers: Three hundred and thirty-three •

'f^ye^^^^^ndred and three
; three hundred and

Answers : 333
; 303

; 330.
3. Write down in words the followini? num-

bere -.nu
; 82106

; 1,000,000
; 999999.

4. Express in figures the following numbers :

lour thousand five hundred and sixtv-
seven. ^

{V) Ninety-five miUion four hundred and sixmousaud seven hundred and one.
Eight hundred and eleven thousand and

Simple Addition.
Simple addition is the process of findino- a

which is equal to two or several
umbers taken together. Thus the process
)y which we find that 2 and 3 and 4 taken
^opther make 9 is called addition. It is aleans of uniting several numbers into a sinrieumber. °

XXX
XL
L
LX
LXX
LXXX
XG
C’
cc
ccc
CCCG
D
DC
DCC
DCCG
CM
M
MC
MD
MDC

30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100
200
300
400

= 800
= 900
= 1000

= 1100

= 1500

= 1600
MDCCCLXXIX =1879

^

The single number thus formed out of several
IS called the siun, or the amount.
Thus in the above example 9 is the sum, or

the amount.
The following table of addition must be

committed perfectly to memory before we can
advance any farther :

—

1 and
1 make 2
2 .. 3

2 and
1 make 3
2 .. 4

* 3 and
1 make 4
2
3
4

10

5 and
1 make 6
2 .. 7

9
10
11

12
13
14
15

6 and
1 make 7

10 .’

8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

7 and
1 make 8

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

10
11

12

13
14
15
16

17

1

9 and
j

10 and '

i 1 make 10 1 make 11 '

2 .. 11 2 . . 12
!

3 .. 12 .. 13
4 .. 13 4 .. 14 1

5 .. 14 5 .. 15
.. 15 6 .. 16 1

.. 16 7 ,.. 17 1

.. 17 ' 8 ,.. 18 :

9 .. 18
1 9 ,.. 19 '

10 .. 19
j

10 ., . 20

13 and 14 and
1 make 14 1 make 15
2 .. 15 2 . . 16
3 .. 16 3 . . 17
4 .. 17 4 . . 18
5 .-. 18 5 .,. 19
6 .. 19 6 .,. 20
7 .. 20 7 .., 21 ;

8 .. 21 8 .., 22
:

9 .. 22 9 .. 23
;

1

“ .. 23 10 .. 24

j

4 and
1 make 5

1 2 .. 6

i

3 .. 7
4 ... 8
5 .. 9
6 .. 10
7 .. 11
8 .. 12
9 .. 13

10 .. 14

8 and
1 make 9
2 .. 10
3 .. 11
4 .. 12
5 .. 13
6 .. 14
7 .. 15
8 .. 16
9 .. 17

10 .. 18

11 and
1 make 12
2 - . 13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

12 and
1 make 13
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

10

15 and
1 make 16
2 .. 17

18
19
20
21
22
23
21
25

16 and
1 make 17
2 .. 18

10

eunsranuy wnte down
tor himself such calculations as the following •

3 + 5= 8; 7+ 8 = 15; 11 + 9 = 20, etc. This
will do more than anything else to make him
familiar with the addition table.

The sign + is called “plus,” and when
placed between two numbers it means that we
are to add them together.
Thus 2 + 3 is read “two plus three,” and

means that 2 and 3 are to be added together.
The sign = is called “ equal,” or “‘

the sign
of equality,” and means that the two numbers,
or combinations of numbers, between which it
is placed are equal to each other. Thus we
may say 2 + 3 = 5

—

i.e., 2 .and 3 together
equ.al 5.

The sign .*. me.ans “therefore.”
Before learning the usiual rule for simple

addition, it is necessary to understand tho-
roughly the following reasoning on which
these rules are founded.
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Suppose we want to find the sum of 2314
and 9125.

Kow 2314 =4 units +1 ten + 3 hun. + 2 thou,
and 9125 =5 +2 ,, +1 ,, +9

the sum

)

of 2314 I =9 „ +3 „ +4 „ +11 „
and 9125

)

which in our notation is written 11439.
This result, we see, has been obtained by

simply writing down the sum of the units, and
then the sum of the tens, and then the sum of
the hundreds, and so on.

Again. Suppose we want to add 1368 and
659.

Now 1368 = 8 units + 6 tens + 3 hun. + 1 thou,
and 659 =9 „ +5 ,. +6 „

the sum

)

of 1368 I =17 „ +11 „ +9 „ +1 „
and 659.

)

This, in its present form, we cannot -wTitc

down in our notation, but we may be able to
alter its form without changing its value. We
shall now show how this can be done.
Now 17 units = 7 units + 1 ten,

.*.17 units + 11 tens = 7 units +12 tens,*

and 12 tens = 2 tens+ 1 hund.;

,
*. 17 units + 11 tens = 7 units + 2 tens + 1 hund.

. Now let us take in the 9 hundreds
;
then

17 units+ll tens+9 hundreds
= 7 units-1-2 tens+10 hundreds f
= 7 units-f-2 tens-j- 0 hund.+l thous.

.*.17 units+ll tens+9 hund.+l thous.

= 7 units+2 tens+0 hund.+ 2 thous.,

which is expressed in our notation by 2027.

III.

By comparing, the reasoning in these ex-

amples with the following rule, the latter will

be clearly understood. But the learner need
not be discouraged if everything is not clear

at once. He must determine to give the whole
subject careful, patient study, and he will be
rewarded by finding his grasp of it grow
gradually firm and strong.

Rule for simple addition :

—

Write down the numbers one under the
other in such a way that the units of each
number stand under the units of the preceding
numbers, the tens under the tens, hundreds
under hundreds, and so on.

1. Now find the sum of the figures in the
units column. If it be less than ten, write it

down under the units column
;
but if it be ten,

or more than ten, write down the units figure

only {i.e. the last figure on the right hand) of

this sum, and carry the other figure to the

next column.
2. Add the figure so carried to the figures in

the tens column, and find the sum.
3. Just as before, write down under the

second column the units figure of the sum thus

found, and carry the other figure to the next
column.

4. Treat this column in the same way
;
and

* Here it will be observed that of the 17 we have
kept only the 7 units and have carried on the remain-
ing ten to the 11 tens.

t Here it will be seen that of the 12 tens we have
kept only the 2 tens, and have carried on the
1 hundred to the 9 hundreds.

SO on, till we come to the last column, and
write down in full its sum.

5. The entire number thus written down is^

the sum of the several numbers.
We now give some easy, practical illustrations

of the rule.

(1) Suppose we want to find the sum of

23, 18, 961. Ai-range thus :

—

23
We say, 1 and 8 are 9; 9 and 3 are

jg
12, i.e., 12 units, or 1 ten and
2 units

; so we write 2 under the
units column, and carry the 1 ten

Sum= 1002
column. Adding this

1 ten to the other tens, i.e., to
the figures in the second column, we have IQ
tens, i.e., 1 hundred and no tens

;
so we write

0 under the tens column and carry 1 to the
hundreds column. Adding this 1 to the 9 we
find 10, and this being the last column, we
write ten in full.

The sum of the three given numbers is thus
found to be 1002.*

(2) Add together

5476, 231, 7023.

Arrange thus :

—

5476
231

7023

12730

We say

—

(1) 3 and 1 make 4 ;
4 and

6 make 10
;
put down

0 and carry 1.

(2) 1 and 2 make 3 ;
3 and

3 make 6 ;
6 and 7 make

13 ;
put down 3 and

carry 1.

(3) 1 and 2 make 3 ;
3 and

4 make 7 ;
put down 7.

(4) 7 and 6 make 12

;

write down 12.

Exercises in Addition.

1. 452 2. 898 3. 756 4. 1111
356 357 93 3333
892 11 596 4444
734 934 732 8888

5. 567 6. 596 7. 465 8. 213
321 637 892 587
504 507 320 640
893 465 465 803
651 893 138 756

9. 4632 10. 2934 11. 8342 12. 2564
593 4060 2176 3281

2910 3278 381 4064
4634 6540 26 5072

13. 29634 14. 56230 15. .32674 16. 11354
56840 21347 .52819 67241
32456 56211 20341 32402
89311 40307 37120 67540 1

21678 89345 89374 23475

17. 6320 18. 6511 19. 4532 20. 5236
6511 5342 3214 8973
4234 8603 1130 2467
8976 7241 456 3012

- 1130 3251 21 6741
246 4569 6304 3520
8976 3521 4607 4834
- — ——

* The correctness of a result in addition may be=
tested by adding the columns downwards, and if th&
result so obtained be the same as that obtained by
adding upwards, it is probably correct.
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-21. 163674 22. 664321 23. 289673 24. 362410
672431 568473 48561 3897
468304 329671 70632 46432
534290 210304 4667 8507

25. 123465 26. 463820 27. 1523460 28. 8093462
24032 166073 493542 4567890
65210 400052 290304 34246
347684 856093 •36029 216427
620314 421875 2080 1476509
423667 765321 465210 321064
402681 643290 5073423 46267

2. Perform the followin'? additions :

—

78 21 63 59 37
20 69 26 95 43
53 78 84 41 99

1.56 763 666 132 896
203 219 777 123 958
142 810 999 321 689

3201 5098 5433 1891 4667
1347 1007 4867 8911 6678
6700 6260 7684 9811 6789

42356 67643 32140 15463 50621
-98762 75644 62060 216 34303
12346 56872 70208 34 76531
67891 90100 02080 72037 20000

The student must test the correctness of his

Tesults by the aid of the note p.52; or as follows:—Cut off the top line and add together the re-

maining numbers. Add the sum thus found to
the top line. If the result is the same as the
OTiginal result the work is probably correct.

3. Prove that

(a) 8 + 7 + 15 + 30 + 60 = 120.

(&) 42 4- 23 + 16 + 100 + 68 = 239.

(c) 35 + 135 + 30 + 250 + 40 + 110 = 600.

4. (a) If a man work for 120 minutes before
'breaMast, 180 between breakfast and dinner,
;and 300 between dinner and supper, how many
minutes’ work has he done by supper time ?

(J) In 1861 the population of Edinburgh
was 160,302 ;

of Glasgow, 168,795 more than
that of Edinburgh

;
of Aberdeen, 71,973 ;

of
Inverness, 24,527 more than that of Aberdeen.
What was the total population qf all these
places ?

(e) There were 4 baskets containing eggs
worth a penny a piece. The first contained 26
«ggs

;
the second 35 -f- 70 ;

the third as much
as the first and second together; and the
iourth 5 more than the first and third together.
What was the value of all the eggs in the four
baskets ?

(^) A woman sells 100 apples on Monday

;

twice as many and 4 more on Tuesday
;
as

many on Wednesday as on Monday and Tues-
day together ; the same number on Thursday
and Friday

;
and as many on Saturday as on

all the other days put together. How many
did she sell in the week ?

II.

We are now in a position to take another
step. A moment’s thought will convince the
student that all sedimentary rocks
must have been deposited horizon-
tally, or nearly so. It is obvious
that mud carried down to the sea'

rocks orig^inally

horizontal.
by a river, or worn by the action
of the waves from the shore, spreads itself out
in even layem, after filling up the inequalities

of the surface over which it extends, “ thinning
out,” however, as it reaches the extreme limit

to which it is carried. These layers of sedi-

mentary deposit are called strata, and tlie

rocks of which we have been speaking are
known as stratified roclis. The manner in
which the layers are disposed is called stratifi-

cation. In the section given on p. 18 it will be
seen that the strata are not horizontal. On the
left side they slant towards the south. In tech-
nical phraseology, they “ dip ” to the S. at an
angle of about 46 degrees. On the right hand
they dip towards the north in a similar man-
ner.* So far, therefore, from these strata

being in their original position, it is clear they
have been shifted until they are nearly upright;
and wherever the limestone has not l^en
covered up by subsequent deposits, the traveller

across the Mendips walks upon their upturned
ends. How has this come to pass ?

The answer to this inquiry may be given by
anyone who carefully examines the diagram.
The various slanting beds on the
right and left of the sandstone Th®straU

which forms the centre of the

hills were once joined together as been ciLiplId.
horizontal strata stretching right

across. The whole mass has since been crumpled
by one of those movements of the earth’s sur-

face of which we have so many geological

records, and the upper portion of the curve has

since been worn and wasted away. To ascertain

the original form and height of the range, we
might trace the lines necessary to complete this

curve and measure the thickness restored ac-

cording to the scale of the diagram. There is,

however, a simpler method, which will answer
our purpose better. From the centre of the

sandstone (marked a') to the extreme limit of

the coal measures on the right of the diagram,

the actual measurement is two miles
;
and as

this is the thickness which once extended over

the top, so much, at least, has been wasted from
the summit of the hills.

It will now be seen that the sandstone is

the oldest of the strata, that the coal measures

are the youngest of the series,

and that the crumpling and bend- ”

ing of the rocks in this particular

instance took place after the coal measures had

* The word strike is employed to describe the direc-

tion of strata—east, west, north, or south—at right
angles to the dip.
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been deposited. A curve such as this, in which
the bend is upwards, is called an anticlinal ,

—

a bend in the opposite direction is a synclinal.

There is a small synclinal curve in the diagram
immediately under the letter h on the left

hand side of the central sandstone.

ANTICLINAL AND SYNCLINAL CVKVES OF THE JUKA
MOUNTAINS.

It is not to be assumed that the movement
by which these strata were crumpled and

Upheaval and arched, as we nave seen they were,

crumpling was a sudden event. All the sug-

probably gestions of the rocks themselves,
gradual and the evidence supplied by simi-
processes. lap phenomena, lead to the directly

opposite conclusion. We do not, for instance,
find in the beds from the centre of the Mendips
outwards any traces of the immense heat which
would have been liberated by a “ convulsion of
nature ” on a scale necessary to have produced
such a result suddenly. We know, for instance,

what the effect of great heat would have been
upon the limestones. In the north of Ireland
the chalk is overlaid by basaltic rocks which
were once molten lava, and in many places it

is penetrated by masses of similar material
which have forced their way upwards in a
molten condition. WTierever this has taken
place a great change has been produced in the
rocks through which they have passed. The
chalk, for some distance round the intruded
basalt, has been altered into a granular crystal-

line limestone like the white marble used by
statuaries. Every trace of the minute shells of
which chalk is largely composed has been de-
stroyed, and the original structure is no longer
recognizable. There can be no reasonable
doubt that a similar though more extensive
result would have taken place in the Mendips
if the forces by which they have been thrown
into their present form had been suddenly
exerted. It does not follow, however, that where
rocks have been so changed we are at liberty

to conclude without hesitation that they have
been subjected to violently abrupt action. In
the Alps, for instance, and in the mountainous
re^ons of North Wales, great changes in the
original structure of the rocks have undoubtedly
taken place, and they are crumpled to a much
greater extent than is anyvs'here observable in

the. Mendip hills; but even there we are not to

assume without other and distinct evidence

that the movements which produced these re-

sults were anything but gradual. The causes

by which “ metamorphism ” (or change in the

original structures of rocks) has been brought

about have been investigated by’many observers,

but they are still somewhat obscure and only

imperfectly understood. We may, however,

fairly conclude that any abrupt and violent

movements equal to the rapid crumpling of

the Mendips would have produced greater altera-

tion than is anywhere visible.

It has already been pointed out that all the

strata of which we have hitherto been speaking

are “ conformable ”—that is, they conformable

have been formed regularly one and

upon the other without any unconformable

obvious break. The limestone strata.

“ shales ” follow the curves of the sandstone ;

the true limestones those of the “ shales ”
;
the

“millstone grits” those of the limestones; and

the coal measures dip at precisely the same

CONFORMABLE STRATIFICATION.

angles as the prerious strata. The movements,
therefore, by which the strata were curved

upwards took place, as we have said, after the

deposit of the coal measures
;
and by a similar

process of reasoning we are enabled to trace

another period in the history of the hills. On
the left hand of the section, and along the top

of the Mendips (/, g, h), there are strata which

UNCONFORMABLE STRATIFICATION.

are not conformable. The highest point of the

range rises no7V about one thousand feet above
the sea level (indicated by the horizontal line

in the section marked *), and even the lower
parts on the left of the diagram are consider-

ably above that line. When, however, the

strata which now cover them were deposited it

is clear, jii'st, that the older strata—on the

upturned edges of which they lie—^had been
already curved

;
secondly, that the enormous

mass which, as we have pointed out, has been
wasted away, was already gone

;
and, thirdly

y

that the worn surface had been again lowered
so as to become the bottom of a shallow sea.

Strata which lie thus more or less unevenly
upon other rocks are called nnconformahle.
The lowest and consequently the first formed!

of these unconformable strata represented in
our diagram (p.l8)are those marked
/. They are known as “ dolomitic

dolomitic

conglomerates.

called, but the name is not a happy one. The

conglomerates,” and as such they
will probably continue to be
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term “ conglomerate ” is usually employed to

distinguish strata composed of waterworn
pebbles cemented together by some other

substance. The well-known “ pudding stone
”

found in the neighbourhood of London is a
true conglomerate. A rock made up in a
similar way with angular fragments is a
“ breccia.” The dolomitic conglomerate ” is

a breccia. It is composed almost entirely of

fragments of the underlying rock, cemented
together into a hard mass by earthy matter
containing a considerable proportion of oxide
of iron

;
in some districts there is less iron and

a great deal of magnesia. Limestone rocks,

which have a large proportion of magnesia in
them, are called dolomitic limestones. Hence
the term “dolomitic” has been applied to the
beds of which we are speaking.

This conglomerate or breccia could not have
been formed in deep water. There is very
little doubt that the sinking land was covered
by a lake or in-

land sea. At first

the hills would
stand out as is-

lands. Bydegi’ees
the lower, and
then the higher
levels were sub-
merged, until

the whole mass
sank beneath the
waters. While
this was going
on, the fragments
now included in
the breccia were
imbedded in a
pasty mud, which
was subsequently
hardened. Then
the whole country
became lowered
sufficiently to ad-
mit of the influx
of the ocean,
and the strata marked g and h were succes-
sively deposited—the whole of them, however,
being shallow water deposits. In Vallus
Bottom, near Frome, we have some additional
evidence that this was the case. In the up-
turned limestones, similar to those marked c
in the diagram, there remain to this day the
holes made by well-known boring molluscs.
Some of these burrows actually contain the
shells of the animals by which they were ex-
cavated

;
and as we know that they are never

to be found in the deep sea, but always carry
on their work within the limits of compara-
tively shallow water, we have the required con-
firmation, further strengthened by other facts
which we need not discuss now. The beds
that lie above the “ dolomitic conglomerates ”

it is not necessary for our immediate purpose
to describe. It is enough now to point out that
since they were deposited the whole range has
been raised to its present height above the sea
level, becoming once more dry land.

CLIFF?, SHOWI-VG

EDUCATION AS AN INVESTMENT,
BY ROBERT SOMERS.

Learning, or to speak more exactly to the

matter in hand, the means of learning—the

exercise and furniture of the mind and senses,

by which one can look into the world of nature

and of man, and see more clearly and deeply

all things therein—are, like virtue, their own
reward. A man or woman who can read and
understand, can never be without a help in

toil, a balm in sorrow, a guide in perplexity,

a sweet distraction from pain of body or

agony and turbulence of mind, a dissolver of

all wayward or criminal impulses of passion
— in short, a
universal re-

storer. One may
well wonder
what the effects

on human hap-
piness will be
when this re-

source is pos-

sessed and duly
drawn upon by
all. It will
doubtless then
be seen that

learning, in
its simple sense

of means, re-

pays itself a
bund redfold,
apart from divi-

dends or salaries,

and that it is not

to be regarded
as a utility so

much as a ne-

cessity of life. A man may vegetate, decay,

and die without learning. But he cannot

really live without the means of learning.

In this short essay, however, it is proposed

to take the utilitarian view, and consider how
far learning can be said to repay in material

profit the money, time, and application spent

in its acquirement—in short, to be a profitable

investment ?

What is an investment ? A man has £100,

or any larger or less sum. He may enjoy this

money at once, because it can buy many things

which will afford him much though temporary

gratification. But he chooses to deny himself

this gratification, and to keep his £100

—

lending it at interest, or buying with it sonie

kind of productive property or stock, by which

the money will be returned to him periodically

with a profit or increase. This is investment

of the money
;
and it is fi’om the simple act of

abstinence from spending money, and investing

it, that arises all the jierixlexing difference

between capital and labour. If the abstinence

be steady and prolonged, there is no end to the
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increase of one’s capital. It may soon become
so large that its happy owner mil be able to

employ many workpeople in any business of

his own, or live witliout business on the mere
interest of his money, giving himself up wholly
to the personal enjoyment, a rigorous and con-
tinued abstinence from which was the founda-
tion of his wealth. He may not only live at

ease, but may spend his whole income as he
pleases, and enjoy himself thereupon to the top
of his bent. He need not trouble himself even
about education,—on the contrary,, may return
to a state of nature, become semi-savage, and
hunt the buffalo and the red deer on the
prairies of the West, or pursue the whale,
the walrus, and the bear in the Polar Seas.

But if capital has its triumphs of enfran-
chisement, so also has education. The parallel

between ‘‘money as an investment,” and
“education as an investment,” may not be
wholly exact, but it holds good in many points
of view, and it is precisely true in the cardinal
idea of investment

;
viz., an economical increase

of money in the one case, and of education in

the other. A person may enter on active life

with or without education. Which is the
more profitable, the more likely to succeed,
to have the more liberal reward? Or, two
persons may enter on active life, and in
precisely the same branch of active life

with precisely the same amount or degree
of education

;
but the one chooses to use up

the education he has, without giving more
time ©r expense in adding to it, while the
other takes the opposite course, and continues
to carry fonvard his education from one stage
to another, beaiing on the sphere of activity in
which he is engaged. The one spends his edu-
cation from the beginning

;
the other does just

the reverse, and puts forth continued efforts to

render it more perfect and consummate. Will
the abstinence practised in this case be rewarded
on anything like the same principle as absti-

nence from spending, or economy in saving and
fructifying money ?

It may be argued, indeed, that one wholly
uneducated may enter the same sphere, and
beat all the others, of whatever degree of

education. But this supposes exceptional
qualities or circumstances, and may only be
the exception proving the rule that, cceteris

parihm, the man of best education, and whose
fund of education is constantly increased, will

take the lead in pay, promotion, and profits, to

an extent much exceeding the self-denial and
cost of the learning he has acquired.

The economy of education, in the strictly

financial sense, can be supported by a cloud
of witnesses. The poor peasants and artisans

of Scotland, who, generation after genera-
tion, gave the example of paying out of
their scanty earnings, and saving indeed from
their necessary food and clothing, the school-
fees of their children, must have had faith that
they were la3dng up their pestce at higher in-

terest than could be paid by any bank or any
investment to be found. And has not that faith

been abundantly realised 1 Are not the results

most markedly seen in the success of Scotsmen
in India, America, Australia, and other parts of

the world, as well as in the marvellous develop-

ment—agricultural, commercial, manufacturing,

mining, and professional—at home, which in

the course of a century has converted Scotland

from one of the poorest into one of the richest

countries in Europe ? The more elaborate and
complex the aids of industry, and the more
extensive and voluminous the international

exchange of goods and produce become, the

greater is the demand made upon that intelli-

gence of the workers, which is not the gift of

nature, but, on the contrary, is only acquired

by learning and study. For notwithstanding
what has been so often said as to the tendency
of machines to supersede the intelligence and
craft of the workman, it is quite certain that

since the advent of machinery the skill and
infoimation of workmen have had to be greatly

extended, and work of every kind to assume a
more perfect and finished form.

The great extension of trade among so many
civilised, and yet very differently endowed,
nations, has had a similar effect on the func-

tions of mercantile Life; while the progress

of science has not only modified, but much
enlarged the boundaries of study in all •

learned professions. There never was a time,

therefore, when education and degi’ees of

education were more certain to have an im-
portant effect on the fortune of individuals.

Though competitive examinations are an
extreme form of the general case, and, indeed,

far from being generally applicable, yet they
may be aptly used to illustrate the spirit, at

least, in which it is requisite to prepare and
qualify for all departments of active life. In
the civil service there are usually two or more
stages of competitive trial, a first and second
or lower and higher examination. In looking
at the subjects in these examinations, one sees

that they are prepared for classes of young
men very differently educated. But supposing
a youth has passed the lower examination, he
would certainly be unwise not to prosecute his

education, if such a course should be within
reach, to stages where he could hope to pass

the highest examination. In the one case the
maximum of salary he may have to look
forward to after many years of patient service,

may be no more than £300 per annum
;
in the

other it may be £1,000 or greatly more. In
the civil service, education is unquestionably a
most profitable investment. But so also prac-

tically it is in mercantile and manufacturing
life, in chemical and other scientific industries,

and in literary or artistic occupations, where
the educational qualification will always be
quickly recognised, and obtain a preference and
better teims.

Finally, let it be remarked that education
has one great advantage over money “as an
investment. ” The last outlays of capital in any
work, whether it be of land or manufactui'e,

ai’e usually less remunerative than the pre-
ceding. As the amount of capital in a business
increases, the rate of profit diminishes. Where-
as the last advances of education are usually

the most profitable of all. They are easier

made than the rudimentary, and yet are most
sure to bring the crowning reward.
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Accents and Orthographical Signs.

§ 3. Three ACCENi^iJ are used : the acute
'

(^accent aigu), the grave ' (accent grave), and
the circumflex “ (accent circonjiexe)

;
and four

ORTHOGRAPHICAL SIGNS : the diffiresis
’

(trema), the apostrophe ’ (apostrophe), the

cedilla 5 (cedille), and the ^hyphen - (trait

d'wnion).

§ 4. The acute accent (
' ) stands only over e,

and gives it a close sound, such as that of a in

face : He, summer.
[The acute accent is put over all close c’s

which finish a syllable, or are only followed
by s, the sign of plural, or e mute : bontS,

^Hite, assenMee, les pres hnailles. But write

without accent the close e in nez, loger, because

it does not finish the syllable in these words.]

’ § 6. (a) The grave accent (' ) stands over e,

and gives it an open sound, such as that of

e in were : coUre, anger.

[The grave accent is put over all open e’s

which end the syllable : pde (pe-le), r'eglement

(re-gle-ment) propMte (pro-plkx-tef il mene
(m^-ne), ov on open <?’s followed by an s com-
pleting the word : procH, succls. Bead, however,
with the open sound : ces, les, mes, tes, ses

;

fappelle, terre, coquette, sienne. In the last

four examples, the doubling of the consonants
I, r, t, and n, gives an open sound to e. It must
'be noticed that e always takes a grave accent
when it finishes a syllable and is followed by
one consonant only and e mute, as shown above.

Tn the interrogative forms aime-je, dussHje,

as also in avinement and evenement, the acute
<:iccent, to a certain extent, does duty for the
grave. See § 22.]

Remarli.—All words in ege—as college, sacri-

Uge, il siege—used to be written ege; in the

new edition of their Dictionary, the Academe
have introduced this very desirable change.

(b) The grave accent serves also to distinguish

between some homonyms (i.e., words having
the same sound)

:

a, prep., to or at, and a, verb, has.

dis, prep.,/rcw, and des, part, art., some.
rla, adverb, there, and la, pers. pron., her.

oil, adverb, where, and ou, conjunction, or.

The other words where ' is to be found are :

ga, hither, dega, on this side, deld, on that side,

•deja, already, hola, hulloa, voila, behold.

§ 6. (a) ThQ circumflex accent O stands over
any vowel, and gives it a broad and long sound :

'dme, soul, crhne, cream, abime, abyss, pole,

mure, mulberry. In most cases it denotes a
.suppressed letter—as hete, beast, from the old
JT'rench beste, Latin bestia ; dne, ass, old French
tosne, Latin asinus ; age, age, old French aage
ior eage, Latin cetas ; devoument, devotion, also

spelled dHouement ; gaite, cheerfulness, also

spelled gaiete.

(b) The circumflex accent also appears on the
penrdtimate e in some words : in Hue, as extreme,

bleme
;
on the i in verbs in attre and oUre,

where the i is followed by t : naitre, accroitre,

il nait, nous accrottrons ; on the o preceding
the finals le, me, ne : pUe, dome, trbne

;

on
the 1st and 2nd persons plural of the perfect

definite indicative, and on the 3rd pemon
singular of the imperfect subjunctive : nous
aimdmes, vous aimdtcs, gu'il aimdt. In all

those cases indicates a suppression of letter

or a long sound.
(c) The circumflex accent distinguishes be-

tween the following homonyms :

dd, past participle of devoir, to o7ve (old French
den), from du, compound article replacing

de le.

era, past participle of croitre, to grow
;
from

cru, past participle of croire, to believe.

mar, ripe (old French meur), from mur, a
wall.

slir, sure (old French seur), from sur, upon
or sour.

Rcmarh.—Tu, past participle, is not distin-

guished from tu, pronoun, by a circumflex, as

some examination papers suggest.

§ 7. The di(eresis (•*) is sometimes placed
over e, i, u, to separate them in pi onunciation

from a preceding or following vowel :

Noel, Christmas, pron. NO-ell,

naif, artless,

Saiil, Saul,

iambe, iambic,

faience, dclf-ware

nd-cef.

Su-ul.

ce-amU.
fd-'ia/iss.

Remarli.—In the noun cigue, hemlock, and
in the feminine adjectives aigue, ambigue, con-

tigue, the diaeresis gives no sound to the

e mute ;
it indicates that the e forms a syllabic

by itself (although a mute one) apart from the

u preceding, and that these words should be
pronounced diiferently from intrigue, briguc,

figue, in which the u is merely introduced to

give a hard sound to g, or rather in order to

preserve the original guttural sound of y. Until

recently poeme and poete were written poeme
and poete—cases in which the diieresis gives a
sound to e

;
the anomaly is now removed.

§ 8. The apostrophe (’) points out the sup-

pression of a vowel at the end of a word, when
the next word liegins with a vowel or h mute

;

it promotes rapidity of utterance by destroying

the hiatus.

Vamitie, friendship, for la amitie.
^

il m'honore, he honours me, for il me honorc.

s'il, if he, s'ils, if they, for si il and si ils.

Remark 1.—To remove a letter and replace

it by an apostrophe is called elision.

Remark 11.—The words which undergo the

process of elision are :

(1) The articles le, la.

(2) The pronouns Jd, me, te, se, le, la, ce.

(3) The particles ne, que.

(4) Jusque, puisque, quclque, quoique, before

il, ils, elle, elle s,on, un.

(6) Entre, when used in the foimation of

the reciprocal pronominal yox\>^s'cntr'accarder,

s'entr''accuser, s'entr'aider, s'entr'aimer
,
.s'entr'-

avertir, s'entr'egorger

;

in the reflective verb

s'entr'ouvrir

,

and the noun entr'acte.

(6) The adjective grande in some feminine

compound nouns : an, grand'mere, grandmother,

grand'messe,\i\g\\ mass ;
grand'peur, fright, etc,
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Remnrh III.—The a is elided nowhere but in

the article or pronoun la when the next word
begins with a vowel or silent Ji. In the old forms
vi'amoiir, niy love, and iiHamie, my dear, a was
likewise elided

;
in modern French the hiatus is

avoidedby replacingma by moii, and thus saying

m4)n amflV)’, vion amie. The i is only elided in the

conjunction si before U or Us—nowhere else :

qu\ therefore, stands for qve, a relative pronoun
in the objective case, or qiie, a conjunction, and
never for qni, a relative pronoun in the nomi-
native. The diphthong <?iis elided in bothwmi
and toi before en: donne-vi^€n,\^\\e. me some,

iov donne-vioi-en ; prcnds-fcti d ha, blame him
for it, for prends-toi-cn a Ivi.

Remark IV.—The above-mentioned elision

speaks both to ear and eye
;
there is another

one not less important, Avhich is not repro-

duced in writing. It is fully treated in §§ 19
and 20.

§ 9. The cedilla (o) is placed under the c to

give it the pronunciation of an s before the
vowels a, a, u :

—

ea=sa, co = so, cv = su.

Without the cedilla, these syllables would be
pronounced ka, ko, kv.

Remark.— The cediUe comes to French
through the obsolete Spanish cedilla, the word
being a diminutive of zeta, the Greek name for

c:
;
indeed 5 is the remains of a c which used

to be written after c to make it sound like s

:

faczon, now facon; leczon, now le(;on. It also

replaces the e which appears after c in many
old French words : for concen, percue
for perceve, etc.

§ 10. The hyphen (-) is a short dash placed
between the parts of a compound word : iont-
pnissant, omnipotent

;
belles-lettres, literature

;

coq-a-Vdne, cock-and-bull storj’’
;

arc-en-ciel,

rainbow.
The hyphen is used :

(1) Between a verb and the pronouns mol,
novs, tu, toi, rous, il. Us, elle, elles, le, la, les, hit,

levr, y, en, ce, on, whenever they are used as
nominatives to, or are governed by, that verb,
and stand after it : vois-tu ? seest thou? allons-y,
let us go there {Iqx to it).

(2) With merne joined to a pronoun : ellc-

meme, herself
;
soi-meme, one’s self.

(3) Ci, la, adverbial particles accompanying
a substantive, pronoun, preposition, or adverb":
cette ponime-ci, this apple

;
cehd-ld, that one

;

ci-devant, former or formerly
;
Id-dessovs, there-

under.

(4) In numerals, from 17 to 99, except when
et is inserted between the tens and one : as
qnarante-denx, 42, but vinyt et vn, 21 ;

deux
cent quatre-vingt-dix-nevf, 299.

(5) Between two or more Christian names
belonging to the same person : Jean-Jacqves
Ronsseau; or double surnames: Prevost-Para-
dol, de Drevx-Rreze.

(6) Between the words which together desig-
nate a country, department, town or street : les

Pays-Bas,t\).Q Netherlands; les Alpes-Maritirnes,
Aix-la-Chapelle, rve du Cherche-Midi, etc.

Remark.—The hy))hen is no longer required
between tres and the following adjective or
adverb.

II.

It is somewhat remarkable that, while all

other branches of education are conducted at

the present day upon sueh improved bases, the
teacliing of writing should have made little

advance—or even retrograded. Perhaps this-

may be due in some measure to the fact that

the numerous subjects embraced in even the

humblest school of to-day crowd penmanship^
out in some measure. In a lengthy newspaper-
controversy recently waged the blame was laid

upon the necessity under which
the scholar now labours of exten- Writing not a

sive note-taking. “Boys at school

and youths at college, we were
told, “ are now compelled to take such copious-

notes that they scribble with the greatest

rapidity, in utter disregard to the formation
of their letters, which they think unimportant^,
sinee no one reads the notes except them-
selves.” There may be a modicum of truth in

this
;
but the more reasonable explanation lies

in the fact that preceptors do not now find time
to start the boy fairly in the right road. In the
days of our fathers, the schoolmaster, himself
invariably an excellent penman, had each morn-
ing to “set” the copies of every scholar, and
looked over the work done subsequently with
the eye of an expert. Much care was taken
that the scholar placed his hand and fingers in

the correct position, aind the dominie, with the
cane or ferula behind him, made his regular
perquisition of the rows of desks, and saw that
his instructions were followed. Now the scholar
is given a book with a printed heading, and
perhaps with “pencilled ’’guiding
lines at intervals

;
but the onerous

f
duties of the teacher debar him,

**

however unwillingly, from exercising the
ancient role of personal teaching.

The following remarks upon this subject,

made by the Civil Service Commissioners in

their annual report (1864) are not only perti-

nent in themselves, but convey such useful

cautions to aspirants for oflicial situations, that
we do not scruple to reproduce them. “In
our former reports we have observed upon the
importance which we attach to good hand-
writing, as one of the most useful accomplish-
ments which a clerk can possess, and one which
any young man has it in his power to acquii'e.

We believe that the effect of our examination
has been, upon the whole, to improve the
general style of writing for official purposes.
There is, however, room for much
further improvement. In conse-
quence, probably, of the insuffi-

cient attention paid to the subject
in schools, the quantity of bad handwriting
which comes before us is still very great, and
we are therefore unable, without causing in-

convenience to the public departments by delay
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I. Model of Handwriting approved for Civil Service.

in supplying vacancies, to enforce so high a
standard in this respect as we should desire.

It is almost superfluous to state that we do not
demand or desire that the writing should be of
any particular style, provided that it possesses
the main characteristic of legibility. What
we require, as candidates are invariably in-

formed, is ‘ the clear formation of the letters

of the alphabet.’ In the appendix to our fourth
report, we printed a facsimile of documents
written in one of the public offices ;

and we
have inserted
in the present c/ 4

volume a collec-

tion of similar

spec imens.
Representing, as (?
they do, the or-

dinary current
work of the
writers, they are ^
not given as free

from faults

;

but we think
that they will

show that the
essential quality

of distinctness

may be obtained
without the sac-

rifice of other
desirable ele-

ments of a good
oflficial hand.”
With regard

to ladies’ hand-
writing, the
straggling an-
gular style of
the present day
—or perhaps it

would be better

to say “the pass-

ing day”—has
completely de- ^ yj
stroyed all indi-

vidualityin their 0
penmanship,
and brought

^ about a dead
level of sloping
zigzags. In his
clever book on
“ Letters and
Letter-writers,”
Mr. Seton re-

marks :
“ If the

handwriting of
tire male sex is

duality, that of the ladies, on the other hand,

TKT j 1 j- »
appears to be no less remarkable

;t“p. qu?ii‘y-to
^ ^ Wit, the painful uniformity of its

style. Occasionally, no doubt, we meet with a
lady’s handwriting which is distinguished by
its boldness and freedom

;
but I think it cannot

be denied that stiff and formal angularity has
long been the prevailing characteristic. It is
by no means improbable that the largely-
extended use of steel pens may have something

7
I

'u/Tt.

/ferr -i/

2. Model of Handwriting approved for Civil Service.

characterised by its indivi-

to do with the peculiarity in question
;
and

possibly in the course of time the same cause-

may produce a greater uniformity in the hand-
writing of the male sex.” We are not, how--
ever, inclined to endorse the latter opinion,-

Boys have used steel pens for as lengthened a
period as girls have done

;
and. at present at

least, there does not appear to be any fear o£’

masculine handwriting, as a rule,

lacking individuality or assuming versus-

a typical form—with one excep-
tion. Any one'

. p w'ho has atten--

tively observed

; the specimens'

of handwriting
f /J exhibited by

Tr some advertis-

ing writing-
masters as the
result of a cer-

tain course of

“lessons” must
have noticed

their curious

resemblance,
both in angu-
larity and strag-

glingness, to the
feminine hand
of the present

day. That simi-

larity is the re-

sult of the same
process—an in-

judicious one,

of which we
will speak by-

and-by— being

followed in
either case. In
fact, any one;

who has given

the slightest at-

tention to the

history of the

art of writing

is aware that

“angular hand”
is older than,

steel pens.' Do-
minie Sampson
taught Lucy
Bertram, we
learn in “ Guy
Mannering,”the
graceful Italian

hand; but
when, at the beginning of the present cen-

tury, tutors of his earnest calibre had be-

come rare, writing-masters found it more

easy to indoctrinate their pupils with the

shambling piqu6 hand than the delicate curves

and soft shading of the veritable Italian style

of -writing.

In one of genial Charles Lanib’s last letters

addressed to his old schoolfellow George Dy^,
are some quaintly amusing remarks on hand-

writing : “You always wrote hieroglyphically,

he says ;
“ you ever wrote what I call

Tv (/

1

"E

7
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Grecian’s hand. Your boy-of-genius hand and
your mercantile hand are various. By your
flourishes, I should think you never learned to

make eagles or corkscrews, or flourish the

.
governors’ names in the wi-iting-school

;
and by

>the tenor and cut of your letters, I suppose you
were never in it at all. By the length of this

«crawl, you will think I have a design upon
your optics; but I have writ as large as I

could, out of respect for them,—too large,

indeed, for beauty. Mine is a sort of deputy-
•Orecian’s hand

;
a little better, and more of a

worldly hand, than a Grecian’s, but still remote
from the mercantile.”
We will now proceed to the practical part of

»our duty
;
our first step will be to ground the

pupil in those elementary forms whose frequent
^practice is indispensable to the attainment of

freedom of hand. Thendh we shall proceed to

analyses of text, half-text, etc., etc. Official

styles, with special reference to Civil Service

requirements, will follow in due
course, to be in turn succeeded
by mercantile and ladies’ hands

;

-and a careful elucidation of the more useful
-ornamental
characters—as
'Old English,
E ngrossing,
etc., etc.—will

conclude our
series.

The position

of the writer
at the desk
or table is a
matter of con-
siderable im- . . ^

,portance, and /w
especially so

to persons who
have to pass
many hours of

•each day there.
' Those who do so should not be satisfied with
any desk or stool, but endeavour to so arrange
them that the appliances suit the penman’s
height and quality of vision. Short-sighted
people, it is almost needless to remark, should

have a desk higher and rather
more on the slant than that suited

desks, etc. those whose eyes are of normal
character. The proper height of the desk
is also indispensable for the preservation
of the writer’s health. Yet this matter is

ibut too often much neglected by the precep-
tors of youth, who often permit their pupils

to stoop awkwardly over the paper, with their

eyes close down to their knuckles. It must
cnot be supposed that attention to these minutiae
is a pedantic whim. On the contrary, if much
time is spent in a stooping and unnatural posi-

tion over the desk in youth, round shoulders,

•contracted chests, and the germs of pulmonary
diseases, are the probable sequels

;
while the

clerk wh» adheres to such an absurd attitude

will be certain to find himself eventually the
victim of dyspepsia and other distressing dis-

orders.

The penman should sit right in front of his

HO'W TO HOLD THE PEH.

desk, and at such a distance that the edge should
be an inch or two from the bend of

the elbow when the arm is drawn Position of the

against the side. The body should
be kept nearly upright, resting very lightly

upon the left arm, which steadies the frame,
and the fingers of which also secure the paper
or book which is being written upon. The seat
must be placed in such proximity to the desk
as to enable this position to be easily main-
tained and to obviate the writer’s leaning
forward. The feet must not be drawn up under
the seat, but placed in advance of the body,
and it is well if the toes are supported at a
slight elevation above the heel by the aid of an
inclined foot-rest. The right arm must be
quite free and rest lightly on the desk near
the elbow, which should be kept _ . .

at a distance of about four
inches from the side, or even
closer if the lines of writing have to cover a
very broad sheet. It must be understood that

the fr-eedom of the right hand is of the greatest

importance to the acquirement of a good cur-

sive hand. No part of the weight of the body
must be
thrown on
the right hand
or arm, which
must be sup-

ported by the

third and
fourth fingers

mainly, while
the m o V e-

rnents of the

pen are prin-

cipally made
by the action

of the thumb
and first and
second fin-

gers, the hand,
thus balanced,

gliding meanwhile gently and equably along
the paper.

III.

The Aeticles.

The article is called in German
fiJOtt i^Geshleclits'•wort),^he, gender-word

;
it is

also called bet Slrtifel {Arr-tee"’ke1). There are
two articles in German

—

The definite, bet, bie, ba^, the,
dare, dee, dass (like pahss, with
the h very slightly accented),

and the indefinite ein, eine, ein, a.
like ine iti'-e, like miner ine
in pine, without the m

and r {miner).
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It will be seen that the definite article, called

feet beflimmte (he-stimf-te) %xixM, like the
French le and la^ shows the gender of the
word :

—

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

bet 2lpfe(, bie Sf^abef, ba^ Saffer,

dare App'fel dee Nah'-del, dass Vas'-ser

the apple the needle the water

Kemember that the a must not be pro-

nounced as in hand, but as infather,part, card;
when followed by two consonants, as in apfef, it

is short
;
when followed by one, as in nabel, it

is long. In German words of two syllables,

the accent is nearly always on the first syllable,

except where that syllable is merely a prefix,

thus: 3tp'=fcl, 9la'*bet, Safsfer; but in words
deriyed from the French, like ba^ latent {tah-

lent), the accent is on the second syllable. The
indefinite article does not indicate the gender
of the word to which it is prefixed, for it has

ein both for the masculine and the neni-ev.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

cin |)ut eine S3tume ein f)upn

ine Hoot ein'-e Bloo'-me ine Hoon
I

a hat a fiower a fowl
i

(cine to be pronounced like the letters ine in
i

the word diviner
; 55Iunte like the word hloomer

|

without sounding the r).
j

The definite article is declined in the follow- •

ing manner :

—

SINGULAR NUMBER.
Cases. Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

Nominative ber bie ba^/ the
dare dee dass (a short)

Genitive be^ bet be^. of the
. dess dare dess

Dative bent ber bent. to the
dame dare dame

Accusative ben bie ba^. the
dane dee dass

PLURAL NUMBER.

Nominative bie, the >

dee
Genitive ber, of the

Dative
dare
ben. to the

^of all genders.

dane
Accusative bie. the

dee j

In the plural there is no distinction between
the masculine, feminine, and neuter, so far as
the article is concerned

;
the same is used for

all. Thus

bie iJiite bie Stumen bie ^ii^ner
dee Hiih'-te dee hloo'-men dee hiih'-nerr

would be the hats, the flowers, the fowls, though
|)Ut is masculine, S5iume feminine, and
neuter.

Certain pronouns are declined like the
definite article :

—

biefet biefe biefe^, this

dee'-zerr dce'-zc dee'-zess

jenet jene that
yai'-ner yai'-ne yai -ness

einiger einige eintge^, some
cye'-ni-yerr eye'-ni-ge eye'-ni-gess

manc^er manege mand^e^, many
man'-cherr man'-che man'-chess

j[eber j[ebe jtebe^, each, every
yai!-dei'r yai'-de yai'-dess

afiet aUe all

al'-ler al'-le al'-less

The je in jener, etc., like yai, or “ yea ” mean-
ing “ yes,”—the final e like the final syllable in.

vain-er with the r omitted
;
in allet the a is

short before the double consonant.
The indefinite article {a or an), called bet

unbeflimmte 5(rtifet {oon-he-stim'-te Ardee'M),-
is declined in the following manner :

—

SINGULAR NUMBER (it has no plural).

Cases. Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.
Nominative ein eine ein, a

ine * i'-ne ine

Genitive eine^ einer eine^, of a
i'-ness i'-nerr i'-ness

Dative einem einer einem, to j

i'-nem i'-ner i'-nem

Accusative e ien eine ein, a
i' -nen i'-ne ine

The possessive pronouns meitt, my, beiit, thy,.

mine dine

fein, his, its, her, unfer, our, euer,

zine, eerr, oi'-err

your, {’^r, her, and certain other words, are de-
eerr,

dined like the indefinite article.

Study for Heading 'And Pronunciation^
This little poem should first be studied with

regard to the pronunciation
;
then the words

should be separately committed to memory;
and then short sentences should be formed by
the learner from the lines : such as, A little boy'

fell in the brook—gin .^nabtein ftef in ben

S3acb ;
His brother hastened home

—

©ein
S5ruber eitte nacb etc., etc.

Roger Ascham, the old schoolmaster, rightly

asserted that languages were learned by imita-

tion
;
and therefore we cannot too frequently

impress upon our readers the necessity of imi-
tating the sentences they find in the reading

lessons, and forming short sentences for them-
selves by using the words they meet with, in

various combinations.

S)ie ©ruber.
dee Briih'-derr*

* THE BROTHERS.

fiet ein ^nabiein' in ben S5acb/

ess feel ine hnnyh'-line %n dane hach,
It l.-fpll q littl6-Loy the broolc

There ^ (boyling)
orooK,

Seii unter ibm bie S3rucfe brac^.’

vile un'-terr^ eem dee hriich-e 1) ahch
Because under him the bridge broke,

©ein att'fier ©ruber rief^ unb feprie,^

zine eltf-sterr hroo-derr reefund'^ shree.

His eldest brother cried and screamed,.

Unb** fan! bor ©ebretfen ciuf bie ^nie/
nnt zanTcfore shrek'hen in dee knee

And sank for terror
(in) (^Jfe)

* Pronounced as infine.
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Dex elite fort natl>

dare tsvy'-te ile'-te fort nahch honne

The second turned away (to) home,

llnb tief ben 5Satet fc^nett I)erau^,

unt reef done fah-terr shnell her-ous'^

And called the father quickly out.

!Det iungfte fprang^ bem Stubet* nacb,

dare yueng-ste spraiig dame hroo'-der nach
* The youngest sprang the Brother after.

Unb jog il)n muting au^ bem
'unt tsoch een moof-ich ouss dame haeh

And drew him boldly out of the brook.

Unb troftete ben flelnen 2Bl^t:

unt trees'-te-te dane My'-nen vichU

And comforted the little wight

:

^,0ei Itlll, ba^ SBaffer belft' bleb nlcbt."®

zy stilld' dass was'-eer biJist dich niclit

Be still, the water bites thee not.

EEMAEKS OK THE P ROKUKCI.VTIOK.

“ Note that the ii is to be pronounced like the French

a in the word vertic.

^ In the words nnter and umi the u must be pro-

nounced as in the En<?lish ‘ pull.’

« In the German word und the final d is pronoimced
somewhat like t.

d In knie pronounce both the k and the n, as in the

English word ‘ Brecknock. ’ The word is here shortened

poetically; it should be knie-e.

e Heraus (out—literally out hither), herein (in), herah

((down), heri'or (forth), and other words compounded
with her (hither), have the accent on the second syl-

lable.
, , . , ,

f Wicht. Note how the ch (to be sounded as m loch,

ithe Irish och, as before stated) changes into gh in the

English form of the word ‘ wight.’ In the same way
the German Knecht (Knaicht), a servant, has become
in English ‘ knight,’ die Bucht (Boocht), the bay, has

^become ‘bight,’ as in the Bight of Benin; from Recht

(Raicht) and Macht (Macht) we have ‘right’ and
‘might,’ etc. Thus the ch sound, difficult to p^-o-

•nounce in Enghsh mouths, has been first changed
cinto the gh and then left unpronounced altogether;

so that a writer has wittily remarked :

—

“ In Freight and Fright, in Weight and Wight,
In Right and Might, in Night and Light,

GH has left his corpse in Sight

;

His soul has long since taken Flight.”

EEMAEKS OK THE WOEDS.
^ Kndhlein. The terminations chen and lein are called

rtimmutives, because when added to nouns they give

ohe meaning ‘ little ’ to the noun. When they are used.

the radical vowels a, o, ti, are changed into o, 6, ii, and
the word, if masculine or feminine, becomes neuters
Thus der Knahe (Knah'-be), the boy, becomes da.

Knahlein, the little boy; der Bach, the brook, da«
Bachlein. the little brook : der Hund (u as in ‘pull ’), the
dog, dag mindchen or das Hiindlein, the little dog

;
der

Korh (Korrb), the basket (whence the word ‘ corve ’),

das KUrhehen or das Korhlein, the little basket. The
teiTnination is preserved in the English ‘mannikin’
from the German M&nnchen.

~ In English we consider as the most important parts
of a verb those by which we reco^ise and classify it

—the name of the verb, the infinitive mood, the first

person of the past tense, and the past participle. Thus
to eat, ate, eaten

;
to rise, rose, risen. In German we

adopt the same plan. Thus rief comes from rufen
(roof'-en), to cry or call; ich rief (reef), I called;
geru fen (ge-roof'-en), past participle, called.

® Schrie is the past tense from schreien (shry'-en), to
cry; Ich schrie,! cried; geschrieen (ge-shree'-en), cried.

* Spraiig is the past tense of another irregular verb—
springen, sprang, gesprungen (w like in the English
‘ puli ’), to spring, sprang, sprung.

® dew, Bruder is in the dative case, because it is

governed by the preposition nach (after), which governs
the dative.

® Sei is the imperative or commanding mood of sein,

to be. It is also written with a y—seyn and sey.
’’ Beiszt is the present tense of the verb beissen

(bye'-ssen), to bite ;
Ich bisz, I bit

;
gebissen, bitten.

® Nicht is ‘ not ’
; the same word with an s added

(wicAfs) is ‘nothing.’ It will be seen how the English
‘ naught ’ was made from the German nichts, by
softening the ch, and making it disappear in the un-
pronounced gh.

Study in German Calligraphy.
We will now give these lines as they would

appear in German writing-hand. In using them
the following directions should be observed :

—

First, compare the lines separately with the
words as given below, each in the English
letters

;
then read them, one by one, covering

up the English text-lines, till the German
written characters are easily recognised

;
then

proceed to copy out each line, as you would
write a copy in a copy-book, paying especial

care to the formation of the letters, so that
this little poem makes ten separate copies

;
then

finally write the whole, as it stands below,
in the form of a poem. The student will be
astonished to find how soon, in this way, the
art of writing in German letters may be ac-
quired.

DIE BRUDER.

AAA A/AAAA

Es fiel cin Ivnablein in den Bach,

A^A^ A^'aA .rS^AAAAA^/A

Weil unter ihm die Brlicke brach
;

aaa’aa^ AAAAA^'^^^AAAA

Sein altster Bruder rief und schrie

Und sank vor Schrecken in die Knie.
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Der zweite

AA AAA

eilte

y y’ y <y
^AJ-AA^ AAAY^AA A^Z^AAO-

fort nach Haus

AAAAJ^ A^AAA ^A^^AA^^^AAAA'A.Ai
-y
A'-n *

Und rief den Vater schnell heraus
>

/2^AAA ^'aAAA'^-^^^^ a/aaaaa c^^AAAAAA^AAA AAA'AA^

Der jungste sprang dem Bruder nach.

AAAAAii^A^ At>AACA Ai^AAAA-

Und zog ihn muthig aus dem B ach.

^AA^/^A^AA AAAAAA fAAAAAAAA M//.-
Und trostete den kkincn Wicht

:

Sei still, das Wasser beiszt dich nicht/’

Exercise on the Foregoing Study.

The student should now try to write the

following exercise in German, without, in the
first instance, looking at the German version,

but leaving blanks where he is at a loss for

words. Then, when as much as possible has
been done, the exercise may be corrected, and
missing words (if any) added from the German
version subjoined.

Write down, in German

—

A little boy fell into a brook. The bridge
broke under him. His eldest brother screamed,
and sank on his knees for fright. The second
hurried and called quickly the father. The
third sprang and drew the brother courageously
out of the brook, and comforted him. Be
still, the water bites thee not.

German Version.

(Sin ^ndbleitt fief in einen S5acb. ©ie
Inc hnayh'-line feel in i'-nen hack. Dee
Srurfe bracb unter ibm. ®ein dttefler

briicU-e brach un'-terr eem. Zine eV-tester

55ruber fcbrie unb fan! in bic ^nice bor
brod-der shree unt zanlt in dee lined-c fore

fcbrecfen. T)er jnjeite eilte unb rief

slirek -hen. Dare tsvi'-te ild-te lint reef

fcbnell ben 35ater. ®er britte fpranq
sehncll dane fah'-terr. Dare dritf-te sjjrang

unb jog ben ©ruber ntutbig au^ bent
nnt tsoch dane broo'-der moot-ich onss dame

©a(b ;
unb troflete ibn. ©ei flill, ba^

lack; unt troes-te-te een. Zey still dass

3}?afTer bei^t bicb nicbt.

ivad-scr bilist dich nicht.

II.

Grammatical Teems : the Kinship op
English to other Languages.

§ II. Definition of terms necessary.
§ 12. Divisions of grammar.
§ 13. Orthography.
§ 14. Syntax.
§ 15. Etymology.
§ 16. Accidence.
§ 17. Beginning of English.

§ 18. Teachings of comparative grammar.

§ 11. In dealing with grammar it is neces-
saiy, above all things, that we should come to a
clear understanding of terms, that we should
endeavour to know what we are talking about,
what we mean by the descriptive words and
general names, which without some effort are
apt to leave vague clouds in the mind. Several
technical words of tliis kind have already been
employed

;
and as it will be impossible, indeed

undesirable, to dispense with all scientific

nomenclature, a little time may be usefully

bestowed upon some of them at the outset.

Owing to the circumstance that the science

of grammar came to us from the classic nations,

and that it was taught chiefly by the books of

the Latin grammarians and through the means
of the Latin language, the greater part of the
terms employed about our words are Latin.

The Romans brought grammar from the Greeks
—Alexandria was its home—so that we still

get a few terms from the Greek. Donatus,
who taught grammar at Rome in A.D. 386, wrote
a grammar whieh was so much in use in the
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eccl&siasticcal schools that his name became
identihed with his work, and a donet became
the name for a grammar through the middle
ages

;
in a Household Book of 1466, we find

a payment “ for a donet for master Gorge,
1 2d.,” and Caxton mentions donettis ” as books
in great demand from “ George the booke-
sellar.”

§ 12. Grammar consists of three divisions

—

1. Orthography.
2. Etiimologii.

3. Syntax.
To these some add, as we have seen,

4. Prosody.
Analysis of sentences, and Parsing of n'ords,

are but methods (though most valuable) of

teaching grammar.

§ 13. Orthography (from the Greek words
orthos, correct, grapho, I write) means the cor-

rect writing of words

—

i.e. correct spelling.

This is the usual sense of the word in common
parlance

;
a man who likes using fine language

will say of his friend that his orthography is

not quite correct,” meaning that he has made
a mistake in spelling. Grammarians stretch

the term further, and make it cover much in-

formation on the alphabet, the properties and
the sounds of letters. But, rightly, the last of

these belong to gihonology or phonetics, the
science of sounds of the human voice.

§ 14. Syntax (Gr. syn, together, taxis, ar-

ranging), meaning the correct arrangement of

words in sentences, and Prosody (far.prosodia,

a song), or the treatment of verse and versifica-

tion, are terms that have not crept into com-
mon use, probably because their subjects are

not very commonly known and are not matter
(jf eveiy-day handling

;
they are therefore less

liable to a double or mistaken meaning.

§ 16. Etymology (Gr. etymos, true, logos,

discourse, science) is the part of gramtaar that

is most important, for it belongs to universal

grammar; it is the paid upon which the beginner
spends most time, for without a true under-
standing of the classification of words, how-
ever elementary, he cannot advance a step

further. The term, as used by grammarians, in-

cludes tlrree branches : (a) Classification, which
tells us which are nouns, pronouns, verbs, etc.

;

(J) Inflexion, which tells us of the turnings or

bendings of a word to adapt itself to various

use, as love, lovee, \oyed, loying, all different
'

forms of one verb (see § 36) ;
(e) Derivation,

which teaches us how to trace back the history

of a word, to find its original root and from what
sourcewe have drawn it and its parts,—in short,

it tells of the formation of words. Now, it is

quite evident that all these three branches are

equally important, and necessary to the “true
science” of words: Yet the word “etymology,”
by a process of natural selection, perhaps, has
come to be restricted in ordinary parlance to

the third of these inquiries
;
it is upon the tip

of many a man’s longue to ask about some
word that has caught his attention, “ What is

the etymology of that word ? ” he desiring to

get in reply some information as to the language
it came from into English, and its original

meaning. We have books which treat of this

.side of the subject alone

—

Dictionaries of

English Etxjmology attesting to the popular
if not scholarly use of the word in this

sense
;
and it must be said that it is hardly

fair in modern grammarians, whose object is,

if anything, to give us definite notions, and to

take account of living speech, to talk about
etymology and its various parts vfithout in the
least seeming to be aware of the restricted

sense which the word bears in general use..

Mr. Marsh, in his Lectures on Language, felt

the difficulty, and rightly thought it necessary
to point out his selection. “ The word,” says
he, “ is used in two senses, or rather, the
science of etymology has two offices. The one
concerns itself with the primitive and derivative
forms and significations of words, the other
with their grammatical inflexions and modifi-

cations
;
the one considers words independently

and absolutely, the other in their syntactical

relations. In discussing the uses of etymology
I shall confine myself to the first of these
offices, or that which consists in investigating
tlio earliest recognizable shape and meaning of
words, and tracing the history of their subse-
quent changes in form and signification.”'

(Lecture III.)

§ 16. Accidence (Lat, accidens, befalling) is

a word that has been more familiar in Latin
grammars than in English, in which, however,
it is sometimes found. It is that part of

grammar which treats of all the changes that
can befall a word, by Spelling, by Inflexion
(for example, rwn, ran ; tall, taller, tall<J5^), or
in Derivation (as in nian, manZy, unmardy)

;
it

therefore includes orthography and etymology,,
but not syntax. Boys used to learn their first

Latin out of a little elementary grammar which
dealt with these parts, which thus gained the
name of an accidence

;
John Taylor, the Water

Poet, says, “I never yet did learn mine acci-

dence.” Dr. Johnson gives for “ Accidence,”
“ the little book containing the first rudiments
of grammar, and explaining the properties of
the eight parts of speech.” But, at the present
day. Historical Outlines of English Accidenc&
includes the fullest range of inquiry into th&
formation of the English language that can be
comprised within the bounds of orthography
and etymology. The changes which the words
go through are called accidents, the accidents
not being essential to the word itself : it was
in allusion to this sense that Ben Jonson said
(see before, § 9) that writing is but an accident
to language.

The Kinship of English to other Languages,

§ 17. The sto:^ of the English language is

told, in its earlier centuries, by the story of
the tribes and nations who came over and con-
quered the land and the people in it. The-
beginning of English in England may be said
to have been about the year 449 A.D., when
the first settlement was made in this country
by those who are commonly called our Anglo-
Saxon forefathers.

§ 18. But before entering into the detail of
this history, we must go back still further and
learn something of the pedigree of English,
and of its place among the families of speech.
W’’e owe the power of doing this to the great
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and enthusiastic scholars who have raised up
the science of Comparative Grammar or Com-
parative Philology, the knowledge of the fami-

lies of languages. For ages men have noticed

in a fragmentary way the likenesses that existed

between some tongues
;
we may ourselves, in

studying a foreign language—German, for in-

stance—have been struck with the nearness of

many words to our own ; Ich liahc mein Hmm
challenges comparison with “I have my house,”

Bu hast deine Mutter with “ Thou hast thy
mother,” and we may see that in many points

English resembles German,—so much so that

some have mistakenly supposed that English
has come from German. The Frisian language,

spoken by the dwellers along the coasts of the

North Sea, between the Weser and the Elbe,

in Friesland, Holstein, and Sleswick, offers

Such close resemblance could not have come
by chance

;
and the examination of such facts

not unnaturally led to the idea that one lan-
guage might have grown out of another.
Further study revealed that languages are
related to one another in groups and in fami-
lies. How account for this ? Did, for example,
the Germans ever come over to teach us their

language ? Did the English at some remote
period pass over to Friesland to borrow the
grammar of the Frisian people 1 History tells

us that this was not so, and we therefore turn
to Comparative Philology to solve the question.
The speculations and the studies of philoso-

phers, busy with the languages of Europe and
Asia, received at once a direction and an im-
petus from the discovery, at the close of the
last century, that Sanskrit, the ancient lan-

ENTKAXCE TO THE KIN&’S PALACE AT NINEVEH: (see AuC. Hist.).

another example. Bead aloud the modern
Frisian poet's lines,

—

“|Lijk as Gods sinne swiet uns wrad oersch.ijnt,

Lijk as de mijlde rein elk eker fijnt.”

Like as God’s sun sweetly our world o’ershines,
Like as the mild rain ilk [eachl acre finds,

where many of the words strike the ear as near
to English. Indeed, there is an old rhyme
which says,

—

“ Bread, butter, and cheese,
Is good English and good Friese.”

So, again, an Englishman going to the parts
where Flemish is spoken can often make him-
self partially understood, through the similarity
in words and phrases used by both :

—

" Wat nieuws ?

Myne dpgter, staet op.
Hoe, myne moeder, is het zoo laet ?

”

are recognized without difficulty as :
—

AVhat news ?

My daughter, stand [get] up.
How, my mother, is it so Me ?

VOL. I.

guage of the Hindus, which had even ceased to

be spoken three hundred years before Christ,

was closely allied to Latin and Greek. Up
to that time scholars had supposed Latin
and Greek to be children of the Hebrew lan-

guage. “But no philologer,” wrote Sir William
Jones, “ could examine the Sanskrit, Greek,

and Latin, without believing them to have
sprung from some common source, which, per-

haps, no longer exists.” It was found further

that the Persian, Gothic, German, and other

languages, had many points in common with

the Sanskrit, thus linking together a large

number of the tongues of Europe and Asia—

a

thing undreamt of in former theories. Ancient
and modern languages were now seen to fall

into their true relationships, and their rank in

the order of time became a[)parent. The story

of the workers wlio, with untiring patience

and energy and learning, dug in this new
garden of knowledge, planting and tending the

fair tree, must be read in the eloquent pages of
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Professor Max Muller, who, while gathering to-

gether the great names of Jones, Grimm, Bopp,
Humboldt, Burnouf, and others, gives to the

German poet, Frederick Schlegel, the merit of

the first insight into the consequences of the

study of Sanskrit. “ It surelyrequired somewhat
of poetic vision to embrace with one glance the

languages of India, Persia, Greece, Italy, and
Germany, and to rivet them together by the

simple name of Indo-Germanic, This w'as

Schlegel's work
;
and, in the history of the

intellect, it has been truly called ‘ the dis-

covery of a new world.’ ” (Lecture IV.)

II.

Eth>:ology and Comparative Philology—the

science of the physical characteristics ofthe races

of men, and of the comparative
Evidence of relations of the languages of the

Phnol7
world—haveassumed definiteform

° and arrived at their conclusions

only in modern times. We briefly indicate the

moi'e imijortant results which have been arrived

at, and which are generally accepted‘by physiolo-

gists and scholars. The Asiatic, European, and
No]-thern African races—^beyond which for our
present purpose (an inquiry into the early his-

tory of the great nations of antiquity) it is not
necessar}" to go—are grouped into the A'ryan
(or Indo-Germanic), Tura'nian (or Mongolian),

and Shemi'tic races.

The first traces of the Aeyan race arc found
in Central Asia, eastward of the Caspian Sea, and

north of the Hindoo Koosh Moun-
The Aryan From this centre migrations

took place, probably impelled by
the necessity arising from increased numbers,—
the movement beginning about 2,000 years be-

fore the Christian era. Large numbersmoved to-

wards the north-w'est, probably reaching Europe;
others crossed the Indus, and penetrated into

the great peninsula of Southern Asia; and
the three higher castes of India still claim to

be Aryan, as superior to the low'er or subjugated
castes, the Sudras. From India the Aryans
reached Persia, and others settled in Asia

Minor, from which a further migration took i

place to South and Central Europe. The oldest

existing records in a language derived from an
Aryan stock arc the sacred books ofthe Hindoos,
the Veds, and the Laws of Manu, written in

Sanskrit. The word Aryan is taken from the

Sanskrit ar^a, “ honourable,” “ of good repute.”

In the Veds, A7ya 'is the name by which the

believers in the gods are distinguished, in op-

position to their enemies, who are called Ddsas.
Iran, the old name assumed by the dominant
races of Persia, is supposed to be derived from
the same root. Scientific philologists are

agreed that seven recognized groups of lan-

guages, with their dialects, are clearly branches
of the old Aryan stock, many of the w'ords

being identicalor very nearly so, and the general

grammatical peculiarities having great affinity.

These groups of languages are the Sanskrit, the

Teutonic, the Slavo-Lithuanic, the Celtic, the

Italic (including Latin), the Greek, and the

Iranian or Persian.

Another well-defined race, with language ex-

hibiting marked peculiarities, is the Turanian,
or, as named by some ethnolo-

gists, Scythian, Mongolian, and TheTuranian

Ural-Altaic. The term Turanian ^ace.

is derived from the Persian Turan, or land
of the northern wandering tribes, in contra-

distinction to Iran, wdiich, as we have seen, wms
applied to the Aryan people. The Turanian
is also known as the Accadian race, and is

divided by ethnologists into five principal

groups, now located in different parts of

Europe and Asia. 1. The Finno-Hungarian,
or Ugrian branch, the most western and liighly

cultured members of the family, including the
Hungarians, or Magyars

;
the Bulgarians, the

people of Eastern Kussia, and the Finns and
Laps. 2. The Samoyedic branch, of Northern
Asia, of low development. 3. The Turks, or

Tartars, a well-known and energetic people of

Asia and south-eastern Europe. 4. The Mon-
gols, inhabitants of the present territory of

Mongolia, the slopes of the Altaic Mountains,
and, in groups, the lands bordering on Persia,

India, and China. 5. The Tungusian, or Mant-
choo branch, including the present dominant
face of China. The languages of all the various
peoples, and the innumerable dialects, have
a clear affinity wnth, and are consequently
derived from, the Accadian language, found on
the most ancient inscriptions yet discovered on
the site of the oldest empires known to history,

and the lands watered by the Tigris and Eu-
phrates
A third great race, the Shemitic, or Semitic,

including the Hebrews, Phoenicians, Syrians,
and Arabs, undoubtedly, on the
testimony of all acknowledged The Shemitic

records, had its early home in the
^ace.

same (part of Asia, and there, by the aid ’ of
philological science, which traces back lan-
guages step by step to original stocks, and of
ethnic science, which similarly traces physical
peculiarities, w’e are justified in placing the
birth-place of nations.

A most important addition to accurate know-
ledge of ancient history has been afforded by
the study of the remaining monu-
ments of Egypt and Assyria, and Ancient

the discovery of the mode of
^®“^s and

deciphering the hieroglyphical and Ascriptions,

cuneiform inscriptions, which have been found
to contain records of the greatest historic value.
For many centuries Egyptian inscriptions had
been known to Europeans, but their meaning
wvas a mystery. No clue could be obtained
by which the symbols could be translated into
any know-m speech.

In 1799, the French discovered near Eosetta,
in Egypt, at one of the mouths of the Nile, a
mass of black basalt (now- in the
British Museum), on wdiich was The Rosetta

an inscription in three languages
Stone.

—liieroglyphic (that singular compound of
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figures of animals, unintelligible signs ard
groups in oval surroundings), the enchorial,

or written language of the old Egyptians, and
Greek, The last was intelligible enough to

•scholars, and it was fairly supposed that the
others were only versions of the same inscrip-

tion. The clue thus afforded was eagerly fol-

lowed up by the French savant, M. Champollion,
and the English Dr. T. Young, who succeeded,
after laborious examination, in obtaining the
key to the hitherto hidden hieroglyphics. The
study was taken up with avidity by French,
German, and English scholars, and now the
obelisks and temples, the pyramids and sarco-

phagi of old Egypt no longer conceal the
historic records of the great kingdom of the
Nile land.

Even more remarkable, perhaps, have been
the discoveries made by M. Botta, Mr. Layard,

and Mr. George Smith, in the
Assyrian huge mounds of the Tigris valley,

iqm es.
have literally unearthed the

buried Nineveh, and other cities of the past

;

discovered palaces and sculptures, bricks of

burnt clay, covered with inscriptions, histori-

<cal, biographical, and
; scientific

;
brought to

Europe thousands of

magnificent and
•curious remains of old

Assyria, and shown us
the people. In their

habits as they lived,

their literature, amuse-
ments, science, and
achievements.
As far back as 1618,

inscriptions in wedge-
shaped, or as it is

sometimes styled “ ar-

rowhead,” or cunei-

form character, had
been noticed among
the ruinis of Perse-
polis. Here, and also in our previous article

(p. 31), are specimens of the now familiar
forms to which the name \vas given.

In 1674, M. Chardon, a French traveller, copied
at great length some of the inscriptions. In
1700, Thomas Hyde gave considerable atten-
tion to the subject, and at length decided that
the “ so-called” inscriptions were merely fanci-

ful designs, efforts to obtain an ornamental
effect by variation of groups of wedge-shaped
figures. Others supposed they were only acci-

dental drippings made by masons, and one
German investigator decided that the marks
were made by worms. The elder Niebuhr was
convinced that the marks were alphabetical in
character, and other continental scholars agreed
with him, although unable to gain any clue to

the meaning. In 1802, George Frederick
Grotefend, an eminent philologist of Hanover,
announced that he had been able to trace a
complete cuneiform (wedge-shaped) alphabet

;

and it is worthy of notice that his discovery
was announced at the very sitting of the
Gottingen Academy at which Christian Gottlieb
Heyne described the newly discovered method
of reading the Egyptian hieroglyphs. Little

'Sri)
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further progress was made until 1836, when Sir

Henry Rawlinson examined and copied the
famous inscription of Behistun, in Persia, en-
graved on the perpendicular side of a lofty

mountain, 300 feet above the level of the plain,

and only reached with great difficulty. It was
found that there were three inscriptions in
different forms of the cuneiform alphabet (now
known as Persian, Median, and Babylonian),
varying in some respects, but partaking of the
same general character. With indomitable
perseverance Rawlinson studied these inscrip-

tions, and was at length rewarded by being
enabled to translate them, and ascertain, with
the aid of his knowledge of the Persian lan-

guage, the sound-value of each character, and
gain a knowledge of the grammatical construc-

tion. As in the case of the Egyptian hiero-

glyphs, the study was eagerly followed up by
foreign and English scholars

;
and the wonder-

ful collections of Assyrian antiquities, which
are shown in the Parisian Louvre, the British

Museum, and other museums, have supplied

material for an extensive knowledge of early

Assyrian history, literature, legend and art.

We are enabled, by
the aids we have de-

CUXEIFOBM CHAKACTEKS.

some clear conception
of the condition of the
human race inthe times
preceding the estab-

lishment of the earliest

empires, and before
any mode had been
discovered of recording

events
;
indeed, before

there were probably
any very remarkable
events to be recorded.

We have very percep-
tible traces, revealed

by the study of lan-

guage, of energetic

tribes with wanderinghabits—and consequently

without any settled form of government—in

the highlands of Central Asia and the rich

plains through which the great rivers, the

Tigris and Euphrates, found their way to that

great inlet of the sea now known as the Persian

Gulf. The Hebrew Scriptures, the oldest of

all literary records, make us acquainted with

great hunters and warriors who founded towns,

and patriarchs, or heads of pastoral tribes,

mostly members of one family, who owned
flocks and herds in the districts variously men-
tioned as Shinar, the land of the Chaldeans, or

Mesopotamia
;
and we can readily imagine,

for it is in strict consonance with human
experience, how the personal ascendency of

strong and able men subdued weaker natures,

and so established the relations of ruler and
subject, and how the necessity of mutual
assistance and protection caused the aggre-

gation of population in fortified cities.

It is necessary, before entering

on special historic notices of the
^

great historic empires, to describe
early empiree.

briefly the remarkable district

in which they were situated, North of Arabia,
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and between Syria and Persia, is a broad plain

watered by the Euphrates and Tigris. Avhich

unite at Korra, forming the Shatt-el-Arab, which
falls into the Persian Gulf. The Euphrates,
the modern El Frat, the most westerly of the

rivers, is formed by the junction of two streams
both rising in the mountains of Armenia, and
uniting in lat. 38° 58"N., long. 38° 30"E. The
Tigris, rising in the north-Avest of Kurdistan,
about ten miles east of the Murad, or eastern

branch of the Euphrates, is, at Mosul, about
160 miles from the sister stream. Near Bagdad,
the distance between the two rivers is not more
than sixty miles

;
but they again diverge, and

then approach, the streams uniting as above
mentioned. The Tigris is swifter and deeper,

and has a greater volume of water, than the

Euphrates, and the latter river has low banks,

fold.” The country, so favoured by nature,

extended north from the Persian Gulf for more
than 300 miles, and had an area of about
23,800 square miles. The head-waters of the
Gulf have in late times receded nearly 120
miles, giving a proportionately larger area to

the districts with which the modern Turkish
province of Irak-Arabee is nearly identical.

In the valley between the two great rivers,

and especially near the upper waters of the
Tigris and the point of junction of the streams,
are the huge mounds, so long passed unobserved
by travellers, but which have buried for cen-
turies the secrets of the annals of the two great
empires. The accompanying illustration re-

presents one of the great masses, now partially

excavated, near the site of the famous city of
Babylon.

MOUND ENCLOSING EUINS OP BABYLONIAN TEMPLE.

floods being not unfrequently the result. The
Tigris is mentioned in the Old Testament as Hid-
dekel, and on its banks were Nineveh and other
famous cities of antiquity. The great alluvial

plain, of which the Tigris is the eastern bound-
ary, and which extended between the two rivers

and eastward of the Euphrates, was the Chaldea
of the ancient world, the land of Shinar and
Mesopotamia of the Hebrew record. Generally
Chaldea was considered as the more southern
part of the plain, and Mesopotamia as the
northern, but the distinction was not strictly

preserved. The fertility of the soil was remark-
able. A spot near the junction of the two
great rivers is one of the traditional sites of the
Garden of Eden

;
and Herodotus, who traversed

the district, says, “ Of all countries that are
knoAvn, there is none that is so fruitful in grain,

of which it yields commonly two hundred-

II.

The Latin Alphabet, Peonunciation,
AND Accentuation.

Let us now begin by observing that

—

The Latin alphabet is the same as the Eng-
lish without the letter w, which was repre-
sented by D (as in our lEnglish word wine,
coming from the Latin fimim).
The Vowels, or letters which sound hy them-

selves, are a. e, i, o, u, y, but e and u are
semi-consonant-vowels.
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The Cojisonants^ or letters which sound only

with vowels, are

—

The Mutes, b, c, d, g, k, q, p, and t.

The Liquids, 1, m, n, r.

The Spirants, f, h, j, s, 1.

The Double Consonants, x (.= cs) and z

(= ds).

K, y, and z are generally found in words of

a Greek origin.

There are six diphthongs (double vowels)

;

three common—ae (ae), oe (oe), au
;
and three

uncommon—ei, eu, ui.

The quantity of syllables in Latin pronun-

ciation, when short, is marked “
,
as r'^git

;
when

long, '
,
as musa.

A vowel is short generally before another

vowel, and long before the double consonant

or two consonants ;
while all diphthongs are

long.

Observe that every syllable and every vowel
and consonant in a Latin word is pronounced

—

not as in English, where letters are often silent

in sound : thus, in religionem you must not

pronounce it as if it were four syllaUes, or as
12 3 4

the English “re-li-gious-ness,” but as if it were,

as it is, five syllables, each distinct, as
1 2 3 4 5

re-li-gi-o-nem. It is very important to mark
this.

In words of two syllables, the Latin accent

is on the first—as musa, a muse.

In words of three syllables or more, the

Latin accent falls on the last but one if the

syllable is long, as Romdnus, a Roman, or on
the last syllable but two if the last syllable but
one is short, as Dumlnus, the Lord.

The most approved form of pronunciation
in Latin, as most in harmony with that of

the ancients in the time of Cicero, is as

follows

:

Latin a English a in father.

5?
a =

,, a in villa.

e =
9? ai in pain.

ae 99 at in pain.

yy
oe =

9? ai in pain.

e
99 e in men.

i = i in machine

??
1 =

9’ i in pin.

9?
5 =

5, o in glery.

b =
99 0 in net.

9J
u = 71 in lu/le.

9J ti =
99 71 inffell.

9J
au =

99 oiv in pe/rer.

99
eu = on in you.

9J
ei =

99 ei in feint.

99
ue =

.J
7vee in ?eeed.

99
c, ch (hard) =

99
h in /t ate.

99 S =
99 g in yive.

99
s

99
s in .?in.

99
t (ratio) z=

99
t in Qnt,

sometimes tsh,

but never sh as

in nation.

7j in year.99 3 99

99 V = 5, V and 71'.

Observe also that the final d approached a t

sound
;
that r always trilled, and s was always

sharp, as in hiss—not as in his, like a c.

Take as examples of Latin pronuneiation

—

Pronounce as not as
cerno, crevi kerr-no, kreh- sur-no, kree-

wce vie.

fagis fah-geese fay-jis.

fieri fee-eiT-ee fire-eye.

infra een-frah in-fray.

Jovis yo-wis joe- vis.

natio nah-ti-o nay-shi-o.

pauc£e pow-km paw-see.
urbs oorrps urbz.

scire skee-reh sire.

veni, vidi. weh-nee, wee- vee-nigh, vie-

vici. dee, wee-kee die, vie-sigh.

Cicero Kikero Sisero.

You ought always to bear in mind that, as
the ending of a word in Latin for the most part
determines its meaning, and always so in
nouns, verbs, adjectives, you must be careful
to lay some kind of stress upon it, to distin-

,

guish it from other forms of the same word,
'

which bear very different senses. Let us
illustrate this by a few examples : lege

means in Latin hy a law, or 7vith a law, being
the ablative case of lex-, but legl means to

orfor a law, being the dative case of lex, law.
Then in verbs we have regds, thou mayst
rule, but reges, thou shalt or wilt rule—two
different tenses formed bytwo different termina-
tions, though somewhat alike in form. Further,

|

remember the rule in pronouncing Latin that
it has no silent e as w'e have, as in serve. Now,
the word serve in Latin means “ 0 slave 1

” and
would be pronounced as tiro syllables, not as

one syllable—namely, ser-ve. We mention this

because it is the most common and the most
natural of all errors with beginners in Latin.

^

Questions for Self-Examination.

What is the difference between the Latin
and the English alphabet ? What do you
mean by vowels, and what by consonants?
Mention the different classes of consonants
and the diphthongs in Latin. Give the signs

of a long and a short pronunciation of a Latin
word. Is ever}'- part of a word sounded in

Latin? Give examples. Give the rules for

accent in Latin. How do you pronounce the

Latin words vide, five, rege, conditionem ?

What is the correct pronunciation of the

final d ? Write out the correct pronun-
ciation of the following words : Cicero, Jovis, in-

fra, 7iatio. Give the English equivalent sounds

for the Latin u, d, e, I, i, and the diphthongs

an, eu, and ei. What is the more correct pro-

nunciation of the Latin c, eh, and g, with the

English equivalent sounds ? How were r and s

pronounced by the old Romans ? Why should

you lay a kind of stress upon the termination

of Latin words ? Give examples.

III.

The Parts of Speech in Latin.
Number, Case, and Gender.

There are in Latin eight parts of speech ;

Substantive, Adjective, Pronoun, Verb, Adverb,
Preposition, Con

j
unction

,
and Interjection . Of

these the Substantive, Adjective, and Pronoun
are declined

;
the Verb is conjugated

;
but

Adverbs, Prepositions, Conjunetions, and Inter-
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jections are neither declined nor conjugated—i.e., undergo no change in their form.
The Substantive, or the Noun, names a thing

or person, as carmen, a song, Virgilhis, Virgil.

The Adjective names the quality, as sapiens

homo, a 7vise man, niger homo, a black man.
Sapiens and niger are here adjectives.

The Pronoun stands for, or points out, the

Substantive or Adjective, as, ego, I
;
hcec manus,

this hand. Ego and hcec are here Pronouns.
The Vcj-b states what a thing or person is,

what it does, or what it suffers
;

as, rex est
homo, the king is a man

;
nox nocet, the night

is injurious. Here est and nocet are Verbs.

The Adverb marks manner, time, place, as

BIS dat qvi CITO dat, he gives tivice who gives

quickly. Here his and dat are both Adverbs,
qualifying the Verb.

The Preposition marks relation towards the

Noun, as currit AD urbem, he runs to the city.

Here ad is the Preposition.

The Conjunction joins together words and
clauses, as Virgilius ET Horatius, Virgil and
Horace. Here et is the Conjunction.

The Interjection marks an exclamation, as

0 1 formescpuer, Oh ! beautiful boy. Here 0 !

is the Interjection.

Observe that there is no article in Latin, but
the definite article may be sometimes rendered
in Latin by a pronoun, as hie, this.

There are two Numbers in Latin—the Singu-
lar, denoting one object or person, as homo,
man

;
and the Plural, denoting more than one,

as homines, men. Latin, like English, you
will observe, makes its plural by changing the

form of the word, as in English mayi becomes
men in the plural (by an internal vowel
change), or else by an addition to the word

:

thus as in English we have boy, in the plural

boys, so in Latin the singular for boy is puer,

and the plural is made according to the regular

form by the addition of i, n'&pucri, boys.

There are six Cases ( falls or endings—casus

in Latin means a fall or ending) to Latin
nouns, pronouns, and adjectives, as well as

participles declined like adjectives, which give

the word a variation of meaning. These cases

are the Nominative, the Vocative, Accusative,

Genitive, Dative, and Ablative.

(1) The Nominative (or Naming) Case an-

swers to the question Who ? or What ? and
marks the subject of the sentence, as avis
canit, the bird sings.

(2) -The Vocative (or Addressing) Case marks
the person addressed, as O magistcr, O master.

(3) The Accusative (or Objective) Case
answers to the question Whom ? or What ? as

video MAGISTEUM, I see the master.

(4) The Genitive (or Possessive) Case an-

swers to the question Whose ? or Of what ? as

PUERI liber, the boifs book.

(6) The (or Attributive) Case answers
to the question To whom ? or To what ? as

cano laudem Deo, I sing praise to God.

(6) The Ablative (or Instrumental) Case
answers to the question By whom? or By
what ? as gladio interfectus est, he was killed

by the sword.
Substantives and Adjectives have three

Genders—Masculine, Feminine, and Neuter.

The general rules for Gender in Latin Nouns
are

—

(1) That nouns denoting trades, professions,

months, winds, mountains, and rivers, arc

, masculine.

j

(2) Nouns denoting females, countries, is-

1 lands, towns, trees, virtues, vices, and qualities,

I are feminine.

(3) Indeclinable nouns are neuter.

This, remember, is the determination of the
gender from the meaning of the word

;
there is

another way of determining gender by the
ending of the word in the nominative case,

according to the declension to which it belongs,
and this we shall notice further on as we give
the Latin declensions one by one. The gender
of adjectives and participles depends on the
substantive understood or expressed, with
which they are made to agree—that is, what-
ever gender the noun is, the adjective in

agreement must be precisely the same, and no
other ; if the noun be masculine, the adjective

must be masculine; if the noun be feminine,
the adjective must be feminine

;
and if the

noun be neuter, so must the adjective. Thus,
Ave say in Latin, bonus homo, a good man,
Avhen the adjective Jrwwi? is masculine, to agree
Avith its masculine noun homo, but bona
muHer, Avhere bona is feminine, to agree
AAuth its feminine noun mulier, and bonum
regnum, a good kingdom, where bonum is

neuter, to agree with regnum, its neuter noun.
As a rule, remember us is the general mascu-
line ending of adjectives and nouns, a is their

feminine ending, and'?/7w is their neuter ending.

Questionsfor Self-Examination.

How many parts of speech are there in

Latin ? What parts of speech are declined,

and what not declined ? What do you mean
by declining? Define the different parts of
speech, and give examples of each of them.
How is the Avant of an article supplied in
Latin ? How many numbers are there in

Latin ? What is the singular and what the
plural number ? Give a Latin word in each.

Is the Latin plural ever formed, like the Eng-
lish plural, by a change in the body of the
Word, and by a change at the end of the word 1

Give an example of each. What do you mean
by gender ? How many genders are there in

Latin ? Give a list of the different kinds of
nouns which are generally masculine, a list of
those generally feminine, and a list of those
generally neuter. What tAvo methods are
there of determining gender in Latin ? What
is it that fixes the gender of an adjective or
participle? What is generally the masculine
ending, the feminine ending, and the neuter
ending of the Latin nouns and adjectives?
Give examples of this. What is the gender of
the folloAving Latin words ? and gu^e your
reasons for your ansAA’er ; nihil, nothing (an
indeclinable Avord)

;
Aprilis, April

;
Palatinus,

Mount Palatine
;
Britannia, Britain

;
Roma,

Borne
;
Tiber Is, the Tiber

;
poeta, a poet

;
domi-

nus, a lord; rnusa. a song; regnum, a king-
dom; Lesbos, the island Lesbos

; veritas, truth ;

ehrictas, drunkenness
;
Titllia, Cicero, Virgilius

scriba, a scribe.
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11 .

The density or weight of the earth has been
ascertained with great precision by the result
of many remarkable experiments, conducted
over a long series of years by eminent observers

_ ... from Newton to Baily and Pro-

tte eSth.
™

which these experiments have
been conducted is, to ascertain the force of
attraction by certain bodies of known dimen-
sions, and then, the size of the earth and its

attractive force being known, to work out the
problem in this manner ;—As the size of the
earth is to that of the object tested, so would
be its attractive power if the specific densities
were the same, attrac-

tion being in pro-

portion to density.

If the proportion
of attraction is not
the same, the earth

and the other body
must be of different

densities, and it then
remains to be ascer-

tained what specific

density of the earth,

its size being known,
would give the attrac-

tivepower it isknown
to possess. Newton
made a very near
approximation to the
true result byabstract
reasoning

;
and be-

tween 1774 and 1776
Dr- Maskelyne, the
Astronomer Koyal,
endeavoured to as-

certain. the attraction latitude aits

exercised by a large mountain in deflecting a
plummet from the vertical line. The mountain
of Schehallion in Perthshire was selected, but
the results of the experiments were not scien-
tifically satisfactory. Henry Cavendish, one
of the greatest of English natural philosophers,
“the Newton of chemistry,” suggested another
mode of investigation, which was carried out
by Mr. Francis Baily in a series of experi-
ments extending over several years, resulting
in ascertaining the exact weight or density of
the earth. In these experiments the attraction
exercised ,by large balls of ‘lead on small balls
of lighter material was observed and calcu-
lated

;
and then, in accordance with the rule

given above, the attractive force of the earth
and a mass of lead of the same size was con-
trasted, and the relative densities of the earth
and lead ascertained. The Astronomer Eoyal,
Professor Airey, has since conducted a scries
of experiments, comparing the motions of two
pendulums, one at the earth’s surface, and the
other at the bottom of the shaft of a Northum-

brian coalpit, 1200 feet below the surface, but
without arriving at results scientifically satis-

factory. The endeavour'was to ascertain the
attractive power exerted at various depths;
but the depth it is possible to reach is so
insignificant compared with the length of a
radius of the diameter of the earth, that no
calculation derived from such a source can be
depended on.

Summing up the knowledge actually pos-

sessed of the shape, size, and density of the
earth, we are able to arrive at the following

conclusions :

—

The earth is a planetary tody., revolving
round the sun at a mean distance

* • j
of between 92 and 93 millions

of miles, on an elliptical orbit

of more than 696 millions of miles in length,

and consequently travelling through space at

the rate of about 19 miles in a second. The
earth also revolves on its axis in 23 hours

5G minutes 4 seconds. (^See Astronomy.)
The mean eqnatn-

vial diameter is 7,925
English miles.

’Yho,qwlar diameter
is 7,898 miles.

The mean circum-
ference., 24,869 miles.

Th^area ofsurface,

196.000.

000 square
miles.

The solid contents,

259.373.000.

000 cubic
miles.

The IV eight

,

6.842.000.

000.000.000
(6,842 trillions) of

tons, or 6-67 (more
than 6^) times that
of water.

2. Degrees of Lati-

tuKe and Longitude.

Mathematicians
divide a circle into
360 degrees, and it

has been found convemient by geographers
to adopt this division for the purpose of indi-

cating the position of any particular por-
tion of the earth’s surface. The equatorial
circle is therefore divided into 360 portions, or
degrees

;
but, as a reference to the diagram

given will show, the equator is divided into

two equal portions by a circle of the meridian,
and the plan is adopted of reckoning 180
degrees on each side of the meridian. Various
nations adopt varying meridians as the start-

ing point—usually that of their own principal

astronomical observatory. England has se-

lected the meridian of Greenwich (where is the

royal observatory), and that selection is gene-
rally recognized by the geographers of the
United States, although in many American
maps the meridian of Washington (seat of the

national observatory) is marked in addition.

The degrees arc reckoned east and
west of this meridian, and are

,

'known as degrees of longitude. ®

Thus, there arc 180 degrees of east and 180
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degrees of west longitude, and all places on the

same meridian are in ilie same degree of

longitude.

The circle of the meridian, in like manner,

consists of 360 degrees
;
but being divided by

the equator and the poles into
I Degrees of equal portions, only HO de-

latitude. grees are reckoned to the north

and 90 to the south of that line, and arc known
as degrees of north or south latitude, counting

from the equator to the poles. Imaginary
lines parallel to the equator, and therefore

known as parallels of latitude, pass round the

globe, intersecting the meridians marking the

360 degrees of longitude. The preceding dia-

gram, including one hemisphere or half of the

surface of the globe, exhibits the arrangement
in a clear manner.
A A is the equator; bb, the meridian of

Greenwich
;
A A a,

meridians of west
longitude, bbb, of

east longitude; ccc,

of north latitude,

and D D D, of south
latitude. The de-

grees are, for the

sake of convenience
on a small diagram,
marked in tens; but
single degrees can,

of course, be easily

reckoned. A degree
(the sign of which
is °) is subdivided
iiito 60 minutes ('),

and each minute
into 60 seconds (").

The positioii of any
point of the earth’s

surface is indicated

by noting what me-
ridian of longitude

and parallel oO lati-

tude intersect at

that place . For in-

stance, if we wish
to show the position

of Constantinople
on a globe or map,
we say that it is to

be found at—^long.

28° 69' 1.6" E., lat. 41° 0' 18" N.
;
or of Buenos

Ayres—long. 58° 23' 34" W., lat. 34° 36' 22" S.,

meaning that number of degrees and portions

of a degree east or west of Greenwich respec-

tively, and north or south of the equator.

The length of a degree of longitude neces-

sarily varies at different latitudes, in conse-

quence of the spherical shape of
length of earth, the meridians proceeding
degrees.

fi-om the equator meeting at the

poles. At the equator a degi’ee, being one 360th
part of the circumference of the earth, measures
slightly over 69 miles (decimally, 69*07)

;
and

on the line of the equator a ready means is

afforded of measuring distances between any
two places by the difference of longitude. But
the variation in length of the degrees to the

north or south renders an estimate of distance

more difficult. For that purpose it is necessary
to refer to the table below, which shows the
length of a degree of longitude, in English
miles, at every degree of north or south
latitude.

The use of this table will afford approxi-
mative results sufficiently accurate for general
l)urposes ;

but of course where fractions of
degi*ees of latitude or longitude are involved,
moi-e elaborate calculations are required. As
an illustration of the use of the table, let us
supj)ose th.at we wish to ascertain the distance
between any two places situated on the 50th
parallel of latitude, the one in long. 20° E.,

the other in 40° E,, or 20 degrees apart. . At
this latitude we lind that the length of a
degree of longitude is 44*35 miles, which multi-
plied by 20 gives 887 miles as the distance
between the two places.

We have said,

in our first article

(see p. 27), that
midday, or noon,
occurs at the same
time at every point
of the earth’s sur-

face lying under
the same meridian
of longitude. As
it rotates on its

axis once in 24
hours (within a
fraction), and there
are 360 degrees of

longitude, it fol-

lows that the period
of noon varies one
hoiir for every 15
degrees, and that,

as the rotation of
the earth is from
west to east, when
there is noon at any
spot, at another
spot 15 degrees to

tbe west one hour
to noon is wanted

;

and at 16 degrees
to the east the time
is one hour past
noon. Thus, when
it is 12 o’clock noon

at Greenwich, it is only 1 1 o’clock in the morning
at everyplace lying under the 15th meridian of

west longitude, 1 o’clock in the afternoon at

every place under the 15th meridian of east

longitude, and midnight at every place under
the meridian of 180 degrees (nearly the situ-

ation of New Zealand). By a knowledge
of this fact a navigator, provided with a chro-
nometer carefully adjusted to Greenwich time,

by comparing that with the time as shown
by the sun, can accurately estimate the longi-

tude of the position on the surface of the
globe he is in. If the observed time is three
hours behind the chronometer time, he is 46
degrees to the west of Greenwich, about the
meridian of the middle of the North Atlantic
Ocean.
We have mentioned that it is known as a

Deg.
lat.

Length of

deg. long.
Deg.
lat.

Length of

deg. long.
Deg.

1

lat.

Length of
deg. long.

miles. miles. miles.

0 6907 31 59*13 61 33*45

1 6906 32 58*51 62 32*40

2 69*03 33 57*87 63 31*33

3 68*97 34 57*20 64 30*24

4 68*90 35 56*51 65 29*15

5 68*81 36 55*81 66 28*06

6 68*62 37 55*10 67 26*96

7 68*48 38 54*37 68 25*85

8 68*31 39 53*62 69 24*73

9 68*15 40 . 52*85 70 23*60

10 67*95 41 52*07 71 22*47

11 67*73 42 51*27 72 21*32

12 67*48 43 50*46 73 20*17

13 67*21 44 49*63 74 19*02

14 66*95 45 48*78 75 17*86

15 66*65 46 47*93 76 16*70

16 66*31 47 47*06 77 15*52

17 65*98 48 46*16 78 14*35

18 65*62 49 45*26 79 13*17

19 65*24 50 44*35 80 11*98

20 64*84 51 43*42 81 ,
10*79

21 64*42 52 42*48 82 9*59

22 63*97 53 41*53 83 8*41

23 63*51 54 40*56 84 7*21

24 63*03 55 39*58 85 6*00

25 62*53 56 38*58 86 4*81

26 62*02 57 37*58 87 3*61

27 61*48 58 36*57 88 2*41

28 60*93 59 35*54 89 1*21

29 60*35 60 34*50 90 0*00

30

1

59*75

I

LENGTH OF DEGREES OF LONGITUDE.
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result of the accurate measurement of arcs of

the meridian, that degrees of

latitude vary slightly in length,
* ^

‘ increasing as the poles are ap-

proached. Between the tenth degree and the

ninetieth from the equator the difference is

1139 yards, slightly under two-thirds of a mile.

III.

The Aeticle {continued).

1. Contraction of the article. When the pre-

positions d (to or at) and de (of or from) come
in contact with the article, two of the forms of

the latter, namely le and les, coalesce, make
one word, with these prepositions

;
this is called

the contraction of the article.

2. To the (or at the), literally translated

according to the four positions which the
article may occupy in French, gives

—

a te, a la, a 1 , a Ics,

Of these four combinations, two remain un-
altered, viz., d la and d V ; but d le is contracted

into au, and d les into aux. Therefore translate

to the ot: at the by

—

Au, before a masculine singular noun begin-

ning with a consonant or 1i aspirate,* as, to the

son, au iils

;

at the hamlet, au havieau.

A la before a feminine singular noun begin-

ning with a consonant or h aspirate; as, to the

daughter, d lajille ; at the market, d la halle.

A V before a masculine or feminine singular

noun beginning with a vowel or silent h ; as,

to the child, d Venfant (masc.)
;
to the honour,

d Vhonneur (masc.)
;
at the church, d Veglise

(fern.)
;
at the horror, d Vhorreur (fern.).

Aiix before every noun in the plural, what-
ever its gender or initial letter :

to the sons, aux fils

at the hamlets, aux hameaux
to the daughters, auxfillQS
at the markets, aux haZles

to the children, aux^enfantsi^

at the honours, aux'^lwnneuvB
to the churches, aux'^eglise.^

at the horrors, aux'~^horreurs

3. Of the (or from the), literally translated

according to the four positions which the article

may occupy in French, gives

—

de le, dc la, de V, de les.

Of these four combinations two remain un-

altered, viz., de la and de V ; but de le is con-

tracted into du, and de les into des. Therefore
translate of the orfrom the by

—

Ihi before a masculine singular noun begin-

ning with a consonant or h aspirate; as, of the
son, du fils ; from the hamlet, du hameau.

* So-called aspirate A’s are not heard
;
they merely

prevent the connection which, as shown below, the
silent h permits.

t X, connected with the initial of the next word, is

pronounced as soft as z

;

say au-zevfan.

De la before a feminine singular noun begin-
ning with a consonant or h aspirate; as, of the
daughter, de la fille

;

from the market, de la
halle.

De V before a masculine or feminine singular
noun beginning with a vowel or silent h ; as,

of the child, de Venfant (masc.)
;
from the

honour, de Vhonneur (masc.); of the church, de
Veglise (fern.)

;
from the horror, de Vhorreur

(fern.).

Des before every noun in the plural, what-

j

ever its gender or initial letter ;

of the sons, des, fills

from the hamlets, des, hameaux
of the daughters, des filles

froni the markets, des haZles

of the children, des^enfants*
from the honours, des'^honne2ir3

of the churches, des^eglises
from the horrors, des'^hor7'eu7'S

4. The possessive case, expressed in English
by V after a singular noun, and by ’ after a
plural noun, is invariably rendered into French
by the forms du, de la, de V, and des

:

The
king’s palace, le palais du roi

;

the queen’s
castle, le chateau dc la reine ; kings’ privileges,

les privileges desrois ; queens’ rights, les droits

des reines. The possessive case 's, after a
proper substantive, is expressed by de (or d)

;

John’s Gospel, Vhangile de saint Jean;
Esther’s book, le livre TEsther.

Remark 1.

—

Le, la, les come from the Latin accusative
cases ilium, illam, illos or illas (that near him, that
yonder). In Old French, le contracted with d gave
al, and le contracted with de gave del ; les contracted

1
with a, gave als, and with des it gave dels. At a later

I

period all the Vs were softened down into u’s, and thus
arose the forms au, du (first deu), aux, and des.

Two other contractions existed in Old French—viz.,

enlfov en le, and es for en les. Vestiges of the latter

remain in a few expressions, such as bachelier-es-lettres,

a bachelor in the arts ;
docteur-es-sciences, a doctor in th$

sciences. The grave accent was used to distinguish

this contraction from its homonym tii es, thou [art

(cf. § 5).

Remark 2.—The contraction of the article with the
prepositions d and de occurs in those pronominal forms
of which the article is a component part, as in le mien,

la mienne, les miens, les miennes, mine, etc. ;
lequel, la-

quelle, lesquels, lesquelles, which. Therefore, to mins

would be rendered, according to the gender and number
of the antecedent, by au mien, d la mienne, aux miens,

aux miennes ; of mine by du mien, de la mienne, des miens,

des miennes; to which by avquel, d laquelle, auxqusls,

auxquelles; and oftvhichhj duquel, de laquelle, desqusls,

desquelles.

5. The English indefinite article a or an,

better called a demonstrative adjective, is ren-

dered into French by the cardinal numeral

adjective un before a masculine noun, and une

before a feminine noun

:

un taureau, a hull une vache, a cow

un sabot, a whipping-top une toupie, apeg-top

When un and une are brought into connec-

tion with a and de no contraction takes place,

but de becomes d' :

a un taureau )

a une vache
)

d’un taureau }

d’une vache
)

to or at

of orfrom

K a hull

\
a cow

i a h^dl

\
a cow

* The s carried on to the next vowel is pronounced

like a e. Read de-zenfan.
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6. The English partitive article some or amj.,

better called im. adjective ofg^uantity, is rendered
into French by

—

du before a masculine singular noun begin-

ning with a consonant or h aspirate : du jpain,

some bread, du hachis, some hash.

de la before a feminine singular noun begin-

ning with a consonant or h aspirate: de la

viande, some meat, de la liurc, some wild boar’s

head.

de V before a masculine or feminine singular

noun beginning with a vowel or silent h:

de Valoyau (jadiSQ,.), some sirloin, de Vhuile

(fern.) some oil.

des before any noun in the plural :

de^ Tiomard^ (masc. h asp.), some lobsters

des"huitr6'5 (fern, h mute), some oysters

de5 crabes (masc.), some crabs
d€5 moulds (fem.), some mussels

7. It must be observed that in all the fore-

going examples any could be substituted for

some only if the proposition were interroga-

tive: Any hash? duhachis? Any oysters ? des

liuUres ? [In afiirmative and negative sen-

tences flTiy would be rendered quite differently:

Any one who trespasses will be fined, toute
personne en contravention sera mke d Vamende

;

Buy for me any bonnet you fancy, achetez-moi

n’importe quel chapeau,, or achetez-moi le

chapeau gu il vous plaira ; Which will you
have ?—any, lequel voulez-xous?—n’importe
LEQUEL

;
I shall not permit any deceit, Je ne

permettrai aucune tromperie ; I have not
got any, jd 7i’EN aipas; etc.]

8. The use of some (or any in interrogative

sentences) is often optional in English, but du,

de la, de V, des must always bo expressed be-

fore a French noun taken in a partitive sense
;

and when the first noun of a series takes this

adjective of quantity, all the other nouns must
take it likewise, with those variations which
gender, initial letter and number may demand.
The cases in which the article portion of those

combinations is omitted and de (or d') alone
retained, will be mentioned in Lesson IV.

EemarJc 3 —Any fragments of noun or adjective
declensions, which the Roman soldiers and colonists
who settled in Gaul may have brought in the train of

their rough liiigua nistica, have vanished several
hundred years ago from French. Not a single gram-
mar published now-a-days in France mentions declen-

sions as part of her linguistic lore
;
and yet, in not a few

papers elaborated by certain examiners, we find the
following questions propounded : Decline the horse in
the singular and plural

;
decline a horse in the sin-

gular and plural
;

etc. ! The candidate who has been
fortunate enough to go through a course of com-
parative grammar guesses what is expected of him,
and writes

Singular.

Nom. the horse, le cheval
Gen. of the horse, du cheval
Dat. to the horse, au cheval
Acc. the horse, le cheval
Voc. O horse, 6 cheval
Abl. any preposition + the horse, do, \e cheval

Plural.

Nom. the horses, les chevaux
Gen. o/ Aor«cs, des chevaux
Dat. to the horses, aax chevaux
Acc. the horses, les chevaux
Voc. O horses, 6 chevaux
Abl. any prep.+ the horses, do.-h les chevaux

Nor will a horse present much difficulty to a Latin,
Greek, or German scholar

Singular.

Nom. a horse, un cheval
Gen. of a horse, d’un cheval
Dat. io a horse, a un cheval
Acc. a horse, un cheval
Voc
Abl. any prep. -J- a horse, do. -h un cheval

But the plural of zin cheval is not so easily declined.
The plural of the cardinal numeral adjective un might
be deux, or trois, or mille. The candidate, however,
rightly supposes that he is expected to conclude that
the adjective of quantity Bonn must be the plural of

the demonstrative adjective s, and he writes, getrostes

Muthet

Nom. some horses, des chevaux
Gen. of some horses, do chevaux
Dat. to some horses, a des chevaux
Acc. some horses, des chevaux
Voc
Abl. any prep.+ some horses, do. -f- des chevaux

Wo should certainly have abstained from prelecting
on such hybrid grammar had we not been convinced of
its practical utility—for scoring marks.

Practical Application.

VOCABULARY II.

A. Commerces et Metiers se rapportant b.

rAlimentation
(^Trades connected with the supply of food).

1. Name of the tradesman. 2. Name of the female
trader or shopkeeper, or tradesman’s wife. 3. Name
given to the place where the trade is carried on.
4. Name of the staple commodity.

1. boucher, butcher ; 2. boueb^re
;

3. bou-
cberic (f.)

;
4. de la viande, some meat.

1. boulanger, baiter ; 2. boulangere
;

3. bou-
langerie (f.)

;
4. du pain, bread.

1. brasseur, brewer; 2. ; 3. brasserie
(f.)

;
4. de la bi6re, beer.

1. c&hsireiieT, tavern-keeper ; 2. cabarcti^re
;

3. cabaret (m.)
;

4. du vin, wine.
1. cbarcutier, porh-hutcher ; 2. cbarcuti^re

;

3. boutique (f.), shop ; 4. de la cbarcuterie,
pork-butcher's ware.

\. sttgar-baker ; 2. confiseuse;
3. confiserie (f.)

; 3. des confitures (f. ), et dea
sucreries (f.), some preserves and confections.

1. cuisinier, cook; 2. cuisini6re
;
3. cuisine

(f.)
;
des aliments (m.'),food.

1. distillateur, distiller ; 2. ; 3. distil-

lerie (f.), distillery; 4. de I’alcool (m.),
alcohol.

1. 6cailler, oyster-seller; 2. ^caillere
;

3.

marcbe (m.), market, balle (f.), covered market;
4. des buttres (f.), oysters.

_

1. Spicier, grocer ; 2. epiciere
; 3. bou-

tique (f.), shoj), magasin (m.), warehouse;
4. des epiceries (f.), colonial wares, des Apices
(f.), spices.

1. friteur, vendor offried wares; 2. friteuse:
3. boutique .(f.), shop ; 4. de la friture, fried
provisions.

1. tvm\xe,T, greengrocer ; 2. fruitiere
;

3. bou-
tique (f.), shop; 4. des fruits (m.), et des
legumes {m.), fruit and vegetables.

L ; 2. hQxc.x\gexe, fishmonger or hawker;
3. marcbe, balle

;
4. des barengs (m.), herrings,

du poisson,y^^^.

1. laitier, nourrisseur, dairyman ; 2. laiti^re
;

3. cremerie (m.)
; 4. du lait, milk.

1. limonadier, liquoriste, bar-keeper ; 2. limo-
nadiere

;
3. caf^ (m), estaminet (m.)

;
4. des

rafraiebissements (m.), refreshments.
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1. meunier, miller ; 2. mcunicrc
;

3. moulin
(m.)

;
de la farine,

1. patissier, ya.Htry-cooh

;

2. patissiirc
;

3.

boutique (f.), magasin (m.); 4. de la patis-

serie, pastry.

1. poissonnier,*^?7t?«^>Ai^<?7’ ; 2. poissonnicre;

3. luarchb (m.), halle (f.)
;
4. du poisson, de la

mar6e, fish.

1. restaurateur, eatinghausc-heeper : 2.
;

3. restaurant (m.)
;

4. des repas, (m.), meals.

1. rotisseur, vendor of roasted viands ; 2.

rotisseuse
;
3. rotisserie (f.)

;
4. des viandes (f.)

roties et des v^laillcs (f.) roties, roasted meats
andfowls.

1. tripier, tripe vendor

;

2. tripibre
;

3. tri-

perie
;

4. de la tripe, irpe.

Note.—Several commodities are sold without there
being any special name given to the seller or his place
of business ;

then the words marchand de for the men,
marchande de for the women, magatsin (m.) oi* boutique

(f.) for the place of business, are used :

marchand de bid (m.)» ron? merchant.
de coco (m.). itinerant vendor of a certain

I liquorice drink.

de comestibles (m.), provision dealer.

de conserves (f .) alimentaires, \preserved pro-
de denrdes (f.) alimentaires, ) vision deahr.
de fromages (m.), cheesemonger.
.de plaisir (m.), wafer vendor.

des quatre saisons (f .), costermonger, etc.

fabricant de biscuit (m.), biscuit manufacturer,
de chocolat (m.), also chocolatier, chocolate

manufacturer, etc.

B. The Present Indicative of Ycrh Avoir,
to have.

i’ai, I hava.

tu a.!?, thou ha.st.

il^a, he has.

elle'^a, site has.

qudlqu’un'^a, some one ha.

Jean a. John has.

r^picier a, the grocer has.

nous^avon,?, ivc have.

vous'^aver, you have.

ils'^'on^, they have.

elles'^on^, they have.

quelques'T'un# ont, .some have.
Jean et Jeanne^on^, John and Jane have.

les'^epicie^’s'^on^, the grocers have.

Conjugated interrogatively :

—

ai-je.^ have 11
a.9-tu ? ha.st than ?
a-t'T'il ? has he ?

a-t-T-elle ? has she ?

quelqu’un'^a-t'T'il ? has some one?
Jean a-t^il ? has John ?

r^picie?* a-t'T'il? has the grocer?
avon^-nou.9? have me?

^

avec:-vou5 ? have you ? ,

ont^il.9? hare they?
ont'Tellc,9? have they?
quelqucs'T'un^ ontTijs ? have ,mme ?

Jean et Jeanne'^ontOi],9 ? have John and
Jane ?

cst-cc que les^6piciers"~'ont ? have the
grocers ?

Points to he observed in the above Conjugation.

a. The t inserted between a and il, clle (also

between a and on : a-t-oii ? has one ?) is called

* In little use now, marchand, marchande do poisson,
being preferred.

euphonic, because the presence of it destroys
the hiatus which a-il, a-elle, a-on, would offer.

This letter was not selected at random ; it is

derived from the t of the third person singular
in Latin verbs: amaCilla? hahet ille? Nor
was it selected of set purpose

;
it was left in.

the interrogative, while otherwise vanishing
in all verbs derived from the first Latin con-
jugation.

h. Any question may be begun by e.st-ce que
(pron. ess he), is it that? the force of which-
corresponds to that of to do in a similar posi-
tion. AVhen this form of interrogation is used,
the personal pronoun, referring back to the-

subject, cannot be repeated as in Vepicier a-t-lh 1

E.st-ce que Vepicier a ? e,st-ce quej'ai ? exhibit
•a more popular construction than Vepicier
a-t-il? aije?

c. The phrase quelqu'un a-t-il? shows that
a personal pronoun is repeated after the verb-
used interrogatively, although the subject be
some pronoun, not a personal one. We should,
of course, est-c.c que quelqu'un a? just as
correctly as quelqu'un a-t-il?

"

ADDITIOXS TO VOCABULARY.
oUj where

;

ou, or

;

ou . , . ou, either . . . or

p

I

chez, at the house of, at the shoj) of.

I

EXERCISE IV.

Translate into English :

—

1. Ou est le cuisinier ? 11 est au march6 on
an cabaret. 2. Et la cuisiniere ? Elle est on
a la cuisine ou chez la belle-soeur du limonadier.
3. Le distillateur a-t-il du vin ct de I’alcool ?

4. Chez Vepicier on a des sucreries, des con-
fitures, des conserves alimentaires etdes epices.

6. Le boucher et la bouchere sent a la brasserie.

6. Les parents de la rotisseuse sont char-

cutiers.* 7. La boulangere est la femme, et

la boulangerie est la Iwutique du boulanger.
8. Jean, le marchand de coco de la ha,llc, a-t-il

aussi du plaisir, des sucreries, et du chocolat 2

9. La marraine d’un brasseur a le restaurant.

10. Est-ce que j’ai des huitres, et Paul a-t-il

des harengs? 11. Avez-vous de la patisserie-

de chez mon boulanger ou de chez mon
patissier? 12. Au cafe, on a des rafrai-

chissements : du caf4, de la biere, de la limo-
nade, et du vin. 13. L’ecaillere a-t-elle une
boutique ou un magasin 2 Elle est a la halle

;

la harengere aussi. 14. Jeanne et Louise ont-

elles du lait et du pain, ou du chocolat et de
la patisserie 2 15. Le beau-frere de ma mbre
nourrice a unc cremerie : il est laitier* et

nourrisseur. 16. Le fruitier a-t-il aussi une
boutique au marche ? 17. La limonadiere a
un cousin germain

;
il est confiseur* ou patis-

j

sier. 18. Est-ce que le meunier etla meuniere
' sont au moulin ? Non, ils sont chez le fabri-

I

cant de biscuit. 19. Nous avons un beau-

j

fr^re
;

il est marchand* de bid
;
et mon parrain

. cst fabricant de chocolat. 20. Quelqu’un
I a-t-il des volailles roties 2 Oui

;
le rotisseur

i ct le restaurateur
;

ils ont aussi des viandcs

j

roties.

I

* Nouns used adjectivcly do not take the numeral

I

adjective or the adjective of quantity.
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Flowering Plants.

Setting out, with the idea of a flower-

ing plant as one which propagates itself

through the medium of seeds,
Organs of

latter produced by stamens
flowering plants.^^^

pistils, the next thing to con-

sider is the general structure of the plant, so

far as apprehensible by the naked eye. Every
one naturally takes first that which lies open
to his unaided vision, resorting to the micro-

scope when his original powers no longer
suffice. A flower-

ing iilant, when
perfect, or pos-

sessed of all the
organs and mem-
bers ever met
with in plants,

is resolvable into

root, stem, leaves,

flowers, and fruit,

or seed-pod. 'llie

three fimt ai-e

called nutritive

organs, because
concerned simply
with the well-

being of the in-

dividual. Their
purpose is to

enlarge the gene-
ral fabric, to carry it onwards to the maxi-
mum of its dimensions, and to secrete and
store up whatever substance may give it

quality, and which in the economic si^ecies

renders it seiwiceable to mankind. They have
nothing to do with the perpetuation of the
species, this being the office, quite as specially,

of the floAver and fruit, which consequently
receive the name of the reproductive organs.
Many plants, no doubt, multiply and renew
themselves by means of offsets, underground
runners, bulbs, etc.; and some do this so
readily and so extensively as to be almost in-

' dependent of renewal by seed. 'Whether such
modes of renewal could go on for ever is not
known. Judging from analogy, the proba-
bility is that at last this pOAver of lateral ex-

tension would wear out. In any case it re-

mains true that reproduction by seed is the
normal and originally prescribed mode of I’c-

newal, other modes being only representative.

'Very often the nutritive organs devote many
years to the construction and consolidation of

the plant, as illustrated in certain kinds of

palms, Avhich show no signs of blooming till

of considerable height and bulk, then put out
their floAvers, and as soon as the fruit is ripe,

go steadily, though it may be slowly, to decay.
Many plants Avhen growing under conditions
favourable to the development of stem and
leaf, produce nothing besides, and in order to )

FIG. 12.—PALM TEEE.

get them to blossom it is necessary to stint their

supplies of nourishment. On the other hand, it

is very interesting to observe hoAv plants ex-

posed to extreme drought, or in peril of starva-

tion, summon up all their energies for the
production of a flower or two that shall pro-

duce seed for the continuation of the race.

Although the five organs or parts Avhich

have been mentioned are present in the great

maiority of floAvering plants,^ ^

there are plenty of examples
the absence of one or other of the nutri-

tive class. The absence of a root is very
well illustrated in the plants termed “para-
sites,” such as the common Mistletoe and the
troublesome weed called Dodder. The white
and viscid berry of the mistletoe refuses to

vegetate in the soil
;
in order that it shall groAv

it must be attached to the bark of a tree. It

then insinuates little A^essels, which by degrees
penetrate so deep that the plant obtains a
secure and permanent hold, and thenceforward
it lives chiefly by extracting the sap. While
plants in general get their living honestly by
means of roots buried in the soil, the mistletoe

is thus a A^egetable thief. The damage it in-

flicts is less in proportion, hoAA’ever, than that
Avhich is done by the dodders when they in-

vade agricultural crops, such as clover. The
dodder seeds A^egetate in the earth, but the
young stems Avhich arise from them very soon
attach themselves, by a kind of sucker, to the
plant they assail. The connection Avith the
earth is then severed, and henceforward the
dodder lives like the mistletoe, by theft.

It is important here to distinguish from
parasites, the plants—a very numerous com-
pany—Avhich simply lodge upon,

.

or inhabit, other larger ones,

without abstracting their juices. We need but
glance at the trunk of

an old tree in a wood,
and AA^e shall observe
that where the condi-

tions are favourable to

the retention of mois-
ture, the bark is clothed

in parts with delicate

green moss, mingled
Avith which the inquisi-

tive eye may detect
some of the most ex-

quisite little plants
nature produces—these
called Jungermannias.
If the conditions are
more favourable to

dryness, then instead
of mosses there will
be a singular incrusta-

tion of lichens, usually grey or yelloAvish in
colour, and sometimes having moss inter-

mingled. The lichens are at once distin-

guished from mosses by their being destitute
of leaves, and consisting of mere paper-
like or filamentous and quite homogeneous
substance. In addition to mosses and lichens,

it is by no means unusual to see, in old
Avoods, that beautiful and Avell-known fern,

the common golden-dotted polypody, perched
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upon the boughs of a venerable oak or other

timber tree. When such a tree is waning, it

furnishes a resting-place indeed to many
another plant, ordinarily an occupant of the soil

or of the earthy cliff. The curious and pretty

Dimpie-wort, Unibilicus ^x^ndnliwis, takes very

particular pleasure in this change of habitat.

All these, accordingly, being merely lodgers,,

and obtaining their root-nourishment from the

already dead or decaying bark of the tree, and
from the extraneous matters which are apt to

accumulate where they settle, are in no degree

to be confounded with parasites. They are

epiphytes, and in most cases are able to grow
in very different situ-

ations, whereas para-

sites can grow only
in the way indicated.

In tropical countries

the epiphytes give a
character towarm and
damp forests at once
most beautiful and
surprising. Ferns,

orchids, and huge
climbers, with pro-

digious leaves, take
the place which in

England is held by
the mosses, etc., man-
tling the trees with a
foliage often richer

than they find, and
enriching them with
flowers which their

own rarely emulate.

They are the orchids

of this class, the
epiphytic species,
which one is accus-

tomed to see, in hot-

houses, attached to

lumps of bark, and
suspended from the
roof.

Ivy is neither a
parasite nor an
epiphyte, though in

appearance it con-
joins both natures.

Ivy has its root in the
earth, and feeds itself

therefrom.
The long
and slender stems, gifted with
climbing power, put forth innu-
merable little holdfasts, which
attach themselves with equal
facility to an inanimate wall or to

the surface of a living tree
;
ivy,

in a word, is a shrub which iDeing

too slender in its fabric to stand
erect, ingeniously contrives an arti-

ficial method whereby to lift itself

sunwards. While speaking of ivy,

let us not forget the curious con-
ditions under which it blossoms.
As long as ivy has anything to

take hold of, tree, roofless abbey, or dismantled
castle, it produces leaves only, and these

possess the characteristic angles — usually
three, sometimes five, and in some varieties
many more than five. The height of the
tree or of the wall matters nothing

; so long
as ascent is possible, there is still only foliage.

When there is no longer a surface to cling
to, and the branches have, as it were, to
fall forwards—often forming a massive and
imposing vegetable cornice—a change “ comes
o’er the spirit of its dream,” flowers are put
forth in abundance, appearing simultaneously
with the lilac and golden asters of late autumn,
—and with the blooming there comes also a
suppression of the angles of the leaf, which

now is simply ovate
or elliptical and
pointed. A wall of

not more than eight
or ten feet in height
is sufficient for the
occurrence of this

curious change, which
is so remarkable in

regard to the outline
of the leaf, that, with-
out actual contempla-
tion of the growing
plant, it is scarcely

possible to believe in

the identity. Here
too it may be pro-

perly mentioned that
many of the weak-
stemmed plants bear
at first sight a simili-

tude to epiphytes,

—

when planted, that
is, so as to run up
trees. A capital ex-

ample is supplied in

the common Virginian
creeper. The root, as

in the case of the ivy,

is in the soil
;

the
holdfasts, however, in-

stead of being simple
threads, consist of

little many-fingered
sprays, every finger

ending in a gland sc

powerfully adhesive
that the entire spray
will oftenmore readily

break off at the wrist

than a sucker will leave go.

While the root, as in

parasitic plants, may thus
be absent, there are plenty
of examples also of stem-
less plants

;
or, more cor-

rectly speaking, of plants
with so very trifling an
amount of stem that it

can hardly be said to de-

serve the name, and can
only be demonstrated to

be of the nature of stem
by analogy and compari-
son. A familiar illustra-

tion of this occurs in the bulb of the onion.

FIG. It.

FIG. 16. THE PEIMEOSE,
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Bulbs, be it observed, though their customary-
place of lodgment is below the surface of the
ground, are not to be confounded with, or

classed with, roota. In botany, as in many
other things, it is nbt the place in which a
part is found that determines its nature, but
the stmeture, the function, the final purpose.

Even stems of form and character such as

usually pertain to aerial ones are occasionally

subterranean
;

and, on the other hand, it is

quite a common thing for roots to be deve>

loped in the air. Taking a vertical section

of the growing Onion or Hyacinth Bulb
(figs. 11, 15), the main or substantial portion

of it is found to consist of the bases of leaves,

the outermost reduced to the condition of

membranous and almost translucent scales,

while the innermost are either already elon-

gated, or are getting ready to elongate,

into the long green blades which rise from
the centre, and surround the flower-stalk.

The spongy plate—sometimes convex, some-
times approaching the conical, upon winch I

these leaf-bases rest—is all that the plant I

possesses of the nature of stem
;
the real roots I

are the fibres which descend from its under- *

surface. The nature of a bulb is made very
plain by comparing it -ufith the rosette of leaves

which constitutes an individual plant of House-
leek or of Echeveria. The curious Sempervivum
tahiblceforme is a bulb as it were reversed.

Other examples of plants, apparently stemless,

are found in the primrose (fig. 16), the dandelion,
the common plantains of the wayside and the

meadow; in almost all, in a word, of the plants

which are said to possess only “radical” or

root-leaves. Boots, properly so called, never
produce leaves. Some may say. Is it not a
stem which sustains the flowers of the hyacinth ?

No. This is only a flower-stalk, a temporary
j

output from the stem, which dies when its
j

purpose has been accomplished.
The non-development of leaves is again a

common phenomenon. In the wdiole of the
great tribe of plants to which the

Xeafless plants.
belongs, the genus Pere-

skia alone excepted, leaves properly so called

are entirely wanting. There are other large

families in which the plant consists purely
of green and succulent stem

;
it is not

unusual, indeed, to find in families which
ordinarily abound in leaf certain wayward and
perverse species so reticent of genuine foliage

that they appear to be quite without. Take for

instance the odd Coccoloha platyclados, which
seems composed of ribbons, articulated at short

intervals, the little triangular leaves coming
out when they list, now and then, near the

joints. Leafless plants must not be confounded
udth those which are destitute of foliage Avhile

in bloom. Many bulbous plants throw up their

flower-stem at one season and their leaves at

another. A familiar instance occurs in the
Colchicum

;
the crocus-like flowers impurple

the meadows about Michaelmas, the leaves do
not make their appearance till the spring. Th.e

same is the case with the Guernseys Lily and
other amaryllids grown in conservatories

;
also

with various orchids—many dendrobes for ex-

ample, which on this account, when in bloom.

though so lovely, look bare and unflnished.

Parasitic plants are often devoid of leaves, or
if present, they are developed merely as scales.

This condition is well exemplified in the genus
Orobanche, several species of which belong to

the British flora.

It is possible for a flowering plant to be
devoid of both stem and leaf. Tins occurs in

the floating Lemnas-vOf the stand-

ing pool, above alluded to, which lemnas.
consist only of plates of cellular

tissue, roots descending from the under-surface,

and the minute flowers coming out at the edges.

The Lemnas are the very simplest of flowering
plants.

Flowers, in the Phrenogamia, as the appella-

tion distinctly implies, are never absent. In
other words, every species of this

great division of the vegetable powers and

kingdom is capable of producing
flowers. A seed-pod or fruit is

also potentially characteristic of the whole.

PEESEYEEANCE.
BY ROBERT SOMERS.'

If “action,” as we have high sanction for be-
lieving, be the crowning quality of oratory,
“ perseverance ” is the primal force of nearly
all excellence. We hear of born-orators,

born-poets, and born-statesmen. In moments
of enthusiasm they are sometimes called
“ heaveri-born.” ' But we suspect that these
are for the most part mythical personages,
and that real specimens at least are but
few in number. Seldom is man or woman
born to anything, unless it be to a silver

spoon
;
and in the histories, biographies, and

other records wherein we read of any great
success, whether in business, learning, art,

science, power of doing or persuading, or in
the acquisition simply of choice and varied
personal accomplishments, ninety-nine cases
out of a hundred will be found to be the same
old story of great difficulties to be overcome,
and persistent' endeavours to overcome them.
There is more equality among mankind in

the need of perseverance than is commonly
supposed

;
for this is an essence of character

cunningly adapted to every situation of life, and
may be said to be the atmosphere in which all

virtues and excellences can alone hope to live.

Suppose, for example, one born to gi'eat wealth,
even to titles and honours in the State, or
certain at least of the social distinction which
wealth gives,—it is difficult to conceive a situa-

tion where perseverance w’ould appear, at first

sight, to be more .entirely a word of no mean-
ing. He has only to stand still, and receive
and enjoy the satisfaction sure to flow into his

breakfast-room every morning, and scarcely
to retire from his couch at night. But it is not
exactly so in reality. There is a constant call
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for perseverance in resisting the temptations

to evil by which such an estate of life is

surrounded. When one’s carriage-horses bolt

down a steep descent, it requires as much
effort to rern them back as to toil one’s donkey-
cart up hill. Again, if our magnate, discon-

tent with the mere inheritance of wealth and
honour, should nobly seek to achieve gi-eatness

in the senate or the field, or in the realms of

science ©r literature, the demands on his

perseverance will be urgent, since he will

naturally not like to be eclipsed by those who
have started with much fewer advantages.

It was a perception of difficulties of this

kind in the path of the wealthy and noble
which caused Montaigne to say that he would
rather be third in Perigourd than first in Paris.

Montaigne himself had no desire to rise above
the condition of his birth, and even consoled
himself with the reflection that there are some
heights from which one can descend without
falling down 1 Those who are high placed in

society have as much need of perseverance as

those who stand on the lower rungs of the
ladder

;
only, the former are apt to be most

generally rewarded by the negative result of

not falling,—of not losing relative position
;

while the latter are encouraged to persevere
by the prospect of rising, and by the greater
ease with which, the more they persevere, they
find themselves advancing. Young men of

strong natural faculties as well as good oppor-
tunities may form higher aims than could be
reasonably proposed by those who are inferiorly

endowed and less favourably situated.

But great natural talents and good oppor-
tunities have a tendency to weaken perseve-
Tance in laborious and methodical efforts

;

•and in this case, as in others, it is often found
that the persistent pace of the tortoise beats in*

the end the more fitful leaps of the hare.

Perseverance implies tenacity of purpose,
patience, energy, fortitude, and other qualities,

any of which might be the subject of a little

dissertation in itself. But our object in this

short paper is to consider perseverance in its

common acceptation, and in some of the cir-

cumstances in which its value is manifest
in a stronger or weaker light; for there is a
modulation in perseverance, as in everything
else. Not only may there be perseverance in

a wrong as well as a right course, and towards
a right or wrong object; but even when the
object is right, and the course is not wrong,
perseverancemay sometimes be carried to excess.

The lesson of perseverance may be said—
in all save the continued cultivation of good
habits, benevolent feelings, and a devout
spirit—to lose some of its force in proportion
as we grow older

;
for, as life advances, the

lerm for acquirements shortens, and a time
comes when it is more important to develop
and enjoy what we have got, than to attempt
new conquests. Nor is it always wise to per-

severe in exercising our strongest faculties,

wliile allowing weaker faculties to lie dormant,
or with scarcely room to grow in

;
and this may

be true in some circumstances, and not so true
in others. It is obvious that perseverance
varies in its significance at different periods of

life, and in different circumstances, when the
objects to which our efforts are directed pass,

as it were, under a new valuation.

In nothing is the need of perseverance more
apparent than in education. “ Persevere, perse-
vere, persevere,” are the words to be constantly
sounded in the ears of the learner. It is in
learning anything we all feel the difficulty of
effort, and where our hearts are so apt to be
discouraged by the awkwardness of the first

steps, and the cold, dry, and barren character
of the first results. When a thing is learned, it

becomes easy, and perseverance becomes of no
account save in using what has been learned
towards another end. Few branches of study,
moreover, do not require a concentration of our
minds to master them. There must be not only
perseverance, but a concentrated perseverance.
The fewer intromissions of other subjects, the
briefer lapses of time between one point of the
progress and another, and, in short, the more
consecutive the study, the more quickly and
fully will the subject be comprehended.

It may be doubted whether the crowding
of many studies together be a wise economy
in education. In schools, where, of course,
learning being the sole employment, there
is some scope for variety of study, the
prevailing error is certainly on the side of

excess, and in trying to learn too many
branches at one time

;
whence arises a

want of balance in the perseverance
;

for

the pupils will almost certainly be found

—

teachers no less willingly assenting—to perse-
vere most in those branches in which their

faculties are quickest. This is an evil of two
sides and of two consequences. The learner is

apt to leave school with tolerable proficiency
in only one, two, or three branches, while de-
ficient in others, though the latter may be the
most important and essential. But, further,

as a pupil naturally leans to the branch of

study for which he has most aptitude, the
result of this partial learning is that the teach-
ing power of the school and the whole effect

of the pupil’s perseverance will have been ex-
pended on his most lively faculties—so lively

that they required little teaching, and could
almost have taught themselves—while those
powers of mind which were most dull, and
most needed to be trained and strengthened,
will have been in a great measure neglected.

As long as the object is a general culture,

and not in any respect special or professional,

it is the weaker faculties, and not the stronger,

to which most exercise should be given. And
this is one view in which perseverance in

study differs from perseverance in business,

since in the choice of a trade or a profession

one has certainly to consider what trade or

profession one is fittest for, and it would be
absurd to say that when a trade, or profession,

or any career of life has been entered upon,
there should not be a persevering develop-
ment and exertion of those faculties and
aptitudes on which the rewards of our labour,

skill or art, or enterprise depend. To “ ham-
mer the nail that drives best” holds true in

business, but it does not apply to general
mental culture.
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III.

The motion of the moon in the heavens is

far more easily studied than that of the sun,

because, even when the moon is
Sidereal and

j|.g 'brightest, the more impor-
stars can be seen when quite

““
close to it. It was easy, therefore,

for the earlier astronomers to find out the path
of the moon in the skies. It was soon found
that the moon performed its revolution round
the earth from west to east in the same direc-

tion as the sun, and on an average once in

27 days 7 hours 43 minutes
;
for in the course

of that time it again returned to the same
place amongst the stars. This period is called

a mean sidereal month. It takes the moon a
longer period to

come back to

the same posi-

tion with regard
to the sun, be-

cause during
these 27^ days
the sun has
itself moved a
considerable dis-

tance towards
the east, and the
moon has to

move a corre-

spondingly in-

creased distance

before it over-

takes the sun
again. It re-

quires, in fact,

on the average, a period of 29 days 12 hours
44 minutes, and this is called a lunar month
or synodical revolution of the moon—it being
the interval between two successive new
moons.
We have seen, however, that the sun does

not move always at the same rate
;
so that when

it is moving fastest, which is in December, the
moon will have to move farther to overtake it,

and will require a longer period to do so than
in June, when the sun is moving slowest. For
this reason, during the winter the lunar months
are, on the average, eight hours longer than
in the summer.
At a very early period it was noticed that

the moon did not move in the heavens in the
same path as the sun

;
for it is evident that if

it did, when it overtook and passed the sun, as it

does at every new moon, it would come between
the earth and the sun,—in fact, it would seem
to pass in front of the sun, and would hide that
luminary from us. This would produce what
is called an eclipse of the sun. But astrono-

, mers knew that the sun was not
Eclipse of

eclipsed every month so that it

was evident that the moon, when
it overtook the sun, must pass either above

it or below it, or perhaps both. The path of the
sun amongst the stars, or the ecliptic as it is

called, being known, by watching the motion of
the moon it was soon seen that the moon moved
in a path making a small angle with the ecliptic.

Hipparchus, a celebrated Grecian astronomer,
who lived at Alexandria between B.c. 190 and
B.c. 120, very carefully measured this inclina-

tion of the path of the moon to the ecliptic,

and found it to be equal to 6° 0'—a value very
near the truth, which is 5° 8' 40".

In Fig. 7 is a plan of the heavens, like Fig. 4

(p. 49), and the path of the moon is represented
by ft m A inclined at a small angle toW e E, the
path of the sun, or ecliptic. The place n, where
the two paths intersect each other, is called the
node ; and n is called the descending node when,
as in the figure, it is the node where the moon .

descends from the half of its path which is

above or north of the ecliptic to the half
which is south or below the ecliptic. For the
same reason, the other node, which is exactly
opposite in the other half of the heavens, is

called the as-

cending node, for
it is the place
where the moon
seems to ascend
from the south-
ern half of its

path into the
northern half.

The line con-
necting these
two nodes is

called the line of
nodes, and half
is shown by n o.

The position of
the moon’s orbit

when n is the
ascending node is

shown by n m'.

Observations soon showed that the moon’s
path was not invariably fixed, like the path
of the sun, but that it seemed 'to move slowly
amongst the stars. Suppose we observe the
moon cross the ecliptic quite close to the
bright star called Regains : about twenty-seven
days later we shall again see the moon crossing
the ecliptic, but now it will be about a degree
and a half, or three times the .

apparent diameter of the moon, ^®bonofthe

farther west, and on the next
occasion it will be the same amount still farther
west. The place where the moon crosses the
ecliptic moves farther west every lunation,

until, in process of time, it moves right round
the ecliptic. Hipparchus, who was the first to
exactly measure the inclination of the path of

the moon, carefully determined the time it

took the node to move round the ecliptic, and
found that it did so once in 18§ years, which is

very nearly correct.

The well-known phases of the moon admitted
of an easy explanation, as shown by Fig. 8, so
that at an early period it was known that they
were due to the moon being an opaque body
illuminated by the rays of the sun. In the
centre of the figure we see the earth half

FIG. 7—A PLAN OP THE HEAVENS.
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'illuminated by the Sun and half in darkness,

and round it we see the figure of the moon at

different positions of its revolution around the

earth, each with its illuminated and unillumi-

aated hemisphere marked out by shading the

latter. Between the two is the appearance of the

illuminated part of the moon as seen from the

earth, and constituting its phases. When the
moon is at 1, it is between the sun and earth,

and its dark side being turned towards us, it

is invisible. It is then said to be New. As it

moves in its orbit, more and more of the illu-

minated portion of the moon is gradually

seen on the earth. When at the position 2,

which is some four days after new moon, it

appears in t^ western skies as a
Phases of the small cresceiu. When at 3, exactly

half of the illuminated hemi-
sphere, or one quarter of the entire moon, is

seen, and it is therefore said to be at its First

Quarter. Gradually
more and more of

the moon is seen,

until, on reaching
the position 6, the
entire illuminated
hemisp’here can be
seenfrom the earth,

andthemoon is said

to be Full. Now
the amount of illu-

minated portion

which can be seen

slowlylessens, until

at 7 again exactly

halfthe illuminated

hemisphere is visi-

ble, and the moon
is said to be at its

Third or Last
Quarter. But now
the portion of the
hemisphere of the
moon which can be
seen is exactly the
half which could
not be seen at first
quarter. Lastly,

less and less of the
bright portion of the moon can be seen, until
it finally disappears, and arriving at 1 becomes
again new.

Suppose the sun appears to be at e on the
ecliptic when the moon overtakes it, then,
instead of passing in front of the sun and
causing an eolipse, the moon will seem to pass
below it at m if w be the descending node, or
above it at m! if n be the ascending node. But
suppose the sun seems to be at n when the
moon overtakes it, then the moon will pass in
front of the sun whichever node n may be, and
an eclipse will happen. Solar eclfises, then, only
happen when the moon is new. These solar
eclipses were regarded as matters of very great
importance in early times, so that when their
cause was known, much study was devoted to
finding out when they would recur. Solar
eclipses may be divided into two classes

—

namely, total eclipses, when the entire sun is

hidden by the moon, and imrtial eclipses, when
VOL. I.

FIG. 8.—THE PHASES OF THE MOOH.

only a portion of the sun is so hidden.
The former are much the more
important. After a time astro- eclipses,

nomers discovered that in a ^“taland

little more than eighteen years
P““al.

the moon, the sun, and the moon’s node all

came back to very nearly the same position
again, so that the eclipses began to recur in the
same order and on the same days as they did
before. This period they called a saros., and it

enabled them to predict the eclipses of the sun
v/ith some success.

After some time the ancient astronomers
found that the use of this cycle called the
saros only enabled them to predict a mere
fraction of the eclipses of the sun, and that if

they wished to be more successful it was im-
perative that they should master the laws
governing the motion of the moon in its orbit

or path in the heavens. This knowledge of the
motion of the moon
was only obtained
as the fruit of many
years’ assiduous
study and con-
stant observation.

At an early period
it was found that
the moon did not
appear always to
move with the same
velocity in its orbit,

but that at times it

seemed to move
faster than at other
times, so that one
half of its revolu-

tion around the
earth was per-

formed in a shorter
time thanthe other.

This was exactly
the same thingthey
had discovered of
the motion of the
sun. If, then, a
table is formed
giving for any time
the place of the

moon in the heavens, constructed by supposing
it to move uniformly round the earth once in
27 days 7 hours 43 minutes 11^ seconds, it vdll

be found to be seldom correct, because, as the
moon moves faster at some times than at others,

the moon will be sometimes in front and at

other times behind the place it would have
had if it had always moved at the same rate.

Hipparchus, the celebrated Grecian astronomer,

carefully observed the moon, and ascertained

at what times it moved faster and at what
times it moved slower. He then showed how
the correct place of the moon might be ob-

tained by means of a second table which he
constructed, and which gave the amount by
which it was necessary to correct the place of

the moon given by the first table, in order to
take into account this unequal rate at which
the moon moved in its path in the heavens.

He also constructed a similar table to correct

the place of the sun, which, as we have seen,

6
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also moves Avitli unequal velocities. It was
soon found, however, that whereas the sun
moved fastest always in the same place in the

heavens, this was not the case \Nith the moon,
but that the place where it seemed

Perigee of move fastest, or its perigee, as it

•f
is called, was slowly advancing in

^ ^ ^
‘ the heavens

;
and Hipparchus as-

certained that it advanced from west to east

right round the heavens in a period of nearly

nine years. This discovery he took into account
in forming his second table.

II.

The whole of the elements, throughout the

entire series of the compounds they are sus-

ceptible of forming with one another, are found
to be subject to an immutable law. They will

only combine in certain fixed and definite pro-

portions by weight which arc
How elements to be constant for each elc-

com me. ment, however numerous its com-
pounds. Let us assume, for the sake of illus-

tration, that an element enters into chemical
union with one volume of oxygen. If it form
another compound with this gas it will contain

exactly twdce the weight of oxygen that the

first contained, and so on for all and every pos-

sible combination of this gas with any other

element.
Let us assume the weight of an element

capable of uniting with one volume of oxygen
to be ], while that of oxygen is 2. Then every
successive combination of this element with
oxygen, supposing it capable of forming more
than one, will be as 1 to 4, 1 to G, 1 to 8, and
so on

;
no intermediate combinations such

as 1 to 1^, 1 to 8, or 1 to 6 arc possible; and
this is true of all the compounds of this

element with every other element. To what
conclusion does this lead us ?

Matter not Why, that matter is not divisible
infinitely Peyond a certain point—that there

are certain finite or ultimate par-

ticles termed atoms, and which, as their name
signifies, cannot be divided. On this basis is

founded the celebrated law of chemical com-
binations in multiple proportions

;
and as Dalton,

the chemist, was the first to enunciate the

theory of the ultimate indivisibility of matter,

it has received the name of “ Dal-
Dalton’s atomic atomic theory.” We are far

theory. from saying that this conclusion
is to be accepted as final : as our knowledge
increases, Dalton’s theory may have to be
abandoned

;
meanwhile, we must accept it as

the only one that will explain the law of che-
mical combination in multiple proportions. As
the law holds good fof every element, whether it

presents itself under ordinaiy conditions in the
form of a solid, a liquid, or a gas, it is evident

1

that we must distinguish between atomic and
specific weight or gravity. For
instance, the ultimate particle or Atomic and.

atom of carbon is lighter than
that of oxygen, yet the former
always presents itself as a solid, while the latter

is a gas. Again, the weight of a piece of gold
is greater than that of a lump of lead of the
same size, yet the atomic weight of lead is

somewdiat greater than that of gold.

This leads us to a consideration of the
various forms or conditions under which
matter presents itself to our
senses. These are the solid, the ex^ple of

liquid, and the gaseous
;
and we

have good reasons for supposing that every
particle of matter of which the universe we

j

inhabit is composed at one time existed in
the form of a liquid or a gas, and wo are
justified in assuming that if the temperature
of any inorganic solid were raised in a suffi-

ciently high degree it would again pass intO'

the condition of a liquid and finally into that
of a gas. Some bodies do not pass through the
intermediate liquid stage before becoming
gaseous

;
while others, that are susceptible of

being liquefied by heat, also pass directly from
the condition of a solid to that of a gas. Water,
at the temperature which ordinarily prevails

in this country, presents itself under the
form of a liquid. At the temperature indicated
by 0° on the scale of the centigrade thermo-
meter, or at 32° on Fahrenheit’s
scale, it assumes the condition of Different

a solid. If, on the other hand,
we raise its temperature to 100° *^®c®8*ary.

on the centigrade or to 212° on the Fahrenheit
scale, it is, under the normal pressure of the
atmosphere, rapidly converted into an invisible

gas
;
but at any temperature between this and

freezing point water is constantly being con-
verted into its gas by the process known as.

evaporation, and this does not wholly cease
even when in the solid form, as a lump of ice

exposed to a dry atmosphere slowly diminishes,

in bulk and weight. Of course, in either case,,

if the air has already taken up as much water
gas as it can contain at the existing tempera-
ture, or is what is termed saturated, it refuses

i 0 take iip any more, and evaporation ceases.

If, therefore, we find that solids can be con-
verted into the liquid or gaseous state by the
application of heat— the degree of heat required
to effect this change differs im-
mensely for different bodies—the Soli^cation

converse must likewise hold good, ® gases,

and any gas may be compelled to assume the
liquid or the solid state by lowering its tem-
perature in a sufficient degree. The elemen-
tary gases of oxygen and hydrogen had long
resisted all attempts at liquefaction, even at

the lowest temperature that could be produced
by artificial means and with the assistance of

the utmost pressure that could be brought to

bear on them. Quite recently, however, the
feat has been accomplished, the
feasibility of which has never been ®

doubted did we but possess the
^

means of effecting it
;
and at a very low tem-

1
perature, and under the pressure of several
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hundred atmospheres, both oxygen and hydro-

gen have been liquefied, if not solidified. Of
course, on the removal of the pressure, these

bodies instantly revert to their original con-

dition of a gas. We may here draw attention

to the fact that many liquids possess the faculty

of forming an
A saturated intimate

union with
solids without meanwhile
losing the liquid form.
Such compounds are termed
solutions. Of all solvents

water is the most universal

—that is to say, it is capable
of holding a larger number
of substances in solution

than any other fluid
;

at

the same time, some bodies
not soluble in water are so

in alcohol, bicarbide of

sulphur, and other fluids.

Some substances are more
readily soluble in cold water
than in hot, and mce versa.

We all know that both salt

and sugar are soluble in

water. Many of our readers,

if they have never made
the experiment, would be
surprised to find how many
lumps of sugar we may dis-

solve in a cup of hot tea
without the latter losing
its fluidity. The liquid, of
course, increases in weight
in the exact proportion of
that of the solid added to it, and it becomes
denser or inspissated. At length a point is

reached at which the tea refuses to take up or
dissolve any more sugar, and the

° “ saturated.”

fiubstSceq point is, however, reached
much sooner with many other

solids—that is to say,

they are less soluble

than salt or sugar.

Quicklime is soluble, to

a certain extent, in

water; and the solu-

tion, like every true
solution, remains per-
fectly clear and gives
no evidence to the eye
of the presence of a
solid in the water. If

we now take a small
tube and, through it,

blow into the water, so
as to cause our breath
to pass through the so-

lution, a change takes
place, and it becomes
cloudy or milky in
appearance. "What has taken place ? a chemical
combination has been effected,—the carbonic
acid gas of the breath has united with the lime,

all invisible as it was in the water, and the
result has been the formation of carbonate of

lime or chalk, a substance only very partially

FACETS OF A BEILLIANT

FACETS OF A EOSE DIAMOND.

soluble in water, much less so than lime

;

and we have an example of the difference
between the condition of a body that is held
in solution and one which is only held in sus-

pension. In the latter case there is no such
intimate union as in the former, and the liquid

is rendered opaque and is

coloured by
the body held Solution and
• • suspension*
in suspension, ^

and if the mixture be
allowed to stand long
enough it will deposit the

solid as a sediment at the

bottom. This never takes

place in a solution. How-
ever long it be allowed to

stand, the same volume of

the liquid, whether taken
from the top or the bottom
of the vessel containing it,

holds the same proportion

of the solid in solution, nor

can we separate them by
any means short of’ evapo-
rating or vaporizing the

liquid, which in its altered

condition of a gas is no
longer capable of holding a
solid in solution. The sub-

stance thus re-

covered will,

if the opera-
tion be con-
ducted with sufficient care,

revert to its original crys-

talline form on becoming

solid, if it belong to the class of substances

having a tendency to assume that condition.

Crystallography, or the theory of crystalliza-

tion, has, of late years, concentrated on itself"

no small share of scientific thought and in-

quiry. Up to the present time, however, we
know but little of the laws by which it is

governed
;

and this

deeply interesting, but

abstruse branch of

physics, opens a wide
field of speculation and
research. Substances

termed crystalline
have a tendency to.

assume this state, not

only when recovered

from their solutions,

but also when they

pass from the liquid or

gaseous into the solid

form. Each body on
entering into this con-

dition assumes the spe-

cial crystalline struc-

ture by which it is

distinguished, and this

tendency is one we cm in no wuse alter or

destroy. We may pound a salt or other crys-

tallizable substance in a mortar
;

_we may
cause it to be dissolved in a liquid, or to

pass through any ordeal -w^e please short of

altering its chemical structure ; we can never
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destroy its ineradicable tendency to revert,

under favourable conditions, to the crystalline

state, nor can all our art effect the slightest

change in the fixed and finite forms which it

then assumes, although these may vary with
different allotropic states of the

De^te forms game substance. They are, in
of crystals,

jjiany cases, of infinite beauty, and
so various that it would be vain to attempt
any enumeration of them

;
the inspection

of any cabinet or collection of crystals will

convey a better idea of their configuration than
the most lengthy verbal description. The
whole subject, although involved in obscurity,

is deeply interesting, and the thoughtful stu-

dent of nature is fascinated by the sight of

lifeless matter growing into shapes of the most
exquisite symmetiy and

,
harmonious propor-

tion under his very eyes. Who can -behold
without emotion the needles of

Symmetiy of j^e shooting across the surface of
ciystalline

-^ater, or covering our win-
orms.

dow-panes with an arabesque of

wondrous beauty ? Well may Tyndall exclaim,
“ Nature lays her beams in music ”

! Many
substances require to enter into combination
with water in greater or less proportion before

they can assume the crystalline state. This

water which is thus built up into their struc-

ture is termed the water of crystallization, and
if driven off by heat the salt or other substance

-can no longer retain the crystalline form, and
falls into a shapeless powder, which is termed
its amorphous state. We see, therefore, that

matter, even in the solid state, may present

itself under forms so different as to render it

impossible of identification by any but the
practised eye. This leads us to

Allotrojn»m. ^ words on the subject of

allotropism, as it is termed. We have already

stated that many chemical compounds, al-

though constituted of precisely similar ele-

ments, shall yet exhibit attributes the most
o.pposite and diverse

;
but even an elementary

substance may j)resent itself under a guise so

different to its ordinaiy one that we may
utterly fail to recognize it. The ozone of our
atmosphere, which certainly affects oui’ senses

in a way very unlike ordinaiy oxygen, and
whose hygienic properties have been so highly

extolled, is held to be an allo-
An ahotropic tropic condition of that gas. But
modification

pg^q^^pg the most startling ex-
0 oxygen,

gf allotropism to which the

novice in the wonder-world of chemistry can
be introduced is that of carbon. If we hold a
plate over the flame of a gas-burner or oil

lamp, we shall very soon obtain a deposit of

Carbon ^his substance in a tolerably pure

amorphous, form and amorphous condition,

graphitoidal, Charcoal, lampblack, soot, all

crystalline, consist chiefly of this substance.

Graphite or black-lead, of which 'our drawing-
pencils are made, and in which it assumes a
pseudo-crystalline form, is another condition
under which this body presents itself. And
lastly—and this is the crowning marvel of the
aUotropic series—the diamond, the hardest and
most durable of all substances, the purest of all

gems, the one that displays the colours of all

other stones while it surpasses them in lustre,

is but carbon or charcoal in the ciystalline

form ! We fear that this statement is often

received with incredulity by those who know
little or nothing of the laws of chemistry

;
and

the objection is raised, “ MTiy then can we not
make diamonds ourselves?” The answer to

that is very simple. We have
already stated that a body ex- Artificial

Mbits a tendency to crystallize

when it reverts from the liquid or gaseous
state to that of a solid. If any of our readers

will teU us how to convert a lump of charcoal
into either of the above conditions, we shall

probably be a step nearer to the means of

manufacturing diamonds than we are at pre-

sent.* A French chemist has, we believe, under
circumstances w'hich it would be useless to

attempt to describe at present, succeeded in

producing crystals from charcoal hard enough
to scratch glass, but unfortunately so small as

to be commercially valueless. We have yet to

discover nature’s method of manufacturing
diamonds on a larger scale. Although we can-

not convert charcoal into diamonds, we can
perform the opposite experiment of converting
the diamond into charcoal, and thus demon-
strate its true nature. The experiment is, how-
ever, rather too costly for frequent repetition.

Newton, with the prescience
,

.

of true genius, may almost be
said to have anticipated the discovery of the
true nature of the diamond : drawing his infer-

ence from certain of its physical attributes, he
predicted that it would be found to be con-
nected with carbon or its compounds.

IV.

SUBTEACTION.

SuBTEACTiox is the method of finding what
number remains w'hen the lesser of two num-
bers is taken away from the greater. The
number so found is called the remainder or the
difference. Thus if W'e take away 3 from 6,

the remainder or difference is 2.

By carefully and patiently comparing the
above processes with the following rule, the
latter will be firmly grasped.

Buie for subtraction :

—

Place the lesser number under the greater, so
that units stand under units, tens under tens,

and so on. Beginning at the units end (i.e. the
right hand), subtract, if it is possible, each
figure of the lower number from the figure j\ist

above it, and write down each difference.

But before we give the usual rule for sub-
traction, the following reasoning will help us
to understand it :

—

• Since the above was written crystals of carbon
have been produced artificially.
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Suppose we want to take 235 from 740.

Now 746 = 6 units -[- 4 tens + ^ kundreds.
235 = 5 units + 3 tens -j- 2 hundreds.

/. the difE’ce )
= 1 unit + 1 ten + 5 hundreds,

of 235 Sc 746 J
= 611 in our notation

;

and wo see that this difference was got by
writing down the difference of the units, and
then the difference of the tens, and then the

difference of the hundreds.
Now, before we go further we must under-

stand the follo\\nng principle, viz., that i/ two
numbers be increased by the same quantity^

their difference is not altered. For example,
the difference between 9 and 7 is the same as

the difference between 9 increased by 10 and
7 increased by 10, for the difference is 2 in each
case. Again, the difference between ICO and
150 is the same as between 130 and 180, for it

is 60 in both cases.

Now let us try another case of subtraction.

Suppose we want to take 157 from 342.

Now 342 = 2 units + 4 tens + 3 hundreds,
and 157 = 7 „ -f- 5 „ + 1

If we now try to subtract, we cannot do as we
did in the first case, for we cannot take 7 units

from 2 units. But we can get over our difficulty

by the aid of the principle explained above.
Let us add 10 units to the upper number,

and 1 ten to the lower. This will not alter the

difference of the two numbers. The numbers
then become,

12 units -f 4 tens -j- 3 hundreds
and 7 „ + 6 „ 4-1 „

We can now subtract so far as the units are

concerned
;
for 7 units from 12 leave 6 units.

But we meet the same difficulty when we
come to the tens, as we cannot take G tens

from 4 tens. We must call in the aid of our
principle again. This time we shall add 10
tens to the upper and 1 hundred to the lower
number, and by so doing we know the differ-

ence of the two numbers is not altered.

Our numbers are now
12 units -4-14 tens -f 3 hundreds

and 7 „ -j- 6 „ -j- 2 „
We can now subtract the tens and the hun-
dreds as well as the units, and the result is,

6 units -}- 8 tens -f- 1 hundred
;
or 185 in the

usual notation.

Thus if any figure in the lower number is

greater than the figure just above it, we must
add 10 to the upper figure, and then subtract
the lower figure from the upper thus increased.
Write down the difference so found. Carry 1,

and add it to the next figure of the lower
number, and then subtract the lower figure so

increased from the number just above it,

adding 10 to the latter if necessary. Proceed
in this way with all the figures. The figures so
written down will be the required difference.

Illustration of the Rule.

1.

Take 282 from 325.
Arrange thus :

—

We say 2 from 5 leave 3, Write
326 down 3. 8 from 2 I cannot, but 8
282 from 12 leave!. Write down 4

and carry 1 . 1 added to 2 makes 3.

043 3 from 3 leave 0. the differ-

ence required is 43.

2.

Subtract 364 from 4621.
4621 We say 4 from 1 I cannot, but
364 4 from 11 leave 7. .-. write down

7 and carry 1. 1 added to 6
4257 makes 7. 7 from 2 I cannot

;
but

7 from 12 leave 5. .*. write down 6 and carry
1. 1 added to 3 makes 4. 4 from 6 leave 2.

write dowm 2. There is now nothing to
carry, and there are no more figures in the
lo\ver line, .’. we have nothing to subtract from
4, so we say 0 from 4 leaves 4. .-. write
down 4.

Thus the required difference between 4621
and 364 is 4267.»

The sign —
,
called minus, when placed be-

tween tw'o numbers, means that the second
number is to be subtracted from the first.

Thus 6 — 3 means that 3 is to be subtracted
from 6. .-.5 — 3 = 2.

Examples.
1. Find the differences in the following

cases :

—

{a) 18 (b) 1,30 (c) 6761 (rZ) 4302 (c) 751
12 76 2030 1622 236

2. Find the remainders in the following
cases :—

651 - 230; 78 - 69; 803 - 11;
1358 - 269 ;

785 - 369
;
2500 - 97

3. Find the value of

{a) 23 + 52 - 17
;

{b) 660 - 25 -f 35 - 16
(c) 370 - 49 - 6 ;

{d) 723 - 85 -f 85 - 3
4. (a) Brown had 63 marbles

; Jones 1 7 less

than Brown
;
Robinson as many as Brown and

Jones together, minus 21. How many had
they all together ?

{b) A basket contains in all 1662 apples,

pears and oranges. 721 of them arc apples
and pears, and 901 pears and oranges. How-
many more apples are there than pears ?

(c) What number taken from 650 will leave
200 ? and what number added to 200 will

make 650 ?

{d) Wliat number taken from 673 will make
3 more than 70 ?

(c) In a match of cricket. A, B and C to-

gether scored 126, of w^hich A and B together
scored 105

;
and of this A alone scored 35.

How much did B and C each score ?

(/) If I pay £10 for some hay, and £7 for

some straw, how much more do I pay for the
hay than the straw ?

(y) From a bag containing 1760 counters
880 are stolen

;
how many are left ?

(Ji) A man walked 23 miles one day, and
8 miles another : how many more miles did
he walk on the first day than on the second ?

Ansrvers.

1. (a) 6. (b') 55. (c) 4721. (i) 2680.

(e) 515.

2. 421; 9; 881 ;
1089; 416; 2403.

3. (a) 58. (5) 644. (c) 315. (d) 720.

4. (a) 157. (5) 601. (c) 450. (d) 500.

(e) B scored 70 ;
C 21. (/) £3. (y) 880. (7/) 15.

We may prove the correctness of our ans-wer in

any subtraction by adding the lesser number to the
difference. If the sum thus found is the same as the
greater number, the answer is probably right.
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The Veebs—Auxiliaries of Tense.

3eitworter—Helping Time-words.)

jtl'iiGlfs-tsitc woerter

The Latin verblTvi, from which verh is

taken, means word ;
thus we have the proverb

Yerlum sapientibus sat, “ A word to the wise

is enough.” The verb is the one word indis-

pensable in a sentence. Without it a com-
plete sense cannot be expressed. The shortest

sentence we can have in English is “ Go !

”

which means, Be thou going !
” or “ Do 1

”

which means, “ Be thou doing !
” The shortest

possible sentence is the Latin imperative “

(Go thou), from the verb ire ; we have here a
sentence consisting of a single letter. Now,
as sentences cannot be formed without verbs,

and as students of languages should begin to

construct sentences for themselves as early as

possible, we shall here, deviating from the

usual method, at once give some preliminary

remarks concerning verbs, and then proceed to

consider the three verbs, l)aben, to have
; fepn or

feilt to be
;
and inerbcn—which, when it is used

with the past participle of another verb, signi-

fies to b(, and when it is used alone signifies to

become.

There are in German, as in other languages,

various moods (or manners) in which the verb

is expressed. The infinitive mood, which is

not limited by time or person, and which
simply names ^.^e verb, may be known in

English by the sign TO : to eat, to drink, to go

;

in German it is known by the termination en

:

effen, trinlen, ge^en,—and in some of our old

css'-en tr\nli!-en gay'-en

English authors we have the infinitive some-
times ending in en. Chaucer says, ‘‘ To liven

in delight was all his wone ” (custom)
;

to

‘‘ contrefeten,” for to counterfeit; to “sayen,”
for to say

;
“ to holden” for to hold, etc. The

INDICATIVE MOOD asscrts or points out (in-

dicates) a fact : (?t fingt, he sings. The
airr zingt

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD is dependent on the in-

dicative, and is thus subordinated or subjoined

to it. The signs by which it is known are the

words that or may expressed or understood :

(5r liegt frani, he lies sick (indicative)
; 0ie

airr Icegt hranh zee

fagen cr liege Irani they say (that) he lies

zah'gen airr lee'ge Tcranh

sick (subjunctive). The imperative mood
commands or entreats : SintiUOrte iud)t, answer

anif-rort-e neccht
notl (^ieh und itnfer tdglic{)ed S3rob! Give

geej) nns nn'-ser taig' -lich-cs brot

us our daily bread ! The conditional is also

considered a moed. It expresses an occurrence
or a fact as dependent upon another, preceding
or accompanying it : ihurfce fommen,

ich n'uerr'-de horn'-men

tnenn i^ 3^ii ^ should come if I had
Venn ich tseit het'-te

time. Thus my coming is made dependent or

conditional upon my having time.

Of the Tenses it maybe observed, in the first

place, that the word imperfect means incom-
plete, and perfect complete. I had a holiday,

3c^ t;atte einen geiertag (imperfect)
; 30

ich hatf-te ey'-nen fy-err-tahg ich

|)abe einen geiertag gei)abt I have had a

ha'-be ey-nenfy'-err-tag ge-hapt'

holiday (perfect). Thus the imperfect generally

wants another word to complete the sense;

the perfect states a fact completely. The plu-

perfect (Latin pins quam perfectum, more
than perfect) speaks of a thing that was
complete before another subsequent thing, that

is also past: 30 bcrior, geflern mein
ich fcrr-lore' gest'-errn mine

55u0; mein greunb^tte e^ mir gegeben,
booch mein froind half-te ess meerr ge-gay'-ben

I lost yesterday my book
;
my friend had it to

me given
;
here had given is pluperfect, for it

was complete before the loss took place, which
is also past. The second future and second
CONDITIONAL are also called “future past,

and conditional past.” The future past is used
in speaking of what is future now, but will be
past at the time of which I speak : for instance,
“ To-morrow I shall have been here a week”

;

my being here a week is future now, but will

be past at the time of which I speak—to-

morrow. Further particulars concerning the
use of moods and tenses will be given in due
course.

The Verb to Hate.
(The verb babcn, to have, has two separate

characters. It is an auxiliary when it helps to

form certain tenses of other verbs: 3cb babe
ich ha-be

gebbrt I have heard. It is a transitive verb
ge-hoert'

when it stands alone, and has a separate mean-
ing—to possess

: 3cb b^be eiue SSlume, I have a
flower.)

Principal Parts of the Verb.

Infinitive mood. Past (imperfect). Past participle.

baben, to have, bcitte, had. gebabt had.

ha'-ben hat'-te ge-hapt'

INDICATIVE mood.

Present Tense.

30 b'^lbe, I have
ich ha'-be

!Du bafl, thou hast
doo hast

(5r C0{c, c^) bat be (she, it) has
airr {zee, css) hat

Ssir b'^ben, wc have
veerr ha'-ben

3bt babt ye have
eerr havt
©te baben, they have
zee ha'-ben

With regard to pronunciation, it must be
remembered that the letters ba in baben are

always pronounced like the English excla-

mation “ha! ha!” therefore bafl in German
must not be sounded like the English hast^
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nor |)at like the English hat; it must be the ah
sound, but not long. The student should get

some one who understands German to read the
verb carefully over to him, as no combination
of English letters will exactly give the sound
of the German ^afl and I;at.

N.B.—In poetry, the of the second
person plural is often lengthened into I;abet.

Imperfect.

^>atte, I had
icli hat'-te

!Du ^attefl, thou hadst
doo hath-test

(Sr :^atte, he had
ayrr hat'-te

SBir :^atten, we had
veerr hat'-ten

^attet, ye had
eerr hat-tet

©te l^attcn, they had
zee hat-ten

Pronunciation, etc.—Remember that the

••stress is always on the first syllable, which is

here the radical or root syllable, containing
the meaning of the word

;
while the final gives

only the change belonging to the tense. In
Chaucer’s time the English had (the imperfect
tense) was written “hadde,” and pronounced as

two syllables : Yet hadde he but litel gold in

oofre.”

Perfect.

|>abe I have had
ich ha'-he gehapt
£)U |)aft ge^abt, thou hast had
doo hast gehajJt

Sr ^at ge^abt, be has had
airr hat gehapt
IBir bdben gebabt, we have had
veer ha*-hen gehapt

gebabt, you have had
cerr hapt gehapt
(51 te bdben gebabt, they have had
zee ha'-hen gehapt

The perfect is thus merely a repetition of

the present tense' with the past participle

fiebabt (had) added. The ge is the prefix that

marks the past participle : thus, fe^en, to see;

gefe^en, seen. In the old English this ge was
softened into y. Thus in Chaucer we have
“ ywriten ” for written, yshadowed ” for sha-

dowed, “ ystored ” for stored. The past parti-

ciple is formed in a regular verb by putting
the ge before the infinitive, and changing the

termination en into t—ge-hah-t. The ge is

pronounced as in the English word anger

;

the accent is here on the second syllable :

pronounce ge-hapt.

Pluperfect.

3cb batte gebabt l bad bad
ich hatte gehapt

gebabt thou hadst had
doo hat-test gehapt

Qr he had had
airr hat-te gehapt
23ir bcittcn gebabt, we had had
veerr hatten gehapt

gebabt, you had had
4:err hat-tet gehapt

©ie batten gebabt they had had
zee hat-ten gehapt

The pluperfect is the form of the imperfect,
with the addition of the past participle geb^bt.
When the verb consists of more than one word,
the tense is called compound. In compound
tenses, the past participle and the infinitive

which form part of the tense are put to the
end of the sentence when the sentence is simple
and direct—that is to say, when it begins with
the nominative case. Thus : He has had a book,

(Sr belt ein S5u^ gebabt; I bad bad an apple,

3cb b«be einen 2lpfe( gebabt.

Future.

3(b tberbe baben, I shall have
ich vairr'-de ha'-hen

njirft baben, tbou wilt have
doo vierrst

(Sr tritb baben, be will have
ayrr vierrt

2Btr trerben baben, we shall have
veerr vairr'-den

3bt iberbet b^^ben, ye will have
eerr vairr'-det

©ie njerben baben, they will have
zee rairr'-den

Here we have the auxiliary tnerben, which,
when used with an active verb, signifies
“ shall ” or “will” : werbe ein S5u(b b^ben, I

shall have a book.

Second Future, or Future Past.

•Seb wetbe gebabt baben, I shall have bad
ich vairr'-de ge hapt ha'-hen

2)n tvnrft gebabt baben, thou wilt have bad
doo vierrst ge-hapt ho!-hen

(Sr ihirb gebabt .
baben, be will have bad

airr vierrt ge-hap't ha!-hen

2Bir iverben gebabt baben, we shall have
weer vairr'-den ge-hapt ha'-hen [had

3bt tberbet gebabt baben, ye will have
eerr vair'-det ge-hapt ha'-hen [had

©ie n)erben gebabt baben, they will have
zee vairr'-deii ge-hapt ha'-hen

Here the verb is compounded of three words.
Both the past participle and the infinitive are

moved to the end of the sentence
: 3^ therbe

einen Slpfet iinb eine ^irfebe gebabt baben, I shall

have bad an apple and a cherry,

THE CONDITIONAL.

3cb ihiitbe baben, I should have
ich wuerr'-de ha'-hen

©It triirbeft baben, thou wouldst have
doo' vuerr-dest ha‘-hcn

(Sr tinitbe baben, he would have
ayrr wuerr'-de ha'-hen

Sir tnhrben baben, we should have

veerr vuerr'-den ha'-hen

3br tnittbet baben, yc would have
eerr vuerr'-det ha'-hen

©ie iriirben baben, they would have
'

zee vuerr'-den ha'-hen

The imperfect of the auxiliary inerben—ibUrbe
with the Uintantor modulation on the u ([nhtrbe},

expresses the idea “should” or “would,” as

njerbe expresses “ shall.”
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III.

If the reader has carefully considered and
fairly mastered the facts to which his attention

has been directed, and the con-
Inferences and elusions drawn from them, he
suggestions. gained some general

ideas of great importance respecting the study

upon which he has entered. It> will have

occurred to him that the changes which have

taken place in the Mendips—the rising and
sinking of the land, the deposit of great

thicknesses of mud which now make up the

several kinds of strata there to be seen, the

curving and crumpling of these strata, and their

subsequent denudation—cannot have been
isolated phenomena. What \vas going on at the

same time in other

parts of what are now
the British Islands ?

Is there any record

elsewhere of the inter-

val that elapsed be-

tween the upheaval of

the strata that make
up the bulk of the

Mendip range and
the deposit of the “un-
conformablc ” strata

.which lie on their

upturned ends ? What-
ever may have been
the length of that in-

terval, it was long

enough to allow of the

denudation of an im-

mense mass of rock :

is that interval a blank
in geological history ? Do the later strata there
shown close the story which the geologist has to

tell ? Are there any deposits known to be earlier ?

If there are, can we arrange them in their

regular order of succession? Was there any
animal life on the dry land ? What do wo
know of the inhabitants of the sea ? What can
we learn respecting the plants of the whole
period 1 These and other questions we shall

endeavour to answer in subsequent lessons.

We must, however, first consider a little more
in detail the nature of the various kinds of

rocks in general
;
and this vnll now occupy our

attention.

EOCKS AND THEIE CLASSIFICATION.
The word “ rock” is popularly applied to large

masses of hard, stony material
;

the geologist
employs it in a more extended sense to de-
signate all masses of^which the earth’s surface
is composed, whether hard or soft. The sands
and clays of the London Basin, for instance, are
“rocks” from a geological point of view as
truly as the hard masses which form the
mountains of North Wales, the highlands of
Scotland, or the Alpine range. We divide

them, for convenience, into three classes

—

Igneous, Sedimentary and jSletamorpldc

.

Igneous rocks are those which have been
formed from molten material, and the part
which these rocks and the forces

they indicate play in the niodifi-^°^‘^°-”^®^°^^°"'

cation and renewal of the earth's crust is very
important. We shall best understand the method
of their formation by examining the structure

of a volcano and the nature of its productions.
Of the causes of an eruption we know next to
nothing. We do not understand why it is that
now and again a quantity of melted matter
forces its way through to the earth’s surface

—

nor do we know the extent of the reservoirs

from whence it is drawn. The most generally
accepted theory is that the increased energy
which causes volcanic outbreaks is induced
the expansive and explosive effects of steam,,

produced by the access of water to still highly
heated [fluid portions of the interior of the
earth. The suggestion is a very probable one,

but it is only a theory after all. What we
do know is that vol-

canic eruptions have
taken place during
everygeological period,
as well as in modern
times. “ There is pro-

bably,” says an emi-
nent authority, “ no
great region of the

earth’s surface where
volcanic activity is not
manifested now, or
has not been mani-
fested at some former
period. So far as.

geological evidence
can guide us, we have
no reason to believe

that there has ever
been any epoch in the
earth’s history when,

volcanic action has not been displayed. . . .

nor does geological evidence lead us .to con-
clude that there has been any diminution in

the activity of the volcanic forces during the

past history of the earth.”

Let us now inquire what takes place when a
volcanic eruption occurs. A mass of melted mat-
ter forces its way from below the
earth’s surface upwards through
the strata. Finding vent in this

‘

manner, steam, fi-agments of rock and other
material are blown out in a direct line to a
great height. A portion of the matter ejected
is carried away as dust and cinder by the wind
—the larger part falls back and accumulates
round the orifice from which it was thrown
out, forming a conical mound. At times liquid

matter rises to the top of the vent and boils

over, forming streams of lava, and further con-
solidates, as it cools, the conical hill, which thus,

as the eruptions continue, increases in size and
stability.

The foregoing engraving may serve to render
this description a little more clear.

* Ceikie.

IDEAL SECTIOX OE A TOLCAXO.
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a represents strata broken or burnt through
by molten matter from below

;
h the gradually

accumulating ash and cinder, consolidated by
lava streams

;
g indicates a part of the under-

ground mass that has supplied the erupted
matter.

Volcanoes may cease to be active, and lie

dormant for a time, only to break out again
into renewed aetivity; but wo

Extinct and j^^ow also that sooner or later

voSoes. become extinct. The heat
dies away, the neck or pipe is

choked up with hardened lava, and the under-
ground mass slowly solidifies. In process of

time, as we might expect, and as in all the
older formations has actually been the case,

the volcanic cones are destroyed by atmo-
spheric agencies, and disappear. The beds of
ash (tuff) become consolidated, and with the
lavas are partially preserved, often for a much
longer time. Finally, the deeper seated bosses
of rock, denuded of the superincumbent strata,

are exposed to

view. In some
instances the
melted mass be-

neath the sur-

face has cooled
without any part
having found
vent through a
volcanic erup-
tion, and in others
all traces of the
eruptionhave dis-

appeared.

Let us suppose,
then, a volcano to
have become ex-
tinct, and the
processes we
have described to

have transpired,

we should have
as the result

several hinds of
rock composed of

same materials, but difEering
Merentlands

5,^ character.

ofthesame beds of fragments

material. {volcanic Ih'cccia

and tuff ').

2. Lava streams, either as volcanic glass or
crystallized fpitclistones, olsidians,
pumice, trachytes, Vasalts, etc.).

3. Deep-seated bosses, also crystallized, but
distinguishable by their mode of occur-
rence and the character of their crystal-

lization {granites, syenites, etc.).

4. A group of rocks which appear to hold an
intermediate position {felstoncs, fcl-
spatliic jjorpltyries, etc.).

We are thus able to divide igneous rocks
into two great classes : Plutokic, those formed

at considerable depths below the

GBAiriTE EOeX TRAVSESXD BT IJTXEUSIVIl VKIXS OT IfEWES
GEAKira (caelsbab).

Plutonic and
volcanic rocks.

surface
;

and Volcanic, those
which have been originally lava

flows, or have been made up of ash and volcanic
fragments.

Germany and the Eeformation.

The Eeformation was the great event which
everywhere in Europe charac-
terized the transition from the Importance

middle ages to modern times

;

tor it was in tins direction—in
the struggle for emancipation from religious

thraldom—that the strength of a world intel-

lectually awakened was put forth. Everywhere
there was a moving and a shaking of the dry
bones of centuries

;
and the result of the

struggle in the various countries,—in some
triumphant success, in others failure, in others
again a mixed issue partaking of the qualities

^ ^ of both,—had the
most powerful in-

fluence onthe sub-
sequent history

of the nations
individually.

During the
whole of the
fifteenth century
the dissatisfac-

tion of all classes

of society with
the condition of

things in the
Church had been
steadily increas-

ing
;

and the
causes of that

dissatisfaction be-

came aggravated
as time went on.

One of the great

objects of the
Church Council
at Constance,

early in the century, had been
to organize a reform that should immediate

commence and proceed within the
causes.

Church itself. But when this Council, after

executing vengeance upon the reformers John
Huss and Jerome of Prague, had failed to
fulfil its important duty of doing away with
the scandals of the Church

;
and when the

Church Council of Basle, that was to have
taken up the w^ork left undone at Constance,
proved equally abortive—the feeling throughout
the German empire was one, not only of dis-

satisfaction, but of Opposition, gradually de-
veloping into active enmity and liatrcd among
the laity towards the Church. The princes,

jealous for the maintenance of authority, ori-

ginally averse from any change emanating
from the people, had hoped and expected that
the necessary reforms would be initiated and
carried out by the Church itself, and were
angry that all warnings and exhortations to

voluntary changes were disregarded by the

popes. They complained that the clerical courts
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interfered with the course of secular justice;

that the right of granting dispensations,

exercised by the Homish see. had
State of church extended beyond all reason-

matters.
limits, and overrode all

authority
;

that the annates, or custom of

paying the first year’s income on the award-
ing of a bishopric, the giving of offices and
emoluments to cardinals residing abroad,

the manifold exaction of clerical taxes, all

tended to impoverish the empire. The lower
clergy looked with disgust on the mendicant
friars, especially the Dominicans, who under-
mined their influence wdth the people, and were
favoured by the popes, whose supremacy they
upheld with a zeal that was sometimes suicidal.

The piously disposed were scandalized at the
glaring contrast between the lives and the pro-

fession of a part of the clergy, and at the woiid-
liness of the bishops

;
thinking men were angry

nt the gross ignorance in which the people
were kept, and at the
dark superstition that
manifested itself in the
adoration of relics and in
image and picture-wor-
ship

;
while the learned

were moved to scorn,

not unmingled with dis-

may, when they looked
upon the utter ignorance,
indifference, and narrow-
mindedness of a large

section of the clergy,

—

•blind leaders of the blind,

who kept the people in
the very depths of cre-

dulity and superstition.

The clumsy edifice of
mediaeval theology was
assailed with weapons
drawn from the waitings
of classical antiquity, and
still more by the Bible,

which was a closed book
to the people, and ])y

passages from the earliest

fathers of the Church. Many customs and insti-

tutions connected wath the Church ware felt to
have outlived their time, and to have become not
-only unnecessary, but objectionable

;
the right

of sanctuaiy, for example, which interfered

LrXHEH S CELL AT ERFUKT.

with the course of justice, and
afforded a method of escape for

State of the

convents and 'i T''”;
"""

monasteries,
criminals

;
the frequent holidays

and saints days, that promoted
idleness and vagrancy, and thus became a stone
of offence to the townspeojile

;
and the numerous

convents, with their doles to beggars, that
directly promoted mendicancy. All these cir-

cumstances working together produced a sin-
gular unanimity of thought amotig the advanced
spirits of the age, and the people those men
-endeavoured to influence. Popular literature
took the form of satire against the monks and
their supporters

;
and, especially in Saxony and

the adjoining principalities, the
Hussite principles, an offshoot of
the old Wycliffite movement of a

century and a half old, had never been eradi-

Hussite

principles.

cated, but w’erc ready to burst forth again,

when the hour should come, and the man. The
man came forth in due time, not from among
the great ones of the land, or from the gilded

palaces of the great, but from among the

v/orking people. It was from a miner’s cot-

tage in a small Saxon towm that the voice

was to issue that should proclaim through
Germany and through Europe the news of

freedom from the slavery of Borne.

In the little town of Eisleben, in Saxony, was
born on November 10th, 1483, Martin Luther.
His father, Hans Luther, was an honest labour-

ing man belonging to a family „ . _ ,

of miners at Golma. We are told

that Hans Luther brought up his
®

little son creditably in the fear of God by the

gains of his mining labours
;
and when the boy

was of a suitable age sent him, with heartfelt

prayer, to the Latin school, where Martin soon
Icamed the Ten Commandments, the Child’s

Creed, the Lord’s Prayer,

and likewise the Child’s

Grammar, and psalm-
singing. It was at Mans-
feld that Luther received

these rudiments of educa-

tion
;
and as his father,

wffio appears to have pos-

sessed some ambition,

designedhim for the study
of the law, he w^as taken,

in his fifteenth year, to

Eisenach, where, as a
poor scholar, he was
obliged to sing hymns
wdth his companions at

the doors of rich citi-

zens, for his daily bread.
“ Despise not those poor
lads who cry at your door
Pancm propter Eeum,"
said Luther once, in the

height of his fame and
honour

;
‘‘I myself wms

once such a screeching

boy, and have sought
my bread at people’s doors, especially in my
beloved city of Eisenach.”

In due time the young scholar proceeded
to the university of Erfurt

;
and it is related

by his biographer Mathesius that
here for the first time he found,

education,

in the university library, a complete Bible, a
Latin version, i:)art of which he read wdth in-

tense interest, astonished “ at the many more
texts. Epistles and Gospels than are usually
explained in the homilies or from the pulpits
in churches.” He had been diligently studying
for four years, when a sudden calamity gave
another direction to his life. His friend Alexis
was struck dead at his side by a flash of light-

ning : seized with horror, and the dread of
judgment to come, the young student resolved
to work out his salvation by conventual aus-
terities. He made a sudden vow to become a
monk

;
for the last time he enjoyed the society

of his companions in a concluding festive

meeting
; and then, on St. Alexius’ day, July

17th, 1005, having taken his degree at the uni-
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versitj, he immured himself in the solitude

of a cell in the monastery of the
lutlHr 1)60011183 Augustine Friars, at Erfurt. “ I

o.mon
. entered the monastery, and left

the world,” he says, “despairing of myself.

I thought God would not take my part; and
'if I meant to go to heaven, and be saved, it

must be by my own efforts. For this reason

I became a monk, and laboured hard.” The
monk in due time became a priest; and he
seems to have worked with feverish anxiety, in

the hope of gaining peace. The beginning of

Luther’s clerical career reminds us strangely of

a passage in the life of John Bunyan. Like
the inspired puritan, he was seized with a
horror of great darkness. In vain did he en-

deavour, by a zealous performance of monastic
duties and a rigid subservience to monastic
rule, to obtain peace for his soul. “ The more I

strove,” he says, “ to pacify my conscience by
means of fasting, watching, and praying, the

less quiet and peace I felt
;
for the true light

was hidden from mine eyes. The more I sought

the Lord, and thought to approach Him, the

farther I departed from Him.”
But the consolation he could not find in the

works of the scholastics, or in hard penances,

mortifications, and fasting, he found in the words
of the Bible. At length he came

His Bible conviction “ that man must
researches and

salvation not through his
taeir result.

through faith in the

mercy of God through Christ,”—and this became
the foundation of his doctrine. Through the re-

commendation of Johann Staupitz, vicar-general

of the order of St. Augustine, Luther was ap-

pointed as lecturer on philosophy and divinity

at the university of Wittenberg, newly founded
by the Elector Frederick the Wise. This was in

1608
;
and for some years we find Luther fully

and congenially employed, preaching boldly

against the fallacies of the scholastics and the

doctrine of justification by works. “ As I have
begun,” he says, “ I will go through with this

work.” A journey he undertook to Homo, on
the business of the convent, opened Luther’s

eyes as to the disgraceful state of things in the

metropolis of the Church. “I have myself heard
itsaidatKome,” he tells us, “it is impossible that

matters can remain in that state
;
things must

change or break down.” He was astonished at

the pomp, the worldliness, and the wickedness
displayed everywhere. His eyes were thoroughly
opened. “ He would not take a thousand florins

not to have been at Borne.”

Great sums of money were at this time re-

quired by the pope, for the completion of the
architectural wonder of the world,

The sale of church of St. Peter in Borne,
indulgences. Accordingly, to fill the papal cof-

fers, indulgences were sold to an extent and
with an audacity till then unattempted. These
indulgences promised the purchaser forgiveness

of sins, the favour of heaven, and release from
the fires of purgatory. Then it happened that

the Elector Albert of Mayence, commissioned
by Pope Leo X., caused a sale of these indul-

gences to be preached; and like Chaucer’s
“ Pardoner,” who travelled with his wallet full

of “pardons from Borne, all hot,” there came to

Wittenberg the Dominican monk Tetzel, who is

reported to have brought with him an iron

chest, wherein to deposit the sums collected,

and to have boldly preached the startling doc-
trine, that so soon as the money was deposited
in the box, the soul on whose behalf it was
paid was admitted into heaven (“ So bald das
Geld in Hasten klingt, Die Seel alsbald in’n

Himmel springt.”) Indignation, alike at the
traffic and at the manner in which it was pur-
sued, roused Luther to action. On All-hallow’s

Eve of the year 1517 he nailed to the church
door at Wittenberg ninety-five theses or propo-
sitions,donying the efficacy ofindulgence without
repentance, and declaring that the

pope had no right to give abso-

lution except to penitent sinners

—maintaining, moreover, that an
indulgence, while it released those who obtained
it from the punishment inflicted by the Church,
could not obtain pardon from God. These pro-

positions he pledged himself to maintain against
all comers. The reasonableness of Luther’s
theses, and the boldness with which the earnest
monk took up the cause of truth against error,

woke an echo throughout Germany, and es-

pecially recommended Luther and his cause to

the students at Wittenberg and elsewhere
;
and

the effect was increased by the weakness of the
arguments adduced against him by Tetzel and
other champions of papal authority. Luther
was summoned to Borne to answer for his con-
duct

;
but the Elector of Saxony, who was

favourably inclined towards him, managed that
the mxatter should be discussed not in Borne,
but at Augsburg, where the learned Dominican
Cajetan, the legate of Leo, undertook to put the
refractorymonk to silence. But the
scholastic learning of Cajetan was I-utlier and

no match for the earnestness, the Cardmal

Scriptural reading, and the ready
Cajetan.

wit of Luther, who after a short disputation
was dismissed by Cajetan with an angry and
peremptory injunction to appear before him no
more until he was ready to recant his alleged
errors. Luther was obliged to escape from
Augsburg by night, with the assistance of
of some friends, after formulating an appeal to
the pope, whom he declared to be misinformed.
Thereupon the Elector was urged to deliver up
Luther to the vengeance of Borne, or at least to
banish him from the electoral territories

;
but

he nobly refused to do either. He declared the
reformer’s wish for an impartial investigation
a reasonable one, and became his powerful and
consistent protector.

Bules of Peonunciation.
The Simple Vowels.

§ 11. A. In a ratio of which the quantities

are open to discussion, this vowel has a short
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sound, wliich, for convenience’ sake, we stall

mark a ; and a hroad sound, which we figure

thus : d. The short sound imparts softness,

and the broad roughness, to the pronunciation.

The Parisian speech much affects the latter

sound. From the broad d to the short d there

is a gamut, which faithfully adheres to the

social scale
;
for whereas with the less educated

almost every a is broad, and this as broad as

can be, with the refined the broad d only
comes to relieve the monotony which a con-

stantly recurring sound, however fine, would
produce. Between d and d there is a medium a,

removed by such a light shade from the short

that M. Littre does not take it into account at

all
;
the Academic, while admitting its exist-

ence, gives no clue to its recognition. From
what precedes, it will be gathered that the
following remarks must be looked upon more
as useful hints than exhaustive rules.

§ 12. A, initial or final, is short, and pro-

nounced like a in cap :

—

acacia, acacia, pron. d-hd-sid.

alia, he w'ent, „ d-ld.

asilc, shelter, d-zeel.

Canada, Canada, „ Kd-nd-dd.
he mocked

,, md-hd.
mignonette „ ray-zay-dd.

moqua,
reseda.

Exercise I.—Read aloud several times the
following words, which have the same sound :

—

abracadabra, incantation.

caporal, corporal.

drap {dra'), cloth.

hamac, hammock.
lacs (lak'), lakes.

arbre (ai'br), tree.
^

catastrophe {phe^^'f), catastrophe.
chasse {shass'), hunt.
malade (de = d'), invalid.

camarade {de = d'), comrade.

There are hundreds more of the same kind.

§ 13. which appears alone, or at the end
of a word, and not otherwise, is also pro-
nounced like a in cay :

—

d. to or at, pron. d.

(^d, here. sd.

dejd. already.
5J

day-zhd.
Id, there, .

5)
Id.

§ 14. a is broad, and pronounced like a in
rather :

—

dme. soul, pron. dm'.
bat, pack-saddle.

??
bd.

chdssis. frame.
?>

shd-see.

crane. skull. erdn'

.

gateau. cake.
j? ghd-to.

pdtre. herdsman. pdtr'

.

rongedtre, reddish.
5J

roo-zhdtr'.

thedtre. theatre. tay-dtr'.

§ 15. Remark.—The same broad sound of a
in rather is met with in

—

(1) Words of which the singular ends in as :

as (os'), ace
;
atlas (d-tlds'), atlas

;
bas (bd),

stocking; trepas {tray-pd), death; damas
(dd-md), damask.

(2) The syllable ase : base (bdz'), basis
;
case

(Jcdz'), hut, etc.
;
but rase, phase, and others,

take the medium sound (pee § 16).

(3) The liquid syllable aille (see § 53); maille
^nd-lV), mesh

;
paille (pd-lV), straw

; taille

(fd-ll'), size
;

caille (cd-W), quail
; canaille

(kd-nd-lV), mob
;
bataille (bd-td-lV), battle, etc.

(4) Some words which have arr coming after
a consonant : carreau (kd-ro), pane or tile

;

barreau (bd~ro), bar (cf. § 16).

(5) Casser (hd-say'), to break
;
'tasser (td-say)

,

to shake down; passer {pd-.say), to pass; lacs
(Id), snares

;
gaz (ghdz'), gas, etc.

Exercise II.—Read aloud and commit to
memory (sound and sense) the following :

—

ananas (d-nd-nd), a pine-apple.

cadenas (kd-dnd), a padlock,
canevas (kd-nvd), canvas.
casemate (kdz-mdt), a casemate.
chasselas (shd-sld), a species of white grape.
matelas (md-tld), mattress, [pane.
vasistas (vd-zee-stds), a practicable window-

§ 16. A medium sounds like a in arts. It is

given to the verbal terminations : at, ames,
dtes, the circumflex in these merely indicating
the disused s : qu'il alldt (keel d-la), that he
might go ;

nous pla<^dmes (noo pld-sam'), we
placed ;

rous risitdtes (voo ree-zee-tat'), you
visited. It is usually assigned to the liquid

syllable ail (see § 53), to arr and as coming
after consonants (see exceptions, § 15), and to

the termination ation : corail, coral
;
carrosse,

carriage; basiliquc,ch.Vir(Ax', accidental

;

vase, slime
;

phase, phase
;

casserole, pan

;

consolation (tion — sion), comfort
;

chocolat,

chocolate, etc.

Remark.—It is perceived at a glance that
although laws for the sound of a can be laid

down, the law, if there be one, has yet to be
discovered. That, however, it is indispensable

to observe the various shades of a the following
anecdote wall show ;

—
“ Un bon bourgeois cam-

pagnard, devenu vieux, invitd a aller rendre
visite d un nouveau voisin assez 61oign6, re-

pondit :
‘ Je marche difficilement, mais mon

dne me conduira.’—‘ Monsieur, j’ai un cheval a
votre service.’

—
‘ Mais, monsieur, e’est de ma

fille queje parle.’— ‘ Pardon, monsieur, j’ignorais

que mademoiselle votre fille portat le nom , , .

d.'Aniie.'' ”
,

§ 17. A A, placed at the beginning of a noun,
sound like one mediuon a : Aar (ar), a river

;

Aarbourg (ar-boor), a town. Aaron is pro-

nounced Aron in poetry, whereas in prose both
a's are slightly felt. In the middle of a word
aa forms two distinct syllables ; Baal (Ba-aV),

Isaac (Ee-za-ac).

§ 18. -K To the eye only four kinds of e's

are apparent : e, e, e, e
;
but in reality there

are six, viz. :

—

(1) e mute, as e in the English word table ;

(2) e slender, as uin nut, but less marked
;

(3) e close, as a in baker ;

(4) e semi-close, a shade more open than a in

^baker ;

(5) e open, as ea in bread

;

(6) e open, and longer than e.

§ 19. A!' mute.—(a) Placed at the end of a
word which contains another vowel it is not
heard, but it allows the voice to fall softly,

and it is peculiarly precious in poetry and
music. Here is what Voltaire, quoted by
M, Littr6, says of it: “Vous nous reprochez

nos e muets comme un son triste et sourd qui
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expire dans notre bouche, mais c’est pr6cis6-

ment dans ces e muets que consiste la grande
harmoniede notre prose et de nos vers

;
empire,

couronne, diademe, flamme, teridrcsse, victoire,

—toutes ces ddsinences heureuses laissent dans
Toreille un son qui subsiste encore apres le mot
commence comme un clavecin qui resonne
quand les doigts ne frappent plus les touches.”

Examples :

dme, soul, pron. dm'
eglise, church, „ ay-glecz'

pldtre, plaster, „ pldtr'

poupee, doll, „ poo-pai/

hone, mud, „ boo'

foie, liver, „ food'

(V) When the e mute final is followed by a

word beginning with a vowel or silent h, it is

elided, cut olf, and one word, as it were, is

formed of the two : chose admirable, wonderful
thing (pron. shosudmeerdbV) ; dpre au gain,

keen in the pursuit of money (pron. dpro gain) ;

porte ourerte on fermee, door open or shut

(pron. portoovertoo fermay').
Remarli.—Le, a personal pronoun of which

the e is slender (§ 18), requires, like all objective

pronouns, to be put after an imperative affirma-

tive, as gardcz-le. When the next word begins

with a vowel or h mute, this le is not elided
;

say gardez-le avec soin, and not lavec. In
poetry, however, this occurs :

“ Mais, mon
petit monsieur, prenez-le un peu moinshaut”
(MOLikRE—Le Misanthrope)', r^^diprenez-lun.

Recent poets have not taken advantage of this

licence.

(c) WTien such words as le, me, ne, se, etc.,

which have the slender e, stand before each
other or before the verb, it is quite permissible

to change the e slender into e mute, and, con-

sequently, to elide the e altogether. Thus it is

> correct to pronounce : je n'le vois pas, 1 don’t
see him, forje ne le vois pas ; and ye I'tois, I do
see him, forye le vois. This elision also occurs
in the middle of a word : devcleppement is read
devlopment. Of this latitude the Parisian avails

himself extensively. There being no precise

rules for its recurrence, the educated alone
know where the clipping and running into

are graceful and where they become vulgar.

Foreigners should not attempt this at first
;
as

for the southern Frenchmen, they do not seem
to be capable of acquiring it at all.

(d) Ent, termination of the 3rd person plural

of all verbs, is mute: ils avaient, they had
(pron. cel-zavc) ; dies ckerclient, they seek

(pron. ell shersh). But the t of the syllable

ent would be sounded if the next word began
with a vowel or silent h : ils avaient amasse,

they had heaped up (pron. eel zave tdmassay).

Likewise, when a word ending in an e mute
takes s for the sake of the plural, or in the

verbal terminations es (2nd person singular),

mes, tes (1st and 2nd persons plural), no
sound is heard unless the next word begin with
a vowel or silent h, when the connection is

made with the s. Examples : des pertes, some
losses (pron. day pert') ; \i-at des pertes inoui'es,

unheard-of losses (pron. day pert' zeenooce)

;

tu aimes, thou lovest (pron. tu em')

;

but tu
aimes d rire, thou lovest to laugh (pron. tu em
zd reer). Thus : nous edmes (cum'), and nous

eumes d partager (eum' zd) ; vousfaites (fait'),

and vous faites exception (fait' zexception).

(e) The e mute, placed between g and a, o, u,

is there for no other purpose than to soften g
before those vowels (see § 62). The necessity
for this arises in a case where g soft being the
final letter of a stem, as in manger, would
become hard if a, o, or u were immediately
affixed

;
the original sound being thereby de-

stroyed and the word rendered all but unin-
telligible to the ear. Thus, if in manger we
follow strictly the iniles for the formation of
tenses, we should obtain mangant (\\^qparlant)
for the present participle. This being read
manghant would pre-suppose the primitive
stem mangli instead of manzli

;

hence the
orthography mangeant.
Remark.—The elisions referred to in para-

graph b are also met wnth in poetry, whereas
those given in c and d would be quite inad-
missible. Unless e mute is followed by a vowel
or silent h, it becomes, in verse, e slender, but
is breathed rather than pronounced. Example :

“La Saxe est debout tout entiere,

Le flot sombre et vengeur va franchir sa frontim-e.
La bataille sera dure, je vous le dis I

Le pass^ n’est pas mort. Charlemagne, jadis,
Donna I’ordre qu’en Saxe eut la tete coup6e
Quiconque depassait la hauteur d’une ^pee.
Ce fut trop peu ! Bientot viendront vos repentirs.
O vainqueurs, prenez garde aux enfants des martyrs 1

“

(De Bokxieb—La FiUe de Boland.)

This passage, considered from the point of view
of the e mute alone, must be read after this

manner :

“ La Sax’ est de-bout tout entie-re,

Le flot sombr’ et vengeur va franchir sa frontie-re.

La batai-lle^ se-ra du-re, je vous le dis

!

Le pa8s4 n’est pas mort. Char-le-ma-gne, jadis,

Donna I’or-dre qu’en Sax’ eut la tete coup4-e
Quicon-que depassait la hauteur d’un’ ^pe-e.

Ce fut trop peu ! Bientot viendront vos re-pentirs.

O vainqueiurs, pre-nez gard’aux enfants des martyrs.”

The same lines, read as a piece of (exceed-
ingly) familiar prose, would ofer the following
sounds :

“ La Sax’ est d’bout tout entier’,

L’ flot sombr’ et vengeur va franchir sa frontier’.

La bataiir s’ra dur’, j’ vous 1’ dis

!

L’ passe n’est pas mort. Charl’magn’ ”

But we stop the process of desecration : we
might be summoned for damages !

lY.

The Voice as an Instrument.
(Continued).

The point at which the vocal cords naturally
change from the thick to the thin is just

below the tone G, that note which stands
on the second line of the treble staff. Most
commonly the change takes place at F or E.
This break is at the same point of absolute
pitch in all voices, whether of men The break in
or women. The voices of men the voice,

and women are an octave apart in pitch
;
the
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compass of tenor and soprano, of contralto and
bass, are, roughly speaking, the same, an octave

apart. But it is not so with the registers, which
are governed by absolute pitch. This break

into the higher register is therefore at the very
top of the bass voice, in the higher portion of

the tenor voice, in the middle of the contralto

voice, and at the bottom of the soprano. There
is a break in the female voice an octave higher
than the one we are speaking of, but it is of

another kind, and will be spoken of presently.

The physical cause of the break is probably
this : as the voice ascends in the thick register

the cords are stretched more tightly at each
note. When this process of tightening has

• been carried as far as the cartilages will bear
the strain, the register is changed, and the thin
edges of the cords vibrate, producing a higher
sound with less effort. As the voice ascends,

the process of tightening once more commences,
and goes on until again the cartilages have
reached the utmost point of tension. Beyond
this point the voices of men do not go, but
women have a still higher register. How is

.
this produced ? The cords cannot

A peculiarity, made either thinner or tighter.

When we come to considerthc rules of vibration,

wo shall find that there is only one way remain-
ing in which the pitch can be raised, and that is

by slhortcning the cords. For the pitch of a
vibrating string depends on three things—its

thickness, tension, and length. The thinner,

tighter, and shorter a string is, the higher note
does it give

;
and the thicker, looser, and longer

it is, the lower is its note. Accordingly it is by
shortening the cords that the highest register

of women’s voices is produced. We therefore

propose to call it the “ small register.” It is

.
sometimes called the “head VOice,”

ihe head voice. heard from high
sopranos, being easily distinguished from the
other registers by its thin, violin-like quality.

JIadame Seiler, perhaps the most accurate ob-
server of the voice, was long before she was
able, by the laryngoscope, to see this highest
register produced in her own voice. But at

. , .. last she succeeded, and here is herAn observation,
observation :

“ With the F sharp
on the fifth line of the treble staff the vocal
ligaments suddenly closed firmly together to

tlieir middle, with their fine edges one over the
other, leaving free only a third part of the

whole glottis, close

to the front of the
larynx. The fore-

most part of the cords
formed an oval ori-

fice, which with each
higher tone seemed
to contract more and
more, and so became
smaller and rounder.

THE TOXE E-FLAT AS PRO- ^hc fillC CdgCS of thc
nUCEU BY THE SLACK THIX

- .1 •

were alone vibrating,

and the vibration seemed at first looser, but with
every higher tone the ligaments became more
stretched.” The three figureswhich follow show
the production of a tone in each of the three
registers we have described. Thc observer is

SHALL PART OP THE THIN
EDGES VIBRATING.

supposed to be looking down upon the vocal
cords from above them.

In what, then, do
good and bad, plea-

sant and unpleasant
voices, consist? We
have seen how much
the production of
tone depends upon
the tension of the
cords. And we all

know how different

sorts of
^

wood, of ihe tone e-flat as pro-
iron, of indiarubber, duced by the tight whole
etc., vary in their
elasticity or power of bending from their natu-
ral shape and quickly returning to it. We
may well suppose, then, that one quality of
good vocal cords is tension. .Some singers,
even without train- °

ing, can carry their

registers higher than
others by virtue of
the natural strength
of the cords. But the
vocal cords also over-
lap when they are
at rest, and if their

edges are ragged,
they imperfectly stop
the sound, and the voice, whether in speech
or song, has no clear “attack.” Again, the
ragged edges give rise to high and dissonant
vibrations, which result in a thin, harsh tone
of voice. Professor Tyndall notices this fact
in his lectures on sound, and attributes thc
harshness of his own voice to a defective
overlapping of the cords. Fortunately for the
singer, however, the lungs and the larynx are
not the only factors of the voice. It is the
shaping of the mouth more than all that deter-
mines the quality of tone produced

;
and the

physical part of voice-training, besides strength-
ening the lungs and bringing the cords under
the will of the singer, consists in learning to
strengthen the good and suppress the bad ele-

ments of which every sound is made up.
The mouth, the third and last agent in voice

production, can be put into a great variety of
positions, so as to enlarge, or lessen, or alter its

cavity, It is, in fact, the shaping
of this cavity that produces the The mouth,

different vowels or qualities of tone. If we can
imagine the vocal cords sounding without the
mouth above them, it is true that they would
give sounds of different pitch, but the quahty
would be throughout the same. It is the
mouth alone that makes the distinction between
“ 00 ” and “ aa ” and “ ee ” and the rest of the
vowels. In voice-production the cardinal rule

is, “throw the breath forward.” Do not let the
tone strike the back of the mouth, or attempt to

rise through the nostrils, but try

to direct It upon the soft pad The^toial

which stands immediately above
the front teeth. With all their disagreements,
voice-trainers one and all say that tone is bad
if it strikes the back of the mouth. Yet in

many parts of England it is such a common
practice to speak and sing at the back of the-
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mouth that the habit is formed insensibly, and

it is very difficult of cure. Speaking and sing-

ing go together, both as regards quality of tone

and clearness of utterance. A soft, round and

full voice, a distinct articulation, show their

beauty both in speech and song, and this is an

important fact for singers to bear in mind.

Next to “ singing forward ” comes resonance,

which consists in shaping the cavity of the

mouth so as to produce the best tone. It is an

established scientific fact that every tone of the

voice is a compound of several tones, which

can be separated and heard by acoustical

AirCIENT HAXD-BELI.S.

instruments. The higher part of this mixture

of tones is hard and dissonant. It gives de-

finiteness and brightness to the voice, but not

volume or roundness. By shaping the mouth
the lower tones of the mixture can be enforced

and the higher ones disregarded, and this is

what every singer must learn to do. But in

singing, as in speaking, we do not always want
the greatest depth and volume. We sometimes

need clearness and piquancy. No one would

speak the v/ords

The dear one is dying

in the same quality of tone as

The brooklet is dancing,

and voice-trainers distinguish in singing be-

tween these “clear” and “ sombre ’’.resonances

of the mouth.
The following table shows at once the com-

pass of the various voices and of
Compass of registers. On the left hand

voices.
notes of the treble

and bass staff, with the dotted lines to the

right of them, showing the average compass of

the four voices, soprano, contralto, tenor, and
bass. Next, again, to the right are the piteh-

names of the musical notes already given
;
and

nEGISTEUS A2tD VOICES.

I

-ss-

&

b‘

Small.

Ja'

O
B

A
Cx

(upper
r Thin.

jlhia. •

F
E
D

Ar

Gi

Fi
El

Di

1

B,

A,

G,

Upper
Thick.

Thick.

the brackets accompanying show the average

extent of the various registers. The line on the

extreme right denotes the registers, getting

thieker as it descends, the dotted Line showing
the tones which are optional, or can be pro-

duced in either register. Of course the singer

must learn to change from register to register

with the least perceptible effort or change of

tone. In this the art of singing largely con-

sists. The soprano and contralto are the high
and low voices of women and boys, just as the

tenor and bass arc the high and low voices of

men. There is an octave in pitch between
men’s voices and those of women and boys. It

must be understood that this division of voices

is only a rough one. Voices differ in compass
just as the human face differs. Sopranos which
cannot sing high are known as mezzo-sopranos,

and baritone is used to describe a voice between
tenor and bass. The real contralto and bass

voices are less common than the tenor and
soprano. But an improved system of voice

-

training would result in the discovery of many
new voices, and in the natural enlargement of

compass in both directions. Mezzo-sopranos
and baritones are often untrained or lazy

specimens of one or other of the four principal

voices
;
and every singer should discover for

himself, or by the help of a teacher, to which
class his voice really belongs, or may be made
to belong by gentle and natural tr.aining.
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III.

The Babylois'ian ajs’d Assyrian Empires.

The early history of these, the greatest em-
pires of antiquity, so far as it is known, is a
revelation made within the last forty years'
The earth has literally yielded up its dead, and
the labours of explorers and decipherers have
brought to light records hidden for forty cen-
turies, revealing a history of which only faint

The name Chaldea, although limited by
Ptolemy and Strabo and other Greek geogra-
phers to the south-w(^stcrn and
western portions of ancient Baby- Chaldees.

Ionia, on the north-eastern confines of Arabia,
was commonly applied to Babylonia in general.
The Hebrew term was “ Chardim,” or “ land
of the Chardim ” (Chaldees). Some writers
think that the name was originally “ Card,”
changed in course of time to Chasd and Chald,
and preserved in the modern Kurd.

That some differences in chronology exist

between the monumental records and the direct
statements of commentators on
the Old Testament is certain, but Chronology,

it must be remembered that the latter. Usher

and distorted traces had been preserved by oral

and written tradition. In a previous chapter
we mentioned the apocryphal history of

Ctesias, showed how it was adopted by Greek
writei’s long considered as authorities, and
what a romantic but untrustworthy history had
long been accepted as that of the great empires
of the valley of the Euphrates and Tigris.

Modern investigation, which has brought to
light a vast number of authentic records, and
revealed to us so much of the political and
social life, the knowledge, andarts of antiquity,
has cleared away the legendary mist which so
long obscured the subject, while it has proved
that almost the only approaches to authenticity
are to be found in the scattered notices of
Chaldea (or Babylonia) and Assyria in the
Jewish Scriptures.

VOL. I.

and others, could only avail themselves of

such aids as calculations made from Scriptural

genealogies and from the waitings of secular

historians (themselves imperfectly informed,
though doing their best to reconcile various

and contradictory traditions), and might easily

be misled. But, in fact, the variations are not
considerable, and the coincidences between tlie

cuneiform and Scriptural records are so remark-
able, that there is no doubt of the substantial

accuracy of the latter.

From the material now made available by
the enthusiastic enterprise and patient investi-

gation of such explorers and historical workers
as Botta, Layard, Sir Henry Eawlinson, Pro-

fessor Eawlinson, the late Mr. George Smith,

and the Eev. A. H. Sayce, we shall endeavour
to reconstruct the leading features of the

7
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history of the remote times, when there were
magnificent palaces, rich in artistic treasures,

busy cities and teeming populations, in regions

where now are half-ruined villages, huge
mounds, scanty and miserable inhabitants of

misgoverned towns, and predatoiy wanderers
on bairen or marshy plains. To Babylonia and
Assyria, more than to Egypt, the modern
western world is indebted for the origin of the

sciences and arts of civilization, and from the
two great empires sprang the traditionary my-
t.hologies wliich the poets of Greece made so

sensuously beautiful, and which have so greatly

influenced the development of modern litera-

ture.

Our information respecting the manner in

which the country watered by the two great

. , . .
rivers became inhabited is very

Kemote history, fragmentary. The
Old Testament book of Genesis appears to in-

dicate that the southern part of the region
was the home of the families enumerated in

the fifth chapter, and that, after the flood, Noah
and his sons returned from Ararat towards the
district where they formerly dwelt. Between
the Biblical narrative and the Flood Legend
discovered by Mr. Smith in the cuneiform in-

scriptions there is great similarity. Berosus,

one of the priestly chroniclers mentioned in our
introductory chapter, asserts that there were ten
antediluvian kings, assigns to their reigns the
marvellous duration of 432,000 years, and states

that after the flood there were eight dynasties,

the first of which, the Chaldean, included
eighty-six kings, and covered a period of 34,080
years, giving an average of about 396 years for

each monarch. After this remarkable stretch

of imagination, Berosus, without apparently a
painful sense of disproportion, proceeds to

mention a dynasty of eight Median kings, with
the more probable average of twenty-eight
years for each reign. Altogether, Berosus re-

cords eight dynasties subsequent to the Flood

;

but modern investigation has relegated the
so-called history to the domain of legend. Mr.
George Smith has collected moniunental re-

cords of sixty-eight Babylonian and Assyrian
monarchs, the last reigning about 730 B.C., and
so bringing us within the limits of authentic
history.

It may be taken as almost certain that at

the earliest times of which any positive informa-
tion can be obtained, the country

Early Races. inhabited by two races, the

Accad, or “highlander,” in the south-east, and
the Sumir, or “ people of the river,” on the
north-west. The former had come from the

mountainous regions of Elam, and were of the
Turanian or Japhetic race

;
the latter were

Shemitic or Semitic. The former would ap-

pear to have been for a considerable period
the dominant race, and the oldest inscriptions

are in the Turanian language, with the excep-
tion of the names of the monarchs, which are

Semitic, from which it has been concluded that

the Semitic race conquered the other, and,
although unable to effect a general change in

the language, had used it for designating the
kings in the inscribed records.

The Babylo^sIAn Kingdoms and Empire.
Extensive remains of great cities have been

discovered, and the sites have been identified

with those of places mentioned _ , .

in the Book of Genesis. The Cities,

oldest was probably Nipvr, now represented
by Niffur, to the south-west of Babylon, between
the two great rivers. It was the chief seat of

the worship of Bel, the greatest of the three

supreme divinities of the Babylonian mythology.
Hur-ci, the moon god, was represented as the

eldest son of Bel, and he was supposed to be
the especial protector of another important
place, U?' or Uru, the city not far from the old

mouth of the Euphrates, and with which the

mounds of Mugheir, enclosed by a wall nearly

two miles in circumference, about six miles from
the western bank of the river, are identified.

There can be little doubt that this is the “ Ur
of the Chaldees,” mentioned in Genesis as the

birthplace of Abraham, Chaldea being the
name generally applied in the earlier records

of the Old Testament to the district. Other
important cities of these early times were Erech,
or Urick (now Narka), about 120 miles south
of Babylon; Karrah; Larsa, perhaps the Ella-

sar mentioned in the first verse of Genesis xiv.,

and now represented by Senkereh; SipjMra,
the Sepharvaim of later times, mentioned in

the Second Book of Kings, and by the prophet
Isaiah, the site being marked by the modern
Sura

;
Agane. near the same spot : and Zergulla.

It is very probable that these cities were
the capitals of territories, ruled over by separate

kings or •semi-independent viceroys. The title

Sar appears to have been given to the former,

and that of Patesi to the latter, wliich was
sometimes combined with that of one of the

deities of the Babylonian mythology, and in that

case may be taken to indicate an independent
king who assumed the title of a servant of the

divinity, as “ Patesi-Assur,” or viceroy of the

god Assur.

BABXLONIAJT HISTOEICAL CYLIXDEE.

Faintly traced in the strange arrow-headed
characters, we find fragmentary records of
various kings. One powerful
monarch, whose name has been Inscribed

read by Sir H. Kawlinson as Urukh, Records,

and by other decipherers as Lig-Bagas, “ the
lion of the mother of the gods,” appears to
have been almost absolute ruler of the country,
other chiefs being his viceroys or vassals.
No existing monuments date beyond his period,
which is certainly before 2000 B.C., although
it is impossible to fix it with greater preci-
sion. His royal residence was at Ur, and there
is evidence that in his time arts and sciences
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had made considerable progress. He adorned
the great cities of his dominion -vritli temples

and palaces. At Ur was a temple to the sun-

god, at Larea one to the moon-god ;
a temple to

Bel, and another to the goddess Beltis at Hipur

;

at Uruk (Erech) he erected Bitanna, or “the
house of heaven,” devoted to the worship of

Ishtar, the Babylonian Venus
;
and at Zingulla

a temple to the king of gods. These temples
were generally enormous brick structures

cemented with bitumen, and the mode of

building shows a considerable acquaintance
with the principles of architecture. It is esti-

mated that in the construction of the great

temple to the sun-god at Ur, thirty millions

of bricks were used. The erection of such
stupendous edifices must have given employ-
ment to vast hosts of labourers, showing the
extent of the king’s authority and the wealth
at his command. The art of writing in the
cuneiform character was fully developed, and
the carvings on the buildings and engravings
on the signet rings of the period show consider-

able artistic skill. The son of this Urukh,
or Lig-Bagas, was Dungi, whose dominion ex-
tended as far north as Babylon, a town
founded at a very remote period, but then of

comparatively small importance. He completed
the great sun-temple left unfinished by his

father, and erected other temples. After his

death the power of his kingdom declined, but
the names of three other monarchy are preserved
—Su-Agu, Amar-Agu, and Ibit-Agu, the affix

being one of the forms of the name of the
moon-god.

It is absolutely impossible to give more than
an approximate date for the reigns of these kings.

It was probably towards the close
Time of Qf dynasty that Abraham, with
raJiam.

father Terah and his nephew
Lot, was compelled to quit Ur, of which he
was a native, and where it is probable they
were wealthy and important persons, and
travelled about six hundred miles in a north-

westerly direction to the fertile plains about
Haran, in Mesopotamia, between the rivers

Khabour and Euphrates, where they were free

from the persecution which pcrha})S they
endured for refusing to join in the worship of

the sun-god The Biblical narrative says, “ they
went forth from Ur of the Chaldees, to go into
the land of Canaan, and they came unto Haran,
and dwelt there.”

IV.

The Latin Aeticle, and the Latin
Pkepositions.

TTic, this, which is properly a demonstrative
pronoun, is used for the Article in Latin, and is

thus declined :—

Singular.

Masculine. Fenfinine. Neuter.
Nom. & Voc. hie (this) hsec hoc
Acc. hunc (this) hanc hoc
Gen. hujus (of this)

Dat. huic (to this)

Abl. hoc (by this) hac hue

Plural.

Nom. & Voc. hi (these) hse haec

Acc. hos (these) has haec

G en. horum (of these)harum horum
Dat. his (to these)

Abl. his (by these)

Prepositions point out the relations in which
substantives or pronouns stand to each other
or to verbs. They always govern, that is

alter the form by changing the case of the
noun which follows them immediately, or
with which they are connected. Some of

the prepositions govern the accusative case,

some the ablative, and some both accusa-
tive and ablative in different senses. They
are called prepositions because they are put
(Latin to put) before (Latin pre, before)
the noun. Let me explain what I mean by
the preposition governing the cases of a noun.
Thus the nominative case of the Latin word
for man is homo, as I have already told you.
Now, if I want to put into Latin “ on account
of man,” I use the preposition propter, which
means “ on account of ” and governs the accu-
sative case, and so I put propter before the
Latin word for man, homo, changed from a
nominative case into an accusative case—that
is, hominem instead of homo—and say, giropter

hominem, on account of man
;
then if I want

to put into Latin “ concerning man,” I use
the Latin preposition de for “ concerning,”
which governs an ablative case, and change
the Latin word homo from its nominative case
to its ablative homine, and so write de homine,
concerning a man.

Another important use of the Latin prepo-
sitions is this—that they are very largely used
with verbs as compounds, as well as in “ govern-
ing ” the cases of nouns when uncompounded

;

but whether compounded or not, they govern
the cases of nouns, and for this reason I want
you to learn their use before you learn the
Latin nouns and verbs with which they are

so essentially and constantly connected. I

ought to tell you that the prepositions in

composition with verbs often alter the last

letter for the sake of euphony, and assimilate

themselves to the first letter of the verb : thus

ad-pono becomes appono, to put to
;
in-pono

becomes impono, to put upon (and so to im-

pose)
;
oh-gjono becomes oppono, to put against

(and so to oppose)
;
snh-pono becomes suppono,

to put beneath or suggest (and so to suppose)
;

and cum-gjono becomes compono, to put together

(and so to compose).
I must ask you now to learn by heart the

prepositions which govern the accusative,

those governing the ablative, and those govern-

ing the accusative and ablative cases.
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(1)

The followiDg prepositions govern the

accusative :

—

ad, to, at, for.

adversum, ) against,

adversus, ( towards,

ante, before,

apud, at, with,

circa, around, about,

circiter, about,

circum, around,
cis, citra, on this side,

contra, against, oppo-
site.

erga, towards,
extra, outside,

infra, below, or be-

neath.

inter, betAveen, among,
intra, within,

juxta, near.

Ob,on account of,before,

penes, in the power of.

per,through,duriug,by.
pone, behind,

post, behind, after,

• since.

praeter, beyond, by,

except,

prope, near,

propter, near, on ac-

count of.

secundum, following,

after, according^to.

supra, above, beyond,
trans, beyond, on the

other side oi
versus, towards,

ultra, beyond.

(2)

The following govern the ablative

a, ab, abs, away from,

by-

absque, without,

clam, without the

knowledge of.

coram, in the presence
of.

cum, with.

de, down from, of,

about.

e, ex, out of, from,
after.

prae, before, in com-
parison to, because

of.

pro, for, before, accord-

ing to.

sine, without.

tenus, up to, as far as.

(3)

The following govern an accusative with
verbs of motion, and an ablative Avith verbs

denoting a state or condition :

—

in (with acc.), into, to,

against; (with abl.),

on. in.

sub (with acc.), under,
after, about

;
(Avith

abl.) under, about,

near.

super (AA’ith acc.),above,

beyond, over; (Avith

abl.), upon, about,

subter (with acc. and
sometimeswith.abl.),
under.

Observation’. — is put after the pro-nouns me,
fe, se, nobis, vobis, quo, qua, qtiibus, so as to coalesce
with them

; as mecum, tecum, secum, nohiscum, vohiscum,
quocum, qudcum, quihuscuyn—i.e., Avith me, with thee,
with himself, with us, Avith you, Avith w'hom. Vevsms
and tenus folloAv their case without coalescing : as
Jtomam versus towards Borne

;
collo temis, as far as the

neck. Tenus also sometimes governs the genitive
plural : as cruritm tenus, as far as the knees.

Self-Examination Questions and Exercises.

What is used for the English article in

Latin? Decline hie, hcec, hoc, first in the
masculine gender, next in the feminine, and
next in the neuter gender ; that is, write out all

the cases, singular and plural, of hie, vLich is

its masculine, of licec, which is its feminine,

and hoc, its neuter. What do you mean by
a preposition, and say why it is so called ?

What is the use of prepositions in the case of

nouns ? What is their use in the case of verbs ?

Do prepositions ever change when compounded
with a A'^erb ? Give examples. Write out all

the prepositions which govern the accusative,

and give their English equivalents. Write out
all the prepositions Avhich govern the ablative

case, with English equivalents. Write out all

the prepositions which govern both cases, with
their different senses. What prepositions are

sometimes placed after the noun they govern ?

What do you mean by a preposition governing
a case, or noun ?

Exercises.

Translate into English :

—

Huic, hac, horum, hujus, hanc, harum, ad
hoc, propter hunc, ante hos, horum tenus, clam
his, coram hoc, apud hanc, circiter hoc, infra

hunc, inter hos, erga hunc, contra hos, circum
banc, adversus has, juxta hoc, ob hunc, penes
has, apud hos, per hoc, pone hanc, post hanc,

l)raster hos, propter has, secundum haec, supra
hoc, trans hunc, ultra hos,. ab hoc, absque his,

cum hoc, de his, ex hoc, prm his, pro hoc, in

hunc, in hoc, sub hac, sub hanc, super hos, super
his, subter has, subter his.

Translate into Latin ;

—

Of this, to this, these (neut. plur.), of these

(fern.), by these, by this (fern.), by this

(neut.). These (fern.), these (neut.). As far

as this, against this, concerning these, before

this, dowm from this, around these (fern.),

towards this, outside these (fern.), below
this (neut.), between these (neut.), within
this (masc.), in the power of these (fern.),

according to this (neut.), into this (neut.), in

this (fern.), under these (neut.), upon these

(fern.), without this (masc.), Avithin this (fern.),

Avith’us, with you, with whom, towards Home,
as far as the neck, up to these knees, around
these (men), around these (women), close to or

adjoining this (place—neut.).

III.

3. Eelineation of the Surface of the Earth on
Globes and MajJS.

The nearest approach to correctness in de-
lineating the surface of the earth is obviously
obtained by the use of a sphere, ,

moving freely in a frame, fitted
°

with a graduated circle representing the equator
and another marked with the degrees of the
parallels of latitude. But as it is absolutely
necessary to have maps printed on a flat sur-

face, a certain deviation from accuracy must
be permitted, as it is of course impossible to
make a plane correspond in measurement with
a convex surface.

A very familiar mode of representing the
geographical features of the earth is by de-
picting them on two circles, each ^
representing one side of the
globe, and designated respectively the eastern
and Avestern hemispheres

;
but a more correct

description would be, the world as known to
the ancients, and the new, or American, world.
This method is open to some slight objection
on the ground that if the first meridian marked
on the eastern hemisphere were that of Green-
wich, from which in English maps degrees are
counted, the distinction between east and west
longitude would be more clearly expressed : but
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it represents so satisfactorily the leading features
|

of historical and political geography that it i

is probably the most convenient form that !

could be adopted.
j

An ordinary form of map for portions of the

earth’s surface is formed by what is known as

. conical projection, in which the

o7ma 8
globe depicted is fairly

“ap*'
represented in shape by a portion

of an “ opened out ” cone, the apex of which is

near the pole. The accompanying diagram
represents this mode of construction for a map
of Europe.

PROJECTJOX FOJt A MAP OF EUROPE.

The form of map known as Mercator’s chart,

in which the meridians of longitude and paral-

lels of latitude are drawn at
® right angles, is valuable in navi-

® gation, and is the only form of

map which gives an unbroken view of the

earth’s surface; but, except on the equatorial

line, is uselers for purposes of measurement.

The theory on which this chart is constructed

is that of representing an opened out cylinder,

the circumference of which is equal to that of the

globe at the equator. A great dilatation obviously .

results, the polar regions being of the same
breadth as the equatorial

;
but this is to some

extent rectified by the degrees of latitude being

made to increase proportionably to those of

longitude.

A map (Latin mappa, a napkin, or signal

cloth) is a representation of land, or land and
water together; a chart ^Latin

charta, a sheet of paper) shows
®

coast or water surface only, with
indications of rocks, currents, souhdings, light-

houses, anchorage, and other matters important
to navigation.

A map or chart is accompanied by a scale,

by which distances can be ascertained. They

Scale of mUes.
represent geographical

and (in English maps) English
statute miles. The geographical mile is the
sixtieth part (one minute) of a degree of the
equator, and is employed by mariners of all

nations; but German geographers adopt a
geographical mile which is the fifteenth part of

a degree of the equator, or four times the

length of the ordinary geographical mile.

This leads to considerable confusion—some
writers, apparently unaware of the distinction,

being misled in estimating distances. The
English statute mile is equal to 1760 yards,

or 265 yards longer than a geographical mile,

and is within a minute fraction the sixty-nintb

part of a degree of the equator.

EXERCISE V.

Translate into French :

—

1. Has the distiller any wine or beer ? He has
alcohol. 2. The brother of my baker is a***

butcher. 3. The butcher’s wife is the godmother
of the confectioner’s son. • 4. The jmrents have
children, and the grandparents have grand-
children. 5. We have oysters from the oyster-

Avoman and fish from the fish-hawker (/. ) 6.

Have you any cotfee'ia(at) the kitchen? 7. Some
one has my bread and milk.f 8. Some have
chocolate and pastry, and some have fruits and
vegetables. 9. John, thou hast a shop

;
thou

art a * greengrocer. 10. Jane is at the (covered)
market or my aunt's (at the house of my
aunt). 11. Have the grocers chocolate and
preserves? 12. Where are the miller and his

wife (the miller’s wife) ? 13. They are at the
tavern or at the cotfee-house, 14. At a wine-
merchant’s one has wine, alcohol, and also
beer. 15. My cousin’s foster-father is at the
brewery. 16. A bar-keeper’s son marries (epouse)
the pork-butcher’s daughter. 17. Where are
we ? We are at the house of one of my uncles.

18. One of my aunts has the vegetables. 19.

Hast thou papa’s fruits ? Yes, I have the fruits.

20. My mother is a corn-merchant's daughter,
and my father is a chocolate manufacturer’s
son.

EXERCISE VI.

Translate into English :

—

1. Avant I’invention du pajuer, on ^crivait
Before paper tcrote

sur des tablettes enduites de cire, sur des 6corces
upon tablets laid over with wax barks

d'arbres, et sur des peaux. 2. L’histoire est le

trees skins history

portrait des hommes et des temps. 3. Pythagore
men times Pythagoras

croit que Dieu est une fime repanduedans tons
believes that God soul diffused in all

les etres de la nature, et dont les ames humaines
beings in from which hniman

sont tirdes. 4 . Les arts sont enfants des richesses
drawn riches

etde la douceur du gouvernement. 5. Voulez-vous
mildness government do you wish

Stre heureux une journee, portez un habit neuf ;

happy for a day wear coat new
une semaine, tuez un cochon

;
un mois, gagnez

week kill pig month gain

* Do not translate a, because butcher and green-
grocer are here used adjectivelv.

t A ]=)08ses8ive adjective pronoun is, like the article,

repeated before each noun of a series.
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un proems; line ann^e, mariez-vous
;
voulez-vous

lawsuit year marry do you wish

I’etre toute la vie, soyez honnete iiomme.
so all be honest

6. Les bonnes femmes sont tontes an cimetiere.
good all churchyard

7. Les maximes de la riocliefoucauld sont les

maxims

proverbes desgens d’esprit. 8. Les habitudes de
proverbs clever people habits

la vie publique en usage chez les peuples libres

life public in use among nations free

ont cet avantage, que la verity “ se fait jour
”

this advantage that tndh pierces

en depit des interets et des conventions
in spite hiterests conventionalities

qui conseilleraient de la cacher.
which might advise to it hide.

Translate into French :

—

9. The history of the greatest princes is

histoire (hmute) plus grands

often the narrative of men’s errors (of the
souvent ricit (m.)

errors of men). 10. We are neither indebted
fautes on r.e doit ni

for the mariner’s compass to a sailor, nor for
boussolef.) marin ni

the telescope to an astronomer, nor for the
telescope (m.) astronome

magnifying-glass to a natural philosopher, nor
microscope (m.) physicien

for printing to a literary man. Most of these
imprimerie (f .) homme de lettres. La plupart ces

inventions are due to chance. 11. Study is

dues hasard (m. h asp.) Hude (f.)

advantageous to the mind
;
adversity is useful

avantageuse esprit (m.) adversiti (f.) utile

to the soul ; experience is necessary to men.
dme (f.) expiritnee (f.) n^cessaire

12. One saw generals raise a siege and lose a
vit generaux lever siege (m.) perdre

town in order to ohtaln (have) a relic. 13.

ville (f.) pour relique (f)

Jean-aux-Veaux pretended in the day-time to
faisait semblant jour (m.)

be afraid of a calf, and, at night, hie went and
d’avoir peur veau (m.) la nuit allait

stole oxen. 14. Old Slarshall de Trivulz
voler baeufs (m.) Le vieux marechal de Trivulz

used to say, “ Three things arc required to
disait II faut trois choses pour

wage a successful war : money, more money,
fairs' bietd guerre f.) argent (m.) encore

and still more money.” 15. Danton’s famous
toujours fameux

apothegm, “ Audacity, more audacity, and
apophthegme (m.) audace (f.) encore

still more audacity,” is of a more recent date.
toujours ^plus ^ricente ^date (f.)

16. A great number of nations have a favourite
grand nombre (m.) peuples * ^favori

dish ; one knows the cress of the ancient
^mets{ax.) connait cresson (m.) anciens

Persians, the “ rice and roast lamb ” of the Arabs

;

Perses couscoussou (m.) Arabes
the. swallows’ nests of the Chinese

;
the caviar

^ d’hirondelles ' nids {m.) Chinois (m.)

of the Kussians, the plum-pudding of the
Russes (m.)

English, the olla-podrida of the Spaniards, the
Anglais (f.) Espagnols
sauerkraut of the Germans, the oil-and-garlic-
choucroute {i.) Allemands bouillabaisse {f.)

soup of the Marseillais. Let us not forget the
n oublions pas

black broth of the Spartans.
^noir^hrouet (m.) Spartiates

* Use no article here.

IV.

The Root and the Stem.

The root and the stem have many points of
resemblance. Each consists of a main trunk
from which proceed lateral

branches, dividing and g,ub-

dividing into “rootlets” in the
of stems,

one, into “ twigs ” in the other
;

and each,
when full-grown, consists of an interior

woody portion and an integument, excepting
that the latter is wanting in Palm-trees and a
few other plants in which true bark has its

place taken by an indurated crust. The essen-
tial differences between them are told quite as
soon. Stems consist of a succession of distinct
lengths separated by joints called “ nodes,” the
intervening spaces being the “internodes.”
The nodes are usually at regular diminishing or
increasing distances from one another; the inter-
nodes are consequently
successively shorter or
longer. A very pretty and
intelligible illustration of

this is supplied by the
stem of the common
Stitchwort, Stellarki
Ilolostea, which may be'

so readily broken up into
pieces, the separations
taking place at the nodes,
that among the many
rustic names for the plant
are “ snap-stalks ” and
“ break-bones. ” At every
node there is a leaf, or an
imperfect leaf of the kind
called a “ scale ”

;
or there

may be two leaves, or
even from three up to no. 17. thorns of rose,

as many as eight or nine, ^ pj^ce of thorn tom.
as in the sweet woodntff. off.

The inner angle between Base of the thorn,

the base of the leaf and
the stem is termed the “ axil,” and in this there

I is usually a bud capable of elongating into a
twig, which in turn produces other leaves with
a new generation of buds

;
the result, after a

few years’ growth, being the beautiful composite
ramification which is seen in its perfect form
in the head of a tree. The plan of development
is thus one which, if carried out to its full

extent, would ensure absolute symmetry
;
but

it is scarcely ever effectuated in actual life,

very many of the buds being abortive or getting

destroyed. Were the whole of them to develop
into twigs, these in turn becoming branches, it

is obvious that they would so entangle and
interlace, that in a little while there would be
no room left, and the entire mass would be
self-stifled. Nature, no less admirable in her
expedients and economy than in her inventive-

I ness and munificence, anticipates and guards
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against this disaster by the suppression,

tbirough one agency or another, of the super-

fluity of buds, leaving just enough to engender

in the full-grown plant its own peculiar and
characteristic physiognomy. Even when de-

nuded of their foliage by the cold of winter,

how exquisitely diverse the profile and con-

figuration of trees ! It is then indeed that

their architecture is most plainly disclosed,

and that the inmost principles of the construc-

tive beauty of the tree are made apparent, just

as when it was required of Paris on Mount Ida

to say which of the trio was comelicst,

“ The rival goddesses the veil divine

Cast uiicoiifined and gave him all their charms.”

This, again, makes it evident why trees

should be studied in the depth of winter quite

as energetically as in summer, if we would
learn them accu-

rately. Botany,

we are reassured

by the same con-

sideration, is not

a pastime simply
for the season of

flowers, but one
which runs abreast

of all the days of

the changing year,

and which even
death and decay
supply with oppor-

tunities.

Boots, on the

other hand, arc

destitute of articu-

lations. Hence
they have no inter-

nodes, no regularly

increasing or di-

minishing lengths,

no leaves, and no
buds. No provision

is made for any
regular or symme-
trical ramification.

The rootlets strike

out, as it were,

capriciously, as

may easily be ob-

served in a radish. They divide and subdivide
as occasion reqiiires, and the final

Gener^ charac-
is an amorphous mass of

ero roo s.
older or parental ones

more or less thickened. In forest trees the
thickening is often considerable, as may be
observed when following some well-beaten and
shaded footpath through a park, where the great
subterranean parts of the tree have had their

covering of earth worn away. The roots of

certain kinds of trees possess the power, how-
ever, of developing, under special cb'cumstances,
adventitious ” buds, well exemplified in those

of old willows. As regar-ds the interior struc-

ture, it is important to note that in the great di-

vision of flowering plants called Exogens,though
there is a central column or thread of pith in

tlie stem, in the root there is no pith. Stems,
ft may be added, are often hollow, as is well

illustrated in straws, but roots are alwavs solid.

FIG. 18.—BR

The primitive, fundamental, and typical form
of a root is that of a simple fibre, more or less

branched, and more or less en-

larged. In many plants, however,
there are produced also great

fleshy tubercles or fangs, as in the dahlia, a
very interesting miniature of which is found
in the common Pilewort, the innumerable little

golden wild-flower with the heart-shaped leaf,

which accompanies the early primrose and
wood-anemone. Best on this a moment. How
seldom we have to go out of Old England
for an illustration of a fact in botany 1 Old
England is a picture in little of the whole
world

;
its simple wild-flowers teach us every-

thing
;

the rarest and costliest exotic can do
no more than they do. Very curious and in-

teresting examples of tubers and tuberculate

roots are likewise

supplied by the
two drop- worts,
(Enantlie croeata
and Spircea
Eilipendnla. The
roots of a plant
are very frequently
also the store-

houses of the par-

ticular secretion

or product in the
manufacture of

which it employs
itself. It is from
the root, for ex-
ample, that the
invaluable dye
called madder is

procured. So with
the roots of the
Turnip, the Carrot,

the Parsnip, Horse-
radish, and many
others quite
familiar.

The Stem, the

next part in order,

is a delightful sub-

ject for study. It

is this which in-
.vxen OF EI.M. troduces us to the

aerial life of the plant; it is to

this that we are indebted for the Stems either

lifting up of leaf and flower to tr^^heT
an agreeable height above the

level of the ground, advancing each, as it were
more directly into our presence ;

and in the
case of the trees, again the inestimable trees,

rearing their crowns on high, so that our eyes
may be constantly invited upwards. Being
provided, as above described, with nodes
and buds, as a rule the stem branches out in

every direction. This, at least, is the case with
the exogenous class of flowering plants

—

those which have distinct bark, wood, and
pith—though even here there are exceptions,

as in the case of the papaw-tree of the
West Indies, a miniature image of which is

found in the wdld English Trientalis. There
is a large family, however, comprising the

great majority of the Palm-trees, and other
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“e.ndogenous” flowering plants, in which, as a
rule, there is never produced more than one
bui^, which is terminal, or at the apex of the

stem. These accordingly (the single-budded)

are incapable of branching, and the tall slim

shafts, so conspicuous, in the case of the palms,

in tropical scenery, are as naked from base to

summit as the columns of a Greek portico.

The bud being terminal, of course the leaves

are the same. In the palms they are always
of prodigious size

;
and compensate, in their

magnitude, in the grandeur of their place and
personal carriage, and in their perennial ver-

^

dure, the want of the ramification and the
umbrageousness
which, taken to-

gether, give the

glory to the Exo-
gen. When, in

Scripture and else-

where, “ branches
of palm-trees” are

spoken of, it is by
accommodation of

the language to the
appearance of
things to the popu-
lar eye, since only
the botanist would
perceive that these

huge leaves are
leaves mnly, and
not branches

;
cer-

tified therein, most
particularly, by
the absence of buds
from the axils of
their many leaflets.

Stems perfectly

branchless are said

to be “ simple.”
When stems are

too slender and
weak to stand
erect, they either
trail upon the
ground, and then
usually take root
at the nodes, as
in the strawberry,
or else they prac-
tise the skilful art
of climbing. How
this is effected by
the ivy has already
been mentioned.
Some, as we shall see presently, have artificial
help; the heau-ideal is exemplified by the
twiners. What is more beautiful than the
green spiral of the common Scarlet Bean;
the ever-curling ingenuity of the Woodbine

;

the ascent, round and round, like an in-
verted ringlet, of the Convolvulus ? So won-
derful and engaging are the phenomena of
the life of the climbing stems, that Mr. Darwin
has devoted an entire book to them. Some of
the twiners curl from right to left

;
others turn

from left to right. Formerly it was thought
that these contrary methods belonged respect-
ively to the northern and southern hemispheres.

^Forms of steins.

FIG. 19.—GROUP OP LEAVES

Now it is known not to be so, and the enigma
of their life is deepened. Ah, how much there
is in botany still awaiting intelligent scrutiny

!

Well might Isis conclude her legend vnth “ No
man hath lifted my veil.” Stems which climb
through extraneous aid do so by means of ten-

drils or of hooks, organs pertaining properly
to the leaves and flower-stalks, as will be men-
tioned by-and-by.
How singularly diversified, again, the forms

of stems ! The typical shape would seem to

be the cylindrical, well illus-

trated in many species of the^

great family to which the hemlock and the
wild angelica be-
long, also in canes
and in the stems
of the Corn-plants,
such as Wheat.
But sometimes the
stem is flattened

edgeways, as in
the grass called
Poa compressa ; or
it is mathemati-
cally triangular, as
in many i^edges,

common plants of
the pond sides

;

or it is absolutely
square, as in most
of the Labiatge.

Now and then it

is dilated in such
a way as to have
a thin green wing
along each side

:

this happens in the
everlasting pea.

The stem is sub-
ject also, more or
less, in common
wnth the leaves, to
be clothed with
hair, down, velvet,

or vegetable wool

;

and quite as often

presents the oppo-
site extreme, the
surface becoming
sleek and smooth
as satin, and not
infrequently po-
lishedand lustrous.

The hairs, as in

roses, sometimes
acquire formidable size and strength, then re-

ceiving the name of prickles. They are known
to be nothing more than hairs by their readily

breaking away at the base from the surface

on which they stand, this declaring them to be
like ordinary hairs, simple outgrowths of the

cellular substance of the cuticle. Stems are

prone to be armed, not only with prickles,

but in other cases with a weapon of still

severer nature. This is the spine, well illus-

trated in the common Hawthorn, the Sloe or

Blackthorn, and the Eestharrow—that lovely

wild pea-flower 'which opens and closes its

rosy petals with every change of the sky.
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Spines are totally distinct from prickles.

While Nature interdicts excessive development
of buds, she also places a
check upon the elongation

of twigs. The lateral

branchlets, in the plants

named, are arrested in

their onward growth : they
were able to have pro-

ceeded indefinitely, but Na-
ture says. Stop, and they
cease in a hard sharp point.

A “ spine” may thus always
be distinguished from a
prickle by its terminating

fig.20. FIBHOU3 uooT. a shoot, or twig, or being

in an axil, and by being
organically united to the woody substance

within. In the hawthorn we have the con-

stant spectacle of minute leaves upon the

spines, little atoms full, as it were, of faith

and expectation, but doomed to progress no
further. Stings, such as those of the nettle

and the Loasa, also belong both to stem and
leaf, though found m chief abundance upon

FIG. 21.—TUBEEOTJS BOOT.

the former, and therefore referable to it more
particularly than to the latter. Stings are

hairs no longer simply cellular, but organized

in such a way that, after puncturing the skin,

they can inject a drop of venomous juice, thus

resembling the poison-fangs of certain kinds

of serpents, to which creatures nettles bear a

more than purely fanciful analogy. Of the

nettle, we have commonly wild in England
two very distinct species, called respectively

Urtica dioica, and Urtica nrens. The former

is the ordinary nettle, attaining a stature of

three or four feet ;
the urcns is considerably

smaller, and of a brighter green, and the clusters

of flowers are partly concealedamong the foliage.

The stings are much more venomous than those

of the dioica, whence the specific name, which
signifies “ burning.” The Loasas are little

annuals from the warm parts of America, with

curious star-like flowers, which are either yellow

or red, and which would recommend them for

garden decoration, were it not for the stings.

§ 19. How the kinship of languages is found.
§ 20. Families of speech.

§ 21. Indo-European family.

§ 22. Asiatic branch.

I
23. European branch.

§ 21. Teutonic group : Low-German tongues.

§ 25. Scandinavian tongues.

§ 26. High-German tongues.

§ 27. Recapitulation : Table of languages.

§ 19. It is found by means of comparative
grammar that the relationship of languages
can be traced on two grounds : 1. Whan the
grammatical inflexions (or shapes taken by
words under different circumstances) are closely

alike
;

2. When there is a general agreement
in the words that represent ideas common to

all men in all times, such as near relationship,—e.g., father, brother, mother, daughter ; nu-
merals, one, two, three, etc. Grammatical
structure, and the Roots of home words, are

then the principal parts of languages, on the
comparative study of which their kinship or
non-kinship is recognized.

§ 20. The languages of the world belong to

four or five great families or stocks. Of these

the Indo-European or Aryan is the one which
concerns us : the Semitic, comprehending
Assyrian, Hebrew, and Arabic

;
the Hamitic,

embracing ancient Egyptian and Hottentot;
the Dravidian, including Japanese, languages
of north-east Asia, the Caucasian dialects,

and others not entirely defined, have little or

no bearing upon English.

§21. Long ago, in the regions of central

Asia, in the highlands north of the Himalaya
mountains, there must have dwelt a people
speaking one language, and having attained a
considerable degree of civilization, of whom
there is no history nor any written record;

whose only monument lies, not in their own
language, but in the languages of their de-

scendants. “ It can be proved by the evidence
of language,” says Max Muller, “that before

their separation the Aryans led the life of

agricultural nomads—a life such as Tacitus
describes that of the ancient Germans. They
knew the arts of ploughing, of making roads,

of building ships, of weaving and sewing, of

erecting houses
;
they had counted at least as

far as one hundred. They had domesticated
the most important animals—the cow, the
horse, the sheep, the dog

;
they were acquainted

with the most useful metals, and armed with
hatchets, whether for peaceful or warlike pur-

poses. They had recognised the bonds of blood
and the laws of marriage

;
they followed their

leaders and kings
;
and the distinction between

right and wrong was fixed by customs and laws.

They were impressed with the idea of a Divine
Being, and they invoked it by various names.”
There came a time—perhaps more than three

thousand years ago—when these people left

their country and separated different ways.

A race of probably several tribes, extending
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over a large tract of country, it is believed

that they had dialects and varieties in their

speech while still among their ancient valleys,

and that the increase and fixing of these sounds,

under the influence of new modes of life, led

to the growth of dialects into distinct languages.

This is the people to whom Francis Bopp gave

the name of Indo-European, Max Miiller the

name of Aryan

:

Indo-European, because, as

we shall see, they branched oft’ into Asia and
Europe

;
Aryan, from Arya, a national name

meaning Tionourahle, nolle. They called them-

selves the Aryans, the noble, in distinction

to their neighbours whom they did not know,
and therefore despised.

§ 22. The Aryans diverged in two great

branches. One of these remained in Asia and
crossed the Himalayas

;
again parting into

two chief companies, one stock settled in

Hindustan, where, among the ancient Hindus,

Sanskrit had its home
;
the second in Persia,

where the Zend tongue arose, the tongue of

the old fire-worshippers. In course of time

those tribes spread over India and Ceylon,

Afghanistan, Persia, and Armenia. This is

called the Asiatic branch
;

it comprehends all

the Indian languages which have sprung from
the Sanskrit and the Persian.

§ 23. The other great tribes, of the second

branch, travelled westward, at different times
;

some after others., It is as though each suc-

ceeding wave of migration conquered the

preceding settlers, or pushed them farther

west. Six great tribes are distinguished in

this European branch.

{a) The first who came were the Kelts
;

they settled in various parts of Spain, Italy,

Germany, Gaul, and the British Isles. We find

them in two main classes—the Cymric and
the Gaedhelic ; the languages belonging to one
or the other are still spoken in the west of

Ireland, the Scottish Highlands, Wales, the Isle

of Man, and Brittany. Cornish was a Cymric
dialect.

{1) The Italic—often called the Romanic

—

tribes, passing through Wallachia and Moldavia,

left a portion to carry on their language there

in after times, and coming to Italy drove out

the Kelts. The languages of these tribes are

also grouped in two classes : to thejirst belong

Latin and the old Italian tongues
;

to the

second those languages which have descended
from the Latin dialects, called under the general

name of the Romance languages. They are

seven—Italian, French, Provencal, Spanish,

Portuguese, Roumansch (spoken in southern

Switzerland), and Wallachian.
(c) The Hellenic or Grecian tribes settled in

the peninsula of Greece. Many dialects of

their wonderful language, both ancient and
modern, remain to us as monuments of their

after history. The Albanian language is be-

lieved to be a cousin of the ancient Greek.

(rZ) The Teutons followed the Kelts in the

centre and north of Europe
;

they planted

themselves in Germany and Scandinavia. The
languages whi(fii we have from their tribes

are divided into three classes ; Lom- Germa n
(spoken formerly in the flat lands lying on the

shores of the Baltic, and of the North Sea

between Denmark and Belgium), Scandinavian,
and Hiyh- German (spoken at first in the high
lands of central Germany). We will return to
this group in the next section.

(e) The Slaves or Slavonic tribes swelled the
last great wave of migration

;
they fixed their

settlements on the great plains in the east of

Europe, Russia, and Poland
;
others gradually

spread over Bulgaria, Servia, Croatia, and
Bohemia.

(/) With the Slavonian tribes it is supposed
came the Lithuanian or Lettic peoples, who
settled in Lithuania, Livonia, and north-east

Prussia. They are sometimes grouped with the
Slavonians.

Nearly all the languages, ancient and modern,
of Europe are thus taken into account by the
Indo-European family

;
there are, however, a

few which do not belong to it—namely, the

Turkish, Hungarian, Basque, Finnish, Lappish,
and Esthonian.

§ 21. Each of these broad groups divides

itself again, as we have seen, into classes

marked by different degrees of kinship. The
Teutonic group, to which English belongs, must
be now examined a little more closely.

The name Teutonic was given to the group
from the Teutones, an early tribe of the

Germans
;
it originates in an Old High-German

word signifying people, national: the Teutons
were the people, distinguishing themselves from
the foreigner. The Germans at the present day
call themselves Leutsch (the same word as

Dutch), which comes from the same root. It

is worth notice that the names which ancient

nations gave themselves were frequently names
of honour

;
those which they gave to foreigners

expressed contempt,—they did not understand
them. So, while the Aryajis, the Teutons, and
the Slaves (from Slave, meaning renoivri), all

were known by honourable appellations, others

got such names as Rarharian, meaning un-

intelligible, or Welsh, which meant a stranger
;

hence both signified “ foreign.” The Teutonic

group is marked off by three principal divi-

sions ;

—

I. The Low-German, comprising—
1. Gothic.

2. Old Saxon (not Anglo-Saxon).

3. English and Lowland Scotch.

4. Frisian.

6. Dutch.
6. Flemish.

II. The Scandinavian, comprising

—

1. Icelandic.

2. Swedish.

3. Danish.

4. Norwegian.

III. The High-German, comprising three

stages

—

1. Old High-German.
2. Middle High-German.
3. Modern High-German.

It must be remembered that, in arranging

these classifications, languages of all dates are

included for the sake of their affinities, but it

does not follow that all are or were existing as

spoken tongues at the same time. In the
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present group the Gothic and the Old Saxon
are now dmd languages.

I. Low-German.— Gothic, once spoken by the

Goths in Dacia, has left us the oldest book of

any in Teutonic literature—a translation of the

Gospels, made in the fourth century by Bishop
Ulphilas, and the fragments of a calendar

;
yet

though these are all the remains of what was
once a living language (for the Gothic appears

not to have given rise to any modern tongue),

they are most valuable to scholars in helping

to work out the connection of more modern
languages in the group—such as English and
German. More modern, remark

;
time, in

speaking of languages, is relative.

Old Saxon .—This was the Saxon of the Con-
tinent, and was spoken in the districts of

Essen, Mlinster, and Cleves, between the Rhine
and the Elbe. A poem called the IleUand, a
version of the life of our Saviour, written in

the ninth century, still exists in this language.

English .—Our language, thus standing
among^ its kindred, naturally embraces some
varieties, the first of which may be taken as

Old English (often spoken of as Anglo-Saxon),
which has branched off into Londand Scotch,

Modern English or the cultivated language,
and the Provincial English of local dialects.

Frisian .—Of this, which is the nearest to

English of any of the Teutonic languages, we
have Old Frisian and Modern (see before, § 18).

The following short list of Old Frisian words
will show how closely some of them run with
English :

—

Old Frisian. English.

hervst, harvst harvest
halt halt

half half

hors horse

rida ride

song, sang song
fridom freedom
thenne then
thiaf, tief thief

this, dis this

wif wife
werka work
wet wet
weter, water water
field field

Dutch and Flemish .—These two are both
known in an old form and in a modern.

§ 25. II. Scandinavian.— The Icelandic,

among the Scandinavian languages, is the
oldest and purest

;
that is, it has retained the

forms and words of the early tongue, unaffected
by the modifications or development which its

sister languages have undergone on the Conti-
nent. Iceland was colonized from Norway in

the ninth century. Its people, in their remote
corner of the world, cultivated a noble litera-

ture, which they left to their descendants, who
now speak the same language but little

changed from its older form. Norse, or Old
Norse (terms sometimes employed in an indefi-

nite manner) rightly belong to Old Norwegian,
not to Icelandic.

Two peculiarities mark the Scandinavian

languages from the rest of the Teutonic group,
wliich are interesting to note

;
one of them

bears upon some of our own words ;

—

1. The definite article {en or et, or the word
which answers to our English the), is placed
after its noun, and joins with it in one word.
Thus the Danish has hong's.^ (kong-en), the
king; /(y>rifET (hjert-et), the heart; the Swedish,
lionungK^ (konung-cn), the king

;
hordKY

(bord-et), the table. In Old Norse, fatiT, the
foot.

2. The word which stands in these languages
for the English self, a reflexive pronoun, as in
1 ivarm myself, is joined to the verb, added
on to the end; thus (Old Norse), /aZZa, to
fall down, having sih— self, added, makes at
fallash, to drop oneself down. “ In English we
have borrowed at least two of these reflexive

verbs : namely, hn-sh, from the Icelandic hu-a,

to prepare, make ready, direct one’s course;
and la-sk {= hah-sh), from the Icelandic lah-a
to warm, which is identical with the English
lahe.'"— IMorris. I hash in the S2m—that is, I

bake or warm myself
;
here the verb preserves

its exact meaning
;
in the word hash (usually

known in poetry) we have lost the complete
sense of the original, and require another word
to finish it, as in the lines, “And gather
flowers to hvsk your brow; ” “0 hush ye, 0
busk ye, my bonny, bonny bride.”

§ 26. High-German.—The Old High-German
means the dialects which were spoken in
different parts of South or Upper Geianany
(Bavarian, Swiss, and others) till the middle of
the eleventh century. Middle High-Gei-man
was spoken in Upper Germany till the end of
the fifteenth century. Modern High-German
succeeded; it is the language of literature, and
of the cultivated classes of all German people
at the present day. All the High-German
languages are distinctly marked from those in
the Low-German and Scandinavian divisions
by regular interchanges of sound, which have
become recognized as features peculiar to the
members of this division.

§ 27. We are now in a position to answer
the question in § 18. English has not been
derived from German, nor from Frisian or
Flemish, but it stands in relafion to these last
as a sister, to the German as a cousin

; all own
one common origin in the Teutonic stock;
while, making a remove further back, this stock
sprang from the same source that gave birth to
five other branches of the great Indo-European
family. Finally, these six European sons meet,
in ages far back, their ancient cousins of the
Asiatic branch on the heights of Central Asia.
The facts may be usefully tabulated in the
following form. How English arose from its

histol’ical beginning we shall now proceed to
discuss.

Table of Indo-European Languages.
(gw' /I. Sanskrit (dead)
pi 2. Hindu, Hindustani, Bengali,

^ \ Win /In I Mahratti (descended from
K Hindu

^
Sanskrit)

^ < 3. Cingalese (Ceylon)
w '4. Gypsy dialect

^ / Iranian or(^‘ Zend, the old language of

“ ( PevRiaTi 1
Persia

^ V
Persian

( 2. Persian
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r

Keltic

Italic, or
Romanic

o
!a Hellenic,

or Grecian

Teutonic

Slavonic

Lettic

V

'1. Bas Breton, or Armorican
(Brittany)

Welsh
Erse, or Irish
Gaelic, or Highland Scotch
Manx (Isle of Man)
Latin (dead) and old Italian
dialects of North and South
Italy

The Romance* languages
sprung from the Latin

—

(a), Italian; (i), French

;

(c), Provengal; {d), Spanish
;

(e), Portuguese
; (/), Rou-

mansch
; (y), Wallachian

Ancient Greek (dead), with
various dialects

Modei’n Greek
Low German

—

(o), Gothic
; (b), Old Saxon

;

(c), English
;

(d), Frisian
;

(c), Dutch
; (/), Flemish

*Scandinavian

—

(a), Icelandic
;

(b), Swedist

;

(e), Danish; (a), Norwe-
gian

High-German

—

(a), Old; (b), Middle; (c),

Modern High-German
Russian
Bulgarian
Illyric

Polish
Bohemian
Old Prussian (dead)
Lettish (Livonia)
Lithuanian.

(We herein follow as far as practicable the

lines marked out by Dr. Eichard Moms, to

whom the science of modern English grammar
is under great obligations.)

IV.

For many years these discoveries of Hip-

parchus enabled astronomers to predict the

great majority of solar eclipses
;
but they found

that the hour at which they occurred seemed
exposed to some systematic error. Two
hundred and fifty years elapsed before the

cause of this was discovered by the famous
Ptolemy, a Grecian astronomer, and a worthy
successor to Hipparchus (A.D. 100—170). He
found that there was still another inequality

in the motion of the moon, by which the moon
was sometimes in advance and sometimes
behind the place assigned to it by the two tables

of Hipparchus, by as much as three times its

own diameter. This new inequality was sub-

sequently called the evection. Careful study
showed him how this new inequality acted,

and he was enabled to construct a third table

which gave him the correction it was necessary
to apply to the two tables of Hipparchus in

order to obtain the true place of the moon in

the heavens.
These discoveries enabled astronomers to

* The term Romance, originally applied to the Pro-
vengal, the Latin language of that part of Languedoc
conquered and civilized by the Romans

; the Roman
province has been extended to the other languages
derived from a kindred source.

satisfactoriJy predict the eclipses of the sun
and to fix the time of new and
full moon, which was then a I*rediction of

matter of considerable import- eclipses,

ance; and the tables seemed to very satisfac-
torily represent the place of the moon. Towards
the end of the sixteenth centuiy Tycho Brahe
discovered two other still smaller inequalities
in the motion of the moon, and so rendered
the tables still more accurate, though raising
their number to five. These two new in-
equalities were subsequently called the
variation and annual equation.

It was discovered by Tycho Brah6 that the
moon was not always at the same distance from
the earth, because he found that at times it
appeared larger than at others, showing that it
must be nearer to the earth. He also found that
when the moon seemed to be moving fastest it
then appeared to be largest, and was therefore
nearest to the earth. A most important dis-
covery, as later on will be seen.
A principal_ point to which astronomers had

to devote their attention was to ascertain the
distance of the moon from the
earth. The first to accomplish distance of the

this with accuracy was the cele-
“loon-

brated astronomer Hipparchus, who fixed its

distance as fifty-nine times the radius of the
earth

;
and Ptolemy, his successor, made it

slightly greater. Tycho Brahe determined the
mean distance of the moon to be rather over
sixty times the radius of the earth.
The method by which these astronomers

found the distance of the moon was by ascer-
taining what is called ihQqmral-
lax of the moon, or the apparent ^^.rallax.

alteration in its position when it is looked at
from a different position in space. This is

shown by Fig. 9, where E is the earth and M
the moon. Suppose the moon is observed at
early morning when it rises, the observer will
be at e, and the moon will be seen in the direc-

tion m'

.

As the earth rotates in the direction

shown by the arrow, the time will arrive when
the moon is about to set, and the observer will

be at e"
;
then the place of the moon will be at

m", or as much to the west of its true place m
as in the morning it was east. This apparent
change is called the moon’s parallax. If we
know this parallax or angular displacement
EMe', it is easy to draw the triangle me/, and
measure the proportion of E m to e e'

;
and in

this way, from knowing the parallax, we can
tell how many times the radius of the earth E e'

is equal to the distance of the moon M e. In
practice it is not necessary to construct this

triangle, but by means of trigonometry the

distance can be calculated at once. We know
now that the mean distance of the moon is

equal to 60'27 times the radius of the earth
; so

we see that Tycho Brahe’s determination was
not far out.

Tycho Brahe undertook to measure the exact

diameter of the moon as it appears to us, and he
found that when the moon was
at its mean distance its diameter

was equal to 31. It was then size of moon,
easy to find out its exact size, for

trigonometry teaches us that a round object
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seen from a distance sixty times its own dia-

meter will appear to have a diameter of 57^'.

The moon is distant from the earth by sixty

times the earth’s radius
;
and therefore, if the

moon were as large in diameter as the earth’s

radius it would appear to be hiy in diameter.

It is, however, only 31' in diameter, so that it

must be correspondingly smaller than the

radius of the earth. As 31 is nearly five-ninths

of 57|, so the diameter of the moon is only

five-ninths of the radius of the earth. The
diameter of the moon is therefore only a little

more than one-quarter of the diameter of the

earth, so that by geometry its surface is only

about one-thirteenth, and its volume one-fiftieth.

The moon is therefore much smaller than the

earth.

By the beginning of the seventeenth century.

farther than the earth from the sun—appeared
like bright stars, and their motion in the

heavens was studied with ease by noticing how
they changed their place among the stars. It

was soon found that each of these planets

moved in a fixed path in the heavens in the

same way as the sun, and inclined at a very
small angle to the path of the sun. This path
or orbit crossed the ecliptic at a fixed position,

and not, as in the case of the moon, a position

which slowly moved. 'It was easy for them to

determine the time which it took these planets

to move once round the sun, or make a complete
circuit of the heavens. They found their

periods to be as under :

—

Mars, 1 year 321 days 23 hours 30 minutes.
Jupiter, 11 years 317 days 14 hours 2 minutes.
Saturn, 29 years 174 days 5 hours 16 minutes.

it will thus be seen that astronomers had learned

a good deal about the motion and size of our

satellite.

Astronomers had known for a very long

period that the moon was liable to be eclipsed

or become so faint that it nearly
Lunar echpses. quite disappears. The moon
may be shining brightly in the heavens, when
it will be noticed that a small portion of its

surface looks orange and dusky, as if it were
covered with a thin cloud. Gradually this

cloudy portion or spot seems to encroach on
the disc, as if there were slowly moving
across it a round, dusky disc, darkest near the

centre, and several times the diameter of the

moon. Soon the whole disc of the moon is

covered with this dusky shade, so that it

becomes so dull that it is often very diffi-

cult to detect it, and when seen it looks

like a dull greenish orange disc. Suddenly
a brighter gleam is seen on the side where the

dusky veil was first seen, and soon this portion

of the moon bursts forth with its usual lustre

and the dusky shade moves gradually off the

moon until it quite disappears, and our satellite

shines forth with its usual brilliance. This

phenomenon is called a total eclipse of the

moon. Sometimes the whole moon does not

disappear, and a partial eclipse of the moon
occurs.

It was soon discovered that these eclipses

only occurred near full moon, when the earth

was between the sun and moon, so that the

moon must be near the shadow cast by the
earth. This connection at once served to

explain the phenomenon : the moon was
eclipsed by passing through the shadow of the

earth.

It remains to be considered what was known
of the planets by astronomers at the end of the

sixteenth century. The three su-
The planets, pgrior planets. Mars, Jupiter, and

Saturn—called superior because they were

III.

The manner of holding the pen next demands
our attention. Fingers differ, and so do methods
of holding the pen. On a preceding page (p.

60) we showed a way adopted by many writers.

We here add another and in our opinion the
preferable manner. The paper should be placed
immediately in front of the right arm, parallel

with the edge of the desk, and in such position
that the commencement of the lines is opposite
the right eye, and steadied by the fingers of

the left hand.' The pen should., ,,

be held in such manner that the
tip of the nib is about three-

“E P'"'

quarters of an inch from the end of the middle
finger—a little more or a little less according
to the shape of the writer’s fingers and hand

—

the penholder making meanwhile an angle of

about forty-five degrees with the surface of the
paper, and leaving the forefinger a little in

front of the knuckle, as shown in our illus-

tration. This matter is of importance, for if

the pen be allowed to fall hehind the knuckle,
and the angle which the holder should make
be in consequence reduced, a loss of power and
freedom in the manipulation of the pen will

instantly ensue. The pen must be lightly held
between the thumb and first and second fingers,

as shown, with both sides of the nib bearing
equally upon the paper. It must pass close to

the nail of the middle finger, but not rest on
the nail, and be held by the central fleshy part

of the forefinger and thumb. Care must be
taken that the upper part of the pen, or holder,

does not swerve either to the right or the
left of the nib, but points to the right ear,
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in order to secure which the forefinger knuckle
must be directed upwards towards the ceiling.

The thumb should be bent outward, as shown
in the illustration, until the end of the fleshy

part closes upon the pen opposite the lower
joint of the forefinger. The third and fourth

fingers must be curved inward, so that they
come rather less than midway between the tips

of the other fingers and the palm of the hand.
The extremity of the little finger only must
rest on the paper sufficiently to guide the hand
along : in fact, the more lightly the hand rests

upon it the greater freedom will be acquired.

The third finger, which is simply passive, must
be incurved to some degree in such manner
that it crosses the little finger as indicated in

the sketch of a hand. It is necessary to bear
in mind that the whole hand should be turned
well over to the left, as it rests upon the fulcrum
of the fourth finger in such a position that the
nail of the second finger should be visible.

This will bring the knuckles of the thumb and
little finger respectively to about the same
distance from the paper, perhaps about an inch
and a half, and ensure a position most condu-
cive alike to ease, expedition, and elegance.
The move-

ments of the

hands in execut-

ing writing may
be considered as

threefold. There
are : First, the

movement of

the thumb and
fingers singly

;

secondly, that

of the fingers

and hand com-
bined

;
and, in

the third place,

the last specified

motion, with a
simultaneous
movement of

the arm superadded. The first two are the

only necessary motions in the practice of

initiatory exercises and formal writing. The
last is brought in for the free

cursive style of commercial and
the hand, ordinary requirements. Not that

the movement of the arm in any respect

antagonizes that of the fingers. Far from it.

The more rapid the writing the greater the
necessity that the whole formation of the
letters should be achieved by the two end-
joints of the first and middle fingers and the
top joint of the thumb, and by these joints

alone—never by the action of the arm or fore-

arm. It is evident that the small joints can
move with much more ease and rapidity than
the larger ones of the wrist or elbow, and very
quick writing is only possible on these con-
ditions. As Foster says :

“ The free play of
the fingers and thumb produces a slight motion

of the hand, which moves in a
Importance of iiorizontal direction from left to

thesmaUjomts.yjg^^^
across the paper.” There

have been teachers, however, who have not
only inculcated the ridiculous notion that the

joints should be kept stiff, and the motions
come from the wrist, but have pushed the idea
of gaining freedom to the extent of requiring
that all movements s rould come from the elbow
or even shoulder I The result of requiring large
joints, fitted only for slower movements, to
take the place of alert and active members
like the end-joints of our fingers, is an un-
sightly angular scrawl, such as is too often
taught to adults in an infinitely small number
of lessons.

And here, in this connection, may be the
best place to say to those who may propose to
follow our course of lessons a few words as
to the labour requisite to attain good hand-
writing. There are few things in which the
old Latin saw “ Festina lente”—“make haste
slowly”—has a more forcible application than
in learning penmanship. It is

not a mere question of imitating Only certain

certain forms presented on a of

copy-slip. That can be done by
e^^nung.

piecemeal patching
;
and indeed is often so

done in copy-books of the present day. But
this is painting

;

not writing. The man or

boy who lifts his pen at every letter, or several

times in a word,
is not a writer

at all. The
scope, therefore,

of the assiduous

practice which
mvst be gone
through is not
so much to
enable us to

copy certain
forms, as to gain
that correct po-

sition of hand,
conjoined with
requisite supple-

ness and play of

the end finger

joints, which
will enable us to copy amj form or write any
hand as writing—that is to say, fluently, rapidly,

and without fatigue. The latter is a most im-
portant consideration to those who have to

follow penmanship as a livelihood. Writing
pursued on proper principles is not an unhealthy
or exhaustive occupation

;
but there are ladies

who cannot write a couple of long epistles

without a nervous headache, and clerks who
suffer martyrdom over the pages of ledger or

day-book as the slow hours drag on, merely
because they do the work in an improper way.

It is a matter of considerable importance to

ascertain with correctness what are the funda-

mental elements which go to form any par-

ticular style of handwriting. The old writing-

masters laid great stress upon the proper
comprehension of these elementary forms, or
“ breaks,” as they termed them. Much differ-

ence of opinion exists, and has existed, between
English and Continental authorities upon this

matter. For example, in one celebrated method
which somewhat resembles the plan adopted by
Pestalozzi, the elementary forms or component
parts of the letters are reduced to four, which

HOLDIITG THE PEH.
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are 1. The right line
;

2. The curved line
;

3. The loop
;

4. The crotchet. It

Analysis of ^ot, however, appear that
elementary method has sufficient advant-

orms.
ages to cause it to supersede the

ordinary classification which is shown in our

illustration of Elementary Forms, and may be

thus briefiy described :

—

riG. 2 . ELEMENTARY EOEMS.

A is a simple diagonal line, ending squarely

at top and bottom, and preserving an in-

variable breadth throughout. The best angle
for this stroke, which of course determines also

the inclination of all the other elementary

forms, would appear to be about fifty-three

degrees. Whatever angle is taught
Rudim^tary youth, it would seem that when

strokes. schoolboy makes the great

change from “ copper-plate ” hand to whatever
cursive mode his individuality prescribes, the
inclination or slant may vary considerably.

Still it is advisable to fix upon a degree of
slope which is not excessive, for several reasons.

In the first place the highest degree of legibility

is secured by a hand not too much sloped.

This is evident from the fact that Eoman
printed letters are more easy to read than

Italic. If the reader will consider the three dif-

ferent angles employed at A, B, c, D in our

illustration (fig. 3) representing degrees of incli-

nation, he will see CAddence that an excessively

slanting hand is more difficult to read than One

which differs less from the upright. It is also

clear that the slanting hand should be 'written

very wide if it is desired to be legible. This is

shown by the fourth example, D, which is more
easily read than the third, c, but is sprawling

and occupies unnecessary room.
The writer’s hand has to cover ^e^ees of

greater space to produce it, and
the reader’s eye is similarly tasked. This is

shown more clearly at E, where an upright

line and three at different degrees of inclina-

tion are given. It is here plain that the lines

or letters with great inclination become very

long and less distinct, even where the distances

between the several portions of each letter are

kept equal, as at F.

The right line stroke, (A, fig. 2) is the founda-

tion of h, It, p, and g.

In the next form (b, fig. 2) we have a right

line, square at the top, and of the same
thickness throughout, until at the curve it

gradually tapers off and terminates with an

A /mO YYi^ntoiiA

B inxmiemtmfA

EIG. 3 .—DEGREES OF INCLINATION-

upward hair-stroke. This is the form ordinarily

termed a “ pot-hook,” and is the
essential element of i, u, t, I, the Curved

last portion of the a and the d ;

and with the addition of the curve or crotchet,

the letters h and w. c is precisely the reverse

of B, commencing with the curved hair stroke,

then forming the equal right line, and ter-

minating squarely at the bottom. This ele-

ment is the first portion of n, w, and r ; and
the first and second parts of m. In d we get,

in fact, a combination of b and c, it being a
right line of uniform thickness, but tapering

off at the upper and lower curve and ending,

like B and c, in a hair-stroke. These forms
should be practised with the greatest care by
the student, who should always remember that

the secret of success is to take pains at the

beginning.
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IV.

To enter at any length into the minute
structure of the various descriptions of plutonic
and volcanic rocks, and the microscopical dif-

ferences between them, would divert us from
our main purpose, and hinder the student by
confusing him with a mass of detail belonging
to a special branch of investigation. It is

necessary, however, to mention a further and
important classification of these rocks, based
upon their composition from a chemical point
of view. All igneous rocks are siliceous

—

that is, they contain a larger or smaller pro-
portion of silica

;
and are divided, accordingly,

into Acid (those containing 00 per cent, and
upwards of silica),

and Babic (those con-
taining less than 00
per cent, of silica).*

Plutonic Bocks.

(Acid se7'ies.)

Granite is perhaps
the best known of
the plutonic rocks.

It is composed of

felqmr, mica, and
quartz. The colour
of the rock depends
upon that of the
felspar. It often con-
tains other minerals
as accessories.

Syenitic granite or
Hornhletidic granite
contains a propor-
tion of hornblende.

Scliorlaceons qra-
mte is a granite con-
taining schorl (black tourmaline).
Porphyritic granite is a granite rock with

* Estimate op the Proportions of the several
Elements in the Crust of the Gloue.

^ ' Parts in 1000
Oxygen 500
Silicon 250
Aluminium, magnesium, calcium, potas-
sium, sodium, iron .... 227

Carbon, sulphur, hydrogen, chlorine,
nitrogen 23

Ail the other fifty-one elements constitute exceed-
ingly minute and quite inconsiderable proportions of
the m^s of the globe, as far as we are acquainted with
It. Silica is a combination of oxygen and silicon (Si 0.>).
In its pure state it forms rock crystal. It exists in
considerable quantities in granite, where it may be
readily recognized as a hard glassj" substance. It
also unites with the other substances, such as lime,
alumina, magnesia, soda, potassa, etc., of which
minerals arc composed. These substances in chemical
phraseolog.v are called “ bases.” Rocks which con-
tain G<) per cent, of silica, either free or combined, are,
as stated above, known as “acid” rocks; those iii
which the proportion is less than 6U per cent, are
described as “ basic.”

VOL. I.

conspicuous crystals of felspar larger than the
crystallized mass of which the bulk of the roclT
is made up. The “ Shap ” granite used for the
posts in front of St. Paul's Cathedral is a i^or-
phyritic granite.

Syenite is a rock composed of orthoclaso
felspar and hornblende. The name, however,
is frequently applied to syenitic granite.

(piartz syenite is composed of hornblende,
felspar and quartz.
L elstoiie is a hard flinty-looking smooth

rock, consisting of a flne admixture of ortho-
clase felspar and quartz, without any deflnite
crystallization. When crystals of felspar occur
in such a rock, it receives the name otfelspar
poipliyrij ; and when in addition to or instead
of these there are quartz crystals, the rock
becomes qnartz qjorphyry.

This last group (felstone and felspar por-
phyry and quartz porphyry), though classed by
some authorities amongst the plutonic rocks,
appears to occupy an intermediate position
between the plutonic and volcanic series.

Volcanic Bocks. (Acid series.')

These rocks may be divided into three
groups— Phonolites, and Obsidians.

The Trachytes form «n important group of
volcanic rocks. They are so designated*
because they are rough to the touch. 'Trachyte
properly so-called, is a fine-grained rock, fre-
quently of a pale grey colour, though by no
means invariably so, and is made up of a mass
of minute entangled felspar crystals, often
enclosing other and larger crystals. As a rule,
they also contain hornblende, augite, or mica,
and frequently a little iron. The felspar usually
predominates, lihyelite is a term applied to

a class of trachytic
rocks which are
richer in silica than
the genuine tra-

chytes. Free quartz
is more commonly
found in the rhyolites
than in the trachytes.

Hornblende and aug-
ite are less common.

IN VOLCANIC ROCKS.
.IV/OO

Phonolite is the name given to a rock in
some respects intermediate between the “ acid”
and the “ basic ” series. It is compact, com-
monly splits up into thin slabs, gives out a
ringing sound when struck with a hammer, and
is generally of a greyish green or ashy grey
colour. It obtains its name of clinkstone or
phonolite from the sound given out by it when
struck.

Obsidian, or volcanic glass, is melted lava
which has been quickly cooled. Pitekstone is
a less glassy form, and Pumice frothy lava.

Plutonic Bocks. (Basic series.

)

Gabhro is a name used to designate a some-
what variable group of rocks. True gabbro is
composed of diallage and Labrador felspar.
Bypersthenite contains liypcrsthcne in place of
the diallage.

Biorite is a rock formed of felspar and horn-

* From rpa^uj, rough.

8
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blende, and differs from syenite in the particular

kind of felspar it contains. The felspar of

syenite is orthoclase, that of diorite is plagio-

clase.

Porphyritic dolerites (see next paragraph).

Volcanic Rocks. {Basic Series.)

These rocks may be briefly described under
two heads,

—

Basalts and Dolerites ; and one of

these, again, might very conveniently be aban-

doned, since a basalt is a fine-grained dolerite,

and a dolerite a coarse-grained basalt. A typi-

cal basalt or dolerite is composed of plagioclase

felspar, augite, olivine, a little

iron, and frequently a small pro-

portion of apatite (phosphate of

lime). In a basalt these con-

stituents are not visible separately
to the naked eye; in a dolerite,

though still small, they can
usually be distinguished without
a lens. Dolerites with larger

embedded felspar crystals are

’porphyritic dolerites, and are

usually regarded as plutonic.

The line between plutonic and
volcanic rocks in this group is

not always easy to be drawn.
In some of these rock?; the fel-

spar is replaced by lencitc, and we then have
“ leucite rock ”

;
in others its place is taken by

nepheline, and it is then nepheline basalt.”

Melaph'yre.—Under this teim it was at one
time the custom to include all basaltic rocks of

palaeozoic and mesozoic age.

Diabase is a name given to basalts and
dolerites which contain chlorite. As this last-

named mineral is now recognized as a result of

partial decomposition, the distinctive name of

diabase is generally abandoned.

In the Old Red Sandstone of the Mendips this

cementing material is principally iron rust,

and it is the same in many other cases; but we
have also calcareous sandstones, in which the
grains are united by carbonate of lime, and
sometimes the cementing material is more or
less siliceous and felspathic. The sand thus
bound together may be much waterworn and
rounded, or the fragments may be angular and
show but few signs of having been rolled. The
grains may also differ greatly in size. Many
sandstones are made up of particles that can-
not well be seen without the aid of a magni-

fying glass; on the other hand,
they are sometimes as large as a
pea. There is a further difference

of some importance—the propor-
tion of other material mixed
with siliceous grains of which
the sandstone is mainly com-
posed. Most sandstones contain,
for instance, a few spangles of
mica

;
but in some of them the

flakes are so abundant that they
form thin layers. This feature
is common in the flagstones

brought from Yorkshire to pave
the streets of London. Grains
of felspar also occur in some

sandstones, and are occasionally very abundant,
giving rise to the designation “felspathic sand-
stones.” The colour of these rocks varies greatly.

It is sometimes clear and glassy, owing to the
abundance of transparent pure quartz grains,

and the nature and proportion of the cementing
material. It may be, however, of a dull white,
from the presence of felspar, or of various shades
of red, brown, yellow, and green, due to iron.

Patches of colour are sometimes caused by the
presence of copper and other minerals.

FIG.
SPATAXGUS COKAXGUIIfUir.

DIPTEKUS—DOTTBLE-WIXGED.

The glassy form of the basic rocks, corre-

sponding to the pitchstones and obsidians of

the acid series, is known as tachylite.

Sedimentary Rocks.
Sedimentary rocks—that is, rocks which have

been formed from sediment laid down under
water—may be divided into three groups.

1. Sandstones Conglemerates, and Breccias.

Sandstones.—This group of rocks agree in the
mode of their formation, and differ mainly in

o j . the size and nature of the material
o^ndstoiiCi j! i_ • 1 J.1 j A

of which they are composed. A
sandstone is made up of grains of sand bound
together by something which acts as a cement.

Conglomerates, or Pudding Stone.—Just as
grains of sand cemented together form sand-
stone, so pebbles similarly bound-
together by sand, iron, clay,
etc., form conglomerates. The pebbles may be
of any material, and the cementing matter of
any kind. As a matter of fact, they do vary
greatly. The “ Hertfordshire pudding-stone ”

is made up exclusively of flint pebbles em-
bedded in sand so firmly cemented together
that the pebbles themselves break when the
stone is fractured. The same conglomerate,
when found on the south side of the London
Basin, frequently shows a more calcareous
matrix, and the pebbles being less firmly fixed,
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are more easily broken out. In the conglome-
rates of the Trias, the pebbles have been formed
from some of the old crystalline rocks. They lie

in places in unconsolidated sand, and in others
pass into a hard rock. The conglomerate is

well shown at Alderley Edge, in Cheshire. An
older conglomerate still is found in North
Wales, at the base of the Cambrian rocks,
made up of waterworn pebbles formed from
still older rocks, and greatly changed in
character before they were worn into pebbles.

Breccias .—Breccias differ from conglome-
rates in being formed, not of waterworn

Breccias
pe^^les, but of angular frag-
ments of rock. The so-called

dolomite conglomerates ” of the Mendip
Hills, already referred to, afford a very good
illustration. Some of the blocks included in
them are large masses measuring several feet
in thickness; tlie majority are, of course, very
much smaller, the average size being perhaps
a couple of inches in longest diameter, and a
considerable proportion smaller still.

Eules of Peonunciation.
The Simple Vowels {continued).

§ 20 a. E slender, printed without any
accent, can only be recognized from its position.
It forms the sole vowel and final letter of the
following monosyllables : ce, de, je, le, me, ne,
que, se, te. In these words, the e slender may
undergo two changes—(1) it may become en-
tirely mute, being replaced by an apostrophe
{see \ 8, Eem. II.), or elided (§ 19 h) in pronun-
ciation, though retained in writing

; (2) it may
be changed into e open [e) through the s which
is added to some of these words by inflexion or
contraction : ces, des, les, mes, ses, tes, which
are pronounced te, de, etc {see § 23 a).

h. An unaccented e has the slender sound
when it comes in the body of a word, after
hl.—Faiblement, weakly (pron. fl-hle-man—sec § 46 for man)

;

hr.—Bretelle, brace {Jbre-tell)
;

cl.—Rdclement, scraping {ra-cle-man)
;

cr.— Cretonne, flax and hemp fabric {cre-
tonn)

;

dr.—Tendrement, tenderly {tan-dre-man)
;

Ji.—Souffleter, to slap the face {soo-Jie-tay)
;

fr.—Fredaine, prank {fre-dhi)
;—Aveuglement,* blindness {d-vc-gle-man)

;

yr .— Grenade, Granada {Gre-ndd)
;

pi .

—

Simplement, simply {sim-ple-man)
; f

I>r.—Premier, first {yjre-miay)
: J

tr.—Tredame,^ by’r Lady ! {tre-damm)\
"^r.—Pauvrete, poverty {po-nre-tay).

blindly^
to be mistaken for avetiglement, meaning

t For sim see § 47.

I
i the sound it has in amiable.

^ “ Tredame ! Monsieur, est-ce
que Madame Jo^irdain est d^cr^pite ? ” (Moliebe.)

§ 21 «. E close is generally marked by the
acute accent: Umerite, rashness (pron. tay-may-
rce-tay). An e also has a close sound when it

precedes an inarticulate consonant other than
s and t

;
{et, conjunction and, is pronounced e^.

Beryer, shepherd (pron. herr-zhe)
;

Clef, key {de)
;

Venez, come {vni)
;

Familier, familiar {fd-mee-Ue)
;

Pied, foot {pie)
;

Fier, to trust {JiC).

Remarks.—1. Clef is written by many as
pronounced (viz., cle), a sound which it retains
even before a vowel : la clef est perdue (the
key is lost) would not be read la cle fe, but la
cle e. 2. In cep de vigne (vine) pronounce ci
(see § 23 a)

; p, however, is carried to the next
vowel in the singular : U7i cep et son echalas
(a vine and its prop), read un ch pi, soneshdld ;
but in the plural, des ceps et leurs e'chalas, read
des ce ze, etc. 3. Chef-d'oeuvre (masterpiece)
forms another exception

;
pronounce something

between cite and che-d'oeuvr (see § 22 a). Chef
in this word retains, therefore, as much as pos-
sible of its original sound, which is sheff (with
the e open).

h. E is also close in some words which have
come unaltered from ‘Latin and Italian to
French. The Latin words are mostly referring
to the Eoman Catholic worship, and the Italian
words to the art of music. Such are

—

Credo (I believe), a creed (pron. cre-do)
;

Criterium, criterion {hwe-te-riom'), Acad.;
{hree-te-riom'), Littre.

Confiteor (I confess), a confession of sins
{con-fee-te-or).

_

Be profundis (out of the depths), a peniten-
tial psalm {de pro-fon-deess)

;

Te Deum (Thee, God), a thanksgiring {te-

dlom), Acad. ;* {te-de-om), Littre.

Requienn (repose), a prayer for the dead (re-
hui-'em) ;

Vade-mecum (walk with me), a companion
{vd-de-7nekom)

;

Andante, a moderately slow movement {an-
dant' and an-dan-te)

;

Cantahile, an elegant, smooth style (pron.
kan-td-bee-le).

Forte, in a loud manner {^rora. f6r-te).
Remark.—Angelus, Ave Maria, ^niserere,

allegro, tenor, are written with the acute accent,
and present therefore no difficulty.

§ 22. E semi-close, a. It is only for the sake
of completeness that we shall speak of this
sound, and mention further that some ingenious
grammarians have discovered another shade
which, in English, might be called semi-open.
As for the number of vibrations between semi-
close and semi-open, no one has, as yet, risked
an opinion, and we should advise the student
not to attempt the solution of the problem.
The Academic makes no mention of these two
shades; M. Littre, while admitting one of
them, gives no rule for detecting it, and it is

indicated in no dictionary that has come under
our notice. The eminent publisher and printer,

P. Bidot, suggested for the e semi-close a per-

* Where two authorities are given, it is safer to
follow the Academie.
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pendiciilaT accent, which, unfortunately, has

not been adopted. The nuinber of words which

possess this peculiar sound must be looked

upon as diminished in practice, since the

Academie, in the ne\v edition of their diction-

ary, spell now all vrords in ege—a termination

to which the seini-close e sound used to be

assigned—with the givave accent
:
j'assiegc,

college, sacrilege, jii'ege, etc.

1). The e semi-close has a medium sound be-

tween e and e; i in the English wordy?Y seems

to us the nearest approach to it. “The sound
j

is rendered variously in French ; by an un- ,

accented e, as in sccte ; by an acute accent, as
j

in the first e in ke and in severe ; by e, as in

JVbel

;

by egs, et, ect, as in legs, svjet, respect

(also by ai, as in the first syllable of aimai

;

aid as in laid ; ait as in trait).
'—Littre, We

quote P. Larousse verbatim (vol. vii., p. 2,
j

col. 2) ;
“ In all words derived from other

|

words whose penultimate is an e open followed
j

by a mute syllable, the e becomes semi-close
j

every time it is followed by the sounds a,
|

au, en, ou, on, an, or by the termination ai of

imperfects and conditionals. Examples : eor-

reetcur, coi'rection, directeitr, direction, hlas-

pliematenr, hlasplihnatoirc, celebrant, collection,

catecJinmenat, elevation, jievreux, tenehrenx,

tiedcur, mogcnnant, excellent, nons excellons,

nom excelidmes, rons excelldtcs, professenr,

profession, nous professons, nous 2)ossedo7ts. nous

possedions, nous protestons. protestant, gn'otest-

antisme, protestation, revelation, sgsteinatigue,

etant, mcttant, siquestratioji, j'etais, tu etais,

il kait. Us etaient, je mettais, tu mettais, il

mettait, je mettrais, etc. In all words which
do not present such a derivation, the e is always

close
:

gyreparation, separement, ccymplement,

parr consequent."

c. The e is likewise semi-close when it comes
before the terminations sion, tion, seur: succes-

sion, digestion, concession, accesseur, confesseur,

etc.
;
and every time it is followed by an articu-

lated r : preferer, vous preferez,je verrai, vous

verrez, acquerir, terrible, vertv, ergo, etc., there

being no exception but for de placed at the

beginning of words : dkaciner, dei'outer, etc.

It is needless to add that this point is debatable

;

we intend, however, to refer the riper student

to it now and then.

§ 28. e open and c open and long. For all

practical purposes, there is no ditference in

quality between e, e, and e openfrom position ;

there is, although not in all cases, a difference

in quantity : e being generally the longest.

e openfrom positionVaQ shortest, and e holding

a middle place.

a. An e apen is recognized

—

(1) By the accents grave and circumflex

:

mod'ele, model
;
prox\. mQ-del.

pere, father
;
pron. per',

eveque, bishop ;
pron. cvki^.

lionnete. honest
;
pron. Onet'.

(2) By a final articulated consonant put after

an e

;

grec, Greek
;
pron. g7'e]c.

bref, short
;
pron. href.

Joseph, Joseph
;
pron. Zliozcf.

del, sky
;
pron. siel.

Michel, Michael
;
pron. Meeshel.

hymen, marriage
;
pron. eem'en.

julep, julep
;
pron. zhuVep.

fier, proud
;
prow.fi'er.

j'acquiers, I acquire
;
pron. zhukier.

index, forefinger
;
pron. in-d'elcs.

(3) By a double consonant following c

:

ehapelle, chapel
;
pron. shapell.

echellc, ladder
;
pron. eshell.

queje that I may hold
;
pron. tienn*

ennemi, foe
;
pron. enmee.

rei're, glass
;
pron. ver.

libeller, to libel
;
pron. lee-b'el-U.

richesse, wealth
;
pron. reeshess.

sagesse, wisdom ;
pron. sazhess.

brouette, wheelbarrow
;
pron. brooett.

lettre, letter
;
pron. letr'.

die, she
;
pron. oil.

concetti, brilliant but inaccurate thoughts v

pron. contshet-ti.

(4) By two consonants articulated separately

and following e, whether these consonants stand

before an e mute or any other vowel :

il ferine, he shuts
;

\)\'0\\.ferm : ferme, shut

;

Tpron. ferine.

certes, of course
;
pron. sert : liherte, free-

dom
;
pron. leeberte.

ternie, term
;

pron. term : ermite, hermit
;

pron. ermeet.

ge.de, gesture; pron. zhest :
gesticuler, to

gesticulate
;
pron. zhesteeeule.

espere, hope thou; pron. esp'er : respire,

breathed
;
pron. respecre.

qires^ue, almost
;
pron. q^^'^sk : esquif, skiff

;

pron. eshcef.

escorte, escort; pron. escort: coiivale.scent,

ditto
;
pron. convdVessan.

b. Bemarks.—{\) The e is always oqien in

monosyllables, when it is followed by s, as ees,

dos, es, les, nies, tes; pron. s'e, de, I'e, e, me, te.

(2) The final although mute, renders the pre-

ceding e open : archet, arohets (bow, -s) pron.

ar-she ; ballet, ballets tdauce, -s), pron. Mg;
il met, je mets (he puts, I put), pron. me, etc.

The conjunction et (and) is pronounced e,

doubtless to distinguish it from the verb est (is)

which sounds e. (3) When e is followed by two
mute consonants it is open ;

examples above,

ost, mets, etc.
;
aspect, respect, -pron. aspe, respe.

Some say asp'ek, respelt, others asqi'ckt, respekt,

but the e is always open. N.B.—The pronun-

ciation asp'e, respe is recommended.

EXERCISE.

Read several times aloud the following

phrases (culled mostly from the Syllahaire-

Beginnheau, pp. 68-9), in which

—

The mute c’s and other mute letters are

italicized
;

The slender g’s left without any particular

mark
;

The close e\ from position, marked ^

;

The open g’s, from position, marked e
;

The accented c’s {e, e, e) speak for them-

selves
;

The semi-close d’s are not taken into con-

sideration.

De tel.9 proc^dd^ le perdroni—Gabriel cherchg

Michel {shenJi Meeshelk)—le matdriel du chc-

min dc fer— ung gerbg de ble—il exereg son

commerce a la kermessg— ellg a servi un mer-
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Ian au colonel— Kl(^bjr a traverse lamer—sans

exeniple {cdi nasal, see § 4G) le preceptc sera

perdu—quelle belle pei'le ! Adrienne a ferme

la persienne—rarcliitecte {larsheetekt') a in-

spect6 la nef de la chapelle—se^ geste.? sonzl

presqwe grotesqwe^—Ernest (eniest) remettra

cette letcre a son adresse—il faudra qne je

prenne un lapin {in nasal, see § 43 h) de garenne

—prenS:;? ce gile^ et ce mantelet, et donnez-le.?

au pauvre—cest le prefer et son vale^—laissw

passer le coclier—pri62: le fermie)* de cultiver

inon verge?'—aimeA*-tu le*’ poire.? cuite.? ? La
clef est ^ {eta) tee pig??,?—tu regarde.9 cee

grandee fenetre.?—quan?/ (kan) tu saluee, ote ton
chapeau—I’armee est (14cimee—ce pobte a
d^crii^ la fete de Noel—nous {nou) vimee le po6me
mercredi dernie?’.

Note.—For e in combination with other
vowels, consult § 2 ;

for e in combination with
the semi-vowels m and n, see § 42.

III.

HEAT AND COMBUSTION.
The paramount importance of the functions
exercised by heat as the principal mechanical
agent in effecting the various changes to which
the world of matter is constantly subject—un-
locking as it does the bond that unites molecule

fl « fv, i.
molecule, converting the solid

ction 0 eat.
liquid and the liquid into

the gas, and likewise dissociating atom from
atom in the chemical compound—demands that
we should devote a brief portion of our space
to a consideration of its nature and attributes.

Heat, like light and electricity, is a manifes-
tation of force or energy w’hich can only be
exhibited through the medium of some material
agent. At once dismissing the theory which
at one time affected to regard heat as a subtle
fluid pervading the physical universe, and re-

cognizing the fact that heat can have no exist-

ence apart from matter, we may
Thenati^ simplify our definition by saying

®
’ that heat is matter in motion.

The bullet from the gun, and the hammer
swung by a strong arm, derive their momentum
from the expenditure of a certain amount of
force or energy. Here we have the motion of
the mass. Let us suppose this motion to be

suddenly arrested in the case of
Conversion

bullet by coming into contact
o energy,

^ stone wall, and in that
of the hammer by striking on the anvil, and
the result will be to convert one kind of
energy into another kind of energy : the motion
of the mass becomes the motion of the mole-
cules, and heat is the result. The momentum
of a moving body, suddenly brought to a stand-
still, is therefore not lost or destroyed, but

is converted into motion of a
different kind, and the amount of
heat thus generated is directly

proportionate to the velocity of the moving

Heat arrested

motion.

body
;
we may therefore go a step further in

our definition of heat, and call- it arrested

motion. The halfpenny that may be ham-
mered on the anvil, and the button that may
be rubbed on a rough surface until they are'

too hot to be handled, the match that is ignited

by friction, and the spark that is struck from
the pavement by the hoof of a

horse, are all examples of heat due

to arrested motion. Our readers

have all, doubtless, admired the

graceful curve described by a meteor on the

cloudless sky of a summer night, wfithout per-

haps being aware that they were witnessing

another example of heat thus generated.

These so-called shooting stars are in reality

small bodies travelling through space at a

planetary rate of speed. Upon entering our

atmosphere their tremendous velocity—in

comparison with wfliich a cannon-ball, at its

maximum of speed, can scarcely be said to

crawl—is instantly checked by
collision with this denser me- Shooting stars.

The
thermometer.

dium, and suflucient heat is instantaneously

generated, by the opposition they meet with,

to render these bodies white-hot or incan-

descent, and a few seconds is, in most cases,

sufficient to burn them entirely away and
convert them into invisible gas.

All bodies, with some few exceptions wLich
it is unnecessary to j)articularize, expand under
the influence of heat. I'his is

true of liquids in a greater degree

than solids, and of gases in a still
^ ’

higher degree. The tendency of liquids to

expand is turned to account in the construc-

tion of the ’well-knowni and useful little philo-

sophical instrument termed a
thermometer, or heat-measurer ;

this consists of a bulb at the end
of a capillary (hair-like) tube of glass. The
wdiole being filled with boiling mercury, the

end of the tube is hermetically closed
;
as the

mercury cools it contracts, leaving a vacuum
in the tube above it, and the subsequent rise

and fall of the slender column in the tube
serves to indicate the changes of temperature.

On the Fahrenheit scale—that generally used
in this countiy—0 is 32° below freezing

point, and the temperature of boiling w^ater is

212°. On the centigrade scale

0 is freezing point, and 100°

boiling water. Consequently, as

wfill be seen, 180° Fahrenheit correspond to

100° centigrade, or the degree Fahrenheit is f
of the degree centigrade.

All gases, with one or two exceptions, expand
in the ratio of of their volume for every
degree centigrade. This being tke rate of

expansion of air, it follow's that if we raise the

temperature of a given quantity of air one
degree, it wfill have increased in the ratio of

of its original bulk, and so on for every

degree of temperature. Conse-

quently, if we continue to increase Expansion of

the temperature up to 273° C., we &2,3es.

shall have doubled its volume. A cubic yard of

air at 0, if the temperature be raised to 273° C.,

will fill two cubic yards. This fact suggests a
somewiiat singular consideration. Let us sup-

Thermometric
scales.
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a piece of ice is brought near any source of heat, 1 engaged heat is liberated.
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The Verb f)aben, to have (continued').

SECOND CONDITIONAL, OR CONDITIONAL PAST.

iDurbe ^aben, I should have had
icli wnerr'-de gc-liapt' ha'-hen

T)u iDurbeft c^ebabt i^aben, thou wouldst
doo vuerr'-dest ge-hajjf ha''hen [have had

(it tpiirbe gel;abt I;aben, he would have
airr mierr'-de ge-hapt' ha'-hen [had

2Bir iviicben ge^abt i^aben, we would hav^e

veerr vuerr'-den ge-hapt' ha'-hen [had

iinirbet gel^abt baben, ye would have
eerr vnerr'-det ge-hapt' ha'-hen [had

©le tt)urben gebabt they would
zee mierr'-den ge-hapt' ha'-hen [have had

This tense is formed from the first condi-
tional by the insertion of the past participle

gebcibt, as the second future is formed from
the first.

IMPERATIVE.

^^abe (bu)/ have (thou)

ha -he doo

f)abe C^O/ have
ha'-he airr

|)aben thir, let us have
ha'-hen veerr

'^abt (ibt)/ fiave (ye)
liajit e-err

|)abcn fl'e, let them have
ha'-hen zee

The pronouns thou and ye (bU and ibr) are
generally omitted in German, as in English,
with the Imperative : Have patience,” ^abe
(or babt) ©ebulb (ge-dulf). Except in the
second person the form “let us,” “let them ”

(laf or labt un^, laft fte) is generally used in
German :

“ Let us have the book,” (sing.)

or iaft (plur.) ba^ Sud)

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

3cb I (may) have, or (that) I have
ich ha'he

Su thou (mayst) have, or (that) thou
doo ha'best [have
©t tie (may) have, or (that) he have
airr ha'he

2Bir baben, we (may) have, or (that) we have
veerr ha'hen

3bt babct, ye (may) have, or (that) ye have
eerr ha'-het

©ie baben, they (may) have, or (that) they
zee ha'-hcn [have

The diffei’ence in form from the indicative
mood is here in the second and third persons
singular and second person plural

: babefi,

babe, and babet, instead of bafl, bat, and babt.

IMPERFECT.

3cb batte, I might have, or that I had
ich het'-te

©U battefl, thou mightest have, or that thou
doo het-teet [hadst
Sr batte, he might have, or that he had
airr het'-te

23{r batten, we might have, or that we had
veerr het'-ten

-3bt battet, ye might have, or that ye had
eerr hat'-tet

©ie batten, they might have, or that they had
zee hat'-ten

The only difference in form from the indica-

tive imperfect is in the use of the Umlaut over
the a : b^dte instead of batte, etc.

PERFECT.

3cb babe ocbabt, I may have had, or that I

ich ha'-he ge-hapt [have had
babeft gebabt, thou mayest have had

doo ha!-best ge-hapt

Sr babe gebabt, he may have had
airr ha'-he ge-hapt

2Bir baben ficbabt, we may have had
reerr lia'-hen ge-hapt'

3bt babet d^babt, ye may have had
eerr ha'-het ge-hapt'

©ie baben gebabt, they may have had
zee ha!-hen ge-hapt

This tense is merely a repetition of the pre-
sent subjunctive, with the addition of the past
participle gebabt.

PLUPERFECT.

3cb batte (icbabt, I might have had, or (that) I

ich het'-te ge-hapt' [had had
X)U battefi ficbabt, thou mightest have had
doo het'-tent ge-hapt'

Sr batte miglit have had
airr het'-te ge-hapt!

Sir batten gebabt, we might have had
veerr het'-ten ge-hapt'

-3bt battet O^babt, ye might have had
eerr het' -tet ge-hapt'

^ie batten ^ebabt, they might have had
zee het'-ten ge-hapt'

PRESENT PARTICIPLE. PAST PARTICIPLE.

|)abenb, having. ©ebabt, had.
ha!-hent ge-hapt'

Note.—Hahen, s'>yn, and werden are called auxiliaries
of tense, to distinsruish them from other verbs that
are called auxiliaries of mood.

The form of addressing persons in German
varies from the English manner. As in France
very intimate friends and near relations call

each other tu (thou), so in German, parents
and children, brothers and sisters, etc., call

each other !Du. In other cases they use the
form of the third person, ©ie, always writing it

with a capital initial. Thus. Have you a
friend ? ^abcu ©ie einen J^teimb ? Have they
a friend ? ^aben fie (small letter) einen Sreunb
The old form 3bt/ second person plural, was
formerly used for you. but is now only employed'
in speaking to those to whom in the singular
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we should say !Du. Thus, wc say to one child,

iDu thou hast time; to several, 3 (it

l;aH l^^ve time.

Studies on the Verb to Have.

Heading and Translation.

The following sentences are to be translated

into English. To do this the student should
first learn by heart the vocabulary at the end
of the first paragraph, then read the sentences

aloud to get the pronunciation, and then trans-

late the sentences, writing them out in English,

and finally comparing them with the English
version given at the end of the lessons on ^abcn.
In the paragraphs to be translated from English
into German, the same method may be
adopted.

I .—On the Present Tense. Question, answer,
and negation.

3rf) i;abe cinen ^rciinb. (Sr ^at cin |)au^.
ich ha!-he i'-nen froind agrr hat ine house

Sit babeu 53ruber iinb 0cbiheftern. 0ie
veerr ha'-hen bnie'-der nnd sJices-tcrji zee

l;at cinen Sooct. 2Sir baben jeit |)at

hat i'-nen fo'-gcl veerr ha'-hen tsitc hat

fte Soinmen
!

|)vtt er cin ^ferb ? Sl^ein

zee hloo'-men hat agrr ine gifaird mine

S5rubcr (int mein 9)?e)Ter. mein
hroo'-der hat mine mes'-ser hat mine

^reimb cine 2:ocbter? |)aben 0ie J^eber

froind i'-ne toch'-ter ha'-hen zee fay'-dcr

unb S)inte? |)aben [ie cinen ^leiftift?
und din'rte ha'-hen zee i'-nen Bly'-stift

|)at cr nidit GietbV |)afl bn mein
hat ayrr nicht gelt hast doo mine

^ebermeiTer? 3cb bcibe cin Sliefrcr, cine

fay'-der-mes-ser ich ha'-he ine viesser i'-nc

©abef unb cinen ?offct. -^aben 0ie ba$^

gah'-hel nnd i-nen loef -fcl ha'-hen zee dass

SDintenfvi^? fin unb cinen
dm'-ten-fass earr haht ine house nnd i!-ntn

(2ivtrten. 3fb ^fin @elb. fiabcn
garr'-ten ich ha'-he kine gelt ha'-hen

0ie meinen S^ctienfcbirm. 3d) finen
zee my'-nen ray'-gensheerrm ich ha'-he i'-nen

^unb. Qx bht cine ^atje. -^aben 0ie
hund ayrr hat i'-ne hat' -ze ha'-hen zee

nid;t cin 2)?effer? 0ie bnt niebt cine
nicht ine mes-ser zee hat nicht i'-ne

S:od;ter. Set ^t'nabe bnt cinen ?ebrcr.
toch'-ter dare hnah'-he hat i'-nen lair'-er

Sir baben cin 55ud;. 0ie bnt cinen
veerr ha'-hen ine hooch zee hat i-nen

Sietienfcbirm. |)at cr niebt cin f)au^?
ray'-gensheerrm hat ayrr nicht ine house

9?ein, cr b^t cinen ©arten. |)a[t bu
nine ayrr hat i'-nen garr'-ten hast doo

niebt cinen 55teiftift? 5?ein, icb bnbe cine
nicht i'-nen hly'-stift nine ich ha'-he i'-ne

geber. (?r bat cinen S3ruber unb cine

fay'-der ayrr hat i'-nen hroo-der nnd i'-ne

0Cbibefter 3bt b^bt cinen ?ebrer. 0ie
schvest-er earr haht I'-nen lair-er zee

bat cine greunbin.
Iiat i'-ne froind'-in

VOCABULARY.

Singular.

5)er ^rcunb, the friend.

darefroint

bie greiinb^in/ the female
dec froind'-in [friend,

bad -^aud, the house.

dass house

ber 53rnber, the brother.

dare brood'-er

bie 0d)n)cfter, the sister.

dee schvestf-er

ber 35dfiet,^ the bird.

darefo' -gel

bie 3fit/® tiie time.

dee tsite

bie S3iume, the flower.

dee hloo'me

bad ^ferb, the horse.

das i)fayrt

bad itefTer, the knife.

dass mes'-ser

bie 2:od;ter, the daughter.
dee toch'-ter

bie 3fber, the pen.
dee fay'-der

bie T)inte/ the ink.

dee din' -to

ter Sieiftift/ the pencil.

dare hly'-stift

bad @etb, the money.
dass gelt

Plural.

bie ^reunbe
dec Froin-de

bie greunbinen
deefroind'-in-cn

tie |)aufer

dee hoy'-zerr

bie S3ruber
dee hrue-derr

tie 0d)meftern
dee schvest-ern

bie 33bgel'

dec foeh'-gel

bie 3fiten
dee tsite'-en

bie S3tumen
dee bloom'-en

bie ^ferbe
deeifair-de
bie 9}?cfrer

dee mes-ser

bie 3:5d;ter

dee tocch-ter

bie ^fbern
decfay'-dern

bie 0intcn
dee dinteii

bie 55teiftifte

dee hly'-stifte

bie ©elber
dee geld-er

bad Sebermeffer, the penknirc. bie SfbermefTer
dassfay'-der-mes-ser

bie (3abef/ the fork.

dec gah'-het

ber ?dfFet, the spoon.

dare loef-fed

decfay'-der-mes-sei

bie ©abetn
dee gah'-hcln

bie Sbffel
dee loef-fel

bad 0intcnfa0,‘ the inkstand, bie :0intenfafrer

dass din-ten-fass dee din!-ten-fcs-sen'

ber ©arten, the garden.
dare garr'-ten

ber 3iegenfd;irm,* the um-
dare ray'-gensheerrm [brella

ber |)unb, the dog.

dare hund
(the U as in pull.')

bie ^atje, the cat.

dee hat'-se

ber .^nabe, the boy.
dare hiah'-he

bie ©arten
dee geiFten

bie ^egcnfd;irme
dee ray'-gen-

sheerrm

bie ^unbe
dee hunde

bie i^atjen

dee hat'-sen

bie .^naben
dee hnah'-hen

OBSERVATIONS.

Freundin is also written with a double n.
® Vogel is the English “fowl”—an instance of the

softening of g into w.
^ From the German zeit comes the English “tide

Shrovetide, Whitsuntide, etc.

* Dinte is also written with a f ; Tinte.
® Blelstift, from Biel, lead, and Stift. a stylus or

pointed pencil. It is also called die Blei-feder (the
lead pen!

‘ From Gabel, a fork, comes the English “ gable.”
’ From Dinte, ink, and Fasz, tub,—literally, “ink-

tub.”
” From Begen, rain, and Schirm, shade, or shelter.
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t>er ?el;rer,* the teacher.

dare lair'-er

S5U(^, the book.

dass hooch

bie ?c()rcr

dee lair'-er

bie 55ud;et

dee huech'-er
* From Lehre, teachin;?, whence the English word

“lore.”

The former observations as to the pronun-
ciation of a {a in ha ha !), u (like the French
?<), and ^ {och .'), must be remembered.

ENGLISH VERSION,

For correcting the translation of the above.

I have a friend. He has a house. We have
brothers and sisters. She has a bird. We have
time. Has she flowers? Has he a horse? My
brother has my knife. Has my friend a daugh-
ter ? Have you pen and ink ? Have they a

IV.

The death of the Emperor Maximilian, at the
beginning of 1 619, brought the Elector Frederick
the Wise, Luther’s patron, into a
prominent position. The pope, who
secretly favoured the candidature “
of Francis the First against the
powerful and politic Charles of Spain, wished to
make a friend of the influential Elector, whom
some would have been glad to see on the imperial
throne, and who had been appointed Controller

WOEMS.

pencil ? Has he not money ? Hast thou my
penknife ? I have a knife, a fork, and a spoon.
Have you the inkstand ? Ye have a house and
a garden. I have no money. Have you my
umbrella? I have a dog. He has a cat. Have
you not a knife ? She has not a daughter. The
boy has a teacher. We have a book. She has
an umbrella. Has he not a house ? No, he has
a garden. Hast thou not a pencil ? No. I have
a pen. He has a brother and a sister. Ye have
a teacher. She has a (female) friend.

Note.—After the foregoing paragraph has been used
in correcting the German translation, the student
should write out the sentences from it in German
from memory; Ich hale einen Freund, Fr hat ein Jluux,
etc., etc . and then compare it with the German para-
graph. By such exercises he will familiarise himself
gradually with German phrases, and acquire a know-
ledge of the language. Repetitioyi is most important,
and each study should be accurately committed to
memory before the next is attempted.

in North Germany until the choice of the new
emperor should be concluded. An attempt at
reconciliation was made : Miltiz, the pope’s
chamberlain, who had invited Luther to a confer-

ence, giving up the sale of indulgences as inde-
fensible; and the reformer on his part disclaiming
any intention of interfering with the privileges

of the papal throne
;
but this good understanding

was abruptly terminated. Dr. John Eck,of Ingol-
stadt, challenged Luther and his friend Carlstadt
of Wittenberg to a disputation at

Leipsic. In the castle of the old

town, the Pleissenburg, the dis-
E°k.

putants met, in presence of the
Elector himself and of many nobles and gentle-

men. Heated by controversy, and excited per-

haps by the presence of his patron, Luther here
took bolder ground. He denied Eck’s assertion

that the supremacy of the pope was a Divine

«
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ordinance, declaring it to be a mere human ar-

rangement, instituted some centuries afterthe be-

ginning of the Christian era. Eck lost his temper,
and hotly accused Luther of Hussite heresy.

Luther boldly retorted that the teachings of

Huss contained a great amount of evangelical

truth, and that Church councils v'ere not infal-

lible. The breach was widened by this Leipsic

disputation, and compromise wasnow impossible.

While Luther found a warm admirer and
coadjutor in Carlstadt, whose zeal carried him

farther in the direction of change
C^lstadt than the fiery reformer himself ever

the innovator,
advocated the sup-

pression of conventual orders altogether, it was

architect could hardly have been found than
Philip Melanchthon. Luther himself Avrote :

“ I am thereunto born, that I must war against
hordes and devils, and go forth afield

; and
therefore are my books very stormy and warlike.
I must root up the logs and the stems, and hew
away thorns and hedges, and fill up the pools

;

and am the rough pioneer who has
to break a way through the forest Luther’s

and prepare it. But Magister
Philip fares neatly and quietly

®

onward, tilling and planting, sowing and rvater-

ing with joy, according unto the gifts that God
hath given him richly.” While strength of will,

amounting even to obstinacy, and sometimes to

THE CASTLE OF THE WARTBURG.

fortunate that in the great undertaking a man
of a very different temperament was associated

;

one whose gentle nature and equable temper
was the best corrective of a fiery zeal that some-
times overstepped the bounds of prudence.
This was Philip Melanchthon, of Bretten, who

Philip been appointed Professor of

Melanchthon Hebrew and Greek Literature at
(1497-1569); Wittenberg, and whose learning
his learning, and discretion were of inestimable

service to the cause of the reformers. Luther’s
part was to overturn strongholds of error, and
to clear the ground

;
Melanchthon’s to set up

castles of truth. It was not enough to pull

down,—it was necessary to build
;
and a better

intolerance, was the chief characteristic of
Luther, Melanchthon was ever gentle, conciliat-

ing, even timid. Luther had the high combative
spirit that is only aroused to more decided ac-
tion by opposition, and that extracts fresh hope
from difficulty. Like the fabled Antasus, every
blow intended to overthrow him only caused
him to spring with renewed vigour from the
contact with Mother Earth; but Melanchthon, a
man of a quiet spirit, not unfrequently despond-
ing, sometimes required the vigorous admoni-
tions of Luther, to keep him from looking back
after he had put his hand to the plough.
“ Master Philip, ]\Iaster Philip,” once exclaimed
the undaunted reformer, in reply to some faint-
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hearted remarks of Melanclithon, “ why will you
not let God govern His own world in His own
way ?

” and again, when Melanchthon, sorely

troubled by illness and discouragement, would
gladly have passed away in sleep to eternal

peace :
“ No, no, Philip,” cried Luther, “ thou

Luther’s must serve the Lord our God still

boldness and further,”—and sturdily declared
Melanchthon’s “ he would bring back the Ma-

tinudity. gister Philip, with the help of

God, from the
grave to cheer-

fulness.” The
two men were
fast friends,
and continued
so, without an
interruption to

their friend-
ship, until that

sad day when
Melanchthon
stood besidethe
coffin of the

stronger leader

who had fought
beside him for

twenty-eight
years. They
were exactly

calculated to

assist each
other. Melanch-
thon leaned on
Luther’s sturdy
strength; Lu-
ther was con-

tinually in-

debted to the
profound learn-

ing of Melanch-
thon, who was
indeed, as one
of his contem-
poraries ad-
miringly called
him, Ahyssus
eriiditiojiis,—

a

bachelor of arts

at fourteen,
doctor of phi-

losophy at
seventeen, and
at twenty-one
the most youth-
ful of professors

of ancient lan-

guages at the
University of
Wittenberg.
Angry at the persistency with which Luther

and Melanchthon denied the Divine origin of

Ur j, , ,

the papacy. Dr. Eck proceeded to

joimey to
^ome, armed with a book wi’itten

B^me, 1520. ^^7 himself wherein the contrary
’

* view was learnedly supported by
extracts from the fathers and from decretals;
and he succeeded in procuring from Pope

.X., now thoroughly alarmed for the
position of the Church in Germany, a bull

LUTHEU 8 HOUSE AT EBANKFOET.

against Luther, condemning the reformer’s
works to the flames as heretical,

and threatening him with ex- Controversy

communication if within the“®^®®“ Lu^er

space of sixty days he did
^ ®® ’

not recant his errors. This condemnation of
an unheard and absent man excited general
indignation, especially in Saxony. Luther re-

plied by two powerful pamphlets : To the Chris-
tian NohiUty of the German Natiori, and Of

B ahylonian
Captivity and
ChristianFree-
dom. In the
former treatise

he vigorously
exposed the
oppression and
humiliation
endured from
Pome by Ger-
many, and
called his coun-
trymen to join

in abolishing
old abuses,
crushing the
arrogance of

the papacy, im-
])roving educa-
tion, and sub-

ordinating the
Church to the
national law.

In the second
he handled the
all - important
subject of the
Sacraments.
The effect of

these writings,,

Av li i c h r e -

echoed through,

the heart of

G e r m a n y,
proved to the
apostle of the
Keformation
that the hour
for decisive

action had
come. On the
10th of Decem-
ber, 1.520, in

the presence of

a great crowd
of students and
citizens, piib-

licly, outside

the Elster gate

of Wittenberg, he burnt the book _ ,

of papal decrees, and the bull of

cxcommuiiicRtion issu6d. by JLco xi-.
jq ^520

“Because thou, godless book, hast

aggrieved the saint of the Lord,” he cried, “ lot

eternal tire consume thee.” This was utter

and complete defiance of Kome
;
and a recon-

ciliation between Luther and the pope was
henceforth impossible.

The young Emperor Charles V. had resisted
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the glowing appeals of Ulricli of Hutten,

Francis of Sickingen, and other leaders of the

liberal party in Germany, to place himself at

the head of the great movement for spiritual

freedom, to guide and control it. For Charles

believed in repression rather than progress. In

his mind the idea of religious libertywas fraught

with peril to all temporal authority ;
and he

became the declared and consistent opponent of

the reformers. Luther was sum-
Luthsr moned before the imperial diet

summoned
at Worms, to answer

o/womsf 152^.^01' contumacy towards the
’ head of the Church. He was fur-

nished with an imperial letter of safe-conduct

;

but a similar document had been powerless, a
centuiy before, to save John Huss from the
dames. Some timid friends counselled him to

stay away from the assembly
;
but the undaunted

reformer declared that if there were as many
devils in the place as tiles upon the houses, he
would go. History presents no more impres-
sive sight than the scene of the great had of

Worms, wherein were assembled those who came
to deliver judgment on the most momentous
question that had agitated the w'orld since the

establishment of Christianity. On the one side

was arrayed all the pomp, ecclesiastical and
temporal, of a mighty empire : the young
emperor, to whom had descended a mightier
inheritance than any one man had possessed
since the cathedral of Aix la Chapelle received
the dust of Charlemagne, seven centuries before;

his brother Ferdinand, to whom he had en-
trusted the government of Austria

;
the princes

of Germany, the electors spiritual and temporal,
the wise Frederick of Saxony, the politic I'hilip

The Reformer Hesse. These, with a crowd
before the of notabilities, the powerful and
Council, the high-born, formed the tribunal.

April 17-26, And on the other side stood alone
1521. and solitary the Augustine monk,

strong in the consciousness of right and justice,

standing erect before the great assembly,
trusting to the power of truth alone, his one
weapon the Bible. “ My conscience and the
Word of God hold me prisoner,” he replied,

when summoned to abjure what his enemies
called his heresies

;

“ therefore I may not and
will not recant. Here I stand. I cannot do
otherwise. God help me. Amen !

”

Well did the judicious and zealous Mathe-
sius write of this great event, “ This is one of

the glorious days, before the end of the world,

on which the Word of God has been professed

and confessed publicly, with Christian re-

joicings, before the Roman emperor and the

whole empire of Germany.”
A century earlier, the fate of the man who

dared thus publicly to defy such an assembly
as the Diet of Worms would not have been
doubtful. The fire and the faggot would have
been the heretic’s doom. But the heart of

Germany had been stirred to its depths by the

contest between religious tyranny and freedom,
the papacy and the Bible

;
and the sympathy

of the nobles and people alike was so strongly

expressed in favour of the dauntless monk, that

his opponents hesitated to adopt extreme
measures against him. Not until after the

reformer and various princes and deputies had
qiutted the city was the ban of

the empire hurled against Luther I-uther

outlawed,

May 26, 1521.
and his adlierents

;
his writings

were condemned to the flames.

Outlawed and excommunicated, Luther was
in the greatest peril ; but from this he was
rescued by the thoughtful care of the Elector

of Saxony. On his return from Worms, Luther’s

carriage was stopped by armed men, who, acting

under the orders of the Elector, carried the

reformer to the Wartburg, the
lutber at the

Warthurg.old castle of the landgraves of

Thuj’ingia, near Eisenach. Here
Luther remained in concealment, under the

disguise of a knight, or rather a man-at-arms,

and bearing the name of “ Junker Georg ”

(Master George). Many of his friends mourned
him as dead, until the appearance of some
vigorous pamphlets against Albert of Mayence,

who had again caused indulgences to be sold,

gave convincing proof that the pen which had

sent forth the stiiaing appeal against the “ Baby-

lonian Captivity” was as active as ever. “ While

our doctor was kept quite secretly at the Wart-

burg,” writes Mathesius, “ he was not idle, but

daily pursued his studies and his prayers
;
he

devoted liimself to the Greek and Hebrew
Bibles, and sent many kind, consolatory letters

to his friends.” “ 1 intend to translate the

New Testament into our mother tongue, as our

people wish,” wrote Luther. “ Oh that every

city had its own translator, so that this book

might be in the hands and hearts of every one !

”

The old Wartburg was indeed a Patmos to the

reformer
;
and the work he was pursuing—the

translation of the Bible—was to remain as a

costly legacy to his countrymen and the world

for all time.

V.

Multiplication.

Multiplication is a short method of finding

the amount when a number is repeated (i.e.

added to itself) several times. Thus 6 multi-

plied by 3 (i.e. 3 times 5) means that three 5’s

are to be added together
;

3 times 5 = 5

-f 5 -f 5 = 1.5.

The number which is to be repeated is called

the multiplicand ; in the above example 5 is the
multiplicand. The number which shows how
often the multiplicand is to be repeated is

called Vao. multiplier ; in the above example 3 is

the multiplier. The number found by multi-
plication is called the product

;

in the above
example 15 is the product. The multiplicand
and the multiplier are also called factors or
makers of the product.
The sign X means that the two numbers

between which it stands are to be multiplied
together. Thus 3 times 6 is Avritten 3x5.
When two numbers are to be multiplied
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together, it makes no matter which we consider

as the multiplier. For example, 3 X 5 = 5 X 5.

This may be proved by performing the

additions in each case.*

For 3 X 5 3 + B + 3 + 3 + B = 15, and
5x3 = 5 + 5 + 6 = 15.

The student must commit to memory the

products of all numbers up to 12, by all other

numbers up to 12. The following table shows
these products at a glance ;

—

MULTIPLICATION TABLE.

1 ^
1

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

3 6 9 12 15
1

18 21 24 27 30 33 36

4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

G 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 G6 72

7 14 21 28 35 ,42 49 56 63 70 77 84

8 16 24 32 40
1

48 56 64 72 80 8 96

9 18 27 3G 45
1

1

64 63 72 81 90 99 108

10 20 30 40 50
1

60 70 80 90 100 no 120

11 22 33 44 65
1

66 77 88 99 no 121 132

12 24 36 48 60 72 8t 96 108 120 132 144

To find by it the product of any two numbers,
look for one of the numbers in the top hori-

zontal row of figures, which runs across the

page from left to right, and look for the other
number in the lefthand vertical column run-
ning down the page ; follow down the, vertical

column in which the first number stands, until

it meets the horizontal row in which the second
number stands; the number in which both
meet is the required product.

For example, to find the product of 7 and 5,

the numbers 7 ancl
7

—

5 35

5 will be found in

this table, as the

accompanying dia-

gram indicates, and
their product, 35,

will be found
where, as in the

diagram, the column containing the 7 meets
the row containing the 5.

Before we state the usual rule for multiplying
one number by another, it is important to
understand the following reasoning, on which
in fact the rule is founded.
Example 1.—Suppose we want to multiply

235 by 6.

Now 235 = 5 units+ 3 tens + 2 hundreds

;

6 times 235 = 6 times 5 units + 6 times 3 tens

+ 6 times 2 hundi-eds

= 30 units+ 18 tens+ 12 hundreds
Now 30 units = 0 units + 3 tens ;

we may write the above
0 units + 21 tens + 12 hundreds.

Again, 21 tens = 1 ten -f 2 hundreds
;

the alDoyc is the same as

0 units + 1 ten + 14 hundreds,
* Multiplication is really a short method of per-

forming addition in a certain case—viz., in the case
when the numbers to be added are all equal to each
other. Thus 3 times lo means 15 + 15-1- 15 ;

4 times
120 means 120 + 120 + 120 + 120. When the multiplier
is a large number, it is evident that a great deal of
labour is saved by the method of multiplication.

which again is the same as

0 units+ 1 ten + 4 hundreds + 1 thousand
{i.e. 1410 in the usual notation)

;

.-.,6 X 235 = 1410.

If we examine the above process we find that

the result is got by multiplying each figure of

the multiplicand (235) by the multiplier (6),
then writing down the right-hand figure of each
product, and adding the remaining figure (when
there is one) to the next product

;
and this is,

in fact, the rule for multiplication when the
multiplier is a single figure.

This rule may be stated as follows :

—

First case .—When the multiplier is ^12, or
any number smaller than 12.

Itule.—Beginning at the right hand, multiply
each figure of the multiplicand by the multiplier.

Write down the right-hand (or units) figure

of each product, and add the remaining figure

(if there be one) to the next product, exactly
as in addition.

Applying this rule to the example taken
before, find the produet of 235 multiplied by 6.

We say 6 times 5 make 30 ;

235 put down 0 and carry 3 to the
G next product.

The next product is 6 times 3
1410 18), and adding the 3 we

have 21
;

put down the 1 and
carry the 2 to the next product.

The next product is 6 times 2 (/.c. 12) ;

adding the 2 we have 14, which we write in

full.

Example 2.—Find the value of 5 times 903.

Say 5 times 3 make 15
;

put
903 down 5 and carry 1 ;

5 times 0
5 make 0, add 1 makes 1 ;

put
down 1 ;

5 times 9 make 45
;
write

4515 this down in full.

Exercises

:

Find the produets in the following cases :—

•

(a) 7085 X 3 ;
876 X 7 ;

4012 X 5 ;
8642 X 9

(b) 543 X 3 ;
476 X 4 ;

763 X 5 ;
379 X 6 ;

245 X 7 ;
566 X 8 ;

827 X 9.

(o) 489507 X 2 ;
6.M764 X 3 ;

200705 X 4

;

924654 X 5 ;
753407 X b

;
923247 X 7 ,”

951847 X 8 ;
657432 x 9.

Answers: (a) 21255; 6132; 20060; 77778.

(b) 1629 ;
1901 : 3815

;
2274 ;

1716; 4528
;
7443.

(c) 979014; 1964292; 802820;
4623270

;
4520442

;
6462729

;

7614776
;
5916888.

Suppose there are more than one figure in

the multiplier
;
for instanee, 231 X 246.

Now 246 = 6 + 40 + 200
;

if we multiply 231 by 6, by 40, and by 200
successively, and add the three products, we
shall have multiplied by 246.

Doing this ana arranging our work as follows,

we have

:

231

H 246

1386 = 6 times 231

9240 = 40 „ 231
46200 = 200 „ 231

56826 = 246 .. 231
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Clearly it will make no difference if we omit
the 0 in the second line (9240) and the two O’s in

the third line (46200), provided we keep the

other figures in their own places. Our products
would then stand thus

:

1386
924

462

56826
It is not difficult to see that the process we
have made use of in this example is equivalent

to the following rule :

Second case.—When the multiplier is greater

than 12.

Rule.—1. Place the multiplier under the mul-

tiplicand, so that the units of the one stand

under the units of the other
;
the tens under the

tens; hundreds under hundreds, and so on.

2. Multiply the multiplicand by the right

hand or units figure of the multiplier (this is

done by the rule given above in the first case),

and write down this product.

3. Multiply the multiplicand by the second

(or tens) figure of the multiplier, and write

this second product under the first, but one

place to the left, so that units of second pro-

duct stand under tens of first product, tens of

second product under hundreds of first, and so

on. Pi'oceed in the same way with the third,

fourth, and other figures of the multiplier, and
then add up the several products as they stand.

The sum thus obtained is the product of the

two given numbers.
Let us apply this rule to the example already

1. Multiplying 231 by 6 we get 1386,

231 2. „ „ 4 „ 924,

246 and we write this under the 1386,

but so that its units figure (4),

1386 comes under the tens figure (8).

924 3. Multiplying 231 by 2 we get 462,

462 and we write this under the 924,

but so that its units (2) stand

56826 under the tens (2), of the 924.

4.

Now add up our three products

as they stand, and we get 56826.

Let us take another illustration of the rule.

Multiply 372 by 154.

Multiplying 372 by 4 we get

372 1488. Then multiplying 372 by
154 5 we get 1860, which we write

under the 1488, but one place to

1488 the left, so that the units of the

1860 second product stand under the

372 tens of the first.

Finally multiply 372 by 1 and
57288 write the product under the pre-

ceding product, but so that, as

before, units come under tens, and so on.

Now add up the three products as they

stand. The result is 57288, which is the re-

quired product of the two factors 372 and 154.

We may express this result thus : 372 x 154

= 57288.

IV.

The First Step in Singing.

We are writing with some reference to solitary

students. It is to be hoped that many who
study these chapters will have the help of a
teacher, either in class or privately, in their

first attempts. By all means let them have
this, if circumstances favour. But in our
lessons we shall always have in mind those
who cannot obtain help, and who plod on by
themselves, correcting their own mistakes, and
finding their own way back if they wander
from the straight road. There is no help like

that of a living teacher, especially in an imi-
tative art like music. But a word may be said
for solitary study. It creates a
habitof carefulness and of proving study,

everything. Facts and rules to which the
student has himself worked his way are burnt
into his memorj'-, while the easily-received dis-

course of a teacher is too often forgotten.

Those who wish to teach themselves to sing

(and the thing can certainly be done) ought to

have some means of correcting their own first

attempts, and for this purpose they may use
a pianoforte or harmonium. Any one who
knows the places of the notes C B A can sound
them after the student’s voice in the following
exercises. Smaller instruments may be helpful

to some extent. A friend’s voice or his violin

will give by far the best pattern; for the
common piano or harmonium give the “ fifths

”

rather flat and the “ thirds ” sharp.

The whole structure of modern musie and of
harmony is based on the fact that in every
tune there is a certain central

or key sound, on which aU the
other sounds are attendant, and
this (except in minor tunes, to be afterwards
explained) we call Doh.

This Doh m^y be a different sound in one
tune from the Doh of another •‘nT.,,
tune. But whatever the sound of

Doh, the other tones of the tune stand always
in the same relation to it.

High tones are those which reach towards
what is commonly known as the squeak. Low
tones are those which reach towards the growl.
Doh may be high in one tune and low in
another. Soon we shall show how to fix the
height or lowness of Doh; at present it is

enough that the learner should be able to sound
a high tone of his voice, a middle tone, and a
low tone. Let him practise to do this.

The relations to Doh, which the ear and
voice have to recognize and learn, are both
few and simple. Only let the first steps be
carefully taken, and all the rest is easy.

Ex. I.—The student sings a tone in the
lower part of his voice to Doh,and

« « « . „
immediately after sings a tone
at a certain distance (called a fifth) above it.
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Let him call this new tone Soh. This exercise

may be verified on the pianoforte thus :

—

The imagination of the solitary student may
be made to help his ear and voice, if we de-

scribe Soli as brighter than Doh. When we
represent them by colours we make Doh blue

and Soh red. When we represent them by
shapes Doh is a strong square,

The aid of standing on one of its sides, and
imagination.

jg the same standing on one
of its corners. When we represent them by
hand-signs Doh is a firmly-clenched fist, and
Soh is an open hand with the thumb pointing

upward. But i\\e j/attern must be heard first.

Imagination can only help to fix the relation

on the memory when it has once been heard.

The effort to make the two tones sound well

together, or “ in good tune ” with one another,

will be helpful. The vibrations of Soh should
strike the ear every second time that those of

Doh strike it. They strike very often together.

The piano and harmonium give this interval

more flat and dull than it should be. The
voice and the violin are more perfect and true

in their intonation.

The student will not be perfect in this ex-

ercise until he can take any sound as Doh., and
strike from his own feeling, without the help

of a teacher or the piano, the Soh above it.

The pitch of the Doh on the piano is of no
consequence. It is the relationship of the
Doh to the Soh that he must think of. After
the first pattern, in no case should the Soh be
sounded on the piano until after the student
has attempted to sound it. If this is done
before, the value of the exercise is nil.

Ex. II.—The student now must learn a tone

“M.e ” between Z^cAand Soh, called Me.
Let these exercises be sung and

verified :

To help imagination let us call Me the calm
tone. In the use of hand-signs we represent it

by an open hand with the palm down, as though
asking for quiet. At every fourth vibration of

Doh the vibrations of Me strike in with it. Its

true intonation is a little flatter and sweeter
than that which the piano gives.

Ex. III.—Now let the following exercises be
sung. If the student has learnt the sounds of

Soh and Me in relation to Doh, the help of the
piano will not be necessary. The staff nota-
tion, therefore, is not given. Change the
pitch of Doh each time :

a. Doh Soh j\re Soh Doh.
b. Doh Me Soh Me Doh.
c. Doh Me Doh Soh Me.
d. Doh Soh Doh Me Soh.

Try now to conjure up in your mind an

image of Me and Soh and Doh. See if your
ears cannot distinguish them, as

your eyes distiDguish the faces of

your friends. Ihink ot them
wholly apart from any of the notes of the
piano, and only as related to each other.

The “ nearest relation of three tones ” has
now been established in voice and ear. At
every fourth vibration of Doh, Me and Soh
strike with it

—

Me striking its

fifth vibration and Soh its sixth,

Soh having already struck with Doh at Doh's

second vibration. Tones thus related are

called a major common chord. The musical

scale is made up of three such chords.

Ex. IV.—The student now recognizes and
sounds the new Doh's, Me's and Soli's that are

repeated above and below those

already learnt The upper- ^IS distinguished by a dash at the
right-hand upper corner, thus

—

Dold. The same
with Me^ and Sold. On the other hand, the

lower notes have a dash below—as Do\, Me^,

Solly The following exercises are to be sung.

The staff notation is given for the first two :

—

i
a. Doh Me Soh Doh’ Doh’ Soh Me Doh

h. Doh Me Doh Sohj Me Soh Sohi Doh

Doh‘

Soh

Me

Doh

e. Doh Sohi Doh Me Soh Me Doh. .

d. Doh Soh Me Soh Doh Doh’ Me Soh.

These exercises may be multiplied to any
extent by the use of the diagram at the side.

Let the notes on it be sung in every variety of

order.

In future exercises, instead of Doh, Me, and
Soh being written in full, their initial letters d,

m, and s will be used.

So far we have dealt only with Tune. The
sounds we have sung have only differed from

each other in being higher or lower, or in their

relationship to the governing sound Doh. There

are, however, other respects in which sounds

can differ, the chief of which are Accent, or

stress, and Time, or duration. In speaking

these words—“awful thunder resounds,” we
make some syllables heavy and

Accent
some light

;
we give stress to

some, and pass lightly over others. Musie is

in this respect like speech, with the exception

that its accents occur regularly, while those of

speech are irregular. In speech, a word like

“ thunder,” with stress on the first syllable, may
be followed by a word like “ resounds,” with
stress on the second, and this may be followed

by a word like “ triumphant,” with stress on
the middle syllable. In music, on the other

hand, whatever accent is adopted is adhered
to, as in poetry

—

“ Softly sweet in Lydian measure,”
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or
“ Awake my soul, and with the sun.”

Rule .—A note that beam stress or accent
has ajicrpendicular line before it ( | ), one that
bears only a wcah stress or accent has a colon

(:).

Ex. V.—Sing the follo'wing, first to doh, and
then to the words, noticing how the verbal

and musical accents correspond :

—

I

d : d
I

d : d
I

d : dj|

Wei -come, brave north-eas - ter,

: d
I

d : d
I

d : d
I
d H ,,

To arms, to arms, ye brave.

In these cases the strong and weak accents are
alternate, but in the following cases two weak
accents follow each strong accent.

I : :
I

: :
I

: : [I

Laughter we find a ne-cess - i - ty.

:
I

: :
I

: :
I ||

I sprang to the stirrup, a - way.

: :
I

: :
I : 1|

There is not in this wide world.

The distance from one strong accent to the
next is called a measure. The distance from

“•D 1 i» A
accent of any sort to another

“measur^’ called a pnlse. When the
accent is thus — strong weak,

strong weak—it is two-pulse measure
;
when it

is thus—strong weak weak, strong w’eak weak

—

it is three-pulse meamre. A tune may begin
at the second or third pulse of a measure, as

well as at the first. See the above examples;
Sometimes a measure is spoken of as a bar, but
we prefer to reserve that word for the per-

pendicular line which separates measures. A
double bar denotes the close of a tune or section.

QUEEN Elizabeth’s vikginal.

When a tone is continued from one i^ulse into

the next, -we mark the continua-
tion by a horizontal line (—).

Continued and

When a pulse is divided into
®

halves, we place a dot in the middle of it

( I
• :).

We now give some exercises which embrace
these new points. “Key C” or “Key D”
mean that Doh is a low tone of the voice.

“KeyG” or “Key F” mean that Doh is a
middle tone of the voice.

Ex. YI.

KEY C. Slotcly,—and quickly.

il'
: m s : s d .in : d .m s m : s d' : d‘ d' .s : d»

3
1

m

(id : d m : m d .d : m .s m d : m m : m d :
—

The above exercise is in two parts—that is, the two lines of notes are intended to be sung
together. The brace at the beginning binding the two lines together shows this. The
student, if he has no companion, may sing first one line and then the other.

Ex. VII.

KEY D. Slotdy,— and quickly.

d .m : m
|

d .m :; m s : s m m . s : s m . s ;: s d> : s d>

1

d :d |d : d d . m ;; m 1 d m : m m : m m . 3 : 3 m [

The above exercise introduces a slight independence between the parts, which must be care-

fully observed.

Ex. VIII.

KEY G. Slowly,—and quickly.

(
Si d :ni .d 3| :d m : d 3 : m d : Sj .d m : d 3 : Si d

i 8l mjimj.inj nijmjrmj Si : d Si :si mi :mi.Si d.d :d mi :si mi
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IV.

Peoportions op Land and Water.
An estimate of the entire superficies of the

globe places it at about 197,000,000 of square
miles, of which very little more than one-

quarter is occupied by land, estimated at nearly

.51,000,000, of which 37,000,000 are in the
Eastern hemisphere, and 14,000,000 in the

Western. In the former, the preponderance of

land is to the north of the equator
;
in the

latter it is more equally divided. Taking the
entire surface of the globe into account, only a
very' little more than one-quarter of the whole
extent of land is to the south of the equator.

It has been remarked as a fact, which English-
men, at any rate, may note with satisfaction,

LONDON'

RELATIVE PEOPOETIOX OF LAND IX N

that if a globe on which the superficial features

of the earth are delineated is turned so that

the greatest mass of land is visible, it will be
found that London is as nearly

Centre of the possible the centre of the
land masses, hemisphere so brought into view

;

and, remarks Paofessor Geikie, “ no doubt this

central position has not been without its

influence in fostering the progress of British

commerce.” This may not be an unquestioned
result, our commerce being chiefly by ocean
communications and with coast districts

;
but

this is a matter with which we are not at the
present concerned. It is more to the purpose
that a view of the two hemispheres of the
earth’s surface, of one of which London, and
of the other its antipodes, is the centre, con-
veys the most accurate idea of the relative

proportions of land and water, as shown in the
accompanying diagrams.

It must be remembered that those portions
of the earth’s surface described as land are
_ only those parts which are above

e sea eve
. surface of the sea, that great

watery envelope—if we may use the term

—

which, not sufficient in quantity to cover the
VOL. I.

whole surface of the globe, reaches only to a
certain height, and covers formations similar
to those which are left exposed to view. Be-
neath the sea are mountains, valleys, ridges of
elevated land, and extensive plains. The mean
height of the surface of the dry land does not
exceed oneffifteenth of the mean depth of the
bed of the ocean. There are inland seas, once
parts of the great ocean, but now isolated by
convulsions of nature, which have thrown up
barriers of elevated land

;
and fresh water

seas, formed by the waters of great rivers

spread over tracts of low land, having very
limited communication with the ocean, the
water making its way thither and that lost by
evaporation about balancing the perpetual
increment from the river systems

;
and there

are vast districts, no doubt once covered by
the ocean, now by a change of level, either in
themselves or their surroundings, sandy deserts,

the sea having long since left them dry, and
no rivers discharging into them.

Extensive masses of the earth’s surface above

tTHEEX AND SOUTHERN HEMISPHERES.

the existing level of the sea are known as
continents ; but if the sea level

were raised one or two thousand Consequences

feet higher, it is evident that

some continental mountainous
districts would be changed into archipelagos,

or clusters of islands, and a comparatively
slight rise would make broad oceans where are
now extensive plains. The familiar aspect of

• a tract of low-lying land, when “the floods are
out,” when a meadow becomes a lake, and the
slightly rising ground is an island, may help us
to realize to some extent the condition of the
globe if the sea level were materially raised. In
Europe, Holland, the greater part of Germany,
and nearly the whole of Eussia would have
disappeared

;
the mountains of Norway would

assume the character of long ridges, with
innumerable islands

;
the great Alpine ranges

of the south, the Pyrenees, the Apennines, the
Carpathians and Balkans, and their offshoots,

would tower above a waste of waters
;
and

Britain would assume the shape of an irregular

crescent, enclosing a bay covering the low-
lands of me eastern and midland counties. That
part of northern Africa now generally known

9
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as the Sahara would be a huge bay o£ the At- i

lantic, with the Atlas district for a lofty rugged

peninsula dividing it from the Mediterranean.

Similar changes, which can readily be imagined,

would be effected on the other great continents,

and many large and innumerable small islands

would disappear altogether from the map. One
' writer on physical geography asserts that an
ocean rise of 1,800 feet would submerge at

least three-fourths of the existing area of land.

Changes equally remarkable would occur were
any considerable diminution of the quantity of

water to take place, so as to reduce the level

a few hundred feet below what it is at present.

Tracts now islands would be joined together,

forming continents, and new islands would
appear, in the form of mountain peaks and
ridges now submerged. Existing bays and
inlets would be transformed into valleys, and
the coasts of low-lying countries would be

fringed with alluvial deposits, brought down
by the great rivers, now carried away by ocean

currents, but which, by the recession of the

sea, would form enormous deltas, like those of

the Nile, the Mississippi, the Ganges, and the

Orinoco.

It has been stated on good authority, as the

result of knowledge of the depth of the sea

, - ,
afforded by careful soundings.

Depth of the
^ ^ygj.g reduced by

ocean.
jittle more than 1,(X)0 feet, dry

laud would occupy the place of the Baltic, the

German Ocean, the British and Irish Channels,

and the Bay of Biscay, and the Mediterranean
would be converted into a salt lake, with a bar

across the entrance at Gibraltar.

It is a matter of ascertained fact that consi-

derable changes of the sea-level have occurred

and are in continual operation. In the articles on
Geology, the subject of “ ancient sea-margins ”

will be dealt with, and it is only necessary here

to refer to a few instances in illustration.

The traces of such beaches are very apparent
in Wales and Scotland (especially in the latter

country, where the “ parallel roads of Glenroy ”

are very interesting) ;
and on the south coast of

England, near Plymouth and Falmouth; in

the province of Finmark (in the northern part

of Norway), and in the Val de Noto, in Sicily.

Remarkable ancient beaches can be traced in

the valley of Lima, South America, at an eleva-

tion of 700 feet above the present sea level

;

and in the Arctic regions, on the coast of

Kennedy Channel, between Greenland and the

American continent, is a vast flight of forty-one

terraced steps, 480 feet in total height, com-
mencing at lat. 70° N., and continued to the

“great glacier” north of Grindel Land. Even
within quite recent times great changes have
taken place on the coast of England, the sea

having receded at some points and encroached
at others. Similar changes have been noted at

various places on the continent of Europe, and,
indeed, in many other parts.

It would appear to be almost certain that

wherever, even at considerable distances inland,

far removed from the sea, there
Cuani ridges,

j^^g chalk escarpments, over-

booking comparatively level country, as in Kent,

Surrey, and Sussex, they were at some remote

I

time cliffs bounding a sea, which has washed
away the surface of the lower laud.

Two forces of a contrary character are con-
stantly at work varying the conformation of
the coast-lines.

The sea is continually undermining and
washing away the softer rocks, and so forming
breaches by which it enters to submerge low°
lying districts; and the tide-currents also sweep
along the coast, bearing in suspension a vast
quantity of matter which is finally deposited in
eddies, and thus harbours are silted up, sand-
banks, shingle deposits and land-spits formed,
and bars at the mouths of rivers increased.
Another consequence of the action of the sea

is, that when the coast is low and the bottom
sandy, the waves carry forward
the sand, which becomes dry at

Sandhills,

every reflux of the tide. As the habitual direc-

tion of the wind is from the sea, the loose
particles are farther conveyed inland, forming
hillocks around stones and bushes, which in-

crease into sand-hills, and are known as
“ dunes.” These sandy hills, which have
changed fertile districts into sterile wastes, are
particularly noticeable on some parts of the
coast of Scotland

;
in Wexford, Ireland

;
on some

parts of the coast of Denmark
;
and the west

coast of France, washed by the Bay of Biscay.
The other force in constant operation is that

of many of the great rivers, which deposit
' alluvial matter brought from the
Inland districts through which Deltas,

they flow. Careful observation of the accumula-
tions at the mouths of some of the great rivers

warrants the calculation that the Ganges deposits

annually about 634,500,000 tons of solid matter,

the Mississippi nearly 292,700,000 tons, and
the Irawadi, in Burmah, more than 182,000,000
tons. Through these accumulations the river

forces its way to the sea by many channels,

forming what is known as a delta, from the
approach in form to the Greek letter A, so

named. The general plan of a delta is exhi-

bited in the accompanying sketch of the various
branches through which the Ganges reaches
the sea.

THE DELTA OP THE GANGES.

Near the sea, the accumulations form the
marshy and terribly unhealthy district known
as the Sunderbunds, extending over a space of
160 miles. The sea front of the delta of the
Nile is about 200 miles in length. In Europe,
the delta formed by the united Rhone, Meuse,
and Moselle constitutes the whole of the
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Netherlands. The Hoang-Ho, traversing the
great alluvial plain of China, is supposed to

bring down 2,000,000 cubic feet of earth every
hour. The Mississippi, a rapid stream, annually
washes away many thousands of acres of land
on the banks, with the growth of timber, which
is carried to the sea, where it adds to the accu-

mulations already existing, and arrests the

progress of other matter, earthy and vegetable,

some of which might otherwise have been
carried out to sea. In the course of forty

years, timber, estimated to contain 250,000,000
cubic feet, and popularly known as “ the raft

of Atchefayala,” was accumulated on the Missis-

sippi delta, which now has an area of over
14.000 square miles.

It will be interesting, as illustrating the
action of the sea on the coast, if, limiting

ourselves to historic times, some of the more
remarkable encroachments in Europe of which
there are authentic records are noted. In
the ninth century considerable changes were
effected on the coast of Brittany : valleys were
inundated, and seaside villages destroyed. In
1100 a large tract of fertile land on the coast of

Kent was inundated, forming the well-known
Goodwin sands. In the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries there were very destructive

irruptions of the Baltic on the coast of Pome-
rania. About 1280, about fifty market-towns
and villages were engulfed near the mouth of

the Ems, between Groningen and East Fries-

land. Nearly at the same time the isthmus
which united Holland with Friesland was
swept away, and the great inland lake (recently

reclaimed), the Zuider Zee, formed. In 1303
a great part of Rugen and many villages on
the coast of Pomerania were en^lfed. In
1421 a district named Bergesweld, in Holland,
containing twenty-two villages, was covered
by the sea, which formed the large sheet of
water the Bies-bosch, extending from Gertrui-

denberg to the isle of Dordrecht. In 1634 the
sea swept away nine-tenths of the island of

Nordstrand, off the south-west coast of the
duchy of Schleswig; 6,400 persons and more
than 50,000 head of cattle perished. We are
all familiar with the fact that the greater part
of Holland is preserved from destruction only
by the maintenance of massive dykes and
embankments, which are sometimes broken
away, Avith terrible results—as in 1530, when
400.000 lives were lost

;
and on the English

coasts, especially on the eastern side of the
island, many villages have been submerged, and
places which two or three centuries ago were
several miles inland, are now close to the sea.

In many places the softer rocks have been
washed away, leaving pillars and irregularly-

- - , shaped fragments
;

caves have
axso roc

. scooped out by the action
of the waves, and the lower portions of chalk
cHffs having been Avashed aAA^ay, in the course
of time the overhanging upper parts fell in
fragmentary masses, forming what is known in
the Isle of Wight and other places as the
“undercliff,” which resists the further action
of the sea, and in course of ages becomes covered
Avith a thin soil, so adding to the area of the
land.

IV.

The decadence of Ur Avas apparently hastened
by the invasion of Elamites, a people of Avarlike

disposition settled on the eastern
side of the Tigris. A chronological Elanute

record prepared by Assurbanipal,
an Assyrian king who reigned in the scA^enth

century B.C., gives the date of 2280 B.C., as that
of an invasion ofBabylonia by Kudur-nanhundi,
an Elamite prince, but the date is uncertain,
and other inscriptions mention irruptions in the
country by Elamite chiefs bearing the same, or
a very similar name. For a short time the city
of Erich became the seat of supreme power,
perhaps with Elamite rulers, of whom several are
mentioned—among them Kudur-lagamar, who
is evidently identical Avith the “ Chedorlaomer,
king of Elam,” who with “ Amraphel, king of
Shinar (the Amurpel of the inscriptions), and
“ Arioch, king of Ellasar,” made war against
the kings of Sodom and Gomorrah and other
kings who had been his viceroys or vassals, as
recorded in Genesis xiv.

^

The supremacy of Erich was of short dura-
tion, and a ncAv dynasty AA^as established at
Karrak, to which the former pow-
ei-ful kingdoms of Ur and Erich Kmgdom of

became subordinate. The king-
dom of Karrak lasted for about three hundred
years, and the names of four of the monarchs
are preserved in the inscriptions—Gamil-Adar
(or Gamal-Ninip), Libit-nana, Ismi-Dagon, and
his son Gungunnuv.

In its turn Karrak appears to have given
Avay to another kingdom, that of Larsa. It is

possible indeed that the two states

AA'ere partly contemporaneous, for of

those Avere certainly turbulent
I-arsa.

times, and most kingdoms rose and fell or

became alternately subordinate, and the re-

cords are too fi-agmentaiy to enable the modern
investigator to ascertain Avith any near ap-
proach to precision the chronological se-

quence of events. Four kings of Larsa are

mentioned in the inscriptions, but there are
blanks in the list which might have been filled

by the names of each of the four others. The
names recorded are those of Nur-Rimmon
(“ Rimmon ” AA'as another name of Vul, god of

the air), Gasin, Sin-Idina (“ Sin” was one of

the forms of the name of the moon-god ; other
forms, “ Agu ” and “ Aku, ” being found in the

name of the first king mentioned), and Risa-

Agu, or Eni-Acu. The last-named monarch Avas

the son of Kudur-Mabuk, the last king of the

Elamite dynasty, Avhose father, Simti-Silkak,

appears to have added Larsa to his dominions.
Kudur-mabuk obtained possession of the

cities of Nipur and Esidu, and gave them to

his son Rim-Agu, Avho assumed the title of

King of Larsa. The ambitious father, who
seems to have been a bold and unscrupulous
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AvaiTior. then, with his son, conquered the

northern part of Babylon, subduing a queen
whose name appears as Ku- gala, or Durgala.

The conquests were then extended westwards,

and the title of lord of Syria ” was assumed
by Kudur-Mabuk, but it is very uncertain

what territory was described under that name.
For about thirty years the father and son

ruled over these exten-

sive dominions, and were
almost as distinguished

for the public works
they carried out, as for

military achievements.

They repaired many of

the great temples and
built others, fortified

towns, and constructed

canals. The inscriptions,

architectural remains,

cylindrical seals, and
other memorials of their

reign, whieh have been
preserved, prove the existence of considerable

artistic skill. The reign of Kim-Agu ended

with the conquest of the whole country by

Khammuragas, or Hammurabi, of whom more
hereafter.

As yet we have mentioned only the cities and

kingdoms in the south part of the Euphrates

valley. The country north of Nipur was pro-

bably the Akkad, or Agane of the inscrip-

tions. The chief cities

were Babylon, or

Bah-ili, “ the gate of

the gods,” Ca-demirra
in the old Turanian
tongue

;
Borsippa, to

the south-west
;
AUliad

the capital, before Ba-
bylon rose into im-
portance

;
Kim and

Harrisltalama, united
cities, near Babylon,
and Cutlia, farther

east. Six monarchs
are mentioned, but
their dates and succes-

sion have not been
discovered. The last

was Ellat-Gulu, a
queen, who was, per-

haps, identical with
the queen Ku-gala
mentioned above as

having been subdued by Kudur-mabuk and
his son. It is almost certain that the king-

dom of Agane came to an end nearly at the
same time as that of Larsa, about 1700 B.C.,

when the successful Hammurabi became master
of the entire countiy. The art of cuneiform
writing appears to have been nearly perfected

in that part of the country, and we are enabled
to ascertain some of the leading events of

its history with a considerable approach to

accuracy.

The Babylonian and Assyeian Empiees.

It is advisable, at this point, to recur to the
Bibhcal narrative, and point out some analogies

ASSYRIAN LION WSIGHI.

BABYLONIAN CYLINDERS, REPRESENTING TOWER
BUILDING AND SACRED TREE.

between it and the legends relating to the myth-
ical period of Babylonian history

brought to light by recent re- Thelzdhub^

search. The tenth chapter of

Genesis fa genealogical chapter of

great value) mentions Nimrod as the son of Cush,

one of the sons of Ham, and consequently fourth

in descent from Noah. He is described with
great emphasis as “a
mighty hunter before the
Loi’d. . . . And the be-

ginning of his kingdom
was Babel, and Erech,
and Accad, and Calneh,
in the land of Shinar.”

Shinar, it may be noted,
was one of the Hebrew
names applied, as Chal-
dea was, to the whole
region we are treating
of

;
and the mention of

Ereeh would seem to
imply that Nimrod's

power in those remote times extended con-
siderably farther south than Babylon. The
few words of description quoted realize with
striking etfect the figure of a chief of great phy-
sical power and enterprise, who distinguished
himself as a hunter of beasts, and achieved
supremacy among half-savage and scattered
tribes by his superior prowess and enter-
prise—a true man of the material of which in

primitive times kings
were made, subduing
weaker rivals, and es-

tablishing strongholds,

or cities, as they are
generally styled. Mr.
George Smith dis-

covered among the
mythical legends in-

scribed on clay tablets,

one referring to the
adventures of Izdhu-
bar, whom he supposes
to have been identical

with Nimrod, who de-

livered the city of

Erechfrom a predatory
warrior who had at-

tacked it, conquered
the queen, Ishtar, and
held the place in sub-
jection for three years.

Out of gratitude Ishtar,

famous for her beauty and licentiousness,

offered to marry her deliverer.

The legend describes her as ^^htax and

having been previously the con-
ammuz.

sort of Dum-uzi, Tamzi, or Tammuz, the
Adonis of the later mythologies, whose death
was so elaborately and licentiously celebrated
by the Phoenicians, and mourned, as the pro-
phet Ezekiel tells us, by some of the Israel-

itish women who “ at the gate of the Lord’s
house sat weeping for Tammuz.” Milton refers

to the river Adonis, which flov^ rapidly from
the slope of Lebanon to the sea, in a cavern
near which Tammuz, or Adonis, was supposed
to have been killed ;

—
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“ Smooth Adonis from thy native rock
Ban purple to the sea, suffused with blood
Of Tammuz yearly wounded.”

We mentioix this incidentally as an illustra-

tion of the connexion between Babylonian and
later mythologies, respecting which we sliall

have more to say when sketching the histories

of Egypt, Phoenicia, and Greece. Izdhubar
rejected the marital offer of Queen Ishtar, pre-

ferring, it would seem, to annex her dominions.

He made a triumphal entry into Erech, where
it is averred in the legend he met with Hasisa-

dra (the Biblical Noah), who related to him the

story of the Flood, the tablets recording which
are now in the British Museum, have been
translated, and corroborate in a remarkable
manner the narrative in the book of Genesis.

Recurring to the fragmentary history revealed

by the inscriptions, in which, as in all histories

of primitive nations in remote
The reign of ^jmes, there is a large admixture of

myth, one king of Agane, or Upper
Babylonia, Sargon, appears as a conspicuous

figure. (The
Scriptural Sar-

gon, “ king of

Assyria,” referred

to by Isaiah and
in the Second
Book of Kings,
the father of Sen-

nacherib, lived at

least a thousand
years later.) In
the legendary
biography of the

great king there

is this resem-
blance to the
story of Moses,

—

that hewas placed
by his mother in

an “ark,” or float-

ing cradle made
of rushes, covered with bitumen, and left to
the mercy of the current of the river Euphrates.
He was not, like Moses, found and adopted
by a princess, but the stream carried him to the
hut of Akki, a fisherman or water-carrier, who
trained him to labour. In due time the youth
was discovered to be the true heir to the throne,
and, in what manner is not recorded, obtained
the rightful position, and assumed the name of
“ Sargon, the rightful king.” The inscriptions
which relate so much of his story are probably
of much later date

;
but other inscriptions

seem to be contemporaneous, or nearly so, and
may be taken as authentic. He was a warlike
and enterprising monarch, defeated the Elam-
ites who threatened his dominions on the eastern
side. He attacked the Hittites, or Syrians
(the “ Khatti ” of the inscriptions), whom he
subdued, and soon afterwards became the
dominant sovereign of the whole of Babylonia.
By a series of victoiies he extended his do-
minions to the shores of the Mediterranean,
Internal dissensions for a time interfered with
his course of prosperity. His own subjects,
perhaps labouring under heavy burdens
imposed by his many warlike expeditions,

PEAGMENTS OF THE FLOOD TABLETS IX THE BEITISH MUSEDM.

revolted, and even besieged him in his capital,
Agane

;
but the king made a sortie, and effectu-

ally routed the insurgents. He then recom-
menced his career of conquest, invaded the
highlands of Mesopotamia, ravaged the country,
destroyed the towns, and returned to his capital
laden with the spoils of victory. As a civil

ruler he appears to have been as energetic as
in his warlike character. He rebuilt the city
of Agane, or Akkad, established there a great
library (the books being clay tablets and
cylinders, on which were imprinted the cunei-
form characters of exquisite regularity and
beauty), famous for works on astrology and
astronomy, especially the book known as the
“Illumination of Bel,” which Berosus translated
into Greek, and copies of which were after-

wards made for the royal libraries of Assyria.
He reigned for about forty-five years, and ex-
tended his kingdom by reducing the princes of
adjacent lands to a tributary state, from the
Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean. As with
other great conquerors, Alexander, Charlemagne,

and Napoleon,

0 the empire he had
'It -

d

constructed fell

to pieces shortly
after his death

:

tributary princes
revolted, and, al-

though his son
and successor
Naram-Sin in-

herited some of

hisfather’senergy
and ability, and
even extended his

conquests proba-
bly to the penin-
sula of Sinai, be-

sides completing
some of the tem-
ples left unfin-

ished, hewas,with
the exception of the queen Eilat-Gulu, respect-

ing whom nothing certain is known, the last

independent monarch of Agane, or Upper
Babylon.
Another prominent figure now (about

1700 B.c.) appears upon the scene—Kham- -

muragas (“the Begetter”), or

Hammurabi, as it is written on^^®
some of the later inscriptions,

appears to have been a prince of

the Kassa, or Elamite people, and the dynasty
he founded in Babylonia is recognized as the

Kassite line, which, it is thought, may have
been identical with the Arabian dynasty men-
tioned by Berosus. He appears to have con-

quered the Babylonian kingdom, and then to

have extended his arms soutliward and overrun

the kingdom of Larsa. It is probable that

some of the minor princes subdued by Sargon

accepted his aid to shake off the yoke, but

only, as it proved, to be compelled to submit to

anotlier. The new king, supremo over all the

territory from the northern Mesopotamian hills

to the Persian Gulf, fixed his capital at Baby-

lon, and erected many temples and constructed

other important works, especially canals, and

Khammuragas,
, or Hammurabi.
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an embankment built along the banks of the

Tigris, to pre^Wt the injury done to cities by
inundations.
He restoj'ed the great temple Mite-urris, or

Mite-tassak (as it is read by some decipherers),

at Kisa, on the east of Babylon, now repre-

sented by the mounds of Hymer : rebuilt other

temples, and built the city of Kara-samas, on
the Tigris. Of Babylon, the capital, as it

existed in his time, very few traces remain
;

the later and more famous city was at the

summit of its grandeur many centuiies later,

and will be described when we are dealing

with the annals of the seventh century before

the Christian era. The reign of Khammuragas
lasted for eleven or twelve years, and he was
succeeded by Samsu-iluna (“ the sun is our

god ”), probably his son, of whose achieve-

ments, beyond the construction of a great

canal, the restoration of decayed cities, and
the dedication of images overlaid with gold to

the patron divinities of the country", little is

recorded. Subsequent monarchs are named,
but for several centuries the history is a
blank.

The Declensions of Nouns in Latin.

in the second declension, that end in iis in the
nominative, and make the vocative in e—as
dominns, a lord

;
vocative, Bomine, 0 Lord.

THE first declension.

The nominative singular of nouns of the
first declension ends in a, which ai-e feminine,
except wlien they denote males, as scriba, a
scribe.

Singular.

N. mnsa a song
V. musa 0 song
A. mnsam a song
G. musae of a song
D. musae to or for a song
A. musa by or with a song

Plural.

N. musae songs
V. musae 0 songs
A. musas songs
G. musarum of songs
D. musis to or for songs
A. musis by or with songs

Greek substantives, ending in e, as, es, when
used in Latin are thus declined :

—

Feminine.

N. epitome an abridgment
V. epitome O abridgment
A. epitomen an abridgment
G. epitomes of an abridgment
D. epitomae to an abridgment
A. epitome by an abridgment

We now come to the declension of the Latin
nouns—that is, the various forms of the case

endings which Latin nouns a.^snmc according

to their variovs senses. There are live classes

of declension, distinguished from each other by
the endings of the genitive case singular: for

example, a noun of the first declension has its

genitive case ending in re (pronounced like ee),

as the noun mnsa, a song, is said to belong to

the first declension, ])ecause it makes its geni-

tive case singular to end in re, which is substi-

tuted for the nominative ending in a, so

mnsa, nominative case, becomes in the genitive

case muses. The second declension makes its

genitive case to end in I—i.e., it changes the last

syllable of the nominative into I, as dominns,
a lord, is said to belong to the second declen-

sion, because it changes the case ending of the

nominative ns in dominns into i, as domini.
The third declension makes its genitive case

singular to end in %s

;

the fourth declension

makes its genitive case singular to end in us

;

and the fifth makes its genitive case to end in

ei (to be pronounced astv/o distinct syllables in

this way, e-i, not as one syllable). Observe care-

fully these rules in all declensions : that many
of the neuter nouns have the nominative, voca-
tive and accusative cases alike in each number,
but in the plural these cases always end in d,

and in the singular generally in nm ; that in

all declensions the dative and ablative cases in

the plural are alike.

The vocative is the same as the nominative
case, except in the singular number of nouns

JildscnUnc.

N. .Eneas (proper name)
V. Enea O iEneas
A. Enean (or am) an .^neas
G. Eneae of ^neas
D. Eneae to or for ^Eneas
A. Enea by .Eneas

jdascnline.

N. Anchises
V. Anchise (a, a)

A. Anchlsen (am)
G. Anchisae
D. Anohlsae
A. Anchise (a)

(proper name)
O Anchises
Anchises
of Anchises
to Anchises
by Anchises

The dative and ablative, plural of some
feminine words of the first declension end in

abns—as deabns, from dea, a goddess,

iromfilia, a daughter—to distinguish them from
the corresponding masculine forms of the
second declension, as Dels (or Bis), dative
plural of Bens, a god, filiis, dative plural of

Jilins, a son.

The following words (to be learned by
heart) are declined like musa :

—

Hasta,/. a spear
Aura, f. a breeze
Vita,/. life

Aquila,/. an eagle

Flamma, f. a flame
Luna,/. the moon
Aqua,/. water
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Unda,/. a wave
Mensa, /. a table

Stella,/. a star

Puella,/. a girl

Lingua,/ the tongue

Observe— m. stands for masculine, f. for

feminine, and n. for neuter.

Questionsfor Self-Examination and Exercises.

What do you mean by the declension of

Latin nouns? How many declensions are
there ? How are they distinguished from each
other ? If a Latin noun ends in i, or if in ei

in the genitive singular, to what declension do
you refer it in each case ? What kind of nouns
make three cases alike ? and what cases are
these ? What cases in the plural are always
alike ? What two cases in the singular are
most generally alike? What two ways are
there of determining the gender of a noun of the
first declension ? To what gender do words of

the first declension generally belong ? and with
what exception ? Give some examples. Decline
musa in the singular and plural. Decline the
Greek nouns epitome, Anchises^ and JEneas.
When do nouns of the first declension make the
dative and ablative plural to end in ahus instead
of the regular is ? and give examples. Write
out the vocabulary of words to be declined like

musa, with the English of all their cases.

Translate into English :

—

Musarum, musis, musa, epitomen, scribam,
deabus, .^ne^, Anchisen, filiabus, hastis,

aquarum, aurae, vitam, aquilae, mensa, puellis,

linguarum, lunam, flammae, hujus musae, his
musis, huic scribae, his deabus, hanc jEneam,
hoc Anchise, hac hasta, hujus aquae, his vitis,

hanc puellam, hanc flammam, his linguis,

huic puellae. O musa, O flammje, mensa
puellae, linguae puellarum, aura vitae, de hac
vita, ante hanc auram vitae, propter hanc
flammam, coram has flammas scribae. In hac
mensS, hujus puellae. In has flammas harum
musarum. Ante has flammas hujus lunae.

Hanc vitam aquilae. Penes hanc puellam.
Circiter has mensas musarum. De his vitis

harum puellarum. De his hastis harum
musarum. Penes hunc JEneam.

Translate into Latin :

—

To songs, by a song, for songs, to a spear,
from a spear, for spears, the breeze (acc.),

to breezes, to- goddesses, for daughters, by an
epitome, by the moon, to waters, of waves,
the tongue of the girl, 0 stars, to flowers,

with spears, tongues (acc.), girl (acc.), 6
iEneas, by spears. On account of the song
of this girl. These breezes of life. By these
spears of the muses. Around these flames of
these stars. In the power of these girls. Through
these flames of these daughters. According to
these stars of these muses. On account of these
breezes of this life. Into the flames of these
stars. In the power of these eagles. Towards
this moon. Beneath these waters. Above this
life. Upon this tongue of this girl. Through
these flames. Beneath this moon. Above these
waters of the muses. 0 stars above this moon 1

The internal stracture of the stem of an
exogenous plant— say, in general tenns, of any
shrub or tree which has branches,
and which likewise has the leaves Internal s^c-

filled with a network of veins—
is remarkably cm-ious and inter-

esting. To understand it, take first a young
summer shoot of the common Elder, or a stalk

of the Jerusalem artichoke, and with a sharp
knife cut it transversely, so as to obtain a cross

or horizontal section. Cut another portion
lengthwise, as nearly as possible down the
middle. The interior is found to contain a
quantity of light and colourless cellular tissue,

constituting the “ pith.” Encircling the pith
there is a thin layer of fibrous matter

;
and

outside of all there is skin or cuticle. This
triple composition exists in eveiy portion of

the stem and branches of the exogenous fabric,

extending to the remotest and slenderest twig
;

but as the plant advances in age, in the older

or earliest produced parts the pith gradually
disappears, and in a stem or branch of many
years’ growth, when the sections are taken, in the
horizontal one there is only a centra.1 dot, and in

the longitudinal one only a nan'ow streak of

dried-up tissue. But how wonderful an accre-

tion of new substance ! Instead of a thin and
simple layer of fibre around the axis of gi owth,
now there is wood

;
and where at first there

was only a delicate green cuticle, now there is

bark. Of course this change is not to be looked
for in annual stems, such as those of the Arti-

choke
; it is best declared, indeed, in such as

are not remarkable in their youth for copious
pith. Ordinarily, the horizontal section of a
stem or branch of several years’ gi’owth, when
smoothened, and most particularly when po-

lished, presents the appearance represented in

fig. 24, though the markings are by no means
so mathematically exact. The cut is designed
to show the theoretically perfect structure,

supposing eveiything were developed with the

utmost regularity and uniformity. Now and
then, in actual nature, there is a fair approxi-

mation to it; but, accomplished as our great

instructress, maternal natu]-e, is as a mathema-
tician, in the stems of trees, at all events, we
must not look either for the aecuracy of the

compasses, or for absolutely straight lines. It

is to the human eye that we turn for the sweet
perfection of the circle

;
and to spars and crys-

tals for the consummate gcomctiy that shows
so exquisitely what may be accomplished by
simple unswerving movement from point to

point. The spot in the centre of the diagram
(fig. 24) indicates the locality of the pith, and
of such remains of it as may endure. 4'he

concentric rings indicate encircling layers or

cylinders of wood; and the dark boundary
stands for the bark. A vertical section, lig. 23,

shows perpendicular lines exactly corres])onding

with the circles. The concentric layer s oi' wood
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are understood to be a register of the annual
increase, a new layer being deposited during
the progress of every summer and autumn, or

contemporaneously in deciduous plants, with
the existence and energetic action of the leaves.

As a rule, no doubt this is the fact
;
but there

are several curious exceptions to the assumed
intimate agreement of the number of rings

with the number of years the stem or branch
has been growing

;
so that, although in most

cases the age may be considered to be faithfully

recorded by these pretty circles, the law must
not be declared absolute and
unimpeachable. Beautiful ex-
amples are supplied by the stem
of the common larch-tree, the
Bobinia, the laburnum, and the

yew. The more evenly the tree

has been developed upon all

sides, the more exact will be
the regularity of the rings. If

through any of the many ad-

verse circumstances which inter-

fere with regular wood-deposit, the

layers on one side, though still

continuous, are much thinner,

then the axis, or pith-dot, becomes
excentric, and in the horizontal

section is found thrown nearly to the margin.
This indeed is by far the most frequent con-
dition. Observe, in the next place, the rays
which proceed from the pith-dot to the cir-

cumference. These indicate vertical planes of

pith-cells, by means of which an organic com-
munication is kept up between the inner and
outer parts of the stem while still young. They
are tenned, on this account, the “medullary
rays,” m^edulla being Latin for pith. Very good
examples are supplied in the stems of the horn-
beam and the
laburnum.
Here the stu-

dent may be
earnestly re-

commended
to* commence
forthwith the
getting toge-

ther of a little

collection of

wb 0 d - s c c -

tions, both
horizontaland
vertical. The
lopped trees of

the hedgerow
and the forest,

the cutting down of timber for economic use,
the yards of the timber merchants, the raw
material in the carpenter’s and cabinet-maker’s
workshop—all may be looked to as supplying
opportunities for obtaining valuable and very
beautiful specimens, interesting not only be-
cakise of their instructiveness in regard to
plant-stmcture, but as objects that in point of
rich diversity of colour and markings quite
deserve to be compared with sea-shells, and to
be classed with works of art as parlour orna-
ments. Like sea-shells, also, they endure for
ever. The day, perhaps, will come when they

SKCTIOX OF AMT FXDO-
GENOUS STEM.

FIG. 23.—SECTIOX, IN PART, OF AN EXOGENOUS STEM.

will be accorded their rightful place alongside
of porcelain, bronzes, and statuettes. When
decrepit, large trees are often more or less

hollow. By this time the whole of the living

action of the trunk has become transferred to
the portion immediately beneath the bark.

Hence it is that the venerable monarehs of
the forest are still able to elothe themselves,
when the “ time of the singing of birds ” ap-
proaches, with new foliage

;
and that, although

a thousand years old, they never absolutely
cease to flower and bear fruit. Charming is it

to see the acorns, though only
three or four, drop from the
green boughs of an immemorial
oak—image, exact in all points,

of the serene and generous en-

thusiasm in good works whieh
characterises the noble-hearted
and God-fearing old man. The
finest feature in a great history

is found, not in the beginning,
but in the finish.

In the great division of flower-

ing plants ealled the Endogens
or Monocotyledons, the stem is

formed differently.

Instead of possess- ^<k>senous
. . . -I > • T stems,mg distinct pith, concentric cylm-

ders of wood, and a separable bark, the sub-

stance is in every part nearly similar, the woody
matter being dispersed among the cellular, as

represented in fig. 22. Practically, in England,
we have little concern with this kind of stem,
there being no endogenous trees in countries
outside the tropics, excepting the inconsider-
able Chamaerops, and very few endogenous
shrubs. The only examples of ligneous endo-
gens that can endure the open air in Britain

are the Cha-
inaerops

;
cer-

tain species of

Euseus, one of

which, the
common But-
chers’ Broom,
is accounted
indigenous;
and some of

the singular

plants fami-
liar in good
gardens under
the name of

Yucca. To
acquire ideas

of what endo-
genous trees are like, it is needful to visit

the conservatory, where they are found in the
shape of the Indian and Brazilian palms, with
others from the warm islands of the South
Pacific. Not that every specimen of palm in
conservatory cultivation is a tree

;
far from it.

No evergreens are more delightfully suitable
for decorative purposes than palms while still

in their childhood. Hence, while at their

youngest, they are now a chief ingredient in
every well-fumished greenhouse and hothouse

;

their perennial and arching plumes asserting
calmly, at every season, after the manner of
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the evergreen ferns, what men are, unhappily,

slow to believe,—the inexpressible superiority

of graceful form and contour over mere vivid-

ness of hue. Bright colour—almost always,

in the very nature of things, transitory, and
therefore seductive—the palms never affect.

They are like the pure white marble goddesses

that discourse to us of the faith of Homer,
satisfying, in their unadorned queenliness,

both eye and imagination. In lofty buildings,

such as the palm-houses at Kew, Chatsworth,

and Edinburgh, these illustrious plants attain

considerable stature. Even here,

however, they are never seen (ex-

cept as regards the dwarfer
kinds) full grown, the potential

altitude of the tallest being

greater than can be provided

for in any edifice of iron and
glass. Sections of palm-stems
brought from foreign countries

are extremely beautiful. They
are occasionally procurable at the

cabinet-makers’, the wood being

in some cases adapted for inlay-

work. The stems of the smaller

kinds of endogenous plants, such fig. 24.—tbansvebse section of

as lilies, may very usefully be exogenous wood,

studied in section, if it be borne
in mina that they are only what the summer
elder-shoot is to the branch, thirty years old,

of an elm or an ash. The best way to obtain

practical acquaintance with endogenous stem-

growth is to raise some Indian corn upon a

EXOGENOUS WOOD, SHOWING
THE GEOWTH OP NINE YEAES-

said, is that either in its own native and
spontaneous productions, or in the adapted-
ness of its climate—neither too hot nor too
cold, for the culture of the instructive plants
—we are supplied with the grammar and
lexicon of every description of serviceable

knowledge. Not only is this true in regard to

botany: as from the forum in ancient Eome
streets struck away towards every part of the
empire, so in Old England we may start pro-
fitably for any destination we desire, in any
department of science. There is not a country

in the world where geology and
mineralogy may be better stu-

died, or that is richer in fossils,

or more abounding in all that is

delightful to an ornithologist.

Many of the ferns indigenous
to the countries of the southern
hemisphere elevate
their majestic foli-

Stems of tree-

age upon pillars so
like the stems of palm-trees, that
without scrutiny they would be
supposed identical in the inside.

The stems of these “ tree-ferns,”

so called—plants very common
in English greenhouses—are con-
stituted, however, of little more

than the bases of the huge leaf-stalks curiously

knit together and consolidated
;
the great green

tufted crown, as it slowly ascends, year by year,

leaving behind it annually a few inches more of

what maybe likened to a growing spiral column.

FIG. 25.—EXOGENOUS PLANT.

hotbed, transferring it to the open border
when strong enough, and cutting down and
dissecting a plant every fortnight. The grasses,

to which family of plants the Indian corn
belongs,, ordinarily have hollow stems, as well
exemplified in common straw. In the sugar-
cane (another true grass) and in Indian corn,
in curious exception, the stem is solid, and
thus, so far as an annual stem can interpret an
endogen, we are fortunately provided with a
ready teacher. One of the grandest charac-
teristics of Old England, as we have already

The scars or stumps of the departed leaves are

always vertical, whereas in Palms the scars are

always, or usually, horizontal. The ligneous

matter deposited in these curious fern-pillars

presents, in the cross-cut section, very cha-

racteristic curving patterns, foreshadowed in

the familiar and very pretty design discover-

able in the lowermost portion of the stalk of

the common Bracken when cut slantwise,

and compared sometimes to the outline of a

sturdy oak, sometimes to the spread-eagle of

Germany.
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IV.

Terms Explained. Historical Sketch of
THE Language.

§ 28. “ Dialect.”

§ 29. “ Vocabulary.”
§30. “Philology.”
§ 31. English a mixed tongue.

§ 32. Why not a Romance language ?

§ 33. Ancient Britons. Keltic and Latin.

§ 31. Settlements of the Jutes, Sa.xons and Angles.

§ 28. Dialect (Greek dialcUos, a speaking

between).—A dialect is a local speech which
varies from that spoken by others of the same
community; thus we have the Sussex and the

Yorkshire dialects or varieties of English.

When the word is employed, as it often is, to

denote what we commonly understand as inde-

pendent languages, it is intended to convey the

sense that those languages are, or have been,

varieties within one community. For example,

Italian, French, Spanish, etc., are frequently

spoken of as the “ llomance dialects,” meaning
thereby that they were all originally various

forms of one speech, and had definite family

features. On the same principle, each one of

those languages, treated as a unit, may have
dialects within itself; the French, for example,

having Norman, Picard, and Burgundian.

§ 2^ Vocahularxj (Latin voco., I call
;
Low

Latin vocahularium^.—A vocable is that spoken
by the voice, a word; whence vocabulary is a

collection of words. It is used in a personal

sense, as meaning the stock of words that a

speaker has at his command in daily use
;
he

does not use all the words in the language, but
his choice, conscious or unconscious, is affected

and restricted by his life and pursuits. So also

the members of a profession or of a given trade

will have special words adapted to their needs.

We can speak of the “ vocabulary of American
rural industry,” as well as of the “ vocabulary of

Milton,” or “ of Shakespere,” or we may say of a
friend that “ he has not a large vocabulary” in

conversation. This is the sense used in gram-
mar. Besides this subjective meaning of the

term, there is the objective one of a list of

words with short explanations, a kind of dic-

tionary,—the difference being that a vocabulary

is usually understood to bear the restricted

sense of a collection of words of a special or local

character. Sometimes, too, it means a short

dictionary for a special object, as the Latin
vocabulary at the end of a boy’s lesson-book.

A vocabulary differs from a dialect in that

it deals with words and terms only; a dialect

embraces words and syntax, or their relations

to one another.

§ 30. Philology (Gr. phUos, loving, logos,

word).—This, though the name of a science

rather than a strictly grammatical term, comes
so often under the notice of a student of

language^ that what it implies should be

considered. “ Comparative philology” is some-
times used as synonymous with “ comparative
grammar,” the study of languages by means
of comparison and affinity. But, originally.

Philology, the “ love of words,” confined itself

to the classical languages of Greece and Borne,

concerning itself not only with the study of

their grammar and rhetoric, but with the his-

tory, poetry and literature of those countries
;

in short, it comprised a general knowledge of

classics. In this sense it is still understood on
the Continent : a professor of philology in Ger-

many—although that countiy is the native

home of the science of words on a broader
basis—is still understood to be one who teaches

the subjects lying within the scope of Latin
and Greek criticism. Even in America philo-

logy is defined as “ the science of the culture of

a given racial or historical division of mankind.”

I

{Ripley and Dana's American Encyclopcedia^

j

The term is, however, in this country gene-

[

rally taken in a larger sense. The Philological

Society, on its foundation in 1812, laid down, as

the first object proposed for its attention, “the
investigation of the structure, the affinities,

and the history of languages,” to which “ the

illustration of the classical writers of Greece
and Rome ” was indeed added, but has always
remained subordinate. Owing, in great part,

to the labours of this Society and their friends.

Philology now stands for the science of lan-

guages in general
;
inquiries into the history,

derivation, and details of any language, its life

and changes, come within its ken
;

but it

leaves to other lines the care for literature,

history, and the rest. The range of such a

j

science is indeed wide enough, but it thus pos-

sesses a unity wanting to it before.

Historical Shetch of the English Language-.

§ 31. Our language we call English, without
too much troubling ourselves as to what that

word means
;
we use a variety of vocables,

longer and shorter, to express the infinitude of

shades of meaning, without a question arising
I that we may be passing the currency of some
other tongue. Yet we are great debtors to

other languages, particularly to I^atin and
French

;
and if we use their words without re-

cognizing that they are foreigners, it is because
they have become naturalized and have put on
in some sort an English dress. They remain
none the less foreigners in their origin, and in

the history of English it becomes highly im-
portant to take count of the fact from the
outset. Not only have we borrowed words, but
parts of words—that is. our word-formation has
been largely affected by the use of the Romance
languages. The proportion in which these

elements enter into our language has been
stated somewhat differently. Archbp. Trench
roughly estimates the Latin, French, and
Greek at thirty-five out of a hundred parts,

giving five parts to the various other lan-

guages
;
while Dr. Morris has it that “ words

of classical origin are calculated to be about
twice as numerous as pure English words.”
The exact proportion is difficult to fix : as it

differs acording to the bases on which the cal-

%

f
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culations are made, this does not here signify;

we get sight of the main fact that English of

the present day is a mixed language, clepend-

ing solely upon strangers for its vocabulary.

No less than eighteen languages, perhaps more,

have contributed of their store to oui- wealth of

words, but of this outside element by far the

greater share has come to us from the Latin

and French.

§ 32. In the last chapter it was pointed out

that English belongs to the Teutonic family of

languages, and more particularly that it finds

its brothers among the Low-German group of

that family. But, it may be asked. If there is

so lai-ge an infusion of the French and Latin

element, why is not English said to belong to

the Romance family, in which those two find

their relations ? I will endeavour to answer
this question,— by an outline of the

history of the language
;
secondly, by a short

examination of the use which we make of its

constituent parts.

§ 33. The story of the English language is

really the story of the English people. Looking
back into the history of our island, we recall

that it was peopled, when we have first any
certain knowledge of it, by a Keltic race—the

|

ancient Britons
;
that they were conquered by

the Romans, whose occupation lasted iiere

nearly four hundred years. The Britons gradu-
ally adopted the dress and modes of life of their

masters : they spoke Latin, towns were built,

roads made, and Roman civilization was
brought into this Province of theempire;

the people were christianized, and a floiuish-

ing British or Roman-British Church became
established. But the foundations of the English

language were not yet begun in Britain, and of

all this long British and Roman period (about
|

five hundred years) only a small number of

word-relics tell us of the languages spoken in

this island before the arrival of our forefathers.

The principal of these are— i

Latin : castm, a camp
;
colonia, a colony

;

portus, a port
;
and strata^ a street. The first

passed into ceastre among the old English, and
we find it still in the names of fortified places,

such as Chester, Manchester, Doncaster, Lan-
caster, etc.

;
the second is found in Lincoln

;

the third in Portsmouth
;
the fourth became

dti'cet, our street, and is found in Stratton,

Stratford, etc.

Keltic (found in writings of ninth to twelfth

centuries) : hrock (a badger), karrom (a mound),
breeches, clout, cradle, crock, crook, glen, kiln,

mattock.

Many of the names of places, too, are Keltic,

particularly those of rivers and mountains.
‘‘ The river-names,” says the Rev. Isaac Taylor,
“ more especially the names of important
rivers, are everywhere the memorials of the
very earliest races

;
they seem to possess an

almost indestructible vitality. . . . For anti-

quity and immutability the names of mountains
and lulls come next in value to the names of
rivers.” The Avon, the Esk, the Axe, the
Calder, the Don, for rivers; PenA\Qion, Pen%-
hurst, Pt'«.tland hills, Ren Nevis, DundQQ, Dun-
mow, Z>tt'/istable, th.' Tors of Devonshire and
of Derbyshire, for hills and biU-fortresses, are a

few out of a multitude
;

while Ilfracombe,
Combe Martin, and others, illustrate tlie old
English form of the Keltic cwin, a valley,

which is found in nearly its original form in
the verse of the Cumberland poet Anderson,
who sings

—

“There’s C?«>wwhittou, CMTOwhinton, Cimranton,
CM/rtrangan, CVmrew, and Cwmcatch,

And mony mair Oiuns i’ the county,
But nin wi’ C«mdivock can match.”

§ 34. In the middle of the fifth century in-

vading tribes began to come over from the low-
lying lands of the Continent near the mouth of

the Elbe, Friesland, and Sleswick
;
the Roman

power being weakened, they gradually obtained
a footing in this country and made permanent
settlements. It is thought that in the third
century Teutonic tribes had occasionally made
piratical descents on some of the coasts, but
they do not appear to have then established
themselves here. Three tribes—the Jutes, the
Angles, and the Saxons—made successive in-

vasions, and in the course of about a hundred
years they conquered the larger part of Britain.

They drove the ancient Keltic inhabitants into
the west side of the island, into Wales, West-
moreland, and Lancashire, and into Cornwall
and Devon, calling them Welsh or foreigners,

because they did not understand their speech :

their descendants in Wales speak their own
language to this day

;
the Cornish tongue died

out about the middle of last century, and is no
longer spoken. Northwards, the victorious
Angles pushed their settlements to the Firth
of Forth, the Piets and the Scots retired be-
fore them to the Highlands of Scotland, where
the descendants of those Keltic tribes still

speak the Gaelic (or Gaedelic, with a mute d')

tongue.
These conquering tribes were our forefathers

;

they brought their language—which is our lan-

guage—into the island from their old home

;

some of them called themselves Englisc or
English, and that part where the Angles set-

tled they called Angla-land, whence the name
England. The conquest made by them was
very different to the conquer of the Britons
by the Romans. The Britons seem to have
lived peaceably under the yoke of their gover-
nors, who were dwellers in towns, adopting
their civilization and religion, but still remain-
ing the prime occupiers of the land. The
Teutonic tribes were rough and strong

;
they

disiJaced. if they did not exterminate, the old
dwellers whom they found here, having little

in common with them
;
and they brought their

own laws and their own heathen religion. A
cui'ious antipathy between the Keltic and these

northern Teutonic tribes operated to prevent
the coalescing of the two peoples, such as took
place in many other instances of invasion {e.g.,

the Romans in Gaul, or the Normans in Eng-
land afterwards). They probably intermairied
very little, and the Teutons disdained to learn

much except geographical names from the

language of those whom they deemed their

inferiors. Thus it is that we have so few Keltic

words, passed into the speech of the new-
comers, surviving now.
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With the second copy of fig. 5 a new element

is introduced, this being a simple oval with

a heavy downstroke side. This element alone

forms the letter o, and enters into the com-

position of a, d, q, and g. The letters c and e

are produced from the left hand side of this

form, the first by the addition ef a small

crotchet and dot, and
the latter by means of

a loop ontherighthand.
This element and the

curves beneath have
much to do with the

beauty of penmanship,
which depends mainly
upon the delineation of

the curves. Some curves

are aesthetically prefer-

able to others, and even

a very important factor in beautiful penman-
ship, occurring as it does—or should do—in
most of the capitals and many of the small
letters. He says :

“ It is frequently made in-

correctly by those who ought to know better.

It can be divided into three parts
,,

(see G, fig. 3, p. 112), which glide line of

into each other. The central part
oeauty. ’

has the slant of the rest of the writing, and
also contains the principal thickness

; the^ipper
and lower parts curve respectively to the right
and the left. The proper adjustment of these
three parts, in direction and thickness of line,
is a matter for the nicest taste

; the upper por-
tion being a smaller part of a larger curve than

the lower one
; and the

thickness being some-
what greater in the
lowerthan in the upper
half. Various other
delicacies regarding
this curve, with the
reasons for them, might
be stated.

.
^

. . In
fact, beauty of penman-
ship depends upon a
variety of delicacies

which cannot be statedthe uneducated eye is

conscious of this fact, JV W W_ W M-— words, and which,

although not able to ox-

fig. 4.—KLKMENTAEY FOEMS.

plain it. Thus the ogee

and cyma recta, etc., of

the Greek architects are

much more pleasing in

contour than those of

the Romans. This superiority is due to the fact

that the latter are based upon circular forms,

and the former upon those that are elliptical.

Curves which partake

of the elliptical
character are more beau-
tiful than those pro-

duced from circles, and
the former are almost
invariably used by na-

ture in the animal and
vegetable kingdoms.
The next elementary

form is a right line,

commencing square, and
tapering after it has
passed the general line

upon which the writing

rests. It then forms a
terminal loop and as-

cends by a hair-line

sweep. This forms, with
the addition of a dot
above, the letter j. It

also enters into the com-
position of g and y, and
forms the lower portion
of the long Its inver- find the above analysis

sion gives the upper j-iq., 5^—elemextaev foems.
portion of / and long s.

This letter bears some resemblance to a portion
of Hogarth’s celebrated “ line of beauty,” and

singly,are scarcely ap-
preciable to the com-
mon eye, though their
united effect would be
universally acknow-
ledged.”

In arranging the forms of letters we may
divide the small ones into three general classes.

The first consists of those letters which are
formed of a right line

with either an upward
curve at the bottom
only, as ?/, t, I, b,

or one at both ends, as

VI, 71, h, p, 7J,
V, TV, 7\

The second class con-
sists of those formed of

the oval, or a portion
thereof, only, or the
oval combined with a
right line, as o, e, e

;

a, d, q, g. The curved
upstroke of b, v and w
has the same outline as

J_ _ _ the right hand side of

the <1
,
which bringsthem

to that degree under
the second class. The
third class embraces
those whose anomalies
exclude them from the

other two, as x, s, f, z

and k. The pupil will

forms with the oval the picturesque element of

writing. The line of beauty or double curve
is, as was long since pointed out by Mr. Grant,

useful as he progresses.

The consideration alike

of the elements and classification of the

capitals may be judiciously deferred until the

pupil is well grounded in the small letters,

through the different gradations of sizes ex-

hibited by the various hands.
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The first step to be taken by the pupil is to

rule his copybook or sheet of paper carefully

with lines of the same distance
Runng lines,

2, allowing
an interval of a quarter of an inch between
each set of double lines intended for a line

of writing. He can then practise the simple
right line shown at A, fig. 2. This should be
persisted in until the line can be struck at one
motion of the fingers only, the line being kept
of equal breadth throughout, and" beginning
and ending square and distinct. No “ patch-
ing ” or “ painting ” must on any account be
resorted to, nor any motion of the arm to each
single stroke. If any difficulty be felt as to

securing the proper angle, it will be easy for

the scholar to rule some diagonal lines to assist

him
;
but these should be dispensed with as

early as practicable. It may seem that the
dimensions of these strokes exceed any that
will be required in actual work. Such is the
case, and the reason for it is that practice on
tlis large scale is invaluable in securing that

9”

FAMOUS AUTOGRAPHS : GUIDO FAWKES, QUEEN ANNE,
AND EICHAED III.

freedom of hand which is especially to be de -

siderated. When the pupil can succeed in

g, , writing a line of these strokes
® perfect in form and set at equal

distances, he may proceed to the second copy
(c, fig. 2). This consists of an upward hair-stroke
followed by a curve and right line. It will be
well to rule a third horizontal line in this case
as a guide to the commencement of the hair-
line. Great care must at first be taken that the
tapering-off of the right line at the curve is

accomplished sweetly and without abruptness.
The next copyslip is simply the reversal of the
last, the hair-line occurring at the end of the
form in place of at the beginning. This will
present no difficulty to the student who has
mastered the two immediately preceding forms.
The oval shown at D, fig. 2, is produced by a
-eries of double hooks similar to those shown.
The persistent practice of these forms in the
size given for some time will form an excellent
foundation. The same forms may then be
practised in smaller size—say in lines about
three-quarters of an inch asunder, as shown at
figs. 4 and .5, with addition of the oval. In our
next paper we will enter upon the considera-
tion of the various “ hands.”

'

The Article {continued').—Theory.

1. It has been shown (Lesson III., p, 74) that
when the noun is taken in a partitive sense

—

that is, when it expresses a part of a whole, as. 1
have bread, thou hast nuts (which mean Ihave a
portion of all the bread that is made, thou hast
a quantity of all the nuts that grow)—i{, is
preceded, agreeably to its gender and number,
by du, de la, de V or des. There are three cases
where the article is omitted, and the preposition
ae (or d' before a vowel or h mute) alone
retained. These cases are :

When an adjective precedes the partitive
noun :

When an adverb of quantity precedes the
partitive noun

;

When the proposition is negative.
We shall examine these three cases in turn.
2. When an adjective precedes the partitive

noun de (or d;) is put before the adjective.
The natural tendency of the French language
is to place adjectives after nouns. The follow-
ing, however, are generally placed before, and
thus will offer an application of the rule

handsome.
bon, good, kind.
Cher, dear.

grand, great, large.
^’OS, big, stout.

jeune, young.
joli, pretty.

mauvais, had.

meilleur, better.

naoindre, lesser.

petit, small, little.

saint, holy.

vieux, old.

vilain, nasty.

ExamjAcs.

J’ai DU pain, I have bread

;

j’ai de beau
pain, I have fine bread.

As-tu DE LA viande ? hast thou meat ? as-tu
DE bonne viande ? hast thou good meat ?

II a DE L’eau. he has water

;

il a D’excel-
lente * eau, he has excellent mater.

A-t-elle DES cerises? has she any cherries?
a-t-elle de grosses cerises ? has she big cherries ?

.3, Note that if the adjective is placed after
the partitive noun, the article must be retained
along with the preposition : nous avons du
yain bis, we have brown bread

; avez-vous de la

viande fratche ? have you any fresh meat ?

Us ont de Veau claire, they have clear water

;

ont-ellcs des cerises blanches? have they any
white cherries ? Distinguish also, from the
very beginning, between these two construc-
tions ; achetez de jolie dentelle, and achetez de
lajolie dentelle. The first merely implies that
pretty lace should be bought, whereas the
second points to the fact that more than one
kind of lace could be obtained, and that some
of the pretty lace is to be purchased. Other
example : mangez-vous de bonnes jtommes de
terre? are you eating good potatoes? mangez-
vous des bonnes pommes de terre? are you
eating some of the good potatoes ?

4. When an adverb of quantity governs the

* This shows the elasticity of the rule concerning
the place of adjectives

!
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noun, de is placed between the two terms. In
such a position the adverb might be looked
upon as an indefinite numeral adjective, re-

(piiring, unlike real adjectives, the prepo-

sition de before the noun which it qualifies.

Here is the list of those adverbs :

ASSEz, enoitgh, never placed after the noun in French;
thus, enough mmtard or mnxtard enough — assez
DE moutarde; assez de clous de girofle, cloves

enough.
XVTX'ST, as m^lch, as many: autant d’amour, as mtich

love; autant D’ennemis que n’amis, as many foes
asfriends.

BEAUcoup, much, many

:

heaucoup n’honneur, much
honour; heaucoup D’homieurs, many honours;
heaucoup de helles paroles, many pretty speeches.

COMBiEX, how much, how many ; comhien de peine on a
a Clever ses enfants ! how much trouble one has to

bring up one's children! comhien D ’enfants ont-
ils? how many children have they?

DAVANTAGE, more; davantage DE terme (Malherhe),
more time; davantage d

’

ennuis (Do.), more dis-

gusts; davantage de palmes (Do.), more palms.
This use of davantage is becoming obsolete.

GUEEE, not much, not many, hardly any, is accompanied
by the sign of the negative il N’a guere de
voix, he has not much voice ;il N’y a guere de gens
tout a fait d^sinteresses, there are hardly any
quite unselfish people.

Moi.vs, less, fewer: moins de courage et moins de
SHOCKS, less courage andfewer successes.

PEU, little,few : nous avonspeu de fortune, mais peu
DE besoins, we have little wealth, butfew wants.

PLUS, more: plus de bonheur que D’esprit, more luck
than wit; plus DE coups que DE gros sous, more
blows than penny pieces.

QUE (in exclamations), how much, how many: que
D’esprit! how clever'! que D’esprits, how many
minds

!

For its force in comparisons cf. autant
and PLUS above.

TANX, so mioch, so many: tant de haine, so much
hatred; tant de revers, so many reverses.

XEOP, too much, too many : trop D’ameriuine, too much
bitterness: trop D’amandes, too many almonds.
Although too, when used alone, is rendered by
trop, as too kind = trop aimable, never translate
t-oo much by trop beaucoup

;

nor so much, hoio much,
as much, by si beaucoup, comment beaucoup, aussi

beaucoup; say, tant, combien, autant. Trop peu,
too little, too few, how'ever, is correct.

5. Note that after bien, much, many, the article is

retained along with the preposition: bien de j.'argent,
much money

;
bien des richesses, much wealth. (Yet

we should say bien "D’autres, many others, bien de
riches campagnes, many rich fields

;
this is due to the

presence of the adjectives autres and riches, in accord-
ance with Rule 2.) Mark well also how the article is

re-introduced when the substantive governed by the
adverb of quantity is no longer but definite.

Partitive sense :yeM’a4pZws guere D’«mjs, I have scai’cely
any more friends

;
definite sense

:
je n'ai jdus guere

DES amis que vous m'avez connu, I have scarcely any
more of the friends whom you have known me pos-
sessed of.

fi. When the proposition is negative, the
article disappears before the partitive noun,
and de (or d') alone is retained :

Jean a DU pain, John has bread; Jean n’a

pas DE pain, Jolui has no bread.

Jeanne a de la viande, Jane has meat;
Jeanne n’a pas de viande, Jane has no meat.

11s ont DE L’eau, they have water

;

n’ont-ils

pas D’eau ? have they no water ?

Ont-elles des cerises ? have they cherries ?
ellcs n’ont pas de cerises, they have no cherries.

7. Note that if partitive nouns in negative proposi-
tions are followed by some adjective proposition— any
word in fact which completes their meaning—they re-
take the article. So, ,/e ne vous ferai point de reproches, I
shall make you no i eproaches : but, fe ne vousferai pas
des reproches frivoles, I shall not make any frivolous
rei)roaches to you

;
tu n'as pas dJargent, tliou hast no

money, but, tu n'as pas de Vargent pour le depenser
follenlent, thou hast not money to spend it foolishly

;

il nefait pas de vers, he writes no poetry, but, il nefiit
pas <Zes vers quand il veut, he does not write poetry when
he chooses.

Practical Afplication.

(1) VOCABULARY III.

Denrecs Alimentaires et autres (^Provisions and
Commodities').

Chez le boucher on trouve (^At the butcher s

one finds):
de la viande, meat
de I’agneau, lamb
du boeuf, beef
du mouton, mutton
dll pore, pork
du veau, veal

du lard, bacon
du saindoux, lard
du foie, liver

des cotelettes, cutlets, chops
des rognons, kidneys
des tripes or du gras double, tripe.

Le boulanger vend(7’//e baker sells):

du pain blanc, white bread
du pain bis, brown bread
du pain noir, black 'bread

du pain rassis, stale bread
du j)ain tendre, new bread
des petits pains,* rolls

de la farine,y/e?//*

du gruau, meal
des biseuits, biscuits

de la galette, mvffijisi;

des gateaux, cakes
de la levure, yeast.

J’achete chez le laitier (/ buy at the dairy-
mans)

:

du lait, milk
du lait de beurre, buttermilk
du petit-lait, whey
du lait caille, curdled milk
de la creme, cream
du beurre ixtAs,, fresh butter
du beurre mi-sel, f)owdered do.

du beurre sal6, salt do.

des ceufs, eggs
des fromages a la creme, cream cheeses.

L’epicier tient (^The grocer keeps):
du cafe, coffee

du chocolat, chocolate
du th6, tea

du pepper
du sel, salt

de la moutarde, mustard
de I’huile, oil

du vinaigre, vinegar
du petrole, petroleum
des bougies, wax candles
des chandelles, candles
des allumettes, matches.

(2) VERB CONJUGATED NEGATIVELY.
Je ne suis pas, Iam not
tu n’es pas, thou art not
il n’est pas, he is not

* Be. petit pains would mean small loaves

:

this point
will be explained in the syntax,
t Galette properly means any kind of flat cake.
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Jean n’est pas, John is not

nous ne sommes pas, we are not

vous n’etes pas, you are not

ils ne sont pas, they are not

Jean et Jeanne ne sont pas, John and Jane
[are not.

Je n’ai pas, I have not
tu n’as pas, thou hast not
il n’a pas, he has not
Jeanne n’a pas, Jane has not
nous n’avons pas, we have not
vous n’avez pas, you have not
ils n’ont pas, they have not
Jean et Jeanne n’ont pas, John and Jane

have not.

N.B.—All other verbs are treated similarly :

Chez le boucher on ne trouve PAS, at the

butchers one does notfind ;

Le boulanger ne vend pas, the baker does not

sell
]

Je N’achete PAS chez le laitier, I do not buy
at the dairyman's

;

L’^picier NE tient point, the grocer does not
Titep.

Points to be Observed.

a. It seems at first sight as if the negative in

French were double
;
this is not the case ,—pas

merely emphasises the real negative ne. Pas,
from the Latin passus, a step, is therefore, in

its origin, no more a negative than the words
point, mie, goutte, brin, which are similarly

used. (It is only by ellipsis that we say pas
possible,.point d'aveu, etc.)

b. Observe the construction of the proposition
with reference to the article when passing from
the affirmative to the negative ;

Affirniative.

Befinite
|
J’ai le gateau

sense. (j’ai les gateaux
j’ai un gateau
j’ai deux gateaux

Partitive (j’ai du gateau
sense, (j’ai des gateaux

Negative.

Je n’ai pas le gateau
je n’ai pas les gateaux
je n’ai pas de gateau
je n’ai pas deux gateaux
je n’ai pas de gateau
je n’ai pas de gateaux.

(3) Qui, who e’est, it is

de si, .such encore, still

ainsi que, as well as ni...ni, neither...nor
toujours, always Monsieur, Mr., sir

jamais, ever Madame, Mrs., madam

EXERCISE VII.

Translate into English :

1.

L’oncle de la bouch^re est un epicier
;
il a

beaucoup d’^piceries dans sa (his) boutique.
2. Que de farine le meunier de ma tante a !

3. La laiti^re a-t-elle des fromages a la creme ?

4. Elle n’a pas de fromages, mais elle a d’ex-
cellent beurre, da beurre frais et du beurre
mi-sel. 5. Etes-vous le neveu de la fruitiere
qui tient tant de fruits et de legumes a la halle?

6. Elle n’est pas ma tante
;

e’est la meuniere
qui est ma tante. 7. L’epiciere de mon parrain
vend de meilleur chocolat et de meilleur the
que (than) vous. 8. Oil trouve-t-on de si beau
lard et de si beau saindoux ? chez le boucher de
ma marraine. 9. Vous etes des enfants

;
on ne

vend pas de petrole et d’allumettes aux enfants.

10. Avez-vous beaucoup de poivre, de sel, et de
moutarde ? 11. Nous avons peu de poivre et

beaucoup de sel, mais nous n’avons point de
moutarde. 12. La niijce de la cuisini^re a
autant de bougies que (as) de chandelles

;
mais

elle n’a pas d’allumettes. 13. Jean a-t-il du
pain blanc ou du pain bis? 14. Il n’a ni pain
blanc ni pain bis ;

il a du pain noir et du petit-

lait. 15. La laitiere vend des oeufs et du
beurre

;
elle ne vend pas de chocolat. 16. On

trouve le chocolat ainsi que le caf6, le the,

I’huile et le vinaigre chez I’epicier. 17. Ils ont
de bon pain blanc, d’excellent beurre frais, et

de gros oeufs. 18. J ’achate peu de lard, encore
moins de saindoux, mais beaucoup de beurre.

19. Madame Durand, avez-vous des cotelettes de
veau, des cotelettes de mouton, et des rognons
d’agneau ? 20. Combien de chandelles as-tu ?

Je n’ai gu6re de chandelles, mais j’ai beaucoup
de bougies.

EXERCISE VIII.

Put into French :

—

1. I have vinegar; thou hast oil; he has
salt

;
she has pepper. 2. John has good vine-

gar
;
Jane has excellent {excellente) oil

;
the

butcher has good salt; we have better pepper.

3. You have fresh butter
;

they have stale

bread
;
Mr. and Mrs. Durand have rolls

;
the

fruiterer and the fraiterer’s wife have powdered
butter. 4. Have I more beef than Louisa ?

Hast thou enough mutton ? Has he less pork
than Paul? Has Mr. Dupont as many cutlets

as {que) Mrs. Durand ? 5. We have fewer eggs
than the miller, but the miller has fewer cream
cheeses than we have. 6. You have no meat;
they have no beef; the relations have no
bread

;
the children have no cakes. 7. Jane is

not the sister of a man who sells beef and
mutton. 8. How much pork and bacon ? 9.

Have you any lard, Mrs. Durand ? Yes, sir.

10. I buy veal cutlets (cutlets of veal, no article

before veal) at Mrs. Dupont’s, never at my
cousin Jane’s butcher’s. 11. Paul keeps always
more butter and eggs than the dairywoman.
12. Mr. Dupont, my father’s baker, keeps no
stale bread {ne tientpas de)

;
his bread is always

new. 13. Is meal fiour ? (the meal is he some
flour ?) Yes, it is (it is some flour). 14. The
cook buys {ach'ete) biscuits at the confectioner’s.

15. My baker sells more rolls and cakes than
bread and fiour (of bread and of flour). 16.

Who sells yeast ? Does the baker sell yeast ?

(the baker sells he yeast?) The baker does

not sell any yeast. 17. Has the brewer any
fresh butter and salt butter from my_ dairy-

woman ? 18. He has neither {il n'a ni) fresh

butter nor salt butter; he has eggs. 19. The
child has too much (too much, one word) mus-
tard and too little (too little, two words) salt.

20. Have you vegetables enough ? I have vege-

tables enough, but I have too few (too few, two
words) fruits.
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V.

It remained to be ascertained how far the planets

were from the sun. We have already seen how
the early astronomers found out the distance

of the moon by determining its
Distance of the pa rallax^ or apparent change in

p ane s.
position when it was seen from

opposite sides of the diameter of the earth.

FIG. 10.—At^UAKIUS.

They tried to ascertain the distance of the
planets by the same method, but soon found
that these latter did not appear to sensibly
alter their places when thus observed. It
was evident, therefore, that the planets were
much more distant than the moon, and that
it would require a much greater change of

FIG. 11.—CAPKICOENUS.

place than one diameter of the earth to see
any change in the place of the planets. This
change they found in the motion of the earth,
as we shall see.

Let tig. 18 represent the orbit of the earth
and a portion of the orbit of the planet Jupiter.
Let a and h be the position of the earth on its

orbit on two days, with an interval of two
months between them

;
and on the first day let

the position of Jupiter be marked by 2, so that

on the second day Jupiter will have advanced

I

in its orbit to 3. Now, as the stars are so

distant that they always appear in the same
direction, the stars ij k in the direction 12 3

on the first day will seem in the direction 3 4 6

on the second day. Evidently, therefore, in-

stead of the planet Jupiter seeming to move
onwards from the star j to the star /<;, as it

would do were the earth stationary at a, it will

seem to move backwards to the star i. Jupiter,

in fact, on the second day will seem to be
behind its proper place by the distance between
3 and 5 (or 1 and 3), and by geometry this

distance will be equal to the distance between

FIG. 12.—ARIES.

a and Z», through which the earth has moved

.

Now, by geometry we know how far otf this

distance between a and h must be placed to

make it look as large as the angle between 3

and 5, an angle in the case of Jupiter of about

13°, so that this distance will be the distance of

the orbit of Jupiter from the orbit of the earth.

It is just 4^ times the length of the distance

FIG. 13.—GEMINI.

between a and h, so that the distance of 4 from
h (or of 2 from a) will be 4^ times the distance

of a from h. From geometry we learn that as

the sun moves nearly 60° in two months, the
distance between a and h must be nearly equal
to the distance of the earth and sun, so that from
the orbit of the earth to the orbit of Ju})iter is

nearly 4^ times the distance of the earth from
thesun, and the distance of the orbit of Jupiter
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from the sun must be a little less than5| times

the distance of the earth from the sun.

In this manner astronomers were able to fix

the distance of these three superior planets

from the sun. They found them to be

—

Mars, 1 53 times that of the earth, or nearly lb
Jupiter, 5'20 ,, „ ,, 5^
Saturn, 9’5i ,, „ ,, 9b
We learn, therefore, that the position and

Geocentric and planets, as seen

heliocentric from the earth, differ from what
position of the they would be if seen from the

planets. sun
;
the former are said to be

their geocentric position, and the other their

FIG. 14.

—

LEO.

heliocentric position, and astronomers, in study-
ing the motion of the planets, have to reduce
their geocentric to their heliocentric position
by means of trigonometry.

It was not long before they learnt that the
planets appear to move round the sun at times
quicker than at others, just in the same way as
the sun seems to move quicker in winter than
in summer, because the earth so moves. They

FIG. 15.—SAGITTARIUS.

were able to ascertain the exact part of the
heavens where the planets moved fastest and
that where they moved slowest, and they found
that these places remained fixed, and did not
alter as in the case of the moon.
About the physical nature of the planets

astronomers then knew nothing,but by analogy
they supposed they were spherical bodies like
the earth.

The planets Mercury and Venus were termed
VOL. I.

the inferior planets, because they lay between
the earth and the sun, and were never seen very
far from him, appearing at one time on the

west of the sun and visible only at sunrise, and
at others appearing on the east of

the sun and to be seen solely at Inferior planets,

sunset. Occasionally, Venus became so bright
that astronomers could see her in broad day-
light, but this was not commonly the case. It
was easy to determine the distances of these
inferior planets from the sun, by merely seeing
what was the greatest angular distance they
appeared on either side of him, and by means
of geometry they at once found out how far
the planet must be from the sun to make it

FIG. IG.—TAURUS.

appear at this angular distance. In this way
they found that Venus was never more than 48^

from the sun, and Mercury only 28°. Their
distances were therefore

—

Mercury, 0-44 times that of the earth, or nearly
Venus, 073 „ „ ,,

whilst the time they took to revolve once round
the sun was

—

Mercury—87 days 23 hours 15 minutes.
Venus—224 days 16 hours 49 minutes.

FIG. 17.—VIRGO.

Such, then, was the extent of the knowledge of

astronomy which we might have gained at the
beginning of the seventeenth century by study-
ing the work which had been accomplished by
our predecessors. All the more striking celestial

phenomena had been explained, and a good deal
had been learned about the distances and
motions of the planets

;
it being remembered

that, the telescope being unknown, all the

10
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observations had to be made bj the naked
eye, so that distances in the heavens of less

than 5' v^ere very difficult to see or measure.
Place a penny at the summit of a very lofty

house and look at it, and you will understand
that 6' is a very small quantity in the heavens.

FIG. 18 (see page 144).

Tables had been constructed from whence could
be taken the position of the Sun, Moon, and
Planets, but these tables gave places which
were often a whole degree out.

From a very early period the stars bad been
divided into different groups, or constellations

as they were called, each of these constellations

being supposed to represent some imaginary
figure, and bearing a special

The consteUa- j^ame. Thus the ecliptic, or ap-

parent path of the sun, was di-

vided into twelve constellations. These were
as follows, and the reader will find figures re-

presenting some of them on the two preceding
j

pages :— !

I. Aries, the Ram.
II. Taurus, the Bull.

III. Gemini, the Twins.
IV. Cancer, the Crab. Two of the stars in

this constellation were called by the

Romans Aselli, the Asses, and a nebu-
lous cluster close to them was known
as Praesepe, the Manger.

V. Leo, the Lion.
VI. Virgo, the Virgin.

VIT. Libra, the Balance.
VIII. Scorpio, the Scorpion.
IX. Sagittarius, the Archer.
X. Capricornus, the Goat.

XI. Aquarius, the Water-bearer.
XII. Pisces, the Fishes.

The remainder of the heavens was divided
into some thirty to forty constellations in a

very similar manner
;
but it is unnecessary to

reproduce these rough figures, which are now
practically obsolete.

The different stars were also classed into
magnitudes, the brightest being said to be of the
first magnitude, the next brightest of the second
magnitude; then came the third magnitude,
aud so on up to the sixth magnitude, which
are the faintest stars that can be seen with
the naked eye. A star of the first magnitude
is about twice and a half as bright as one
of the second magnitude—which is, in turn,
about twice and a half as bright as those of the
third magnitude. The stars which cannot be
seen by the naked eye, but which can be seen in

I
a telescope, are divided in the same way into
stars of the seventh, eighth, and ninth magni-
tude. Those of the. tenth and eleventh mag-
nitude are so faint that they require powerful
telescopes to see them.

Hipparchus and other astronomers had care-
fully determined the places of the stars in the

1

heavens by measuring their distances parallel
and perpendicular to the ecliptic

;
and these

distances they called the longitude and latitude
of the star. They measured the
longitude of the stars from the

,

Celestial

place where the ecliptic crossed
the equator, from the south to the
north

;
and this point was called the vernal

equinox. Before long they discovered that this

point was not fixed in the heavens, but slowly
moved backwards by 36" a year. This was
called the precession of the equinoxes. Sub-
sequently astronomers obtained a far more
accurate value of this quantity, Tycho Brahe
making it 51" per annum.

Studies on the Verb continued.

Reading and Translation.

II.

—

The Imperfect^ Perfect, and Pluperfect
Tenses.

^atte qe{lern cin 35uc^. ©le ^at
ich liat'-te gest'-errn ine hooch zee hat

einen Sling ge^abt. :Du fin^n 35ogeI
i'-nen ring gc-hapt' doo hast i'-nen fo-gel

gebabt. .3bi^ gebabt.
ge-hapt' earr liaht i'-nc fay'-der ge'-hapt

21?ein ^reunb ’ b^ii^ fine Ubt* ^I)er

mine froint hat'-te i'-ne oorr dare

3?ater bntte eine 2:o(bter. mein
fah'-ter hat'-te i'-ne toch'-ter hat mine

Gruber einen ©obn? (fr bnt niebt einen
hroo'-dcr i'-nen zone ayrr hat nicht i'-nen

^ebrer gebabt. Sir baben ba^ 3?ergnugen
lair'-er ge-hapt! veerr ha!-hen das ver-gnue'-gen

gebabt. Sir baben Grbbeeren in bem
ge-hapd veerr ha!-hen airt!-hair-ren in dame
@arten. Od; batte einen |)unb. <^einricb

garr'-ten ich hat'-te i'-nen liund Iline'-rich

batte niebt 3eit. 3abann batte ^eber unb
hat'-te nicht tsitc yo-hann' hat'-te fay'-der und
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2)mte; a’&er er ^aik fein papier,

din'-te ah'-her airr hat'-te Idne i^al-^eerr ich

I;abe eine U^x abet feincn ©cbtuffel.

ha'-be i'-ne oorr ah'ber hy'-nt^n shlues'-scl

|)at tot meine ^eber gebabt? Set
hat Karri my'-ne fay'-derr ge-habt' rairr

bat meinen 3^ 0(f? Sr b'at metnen Uber^
hat my'-nen rock airr hat my'-neri ue'heri

rodf gebabt. -fatten ©te ba^ 35ergnugen

rock ge-hapt hat'-ten zee dass ver-gnue'-gen

gebabt? flatten fie nicbt bie ^pfet, bie

ge-hap1f hat'-ten zee nicht dee aepp'-fel dee

Sirnen unb bie ^flaunten gepabt? So
heerr-nen und dee pfiow'-men ge-hapt! vo

bat er bag gebermeffer gepabt? Sr b^^t

)iat ayrr dass fay'-der-messer ge-hapt' ayrrhat

eg in bent @arten gebabt* ^art
ess in dame garr'-ten ge-hapt Karri hat' -tc

bag S3ucb geftern. |)einri^ beit b^wif*

dass booch gest'-ern ILine'-rich hat ess hoi'-te

^atte 3ob«nn eg nicbt gebabt? S^ein.

hatf-te yo-hann' css nicht ge-hapt' nine

©u b<ittefl bag ^ferb gebabt S)er 3)?ann

doo hat'-test dass 2fo,y'i'd ge'-hapt dare onann

bat 2:b(bter gebabt Sr b^^t eine 2:o^ter.

hat toech'-ter ge-hapt' ayrr hat i'-ne toch'-ter

2)ie ©(b)n)efter beit nicbt @etb. ©ie' b^it

dee shves'-ter hat nicht gelt zee hat

greunbe.

froin'-de.

VOCABULARY.
Singular. Plural.

©eftern/ yesterday.

guest!-errn
©er 9ting, the ring.

dare ring

©ie Ub^^ the clock, the
dee oorr [watch
ber ©obn, the son.

dare zone

bag 35 ergnugen, the pleasure bie 35ergnugungen^
dassfer-gnue'-gen dee fer-gnud-gun-gen

bie Srb^beere, the straw- bie Srb^beeren.
dee airrf-bair-re [berry

(literally “earth-berry”)
bag papier, the paper.

dass pa-peerr'

ber ©cbtuffet, the key.
dare shlues'-sel

bie 3tinge.

dee ring'-e

bie Ubren-
dee oorr'-en

bie ©bbne.
dee zoeh'-ne

dee airrd-bair-en

ber 3tocf, the coat.

dare rock

ber Stpfet, the apple.
dare app'-fel

bie Sirne, the pear.
dee beerr'-ne

bie 33flaume, the plum.
dee pjiow'-me
^art, Charles.
Karri

|)einricb, Henry.
lline'-rich

.Sobann, John.
Yo-hann'
Siber, but.

ah-bcrr

bie ^apiere.
dee pa-peerr'-c

bie ©(bluffet
dee shlues'-sel

bie 0tbcfe.

dee rgch'-e

bie ^pfet.
dee aepp'-fel

bie 33irnen.

dee beerr'-nen

bie 35ftaumen.
dee pjiow'-men

liber, over.

ne'-berr

So, where.

Ser, who (interrogative).

^ein, no (not any).
kinc

f)eute,^ to-day.
hoy -te

OBSEEVATION.3.

* Gestern is preserved in the Scottish ‘ yestreen.’
“ The word Saclc-uhr (bag-clock) or Taschen'-uhr

(pocket-clock) was formerly used for watch; now only
Uhr.

^ The plural of Vergniigen, Vergnilgungen, meaning
separate pleasures or diversions, is irregular.

* The 010 ijronounced as in ‘ now.’
® Jleute reminds us of the Latin hodie—as in Hodie

m'M, eras tibi, “To-day for me, to-mon’ow for thee.”
The German r somewhat rougher than the English.

English Version for correcting Translation

of the above.—I had yesterday a book. She
has had a ring (note the position of the past
participle gepabt at the end of the sentence).

Thou hast had a bird. Ye have had a pen.
(The 3bt for tbe second person plural is used
in speaking familiarly, where we should use

©U in speaking to one person.) My friend had
a watch. The father had a daughter. Has
my brother a son ? He has not had a teacher.

We have had the pleasure. We have straw-
berries in the garden. I had a dog. Henry
had not time. John had pen and ink

;
but he

had no paper. I have a watch, but no keys.

Has Charles had my pen ? Who has my coat ?

He has had my overcoat. Had you had the

pleasure ? Had they not had the apples, the
pears, and the plums ? Where has he had the

penknife ? He has had it in the garden.
Charles had the book yesterday, Henry has it

to-day. Had John not had it? No. Thou
hadst had the horse. The man has had
daughters. He has a daughter. The sister

has not money. She has friends.

Note.—The sentences in the foregoing paragraph,
after being used for correcting the German translation,
should be written out, as before, from memory, and
compared with the German. This remark applies to
all future exercises arranged in the same manner.

Heat, while serving to promote the dissolu-

tion of the constituents of a compound, is, as

already stated, itself one of the

invariable results of chemical ac-

tion. The heat thus generated is

proportionate to the energy with
which one element unites with
another. In cases of strong

chemical affinity this energy is

often sufficiently great to give

rise to actual combustion or burn-

ing. All chemical action may
therefore be regarded as a form
of combustion, while combustion
itself may be defined to be rapid

chemical action attended by the

evolution of light and heat.

Heat and light have probably no
separate and distinct existence :

“ ’

what has been said of the one coxstrttctiox
is applicable to the other

;
and op a

it can be proved, moreover, that c^xdle flaue.

they are susceptible of being mutually con-
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verted into one another : light may become

T • j v i.
beat, or heat may become light,

light and heat,
truth, but a different

manifestation of the same force or energy, or,

as Tyndall graphically puts it, * Light is visible

heat.” The light accompanying heat may, at

first, be too feeble to affect the senses
;
as the

temperature of the heated body rises, however, it

at first manifests itself as a ruddy glow, which
continues to increase until the point of white

heat or incandescence is reached. Flame may
be regarded as gas in a state of

Flame incan- incandescence. The iron nail,
descent gas. exposed to the action of

the elements, is gradually eaten to its core by
rust, or converted into its hydrated oxide, has

undergone a process strictly analogous to what
would have taken place had we made the nail

white hot and plunged it into a jar

of oxygen, the only difference being

that in the one case the same change
is effected in a few seconds which
in the other may take months or

even years.

To a person ignorant of the laws

governing the physical universe, com-
bustion must appear destruction in

the sense of annihilation.
Combustion substances burnt,
apparent

^yhether solid or liquid,
es rue ion.

(j|gr^ppea^j.Q(ja,ssuch,

—he can no longer handle them or

even see them
;
relying, therefore, on

the evidence of his senses alone, they

must appear to him to have alto-

gether ceased to exist. Having al-

ready affirmed combustion to be che-

mical action, it can hardly be neces-

sary for us to say that all bodies, in

the process of burning, undergo a
chemical change, of the nature of

which we shall now proceed to speak.

So far from anything being lost by
combustion, we shall find that some-
thing is actually gained by the process.

All substances ordinarily regarded
as combustible, and employed as such,

whether for the purpose of illumina-

tion, cooking, or warm-
Constitution of

combustible
ing our dwellings, are

substaaoes.
• compounds of hydrogen
and carbon. It is true

DAW S SAFETY LAMP.

they may, and often do, contain other elements,

but it will be sufficient for our purpose to remem-
ber that these are always present. Hydrogen is

an invisible gas, and the lightest of all the ele-

ments, while carbon is known to all as charcoal or

lampblack. The only form of combustion that

w^e shall now speak of, therefore.
Hydro-carbon gj g hydrocarbon corn-
compounds.

g^g
which is distilled from it, oil, wax, tallow,

spirit, etc. These bodies, whether existing in

the form of a solid, a liquid, or a gas, all con-
tain hydrogen and carbon in a state of chemical
union. In the process of combustion these

elements part company or are chemically dis-

sociated from one another, and each unites, in
turn, with the oxygen of the air to form two
new compounds—water being formed in the one

case, and carbon dioxide or carbonic acid
gas in the other. Perhaps it

will be asked, firstly, how can Products of

this be proved to be the case ? and,
secondly, what becomes of these two compounds
which are constantly being given off as long as
combustion is in progress '/ The answer to the
latter question is, each one mingles with the
atmosphere in the form of an invisible gas.

The carbonic acid gas, thus generated, being
wholly unfit for respiration, tends to render the
air impure. Hence the necessity for perfect
ventilation in all buildings where large num-
bers of persons are assembled, or where any
considerable quantity of a hydrocarbon com-
pound is being consumed, whether for the
purpose of heating or illumina-

tion, the results of vital action or N®cessity for

breathing being in such
ventilation,

a case precisely analogous to those
of combustion. The former question
may be answered by means of an
apparatus especially adapted for the
purpose, whereby the whole of the
products of combustion can be col-

lected in the foi-m of water and car-

bon dioxide, and can be shown to

weigh considerably more, owing to

the addition of the new element oxy-
gen, than did the original hydrocar-
bon compound before passing through
the wondrous alembic of the flame.

Without the aid of any seientific appa-
ratus, however, any one may satisfy

himself as to the nature of the change
that takes place in combustion if he
does but give heed to the fact that
when a cold glass chimney is first

placed over the flame of a newly
kindled lamp it is bedewed with mois-
ture, as though it had been breathed
on : could the glass be now kept quite
cold, it would soon drip with water,
but of course it becomes too hot in a
few seconds to condense the invisible

water-gas any longer.

The presence of the
other element, carbon,
which is only given forth into the
atmosphere after it has become an
invisible gas by its union with oxy-
gen, maybe demonstrated byholding a

cold plate in the flame of a candle or gas-burner,
when we shall And that substance deposited on
its surface in the form of lampblack. By in-

troducing a cold body into the flame we lower
the temperature below the point at wliich flame
can exist, which is that of incandescence or

white heat
;
hence perfect combustion can no

longer take place, and the carbon is deposited
in the solid form. Whenever a lamp smokes,
therefore, or gives forth unconsumed carbon,
it is a proof of a partial combustion only, which
must be remedied if we would enjoy the full

benefit of the light which the flame is calculated

to afford us.

Flame being, as we have already stated, gas
in a state of incandescence, it follows that
before combustion can take place the sub-

stance to be burnt must be converted into the
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converted

into gas.

form of gas. Oil, wax, tallow, or even spirit,

does not burn as such : sufficient heat mfust

first be applied to convert a portion of it into

a gas
; hence the difficulty that is

Substances experienced in first lighting a
candle or a lamp whose wick is

saturated with oil or congealed
tallow, while melted tallow or oil dropped
upon the flame will at once extinguish it.

Every candle or lamp, while burning, may
therefore be regarded as a small gas factory.

The wick is composed of vegetable fibres, every
one of which is in reality tubular, and draws
up the melted tallow or oil by capillary attrac-

tion, while the heat of the flame converts it

into gas. If the flame, say of a candle, be
carefully examined, it will be found to consist

of three distinct portions. (See illustration

_ on p. 147). The interior consists
of a conically-shaped hollow (A)
filled with the unburnt gas given

off by the wick, sur-

rounded by a lumi-
nous envelope (b),

which is the illu-

minating portion of

the flame
;

this is

finally surrounded by
a non-luminous flame
(c), which is the
area of perfect com-
bustion. If a small
tube be introduced
into the hollow core
of a flame, the gas
with which it is

filled will escape
through the tube,

and may be ignited
at the end. A small
quantity of gun-
powder may even be
placed in the middle
of the flame, and
combustion allowed
to go on all round
powder to explode.

THE BLOWPIPE

it without causing the
The inner or luminous

flame,not being in direct contact with the oxy-
gen of the air, does not effect a perfect com-
bustion of the substance burnt: this is only
accomplished by the outer non-luminous flame,
through the medium of which a perfect chemi-
cal union with the oxygen takes place.
We commenced our definition of the theory

of combustion by describing it as rapid chemi-
cal action

;
we have now shown the nature of

that action to be the oxidization of each of
the elements of the compound burnt. It must

be perfectly evident, therefore,
Combustion of
a hydrocarbon
compound.

that the combustion of a hydro-

place in the presence of oxygen,
and it is because the air contains this gas that
it mil support combustion. A fire burns more
briskly if we blow it, because we direct a
current of fresh air through the centre of it

;

and combustion is gi’catly stimulated if we
plunge the burning substance into a jar of
pure oxygen. On the other hand, the flame of
a taper is soon extinguished if we cover it with

a glass beU jar, so as to exclude the air. It

ceases to burn as soon as it has consumed the
whole of the oxygen by which it is surrounded

;

and the gases that remain—nitrogen and car-

bonic acid—will neither support

combustion nor vitality. Life has
often been compared, figuratively,

to a flame, but in truth there is a deeper mean-
ing in the simile than at first sight appears.

The phenomena of vital action present many
points of striking analogy with those of com-
bustion, and it may safely be averred that an
atmosphere in which a light is extinguished is

one which is unfit for respiration, and in which
life therefore cannot exist.

From what we have said of the structure of

flame it must be evident that, if we bring a
current of air into contact with the flame sur-

rounding the hollow that exists in its centre,

we shall cause the combustion to be much more
perfect. It is because the inner flame is not in

direct contact with
the oxygen of the
air that its powers
of combustion are
imperfect. This de-
ficiency would there-

fore be supplied. At
the same time, inas-

much as the lumi-
nosity of a flame is

to be ascribed, in a
great measure, to the
presence in it of

solid unburnt though
incandescent matter,

it follows that the
tendency of such an
arrangement would
be greatlyto diminish
its light-giving pro-

perties. This is ex-

emplified in the case

of a Bunsen burner,

by means of which
a current of air is introduced into the heart

of the flame, and thus greatly promotes com-
bustion while diminishing the light-giving

quality of the flame. The flame
,

,

of the blowpipe, which can be
blowpipe,

brought to bear in any given direction, ' by
sending a curi’ent of air through the heart of

a flame by means of a slender tube of metal
held in the mouth of the operator, can be
shovrn to consist of two portions—the re-

ducing flame, in which there is a deficiency of

oxygen, and the oxidizing flame, in which
there is an excess of oxygen.
The combustibility of any body may be re-

garded as being in inverse ratio to the chemical
affinity of its constituent elements for one
another—that is to say, the more feeble the

bond by which they arc held together, the

more readily do they part company when ig-

nited, and combine with the oxygen of the air.

The most highly combustible substances (those

whose entire volume is instanta-

neously or almost instantaneously
converted into tlie results of
combustion) are termed explosive. In the case
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of gunpowder we have an example of intense

combustion converting in an almost incalcu-

lably brief space of time a solid body into

different compound gases occupying many
hundred times its own bulk. For combustion

of anykind, however, whether gradual or rapid,

to be possible, atmospheric air or free o^gen
must be present

;
and the highly

Xight explosive light carburetted hydro-

gen or “ fire-damp ” of our coal
y ogen.

^vould extinguish a flame, as

effectually as water, in the absence of oxygen.

When mixed, however, with a sufficient quantity

of atmospheric air to determine its perfect com-
bustion, it constitutes the principal source* of

danger to which our mines are exposed. Like

all hydrocarbons, its combustion is attended

by the formation of water gas and carbonic

acid gas, or “choke-damp”; and when the

latter suffocating gas is generated in large

quantities, it sometimes proves more disastrous

in its effects than the actual explosion.

Various expedients have at different times

been adopted to guard against this ever-present

danger, the most effectual being
The safety- ^gg g£ ^]^g go-called “safety-

lamp.” Of this there are several

modifications— differing but little in principle,

however
;

it will be sufficient, therefore, if we
describe the best known among them, which
bears the name of its inventor. Sir Humphrey
Davy. (See illustration on p. 148.) This

consists of an ordinary oil lamp, whose sides,

instead of being glass or any other transparent

material, are composed of what is termed
wire gauze—that is to say, a kind of tissue

woven of very fine iron wire, leaving very
minute openings or interstices between its

strands. Its general form is cylindrical
;
and

the top and bottom, which are made of iron,

are connected by upright rods of the same
metal. The air iiecessaiy to support the com-
bustion of the flame can enter through the

meshes of the wire, and the products of com-
bustion find egress by the same means. The
explosive gas may, of course, in like manner
find its way into the interior of the lamp, and
burn there, but only in such very small quan-
tities as to be unattended with danger

;
while

the flame, being unable to pass through the

wire gauze, cannot come into contact with any
large volume of the gas. Used with due pre-

caution, this apparatus forms the most efficient

safeguard that can be placed in the hands of

the miner. It only remains for us now to ex-

plain the principle of its construction. We
have already described flame to be gas in a
state of incandescence, and we have shown
that if we introduce any cold foreign substance
into the flame it w'ill lower the temperature
below the point at which gas can exist as

flame, and that combustion will cease. In like

manner the wire gauze conducts away the
heat from the flame so rapidly, should it come
into contact with it, that its temperature will

be lowered to sueh a degree that it can no

KEY C.
1

d : m
1
s : d*

|

r‘ : —
[

d‘

longer exist as flame, and cannot therefore

pass thi'ough it. Any one may satisfy himself

of the truth of this by holding a piece of wire

gauze of the necessary fineness over the flame

of a lamp or candle, when he will find that the

flame wdll not pass through its meshes. If

held at the distance of an inch or two above a

jet from which the gas is escaping, the latter

may actually be ignited above the wire gauze

while there is no combustion below. The pro-

tecting medium of the safety-lamp may even

become red-hot without giving rise to any ex-

plosion. Should this occur, how'ever, it would

be well for the miner to extinguish his lamp,

as it would be a sign that the fatal fire-damp

was present in large quantities, and if the

temperature of the wire gauze were to rise to a

white heat it would be sufficient to kindle the

gas and cause an explosion.

V.

TPIE SECOND STEP IN SINGING,

Eveey practice should be preceded by exercise

in full and deep breatlfing. The singer must
learn to let out breath gradually. Let a tone
be then sounded in the medium part of the
voice, and held on as long as it can _ ,

.

possibly be done. The rush of exeSSe.^
superfluous breath should never
be heard. It spoils the tone, and makes it

hoarse instead of ringing and clear. What is

known to voice trainers as “ attack ” should
also be studied. Each tone must
begin with a sharp and definite

Attack,

impression on the ear. There must be no jerk

or strain, but, on the other hand, there must
be no squeezing of the voice. Try to make
pure tone at once. It cannot be pure tone if,

holding your hand before your mouth, you
feel a rush of air. The syllable Iwo, used to

commence tones, has a wonderful effect upon
the voice. It causes the vocal cords to open
promptly, and strengthens them. With this

should be alternated the broad Italian syllable

laa. Let the following exercise be used for

voice training, and sung before every practice :

—

KEY C. d m s d* s m d
First let it be sung to laa, and afterwards to

Iwo, in the latter case striking each
tone four times. The effect will Comic but

be comic, but the great value of

the exercise makes it essential.

Two new tones must now be studied—Ray
and Te (initials r and t). Ray stands between
Doh and Me, and Te between Soh
and the Boh above. The exercise ^^
which follows may be verified by reference to

the piano, which gives these tones rather better

than it gives Soh or Me :

—

— Id :m (s :d>
I

t*
[

d‘ —
II
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The imagination may help the self-teacher if

he tries to think of Ray as the Eousing, or,

when low in pitch, the Prayerful tone
;
and of

Te as the Piercing tone, or, as it is often

called, “ the tone sensible." In our manual
signs the open hand with spread fingers and
palm facing outwards rejjresents i?«y, and the

forefinger pointing upwards represents Te.
Note that Soli Te Ray'^ form a major common
chord, having exactly the same “nearest
relations of three tones” which Doh Me Soh
have.

The following is an exercise upon the tones
now learnt. It should be sung frequently ;

—

KEY F.

{ I

d : s^
I

m : d

{ I
s, : r

I
ti : s,

Chord

1
r : tj

I

d :

I

Dj ; m
I

d : Sj

Exercise.

I

s : m
I

d : m

1
Si : s

I
m : d

I

r :s, Is, }

Id :t, Id
II

We return fora moment to the subject of Time.

In music of a quicker speed than that we have
noticed, two two-pulse measures

Four-pulse and often turned into one four-
sxx-pulse

pulse measure, in the middle of
measures.

is an accent neither strong

nor weak, called therefore medium. Analogous
to this in speech are the words “momentary,”
“ planetary,” etc. Similarly, two three-pulse

measures are turned into one six-pulse measure,
having in its middle part a medium accent.

Analogous to this are the words “ spirituality,”

“immutability,” etc. The sign for a medium
accent is a slwrt upright line.

'A silentpulse is indicated by the absence of

a note
;
the space in front of its

Silent pulses, accent-mark stands empty.

A pulse is divided into quarters by placing
a comma (,) between the accent
mark and the point which divides ^Irisions of

it into halves. ^

The exercises which follow include the new
points just explained. In practising them the
student, if he lias no teacher, should correct

himself by using a metronome or time measurer,
such as is sold at the music shops. The ticks

of an old-fashioned eight-day clock will serve
for this purpose. Each tick be-
gins a pulse, so that a two-pulse Time,

tone lasts during two ticks, while half-pulse

I

tones are two to a tick. Time is to many

I

singers the most troublesome part of musical
study, and accuracy in first exercises is highly

1
important.

Four-pulse Measure.

KEY D. id :r|m :dj8 :mlr : — Id ;r|m :s|m trjd :

—

* 1 I 1

:4

zr

Six-pulse Measure.

KEY F. Is : m : d
1
r : : Sj

-^4

: m : d
I

r ;— : d

^5^

V.

During his residence in the Wartburg, Luther
was troubled at times with fits of despond-
ency

;
and he was induced at last to leave his

Patmos by intelligence that convinced him of

the approach of troublous times. Among the
reformers at Wittenberg Dr. Carlstadt had
distinguished himself by zeal without discre-

, .
tion. Unfixed in principles, and

F^aticwm of extravagant in imagination, Carl-

stadt was far more able to pull
down than to build up. Luther, whose turn of
mind was conservative, and who wished only
to remove what he considered as blemishes and

excrescences in the Church, heard with deep
displeasure that Carlstadt had joined the fana-

tical “prophets of Zwickau,” and was preaching

a crusade against church ceremonies, and es-

pecially against pictures and images in churches.

The Zwdekau prophets and their followers,

ignorant and violent men, did not, like Luther
and his compeers, aim at a reformation of the

existing Church by improvement in its services

and doctrines—but looked forward to the for-

mation of a visionary community of saints, the

gathering together of an elect congregation

from among the ruins of the old Church, a
brotherhood whose vocation it should be to

prepare the world for the advent of the millen-

nium or the thousand years of Christ’s visible

rule on earth. The idea that a sacrament with-
out faith had no significance induced them to

reject infant baptism, substituting for it the

baptism of adults,—whence their name Ana-
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baptists. With regard to the Eucharist espe-

cially, Carlstadt’s teachings were

> V 1- i.
entirely opposed to those of

Anabaptists.
Luther. As the doctrines of the

anabaptists became more generally diffused,

they developed into new and in many cases

extravagant regulations; and various sects arose,

among whom community of goods, the renun-
ciation of civil dignities, and the prohibition
of war and of the use of weapons was general.

In one sect, characterized by wild excesses

—

that of Munster—a j^erverted application of

patriarchal usages to modern times led to the
sanctioning of polygamy

;
but this was an ex-

ceptional case, not followed by the mass of the
anabaptists. Then it was that Luther raised

his voice most impressively against the extra-
vagant, unwarrantable spirit of innovation
that e^ibited itself in the indiscriminate de-

struction of church
property, and similar

freaks of fanaticism.
“ Do notconvertliberty
into violence,” he
solemnly warned his

hearers in his daily
sermons at Witten-
berg, whither he had
hurried to put an end
to the confusion.
ISIothing can come

of violence and tyranny
but pretence, outward
show, and the aping of
religion. Let us first

seek to move the heart.

Whereverthe heart and
the mind of all are not
moved, there leave it

to God
;
ye cannot do

any good.” He wished
the Keformation to

develope itself gra-

dually and peacefully
;

for he w'as not a man
“ given to change,” nor
did he advocate the
abolition of anything
not manifestly con-
trary to Holy Writ,
sure his wishes were
became the centre of the intellectual activity
of Gennany

;
and Luther dwelt there in safety,

though Adrian VI., the new pope, vehemently
demanded that the Edict of Worms against
him and his followers should be carried into
effect. The Humanists, or promoters of edu-
cation, and all the educated youth of

Gei-many, were loudly in favour
Pryessofthe^f Keformation, which they

onna on.
considered as a struggle for the

religious and |oolitical freedom of their country.
The translation of the Bible, begun at the
Wartburg, was published in a complete fonn
in 1.534

;
even in the literature of the people, in

the popular songs and satirical lampoons that
circulated in taverns and at fairs, the oppo-
nents of the movement were turned into ridi-

cule
; and Hans Sachs, the cobbler bard ” of

Nuremberg, greeted Luther by the title of the

IHE BIBLE OF THE EEFOEMATIOX.

And in a great mea-
fulfilled. Wittenberg

“ Nightingale of Wittenberg, that announced
the coming of spring.” The Elector of Saxony
and the resolute and energetic

Philip of Hesse had been the first The Refor-

of the German princes to adopt
the Keformation and its pnnci-Genni princes,
pies

;
various other potentates

now joined the movement, and thus the Re-
formation spread onward and upward in Ger-
many from the hearth to the throne. Among
the citizens especially, and pre-eminently in

the imperial free cities, the Eefonnation was
universally popular. A national hymnary lent its

aid to the cause,—many a secular tune, familiar

in the mouths of the people, being wedded to

a sacred text, and sung in the churches by the
congregations, who refused longer to remain
silent spectators of a mass performed in an
unknown tongue. Thus, to the tune of the old

popular song, “Stras-

burg, I must forsake
thee,” was sung the
hymn “ My God, ITl

ne’er forsake Thee,”
and the hymns of the
old Saxon Sternholds ”

served to rouse a fer-

vent and even a fierce

enthusiasm in the heart
of Gei-many. Luther
himself contributed
some noble songs to
the German hymnary,
notably the noble lyric

which quickly became
the rallying song of

his followers, breath-
ing the very spirit

of the strength in

which they fought

:

Ein’ feste Burg ist

unser Gott, Ein’ gute
Wehr und Waffen”
(Our God He is a for-

tress strong, A good
defence and weapon).
Adrian VI., a re-

forming pope, anxious
to abate simony, the

sale of indulgences, and the other scandals
of the Church, died after a short tenure of
power

;
and in his successor, the Medicean

Clement VII,, the Reformation
found an astute, energetic and Clement yn.

unwearied opponent. Through i^oraa^n.
his influence the rulers of Austria
and Bavaria, in conjunction with the ma-
jority of the bishops of Southern Germany,
entered into the confederation of Ratisbon,
binding themselves to resist the introduction
of the Wittenberg innovations in their lands,
John “the Constant,” of Saxony, and Philip
“ the Magnanimous,” of Hesse, replied by the
counter confederation of Torgau, whereby
certain princes and imperial cities pledged them-
selves to united action in opposing every attack
on the freedom of the gospel. They pressed for
a conference at Speyer. The Emperor Charles
at first forbade the meeting; but afterwards,
when the affairs of Italy had induced him to
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quarrel with the pope, he consented to it.

This division in Germany, at so important
a crisis, was fraught with lamentable conse-

quences to the peace and progress of the
nation.

Those who looked with distrust and even
with hatred upon the Eeformation, as subver-

sive of legitimate authority and
The peasant established order of things,

confirmed in their opposi-
tion by the events of the Peasant

War. The condition of the peasantry had been
growing worse for the last century, and at
length became unendurable. In the frequent
wars between the princes and lords, the peasant
was “ between hammer and anvil,” plundered
and oppressed by both the contending sides.

Serfdom in its heaviest form,—increase of taxa-
tion to support the growing luxury of courts
and palaces, denial of justice by the courts.

Muller of Bulgenbach, a discharged soldier,

and Thomas Miinzer, a fanatic anabaptist,

went from place to place, stirring up the people
and preaching the coming of a heavenly king-
dom on earth, where rich and poor were to be
equal, and there were to be no distinctions of

rank. Hans Muller’s followers displayed a
charter of twelve articles which they swore to

maintain with the sword : abolition of serfdom,
relief from the grievous burden of taxes, and
the free preaching of the gospel, were the chief

points on which they insisted. Through Fran-
conia, and to the Odenwald and the Neckar,
the insurrection was soon raging. George
Metzler, a tavern-keeper, as ignorant and des-

perate as Jack Cade, was here the leader of the

movement. Into Swabia, Alsace and Thuringia
the conflagration spread

;
and the recklessness

and ferocity of the peasants increased with
their temporary successes. They put to death

LUTHER AND HIS WIFE.

where the influence of the nobles and knights
was paramount, and the peasant was considered
barely law-worthy,—at last drove the unhappy
labourers to insurrection. They began to as-

semble in tumultuous masses, and to form armed
confederations. So long as these movements
were partial, and confined to certain localities,

they were easily put down
;
but when with the

Reformation the general cry for freedom and
independence echoed through Germany, the
peasants, who imagined “ evangelical freedom”
was to take the form of exemption from all

kinds of imposts and taxes, began to assemble
in more formidable numbers and with a more
definite purpose.

After smouldering for more than two years,
the flames of revolt at length burst forth simul-
taneously in various parts of Germany, in 1625.
In Southern Germany Balthasar Hubmaier of
Ingolstadt, a preacher and professor, Hans

the nobles who, like Count Helfenstein of

Weinsberg, had resisted them.

Miinzer, who was revered as a pro- Outrages by

phet in Miihlhausen, declared he ® p€asantry.

had girded himself with the sword of Gideon to

establish a millennium, and incited his followers

to destroy castles, convents, and even churches.

Nor did the insurgents lack leaders of some
skill and experience. Godfrey of Berlichingen,

with the iron hand, Florian Geyer, and, at the

earlier period of the movement, Francis of

Sickingen, the most renowned of the fi’ce

knights of Germany, favoured the movement,
and put themselves at its head : and not a few
of the smaller towns, which often suffered from

the exactions of the iiTesponsible nobles, were
on the same side. Luther had at first en-

deavoured to control the outbreak, preaching

moderation to both parties, rebuking the nobles

for their tyranny and the peasants for their
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turbulence. But when rapine and homicide
disgraced the cause, he was deeply grieved
that such deeds should be associated with
religion. “ Be ye in the right as much as

ye may,” he says in his Adunsnitwri to Peace,
“ yet it becometh not Christians to quarrel and
to fight, but to suffer wrong and bear evil.”

“ Their doings and their victories cannot last

long,” he declared
;
and at length wrote vehe-

mently against ‘‘ the robbing and murdering
peasants.” The general alarm excited by the
outrages of the peasants produced a powerful
coalition of the princes and nobles of Germany
against them. Plulip of Hesse and John of

tSaxony led an aimy against the insurgents of

Thuringia, scattered the undis-
Theiru^r ciplined hordes of rustics at

* Frankenhausen, tortured Thomas
Munzer to death at Miihlhausen, and massacred
numbers of the “ prophet’s ” deluded followers.

A BEXEDICTINE MONK.

Duke Antony of Lorraine killed seventeen
thousand peasants in defiance of a proclaimed
armistice. George of Frundsberg scattered the
bands in the Black Forest, and the fugitives

were hunted down like wild beasts
;
and in-

creased burdens and still more cruel oppression
marked the revenge of the angiy nobles, who
vowed that they would chastise with scorpions
those whom their fathers had chastised with
whips. Cruel and indiscriminate executions
stmck terror into the hearts of the discomfited
insurgents. Many blooming districts had been
converted into deserts

;
and the vengeance of

the enraged proprietors was especially directed

against the Lutherans, who were unjustly
charged with having been the cause of the
revolt, although the earlier confederations of

peasants—for instance, that of “ Poor Conrad ”

—had preceded the Lutheran movement.

Luther’s marriage, vi 1525, with Catharina
von Bora, who had been a nun,
while he himself had been a I<uther’s

monk, was looked ujmn by his

opponents as another open defiance of the

Komish Church.

Multiplication (continued).

Note .—The following explanation, which is

in principle the same as that we have already
given, will perhaps help the student to under-
stand more fully the reason of the rule for

multiplication.

Since 154 = 4 -f- 50 100, 154 times
372 = 4 times 372+50 times372-}-100 times 372

1488

1488
18600
37200

= 57288

214
306

1284
C420

65484

+ 18600 + 37200.
Thus we see that instead of

multiplying by 50 and 100, we
need only multiply by 5 and 1,

provided we shift the second pro-

duct one place to the left, and
the third product two places, as

explained above.

Illustration 3. Multiply 214 by 306.

Here, 214 multiplied by 0 = 1284
214 „ „ 0= 0

since any number multiplied by
0 gives 0 as the product,

and 214 multiplied by 3 = 642
And according to the rule, the

second product is to be placed so
that its units come under the

tens of the first product
;
and units of the third

product must be placed under hundreds of the
first product. Hencewe may write them as above.
Note 1.—If multiplier or multiplicand, or

both, end with 0, or several O’s, we may omit
them in the working, provided we remember
to place on the right hand of the product so
found as many O’s as we omitted from the
end of multiplier or multiplicand or both.
Example ; Multiply 1200 by 40.

Omitting the two O’s of the 1200, and the
one 0 of 40, we have

12 X 4 = 48, .-. 1200 X 40 = 48000.
The student may satisfy himself both of the

truth of this and of the explanation of it, by
working at full length according to the rule.

Note 2.—The correctness of all results in mul-
tiplication may be tested by using the multi-
plicand as multiplier and the multiplier as
multiplicand. If the result so found is the
same as the original one, it is probably correct.

Note 3.—If more than two numbers have to be
multiplied together, as 3 X 5 X 6, it is called

continued multiplication. We say 3x5 = 15,

.*. 3x5x6 = 15x6 = 90. We shall evidently
obtain the same result whether we multiply a
number by 90 or by its factors 3, 5, and 6, in

continued multiplication.

For instance. 12 X 90 => 1080
;
and 12 X 3

X 5 X 6 = 36 X 6X 6 = 180 X 6 = 1080.
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Just in the same way and fer the same reason

we shall get the same result, whether we mul-
tiply 90 by 12, or by the factors of 12, i.e. by
3 and 4 ;

for 90 X 12 = 1080 ; and 90 X 3 X 4

= 270 X 4 = 1080.

Note 4.—The effect of annexing a cypher to a
number (i.e. writing 0 immediately to the right

hand of it) is to multiply the number by 10.

Thus, if I annex 0 to the number 75 I get 750,

which is ten times 75. The student may convince
himself that this is so by simply taking any
number and multiplying it by 10.

The reason of this is easily seen : for when
we annex a 0 to any number, we thereby shift

every figure of the number one place to the left,

so that what were units now represent tens,

tens represent hundreds, hundreds become thou-

sands, and so on : and since every figure now
represents ten times what it did before, the

whole number is ten times what it was.

Hence, as we have already observed (note 1),

if multiplier or multiplicand, or both, end
with a cypher or several cyphers, we omit
them in working, and simply annex to our
result so obtained as many O’s as we omitted.

For example, to multiply 2,50(1 by 31,000,

omit the two O’s of the multiplicand and the
three O’s of the multiplier : we have
25 X 31 = 775, 2,.500 X 31,000 = 77,500,000.
The following examples of multiplication

are worked out to familiarise the student with
the method.

Multiply 35 63 521
by 22 14 37

70 252 3647
70 63 1563

770 882 19277

Exercises and Problems in Multiplication.

1. (a) Multiply 42 53 86 72 88
bj 61 19 23 13 63

(J) Multiply 426 487 703 854 827
by 13 32 51 70 89

(u) Multiply 807405 957834 976450 897654
by 14 33 52 71

Answers :

{a) 2562, 1007, 1978, 936, 6.544.

(6) 6638, 15581, 35853, .59780. 7.3603.

(c) 11303670, 31608622, 60775400, 63733434.

2. Find the products in the following
cases :

—

{a) 457 X 234
;

674 X 246
;

827 X 495 ;

456 X 375
;
978 X 365.

(6) 764 X 374 ;
573 X 459

; 873 X 957
;

674 X 893; 467 x 658.
(c) 745 X 876; 798 X 974 ; 476 X 854

;

654 X 327
;
9.54 X 376.

Answers :
—

(rt) 106938, 165804, 409365, 171000, 356970.
{h) 285736, 263007, 835461, 601882, 300706.
(c) 662620, 777252, 406504, 213858, 368704.

3. Find the product of the sum and dif-
ference of 389 and 74 ;

of 876 and 92 ; of 17
and 3000

;
of 88 and 66.

Ans. 146846; 81312; 8999611
;
3388.

4. A man left by will

£1500 to each of his 7 sons
£ 750 „ „ 3 daughters
£ 100 „ „ 4 brothers
£ 50 „ ,, 10 cousins.

How much money did he leave altogether ?

Ans. £136.50.

5. A farmer buys 237 head of cattle at £25
a head, and sells them after some months for
£33 a head. How much did he gain on them ?

Ans. £1896.
6. If a man works 9 hours a day every day

in the year except Sundays, how many hours
will he work in 17 years ? What difference

would it make if he had only worked 5 hours
on Saturdays ?

Ans. (allowing for 4 leap years) 47926
hours ; difference 3536.

7. Supposing that there were in London
8,540 streets, in each of which there were 40
houses, and in each house 9 people, what
would be the population of London?

Ans. 3,074,400.

8. In the last problem, suppose that each
household consists of 4 adults and 6 children,

and that each adult spends £11 a year on
clothes, and each child £5 a year, what would
be the total expenditure on clothes in London ?

Ans. Adults £15,030,400.
Children £8,540,000.

£23,570,400.

9. A carriage wheel, 212 inches in circum-
ference, makes 1124 revolutions while the car-

riage runs along a road. How many inches
has the carriage travelled ? Ans. 238,288.

10. A man makes 23 strokes in one minute
with the handle of a pump which lifts 3 pints

of water at each stroke. How many pints will

he raise if he work uniformly for one hour ?

Ans. 4,140.

Simple Division.

Eejinition.—Simple Division is the method
of finding how many times one number is con-

tained in another

—

i.e. how many times a num-
ber can be subtracted from another number.
It is in fact a short way of repeatedly sub-
tracting one number from another.

The first number (which of course must be
the smaller of the two) is called the Divisor

;

the other number is called the Dividend
;
and

the number to be found is called the Quotient

(from the Latin qnoties, meaning “how
often”) because it answers the question how
often is the smaller number contained in the

larger? Thus, how often is 5 contained in

15 ? Answer : 3 times, because 5 can bo sub-

tracted 3 times over from 15. For if we
subtract 5 from 15, and then another 5 from
the remainder 10, and then a third 6 from
the remainder 5 there will remain nothing.

Therefore we say 5 is contained exactly 3 times

in 15. In this example 5 is the Divisor, 15 the

Dividend, and 3 the Quotient.

But it may happen that the Divisor is not
contained an exact number of times in the

Dividend. For instance 5 is contained only 3

times in 17, but there is a number remaining
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over, namely 2. In this case we say 5 is

contained 3 times in 15, leaving a remainder
2 over.

Now let ns take another example, and put
the same reasoning into slightly different

words.
Suppose I ask whether 28 can be divided into

a number of parts, each of which is 7, or how
many sevens are there in 28 ?

This is a question in Division
;
and the sim-

plest way to answer it—the way which would
probably suggest itself to one who knew no-
thing of the short cuts of division—would be to

subtract 7 from 28 as many times as possible
;

or in other words, to tell off 28 by sevens.

We should probably say 7 from 28 leave 21,

7 from 21 leave 14, 7 from 14 leave 7, 7 from 7
leave 0. We should thus find that by 4 sub-
tractions of 7 we exhaust the whole 28.

Arithmeticans express this by saying that 7

is contained 4 times in 28 ;
or that 28 divided

by 7 gives a quotient 4.

Now, in this example it happens that the
dividend, 28, is completely exhausted by 4 sub-
tractions. But if our dividend had been 30,

then 4 subtractions of 7 would have still left

a remainder 2. So that 30 divided by 7

gives a quotient 4 and a remainder 2.

Alffe.—The sign (the sign of division and
called “ divided by’’''), when placed between two
numbers, means that the left-hand number is

to be divided by the right-hand number (i.e.

the first number is to be a dividend, and the

second a divisor, and we are to find the
quotient). Thus, instead of saying, as above,
“ 28 divided by 7 gives a quotient 4 ” we can
express the same fact by writing 28 7 = 4.

N.B.—The student must make himself tho-
roughly at home in the multiplication table
before attempting division, as every step in*

division is done by the aid of multiplication.

Rules op Peonunciation.

The Simple Yowels {continued').

§ 24. a. /is pronounced like the English e in

she. It varies in quantity, being long in ride.,

wrinkle, tige., stalk, rive, lively
;
and more es-

pecially when it has the circumflex, as in abvme
(o.F. abisme) abyss

;
ile (o. F. isle), island; dime

(o. F. dixme or disme), tithe
;
nous jinhms, we

finished
;
qvUil Jinit, that he might "finish. On

the other hand, it is short in rite, rite, riche,

rich, il rira, he will laugh
;
mission, mission,

vif, lively. This point is more fully treated in

§29.
b. When i comes after a and e, it loses its

own sound (see §§ 31 and 36), which is restored
to it fully by the diaeresis (see § 7), and very
slightly in a liquid syllable. With o it forms

the diphthong oi, which is pronounced oua

:

the •• restores to each letter its original sound :

frere lai, lay brother {le), soeur laic, lay sister

{le)—laique, lay {Id-ic).

peine, pain {pene), reveil, awakening {vel)
;

in this liquid syllable the i is but slightly

audible and the I is mute
;
see § 53.

poll, animaTs hair

—

ail (o. F.) yes {6-il).

c. /loses its sound when it is followed by ?a

or n, with which it forms a nasal vowel (see

§ 43 &.) But i regains its original sound of the
English e whenever m and n are doubled, or
are followed by a vowel, or—in the case of in—
by an h mute :

impression {iin nasal), but immersion (ji-mer-

sion).

Iin, flax {in nasal), but inne, inborn {i-ne).

image, image {i-mazhe).

inhabile, unskilled {i-nabil).

ingenu, candid {in-zhenu).

inique, unjust {i-nik).

inherent, inherent {i-neran).

inhumain, barbarous {i-numain).

§ 25. a. 0 has an open sound like o in hot,

and a close sound like o in hole.

It is openaX, the beeinning of words :

—

oasis, cafib {6-uzts).

obole, mite f>b6le).

ode, ode {ode).

or, gold {or),

oolithe, oolite {b-Slite).

os, bone or bones (5).

oseraie osier plantation {ozere)

oseille, sorrel {ozeilV, sec § 53).

Yet odour, odour, oh ! oh ! oser, to dare, and
osier, wicker, have the long o.

b. 0, at the beginning or in the body of a
word, if it be followed by m or n, is nasal (see

§ 46), but regains its original open sound when
these letters are doubled or followed by a
vowel :

—

ombre, shade {om-bre), but omelette, omelet
b-melette).

humbrc, ombre, a game {om-bre), but homme,
man {bmrne).

ondc, wave {on-de), but onh'eux, onerous
{b-nereux).

honte, shame {hon-te), but honnHe, honest
{b-nete).

c. In the body of a word o is open, unless it

be followed by a soft s (see § 43 c) or a silent

s :

—

abidcot, apricot {abi’icb).

croc, hook {crb).

galop, galop {gdlb).

mort, death {mbr).
noble, noble {nbble).

votre, your {vbtre).

Ecosse, Scotland (ecbssc).

notion, notion {nb-sion),

dos, back {do),

rose, rose (rbze).

Remark.—In the plurals abricots, crocs, o is

close ; read therefore abricb, crb. An s added
by inflexion has a tendency to affect the final

vowel in the sense of broadening it, although
it would be unsafe to give this as an absolute

rule. M. Littrb, by his silence on the plural

of escroc, galop, strop, lot, pot, allows the in-

ference that the o should be open as in the
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singular. The Parisian’s tendency is to make
both singular and plural close—in which he
should be followed only from a distance.

d. 0 at the end of a word is open : allegro,

duo, echo, indigo, numero, zero. Should an s

be added for the plural, the sound would
remain unaltered, in contradiction to the rule

given ih paragraph c of this section.

e. 6 has the close sound of o in hole, as

ah’eady mentioned : dome, cupola, hUel, rUir,
to roast, le votre, yours. Hopital, hospital, is

pronounced opital.

§ 26. U. It has been stated (see § 1 <?) that
this letter has no corresponding sound in

English. Although it varies in quantity, the
difference between a long and a short u is not
always very appreciable. This subject is fully

developed in § 29.

a. When it is necessary to give to g, before
e or i, the hard (or rather the soft guttural)

sound which it possesses before a ox o, u is

inserted, as in

—

aiguade, provision of fresh water {eghade)

.

guenon, she-ape {ghenon).

guerre, war {ghere).

guide, guide \ghide).

aiguiere, ewer {eghiere).

guise, manner {ghize).

b. Should there be a diaeresis over the c or i,

u would retain its primitive sound, as in cigue,

hemlock, ambiguite, ambiguity.—(N.B. Make
four syllables of the latter word, am-bi-gui-te,

not five, am-bi-gu-i-te, gui here presenting a
diphthong, not a double syllable

;
see § 52.)

c. There are, however, instances where u in

gui forms a genuine diphthong with the i {i.e.

two sounds in one effort of the voice)
;
such as

in the proper names Guise and Guizot—incor-

rectly though usually pronounced Ghize and
Ghizot—in aiguille, a needle, and aiguiscr, to

sharpen, with their derivatives
;

onguicule,

clawed
;

Guiane (better Guyane), Guierme
(better Guyenne)

;
inextinguiblc, inextinguish-

able.

Remarks :

—

(1) Bead consanguinite with gui as a diph-
thong, but in consanguin say ghin.

(2) Read linguiste and linguistigue with the
diphthong referred to in b, but lingual is pro-

nounced lin-goual {ou = oo).

(3) Arguer is read in three syllables : ar-gu-er.

(4) Certain words of Spanish origin, but quite

naturalised, sound the combination gu, gou
(goo) when it is before a vowel: alguazil,

Spanish constable (algouaziV), paraguante, a
pair of gloves, a present, (gouant"), guano,
Guadalquivir (Gouadalkivir), Guadeloupe,
jaguar, etc. Add pinguin (better spelled

gouin), which claims a Welsh (pen ywyw, white
head) or a Breton (pen grvenn) origin.

§ 27. a. U goes regularly after g when the
latter begins a syllable; it then serves as a
kind of appendix to q, and produces with it

the articulation k, except in piqure, sting, where
u retains its original sound.

quasi, almost (kazi).

quasimodo, Low-Sunday (kazimddd).
quand, when (kan).

aqucduc, aqueduct (akeduk).
remarque, remark (remark).

aqueux, aqueous (akeu).
aquilon, north wind (akilon).

quiproquo, mistake (kiproko).

quoique, although (koik).

que, that (he), quidam, a certain man (kidam).

b. In words of later importation from the
Latin, qu is sounded (1) like ku, and (2) like

kou.

Here is an all but complete list of them.

(1) Words in which qu sounds like ku

:

equestre, equiangle, equiaxe, equidistant, equi-

lateral, equilat'ere, equimultiple, equitation,

loquele, quia, quibus, quiddite, quiescent, quiet,

quietisme, quietiste, quinque (and derivatives),

quindecemvir, quintette, quintidi, quintuple,
Quirinal,ubiquite, requiem. \_Note .— Quinquet,
an oil lamp, and requinquer

,

to dress up, are

no derivatives of quinque, and are read kinke
and rekinker.),

(2) Words in which qu sounds like kou

:

adequat, aquarelle, aquarelliste, aquarium,
aquatile, aqua-tinta, aquatique, eqvanimite,

equateur, equation, liquation, loquace, loquacite,

quadragenaire (and all beginning with quad,
quadrille—kadrille), quakeifUiO French

say kouakr), quartidi, quartile, quarto, quarz,

quaternaire (hat quaterne is katernc), quattior,

quinquagesime (kuinkoua), quinquagenaire,
squale, squameux. \_Note.—The people of

Paris call their squares skar : le skar du Temple.
The Academie countenances this, but 31. Littre

recommends the English sound.]

c. U placed between any other consonants
than g and q, and the vowels a, e, i, o, keeps
its own sound, blending with these vowels more
or less readily. Coming after a, e and o, it

loses its sound—which can be restored to it,

however, by the diaeresis :

—

gruau, oatmeal (gru-6, two syllables).

ruelle, lane (ru-el, do. ).

huit, eight (mt, a diphthong).
duo, duet (du-G).

Saul, Saul (sGl).

seul, alone (sel, § 18. 2).

sold, satiated (soo).

Said, Saul (Sd-ul, two syllables).

§ 28. Y. This letter, called i grec, is pro-

nounced like the French i (§ 24) when it appears

by itself as a pronoun or adverb :j'ypense {zhi),

I think of it, j'y vais, I go there {or to it).

a. At the beginning or end of a word, and in

the body of a word after a consonant, y has

the force of one French i

:

yeux, eyes (ieu) dey, dey (de), see § 38

Marly, place (li) symetrie, symmetry (si)

In words of foreign origin it is aspirated as

an initial, in so far as it admits of no elision or

conneetion before it. Thus we read

;

le yacht, les yachts, as if written le iak, le iak

;

le yatagan, les yatagans, as if written le iata-

gan, le iatagan ;

la yole, les yoles, as if written la iole, le iole ;

le yucca, les yuccas, as if written le iucca, le

iucca.

But say Vyeble, Vyeuse, Vypreau, les yebles

(le ziebles), etc., these being French words;
and dujambon d'York, Yorkshire ham.

b. In the body of a word, after a vowel, y has
the force of two French Ps

:
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j[)nysy country =pai-is, pr.

abbayc, abbey = abbai-ie, pr. a-be'-l.

grasseijer, to burr = grassei-ier, pr. grass'e-ic.

moyen, means = vioi-ien (see §§ 60 and 51).

o'oyal, royal = roi-ial (see § 51).

Remarli .—Over the pronunciation of such
words as moyen and royal, where y comes after

o, M. Littre and the Academie are quite at

variance. The former recommends the pronun-
ciation which was current in the seventeenth

century, and says mo-ien, ro-ial; the Academic
says tmi-ien, roi-ial, and so do the vast

majority of educated Frenchmen
;

it is, there-

fore, the latter view which forces itself upon
us.

On Quantity.

§ 29. a. Vowels are long or short—that is, we
dwell a longer or a shorter time upon them
while pronouncing them. This remark, which
is of the utmost consequence in the study of

Greek and Latin, bears on the pronunciation
of each French word as a unit, but does not
affect in the least degree the prosody of the
language

;
in other terms, no system of versi-

fication is based upon it. Examples;
a is long inpate, paste, and short mpatte, paw.
e „ extreme, extreme „ extremite.

i „ abime, abyss „ lime, file.

o „ nbtre, ours „ notre, our.

u „ flute, flute „ struggle.

In these words the long sound is indicated

by the circumflex
;
but there are cases where

vowels are long without there being any par-

ticular sign to point out the fact. For in-

stance :

a is long in mare, pool, and short in mari, hus-
band.

c „ je mets, I put „ mettre, to

put.

i „ fllle, daughter ,, Jil, thread.

0 „ tort, wrong „ tordre, to

twist.

u „ muse, muse musiqve,
music.

b. A vowel is long : 1st, when it is capped
by the circumflex, as shown above

;
2nd, when

it is followed by e mute, or a soft consonant

—

i.e. by h final and sounded, be, ble, bre—

d

final

and sounded, de, dre—ge, gle, gre—se—ve, rre

—

z

final and sounded, ze ; 3rd, when it is fol-

lowed by r final and sounded, or by the finals

re, rd, rt

;

4th, when it is followed by the

verbal terminations ions, iez.

EXERCISE IV.

Apr/?, crEm^, nous fim/?5, cot*?, trAltre, vous
lfrt^5; travEi?, crient, pri^, remu/?rai; Jacob,
sAble, sAbre, sud, vide, moudre, AUge, espiEgle,

Ogre, vAse, rive, CEUvre, gAx, gAze; caviAr,

hivEr, 6tourdie, rougie, solide, litige, empire,
vive, cries, perdrix, lits, d^slr, cOr, corps, mur,
rAve, pEr/Z, sorZ, remore/e, rempArf, sore ; nous
crEione, vous riier. Azur, mesure, cube, etude,

juge, excuse, cuve, revue, or, tort, lobe, loge,

chose, robe, vous pliiez, nous liions, vouslouier,
rire, soupir, ivre, Lise, Aigre, sElgle, rouge,
parEdre, cEde, zEbre, erAble, sAge, brAve,
moutArde.

e. (/Onclude that in other positions the
vowels are short, or shorter: frappe, cri, pri6,

tortueux,-remuer, jacobin, sabl4, sapeur, sonde,
vite, mouton, auguste, hache, piece, ogresse,

vaste, vif, ceuf, nez, hiverner, sucre, corse,

expulse, corporel, resulte, ravi, perdu, attribut,

sorti, nous crions, vous riez, azure, ordre, lisse,

seche, race, perruque, luxe, tortu, cric, 6tourdi,

rougi, d^cati, empirique, il finira.

Remarli I.—In spite of the these are short

:

abimer, dfi, mfi, erfi, hopital, bucher, bfiche-

ron.

Remark II.—^Nasal vowels (see § 42) are

longer at the beginning and in the body of

words, as "El^iployer, r6pONdre
;
and shorter at

the end : ch ne'e's.

Remark III.—When i is followed by lie

liquid (see § 67) it is long: fllle, daughter, pr.

fill ; but ville, tovm, is pronounced vll, because
lie in this word is not liquid. Likewise the
vowel followed by il or ille liquid is long:
mail, pdille, vermeil, pareille, cueille, fouille,

etc. On the other hand, the first half of a
diphthong which is not followed by a liquid
is very short; pled, premier, idiot, curieux,

ckien, nation, 6ui, buis, ecuelle, etc. In poetry,

however, important exceptions take place

:

nation, which in prose is read na-tion, in verse
would form three syllables, na-ti-on ; i from a
short would obtain an intermediate quantity
(cf. §§ 51-2).

Remark IV.—The rules of quantity are not
absolute. If some of the wmrds given as nos-

sessing long vowels were, instead of after,

placed before other words beginning with a
vowel or h mute—provided they were closely

connected in a grammatical sense—the long

sound would give place to the short. Thus
homme brxve, but brxve Jwmme ; le sed de la

carte, but le sed-est ; j'ai vu I'ogre, but Vogre
est la.

Note.—In reading those phrases, be careful

not to alter the quality of the sound
;
don’t say

fai vu Vbgre, and then Vbgre est Id. Ketain
the open sound in both, although long in the
first and short in the second phrase. It must
further be observed that the quantity may be
affected by an antithetical construction, and
by the nature of the French accent, which,
bringing into light the last word of a proposi-

tion, is apt to lengthen the last syllable of that
word.

V.

Sedimentary Locks (continued:).

2. Clays, Shale, Loam, and Marl.

Clay, chemically speaking, is a hydrated
silicate of alumina. It is produced in its

purest state by the natural decay
of granitic rocks, and is known as

’

kaolin, or china clay. The felspar, which is one
of the constituents of the granite, gradually

decomposes, the greater part of the soda and
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potash contained in the felspar is dissolved

out by the rain and carried away, and the fine

clay which remains is separated in the same
manner from the quartz, mica, and other

minerals. In a less pure form clay is obtained

from the decomposition of other crystalline

rocks, and from some such sources all the clays

which are known have been derived in succes-

sive geological periods. Under great pressure

clay becomes hardened into shale, with a ten-

dency to split into thin layers, as in the beds
which lie above the coal measures. Loam is a
mixture of clay and sand; and marl is a calca-

reous clay—that is, with a mixtm’e of fr’om 10

to 60 or 70 per cent, of carbonate of lime.

3. Limestones and other Chemically and Or-
ganicallyformed Rocks.

Most of the rocks included in the first two
groups are not in any way dependent for their

consti-uction upon the existence of animal or

vegetable life. If the globe had remained up
to the present time untenanted by living crea-

tures and unclothed by vegetation, there is not
the slightest reason for supposing that their

formation would have been interfered with.

They are, as we have seen, mere aggregations
of mineral matter derived from the destraction

of pre-existing rocks. They frequently con-
tain fossils, the sandstones more often showing
only impressions. Clays are sometimes abun-
dantly fossiliferous, but the essential features

of such rocks are in no way connected Avith

fossil remains or the life of which they are the
memorials. It is far otherwise with the gi’eat

bulk of the rocks included in the group now
under consideration. An examination of them
shows conclusively that their origin is due
directly to the life processes of the animal and
vegetable kingdoms.
Chalk is a typical limestone, and being well

known, will form a suitable illustration.

cf- i. f
Chemical analysis shows that it

limMtonl
consists of nearly pure carbonate
of lime. Microscopically it is

seen to be composed to a great extent of
minute shells (foraminifera), still smaller bodies
known as coccoliths, and believed to be the
joints of a very minute alga (seaweed), and
particles of carbonate of lime—probably frag-
ments of shells. There are besides these
numerous remains of fish, shells of molluscs,
and other marine life. Other limestones of
older and of later date exhibit a similar struc-
ture, and the history of a limestone rock of
marine origin is in its broad features pretty
much the same in every case. The carbonate
of lime dissolved in the ocean is taken up by
those plants which require it for their strac-
ture, such as nullipores and corallines. The
Crustacea (crabs, lobsters, etc.) appropriate
their share for their shelly coverings

;
the

molluscs constract their shells of the same
material

; the corals build up their stony
habitations with carbonate of lime also ab-
stracted fr'om the water

;
the star fishes and

sea urchins appropriate a further quantity
;
and

lastly, the foraminifera living and dying in
immense numbers abstract wliat is necessary
for their purj)oscs. The destiny of all these is

Rock
builders.

one and the same : they are rock-builders.
Their skeletons, often broken up
into indistinguishable fragments,
but sometimes preserved in nearly
all their delicate beauty, are spread along the
bottom of the ocean, or, in the case of the "coral
reefs, rise by infinitesimal degrees as the busy
labours of the minute inhabitants of the grow-
ing colony enlarge the mass of their aggregate
dwellings. What is, has been. The mud at
the bottom of the Atlantic (ooze) is an uncon-
solidated limestone—that is, it is still in the
process of formation. The chalk of England is

nothing more nor less, excepting that it is drier
and harder, and forms grass-clothed downs on
dryland instead of sea-bottom. The carbonife-
rous limestone, the Devonian limestones, the
still older limestones of the Silurian formation,
are harder and more crystalline, but they have
been made up in precisely the same way. The
forms of life are not identical—each formation
has its peculiar features, by which it may be
recognized and identified—but in the method
of their formation they are alike.

Fresh-ivater Limestone—that is, limestone
formed in fresh-water lakes—is distinguishable
by the character of its fossils, and frequently
by its general appearance, which is usually
different from that of marine origin.

Oolite ov “roe stone” is a limestone made
up of little egg-like grains looking like the roe
of a fish—whence its name. Each grain is

composed of layers of carbonate of lime formed
round a minute nucleus of sand, shell or coral

;

not infrequently a foraminifer is so enclosed.
When these gi-ains are large the rock is called
a pisolite, from pisnm, a pea.

Trarertine is a calcareous deposit from hot
water and other springs. The so-called
“ petrifying” springs of Derbyshire are of this

description. The lime is held in solution by
an excess of carbonic acid, and as this evapo-
rates, the lime is deposited and encrusts what-
ever is put into the water. In many parts of
Italy mineral springs abound, and travertine
is fonned in considerable quantities.

Coal and Lignite.—The true coal of the car-

boniferous era, the “brown coal” of New
Zealand, Australia and Geimany,
and the lignite beds of Bovey
Tracey and elsewhere, bad a
similar origin. They are all

accumulations of ancient vege-
tation which has undergone chemical change
under certain conditions. In the “ brown
coals” and “lignites” this change has been
less C'^mplete than in the true coal, and the
term lignite is employed to express the fact.

Some of the lignites and brown coals belong
to a comparatively late geological formation.

The Bovey Tracey beds are ))resiimab]y of

Miocene age, the brown coal of the neighbour-
hood of Bonn belongs to the same period, and
those ofNew Zealand and Australia are believed

to be late Tertiary deposits.

Coal the

remains of

ancient

vegetation.

Metamorphic Eocks.

We have seen that sedimentary strata may
be produced from the waste of igneous rocks
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and the re-arrangement of their materials,

and that this has been done some-
Alteration times with and sometimes "VNath-

out the agency of animal or
structure,

^gg^table life. Tt is indeed a
reasonable conclusion that directly or indirectly

all existing strata have been derived from
rocks originally formed by molten matter.

We have now to show that there are changes
going on through which the sedimentary rocks

return by the united agency of pressure, heat
and moisture to a condition similar to that from
which they were derived. The evidence upon
which this conclusion is based has been gath-

ered from many sources and accumulated by
the patient labour of numerous observers. In
some cases the strata have been traced through
the successive stages of their change

;
in others

nearly obliterated fossils remain to testify to

their original condition. It is an established

fact that argillaceous strata (strata more or

less composed of clay) become hardened and
changed into Lydian stone, porcelain jasper,

clay slate, mica slate, talc slate, chlorite slate,

mica schist, chlorite schist,

talc schist, hornblende
schist, and gneiss. Which
of these particular rocks a
given clay bed would form
if it were changed by long
continued and severe pres-

sure accompanied with heat,

must depend upon several

considerations, the first of

which is the chemical com-
position of the strata to be
metamorphosed. Few clays

are chemically pure. There
is, for instance, a wide
differencebetweenthe earths
used for brickmaking and
those employed for the best
porcelain—or even between
the clays used for common
pottery and those suited for

the manufacture of china. The brickmaker
and the potter are in reality only humble
imitators of natural processes, and their
art consists in producing metamorphic changes
and adapting them to human requirements.
Nature works on a grander scale, and carries
her processes further. Very much, however,
what the potter does vdth the clays is done
by Nature as a first step. Porcellanite,
or porcelain jasper, for instance, is simply an
altered clay rock which takes its name from its

I'esemblance to porcelain. The lias of Portrush
in Ireland is another illustration of the altera-
tion produced by pressure and heat in argil-
laceous (clayey) b^s. The unaltered rock is

similar in character to the liassic strata of
England. It is, when changed, a rock identical
with the black Lydian stone of the jewellers,
and we are not only able to identify it by its

connection with the unaltered strata; the
fossils themselves have in many instances been
preserved, changed into iron pyrites. Of the
alteration of argillaceous beds into clay slates
there are abundant proofs—some of them being
plentifully fossiliferous. As the metamorphism

extends fossils disappear, and if the change be
carried far enough the various features of mica
schist become apparent. If there was much
silica in the original clay, it now forms into
small veins, and alternate layers of mica and
quartz make up the bulk of the rock. If
there was less silica in the clay, there will
be less quartz in the rock. Under some
circumstances hornblende makes its appear-
ance, and we have hornblende schist, or acti-
nolite schist

;
and—given the necessary pro-

portions and the required conditions—the
rock is altered into gneiss. Gneiss contains
the same mineral ingredients as granite, but it

differs in their arrangement. It looks like a
stratified granite, and might almost be so de-
scribed if it were not that stratification is a
term applied only to sedimentary deposits.

All these processes may be sometimes con-
veniently observed on a small scale. Sir Charles
Lyell describes the result of an
intrusion of a granitic mass ^“strations.

amongst fossiliferous strata on the west side of
the fiord of Christiania. “ The stratified rocks,”

he says, “ replete with shells

and zoophytes, consist
chiefly of shale, limestone,
and some sandstone; and
all these are invariably
altered near the granite for
a distance of from fifty to

four hundred yards. The
aluminous shales are hard-
ened and have become
flinty : sometimes they re-

semble jasper.” Ribboned
jasper has also been pro-

duced, and nearer the granite
the schist often contains
crystals ofhornblende. “Fre-
quently between the granite
and the hornblende slate

above mentioned, gi-ains of

mica and crystalline felspar

appear in the schist, so

that rocks resembling gmeiss and mica schist

are produced. ... In some places the siliceous

matter of the schist becomes a granular
;

quartz
;
and when hornblende and mica are

added the altered rock loses its stratification

and becomes a kind of granite. The limestone,

which at points remote from the granite is of

an earthy texture and blue colour, and often

abounds in corals, becomes a white granular

marble near the granite, sometimes siliceous, ,

the granular structure extending oceasionally !

upwards of 400 yards from the junction
;

the
;

corals being for the most part obliterated,
'

though sometimes preserved even in the white
marble. Both the altered limestone and hard-

;

ened slate eontain garnets in many places, also
\

ores of iron, lead and copper, with some silver.”

It may be added that garnets are chiefly

found in mica slate,hornblende slate, and gneiss

;

less often in granite and granular limestone ;

sometimes in serpentine and lava. There are

many varieties, differing greatly in chemical :i

composition. The colour is various, some shade

of red, brown, green, black, or yellow, being

most common.
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VI.

It has been already mentioned that at the
commencement of the seventeenth century it

was known that the earth and planets revolved
round the sun, and that some times they moved
faster than at others, whilst

it was even determined
where they moved faster or

slower. But according to

what laws did the planets

thus move ? A momen-
tous question ; for what
further progress could
theoretical astronomy be
expected to make, until

this problem had been
solved ?

The first great contribu-

tion to astronomy during the seventeenth cen-

tury was the discovery of the true answer to

this momentous question. It was the discovery

by the illustrious Kepler of the famous laws

PIG. 20.—SCOEPIO.

motion of Venus, would not account for that of
Mars. Nothing daunted, he rejected them all,

and contrived yet other hypotheses. But these

were not more successful. For fifteen years

he pursued his arduous work, and without
success. Mars, of all the planets, proved to be
the most troublesome, and yet the observations

of this planet which had been made by Tycho
Brah6 were numerous and accurate.

At last, however, his perseverance was re-

warded, and he discovered his famous first

law,

—

I. That the orlits of the
flanets are ellipses haring
the sun in one if their foci.
Let us inquire further

into the meaning of this

law.
An ellipse is a closed

curve, not unlike a flattened
circle

;
and an illustra-

tion of an ellipse is shown
in fig. 23. The longest dia-

meter of the ellipse, P A,
is called its major axis,

and the shortest diameter, B D, is called its

minor axis. On the major axis of every ellipse
are two points called its foci, and in the figure
marked s t. These foci are placed at equal

FIG. 21.—PISCES.

FIG. 19.—LIBEA.

governing the motion of the planets round the
sun—a discovery which has ren-

Zepler s laws. name immortal. Kepler
was born in Southern Germany in 1.571, and
was an enthusiastic astro-

nomer and indefatigable

worker. Gifted with great
ingenuity, he was a most
energetic theorist. With
wonderful patience and
ingenuity he invented
hypothesis after hypothesis
which he thought might
prove to be the true laws
governing the motion of
the planets. Turning to the
long series of careful obser-
vations made by Tycho
Brahe,he, with great labour, 22.-cancee.
carefuUy reduced these so
as to obtain the true position of the planets at
different times. He then rigidly tested each of
his hypotheses by comparing their result with
these observations of Tycho Brah6. But each
of these hypotheses broke down under the
rigid scrutiny

;
this one failed to explain this

fact, another failed to explain some other fact,
and a third, whilst it accounted for the observed'

VOL. I.

distances from the centre of the ellipse M,
and they possess certain geometrical properties
which need not be described now; but the most
important is the fact that the distance of

any point on ^ .

the circum- ®

fcrence of the
^

ellipsefrom one focus,added
to the corresponding dis-

tance from the other focus,

is always the same, and
equal to the major axis, no
matter on what part of the
circumference of the ellipse

the point is situated. Tliis

properly enables us to draw
the ellipse with ease, for

we have merely to take a
piece of silk the length of

the major axis, fasten each
end to a pin inserted in the foci of the
ellipse, and pressing the point of a pencil against

the piece of silk, move it along, keeping the
silk tight. The distance of each focus of the
ellipse from the centre, in parts of half the
major axis, is called the eccentricity of the
ellipse. If, therefore, the distance M P, or semi-
major axis as it is called, be 10, and the dis-

11
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tance M s be 6, the eccentricity of the ellipse

is said to be 0‘6, or three-fifths.

Having given this account of the curve called

an ellipse, we can now explain Kepler’s first

law. It says that every planet moves round
the sun in the circumference of an ellipse, and
that the sun is placed in a focus of this ellipse.

In fig. 23 suppose s to be the sun, then astro-

nomers call the distance m p, or the mean
distance of the planet

;
it is half the greater

diameter of the ellipse, and they define the

form of the ellipse by stating what is its

'mean distance, and what is its eccentricity

or distance, s M, of the sun from its centre.

When these two quantities are known, we
can easily draw the ellipse in the manner
shown above. The ellipse shown has an eccen-

tricity of 0-25, and is nearly the shape of the

orbit of Mercury. They also call that point of

the ellipse p which is nearest to the sun the

'perihelion of the orbit of the planet ; and the

opposite point A, where the planet is farthest

from the sun, is called aphelion of the orbit

of the planet. These names can easily be
remembered. This discovery of Kepler was a

grand discovery, for it showed astronomers
what was the real orbit of

a planet, and at once did
away with all those com-
plicated hypotheses by which
the earlier astronomers had
tried to explain the motion
of a planet. But this was
not all

;
it was also necessary

to know at what rate the

planet moved in this orbit.

Did it move steadily round
always at the same speed, or

did it move rapidly in one
part and slowly in another?
This also was answered by
Kepler by his discovery of his

second law,which says :— ri'

II. That a line joining the planet and the

sun sweeps over equal areas in equal times.

The meaning of this law is shown by fig.

24, where s w is a line joining the sun and
planet, or, as it is called, the radius rector of

the planet. Now, according to Kepler’s second
law, the planet would move over the spaces
w c and A P in equal times, because the
shaded area enclosed between the two lines

S W and S C is equal to the area
enclosed between the two lines

SA and SP. From the figure it

IS evident that the planet moves fastest when
near the sun and slowest when far from the
sun.

Not only did these laws account for the
motion of the planets, with their alternate slow
and quick motion, but they accounted to a
certain extent for the motion of the moon,
inasmuch as they explained why Hipparchus’
second table was required. The motion of the
node and perigee of the moon showed that
the ellipse in which the moon moved was
not stationary, like that of the planets, but
was slowly moving in periodical revolutions.
Kepler was unable to account for the other
inequalities in the motion of the moon—namely,

f r\
if T

I

Kepler's

second law.

the evection discovered by Ptolemy, and the
variation and annual equation discovered by
Tycho Brahd.

These two famous laws were announced by
Kepler in a great work published in 1609, and
called “ De Motibus Stellas Martis,” or, rather,

that is the end of its long title, and is the name
by which it is generally known. They were of

immense value to astronomy, and laid the
foundations for its subsequent great advance.
Kepler was not, however, content with these
two laws, for he clearly saw that there must
be some law connecting the distances of the
planets and the time they took to move round
the sun. The discovery of this law was the
goal of his work, and encouraged by his.

success, he redoubled his efforts to discover
this law. To determine the distance of a
planet by direct observations from the earth
was a very difficult operation, and no great
accuracy could be expected

;
but to find out

the average time they took to go round the sun
was very much easier, and if the law connecting
these two could be discovered it would be easy
to find the distances of the planets with great
accuracy. The discovery of this law was not,,

2 however, to be made at once.

Kepler imagined all sorts of

laws connecting the distance

and period of revolution of

the planets, and carefully

tested all these laws by a
laborious comparison with the
result of Tycho Brahe’s ob-
servations: but not one proved
to be correct. Years went
by, and still his efforts were
unsuccessful. Nine years were
spent in this labour

;
and

then, on the 8th May, 1618,.

he succeeded, and triumph-
antly announced his third

famous law :

—

III. That the squares of the periods of revO'

lutian of the planets are in the

same proportion to each other as

the cubes of their mean distances

from the sun.
Tills law requires no illustration, and shows

that a planet which is twice as far as another
will require ^(2)^= v'8 = 2'83, or nearly 2|
times as long a period to revolve round the sun.

Twenty-six years had been spent by Kepler in

these researches, but he had his reward in the
discovery of those three famous laws which
regulate the motions of the planets, and which
have served as the groundwork of modern theo-
retical astronomy. And it is well worthy of

notice that it was by the assiduous study of that

very planet Mars, which had been his great

trouble, from its motion being inconsistent wdth
his earlier hypotheses, that Kepler was able to

deduce the true laws which regulate the motions
of the members of the solar system, and so ren-

der his name immortal as one of the grandest
discoverers the world has seen. Yet, like all

grand discoveries destined to revolutionise

science, these famous results of Kepler did
not meet with general attention. Men do not

like to have to change opinions they have long

23 .
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held, and which are sanctioned by the great
names of their predecessors. The greatest prac-

tical astronomer of the time, Gassendi, of Aix in

France, did not attach much importance to

these discoveries. Many refused to credit

them
;
others, like Eiccioh, undervalued them.

Bullialdus was the first to introduce them
into practical astronomy, and Horrocks was the
first to properly appreciate their value. The
succeeding generation of astronomers recog-

nised their importance, and led by Hevelius,

Huygens, and Picard, universally adopted
them.
The next advance in astronomy was of a

different nature, yet of the highest importance.
In Tuscany, in Northern Italy, was living at

this period the celebrated philosopher Galileo

Galilei. Born at Pisa in l.oGl, he rendered his

name famous by his great discoveries in

mechanical science, in what is now known as
statics and dynamics. In the spring of 1609
Galileo was staying in Venice, when he learned
from a friend that a Dutch instrument-maker
had succeeded in making a telescope, by which

distant objects appeared much
Gameo and larger. On his return to Padua,

the telescope,
^^^as then living, he

thought over the subject, and soon saw that
the principle of this discovery must depend
on the refraction of light by glass lenses. By
experimenting with a convex lens and a con-
cave lens fitted into a tube, he succeeded in

making a telescope which magnified three
times

;
this instrument created a great sensa-

tion in Venice. Galileo next devoted his whole
energies to making a much more powerful
telescope, and proceeded to grind and polish
lenses with which to construct one. After
much labour, he succeeded in making one
which magnified as much as eight times.

Finally, by labour and perseverance, he was
able to construct a telescope which magnified
as much as thirty times, and it was with this

instrument that his famous discoveries were
made.

Galileo at once turned his telescopes on the
celestial bodies, and was rewarded by brilliant

discoveries, thus inaugurating the magnificent
series of telescopic investigations which have
rendered physical astronomy so grand a science.

Even with his smaller telescopes he observed
a great difference in the appearance of the
planets and the stars. The former appeared as
distinct discs of sensible magnitude, whilst the
latter were like very minute tiny glittering
points, much smaller than they seemed to
the naked eye.

Up to this time the opponents of the theory
of the revolution of the earth round the sun
used to urge that if this theory were true, and
the planets simply reflected the solar light, the
planets Mercury and Venus ought to show
phases resembling the phases of the moon, and
should vary much in size. This is quite true,
as will be seen by a study of fig. 25. When
Venus is between the earth and the sun, as at a,

almost the entire body of the planet should be
in shadow, and at most a tiny crescent of light
be seen. As the planet moved round the sun
first to h and then to c, and so on, it would

become more distant, and so look smaller,
whilst more of the enlightened side of the
planet would be rendered visible. Soon half
the illuminated hemisphere of the planet would
become visible, and the amount which would be
seen of the bright side of the planet would go
on increasing until when farthest
from the earth, practically, the^^^®®®
whole disc would be seen like the full moon.
Of course, under these conditions the planet
would appear beyond the sun, and generally so
close as to be invisible

;
but at times it might be

seen either over the sun or under it. As the
planet moved on in its orbit exactly the reverse
phenomena would occur, as shown by the
figure. The advocates of the theory quite saw
the truth of this, but replied that these planets
might exhibit phases, but that we might not be
able to see them. Not a very satisfactory
answer, though as it is really the fact.

When, therefore, Galileo had made his large
telescope, he turned it on Venus, and carefully-

studied the appearance of the planet. He-
commenced his observations in September,
1610, and the planet appeared like the moon at
its quarters, and gradually became more and
more crescent. He was soon obliged to stop*

his observations, for Venus was unfavourably
placed, but Galileo had seen enough to show
him that Venus did present phases resembling
the moon. This he published in the form of an
anagram. In the subsequent year Galileo was;
enabled to resume his observations, and an-
nounced to the world that Venus presented the
same phases as the moon—a great triumph for-

the Copernican theory.

V.

The Babylonian and Assyeian Empires
(continued).

At a veiy remote period Babylonian wan-
derers appear to have penetrated to more
northern regions near the head waters of the
two great rivers, and to have established them-
selves there. The Biblical record in Genesis
is that “ Out of that land [Shinar, or Babylonia]

i

went forth Asshur, and builded Nineveh :

”

but the marginal, and probably the preferable,

.

reading is, “ he [Nimrod] went out into.

Assyria,” a name, perhaps, given to the district

from Asshur, one of the five sons of bhem,..

If that reading is accepted, it would seem,,

from the concurrent evidence of inscriptions,,

that Nimrod himself established a city or
colony at Assur, on the western bank of tlie

Tigris, about two hundred and thirty miles
north-west of Babylon, the site being now
marked by the mounds of Shef-kat, or Kaleh-
Shergat. Here was established the worship of

Assur, or Asshur, who, in the fashion of tlie

time, had been elevated to the rank of a demi-
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god. For two or three centuries Assyria was

i>-overned by “ patesis,” or viceroys, who were

subject to Babylonia, although probably they

soon achieved a practical independence. About

1850 B.C., a ruler named Ismi-Dagon emerges

from the obscurity, and he appears to have

reigned for about thirty years, and he was suc-

ceeded by his son Samsi-vul. Another king of

the same name, about twenty years afterwards,

built some of the large temples, remains of

He was succeeded by Adasi, whose son and

successor, Bel-bani, is described as a great

conqueror, and was claimed in later times as a

national hero.

The successor of Bel-bani. Assur-zakir-esir,

(about 1600 B.C.), was doubtless a powerful

prince, ruling over an extensive

Sistrict. His royal title indi-

cated that he was the “lord o£

countries,” and he probably excited the fear

IXIEEIOE QUADBANGLE OF ASSYEIAN PALACE.

which have been discovered on the site of the

city of Assur ;
and the name of a succeeding

monarch, Tiitak, is preserved in connexion

with a temple known as “ the House of Salva-

tion,” presumably in commemoration of an

escape Horn some great danger. It is inferred

from later inscriptions that an independent

kingdom was established by Bel-kapkapu about

1700 B.C., near the time when_ Khammuragas

was overrunning the southern kingdom ;
but no

records of his achievements are known to exist.

or jealousy of Babylonia, then governed by t e
||

successor of Khammuragas. Disputes between

the two countries ripened into open war in tne

reign of Assur’s successor, Ninip-tugul-assmi. i

Assyria maintained its independence, and be-
|;-

coming apparently stronger by the contes , t

rose in power and importance. The
^

four following kings are preserved, but there ;

are no records of the events of their reigns,
j

extending over nearly a century
^

Treaties respecting the boundaries of the two
|
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empires appear to have been arranged, and .

about 1400 B.C. a royal marriage united Mu-
ballidat-Serua, daughter of Assur-ubahd, king

of Assyria, to the king of Babylonia. This

marriage, as we shall see, like some other royal

marriages arranged for political purposes, did

not produce all the results desired, but led to

con^sion and anarchy.

Under Assur-ubahd (“ Assur gave life ”), a

king of great valour and energy, the Assyrian

empire was gradually extended, several small

adjacent territories being absoiBed. The only

enemy to be feared was Egypt, the warlike

monarch of which penetrated eastward to the

borders of Babylonia and Assyria
;
but Assur

maintained his empire intact against the as-

saults of the great armies of the Pharaohs. He
greatly adorned Nineveh, and rebuilt with splen-

dour the temple dedicated to the mythical J shtar.

About 1380 B.C., the son of the Assyrian

princess and the king of Babylonia ascended

the throne of the latter empire. His name was
read by Mr. George Smith as Kara-hardas, but

the Rev. Mr. Sayce is of opinion that the true

reading is Kara-Muradas, “ servant of the god
Muradas ” (Bel). At that time an important
section of the Babylonian population was a
people known as Kassu, probably descended
from the tribe in the north of Elam, to which
the conqueror Khammuragas belonged. The
Kassu were jealous of the Assyrian influence,

strengthened by the accession of a monarch of

Assyrian blood, and instigated a revolt, which
led to the murder of the king and setting up
in his place Nazi-bugas, unconnected with the

reigning family, and perhaps a popular leader

who excited the people against the young
king for the purpose of furthering his own
ambitious purposes. This outbreak excited
angry feelings in Assyria, the king of which
at the time was Bel-nirari, son of Assur-ubalid,

and uncle of the murdered King of Babylonia.
With a great army he crossed the frontier,

attacked Babylon, scattered the Kassu, killed

the usurper, and placed on the throne a member
of the Babylonian royal family, Kuri-galzu,
who, however, does not seem to have pos-

sessed much confidence in the friendliness of

his allies, for he built a strong city, Dur-
kuri-galzu, near the late Baghdad, to defend
the northern part of his dominions.
About 1350 B.C., there was a new monarch in

each empire : Bel-nirari of Assyria was suc-

ceeded by his son Budil
;
and Khuri-galzu of

Babylonia by his son Mili-sipak. Budil in-

herited the martial spirit of his race, pene-
trated into the mountainous regions to the
east, and subdued the Turuki, Niri, and other
tribes who had perhaps harassed his frontiers.
The_ great palace in the capital, Assur, the !

earliest known royal residence in Assyria, was *

erected by him. He occupied the throne for
J

twenty years, and was succeeded by his son,
Vul-nirari L, another ruler of great energy and
ambition. There was, indeed, a remarkable
difference between the characters of the
Assyrians and Babylonians, though kindred in
race. The former were generally enterprising
and warlike

;
the latter peaceful and com-

paratively indolent. Vul-nirari invaded and

ravaged the northern part of the Babylonian
dominion, and captured several of the cities.

The young king of Babylonia, Merodach-
boladam I., who succeeded his father about
five years after Vul-nirari had become king
of Assyria, was unable to offer effectual resis-

tance to the more energetic monarch, who,
besides his Babylonian conquests, overcame the
Subari, a people on the north of his dominions.

After a successful and brilliant reign of

thirty years, Vul-nirari was succeeded (1300 b.c.)

by Shalmaneser, who inherited some of his

warlike and aggressive disposition, annexing
the region around the head-waters of the
Tigris, and defeating the Muzri (probably the
Egyptians, who hadmade considerable advances
into Asia)

;
but is even more conspicuous for

architectural than military achievement. He
added to, the old royal palace at Assur, which
his father had already enlarged and beautified

;

and founded a palace at Nineveh, to which
city he transferred the royal residence, making
it the new capital of his dominion in place of

Assur. In Nineveh he restored the temple of

Ishtar, and about eighteen miles to the south
built a new city, Kalah, the remains of which
are now the modern Turkish village Selamiyeh.

Shalmaneser was succeeded, after a reign of

twenty-nine years, by his son Tugulti-ninip, in
whose reign a war broke out with
Babylonia, apparently caused by Conquest of

a frontier dispute. The Assyrian
king entered the country, defeated Nazi-
marudas II., the Babylonian monarch, con-
quered the entire country, and became abso-
lute monarch of all the country from the
mountains of Armenia to the Persian Gulf. He
assumed the proud title of “ King of Nations,

King of Sumir and Akkad
;

” but continued to

reside at Nineveh, where he further adorned
the temple of Ishtar.

It is difficult to trace the course of events at

this period. There is no connected history,

and we are dependent on such information as

scattered and fragmentary inscriptions afford.

It would appear that an Assyrian, Tiglath-

Adar, was placed on the Babylonian throne as

a tributary king
;
and during the thirty years

of the reign of Tugulti-ninip, Babylonia was
practically an Assyrian province. But the

great king died, and his successor, Bel-kudur-

uzur, was a weak ruler ; the then king of Baby-
lonia, supported, no doubt, by the national

feeling, declaring himself independent, assumed
the aggressive ;

and in the war that followed,

the king of Assyria was killed (1220 B.C.). The
previously great and coherent empire was
weakened

;
there were domestic as well as

foreign troubles, and the reign of the new
king, Ninip-pal-eser, a period of twenty years,

was marked by depression and disasters. The
Hittites and other tribes who had been reduced

to vassalage by former monarchs revolted, and
overran and annexed some of the northern

and western provinces of the empire. The
Assyrian arms, however, were more successful

against the king of Babylonia, who entered the

territory and endeavoured to obtain possession

of Assur, the ancient capital, but was defeated

and compelled to retreat to his own country.
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The Article {continued).

—

Theory.

EXERCISE IX.

Put into English :

—

1. Dos fruits, des amandes, des noisettes, de
almonis hazel-nuts

la faine et du gland sont la nourriture
b^ech-nuts acorns food

ordinaire de I’ecureuil. 2. Parce que je n’ai

usual squirrel because

pas de lictcurs. en suis-je moins Sylla ? 3.

lictors {for if) the less Sulla.

Les Troglodytes ressemblaient plus a des betes
cave dteellers tcer ^ resembling beasts

qu’rt des homines. 4. Autant de tetes, autant
tkan heads

d'avis. 5. Elle n’a ni parents, ni support, ni
opinions

richesse. G. La terre ressemble a de grandes
earth resembles

tablet tes oil cbacun veut ecrire son nom.
tablets on which everg one tcishes to write his name

7. On ne fait jamais de bien h, Dieu en faisant
does service by causing

du mal a ses creatures. 8. Proposons - nous
harm his let us propose to ourselves

do grands cxemples a imiter plutot que de
imitate rather than

vains systemes a suivre. 9. Plus de gi-andeur
folio ic. greatness

contient plus de neant. 10. Beaucoup de
contains nothingness.

gens promettent, pcu savent tcnir.

people pn'omise knoiv how to perform.

Turn into French :

—

1. All the lakes of (the) upper Italy are,

Tons lacs haute Italie (f.)

like those of (the) Switzerland, (some) hollow
comme ceux Suisse (1.)

~ creuses

glens wherein the waters of the mountains
‘ vallees oil eaux montagnes

accumulated, until they met in
se sont accumuleesjusqtd a. ce qu'elles aient rencontri dans

the belt of (the) rocks and (of the) earth,
ceinture (f.) rochers terres (pi.)

the outlet by which they escaped, in
echancrure par oil elles se sont echappdes en

giving rise to (some) rivers. Those of the
donnant naissance Jleuves. Ceux
peninsula, on the contrary, filling up (some)
pdninsule (f.) au contraire remplissant

old craters or (some) basins enclosed between
anciens crateres ou bassins encaisses entre

(some) mountains have no natural channels
n'ont point ^naturels ^imissaires

and often threaten to inundate, after (the)

^souvent 'nienacent d'inonder apres

'long rains or when the snow melts (at the
longues plides

melting of the snows) the neighbouring
fonte(f-) neiges ^ voisinvs

lands. 2. How can one, with reference to
^campagnes. Comment peut-on par rapport

God and even to (the) humanity, keep so
mcme humaniti (m.) garder

much gold, so much silver, so many goods and
or argent

cliafitcls (so many movables, so many
meubles

precious stones), amidst (at the middle of) the
pierreries milieu Cm.)

extreme misery of the poor by which we
extreme misers pauvres (pi.) dont on

were overwhelmed in these latter times ?

etait accable dans cas derniers temps?

The Noun.—Theory.
1. The noun or substantive is a word w'hich

'names persons, animals or things : Andre,

,
poisson, fiCa., pommc, apple.

2. There are two classes of nouns : (a) com-
mon, and (b) proper.

a. Common nouns are applicable to all per-

sons, animals or things of the same kind
;
a

being presenting certain dimensions and fea-

tures wdll be called garqon, boy, or un chien, a
dog

;
an object assuming a given shape wall be

known under the name montagne, a mountain.
b. Proper nouns arc applicable to a particular

person, animal, or thing, to distinguish them
from all others of the same species : Andre,
Andrew, Azor, a dog’s name, le Vesnve, Vesu-
vius. Although there may be several boys
called Andre, and several dogs called Azor, yet
these are not terms applicable to a whole
species : on seeing a being of a certain form
we shall not say, Ah! void un Andre ; voila un
Azor ! here is an Andrew

;
there is an Azor !

3. A third class of nouns may be mentioned : the
collective nouns

;
which, although singular in form,

present to the mind the idea of many—such as armie,
army, fouls, crowd, peuple, people, etc. In English
this class of words requires attention, as the verb
following is put in the singular or plural according to
attending circumstances, and sometimes taste. In
French these words present no difficulty unless they
are followed by their complement—that is, a noun
depending on them and completing their meaning.
Then the question is to know whether the accompany-
ing verb is to agree with the collective noun or with
its complement. If the collective be general—that is,

implying the totality of the olfiects designated—the
verb agrees with it. If the collective be partitive—th2A,
is, embracing only a portion of the objects referred
to—the verb agrees with the complement. La foule des
itoiles annonce sa puissance, the multitude of stars
announces his power; la foule here is a general col-

lective, and the verb agrees with it because it possesses
the leading thought. Tine ferule d' itoiles brillent tons les

soirs au-dessus de nos te.tes, a crowd of stars shine every
evening above our heads; wMe/owZe here is a partitive
collective, and the verb agrees with the complement
because the latter contains the leading thought. A
general collectiv^e noun is recognised by the article
le, la, which precedes it ; the partitive collective is

usually preceded by un, une.

4. Nouns offer tlie distinctions of (A) gender
and (B) number.

A.

The gender has already been referred to in

Lesson I., 4 ;
and under the heading of Adjec-

tives wdll be shown wLat modifications nouns
undergo w'hen passing from the masculine to

the feminine. The followdng rules, w'hich are
given for reference and not for immediate com-
mitting to memory, mark how the gender of a
noun may be ascertained from its termination.

First Rule.—All nouns ending in a con-
sonant are masculine, except those ending in

eur, ion, or included in the subjoined list,

W'hich arc feminine :

in/; la clef, the key, la nef the nave, la

soif thirst.

in m : la faim, hunger.
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in ain : la main, the hand (1 exception out

of 66 cases).

in in: lafin, the end (1 exc. out of 240 cases),

in on : la houson, drink, la chanson, song, la

eloison, partition, la cuisson, cook-

ing, la faqon, fashion, la foisoJi,

plenty, la garnison, garrison, la

guerison, cure, la laideron, plain

girl, la logon, lesson, la maison (and
all in aisoii), house, la moisson,

harvest, la 7no2(sson, monsoon, la

pamoison, swooning, laprison,\)risox\,

la, rangon, ransom, la toison, fleece,

la traliison, treason. (These are out

of more than 400 cases.)

in er : la cuiller, the spoon, la mer, the sea

(2 exc. out of several hundred cases),

in air : la chair, the flesh or pulpit (1 exc. out

of 17 nouns).

in oir : la halangoir, the swing,

in our : la cour, the court, la tour, the tower

(2 exc. out of 28 cases).

in s : la hrehis, the sheep, la fois, the time,

les 7nceurs, the morals, Za, souris, the

mouse, la vis, the screw (5 exc. out

of 127 nouns).

in et : laforU, the forest (1 out of 300).

in uit : la nuit, the night (1 out of 15).

in ot : la dot, the dowry (1 out of 110).

in gent: la dent, the tooth, la gent, the race, la

jument, the mare (3 out of several

hundred).

in art : la hart, the halter, la part, the por-

tion (2 out of 20).

in ort : la mort, death (1 out of 15).

in ix : la perdrix, the partridge (1 out of 11).

in aix : Z<7 peace. *

in aux : la chaux, the lime, la faux, the scythe,

in (TUX : la toux, the cough (1 out of 9).

In oix : la croix, the cross, la noix, the nut, la

poix, pitch, lavoix, the voice (4 out

of 5, the masc. noun being le choix,

the choice).

N.B. Both in the above and the following

lists, only the words of common occurrence are

given
;

to crowd them with technical terms

would confuse the learner
;
therefore the figures

given in brackets are only approximately

correct.

Second Eule.—Nouns ending in a vowel
other than e mute are masculine :

—

all in a; un opera, an opera, 7in gala, a high-

day
;
except a few foreign terms, as

la polka, la 7nazurka.

all in i : un etui, a case
;

except foi, faith,

fourmi, ant, loi, law, 7nerci,^ mercy,

paroi, wall.

all in 0 : vn echo, an echo,

all in 71 : unfichu, a kerchief; except eau, water,

ghi, glue, peau, skin, tribv, tribe,

7:ertu, virtue,

all in y : j ui'y, jury.

all in e : le the, tea. (For nouns in te and tie,

see next rule.)

* Merci, thanks, is masculine : ce tableau ne m'a
cotife qu'un grand merci.

VI.

The Leaves.

No portion of the vegetable fabric presents
greater diversity of character than the leaf,

nor with any part are there connected more
interesting phenomena and associations. It is

to the leaves of plants, much more than to

their flowers, that the vegetable beauty of a
landscape is referable. In every, genuine
garden, foliage is accounted quite as necessary
as gay blossom

;
and more is involved than

the ordinary use of the term presupposes, in
the appellation given of old to the abode
provided for tender plants, still emphatically
called the green\iou^Q. The forms of leaves,

the general shapes, are beyond counting. Every
geometrical outline, except the absolute square
and rectangular oblong, has illustrations, more
or less exact. The dimensions vaiy from the
merest point, an almost indistinguishable atom,
as in the Cypress-tree, up to a length and
breadth of many feet

;
and as regards length,

of many yards, as in the date-palm. The
colour, though ordinarily some shade of green,

varies not uncommonly, in part, to a rich

crimson, as in certain species of Dracasna
;
or

w’holly to a deep purple, as in some of the
ornamental kinds of beet. No short descriptive

phrase can be contrived, accordingly, for the
leaf in general, as regards externals. It remains
true, nevertheless, that in the inmost structure

and in the functions, there is close and ad-
mirable agreement. So -beautifully does the
ancient axiom reassert itself, that Nature,
truly scanned, is found keeping to a few
original old melodies, played in a thousand
different keys

;
the same old thoughts uttered

in a thousand different tongues.

A leaf such as that of an Oak or Apple-tree,
when held up between the eye and the light,

is seen to be traversed in every
part by delicate lines, which, Internal

commencing iii strong ones, gra-

dually become more and more
attenuated, and continually touch and interlace.

These lines indicate threads of “ woody fibre,”

associated with which are minute sap-vessels.

They represent what in the human frame we
call the skeleton and the veins, with the differ-

ence that while the animal parts are inde-

pendent of one another, in the leaf they are

intimately associated. So plain is the resem-

blance, that, by one of the innumerable easy

and spontaneous metaphors which pervade
human speech, viewed in the living leaf they

are familiarly termed by the identical name of

veins”; and when the soft part has decayed,

and nothing remains but dry and inanimate

network, by another similar metaphor, the

“skeleton.” Art has now for a long time
devoted itself to the artificial preparation of
“ skeleton leaves.” Nothing can be imagined
more exquisite than the simulacra, procured
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from difEerent species of Ficus, fi’om ivy leaves,

and many others in which the woody fibre is

strong and enduring, and in which the cellular

tissue is specially perishable. Here, however,

as happens so often in our contemplation of

works of human skill, it is after all only an

imitation of what nature has been in the

habit of doing ever since

the world was possessed

of holly and poplar trees.

In the month of March,
wherever black poplars

abound, the little runnels

in the meadows supply

hundreds of similar skele-

tons, marred as to beauty,

no doubt, by the irregu-

larity of the process of

skeletonizing, but still

the same thing essen-

tially
;

and under old

holly trees the supply is

often quite as copious.

When leaves are ex-

tremely fleshy and succulent, and particularly

when they seem to be little more than bags of

watery juice, the veins are not distinguishable.

That veins exist is nevertheless declared quite

plainly when such leaves are slowly desiccated.

One of the very attractively quaint and excep-

tional among our English wild-flowers is the

dimple-wort— Cotyledon Unibiliciis—a denizen

of old limestone walls.

So long as the atmo-
sphere is fairly moist,

the round green leaves,

flatexceptforthe dimple
in the centre, are so

heavily charged with
sap, that if squeezed
between the fingers the
moisture runs down in

a stream. Let them be
parched by an unusually
fervent July, and they
change to filmy disks

that now show most
beautiful reticulation.

How constant is the
salutary reminder one
gets, while in pursuit

of field botany, that

before concluding from
first appearances, it is

truest wisdom in all

things to “ wait a wee.”
The interstices of the

network of fibres are

filled up with veiy
delicate cellular tissue,

often loose and with un-
occupied spaces inter-

vening, and which to a certain extent also

envelopes the fibres. Unprotected, this delicate
substance would soon be destroyed by the heat
of the sun. To defend it, both surfaces of the
leaf are covered with a membranous skin or
cuticle, which may often be stripped off in

large pieces. Try the experiment with a leaf

of the common houseleek, cutting through the

skin transversely and very gently with a sharp
penknife, then ripping it ofi longitudinally.

In the cuticle are innumerable minute openings
called the “ stomata,” by means of which the
vital processes of the leaf, in their relation to
the atmosphere, are carried on (fig. 28).

The leaves of endogenous plants, or those
which have no distinct
pith, wood, and bark to
the stem, and which are
usually destitute of
branches, are veined in a
manner different from
those of exogens. Usually
a stream runs from base
to apex, the central por-
tion perfectly straight,

with veins to the right
and left, which are more
or less curvilinear. All
start from the base with
the intention of re-uniting
at the apex

;
all to the

right and left are obliged
to take more or less of a curve in order to get
there, and the result is a most exquisitely

symmetrical dualism of concave lines, with
perfect convergence at the upper extremity.
The leaf of the Lily of the Valley supplies a
very good example. So does that of its near
relative, the Solomon’s Seal. In grasses, which
are strictly endogenous, this beautiful kind of

venation is also well

exhibited, though in

the very narrow-leaved
species after a slightly

different manner, the
veins being much more
nearly parallel. The
leading veins of endo-
genous leaves never
touch while upon their

way to the apex. There
is never the slightest

approach to network
like that of exogenous
leaves

;
the intervening

spaces are crossed, never-

theless, by subordinate

veins, ordinarily placed

nearly at right angles,

or at very obtuse angles,

to the large ones. In
one rather considerable

section of endogens

—

that which is consti-

tuted of the families

having for their types

the banana, the Indian-

shot, and the ginger-

plant—there is a very

elegant modification of

the curvilinear. A powerful midrib goes right

away from base to apex
;
and right and left of

it, all along, a steady outward flow of veins

moves in a wavy manner towards the margins,

reaching which they bend upwards, or some-

thing after the manner of the elements of a

bird’s feather.

Many terms have been applied to these
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different kinds of venation. That of exogenous
leaves is best described by the

netted,” or “ reticu-
Terms applied

, . . simple word
to venation. i , , ,, t • i ^

lated. In special lorms or ex
ogenons leaves, a qualifying adjective is some-
times required, as when certain

passion-flowers are said to have
“ palminerved ” leaves. Certain

maples also are said to be “ fan-

veined,” and the Corylacese to be
“ penninerved ”

;
but “ netted ”

is ordinarily quite enough. The
term usually bestowed on the

veining in endogens is unfortu-

nately a very deceptive one. It

is customary to call it “ parallel,”

or “ straight ”
;

but parallelism

implies that the lines are per-

manently equidistant, instead of

being, as in the leaves in ques-

tion, sedulously convergent. Better

therefore to say that it is “curvilinear,” or i

“apicular.” The leaves of the bananas, etc.,
\

are best called

‘feather

-

veined.”

Now and
then it hap-
pens that ex-

ogens have
curvilinearve-

nation, as well

shown in the
broad -leaved
species of the
Epacridaceae.
The Dam-
maras among
the Coniferas

are also con-

spicuous ex-

amples of the combination of the curvilinear,

with distinct wood.
bark, and pith. On
the contrary, several

of the Indian lilies,

otherwise command-
ing examples of the

endogenous type,

have netted veins

;

and in the Araceae
the tendencytowards
network is always
very marked.

These occur almost

ent idea, being the seat of the fructification.

Hence these parts are very properly dis-

tinguished by the name of “ fronds.” Their
veining is often quite peculiar. In all the
British ferns, and in vast numbers of the exotic

species, instead of producing net-
work, and instead of being cur-

vilinear, the primary veins fork at

their extremities, and each of the
prougs, after proceeding a little

distance, forks again. Occasionally,

as in the Maidenhairs, this re-

capitulated forking becomes very
striking and characteristic. In
any case, among these “fork-veined”
ferns the fibres go right away
to the margin, never approaching,
never introducing network. Ar-
rived there, they remind one of a

riG. 23.—sTOMATEs, HIGHLY man whose onward walk is sud-
MAGxiFiED.

denly checked by a precipice he
knew not of. He is brought to a full stop ;

and in the case of the fern all is now finished.

One plant

EIG. 29.—SIMPLE LEAF. FIG. 30.—NET-VEIXED LEAF.

are either “ simple

Veinless
exclusively

, in certain
leaves. - ... „

families of

the flowerless,ormore
correctly speaking,
the cryptogamic
plants; mosses and
selaginellas supply
examples.
Popularly, the

beautiful green
growth

FIG. 31.—LINDEN TREE.

Venation of

ferns.
of the Fern counts as a leaf. But
however leaf-like, as viewed from

above, the under-surface presents quite a differ-

only is known
with forked
veins that is

not a fern

—

the very cu-
riousJapanese
tree, not un-
common in

English gar-
dens, called

the Salisburia.

The first

great fact in

relation to the
shape or out-

line of leaves,

is that they

or “ compound.” A sim-

ple leaf, such as that

of the oak or apple

tree, consists of a
blade, or “lamina,”
with its stalk or

“petiole,” the latter

very variable in

length in different

plants. Frequently
no petiole is de'^e-

loped, in wliich case

the lamina is said to

be “ sessile.” Com-
pound leaves, on the
other hand, are con-
stituted of two, three,

four, five, or a larger

and often indefinite

number of relatively

small blades, called
“ leaflets,”articulated

in different ways, as

to position, to a stalk

common to the whole.
Fig. 29 represents the

simple and peiiolate leaf of the mallow; and
fig. 26 the compound leaf of an Acacia.

Compound leaves are veiy rarely sessile.
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The forms of simple leaves are innumer-
able, ranging from the needle-shape, as in

Thrift, up to the oval and circular,
Sunple leaves. common Pondweed and
the garden Nasturtium. The outline is of

course determined in great measure by the
character of the venation, just as the figure of

an animal comes in the main of the propor-

tionate length of its principal bones. The
kangaroo, the horse, the pig, and the giraffe

are all quadrupeds, and the archetype of their

respective skeletons is the same as that of the

biped man
;
yet how unlike are they in eom-

parative length of limbs, and in general profile

of body ! The most usual idea of venation in

the leaves of exogens is that which commences
with the strong midrib proeeeding from the

base of the laminate the tip, and giving rise to

many subordinate veins, which either meander
away indeterminately, as in a poplar leaf, or

else strike out in straight and often almost
parallel lines, to the margin, as in the chestnut,

and then not uncommonly
run beyond it, so as to

render the edge prickly.

When the primary veins

meander, the venation is

said to be deliquescent.”

Beautiful is the resem-
blance then borne by these

primaries and their im-

mediate branches to a

great river with its afflu-

ents. The fewer, the

shorter, and weaker the
primaries are, so much the
narrower will be the leaf.

When they run out ener-

getically, it becomes
mueh the broader

;
and

aceording to the multi-

plication and the distri-

bution of the ultimate
branchlets, the general

outline will be linear,

elliptical, ovate, circular, or triangular, more
or less. Sometimes there is a sudden arrest
of the onward progress of the midrib, the
primary veins pursuing their way as usual,

and then \ve have the very singular shape
presented in the leaves of the Tulip-tree,

Liriodendron tulipifei'a. which appear to have
had their extremities cut off. A very frequent
condition is that one observable in ‘‘lobed”
and “ incised ” leaves, such as those of the oak
and the dandelion. This eomes of the pri-

maries being ill-sustained in the distance by
tributaries, the result of which must needs be
gaps and spaces. Nature takes advantage of
this—her own doing in the first place—by
giving to the “incised” and “pinnatifid”
class of leaves a most wonderful and beautiful
variety of indent. Sometimes we have a series

of large and regular angles, as in certain
Banksias

;
sometimes huge promontories, those

on the two opposite margins of the leaf by
no means invariably corresponding. In many
leaves these seeming fissures extend all the
way to the midrib

;
and not infrequently the

lamina is so much divided and subdivided as

FIG. 32.—PIXXATIFID LEAVES.

to require the appellation of “ doubly pinna-
tifid.” A plant generally keeps to its own
prescribed outline in the matter of leaf. But
Nature positively refuses to bind herself by
any inflexible rules, and never perhaps dis-

closes a more entertaining and perplexing
waywardness than in various species of the
lovely genus Scabiosa and its near ally, the
Knautia, both illustrated abundantly in our
native flora. The charming little Dove’s-foot
Scabious, and the common blue Knautia of
the cornfields, produce at first leaves which
in outline are veiy similar to those of the
willow-tree. The flower-stems rise to a maxi-
mum height of rarely more than two feet, and
are singularly bare of foliage

;
yet before the

blossoms expand, leaves have been developed
below, which present every gradation, and
in the most easy and nonchalant manner,
between the willow type and the extremest
pinnatifid. Plenty of plants might be
named in which leaves of different shapes

co-exist. Almost every
form of simple leaf distin-

guished by botanists may
be observed in a set of a
dozen specimens of the
East Indian Karivia.
Over and above the in-

tellectual treat supplied
by the contemplation of

" this most curious sportive-

noss, there is the useful
lesson in it, not to be
overlooked, that in seeking
to determine specific dif-

ferences, it never does to
depend too much, or in-

deed at all, upon leaf-

shape
;
nor, in truth, upon

any one set of organs

—

not even the flowers and
fruit. Men are only told

by the aggregate of what
is in them. Why should

we expect anything different in plants, which
have been moulded and fashioned by the

same Divine hand, and in their natures there-

fore coiTespond with mankind, composite

always, and never to be judged of by a single

feature ?

THE STUDENT AS SUBJECT.
BY ROBERT SOMERS.

The student is by nature a patriot, and yet is

bound by his studies to become more and more
a citizen of the world. The sense of being
subject to anything not being one of his most
lively senses, he is prone even as a patriot to

rebel, to be a revolutionist, to overturn some-
thing within or without the walls of his col-

lege
;
while as a citizen of the world, being
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open to new ideas, and everything to which
|

he has not been particularly accustomed, it is

doubtful whether his rebellion will take the

form of the blindest conservatism, or the most
adventurous reform. The student as a subject,

whether of the general deims of a republic, or

of a constitutional king, or a despotic emperor,

is thus one of the most anomalous specimens of

the genus homo. One would be glad to think

of him as a rocking-stone, swaying gently to

and fro on an assured equilibrium. But the

difficulty is to determine his proper base, or

whether in the first ardour of his studies he

can have any base, and may not be a wandering

star passing quite away out of his solar

system, only to return to it at some distant

and incalculable period.

It would be vain to deny to youth its pre-

rogative of innovation. Youth has been the

eternal spring of humanity; and, like the

spring of nature, it has always had a sufficiency

of winter on its shoulders. It is the manner of

the thing, rather than the thing itself, with

which one can have to do.

But has the student, it will be asked, any
immediate concern with his relations to the

State at all 1 I should think he has
;
and

whether he has or not, it is certain he will take

concern with them in one form or other.

There is a curious custom in the Scottish

Universities, where the students, undergradu-

ates, divide themselves into Liberals, Conser-

vatives, and Independents—after the fashion

of the older citizens—and nominating candi-

dates from among the eminent statesmen of

the time, elect a Lord Rector with all the

noise, fury, and faction of a parliamentary

contest. This institution has been much ques-

tioned and sometimes ridiculed, and I am
not aware that there is anything quite like it

in seats of learning elsewhere. But it has had
the advantage at least of keeping the political

sympathies of the students within the limits of

the constitutional parties of the country
;
and

as the harangue of the Lord Rector elect, which
is almost the only return to the students for

the honour they have done him, seldom de-

scends to the political controversies of the

moment, but is usually directed to some ele-

vated theme of universal interest, it may be

supposed to improve the minds, and contribute

to the political education of those who are to

be the future citizens of a free country. So far

as the Scottish custom subserves these ends, it

must be allowed to tend to results, not always
easily attained, yet highly desirable in the

character of students as subjects.

It is not desirable that young men should
either, on the one hand, have so poor an esti-

mate of their own country, or of its institutions,

as to be ready to fly into the arms of any
foreign propagandism, or fanciful admiration
of foreign ways of government

;
or, on the

other, that they should allow their natural

patriotism to carry them into the bigotry of

thinking that, as regards their own country,
“ whatever is, is right,” and that everything
contained therein is the best of its kind. Stu-

dents who are wise, indeed, will not be in

haste to entertain strong party convictions of

any stamp. The immaturity of mind with
which young men sometimes declare that they
could be anything in the world but “ a Tory,”
or “ a Radical,” or “ a Whig,” is very apparent
to those who hear them, and is always painful
to think of. The game of politics is a long
one, is curiously involved, and is not likely to

be apprehended or unravelled by a youthful
glance, however keen, or by a partisan view,

however sincere.

It is seldom, indeed, to whatever party one
adheres, that reason is not soon found to diSer
from the party in some things, and to become
somewhat dubious of party as a centre alto-

gether. It is often experienced to be a cold,

selfish, over-riding, and almost brutal force.

The consequence is that the changes of party
made in our own day and generation by states-

men and politicians of the front rank, and
men accoruingly of naturally clear and strong
minds, have been almost as diverting as they
are instructive

;
and yet changes of this kind are

' never wholly happy. It is certainly better to

grow up slowly into a rational stability. The
attitude most becoming a student, therefore, I

think, without implying political indifferentism,

or refusing temperate sway to one’s leanings

and convictions, such as they may be, is this :

that parties are only figures on the chess-

board, and that what the State is, and what
its spirit and tendencies have been, are the

outcome of the common inter-movement, re-

I quiring patient observation to trace it in all

!
its bearings as a guide for the present and
the future.

If an understanding of the constitution, laws,

and political action of one’s own country be

thus a work of some difficulty, it is hardly to

be supposed that the relative merits of foreign

states, and their modes of government and
political artifices are to be quickly compre-
hended. One has to be on guard against various

kinds of foreign contagion. It startles us still

to read of the fervour with which the Great

Revolution in France was hailed over nearly all

Europe, and the disgust in which it was re-

garded immediately afterwards. Wordsworth,
for example, who of one year eould write

—

“ Bliss was it in that dawn to be alive,

But to be young was very heaven ! O times !

In which the meagre, stale, forbidding ways
Of custom, law, and statute, took at once
The attraction of a country in romance !

”

And of the next ten and more could add

—

,"Perpetual emptiness ! unceasing change

!

No single volume paramount ;
no code.

No master spirit, no determined road ;

But equally a want of books and men !

”

So, also in these tamer times, it is not un-

usual to hear British subjects professing

ardent admiration of the Republican institu-

tions of the United States; and on passing

across the Atlantic to hear American citizens

longing for the more temperate liberty and
keener honour of the British Monarchy. There

are certain broad lines of governmeiiL on which

conviction can scarce hesitate a moment. It is

impossible for any British youth not to sympa-
thise with all free and constitutional States,

monarchical or republican, and to observe^
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with glowing interest the soeial and political

development by which nations, sunk under
arbitrary power, approach a more just and
noble system of rule. Yet even here are some
pitfalls for the unwary

;
and experienced states-

men, not to speak of young students, find it

hard enough to thread their way, consistently

with what may be their sincere 'convictions,

through the maze of party politics.

The political fact of all others, which the

student has chiefly to remember, is, that he
owes a great deal—nearly all that he is, or

may hope to become in the future—to his

country ;
and consequently, that, in the natural

reciprocity of obligation, his country has very
considerable claims upon him, in its concrete

character solely as his country. All through
life this should be kept in mind

;
and tlie

thought that whatever influence he may wield,

and what reputation he may acquire, will

increase the power and add to the honour of

his native land, should inspire every right-

thinking student to make the most of the

opportunities at his command for fitting him-
self to take a share in the active work of

the world. But the student may have the

most ardent passion of love for his country,

and yet, from misunderstanding, his patriotism

may take most unpatriotic-like forms of mani-
festation. It is necessary at the least that

he should observe the more ordinary laws of

his country, as regards the common peace and
order

;
venerate its respect for authority, for

the calm and courteous discussion which in

the most free and liberal States is the only
method of progress

;
and weigh well the fact

that a rule, whether within the walls of a
college or a municipality, or extending over
the whole commonwealth, is a rule until it has
been reformed by all methods allowable, among
which, of course, the more violent are at once
the last and the worst in order. Above all, he
should avoid such breaches of law as are
beneath the oiwrale of the common body of

citizens, and are all but universally condemned,
even though they may have been partly pro-

voked. In these the student becomes lost in “the
rowdy ”—a species of character in which, there

being no ability to teach, there is also no desire
“ to learn, but only an animal impulse idly to

disturb.

V.

§ 35. English till a.d. 1066.

§ 36. Old English synthetical,
§ 37. And unmixed.
§ 38. Introduction of Christianity : Latin.
§ 39. Scandinavian invasions.
§ 40. English of tenth and eleventh centuries.
§ 41. “ English” and “Anglo-Saxon.”
§ 42. Norman Conquest.
§ 43. Influence of French.
§ 44. Persistence of English.

§ 35. The history of English in England, then,
begins with the first settlement of the Jutes

(or Frisians ; the historian Bede speaks of the
Fresones), about 449 A.D., in Kent

;
the same

tribe also took the Isle of Wight and a part of
Hampshire. The Angles—who came from the
Duchy of Schleswig, where there is a district

which still bears the name of Angeln—at
different times established kingdoms in East
Anglia (Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridgeshire and
parts of two adjacent counties), Beornicia
(between the Tweed and the Firth of Forth),
Deira (between the Tweed and the Humber),
and Mercia (comprehending the midland
counties). The Saxons (a.d. 477) settled in
Sussex, and sixty years more saw them in
Essex and the important kingdom of Wessex.
Thus by the beginning of the seventh century
these tribes had obtained possession of the
whole of the east side of the island as far north
as the Firth of Forth (where in 620 King
Edwin built Edinburgh), and extending south
and west, included Wiltshire, Dorsetshire, and
Somersetshire. They continued their combats
against the original inhabitants, till a glance at
the map in the tenth century shows that they
had not only consolidated their power, but had
pushed the Kelts into the present county of
Cornwall, beyond the Severn, and in the north-
west had confined them (for a time) in the
small kingdom of Strathclyde (Westmoreland,
Cumberland, and the south-west counties of
Scotland as far as the Clyde). In the year
924 they all were united under Edward, king
of Wessex (son of Alfred the Great), who was
thenceforth (and his successors after him)
styled King of the Anglo-Saxons, or English

—

that is, of the nation formed by the union of
the two. The English kings continued, with
an interruption of but thirty years, till the
year 1066.

§ 36. The language brought over by these
Teutonic tribes was one and the same, with no
greater differences than those of dialect. It

was, firstly, an inflected language—to which,
therefore, as standing among other languages,
the term synthetical has been applied. The
English of the present day is nearly uninflected,
and is therefore termed analytical. By in-
fiexions are meant those additions to or changes
in the form of a word which express the various
relations in which it is used. An example will

show this more clearly :

—

Anglo-Saxon or Present English.
Old English.

god smi^ (“S^th) a good smith.
gode smliSe by a good smith
gddwm smi'Se for a good smith.
gddaw smi'Se^ of a good smith.

Here the endings or inflexions e, urn,, an, of
the word g6d, and e, e, es, of sniiiS, answer the
purpose of the woixis by,, for, and of, in the
present English phrases

;
the ideas of the smith

and the relation expressed by the wordfor are
combined in one word smilSe, the addition of

um shows the same sense for gdd in connection
with smi^e, hence we have synthesis or a placing
together of ideas. A language formed upon
this system is synthetical

;
while, on the other

hand, when, in process of time, it has lost its

inflexions and replaced the notions which they
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expressed by separate words, we have analysis

or a separation of parts, the language is

described as analytical. Thus the Old English
said in the single word drincan what we now
mean by the two words, to drink; and this

kind of change forms one of the principal

differences between ancient English and
modern.

§ 37. Secondly, Old English in its first stages

was an unmixed tongue
;

it owed nothing to the

Latin or Greek. Our continental forefathers

had dwelt remote from Eoman civilization, and
had not been touched by Koman armies or

colonies. But during this period of about 600
years of Old English dominion a great nation-

ality was formed, the strong language ripened,

it underwent certain changes and modifications,

absorbed a number of foreign elements, and
grew under the use of an enterprising and self-

educating race to a considerable pitch of

literary culture.

§ 38. Two events had great influence on the
language during this period : (a) the introduc-

tion of Christianity by St. Augustine (A.D. 696)
brought the people into connection with the
Latin Church

;
the priests spoke Latin, English-

men were sent abroad to be educated for the

service of the Church, and English writers

translated Latin works into their own tongue
;

so that by degrees many Latin words became
familiar and passed into ordinary use. Foreign
trade and travel brought in some new articles

of daily use, trees, or animals, which kept
their Latin names

;
and in the eleventh

century the same causes, together with the
desire for education abroad and the residence
of Frenchmen at the court of Edward the Con-
fessor, were the means of introducing several

French terms into the language.

§ 39. (k) But before the Angle and Saxon
kingdoms became settled under the headship
of the Saxons of Wessex, northmen of Scandi-
navia, from Norway, Sweden, and Denmark,
began to harass their coasts. These tribes, who
were known under the general name of Danes,
made their first incursion (in 787) on the coast
of Dorsetshire

;
during the next century they

made frequent and successful invasions, so that
in 878 King Alfred was forced to yield by
treaty Northurnberland, East Anglia, most of

Essex and part of Mercia to the Danish chief.

In the tenth century they gained some further
footing

;
and finally, from 1013 to 1042, Danish

kings ruled over all England. These successes
were not enough to cast out the English, who
became united in face of the common danger,
and kept on winning back against their foes.

Thus it was that the Danish speech did not
displace the English, but, on the contrary,
being veiy near akin to it (they all were of
the Teutonic race), the people must have
partially understood one another, and the
English speech in those parts where the Danes
made settlements became only partly modified
by thek lan.g\iage. The inflexions of English
were affected, and many Danish words crept
into the speech of the people, though -not much
used at first in the written language. It is a
curious proof of the permanency of language
among the classes of country people, where

life remains somewhat stationary and custom
is strong, that many Danish words are still to

be found in the speech of our northern and
western counties—Northumberland, Durham,
Yorkshire, Lancashire, Cumberland, Lincoln,
and Norfolk. Old northern writers of the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, however,
are full of words adopted from the Scandina-
vian speech which have since gone out of use,

or only survive in provincial use.

§ 40. The English of the later part of this

period may then roughly be described thus in

two groups : in the east and north of England
up to the Firth of Forth (thus giving the
foundation of what we now call Scotch, which
is truly an English dialect) it was English of

the Angles, modified by the Danish element
;

in the south and west, English of the Saxons
and Jutes untouched by the Danish, and culti-

vated as the literary language.

§ 41. It will be noticed that our old lan-

guage of the first six hundred years has been
carefully called English or Old English. It is

commonly known as Anglo-Saxon, and there is

no harm in the name if it is clearly understood
that the term applies, not to a foreign or sepa-

rate language, but merely to one stage or period

in the unbroken history of the same tongue
which we now use. Much hot discussion has
taken place over the term, and it is safer, in

order to avoid the danger of error from the
misuse of names, to call the language during
this period by the name of Old English. English
was the name the tribes gave themselves,

according to the Saxon Chronicle, and is there-

fore the rightful and appropriate name from the
first

;
if at a later time their writers (Asser, in

his Life of Alfred, A.D. 893, is said to have
been the first) used the term Anglo-Saxon, it

was in order to distinguish them from the old
Saxons of the Continent, whom they had left

behind. For “the language called Anglo-
Saxon, spoken nowhere on the Continent, but
the result here of a fusion of dialects, in its

vocabulary and inflexions more strongly re-

sembles the old Frisian than any other. It is

much nearer to old Frisian than to old Saxon.”
( H. Morley, Clement Marot, and other Studies,

vol. ii., p. 263.)

§ 42. The Norman Conquest in 1066 forms*

the beginning of a new epoch in the histoiy of

English. In order to estimate rightly the great

influence which this event had upon the lan-

guage, a true notion must be had of the cha-

racter of the conquest. It was not, like the

settlement of the first English in Britain, an
invasion and gradual subduing of one people

by another, who imposed new laws, new religion,

and new language, recognizing little or nothing
of what they found before them. The coming
of the Normans effected great changes; but the

framework of society, the backbone, so to speak,

of the people, remained English, and reasserted

itself after three centuries of repression. The
Norman king came over to take what he deemed
his right by law, and though he carried matters
with a high hand, he was forced to swear that

he would govern according to the laws of the
land. In the words of the great historian of

this period, “ the whole importance of the
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Norman conquest consists in the effect which
it had on an existing nation, humbled indeed,

but neither wiped out nor utterly enslaved—in

the changes which it wrought on an existing

constitution, which was by degrees greatly

modified, but which was never either wholly

abolished or wholly trampled under foot
;

”

and he thus indicates what these changes were:
“ It brought with it not only a new dynasty,

but a new nobility
;

it did not expel or trans-

plant the English nation, or any part of it, but

it gradually deprived the leading men and
families of England of their lands and offices,

and thrust them down into a secondary position

under alien intruders. It did not at once

sweep away the old laws and liberties of the

land
;
but it at once changed the manner and

spirit of their administration, and it opened
the way for endless later changes in the laws

themselves. It did not abolish the English

language
;
but it brought in a new language

by its side, which for a while supplanted it as

the language of polite intercourse, and which
did not yield to the surviving elder tongue
till it had affected it by the largest infusion

that the vocabulary of one European tongue
ever received from another.” (Freeman's
History of the Norman Conynesty vol. i., pp.
2

,
4 .)

§ 43. French now became the language of

the upper classes
;

it was employed in the law,

in the church, at court, in literature, in parlia-

ment
;
even boys learned it at school. But the

old English families, and the common people,

who were numerically stronger than the Nor-
mans, held on to their mother-tongue. We
have an incidental proof of this in the fact

tliat a proclamation of Henry HI. in 1238, still

existing, which was sent to every county, was
made in English. Then in process of time (it

was going on during the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries) the two peoples settled down to-

gether, they intermarried, learned each other's

tongues, and became one ;
and the language of

the majority, richly increased by contact with
the French, regained its sway in the land, and
became in this altered state once more the

tongue employed by all classes. At last Nor-
man-French gi'adually died out, and ceased to

be spoken in England. In 1362 (36 Ed. III.)

an Act of Parliament ordered that proceedings

in the courts of law should be in English,

because the “ French tongue is much unknown
in the realm yet though it was desired that

“their laws and customs be learned and used in

the tongue of the country,” some use of French
lingered on so long that many proceedings

in Parliament were recorded in that language
for nearly a centuiy later (2.5 Hen. VI., a.d.

1447), and the statutes continued to be drawn
up in F’rench till 3 Hen. VIE, 1487.* In

1389, not thirty years after the Act of Ed-
ward III., writs were issued for particulars to

be given of the constitution and funds of the

gilds among the people : out of nearly five

hundred returns sent in to the Chancery from
different parts of the country, only fifty-one

* To this day the royal assent to Acts of Parliament
is given in the old French words Le Boy le veult, or
Soitfait come il est desire.

were in English, between thirty and forty were
in French, and the rest in Latin.

§ 44. Several writers from time to time, in

spite of the predominance of French, wrote in

the native tongue {e.g. Layamon, and the

authors of Orniulunh and the Ancren Rlwle,
all between 1200 and 1240), And others

translated poems, treatises, and romances
from the French, by which means the written

language was enriched with many new terms.

A northern writer of the end of the thirteenth

century, prefacing the Cursor Mnndi, a long

religious poem which he compiled and trans-

lated, says

:

“ This, ilke boke es translate
Vnto engliss tung to rede,
For the luue of englijs lede,
Engl is lede of meri ingeland.
For the comen to vnderstand.
Seldom was for ani chance
Englis tong preched in France

;

Gif we <Aaim ilkan fAair language,
And <//an do we na vtetrage.*
To leuid and englis men i spell,

Tk&t, understandis quat i can tell.”

Put into modern English, this reads as fol-

lows :

—

” This same book is translated
Into the English tongue, to be read,
For the love of the English people.
English people of merry England,
For the common [folk] to understand.
Seldom was by any chance
The English tongue preached in France ;
Let us give each their [o\’vti] tongue
And then we do none wrong.
To the ignorant and English I speak.
Who understand what I can tell.”

V.

The Ocean.

It has already been shown that about three-

fourths of the surface of the globe is covered
with water. To this vast body of fluid the
name “ Ocean ” is generally applied

;
but for

convenience of description, various names are
appropriated to different portions, which occupy
“ basins,” or vast depressions, possessing some-
wLat varying characteristics, or

partially separated by continental

masses. The immense expanse
betw’een the continents of Europe and Africa

on the east and the tw'o Americas on the west
is known as the Atlantic Ocean—a name given
by the old geographers to the little-known
waste of waters w^estward of the Atlas moun-
tains. The Indian Ocean lies between the
east coast of Afiica, the Indian archipelago,

and the west coast of Australia. The Pacific
is the name given by Magalhaens, or Magellan,
the Portuguese navigator, to the vast and com-
paratively tranquil sea he entered after passing
the strait w^hich bears his name, at the south-

ern extremity of South America. It lies be-

tween the western coast of America and Asia,

* This word should be vtraye; it is outrage in other
versions of the poem.
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New Guinea, and the east coast of Australia.

The Atlantic and the Pacific are each divided

by the equator into North and South oceans.

The Arctic Ocean surrounds the North Pole,

and is bounded by the northern shores of

Europe, Asia, and America, extending south-

ward in the openings between the continents

to the Arctic circle, or about long. 6-1° N.
The Antarctic Ocean surrounds the South
Pole, and is understood to be limited by the

64th parallel of south latitude. The term
“sea” is ordinarily applied to large inlets, nearly

“mediterranean” (that is, surrounded by land),

or bays formed by vast curves of the coasts of

the continents. Each of the large oceans with
connected seas will be separately described

;

in the meanwhile the extent
Areas of oceans. their respective areas may
be approximatively indicated ;

—

Square miles.

Atlantic 25,000,000
Indian 20,000,000
Pacific 70,000,000
Arctic 10,000,000
Antarctic 20,000,000

Before proceeding to a separate account
of each of these vast oceans, it will be con-
venient to consider some characteristics of the
ocean generally.; for we must remember that,

physically, the ocean is one and indivisible,

and that the separate names are only adopted
by the geographer for convenience of descrip-

tion.

In a previous article, w^hen treating of the
general characteristics of the earth’s surface,

and the propoitions of land and water, we
noticed the ascertained depth of the ocean at

various points, and described approximatively
the mountains, ridges, valleys, and plateaux
which form the bottoms of the ocean basins

;

and in other sections we shall allude to the
causes continually in operation to produce
variation, volcanic and coralline. It now be-
comes necessary to give some attention to the
chemical composition of sea-water, the varia-

tions of colour observed, and the phenomena of
tidal action and currents.

There is such a remarkable difference be-
tween the water of the ocean and that of rivers

and some of the large inland
Saltwater.

Jakes, that every human being
who has ever approached the sea must be well
acquainted with it. One kind of water is

“salt,” the other “fresh,” To drink freely of

the one would be to imbibe a poison, pro-

ducing the most terrible effects
;
fresh w’ater

is the most delightful and invigorating of

draughts, and is the basis of nearly all other
beverages. Sailors crossing vast oceans would
perish of thirst if they did not provide
themselves with sufficient store of fresh water
for the voyage, to be added to by such quan-
tities as welcome rain may afford. “Water,
water, everywhere, and not a drop to drink,”
has been the cry of many a shipwrecked
mariner, while the ocean weaves dashed over
the frail boat or raft to which he clung, drift-

ing on the wilderness of ocean. The fact of
this difference is probably one of the best-

known facts in nature
;
but the reason of it has

been one of the vexed questions of philosophy
;

and although there is now a generally accepted
explanation, it is not entirely free from diffi-

culties.

It is not necessary to our purpose that we
should in this place describe minutely the
chemical composition of pure water. That
will be done in the articles on Chemistry

;

and we need only state that in sea, or salt,

water, pure water is only one ingredient,
although, of course, by far the largest

;
and that

there are added to it various inorganic matters
in proportion varying in different localities

from about 33 to about 43 parts in 1,000. The
principal of these saline matters are chloride of
sodium (common salt), nearly 80 per cent, of
the whole, chlorides of potassium and mag-

j

nesium, bromide of magnesium, sulphate of
magnesia, and sulphate and carbonate of hme.
At least twelve other elementary substances,
including metallic bases, have been discovered
by careful analysis, but in such minute quanti-
ties as not materially to affect the general

j

characteristics of the fluid, their presence being
!
only perceptible in sponges, sea-weeds, marine
animals, or in the deposits on the boilers of
steam vessels making sea-voyages.

“ Whence come these saline ingredients ?” is

the question naturally asked
;
and the answer

now accepted as generally satis-

factory is, they are brought down
by the rivers discharging into the
ocean. Every little spring which contributes
to the formation of a river brings to the sur-

face a portion of the earth through which it

forces its way upwards, and that earth con-
tains saline and other earthy elements. Indeed,
many springs are so highly charged with
mineral elements, that the water is quite unfit

for ordinary consumption, though of great
medicinal value when taken in small quan-
tities. The “ spas,” or mineral springs so-

much resorted to in England, Germany, North
America, and other places, are familiar in-

stances of this. The materials thus held in

solution are carried by the river to the sea. It

would appear, then, that spring and river water
should be as salt as the sea, or even more so,

because the vast body of the latter would
dilute the salt-charged water of the rivers.

The fact, however, is that the proportion of

the saline elements in river water to the-

general bulk is so minute that it is scarcely

perceptible
;
but that the chlorides, sulphates

and other elements are stored up in the sea,

the fresh water being continually lost by
evaporation, 'which returns a considerable por-

tion to the earth in the form of rain. The salin^c

elements therefore accumulate, and the fi-esh

'water does not
;

and the accumulation has

been going on throughout the uncertain period

of time which has elapsed since the eartli

assumed its present form. The objection to

this theory, that the sea water is less salt near

the mouths of great rivers than in tlie main
body of the ocean, is consequently _ . .

easily answered. The fresh water, ^
in which the saline elements bear
a very small proportion to the bulk, is largely
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mixed with the sea-water—to such an ex-
tent, indeed, that in the cases of some larpfe

rivers, such as the Amazon and Orinoco, the
fresh water is perceptible several hundred
miles from the shore—and so, t© use a familiar

phrase, dilutes it. Within the zones of greatest

heat the evaporation is considerable, and con-
sequently the proportion of saline ingredients

large
; and in partially landlocked seas, where

the influx of ocean water more than counter-

balances that of river water, and the evaporation
is unchecked by cold winds, the saline deposits

are in excess of the average.

The saltness of the Atlantic Ocean is in

excess of that of the Pacific. Between the
equator and lat. 80° N., the saline particles are
in the proportion of more than 86 to 1000 of

volume, and the maximum is attained near the
24th parallel of latitude, and about 5 degrees
from the west coast of Africa, nearly under the
tropic of Cancer, where the heat is intense, and
where only small rivers discharge on the African
coast. Farther north, the effect of the discharge
of the great American river St. Lawrence,

of more than 89 in 1000 represents tl;e salinity

at the eastern end, between the island of Candia
and the African coast, and more than 86 in

1000 at the western end, near the straits of
Gibraltar. The Mediterranean, however, re-

ceives the Nile, the Poand other Italian rivers,

the Rhone (bringing immense quantities of

pure water from the Alpine glaciers), and the
Ebro, besides numerous small streams which
tend to freshen its waters

;
and for a much

higher proportion we must look to the Red Sea,

which is landlocked by sandy districts, and
receives only a few insignificant contributions

from fresh-water streams. Professor Forch-
hammcr, of Copenhagen, who has most care-

fully investigated the subject, found that the
Red Sea had an average salinity of more than
43 in 1000. The Black Sea receives the
Danube, the Dnieper, and the Don, very large

rivers, and many smaller streams; its area is

little more than one-fifth of that of the Medi-
terranean, and it is subject to intensely cold
winds, which check evaporation, so that the
proportion of saline ingredients is only from

ox T3E SHORES OF THE MEDITEREAXEA X.

bringing immense quantities of fresh water
from the great lakes, is seen in a slight dimi-
nution of the proportion of salinity ; and still

farther north it would be much less, owing to

the melting of the icebergs and glaciers of

Greenland, were it not for the great currents

which sweep round towards Baffin's Bay,
bringing salt water to mingle with the body of

fresh water. We have noticed
Inland seas, gQme inland seas possess

more salt than the great ocean itself. This
remark applies particularly to the Mediter-
ranean, which is sheltered by the Alpine
system of southern Europe from the cold

northern winds
;
and the temperature being

on the average ten or twelve degrees higher
than the Atlantic under the same latitudes,

owing to the proximity of the African deserts,

the evaporation is excessive,,and the proportion

about 12 to 18 in 1000. The great inlet in-

cluding the Baltic, the Gulfs of Finland and
Bothnia, receives rivers draining about one-
fifth of the continent of Europe, and is tra-

versed throughout a great part of the year by
cold north-easterly and easterly winds, which
not only check evaporation, but drive back
the influx of salt water through the narrow
channels opening into the German Ocean. It

is not surprising, consequently, that the propor-
tion of saline ingredients in the Baltic is only
about one-third of that shown in the Black
Sea. It should be remembered that the quan-
tity of saline matter has been found to vary
according to depth. It has been estimated—of

course complete accuracy on such a subject

cannot be looked for—that every year the
rivers of the world dissolve and carry into the

^

sea about a hundred tons of earthy matter for
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every English square mile of surface
;
or alto-

gether more than five billions of tons.
There are many salt inland seas and lakes,

some of them of great size, both in the Old and

Salt lakes and r
The. largest is the

ocean beds,
^^^spian, which receives the Volga,
one of the largest of European

rivers, and other considerable rivers, and has no
visible outlet

;
the water, varying in different

parts, being much less salt than the ocean
generally. Lake Etton, in a steppe east of the
Ural range, has the saltest water known—due,
probably, to the character of the surrounding
soil and the presence of salt springs in the
lake itself. There are many place's on the
surface of the earth where the water has
altogether disappeared by evaporation, leaving
large tracts impregnated with salt, and known
as salt plains, or. in some parts of America,
“salt-licks,” from animals occasionally licking
the surface for the sake of the salt, which they
instinctively know to have a medicinal effect.
The Dead Sea, in Syria, is a remarkable

instance of a large piece of water—about forty

The Second Declension.
We_ now come to the second declension of
Latin nouns, which generally end in us and
er in the nominative case for the masculine
gender, and in for the neuter in the nomi-
native case, but always in I for the genitive
singular, as the following.

Masculine Nouns in us and er :

—

Singular.

N. dominus a lord
V. domine 0 lord
A. dommum a lord
G. domini of a lord
D. domino to or for a lord
A. domino with, by, or from a lord

O.V THE HAJJKS OF THE NILE.

mUes long, with an average breadth of nine
miles—intensely salt, with no communication
with the ocean. Ihe river Jordan, from the
north, and rnany^ smaller streams, continually
pour frcsii water into the sea, but it appears to
be entirely carried off by evaporation. The
saltness of the Dead Sea is eight times more
than that of the ocean

; and as the surface is
more than 1300 feet below that of the Medi-
terranean, it is possible that in the course of
ages the level has been lowered nearly to that
extent by evaporation

;
and extensive deposits

ot salt are found on the banks, showing that
formerly the area of the sea was considerably
larger than at present. At the bottom of the
sea are large deposits of common salt, sulphate
of hme, and carbonate of lime.

VOL. I.

I'lnral,

N. domini lords
V. domini 0 lords
A. dominos lords
G. dominorum of lords
D. dominis to or for lords
A. dominis with, by, or from lords

Singular.

N. magister a master
V. magister 0 master
A. magistrum a master
G. magistri of a master
I). magistro to or for a master
A. magistro by, with, or from a master

12
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Plural.

N. magistri masters

V. magistri O masters

A. magistros masters

G. magistrorum of masters

D. magistris to or for masters

A. magistris by, with, or from masters

Singula)'.

N. puer a boy
Y, puer 0 boy
A. puerum a boy
G. pueri of a boy
D. puero to or for a boy
A. puero by, with, or from a boy

Plural.

N. pueri boys
Y. pueri 0 boys
A. pueros boys
G. puerorum of boys
D. pueris to or for boys
A. pueris by, with, or from boys

Neuter Nouns in uni :

—

Singular.

N. regnum a kingdom
Y. regnum 0 kingdom
A. regnum a kingdom
G. regni of a kingdom
D. regno to or for a kingdom
A. regno by, with, or from a kingdom

Plural.

N. regna kingdoms
Y. regna 0 kingdoms
A. regna kingdoms
G. regnorum of kingdoms
D. regnis to or for kingdoms
A. regnis with, by, or from kingdoms

Observe, however, that vlr, a man, is thus
declined ;

—

Singular.

N. vir a man
Y. vir 0 man
A. « virum a man
G. viri of a man
D. viro to a man
A. viro

Plural.

by a man

N. viri men
Y. viri 0 men
A. viros men
G. virorum of men
D. viris to men
A. viris by men

Notice especially,

—

(1) Most nouns in are masculine, but
mames of trees are feminine, as vidlus, an
apple-tree.

(2) Three nouns ini^s are neuter
:

poison,

V7(lgus, the common people, and pelagvs, the
ocean, and are used only in the singular.

(3) Bens, God, makes its vocative 0 Ecus,
and in the plural makes nominative and voca-
tive Dil or Di, genitive Beoruni or Deum,
dative and ablative Dels, Blls, or Bis.

(4) Fdivs, a son, genius, a guardian spirit,

and proper nouns in ius, as Tullius, make the
vocative case in I, as fill, 0 son, genl, 0 guardian

spirit, and Tulli, 0 Tullius ; so too the adjective
mens in the mas. vocative has mi.

(5)

The genitive plural of words denoting
money, weight, measures, and trades ends in
vm instead of arum, as modidm instead of

nwdiorum (of pecks), instead of nnm-
moruni (of pieces of money).

Vocabulary of nwrds in the Second Declension,

to be learnt by heart.

Like Magister decline,

—

Liber {m)

Aper {m)

Alexander {m)
Ager (w)

Faber (w)

Cultur (w)

a book
a boar
Alexander
a field

a workman
a knife

Like Dominus decline,

—

Servus {m) '

Calamus (w)

Fungus {ni)

Populus (?//)

Yulgus («)

Pelagus {71)

Like Regnum decline,-

Bellum {n)

Negotium {n)

Templum {n)

Brachium (n)

Armentum {n)

Solum {n)

Like Yir decline,

—

Triumvir {71)

Decemvir (n)

a slave

a straw
a mushroom
the people
the common people
the ocean

a war
business

a temple
the arm
a herd
the soil

one of three men
one of ten men

Self-Examination Questions and Exercises.

What are the general masculine nominative
endings, and what the neuter ending of words
in the second declension ? YHiat is always
the ending of the genitive singular? Give
examples. Decline magister, Domuius, regnum,
and vir, vfith the English of the several cases.

What words ending in are feminine, and
what neuter ? Decline Bens, and show how
it ditfers from other words in the second
declension.

What is the vocative of films, genius,

Tullius, and state the reason of the seeming
irregularity ? What words make the genitive

plural in mn, contracted for oruin. Give ex-

amples. Write out the vocabulary of the second
declension nouns, and decline them.

EXERCISES.

Translate into English :

—

Hie ager hujus Alexandri. Propter brachia
fabri. In his agris hujus regni. In hoc
negotio hujus magistri. Penes hos servos

domini. In brachiis decemvirum. Dominorum
solum. Servorum cnltri. Pelagi armenta. O
regna Alexandri. Puerorum libris. In domi-
norum regnis. Fabri agrorum. Per kune
agrum magistri. O magister. populi ! Propter
calamos domini. Infra solum hujus templi.

Pelagi dominus. Belli populi negotia. Agros
Alexandri. Obella Alexandri. Servos fabrorum.

Domino pelagi. Yulgus populi. Armentis
agrorum. Cultrorum servorum. Fungos agri.

Apri horum agrorum. Cultris servi. O liber

belli. Templorum negotia. Intra hoc templum
horum Deum. Circiter haec templa decemviri.
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O mi Tulli. 0 geni filiorum. Virus pelagi.

Malus virorum. O fili viri. O mi geni nummiim.
O mi deus. Di virorum. Per malum filii.

* Di
geniorum. 0 virus de pelago. 0 viri vulgi. O
tili Deiim.

Translate into Latin :

—

O Lord ! By lords. Of the lord. With the

lord. To the lords. Of this people. With
the people. To a slave. From slaves. A
mushroom (acc.). For a mushroom. To the

comnun people. With the common people.
'

- Of the ocean. The straw (acc.). To mush-
rooms. The straws. On account of these

' masters. Through those kingdoms. Of a
kingdom. For kingdoms. 0 wars ! To a
war. Of this business. For these temples.

!

Of this temple. O arm ! To the arms. Of
herds. With a herd. Of the soil. The soil

(acc.). For wars. To temples. Above these
masters of this slave. In the power of these

masters. Concerning these books of the slave.

Above these books of the master of Alexander.
In these books of the common people. Around
this knife. O my son ! To gods. To god-

^
desses. To sons. For these daughters. The
genius of moneys. Peck of poison. Above
these apple-trees of the common people. In
this ocean of the men. 0 my God ! O Tul-

X- lius, my son ! The gods of this ocean. The
moneys of these men. The mushrooms on this

4,
apple-tree. In these temples of the' gods. O

! . my book and my guardian !

VI.

By the year 1529, the Emperor and the

Pope were reconciled. The Eomish party, who
always detested the Reformation,

The diet of which they saw a protest of
peyer,

. against power, at the diet

of Speyer procured the revocation of some
concessions formerly made, and the issue of a
decree which, if followed, would have prevented
the development of the movement. The Electors

,

of Saxony and Brandenburg, with various other
princes, and the representatives of Augsburg,
Ulm, Strasburg, and various other imperial
towns, immediately handed in a protest, ap-
pealing to a General Council and to the Em-
peror. Hence they received the name Protest-
ants, which was soon extended to all who
repudiated the papal authority and the teachings
of the Eomish Church.
A great accession of strength would have

been gained for the Reformation, had means

The Kefor-
^cen found for bringing about a

mation in union among the different leaders.

Switzerland But an unhappy difference of
from 1518. Opinion soon divided the Reformed

TJlric Zwingli Church into sects, at first acting
(1484-1531). apart, and ultimately inimical to

each other, Ulric Zwingli began the work of
the Reformation in Switzerland. A man of a
cheerful and joyous spirit, he had not passed

through the stages of dire suffering and dark
mental agony that preceded Luther’s convic-
tion of the doctrine of justification by faith

;

he rather wished to introduce practical im-
provements into the Church, and declared that
the essence of religion was to be sought in
momlity and innocence of life, ‘‘ to visit the
widows and fatherless in their affliction, and
to keep himself unspotted from the world.”
It was on the question of the sacrament that
he differed most widely from Luther. He
looked upon it as symbolical, whereas Luther
maintained the doctrine of the real presence of

the body and blood of Christ in the bread and
wine, though he rejected the scholastic doc-
trine of transubstantiation. Zwingli was very
anxious to come to an accommodation with
Luther on this point, and a meeting for discus-

sion was arranged at Marburg
;
but Luther,

always impatient under contradiction, and too
fond of dictatorial power, refused Z-wingli’s

proffered friendship. “ Ye have another spirit

in you !
” he hotly exclaimed. Zwingli pleaded

for reconciliation even with tears, but in vain

;

and the good offlees of Philip of Hesse for the
same purpose were equally fruitless.

But Zwingli did not merely Avish to reform
the Church in Switzerland. His views were
also political. He wanted to introduce a new
constitution, in which the two principal cities,

Berne and Zmich, were to have the chief poAver.

He especially denounced the custom among
his countrymen of taking service in foreign
armies, and the practice (usual among the
great families) of receiving pensions fi’om

I foreign princes for providing soldiers. In
many cantons, such as Appenzell, Glarus, St.

Gall, etc., his doctrines and innovations were
adopted

;
but they found strong opposition in

the old or original cantons—Uii, Schwytz,
Lucerne, UnterAvalden, and Zug— Avhere intel-

lectual culture had not penetrated as in the
great cities, where the inhabitants w^ere under
the control of the priests and monks, and
Avhere the pensions or subsidies denounced
by ZAvingli formed the principal item of

revenue. Ill-timed zeal of the inhabitants of

Berne and Zurich, Avho exasperated the oppo-
site party by image-breaking and the destnic-

tion of ecclesiastical orna,ments and vestments
in the churches, led to a confederacy of the

five cantons with Austria and Bavaria for the

maintenance of the old religion, and for mutual
support. A AA’ar Avas the result

;
and though a

hollow truce aa'us effected for a time, the in-

habitants of Zurich Avere attacked by a greatly

superior army from the five cantons at Kappel,

and defeated AAdth great slaughter
;
and here,

in 1.531, by the banner of the city, fell Ulric

ZAvingli and the chiefs of the reformed party

in Switzerland
;
and thus the progress of the

Reformation in SAvitzerland was arrested.

Another phase of the Reformation, destined

to exert a poAverful influence on the religious

and political history of Europe, John Calvin
AA'as meauAvhile dcA’eloping itself (1509-1564).

in SA\dtzerland. Luther and The Geneva

Wittenberg are indelibly associ- School of

ated Avith the Reformation in the Reformers,

north. In the south there arose a harsher and
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sterner Luther in the person of John Calvin
;

and a southern Wittenberg was found in Geneva.

As Germany and England took the outlines of

their Keformation from the teachings of the

great German monk, so the Keformation in

France, in Scotland, Holland, and other coun-

tries was built up on the foundation laid by
Calvin. This distinguished man and energetic

reformer was a
Frenchman,
born at Noyon,
in Picardy, in

1.509. Like Lu-
ther, he first

studied jurispru-

dence, and ex-

changed law for

theology. Rest-

less and eager,

he gave up the
quiet duties of

the rector of a
country parish
for the toilsome
activity of life in

Paris, at a time ge
when the king,

Francis the First, was still wavering between
the characters of a patron and an opponent
of the new doctrines to Avhich Calvin became
a zealous convert. Religious persecution found
him out

;
and in spite of the patronage of the

Queen of Navarre, continued residence in Paris

became impossible. Forced to fly, he took

refuge in Switzerland, first at P»asle, and ulti-

mately at Geneva, with which city his name
and system be-

came identified.

Though at first

the rigid strict-

ness and simpli-

city of his system
offended many,
and even once led

to his expulsion
from Geneva, he
was afterwards
recalled

;
and

Genevahe founded
a college, where
many a zealous

preacher was edu-
cated, who after-

wards went forth
to bear his testi-

mony even at the
f)eril of Ms life

Of Calvin, a Ger-
man-writer justly

o})serves that he
was “ hard to-

wards others as towards himself, yet not with-
out great depth of feeling ;

an enemy to all

earthly enjoyments, caring nothing for popular
favour, he gained a mastery over men’s minds
by the respect they felt for hi-s strong clear
will.” His celebrated work entitled Institiites

of the Christian Relifjion, containing a general
statement of the reformed, and a refutation
of the popish doctrines, was received with

general applause. It embodies his system,
which differs fi’om that of Luther chiefly wdth
regard to the doctrine of predestination. With
respect to the sacrament, he takes up a posi-
tion between Luther and Zwingli : advocating
simplicity and the abrogation of all outward
pomp and ceremony, and aiming at restoring
the purity of apostolic times. It has been well

remarked by a
distinguished
churchman, that
as the principle
of Romanism was
superiority to the
State, and the
])rinciple of the
English Church
was alliance with
the State, so the
principle of Cal-
vinism was inde-
pendence of the
State. Worn out
with toil, and
devoured by Ms
burning zeal, Cal-

vin died at the
age of fifty- five years

;
not, however, before he

had firmly fixed his doctrines in the minds
of his followers, and founded a church that
was to absorb a large section of the Protestant
community. That Calvin was deeply tinctured
with the intolerance of his time, is proved
by his acquiescence in the death of Servetus, an
eccentric and unfortunate man, condemned by
the Protestant cantons of Switzerland for

heresy He trietl,

indeed, to defend
himself by declar-

ing in one of his

letters, “ Senten-
tiam volo, suppli-

cium capitale non
volo.” But toler-

ance, except in a
few rare cases, did
not enter into the
political or reli-

gious system of the
sixteenth century.

The trial and
execution of Ser-

vetus forms one of

the greatest blots

on the history of

the Reformation.
That Servetus.
though an enthusi-

astic dreamer, was
an earnest and con-

scientious man, is

beyond a doubt. The trial at Geneva, which
lasted two months, was disgraced by unmitigated

rancour, the foulest abuse being bandied

between the accused and the accusers. On the

very morning after sentence of death had been

pronounced it was executed in the most cruel

manner, and the Reformers looked upon the

hideous crime in no other light than as - reli-

gious triumph.
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VIL
Simple Division (continued').

Itulefor Sinijfle Dimsion.

We must distinguish two cases: viz., (1)
When the divisor is not greater than 12,; (2)
when the divisor is greater than 12.

First Case .—Divisor not greater than 12.

Itule.—Place the divisor and dividend thus :

—

Divisor) Dividend

1. By the division table find how often the

divisor is contained in the first figure, or if

necessary the first two or first three figures of

the left hand of the dividend, and observe what
the remainder is. Set down the quotient as

the first figure of the required answer, and
carry the remainder, if there be any.

2. Conceive in your mind, or write down on
a piece of paper, this remainder, followed at its

l ight hand by the next figure of the dividend,

and find how often the divisor is contained in

the number so formed. Set down this quotient

as the second figure of the required answer

;

and carry the remainder, if there be any.

3. Proceed in the same way with this re-

mainder and the next figure or figures of the

dividend
;
and so on till all the figures of the

dividend are used up
;
and if there be any

remainder at the end, WTite it apart from the
quotient.

The student can hardly be expected to under-
stand this rule until he has seen it illustrated

by a few examples, which we shall now give.

Example 1. Find how often 4 is ^.ontained

in 6712
;
or in other words, divide 6712 by 4.

Arrange thus

:

4)6712

1678

(1) Here the first figure of the dividend is 6,

and 4 is contained in 6 once, leaving a re-

mainder 2 ;
write down 1 as the first figure

of the quotient, and caiTy 2.

(2) The next figure of the dividend is 7 :

.'. we must find how often 4 is contained in 27.

The quotient is 6, and the remainder 3 ;

vTite down 6 as the second figure of our

answer, and cany the remainder 3.

(3) The next figure of the dividend is 1 ;

4 goes into 31, 7 times, leaving remainder 3.

(4) 4 goes into 32, 8 times, leaving no re-

mainder. Thus the quotient is 1678 when 6712
is divided by 4.

Example 2. Divide 238 by 3.

3)238

79..

.remainder 1.

We say : 3 into 2 won’t go, but 3 into 23

goes 7 times and 2 over. 3 into 28 goes 9 times

and 1 over. Thus the quotient is 79, the

remainder 1.

Example 3. Divide 103417 by 11.

11)103417

9401..

.remainder 6.

We say: 11 into 1 won’t go; 11 into 10
won’t go. But 11 into 103 goes 9 times, leaving
4 over. 11 into 44 goes 4 times, leaving no
remainder. Now, 11 into 1 won’t go, put
down 0 as the next figure of the quotient

;
but

11 into 17 goes once and leaves 6 over, put
down 1 as the last figure of the quotient and 6
as the final remainder. Thus when 103417 is

divided by 11, the quotient is 9401 and the
remainder 6.

Second Case of Simjjlc Division—viz., when
the divisor is greater than 12.*

Buie.— 1. Arrange divisor and dividend thus :

Divisor) Dividend (

Mark off from the left hand of the dividend as

many figures as there are figures in the divisor,

or one more if necessary.

2. Find how often the divisor is contained
in the number thus marked off. Write down
the quotient thus found as the first figure of

the required quotient.

3. Multiply the divisor by this number, and
place the product under the number marked
off from the dividend, and subtract.

4. To the right of the remainder thus found
write the next figure of the dividend, and find

how often the divisor is contained in the
number thus formed ;

and write down the
quotient as the second figure of the required
quotient.

5. Multiply the divisor by this second figure

of the quotient, subtract, and bring down the
next figure of the dividend, as before, and pro-

ceed in this way till all the figures of the
dividend are exhausted.

We now proceed to give some examples fully

worked out, without which the rule given in

the preceding article is difficult to grasp.

Example 1. How often is 23 contained in

185.53?

23)185^53(806 Here it is necessary to mark
184 off three figures of the dividend,

because 23 won’t goiiito 18. But
153 23 into 185 goes 8 times and
138 something over.

We find how often 23 goes

15 into 185 by guessing, and then
trying if we are right

;
and our guesses should

be guided roughly by seeing how often the

first figure of the divisor is contained in the

first or first two figures of the dividend.

Thus 2 is contained in 18, 9 times. But if

we try 9 we see that 9 times 23 is greater than

185, .*. 9 is too large
;
so then we try 8 times,

and we find that 8 times 23 make 184, which
is less than 185. .-. 8 is the first figure of the

quotient.

Now write 8 times 23 (i.c. 184) under the 185

of the dividend, and subtract. The remainder is 1.

Immediately after this remainder write the

next figure of the dividend (viz. 5).

Now, 23 won’t go into 15, .*. write 0 as the

next figure of the quotient after the 8, and
bring down the next figure of the dividend

{i.e. the 3).

Now, as before, we must divide 23 into 153,

and as 2 goes 7 times into 15, we try 7. But
7 times 23 gives 161, which is too large, .’. we

* In this case the process is called Long Division.
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must try 6 times, and we find that it will do
;

so we write 6 as the next figure of the divi-

dend.
Now, 6 times 23 gives 138, write 138 under

153 and subtract; the remainder is 16, and
there are no more figures in the dividend.

Therefore the quotient when 18553 is di-

vided by 23 is 806, and the remainder is 15.

Example 2. Divide 658625 by 506.

606)658,625(1301 We mark otf three figures

506 of the dividend.

506 into 658 goes once, .'.

1526 write 1 as the first figure of the
1518 quotient. Multiply the divi-— sor by this 1, and write the

825 product under 658, and sub-

506 tract. We get as remainder— 152.

319 Now bring down 6, the

next figure of the dividend, and write it after

the 152, thus forming the number 1526.

The divisor goes 3 times into this number,
.*. 3 is the second figure of the quotient, and
again we have to multiply 1526 by 3. Write
the product under 1526, and subtract.

The remainder so found is 8. Bring down
the next figure (2) of the dividend, thus form-
ing the number 82.

Into this number the divisor 506 will not go,

therefore we must put 0 as the next figure

of the quotient and bring down the next figure

(5) of the dividend, thus forming the number
825.

Into this number 506 goes once.
' Multiply 506 by 1, and write the product
under the 825, and subtract. The remainder
is 319, and as there are no more figures in the

dividend, we see that the result of the division

is that we get 1301 as quotient and 319 as re-

mainder.
When the divisor can be separated into two

factors ,* we may perform the division by the

following Rule : which will be found conve-

nient hereafter :

—

1. Divide by one factor, writing down the
quotient and remainder.

2. Divide this quotient by the other factor,

and write down the quotient and remainder
resulting from this second division. This

second quotient is the required quotient.

3. To find the proper remainder, multiply
the first divisor by the second remainder, and
to the product so found add the first remainder.

Example. Divide 2539 by 24.

Now 24 = 6 X 4.

6)2539

4)42-3 first remainder = 1

several cyphers, we can perform the division
by a shorter rule.

Rtde.— 1. Cut off the cyphers from the di\'i-

sor, and cut off from the right hand of the divi-

dend as many figures as there were cyphers cut
off from the divisor.

2. Perform the division with the new divisor
and dividend so formed by the usual rules.

The quotient so found will be the required
quotient.

3. To the last remainder annex the figures
cut off from the dividend. This will be the
proper remainder.
Example. Divide 607632 by .500.

5p0)6O76^^

1215...rem. 132.

Cutting off the
two O’s of the
divisor, and 32
from the dividend^

we may now divide 6076 by 5.

The quotient resulting from this is 1215, and
the remainder is 1.

Therefore 1215 is the required quotient
;
and

the proper remainder is 132.

Exercises in Long Division.

Find the quotients and remainders in the
following cases :

—

Quotient Remainder
1. 74346 ri- 345 Ans. 215 171
2. 9310 — 35 266 0
3. 11634 -i- 49 237 21
4. 1267 113 11 24
5. 61472 -f- 862 71 270
6. .34215 96 356 39
7. 23355 — 13 1796 7
8. 1796451 207 8678 105
9. 652932 — 480 1360 132

10. 18745341 — 218 85987 175
11. 54562162 — 3749 14.553 2965
12. 7856421 — 214.5 3662 1431
13. 864521 — 56 15437 49
14. 327436 -i- 513 638 142
15. 4856752 -f- 2163 2245 817
16. 474050 ri- 470 1008 290
17. 870047 ri- 245 3551 52
18. 654207 — 147 4450 57
19. 984805 ri- 207 4757 106
20. 832405 -1- 115 7238 35
21. 584740251 -j- 4376 133624 1627
22. 674237452 -f- 8907 75697 4273
23. 543897905 — 6407 84891 1268
24. 743217908 — 3427 216871 991
25. 824376957 -f- 4784 172319 2861
26. 606405894 ri- 4706 1288.58 146
27. 805423135 -f- 4689 171768 2983
28. 100402345 ri- 71.54 14034 3109
29. 635426976 — 8941 71068 7988
30. 470046874 -f- 7654 61411 7080

105 second remainder = 3

The quotient is 105.

The proper remainder is = 3 times 6 -|- 1

= 18 + 1 = 19.

If the divisor terminate with a cypher or

* Numbers which can be separated into two or
more factors are called “ Composite numbers.” Thus
4, 6, 9, 15, 35, etc., are composite. For 4 = 2 x 2;
6 = 3x2;9 = 3x3; 15 = 3x5; 35 = 7x6, etc.

Numbers which cannot be separated into factbi-s are
called “Prime numbers.” Thus 3, 7, 11, 31, 53, etc.,

are prime.

Prohlems and Exen'cises in Division.

1. A farmer buys 500 sheep, and sells thera

soon after for £1000. He finds that he has
gained by this transaction 2 shillings on each
sheep : what must he have paid for each ?

Ans. £1 185. Od.

2. A man, working uniformly for one hour,

raises 4140 pints of water by a pump, each
stroke of which raises 3 pints. How many

! strokes must he make for every minute of the

I

time he works ? Ans. 23. .
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3. Water is discharged through a tube at

such a rate that in (.13 weeks 56889 gallons are

discharged. How many gallons would be
discharged in a day ?. Ans. 129.

4. A library of 8448 volumes consists of 8

compartments
;
each compartment contains 22

shelves. Find how many volumes each shelf

must contain ? Ans. 48.

Miscellaneous Questions in the

Elementary Rules.

1. Find the number which subtracted from
80001 leaves 57736, and divide it by 365.

2. A number diminished by two -thirds of

itself, when divided by 809, gives a quotient

327, and a remainder 456. What is the num-
ber?

3. Thirty years ago a man was three times

as old as his son, whose present age is 45 :

how old is the father at present ?

4. A is 27 years older than B, and 15 years

younger than C, whose age is 54 years
;

D’s

age is equal to the sum of A’s and B’s ages

:

how much older than D is C ?

5. Divide 7872 into three parts, such that

the first part shall be four times the second,

and the second three times the third.

6. A died in 1873 at the age of 87 ;
B died

in 1837 at the age of 18 : how old was A when
B was born ?

7. The product of two numbers is 1270374
;

half of one of the numbers is 3129 : what is

the other number ?

8. The quotient being 15238, the remainder
86, and the divisor 144, what must the dividend
be?
Answers. (1) 61 ; (2) 794997

; (3) 75; (4)

3 years
; (5) 5904, 1476, 492

; (6) 33
; (7) 203 ;

(8) 2194358.

V.

THE ATMOSPHERE.
The atmosphere which surrounds our earth,

on all sides, may be regarded as a vast ocean of

gas, at the bottom of which we
The ocean Invisible, without smell,

° taste, or colour, yielding with the
utmost readiness to any movement of our
bodies, we arc apt to become oblivious of its

very existence, and yet we are dependent upon
it for the breath of life, from the cradle to the
grave. Vital action can only be maintained
in an atmosphere containing free oxygen.
Densest over the lowest portions of the earth’s
surface, the air becomes lighter or more rarefied,

and therefore more unfit to support respiration,

as we ascend. This being the
Weight of the pQ^ult of the downward pressure
atmosphere.

atmosphere, we are led to
the conclusion that it possesses specific gravity
or weight—a fact which admits of very easy
demonstration. If one end of a tube be im-
mersed in a glass of water, and the other be

taken between the lips, it is well known that,
by exhausting the air in the tube, we can draw
up the water, or any other liquid, into our
mouth. The first savage who ever thus sucked
up water through a hollow reed from some
mossy rock-basin, in his native woods, exempli-
fied, however unconsciously, the .

action of the common pump. air-pump.

Long after the invention of that useful appa-
ratus, however, mankind were puzzled to
account for the fact that water thus raised
refused to ascend to a greater height than a
little over thirty feet (say thirty-two feet)
above the surface of that in the well. No
matter how perfect the exhaustion of the air in
the tube, higher than this it obstinately refused
to come. The great Galileo having
been applied to by a deputation Ascent of

from the savants of his day for

information on this knotty point,
® ^

demanded of his interlocutors what, in their
opinion, was the reason of the water entering
the tube at all. “ Oh,” they replied, “ we have
long come to a conclusion regarding that
matter : the air having been withdrawn from
the tube the water rush^es in to supply its place,

because nature abhors a vacuum !

” “ Good,”
replied the Tuscan philosopher

;
“ that being

the case, it is very evident,” he added, with a
touch of diy humour, “ that nature's detestation
of a vacuum only extends to the distance of
about thirty feet !

”

Such was the unsatisfactory state of our
knowledge with regard to the very simplest
phenomena of the physical universe a little

more than two hundred years ago. The real

explanation is, nevertheless, simple in the
extreme, and illustrates the fact that the air
possesses gravity or weight. It is because
the air presses with the force of between
fourteen and fifteen pounds, on every square
inch of surface, and therefore upon tliat of the
water in the well, thg,t the latter ascends in a
tube from which the air has been withdrawn.
Subject to this constant pressure, it cannot, of
course, do otherwise as soon as the pressure i&

removed from any portion of its surface. If a
tube, closed at one end and open at the other,

be filled with water, and the open end plunged
into a tub or other open vessel, containing
water, the latter will not flow out of the tube,

but will remain suspended at the height of a
little over thirty feet, if the tube be of sufficient

length to pennit of its doing so. The fact is

that, at this height, the column of Avater weighs
exactly the same as a column of air extending
to the very confines of the atmosphere. The
one counterbalances the other,

.

and the rise and fall of the watcr^^®
in the tube would illustrate the

Pressure,

vaiying pressure of the atmosphere
;
and the

entire apparatus, if the tube were made of

glass, so as to allow the column of water to be
visible, would constitute a Avater barometer—an
instrument serving, as its name indicates, to

illustrate the variations in the weight or pres-

sure of the atmosphere, just as the thermometer,
in obedience to another natural laAV, serves as

the index of the variations of temperature. As
such an instrument, in consequence of its size,
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Avould be of little practical utility, the substi-

tution of some much denser and weightier

fluid than water is clearly a desideratum. This
want is supplied by the liquid

The merciwial mercury, which, volume for
arometsr. weighs rather more than

thirteen times as much as water. A column
of mercury, under similar conditions, stands at

the height of about thirty inches, instead of

thirty-two feet, in equilibrio, with the atmo-
spheric pressure. A glass tube nearly filled

with meremy, and terminating at its open end
in a vessel containing a small quantity of mer-
cury. whose surface is exposed to the pressure
of the air, constitutes an ordinary barometer.
The functions of the atmosphere are manifold

and in the highest degree important. To enu-
merate them would, however, demand a far

greater space than we can devote to the subject,

nor is it necessary to do so when treating of air

from the point of view
of its chemical consti-

tution. It has already

been pointed out that

the atmosphere is com-
posed of two distinct

elementary gases inti-

mately commingled, but
not in a state of che-

mical union. It is be-

cause the air contains

fi’ee oxygen that it is the

gi-eat supporter of com-
bustion and vitality.

The medium in which
the life-giving oxygen
may be regarded as di-

luted is singularly desti-

tute of special attri-

butes, and is termed
nitrogen or azote—the
latter term signifying

that it does not sup-

port life. Not being in

a condition of chemical
combination, the con-

stituent elements of the
atmosphere can readily

be sejiarated one from
the other—that is to

say, the oxygen in a given volume of air can be
withdi’awn from the nitrogen. A burning taper

placed under a glass bell jar will
Withdrawing consume the free oxygen it con-

from^^ tains, as explained under the head
of combustion, leaving the nitro-

gen behind. This experiment will be more
completely successful if we substitute a piece
of phosphorus for the taper, as this substance,
when biu’ning, takes up the oxygen present
more eflcectually than the taper. All that is

necessary for our purpose is a shallow vessel,

not quite filled with water, a flat piece of cork
sufficiently large tc support, when floating on
the water, a very small metallic capsule con-
taining a morsel of phosphorus about the size

of a ])ea. Having ignited the phosphorus with
a red-hot wire, we cover it with a bell jar, the
outer atmosphere being excluded by the water
with which the lower portion is surrounded.

j

The phosphorus in burning will unite chemi-
! cally with the free oxygen in the enelosed
volume of air, forming dense white fumes of

phosphoric acid, a portion of which is deposited
on the cool sides of the jar in white flocculi,

while a portion is dissolved in the water, to

which it communicates a distinctly acid taste.

The water will now rise in the jar, occupying
a space proportionate to the volume of oxygen
that has been abstracted, and leaving the nitro-

gen in a state of greater or less purity.

The constituent elements of the air differ

j
somewhat in density, oxygen being heavier

I than nitrogen in the proportion of 16 to 14 ;

j

thus, if the weight of a given volume of oxygen
be one ounce, that of the same quantity of

I

nitrogen will be | of an ounce. Nevertheless

i

these two gases will always be found to be

I combined in exactly the same

I
proportion in every stratum of

theatmos-
®

phere—the heavier oxy-
gen having no tendency
to subside and collect

on the surface of the
earth, leaving the lighter

nitrogen to float above
it. This illustrates the
law of w'hat is termed
the diffusion of gases,

in virtue of which these

bodies possess the

faculty of becoming
i!itimately commingled
with one another, how-
ever different their den-
sities. In this respect
gases differ from liquids,

which do not possess

this property in any-
thing like the same
degree. Carbon dioxide,

or carbonic acid gas, for

example, is half as heavy
again as air. So dense
is it that it may be
poured, like a liquid,

from one vessel into

another
;

nevertheless,

if left exposed, it very

soon mingles with the surrounding atmosphere.

Having spoken of the relative weights of the

two elementary gases which constitute the

atmosphere, it is now the place to speak of

their relative volumes. The
nitrogen will be found to pre- Volumetric

dominate greatly over the oxygen
in this respect, being about in

®

the projDortion of f of the former to | of the

latter: or, more accurately, 100 parts of air con-

tain 21 of oxygen to 69 of nitrogen. This can
be determined in various ways—as for example
by what is termed the endiometric analysis of

air, the princi])le of which will be explained
when we come to speak of water.
The air we breathe is never absolutely pure.

"We do not now speak of matter in the solid

form, which in a state of fine subdivision is

floating constantly in it. but of other gases vdth

which it is ahvays combined. The principal

ECTHEEFOED S EXPEEIIIENT.
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of these is water in the form of an invisible gas,

which is always present in greater
Water in the qj. jggg quantities, and without
atmosphere, probably be

unfit for respiration for any length of time.

The capacity of the air for taking up water-
gas varies with its temperature, increasing as

the latter rises, and vice ve7'sd. If the tempera-
ture of the air be therefore lowered to a point
below that at which it is capable of holding i.,

given quantity of water-gas in
Condensation of qp COme into COn-
atmospheric

vapours.
tact with any substance colder
than itself, a portion of its aqueous

vapour is re-condensed into water, and assumes
the form of rain, dew, clouds' mist, etc.

Carbonic acid gas and ammonia are likewise

generally present in the atmosphere, in varying
quantities. These are, of course, impurities,

with whose presence we could
Impurities in yery well dispense. They are

the atmosphere.
jj^Qg^ abundant ill the air of

crowded cities

—

country air contain-

ing them in a much
less degree, while
that of mountain
regions is almost or

entirely free from
them. The nausea,

headache, and other

unpleasant symp-
toms which are ex-

perienced in crowded
assemblies, where
many persons are

breathing the same
air, is mainly due to

the presence of these
deleterious gases in
the air. Every effort

should therefore be
made to secure pro-
per ventilation.

We ought not here
to forget to mention
the beautiful law
in virtue of which
the vegetable world
serves to restore the
atmosphere tainted by the breathing of animals

to its original purity. During the
F^ty ofthe

claytime the leaves of growing
air res ore

. have a tendency to absorb
the carbon dioxide or carbonic acid in the air.

This gas they decompose, assimilating the car-

bon, which is one of the principal constituents

of all vegetable structures, and setting free the

oxygen. Plants may thus be said not only to

breathe, but also to feed on this gas, and by
so doing restore the equilibrium of the atmos-
phere destroyed by the exercise of the func-

tions of animal vitality. A knowledge of this

fact furnishes a strong argument in favour of

planting trees in the midst of large cities.

The last occasional constituent of the atmos-
phere which we have to consider is not of

a foreign nature, being indeed but a modi-
fication of one of its elements, oxygen. We
fear it is no easy matter to give such a defini-

tion of ozone as shall be readily understood

;

and indeed we have doubtless much to learn
yet concerning the true nature of this singular
body. Ozone is what is known
in chemistry as an allotropic form Ozone,

of oxygen—that is to say, it is oxygen exhibiting
various attributes which distinguish it from
ordinary oxygen. We have already described
this gas as being destitute of taste or smell.

Ozone possesses both. Its chemical aflQnities

are more powerful than those of ordinary oxy-
gen. It is denser or heavier by one-half than
oxygen in its normal state, three volumes of

this gas combining to form two of ozone. This
gas can be produced artificially by various
means, one of which is the passage of a series

i of electrical discharges through pure oxygen.

I

The invigorating air of open downs and moun-
I
tain regions owes much of its health-giving

j

properties to the presence of ozone. The sea
breeze is generally especially rich in ozone.
The presence of this gas in the air is indicated

by what is termed
‘•ozone test paper.”
This is made of

starch, and is soaked
in a solution of a
salt called potassium
iodide, A strip of

this paper, if mois-
tened and hung in a
current of air, turns
blue in the presence
of ozone. Its action
may be explained as

follows. One of the
constituents of the
compound known as

potassium iodide is

the metal potassium,
between which and
oxygen a strong che-

mical affinity exists.

Ordinary oxygen is

not sufficiently
powerful, however,
to decompose the
salt in order to unite
with the potassium.
This the stronger

I chemical affinities of ozcnc enable it to accom-
plish. The re-

sult is that

the iodine
with which it

is bound up is

set free; and
as starch,
when mois-
tened, is al-

ways turned
blue by the

presence of

free iodine,
the develop-
ment of this

colour in the

paper shows
that ozpne is

. rOUaiNO CARBONIC ACID ON
present. lighted taper.

WING THE OXYGEN FEOII AIR BY COMBUSTION.
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VI.

Compound Vowels.

§ 30. H]=e. This combination has all but

disappeared from the language
;
having been,

in almost every instance, replaced by e—as, e.g.,

Cesar for Caesar, eg'ipan for cEgijmn, oio. It is

retained in et ccetera fcif -ce-te-ra'), oiraHuni.

public treasury in ancient Kome, aedicule, small

temple, and in other thorouglrly Latin or Greek

words found only in seientitic works. In Caen
(cf. § 44 a'), Haestri-cht, Maelstrom, ae = a.

§ 31. Ai= e or e.—a. lliis compound vowel
= e, as a verbal termination for the first person

singular: j'ai, I have {je), gc j)arlai, \ spoke

(j>arle), je donnei'ai, I shall give {donnere).

bhould, as it oecurs in interrogations, the je

be put after the verb, the sound would become
open, as aije ? have I ? (e-jC), parlai^jc ?

did I speak ? (parle-je), etc. Further, = e

in gai, gale, cheerful (^ghe), gawte or gatte

Qjliete), gaieinent or gaimcnt (^glteman').

b. The above seem to be the only cases

where ai fairly claims to possess the sound of

e, and it would indeed be a comfort to add
that in all other cases ai ~ e. But between the

two extremes there lies the debatable ground

of ai with the semi-close sound, (see § 22), for

which no categorical rules exist. The following

may serve as useful hints :

—

(1) At the beginning or in the body of a

word, when aiis not followed by a mute syl-

lable, it has a semi-close sound
;
otherwise it is

open.
Semi-close. Open.

^aigii, sharp aigre, sour (egre')

raissellc, plate (^seT) aigle, eagle {egle')

aisance, comfort a /.s-c, comfort (eie')

attrait, charm traite, draft ftr'ete')

plaisir, pleasure fraise, ^trsawherrj^freze')
haiscr, kiss je baise, I kiss(^>e::^0

laid, ugly laide, ugly Q'ede')

graimnairicn, gram- clair, claire, clear

marian feedero').

(2) Aimer, to love, preserves the semi close

sound, even when a mute syllable follows ai,

rL^j'aime, I love. Aider, to help, on the other

hand, is always open : say Me,

(3) In words ending with ai the semi-close

sound appears
;
but ai final, followed by e, es,

ent, s and x {all mute terminations) lias the

sound of e :

—

Semi-close. Open.
balai, broom ais, plank (e)

geai, jay laies, wild sows (le)

mai, may ils acaient, they had (ave)

quai, wharf faix, burden {fe)

vrai, true vraie, true (vre)

(4) Some read je sals, I know, tn sais, thou
knowest, il salt, he knows, je se, tu se, il se

;

but sais-je ? do I know ? se-je. And some pro-

nounce dower, and douairiere, dowager,
dou-are, dou-a-riere

;
this is obsolete, the

modern version being dou'ere, doueriere.

c. Ai = e mute in the syllable fais, forming
a part of some tenses of the verb Jaire, to do,
to make, and in the derivatives offaire :

=fe-sant (in poetry),/’m«^ (familiarly).

/fli.w«s = fe-sons ( do. ')fsons{ do. )
and so in contrefaisons, refaisaient, bienfaisant,

faisable, faisanccs, etc. But to apply this rule,

as some grammars do, tofaisan, a pheasant,and
its derivatives faisane, faisande, faisandeau,
faisander,fdisanderiG, faisandier, is a mistake

;

and here fai ought to be pronounced f'e (see b').

d. Ai==a when it is followed by I or II

liquid (see § 67) : detail, detail ailleurs,

elsewhere (a-llieurs'), taille, size (ta-lV), Ver-
sailles, Versailles (versa-lV'). And also in J/e/i-

taigne, the philosopher’s name, say Montague,
not Montegne. Cavaignac = Cavagnac.

e. Ai followed by n or m is nasal, as in
pain, bread, /am, hunger

;
this peculiar sound

is destroyed either by a vowel following n and
m, or by the diaeresis plaeed over i : lainage,
woollen stuff (le-nage), almable, amiable
(e-mable) Cain, Cain {ca-in-, in is nasal—cf.

§ 43 by

§ 32. Ai = e. Chatne, chain (sbxne'), maitre,
master (metre), il disparait, he disappears
(dispare),

§ 33. Atb= o, with very few exceptions.

a7(., aiox, to the (d) landau, landau (lan-do)
aube, dawn (obe) lourdaud, clumsy fellow

(loor-d6)

aussi, also (6-si) chaume, thatch (shonne).

Here are the only genuine exceptions which,
after diligent research, we have been able to
discover. 1st, at the beginning of a word :

aurore, dawn (orore), aurifere, gold-yielding

(orifere), and in the future and conditional of
verb aroir, tohave—j’aurai, tu auras, etc. (ore,

07'a),j''aurais, etc. (oi'e)
;

2nd, in the body of
a word : maiire, mauresque, Moorish (gnore)^

taureau., bull (tord), taureador^ bull-fighter

(toreador), taurobole, expiatory sacrifice of a
bull (torobol) ; saur, satire, sa^iret, saurer, fish-

curing and smoking (soi‘)
;

Sauterne, white
claret (Soterncj

;
Pa^d, Paul (pol),—but in

any derivative of the same
;

in the
future and conditional of verb savoir, to know :

je saurai, etc., je saurais (sore, sore). It must
be added that most educated Parisians extend
the open sound to the syllable aur wherever it

presents itself
;
for instance, they pronounce

centaurc, Laure, lam'ier, restaurant, restau-

rateur, etc., as if they were written with c;

most of them, also, say movais for mauvais, bad,
and not moeais

;
liolocauste they pronounce

holocoste. There are not many more "vvords to
which this remark could apply.

§ 34. Ay =1 e. It has been pointed out that
the combination of y wdth any vowel presents
both a compound vowel (here ai= e) and the
sound i short, which, with any following vowel,
forms a diphthong. This is the case here. Pays,
country (pe-i), page, salary (pe-i, but some say
pe). Payement, settlement, however, is more
generally pronounced pement, for which reason
the word is also spelt paiement or patment.
Payeiir, paymaster (pe-ieur), layette, drawer or
swaddling clothes (le-iette)

;
layetier, packing-

box maker (Ve-ie-ticr), metayer, farmer renting
on the footing of dividing profits with landlord
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(te-ier). In ayant, ayons, etc., parts of aroir, to

have, pronounce e-ian, e-ion, etc. But in ayan,
superior Turkish oflBcer of police, bayadere,

nautch girl, Bayard, Mayenne, Maycnee,imyelle,
pan for salt-relining, pagan, treat y
as one i, and say a-ian, ba-ia-d'ere, Ba-iard,
Ma-ienne, Ma-ience (/aw,9, cf. 45), pa-ielle,

pa-ien. (See § 45.) Bayer, to gape, though
pronounced by some bai-ier, is less consistently,

but more generally, pronounced ba-ier.

In proper names, where ay is followed by a
consonant, or where ay (also aye) forms the

final syllable, ay is pronounced e : Corday,

Orsay, Vevay ; Bayle, Baymond ; la Haye,
Houssaye.

§ 35. Eau = o.—Examples : eav, water (p),

chameau, camel (slianid), beaute, beauty (bbtef

No exceptions.

§ 36. Ei = e.—Examples : baleine, whale
(baVenel), yjleine, full Qjdene'). In a few words,

the sound is very long : reine, queen (p'ene),

reitre, German mercenary Qi'etre). In some
words the sound is a little closer arid recalls the

semi-close e, but this hair-splitting would be of

no practical use to the English student.

§ 37. a. Eu and oeu have two sounds, one
close and the other open. The latter resem-

bles that of n in murder, but well drawn out
;

the former has no equivalent in English. To
produce it, pronounce the same word murder,
while bringing closer together your lips and
jaws, and starting the sound from the roof of

the mouth and not from the centre of it. The
German sound o is an equivalent for eu close.

b. The close sound occurs— 1st, at the be-

ginning of the words eueliaristie, euplionie,

cucolaye, Eugene, Eugenie,eupatoire
,
Eumenides,

euphorbe, eudiste, Eustaclie, etc.
;

2nd, at the

end of words, whether eu and oeu are followed

or not by inarticulated consonants (or eu
by an e umte), bleu, bleue, bleus, bleues,

blue (also bleuatre, bleuir), noeud, knot, r(^u,

wish, vceux, wishes, il pent, he can, neveux,

nephews, bceufs. oxen, monsieur, sir, messieurs,

gentlemen
;

3rd, before tr : feutre, felt, cal-

feutrer, to stop chinks, neutre, neutral, neu-
traliser, neutralite, etc. ; 4th, before x and s

having the soft sound of z (see §§74 and 82) :

creuse, hollow, creuser, to dig out, gracieuse,

graceful, gracieusement, gracefully, deuxicme,
second, deuxi'emcment, secondly ;

5th, when
the circumflex is over the n in eu ; jeune, fast,

jeuner, jeuneur, jeuneuse.
c. The open sound occurs— 1st, when eu

and ecu are placed before r : jJeur, iQQx,malheur,
misfortune, soeur, sister, sieur, sir (yet close in

monsieur and messieurs, words in which the r

is quite mute), Europe, Europe, feur, flower,

iieurir, to bloom
;
2nd, before any other arti-

culated final consonant : tilleul, linden-tree,

filleul, god-son, seul, alone, oeuf, egg, boeuf, ox,

veuf widower
;
3rd, before I liquid (see § 66)

;

deuil, mourning, linceul, shroud,—add ceil, eye,
and its derivatives oeillade, ceillet, etc.; 4*th,

l>efore any final mute syllable : oeuvre, work, cou-
leuvre, snake, jeune, young, meute, pack of
hounds, preuve, proof, ils veulent, they wish,
queje veuille, that I may feuHies, leaves,
aveugle, blind. The derivatives of the above
have also the open sound : jeunesse, youth.

veuvage, widowhood, desoeuvrement, idleness,
aveuglement, blindness, etc.

Beniark.—In all the forms of avoir where.
eu ap{)ears, it has the sound of the French u

:

eu, had (?0 ;
j'etts, I had (zhuj, 7ious eumes, we.

had {noo-zumes'), que vous eussiez, that youi

might have (fie voo zussic), etc. Also in
gageure, bet, mangeure, nibbling, gnawing of
moths, etc., vergeure, water-mark in paper,,

and a few more where e is used for the soften-
ing of g (pronounce gazhure, manzhure, ver-
zhure). Only in one instance does c?/ followed
by form a nasal i-ound,

—

a jeu7i, fasting
;
this

is destroyed by an e mute, as shown by the
examples cited in Z/ 5 of this section.

EXERCISE V.

Eead aloud with the close sound : AdieUy
a'ieux, Andrieux, Ambleteuse, boudeuse, boueux,
ceux, creuse, dclicleux, Dreux. eux, feu, Greuze,
gueux, hargneuse, heureux, jeu, joyeux, lieu,,

licentieux (t = s), je meus, tu meus, il meut,
meunier, noeuds, oeufs, qAeutre, queue. I'cceuse^

serieux, terreux, voeu, veeux, yeux. Bead with
the open sound : ai'eul, boudeur, cueille, deuil,.

epagneul, feuillage, gueule, heure, jeune, lin-

ceul,* meule, meubles, ils meuvent, neuf, neufs,

neuve, neuvms, oeillette, peur, queussi-queumi,
seul, seuls, seule, seules, treuil, veuille.

§ 38. Ey = e. Examples : bey, governor of
Turkish province, also ruler of Tunis (be)', dey,.

title of the old governor of Algiers (de)', Meyr-
ville (mer-ville). Key (nej, Volney (^vol-nc).

Grasseyer, to burr (or bur, a huskiness in
sounding the letter r, as if a flock of wool were
in the throat), is pronounced gra-se-ie, whereas
grasseyment and grasseyeur are respectively

pronounced gra-se-ye-man, gra-se-ieur.

§ 39. G<J= e, in the body of a few scientific

terms borrowed from the Greek, such as ccelia-

que, ccenogone. coenologie, coenure, foetus. a‘=e
at the beginning of the words oecie, oeeume-
nique, oedeme, GJdipe, oenanthe, and all com-
pounds of oeno, wine

;
in oesoqAiagc, ocstre, etc.

§ 40. (Eu: see § 37.

§ 41. Ou = 00 in the English word root

:

ouvricr, workman (oo-vrie)

laboureur, ploughman (boo)

cou, neck (coo)

tour, tower (toor)

The circumflex over ou, as in coiiter, croute„

aout, etc., is an etymological sign, and does
not affect the pronunciation : couter, o.F.

coster, then couster, from Latin constarc, etc.

VI.

The Third Step in Singing.

Possibly the student is beginning to wonder
when he will reach the explanation of the staff’

and its notes and symbols. Let him rest

* This is pronounced with the liquid sound, as if it

were spelt linceuil.
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assured that the course he is pursuing is the

quickest and surest for this very
The staff nota- purpose. We delay the introduc-

tion of the staff, not from any
wish to ignore it, but in order that it may be

intelligently comprehended. We are now im-

planting the principles of music in the stu-

dent’s mind, and he will quickly apply them
to the staff when the proper time comes for

explaining it.

Two new tones must now be recognised and
remembered,—i'h 4 and Lah. Fall comes be-

tween Me and Soh., and Lah
Fahandlah. jijetween Soil and Te. The cha-

racter of the tones should be studied in the

following exercises. The piano gives Lah much
too sharp, and destroys its proper “ touching ”

effect. The self-teacher will find the true tone

better, by thinlirnrj of a tone higher than Soh
and lower than Tc, which is “ sad and mourn-
ful” in effect. Fah, when sung slowly, is

commonly called among Tonic Solfaisfs “ the

desolate or awe-inspiring tone.” In using the

manual signs we represent Lah by the hand
hanging down from the wrist, like a weeping
willow, and Fah by the forefinger pointing

downwards. Fth Lah Doli^ form a major
common chord, like Eoh Me Suh and
Sail Te Ray\

DohisG.
I

d.tj :d.r
|

m ;d
|

f : —
||

Doh is D,
1

d

. A lt

ml —

The Scale.—We have now a key tone

with its six related tones, forming the

Scale. The student should learn these the scale.

names in order by heart, so as to repeat

them ascending or descending. (See the dia-

gram in the centre.) He will naturally feel that

of the seven tones, Doh^ Ale and Soh are the

strongest and boldest. They are the tones

wliicli a bugle or trumpet gives when blown

;

'*
Lefcthe student try to fix in liis mind the impression

made by these two tones.

KEY D.

they are to be met with prominently in martial

and rousing music. The other scale tones are

less bold, but each has its special character,

which the pupil should try to fix in his mind.
These tones of the scale are in no Avay con-

nected with any notes of the piano, or any other

instrument. The piano has eighty or ninety

notes. Any one of these may be a Doh, but
besides these we may conceive of an infinite

number of other with six attendant tones

starting into existence, the pitch of which is

entirely relative to that of Dull. Whatever may
be the case with instruments, no one key is more
easy to the singer than any other, nor has one

key any more importance than another in the

usage of composers or in the theory of harmony.
To call a certain key the “ natural key ” is

therefore a licence. But it is

highly convenient to have some The key of C.

generally understood standard of pitch, so that

we may know exactly at what part of the

voice we are to begin every tune. The g
key which has been fixed upon is that

which is sounded on the white digitals of
^

the pianoforte and organ. The Doh of G
this key is called C, and the other notes F

low each other, descending in the way E
indicated in the margin. The sounds

jj
of these letters are the same as those

of the scalealready learnt, thus :— ^

1

d'
1

t :1
I

s : f
[

m : r
|

d H

C‘ BAGFEDC
and a convenient wmy of remembering
the descending order is to note that after

C come the words bag and fed. These
notes, C, B, A, etc., unlike the Solfa sylla-

bles, are absolutely fixed. C, for example,
may be Doh, Ray, Te, according to the
key we are in ; and conversely, Doh may
be C, F, D, etc. But C, theoretically at

least, is ahvays one sound, though Doh may
be a hundred different sounds. The
modern Continental practice is to call C
always Doh, whatever the key. This plan
is called the “ fixed doh,” to distinguish it

from the older “ movable
The fixed and
movable doh.

it

doh,” a system which has
prevailed in England for two
or tliree hundred years, and is founded on
the scientific basis ®f key-relationship. It will

be an advantage if the student, by help of a

tuning fork, can fix the absolute sound C* in
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his memory, so as to be able to pitch tunes
without external help. In doing

Pitching of this he sounds the C* and then
the key. runs down the “ standard scale”

to the “ pitch-tone ” wanted for the key. This

last he sounds at greater length, and then
changes it carefully into Doh. The exercises

at the foot of the preceeding page are in two
parts, and may be used in the same way as the
previous ones.

The words written between the two lines

are to be sung to the music, but not at first.

The notes must be learnt by Solfaing them and
afterwards singing them to a uniform vowel
like La. The third and last stage is to sing the

words. This plan allows the attention to be
fixed wholly at fiist upon the notes, while
afterwards it is free to be fixed upon the
meaning and expression of the words. The
second part in this exercise must be sung by a

low voice, either male or female. «

Time.—We now revert to the subject of time.

We have shown that a silent pulse is indicated
by the absence of a note in it. A

, Div^iojis of half-pulse is shown in the
^ same way. There are other divi-

sions of pulses—for example, the three-quarter
pulse tone followed by the one-quarter (d.,d)

;

the half-pulse tone followed by two quarter
tones (d .d, d)

;
etc.

KEY F.

I

m .r : .d
|

r ,d
:

|

s .f : m .
[

m .r : d.
|i

KEY G-.

I
d.r,m:d.Si

1
.li :tj

|

d,r.m;f.m
[

r. :d
1|

KEY D.
]

d .,ni :r .,f
I

m .s :f .1 js :—
1|

These three exercises are difficult, but they
should be persevered in till perfect. All good
singers possess a highly cultivated sense of

rhythm, and the want of sharpness in this

respect gives deadness to a musical perform-
ance.

The Taatai Syllables.—A set of mem.ory-
hel{)ing syllables has been invented by M.
Paris, which has the same use in learning time
as the SoLfa syllables in learning tune. The
self-teacher will find them very valuable in the

anal3^sis and memory of difficult

rhythms. The Jirst strolie of a
beat or pulse is called taa, the

middle strolie of a pulse (if there is a new stroke
in the middle) is called tai. This pulse

|

d II

or this ; d ll would be called taa and this

I

d.r
II
TAATAI. The first stroke of a silent pulse

or part of a pulse is marked by a slight hissing

sound SAA or SAI. The first and third stroke of

the quarter pulses are called fa, ie ; the second
quarter /«, and the fourth quarter fe ; so that

a new stroke on all the quarters would be
called “ tafatefe.” Two quarters and a half

are tafaTAi. A half and two quarters arc

called TAAtefe. Three-quarters and a quarter

drop the t and name themselves TAA-efe. Two
pulses also drop the t and are taa-aa. Thirds
of a pulse are named taataitee, and so on.

See “ Standard Course.” The one thing to
remember is that these taatai syllables are

not of the slightest use unless the learner

forms the habit of pronouncing every })ulse in

the same time—that is, of saying taa taa
neither quicker nor slower than TAAtefe
taatai and tafatefe than taa. This habit
formed, the syllables will become very valu-

able helps to the memory.
Syncopation is the interruption of that

steadily recurring accent which is the ordinary
characteristic of miTsic. It con- _ ,.

sists in anticipating a strong
Syncopation,

accent by taking it upon the previous soft

accent. The following is a simple case of
syncopation, and should be practised :

—

KEY G.

d :d i d :d — : d I
d : d

1
d :d I

Ear Trainmg.—The student should now ac-

eustom himself to recognise the Soifa names of

any sounds he hears by chance
from organs in the street, boys
whistling, or strolling cornet or violin players.

No better practice can be had. It is "this

faculty which gives musical intelligence, and.

distinguishes the musician from the singer or

player by rote.

The perpendicularly arranged srale tones
given on the opposite page should be cou-
stantly used for exercises in singing. The
teacher points to one note after another, and;

the pupil is required to produce them.

VII.

Study for Heading and Pronunciation.

The following, and all subsequent studies fur

reading and pronunciation, are to be used like?

the former one. Thus, the piece is first to be
read according to the pronunciation written

underneath each line
;
then according to tlie

meaning of the lines
;
and lastly, it is to be

learned by heart, .and sentences .are to be formed
from it, as given below :

—
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^^Ocnbgrug.^
Ah'-bend-grooss.

EVENING GREETING.

I.

Oute S^acbt, gute
goo'-te 7iacht, goo'-te nacht
Good night; good night 1

0ternIein- fommen jlitl unb fac^t,

stairn'-line hovi'-men still vnd sacht

Little stars come still and gently,

3mmer eine^ nacb bem anbern
im-mer i'-nes nach dame an'-dern
Always one after the other

.fommen fie unb thanbern
kom'-mcn zee hare-fore' unt van!-dern
Come they forth and wander

Droben^ burcb bie S^aebt.

dro'-hen dnrch dee stil-le nacht
Above through the still night

!

II.

©ute 9?acbt, gute 9?acbt!
goo'-tc nacht, goo'-tc nacht,
Good night, good night

!

0ebt ben 9)?onb, tt)ie bolb^ er lacbt,

zayt danc moand, vee holld airr lacht,

See the moon, how fair he laughs.

Unb fo maebt er teife, leife,

vnt zo macht airr ly'-zeh, ly'-zeh,

And so makes he quietly, quietly,

Dort am* ^tmmel feine 3?eife

dort am him'-mel zy'-ne ry'-zch

There in the heaven his journey

0tiU unb freunblicb® burcb bie S'iacbt.

still vnt froind'-lich doorch dec nacht
Still and friendly through the night.

EEMAHKS OX THE PEONUXCIATIOX, ETC.

* Gnm, greeting, is a radical or original word.
From it we form griixzen, to greet, etc.

Sternlein, the diminutive of Stern, a star. The
Hanoverians pronounce the st as it is written ; the
other Germans pronounce it with an sh sound—Mern-
lein, shtell, etc. The former way is considered the
more correct, but it must not "be given with too
hissing a sound.

® Drohen is a contraction of da ohen, there above ; in
the same way we have drunten, below, drauszen, with-
out, and drinnen, within.

•* Hold to be pi-onounced like ‘holly.’ The termina-
tion lich is the English ‘ like,’ shortened into ‘ ly.’

Am is the contractio:^ of an dem, at or in the.
® The word Himmel is hei-e in the dative case, after

the preposition an signifying where.

Study in German Calligraphy.

Like the former study in German hand-
writing, the following lines must be compared
with the printed-16tter lines underneath, then
read alone, without the assistance of the lines

below, and then copied out, first line by line,

each being repeated several times, and then as

a complete piece :

—

I.

Gute nacht, gute nacht!

Sternlein kommen still und sacht,

Immer eines nach

c

dem andern
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Dort am Himmel seine Keise

Still und freundlich durcli die nacht.

Exerche on the Foregoing Study.

The following sentences may be written down
in German, and then compared with the
German version given below. They are founded
on the foregoing little poem, which should be
learnt by heart :

—

The night has little stars. The little stars

come forth, one after another. They wander
through the night.

The night has a moon. The moon makes
her journey through the night. The moon and
the little stars wander silently. The moon
laughs fair. See the moon in the sky. See
how the little stars come, so still and gently.

Good night 1

German Version.

0ie ^at 0ternlein. ©le ©tern ein

dee nacht hat stairn'-line dee stairn!-line

fommen I;erhor einei^ nacf) hem anbern.
kom-vicn hare'-fore' i'-ness naoh dame an'-dern

' ©ie inanbern buret; bte 9tac^t.

zee van'-dern doorcli dee nacht.

T)ie 9?act)t t;at einen 2}?onb. Ser 9}?onb
dee nacht hat i'-nen nioand dare moand

mact)t feine 9teife buret) bie :©er
macht zy'-ne ry'-se durch dee- nacht. dare

9}?onb unb bie ©terntein ttjanbern ftitte.

nioand unt dee stairn'-line ran'-dern stil'-le

T)er 9}?onb tac^t t;otb. ©et;t ben 3)?onb
dare nioand lacht holld Zayt dane nioand

am |){mmet. ©et;t mie bie ©terntein
am him'-niel. zayt nee dee stairn'-lein

fommen, fo fiitt unb faet)t. @ute 9ta(t)t.

lionVnien, zo still unt zacht. goo'te naeht.

Studies ox the Verb {continued).

III.—For translation into German—Sentences
on the first four tenses of the nerh. For
correction sec German version heloiv.

These exercises should he written out.

_He has a friend. I have had a garden. My
friend has not a daughter. Have you no
money ? They have not had time. My sister

has had flowers. My brother had not had a
teacher. My (female) friend has horses. Has
he dogs? Hast thou had the pencils? The
boy has had the umbrella. My son had yester-
day a book. My sister had had a watch.
Henry had had apples. John had not time.
Charles has apples but no pears. We have
to-day had strawberries. Have you the key ?

The man has had the coats. Where have I

had the pleasure ? My friend and I have had
the pleasure. He and I have had plums. He
has not the forks, but he has the spoons. We
have not had the pencils, but we have had the

penknives. Hadst thou had the inkstands?

Where had you the horses ? Where had they

had the money ? Have we not to-day the

houses ? Had you not yesterday time ?

German Version of the foregoing.

Qv |)at einen greunb. l^dbe einen

airr hat i'-nen froint ich ha'-he i'-nen

©arten fle|)abt. 3)?ein greunb bat niebt

garr'-ten ge-haht' mine froint hat nieht

eine S^oebter. -^aben ©ie fein @etb? ©ie
i'-ne toch'-ter ha'-hen zee Ichie gelt zee

baben ni^t 3eit flebabt. SJZeine ©cbmefter
ha'-hen nicht tsite ge-haht' niy'-ne shvester

bat S5tumen gebabt. ?0?ein Sruber
hat hloo'-nien ge-haht' mine hroo'-der hat-te

niebt einen ?ebrer flebabt. 9)?eine ^reunbin
nicht i'-nen lair'-er ge-haht! my'-ne froind'in

bat ^ferbe. ^at er |)unbe? |)aft 2)u bie

hat pfair'-de hat airr hunde hast doo dee

j

SSteiftifte gebabt? ©er ^nabe bat ben

I

hly'-stifte ge-haht! dare hnah'-he hat dane

S^ieflenfebirm gebabt. 3}?ein ©obn b^tte
ray'-gen-sheerrm ge-haht! mine zone hat'-te

\ flc^ern ein 25ucb. 5Weine ©cbmefter b^ti^

j

guest'-ermine hooch my'-ne shvest'-er hat'-te

eine Ubr gebabt. |)einricb ijaik ^pfet

j

i'-ne oorr ge-haht' Iline'-rich hat'-te eiigZ-fel

\
flebabt. 3abann batte niebt 3eit. .^^arl

ge-haht' Yo'-hann hat'-te nicht tsite Karri

: bat €pfel aber feine 55irnen. 2Bir
•j hat epjp'-fel ah-herr liy'-ne heerr'-nen veerr

I

baben beute (^rbbeeren gebabt. |)aben
ha'-hen hoi'-te airt'-hair-cn ge-haht' ha!-hen

I

©ie ben ©cbluffel. ©er 2)?ann bat bie

zee dane schl tics' -set dare mann hat dec

j

9tbcfe flebabt. So ifb ba^ S3er=

I

roecli'-e gc-haht' vo ha'-he ich dass fer'-

^niigen gebabt ? 5)?ein unb icb b^ben
gnue'gen ge-haht' mine froint unt ich ha'-hen

ba^ 5Serflnugen gebabt. Gr unb id;

dass fer-gnue'-gen ge-haht' airr unt ieh

baben ^flaumen gebabt. (5r b^it flifbt bie

ha'-hengyfiow'-men ge-haht' airr hat nicht dee

©abeln, aber er b<Ji bie ?offet. Sir
gah'-heln ah'-her airr hat dec loef-fel. veerr

baben niebt bie S3Ieiftifte gebabt, aber
ha'-hen nicht dec hly'-stifte ge-haht' ah!-her
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\t)ir i^aben tic ^ebermeffer gebabt.

vcerr ha'-hen dee fay'-dev' -mes-ser ge'-haht

•^attei^ 2)u bie 2)intenfafrcr ge^abt? So
hat'-test doo dee din'-ten-fes-ser ye-haht 'vo

batten @te bie ^ferbe ? So batten fie ba^

hat'-ten zee dee jifair'-de vo hat'-ten zee dass

@elb gebabt? ^aben tt?ir nicbt b^nte bie

(jelt ye-haht' ha'-hen veerr niclit hoi'-te dee

^^dufer? |)atten 0ie nicbt gejtern 3fit?

hoi! -zer hat'-ten zee nicht ynestf-evryi tsite

V.

It will doubtless have been observed, by those
who have perused our former papers, that the
examples adduced were on a larger scale than
any ordinary writing. The object in view in

this is that the movements of the

ies
^ thumb and fingers may not be

copies.
cramped in their initiatory exer-

cises, but may acquire boldness and freedom
by being obliged to form strokes of at least an
inch in length. ““Nothing will tend so much to

the speedy attainment of a masterly style of

penmanship as the practice of elementary forms
on a large scale and the subsequent adoption
of large text. Such practice strengthens the mus-
cles which are called into use in writing, gives

facility in executing all varieties of line and
curve, and forms the only sure preparation for the
attainment of an easy and flowing current hand.
Even for young children the exercises are not too

large. “ To correct any awkward habit in the
form or inclination of the letters,” says Barrow,
“ one of the most useful expedients is to make
the pupil write a much larger hand than he has
ever before attempted.” It is probable that
in some instances the pupil will find that after

he has written perhaps a couple of lines his

hand will become unsteady and the muscles of

the thumb and palm ache slightly. With a
very little perseverance, however, this incon-
venience will disappear—that is, if the hand be
kept in the proper position. If the trembling
and rigidity continue, it can only be due to the
fact that the thumb and fingers are wrongly
placed, and reference should be made to the
description in a former paper of the proper
position of the hand.

Simple Forms.
We will suppose that the pupil has practised

the strokes, pothooks, hangers, etc., given in a
former lesson, on the large scale there shown,
until a tolerable degree of dexterity at least has

Strok s
been obtained. Similar exercises,

° only upon a smaller scale, must
follow, as shown at figs. 1, 2, .3, and 4. These
copies should each be practised for some time,

especially the last. With regard to the strokes,

it is simply necessary to make a slight horizontal

movement of the pen at the top, of the exact
width of the stroke. If the pen be then pressed

the top will be left perfectly square even in the

largest letters, and it will only be requisite to

keep an equable pressure upon the pen, in order
that the stroke may be of uniform thickness in its

entire length. The proper pressure must be put
upon the pen at the very instant of commencing
the stroke, and not be relaxed until it is very
nearly completed. The pen should then be
slightly lightened, and afterwards proceed,

with a horizontal movement, from the left to

the right corner, which will leave the bottom
of the stroke square. Unless this rule be ad-

hered to, the top and bottom of the stroke will

never present that square, finished appearance
which they should do. The “ hanger,” or first

portion of the letter n (fig. 2) ,,

comes next. The hair-stroke of

this form begins on the left side,
^ angers,

about half-way down, and should be carried up
without turning the pen in the least degree.

After the proper curve is made the pen should
be gradually pressed so that the turn of the
curve may be smoothly and symmetrically
formed. As much weight should be borne on
the top as the bottom, and the tendency of the
untaught hand to increase the pressure as it goes
down must be guarded against. The “ pothook,”
or first portion of the letter u (fig. 3), is com-
menced in a precisely similar manner to that of

the stroke. The turn at the bottom of the letter

presents some difficulty at the beginning, but
as it is the key to all the other turns compre-
hended in the letters of the alphabet, much
care should be devoted to its atta,inment. The
pen itself should not be turned in the least

degree, but gradually lightened and brought up,
proceeding with a curvilinear sweep and a very
slow motion until it has reached a distance of
half the pei’pendicular height of the stroke to

which it is attached. This bottom turn corre-

sponds precisely to that at the top of the
previous character, so that if such a turn be
added to the “ hanger ” we obtain a character
which has the same form whichever end is

placed upwards (fig. 4). This latter elementary
form should also be well practised, and the
pupil can then proceed to the small o (fig. 5).

It has been said that the accuracy of this letter

is the ruling principle in determining the proper
method of holding the pen and the correct posi-

tion of the body, as unless these “g »

are attended to it is almost im-
® ®

possible to form a succession of small o's of

correct shape. This letter is begun about one-
third, or rather less, down on the right-hand
side, fi'om thence proceeding over to the left

side in a circular direction. On pressing the

pen to make the full downstroke, the hollow
part of the nib should be exactly towards the
paper and the end of the holder pointing
directly to the right shoulder. To form the

bottom curve the pen should be more lightly'

held and drawn up, but not turned in the least,

the light three-quarter stroke on the left hand
being made with the back of the nib, or right

corner of the pen. It is excellent practice when
tlie learner has arrived at this point to practise

the character given at fig. 4 and the o alternately

in the line, at first separate, and subsequently
combined, varying the copies by occasionally

writing an entire line of either character.
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VII.

The YEAX-E.^—contimicd

.

Ix several larg:e families of plants, botli her-

baceous and arborescent, the leaves, instead

of having a mid-
rib, one and one
only, present . a

radiating frame-
work, aptly com-
pared to that of

a lady’s fan,
whence their ap-

pellation of “fan-
veined.” The cen-

tral vein is still

the strongest, and
usually extends
farther than the
ribs to the right

and left of it, but
on the whole the
proportions are

much alike (Figs.

84, .8.5). Leaves of

this character arc

almost always
deeply lobed, as

excellently set

fortli in many
kinds of Passion-

flower, the lobes

sometimes reach-

ing nearjy to the

base, when the

leaf is said to be
palmate.” Theo-

retically,the great

fissures between
the lobes are at-

tributable, like

those of the pin-

natitid leaves, to

a deficiency of the
I’cmoter part of the general skeleton. Among

these again
there is a very
charming diver-

sity, the lamina
being sometimes
nearly circular,

as in the Acer
clrcinahnn ; in

other plants
'split as it were,

little by little,

until at last, in

certain mallows,
there is nothing
left but the
counterpart of

the claw of a sparrow. Now and then, as
in the Itatwing Passion-Flower, the central
vein stops immediately after starting, so

VOL. I.

PIG. 3t.—FAN-VElIfED LEAF.

that the lateral lobes of the leaf project like
wings.

In many simple leaves the idea announced
in the pinnatifid ones is carried out to a degree
inconceivable save for its constant
illustration. Look, for example, Multifid

at a leaf of Parsley, wliich is con-
structed essentially, as to venation, upon the
same plan as some of the large and broad ones
that arc provided with midrib and meandering
outflow. The only difference, as regards vena-

tion,between such
a leaf as that of

parsley and one
from a black
poplar, is that in

the former the
laterals and their

branchlets arc
straight, whereas
in the poplar leaf

they wander va-
riously. Appar-
ently constituted

of a thousand
minute leaflets,

the first impres-
sion concerning
the parsley leaf

is that it must
belong to the com-
pound class. Now
once again, note
the great and in-

variable distinc-

tion between
simple and com-
pound. In com-
pound leaves the

elementary pieces
or leaflets, as said

before, are articu-

lated to the stalk,

and easily snap
off

;
whereas in

simple leaves,

however split up,

every atom is per-

fectly confluent

with its neigh-

Ijours, and not a particle can be removed
without cutting

or tearing. This
is plainly seen by
looking at the ex-

tremities of the

parsley leaf, where
everything will be
found confluent

;

and what is true

of a leaf in any
one portion, is

always true of it

in a whole. On
the same prin-

ciple, the remotest
and tiniest leaf- 35.—fan-veined deaf.

lets of a compound leaf, even a doubly com-
})Oundonc, such as that of the Acacia Lophantha
of the parlour window, arc perfectly inde-

V6
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rlG. 3G.—BIXATE LEAP
AXD TEXDHIL.

j)Ciidenl. separate, and isolated
;
whence it is

that in decay the acacia leaf disintegrates,
whereas the parsley leaf lives and dies a unit.

The close extern.al re-

semblance of these deejdy
cut simple leaves to the

genuine comi^ound ones

has necessarily led to

much confusion on the

part of inaccurate ob-

servers. Botanical au-

thors arc accustomed to

define the comi)ound leaf

correeth", but they very
often cite split-up simple
leaves, such as ])arsley,

as examples, which of

course is quite wrong.
For ordinaiy practical

IDurposes, perhaps itmay be allowable to call such
leaves •• compound”

;
but if original and change-

less stnictural condition is to count as of import-
ance to science, the exact student will insist

upon first principles being observed here as

elsewhere. The best name to ai)ply to these
much-divided simple leaves is “pseudo-com-
pound.” This will embrace both the doubly
])innatifid, as illustrated in the scabious and
the tansy, and the type so commonly met
\vith in the Umbelliferm, and nowhere set

forth more excellently than in Parsley, or
in Hemlock, Coniuni maculatum, and its

beautiful relative, the common Anthrincm
.si/lvestvis, the first of the family to come
in blossom, and which in May so covers the
licdgebanks ^vith its white bloom, that a little

way otf it resembles the surf of the incoming
sea. How beautifully all the sweet and grand
ideas of nature are accustomed to reproduce
themselves in varied forms ! Vegetation, in

particular, takes up all that ])ertains to the
inanimate part of the world. Mosses and Scla-

gincllas recapitulate in green life the crystal-

lized tracery seen upon the window-panes on
frosty mornings, upon which the peculiar

massing of the foliage of not a few of the great

forest trees seems likewise modelled ; the sym-
metry of stars and crystals, and their exquisite

hues, arc renewed, on the higher plane, by the

treasures of the flower-garden
;
the very name of

the Iris refers us to its antecedent, the rainbow.
Compound leaves, like simple ones, arc re-

solvable into two or three distinct classes.

When formed as in the Bose
Compound Robinia, they arc termed
leaves.

pinnate,” this term holding good
whatever the number of leaflets,

which often does not exceed five. A com-
])Ound leaf of tliis character, when reduced
to only three leaflets, as in clover, is termed
“ trifoliolate ”

;
and if, as sometimes happens,

fhere is but a single pair of leaflets, it be-

comes ‘’binate.” A very pretty example of
The last-named is furnished by the yellow
Vetchling of the Meadows, Latliyrus ratensu,
which plainly shows also, by means of the
tendril between the two leaflets, that Nature
has provided it by suppressing the customary
upper pairs and the terminal leaflet as well.

For if the tendril be uncurled, and laid out

fiat, it will l)c found to consist of the midribs
of three or five undeveloped leaflets, withheld
in order to provide the plant with this most
useful apparatus for lifting itself away from
the ground. Too weak
and limp to stand erect,

tliese twining green
fingers take hold of
grasses, thorns, or what-
ever suitable pro}) may
be nearest, and the
deficiency of strength
to rise independently,
as most ^})lants do, is

l)erfectly' compensated.
Not only do binate
leaA'es on weak-stem-
med plants possess these 37.-pabslet.
ingenious climbing in-

struments
;
tendrils of precisely similar origin

and history occur likeivise on many jiinnate

leaves when the stem is attenuated, as fami-
liarly illustrated in vetches. Here it may be
mentioned that leaf-tendrils arc by no means
confined to compound leaves. Plants of various
and very different families are found manifest-
ing the selfsame kind of self-assisting instinct.

The simple and undivided leaves of that mag-
nificent East Indian climber, the Gloriosa, a
kind of lily, lengthen themselves at the ex-
tremity into s})iral coils, which execute pre-
cisely the same })urposc as the more elaborately
formed tendrils of the vetchling. Some of the
South American Miitisias, })la^its belonging to
the daisy family, lift themselves from the
ground, u})on which they would otherwise trail,

after precisely the same manner. Everywhere
in nature the reflective observer sees the great
law of conq)eiisatiou declaring itself. In no
instance, however, is it manifested more con-
spicuously than in the kindly gift to these
feeble Vetches, Gloiiosas, Mutisias, and the like,

of the ability to climb. Note also that when
there is a deficiency of external props, the
vetches join hands with one another, linking
arm to ann, and in the stability thus acquired
give to mankind a capital lesson in the fine

art of Ijrotherly love. “ Behold, how good and
how i)leasant it is for brethren to dwell together
in unity !

”

Many tropical trees
and shrubs, and a few
that belong to cool coun-
tries, ])ossess “ doubly
l)innatc ” leaves. Instead
of two, three, five, or
more pairs of leaflets,

arranged as in the Ro-
binia, smaller pinnate
leaves are thrown* out
right and left, and the
result, as would be an-
ticipated. is extremely
elegant as well as com-
plex. In a few cases there
are only t w o s u c h
branches

; sometimes there are four or six
;
and

in many of the acacias the number is consider-
able. This kind of leaf is shown also in certain
Mimosas and Jacarandas, and may be recog-

FIO. 38.—DOUBLT
PIXXATE LEAVES.
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iiized, in the open garden, in the American tree

<‘alled the Gleditschia. The last named pre-

sents the additionally interesting feature of

pinnate and doubly pinnate leaves on the same
tvvdg, with an endless variety of intermediate

<n‘ transitional forms
;
thus in its own sphere

disporting itself after the same manner as the

scabious. The a^hscnce in nature of all ” class

legislation” is one of its most alluring cha-

racteristics. There Avould seem to be not a
single particular of structure in plants, not
a single ])hc7romenon in their physiology, that

<‘an 130 claimed by any one species, or even
by any one section, as ]3cculiarly its own. 'J’hc

])articipators may l)C a hemisphere asunder, but
when inquired for, they are never wanting.
The ))almate and fan-vcined types of sim])lc

leaves have their counterpart among the com-
pound in the very striking and

Digitate leaves.

Sleep of leaves.
distinct form termed the “digi-

tate.” This is shown in perfec-

tion in the Horse-chestnut (Fig. 83). and the
garden Lupines. Instead of being arranged in

]3airs, tlie leaflets radiate from the extremity of

the petiole, in fives, sevens, nines, and in certain

kinds of lupine, to a considerably higher num-
ber. In old age they disarticulate very rcadiiy.

fllie fragments of the horse - chestnut, le.aves

strewing tlie ground in October present a re-

markable spectacle, the most curious of its kind
which this country affords. The digitate leaves
^)f the lupines arc interesting in another way.
Li most of the species, towards nightfall, the
leaflets bend backwards against the stalk, and
partially fold up, so that the leaf resembles
a half-closed parasol. In early morning they
rise, and re-assume their day position, Avhich
they hold till the next evening, when they
droop again, the process of rise and fall being
repeated until the vigour of the organ departs.
T’his curious and engaging movement is no doubt
dependent, in great measure, upon the influence
of the solar ray. But there is something be-
dsides, still to be discovered

;
for the juove-

ment in question is only one of a large class of

corresponding phenomena, Avith some of Avhich
the solar light appears to be very slightly, or
not at all connected. Xor is it by any means
confined to the lupine. The leaflets of very
many pinnate IcaA'es, doubly pinnate leaves,

and trifoliolatc leaves, move, morning and even-
ing, quite as regularly, and Avith a strange and
inexplicable personality of method Avhich one
can regard only Avith silent Avondcr. Idie tii-

foliolatc leaf of the White CloA'er,

repena. brings its lateral leaflets face to face,
and places the third or terminal leaflet at.
right angles to them. The trifoliolatc leaf
of the Avood-sorrel does just the contrary,
))osing in the same manner as the lupine,
Avhich plant is not, as one Avould expect, a
cousin of its OA\m, but of the clover. 'J'lie

phenomcTia of morning and CA^ening change of
l)osition long since received the appellation of
sleep ” and Avaking.” Without doubt there

is something very suggestive if not represent a-

liA’e of sleep in the nocturnal closing, but then;
is no real similarity, any more than in the even-
ing shut of the floAAmrs of the marigold and tlie

•daisy, a subject to be adAverted to by-and-by.

VII.

The Noun Theory.

Third Bule.—

A

ll nouns are feminine Avhich

end in eur, ion, te, tie, and e mute.

EXCEPTIONS.
in cue: happiness; heart

;
cliocvr,

choir; exterieur, owiiAdo. • Gpiateur,
equator; honour

;
interkur,

inside
;
Jaheur, Avork

;
malkeur, mis-

fortune
;
moteur, jiropeller

;
pleura",

tears
; secteur, sector

;
ventilatenr,

ventilator; along Avith nmltipliea-
teue, multiplier

;
and similarly

formed Avords,

ill ion: bastion; &/777fi;i, 1000 millions
;

heimhorion, trifle
;

camion, small
pin or largo dray; croupion, rump

;

ijahion, gabion
; ffulion, galleon

;

liorion, knock on the head
; lampion,

eartheiiAvarc saucer filled Avith

TailoAV (used for illuminations)
;
lion .

lion; million; moeion,\\cn.([-

piece
;
pion, paAvn

;
scion, shoot;

scorpion, scorpion
;

septentrion,

north
; talion, retaliation

;
trillion,

one million millions.

in te : ;7c', an aside
;

decree
;
hene-

dicltc, grace
;

comite, committee
;

comte, county
;

cote, side
;

etc,

summer
;

])ie
;
precipite, preci-

])itate; treaty
;
vclonte,Ao\;n.

in mute c.' over .lOO exceptions, to Avhich re-

ference Avill be made in the course
< )f the lessons.

Bract ica I Appl ication.

1. VOCABULARY IV.

Los Boissons {Beverages),
L’eau, icatcr.

miiit'-rale, mineral do,

de Seitz, Seltzer do.

Ja biere, beer.

la petite biere, ^mall leer.

Pale. ale.

te cicLre, cider.

le poire, pettr-w ine.

ie vin. wute.

ordinaire, common do.

vieux, old do.

3iouveau, netr do,

nlanc, white do.

rouge, red do.

inousseux, xjnorJclinff do.

de'table, dinner do.'

de Bourgogne, Bnrtfundi/.

de Bordeaux, claret.

(le Cliampagne, champagne.
• lu vin de C. frappe, iced do.

de la tisane de C., light do.

les vins d’Espngne, Spanixh wines.

-slu vin de Malaga, Malaga wine.

le vin de Xeres, sherrg wine.

d’Oj)Orto, port do.

de Madere, Madeira do.

de Hongrie, Hungarian do.

le Aokiii, Tokujf.

>3 vin du Riiiii, Ehenish tcine, hock.
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le vin vieux du Rhin, oIJ hock.

les liqueurs, Uqueitrs.

I’arack, arrack.

I’eau-de-vie, hranHy.

le preni^vre, ffini

le rlium (/u*. rom'),
le Avliiskey, vhivkcy.

le punch, {pr. ponsh), punch.

le caf^*, coffee.

le cafe noir, black coffee.

le cafe au lait, coffee vith milk.

le theO»’. te), feo.

le cbocolat, chocolate.

la limonade, lemonade.

pazeuse, bottled do.

de I’eau glacee, iced u-afer.

I’orfreat, almond-milk.

des "laces, icex.

des sorbets, i<herbets.

Hems.— 1. It is in better taste to say JV/t In dn vin

tie Bourgofjne, il aime le vin de Champagne, than to say
g'ni bn du bourgogne. il aime le champagne. 2. Claret

comes from t'in clairet, a clear red wine. 3. Hock
comes from Hoehheimer, the name of a special growth
of Rhenish wine, which has l^ecome generic.

2. I'bcrc arc a few cases where the English

verb to he is rendered by a vob' in French ;

to he thirsty, av'Oir soif, as ,T’ai soif, I am thirsty.

to he hungry, av'Oir faim, as As-tu faim.^* art than

hungry '!

to he right, avoir raison, as II n’a pas raison, he is not

right.

to he nrong, avoir tort, as A-t-elle tort? is she icrong ?

to he ashamed, avoir honte, as Nous avons honte, ne
are ashamed.

to he afraid, Qvoiv peur, as N’avez-vous iiaspenr?
are you not afraid ?

to he sleepy, avoir sommeil, as Ils avaient sommeil,
they were sleepy.

there to be, y avoh, as II y a trois hommes, there are

three men.
to he something the matter, avoir (piehiue chose, as

Qu’ont-ils? what is the matter with them?

3. ^Vlci, liere is, liere are. or ])ehold.

roila, there is. there are, or behold.

4. The simple tenses of —
Present inffnitive, avoir, to hare.

Present fartxenjAe, ayant, havlnej.

Post jxarticiflc. eu, had.

INDICATIVE.

Present. k,

n’ai-ic pas ? ^
n’as-tn ]ias ? ^

n’a-t-il pas ?

'

n’avons-nous ])as ? 5
n’avcz-voirs ])as ?

u’ont-ils pas ! ^

Imperfect.

i’avais, I had
tu avals, thou hadsf
il avait, he had
nous aviojis, ire had
vous aviez, you had
ils avaient, they had

Perfect Defnitc.
j’eus. I had
tu eus. thou hadsf

il cut, he had
nous eunies, n'c had
vous elites, you had
ils eurent, they had

Future Absolute.

j'aurai, I shall hare
tu auras, thou unit hare
il aura, he orill hare
1 lous aiirons, ore .dta 11 ha re

vous aurez, you irill hare
ils auront, they irill hare

CONDITIONAL.

Present or Future . .Bo. interroyatirely.

;i’aurais, Ishould hare
tu aurais, thou irouldst hare
il aurait, he orovld ha re

nousaurions,wt^ should hare
vous auriez, you mould hare
ilsauraientjMry irovld hare

aurais-je?

aurais-tu?

aurait-il? ~

aiirions-nous? ^
auriez-vous I

auraient-ils?

IMPERATIVE.

AfUrmatircly.
aie, have thou
(pi’il ait, let him hare
ayons, let us hare
ayez, hav ‘ ye
qu’ils aient. let them have

Negatively. ^
n’aie pas s ^
qiiil n’ait pas 3^ ^
n’ayons pas ^
n’ayez pas |
qu’ils n’aient pas

SUBJUNCTIVE.

Present.

quo j'aic

qiie tu aies

qu’il ait

que nous ayons
que vous ayez
qu’ils aient

Imperfect.

que j’ciisse

que tu eusses 1“

^ ^ qu’il eht ^ ^
que nous eussions s,

^ I que vous cussiez ^ cr~-

^ qu’ils cusseut ' ^

Ttemarks.~\. Que does not form an integral part of
the subjunctive ;

this mood may appear without que,

as puissent-ilsre7iir bientot! may they soon come. The'
conjunction is retained here to show the notion of
dependence conveyed by the subjunctive. 2. When a
verb is conjugated interrogatively and negatively, as
the present indicative of avoir in this lesson, it is im-
portant to distinguish in the question whether it is a
boyid-fde one, so to speak, or whether it is not a circum-
locution to state that the information asked for is

already possessed by the inquirer. In the foi’mer case
de (or d’) alone is used ;

in the latter du. de la, de V,
Jes are required : le mareliand n’a-t-il pas d'ay’gent? has
the tradesman no money ? = I do not know whether he
has, and I therefore ask. Le ncgociant devrait qoayer ses'

dettes, n’a-t-il pas de I’argent? the merchant ought to

pay his debts, has he not got money ?= I know he has
money, and I am reminding you of the fact.

EXERCISE X. (This may he passed orer.')

Fix the gender of tlie following substan-
tivc.s :

—
Ris. laughter; gdeurs, tears; respiration.

breathing
;
soupir. sigh

;
gemissement, groaning

;

.lauglot. sob; Hernuement, sneezing; hoguet,
hiccup; Hat. state: action, action; mouvement,
motion; repos, rest; roix, voice; beauty ;

laideur, ugliness : sante, health
;
grandeur, size

;

embonpoint, plumpness; maigreur, thinness;
air, air; port, carriage; teint, complexion;
constitution, constitution; son, sound; gout,.

taste
;

saveur, flavour
;

rat, rat
;

chat, cat

;

odcur, odour; touch
;

remem-
brance; raison, reason; entendement. under-
standing; sens, sense; oubli, forgetfulness;:

vertu, virtue
;

volonte. will
;

esprit, mind
;

re-

uiords, remorse
; repentir, repentance

; sommeil,.

sleep; foi, faith; suspicion
;
dHespotr,

despair
;
ylaisir, ])leasurc

;
douleur, pain

; aifiic-

tion, affliction
;
fierte. pride

;
gtitie, pity; merci,

thanks; souhait. ivish
; seif, slave; iiarfim,

])erfume; bain, bath; serin, canary; buisson,

bush; toison, fleece; torchon, duster; acier,

steel; c/;7wc/?’, watering-can
;
les atours, orna-

ments
;
prix, price

; four, oven
;
foret, gimlet ;.

bruit, noise
;
maison, house

;
rapport, report

;

dard, sting : saindoux, lard
;
lard, bacon

;
ne:,

nose : riz, rice : houx, holly
;
aveu, confession ;

2
)11

,
fold

;
alleluia, halleluia

;
appui, support ;

support, prop
;
Hau, vice

; douceur, sweetness :

toit, roof; fandango, a kind of dance; coUy
neck

;
tilbury, a kind of carriage.
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VI.

?\lETAMORPHIC ROCKS {contUiUcd).

We have thus briefly sketched sonic of the

changes through wliich argillaceous (clayey)

beds may jiass, accord-

ing to observations made
on a large and small

>cale, until they become
.a rock differing only
from granite in the ar-

rangement of their crys-

talline constituents
;
and

there is reason to believe

that in some instances

dliis line has been passed
and the gneiss has been
further metamorphosed
into true granite. The
jiassage quoted above,

however, incidently illus-

trates another fact —
that limestone full ofLiii

fossils may be changed
into a crys-

talline rock
in which no
trace of these

remains. We
know that this

has been done
on a large
scale in the
A p e 11 n i n e s.

The celebra-

ted Carrara
marble is a
beautiful crys-

talline stone

used in scul})-

ture. free from
organic re-
mains. and at

uie time con-
jectured to

have been an
igneous rock.

It is. however,
a metamor-
]>liosed sedi-

mentary rock
;

and even its

title age has
lieen deter-
mined by the
discovery of a
tow shells not

character to that which forms so important
a feature of the Mendiji range.
We append in a tabular form (sec centre of

next page) a list of metamorphic rocks, ac-
cording to Prof. Judd.

This table, it will be observed, infers only
to sedimentary rocks. Metamorphism and
change are, however, going on in
igneous as well as stratified rocks, ®^®tamorphism

and in these also water iilays an
important part. To tlie heat

assoc i ate d

water or va-

])our could
force its way
through either
hard or soft-

ened clay, but
it can make its

way through
argill aceous
rocks when
they have
been changed
into crystal-

line masses.
Besides heat-
ed water from
b e 1 o w

,
w c

have the per-
colation of
Av.atcT from
ihe surface.

'I’his, charged,

with carbonic
acid taken ui>
from the at-

mosphere and
tlie decaying
vegetation in
the soil, ])OS-

s e s s e s the
power of dis-

solving to
some extent
the mineral
CO list i tiients

of rocks, and
of giving rise to fresh combinations. Changes

are ilins xf no which often materially alter

ontirely obli-

t<a'atcd : and
it. is n o w
known th.nt

the Carrara
ii.aible is a carboniferous limestone— tliai

<-f the same age and oricdnallv f >intil

w'lth and generated by
movements in the crust
of the earth, such as wo
have seen recorded in the
curving and crumpling of
the strata of the Men-
dips. and the rising and
sinking of the w^hole
mass, must be added the
frequent passage upwards
of steam and mineral
vapours, and waters
charged with mineral
matters. In all crystal-

line rocks and mechani-
cally foi-med sedimentaiy

rsToxE 11.1.1)1-. UP OF coH.iLs {Fucotsitcs poltjmovpha)^ strata, except clay, these
would find at least a

partial pas-
sage. No
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the minute structure of rock masses. Indeed,
it ma}^ almost he said to be the rule latlier

tliaii the exce})tiou to meet with minerals in a

condition more or less the result of ehaji^ue. in

microsco])ic sections of igneous rucks. Ser-

pentine is now known to be^ frequently an
altered basic rock. Dolomitic or magnesian
limestone is a metamorphic condition of ordi-

nary limestone.

Dexudatiox.
The formation ofnew strata (rock making), and

, ^ the destruction of existing strata
enu a on.

(-(jen^i^ij^tion) arc always going on.
The wearing away, for instance, of the coast by
the sea is a matter of common observatioii.

Where the shore is composed of hard rocks the

waves have comparatively little effect, though
even the hardest stone is gradually broken uj)

and every successive tide does sometliing towards
its destruction. On softer rocks the action of

the waves is sometimes very marked, and suffi-

ciently rapid to be
easily measured.
The east coast of

England, where the

sea has made con-

siderable inroads

within historic
times, is perhaps as

forcible an illus-

tration as could

be found. Sir
Charles Lyell * has
collected the facts

with great care, and
from his account we
condense a few par-

ticulars. Almost
the whole coast of

T'orlcshire, from the

mouth of the Tees

to that of the Hum-
ber, is in a state of

gradual dilapida-

tion. That part of

the cliffs which con-

sists of lias, oolite

and chalk decays

d lETA.AK ) I{ l‘H rC Hoc KS.

SILICEOUS.

1

-VlUilLLACEOUS.

j

CALCAREOUS.

Slifflitly

alterod ^-Quartzite (

'(

1

Lydian stone.

Porcelain jasper

(
Compact and

•' snhcrystalline

( limestone.
Dolomite.

Slaty
rockt?

(
Clay .slate

)
' mica slate

f
•• ••

'i 'I’alc sliite

I Chlorite slate.

Schistose
rock.-5

/

\ Quartz
j

\ fccheifer
j

' mica schist
Chlorite schist
Talc schist
Hornhlende
schist

^
.\etinolite schist.

,

1

Calc scheifer.

Gneissoso

'

rocks

(
Graiiulite .

.

_
Giieisseu .

.

1 Graphic .

.

( granite

, Bed gneiss
,
Gray gneiss

, Garnet, stanro-
lite.tournialiue,

and other recks.
,

1
Highly crys-

( talline and

(
serpentinons

\ lime.stone.

TABLE or 31ETA-UOKPH1C KOCKS(.vcep. 197).

slowly. “ The chalk cliffs are M'or]i
Waste on the j^to caves and needles in the pro-
east coast of jecting headland of Flamborough,
England.

'where they are decomposed by
the salt spray, and slowly crumble away. But
the waste is most rapid between that promon-
tory and Spurn Point, or the coast of Holderness,
as it is called—a tract consisting of beds of clay ,

gravel, sand, and chalk rubble. The irregular

intermixture of the argillaceous (clayey) beds
causes many springs to be thrown out. and this

facilitates the undermining process
;
the waves

beating against them, and a strojig current
setting in chiefly from the north. The waste-
ful action is very conspicuous at Dimliugton
Height, the loftiest point in Holderness, where
the beacon stands on a cliff 146 feet above
high water, the whole being composed of clay,

with pebbles scattered through it.” For many

* “Principles of Geolo v,“ vol. i., chap. 20,

cars,” says Professor Phillips, “the rate at

Avhich the cliffs recede from Bridlington to-

ypuni, a distance of thirty-six miles, has been
found by measurement to equal on an average
two and a quarter yards annually, Avhich upon
thirty-six miles of coast Avould amount to about
thirty acres a year. At this rate the coast, the

mean height of which above the sea is about
forty feet, has lost one mile in breadth since

the iSTorman Conquest, and more than two milesi

since the occupation of York by the Homans.”,
The destruction which has thus taken place,

has obliterated toAvns and villages

the former sites of Avhioh are now Disappearanc

nothing but sandbanks in the

German Ocean. Auburn, Hart- ®

burn and Hyde, have been destroyed in thiS'

way. Owthorne and Kilnsea do not occupy
their original sites, the inhabitants having
moved further inland to escape the sea. Bavens-

l)er, at one time a noted port, and memorable
as the place Avhere Bolingbroke tafterwards-

Henry IV.) landed
on his return from
banishment, ha,^-

shared the fate of

less important
places, and where
it once stood
nothing is now to

be seen but the ex-
tensive sands which
are left dry at low
water. On the
coast of Norfolk,

the A'illagesof Ship-

den, Wimpwell and
Eccles have disap--

peared
;

the tower
of the old church,

of Eccles still re-

mains upon the sea

shore. The gradual
destruction of Dun-
wich—“ once the

most considerable
seaport ” on the

coast of Suffolk, is.

to be traced in its

details through various records, beginning.

Avith the Doomsday Book, in Avhich it is

stated that two tracts of land Avhich had
l)ecn taxed in the time of Edward the Con-
fessor had since been destroyed. Subsequent
records shoAv at different times the loss of

a monastery—several churches—the old port

—four hundred houses—the church of St..

Leonard’s—the ToAA'n Hall—and the Gaol. The
dates of the successiA'e destruction of all these

have been preserved. In the sixteenth century
not one-quarter of the toAvn AA'as left standing.

The inhabitants had gradually retreated inland
and the sea folloAA'ed them. In 1740 the church-
yard of St. Nicholas and St. Thomas Avas laid

open
;
the burial ground had become by the

inroads of the sea a part of the cliffs, and the
coffins and skeletons were exposed to ,vieAv.

DunAvich as a city has been eaten up
;
it is.

noAv only a, little village Avith a fcAV houses and.

a small population.
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Without going farther into details, or at-

tempting to trace the ravages of the sea along
the whole extent of the eastern and south-

eastern coast of this country, the facts thus
briefly given will be sufficient to show how
destructive the sea may be under some circum-
stances. Here and there, where the set of the
current has been favourable, the land has gained
upon the water

;
but this is not the ordinary

work of the ocean,—which is more generally

dcstnictirc, as it wears away the strata that

form the shore-line against which its waves
beat—and consti'iictive only as it lays down
and spreads out whatever material it receives,

to be raised at some future time above the sea
level by the action of subterranean forces. The
reader will however be likely to overestimate
the destructive power of the sea if he fixes

his attention too exclusively upon such illus-

trations as those just supplied. The matter
worn away from the thirty-six miles of the
Yorkshire coast, mentioned above, has been
calculated to amount to between fifty-one and
fifty-two million cubic feet every year, and it

is obvious that this must be immensely above
the averarje waste of the coast lines of the
world. But the erosive power of the ocean
will be as surely underestimated unless the
fact already referred to is borne in mind, that
there is no rock sufficiently hard to withstand
entirely its persistent action. The greatest

possible power has probably been exerted
when, by the sinking or rising of land, the
surface has been brought immediately below
the sea leveL The whole extent of the country
would then undergo a planing process

;
and it

is believed that plains of marine denudation—
that is, large tracts of land levelled by the action
of the sea—are still recognizable in formations
of ancient date.

VI.

The Babylonian and Assyeian Empiees.

(co7itinvrd.)

About 1200 b.c., Assur-dan I. succeeded his
father Xinip, and in his reign of thirty years
the i)rosperity of the eountry was partially

restored. If he did not recover all the lost

jn’ovinces, he was strong enough to invade
liabylonia and revenge the attacks made on
his father. His successor was his son, Mutag-
gil-nuska, who reigned for nearly twenty
years, but regarding whom no records are pre-
served, except a brief reference to his rebuild-
ing the i)alace at Nineveh.
Another figure is added to the long line of

vigorous Assyrian kings, in the person of

Assur-risilim, son of the ju’eneding monarch,
who ascended the throne about 1150, and
whose thirty years’ reign was contemporaneous
with that of Nabu-kudur-yutsur (X'ebuchad-
nezzar) of Babylonia, who must not be con-

fused witli the more famous monarch of the
same name, so conspicuous in the Biblical
history six hundred years later. Under Assur-
nsilim the military spirit of the Assyrians
revived. He repelled three inroads of the
Babylonians, subdued and absorbed into his
empire extensive districts on the north and
north-east, rebuilt the palace at Nineveh,
and splendidly restored the temple of Ishtar
in that city.

It has "been justly said that the reign of

Tugulti-pal-eser, or Tiglath-Pileser, ‘‘ forms an
era in Assyrian history.” (The
Babylonian monarch of the same Tiglath-Pileser.

name mentioned in the Biblical

Books of Chronicles and Kings, and by the
prophet Isaiah, lived about four hundred "years
afterwards.) On his aceession, about 1120" B.c..

Tiglath-Pileser hastened to show that he was
a worthy successor of his warlike father. A
Hittite tribe of northern Syria, the Muski, had
occupied the provinces tributary to Assyria,
in the region of the upper Euphrates, and five

chiefs, with a force stated to be twenty
thousand strong, held the country. During
the reign of Assur-risilim their farther progress
had been stayed; but on his death theyadvanced
and took possession of the province of Kum-
muha, lying near the sources of the Tigris and
on both sides of the Euphrates. Tiglath at
once marched into the province at the head of

a large army, defeated the Muski generals,
taking a large number of captives, and then
stormed the city of Seris, on the Tigris, where
many of the people of the country had taken
refuge, destroyed the city, and took the king,
Kili-teru, with his wives and children, prisoners.

He followed up this success by attacking the
city of Urranpines, and an indei)endent district

named Panari—the king of which, 8adi-teru,
submitted to him, accepting the position of a
tributary to Assyria, and delivering up his

sons as hostages. Other victories followed,
and other districts were annexed, heavy tri-

butes being exacted
;
the Hittite tribes sub-

mitted, terrified at his approach, giving up their
war-chariots and other i)ropcrty. In another
campaign he took twenty-five cities, districts

occu])ied in the time when the power of Assyria
had been weakened were restored, and large;

tributes were paid. On the south-east, as well’

as on the north, the borders of the empire were
extended, and twenty-five imagc,s of the godA
were carried away to be ifiaced in the temples
of Nineveh.
Meanwhi le, however, the rival empire of Baby-

lonia had been growing in strength. Nabu-
kudur-yutzur (Nebuchadnezzar),
who had suffered so severe a
defeat from the Assyrian king, ^ ^

Assur-risilim, had met with better fortune in

his wars with the Elamite princes, who had re-

])eatcdly attacked the south-western juovinces

of the empire, but who were effectually sub-

dued. The next king of Babylonia, Maruduk-
nadin-ahi, or Merodneh, delenniucd to attack
Assyria, and with a considerable army invaded
the southern provinces. Tiglath promptly
met him, but with less than his accustomed
fortune. He was defeated and compelled to
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Tctreat, the Babylonians cai)turing the city

of Hekali, and carrying away sacred Assyrian

images. This was in about the eleventh year

of the reign of Tiglath, who displayed great

<niergy and ability in recovering from the blow

he had received. In the following year the

war was renewed ;
and in a battle fought near

the banks of the Lower Zab, the Babylonians

sustained a great defeat; and Tiglath, following

up his successes, followed the course of the

and advancing his frontier to the northern

branch of the great river, now known as the

Kara-su. On the opposite or northern side of

the river, sixty i-)etty kings, and the chiefs of

twenty-three tribes, with warriors and chariots,

endeavoured to oppose his progress. Tiglath

crossed the stream by means of a bridge hastily

but strongly coiistructed of felled trees, attacked

and scattered his opponents. Several of the

kings were made jmsoners, chariots, horses, and

EL KAS’K (the castle) OX THE SITE OP AXCIEXT EABALOX.

Tigris southwards, ravaging the country as he

})roceeded, and capturing important towns;

Babylon itself falling into his hands.

It is extremely difficult to describe the cx-

ploits of this vigorous monarch in strict chro-

nological order, so imjierfect are the inscribed

records. But' it would appear that shortly

>)cfore the Babylonian expedition, he attacked

the districts adjoining the Upper Euphrates,

subduimr sixteen hitherto independent chiefs,

cattle fell into the hands of the victorious As-

syrians, who took hostages from the conquered

tribes, and compelled them to jiay a tribute of

twelve hundred horses and two thousand oxen.

A result of this great success Avas that other

districts submitted, and made large presents

to the conqueror.

TiglatlTs next cx]icditiou was against the

region of the western Eujihrates. where hcAvns

equally successful.—the country was ravaged,
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ii.iid the river being crossed by means of inflated

skins, six towns were captured. He afterwards

led an army into the conutry north of his

empire, beyond the mountain range of Tabel-

Hakluh. annexing regions which a}’C named on
the inscriptions Muzur and Qumani, which it

is not easy to identify. In a place known as

Hunasa, he built a fortifled tower, in which lie

])laced tablets of copper engraved with records

•of his campaigns. Other warlike and successful

expeditions followed
;
and there still remains a

tablet, near the source of the Tigris, commemo-
rating his victories in that direction.

The most extended of his expeditions was
into Syria, and across the Lebanon to tlie shores

of the Mediterranea]!, on which
Expe^tion

^le embarked, and an inscription
into byria.

^ dolphin.

Like his great predecessor Nimrod, lie was a

migiity hunter," and i)robal)ly was as jn'oud of

his'achievements in the chase as of his mili-

tary renown. It is recorded that he killed a
hundred and twenty lions, besides other wild
animals, hunted wild bulls on the mountains
•<'f Lebanon; and at Assur he had large

gardens, where strange and savage animals
were kept

;
among them, perhajjs, the

'•rocodile sent to him as a com])liment by the
king of Egypt. He restored the tcnijfle of

A^Mir, adding two enormous towers, one of

which still exists
;
and in it was found, on an

<'.ngrave(l cylinder, the narrative nf his achieve-
ments. He cleared out and rc})aired the great
^•anal. which had been cut to su))])ly the city
with water, but had become uscIcj-s through

accumulations and decay
;
and besides other

important works, he comjflcted the splendid

palace at Nineveh which his father had begun.
This jtowerful monarch, who had made

Assyria the foremost emjure of the world, died

in 1,100 B.C. His son, inheriting his father’s

ambition, if not his ability, took the title of

Assur-bel-kala, “lord of all.” Little is known
of his reign, beyond that he was engaged in

warfare with the Babylonians. He was followed

by his brother, Samsi-vul
;
but after his death

there is a long blank in the records. Mr.
George Smith says, in his ‘‘Assyria from the
Earliest Times,”—‘‘For a j)eriod of a hundred
and fifty years, the inscriptions afford us only
one ray of light: they record that a disaster

overtook the Assyrian arms. The king of Aram
(Syria) defeated the Assyrians in the reign of

Assur-rabu-amor
;

Pethon and Mutkinu fell,

and with them they lost the whole region of

the Euphrates and Nairi.”

Here, in this historical silence, we may fitly

pause. Henceforth the history of Assyria and
Babylon will be partly associated with that of

a nation, the records of which are of the pro-

foundest interest. About twenty-five years

after the death of Tiglath, David was born at

Bethlehem; and before Assyria again emerged
into prominence, Solomon had lived and died,

and the rival kiTigdoms <rf Judah and Israel

had been established.

VI.

§ to. Latin of Norman period.

S 4G. Scotch dialect,
i? 47. Full-grown English.

' 48. Inlluences after fourteenth century.
49. English under the Tudors.
50. Italian and Spanish elements.
51. Miscellaneous elements.

^ 52. Historic answer to § 32.

§ 53. Groundwork of language, Engli.sh.

§ 45. The closer communication -with the

Eoman Church brought about by the Conquest
also caiused the direct introduction of a number
of Latin words, and stimulated the cultivation

of Latin in England. Norman-French itself

was fundamentaily a Latin tongue, growm out

of the language which was brought into Gaul
by the Piomans in earlier times, and altered by
W’car and tear and absorption of other elements,

just like our own. The Northmen, who settled

in Normandy a century and a half before the

Conquest, learned the French they found there,

adding to it a few of their Scandinavian words

;

it already included a few Keltic words left

behind by the ancient Gauls, and many Teu-

tonic words, landmarks of the Frankish tribes

who overran the country in the fifth century.

But though the tongue brought in by the

Normans was in this way a mixed one, the

bulk of it was developed fi’om the Latin, and
llms the wmrds adopted at this time are either

fi-om Latin, modified by their passage
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tlirou^h tlic Freiicb. or (Jti'cct from tlic cou-

tcmpoi-ary Latin iu nse.

§ 4G. A word must be devoted here to the

8cotch dialect. A.s has been seen, the Angles
originally peopled the lowlands of Scotland as

tar as the Firtli of Forth, and built Edinburgh

( = Edwin’s borh) in (520; their kingdom of

Beornicia afterwards formed i)art of the larger

kingdom of Northumbria— wliich however was
overrun by the Danes in 8G7. and a division

again made, in wliicii the English were re-

stricted to tlic part north of the Tyne. In 9()G

a further division of Northumbria was made,
and King Edgar granted Ijothian to the king
of 8cots. Thus it haiipens that " the people
there arc really English, and still s^ieak a
tongue which has changed less from the old

English than the tongue of any other })art of

Englaiur' (Freeman). About the time of the
C-onquest their Anglo-Saxon tongue was i-ein-

forced by many English refugees, who bed
with Edgar Atheling from William’s power, as

well as by those who Avould naturally follow
in the train of the English princess. Edgar's
sister, whom King Malcolm had married. The
French, however, soon reached the northern
kingdom

;
‘’in the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turies French was likewise in Scotland the
language of the court

;
the speech of the people,

on the contraiy, maintained itself freer from
contact with it. The Scotch dialect, which by
its ])Octs. as Bai'bour. Dunbar, Lindsay, and
othei-s, is certainly not wrongly called the
English language, generally avoided French
elements far more than did the English dia-

lect."’ (Maetzner, EiujUxli Grammar, 1874,
vol. i., p. 5.) This tendency is one among the
causes that have operated to keep the Scotch
dialect divergent from the English.

§ 47. F]-om the ci)Och when French was
falliiig into disuse and English was regaining
its sway, we date the appearance of the full-

grown language. 4’his language was not, in-

deed, that of the present day. nor even had it

quite arrived at the polish which Chaucer (died

1400) gave
;
but out of the mingling of the

English and Scandinavian with the llomancc
elements there came forth a tongue in which
the stro7ig and numerous inflexions of the
Teutons had been worn down and softened by
the usage and influence of the incomers ; a
tongue in Avhich, word having acted i7])on

word, the vocabulary was enlarged as well
as modifled and made freer by the close

amalgamation : a tongue which was i-eady

to acce})! all improvements iu its progress
towards maturity. From this time onwards
no violent changes affected the language, but
it continued growing and altering

;

" its further
and more or less constant devclo])ment is

nowhere abrujjtly broken, but in long spaces
of time wide differences become manifest.” so
that though in reality we cannot And at any
given })eriod any sharp line of separation, it

has been found convenient to mark off several

periods or stages of advancement, which will
be noted hereafter.

§ 48. The political relations of Englaiid,
royal marriages, the commercial enterprises of

her people, foreign wars, the development of

science, and the increase of learning, have all

been factors in our language. 4'he Kenaissance
or llevival of learning, after the taking of Con-
stantino])le (1453) by the Turks (which sent
the learned tlreek and Latin scholars of the
Western Empire wandering over Europe), gave
an impetus to classical studies which brought
a fresh flow of (Ircek and Latin words into the
language, from the time of Henry VII. to that
of Charles II. (1485 to 1G80)

;
Greek liad been

Init little known here before this time. The
invention of imiiting in the flfteenth century
again had its influence, as a means of flxing the.

spelling, and in some measure the punctuation
;

by multi])lying copies it gave the force of habit
to the spellings adopted by the printer; people
became accnistomcd to what they saw, whether
rigid or wrong, and clung to it. Yet ortho-

gra})hy was by no means settled at once,—it was-

the work of several ceidurics
;
and even at the

present day all knowhow uncertain the custom
is in some })articnlars.

’The revised translation of the Bible, made
under James I. in IGll, which has been called
“ the purest and most beautiful example ” of

our language, has had, from the nature of its

subject, a powerful effect in preserving the
knowledge and the familiar use of a style of

])ure English in. the life of the people of which
it foi-m.s so intimate a part.

§ 41). Especially during the’ reigns of Eliza-

beth, James, and Charles I., was English cul-

tivated and a good prose style aimed at
;
several

aidhors wrote with the endeavour to i)reserve

the native vernacular and to stem the current

of foreign words that was pouring in. Boger
Ascham. the tutor of Queen Elizabeth, recom-
mends (1545) him who would write well ‘Ho'

speak as the common ])eoi)lc do, to think as
wise men do”

;
and W. Buttenham (1589), per-

ceiving liow the ])urity of the language was
in danger of becoming overlaid with what he
calls a terms . . . andmany dark words,
not usual nor well-sounding, though they be
daily s})()kcn in court,” counsels writers tO'

eschew the use of words and expressions such
as arc found iu the marches and frontiers, or
in i)ort towns where strangers haunt for trallic

sake, or yet in universities, where scholars use
much peevish affectation of words out of the
primitive languages.” No doubt many words,

were used in affectation of learning, but excres-

cences like these took no root and soon dropped
out

;
where a word had fitness and caught the

general ear it would be retained. The intro-

duction of new words by the means of literary

art is a very different thing from the adoption
of fresh terms into the speech of a people
brought about by the necessities of communi-
cation. Such words as detnrjiaird, fartidc,

Icpld, la2)id}fical, 'intiarnate. crudhir/, terreoas,

.wnrivinolcncn, were not long felt to be wanted ;

while on the other hand many good old En-
glish words have been crowded out by the
facile adaptation of Bomance terms closely

equivalent.

§ 50. During the reigns of our greatest Tudor
kings Spanish and Italian were widely known
in England. Italian literature had been a

favourite study as long before as the days of
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Chaucer, but in the reigns of Henry VIII.. Mary,
and Elizabeth, the language was familiar at

court, Italian stories and uovels were popular,

men of letters studied Italian poetryand wi’iters,

and many Italian words crept into the English

usage. Archbp. Trench tells us of Spanish tliat

‘Hhe wars in the Low Countries, the proba-

bilities at one period of a match with Si)ain,

the facts that Spanish was almost as serviceable

at Brussels, at Milan, at Naples, and for a time
at Vienna, not to speak of Liiiia and Mexico,

as at Madrid itself, and scarceH less indis})cn-

sable ; the many points of contact, friendly and
hostile, of England with Spain for well nigh a
century,—all this had conduced to an extended
knowledge of Spanish in England. It Avas

})opular at Court
;
Queen Mary and Queen

Elizabeth were both excellent Spanish scholars.’’

This use of Spanish prevailed in England from
about 1550 to 1650

;
we liaA’c never known it so

well before or since, and like Italian, it left its

legacies behind,

^ 51. Our language has at different times
drawn a wariety of words from many other
sources. The high state of culture in Arabia
and the Arabic provinces in Spain in the middle
ages exercised much influence upon the voca-
bulary of the science and commerce of those
times; many of their Avords came to us throng]

i

some of the Ilomanee tongues AA’hich fl]-stly

adopted them. TraA'els in the East brought
us Persian, Malay, Turkish, and other Avords.

with the things they designated. Our settle-

ments in India. China, and North America,
from time to time. haA'e contiibuted many
words unknoAvn to the older English. Lastly,

frcqucJit intercourse AAnth our neighbours across

the Channel has made us familiar in more
recent times AA'ith numerous Avords AA'hich Ave

find convenient to fit our sense from modern
French, and Avith a feAV from the Dutch and
(lerman. chiefly nautical and mining terms.

§ 62, The question advanced in § 32, ‘-Is not
English a Ilomanee language ? ” has noAv re-

ceiA’ed the first ansAA'er : it has been shoAA'n

that English AA*as hroncjld over from the Ger-
manic shores in the fifth century, that it dir-

placed the original British tongue
;

that a
branch of its iScandinaAian kindred AA'as in-

corporated AA'ith it betAA'cen the eighth and
the eleventh centuries

;
and that on to fltir tear

<7rr//tcr7,betAA'een the clev'enthandthcfourteenth
centuries, the Norman-French, AA'hich, Avhile it

greatly'- modified the inflexions and the A'oea-

bulary, left the fundamentals of English un-
touched. The language, therefore, is plainly
of Teutonic kindred by descent.

§ 5,3. Secondh/. When Ave examine Avhat
part these elements play in the economy of
the tongue, the testimony of histo]'y is con-
firmed. {a). The groundAvork of the speech
is old English, the grammar is neither borroAA'cd
no]- mixed, Aviiat inflexions aa'c hav'e remaining,
and the construction of our sentences, being of
English origin. Moi-eover, CA'cry foreign AA^m-d
Ithat has been adopted has been obliged to
fiiapc itself according to the genius of English
rrammar. The pronouns, numerals, jn-eposi-
ions. a large class of verbs, and those Avords
iscd to express natural objects and simple

AA'ants, arc English. “ You can make many
sentences together about common things Avhieh
shall ]iot liaA'e one French or Latin avoiaI

in them
;
but you cannot make the shortest

English sentence ont of French or Latin Avoi'ds

only, AA'ithout using Teutonic AA'ords.” (Free-
man.) '• It is possible to carry on coiiA'crsation

andAATite numerous sentences, AA'ithout employ-
ing any borroAved terms

;
but if aa’c endeavour

to speak or AA'iite Avithout making use of the
native element (grammar or A'ocabulary), avc

shall find that such a thing is impossible. In
our talk, in the Avorks of our greatest AA'iiters,

the English element greatly prc})onderates.'’

(Dr. Morris.)

The fii-st great discovery made by ^Galileo
AA'ith the tclescoi)C he had constructed aa'us not.

hoAvever, the phases of Venus. It AA'as in con-
nection AA'ith Ju})iter, On January 7. 1610.

Galileo ol^served Jupiter Avith his largest tele-

seoi)e ;
he noticed it presented a round disc eff

considerable size—nearly as large, in fact, as thc"

moon AA'hen seen by the naked eye. Close to,

Jupiter he noticed three bright
stars, all arraue’ed in a straight

line, and tAvo on the left side of
*^jupiter°

the planet and one on the other.

Galileo AA'as struck by their bright appearance-
and pecidiar position AA'ith respect to the planets
I’hc next day he again looked at Jupiter, and
to his astonishment the three stars Avere still

tliere, but very differently arranged, for they
Avere all three on the same side (the right) clf

the planet, and much closer together. This
sti-uck him as most remarkable, ami he anxiously
aAvaited the next night to still further ol)serA'e

these remarkable stars. The night, hoAV'ever..

Avas cloudy, and he had imj^atiently to AA'ait

until the night folloAving. Quickly turning his

telescoi)e on Jupiter, to his amazement there
Avere only tAvo stars, and they Avere on the
opj)Osite (or left) side of the j)lanet to AA'hat

the three had been on the 8th, Imt just in the
])Osition of the tAvo he had seen on the 7th. It

seemed to him im])0ssil)le that any motion of

the i)lanet coidd })roducc such extraordinary
changes, and he began to suspect that the stai's

themselves AA'ere moving. On the 11th there-

AA'ei'c still only Iaa'o stars, and both on the left,,

but one seemed bigger than the other
; the

thirtl seemed to have A'anished. On the 12th
he again turned the telescope on Ju])iter : there

Avere the tAvo stars, Imt iioav oue AA'as on each
side of the planet

;
but Avhilst still looking at

tlicm, he suddenly saAV a faint ])oint of light

(juitc close to the east side of the planet.

8truck AA'ith astonishment, Galileo looked again,

aTid again. No, he AA'as not deceived
;

it gra-
dually became Inighter and brighter.and moved
farther and farther from the planet, and to his

joy it Avas the missing tliird star. Galilee--
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watched it anxiously, and saw it move farther

a7id farther still from the pLanet. He felt that

there could no longer be any doubt as to the
nature of these stars : evidently they moved
round the planet,—they must be satellites. Xo
longer was the earth unique : Jupiter had
moons !

On the 13th he saw four stars, one on the

left and three on the ri^ht. Had Ju])iter more
than three moons I Subsequent observation

showed him that Jupiter had four moons, but
no more. He named them the Medieean stars,

after the famous rulers of Florence, and
announced his discovery to tlie world. Tlie

importance of the
discovery Avas at

once ai)preciated

by i)hiloso})hers,

Avho saAV in Ju-
piter a miniature
solar system. As-
tronomers Avere

nble to retort on
those Avho ob-

jeeted to the
theory of the solar

system as dis-

covered l)y Co})er-

nicus and Ke})ler,

“Yoai said, ‘If

your theory of Co-
})ernicus be true,

as the earth has a
moon, lo, Jupiter
should have four !

’ Behold, Jujnter has four !’’

Astronomers immediately set to Avork to de-
termine the distances of these satellites, and the
time they took to revolve round Ju})iter. They
found that the nearest satellite, i., Avas distant
from the centre of Jupiter by 0 times the
j-adius of tliat planet, and took 1 d. 18 h. 28 m. to
revolve round it

;
that satellite ii. Avas distant

i)f times tlie radius of Jupiter, and took 3 d. 13 li.

13 m. to revoHe round it
;

that satellite ill.

AA'as distant lo^ times
tlie radius of 4i^^]hfer,

and took 7 d. 3 h. 43 ra.

to revolve round it

;

and that the farthest
satellite, iv., AA’as dis-

tant 27 times the ra-

dius of Jupiter, and
took IG d. iG h, 32 m.
to revolve round the
planet.

J^.-phasi^.s c

As the satellites moved round Ju}»jter. it
Avas soon seen by astronomei’s that at times
they i)assed behind the planet, and at times
they must pass in front

;
in either case they

were then invisible. At times, lioAvever. tliey
<lisappeared before coming’ iij) to the })lanet,
and reappeared also at some distance from the
])lanet. It Avas soon seen that this arose from
Jiqhter casting a shadoAV.

In tig. 26 Ave have a plan of the Jovian
system, Avith Jupiter in the centre and tlie

of its four satellites round

sliml i*- » iu the saim-
direction as the sun the >atellitcs

-seem to disappear, and reajijiear always at the

edge of the planet
;
but this is no longer the

case if the earth be a little on one side of the
sun, as it almost ahvaysis—say in the direction

j E, as it is tAvice a year. We see that the first

satellite disappears in the shadoAv at V" before
it reaches the edge of the planet, but reappears
from behind the edge of the planet at 1. The
same is true of the ii. and III. satellites. The
IV. satellite disappears in the shatloAv at i'" and
reappears at 4" on the same side of the planet,

then disajqiears at the edge of the planet at 4',

and reajipears at the opposite edge at 4. When
a satellite is lost in the shadeav of the planet
it is said to bo eclipsed

;
Avhen it disappears

behind the edge
of the })]anet it is

said to undergo
o c G ill t at io n

;

Avhilst Avhon the

satellite passes in

front of the}Janet
there is said to be
a transit.

Astronomers
soon found that

the satellites and
planet ap})eared

to be equally

bright, so that

Avhen the satellite

})assed in front

of Ju})iter, and
ought to be seen

moving across

the disc of the }Janet, it Avould not be visible,

for it Avould a})pear just as bright as the rest of

the surface of the ])lanet. and could not be

distinguished from it. But they also saAV that

the moons Avould cast a shadoAv as Avell as the

jjlanet, and that Avherever the shadoAv of the

satellite fell on the })lanet, it Avould ai)})ear as

a black s})ot. These black s}jots or shadoAvs

ought to be visible in transit.

Galileo and his contem})oraries looked atten-

tively to see these

shadows, but entirely

Avithout suecess, for

their telesco})es Avere

not sufficiently })0Aver-

ful . Gradually - more

})erfect telesco})es Avere

made, and made on a

slightly diliereut })rin-

ciple. Galileo's teles-

cope, as already stated,

consisted of a large convex lens at one end

and called an objeet-glass. Avhilst at the other

end AA’as a small concave lens called an eye-

}Jece. because it is ])ut next to the eye. It is

not easy to make these telesco}7es \’ery^ poAver-

ful. though they may be made to magnify fifty

times.

The illusti’ious Ke}Jer suggested a modifica-

tion of this design, AA’hieh AA’as to use a small

])0\A’erful convex lens as an eye- _

piece instead of a concave lens.

Ihe first to use a telescojAe of this telescopes,
kind Avas the Jesuit Scheiner. Avho

in 1630 construeted the first Ke}Jerian tele-

scope. This Avas found to be a decided imjirovc-

'd y6

VEA VS {i<ee p. 103).
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nient, and by the middle of the century they
superseded the Galilean telescope. Huygens,
a distiiiffuished Dutch astronomer, still further

improved this design, by using- an eyepiece
made of two convex lenses instead of one.

Hu3\gens acquired Ipv long practice great skill

in grinding and polishing lenses for telescopes,

and for manj" ,vears was the great authority' on
their construction. His own favourite telescopes

were one of 3 inches apei-ture and 12 feet focus,

magnifying 48 times, and the other of 3^ inches
aperture, 23 feet focus, and magnifying 132

object-glasses were placed therefore on a stand
at the top of a very lofty pole, and moved about
by cords, whilst the eyepieces were mounted on
smaller movalde stands placed on the ground.
These telescopes were very inconvenient, and
required much experience to use them. Later
on, in the early part of the eighteenth century,
Campani, of Rome, advanced still further in the
art of constructing telescopes

;
and telescoi)es

of 30 to 50 feet in length were made, which
magnified 150 to 200 times, and had aperture
of 3 to 4 inches. The telescopes in general us

times. To make these telescopes perform well,
it was found to Ijc necessai*}" to give the object-
glass a focus of 3 to 0 inches for each time the
telescope was to magnify. A telescope which
was to magnify 60 to 80 times had to have a
length of 20 to 30 feet, and an object glass of
from 24- to 3 inches in diameter. Later on, in
about 1670—1700, when the^^ wanted to use a
magnifying power of 150 to 250, they were
obliged to use object-glasses of 4 to 6 inches
<liameter, and with a focus of 60, 00, or 120
feet, or even at times 200 to 300 feet. These
giants could not be mounted in tubes. The

were from 12 to 25 feet in length, magnifiecr
80 to 120 times, and had object-glasses with
apertures of 2 to 3 inches.

It is interesting, in concluding this article,,

to contrast these telescopes with the improved
instruments of the present day. A telescope
of gigantic size, eighty-five feet in length, but
unfortunately very imi)erfect. was com})leted at
IVandsworth, by 'the Rev. John Craig, in 1852..
The largest telescope yet made is one which
was set up in 1870. at Gateshead, l)y Cookes of
York. It has an object-glass twenty-five inches
aperture.
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CHAEACTEE.
' There are few things on which so many
• changes may be rung as the thing called

“ character,”' There is not only infinite variety

•of character among men and women in general,

but frequently no little variety of character in

the same individual. Some men are of such

few. simple, and rigid lines of mental and
moral structure, that one can read them like the

alphabet, and always calculate with something

like certainty what they will say or do, or even

feel, in any given circumstances; while others

arc of such various moods, are cajiablc of su( h
diversified combinations—naturally, Le., with-

out supposed subtilty or artifice—of emotion,

iiiotive. and view of things, and *• play so many
' parts,” that it is ditficult to discover what their

character is, of what cords it may be twisted, or

Avhat shapes it may assume. Like Garrick,

they are equally great in tragedy and comedy
;

• and as many essays might be written on them
: as on the idiosyncrasy of Shakespeare’s Tlaudct,

• or the peculiarities of the British constitution.

We have first to get at the meaning of the

word, and the meanings of " ch.aracter ” arc as

numerous as those of any word in the diction-

: ary. The root or primary sense is that of a

mark, letter, or figure cut and engraved, or

written with a pen or style
;
and if we were to

• stop here, avc might imagine that character is

• something impressed upon us from without.

But though some philosophers have held that
• “man is the creature of circumstances”—

a

<loctrine rather growing than declining under

the inductions of recent science—and though it

may be universally admitted, indeed, that

external circumstances have a great influence

upon character, yet this woidd not express what
is generally meant by ‘-character,” as applied

to individuals, classes of people, or to nations.

A character which yields, or bends easily, or is

extremely ])lastic under the power of circum-

stances. is said to be a ovrnh character
;
while

power to ]-esist the pressure of circumstances,

to trium})h over it, and to give a mould of its

own to circumstances, is the mark of a fitronfj

character, whether the strength may be in

force of will or art of conduct.

Character must reside in something else,

therefore, than in mere impressionability
;
and

' here the root or primary sense of the word
/returns in some measure to the verity, for it

will be observed that the figure or letter cut or

^engraved, when once made, does not yield to

wind or rain, or other ordinary current of

• circumstance—is not intended to yield, but, on
the contrary, to be lasting, and to represent some-

fliinrj. A letter forms i)art of a word
;
a figure

may suggest .an eminent person, or a train of
' Ideas

;
a symbol ni.ay embody the history of a

nation, or a whole system of religion. Hence
A the name given to the origimal marks, letters.

• or characters came, by an easy extension of

I

l.anguage, to be applied to something th.at was

j

from the beginning in or under them. And so

we may not bo far wrong in saying th.at character,

while atibeted by circumstances, .and requiring

extcrn.al circumst.ances to develop it, so far

from being anything impressed upon us from
without, is, according both to the etymological

j

meaning and the common undcrst.anding,

something impressed upon those Avithout us by

j

more or less permanent lineaments of conduct

I

proceeding from certain qualities within our-

selves.

But noAv. having got the ex.act point of vicAv

in A\diich character is to be seen and estimated,

Ave arc still far from being out of the wood, .and

j

consequently must not halloo too much. We
i
haAC to observe certain “line.aments of con-

j

duct,” or in other, though sc.arce briefer Avords,

j

“ actions and courses of .action,” the only thing

;
to be observed Avith the eye

;
and these h.ave to

i be referred to certain qu.alities of mind .and

i feeling, and all the Avorkings of purpose .and

j

motive in the heart of the doer, on the one

I
hand, Avhilc the (character thus seen in the light

of the outer and inner sight is transferred, on
'

tlie other hand, to the impression m.ade by it on
the observer, Avhich Avill not, of course, be the

sann; in each case, but Avill A'.ary AAath the

idiocr.asies of the various obscrA’crs, or classes

of observers.

Hoav is .all this to be brought togetlicr into a

true and consistent effect? It is obvious, in

the first pl.ace. th.at the char.actcr, whatever it

is, must be strong—Avhat one calls at least

decided—to })roduce any gener.al impression

Avithin the circle of its disjfl.ay. There will al-

Av.ays be dissenters, misbelicA-crs, doubters, and
the impression must be so consentaneous, so

much in the majority, as to override those, and
induce a gener.al admission. A Aveak and Aaacil-

l.ating character, AAdiich Aaanishes or changes at

the touch of circuinst.ancc, is in re.ality defect

of char.actcr, or no char.acter at .all. Yet a

certain pliability of conduct to circumstances is

by no means to be deprecated as a bad thing.

On the contrary, it is often of the essence of

ch.aracter. At all eA'ents, char.acter is not ex.actly

impaired because the extern.al conduct has been

modified by or accommodated to the course

circumst.ances. the course of argument in debate
or the course of public fashion or o^/inion. One
m.ay stoop to conquer. One may bend to the

storm Aviihout w.allowing under it. Nay, one
often must do this. But the character must
alAv.ays shine out, must be seen reverting to its

original elements through all changes, must
ahv.ays vindicate itself, and triumph in its OAvn

strength, Avhether leading to the goal of success

or the doom of f.ailure.

If cli.aracfer must thus h.ave strength in it in

order to be character, it becomes a formid.ablc

thing either to study or appreci.ate rightly
;
for

the character m.ay not only l3e either good or b.ad,

but it may lie so broadly across the confines of

the two as to i-ender it difficult to determine
Avhether the good or the evil ])redomin.ates. In
the case of undeni.ably great men—great not
oidy in themselves, but in the greatness of

their cm]>irc ovt-r men—the real Avorth of their

char.acter is often a h.ard problem. People Avill
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go on disputing about the relative -worth of

a Pitt and a Fox, and the iitility or inutility of

their respective public labours for generations,

without being able to settle it. If a conqueror
like Bonaparte, who literally ivades through
blood, is more easily disposed of, after a
generation or two, as a scourge both to his own
•country and to mankind, what shall we say
when the question is raised whether a great
author, who did nothing all his life but write
books, shedding only ink profusely, has had a
beneficial or a pernicious influence on the
world I Of men whose career has been one
of crime only, it is often said that there was
much good stuff in them, and what a ]nty
it was not under better guidance ! Force
of character, even when allied with a life of

violence and offence, exercises a strange fasci-

nation over us. But force of character is good
for nothing but in the spirit by which it was
actuated, and the good ends to which it was
directed, and which it may in some measure
have promoted or accomplished.

So far we have been speaking of character
in its length and breadth—of the whole man,
as it were. But in actual experience character
is found to split itself up into mere traits. It

is not the whole character w'c think of, Imt
only what is chiefly distinctive in the character
of a person, and not onl}'- of a person, but
peculiar to an office, a class, or an occu])ation.
In the portraiture of character, whether on the
stage, or in novels, or in a picture, it is often
seen what a treat is afforded to the mind out
of veiy little

;
but that little well selected, one

part delicately shading into another, and aU
well set .off. The materials may be few and
simple, but they are all necessary, and must
-all be combined in their due co-relations and
proportion. These arc not strong characters,
but they arc strong of their kind. There is the
character which jn’ovokes our laughter, and
the character which commands our reverence.
The character which rouses our anger, and the
character which moves our pity. The character
which fills us with admiration, and the character
Avhich incurs our contempt. There is the cha-
racter which, without speaking a word or
doing a single act, and simply lool's, interests
us as much as any. And there is the character
which fails, and the character Avhich succeeds

;

and so on.
j

The last two, by the waj*. which may be
drawn on a much broader canvas than the

i

others, present a rather curious case. For
the issue will almost wholly depend (Ui the
Kdiaracter of the people among whom they
operate. Reverse the character of the world
or community in which they move, and the
•subjects of the piece may almost cxcliange
I)laccs. The character which succeeds in the
one case will be the one that fails in the
other

;
amd the character which fails will be i

the one that succeeds. I am not so sure that
jwe have been living in an age when the clia-

aucter that succeeds would be a highly moral.
|

estimable, \vell-doing, and beneficent person,
jto feel that there may not be some danger
jin de{)icting the qualities necessary to sucli n '

character. The ‘-gospel of success” has been
!

preached so loudly, that success in its most
material aiid worhlly form is now our all too-
prevailing motive, and we have becoine more
than at any former period a nation of much
worse character than -would be deseribed l)y

Napoleon’s derisive term of “ shopkeepers.”
But Avithout risk of encouraging the bad or
disappointing the reasonable hopes of the
good, it may surely Ije added that truthfulness,
integrity, diligence, perseverance in a fi]-inly

honest course, even at the hazard of non-
success, willingness to work for one’s bread in
the love of work, and to communicate out of
one’s abundance in the spirit of true stcAvard-
•ship and true kindness, are qualities which
Avill command conflden(3e, respect, and honour
in any community or country, however tem-
porarily fallen from a high estate.

. VI.

It would a})pear to bo an obvious conclusion
that the proportion of saline ingredients of the
sea must be rapidly increasing.
The action of springs in disinte- Increase of

grating the earth "is incessant.
saltness.

jMillions {)f tons are annually poured into the
sea, and the jn-ocess of evaporation is ])cr-

])ctually restoring to the land the fresh water
so carried away. That the saline mateilals are
increasing is a fact, but at a very slow, almost
imperccptilde. rate; and it is interesti 7ig to
ascertain hoAv the balance is so nearly ]>rc-

served. The sea is a great chemical laboratory,
in which the alkalies (chloride of

,

sodium among them) decom})osc
^henucal action,

the lime salts, generating cai-bonatc of lime,
which is taken up by growing ])lants and
animals, cs])ecially those engaged in building
up the coral formations Ave have described, and
shell-fishes

;
scaAveeds absorb j)otash salts and

])hosphatcs: the phostffiatc of lime ])assgs into
the bones of fishes

;
and iodine is concentrated

not only in seaAA'ceds but in sponges, Avhich
also take up silicates : thus, as one able Avritm-
remarks, “the various elements i)ass from the
Avatcr into animal and vegetable tissues, l)y

the decay of Avhich oji land, or in the o<jze at
the bottom of the sea, they become fixed in
insoluble forms, being thus removed from the
oceanic circulation and restored to the solid
earth.”

It is very ])robablc, indeed almost certain,
that both mineral and fresh springs are active
at the bottom of the sea. The
fresh-water sjmngs exhibit agreat Submarine

force, and in some places continue sp^igs.

for a considci-able time unmingled Avitli the-
o(;ean Avatcr, so that suj)plies of fresh AA’atcr liave
been obtained from them for use in sliips.

'Thus, in the gn-eat laboratory of Jiature is

constant action and counter-action. 'The salts
and other minerals of the land masses arc
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combined and chanp:ed. passinp: thi'ou^li iuiiii-

merable vcu^etablc and animal ori>anisms ; and
the bubbling sprino^s and rapid rivers are ])er-

petually eontributin.<; materials for the building

of the gigantie coral reefs and islands of the

southern seas.

The result of long-continued cxj)eriments on
this subject docs not Avarrant us in stating more

than a few general conclusions.
Temperature of j'pg temperature diminishes fi’om

the ocean.
eciuator to the poles, and that

of the northern hemisphere is generally higher

than that of the .southern. It is generally

lower at midda}^ and higher at midnight than

70° X. and S., the line of unvarying tempera-
ture descends to 4,200 feet, a Avarmth retained
in the dee})est parts Avhich have been reached.
We may therefore conclude that the normal
heat of the sea in all parts, Avhen beyond the
range of action of the sun's rays, is about 39“

Fahrenheit, or 17 degrees al)ove freezing : and
it has been ascertained that .seasonal vici.ssi-

tudes of temperature produce no effect at the
de])th of 300 feet.

The oceanic Avarmth equator, as it is termed,
or the line of the greatest AA’armth at the sur-
face, docs not coincide Avith the geographical
equator, but runs for the most jAart on the north.

THE SHAKSPEAI

that of the atmosphere at the same places.

The average temperature at a considerable

distance from land is greater than that of the

atmosphere Avith Avhich it is in contact : and

Avhere the Avater is shalloAV, as over a sandbank,

it is colder than in deei)er places. There

is a line of unvarying temperature, about
39° Fahrenheit, marking the limit of the

influence of the 'sun's heat. In equatorial

regions the line is at the depth of niore than

7,000 feet. About lat. 5G° 26' IS., and the

same parallel 8., it rises to the surface, the

AA'atcr having the same tcmijcrature at all

depths. Farther north and south, to about

CHIEF, DOVEr.

of it, except in the Avestern Pacific, Avhere it is

to the south of the line. The absolute greatest

heat of surface AA'ater, 88° Fahrenheit, is in the

Gulf of Mexico, lat. 28° N.
The colour of the ocean varies considerably

in different parts—a fact AA'hich has given rise

to the popular names. White.
Yellow, lied, and Black, applied Colour of the

to seas Avhich exhibit marked
departures from the general standard. Some
liersons avIio have never seen the sea, and
derive their chief notions of it from poimlar

poetry, might 1)e puzzled to decide Avhich of

the melodious plu'ascs, “ deep green sea,'’ or
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1

the dark lilue sea,” was the more authentic.

Byron, who certainly had seen the sea, but
more of the Mediterranean than of any other

part, wrote, “ EoU on, thou deep and dark blue

ocean, roll ”
;
but Shakespeare makes Macbeth

say that his bloodstained hand would
“ The multitudinous seas incarnadine.
Making the green one red.”

And “ sea-green ” is a common expression.

Indeed, the colour of the sea might be made as

much the subject of theoretical discussion as

the colour of the chameleon, in Merrick’s well-

known poem. The propagation of light through
water is not carried far below the surface,

the influence at the depth of 300 feet being
scarcely equal to the glimmer of twilight, and
at about twice that depth there is perpetual

darkness. Light, on entering the
Cause of colour,

-^yater, is refracted, and more or

less resolved into its primary colours. Red,

orange and yellow rays do not penetrate to so

great a depth as blue and violet, and conse-

quently the colour

of the reflected

light will depend
to a considerable

extent on the
depth at which the
reflection takes

place. But the sea

is also a vast

mirror, and gleams
of sunshine, the

tints of the atmo-
sphere and of pass-

ing clouds are re-

flected. It also

contains myriads
of animalculse, and
substances inter-

mediate between
the animal and
vegetable king-

doms; and changes
of colour are pro-

duced by the na-

ture of earthy sub-

stances infused. In
the GuR of Guinea the sea appears to be white

;

and around the Maidive Islands, in the Indian

Ocean, black
;
beautiful purple, red and rose-

coloured waters are seen in the Mediterranean

;

off the coast of California is the Vermilion Sea,

v.'hich fitly expresses the prevailing colour

;

and in some parts of the Arctic Ocean green

and blue are seen in juxtaposition. The colour

of the Red Sea has been attributed by some
observers to the presence of animalculm

{TrickodesmiuDi crythrceiini)^ and by others to

a substance (a species of the oscillaria') of the

intermediate character previously mentioned
;

and it is probable that the two together are the

cause of the prevailing hue. In the Antarctic

regions Sir James Ross remarked changes of

colour in the sea from light blue to a dirty

brown, caused by animalculse.

The beautiful appearance described as “ phos-

])horescence of the sea ”—scintillations and
long lines of apparently electrical light—is due
l othc presence of innumerable animalculse, some

VOL. I.

of -which are so small as only to be discerned
by the aid of the microscope

;
but

others, such as jelly-fish, are of ^
s?a^”***

considerable size. In some of

the tropical seas, a little creature, the Pyrosoma
Atlantica, resembling a minute cylinder of

glowing phosphorus, sometimes appears in

such numbers that the ocean seems “ like an
enormous layer of molten lava or shining phos-

phorus”; and the light-giving property is also

possessed in a remarkable degree’ by another
minute animal of the Rhizopoda class, possess-

ing a power of locomotion by means of tentacular

filaments—found in myriads in the British

'Channel and North Sea. It has been observed
that the beautiful emission of phosphorescent
light is to some degree dependent on atmo-
spheric conditions, but is not apparently affected

by heat or cold, being observed both in the
tropics and the Arctic regions.

The clearness of the sea obviously depends
upon its tranquillity and freedom from floating

or infused matters.

In quiet bays and
inlets, such as are

some of the Nor-
wegian fiords, very
small shells and
other objects can
be clearly dis-

cerned at a depth
of 150 ft.

;
and on

the English south
coast the bay of

Weymouth is re-

markable for a

similar clearness.

It should be noted
that an optical re-

sult, similar to that

afforded by the

arrangement of the

lenses of a tele-

scope, is produced
by the sea—the

objects being made
to appear very
much nearer the

surface than they really are, and made, visible,

although, in the absence of water, they would,

at that distance, be invisible to the unassisted

eye.

VI.

WATER.

This universally diffused substance, that plays

so important a part in the vast economy of

nature, presents itself to our senses under an

infinite variety of aspects—grand, beautiful,

and even awe-inspiring. The glacier, the ice-

berg, or the avalanche, not less than the roaring

torrent or the ocean surge, fill us with a sense

U

DECOMPOSITION OF WATEE BY ELECXBICITY.
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of irresistible force and wild sublimity, while
the mountain lake and the meandering stream
awaken softer emotions

;
nor must we forget

the thousand forms of beauty it assumes in the
masses of snowy cumulus that hang in the deep
blue of the summer sky, or in the wreaths of
frettedgold thatdeck the couch ofthe setting sun.

So manifold are its uses, so important its

functions, that their history would alone suffice

to fill a volume. Geology reveals to us the part
it has played, as a mechanical agent, in build-
ing up the rocks that form so large a portion

of the outer covering of our
planet; but the hand of Nature

Mechanical
action of water.

IS not idle; the great work of
creation has not ceased, and this restless, mobile
agent is still perpetually engaged in altering
and re-fashioning the face of the globe. It

enters largely into the bodies of all animals
and plants, and no form of organic life that
we have any cognizance of can exist without it.

Water absolutely pure can scarcely be said
to exist. The best of all known solvents, it is

always found combined with other
substances, and the water of every
river, spring or well will be found

to hold a number of different substances in

Water in a state

of nature.

is, indeed, chemically speaking, an oxide of
hydrogen. It had always been regarded and
spoken of as an element until the discovery of

its dual nature was made by Cavendish, less than
one hundred years ago. Water may be resolved

into its constituent elements by means of a
current of voltaic electricity

;
the apparatus

employed for this purpose is similar to the one
represented in the figure on the preceding page,

and consists of a glass vessel containing water
slightly acidulated with sulphuric acid to faci-

litate the passage of electricity. The bottom
of the vessel is pierced to admit two wires
communicating with the two poles of a gal-

vanic battery, and terminating in small plates

of platinum, over which two test tubes filled

with water are inverted. When
the apparatus is in operation, decomposition

bubbles of gas will be seen to
°

rise through the water and collect at the top
of the column in either tube. In every case,

one tube will be found to contain twice the
quantity of the other, showing
that the elements of water must
be compounded in the volume of 2

to 1 , or that there must be twice

as much of one element as of the other. In

mSTILLATIOlf OP WATEE.

solution. Such water cannot be purified by
passing it through an ordinary filter. This can

be effected by distillation only, and even then

the water will not be found entirely free from

all admixture with foreign substances. We
need not, however, in all cases, necessarily

regard the fact of drinking-water holding

certain substances in solution as tending to

impair its value as a potable liquid. All water

in a natural state holds more or less air in

solution; were this not the case, neither fish

nor any living organism, except perhaps those

of the lowest class, could live in it. Water
from which the air has been expelled, by
boiling, drinks very flat and insipid, and the

water of many springs owes much
Carbonic acid gparlde and relish to the

in water,
presence of a certain quantity

of carbonic acid. Should water, however, be

suspected of holding organic impurities in

solution, it will be safest to boil it in addition

to filtering.

Water, unlike air, is not a mere mechanical
mixture, but a chemical compound of two
elementary gases, hydrogen and oxygen; water

actual practice we do not get precisely these
proportions. Oxygen being more soluble in
water than hydrogen, rather more than
double the quantity of the latter will be
found collected in the tube inverted over the
negative pole of the battery. If a light be
applied to this gas it will burn with a pale
flame, and, in so doing, will unite with the oxy-
gen of the air to form water once more. Of
the other gas it is sufficient to say that it is

oxygen, of whose properties we have already
spoken. Hydrogen is an invisible gas, taste-
less and free from smell; but, unlike oxygen, it

wall not support vital action. It is the lightest
of all the known elements, and is therefore
taken as the standard by which to estimate the
relative weights of the different elements.
Hydrogen being placed at the head of the list

as 1, oxygen, nearly sixteen times as heavy,,
figures as 16, nitrogen as 14, and
so on for the entire series. It Relative

follows, therefore, that the ‘^eightsof

weight of the oxygen in a given
volume of water is as 8 to 1,

although the volume of the hydrogen is twice
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that of the oxygen. Having now learnt what
is the actual constitution of water, we must not

conclude, however, that it is sufficient to bring

these two gases into contact for them to unite

to form water. They will not do so, even if

mingled in exactly the proportion in which we
have ascertained by analysis that they combine
in water. Their chemical affinity is not suffi-

ciently great to determine their union. Con-
sidering how universally water is met with,

this fact will perhaps strike our readers as

singular. To effect their combination we have
to summon the aid of combustion or electrical

action. We have already pointed out that

hydrogen is combustible, and that, in burning,

it unites with the oxygen of the air to form
water. If a light be applied to

Sjmthetical mouth of a vessel containing
composition.

^ mixture of these gases, they

unite with explosive violence, and the sides

of the vessel are seen to be bedewed with

condensed water vapour. Such experiments

require to be performed with the greatest cau-

tion, on account of the highly explosive nature

of the gaseous mixture. The chemical union

of the two gases may in like manner be deter-

mined by the passage of the electric spark

through a vessel containing them.

VIII.

The Veeb |)aben {contimied).

TJie Future, the Conditional, and the Im-
perative Mood illustrated. Inversion of
u'ords, and its effect on the position of the

Verh.

We have already seen that when a verb
occurs in a compound tense, the part that does

not change—namely, the infinitive or

the past participle (gcbabt)—is moved to the

end of the sentence. We have now to speak of

the part of the verb that is variable, changing
according to the person and number. When a

sentence is direct^that is, when it begins with
the subject (nominative)—the verb immediately
follows the subject, and no word may come
between them. Thus in English we say, “ My
father often had books

;

” but in German it

would be wrong to put the word often ”

before the verb. We must say, „ 35atcr

batte oft 55ud)er/' for as the sentence begins with
the nominative „ SJJctn 3Sater/' the verb,

"batte/' must come next.- Thus the first rule

with regard to the position of the verb in Ger-
man is : In A simple dieect sentence the
veeb comes next aftee the nominative.

Often the order of words in a sentence is

changed or inverted, certain words being put
out of their ordinary places. Thus, if we say,
“ Books I have, money I have not,” the order of

the words is inverted
;
for naturally it would

be—I (subject or nominative) have (verb)
books (objective or accusative), I (nominative)

have not (verb) money (objective)
;
or we may

say, “ To-day I have an apple, yesterday 1 had a
pear,”—the sentence in this case beginning with
an adverb of time instead of with the nomina-
tive case, I

;
so that here again there is inver-

sion or transposition of words. In translating

these sentences into German we should have
to say, ©iicber bcif^f icb; icb hi(bt

(Books have I

;

money have 1 not), and |)eute

babe icb einen Ipfel; qel^ern b^tte icb eine

^irne (To-day have I, etc., yesterday had I,

etc.) The second rule therefore is : In A simple
INDIEECT SENTENCE (one that begins with
another word than the nominative) the veeb
IS PUT NEXT BEFOEE THE NOMINATIVE. This
must be remembered in translating the follow-

ing exercise.

For Translation into English.

.^inb hnrb eine f^reube baben.
dass kinnt vierrt i'ne froHde ha'-hen

|)eute ffierben ffiir bie S3ucber baben.
hoi'-te vairr'-dcn veerr dee hue'-cher ha'-hen

(ix ffiiirbe ba^ @elb qebabt baben. ;0er
airr vuer'-de dass gelt ge-hapt' ha'-hen dare

greiinb tnirb ba^ SSergnugen baben. ©a^
froind veerrt dassfer-gnue'-gen lia'hen dass

?anb ffiurbe einen Salb gebabt baben. Satb
land vuer'-de i!-nen void ge-hapt' ha! -hen hald

ffiirb bac^ f^elb ©lumen baben. ©eflern
vAerrt dass felt hloomen ha-hen guest'-ern

murben mtr nicbt 3 fit gebabt b^ben. Sir
vuer-den veerr nicht tsite ge-hapt' ha'-hen veerr

merben bfhte ein ^ferb bfiben. ?abt
vairr-den hoi-te ine pfaird ha'-hen lasst

{u as bad ©?efrer baben. ©atb
uns in pull) dass mes'-ser ha'-hen hald

merben 0ie ben f^rubling baben. ©en
vairr'-den zee dane frue-Ung ha'-hen dauc

Sinter merben ffiir qebabt baben. ®er
vin'-tcr vairr'-den veerr ge-hapt' ha'-hen dare

^erbft mirb ^pfel, ©irnen, unb ^flau=
hairrhst veerrd epp-fel heerr'-nen und pjiom'

-

men baben. 3ffi Sinter merben wix nicbt

men ha'-hen ini vin'-ter vairr'-den veerr nicht

©bqel baben. ©ad 3abr bat feine 3abred=
foeli-gel ha'-hen dass yahr hat zy'-ne yah'-res-

jeiten. ©ie .^inber murben ©cbube qebabt
tsy-ten dee kin'-der vuerr'-den shoe'-e ge-hapt'

baben. ©er ©ruber unb bie 0^mefter
ha'-hen dare hroo'-derr U7id dee shves'-ter

merben feine 0cbube baben. 3m Sinter
vairr'-denky'-ne shoe'-e ha!-hen ini vin'-ter

merben mir nicbt (Srbbeeren b^iben.

vairi^-de7i vee^'r niclit airrt'-hair-ren ha'-hen

©ie ?ebrer merben 3:batcr baben. ©ie
dee laii'-er vairr'-den tahl'-er ha'-hen dee

2:bdter miirben nicbt ©lumen bfiben.
tail'-er vuerr'-den nicht hloo'-men ha'-hen

Suffer miirbe mein ^tfunb nicbt gebabt
vas-ser vucrr'-de mine froind nicht ge-hapt'

baben. Sir baben ein 0bricbffiort : bad SafTer
ha'hen veerr ha'-ben ine sprich! -vort dass vas-ser

bat feine ©atfen. Serben 0ie @ebutb baben?
hat hy'-ne hal'-ken vairr'-den zee ge-duld! ha'-hen
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S3alt) mein greiinb bie ^reube l)aben

hald vierrt mine froiud dee froi-de ha'-hen

Sinen ^irfcbbaum bat mein S5ruber in

i-nen keerrsh-hojvm hat mine brood'-er in

feinem @arten ni^bt gebcibt 0ie miirben

zy'-noin garr'-tcn nicht ge-hapt' zee vuerr'-den

©efcbenfe gebabt baben. 3}?orgen merben

ge-shen'-ke ge-hapt' ha!-ben mow'-genvairr'-den

mein gr^unb unb id) cin ©efdbenf baben.

mine froind vnt ich ine ge-shenk' lui'-ben

©eftern miirbe meine !0?utter 3fit gebabt
^

guest'-ern vuerr'-de mine mat!-ter tsite ge-hapt'

baben. ®er ilnabe batte eine ^la^e gebabt.

h i'-ben dare Jmah'-he hat'-te i'-ne kat-se ge-hapt

:Dit mirft ni(^t grenbe babem 3bi^ merbet

doo vierr.d nicht froi' -de ha'-ben earr vairr'-dct

feine S5imnen baben. SDie 35bgel merben
hy'-ne bloom'-en ha'-ben deefoeh'-gel vairr'-den

Webern baben. ben .Knaben einen

fay'-dern ha'-ben lass dane knalt-ben i'-nen

Sieiftift baben. Soft im^ bad ^Sergniigen

bly'-stift ha'-ben lasst nns dass fer-gnue'-gen

baben. 3!)er Sinter bat feine S5Iumen, aber
ha. -ben dare vin-ter hatky'-ne bloo'-men ah'-her

ber 3i^iibtii^9 Stumen baben.
dare frueh!-ling vierrt bloo'-mcn ha'-ben

^pfel unb S3irnen mirb ber ^erbft

epp'-fel unt beerr'-nen vierrt dare hairrhst

baben. ©ebutb merben ©ie nicbt babem
ha'-hen ge-dult vairr'-den zee nicht ha'-ben

Satfen bat bad Saffer nicbt* ©en Sinter
bal'-ken hat dass vas'-ser nicht dane vin'-ter

inerben mir batb baben*
vairr'-den veerr hald ha!-ben

Notice the effect of inversion in placing the
verb before the nominative :

“ Silver and gold
have I none.” The proverb, !2)ad Saffer
bat feine S5atfen" means that water has no
strength to support or uphold. “ Unstable as

water, thou shalt not prevail.” (Genesis.)
“ Men’s evil manners live in brass, their virtues

we write in water,” (Shakespeare.)

VOCABULARY.
Singular.

bad ^inb/ the child

das kindt

ber Salb’, the wood
dare raid

bad the field

dass felt

ber grubting,^ spring

dare frueh'-ling

ber ©ommer, summer
dare zom!-mer

ber ^erbft,^ autumn
dare hairrhst

ber Sinter, winter
dare vin'-ter

Plural.

bie ilinber

dee hinder

bie Scitber
dee Velder

bie gftber
dee fel'-der

bie grubtinge
deefrueh-linge

bie ©ommer
dee zommer

bie |)erbfte

dee hairrbste

bie Sinter
dee vin'-ter

bie 3abted5eit,Uhe season
dee yah!-res-tsite

ber ©cbubf the shoe
dare shoe ^

bie ^abred^eiten
dee yah!-res-tsi-ten

bie ©cbube
dee shoe'-e

bad %^oXf the valley bie Abater
dass tahl dee tail'-ler

ber 2:bater,^ the dollar

dare tahl'-er

bad Saffer, the water
dass vas'-ser

bie 2:bater

dee tah'-ler

bie Saffer
dee vas'-ser

ber 55atfen,® the beam of bie S3alfen
dare bal'-hcn [wood dee hal-hen

bad ©pricbmort,” the pro- bie ©pricbmbrter
dass sprich!-vort [verb dee sprich'-vorter

bie ©ebult,'® patience (no plural)

dee ge'-dult

batb," soon
hald

bie Jteitbe, the joy bie gtfhben
dee ftoi'-de dee fro!-den

ber .Jlirfcbbanm,'' the cherry- bie .^irfebbdume
dare heerrsk'-hoivni [tree dee heerrsh!-boi-me

bad ©efcbenf, the present bie ©efcbenfe,
dass ge-shcnh! dee ge-shen'-ke

morgen, to-morrow
morr'-gcn

ber 9J?orgen, the morning bie 2)?orgen
dare morV-gen dee morr’-gsn

OBSERVATIONS.
' The English words irohl and weald (Stow-on-the-

Wold, and the Weald of Kent) come from the German
Wald. The name of the Waldegrave family is also
from Wald-graf Count of the forest.

“ Friihlin'g is from Friih, early, and means the early
comer.

^ From Ilcrlst, by the change of the vowel, and of
the h into v, we have ‘ harvest.

’

“ Jahres-zeit, literally Year’s-tide or time of year.
® Pronounced exactly like the English word.
® Hence the English word ‘ dale.’
’’ The coin, the dollar or Thaler, took its name from

tlie ‘ Joachim’s-thal,’ or Joachim valley in Bohemia,
where it was coined.

“ From Balken comes the term a ‘ baulk ’ of timber,
a ‘ bulkhead’ in a ship, etc.

® hterally a ‘speak-word,’ a word often
spoken.

Geduld and Geschenk have the accent on the second
syllable, which is the radical

—

duldev, to bear, and
ischenkr-n, to give

;
the ge is merely a prefix.

“ The a to be pronounced as in art

;

not as in the
English word ‘ bald.

’

* The in Baum, like oio in down.

English Version, for correcting the foregoing
study, andfor rctranslation into German.

The child will have a joy.* To-day we shall

have the books. He would have had the
money. The friend will have the pleasure.

The land would have had a wood. Soon the
field will have flowers. Yesterday we should
not have had time. We shall have a horse
to-day. Let us have the knife. Soon you will

have the spring. The winter we shall have
had. Autumn will have apples, pears, and
plums. In the winter we shall not have birds.

The year has its seasons. The children would
have had shoes. The brother and the sister

will have no shoes. In winter we shall not
have strawberries. The teachers will have
dollars. The valleys would not have flowers.

Water, my friend would not have had. We
have a proverb, “The wafer has no beams,”
Will you have patience ? tSoon my friend will

have the joy. A cherry-tree my friend has not
had in his garden. They would have had
presents. To-morrotv my friend and I yuII

* Freude, joy, is stronger tlian Vergniigen, pleasure.
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have a present. Yesterday my mother would

have had time. The boy had had a coat.

Thou wilt not have joy. Ye will have no

flowers. The birds will have feathers. Let

the boy have a pencil. Let us have the plea-

sure. The winter has no flowers, but spring

will have flowers. Apples and pears autumn
will have. Patience you will not have. Beams
the water has not. Winter we shall soon have.

viir.

Concrete Ariilimetie.

We have hitherto considered only those rules

of Arithmetic which deal with abstract num-
bers—that is, numbers which do not stand for

any particular objects, and therefore these rules

are true whatever objects the numbers may
stand for. We shall now give some rules for

dealing with particular objects, such as sums
of money, weights, measures, and so on

;
and

these rules will be true only of the particular

objects in respect of which the rule is given.

We suppose that every one knows the fol-

lowing, which is called the Table of English
Money,

—

2 farthings = 1 halfpenny, i.e. \d.

2 halfpence = 1 penny, i.c. \d.

12 pence = 1 shilling, i.e. 1^.

20 shillings = 1 pound, i.e. £1.

Pounds are denoted by the symbol £, shillings

by s., pence by d., farthings either as fractions

of a penny or by the symbol q. And these
symbols, £, s., d., q., stand for the initial letters

of the Latin words Libra (a pound weight),
solidus, denarius, and quadrans (the names of

Roman coins).

Accounts are always kept in pounds and the
subdivisions of a pound, i.e., shillings, pence,
and farthings, although there are many other
coins in circulation, such as the florin, half-

crown, sixpenny-piece, etc.

The sovereign and half-sovereign and the now
disused guinea are gold coins. But they are
not of quite pure gold. In fact, quite pure gold
would be too soft and liable to break to stand the
hard usage which sovereigns get, and would be
very difficult to stamp well. This is expressed
by saying that pure gold is not malleable. To
give the gold the necessary toughness a small
quantity of another metal is mixed with it, in
such proportion that in 12 parts of the mixture
1 1 are pure gold and 1 part is of baser metal.
It is more usual to say (what means the same
as this) that pure gold is 24 carats fine, and
•‘standard gold” {i.e. the gold of our coinage)
only 22 carats fine

;
i.e. ,

that in 24 carats of
standard gold (a carat = 3^ grains) there are
22 carats of pure gold, the remaining two carats
being some baser metal. The value of this
standard gold is £3 17^. 10|<^. per oz.

Nor is standard silver quite pure. In 40

parts of standard silver 37 parts are pure silver

and the other three parts are baser metal. The
market price of this silver is about 5^. \%d.

per oz. No charge is made for coining gold at

the Mint, but silver is charged about i\d. an
oz. for coining.

The copper, or rather bronze coinage, con-

sists of 96 parts of copper, 4 of tin, and 1 of

zinc.

The following table, called the Pence Table,

ought to be committed to memory :

—

12(7. make 1?. 84(7. make 7s.

20(7.
J?

Is. 8(7. 90(7. 7s. 6(7.

24(7.
?? 2s. 96(7. 5?

8?.

30(7.
5? 2s. 6(7. 100(7.

??
8?. 4(7.

36(7. 3?. 108(7.
J?

9?.

40(7. 3?. 4(7. 110(7. 5? 9s. 2d.

48(7. 4?. 120(7. 10.?.

50(7.
??

4.?. 2(7. 130(7.
5?

10?. 10(7.

60(7. V 5s. 132(7. Il5.

70(7. 5s. 10(7. 140(7. n 11s. 8(7.

72(7. 6s. 144(7. 3? 12s.

80(7. „ 6?. 8(7.

Sums of money are generally expressed by
means of three different units of measurement
(or denominations, as they are sometimes
called). Thus five pounds seventeen shillings

and sixpence (written £6 17^. 6^7. ) is expressed
by means of pounds, shillings, and pence

;
and

pounds, shillings, and pence are said to be
“ denominations ”

;
shillings being “ lower ’’

than pounds, and pence “lower” than shillings.

Reduction.

A sum of money expressed in more than one
unit or denomination is called a compound
quantity. Thus £3 15^. 6^Z., which is expressed
by means of the three units of measurement
(or denominations), viz. £, s., is a compound
quantity.

It is evident we might have expressed this

compound quantity in a different manner.
For since £1 = 20^., it follows that £3 =60.?.,

and therefore the above sum might be written
in the form 7.5.?. 6<f.

Again, since 1.?. = \2d., it follows that 75s.
= 12 X 75d. = 900d.

;

so that the above sum,
£3 15^. 6d., may be written 906^^.

The process of thus expressing in any re-

quired denomination a sum of money which is

expressed in some different denominations is

called Reduction.

Example 1 ; Express in pence the sum £7 13^. 5d.

Now £7 =20 X 7.?. = 140^.

£7 135. = 1405.+13^. = 1.5.3?.

Atrain 153?. = 12 x 153^7. = 1836^.

..^15Ss. 5^7. =1836^7. +5r7= 1841<7.

Hence £7 13?. 5f7. = 184H7.
The process might have been written as-

follows :

—

£ 5. d.

7 13 5 Multiplying 7 by 20 and adding
20 in 13, we get 153.?.

140-1-13 = 153 Multiplying 1.53 by 12 and
12 adding in 5, we get 1841(7.

1836-1-5 = 1841.
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And this way of writing it enables us to see at

once the truth of the following Kule for Ke-

duction :
—

To express a compound quantity in lower

denominations than those in which it is given,

multiply the number of the highest denomi-

nation in the given quantity by the number of

times the next lower denomination is con-

tained in one unit of the highest, and to the

product add the number of that lower denomi-

nation, if there be any, in the given quantity.

Repeat this process for each succeeding de-

nomination till the required one is arrived at.

Example2 : Reduce £17 I 85 . ^Id. to farthings.

We say, multiply £ 1 7 by 20
,
the

number of shillings in a pound,

and add in 18^.

This gives 358s.

Now multiply this 358 by 12
,

the number of pence in a shilling,

and add in the OrZ.

This gives 430.k/.

Lastly, multiply this 4305 by
4

,
the number of farthings in a

penny, and add in 1 .

This gives 17221 farthings.

Example 3 ; Reduce £125 Os. Q%(L to farthings.

if-’n 0*3 Multiply £125 by 20,—we get
iz.> u U4 2500s., and there are no shillings

to be added in.

So multiply this 2500 by 12,

—

this gives 30000, and there are no
pence to be added in.

So multiply by 4, and add in 3.

This gives 120003, the final

result.

120003

Example 4 : Reduce £6 Is. 8d. to fourpences.

In other words, find how many fourpences there

are in £6 Is. 8d.

£ g. d. There are 20s, in £1 ;
.*. mul-

6 18 tiply 6 by 20
,
to reduce the

20 pounds to shillings. Then add-

ing in the I.9 , we have 121s.

121 shilliugs Now in Is. there are 3 four-

3 pences
;

.’. in 121 s. there are

3 X 121 fourpences. We must
365 fourpences multiply 121 by 3. This gives

us 363 fourpences
;
and then

adding in the 8^7., which is the same as 2 four-

pences, we get finally 365 fourpences as the

equivalent of £6 Is. 8d.

£ s. d.

17 18 Oj
20

358
12

4305
4

17221

20

2500
12

30000
4

Exercises.

1. Reduce to pence the following sums ;

—

£126 ;
£231 15s.

;
£217 11s. Id.

;
£1897

17s. Id. ;
£56854 13s. M.

2. How many half-crowns are required to

make up £2049 17s. M. 1 and how many
guineas are equal to 16254 pence?

3. Reduce to farthings the following :

—

£784 1.5s. ?>ld . ;
£19 17s. life/. ;

£104 3s. 3|<7.

4. Reduce to their lowest denominations the

following quantities :

—

£536 15s.
;
£421 16s. Ud. ;

£5330 Os. 6d.';

£472 1%-. \l\d.

5. If the sum of £3G1 18s. 6d. be di\dded

among 24 people, how many farthings will each
person get ?

A7iswers: 1. 30240; 55620; 52213: 455491;
13645125.

2. 16399 half-crowns
;
64 1 guineas.

3. 753375$’.; 19103$.; 99999$.
4. 10735s.; 101243d7.

; 1279206^/.; 454077$.
5. 14477.

VI I.

A DIET of the empire was held at Augsburg,
in 1530

;
and here the question of the new

doctrine was to be definitely de-
cided. On the 25th of June the of

Protestants handed in that cele--^if®^'“'f>

brated Confession, in wliich the
The confession

zeal of Luther had been tempered ® 2^^’
by the learning and moderation
of Melanchthon, to whom had been entrusted
the preparation of the document in German
and Latin. Very conciliatory was the spirit

of the Augsburg Confession. The reformers
endeavoured to approximate as closely as pos-
sible to the Latin Church, and kept entirely

aloof from the more innovating party of
Zwingli’s followers, who handed in a separate
confession which was not accepted. But the
Roman party, headed by the pope, would
listen to nothing short of unconditional sub-
mission. The more violent partisans declared
that “ red initials of blood ” should be put to
the Augsburg Confession

;
the opponents of

the reformers insisted that the decrees of

councils should be regarded as invested with
the authority of inspiration

;
the Protestants

were as firm in regarding them as human, and
therefore as fallible ordinances. Under such
circumstances, the conference, that endeavoured
to bring about an agreement, failed

;
and the

decree of the diet contemptuously designating
the Protestants as a sect whose confession was
contrary to Scripture, and forbidding them to

teach their doctrines, aroused even the most
pacific among them to anger. Melanchthon
published his masterly Aj^ology,

upholding the Augsburg Con-
fession

;
and the evangelical

^

deputies and princes departed without waiting
for the close of the diet. They had now taken
a definite position, and were determined to

defend it to Ihe last. The diet, on the other

hand, threatened the “ new sect ” with extinc-

tion, and menaced with the ban of the empire
all who within a certain period failed to give

up their dangerous innovations. Luther him-
self could not be present at this great and
important scene

;
for he was under the ban of

the empire, pronounced at the diet at Worms.
He remained in the castle of Coburg, watching
and directing tb.c cour.se of events. That he
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was heart and soul with the Protestant depu-
ties is shown by his own words :

“ Great is my
joy,” he said, “ to have lived to see this hour,

when Christ is proclaimed by such confessors,

before such an assembly, through so glorioug a

confession ! Now the word is fulfilled :
‘ I will

speak of thy testimony also before kings.’
”

Affairs now assumed a warlike aspect. A
system of legal persecution, commenced against

League of
them on the charge of having con-

Protestant fiscated church property, ' united

princes at the Protestant princes in the
Smalkald, league of Smalkald, at the little

Dec., 1530. town of that name in the Thu-
lingian forest. By this covenant they pledged
themselves to united action in defence of any
member of the league attacked on account of

his faith. At Frankfort the proceedings of the

Smalkald league were confirmed. The Elector

of Saxony and the Landgrave of Hesse were
appointed heads of the league. Bitterly hostile

as were the feelings of Charles against the

Protestants, he was not at that time in a
condition to proceed to extremities against

them. Several unpopular acts, especially the

illegal coronation of his brother Ferdinand,
had imperilled his influence in Germany. The
Turks threatened Austria and Hungary with
invasion, and union of the Germans of all

districts and creeds against the common invader
became imperatively necessary. Accordingly
Charles temporized. At Nuremberg a peace
was concluded, on the basis of suspension of

all legal action against the Protestants, and
reference of the general question to a Church
council to be summoned at the first opportunity.

Thus the strife was delayed, but not prevented.
A cold, calculating man, accustomed to bide
his time, Charles determined to postpone his

vengeance on the Protestants to “ a more
convenient season,” when the Turks, and above
all, France, should have ceased to menace him
as enemies.

In the next years the madness of fanaticism
broke out again, to the detriment of the

The Reformation, bewildering the half-

Anabaptists hearted, leading astray the igno-

at Munster rant, and discouraging even the
(1533-1535). best friends of religious progress

and freedom. The anabaptists had been forcibly

put down in the Peasant War
;
but their doc-

trines had survived
;
and at Munster, in West-

phalia, Rottmann, one of the most popular of

the evangelical preachers, startled and grieved
the moderate part of the community by
degenerating into fanatical extravagance.
Presently a w'andering preacher from the
Netherlands, John Matthison, appeared in
Munster, with his fellow-countryman and

disciple, John Bockholt (John of

fab iSL 1536?
I^eyden). These men gained the

^aD. 1010-1636).
turbulent mob to their side, drove

their opponents from the town, established a
system of community of goods

;
and, after

making themselves masters of the place, pro-
ceeded to defend it against the besieging army
of the bishop. Matthison was killed in a sally
of the besieged. Bockholt thereupon ruled
despotically in the unhappy city, instituting a
kind of council of twelve elders, and appointing

one of the wildest of the fanatics, Knipper-
dolling, to the double office of burgomaster
and executioner. Bockholt called himself the

King of Israel, assumed the title “John by
God’s grace King in the New Temple,” sat on
the chair of judgment in the market-place of

Munster, punishing with death all who raised

their voices against the extravagances of his

rule, of which polygamy was one. The confi-

dence of the fanatics in their leader was heroic,

and the defence was maintained to the last

extremity
;

but famine at length prevailed

even over fury and desperation, and Miinster

was taken. The end was like that of all similar

outbreaks. The chiefs were tortured to death,

and their mangled remains were suspended in

iron cages from a tower, as a perpetual warning

;

those of their followers who had not fallen

during the siege were executed or driven
away

;
and the madness of the fanatics was

used as a pretext for restoring the Roman fomi
of worship, and for establishing the rule of

nobles and clergy, while the former freedom
and privileges of the citizens were abolished.

On the other hand, the league of Smalkald
was being gradually but surely strengthened
and widened. The Albertine Duke
George of Saxony, a rigid advocate of the

ottheold Church;died inl539,aad
his successor Henry, just as zealous for the Pro-

testant doctrines, introduced the long-desired

Reformation into the whole of Saxony. Luther
preached in Leipsic. Dresden and Meissen

became Protestant
;
and the convents, already

half-deserted, were closed. In Brandenburg, in

like manner, the Elector Joachim, so zealous a

Romanist that he had even driven away his

Protestant consort, was succeeded by two sons,

both of whom took the side of the reformers

;

and Brandenburg, like Saxony, followed the

example of its ruler. This had a great and
decisive effect on Northern Germany. In other

parts of the empire also, the Smalkaldic league

obtained new adherents, the imperial cities

being especially zealous on the Protestant side.

In Cologne, Bonn, Andernach, and even in

Austria, the new cause gained many adherents.

Thus, at the diet of Ratisbon, in January

1.541, another attempt at reconciliation was
made by the peace-loving Me- Diet of

lanchthon and the tolerant papal Ratisbon,

legate Contarini
;

but not only 1541.

the pope, but Luther and the elector, were
against the proposed accommodation, in which
each saw only a snare

;
and this last attempt

failed. Meanwhile Charles had secured a
respite from the attacks of foreign enemies.
For a time he was at peace both with the
French and the Turks

;
and accordingly he

could safely abandon the conciliatory policy
that had left his hands free for foreign wars,
and begin to cany out his long-cherished
scheme of forcibly suppressing the Reformation
in Germany. In Cologne and Cleve the per-
secution began

;
and soon the Netherlands

witnessed the public burning of Protestant
clergymen. Just at the time when the coming
cloud of war darkened the horizon of Germany,
the great preacher who had seen the sun of the
Reformation rise over his country was removed
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from the scene. On the 18th of February, 1546,
at Eisleben, the place of his birth.

Death ofLuther, Martin Luther, calmly main-
taining, with his last breath, the

doctrine he had fearlessly taught for thirty

years, through evil and through good report.

He was a man especially suited for the times
in which he lived

; no dreamer, or unpractical
enthusiast, but a sturdy man of action, fit to
stand before kings and courts and battle for the
right. “Where,” says a German writer, “ shall

we find a second time that inexhaustible
depth of faith,

with the same
irresistible com-
mand of the popu-
lar language,
and the same
strength of will

and readiness for

action?” His
work was done,
and the great
reformer was
mercifully re-

moved from the
sight of the evil

days that were to

come. His corpse
was carried, by
order of the elec-

tor, in solemn
procession from
Eisleben to Wit-
tenberg, there to rest where he had first raised
the banner of truth against imposition, on
that day when he nailed the immortal ninety-
five theses to the door of the Castle church.

The Nasal Vowels.

§ 42. These sounds are peculiar to the

French language, and present the great elo-

cutionary difficulty which the foreign student
has to overcome

;

indeed, southern
Frenchmen them-
selves do not seem
capable of pro-

nouncing them
purely. From
personal obser-

vation we are
satisfied that a
Briton can sooner
master these than
a genuine Gascon.
They certainly

add no charm to

the pronuncia-
tion, for, being
started very far

back and high in

the mouth, they
come out muffled

and dull. If they
cannot be avoided in song, the composers at

least guard themselves from setting to these

nasal sounds high or long notes. They are

expressed in writing by n or in placed after

TUNIS.

THE ESCUKIAL, MADRID.

His wife Katharine survived him some years.

After his death she fell into poverty, and was
utterly neglected by the Protestant princes.

She died at Torgau, in 1 552, and was interred
in the parish church of that town. Her letters

show her to have been a woman of intellect.

any of the simple vowels a, e, i, o, n, y, or

some of the compound vowels and diphtliongs.

In order that the vowel placed at the beginning
or in the body of a word be nasal, it is neces-

sary that m or n be the last letter of the

syllable, that m ov n be not doubled, nor that
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a vowel or h mute should follow m or n. The
examples given in Exercise VI. will exhibit

these features.

§ 43. All the nasal vowels may be reduced

tofour original sounds, which must be acquii’ed

first : an or (eti), in, on, mi.

(a) an (or en). Pronounce the English word
aunt with as deep a sound as the word will

admit of—that is, a sound as far removed as

possible from ant

;

observe carefully that the

vowel sound an has become dull, that it is not

started from the centre of the mouth as a com-
mon a (say in father') would be, but from the

back
;
now, if you could retain that dull sound

of au, without any approach to the articulation

nt, you would obtain the nasal sound an (or

en) all but perfectly.

\h) in. Pronounce twang with the worst

twang you are able to command
;
try to divest

the sound of tw and ng
;
what remains comes

very near to the French sound in, especially if

you attempt to draw the sound well out.

(c) on. Kepeat several times aloud the Eng-
lish word long, and observe that the sound,

started in the same u’ay as an, but from a

higher region of the moutii, is closed up by ng;

now. if you Avould dwell on Ion, with the in-

tention of saying long, without ever letting the

sound be closed up by ng in the very least

degree, you would produce the French sound
on.

(d) un. Apply the same process to the word
hung as to long.

Remarli.—Even those who have had the

advantage of oral tuition must have their

attention drawn to this point. The disposi-

tion to pronounce an {en) in, on, un as ang, ing,

ong, ung, is not easily eradicated. Just at the

moment you feel the least approach to the

articulation /i, when the nasal part of the sound
has been started, stop short, and for the better

detection of this defect, read the following

exercise very loud.

EXEKCISE VI.

Du rubAN, la sANt6, le cadrAX, le dimAXchc,
pEXse, PamEXdc, mExdiAXtc, ExfAXtix, du
viN, lapix, pAXtix, bassix, galopix, ixcEXdic,

boxbox, savox, gar^ox, charbox, la fix du
moxdc, le pixsox chAXt(?, de box matix,
Simox vEXdra EX' pAXtix au gamix, mox
pAXtalOX sera fini (^fi-ni) luxdi matix, le

rabbix fera ux sermox savAXt, chaeux
racoxte la fix de la defux'te, le cadrAX de ma
moxtre, Martix a demAXde pardox a Louisox,
ClemEXtix a rEXcoxtre ux polissox, nous
avoxs EXtEXdu la legox, qu’attExd-ox-tAXt,
que ne les tEXd-OX ? {ha-tan-ton-tan, que ne
les tan-ton.)

§ 44, The four nasal sounds can be graphi-

cally rendered in several other ways without
the least variation in quality occurring.

a. The sound an is also spelt

am : chAMbre, cAMp, quidAM (heedan), Dam-
ville, dAM (hurt), AdAM, SAMson, AMphore.

aen : Caex.
aon ; fAOX, Laox, pAOX, tAOX.
en : lEXtemEX^, parEX^if, je rEXds, tAXgEXte.
•em : EMbage, EMpereur, rcssEMblcr.

•ean : Jeax, nagEAXf.

h. The sound iii is also spelt :

—

im : iMbibe, tiMbale, siMple, griMpe.
ain

:
grAix, Aixsi, plAixdre, refrAix.

aim : dAiM, fAIM, etAiM,

ein : etEixdre, pEixture, frEix, serEix.

yn : sYXtaxe, sYXcope,
ym : sYMpathie, sYMptome, tYMpan.

6*. The sound on is also spelt :
—

om : nOMbre, nOM, plOMb, OMbre.
eon :

pigEOX, plongEOX.
d. The sound un is also spelt :

—
um ; hUMlfie, parfUM.
eun : a jEUX.

§ 46. The following diphthongs are formed
in connection with the nasal vowels :

—

ian, pr. i-an in one syllabic : viAXde, meat.
ien, pr. i-in „ : chiEX, dog.

ion, pr. i-on „ : pensiOX,boarding-
house.

oin, pr. ou-in „ : COIN, corner,

ouan, pr. ou-an „ : chouAX, revolted

Vendeen.
uin, pr. u-in „ : suixt, grease (of

wool, etc.)

yan,ycn,yon-. a3"ant («i-iAX),mo3'en(?;ici-i-lx),
rayon (7'«/-iOX).

§ 46, Eemarks on an and its homonyms.
(1) an. This nasal sound is destroyed by n, a

vowel, or h mute, following it :

—

an, 3'ear, but annee, do. {a-ne).

gmysan, peasant, yroX, 'paysanne, do. {zan!).

auHC, handle, but an\s, anise {a-ni).

sante, health, but sanitaire, sanitary {sa-ni).

anhydre, destitute of water {a-nidC).
Likewise : anliarmonique {a-nar), anhelation
{a-ne), anheler {a-ne), anhiste {a-nist').

Sanhedrin {sa-ne), Kellcrmann {man'), lan-

damman, a Swiss magistrate {lan-da-man').

(2) mn. With the exception of Adam, where
am is nasal, both a and m retain their own
sounds at the end of proper nouns derived
from foreign languages : Abraham, Amsterdam
{amf-sterdam'), Balaam {ba-la-am), Cham
{Kam), Islam, Nottingham

,
Siam, Surinam, etc.

Samson is pronounced San-son, and hamster,
mus cricetus, am'-ster'). Nor is am nasal when
it is followed by m, n, or any vowel: flamme,
flame {flam'), amnistie, amnesty' {am' -ni-stie),

amour, love {a-mour). In damner and its de-

rivatives condamner, eondamnation, etc., read
da-ner, da-na.

(3) aon. This nasal sound is destroj^ed by
doubling n : faonne, roe {fan'), paonne, pea-

hen {pan').

(4) en. a. At the beginning of a word mis
always nasal, although it be followed by a

vowel or another n : encadrer, to frame {en-

cadrer)-, enhardir, to embolden {en-ardir)\

s'enamourer, to fall in love {sen-namourer) :

enivrer, . to intoxicate {en-nivrer)
;

.s'enor-

gueillir, to take pride {sen-norgueillir)
;
ennoblir.

to ennoble {en-nchlir)
;
ennui, bother {en-nui).

However, ennemi and all technical terms be-

ginning with the prefix ennea (a Greek word
meaning nine) are pronounced en'

.

b. In the body of a word en remains nasal

:

amende, 21 fine {a-men-d')
;
menthe, peppermint

{^men-t')
;
unless it be followed by a vowel,

when the e becomes siend or even mute, and
the n is carried on to the vowel to form with it
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la syllable: genou, a knee {ge-noii or g'no7i)
;

i
mcner, to lead (ine-ner or m'ner'). Followed by

;

another n, en loses completely the nasal sound,

I and is pronounced en' : m ienne, mine {irden'^
;

;

biennal, biennial (hie-nar)
;
deceyinaly decen-

i
nial (de-ce-naT) ;

and thus trietmal, Porsenna,

iHrennes, que je prenne, etc. Note the foliow-

I ing important points : 1st, pronounce hennir,

I to neigh, nenni, not at all, solennel, solemn,

j
a-nir, na-ni, so-la-nel', 2nd, J/ew/wr, a Druidical

:
stone = me-nir

;
3rd, in agenda, Bengale,

i
Benjamin, henjoin, memento, mentor, pensum,

! and in all those technical terms beginning

j

with the prefix penta (a Greek word meaning
I jive), pronounce en like the nasal sound in, q. v.

! § 43 ;
4th, ingredient, which some pronounce

j

ingredien(en= in), is more correctlypronounced
I
in-gre-dian (see Acadhnie and Littre), follow-

I

ing in this respect other words in ient, as client

' (clian), expedient (dian), orient (orian)
;
6th,

the verbal termination ent is mute : ils voient,

I

pr. voi, but ils voient unpen, pr. ils vox tun pen
;

I

ils regardent, pr, ils regard'

,

but ils regardent

1 de pres, pr. ils re-gar-de (e slender}.*

c. At the end of a word, en is generally

pronounced in (§ 43 b)
;
it is always so when

it is preceded by i or y.

Europeen, European, pr. eu-ro-pe-in,

Phoceen, Phocean, -pr./o-ce-in.

examen, examination, pr, e-xa-min (mostly).

hymen, marriage, pr. i-min (sometimes).

soutien, support, pr. son-tien {en — in),

citoyen, citizen, pr. ci-toi-ien (^en — in).

In this list, en is pronounced en : abdomen,
amen, cyclamen (bot.), Eden, gluten, gramen,
lichen, Niemen, qjollen, solen, specimen.

(5) em is nasal when it is placed before b or

p : sembler, to appear, pr. sen-bler
;
emporter, to

carry off, pr. en-por-ter
;
whereas remettre, to

deliver, and semelle, sole, are read re-metr' and
se-meV or Emeti-' and s'm'eV. Bead, therefore,

also indemne, lemne, lemnien, lemnisque, Mem-
non, Agamemnon, with the sound em'ul ; in-

demnite and its derivatives, however, have the
sound dam'n. Read also with the sound hn' :

BHhleem, harem, Harlem, hem, Jemisalem,
Moslem, requiem, etc.,—add decemvir, etc., all

compounds of decern, except decemhre, in

which the nasal sound, owing to the presence
of b, is maintained.

(6) em m, at the beginning of a word, is nasal

;

enimagasiner, emmaillotter, emmancher, em-
meler, emmener, emmieller, emmuseler, etc., are

read en-magasiner, en-maillotter, etc. In any
other position emm is pronounced am' : d,ili-

gemment {di-li-gca-men), evidemment (e-vi-da-

men),femme { fam'). Except, however, dilemme
{di-l'em'), lemme (lem'), lemming {le-mingli),

; Emma (em'-ma),Emmaus {em'-maiis), Emmanuel
{e-ma-nuel).

(7) can. The e of this vowel has nothing
to do with the sound

;
with the exce])tion

of Jean (o.F. Jehan), John, it is only used to

soften the g placed before an, as nageant,
swimming {na-zhan).

* This example shows' that althoucrh a final unac-
(Cented e is mute, it is nevertheless converted into a
jSlender e (see § 20)—thus making a new syllable

—

whenever the elision of e would bring about an accu-
mulation of articulations; to read, (‘.n., ji(Hfe del—just’
Oiel, instead Q^jn-ate del, would prove very harsh.

§ 47. Remarks on in and its homonyms :

—

(1) In § 24 c it has already been pointed out
how this nasal sound is destroyed, and thus

inutile, useless, is read i-nu-tiV.

in-octavo, in 8vo, „ i-noc-ta’ -vo.

inhabile, unskilled „ i'-na-bil'.

inne, inborn, „ i-nL
Nor is in nasal in these Latin phrases, which
have passed into current French : in partibus,

in pace, in piano, and in the Italian phrase in
petto. On the other hand, it remains nasal

before an m : nous vinmes, we came
;
nous

tinmcs, we held.

(2) im or ym lose the nasal sound on the
same conditions as an :

imite, imitated, is read i-mi-te.

immense, huge, „ i-mens'.

symetric, symmetry, „ si-me-tri.

synonyme, synonym, „ si-no-nim'.

gymnase, gymnasium, „ gim'-naz'.

interim, pro tern., „ hi-te-rim'.

Selim, is read Se-lim'
;
other foreign names

are similarly pronounced.
'Thym, thyme, is pronounced tin (nasal).

(3) Ain, aim, and ein. Add e mute, and
the nasal sound is destroyed :

soudam, sudden {din), but soudaine {den').

faim, hunger {jin), but aime, love {em').

plein, full {plin), hwt p)lvine (plen').

§ 48. Remarks on on and its homonyms.
( 1 ) on. This combination, in so far as it is a

nasal sound, is destroyed in the same positions

as an (§ 46, 1.). Therefore

—

onereux, onerous, is pronounced o-ne-reux.

bonne, good, „ bon'

.

bonhomie, good nature, „ bo-n6-mi.

bonheur, happiness, „ b6-neur.

Monsieur is pronounced either mH-sieu {Aca-
demic and Little) or me-sieu {Littre). The
popular Parisian form is m'sieu.

(2) om is nasal only before the labials b and
qj : bombe, shell

;
qiompe, pump

;
and in the

following : comte, count, and its derivatives

;

nom, name, and derivatives; Absalom; dom, a

title given to certain monks. In horn, and in

foreign names, as Edom, Epsom, etc., read horn',

Edom', Eqjsom'.

(3) con. The mute e, here, merely softens

the g, and eon is found in no other position

than after the g :
plongcon, plunge, pigeon,

pigeon, nousjugeons, we judge, etc.

§ 49. Remarks on un and its homonyms.

(1) un, nasal, is destroyed by a vowel placed

after it :

—

commun {co-mun), but communal {co-mu-nal),

commune {co-mun').

In the following words, which are nearly all

technical, un is pronounced like the nasal on :

qninch, de q^'^'ofundis, q^nnctUio, unciale, unci-

forme, uncine, uncinostre, unda-maris, unde-

cimo, undine, ungueal, nnguifere. unguineux,

unguin, nuncupatif nuncupation, nundical,

puncticulaire, punctiforme. Bunherque, Sund,

etc., are also read by some Bonherque, Sond',

etc.

(2) um, nasal, is destroyed by a vowel only,

as the case of h or m, placed after um, does not

present itself : humble {umbV), but humility

{u-mi-li-tej. The only instance where um is

nasal at the end of a word parfum, perfume.
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Sunihul and suinnu/m, very little used, are pro

nounced som,-hid and so-mom'; also wnble, a

speeies of trout, otherwise ealled ombre-cheva-

lier ; vmbracule, umbraculiforme., botanical

terms.

In the following words um sounds om' : album,

decorum,factotim, geranium, laudanum, opium,

rhum, te denm (tede-om'), ultimatum, vade-

mecum {va-de-mt-com!^, as also in the vast

number of similar words imported from the

Latin.

(3) eun. ajeun, fasting, is the only case in

which this combination appears as a nasal

sound. Add e, as for jeunc, fast, and you
obtain the close sound of eu (see § 37a), the
nasal sound being destroyed— Avoid
confounding this sound with that of jeunc
(jeunf), young, which contains the open sound
of eu.

§ oO. Kemarks on nasal diphthongs.
Nasal in

ian . viande, meat (i+aa) .

ien . ticn, thine (i+i/i) . .

ion '

. lion, lion (ji-\-on') . .

oin . moins. less (pu-\-in')

uin . suinf, greasincss (w+i/i)

ouen Rouen, a city (po-Van)

yen

Ecouen, „ „ . .

moyen, mean (gnoi-ienj

(ten = i + in')

But open in

Diane, Diana
{Dian')

tienne, thine,

{tien')

lionne, lioness

(lion')

moinc, monk
(mo in')

ruinc, ruin
(rubi')

rouennerie, cot-

ton stufE {rou-

an'-rie)

couenne, bacon

-

rind [cou-an')

moyenne (moi-

ien )

VII.

The Fourth Step in Singing.

The reader who turns back to the scale tones,

as represented at the beginning of the last

chapter, will see that between m and f and
between t and d‘ there is little mere than
half the vertical space that there is between
the other notes. This is to express the musical
fact that the real distance, in point of pitch,

between these tones is little more than half the

distance between the others. The order and
succession of the scale is so natural

emi- ones.

this discrepancy
;
but when the attention is

called to the point it will generally be per-

ceived. A most important point it is, for the
scale tones derive their individuality from the
positions of these little steps, or semi-tones as
they are called. We have already noticed the
satisfying and conclusive character of Doh

;

the martial and trumpet-like character of Soli

will be apparent to most people
;
while the

tone Lah, thrown into a prominent place in a
melody, leaves a sad and pensive impression
on the mind. It is this separate “mental
effect ” of the seven tones that gives character
to a melody.
But a new effect is possible. After singing for

some time with one fixed sound for Boh, the
ear welcomes a shifting of Doh on to some
other fixed sound

;
and it likes this effect best

if it can be smoothly managed,
without breaking the flow of the

Transition,

music. The ear of the listener is pleased to

find the Soli melting into a new Doh, or the
Lah into a new Me. The old tones seem to

have put on a new clothing, bright and warm
and fresh. This device of “ transition,” as it

is called, is used in the simplest music, as well

as in the most complex. In every instrument
there are only a certain number of tones at

the composer’s command, and he seeks to

approach these from every point of view, to

ANCIENT ELUTES AND TEOMBONE.

clothe them in every colour, and to make his

changes as pleasantly striking as possible. The
“mental effects” of the tones is the basis of

transition, and the singer who carries these
effects in mind will not be likely to go wrong.
The simplest transition, or shifting of Doh,

and that which is used nine times out of ten
ill music, consists in turning Soh into a new
Doh. Let us examine the effect

of this change upon the position Trajnsition to

of the notes. We can best make ^
Doi^nant.

^

the comparison by writing the

new Doh on the right hand alongside of Soh,

and then adding the rest of the notes

above and below. Eemember that the

pitch is shown by vertical distance.

If, therefore, any two notes are on the

same level, their pitch will be the same.

On this principle, where is the dis-

crepancy ? Manifestly between Fah
and Te ; the old Fah must in fact be
lifted up a little to make the now Te.

This new note we call Fe. (See the

diagram at the side, which is called a ®

(fe)

f

m 1,

d f.

“modulator.”) Listen to the following :

—
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KEY F. E. J. Hopkins.

d m : s
1

d :m|r.m:fjm :m|l :3 s : fe s
1

—

:

d d : ti
1
li : Si 1 Sj :li.ti Id : d Id.r ; m

[

r : r Si
1

—

To prove the complete change which the ^'Fe"

effects, try to sing Fah in place of it, thus :

—

: m i
1 :f|s :-| -

4=:

The character of the passage is entirely al-

tered. Transition which is effected by changing
Soil into Doh we call Transition to the “ first

sharp key,” or key of the dominant.
The next common transition is made by

turning Fah into Doh. Again, let us set Doh
against Fah, this time on the left hand, and

... S'dd the other notes, observing

oTthP place of difference. Evidently

Sub-dominant, is at the place of Te, which
must be lowered a little to make

a new Fah. This new note we call Ta7i'

(written Ta'). Sing this example :

—

KEY F.

KEY F. Handel.

I

d ; m : f
I
s :—

:
|

ta :— :1 j
s :— :

—

s d*

f (ta)

1m

Sing the notes d' ta 1 s several times
over by themselves, and you feel that
they are really, in mental effect, s f

m r. In the same way sing the notes
1 s s fe s in the previous exercise,

and you feel them to be r d d tj d.

It would be truer to mental effect,

and to the science of music, if they were
written as they really sound. This we can do
by means of a “ bridge-tone.” We call the
note at which the transition is made by two
names—that of the old and that of the new
key. Thus s d f d, etc., the small note indi-

cating the old key, and the larger note the new.
The two exercises,written in this better method,
would appear as follows :

—

KEY C. t.

d m : s Id : m r .m : f
1

m : m 1 r> : d>
1

d‘ : t d>
1

_
d d : ti

1
li : Si Si : Ij.ti

[
d : d df. s: 1

1

s : s d
1

_
KEY F

Id : m ; f
I

f. KEY B 12. E.

d's
1

f :— : m
I

r : — :
—

The word “ key C ” over the place of change
shows the key which is entered, and the “ t

”

shows the name of the new sound, not in the
old scale, which is introduced. It is placed on
the right hand side to show that the change is

in the direction of the dominant or Soh key.

In the second example, “ key B fe ” gives the
name of the new key, and “ f ” at the left hand
sliows that the change is to the Fah or sub-
dominant key.

The sign fe means “ flat,” and when attached
to any note of the standard scale, lowers it

fe and It

^ step. The sign
J,^ to which we shall presently come,

means “ sharp,” and 7'aises a note of the stan-
dard scale by nearly half a step.

Composers use yet another effect which is

derived from the pleasure which the ear takes

4.-
ill transition. They introduce a

Lnromatics. -n m j.Fe or la, or some other note
Avhich heralds a transition

;
and then, instead

of making the change of key, they contradict

their intention and revert to the old key.
This effect gives a pleasurable surprise to the
ear. If Fe is the new tone in a sharp transi-

tion, it is manifest that if Fah follows it im-
mediately the old key is reaffirmed, and Fe
blotted out. So when Ta is the new tone, if

we pass on to Te we reassert the old key. This
treatment is called cliromatic, and is thus dis-

tinguished from transitional. It is far more
rare in music than change of key. The follow-
ing are examjfies :

—
KEY D.

I

d* : s
1

1 : s
I

fe : f
I

m :— |j

KEY C.
I

d‘ : s
I

1 : ta
I

t : ri
|

d* —
||

Let the student now take a sheet of paper
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and write the scale perpendicularly, with its

. , semitones indicated by placingAn exercise.

gether. Let him add the Soh key on the right
side, with its discrepancy at Fah. Let him
then add another Soh key to that already made,
and he will see that however many Soh keys
he adds, one after another, exactly the same
change takes place. The same is the case with
the Fah keys, which may be added side-by-

We now give some

KEY D.

side on the left hand, each requiring a flat-

tening of Te. Sometimes we come upon a
transition in which the intermediate keys are
skipped over, and a new key is suddenly en-
tered which requires three or four or more new
scale notes.

The silent quarter-pulse is indicated, as in

Time.
other cases of silence, by a

vacant space. Thirds of a pulse
arc marked by inverted commas (‘ ‘

Progressive Time Exercises.

Bugle Call, “ Hay up, or Litter down.”

{1

d .d,d :d .d

j

d .s, : d .Sj

j

^
1

d .d .d : d .d
1

d* .s :d' .s

j 1

m .m.m :m .m I m .d :ni .d

KEY F.

I

• Si .Si

I

d,Sj.m tdjSi.m
|

KEY G.

d

KEY F.

,s ; s .s

Bugle Call, “ Defaulters.”
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Bugle Call, “ Salute for the Guard.”
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J. E. Thomas, “ Lily Bells and Roses.”
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Before practising each exercise, answer to
yourself the following questions, “ What is the

measure—two, three, four, or
Questions,

gix.pulse ?
” “ On what pulse of

the measure does the exercises begin,—first,

’second, second half of second?” etc. Then, by
tapping with a pencil on the table, fix what
you consider a natural speed for the exercise,

and adhere rigidly to this from first to last.

It will be better practice if you TAA-TAI the
the Time Exercises, and then sing them on one
tone to the syllable “ la,” before you use them
to the Sol-fa syllables.

KEY D.

Peogeessive Tune Exeecises.

The following exercises are double chants,
arranged in two parts from well-knovm com-
posers. The limits of this work do not allow
of a large selection of attractive pieces for the
learner

;
but the educational purpose of these

chapters will be best served by these exercises,,

each of which contains some new point, and
each of which should be mastered by the pupil
before proceeding to the next.

W. Wilcox.
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KEY G.
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VIII.

The Leaves {continued').

CONSIDEEABLE perplexity is often experienced
by beginners in Botany over the difference

between compound leaves and
Leaf-axils,

gp^-^ys of simple leaves. And
truly, in such a case as that of a young shoot
of the common Snowberry, Sym/phoria race-

mosa, the resemblance to a large pinnate leaf

is extremely close. The infallible distinction

is this : In the angle formed by the shooting
out of a leaf or its petiole from the stem, which
angle is indicated by the name of the “axil,”

there is always a bud. Most of these “ axil-

lary ” buds wither away without ever attempt-
ing to grow into twigs. Were they all to grow,
the tree or plant would soon be self-choked,

a disaster which nature effectually guards
against by imposing this wholesale abortion.

Nothing is ever generated except from an
axil. Occasionally, no doubt, flowers seem to

spring from the “ internodes,” or portions of

stem which intervene between the leaves and
their axils, as in the Bittersweet-nightshade
Solanwni Dulcamara

;
but this comes of the

adhesion of the peduncle to the internode.
A leaf-axil, either of the current year or of a
bygone year, is always found to be the ori-

ginal starting-place. The angles formed at

the junction of the leaflets of a pinnate leaf

with its rachis are also called “ axils.” But in

these there is never the least sign of a bud

;

the pinnate leaf, moreover, when dead or

dying, disarticulates from the branch which
produced it, and drops to the ground.

Leaves endure for a single season, or indefi-

nitely. When they expand in spring, and fall

in autumn, they are said to be
“deciduous”

;
when persistent

throughout the winter, the plant

is “ evergreen.” The contrast be-

tween the two periods of duration is so familiar

that it scarcely needs mentioning. It is to

be observed, however, that evergreens of every
kind shed their leaves sooner or later. The
dark needles of the Scotch pine are thrown off

about the same time as those of deciduous
trees. Hence the vividly given appearance of

that noble tree towards the close of autumn.
Through the dropping away of the old and
defunct ones, the younger generations are left

in exclusive possession; and until the seniors

among these take their turn to become im-
browned, the green complexion is maintained.

In Britain there are only two large evergreen

trees truly wild—the Scotch Pine and the Yew.
After these come the PI oily and the Box, with
which the brief catalogue ends, unless we
count ivy, and the Arbutus at Killarney

;
every

other evergreen ever seen in England being
exotic. A few shrubs and many perennial

herbaceous plants are also evergreen. Were it

not for the cheerful endurance, through the

coldest winter, of the green leaves which in

particular constitute grass, how desolate, as we
have said already, would our country appear !

How many grand privileges there are in com-
mon nature, of which we thoughtlessly take nO'

account ! We thank God for our daily bread..

Were we honestly thankful at all points, w'e

should thank Him likewise for the sunshine,

and for the sweet permanent green of the

fields, a thing impossible to over-value.

Leaves acquire additional beauty, in scores
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of thousands of diflEerent plants, from orna-

mented peeuliarities of the edge.
Ornamentation When quite unbroken, as if

of leaves, trimmed with seissors, the leaf is
e margin,

entire,” a condition

very frequently observable, especially in endo-
genous plants. Here, indeed, the ‘•entire”

margin is almost universal, as one would ex-

pect from the nature of the venation. The first

departure is found in the “ serrate ” leaves,

countless alike in herbaceous and arborescent
plants

;
the term applied to them, derived from

the Latin serra (a saw), implying that the edge
is delicately and acutely toothed. The depth
and size of the serrations are very various in

different species. Now and then they are
microscopically minute, in which case of course
they do not constitute an ornament

;
most

usually they are as in the rose-leaf, the elm,
and the mountain-ash. There are leaves, also,

which arc “ doubly serrate ”
;
and some demand

to be distinguished as coarsely serrate, distantly

serrate, or imperfectly ser-

rate, Nature being never
tired of ringing every pos-

sible change upon her sim-

plest as well as most elabo-

rate ideas. Serrated leaves

always give to a plant an
air of great lightness, very
different from that of one in

which every line is mathe-
matically precise.

Serrated leaves move by
imperceptible gradation to-

wards the class above des-

cribed under the name of

“pinnatifid.” Not that the
transition is seen, except in

special instances, in the same
species of plant. But when
search is made for interme-
diate forms, nothing is easier

than to lay out a series

which shows plainly enough
that, taking plants in the
aggregate, there is no posi-

tive line of demarcation. A good example
of transition in the same species is supplied

in the common dandelion. In nearly every
leaf, during the spring and summer, of

this despised but very interesting plant,

the margins present a succession of great

angles, slightly directed towards the base,

and so singularly suggestive of the teeth of

a lion, that the plant might well receive its

name, the English one being only an altered
spelling of the French dent-de-lion. But in Sep-
tember there is a change. At this season there

is often an energetic new growth of the foliage

of many herbaceous plants that live through the
winter as evergreens—the teasel, for example,
and the Reseda Liiteola, as well as the dande-
lion—and in none of them is it more remark-
able than the last-named. There is no effort

to produce flowers, unless an impatient one
here and there seeks to anticipate the new
year

;
the burst of new growth is purely in the

leaves. Many of these, in the dandelion, are

now quite destitute of the accustomed lobes,

and have, in place of them, very delicate little

teeth. The precise time of their perfection is

when the corn has all been harvested, when
the ripe jet of the blackberry enriches the
hedgerow, and the “ azured harebell ” is begin-
ning to feel lonely. They very delightfully
supplement what is popularly, but so ungra-
ciously, called the “ Botany season,” as if Bo-
tany meant nothing but flowers. The Botany
season, to the observant, is never really over,

since at every time of year there is something
special to be learned. To suppose that Botany
means flowers and nothing besides, is a pro-
found mistake. If the young autumnal leaves
of the dandelion are passed by as unworthy of

notice, the facts that may be collected in
summer are unworthy also.

The serrated edge occasionally gives place

to the “crenate.” In this the projections,

instead of being angular, are

rounded, so that the margin of Crenate

the leaf presents a series of little
eaves.

semicircles, always remark-
ably pretty, and presenting,
in the aggregate, a condition
scarcely found anywhere else

in nature. Good examples
are supplied by the common
Betony, and the little wild-
flower which goes by the
unfortunate, because mis-
leading name of “ Ground-
ivy,” there being no connec-
tion whatever with ivy truly

so called. Crenate leaves
occur more frequently in the
Labiatae than in any other
family. When the semicircles

are much smaller than usual,

the leaf is said to be “cre-
nulate.” Minutely serrated

leaves are similarly called
“ serrulate.”

Leaves in which the mar-
gin is “ entire,” are sometimes
fringed with silvery hairs,

which give theman extremely
pleasing character

;
though, like

all other ornaments, it is quite

possible for the fringe to seem
'

now and then almost superfluous. No better

example of its decorative power can be desired

than that which is furnished in spring and
early summer by ithe common beech. The
mingled green and roseate of the opening
buds, the plaiting, and the inexpressible ten-

derness of the Hinge, confer a charm upon
this glorious tree in the month of May, such
as no other native of Europe ever emulates.

Leaves thus fringed are said to be “ ciliated,”

from cilia, the eyelashes.

Surface-ornamentation is of many different

kinds. Sometimes the cuticle is not only
smooth, like the finger - nails,

when it is called “glabrous,” but Ornamentation

glossy as well. The perfection of

glossiness is found, perhaps, in

certain species of Begonia, in which the leaves

look as if recently oiled. Old England, how-
ever, again presents a capital example in her

riG. 39.—ENTIRE LEAVES.
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native holly. The rich and vigorous sheen of

this inestimable shrub is not surpassed by any
inre and costly exotic

;
the lustre of the foliage

renders more telling, at the same time, the

beauty of the scarlet bracelets worn at Christ-

mas by the upper
branchlets. Contrari-

wise, or in opposition

to the glabrous and
glossy surface, in many
leaves the cuticle is so

densely covered with
vegetable silk, wool, or

fur, as to be completely
concealed. In many
Gnaphaliums, and in

the wild English mul-
lein ( Verhascum, Thap-
sus), the fleecy vesture

is possessed also by the
stem and branches, and
so thorough is the over-

laying that the entire

plant, everything ex-

cept the flowers, seems
made of flannel. In the
silver-tree of the Cape
of Good Hope {Leuca-
dendron argenteum^,
every leaf seems made
of white silk, not the
slightest indication of

green being percepti-

ble even in the very
youngest leaves. More
usually this beautiful

clothing is confined to the under-surface of the
leaves in which it occurs

;
and of this there is

not a lovelier example in nature than is sup-
plied, once
again, in its

limitless fer-

tility in all

that is sweet,

by old Eng-
land. Every-
where upon
the mountains
in the Lake
district, min-
gled with the
turf, grows an
unassuming
little plant,
three to six

inches in
stature, called

the Alpine
lady’s mantle
{Alchemilla
alpind). The
leaves are five-

to seven-lobed,

like those of

the common
green lady’s

mantle of the lowlands, but much more deeply,
so as to be almost palmate, and every one of
them is lined with satin so white and shining
that the Leucadendron itself does no more, lin

VOL. I.
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comparison, than hold its own. The name of
“ Lady’s mantle ” was bestowed upon these
pretty plants in the Middle Ages, when, in
imitation of the ancient practice of dedicating
certain flowers and plants to the gods and

goddesses, the fairest of
those so dealt with being
given to Venus,—many
were consecrated to the
Virgin Mary. The idea

was, at all events, al-

lowed to operate in re-

gard to popular nomen-
clature

;
and hence, to

this day we have Lady’s
tresses. Lady’s slipper.

Lady’s mantle. Some-
times these names, and
the others of similar

fabric, are written “ la-

dies’,” which of course
is quite wrong. In every
instance the primary
association was with
“ Our Lady,” as in the
name of the Madonna
lily. Here it may be as

well to remark that

certain names partly

composed of “ mary ”

are often mistakenly
thought to be of cor-

responding origin.
Eosemary, for instance,

has nothing to do with

the Virgin, being an
abbreviation of ros marinns—^literally “ sea-

dew ”—a very elegantly figurative or poetical

name for this sea-side-loving shrub
;

while
marigold or

marygold is in-

trinsically the
“ marsh gol-

den flower,”

that one
which to-day
is called scien-

tifically Cal-

tha palustris,

the extension
to the Calen-
dula of the
name “ mari-
gold ” being
comparatively
modern. Most
beautiful is

the resem-
blance of the
Alchemilla
leaf to an old-

f ash ione d
mantle. While
young, it is

folded up like

a fan.

In the very charming genus of shrubs called

Elaeagnus, in their British relative the Hippo-

phae, and in the North American Shepherdia,

the leaves are densely covered, sometimes on

15
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both surfaces alike, with flat and starlike silvery

scales, the similitude, to the naked
being that of an incrusta-

® tion produced by chemical means.
The microscope soon discloses their actual
nature, as it does that also of the brilliantly-

coloured spangles upon the under surface of

the leaves of several of the Himalayan Rhodo-
dendrons. These, however, are more or less

isolated; and the same is the case wdth the
inconceivably beautiful stars upon the leaves

of the Japanese Deutzla scabra, very common,
like all the preeeding, in gardens, and in which
the resemblance to the starflshes found stranded
upon the shore is exact and perfect. Stellate

hairs of larger size, and not so symmetrical,
are found upon the leaves of many species of

Cruciferge and in the Lasiopetalum and other
members of the Byttneriaceae. Analogous orna-
ments, constituted, as it were, of heaps of

fairyland pearls, stud the leaves, not uncom-
monly, in plants of the family named after the
Borage. The most exquisite of these are found
porhaps in the Echium a^jerrimum.

In the greater portion of the natural order
which contains the aromatic herbs, mint, sage,

thyme, marjoram, etc., the under
surface of the leaf is apt to be

thickly strewn with minute spherical bags of

coloured oil, w’hich, when magnified, present

an appearance truly brilliant. Similar globes

are often scattered upon the calyx, lying in its

deep longitudinal furrows, as may be very
easily seen in the common culinary sage, where
in colour and shine they resemble drops of

liquid gold. Emerald is a frequent colour
;

now and then the hue is a sumptuous claret-

purple, the sheen unimaginable until beheld, as

in the classical dittany, in which the beauty is

enhanced by the spheres being embosomed in

wool. The le^yes of the sweet-gale, of the
sweet mountain-fem (^Lastreea Oreopteris), and
of many other plants, exude oil-djops of the

same general charaeter, and which, being
protected by a delicate skin, constitute real

vegetable jewels.

Oil-glands.

VII.

The Third Declension.

The nominative endings of the third declen-

sion, you must observe, are various, and of

various genders, but the genitive case singular

always ends in is. Nouns ending in o, os, or,

and er in the nominative are generally 'mascu-

line
;
those ending in is, as, aus, x, are generally

feminine, and those ending in ar, ur, us, al, e,

e, I, n, t, are generally neuter. I will now
proceed to furnish you with examples of the

different types of this declension, according to

gender.

Masculine nouns of the third declension :

—

Singular.

N. lapis a stone
V. lapis 0 stone
A. lapidem a stone
G. lapidis of a stone
D. lapidi to a stone
A. lapide with a stone

Plural.

N. lapides stones
V. lapides 0 stones
A. lapides stones
G. lapidum of stones
D. lapidihus to stones

A. lapidibus with stones

Singular.

N. error a mistake
V. error 0 mistake
A. errdrem a mistake
G. errdris of a mistake
D. error! to a mistake
A. errore by a mistake

Plural.

N. errores mistakes
V. errores 0 mistakes
A. errores mistakes
G. errorum of mistakes
D. erroribus to mistakes
A. erroribus by mistakes

Feminine nouns of the third declension

Singular.

N. \. ovis a sheep, or 0 sheep
A. ovem a sheep
G. ovis of a sheep
D. ovi to a sheep

A. 6v§ by a sheep

Plural.

N. V. oves sheep, or 0 sheep
A. oves or ovis sheep
G. ovium of sheep
D. ovibus to sheep
A. ovibus by sheep

Singular.

N. V. nubes a cloud, or 0 cloud
A. nubem a cloud

G. nubis of a cloud

D. nubi to a cloud

A. nube by a cloud

Plural.

N. V. nubes clouds, or 0 clouds
A. nubes or nubis clouds

G. nubium of clouds

D. nubibus to clouds
A. nubibus by clouds

Singular.

N. V. Virgo a virgin, or 0 virgin
A. virginem a virgin

G. virginis of a virgin

D. virgin! to a virgin

A. virgine by a virgin
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Plural.

N. V. virgines

A. virgines

G. virginum
D. virginibus

A. virginibus

virgins, or 0 virgins

virgins

of virgins

to virgins

by virgins

Neuter nouns of tbe third declension :

—

Singular. N. vis strength
N. mare the sea V. vis 0 strength
V. mare 0 sea A. vim strength
A. mare the sea G. vis of strength
G. maris of the sea D. vi to strength
D. mari to the sea A. vi by strength
A. mari on the sea '

Plural.
Plural. N. vires strength

N. maria the seas V. vires 0 strength
V. maria 0 seas A. vires strength
A. maria the seas G. virium of strength
G. marium of the seas D. viribus to strength
D. maribus to the seas A. viribus by strength
A. maribus on the seas

Plural.

N. boves
V. boves
A. boves

G. boum
D. bobus & bubus
A. bobus & bubus

Singular.

oxen
O oxen
oxen
of oxen
to oxen
by oxen

Singular.

N. animal
V, animal
A. animal
G. animalis

U. animali

A. animali (or animale)

an animal
O animal
an animal
of an animal
to an animal
by an animal

Plural.

N. animalia animals
V. animalia 0 animals

A. animalia animals
G. animalium of animals
D. animalibus to animals
A. animalibus by animals

N.
Singular.

nomen a name
V. nomen 0 name
A. nomen a name
G. nominis of a name
D. nomini to a name
A. nomine by a name

Plural.

N. nomina names
V. nomina 0 names
A. nomina names
G. nominum of names
D. nominibus to names
A. nominibus by names.

(Observe, the neuter nouns of the third de-

clension ending in e, al, and ar make the abla-

tive singular in i, and the nominative, vocative,

and accusative cases plural in ia, and the
genitive plural in iuni, as above—except baccar,
a berry, far, bread-corn, jnbar, a sunbeam,
nectar, a divine drink, and par, an equal,

which end in e in the ablative singular.

)

Observe (1) Bos, an ox (masculine), and vis,

force (feminine), are thus declined :

—

N. bos

V. bos
A. bovem
G. bovis

D. bovi

A. bove

Singular.

an ox
O ox
an ox
of an ox
to an ox
by an ox

In the singular vis is used in a bad sense—of

brute strength ; in the plural of courage.

Observe (2) that aer, gen. aei'is (air), makes
accusative singular in aera and aercni

;
and

cether (sky) in cethcra and cethcrem.

Observe (3) that all rivers ending in is, as

Tibris, the Tiber, make the accusative singular

in im, not em, as Tibrim ; and that the follow-

ing nouns make im in the accusative and i in

the ablative case : tigris, a tiger
;

sitis, thirst

;

Uissis, a cough
;
and securis, an axe.

VIII.

Early in 1620, Zucchi, an Italian Jesuit, was
in possession of a more powerful telescope than
that employed by Galileo, and on May 17th,

1620, he examined Jupiter, and
dimly saw two greyish bands or

belts stretching across Jupiter,
upiter.

which hitherto had been supposed to be a
uniform dull yellow disc. Three years later,

Fontana, a Neapolitan astronomer, saw three

such belts. Grimaldi, an Italian philosopher,

in 1648 devoted much time to watching Jupiter,

and he discovered that these belts were nearly

parallel to the plane of the orbit of the planet.

He also saw some dim dusky spots on J upiter.

Later the belts and spots were frequently seen,

and found to be variable in their position and
number. Hooke, a celebrated astronomer, even
suspected that Jupiter must revolve on an axis

to account for the changes he saw.

* When Galileo examined the planet Saturn

with his most powerful telescope, he was amazed
to find that it was entirely unlike

any of the others, and appeared Telescopic

to be not one but three bodies.

It seemed to consist of a large

central body, about half the size of Jupiter,
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wii'ii two smaller bodies on each side of it, so

that it appeared as shown in tig. 27. Later

on in the year he was surprised to find that

the lesser bodies had become decidedly smaller

than in the early part of the year. In 1611

his observations showed him that the two lesser

bodies were very much smaller, and they con-

tinued to grow smaller and smaller, until, to

his great dismay, theyentirely vanished in 1612.

Galileo felt much alarmed as well as amazed,

for he thought this extraordinary

phenomenon would cast much
discredit on his other observa-

tions, as it seemed impossible

that so unaccountable a thing

could be other than an illusion.

Later on these secondary bodies

re-appeared, which showed that

Galileo’s observations were quite

trustworthy, and the appearance of this extra-

ordinary planet was repeatedly examined
by astronomers. As soon as more powerful
and perfect telescopes were constructed, some
further information was obtained, which only
seemed to render the phenomenon more mys-

terious. Ga'^sendi, a French astro-

Extraordinary nomer, devoted much time to
variations in drawing Saturn. He saw the

})lanet at times as in fig. 27, but at
of Saturn,

other times the lesser bodies grew
so large that they seemed to join

the central body, and the whole

to look like an ellipse, in which
he seemed to see two very dusky
crescent-shaped markings, as

shown on fig. 28. Later on the

planet appeared as if it had
two handles to it; and these

handles, or anscB, which were
small when first seen, grew gradually larger,

until they were like fig. 29, and then became
smaller until they disappeared. In every

fifteen years the whole appendages disappeared,

and Saturn seemed a round planet like Jupiter.

For nearly half a century these extraordinary

variations in the shape of the planet perplexed

astronomers, and many were the ingenious but

fanciful explanations which were advanced to

account for these changes. In 1666 Huygens,
the famous Dutch astronomer, published a

small pamphlet, in

which he gave,
under the form of

an enigma, the true

explanation of the phenomenon,
and in 1659 he explicitly an-

nounced his discovery in a work
entitled “ Systerna Saturniuin.”

According to this explanation, the
planet is surrounded by a thin flat ring, sepa-
rated from the body of the planet by a small
interval, and inclined to the ecliptic, as shown
in fig. 30. As the ring is very thin, when
the edge is turned towards the earth the
ring becomes invisible, and the planet appears
quite round, like Jupiter

;
and it will also be

invisible when the dai’k side of the ring is

turned towards the earth, as will sometimes
happen for a short period. The same ex-
planation also accounts for the changes in

Their expla-‘

nation by
Huygens.

the appearance of the ring, which is always
seen foreshortened into an ellipse

;
but the

amount of foreshortening being variable, at
times the ellipse will look broad and at other
times very narrow.
On March 25th, 1655, Huygens was observing

Saturn with his 1 2-feet telescope, of his own
manufacture, and having, as already mentioned,
an aperture of 3 inches, and provided with a
power of 48, when he saw a small star on the

west of the planet, and in the
same plane as the ring, and another
on the east, but not in the same
plane. For some reason Huygens
was led to suspect that this star

might be a satellite, so on the next
day he again examined Saturn.
He was rejoiced to see that it was
still in nearly the same position,

though Saturn had moved some distance to

the west, and the star which had been seen
to the east was now much farther ofi;. As the
western star had evidently moved wdth the
planet, it was obvious that it must be connected
with it and be a satellite. Further observation
showed him that this w'as cor-

,

rect, and that the satellite re-
^hirnsmoon.

volved round Saturn in rather less than 16
days—namely 15 d. 23 h. 13 m. Saturn, then,

had a moon as well as the earth. It was more-
over unique in possessing a ring.

The earlier observers were un-
able to make out much on the
planet Mars. Galileo merely saw
a red disc of very variable size

:

when the planet was n opposition

or nearest the earth, and the earth
between the sun and planet, it

appeared two-thirds the size of

Jupiter
;
but when farthest from the earth and

near the sun, which then lies between the
planet and earth, the planet looked only like a
rather large red star. Subsequent observers saw
little more, though in 1636 Fon-
tana, the Neapolitan astronomer,
observed a grey spot on the planet

°

which seemed to change position, so that he
was led to suspect that the planet rotated on
its axis.

Nor could the early observers make much
out of the planets Mercury and
Venus

;
they confirmed the dis-

covery made by Galileo, that
these planets had phases like the
moon, and were variable in size

as their distance from the earth
varied, but they saw little if any-
thing more.
When Galileo turned his tele-

scope upon the moon, he was delighted to find

it to be a body having much resemblance to the
earth. He found its surface to

be divided into dark grey level Telescopic

regions not unlike lunar seas and ®

oceans, separated from each other
by brighter elevated tracts having all the ap-

pearance of being continents. He traced straits

and broad arms uniting the different seas, he
found them bordered in places by rugged and
frowning cliffs, and in others by gradually
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shelving beaches
;
he saw bays indenting the

continents and capes penetrating the seas. There
the sea seemed broken by an island, here the land
seemed to enclose a level lake. In one spot he
saw lofty mountains towering thousands of feet

above the plains, and in another place the
surface was broken by numerous valleys

;
here

rough and precipitous, there gentle and smiling.

Everything pointed to the moon as the com-
panion to the earth,—another world.

More closely studied, the moon seemed to be
a region of extinct volcanoes

;
on all parts of

the surface were seen immense craters, and
radiating from these craters appeared long
streaks of a bright grey colour as if they were
old lava streaks. These
lunar volcanoes were
evidently extinct, for

in places they were
ruined, and no trace

of an eruption could
be detected.

Scheiner, Gassendi,
and Langrenus, a
Spanish astronomer,
devoted care and at-

tention to studying
the surface of the
moon, and drew its appearance as seen under
dilferent illuminations : for it was soon found
that, the moon altered very much in appearance
as the illumination varied. Those parts of the
moon which were near the border which
separated the illuminated .from the unillumi-
nated portion of the moon were seen to cast
long shadows, and the mountains stood up in

bold relief
;
whilst the regions near the centre

of the bright portion of the moon appeared with-
out shadows, and looked like white and grey
markings on a yellowish ground.

Hevelius, a citizen of Dantzic, and one of

the most fa-

mous obser-

vers of the
seventeenth
century, care-

fully exa-
mined the
surface of the
moon with a
telescope
magnifying
forty times.

After four
years’ study
he employed
his observa-
tions for the purpose of constructing a complete
map of the moon. For the sake of reference
he named some of the principal spots, giving
them a name after some fancied resemblance
to a region on the earth. Thus a great chain
of mountains he called the Alps, another the
Apennines, etc. This map was published in

1647. Four years later Eiccioli
lunar maps. q£ Bologna, an Italian Jesuit,

published another map, founded partly on his

own observations and partly on the observa-

tions of Gassendi. He entirely rejected the

nomenclature of Hevelius. and named the

principal spots after distinguished astronomers
and mathematicians. His principle of nomen-
clature has been retained to the present day.

These astronomers pointed out that the great

grey plains seen on the moon were very pro-

bably the beds of seas, but were
Seas and

moimtains.

FIG. 31.—TELESCOPIC APPEARiNCE OP MAES.

not seas, for they were not filled

with water. In this respect there-

fore the earth and moon differed, for the latter

had no seas. That there was water on the
moon they thought probable, and one of them
pointed to some smooth very dark mountain
rings which he thought were lakes. They also

showed that the moon had not a dense
atmosphere like ours, and that clouds seldom,

if ever, obscured the
surface,— so that it

could not rain. Nor
were there forests of

green trees; yet, as one
philosopher remarked,
the lunar trees might
have grey leaves, and
both Hevelius and
Eiccioli noticed regu-

lar variations in the

great grey spots or

regions which existed

on the moon. The conclusion was obvious that,

though the moon and earth had many analogous

features, yet the one was not a mere copy of

the ether.

One important result of these observations

remains to be noticed; they discovered, by
comparing the drawings of the moon made
by Galileo, Scheiner, and Langrenus with their

own, that the moon always turns the same face

to the earth, so that we only see one-half of

the entire moon, the farther hemisphere being
invisible from its being always turned away
from the earth. This was a great disappoint-

ment, and
opened a
wide field for

speculation.
What does
the other side

of the moon
look like?
Some urged
that it was
most likely

just the same
as the side we
see, but others

would not
listen to such

a suggestion. They drew wondrous pictures

of lakes and seas, of luxuriant forests, of

gorgeous flowers, winding rivers, and smiling

valleys. They crowded it with various species

of animals, peopled it with inhabitants, built

grand cities of marble and gold, covered its

seas with boats and stately ships. This, they

cried, must be the nature of the other side of

the moon—that side which we, unfortunate

mortals, shall never see.

At this time, and in fact until the beginning

of the nineteenth century, most astronomers

believed the moon to be inhabited. Some more
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enthusiastic than the rest proposed that great

fires should be made by which
Inhabitants of gjgnals could be sent to the lunar

the moon,
inhabitants. One suggested that

the great desert of Sahara was made for the

express purpose of sending such signals, and

demanded that a message should be written

on it with letters of black sand several miles

long and a mile broad. Another suggested that

the forty-seventh proposition of the First Book

of Euclid should be constructed on a very large

scale on some level region, as he felt positive

that the lunar philosophers must have had to

solve that problem by this time, and would

recognise it. Many other fanciful ideas and
plans were suggested.

We shall see how the progress of science has

modified these ideas.

VII.

§ 54. Preponderance of English, in u-sage.

§ 55. Table of foreign elements in English.

§ 56. Latin, direct and indirect.

§ 54.
(J)').

As regards the rocahidary, the

English preponderates even here in actual

usage, though it may not in the list-numbering

of words. If we take a good modern dictionary

the words are said to be about 100,000, of

which two-thirds are calculated to be of classic

origin : this will include Latin, French, and
Greek of all periods. A dictionary, however,
is a list of single words

;
and of course this com-

putation takes no account of the repetition of

small and monosyllabic words which the living

speech or written language requires. Mr.
Marsh has made some careful calculations

which bring out curious results. He says

;

“ There are persons who know this vocabulary
[of 100,000 words] in nearly its whole extent,

but they understand a large proportion of it

much as they are acquainted with Greek or Latin
—that is, as the dialect of books, or of special

arts or professions, and not as a living speech,
the common language of daily and hourly
thought.” In our ordinary conversation we
do not employ more than three or four thou-
sand words,* our best writers nine or ten
thousand

;
in the poems of the learned Milton

not more than eight thousand are to be found
;

in the pages of bhakespere about fifteen thou-
sand. But when we come to examine the words,
that are thus used, we test the native power
and gauge its worth. The following table shows
the difference in proportion between the total

vocabularies

—

i.e., the stock of words found in
counting through the whole of the Bible and of
the written works of two authors—and the
actual use of those words, counting repetitions.

The figures show the percentage of English
(Anglo- baxon) words.f

Total Vocabularies.

English Bible ... GO per cent.

bhakespere GO per cent.

Milton 33 per cent.

Actual usage. per cent.

John’s Gospel, chaps, i., iv., xvii. . . 96
Matthew, chaps, vii., xvii., xviii. , . 93
Luke, chaps, v., xii., xxiii 92
Romans, chaps, ii., vii., xi., xv. ... 90
Henry IV., pt. i.. Act ii 91
Othello, Act V 89
Tempest, Act i 88
L’Allegro 90
II Penseroso 83
Paradise Lost, Book vi 80

So that though in his list of words a large

share are of Romance family, each writer really

uses the English words at his command by far

the most frequently, unconsciously proving the
native character of his language.

§ 55. The following table will, it is hoped,
assist the student by showing, grouped to-

gether, (1) what languages are the sources of
modern English

; (2) the periods of time when
they affected it

;
and (3) a few words from each

class by way of specimen. In the case of the
Eastern languages, and of the “ first ages ” of

the Keltic and the Latin, few more than those
here given are found.

Table of the Foreign Elements in English.

Languages. When and how came into English. Specimens.

1. Keltic of thefint age ... Remains of the early inhabitants

;

found in writers of ninth to twelfth
centuries ; and geographical names.
(See § 33.)

Barrow, brock, breeches, clout, crock,
kiln, cradle, mattock, pool.

,, ,,
second ago More frequent words, in writers of

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.
Boast, boisterous, bribe, crag, dainty,
dam, daub, glen, havoc, pillow,
etc.

,, „ third age . Through the Norman-French, from
the old Gauls.

Bag, bargain, barter, basin, basket,
bonnet, button, car, cart, mitten,
pot, rogue, varlet, vassal, etc.

„ „ fourth age Modem introductions, names of Keltic
things.

Bard, bog, brogue, clan, claymore,
clog, log, kilt, pibroch, plaid, pony,
shamrock, slab, whiskey, etc.

* The uneducated naturally employ a much less number. Max Muller quotes an instance of some
country labourers who had not more than 300 words in their vocabulary,

t I take these figures from Marsh, Lecture VI. (ed. 1SC5).
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Laitgitages.

/2. SCAITDINAVIAN*

When and how came into Engli^sh.

Found in Northern writers of tenth
and eleventh centuries.

Specimens.

Aren (are), by (a town), fel (a hill),
til (to), thorpe.

Again in writers of thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries.

Also in (a) names of places, and (6)
provincial dialects in the north of
England.

Blunt, bole, busk, cake, call, cast,
curl, cat, die, daze, fellow, flit, ill,

kid, kindle, odd, root, same, ugly,
etc.

GrimsJy, 'K.ir^s.thorpe, YLohnfirth, and
places ending in fell, heck, shaw,
garth.

3. Dutch

^4. Geeman
A few words in modern times ...

Boom, hoy, schooner, boor, cruise,
loiter, ravel, stiver, yacht, etc.

Landgrave, loafer, waltz, cobalt,
nickel, zinc, quartz, felspar, etc.

6. Gbeeh A few, both directly and indirectly,

through Romance tongues.
Frensy, paralysis, presbyter, phan-
tom, story

;
palsy, parsidise, priest.

{Q. Latin of the/rs< age

Many directly, owing to the cultivation
of science and literature.

Came in with the Romans

Grammar, analysis, geology, dia-
gram, telegram, microphone, etc.

Chester, coin, port, straet. (See § 33.)

»

second age . Came in with the conversion of the
English to Christianity by St. Au-
gustine. (Bede [born 673] says of
England in his day: “The Latin
tongue is, by the study of the Scrip-
tures, become common to all the
nations in the island.”)

Ancor (hermit), biscop (bishop), clerc,
munec (monk), mynster (minster),
preost (priest), regol (rule), butor
(butter), cese (cheese), cedar, lac-

tuce (lettuce), lilie (lily), pipor
(pepper), camel, pard, ostre (oyster),
leo (lion), turtle, pund (pound),
candle, etc.

third age ... Brought in by the Norman Conquest.
Chiefly indirect Latin, having passed
through French.

Caliz, cuntesse, mayster, merci,
mesure, poverte, dragon, damesele,
abbey, grace, hermit, table, etc.

Also some direct, owing to the Church
and literature.

Miracles, processiune, religiun, tem-
ple, date, firmament, etc.

,, fourth age

.

Fbench of thefirst age .

Introduced through the Revival of
Learning at beginning of sixteenth
century, and continued. Direct
from the classic Latin.

Norman-French, principally a deve-
lopment of a Latin dialect, therefore
the same as indirect Latin of the
third age.

„ second Modem French, —troduced during the
reign of Charles II., and several
times since.

8. Spanish Came in during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries.

9. Italian Came in during a longer part of the
same centuries.

VlO. Pobtuguese

(See comparison of Latin w^ords at
end of this Table.)

Aiso many endings and beginnings of
words—such as -ance, -age, -ment,
-ry, -let, -ess, -able, in hindrance,
bondage, endearment, knavery,
rivulet, princess, eatable

;
em-, dis-,

re-, in embolden, dis-sight, re-write,

etc.

Chagrin, grimace, repartee. D^but,
depot, 41ite, programme, soir<Se,

precis, etiquette, omelette, etc.

Armada, barricade, grenade, tornado,
corridor, vanilla, maroon, gala, etc.

Balcony, bravo, broccoli, burlesque,
cadence, charlatan, folio, gazette,
madrigal, ruffian, umbrella, etc.

Caste, fetichism, porcelain, commo-
dore, etc.

ni. Hindu Calico, chintz, dimity, boot, muslin,'

nabob, rice, rupee, rum, sugar,

toddy, etc.

12. Peesian

U3. Hebbew

Caravan, chess, dervish, emerald,
lac, lilac, orange, shawl, turban,

taffety, etc.

Abbot, amen, cabal, cherub, seraph,
jubilee, sabbath, etc.

* These words are difficult to trace, in consequence of the close affinity of Danish and English. 5fany of
them have taken an English form, and can no longer be distinguished. Many others formerly common havo
gone out of use.
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Languages. When and how came into English. Specimens.

Aeabic Many of these words brought in

through Komance tonguas.

15 . Tcekish

16 . Malay, Polynesia and
Java.

17 . Chinese

Vl8. American Indians

Alchemy, alkali, alcohol, almanac,
arsenal, assassin, bazaar, che
mistry, cotton, cipher, gazelle,
syrup, sofa.

Caftan, chouse, bosh, divan, scimitar.

(Run) amuck, bamboo, bantam, sago,
verandah, tattoo, gingham.

Caddy, nankeen, tea, satin, etc.

Canoe, cocoa, hammock, potato,
skunk, squaw, tobacco, etc.

§ 66. It is interesting to note how the double

adoption of many Latin words, first from the

French, and again immediately from the foun-

tain-head, has given us two separate shapes,

each appropriating its own shade of meaning.
The French moulded and fashioned its word,
“ clipping, it may be, by a syllable or more,

for the French devours letters and syllables.”

Here are a few examples of the three stamps
under which this mental coinage has passed :

—

Comparison of Latin Words.

From Latin through Adopted direct

Latin. Norman-French. from Latin.

legalem loyal legal

balsamum balm balsam
rationem reason ration

orationem orison oration

fragilem frail fragile

regalem royal regal

pauperum poor pauper
tractum treat, trait tract

aestimare aim esteem
hospitalem hotel hospital

VII.

The Babylonian and Assyrian Empires
{continued).

Assyrian and Babylonian history emerges into
clearer hght about the middle of the tenth cen-
tury B.c. We find records of an Assyrian
king, Assur-dan II., about 910 B.c. He appears
to have reigned more than thirty years, to
have rebuilt many cities and temples, and to

have added to the strength and prosperity of

the country. He was succeeded by his son,

Vulnirari II., in 913 B.C., and from that date
we have tolerably consecutive records.

In the meanwhile, shadows of Babylonian
kings flit across the scene, but we are unable

to obtain more than glimpses of
Babyloma. events which occurred in

their reigns. There appear to have been contests
for supremacy, and names are given, but vrith

very uncertain chronology. We find some
trace of a king named Simmas-sipak, who

reigned for seventeen years, and of successors
who are described as belonging to “ the region
of the sea,” and were possibly only petty kings;
then of “ Ulbar-surki-idina, son of Bazi,” and
of his two brothers

;
and then came an Elamite

dynasty, lasting six years, and overthrown by
a revolution

;
beyond which is another period

of obscurity, with mention only of a few kings
in connection with wars with Assyria.

While the Assyrian empire which Tiglath
Pileser had made so powerful was declining,
and the Babylonian empire was weakened and
suffering from internal dissen-

sions and dynastic claims, a new
of Israel”*”

kingdom, destined to rival, and
even surpass them in grandeur, influence, and
wealth, if not in extent of territory, was esta-

blished to the south-west of the limits of the
Chaldean states. Saul had been chosen king of

Israel, and his successor, David, a warrior, poet,

musician, and statesman of the first rank, raised

his kingdom from comparative political insig-

nificance to a high place among the nations
of the earth. Apart from his importance in
religious history, David may be regarded as

one of the most remarkable of monarchs. He
reigned for forty years, 1058—1018 B.c. Under
his rule, and that of his son, the magnificent
Solomon, a man possessed of splendid intel-

lectual gifts and great mental and bodily
energy, the Philistines, Edomites, Amalekites,
Moabites, and other of the aboriginal people of

Canaan and its borders, were subdued. Jeru-
salem, the capital of the kingdom of Israel, was
made one of the most splendid cities in the
world

;
the boundaries of the state were ex-

tended from the Euphrates (by the conquest of

Zobah by David) on the east, to the head of

the Bed Sea on the west
;
and merchants

traded with, and brought immense wealth from
Phoenicia, Arabia, Egypt, India, and Ceylon,
and not improbably, could we with certainty
identify the localities mentioned, from the
islands of the Indian Archipelago, so rich in

spices and other valuable products.

Solomon died 978 B.C., and three years
afterwards the great kingdom was divided into

two comparatively weak, jealous, and conten-
tious monarchies

;
and soon afterwards Assyria

resumed its old position of power and supre-

macy in Western Asia. Vul-nirari II., men-
tioned above as succeeding to the throne in

913 B.C., was an able and energetic but fero-

cious and unscrupulous king and warrior, who
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extended the limits of the empire and revived

its military power. He reigned twenty-two
years, and was succeeded by his son, Tugulti-

ninip II., also a successful warrior, who reigned

only six years, and was followed on the throne

by his son, Assur-nazir-pal (or Assuru-natsir-

abla, as some Assyriologists read it), one of the

ablest, and certainly one of the most ferocious

of the Assyrian monarchs, and who may be

regarded as the founder of the later Assyrian

empire.
In the mound of Balawat, nine miles north-

east of the mound of Nimroud, on the banks
of the Tigris, Mr. Hormuzd

Discoveries at Rassam has discovered some most
Balawat.

valuable inscriptions referring to

this period.

He penetrated
into the re-

mains of a
buildi ng
which proved
to be a temple,
within which
was an altar,

approached by
four steps, and
surrounded
by a paved
square. Under
the altar he
found a large

stone chest, in
which were
three in-
scribed tab-

lets recording
the name,
titles, and
genealogy of

Assur-nazir-
pal,and a brief

summary of

the bound-
aries of his

empire. These
tablets are the
foundation-
stones, or re-

cords of the

temple, which
was dedi-
cated by the

monarch to

Adar the war-
god, and Istar

the goddess of war. In another part of the temple
were discovered a most interesting series of

bronze tablets, which had been nailed on mas-
sive frames of wood, forming two pairs of brazen
gates, with a superfice of about three hundred
square feet, and evidently intended as an
official record to be read by the subjects of

the great king. On these bronze tablets, forming
continuous slips about four inches wide, are

sculptures representing the history of the
achievements in peace and war of Assur-nazir-
pal, and more especially of his successor, Shal-

maneser II. The clearness with which the
history is related by these sculptures, the abund-

ance and variety of illustration, render them as
valuable to the student of Assyrian, history as
would be the discovery of a long-lost history by
some Chaldean Thucydides or Macaulay of the
old world, describing the career of conquering
monarchs whose very names had been almost
unknown previously. There is remarkable
freedom in the attitudes of the figures, and
altogether more artistic power than in the
larger specimens of Assyrian art. One of the
figures represents a captive impaled on a stake,

—a significant record of the barbaric manner
in which the wars were carried on.

Aided by these bronze memorials, and the
inscriptions and monuments previously dis-

covered by Mr. George Smith, and deciphered
by him and
the Kev. Mr.
Sayce,— espe-

cially an obe-

lisk of black
marble, now
in the British

Museum,—we
are enabled to

trace the
career of these

two great
monarchs of

Assyria.

Immediately
after Assur-
nazir-pal had
ascended the
throne, he
took vigorous
action against

a number of

petty tribes

occupying the
mountainous
district on the
north of his

dominions

.

He destroyed
their cities

and exacted
tribute

;
and

following up
his career of

conquest, at-

tacked and
captured
towns on the
Upper Tigris.

Large districts

were desolated, the inhabitants flying to the

mountains. Some were captured and subjected

to horrible tortures, and one leader, Buba, was
taken to the Assyrian town, Arbela, and flayed

alive. The subjugation of the towns Nipur and
Pizatu, on the east of the Upper Tigris, and of

Kammuka, on the opposite side of the river,

speedily followed
;
a revolt in the city of Sum,

by the river Khabour, was quelled, and a gover-

nor who had been set up by the insurgents also

suffered the punishment of flaying. Appalled

by the energetic ferocity of the Assyrian poten-

tate, petty kings and chiefs hastened to submit
and pay tribute.

David’s towee at Jerusalem.
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An Assyrian colony, founded four hundred
years previously by Shalmaneser I., that of

Halzilaha, beyond the head water of the Ti^^ris,

revolted, and an armed force threatened to

attack Damdamusa, an Assyrian town. Assur-
nazir-pal immediately undertook an expedition
against Hulai, the leader of the insurgents.

Carved on a rock near the source of the great
river, Assur found inscriptions cut by an ear-

lier Assyrian monarch
;
and to these he added

a sculpture representing himself, and then
marched against the rebels. He stormed and
took Kinapu, a fortress held by them, mas-
sacred the garrison of six hundred men, and
inflicted the horrible torture of flaying on
Hulai, the leader. Other cities were destroyed,
and in one of them, Tula, the ferocious con-
queror outdid himself in barbarity. Like
a tiger, which has once tasted human blood,
he appeared unable to control his cruelty.

The prisoners taken were horribly mutilated,
their hands and feet, noses and ears, being cut
off, and their eyes put out. Two huge mounds,
one composed of human heads, the other of

limbs, were built up outside the city, and on
them were burnt the children of tender age.

Other districts near the head-waters of the
Tigris and Euphrates were ravaged, towns
destroyed, and the wretched inhabitants sub-
jected to horrible tortures.

Having by his terrible and unsparing energy
gubdued his opponents on the north-eastern

border of his empire, Assur has-
Southern tened to the south-east, where

expe on.
2ab-vul, the chief of Dagara, had

overrun an extensive district, and erected a
strong fortress as a base of operation. Zab-vul
risked a battle in the open field, was defeated
with great loss, and about a hundred small
towns and villages fell a prey to the conquering
Assur, who, after a brief interval, started on an
expedition,determined to destroy his opponents.
City after city fell before him

;
the inhabitants

fled over the mountains of Nizir, where, accord-
ing to the Chaldean tradition, the ark had
rested, and were followed by the indomitable
and merciless Assur. Seven cities were cap-
tured, many of the fugitives slain, and then the
conqueror returned to his camp, only, however,
to prepare for a new exploit, carrying the war
into territories which as yet no Assyrian had
explored. Larbusa, the chief town of a chief

named Kirtiari, and eight other towns, were
captured

;
and the victorious host advanced

over mbuntains which, say the inscriptions,

“ pierced the heavens like swords,” conquering
and slaying till, like other great warriors, he
“made a wilderness and called it peace.”
A year afterwards (881 b.c.) Assur crossed

the Lower Zab, receiving tribute on his way,
and subduing several petty chiefs.

Sieges and reached the borders of Baby-
massacres.

-yy-g gf ^j^g capture of

a hundred and fifty towns, and the submission
of many leaders. Conquest, massacre, and the

payment of tribute are the incidents of another
year’s history. The names recorded of towns
and chiefs convey little information to us

;
but

the number mentioned shows the extent of the
conquests achieved. Sixty towns belonging to

a leader named Labturi were, we are told,

taken. Swift and sudden marches, by which
the king swooped down on towns and fortresses,

taking the inhabitants by surprise, appear to

have been the tactics adopted. We find records
of Assur riding all night over lofty mountains
to attack fortresses before the garrisons could
have notice of his approach

;
and of a sudden

crossing of the Tigris and a night ride to the
city of Pitru, a strong fortress of Diria, built

on a lofty hill and surrounded by two massive
walls. Appalled, perhaps, by the appearance
of the ruthless and invariably successful Assur,

whose fame as a conqueror was now spread
over south-western Asia, a feeble resistance

was apparently offered. The Assyrians stormed
the city, burnt the houses, massacred the in-

habitants, and impaled seven hundred of the
garrison on the walls.

Other cities fell into the hands of the con-
queror, and similar cruelties were perpetrated.

The important city of Arbaki, and two hundred
and fifty smaller towns surrendered. Sinapu,
a large town, which had been taken from the
Assyrians by the Syrians, was recovered, and
then Assur made a display of his ferocity,

possibly as a warning, by publicly exhibiting
on the wall the skin which had been torn from
the living body of Burramana, who had headed
a revolt against a poweiful subject, a kind of

lieutenant-governor appointed by Assur.

VIII.

The Noun {contimied').—Application.

EXERCISE XI.

1. Nous avions du cafe au lait et du thA
2. N’a-t-il pas de liqueurs dans sa boutique 2

3. II y a des glaces pour les gargons et des
sorbets pour les filles. 4. Les enfants ont soif ;

ils auront de la limonade gazeuse ou de I’eau

frapp6e. 6. Le marchand de vin aura-t-il du
vin de Xeres ou d’Oporto ? 6. H n’aura ni
des vins d’Espagne, ni des vins de Madere.
7. Elle n’avait ni vin, ni bi^re, ni liqueurs.

8. Vous auriez du vin rouge ordinaire et du
vin blanc vieux. 9. N’auront-elles pas d’eau-
de-vie et de genievre ? 10. Voici de Torgeat
pour mon grand-pere, du the pour les femmes
et du cidre pour les hommes. 11. Monsieur
Dupont, est-ce du vin de Bordeaux ou de
Bourgogne que vous avez ? 12. Mon vin dc
Madere est un excellent vin de table. 13.

M. Durand, negociant en vins, vend des vins
de France, d’Espagne, de Hongrie et du Bhin.
14. J’avais de I’eau minerale

;
tu n’avais pas

d’eau de Seitz
;

avait-il de I’eau frappee ?

n’avions-nous pas de biere ? n’avaient-elles pas
de cafe au lait? 1.5. Vous aurez beaucoup de
petite biere

;
elle aura peu de poire

;
ils n’auront

pas de vin vieux
;

n’auront-elles pas du vin
mousseux ? 16. Les meilleurs vins de France
sont les vins de Bordeaux,, de Champagne, et
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de Bourgogne. 17. Qu’est-ce que la tisane de
Champagne ? C’est un vin peu mousseux. 18.

J’avais raison
;
aurait-il tort ? qu’il ait sommeil

on non. 19. Si tu as soif, voici de la petite

bi^re ou du vin ordinaire. 20. Qu’as-tu ?—Je
n’ai rien. N’as-tu pas faim ?—Je n’ai ni faim
ni soif, j’ai sommeil

;
voila tout.

EXERCISE XII.

1. I had water
;
thou hadst iced water

;
had

he beer ? had she small beer ? we had no ale

and you had no cider. 2. They will have pear-

wine
;
you will have no old wine

;
we shall

have white wine
;
will he have red wine ? 3.

My dinner-wine is not good.—You are wrong :

your wine is excellent
;

it (iZ) is better than
Mr. Dupont’s burgundy. 4. 1 should have some
brandy, gin, or whiskey, if I had ^imjjerfect

indicative) money. 5. Should we have some
iced champagne ? 6. Let him have some
Spanish wines, sherry or malaga. 7. That I

may have little wine and much seit.Tier water.
8. That thou mightest have more claret than
(que de) hock. 9. That they might have black
coffee or coffee with milk. 10, That we may
have as much madeira as (que de^ tokay. 11.

The grandfather had the port, the father has
the small beer, the son will have the water.
12. He had liqueurs

;
he had no arrack

;
had he

any brandy ? had he ho rum ? 13. We had
good whiskey

;
you had excellent gin

;
they

had bad (manvaise) brandy. 14. You will have
red wine

;
.will you have white wine ? will you

have no sparkling wine ? will you not have any
(^put here the article with the preposition)
common wine? 1.5. They would have coffee;

they would not have much black coffee
;
would

they have little coffee Avith milk ? 16. That I

may have black tea
;

that I may have no
bottled lemonade, 17. That jmu might have
almond-milk and many ices. 18. Are you warm
or cold ? If you are warm here is cold tea, and
if you are cold here is excellent warm tea.

19. There is the man who sells port and sherry,
am I not right ? 20. No, you are wrong

;
my

wine merchant is not so tall.

The Noun (continued)—'Ivl'e.owi.

Plural of Nouns.

1, General Rule,

—

The plural of nouns is

formed by adding s to the singular :

le guerrier, the warrior les guerriers, the war-
riors

la reine, the queen les reines, the queens
I’erreur, the error les erreurs, the errors

SemarTc J.—This rule is applicable to adjectives,
past participles, and partly to the various pronouns.
Remark II.—The «, sign of the plural, is mute

; but
it is usually articulated before the next word beginning
with a vowel or h mute, if that be closely connected
with it by grammatical sense : les guerriers ont porte
des dSJis, the warriors have given challenges, say
guerriers-zont ; des reines habiles, clever queens, say
reines-zabiles. {Cf. Pron., § 74.)

2. Exceptions to the General Rule :

a. Nouns ending in .<?, x, or 2: in the singular,
do not change in the plural

:

le bas, the stoching les bas, the stocldngs
le tas, the heap les tas, the heaps
la croix, the cross les croix, the crosses

la faux, the scythe les faux, the scythes

le nez, the nose les nez, the noses

le riz, the rice les riz, different hinds
of rice

h. Nouns ending in au and eu in the singular
take X in the plural

:

mon aloyau,my sirloin mes aloyaux,my sirloins-

mon chapeau, my hat mes chapeaux, my hats
mon feu, my fire mes feux, my fires
mon voeu, my vow mes voeux, my vows

Remark.—One noun in an, landau, a kind of carriage,,
makes landaus in the plural.

c. Seven nouns ending in ou take likewise an
X for their plural. These are ;

le bijou, thejervel

mon caillou, my pehhle
ton chou, tluj cahhage
son genou. his hnee
le hibou, the owl
le joujou, the toy
le pou, the louse

les bijoux, the jewels
mes cailloux, mypebbles-

tes choux, thy heads ofc,
ses genoux, his knees
les hiboux, the owls
les joujoux, the toys

les poux, the lice

Remark.—Other nouns in ou, such as cou, neck
; fou,madman

;
sou, halfpenny

;
trou, hole

;
verrou, bolt, etc.

,

follow the general rule : cous, necks
;
fous, madmen, etc.

* d. Nouns in al change I into ux :

lecaporal, the corporal les caporaux, the corpo-
rals

le cheval, the horse les chevaux, the horses
le fanal, the beacon les fanaux, the beacons
le general, the general les generaux, the gcne^

rals.

Remark.—A few nouns of this class conform to the-
general rule : bal, a dancing party

;
carnaval, ca»nival

;

chacal, jackal
;
nopal, nopal, a species ofcactus

; nareal,
sword-fish

;
pal, stake (in heraldry makes either pals

or paux)
;
regal, treat

;
seroal, tiger-cat, and a few more,

the sense of which does not admit of their being much
used in the plural, except in phrases made up by
grammarians.

e. Seven nouns in ail—namely, bail, a lease ;;

corail, coral
;
email, enamel

;
soupirail, vent-

hole
;
travail, work

;
vantail, leaf of a folding-

door
;
vitrail, stained glass—change il into vx

baux, leases
;
coraux, corals

;
emaux, enamels,,

etc.

Remark I.—All other nouns in ail take s in the plural

:

clc7ai^, particular, plur. dHails ; epouvantail, sc&recvo-vfy
plur. epouvantails ; evenfail, fan, plur. ecentuils

;

etc.

Remark II.—When travail means reports made to-

government by the heads of the administrative de-
partments, or when it applies to frames used by farriers
to shoe restive horses, its plural is travails.

Remark III.—Retail means cattle, and bestiaux means
cattle, but the one is not the singular of the other, as it

is sometimes taught. Such words are called doublets by
French philologists. They have a common root, bnty
having come into the language under different cir-

cumstances or at different epochs, they offer mostly
different acceptations: bHail is cattle viewed as a
whole simply; bestiaux is cattle viewed as units
making up a whole. Attaquer and attacker, croyance
and creanee, dette and debit, essaim and examen, etc.,

present more striking doublets, in so far as they offer

senses more widely apart.

f. A few nouns whose parts have been joined,,

are nevertheless affected by the plural in both
parts

;
such are bonhomme, a simpleton, plur.

bonshommes ; gentilhomnic, a nobleman, plur.

gentilshommes ; monsieur, Mr., plur. messieurs ;

madame, Mrs., plur. mcsdames ; mademoiselle,

Miss, plur. mesdemoiselles ; monseigneur, my
lord, plur. messeigneurs, also nosseigneurs.

3. Certain nouns Lave no plural, and about
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forty have no singular
;
the former embrace,

more particularly
,
nouns of metals, virtues^

'Vices, sciences, arts, adjectives derived from
abstractions and used substantively, and infini-

tives used substantively. Examples of both

kinds of nouns will be given in the next vo-

cabulary.

The Noun.—Practical Ajjplication.

1. VOCABULARY V.

These have no plural

:

. n’argent,* m. silver

J J I’or, m. gold

j
le platine, plaiina

^ Vie mercure, mercury

la candeur, candour
la purete, purity

."S
I
la sagesse, wisdom

^ \\o.\Cr2NAh, truthfulness

n’avarice,/. avaHce

I ^
la gourmandise, gluttony

Irivrognerie,/. drunkenness
(.la paresse, idleness

^ rr agriculture,/, agriculture

I lla botanique,

•| lla chimie,
*

Cla physique, natural philosophy

n’architecture,t f. architecture

.£ j la gravure, engraving
yla peinture, painting

Cla sculpture, sculpture

'Z . n’agr^able, the pileasant

He beau, the beautiful

1 Futile, the useful

^ Cle vrai, the true

•g .
He boire, drinking
le dormir, sleeping

s
j
le manger, eating

Cle savoir, knowledge

les materiaux, materials
matines, matins

,
moeurs, manners
pleurs, tears

tenebres, darkness
vepres, vespei's

vivres, victuals, supplies

2. Idiomatic tenses with allcr, to go, and
venir, to come. The present and imperfect
indicative of oiler placed before an infinitive

mark—the present—that the action will soon
take place, or—the imperfect—that the action
was going to take place. The present indicative

of venir, followed by de and placed before an
infinitive, indicates that the action has recently
taken place, and the imperfect indicative, in

the same position, that the action had recently

taken place :

a. je vais avoir, I am about to have
tu vas etre, thou art about to be

il va avoir lieu, it is about to take place
on va chercher, one is gomg to seek

nous allons rire, we are going to laugh
vous allez voir, you are about to see

ils vont commeucer, they are about to begin

b. j’allais recevoir, I was about to receive

tu allais couper, thou wast about to cut
il allait manquer, he -was going tofail
on allait etre, one was about to be

nous allions rire, we were going to laugh.

vous alliez voir, you were about to see

ils allaient avoir lieu, they were about to take place

c. je viens d’avoir, I havejust had
tu viens d’etre, thou hast just been
il vient d’avoir Ueu, it has just taken place
on vient de chercher, one has just sought
nous venons de rire, we have just laughed
vous venez de voir, you have just seen

ils viennent de commencer, they havejust begun
d.

je venais de, I hadjust nous venions de, we had just
tu venaisde, thou hadstjust vous veniez de, you had just
il venait de, he had just ils venaient de, they hadjust

3. quelque chose de bon, something good ;

quelqu’un de riche, some rick person.

These have no singular

:

les abois, the last extremity
aguets, watch, watching
alentours, surroundings
ancetres, forefathers
appas, charms
arrhes, earnest-money
assises, assizes

broussailles, brnshwood
calendes, kalends
ciseaux, scissors

confins, marches
d^combres, ruins, rubbish
d6pens, cost

entrailles, bowels
entrefaites, interim
environs, surrounding places
fiangailles, betrothal

* frais, expense
fun6railles, obsequies
hardes, clothes

immondices, filth

* One would, however, say : Zes/ers sow^ ew 6awe, iron
is down

; les aciers sont en hausse, steel is up
;
different

kinds being meant.
t The respective productions of the arts may appear

in the plural: les gravures, the engravings
;
lespeintures,

the paintings
;

les sculptures, the sculptures, etc.

VII.

We will now give a few hints upon ruling
the paper to be used in writing the copies given
in these lessons. For the plain downstrokes
nothing is absolutely required save two straight

lines in pencil at an inch apart for the large

exercises first given, and at three-

quarters of an inch asunder for the paper

smaller examples which we will

proceed to give. These double lines should be
repeated down the page, allowing an interval of
a quarter of an inch between each set—that is to
say, between the second and third, fourth and
fifth lines, and so on. The lines should be care-
fully ruled, parallel with the top of the copybook
or paper, and at right angles to the front and
back of the same. The most accurate method is

to draw a vertical line down the left and right
hand margins of the pageand set off the distances
thereon with a pair of compasses. If the pupil
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could depend upon his hand and eye sufficiently

to observe an equal distance between the strokes,

and to give them an unvarying slope, no other

lines would be necessary. But in most cases it

will be v/ell to rule also light diagonal pencil

lines to regulate the inclination of the first few
exercises and to keep the strokes an equal dis-

tance apart. The mode in which these slanting

lines are ruled will depend upon the degree of

mclination of the writing copies, and this is a
moot point amongst authorities on chirography.

As the old writing-master Dean said long since,—“ There is no generally prescribed slope in

the productions of modern penmen, each having
deviated from that anciently recommended,
viz., the sides of an equilateral triangle.

Whether the inclination of the stroke be fifty-

eight, fifty-six, or fifty-four de-

sire ofsiting.
totally optional. The last

appears consistent and natural,

as the running hand usually slopes more than
the writing youths perform in general.” The
same diversity exists to-day. ’ One very popu-
lar set of copies has even the slope of the

forty-five degrees which Dean spoke of as

obsolete. Another equally popular set adopts
as high an angle
as sixty degrees. As
we remarked in our
first paper, writing

which is too greatly

sloped wastes paper
and both writer’s and
reader’s time, therefore

the angle of forty-five

seems altogether ab-

surd. Perhaps the

angle of sixty is, on
the other hand, too

upright for symmetry
and ease of production.
One slightly varying
from this, therefore

—

viz., an angle of fifty-eight degrees—is that
adopted in the previous and subsequent copy-
slips.

Perhaps some of our readers may not have
a clear idea of these angles, and to them we

, ,
would explain that the circum-

Definition of ference of a circle is divided for
ang es.

mathematical purposes into three
hundred and sixty parts, termed “degrees.”
A quarter circle has consequently ninety of

these parts, and any line drawn from the
centre of the quarter-circle or quadrant to a
point on the arc forms with the base line an
angle of the number of degrees found at the
place where the line cuts the arc. Those cf

our readers having a case of drawing instru-

ments can of course exemplify this by the pro-
tractor. An angle of forty-five degrees cuts the
arc precisely midway between its extreme points
of 0°and 90°. At fig. 6 both the inch and three-
quarter inch strokes are shown at an angle of

fifty-eight degrees. It will there be seen that
for the inch strokes nine-sixteenths of an inch
should be set off at the top from the left-hand
margin of the top lines, and a diagonal line

ruled for the first stroke. Lines parallel to this
and slanting in the same manner can then be

ruled to the right at intervals of seven-six-
teenths of an inch, as shown. For the smaller
copies the distances shown on the right hand
at Fig. 6 will be suitable. The inclination
adopted in the cursive writing of after life will
probably vary even with those who have gone
through a course of lessons where the same
angle has been observed. This is one of those
traits which individualise handwriting.

It must, however, be understood that the
ruling of sloping pencil lines to aid learners in
giving their early exercises an equal degree of
inclination should only be used at first and for
simple forms, otherwise the practice will de-
generate into something like that adopted in
those copybooks where the copies are printed
in a grey or drab ink, and the pupil is instructed
to go over them with pen and ink in the usual
way. No doubt this method—a very favourite
one with some masters—has its advocates of
name and weight. They range, in fact, from
John Locke to the present day.
That usually just writer says; Sloping guide

“The way to teach a child to
write without much trouble is to get a plate
engraved in large characters, and let several

pages be printed off in

red, which he is to go
over with a pen and
black ink; this will
quickly enable him to
form those characters,

and when he can do
that well he must ex-
ercise on fair paper,
and so may be easily

brought to write.” It

will be observed he
advocates the child’s

(and to children alone
is such a system suit-

able) early liberation

from the trammels of

this system, and his freedom to write on “ fair

paper.” But with all respect for the philo-

sopher’s great authority, we think the system
of but little use even to very young scholars,

and worse than useless to the adolescent or the
adult. What would be thought of a teacher of

drawing who set his scholars to trace over such
faintly-printed copies of flowers, or animals, or
trees ? No, he endeavours to teach them to

make the hand obedient to the eye, in order
that the latter may truly reproduce what the
former perceives. Precisely this co-relation

between the eye and hand is necessary to the

penman at the outset. The necessity of fol-

lowing the copy at the head of the page, or
upon the copy-slip, causes the student to exa-

mine it closely, and gives him in a day more
correct notions of the delicacies of formation
of the different letters than he could have
obtained in six months by the “weary, flat,

stale, and unprofitable” expedient of tracing.

In any cases where it may be proposed to

use the present series of lessons as a basis for
teaching young scholars, we would impress
upon the instructor the extreme utility of the
slate, especially when used in combination
with the blackboard, for class-teaching. Apart
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from the facility with which the slate may be
cleaned and prepared for fresh practice, its use

at first is more likely to induce
Utility of slate iiabits of observation and care-

work.
fulness in the child than would

be ensured by giving pen and paper at the

-outset. “Writing as well as drawing,” says

Pestalozzi, “ ought to be first practised on the

slate, for the child learns to handle the pencil

more correctly at a much earlier period than
the pen. The use of the slate has, moreover,
this advantage—that whatever may be wrong
can be easily effaced and corrected, whereas
on paper, where this is impossible, one ill-

sloped letter generally leads to another. Hence
it is that, in looking over the pages of a copy-
book, we find so frequently lines in which a
regular progression of bad writing can be
traced from the beginning to the end.” Nor
is this the only benefit, for if the child makes
his early efforts at the formation of letters

upon a slate, he is able to give an undivided
attention to that one thing

;
instead of having

it partially devoted to the holding and manage-
ment of his pen. This constrained attention to

two things at once is apt to tend to an unde-
sirable distraction of mind, in which neither

is well done. “ Not only children,” says Locke,
“but anybody else that would do anything
well, should never be put upon too much of it

at once, or be set to perfect themselves in two
parts of an action at the same time, if they
can possibly be separated.” The pencil and
slate is, therefore, of unquestionable utility in
the instruction of young children in writing.
Of course the observation only apphes to be-

ginners. Slates may be readily scratched with
ruled lines as on the paper.

In a former paper we gave a careful analysis
of the small letters and an outline of their

- , . . . classification. With regard to the
Combination,

combination of the letters we
shall adopt the following general rules from
Poster :

—

1. The proportions, etc., are regulated by the
letter n, the width of which should be equal to

half its perpendicular height, and is termed a
“ space.”

2. The simple right line, whether ascending
or descending, must be twice the length of n ;

but in all cases the loop adds one-quarter to

the length of the letter. The exceptions are

t and ^9.

3. The downstrokes have their greatest
thickness only in the direction of the general
slope

; for they neither acquire their fulness
till they come to, nor retain it after they deviate
from, the general slope.

4. When two or more right-lined letters,

or two parts of the same letter, are united by
means of a single curve—as it, vt, hit, hut,

nut, mill, tulip—the distance between them is

equal to one space, or the width of an n.

5. When two or more right-lined letters are
united by means of a curve at top and bottom—as in, un, inn, nn, mm, my, hy, py—the dis-

tance between them is equal to a space and
a half.

6. When two or more oval letters are united
—as 00

,
oc, oe, od ; ho, he, vo, re, n'o, n‘e, n'ood

;

or when an oval letter precedes and is joined

to i, u, t, I, or h—as oi, ot, ol, oh—the distance

between them is equal to three-quarters of a
space only. The last part of h, v, and w is here
considered as an oval.

7. When c or e comes before right-lined

letters, and joins in the middle—as ci, cl, el, et,

eh, ep—the distance between them is equal to

one space and a half
;
but when joined with a

turn at the top—as cn, en, cr, er, ex, cs—the
distance is equal to two spaces.

THE TEAYELLTHG STUDENT.

To travel and to* study were, from the dawn of

learning in this country down to a period not
remote, almost synonymous terms. As few or

none could travel any great distance in those
times for pleasure, or what is now called holi-

day or recreation, it followed that distant travels

were only undertaken under some strong mo-
tives, of which the desire to learn was the

more prevailing, and certainly the one in ad-

vance, and the most civilising, of all others

George Buchanan, “ that great Scotch poet,”

as Montaigne himself calls him, was one of

the domestic tutors of the celebrated French
essayist of the sixteenth century. As there

was not more than twenty odd years between
the birth of the tutor and that of his pupil,

Buchanan must have been a travelling student

at the time when he gave some little mental
form to the son of a French seigneur, not yet

in his teens. Buchanan attained the highest

academical honours in his own country, w^as a
man of much influence in the court of James V.
of Scotland, and was the tutor of James I. of

England, whose latinity and logic, though it

had to be well birched into him by his tutor,

and may thus have gone somewhat awry,

must be familiar to all readers from Scott’s

“ Fortunes of Nigel.” What renders Buchanan
still admirable, however, to modern scholars is

the purity and elegance of his Latin verses.

George travelled from one college to another

in Scotland, till in his ardour of learning he
crossed the seas, and travelled to the Latin

quarter of Paris
;
and thus it was in general

that the Kenaissance in Italy was propagated

by “vagrant scholars,” like light touching

light, in the northern countries of Europe, and
there produced incomparably gander and more
abiding results than in its native seats.

To take a different case. Oliver Goldsmith
was not much of a student at any time. He
was not a plodder, as students even of genius

now must be, and he had little patience for

mastery of details, or accurate and comprehen-
sive knowledge. Yet to his wanderings through

Italy, Roumelia. France, and the Low Countries

we owe not only his poem, “ The Traveller,”

but many passages in the “ Citizen of the
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World,” “Vicar of Wakefield,” “History of

Animated Nature,” and even “ The Deserted

Village,” which are not the least apt to be
remembered in these works.
The habit of students in the past times

became the habit also of all the more aspiring

artisans
;
and many books might be written

on the lives of working men who “ tramped”
from their native town or village to larger

towns, and thence into foreign countries, and
returned in mastery of their craft, to improve
and enrich the industry of their own land.

This is important to be observed, inasmuch
as it shows that one main object of travel,

when travelling was extremely difficult, was
to improve one’s study or art, whatever that

might be. The ancient usage is too good, in

fact, to be wholly lost, as lost in a certain

measure it may be in some danger of being.

The means of travel have in our day been very
materially revolutionised. The new leaf has
been spread out, indeed, with a suddenness and
completeness simply marvellous

;
and the shock

to all the old habits and customs, even where
these were in a commendable direction, has
been so much the greater. Travelling, whether
over short or long distances, has become one
of the easiest things in the world

;
and because

it is so easy, it has come to be associated almost
wholly with pleasure. When I say “ almost
wholly,” of course I do not mean to say that

the number of students and artists who pass

to foreign universities and schools of art, and
who travel with a view to study, is not im-
mensely greater than it was at anyformer period

of our history. We are only glancing at the
general tendency, at the mark put by the ma-
jority of all classes on locomotion as a means
simply of amusement, with which there is some
reason to quarrel a little, because here utility

in almost every case may still be combined
with the highest pleasure.

It may be commended to every one, in-

deed, that in undertaking a journey, whether
long or short, it is always good to have some
useful purpose in view, even though one’s own
temporary pleasure may be the chief intent.

The longer the journey may be, this is the more
true. Nothing can well be supposed more dismal
than sailing round the world, if sailing round
the world be the only object of that tedious
circumnavigation. In the case even of invalids
seeking health, the prime condition of all exist-

ence, no distinguished member of the faculty
would expect much benefit from the mere pass-

ing into other climes and breathing other air,

unless he had some hope that the mind of the
patient would be agreeably occupied and ex-
panded in the meanwhile. But, since we are
referring chiefly to a more robust class, suffice it

to say that any student, who sets out on travel
at home or abroad without deliberate intention
of adding to his study, and advancing the main
purpose of his life, as far as the travel will
admit, must be a very irrational mortal.

Cobbett, in his counsels to young men, ex-
horts them to study history and geography,
and above all to begin with the history and
geography of their own country. He could
say of himself, “ I have now seen almost every

hill and valley in England with my own eyes,
nearly every city and every town, and no small
part of the whole of the villages.” The advice
and example are worthy of being noted, inas-

much as they serve to point out plainly how
study may be promoted by travel both in
one’s own country and in other countries.

Sight-seeing, in the popular sense, is not a
very commendable passion

;
but spectacle, in

the sense of something that aids the intellectual

sight, is a valuable power in education. Even
the row of black balls which shows a child
that three and two make five is useful

;
and

since one cannot see a whole country, a map
is indispensable. There is scarcely anything
the rules of doing which are taught us at
school that we are not the better for seeing
done. Ocular demonstration goes hand in
hand with more thorough mental understand-
ing. It is only by seeing and examining objects
that our comparative faculty is aroused, and a
basis is laid of all clear insight and estimate
of degrees of excellence. He who would be a
surgeon must visit the hospitals, and see the
best operators at work. A painter, sculptor,

or architect, must see the best works, the very
highest models of his art, if he would be able
to judge his own work, or know what, even in
the bent of his own genius, he is striving to
attain. A student in any loranch of art or
science who fails to remember this, when he is

arranging his holidays, forgets himself, and
sacrifices both his interest and his pleasure.

These trite observations may not be un-
necessary at the present time, for the number
of idle and pleasure-seeking people is so great,

that they are all too apt to give the fashion
to holiday-touring, as well as to much else.

The favourite routes are no doubt admirably
selected on the whole. They pass through
beautiful and picturesque scenes of nature,
which are always inspiring

;
and when one

has time to dwell among them a little, to ques-
tion oneself in what their beauty or sublimity
consists, and to “rise from Nature up to Na-
ture’s God,” it would be folly to deny their

value in the education of any student, whatever
his pursuit or profession may be. But the path
of a student may often lie through very unin-
teresting places, save in so far as they may be
hallowed by his particular study

;
and yet the

best recreation will always be found to be that
in which the permanently useful is combined
with the temporarily agreeable.

A student who desires to move on steadily

and strongly will endeavour to include in his

time and place of holidaying some things which
will help to supply a previously felt blank in his

culture
;
and with this remark I will conclude

by a kindly admonition to him not to forget

the things thus contemplated when they are

within reach. For, in the perversity of our
nature, objects of the highest interest often

lose their hold upon us in proportion to their

proximity, and fade out of sight in the sun-

shine of the moment. The travelling student,

who falls into this mistake, has seldom returned
more than a day or two to his home when he
discovers, and laughs at or reprobates his own
weakness.
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VII.

There are, however, other processes in active

operation, by whose combined
Sub-aerial power vastly greater results are
denudation, achieved. Variations of tempe-

rature
;
water in its several conditions of mist,

rain, and ice,

assisted by the

carbonic acid
taken up from
the soil and the
atmosphere,

—

these and what-
ever else may
be included
under the
phrase “ atmos-
pheric” agen-
cies, are always
at work, and
their effect is

to be seen every-

where. By this

means moun-
tain ranges are

cut into fan-

tastic forms, re-

duced in height,

and finally, in the course of long ages, levelled.

By the same agencies the softer strata are

gradually borne down to the ocean to be recon-

structed. And it is mainly in this way that
the waters of the ocean are kept supplied with
the salts which they hold in solution, and
fromwhich the rock-builders obtain the material
with which they work. Let us trace the pro-

cess. The amount of sediment brought down
to the sea by rivers has long been a matter of

One of the most remarkable deltas now in
course of formation is that of the Mississippi.

From the N.W. to the S.E. it

measures about 200 miles, and in I'ormation of

the opposite direction about 140 deltas,

miles—that is, so much land has been added
to the continent by the mud brought down
from time to time by the river. The delta of
the Nile, formed in a similar manner, occupies
an area of no less than 9,000 square miles

;
and

that of the Granges and Brahmapootra is more
than double the size. All rivers, however, do
not form deltas

;
the existence or non-existence

of currents—the
rapidity of the
fall, and the
proportion of
sediment—are
some of the cir-

cumstances
which deter-
mine their for-

mation or non-
production

;
but

every river,
large or small,

carries some
amount of sedi-

mentary matter
down to the
ocean. It has
been estimated
that the Missis-

sippi conveys in
this way about

7,549,267,200 cubie feet every year; the Ganges
6,368,077,440 ;

the Rhone, 600,381,800 ;
the Po,

1,510,137,000; and the Danube, 1,253,738,600.
Our own Thames is one of the rivers which

do not form deltas, but it contributes, as its

yearly' proportion of solid matter, about
1,865,903 cubic feet—that is, it carries down
to the sea so much mud, etc., suspended in the
water—matter that might be removed by
filtration. It carries down a great deal more

PLESIOSATTEUS.

FLAMBOKOUGH HEAD.

observation. In every case a considerable pro-
portion of the finer particles is carried to a
long distance, but under favourable conditions
much of it is deposited at and near the mouth
of the river, forming what is called a delta.*

* A name given by the Greeks to the large tract
formed by the deposits brought down by the Nile,
because it resembled in shape the letter A (delta).

invisibly dissolved—matter that may be de-
tected by chemical reagents and by evaporation,
but which cannot be got rid of by filtering.

The salts so dissolved amount, on the average,
to about 19 grains in every gallon of water,
and these consist of carbonate of lime, sulphate
of lime, carbonate of magnesia, the chlorides

of sodium and potassium, sulphates of soda and
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potash, with minute quantities of silica, and
mere traces of iron, alumina, and phosphates.
Estimating the quantity of water that passes

Kingston-on-Thames by observations conducted
at various seasons of the year, it is ascertained

that in this way no less than 1,000 tons of

carbonate of lime, about 238 tons of sulphate

of lime, and 264 tons of the other substances
named, are carried clown on the average every
twenty-four hours, which is equal \o about
8,000,000 cubic feet of solid matter in the
year. Add to this the mud, as mentioned
above, the coarser sediment pushed along the
bottom of the river, and the additional matter
which is taken up between Kingston and the
mouth of the Thames, and it is estimated that

the total will not be much less than 14,000,000
cubic feet annually.* The student will do well
to pause over these figures. They represent
what is going on in every part of the world,

|

of the atmosphere, or it is obtained from
the soil to which it has been supffiied by the
vegetation. The water charged with carbonic
acid has the power of dissolving the limestone
of the rocks through w'hich it slowly filters,

until it reaches some stratum—clay or other-
wise—through wdiich it cannot pass. Here it

accumulates and ult’mateiy finds its way out,

forming a “spring.” Every little stream wdiich
joins the Thames, on its w'ay from its source,

supplies something to the burden which the
river is destined to bear onwards—the merely
superficial water, that which runs off the
surface of the higher ground, containing more
or less mud, as well as dissolved lime and
other substances. Every part, therefore, of
what is knowm as the Basin of the Thames

—

that is, the country w'hich is drained into the
Thames—is laid under contribution. As the
river passes out of the oolitic and chalky

SNOWDOX FEOII THE PASS OF LLANBEEIS.

to a greater or lesser degree. What is thus
poured into the ocean is taken from the land
—not, be it remembered, from the bed of the
rivers, but from the wdiole area which they
drain. Some rivers are unquestionably deepen-
ing their channels and carrying dowm the
excavated material

;
but it is not so in all

cases. Rivers are also knowm to alter their

courses, and in every such instance the work
of cutting out the new channel is represented
by a corresponding quantity of debris borne
seawards

;
but these are exceptional cases.

The Thames, at all events, pursues its steady
course through a well-knowm channel. It rises

from a few springs, which unite to form a
small stream

;
and every drop of wmter which

issues from these springs contains its proportion
of carbonate of lime and other salts. The springs
themselves are fed by the rain

;
the raindrops as

they fall take up some of the carbonic acid

* See Presidential Address at the Geological
Society, 1872. By Joseph Prestwach, Esq.

VOL. I.

districts into and through the clay beds of the
London Basin, it receives a larger proportion
of mud—from the affluents by wLich it is

augmented, and the rain which drains into it

from its banks—until with its accumulated
material it pours itself into the sea. Sup-
posing now we compare the total amount of

sediment and dissolved material taken down
by the Thames with the area drained, we
arrive at the conclusion that it is equal to the
w'earing awmy of the wLole surface at the rate

of about -^^th part of an inch eveiy year. If,

however, w'e reckon, as w'C may fairly do, that
about ten grains of carbonate of lime in every
gallon of w'ater has been obtained from the
chalk, upper greensand, oolites, etc., etc., the
denudation would be equal to the removal of

one foot in a little over thirteen thousand
years.*

* ScG Mr. Prestwick’s Address, previously referred

IG

to.
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IX.

The Verb |)aben (continued).

Study for Reading and Pronunciation.

(First to be read aloud, by the pronunciation
lines, then to be studied with the English by the
translation lines, then to be committed to
memory, and lastly to be used in the forma-
tion of the sentences in the subsequent exer-
cise. It cannot be too often repeated that the
student should enlarge his vocabulary as he
goes on, by committing to memory as many
German words as possible

;
and in the case of

nouns it is very important to acquire the plural,
and to remember the gender of each noun.)

2)aS am^ 2>iecre.

das shloss am mairr'-e.

THE CASTLE BY THE SEA.

The following verses are from a poem by
Ludwig Uhland, one of the best German poets
of the present century. Most of our readers
will have met with Longfellow’s graceful
translation of this poem. VVe subjoin some
verses of the American poet’s version, for com-
parison.

^aft bu ba^
hast doo dass shloss ge-zay'-en

Hast thou the castle seen,

^o^)e 0c^lof am SWeer^?
dass hd-c shloss am mairr
The high castle by the sea?

©otbcn unb rofig meben
golV-den unt ro'-zich vay'-ca
Golden and rosy wave

2)ie SBoIfcn^ bariiber *

dee veil'-ken darue'-her hairr
The clouds thereover (hither).

* *

vole hah' ich ess ge-zay'-en

Well have I it seen,

0^Io^ am 3)?ecr,

dass ho'-e shloss am mairr
The high castle by-the sea,

j

Unb ben 3)?onb* bariiber »ile^en,

unt dane moand darue'-her stay'-en

And the moon thereover stand,

Unb S'Jebel meit um|)er,

nnt nay'-hel vite nm,-hairr'

And mists wide (far) around.

‘ Am is the contraction of an dem. An signifies at,

by, near, on,—as Koln am Rheine, Cologne on the Rhine.
An, signifying locahty, governs the dative case.

j

“ Schloss means in German a lock; as a building
|

das Schloss is a palace or castle, a great closed man- i

sion
;

die Burg (boorg) is a strohg or fortified castle:

Schloss may be for residence. Burg must be for defence.
® Meer. The e of the dative case is often left out,

especially in poetry ;
thus we can say am Meere or am

Jifeer, dem Sohne or dem Sohn.
* Die Wolke, the cloud. Hence the English word

the welkin.
® In German the sun is feminine, die Sonne, and the

moon is masculine, dcr Mond, contrary to the general
rule in other languages.

*****
0abfl ©u obcn qe^en
zahst doo o'-hen gay'-cn
Savvest thou above go

©en ^cniq unb fein (llemabi?®
done hoc'-nidi unt zine ge-mahl
The king and his consort ?

©er rotten iD^antel SBe^ien ?
’

dare roh'-ten men'-teT vay'-en
Of the red mantles (the) waving,

©er qotbnen .kronen 0trabt?®
dare golld -nen krd-nen strahl
Of the golden crowns (the) beam ?

gu^rten fte nic^t mit SSonne
fuer'-ten zee nicht mit xon'-nc

Led they not with bliss

(Sine fc^bne Jungfrau® bar,
i'-ne ,shveh'-ne yung'-from dahr
A beautiful maiden forth,

^^errlicb'® mie eine 0onne, •

hairr'-lich vec i'-ne zoi(-ne

Glorious as a sun,

0tral;lcnb im gotbnen ^aar?
strahV-ent im golld'-nen hahr
Beaming in-the golden hair ?

fa^ icb bie (SUern"bcibe
xole zah ich dee clt-errn hy'-de

Well saw I the parents, both

Dbne bet kronen
oh'-ne dare kro'-nen liecht'

Without the crowns’ light,

3nt fc^imarjen 3:rauerHcibe
im shvartz'-en trow'-err-kly-dc'

In the black morning garment,

2)ie Jungfrau fa^ id) nicfit.

dee yung-frow zah ich nicht
The maiden saw I not.

Longfellow renders the verses thus :

—

“ Hast thou seen that lordly castle,

That castle by the sea ?

Golden and red above it

The clouds float gorgeously.*****
Well have I seen that castle,

That castle by the sea,

And the moon above it standing.

And the mist rise solemnl3^*****
• Ber GemM, for a woman, is a poetic license. In

prose we should say die Gemahlin.
“ Wie geht es Ihrer Trau Gemahlin ? ”

Vee gate ess eerer frow ge-mahl'-in .

(how goes it with [how does] your lady>jvife?) is an
ordinary phrase of civility in German.

’ Wehen is literally to blow: Ber Wind weht kali, the
. dare vint vayt kalt

wind blows cold. Notice that wehen is written with a
large letter when it occurs as a noun—“ the waving
hence das Wehen, the blowing to and fro, or waving.

® Ber Strahl is also used for the flash : derBlitz-strahl,
the lightning flash.

® Jungfrau, literally young lady.
Herrlich is an adjective, from der Herr (anciently

Herre), the master or lord. Herrlich means here ma-
je.'Jtic.

'* Bie Eltern, literally the elders.
Schwartz, from which we have the word swarthy

or swart.
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And sawest thou on the turrets

The king and his royal bride ?

And the wave of their crimson mantles,

And the golden crown of pride ?

Led they not forth in rapture
A beauteous maiden there,

Resplendent as the morning sun,

Beaming with golden hair ?

Well saw I the ancient parents.

Without the crown of pride
;

They were moving slow, in weeds of woe.
No maiden was by their side !

”

In these verses the American poet has made
only one mistake, but that is an important
error, as it interferes with the meaning of the

poem. He translates (consort) as bride.
The king and his consort are spoken of in the

last verse as the ancient parents, and the
maiden for whom they wear mourning was
their daughter. The intention of Uhland’s
poem is to illustrate the old saying of the

Roman poet that Death knocks with equal foot

at the poor man’s cottage and the monarch’s
palace.

Remarlis on the Pronunciation, etc., of the

above

.

It cannot be too frequently impressed on the

student who uses these readings for self-

tuition that in the pronunciation great atten-

tion must be paid to these five points:—!.

That the German r is more sounded than the

English. 2. That 'the 6) must be pronounced

as in the Irish och, and not like och, except

where indicated,—as in Sac()^/ where it is pro-

nounced like hs or a; because followed by an s.

3. That the German a never has the sound at/

as in baker, or the medium sound as in banner,

but always the ah sound as in father

;

though
sometimes it is longer than at others,—thus

Stafel {taa'fel), table, is longer than SBaut)

{vand), wall. 4. That the u in German is

never pronounced as in the English word
hungry , hut always either as n in pull, bull (the

short u as in unter, under), or asoo in pool (the

long u as in ba^ Ufct {offerr), the shore. 5. The
^ at the end of a word in German has the

sound of the English ss
;
thus there is no diffe-

rence in the pronunciation of the final in bfl^^

and both being pronounced as with an
English double e.

Study in German Calligraphy.

Hast Du das Schlosz gesehen.

Wohl hab’ ich es gesehen

Das hohe Schlosz am Meer,

Und Nebel weit umher.

Sahst Du oben gchen,
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»

Der

Der goldnen Kronen Strahl ?

Fuhrten sie nicht mit Wonne,

Eine sclione Jungfrau dar

Herrlich wie eine Sonne

Strahlend im goldnen Haar ?

Exercise on the Foregoing Study.

To he translated into German, and corrected hy
the German version given helom. The Ger-
man poem should first he learnt hy heart.

I have seen the high castle by the sea. The
clouds blow over it. I saw the king and his

consort walking above. They had not red
cloaks

;
they had black mourning garments.

They did not lead the beautiful ihaiden,

glorious as the sun. I saw the parents. They
had not crowns—and I saw not the maiden.
I saw the moon stand over the castle, and mists
far around.

German Version.

^abe ba^ ©cbtof am 5??eere
Ich hahe dass ho'e schloss am mairrc

gefel;en. Die Solfcn meben bariiber

ge-zay'-en Bee roll'-hen vay'-en darue'herr

ber. fab ben .^bnig unb fetne @e=
hairr Ich zah dane Tcoe’-nich unt zi'-ne ge-

mabtin oben geben. ©ie batten nicbt
maliV-in o'-hen gay'-en zee hat -ten nicht

rotbe 21?antet
; fie batten fcbmarje

roh-te men'-tel zee hat-ten shvart-se

Drauerfleiber. ©ie fiibrten nicbt bie

trow'-err-hly'-dcrr zee fuehr'ten nicht dee

fcbbne Jungfrau, mie bie ©onne.
shoeh'-ne y^ing-frow hairr'-lich vee dee zon'-ne.

3cb fab bie gttern. ©ie batten nicbt

Ich zah dee el'-tern zee hat-ten nicht

kronen; unb icb fab nicbt bie ^wngfrau.
hro'-nen unt ich zah nicht dee yungfirorb

3cb fab ben 91?onb fiber bem ©cbloffe

Ich zah den moand ue'-herr dame shlos'-se

fteben, unb 9?ebet meit umber.
stay'-en unt nay'-hel vite um-hairr'.

VII.

Ocean Currents.

The water of the ocean is perpetually moving,

not only on the surface, hut by the action of
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currents, or immense streams moving around
and about the surface of the globe, in obedience
to certain motive forces. These are principally,

the force of winds
;
the tidal force (explained

hereafter); differences of temperature, which
expand or contract water by heat and cold

;

the evaporating power of the sun
;
melting of

masses of ices at the poles
;
and the revolution

of the earth about its axis. There are dy'ift

currents and stream currents, the
Varied currents, former due to the action of winds
upon the surface water, impelling it to leeward
(or in a direction contrary to that fi’om which
the wind is blowing), until, meeting with some
obstacle, land or sandbanks, its progress is

arrested, and an accumulation of water pro-

duced. The drift current then gives rise to a
stream current, carrying off the collected waters,

and restoring the equilibrium of the surface of

the ocean. The average velocity of a drift

current is about half a mile an hour
;
that of a

stream current is not unfrequently five miles

an hour. There are also periodical, consta7it,

variable, and counter currents. Periodical

currents occur at certain seasons of the year,

the time of which is generally known to

navigators, and are due to the action of tides

and winds, especially monsoons—those winds
which, in the Indian Ocean, blow from the
south-west from April to October, and from
the north-east from October to April, the two
periods of change being generally accompanied
by great atmospherical disturbance. Constant
currents are, as the name implies, in continual
operation—the great oceanic rivers, as they
have been named, perpetually flowing. Variable
currents are occasioned by the action of the
tides, changeable winds, and the melting of ice,

which is obviously uncertain as to period or
duration. Counter currents are those remark-
a])le streams that flow alongside other currents,

but in opposite directions. These are in some
instances very remarkable, as a cold current
will be observed running southward in imme-
diate proximity to a hot current having a
northward direction.

The most remarkable currents are in the
Atlantic Ocean, and they have been most

accurately observed by scientific

^^ent^s
navigators. The South Atlantic

curren s.
current flows round the Cape of

Good Hope from the Indian Ocean, and follows

the course of the African coast nearly as far as

the equator, with an average breadth of about
s^ty miles, and a velocity of a mile an hour,

^then diverges westward, forming the powerful
Equatorial current, and flowing with increased
extent and velocity to the South American
coast, where it divides into two branches, the
southern being known as the Brazil current,

extending as far as the mouth of the La Plata
river, and the northern entering the Gulf of

Mexico between Cuba and the peninsula of

Yucatan, following the coast line to the delta
of the Mississippi. Here, as we have already
observed, the temperature of the ocean is

higher than in any other part of the world,
and the current, thereafter known as the Gulf
Stream,, carries onward a stream of hot water,
travelling at the rate of five miles an hour,

through the Strait of Florida, into the Atlantie

Ocean, following the American coast as far as
Cape Hatteras, in North Carohna, where it

bends to the east, crosses the Atlantic to the
Azores Islands, about lat. 40° N., but throwing
off a north current, which strikes the western
shores of Great Britain and Ireland, then
skirting the coast of Norway as far as the
North Cape, and the effect is sometimes felt as

high as Spitzbergen. The great stream of hot
water thus carried northward accounts for the
high temperature of north-western Europe as

compared w'ith those parts of North America
lying under the same latitudes. The district

about North Cape is habitable, but in almost
corresponding latitudes of the western hemi-
sphere are the “thrilling regions of thick-ribbed
ice,” where so many brave Arctic explorers have
encountered a terrible death. Near the Azores,

after a circuit of more than 3,000 miles from
the Strait of Florida, the main stream of the
current passes Gibraltar, Madeira, and the
Canaries, becoming at last mingled with the
great Equatorial current, the circuit having
been completed in about two years and ten
months. In the centre of the circle formed
by the going out and returning currents is a
vast mass of floating seaweed, known as the
Sargasso Sea, the “ sea\veed meadows ” of

the early Spanish navigators. The course of

the current which we have traced is clearly

perceptible, the water being salter, and of a
deeper blue colour, and of a higher temperature
than the surrounding sea. One of the facts

which greatly impressed Columbus before un-
dertaking his great voj^age of discovery was
the drifting of the bodies of men of unknown
race to the shores of the Azores. They were
doubtless American Indians, carried forward
by the Gulf Stream and deposited on the
shores of an Atlantic island— unconscious
messengers from the New World to the Old.

An Arctic current of cold w'ater, bearing
many icebergs, flows from the Arctic Ocean
to the east of the Great Bank of Newfound-
land, where the meeting of the cold and hot
waters produce the fogs which mark that
region. There are several smaller and less im-
portant currents
The currents of the Pacific are less accu-

rately known than those of the Atlantic, but
navigators are daily increasing
our knowledge of the subject. Pacific

The great Antarctic drift cur- currents.

flowing from the icy regions of the extreme
south, strikes the southern point of Terra del
Fuego, at Cape Horn, from which it takes its

name, dividing into two branches, one flowing
toward the Atlantic, the other in a northerly
direction, following the coast line as far as
Cape Blanco, about 250 miles south of the
equatorial line. The latter is the Peruvian
or Humboldt's current. That distinguished
observer, in the course of his investigations on
the western coast of South America, about the
beginning of the present century, noticed that
a broad stream of cold water was perpetually
flowing from the south. He made careful ex-
periments, the result of which was the discovery
of a powerful cun-ent, somewhat similar in cha-
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racter to the well-known Atlantic Gulf-stream,

and the temperature of which was from fifteen

to twenty degrees below that of the surround-

ing ocean. When near the equator the current

takes a westerly direction across the ocean,

mingling with the great Equatorial drift cur-

rent, which flows on either side of the equatorial

line, having an average breadth of about 3,000

miles and travelling at the rate of about thirty

miles a day. This immense current is divided

by a smaller current—the Equatorial counter

current, flowing in an opposite direction—into

two branches having parallel courses. Tbe
southern branch strikes the Australian coast,

and under the name of the Australian current

sweeps round the south-eastern angle of the

great island, and then, again taking an easterly

direction, washes the shores of New Zealand.

A warm current to the south of Van Diemen’s

Land appears to connect the Indian and Pacific

Oceans. The northern branch of the great

Equatorial current sweeps along the shores of

the Philippine and Japanese Islands (where it

has a varying velocity of from fifty to a

hundred and twenty . miles a day) towards

Behring’s Straits, through which a portion of

the stream passes with considerable velocity;

but the greater body of water is carried towards

the American coast which it follows till near

the Californian peninsula, when it turns west-

ward, and completes a sort of circle by re-

entering the Great Current.

There are various currents in the Indian
Ocean, some dependent on the monsoons. The

most important are the equatorial,
events of the Passage Drift Current, origi-

an cean.
south-west of Aus-

tralia, flowing northwards to the Tropic of

Capricorn, then turning to the west and
.sweeping across the ocean to the north of
Madagascar; and the Moaavihique current, a
continuation of the preceding, but far more
powerful and rapid, having a velocity of nearly
six miles an hour in some parts, and flowing
through the Mozambique Channel to the south
extremity of Africa.

VIII.

The Reign of the Emperor Charles V.

Part I.

Since the time of Charlemagne, the great

founder of the German empire, who died at

Aix-la-Chapelle in 814, no king had possessed
such an extent of territory as that which, in

the first half of the sixteenth century, acknow-
ledged the sway of the great Emperor Charles V.
This mighty ruler is, during more than thirty-

five years, the most prominent personage on
the stage of the world; and the history of

Charles is the history of Europe. Nothing in

the outward appearance of the great emperor
indicated the unwearied activity

and the acuteness of his mind. C^les V. of

His portraits, as painted by old
(150 1̂̂ 53 )

Lucas Kranach and others, exhibit

a melancholy countenance, “ sicklied o’er with
the pale cast of thought”—the face of a man
weary of life and its burdens

;
nor do they

greatly belie the feeling of the ruler whom
they represent. For Charles undertook a task
too great for a man to carry through, and
indeed impossible in the century in which he
lived. His great aim was to give unity once
more to a dismembered empire and a shattered
church; to restore to the tarnished imperial
crown its pristine lustre, and once more to

raise the imperial sceptre as the defender of
the papal chair

;
to be in Europe what that

gieat Charles had been who founded the
Gernran empii’e seven centuries before. But
the clock of the world could not thus be put
back. Irrtelligence arrd the spirit of liberty

were irresistible
;
and the universal monarchy

of which he dreamt was not to be established

in Europe even by his untiring energy and
perseverance. And thus in the great objects

of his life he failed.

That Charles was a man of gi’eat and rare

ability, is undeniable. Close and taciturn, he
kept his plans to himself, and
followed them out peiseveringly

through years of difficulty and
discouragement. Sagacious in divining the
thoughts and chai-acteis of men, he listened

readily to the suggestions of grave and ex-

perienced statesmen
;
deliberate and far-seeing,

he readily took advantage of the erroi'S com-
mitted by his enemies

;
and in pursuing his

ends used every means, even duplieity and
falsehood. The extent of his dominions was
enormous. The marriage of his paternal grand-

parents, Maximilian of Austria and Mary,
daughter and heiress of Charles the Bold of

Burgundy, gave him the inheritance of the

great Austrian territories and of the Nether-

lands. To the Netherlands he succeeded in

his early years, at the death of

his father Philip the Handsome
;

and in 1 5 1 9 the death of his grand-

father Maximilian put him in possession of the

Austrian inheritance. A grand legacy, that of

the great Spanish monarchy, fell to him at the

death of B’erdinand of Aragon, his maternal
grandfather

;
for Ferdinand and his queen

Isabella of Castile w'ere the parents of that

unhappy Joanna, who was wedded to Philip

the Handsome, and whose grief at the death
of her husband darkened into incurable mad-
ness. The beautiful kingdom of Naples and
Sicily, and the wealthy and fruitful lands

lately discovered in the West India Islands

and the mainland of America, filled up the

measure of a kingdom of which it could with
truth be said that the sun never set upon it.

But many difficulties and dangers were con-

nected with the government of this

vast empire, consisting of various •

nations, each with its separate

manners, customs, and preju-

dices. In the Netherlands the great commercial
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cities jealously watched every action of the

ruler
;

for the citizens were rich, turbulent,

and extremely tenacious of their municipal
rights, and ready to revolt on very slight pro-

vocation
;

in Spain a haughty nobility stood

frequently aiTa3’’ed against the power of the

throne; Naples and Sicily lay open to the

attacks of those corsairs who for centuries

were the terrors of the Mediterranean coasts

;

Austria was continually^ menaced by the sword
of the Turks

;
and in (iermany the princes and

lords were tilled with suspicion and dislike at

the prospect of an imperial rule that might
interfere with their individual independence
and authority. Thus the reign of Charles was
spent in contests in which the great extent of

his territories was rather a disadvantage to

Maximilian of Austria half a century before, had
laid the foundation of a bitter feud between the
royal houses of France and Austria, which had
been carried on from generation to generation.
The Austrian and the French monarchies had
both increased in power and importance

;
and

each aimed at supremacy on the continent of
Europe. With this supremacy the title of
“Emperor of Germany” was necessarily asso-
ciated

;
and both Charles and Francis accord-

ingly employed every influence, each to secure
his own election. The two princes publicly
disavowed all hostile feeling in
this rivalry, but each was bitterly ^walry-with

incensed against the other
;
and

when the choice of the electors fell
ranee,

upon Charles, Francis endeavoured to weaken

EOilE, SHOWING Si'. l-iiiJiJi o ANI> XHli CASILE OF ST. ANGELO.

him than a help
;
and the energy and perse-

verance he displayed in his various enterprises
failed to secure him complete success in one.
The reign of Charles naturally falls into

three great divisions—each including an im-

... jiortant series of events. These
comprise respectively—

his wars with Francis I. of

France, his wars with the Turks and Moors,
and the great internal war with his own vassals,

the Protestant princes of Germany.
Of the war with Francis the cruses are to

be sought in the natural rivalry^ 1 e‘:ween the
two monarchs, and the conflicting interests of
l*-ie territories they governed. The seizure of
the Burgundian jn-ovinee in France by Louis XT.,
and the marriage of Mary of Burgundy with

the new emperor by open or covert alliances

with every enemy of the Austrian house

;

while Charles himself considered the weakening
of France a paramount necessity for his own
safety. Under such conditions peace could not
long be maintained. Each of the two monarchs
set up a claim to territories held by the other.

Francis had invaded Milan; and the victory of

IMarignano, gained after a murderous battle of

two days, had put him in possession of that

duchy, of Genoa, and a part of Lombardy.
But Charles declared that the German emperor
himself was feudal lord of Upper Italy. By
persistent arts of diplomacy, he brought about
an alliance with the pope, Henry VIII. of

England, and the republic of Venice ; and a
well-appointed army of German Lanzhnechte
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was despatched across the Alps under Frunds-
berg, Schartlin. and other approved leaders, to

recover Milan for the emperor. This they
effected, and Francesco Sforza became duke,
as a vassal of Charles. Genoa also fell intb

the hands of Charles, after a victory gained at

Bicocco, over Lautrec, the general of Francis,

in April 1.522
;
and Bonnivet, the

despatched by Francis to

recover Milan, failed to accom-
plish his task. A great advantage to Charles
in this war was the notable service rendered
by the French Constable Charles de Bourbon,
the greatest and richest of the French nobles.

Enraged at the injustice of the king, who,
partly at the instigation of his mother Louisa
of Savoy, threatened Bourbon with the loss of

turn in favour of Francis. The league formed
by Charles had been dissolved. England had
fallen off through the instigation of Wolsey,
who had persuaded his master to join with
Charles, hoping to gain the papal crown for
himself, and now to his anger and mortification
found for a second time another candidate
preferred to him. The pope, Clement VII.,
declared himself neutra in the combat

;
and

Francis, with a larger and better appointed
army than ever, had renewed the war in
Lombardy, and laid siege to Pavia. Bourbon
and the Spanish leader Pescaro succeeded in
assembling a new army, and hastened to the
relief of the besieged city. But the hireling

soldiers demanded their pay, which the emperor
was unable, there and then, to give. They

rLOKJixNCii.

a large part of his possessions, the Constable

conspired against Francis
;
and on the discovery

of his proceedings fled from France and offered

his sword to Charles against his own king.

Charles gladly , accepted the service of a leader

already famous for warlike skill
;
and Bourbon,

at the head of an army of mercenaries, drove
the Swiss levies of Francis back across the

Alps, and had actually invaded France, when
a repulse inflicted by the citizens of Marseilles

put an end for a time to his operations by
bringing about the dispersal of his army. It

was during Bonnivet’ s retreat that Bayard,

‘•the knight without fear and without re-

proach,” was killed,' fighting bravely for his

king.
' At the beginning of 1525, fortune seemed to

then clamoured to be led to battle, hoping to

indemnify themselves by the plunder of the
rich French camp. A mistaken feeling of
chivalry induced Francis to accept the offered
challenge

;
and on the 25th of February, 1525,

the celebrated battle of Pavia was
fought. Bourbon and Frundsberg
led the attack of the German
army. Francis and his men defended them-
selves valiantly, but in vain. Ten thousand of

his army were slain or drowned in the Ticino,

the brave Bonnivet perishing among them.
Francis and his ally, Henry d'Albret, king of

Navarre, were obliged to surrender themselves
as prisoners to the victor

;
and then he wrote

to his mother, Louisa of Savoy, that memorable
letter in which the royal caj)tive told in p:oud
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mournful words how all was lost excepting

honour.
This rictoiy at once reversed the position of

affairs. Charles, lately threatened with grave*

disaster, was now the most formi-
Captmty of

(j^ble potentate in Europe : Francis
rrancisl.

-was in his power ;
and intoxicated

with success, he meditated a scheme of uni-

versal dominion, in which his late rival should

be a vassal king dependent upon his favour.

Cautious and cool, he for a time maintained an

appearance of moderation in the face of the

startled kingdoms of Europe
;
but he treated

Francis with a harshness that over-reached

itself and excited the indignation of foreign

courts. He imposed such hard conditions

upon his captive as the price of peace, that the

unfortunate king at first rejected
Treaty of

,,.ith scorn
;
and only after

^ ^ ^
a captivity of almost a year did

Francis sign the treaty of Madrid, after hand-

ing a secret protest to some of his followers,

declaring that his signature was given under
compulsion, and that he did not consider

himself bound by it. The sacrifices exacted

from him .were enormous. He was to cede

Burgundy to Charles, to give up all pretensions

to Milan and all Italian territory, to relinquish

the suzerainty of Flanders and Artois, to restore

Bourbon to all his possessions, to give up the

cause of the King of Navarre, and to leave two
of his sons as hostages in the power of his

enemy. That such a treaty would be kept

could hardly be expected. The hardness of

the conqueror defeated his own object, and
roused the indignation of Europe against the

unscrupulous prince who' could triumph so

ungenerously over a fallen enemy.

Hitherto we have only shown how to express

a sum of money in units of a lower denomi-
na,tion than that in which it is given (i.e., we
have shown how to express pounds in terms of

shillings, and shillings in terms of pence, and
so on).

But frequently it is necessary to do just the

opposite of this, and express pence in terms of

shillings, shillings in terms of pounds, and so

For example

:

Express 17221 farthings in pounds, shillings,

and pence. In other words, find how many
pounds, shillings, and pence will make the

same sum as 17221 farthings.

4)17221

12)4305—remr. 1.

20)358 -remr. 9.

Now it requires 4 farthings to make 1 penny

;

clearly to find how many pence there are in

17221, we must divide 17221 by 4. This gives •

us 4305 as quotient, and a remainder 1 (i.e.,

17221 farthings = 4305 pence and 1 farthing.

Again, there are 12 pence in 1 shilling

;

to find the number of shillings in 4306
pence we must divide 4305 by 12. This gives

us the quotient 358 and remainder 9 (i.e., 4306
pence = 358 shillings and 9 pence).

Again, to find how many pounds there are in

358 shillings, we must divide 358 by 20. This
gives us the quotient 17 and tho remainder 18
{i.e., 358 shillings = 17 pounds and 18 shillings).

Thus we see that

17221 farthings = 4305 pence and 1 farthing.
= 358 shillings and 9 pence and

1 farthing.

= 17 pounds and 18 shillings

and 9 pence and 1 farthing,

which may be v.'ritten

£17 18.y.

Tlic answer, we observe, is made up of the

last quotient, and the several remaindei-s, 18, 9,

and 1.

Example : Reduce 865 halfpence to pounds,
shillings, and pence.

2)865

12)432—1 . . ?>., $65 halfpence = 432 pence
‘ and 1 halfpenny = 432|^.

20)36 —0 . . . i.e., 432 pence = 36 shillings.

1—16 . . . i.e., 36 shillings = 1 pound and
16 shillings.

Hence 865 halfpence = £1 16.?. 0^<7.

Here, as in the last example,* the answer is

made up of the last quotient (1) and the several

remainders.
By carefully comparing these examples with

the following rule we shall be able to under-
stand the Rule for Reduction of a quantity
expressed in any given denominations to an
equivalent quantity expressed in higher denomi-
nations. Rule

:

—Divide the given number by
the number of units of its denomination which
it takes to make one unit of the next higher
denomination, and note the remainder. Treat
the quotient in the same way, noting the re-

mainder, and so on. The last quotient and the
several remainders vrill form the equivalent
sum expressed in higher denominations.
Thus in the above example the given quan-

tity is expressed in halfpence. The next higher
denomination is pence, and as it takes 2 half-

pence to make 1 penny, we divide the given
number 866 by 2.

Again, the quotient 432 is expressed in pence.

The next higher denomination is shillings, and
as it takes 1 2 pence to make one shilling, we
divide the 432 by 12 ;

and so on with each
successive quotient.

N. B.—As the two kinds of reduction are

exactly the conveme one of the other, the cor-

rectness of any result obtained by either rule

can be tested by applying the other rule to

reduce this result back again to its original

form. Thus by applying the first rule to the

17 - remr. 18.
* Compare this example with the first example in

Reduction.
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result in the last example we can reduce the

£1 16^. 0\d. back again to halfpence
;
and if

our work has been correct all through, it ought

to reduce to 865 halfpence.

Exercises.

1. How many pounds, shillings, and pence

are there in each of the following sums :

—

665^. : 384^Z. ;
87655.

; 9765<7. ;
8765121^^.

;

9686435.

2. In 37680 threepenny-pieces, how many
shillings are there? How many sovereigns?

3. If a fruiterer buy 1000 oranges at three

farthings each, how many pounds, shillings,

and pence must he pay ?

4. If a farmer sells 100 geese at 3.?. 6<7. a

head, and 200 chickens at 15. 3<7. a head, and
out of the proceeds buys 10 dozen of wine at

l5. per bottle, what surplus has he?
5. How much will three halfpence a day

amount to in 7 years? And if Sundays be
omitted, what difference will it make ?

Answers: 1. Il5..9^<^.
;
£1 125. ;

£438 55. ;

£10 45. u\d.
;
£36522 II 5 . \d.

;
£48127 35.

2. 94205.
;
471 sovs.

3. £3 25. U.
4. £21.

5. £15 195. i\d.
;
difference £2 5s. 6d.

YIII.

Diphthongs.

§ 51. It has already been mentioned (§ 2,

Rem.') that by diphthong the French under-
stand a double sound uttered in one single effort

of the voice, or sgllahle. This is the proper
diphthong. Grammarians call improper diph-
thongs those combinations of two or three

vowels which produce one sound only, and
which in these pages we call compound vowels
(see § 30). It is with the proper diphthongs
that we are dealing in this chapter. They
divide themselves into two classes: those which,
in wdiatever kind of composition they may
appear, remain always one syllable; and those
which are always scanned as two syllables

when they appear in poetry, although they
form but one syllable in prose. The diph-
thong oi, for example, which offers the two
sounds ou and a, blended in such a manner
that the one is scarcely discernible from the
other, is never split into two syllables, whether
in prose or in verse. Le roi holt, the king
drinks, will never be pronounced le rou-a hou-a ;

nor could des chiens devorants, ravenous dogs,

be ever read des chi-ins. But Diane, lion,

mine would invariably and respectively pre-

sent three, two, three syllables, in poetry

:

Di-a-ne, li-on, ru-i-ne. To dwell too long on
the first of these syllables would be intolerable
to delicate ears, even in poetry

;
to do so at aU

in colloquial speech would be betraying a pro-
vincial origin.

In this stanza, taken from a poem by A. de
Musset

—

“ Tu les as vus, lea vtewx manoirs
De cette ville aux palais noirs

Qui fut Florence,
Plus ennwyewse que Milan,
Oil, du moiws, quatre ou cinq fois I’an,

Cerrito danse,”

—

there are four different diphthongs, ieu, oi, ui

(uyen standing for ui -f ieu), and oin (nasal,

see § 50), not one of which would be separated
into two syllables. The following extract

however, contains several diphthongs which
are treated as forming two syllables :

—

“ Tempe, sdjour c^lebre, 6 magique vallon !

Ou I’eau de SpercAias. d’Ampliryse et de P4n4e,
D’ombrages ininaortels roulait environn^e.
L’Olympe en tes bosquets vit errer tous ses dieux ;

Pan qui sut animer des joncs mitlodieux ;

Diane au carquois d’or, d^esse bocagere,
Qui,” etc. Be Fontanes.

The syllables chius, dieux (in vnHodieux),
and Diane are read hi-us'

,
di-eux, Di-ane. It

will be observed that whereas dieux remains a
proper diphthong, the same syllable in rnelo-

dieux is reckoned as two syllables. The same
apparent anomaly is exhibited in these lines of

Victor Hugo

:

‘ ‘ Alors le mort sortit du sepulcre
;
ses fieds

Des bandes du linceul etaient encor Ids."

Eeadj:>i5, but li-L

“ Mais Eviradnus sent qu’on I’attaque en arriere,

Se tourne, empoigne et tord la lame meurtriere.”

Give three syllables to arriere (ar-rie-re), and
four to meurtriere Qmeur-tri-e-re).

These differences are not arbitrary
;
they

rest on an etymological basis wdiich it would
be beyond our province to examine here

;
but

it is a safe rule to say that those diphthongs
which appear in verbs and in their derivatives

are treated as two syllables in verse. A care-

ful study of a single page of poetry will prove
more useful here than the most elaborate rules.

From what precedes, it is evident that in
poetry vowels are much separated from each
other, and that the number of proper diph-
thongs there is very limited indeed. Oratory,
in this respect, is not unlike poetry

;
but it is

in ordinary conversation that vowels are made
to glide more or less smoothly into one another.

In prose, for example, niais, silly, possesses

more the character of a diphthong than je
niais, I was denying

;
deesse blends less readily

than Hesse, and nouaient than/<7?/c^; but to all

intents and purposes those words present true

diphthongs in colloquial French.

§ 52. Abandoning the strict classification of

the diphthongs as given in the Remarh of § 2,

we append here, in alphabetical order, most of

the vowel combinations which are met with in

French, and by figured pronunciation it will

be easily discovered—(1) which are improper
diphthongs (vel compound vowels)

;

(2) which are
proper diphthongs both in verse and in prose

;

(3) which present the character of double sylla-

bles in. verse, 'bvA progyer diphthongs in everyday
prose.

aa = a and a -f- a. For examples see § 17.

ae = a + 6. Raphael, Eaphaello (I'a-pha-el),

Gaete, Gaeta (pa-'etf). The name of Madame
de Stael, the authoress of Corinne and VAlle-
magne, is read Stal.
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ae = a+6. Gypaste, golden vulture (py-pa-'etf').

ae = a-}-6. Aericn, atmospherical
Israelite, Israelite (ji-sra-e-liif).

ae = e. See § 30,

a'i = almost the English i in prose. Mats,
maize (rnls''). The a and i sounds are, how-
ever, not quite so close as in the English i,

and they are still more apart in Jamaique,
Jamaica, and others. In verse ai always
= a + i

:

“Ah ! le vautour lannoie et le caiman pleure.”
Victor Hugo.

Ah! le vau-tour lar-moi' et le ca-'i-man pleur'

.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 .

It IS seen, therefore, that i constitutes one of
the twelve syllables of the alexandrine or epic
line quoted.

ai = e and 4 (see § 31). For its sound in
connection with liquid I, cf. § 31 and § 67.

at = e. See § 32.

ao = a -|- o. Cacao, cocoa (ca-ca-o'), chaos,
chaos (Jta-os), Ao.ste, Aosta, (a-ost!'), LaocoonQa-
o-co-oii). Curagao and Saone are pronounced
cu-ra-go, soil'. For the grammatical term
aoriste, the Academic has yielded to the
school practice, and no longer recommends
the sound ; say, therefore, In
faon, Laon, paon, taon, ao = a. See § 41 a.

aou = a + Aouter, to cause to ripen
(a-ou-tey''), caoutchouc. India-rubber (ca-oyi-

tchoyi), Raoyil, Ealph (I'a-ouV). Aoyit, August,
is pronounced ou. The spelling raout, rout,

saoyil, drunk, etc., is now discarded
;

and

although some yet pronounce ra-out,' the
sound rouf is recommended. Soul is pro-
nounced sou.

aii = a + u. Esaii (e-za-u), Saiil (sa-uT).
au = 6. See § 33.

ay = e, oftener e + i. See § 34.

ea = e -f a. Feal, trusty (Je-aV), il grea, he
rigged {gre-a').

ea = a, because here e is merely a euphonic
(or else an etymological) letter affecting the
sound of the gutturals c and g. Doucedtre,
sweetish (dou-sdtr''), rougedtre, reddish (rou-
zlidtr’’), je longeais, I was skirting (lon-zhe').

It wiU be observed that e after the c is re-

placed in the majority of cases by the cedilla.

See § 9.

eau -f 0 . Fleau, scourge preau,
playground or prison yard (^pre-6^.

eau = 6. See § 35.

ee = 6 at the end of a word ; maree, tide

Qyyya-re). This is true of both prose and
verse, with this difference—that, in poetry,

the sound e is lengthened^ at the end of the
line, or even a faint whisper of a slender c

(see § 20) is observable :

“ On se rencontre, 6 choc hideux ! les deux armies,
Se heurtent, de la meme 4pouvante enflamm^es.”

F. Hugo.

In singing, ee would, at the end of a line,

form two distinct syllables, in which the e mute
becoming the e slender, would occasionally be
dwelt upon almost as long as the syllable

formed by e :

- 0 « _ . ^
K- -9 f— --2 m -fliqii—z?- ~rJ^ - -V- rt 1

—
De - puis un an vous e - tes ne - E, He - lo - 1 - se, le

-^=4:^=1-

sa - vez C’est la VO - tre plus bel - le an - ne E, etc.

As the pause for breath must be taken at the I that extent. The following example presents a
end of the line, the syllable e is diminished to I much smoother setting ;

—

—
1

- > 'I
J.^ * r ^ ^ 1

Quand tu chan - tes ber - ce - E Le soir, en-tre mes bras,

n^ M f' - r ^r
i

5^ '

—

L^_4^ J

En-tends-tu ma pen - se - e, Qui, etc.

A word cf the nature of maree, nee, annee,
etc., would never present itself in the course
of a line, unless it were followed by another
word beginning with a vowel or mute, in
which case the e mute of ee would entirely

blend with the initial syllable of that next
word. Words ending like armees and enflam-
mees, in ees, would never be met with in the
body of a line at all. When ee is followed by
the final and inarticulate consonants r and z.

it is pronounced as two syllables, viz., e -f- e :

agreer, to agree (a-gre-e^, vous agreez, you
agree (vou-za-gre-e). Preexister is pro-
nounced pre-eg-zis-te. But ee = e e when
it is followed by a double consonant and e
mute, or simply by one final, and at the same
time articulated, consonant.
reelle, real, pr. re-el ! reel, real, pr. re-el
deesse,godde&Q,^r.de-es'

|
BetliUeyn,^rM-tU-eiuf.

den = 6 + in; as europeen, European {eyi-ro-
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pe-in), 'moreen, Morean {mo-re-in)

;

but euro-

peenne, moreenne, as above, viz., eu-ro-pe-en'

,

mo-re-en'. See § 46 c.

ei= 6. See § 36.

eo = o, because e is here used euphonically

:

geole, jail (zhoV), ptlongeon, plunge {plon!-zlwn)

.

eo = e + 0 . Geograpliie, geography {ge-o),

neoph'yte, neophyte {ne-o).

eoi = oi (see oi below). Ex., seoir, to sit, and
derivatives (soir). In the following e is merely
euphonic : hougeoir, candlestick {hou-zhoir),

nageoire, fin {na-zhoir'), etc.

eu = e + u. Ex., reussir, to succeed {re-u-

sir). Phoceus {se-us').

eu = e. See § 37.

ey = e. See § 38.

ia = a proper diphthong wherein the two
sounds i and a are discernible, in poetry as in

prose: devil {dia-bV),fiacre, cab (Jia-cr'),

Hard, farthing (liar''), piaffer, to strut (pia-fe).

In most words, however, ia presents a proper
diphthong in prose and a double syllable in
verse : bestial, animal (bestial and be-sti-al),

diademe, crown (dia-dem' and di-a-de-me),

mariage, marriage (ma-riazh and ma-ri-a-ge),

Twviciat, apprenticeship, and all in ciat (no-vi-

cia and no-vi-ci-a). In verbs and their deriva-

tives the double syllable is accentuated some-
what in prose also : il cria, he shouted (cri-a),

criard, clamorous (cri-ar), nous pridmes, we
prayed (pri-dmJ).

iai presents the same characteristics as ia.

It is a proper diphthong in both prose and
verse in but very few words : biais, shift, is

pr. bi'e:—
“ Voyons, voyons un peu par quel biais, de quel air.”

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 .

Mol.

The derivatives of biais, however, present a
double syllable in the combination iai. In most
words iai offers a proper diphthong in prose
and a double .syllable in verse : breviaire, bre-

viary (bre-vier' or bre-vi-e-re), liaison, connec-
tion (lie-son or li-e-son). In verbs and their

derivatives the double syllable is somewhat
accentuated in prose also

: je niais, I was deny-
ing (ni-e).

iau = id, a proper diphthong wherein the
two sounds i and b are audible : bestiaux, cattle

(bestib). Few cases. In baronniaux, coloniaux,

etc., say ba-ro-nib, co-lo-nib in prose, but ba-ro-

ni-b, co-lo-ni-b, in verse.

ian = a proper nasal diphthong in a very
small number of words

;
the simple vowel i

and the nasal vowel an are both heard

:

diantre, devil (diantr'), viandc, meat (viand').

Cf. § 2, Rem. 3, and § 50). Amiante, amian-
thus, coriandre, coriander, fiance, bridegroom,
present proper diphthongs in prose and double
syllables in verse

;
whereas priant, praying,

riant, laughing, triangle, triangle, etc., being
either verbal or compound forms, do not blend
so readily in prose as amiante, etc.

id = a proper diphthong in many words,
when both the sounds i and e are perceptible.

Pronounce, therefore, banniere, banner, jievre,

fever, Ivmihre, light, niece, niece, etc., ba-nier',

fi'evr', lu-mier', nies'

,

etc. The following, being
verbs or verbal derivatives, present double syl-

lables, which, as it has been mentioned in con-

nection with other combinations, are more
marked in verse than in prose : Us crierent, they
shouted (cri-er'), priere, prayer (pri-er^) :

” Remplit tous les esprits d’aigreurs si m.Q\rctrieres,

(tri-eres)

Et fit du sang chrctien couler tant de rivieres."

(ri-vieres).
Boileau.

ie = a proper diphthong in many words, when
both sounds i and e are discernible. In verso,

as in prose, therefore, read amitU, friendship,

pitie, pity, etc., ami-tie. pi-tie, etc. Anxiete,

anguish, piete, piety, satUte, surfeit, are read
an-xi-e-te, pi-e-te, sa-ti-e-te ; the verbal form
ie also presents the character of a double syl-

lable, though more markedly in verse than in

prose : lie, tied (li-e), marie, married (ma-ri-e).

ie = ie, a proper diphthong both in verse and
prose when it is followed by a final inarticu-

late d: pied, foot (pie), il sied,it becomes (sie),

je m'assieds, I sit down (ma-sie). In verbal

forms iez constitutes a proper diphthong when
i itself belongs to the termination, as vo'us

auriez, you would have (au-rie), and a double
syllable when i belongs to the stem of the verb,

as vous vous mariez, you marry (ma-ri-e).

Note.—iiez = i -j-ie = vo^(S vous mariiez, you
were marrying (ma-ri-ie). When ie is followed

by r final, it becomes a proper diphthong : acier,

steel (a-sie), dossier, back of a seat (do-sie),

prunier, plum-tree (pru-nie). In verbs in ier

there would always be two syllables in verse

and a proper diphthong in prose

:

“J ’avals voulu tantot vous parler de Clarice
Quelqu’un de vos amis m’en est venu peier (pri-e).

Dites-moi, seriez-vous pour elle a mabier? (ma-ri-e).”

Corneille.

Should ie be followed by a double consonant
and e mute, or by one final and audible con-

sonant, it would become, both in verse and
prose, a proper diphthong with the sound ie

:

antienne, anthem (an-tien'), miette, crumb
(mi'et), fier, proud (fier'), miel, honey (mieV).

VIII.

The Third Declension (continued^.

Greek Nouns of the Third Declension are

—

Singular.

N. V. lampas (/.)
A. lampada
G. lampadis
D. lampadi
A. lampade

a lamp, 0 lamp
a lamp
of a lamp
to a lamp
by a lamp

Plural.

N. V. lampade s

A. lampadas
G. lampadum

D. A. lampadibus

lamps, 0 lamps
lamps
of lamps
to or bylamps
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Singular.

N. V. A. poema (/i.) a poem, 0 poem
G. poematis of a poem
D. poemati to a poem
A. poemate by a poem

Plural.

N. Y. A. poemata poems, 0 poems
G. poematum

(or on) of poems
D. poematis

(or tibus) to poems
A. poematibus by poems

Like lampas decline

—

Pallas (/.), Minerva
Dryas (/.), Dryad
Lesbias if.), a Lesbian woman

Like poema decline :

—

Schema (n.), a fashion
Diadema (w.), a fillet

Epigramma (».), an inscription

Vocabulary of Words in the Third Declen-
sion to he learnt by heart :

—

1. Decline like lapis—
Homo (jjn.), g. hominis, a man
Pons (jn.), g. pontis, a bridge
Princeps ign.), g. principis, a chief

Macedo (gn.), g. Macedonis, a Macedonian
Consul (m.), g. consulis, a consul
Dux (gn.), g. ducis, a leader

Like error—
Auctor (w.), g. auctoris, an author
Dolor (gn.) g. doloris, pain
Mos {m.), g. moris, manner
Amor (gi.), g. amoris, love

Sol (gn.), g. soils, the sun •
.

Orator (in.), g. oratoris, an orator

2. Decline like ovU—
Amussis (/.), a rule

Sitis (/.), thirst

Avis (/.), a bird

Turris (/. ), a tower
Navis (f.), 2L ship

Clavis (/.), a key

Like virgo—
Arbor (/.), g. -oris, a tree

Imago (/.), g. -inis, an image
Consuetude (/.), g. -inis, custom
Hiems (/.), g. hiemis, winter
Frons (f), g. -dis, a leaf

Urbs (/.), g. -urbis, city

3. Decline like mare—
Ancile (n.), sacred shield

Altare (n.), a high altar

Hastile (n.), a spear

Cubile (n.), a bed
Kete (n.), a net

Sedile (n.), a seat

Like nomen—
Agmen (w.), a troop

Corpus (w.), g. -oris, the body
Crimen (%.), a charge
Flumen (n.), a river

Gramen (n.), grass

Lumen (tj.), light

Tempus (n.), g. -oris, time.

Remember, also, that non = not, et = and,

nec and neque — neither . . . nor, hie = here,

nunc = now, unquam — ever, nunquam (non,

not, unquam, ever) = never, est = is, sunt =
are, erit= shall be (singular), erunt (plural) =
will be.

Self-Examination Questions and Exercises.

What are the nominative endings, and what
the genitive endings, of nouns of the third de-

clension ? Which endings are generally mascu-
line, which. feminine, and which neuter'/ Decline
lapis, error, ovis, nubes, virgo, mare, animal,
nomen, bos, vis. What nouns make the abl.

singular in i, and the nom. plural in ia/ Give
examples. How does the meaning of vis in

the singular differ from vires in the plural?

Decline aer, Tiber, poema, and lampas, and state

what is peculiar in each. Write out the voca-
bulary of nouns in the Third Declension.

Translate into English :

—

Secundum hanc consuetudinem est dux
virorum. Haec carmina sunt penes Consules. In
turribus urbium erunt milites hujus principis.

In poematibus sunt mores hominum. Nunquam
per vires hominum erit gloria. Homines neque
solis neque hiemis auctores sunt. O diademata
hujus oratoris et hujus consulis in hac urbe

!

Has erunt secundum amussim horum ducum.
In his altaribus erunt corpora principum.
Haec unquam erunt in hac urbe. Urbe sunt
ancilia et hastilia. Per haec maria erunt retia.

Agmina hominum sunt neque in his pontibus,

neque in his navibus. Oratores erunt auctores

morum hominum. Sitis erit corpori. Con-
sulibus non erunt haec agmina hominum. In
arbore est clavis urbis. Neque flumina neque
gramina erunt in urbibus hominum. O tempora
et mores hominum ! Est secundum hoc schema
poematum. Per hanc lampada Dryadis.

Translate into Latin ;

—

Now these poems will ever be in this city.

On account of this thing never will there ^
thirst to this body. 0 light of men ! By these

poems of the leaders of men. These Consuls
were neither the chiefs nor the leaders of the
Macedonians. Through the pain of the body
there will be thirst. The birds are on the
tower. Here are the seats of the birds.

Through this winter the troops will be in the
city. On these high altars will be the light of

the sun. Concerning these bridges there will

be a charge against the Consul. Into the Tiber.

The love of pain is here. Through the key of

the city. The animals of the city are not birds.

The images of the trees will be on the sea and
on the river. The seat of the Consul will

never be in the city of the Macedonians.
Neither pain nor thirst will be the custom in

the city. Through time there will be a custom
to men. A rule will be for the ships and the

bridges. The leaves of the trees are on the
grass. The sun is the author of light and
leader of time. Here is the lamp of Minerva I

Here is the strength of the oxen.

Lesson IX.

—

The Fourth Declension.

The nominative singular endings of nouns
in the fourth declension are in us, generally
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masculine, and in u neuter. Names of trees,

as laurus, ;pinus, and others, and domus, are
feminine.

Singular.

N. gradus (w.) a step
V. gradus. 0 step
A. gradum, a step

G. gradus. of a step

D. gradui. to a step

A. gradu. by a step

Plural.
N. gradus, steps

V. gradus. 0 steps

A. gradus. steps

G. graduum. of steps
D. gradibusl1 or

1
to steps

A. gradibus
)
-ubus ( by steps

Singular.

N. cornu (w.), a horn
V. cornu, 0 horn
A. cornu, a horn
G. cornu, of a horn
D. cornu. to a horn
A. cornu. by a horn

Plural.
N. cornua horns
V. cornua 0 horns
A. cornua horns
G. cornium of horns
D. comibus

|

> or (to horns
cornibus

\[
-ubus 1 Avith horns

Domus, feminine.

(This is a peculiar declension, partly of the
second and partly of the fourth.)

Singular.
N. domus
V. domus
A. domum
G. domus
D. domui or domo
A. domo

a house
O house
a house
of a house
to a house
in a house

Plural.

N. domus houses
V. domus O houses

i

D. domibus to houses
A. domibus in houses

Observe that doini, at home, is an adverb.
Note that the following words prefer tihus to

ibus as the ending of the dative and ablative

plural : arcus (w.), a bow', aHus (w.), a joint,

portus (w.), a harbour, partus (w.), travail,

quei'cus (/. as the name of a tree : remember
the names of trees are generally feminine), an
oak, tribus (/.), a tribe, acus (/.), a needle,
i'er\i (w.), a spit.

Vocabulary of Words of the Fourth Declen-
sion, to be learnt by heart :

—

Like gradus.

Exercitus (w.), an army
Motus (w ), a motion
Metus (//<.), a fear

Eisus (w.), a laugh
Jussus (m.), a command
Fluctus (w,), a wave

Like cornu.

Gelu Qni), frost

Genu (w.), a knee
Veru (n.), a spit

Tonitru (/j.), thunder

Like donms.

Laurus, a laurel.

Self-Examination Questions and Exercises.

What are the nominative and what the geni-

tive ending of nouns of the fourth declension 2

and what the genders generally signiSed by
their nominative endings ? Decline gradus,
cornu, domus. What words prefer Hbus to ibus

as the ending of the dative and ablative

plural ? Write out the vocabulary of w'ords to

be declined after the fourth declension, wdth
their English equivalents and genders.

Translate into English :

—

Per hunc gradum. Dolor erit in hoc genu.
Erit nunquam motus hujus exerciths. Neque
metus neque risus est in his exercitibus.

Nunquam hie fluctus erit circum hanc domum.
Domi non est. In hoc portu unquara erunt has

naves. Infra hanc quercum est portus. Propter
gelu hujus hiemis non erit motus horum exer-

cituum. In hac tribu non erit risus. Hgec acus
non est veru. Hi fluctus nunquam erunt extra
hunc portum hujus urbis. O genua consulis et

ducis hujus exercitus in urbe principum ! Dux
Macedonum non est princeps hujus exercitus.

Translate into Latin :

—

In the horns of this harbour are a laurel and
an oak. Concerning the commands of the

consul there will be laughter. There is fear

in this army. There will be frost in the oak
tree. Near to this laurel opposite to this house.

At home there will be fear. Concerning the

thunder above this army. In this tribe there
will not be fear. The motion of the waves in

this harbour is the cause of laughter (render
“ a laugh ”) to the army. It is the thunder of

the God. In these joints is the frost of fear. A
needle will be in the knee of this (man). The
steps of the army are in motion towards this

city. The thunder is through the houses and
through the harbour of the city. Beneath these

waves is the house (or home) of fishes.

IX.

When the sun w'as studied wdth the telescope

a number of small black spots were discovered
on its surface, these spots being
of most irregular size and form.
The discovery seems to have been
independently made, towards the end of 1610

I and beginning of 1611, by no less than four
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observers : John Fabricius, a German astro-

nomer; Scheiner, a Jesuit and professor of

mathematics at Ingolstadtin Bavaria; Galileo

in Italy
;
and Hariot, the celebrated English

mathematician. The discovery excited much
astonishment, and many philosophers were

incredulous, for it was at the time supposed

that the very nature of the sun was irrecon-

cilable with the existence of solar spots. To

these early observers the spots seemed merely

ii-regular 'h\a.ck marks on the surface of the

sun, and they soon discovered that they were

slowly moving across the solar disc. When
first seen they were small and indistinct, and
moved slowly; but as they approached the

centre they appeared to move faster, and
seemed larger. Fabricius pointed out that

this indicated that the solar spots were actual

markings on the surface of the sun, which had

a uniform rotation on its axis, for then the

ordinary rules of perspective would produce

the changes noted in the apparent size and
rate of motion of the spots. Galileo made the

time of the rotation of the sun about 26 days,

and remarked that it rotated
Rotation of about an axis making a small
the sun.

inclination with the perpendicu-

lar to the ecliptic. Scheiner, who studied the

solar spots for many years, made the rotation

about 24 i days, and found 7° for the inclina-

tion of the axis to the perpendicular to the

ecliptic. Modern observations make the period

of the rotation 25^ days and the inclination

of the axis 7^°.

When the solar spots were more closely ob-

served it was found that they Avere not of

uniform darkness, but that they consisted of a

black nucleus, surrounded by a dusky penum-
bra, the latter being usually much larger than

the former, andoften one penumbra surrounding

tAvo or more nuclei, Avdiilst occasionally a spot

Avas seen to consist of a penumbra but no nucleus.

In size they Avere found to be very A^ariable,

ranging in diameter from a feAv seconds to one

or two minutes of arc, the diameter of the sun

being only thirty-two minutes. In number
they were very variable, sometimes only two

or three being visible, and at other times

several dozen could be detected, and they

seemed to have a tendency to appear in groups.

Fig. 32 shoAvs a dravAung of the sun covered

with a great number of spots, as they appeared

to the early observers, and Avhere the size of

the spots is exaggerated and the draAving very

rough
;
and fig. 33 shows a similar draAAung of

a group of spots on a larger scale, and made
with a higher power, but as coarsely delineated

as before. Later we shall have an opportunity

of comparing Avith modern drawings. It must

be remarked that some of the earlier draAA*ings

are much better executed than these. Both

Galileo and Scheiner remarked that the spots

seemed as a rule confined to the equatorial

regions of the sun, and to be within 30° from

the solar equator.

The spots were not the only objects detected

in the sun, but a number of long bright streaks

Avere detected, and Avere called facnlce. These

faculcB were brighter than the rest of the sun,

and of very variable size, having a length of

from tAvo or three seconds to a minute or more,
and are generally very much longer than they
are broad. They are most fre-

quent in the neighbourhood of
Bright mark-

the groups of spots, and are best
®

seen Avhen near the edge of the sun. The early

observers also noticed that the entire surface

of the sun seemed mottled or granulated in

aspect, and that it AA'as markedly brighter at

the centre than at the edge.

The explanation of the origin of these black
spots and bright markings Avas a constant
theme for the early astronomers, but they Avere

unable to arrive at a satisfactory explanation,
although many Avild hypotheses Avere advanced.
Some, like Galileo,, thought they Avere clouds

;

others, like Gassendi and La Hire, imagined
they Avere opaque bodies floating on an igneous

sea ;
Avhilst yet others thought they Avere vol-

canoes, and still a fourth school that they Avere

apertures in a luminous atmosphere revealing

the dark body of the sun. All of these hypotheses
broke doAA'n, hoAvever, Avhen carefully compared
Avith the results of observation.

As the orbits in Avhich Venus and Mercury
revolve round the Sun are smaller than the

orbit of the earth, it is evident that they will

pass at times betAA’een the sun and earth. If

the orbit of the planet AA^as in the same plane

as the orbit of the earth, on every occasion that

the planet passed between the earth and sun
it Avould appear to pass over the
sun as a' black body

;
but as the

;

Transits ef the

inferior planets.
plane of the orbit of the planet is

'

inclined to the plane of the orbit of the earth,

it is only AAfiien the planet is near one of its

nodes Avhen it is passing betAA^een the sun and
earth that the planet Avill be seen to pass over

the disc of the sun, and that there Avill occur a

traiisit, as it is called. This has been already

explained Avhen Ave AA^ere considering the solar

eclipses, Avhich are transits of the moon across

the sun.

Long before the invention of the telescope,

astronomers had believed that they had seen
transits of - Mercury across the sun, though Ave

noAv knoAV that they must have taken a solar

spot for the planet, because Mercury is so small

that with the naked eye it cannot be seen on
the sun. But in those early days of astronomy.
Mercury was supposed to be about 1' in dia-

meter, and ’^enus perhaps twice the size.

In 1629, Kepler having finished his tables of

the motions of the planets, pointed out that

there aa'ouM ^e .several transits of Mercury and
one transit of Venus across the sun during the

seventeenth century
;
and he drew attention to

the fact that Avhereas transits of Mercury Avould

not be uncommon, transits of Venus would be
very rare. So rare indeed are these latter that

he stated that there Avould be only one during
the seventeenth century, and only two during
the eighteenth century. Finally, he predicted

that both Mercury and Venus would cross the

sun in 1631, the former on November 7th and
the latter on December 6th.

Gassendi made arrangements to watch for

these phenomena at Paris
;
and so that he should

not miss them through errors in the tables of

the motions of the planets, he determined to
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commence his watch two days before the time
predicted by Kepler. To observe the pheno-
mena he admitted the solar light into a dark
room by a small aperture in its shutter, and
obtained in this manner an image of the sun
projected on a white screen. On the 5th of

November he was disappointed, for it rained all

day
;
and on the 6th he was no more fortunate,

for though it did not rain, the sky was covered
with clouds. This was not promising. Fortu-

nately, on the 7th, the day which Kepler had
predicted that the transit would occur, the sky
turned out more promising, for though it was
cloudythe clouds were broken.
At about eight in the morn-
ing the sun commenced to

break through the clouds, arid

First transit

of Mercury.

by nine he ob-
tained a distinct

image of the so-

lar disc. He examined it care-

fully, and saw a small black
spot near the bottom, but no
Mercury. However, he marked
the position of this spot on
the screen, because he thought
it might prove useful, and if

the planet in its transit passed
near the spot, it might be used
for finding the solar parallax.

Later on he again had an
opportunity of seeing the sun
free from clouds, but still no Mercury

;
but to

his astonishment the small black spot seemed
to have moved. It seemed very strange, and,
after marking very carefully its place, he was
wondering how he could have made such a mis-

take in his previous observation, when the sun
again came out. To his amazement, the spot

had moved still further. There could be no
doubt—no solar spot could move like that

—

the spot must be a planet in transit : it must
be Mercury. He aroused himself instantly, and
set to work to make ac-

curate observations of its

path, and signalled to his

assistant, who was in an-

other room, to make ob-

servations of the height
of the sun, by which to

fix the time. Unfortu-
nately his assistant had
not the same faith in

Kepler’s predictions as his

master, and had gone
aAvay, thinking no transit

would now be seen. He
Avas sent for, and after some delay arrived
in haste and made the necessary observation,

enabling Gassendi to fix 1 0 h. 28 m. A.M. as the
time of its egress from the disc of the sun.

Gassendi found from his observation that the
transit occurred 4h. 49 m. 30s. before the time
predicted by Kepler, and that instead of Mer-
cury being about 60" in diameter it was not
more than 20" in diameter.
Although Gassendi was the only astronomer

Avho was successful in seeing this transit of
IMercury, he was not the only astronomer who
watched for it

;
both Schickhardt and Mostling
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watched in Germany, using a method similar
to that employed by Gassendi, but making use
of a larger aperture. The planet being so
small, it was not seen by them, as they em-
ployed too large an aperture to see so small a
body.

Gassendi now prepared to observe the transit
of Venus, which Kepler had predicted would
occur on the 6th December. He had stated
that the planet would enter on the solar disc
at a little before sunset. If, therefore, his
tables were a little too early, the transit would
not commence until after sunset, and so would

not be visible in Europe. But
Gassendi had found that Kep-
ler’s tables of Mercury were
late, and hoped that his tables

of Venus might also be late,

so that' the latter planet
would begin its transit some
time before sunset

;
and ^ere-

fore made arrangements simi-

lar to those he had found
successful for the transit of
Mercury.
On December 4th and 5th a

violent storm prevented any
observations

;
and on the 6th

he was also disappointed, for

he only obtained occasional
glimpses of the sun, and saw
no trace of Venus, though

this was the day of Kepler’s prediction. He
felt, therefore, that he had lost the transit,

unless Kepler’s tables were much too early. On
the 7th the sky was clear, and he watched for

the planet, but entirely without success. He
had missed it. Kepler’s tables were a little

early, and the transit had taken place during
the night between the 6th and 7th. •

Kepler had announced that the next transit

of Venus to that of 1631 would be in 1761, or

130 years later, so astronomers felt that for

a century and a third they
must postpone all hopes
of observing a transit of

Venus across the sun.

In 1639 there was living

at Hoole, a small Lan-
cashire village not far

from Liverpool, a young
clergyman of the name
of Jeremiah Horrocks,who
was endowed Avith great

genius, and proved himself
a great astronomer, though
his early death in 1641,

in his twenty-second year, cut short his career.

Horrocks had been carefully comparing the

position assigned to the planets by Kepler’s

tables with their observed positions, and he
found that they were moderately accurate,

though often more than 15' out—not a large

quantity in the state of astronomy then. He
found that Kepler’s tables made the planet

pass close under the sun on November 24, 1639,

old style (December 4, neiv style). Horrocks
had also compared with the observations some
tables constructed by the Belgian astronomer
Landsberg, which had been much vaunted by

17
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their author, but to his disgust he found them
very far inferior in accuracy to the tables

of Kepler. Horrocks -was struck, however, by
the fact tliat, according to Lands-

Pirst transit of berg, on November 24, 1639, the
enus.

planet Venus would cross over

the upper portion of the solar disc, so that a

transit would occur. He knew these tables of

Landsberg were very often wrong, but he had
found that the true place of the planet was
usually between the places predicted by Kepler

and Landsberg; so that he thought it was just

possible that though the tables of Landsberg
might place the planet very much too far

north, yet Kepler's tables might place it a

little too far south, so that the planet might
just cross the southern portion of the sun,

instead of going a little south of it, as Kepler
predicted. He carefully compared the tables

with the observed place of the planet, and
convinced himself that this would probably

be the case. He therefore wrote to a young
brother astronomer named Crabtree, who re-

sided near Manchester, and requested him to

watch for the transit.

The 24th of November was a fine day, though
many clouds covered the sun at intervals, and
Horrocks watched the sun from the time of

its rising. No planet appeared by the time he
liad to go to church, it being a Sunday, whilst

the sky became overcast with clouds. On his

return, at a little after three, there seemed
little chance of his obtaining a view of Venus,
for the sky was still cloudy and the sun set

before four. Fortunately, at about a little

before the quarter, he saw a break in the

clouds, which gradually approached the sun,

and soon that luminary shone brightly through
the gap. To his joy he saw a perfectly round
large black spot just within the sun : it was
the planet Venus. He watched it gradually

moving across the sun for half an hour, when
the setting of the latter put a stop to further

observations, the planet having moved in that

interval about twice its o^vn diameter. Its

diameter he estimated at about 1' 12", which
was much smaller than had been commonly
supposed. Crabtree, at Broughton, near Man-
chester, was also successful in seeing the
planet, the sun bursting throug'n the clouds
just before sunset. He estimated the diameter
of the planet at 1' 3",

Thus, the first transit of Venus known to

have been observed was seen by two amateur
astronomers in the north of England, and by
them only. It seems strange that no other

astronomer should have been on the watch for

the phenomenon, which could have been seen
weU in France ; for though it is true that

Kepler had predicted that a transit would not
occur, yet Landsberg’s tables were not without
reputation at this time, and they actually pre-

dicted a transit.

Horrocks suggested several important im-
provements in the theory of astronomy,* but

* One of these was shewing how the inequality in
the moon’s motion, tei-med the evection, conid be ex-
plained by supposing the eccentricity of the moon’s
elliptical orbit to be variable, and the moon’s perigee
to be subject to a slight swaying from its mean posi-
tion—thus anticipating Newton’s famous discovery.

his early death prevented these being made
public, so that they were lost to science, being
only made known many years subsequently.
These improvements show the great loss that

was experienced by astronomy in the death of

Horrocks, and render it probable that, had he
lived, many of the great astronomical discoveries

would have been achieved a century before

their actual date.

Subsequently a transit of Mercury was
observed on November 3, 1651, by Shakerley,

a young English astronomer, who had pro-

ceeded to Surat, in India, for the express

purpose of seeing it—thus inaugurating the long
series of expeditions to secure astronomical
observations. Another was seen on May 3,

1661, by a number of observers, including
Huygens, Street, and Mercator, in London, and
Hevelius in Dantzic

;
and since then they

have been repeatedly observed, occurring every
few years. Hevelius made the diameter of

Mercury only 12", which is close to its true

value.

The transits of Mercury, it is to be observed,

are much more frequent than those of Venus,
in consequence of the former planet being
nearer the sun, and having thus a narrower
orbit and a shorter year

;
but they are not

available for the determination of the solar

parallax.

VIII.

Periods of the English Language.

§ 57. “Periods” of the language : change gradual.
§ 58. Modern tongues tend to become analytical.

§ 59. Periods
: (1) Oli English ; (2) Early English-,

(3) Middle English

;

(4) Modern English.

§ 60. Weakening and loss of inflexion.
I

§ 61. Dialects of Old English,
! § 63. And of Early English.

§ 63. Modern English the East Midland dialec .

§ 64. Pedigree of Modem English.

§ 57. It was explained before (§ 6) that dead
languages, being no longer spoken, cannot
alter, but that a living language, quickened by
the necessities of daily speech, is always going
through some change or other. When these

changes take place near our own time, they
occur so gradually that we do not always
notice them

;
it is by means of our literature

that we are able to mark the differences that
time brings about. Looking back to Addison
(died 1719), we note a slight quaintness

;
still

further to Milton (died 1674), and Shakes-
pere (died 1616) ; their diction and phraseology
strike us with certain peculiarities which
occasionally require some thought and inge-

nuity to understand, but are on the whole
perfectly comprehensible. Spenser (died 1599)
is rather more difficult

;
and when we get to

Chaucer (died 1400) and W. Langland (died

about 1400) the difference is so great that we
are not able to read their works without con-

siderable study. Going back to our earliest
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s\Titers : to Kin^ Alfred (died 901), the his-

torian Bede (died 731), and the poet Caedmon
(about 690), the language looks so unlike our

own that we might imagine it to be a foreign

tongue.

§ 58. The English language obeys the law
which has affected nearly all the members of

the Low-Grerman family, the French, and
others : beginning as synthetical, they have by
degrees become weakened in their inflexions,

have thrown them off, and have taken rela-

tional words in their stead
;
ihus, with a sim-

plified grammar, they have arrived at the con-

dition of analytical language (see before, §36).
“ The tendencies of all modern languages
known in literature are in one and the same
direction—namely, to simplification of structure

by rejection of inflections” (Marsh).

§ 59. For the sake of convenience, therefore,

writers on this subject divide the stages of

growth through which the language has passed
into several Periods. Opinions are not entirely

at one upon these divisions, nor upon the

names to be given them ; we follow that

authority which seems to give the most natural

and the simplest means of reference. Certain

broad features distinguish each period, but it

must always be remembered that, however ac-

celerated change may have been at any special

time, the passage from one period to another
was insensible,—no sharp boundary-line exists.

(1) 01dEiiglisli(A.D. 450—1100). From the

coming of the Anglo-Saxons till a short time
after the Norman Conquest. The language
was inflected. It contained very few foreign

elements. The writings of Caedmon, Bede,
.^Elfric and King Alfred belong to this period.

(2) Early English (A.d. 1100—1250). B’irst

influence of the Norman-French. Spelling
modified, and consequently the endings of the
words weakened. The Brut, by Layamon

;

the Ormuluni, by Ormin
;
the Ancren Riwle,

were written in the former part of this period

;

in the latter part, the Story of Genesis and
Exodus, the Owl and Nightinyale, and others.

(3) Middle English (a.d. 1250—1485). Time
of closer amalgamation of B’rench, till the

introduction of printing into England. Gram-
matical changes and loss of inflexions among
nouns, adjectives, and verbs. In the first part

of the period were wnitten a Metrical Chronicle,

and Lives of Saints, said to be by Robert of

Gloucester
;

the Cursor Mundi

;

Langtoft’s

Metrical Chronicle

;

the works of Robert
of Brunne

;
Hampole’s Prick of Conscience

;

the Ayenhite ofInwyt ( = the “ Remorse of Con-
science ”), by Michel of Northgate, Kent, In
the latter part we find the works of Wyclif,

Langland (who wrote Piers Plowman), Gower,
Chaucer, and Caxton.

(4) Modern English (A.D. 1485 to the pre-

sent time). Two (or more) divisions might be
made of this—the first one to include the Eliza-

bethan period, ending about 1620.

§ 60. To trace out the details of the changes
that took place in the first three periods is a
work of time and careful study, one that will

well repay the student, but which will be con-
veniently postponed till some knowledge of the
•gi’ammar of the present is attained. It will

be useful, however, in some degree, to under-
stand what is meant by the weakening of
w'ord-endings and loss of inflexion. Take, for

example, the old English form of to drink, the
word drinc<77i

;
in the second period this became

drincert. Afterwards, in Wyclif or Chaucer, you
find the n has dropt off^ leaving a weak e.

After a time the e became silent (a to was put
in to distinguish the word), and finally was lost.

The Old English warnmw=to warn, is found
as warnie in the Ancre7i Itbvle, whence the
transition was not far to w’arne and warn.
The tendency w'as to fall away from the broad
an or on to the weaker en, then to drop the n,

and finally the e, from being only half pro-

nounced, became mute. Then, when it only
survived on paper, it became forgotten what this

represented, and it was often lost altogether.
This is the explanation of the numerous e and
en that occur in Chaucer (for example), where
they represent either the whole, or the remains,
of the inflexions of the Old English.

“And smak birdes maken melodk.”

The follovdng examples wdll show the break-
ing-down through three dates :

—

0. E. He hylt mid his mihte heofanus
and eor^^rn and calle.

About 1150. He halt mid his mihte heofen(:5S

and eor'Sfln and fllle.

About 1250. He halt mid his mihte hefene and
QoCSe and «lle.

He holdeth with his might heavens
and earth and all.

0. E. Eall«/;i mannww gif hi motow- ric-

sia/i and hi alecga'S.

A.D. 1100. Eallea manner gyf \\eo vaoten rixi-

gen and heo alecgidS,

A.D. 1150. Alle monnca gif hi motea lixiaa
and hi alleggatS.

To all men, if they might hold
sway, and they put down.

Dialects of English (three first period.^).

§ 61. The sketch of the history of English
would be incomplete without mention of the
principal dialects that have been remarked.
In the Old English before the Conquest there

appear to have been two dialects, a northern
and a southern, which arose, some writers

think, from the difference of the original tribes

who settled there. However that might be,

it is in the language of the south that the

best and widest literature of that period was
written: even writers of the north, such as

Caedmon and Bede, are known to us now
chiefly by means of their transmission through

the southern dialect
;
the Saxon Chronicle is

in this dialect. Of the northern there are not

so many works, but enough remain to show
the differences existing between the dialects,

some of which indicate that the northern

was nearer to our modern English than the

southern. (See before, § 40.)

§ 62. In the Second Period there seem to

have been so many varieties, each writer em-
ploying the local foian which pleased him, that

there can hardly be said to have been any
standard language. But by the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries the language settled down
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into three distinct forms, 'which are known as

the Northern, Midland, and Southern dialects;

the Xortherti was spoken in Northumberland,
Durham, and Yorkshire, and the Lowlands of

Scotland
;
the Southern, in all counties south

of the Thames, and in Somersetshire and
Gloucestershire

;
and the Midland, in all the

Midland and East Anglian counties, also in

Cumberland, Westmoreland, Lancashire, and
Shropshire.

§ 63. Each dialect is known by special gram-
matical differences: an easy one to retain in

the memory is the ending of the plural present

indicative of the verb—Southern ctli. Midland
en. Northern es or s—that is, a Southerner would
say (*) hahbeth, ('^) woncth

;

a Midlander,

(*j hahhen or haven, (-) ivonen ; a Northerner,

haves or has, Q) rijtines, for our (*) we have,

() we dwell, or (^) we run. The Midland dia-

lect was the most important,—it covered the

widest tract of country, and itself exhibited

several varieties
;

the one which it

behoves us most to

bear in mind is the
East Midland

,

spoken in Lincoln-
shire, Norfolk,
Suffolk and Essex,
for under the in-

fluence of the
writers who used it,

and principally of

Chaucer, whose
Avorks were notonly
popular and widely
read for many gene-
rations, but imi-

tated, the East
Midland became
that which was
recognized as the
best English all

over the land. Thus,
though that sweet
“ Avell of English
undefiled ” cannot
lay claim to be the
father of our poetry, as he is sometimes mis-
takenly called, he may fairly be considered as
the great appointer of our tongue. “ It was
Chaucer’s influence that caused the East Mid-
land speech to supersede the other dialects,

and to assume the position of the standard
literary English, fi’om which has come in a
direct line, wdth but feAV flexional changes, the
language spoken and written by educated
Englishmen in all parts of the British Empire.”
(Dr. Morris.)

§ 61. Pedigree of Modern English {Dialects
and Periods').

OH English : Northern Southern (a.d. 4i;0-1100),

1

'

^

'

1

Early & Northn. Midland Southn. (.v.n. 1200-14G0)
Middle:

^

J—
,

East Midi. West. Midi, and others. (Chancer
I

d. 1400).

Modern English.

THE El’DIOilETEK.

VII.

Water

—

{continued).

The exact proportion in which the elements
of Avater are combined, may be ascertained
by an apparatus knoAAm as the
Eudiometer. This consists of a „
strong glass tube, open at one

'^'hometsr.

end and closed at the other, two platinum
Avires being introduced through the glass to
convey an electric current. The tube, having
been filled Avith mercury, is inverted Avith the
open end doAviiAvards in a vessel containing
the same liquid metal. A certain quantity

of hydrogen is noAV
introduced into the
tube, being alloAved

to pass up into it

through the mer-
cury. The tube
being accurately
graduated, Ave can
ascertain the exact
volume of this gas
introduced. Let us
say, for the sake of
illustration, that it

displaces the mer-
cury to the space
of 100 degrees.

Oxygen is next ad-

mitted in the pro-

portion of three-

quarters of the
volume of the hy-
drogen, and occu-
pying therefore 7.5

degrees. The tube
should not be more
than half fiUed

Avith the gaseous
mixture, on account of the violence of the
explosion, for which reason also it is necessary
to press doAA*n the open end of the tube on
a plate of caoutchouc, at the bottom of the
vessel it stands in. The electric spark having
been made to pass through the commingled
gases, a flame is seen to descend in the
tube, combination has taken place, and the
interior of the glass is bedeAved with a small
quantity of water. As this only amounts to

VTrVfT part of the volume of the gases which go
to form it, Ave need not take it into considera-

tion, but proceed to estimate the proportion in

AA-hich the gases have combined by
admitting the merciiry into the The nature of

tube. We now find that only 25
^
® pLined.^

parts, or f of the entire quantity
of gas admitted into the eudiometer remains^
the rest having combined to form water, leaving,

of course, a vacuum behind, now filled by the

mercury. This gas turns out on examination
to be pure oxygen, showing clearly that 50
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parts out of the 75 introduced have combined
with 100 of the hydrogen to form water.

The result of the experiment is therefore to

determine the fact that one volume of oxygen
unites with exactly twice its own bulk of hy-

drogen to form water. The former gas being 16

times as heavy as the latter, we know, there-

fore, that the proportions by weight in which
they are combined in water is as 8 to 1,

The great heat which is evolved in the com-
bustion of these two gases in a state of mixture,

and which gives rise to the explosive violence

with which they unite, may be turned to a
useful account if the combustion be etfected

gradually and under the control and direction

of a special apparatus known as
The oxy-hy- the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe, by
drogen blow-

j^^g^ns of which a jet of oxygen
is directed against one of burning

hydrogen. A
flame is thus
produced
which, while
giving off very
little light, pos-

sesses so high a

degree of tem-
perature that

any of the

metals, even the

most infusible,

can readily be
melted in it;

the diamond
itself is power-
less to resist it.

If a small piece

of lime Ts in-

troduced into

the flame it

soon becomes
white-hot, or in-

candescent, and
glows with in-

tense brilliancy,

giving rise to

one of the most
powerful of ar-

tificial lights.

We have thus
shown how
water may be
formed by bringing its constituent elements
together and causing them to unite, and how
that liquid may be itself decomposed or resolved

into the gases of which it i.i; composed. These
processes are known in chemistry as synthesis

and analysis,—the one term signifying the

bringing together, the other the separating or

taking apart, of the elements of a compound.
A simpler but readier method of

Simpler means effecting the decomposition of
° water is by plunging a piece of

red-hot iron into it; an ordinary
kitchen poker will answer the purpose per-

fectly well. The moment the red-hot iron is

plunged into the water, the evolution of a con-
siderable quantity of steam takes place with a
hissing noise. This is not the only effect pro-
duced, however. The metal iron, having a

DISTILLATIOX OV WATEE.

strong affinity for oxygen, possesses the power,
when in a red-hot state, of partially decom-
posing the water and taking up a portion of its

oxygen, while liberating the hydrogen. The
same result may be produced in

a more efficient manner by means Steam decom-

of a tube of iron or copper filled

with iron filings in a red-hot
state. If a jet of steam be directed into one
end of the tube, it is decomposed in passing

through the red-hot iron filings
;

it parts with
its oxygen, which is absorbed by the iron, and
issues from the other end of the tube in the

form of hydrogen. The singular metals sodium
and potassium, possessing, as they
do, a very strong affinity for oxy-

^
gen, will decompose water at

^^etalsf
ordinary temperatures, by simply
coming into contact with it. If a small piece

of either of

these metals
be thrown upon
the surface of a

basin of water,

it becomes in-

cande s c ent,
unites with
great avidity

with the oxy-
gen ofthe water,

forming soda or

potash, and
liberating the
hydrogen,
which bums
with a purple

flame. As these

metals possess

the power of

decomposing
water, even
when in the

solid state, they
will, if thrown
upon a lump of

ice, produce the

singular and
startling effect

of kindling a
flame on that
substance.
Water is what

is termed a volatile liquid,— a

term applied to all those liquids

that are instantly converted into

their vapour in vacuo. The silent, invisible

evaporation of water which is

constantly going on in nature
Evaporation.

}:)erforms the important function of preserving

the fertility of the globe we inhabit. We may
remark here, parenthetically, that it is in conse-

quence of evaporation that the surface of the

earth dries up in flne weather, and that water,

alcohol, ether, and other such liquids will dis-

appear entirely if left to stand in an open
vessel. Some solids even, as snow or ice,

camphor, etc., are subject to evaporation ;
and

hence snow will disappear off the ground
during the continuance at any time of a severe

frost.
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IX.

The Noun (contlnvc(T)—AvviACA.T\os.

EXEECISE XIII.

Put the follo^Ain^ Substantives into the plural

:

Baton, stick son
;
voix, voice

;
nez, nose

;

chapeau, hat
;
cheveu, hair ',jovjou, toy

;
quintal,

hundredweight
;
corail, coral

;
canif, penknife

;

lie, lily
;

croix, cross
;
fez, red Turkish cap

;

corheau, crow
;
neveu, nephew

;
clwu, cabbage

;

animal, beast
;
email, enamel

;
savon, soap

—

gaze, gauze
;
gaz, gas—perdrix, partridge

; veitf,

widower
;
vis, screw

;
las, stocking

;
ananas,

pine-apple
;

loi, law
;
vceu, wish

;
pi'ix, price

;

cri, shout
;
cou, neck

;
cheval, horse

;
ecentail,

fan
;
coucou, cuckoo

;
feu, fire

;
chalumeav, a

straw
;
paille, straw

;
verrou, bolt

;
.wu, half-

penny; epouvantail,&Qaxec.ro\x
',

work
;

brehis, ewe
;
heller, ram

;
agneau, lamb

;
mouton,

sheep ;

—

ours, bear
;

ourse, she-bear
;
onrson,

cub of the bear ;

—

aveu, confession
;
Frangais,

Frenchman
;
Russc, Russian

;
Anglais, English-

man; Par Parisian; mouse; caporal,

corporal
;

as, ace
;

tas, heap •,—fouet, whip
;

foi, faith
; fois, time

; foie, liver ;

—

sot, silly

man
;
seau, pitcher

;
sceau, seal

;
saut, leap

—

clou, nail
;
filoxi, pickpocket ;

voleur. thief
;
pois,

•pea ; haricot, bean
;

drapcau, flag
;

creux,

cavity
;

trou, hole
;
appui, support

;
domino,

domino camail, priest-cloak.

EXERCISE XIV.

1. Les fian9ailles allaient avoir lieu. 2, Ils

sont aux abois. 3. Les vepres vont commencer.
4. Elle vient d’aller a matines. 5. Les moeurs
des ancetres avaient quelque chose desimple.**

6. Sont-elles aux aguets ? 7. Nous venons de
voir les alentours. 8. Ils allaient chercher
de Tor, de I’argent et du mercure dans les

entrailles de la terre. 9. Combien aurons-nous
d’arrhes? 10. Les assises allaient avoir lieu

a York. 11. Le savoir a peu d’appas pour la

paresse. 12. Vous veniez de voir les dbcombres
et de couper les broussailles. 13. Quelqu’un de
riche va faire les frais des funerailles du heros.

14. Nous venons de chercher les materiaux. 1.5.

Les vivres venaient de manquer aux Parisiens.

16. Ils allaient rire a mes depens. 17. Je viens

de voir quelque chose de joli. 18. Yiens-tutie

chercher quelque chose de bon? 19. J’allais

vendre mes hardes, car (/cr) mon pere venait

de me {to me') couper les vivres. 20. Elies

venaient de rire de (^at) mes pleurs.

EXERCISE xv.

1 . Drinking, eating, and sleeping have more
charms for idleness than {que) knovdedge.
2. The queen was going to see the ruins. 3. The
sculpture (/.) of the ancestors had (imperfect)

something noble and simple. 4. Thou w’ast

* Words underlined are alike in both French and
English.

going to seek my stockings and (my) bats.

5. Vespers had just begun. 6. The warriors

have just seen the queen. 7. Darkness was
about to begin. 8. The corporals had just re-

ceived crosses from the general. 9. I was going
to have a sirloin. 10. Had she just seen some-
thing pretty? 11. Thou art going to sell thy
clothes. 12. How much (que de) rubbish in.

the surrounding places ! 13. She was going to

sell my fans and my cross. 14. The supplies

are going to fail. 15. Is he going to laugh at

the expense of the hero ? 16. The generals are

about to go to the fire. 17. You had just

gone (and) sought the jewels and the toys.

18. Have we just laughed at (de^ the scare-

crows? 19. Thou wast going to have cabbage
(plural). 20. The obsequies of the general are

about to take place.

Theory—(resumed).

1. Concrete and Abstract Nouns.—Common
nouns are called concrete (con, together, and
cresco, I grow) when they name things which
fall within the range of our senses : legume, a
vegetable, is called a concrete substantive be-

cause it represents something we can touch,

see, smell, and taste
;
whereas verite, truth, is.

called an abstract substantive (abs, away from,
and traho, I draw) because it represents some-
thing which does not come within the range of

the senses.

2. On Substantives that have a double form,

for the plural.—Of such there are four in
French : ail, garlic

;
a'ieid, forefather

;
del,

sky or heaven
;
and osil, eye. The one plural

is regular
;

it is of later formation, and in-

dicates special views taken of the noun. The
other plural is irregular

;
it is the older form,

and maintains the original acceptation of the

word.
a. ail is written ails, as a botanical term

:

ily a qdusieurs especes d'aUs, there are several

species of garlic. Looked upon as a vegetable

its plural is axilx : lejardinier plante des aulx,
the gardener is planting garlic.

b. aieul is written aieuls when it means
grandfathers

: fai le bonlieur deposseder encore
mes deux aieuls, I have the happiness of still

possessing my two grandfathers. It is in that

j

sense that the feminine a'leule, grandmother,
appears. In the meaning of ancestors, a'ieux

is used : nne longue suite d'aieux illustres, a
long line of illustrious ancestors.

c. del takes an s in three phrases only :

dels de lit, bed-testers
;

dels de tableau, pic-

ture skies
;
and in the sense of climates : le

del de la Provence et celuide VItalic sont bien,

diffevents des dels de VA ngleterre et de VEcosse,
the climate of Provence and that of Italy are
vastly different from those of England and
Scotland. Otherwise the plural is deux : la

voute des deux, the firmament
;

notre pere
qui es aux deux, our Father which art in

heaven.
d. In compound nouns, a??'? is written odls

;

des oeils-de-boevf, bull’s eye windows ; des odls-

de-chat. cat’s eye opals
;
des oeils-de-perdrix,

corns (so also ceil-de-bouc, a kind of shell
;

oeil-de-chevre, a certain plant
;

ceil d'or, a cer-
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tain fish, etc.). But we should say, les yeux
du chat, the eyes of the cat

;
dcs yciix hlciis,

blue eyes
;
les yenx du froniage, the eyes (holes)

of the cheese, etc.

3. Plural of foreign nouns used in French.—Forei^
nouns, until recently, have received most cavalier
treatment at the hand of French writers ; we refer
here to neologisms only. Those taken from the German
have undergone, in "most cases, a thorough tiuns-
formation: vasistas (from was ist das?) and Vermont
(for wermuth), already quoted (see § 2, p. 28) ;

choiicroute,

fermented cabbage,from sauerkraut; micmac, from misch-

masck, etc.
;
whereas Kirschwasser (also called kirsch),

kreutzer, stockfish, etc., have undergone no change. In
English words, although roast beef and beefsteak have
been rubbed down to rosit/ and bfteck, some process
is noticeable; e.g., lohiskey is no longer spelt wiskey,

and the plural recommended fbr lady is no longer ladys,

but ladies

;

yet the Academic shows more conservatism
in the retention of the two plurals torys and tories.

In those Latin and Italian words which, from their
appearance, claim yet to be foreign, although to all

intents and purposes they are incorporated in the
language, strange errors—all the stranger that if the
French are anything, they are good Latin and Italian
scholars—present themselves : to give errata and con-

cetti as singular nouns does not seem to denote much
accuracy.
From what precedes it will not be wondered at that

grammarians differ much as to the rule of the plural
applicable to foreign nouns. Here, as elsewhere, we
shall make our final appeal to the dictionary of the
Academic, and look for supplementary confirmation to

M. Littre.

Those foreign words, whether altered or unaltered,
which have become thoroughly naturalized, do take
the sign of the French plural. In tracing, in the fol-

lowing list, the origin of some nouns, we do not claim
to go to the fountain-head

;
we limit ourselves to

mention from which language French obtained them.
For instance, zero is placed under the Italian list, and
is not ascribed to Arabic or Sanskrit, from which it

may possibly come.
Write, therefore, with an s m the plural, the fol-

lowing nouns

:

a. From Latin; alleluia (rca^ not Zm-iu), halle-
lujah, song of praise; agenda {t. <>« as in), memorandum-
book; alibi; album (r. um as om', and so all nouns in
urn, exceptpor/Mm—see § 49) ; alinea, a new paragraph

;

benedicite, grace before meat
;

criterium; debit {bit -be),
balance of an account

; examen (c»=:e»' or i?0> examina-
tion

; folw ; forum ; frater {ter— ter')

,

a friar
;
impromptu

{in-pron-ptu)
;
lacabo, both a prayer and a cloth used

in the sacrament of the communion, also a washhand-
stand; lumbago {um— on)

;
maqister, (<^r=ier'), country

schoolmaster; memento {en— in), memorandum; museum
(more generally musee)

;
pensaim {pin-som'), imposition,

ta&]s.
;
placet {cetzzce), a petition

;
qnidarn (r. lidan, and

observe the unusual feminine quidane), a certain man,
a certain woman

;
quiproquo {In-pro-ko)

;
quolibet {ko-li-

be), a sorry joke ; recep'sse, receipt; recto, first page of
a leaf; reiiquat {quat—ka), remainder of an account;
specimen {n articulated)

;
facet {t articulated), a pause;

tibia; ultimatum; verso, second page of a leaf; veto;
vertigo ; villa ; virago ; insa, examination and signing of
an act; vivat {t articulated), cheer.

—

Remark: In ac-

cessit {t artic.), and deficit {t artic.), the addition of s

in the plural is optional
;
and, in mathematical lan-

guage, maximum and minimum take the Latin neuter
plural, a.

b. From the Italtan : alto, andante, aparte (an aside),
concerto, contralto, domino, duo, imbroglio (r. imbroillefi
numero, oratorio, piano, quintette {quin — kin), trio, zero.—Remark: Write lazzi with or without,*.- makes
solos or soli; and carhonaro, condott.iere (Littre) , dihttante,
lazzarone, scherzo (Litrr^), take the Italian plural, i.

c. From the Spanish: alguazil {gua—goua), police-
man

;
aviso, dispatch-boat

;
bolero, a dance ;

embargo
{em— an), prohibition; fandango, a dance; hidalgo, a
nobleman, etc.

d. From the English : bifteck, lord, rail.stiamer,tender,
tilbury, tramway, truck, etc. All the more readily do
these nouns take an s, as they do take one in the
original.

e. I rom the Geeee: diorama, echo, palladium, pano-
rama, etc.

Write alike in both numbers ; ave, amen,
concetti (which is already an Italian plural),

confiteor (Littre), ci'cdo, crescendo (Littr^),

duplicata, errata (which should have the sing.

erratum), ex/'at (J>-gze'-at'), item, magnificat
(Littre), pater (r artic.), guatnor (here the
Academie says no s, and M. Littre says ^),

satisfecit (Littre, t artic.)
;
add all compounds :

de profundis, ecce-homo, facsimile, forte-piano,

in-folio, inquarto, Gtc ', post-scriptum, Te Beum ;

but, senatus-consulte takes s. Examples :

On perissait demisere au bruit des Te Deem: et parmi les

rejouissances (Voltaire), the people were perishing
from sheer misery amidst the din of thanksgivings
and rejoicings. Madame de Sevigne lisait des in-folio
en douze jours quand il pleuvait (de Sainte-Beuve)

,

Madame de S. would read whole folios in twelve days
when the weather was rainy. Quej’ai ecrit de lettres

dans ce temps-ld sans compter les post-scriptum (C. Dela-
vigne) ! How many letters I wrote at that time, without
mentioning the postscripts ! Fuyez encerre les tours
trop delicats, Des concetti V inutile fracas (de Bernis),
Shun also excess of refinement, the bootless clash of
empty conceits. It may be asked: in what sense are
ave, confiteor, credo, magnificat, etc., used in the plural.^
One might say for illustration : cettefemme repetait ses

AVE et ses CONFITEOR
;
void un marchand d'ecce-homo,

here is a man selling prints of Our Lord’s passion,
etc.

Remark .—Auto da f^, lit. an act of faith—apphed to
the burning of Jews and heretics—was until recently
spelt in Fr. auto-dafe, alike in both numbers. It
now appears as one word autodafe, and takes therefore
s in the plural : assister d des autofifes (A.), to witness
the burning of heretics.

Practical Application.

1,

Learn the following promiscuous vocabu-
lary ;

Nouns.

oiseau, m. bird

pays, m. oountry

Anglais, m. English
astre, m. star
bijou, m. jewel
canal, m. canal
cheval, m. horse
ciel, m. sky
dame, lady
eventail, m.fan
fille, daughter
fils, son
fieur,/. flower
Fran 9ais, m. French
fusil de chasse, m. gun
gaz, m. gas
gouvernail, m. helm
jardin, m. garden
journal, m. newspaper
langue.y. lanquage
navire. m. skp
neveu, nephew
oeil, m. eye

perdrix, f. partridge
plante, plant
pluriel, m. plural
porte, /. door
printemps, m. spring
salle d’etude, f schoolroom
sou, m. halfpenny
tableau, m. board
travail, m. work
verrou, m. bolt

Adjectives.

ag^, aged, old
bleu, blue

chaud, warm
compressible, compressible
gris, grey
noir, black

2.

The first ten cardinal numerals are :

1, tin, 2, deux, 3, trois, 4, quatre, 6, cinq,.

G, six, 7, sept, 8, huit, 9, neuf, 10, dix.

3. The above adjectives form their plural by
adding s, except gris, which does not change
in the masculine plural.

4. The demonstrative adjective this (or that,
plural these or those) is ce placed before a
masculine singular noun beginning with a con-
sonant ; ce martcan, this or that hammer

;

cct before a masc. sing, noun beginning with
a vowel : cct arc, this bow ; cette before any
fern. sing, noun : cette hrouette, this wheel-
barrotv

;
ccs before any noun in the plural :

CCS martcaux, ccs arcs, ccs hrouettes. (In
writing the following exercises, which o-ffer

a recapitulation. Lesson V. must be kept in
view.)
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• IX.

The Leaves (^continued').

The more usual mode of loealizing the oil

thus retained in or about the leaves and cah’x,

is to keep it quite within the leaf,
Dotted leaves, instead of allowing it to ooze out
and constitute little superficial spheres. In
the myrtle, for example, the orange-tree, and
all the numerous species of their respective
families, and in many other plants, the oil-bags

are embedded in the very substance of the leaf.

Being distinguishable only when the leaf is

examined with a strong light behind it, they
fail to give the ornamental
character conferred by the
other kind. Very valuable

testimony is furnished by
them, nevertheless, in re-

gard to the affinities of

plants, especially when, as

in the Flacourtiacese, some
are circular, others oblong,

and the two kinds indif-

ferently intermingled.

Leaves possessed of these

internal oil-bags are said

to be “ dotted.” Excellent
examples are supplied by
most of the wild English
species of St. John’s wort,

wayside plants with yellow
flowers, one of which bears
the descriptive name of

Hypericum ])e7foration ;

dotted leaves always seem-
ing, when looked at as

transparencies, as if they
had been pricked through
and through, in every por-

tion, with a needle. Dotted
leaves and external oil-

glands appear to be en-

tirely confined to the exo-

genous class of flowering-

plants; there are plenty of examples, how-
ever, among Endogens, of interesting and
curious hair and wool. Though pertaining

to the flowers, and not to the leaf, here may
be mentioned that in the whole scope of

vegetable ornamentation of the kinds just

particularised, there is seldom found an equal

to the crimson vesture of the Anigozanthus,

an Australian endogen of the greenhouse,

called in the vernacular, by reason of its dark
velvet pall, which is quite unique, the Funeral
flower.

Now that excellent microscopes, even bino-

cular ones, can be obtained at a moderate cost,

every house where the family
Use the micro- considers itself intelligent ought

scope.
possess one—not, however, to

be kept shut up in the box in which it arrives

from the optician’s, but placed under a glass

shade upon a table in the corner, so as to be
ready, any moment, for use. We have named
the above various little matters connected
with leaf ornamentation, not merely because
of their imjxjrtance from a purely scientific
point of \dew, but to indicate at the same
time how easily procurable, and how infinitely
diversified, are microscopic objects of the
choicest beauty. It is a mistake to think
that a microscope means only remote and
elaborate secrets, and rivalry as to who shall
get nearer to the inscrutable. Far more sen-
sible to take for one’s main pursuit the simple
and lovely productions of the garden and the
wayside. At all events, do the best you can
to exhaust these in the first place, and a far
sounder and serener pleasure will be the result.

“To know
That which before us lies in daily life
Is the prime wisdom.”

Nature has prescribed
{irccn as the ruling colour
for leaves, but with many
plants vivid colour is quite

as much the birthright.

We might pause, were the
matter less familiar, on the
question what is green, the
shades being endlessly di-

versified. The most exqui-

site shades are found per-

haps among the ferns, and
especially in the section

called Filmy ferns, though
even these scarcely excel
some of the aquatics called

Potamogetons, wliich are
now and then, as in the
P. Ivcetis, quite transparent.
The darkest shades occur
among the coniferous trees,

and in the yew, owing to

the intense concentration.

The most remarkable shade
is that one termed “ glau-

cous,” well shown in the
foliage of pinks and carna-
tions, and common in
grasses, especially when
growing near the sea.

When bright colours occur
in leaves, they are usually developed at a very
early period. Various species of Amaranth are
full purple in every part, almost from the instant
of emergence from the seed

;
and seedlings ofthe

variegated sycamore are beautifully dappled
with rose-colour long before the cotyledons fall.

In the mature plant the ornamental colour is

either diffused throughout the leaf in general, or

distributed so as to produce blotches of various
kinds. The crimson varieties of Dracaena are
painted almost from base to apex

;
so are the

leaves of the purple or copper beech. Some-
times the rieh colour is confined to the under
surface, in which case the plant often bears the
specific name of “ discolor

T

Most usually
the enrichment is in the form of irregular

spots, as very strikingly expressed in the Cala-

diums and in their wild Biitish representative,

the common Arum of the hedgebanks, the

FIG. 42.—PASSIOX-FLOWEB.
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Yellow in

leaves.

markincjs in which are deep purple. Pre-

eniineut in all respects are some of the many
marvellous varieties of the Codiceum variegatuni

of the South Sea Islands, commonly cultivated

in hothouses under the name of Crotons. The
crimson of the corn-poppy alone matches their

splendid hues
;
and as the foliage endures all

the year round, the transient charm of the

Caladiums places their merit as decorative

plants, by contrast, in a position still higher.

Many of these so-called ‘‘ crotons” have the

leaves variegated with yellow, sometimes so

rich and plentiful that the plant

seems a fountain of green and
gold. Countless other plants, of

late years, like the crotons, very fashionable

—

for there is fashion in floriculture as well as in

human apparel—are occasionally variegated

in similar manner
;
the yellow appearing in

blotches or distinct spots, and sometimes pale

as a primrose. There are examples, also, of

spots as white as milk, as in the Caladimi
argyritcs. Here
a different cause
appears to be
operative.
Leaves distainecl

with yellow, and
those which are

blanched by ac-

cidental seclu-

sion from the
light—as when
grass is covered
up temporarily
by a tile

;
or

which are de-

s i g n e d 1 y
blanched in the
garden by adopt-
ing a similar

plan, as done
with endive

—

the object being
to subdue the
flavour and
thereby obtain a
pleasing esculent

—are understood to be deficient in their natural
colour, not to be in the possession of a super-

added tint. Nothing is more familiar, even in

the ordinary routine of life, than the wan and
sickly complexion of shoots produced in com-
parative darkness. Whatever it may be that
the plant generates within itself as the poten-
tial seat of its perfect colour, it is the sunlight

that persuades it to assume the green hue

;

and, as a rule, when leaves are spotted, blotched,

or striped with yellow, there would seem to be
a peculiarity in the constitution of the plant
which hinders it from getting ready, as it were.
We must not say that it is weak, or in poor
health, because in general condition, as regards
strength and substance, the variegated plants
are usually quite on a par with the full green
ones. The solution of the difficulty w^ould seem
to be supplied through the help of an analogy.
The rule is for the human hair to be dark,
either brown or black. Every one knows that
there is plenty of the varied hue comprehen-

FIG. 43.—GTMlfOSTACHTUlI VEESCHAFFELTI.

sively called “light,”—the people just as strong
and hearty, all the same. Plants variegated
with yellow are extremely prone to acquire
the full green if left to themselves, especially

if placed in conditions favourable to its mani-
festation

;
so that there is some ground, after all,

for the assumption that, while yellow-spotted
or marbled with white, their vital energy is

below par. It is worth remembering at this

point that the lovely white sepals of the flowers
of the Christmas-rose (^Ilellehorus niger') become
green as the spring advances

;
and that the

petals of many kinds of flowers similarly begin
as pure white, and subsequently acquire more or
less of a rosy hue, as may be regularly observed
in the strawberry.

A decorative effect, analogous to that of the
crimson in the croton leaves, is produced some-
times by the tinting of the veins,

the remainder of the leafcontinu- Coloured

ing plain green. This is shown
^ems.

very pleasingly in a variety of one of the com-
mon wild Eng-
lish docks, the

Bumcx san-
guinens, which
is cither of a
uniform bright

green, or most
exquisitely laced

and netted in

every part with
blood-colour.
The orchids of

the East Indian
islands which go
by the name of

A n oe c t o c h i lus

have leaves re-

sembling rich

green or bronzy
velvet, em-
broidered in
every part with
threads of gold.

Instead of being
suffused with
special colour,

veins are sometimes perfectly translucent, the

leaf once again acquiring singular beauty from
this apparently unimportant contrivance. To
appreciate what a leaf really is, when sufficiently

thin to allow of being so dealt with, we should

examine it in the way that we examine
cathedral windows, which we never do from the

street, or the outside, but by once again seeking

the inestimable aid of that great interpreter of

all that is excellent—God’s glorious sunshine.

VIII.

THE FIFTH STEP IN SINGING.

Hitherto we have spoken of Boh as the

central pivot of the scale—the note around
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Avhich the other notes are placed, and from

>.
'vhich they derive their character.

Old Modes. Butthe old Greek and Latin mtisic

—indeed, the vernacular music of all countries

—

made use of other tones of the natural scale,

such as Ray, Lah, etc., as pivot tones, which
thus stamped their own characteristics upon
the music. Nor is it correct to speak of these

old “ modes ” of using the scale as extinct.

They are still used in places where modern
harmony has not found its way, and where
melody, chiefly unaccompanied, forms the

staple of musical jxirformance. They may be

heard in Persia, India and China, and in the

highlands of Scotland and of Wales.

The question may be asked, how are we to

know whether a tune is in the Ray or Lah or

,,
any other mode, as the same

Old Modes” sgygn sounds will be used in it as
recognize

. mode ? The answer
is, look to the first and last notss, and to any
{)auses in the course of the tune, as between
the lines of poetry, and notice if any one tone

is prominent. Notice especially the tone which
is at the distance of five steps above what you
think is the mode tone. 'This tone will be its

“dominant,” will be related to it as Soh is

related to Doli, and will have a powerful in-

fluence in deciding the mode.
Let us take as an example the following

,,.o „ tune, “Bangor,” a traditional
Bangor. Welsh Church, which

may still be heard sung as it is written below :

—

:li f : m
1

r :l|r» :i

:1| 1 ;d'.t
1

1 :s|l :

:11 :d‘ lr‘ :f‘
1

r* ;(

:11 r> : l.s
1

f :m
1

r :

r—It

Notice, in this tune, how Ray and its dominant
(five notes above), Lah, are prominent.

As an example of the Lah mode, let us take

,, the old version of the Scotch
JohnAnder- “John Anderson, my Jo!”'

son, my Jo
. ending is as follows :

—

KEY C. : 1
1

m : 1
I

1 : s
|
1 H

These old modes have an historical interest,

because mthout understanding them we can-

not understand the subject upon which we
now enter, the Modern Minor.
Very early in the history of harmony the

mode Avhich chooses Doh for its key-note was
accepted as the most satisfactory.

A chief reason for this preference
is that the third tone above Doh
is separated from it by two whole steps, while
the tliird tones above Ray and Lah are only
distant a step and a little step. In other
words, Doh is a major mode, having a major
third above its principal tone, and Lah and
Ray are minor modes, having a minor third
above their principal tone. Another reason
for the establishment of the Doh mode as the
key to the scale was that the position of Te^

a little step below 'Doh, was felt to be exceed-
ingly satisfactory and convenient in harmony.
The Lah and Ray modes, on the contrary, had
no such “ leading tone,” but only Soh and Doh,
a full tone below. The effect of a minor mode,
as a change from the major, was felt, however,
to be very pleasing in music, and composers
set to work to harmonise a minor mode. For
many reasons they selected the mode on Lah,,

and rejected the other modes almost entirely.

But while the gloomy sound of the Lah mode
was capable of beautiful effects in contrast
with the bright and clear sound of the major,
composers soon found out its defects, not from
the melodic point of view, but from the har-

monic. They tried to combine the advantages
of the major mode with those of the minor, to
graft on to the minor improvements which
suited their purpose as harmonists. The first

of these improvements was the raising of the
note below Lah {Soh') so as to form a “ leading
tone,” which we call Se. This raising was not
invariable, for the old Soh was stiU allowed in

certain cases. The raising of Se, however, left

an awkward gap, as the student will see by
looking at the modulator, between Se and Fah;
and as a gap of this sort was the special

abhorrence of early harmonists, who liked

everything to be smooth and easy to sing, Eah
was in its turn raised also, forming a new
tone which w^e call Da. Still, how-
ever, the use of Da, was not invari-

able. Fah even now^ more commonly
occurs in the minor mode than Da

;

although the same cannot be said of

Soh, which is much less frequently

met with in the minor than Se. The
diagram at the side shows in the left

hand column the minor mode, and in

the right hand the major key, w^hich

has its Do7t at the same pitch as the

Lah of the minor. The alternative

notes, Soh and Da, are in brackets.

Theremaining discrepanciesare showm
by the horizontal lines to be at Doh
and Fah.

This modern minor mode, developed
historically from the old mode on
Lah, is characterised by pathos and
solemnity. Its effect on the mind is howevei
influenced by the speed of the
music

;
when this is rapid the ®Iental effects

effect is quaint and even jovial.

The alteration of Fah and Soh into Da and

1

m s

r f

in

d—
t r

1 d
se t

(s)

(ba) I

f

m s

r f

m
d
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Se is, as we have seen, a direct imitation of the
major mode, and is designed to make the effect

of harmony satisfactory. When Ba and Se
are frequently used in a passage, the only
distinguishing tone left to define the minor
mode is Boh (see the diagram). Musicians
who have founded their theory on intervals

only, have been led to regard the minor mode
as a variation of the major scale. The two
_ . scales which are given side by

side in the diagram they regard,
in short, as one, except that the minor has its

third tone flattened and its sixth and seventh
notes variable. If the sound of Boh in the
right-hand column were G, they would call it

the “key of G major,” and the left-hand
column the “ key of G minor.*’ We regard
this view as historically wrong, as well as
practically inconvenient. It leads singers into
mistakes through forgetting the modifications
of the minor, and it requires them to treat Fah
when it occurs in the minor as a tone out of
the scale, instead of an integral part of it.

When we come to the staff notation we shall
find that it supports our view, and that to give
the same signature to a major and its tonic
minor would introduce great complexity.
The Scales which we regard as related are

the major, and the minor mode which
springs out of its si.xth tone. The dia-

gram at the side shows the major key
and its relative minor. The use of

this term relative minor by musicians
expresses the musical fact that the
relation of the two scales given at

the side is far more intimate than
that of the major and its tonic vahior.

In actual composition the change to

the relatice minor or major is over-

whelmingly more frequent than to

the tonic minor or major. The stu-

dent who regards Boh as the key-

I tone of the major, and Lah as the

KEY B
'

2 . Lah is G.

a*

t

1 1

(8)

(ba)

f

m

li

centre of the minor, will be in little danger of
confusing the two.
For purposes of harmony a set of names is

used which is common to both major and
minor, and the student should
now be made acquainted with
them. They are given at the side.

Soh. being in-
DOH—LAH
TE — SE

Names for tones.

Ba and

Tonic.

Leading note.

LAH )

FAHj
SOH—ME
FAH—RAY
ME )

DOHj
RAY— TE

DOH—LAH

Sub-mediant.

Dominant.

Sub-dominant.

Medi.7mt.

Supertonic.

Tonic.

cidental tones
in the minor,
have no names.
'J hus it will be
seen that lah
is the tonic of

the minor, and
Boh of the
major

;
Me the

mediant of the
major and Boh
of the minor,
etc. The meaning of the names is for the
most part obvious. The way in which the
fifth tone above the tonic dominates over it

will be appreciated when we consider harmony.
The mediant is half way between the tonic and
dominant, and the siih-mediant is a similar

distance below the tonic to that which the
mediant is above it. Super-tonic (above tonic)
and sub-dominant (under dominant) show the
place of these tones, and the leading tome leads
by the smooth ascent of a little step to the
tonic. In Tonic Sol-fa notation, when the
music is in the minor mode, we write after the

words “key C,” “key bIZ,” etc. (which show
the place of Bob') the words Lah is A,” Lah
is G,” etc., to show the place of Lah. For
more on this distinction between Key and
Mode, -see Mr. Curwen’s “Musical Theory,’'

Book II. The following exercises The use of
illustrate the use of the minor the Minor Mode
mode in music, alternating with illustrated,

its relative major, and employing Bah and
Se.

Ij m :rld :ti — 1— ;d s :f Iin:r m:—
|

— :lj Ij :d m ;r d ;mls :f m :rld ;ti Ij:—
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1 ' T r "1 ^ 1
— _=] =1—

1

n

^
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KEY A.

d:si
1
li:ti^d:r

[
d:tijli:nii

|
bai:sei|li

1

\:—\t :d
j |

se^ :ba,j3ei:nii
|

lj:djm:r
[

d;-||

These exercises all exemplify change of mode.
Notice the imitations between major and minor
which they contain. Read the first six notes

of the first exercise as tonic, dominant, sub-

dominant, etc., of the minor. Now read the
next six notes in the same way as major, and
they will be found to bear the same names. Seek
for other imitations in each of the exercises.

Besides changing the mode, we may change
simultaneously the key and the mode, which

KEY G.

produces a delightful effect. The most frequent
change of this sort is to the minor
mode of the first flat key. The Changes of

student who constructs a modu- Mode,

lator will see that the new notes required

for this, expressed in the old key, are Ta and
the sharp of Doh, which we call De. Properly
expressed, Ta is the new Fah, and Dc the new
Se. The following is a fragment of a tune
which passes into the “ first flat minor” :

—

Sj
I

: ti
I

d : tj
1
d : r

|

or. Si
I

li : ti
I

d : ti
[

d : r
|

m ; f
I

m
f. C.

m :fd‘
I

t

: r
1

r ; de
]

r :— H

: 1
1

1 : se
1

1 H

The following passes into the “ first sharp minor ”
:

—

KEY G.

: m
I

r :— ; de
|

r :— : m
1

f :— ; 1
]

s :— : f
|

m : re : m
j

s :— : fe
|

m :— 1|

D t, Lab is B.

or, : m
I

r : de
1

r : m
I

f : 1
|

s ; f
|

ml : se : 1
]

d’ : t
]
1 H

1 u -p— : B:

1 :=5zi±:^-ir

The student must distinguish between the
use of Fe, Re, De, and even of Se., as chromatic
notes which do not change the key, and transi-

tional notes wliich effect a change. It is,

however, impossible to do this with certainty
without understanding harmony and the habits
of chords. As a general rule, the presence of

a contradictory note in the same or another
part immediately after the accidental (^Doh
after De, Soh after Se, etc.) shows there has
been no transition. We shall consider transi-

tions of two, three, and more removes later on,
when treating of the staff notation.

VIII.

We will now proceed to place before our
readers a series of copies, comprising the com-

plete alphabet of the small letters.
Classified accompanying them by full ex-
copies.

planations of the method of form-
ing each character. These copies are of the
the ordinarily termed large-text, as explained

in the graduated scale (Fig. 7). The limits of

our column naturally preclude us from present-
ing copy-slips of the usual length

;
but this is

not material, as of course the student will repeat
the copy across the entire width of his writing-

book, and thus render each line complete. ,

Before commencing to WTite, it will be well

FIG. 7—SIZES OP HANDS.

that he should read again the analysis of ihe
letters in a preceding article. To render the
explanations more clear and explicit, that por-
tion of each letter contained between the ruled
lines in which an o stands will be called the
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“ body ’ of t’ e letter
;
that part which rises

above the upper line will be termed the “ top,”

and the stroke which descends below the lower
line will be
designated
the ‘-tail”:

for instance,

o and a have
a “ body ”

only, d has
a “ top ” and
‘‘ body,” and

g a “body”
and “tail.”

This premised, w’e begin with the most simple

letters.

Class I.

—

At fig. 8 are
shown those
letterswhich
depend en-

tirely or
mainly upon
the “pot-
hook ” and
“hanger,” or
top and bot-

tom turn.
These are i,

and u. There is a slight additional feature

in the v, but sufficiently pronounced to

remove it

from being
classed with
the others.

These five

are all
“body” let-

ters.

The first, ?,

which is the
most ele-

mentary
form in the
alphabet, the
student has already learned to make, it being

merely the short equal dowmstroke gradually

tapering off

at the bot-

tom, and
terminating
with a fine

upturned
stroke rising

to the cen-

tral dotted
line. The
dot of the i

should be
carefully
made, as a
circular
lioint in the
line of incli-

nation of the
down stroke
—in such position, in fact, that if it were
itself continued as a stroke it would coincide
with that already made, and turn the i into a
kind of short 1. This dot should be made at

riG. 8.—BODT LETTEES.

FIG. 9—TOP-STKOKE LETTEES.

FIG. 10

HG. 11.— iAlL,Ei) LETTEES.

the line d as shown, which seems to be a pro-
portionate distance from the letter, although
some teachers prefer to place it higher. The

next letter,

m, consists

of the top-

turn twice
with a third

stroke hav-
ing the top
and bottom
turn. The
hair- stroke
at each top

commences at the middle dotted line, h, and
the bottom turn is brought up to it also. Care

should be
taken that
the down-
strokes are

kept equi-

distant : to

ensure this

lightly ruled
sloping
lines may be
used for a
little while,

but all such
leading-strings should be relinquished as soon
as possible. It is of particular consequence

r C: that the
upper and
lower curves
s h o u 1 d
have the
same width,
as it is a
very com-
mon error to

make one
narrower
than the
other. The
next letter,

n, is, of course, precisely the same as the pre-

ceding, with the exception that it dispenses

with the
stroke,

and there-

fore calls for

no remark.
The r is one
of those let-

ters which
exhibit a
peculiarity
excluding it

from strict

classifica-
tion. It con-

si s ts pri-
marily of
the “ pot-

hook,” with
the addition

of a new element—that, namely, of a fine hair-

stroke on the right-hand side, which may be

made by bringing the pen upwards diagonally

across the downstroke in such manner that it
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starts from the downstroke at the central

dotted line, and curves upward in a flowing

sweep until it reaches the top line. The pen
is then brought downwards with an increased

and instantaneous pressure, which is gradually

lightened as the pen passes into another

graceful oval curved hair-stroke, as shown,
ending (if the r is standing alone) at the

top line. The next letter, ?/, is composed
of the bottom turn, and requires no elucida-

tion.

Class II.—The second group of letters, ac-

cording to the rough classification which we
,,

have adopted, is that comprising
what may be called the ‘‘ top-

® stroke letters,”—those, namely,
M’-hich. while combining varied elements, have
yet the common peculiarity of rising above the

upper line bounding the body of the o and
similar letters. This class includes the I, h, d,

h, k, and t (fig. 9). The I may be taken as the

typical character, and presents no difficulty to

the learner, being in fact simply the straight

stroke given in our first lesson, with the addi-

tion of a turn at the bottom. This letter is com-
menced at the line e, which is half an inch

above the line c. and the I is therefore twice

the length of- the body of an i. The hair-stroke

of the bottom turn is brought up to the line <?,

and there connects ’v\dth the succeeding letter,

at a distance equal to that between the two
strokes of an or a u. The letter h commences
at the same height as the Z, and continues like

it with the bottom turn
;
but the hair-line of

this is brought up with the oval curve termi-

nated by one of a semicircular character.

Care should be taken to connect the h care-

fully with the letter which follows it. The
hair-stroke should be curved slightly to the

left i'iter it has passed the ruled line h in

its upward course, until it reaches the line c.

When it is joined to an e succeeding, the

loop of the h must be continued down to the

middle line h, flowing into the ascending line

of the e. With the letter d we come to a

new element. Here the body of the letter

is formed by an o. The student is already

familiarised with this form from the elementary
exercises, and the other constituent of the

letter is simply the 1. It must, however, be
borne in mind that this thick downstroke
touches the o only, but does not cut it. The h
consists of a straight line starting, like the I and
the h, from the ruled line e. To this stroke the

double turn (fig. 2) is added. We must repeat

in connection with this letter the caution that

this curve should be of the same width at top

and bottom, as shown. The letter k begins with
the plain straight stroke similar to that of

the h
;
but the distinctive element superadded

is unlike any other primary form in the alpha-

bet, and may be defined as a double turn, with
a small loop on the left side in its centre. In
the complete letter this loop should be placed

just above the middle line &, as indicated in

the example. The double turn of the k must
have its upper and lower curve carefully formed
of the same size, and its connection with the

following letter is made in precisely the same
manner as that of the h. The last letter of

the top-stroke class, t, is of less altitude than
the others, its upper portion starting from the
ruled line d and being consequently only
half as high above the body letters o and a
as are I or o. The crossing of the t should be
a little above the line <?, as indicated in the
copy.
Class III.—Letters founded upon the or

in which that form largely enters, may fitly be
classed together. These are o.a,

d, g, q, and subsidiarily c and e ,
°

(fig. lU). We have already spoken series,

of the formation of the letter o, and have only
here to say that it should be commenced by "a

hair-line a little above the middle line h, be
carried upwards and over to the left with a
symmetrical sweep, swell out to its full thick-
ness on the left-hand side, tapering off again
to a hair-line below as it curves round, and,
ascending on the left, end at the point at which
it began. The upward hair-stroke in both its

halves is made in a precisely similar manner *to

other hair-strokes—viz., by the top of the nib.
There are various methods of connecting the o
with the following letter. The fine connecting
line may be carried direct from the hair-line
of the <?, as shown in the example given, or a
small dot or little loop may be made at its start-

ing-point. Thejunction of this connecting stroke
with the hair-line commencing the following
letter may in some cases modify the regular
formation of the latter. Thus, letters formed
with the top turn or the double turn, which
usually starts from the middle line h, could
scarcely reach so low when they have to be
subjoined to the o, or the junction would be
very ungraceful. Therefore, m, n, v, x, y, when
following 0

,
must be connected by the hair-line

being merged skilfully into the hair-line of
their upper turn at about midway between the
ruled lines h and c. In the g a new and dis-

tinct element enters, it being a tailed and
looped character. When it is analysed it will

be found to consist of an o and a stroke which,
commencing full and square at the line c, passes
downward below the body of the letter, until

at the lower ruled line/ it begins gradually to

taper off, and making a curve to the right at
the line g, turns upward with a graceful sweep,
and crossing its downstroke a little above the
line /, passes up to make its connection with
the next letter. It should be borne in nind that,

as with a and d, the downstroke must touch the
0 of the body, but not cut it, and precaution must
be taken that the ascending loop is kept quite
clear of the o of the body, and does not cut it.

The letter q is composed of the o for the body
of the letter, this being followed in immediate
juxtaposition by a downstroke, which begins
at the line c and is continued past the lines a
and /, a little below the latter of which it is

tapered off and sweeps round to the right in a
curve somewhat narrower than that of a pot-

hook, this fine upstroke being continued up to

the central line h, to connect with the following
letter. The letter e partakes in some measure
of the o form. It should be begun at the
central line h with a fine hair-line, w^hich sweep-
ing easily first to the right curves round at top,

and descending on the left, gradually increases
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in thickness, until at the line & it attains

the same breadth as the a or o; thence it tapers

^

again to the bottom turn, the
The ®” hair-line which concludes it being

'^‘^V’^serfes^^^
brought up to the line d. The
c has a general resemblance to

the last letter, but its method of formation is

somewhat different. It is begun at about the
same distance from the lines ^ and c as the o,

with a carefully-made dot rather less in size

than that placed abo^e the from the lower
part of this dob a fine hair-line is commenced,
which passes to the right and upwards in a
circular curve, which merges into the top turn,
the stroke then thickening and following the
same contour as an e.

In our next article we shall proceed to the
fourth class—that in which the tail or down-
ward stroke elemententers. These letters are
shown in fig. 11. But we have given the
student enough to practise upon for the present.

VIII.

The Babylonian and Assyrian Empires
(continued).

The sudden and startling revival of the
Assyrian power appears to have excited the

jealousy of the Babylonian king.
Jealousy of ^^abu-pal-idina, w'ho readily re-

3- 7 oaia.
appeal for assistance

made to- him by Sadadu, king of Suhi, or Shua,

a territory near the junction of the Khabour
and the Euphrates, The capital, Suri, was on
the eastern bank of the latter river, and there

tlie Shuite*and Babylonian forces were concen-

trated, protected by entrenchments. Assur
attacked with his customary impetuosity. The
eity was stormed and, after two days’ desperate

fighting, captured, Sadadu and seventy of his

followers escaping only by swimming across

the Euphrates. Fifty Babylonian carriages,

Zabdan, brother of the king of Babylon, the

leader of the army, Bel-pal-idina, and three

thousand warriors were captured, and a consi-

derable amount of treasure was taken possession

of by Assur, who set up in the city a memorial
of his conquest.

The king of Babylon learned by this bitter

experience that he was unable to cope with the

powerful monarch of the northern empire, and
refused further assistance to the Shuites, who,
after the return of Assur to his own country,

broke out into revolt, and strengthened by
the assistance of the Lage and Hindena, their

neighbours on the west of the Euphrates, an-

nounced their independence, and, crossing the

river, marched into the Assyrian dominion.
The expedition was a failure. Swiftly re-

tracing his steps, Assur drove them back with
immense loss, and when they fled across the
river, his engineers speedily constructed a
flotilla of boats, by which his force crossed.

The revolted country was reconquered, and
two strong fortresses, one on each side of the

Euphrates, were built and garrisoned for the

purpose of maintaining the Assyrian supremacy.
Having extended his conquests into the

region between the Tigris and Euphrates, and
compelled minor but hitherto

independent chieftains to own
his authority and pay tribute,

Assur, whose power was now consolidated

by the subjugation of the wmrlike peoples on
his border, and the establishment by agreement
with Babylon of a definite frontier, turned his

attention to the preparation of an expedition

of considerable magnitude—nothing less than
the invasion of Syria.

He had rebuilt the city of Kalekh, twenty
miles below the river Mosul, near the junction

of the Zab and Tigris, which, founded nearly
five hundred years previously by Shalmaneser L,

had fallen into decay, and erected a splendid
palace, stretching for six hundred yards, by the

bank of the great river. To that spot he had
conveyed the captives taken in his various

expeditions, and by their forced labour erected

a city five miles in circumference. Two temples,

the remains of which contain many fine sculp-

tures, have recently been revealed.

Starting from Kalekh, about 870 b.c,, the

ambitious and fierce warrior-king crossed the
Tigris and, at the head of a large and well-

equipped army, advanced to the Euphrates,
wdiich he crossed, receiving tribute at every
station of his journey. The most influential

king of the Hittites, Sangara, of Karchemesh,
submitted to him

;
and the triumphant march

was continued towards the range of Lebanon.
The rivers Abre and Orontes were passed

;
the

kings of Patina and Kunulu offered treasure
;

and at length Assur-nazir-pal, king of Assyria,

at the head of a powerful army, and receiving

the homage of tributary kings, reached the

shores of the “ great sea”—the Mediterranean.
The merchants of Tyre and Sidon and the other

wealthy ports of Phoenicia acknowledged his su-

premacy, and vied with each other in adulation.

Enriched by magnificent presents, and bearing
with him cedar-wood from the hill-sides of

Lebanon, the great monarch who had restored

the power and military renown of the Assyrian
empire, returned to the palaces, temples, and
great cities he had founded on the Tigris,

Three years afterwards he undertook another
expedition of conquest, reaching Amida (near

Diarbeker, to the south of the Taurus range),

subduing kings and chiefs and annexing their

territories.

This splendid despot, this military leader,

prompt in resolution, swift in action, to whom
defeat was unknown, dauntless
and pitiless, a veritable man of

Death of

Assur-nazir-pal.
“blood and iron,” died about
860 B.c, He was not only a warrior, but a
founder of cities, an encourager of arts and
sciences, a practical ruler of unusual ability.

He rebuilt the palace and the temple of Istar

at Nineveh, and the temple so long hidden in

the mound at Balawat, the discovery of which
by Mr. Ilassam we have alluded to. The palace,

temple, and large city of Kalekh, erected by
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him, have been mentioned; and public works,

such as canals, were constructed by his order.

Mr. Layard and Mr. Kassam have made exca-

vations at Kalekh, the capital city of Assur’s

empire, and laid bare the greater portion of the

temple dedicated to Istar, the Assyrian Venus,

a building a hundred and fifty feet long and

ninety feet wide, with a richly-decorated watch-

Towei’ that rose high above the surrounding

buildings. “Around its base,” says a recent

writer, were clustered the groups of temples

and shrines, the memorials of the pious fervour

of the kings of nations, and in whose schools

and colleges were trained a host of priests and

scribes who were to rule and regulate the

affairs of the great Assyrian empire. South-

ward along the river’s bank rose the marble

palaces of the great king, before whose bull-

guarded portals representatives of half the

more than probably be willing to throw off

the yoke of the son.

Shalmaneser, however, inherited the war-

like tastes of Assur, if not all his astuteness

and indomitable will. Early in his reign he

carried his arms into the rocky fastnesses of

the northern part of his empire. He took

Aridu, the capital of a chief named Ninni, and
in that city received tribute from the sur-

rounding districts. Then, through a rugged,

mountainous country, he reached and destroyed

Hupuskia, the chief city of Nairi, the king of

which fled to the mountains with the scattered

remnant of his army, but was pursued and
attacked with great slaughter and loss of

chariots and horses.

On the shores of Lake Van, that broad sheet

of water lying high up in tbe mountains be-

tween eastern Armenia and the north of

SIDON.

nations of the then knovni world rendered

tribute and service to Iris lordly rule.”

On the death of Assur, Shalmaneser IT.,

his son, inherited not only the crown of

Assyria but the responsibilities
Accession of qJ great empire which had

Shalmaneser 11. held together by the energy
and sagacity of his predecessor, but contained
within itself the elements of discord. The
north-eastern tribes subdued by Assur were
ready to rise into new revolts, should the hand
of the new king prove weak

;
Babylon, the

great rival, was quiescent, but it might be only
for a time, and ready to seize any favourable

opportunity of revenging itself on its heredi-

tary enemy
;
and the Hittite and Syrian kings,

who stood between the Assyrians and the mer-
chants of Phoenicia,—between the Euphrates
and the Great Sea,—although they had sub-

mitted and paid tribute to the father, might

Kurdestan. has been found a memorial tablet
recording that Shalmaneser conquered Suguni,
a fortress of Aramu, king of Ararat, and "four-

teen other towns. The lake, then known as
the Sea of Xairi, is almost divided into two
parts, and at the eastern extremity of the
smaller lake, near the modern boundary of

Persia, and about sixty miles to the south of
Mount Ararat, was the great city of Arne, the
site marked by the modern Turkish village

Amis. The bronze gates found in the mound
of Balawat exhibit a very vivid
representation of the siege of this Siege of Ame.

citj". It appears as strongly fortifled, and
situated on a rock of considerable elevation

;

and we are led to suppose by the sculptures
that the forces of the king of Ararat had re-

treated within the walls, and that the Assyrians
were advancing to the attack. Bands of archers
are approaching, protected by shields : chariots
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are advancing over heaps of slain and wounded;
and the king, accompanied by generals and
armour-bearers, watches the progress of the

assault. The camp of the Assyrians appears

regularly planned and divided into four quar-

ters
;
and the accumulation of stores and pre-

paration of food are shown, and oxen and sheep

are being driven in by the foraging parties.

Another bronze sculpture represents the

siege of an even stronger city in this district.

There is an outer wall, with battlements and
towers, and from the centre rises a lofty and
strong citadel. Beneath the walls a battle is

raging, the mountaineer defenders repelling

with admirable courage the advance of the

Assyrian chariots, and nothing daunted by the

shower of arrows. Clad in short tunics, and
wdth crested helmets, armed only with swords
and lances, they present a firm front to the

heavily armed southern warriors, and are seen

rushing down the neighbouring hills eager for

arose on the border of the western part of

Shalmaneser’s dominions. Ahuni,
a prince whose territory extended
beyond the Euphrates, attempted ^

to recover the independence of which he had
been deprived by Assur-nazir-pal. With quick
marches, Shalmaneser reached the eastern bank
of the river (having on his way destroyed
Lahlahte, one of the chief towns of Ahuni),
where he found the rebellious chief with his

army drawn up to oppose him. Victory was
easy; and Ahuni fled across Ihe river, whither
he was speedily followed by the Assyrians on
rafts of stretched skins, on which earth and
planks were placed, forming pontoons, and on
inflated skins, clinging to which the soldiers

passed the stream in safety. Ahuni suffered
another and a greater defeat

;
and alarmed by

the advance of the victors, many of the princes
on the west of the Euphrates submitted.
Ahuni, however, was resolute even in adver-

TYKE.

the fray. In the rear of the city, reinforce-
ments are collecting, and on the battlements
are old men, women, and children, regardless
of danger in their eagerness to watch the fight.

In vain the brave defence ! Shalmaneser
was again victorious, a!hd neighbouring kings
and chiefs hastened to send presents to him,
hoping to avert the danger which threatened
them. Horses, oxen, sheep, and goats were
among the offerings made, besides the Bactrian
or double-humped camel, which, perhaps, it

was thought, might be pleasing to the king,
whose father had formed in the gardens of
the palace at Kalekh a collection of strange
animals taken in his varied hunting and mili-
tary expeditions, and which even included the
huge hippopotamus, a strange beast indeed to
the Assyrians.
The subjugation of the nations at the base

of Ararat was scarcely completed when troubles

VOL. I.

sity, and was supported by the kings of Samala,
Palini, and Karchemesh, who remembered how
they had been compelled eleven years before to

pay tribute to Assur. The combined forces

met the Assyrians in Samala, and were utterly

defeated. The Orontes was then crossed, the
kingdom of Yazbuk subdued, Burante the king
being taken prisoner, and the Mediterranean
was once more reached by an Assyrian con-

queror, who set up a memorial on its shores.

The defeat suffered by Ahuni and his allies

did not discourage them
;
and hardly had

Shalmaneser returned to Kalekh than another
attempt was made to achieve independence.
Ahuni was again driven beyond the Euphrates,

his towns and villages were destroyed, and
heavy tribute was again enforced from him
and the king of Karchemesh. Ahuni, who
appears to have been a man of great courage
and indomitable spirit, withdrew beyond the

18
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river, abandoning his territories on the eastern

side, which were immediately annexed, and
formed into Assyrian colonies. For three

years the war was carried on in guerilla fashion

by Ahuni and his associates, who availed them-

selves of the mountainous natme of the

country, which was unfavourable to the move-
ments of the heavily-equipped forces of the

Assyrian monarch. The war spread northward
towards Ararat, which was again invaded by
Shalmaneser, who drove King Aramu to the

mountain fastnesses, and wasted the cultivated

parts of his dominions.

In 8.5G B.C., Ahuni made one more stand

against the forces of the empire, in a district

named Sitamrat, a rugged and difficult country
on the west of the Upper Euphrates. His de-

feat was complete, and, utterly broken in power,
the brave prince was compelled to surrender

himself, his people, and his territories to the

conqueror. Shalmaneser was nov,' master of

the western bank of the Euphrates, and the

way was clenY for the great project of invasion

and conquest for which he had long been
preparing.

Ahuni, the king of Karchemesh (the Carche-
mish of the Book of Chronicles and the prophets
Isaiah and Jeremiah), and the other chiefs on
the western bank of the Euphrates, surrendered

to the irresistible Assyrian, and paid tribute.

The Balawat gates represent San-
Paying tribute. garakingof Karchemesh making
his payments, with this inscription :

“ The
tribute of Sangara, king of the people of Gar-

gamis (Karchemesh), I received.” There is

another memorial of this event inscribe-d on a
monolith erected near Diarbekir, on the Tigris,

|

which tells us that the tribute consisted of
[

“ three hundred talents of gold, one hundred
of silver, three hundred talents of copper, the

same amount of iron, one thousand plates of

copper, a thousand woven and dyed dresses,

the robes of the king’s daughters, precious

stones and other rich presents, and a thousand
sheep and oxen.”

In addition to this enforced tribute, which
must have severely taxed the resources of San-

gara, a yearly payment was imposed on him

;

and then Shalmaneser marched to Halman
(the modern Aleppo), and there offered sacri-

fices to Rimmon, the patron deity of the city,

whom some identify with Vul, the storm-god ”

of the Assyrians. It will be remembered that
in the narrative of the cleansing of Naaman the
leper (2 Kings v.), we are told that Naaman’s
master, the king of Syria, worslnpped in “ the
house of Rimmon.”

IX.

Diphthongs—(§ .52 continued').

ie = i in the middle of a word, when it is

not followed by a double consonant : mariie-

ment, handling Qina-ni-ment)
;

rcnicmcnt,

denial {re-ni-vient)
;

je 'niayiierai, I shall

handle (ma-7u-rai)
;

tU7'enicrais, thou wouldst
deny (I'c-ni-rau)

;
i instead of ie is not

unfrequently met with in poetry. At the

end of a word, as in pairie, one’s own country,

read likewise ?, thus

—

pa~tri. At the end of a

poetical line ie should be dwelt upon, and the

c be almost v.diispered :

“ Son humeur satirique eft sans cesse votirri'E

Par U coupahle encens de votrejlatterns..”

Moliere.

[Her satirical humour is constantly |ed by the
guilty incense of your flattery.]

In music ie final becomes a double syllable,

when e sometimes obtains the same quantity of

sound as i, less the time required for breathing
before attacking the next note. The following
example, however, exhibits the more usual case,

that of e shorter than i. This e, which seems
so unnatural, is precious in this respect—that it

lets the sound of i gently die out. (See § 19 a.)
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Words ending in ie would never be met with
before a consonant in the body of a poetical

line
;

before a vowel, however, the case is

different, — the e of ie, both in poetry

and music, would then blend with the next
word :

—

“ Une value folie^enivrant la raison.”

—

Boileau.
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ieu = a proper diphthong mostly in mono-
syllables and their derivatives

;
in this diph-

thong the sounds i and eu (see § 37 a) are

heard :

—

Dieu, God (dieu) adiev^ farewell (ji-dieu)

lieu, spot (lieu) milieu, middle (mi-lieu)

lieue, league (lieu) hanlieue, precinct (han-lieu)

pieu, stake (pieu) epieu, spear (e-pieii)

sieur, sir (sieur') monsieur, Mr. (mo-sieu)

In all the above examples eu, with the excep-

tion of sieur, has the close sound.

In other words, especially in forms derived

from verbs, ieu forms a double syllable in verse,

but a proper diphthong in prose :

—

amhitieux,2exxi)oit\ou^{am-hi-si-en^n^ani-hi-si€u)

curieux, inquisitive (cu-ri-eu and cu-rieu)

inferieur, inferior (in-fe-ri-eur and in-fe-rieur)

parieur, better (pa-ri-eur di-eid. pa-rieur)

According to rule § 37, giv^to the termina-

tion ieux the close sound, and to itur the open
sound of eu.

ien = a proper nasal diphthong in many
words

;
the simple vowel i, and the nasal

vow'el in are both heard : hien, well
;

ckicn,

dog; rien, nothing; soutien, support (cf.

§ 2 Re^n. 3, and § oO). But ancien, lien,

patricien, etc., are read an-ci-in, li-in, pa-
tri-ci-in in verse, and an-ciin, liin, pa-tri-ciin

in prose.

io = prop. diph. presenting both sounds « and o

in but few instances :
pioclie, mattock, and deri-

vatives. The greaternumber of words—as etiole,

languid
;
jiole, vial

;
miochc, urchin, etc.—offer

each a prop, diph, in prose, and two syllables in

verse. Brioche, bun
;

trio, trio, etc., owing
to the double articulation, blend i and o less

readily in prose than etiole, etc.

ion = a prop. diph. in which the sounds of

F. i and nasal on are discernible ; espion, spy
;

nous etions, we were ;
session, session, etc. In

many words ion is treated as a double vowel
in poetry :

—

read in prone in verse

passion pa-sion pa-si-on

nation na-sion na-si-on

iu=a d. syll. in wdiich i and blend more or

less readily in prose, but never in verse :

—

read

diume
Fabiu.s

H^raclius
sciure

in prose

diurn
Fa-bius
He-ra-clius

siur'

in verse

di-ur-ne

Fa-bi-us

H^ra-cli-us
si-u-re

oa= a d. syll. in prose as in verse: cloaqve
(clo-aTi), sink

;
oasis (o-a-sis), oasis

;
Moah

(mo-aV) ;
load (jo-ad ). In the words toast

and toaster (the latter also written taster),

taken from the English, the E. pronunciation
is retained : tostf, toste.

oe = a prop, diph., and sounds like oi (see

below) : moelle (moil'), marrow
;
moellon (moi-

lon), building-stone, and derivatives. These
were formerly pronounced mo-el, mo-e-lon. The
particle co before a word beginning wdth e

produces no diphthong
;
in coefficient, coercitif,

coexister, pr. co-e. For ce see § 39.

oe, oe, oe = d. sylls. : Noel (No-el)', po'eme,

poete, cacatoes (po-'em'. po-et', ca-ca-to-es')
;

coeternel, goeland, go'elette, go'emon (co-e, go-e).

Till recently, all these words were, with the
exception of coeternel, spelt with the diuresis.

oe=a prop. diph. broader than oi (see below),
and may be figured by oud : poUe (m, a w^ed-

ding canopy; /. a frying-pan). Derivatives
likewise.

oeu = an imp. diph. See § 37.

oi = a d. syll.: heroique (e-ro-i^), heroical

;

Iielo'ise (e-lo-iz'), Heloise.

j

oi = a prop. diph. in which the sounds ou and

j

a are closely united
;
quack renders this diph.

in English : moisi, mildewed, noix (noi), nut,

roi, king, etc. (Roide, stiff, and derivatives

are more generally read, as also more generally
spelt, raide, red'.)

Great as the number of words containing this diph-
thong is, it was still greater 300 years ago. Then, for
instance, the word/ranfais (French) was spelt and pr,
like Francois (Francis), and que je 2}araisse (that I may
appear) presented no difference with la paroisse (the
parish), A change due to the influence of Catherine

j

de Medici took place in the sixteenth century. The
I

sound oi not existing in Italian, the queen and the
! numerous Italians, who accompanied her, found it

difficult to pronounce it, and converted it into ai (e) in
many words, and especially in verbal terminations.
Thus/mnfoi's and queje paroisse were pronounced as if

they had been written fran^ais and paraisse. Racine,
as evidenced by his preface to the Thebaide, was the
first to adapt the spelling to the sound by changing oi

into ai in those words which had been affected by the
Italian fashion. Voltaire fully adopted this system,

j

popiilarized it, and this orthography has become
known imder his name. The Academie proved obdu-
rate for a long time, and it was only in the sixth edition
of their Dictionary, published in 1835, that the ortho-
graphe de Voltaire was recognised by them. It is

difficult to say what law presided over the selection of
those words which changed oi into ai. That the verbal
termination should have been affected is quite com-
prehensible, as the change was consistent with

I

etymological accuracy. But for the names and ad-
I jectives of nations the evolution seems based on
I

physiological rather than phil®logical grounds. Here

j

at least is a theory which has been put forward. The
!
sound ais being softer and more pleasant to the ear,
we take it not only for the name of our own nation,
but for the names of those nations that are our nearest
neighbours, or for those whom we consider more
civilised than the others. To those which are far
distant from us in time, as the Carthaginols, the Cretois

;

or in place, as the Chinois, the Iroquois

;

or to those
which popular prejudice r-nakes us consider as more
barbarous, such as the Bavarois, the Hongrois, we give

I

the hard termination which corresponds to the correct
I

or false notion which we have formed of the roughness

j

of their manners. It would be an easy matter to
mention exceptions bearing on every individual point
of this argument, which coincides with the facts in
the main only. For such words, however, the learner

I
who opens most French books printed fifty years ago

I

has little to guide him in the selection of those nouns
I andadjectives where the syllable ot should be pr. ai. It

!
is therefore a matter for surprise that a series of French

I

classics recently brought out in this country should
I adhere to this old-fashioned spelling. The motive
]

assigned is that the old spelling was retained in pre-
I

ference to an alteration of the text. An alteration of

i

whose text? Certainly not Corneille’s, or Racine’s, or
Moliere’s ; for their original texts exhibit several other

I

typographical differences besides that of oi. Such
! editions, good as they are from all other points of view,
I needlessly increase the. task of the learner, who “gets
up ” a prescribed author out of anything but a love of
pseudo-antiquarianism.

oin = a prop. diph. in which the sounds 02c

and in are thoroughly blending
;

see § 50.

Groin (a snout), however, presents two syllables,

grou-in.

oo=a d. syll.: alcool (al-co-ol), alcohol;

cooperer (co-o), to co-operate ; zoophyte (zo-o).

In Flemish words 00 = 6: as in Vanloo, Waterloo,

etc.

ou = a d. syll.: Antinous (an-ti-no-us').

ou = an imp. diph. See § 41.
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VIII.

The Tides.

* The regularly recurring tides, or rising and
falling of the level of the sea at any particular

place, once in about every thir-
Causeofthe ^gen hours, depends upon the

attraction of the moon, strength-

ened by that of the sun, according to the relative

position of these two bodies. The ocean rises,

or flows, as it is called, gradually, about six

hours ; it remains stationary about a quarter

of an hour, it then retires or ebbs during
another six hours, to flow again after a brief

repose. In order to understand this, we
must be famihar with the fact that all the

heavenly bodies exercise, within certain Limits,

an attractive force on each other, greater in

proportion to bulk, but limited by distance

and by counter-attractions. Thus, although
very nmch smaller than the sun, the influence

of the moon on the earth is greater by reason of

its proximity. The rise of the

ticular part of the earth s surface

is caused by the point in question being in the

direct hne of the lunar attraction, or of the

moon’s meridian—that is, the meridian of the

earth which the moon is at that time apparently
crossing. As the earth revolves daily on its

axis, every part of the globe is brought every
twelve hours, or thereabouts, to the moon’s
meridian, and there is high water. The action

of*the moon’s attraction wiU be best illustrated

with the aid of a diagram.

The attraction of gravitation has- reference

to all matter, solids and fluids, but may be

ea e
expected to produce its greatest

Effects of
effectupon the liquid form of it, so

grava a on.
gf mobihty, and yield-

ing to the slightest impression. Suppose m the

moon, as the force of attraction, varying in

power according to distance, it follows that the

particles of water at a will be more powerfully

acted on by the moon than those at e and /, or

than the particles of land at the bottom of the

water at h, these being at a greater distance.

The waters, therefore, are dra^vn towards the

point directly opposite the moon by the force

of her attraction, and bulge out, as in the

diagram'. Strange as it may at flrst seem, there

is also high water at the exactly opposite part

of the earth’s surface, the antipodes, at the

same time
;
but the reason is that the particles

of land at c and the earth’s centre E will be
more powerfully drawn towards the moon than
the waters at d, and recede from them, pro-
ducing the same effect as though they receded,
or rose up, from the centre of the earth. High
water is thus produced at a and d, and as the
ocean cannot rise in one place without being
correspondingly depressed at another, it is then
low water at e and/.

In consequence of greater distance, the attrac-

tion of the sun is only about one-third of that
of the moon. But the two attractions some-
times act together, and then high or spring
tides are the result

;
and sometimes in oppo-

sition, and then there are low or neap tides.

(We may note here that this use of the word
spring has no connexion with the season of the
year, but simply means a rise

;
and neap is

derived from the Anglo-Saxon hnij)ian, to cast

down, or cause to fall.) When the moon is

either new or at the fuU {a or c in the accom-
panying diagram), its influence and that of

SPEIXG AXD neap tides.

the sun are united
;
when at b and d the two

actions are in opposite directions.

The tidal waves, marking the places on the
earth’s surface where high water simultaneously
occurs, do not exactly coincide
with the meridians of longitude

;

waves,

for continents and islands, headlands, narrow
channels, coral reefs and submarine plateaux,
impede the regular tidal flow, and cause con-
siderable variations in that respect, and also in
the height to which the water rises. A rise of

fifty, a hundred, and a hundred and fifty

feet are known on some parts of the European,
Asiatic, and American coasts, while on the
coasts of the islands of the Pacific, the waves
having freedom to pass unimpeded over vast
expanses of ocean, the rise is seldom more than
ten feet. The tides in rivers are caused by
the influx of sea-water driving back the water
of the stream. Lakes have no tides, owing to

their dimensions being so small that the moon’s
attraction is equal on every part

;
and narrow

seas, as the Mediterranean and the Baltic,
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undergo very slight changes of level from the

same reason, and because their entrances are

so contracted that they cannot receive a suffi-

cient efflux from the tidal waves of the outlying

oceans to raise their surface perceptibly.

There is considerable popular exaggeration
on the subject of the height of waves. We hear

of waves “running mountains
Height of The highest ever known
waves.

have never exceeded forty feet

from the bottom of the trough of the sea, or

twenty feet above the general level, and waves
of half that height are the characteristics of

what is genemlly known as a very rough sea.

Oceanic waves are long rolling billows
;
those

of close seas are abrupt and short.

Islands and Continents.

The volcanic or eruptive forces, which will be
more particularly noticed when describing the

noes are extinct there is abundant evidence, in
the masses of igneous rock and crater-form out-

lines, of past activity. In the Mediterranean,
Sicily, Stromboli, the Lipari Isles, the Greek
islands of Milos and Santorin, and the small
Italian islands of Ischia and Procida, are of

volcanic origin. In the Atlantic, the Canary
Islands, Ascension, St. Helena, and the Azores
are of the same formation

;
and in the Pacific,

the Fiji, Friendly, Society, Sandwich, Ladronc
and Norfolk Islands, and the groups of New
Guinea, New Britain, New Hebrides, and others,

are also of volcanic origin.

Sudden in operation, the results of the vol-

canic force can be observed, and effects are

produced in a few hours equal Sudden
in extent to the results of other appearance
natural operations spread over and

unknown periods. Islands have reappearance,

appeared, and some have disappeared almost

VARIOUS FORMS OP CORAU.

formation of mountain ranges, are active in

.
adding to the extent of the

isl^ds°
surface of the earth by the pro-
duction of islands, the results of

violent upheavals. When exerted beneath con-
tinental masses of land, upheavals of the surface
are produced, but no extension of area is

observable
;
when beneath the bed of the sea,

the tops of the mountains so formed emerge
from the water, forming islands.

Many of the islands and island groups of
the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans are of

.
volcanic origin, and in the Indian

orig1^°
archipelago alone are more than
900 volcanoes, a large number of

which have been active within recent times.
It is observed that volcanoes are generally
linear in arrangement—a peculiarity espe-
cially observable in the ranges of volcanic
islands of Eastern Asia. There are more vol-
canic islands connected with Europe and Asia
than with America, where they are generally
continental. In those islands where the volca-

as suddenly as they emerged, and accurate
observations have been made of the pheno-
mena. Two islands of the Cyclades group, in
the Grecian archipelago—the Little and the
New Kameni—were formed by volcanic agency
in 1707 and 1709. New islands were added
to the Azores group in 1538, 1587, and 1720

;

and in 1811 an island a mile in circumference,
and rising to 300 feet above the sea level, ap-
peared off the coast of St. Michael, but gradu-
ally subsided, and in a few months afterwards,
had disappeared, and there was 500 feet of water
at the spot. In 1783 an island was thrown
up off the coast of Denmark, and was named
Nyoe, or New Island, but soon sank beneath
the waters. The Aleutian Islands, the chain
connecting Asia and North-western America,
are all of volcanic origin, and tw'o were
added in 1806 and 1814, both remaining, one
having an elevation of more than 2,000 feet.

Another volcanic island which had but a brief

existence was thrown up in 1831, to the north-
east of the coast of Sicily. A column of water
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was seen to rise from the sea like a water-spout,

and on its subsiding an island about three

miles in circumference remained, to which the

names Hotham and Graham Island were vari-

ously given. It soon afterwards subsided, and
now forms a dangerous shoal.

The Verb ^aben {contimied).

The Suljjunct'ne Mood. Compound Sentence.^.

. Dependent Clauses. Position of the Verb.

A SENTENCE is compound when it consists of

several divisions or clauses each containing its

verb. Thus the following sentence is com-
pound :

(fr fam ©eftern, h?eil er 3fit
airr ham guest'-errn vile aiy'v tsite hatf-te

He came yesterday because he time had,

for it consists of two clauses. Of these one
clausa is independent because it makes a com-
plete sense of itself and can therefore stand

alone. “He came yesterday” is an independ-
ent assertion

;
but “because he had time” is

a dependent sentence, for it makes no com-
plete sense of itself, and must be taken in con-

nection with the preceding clause—“ he came
yesterday.” Sometimes there are three or four

dependent clauses in one sentence
;
but there

can be only one independent clause, for when
two assertions not dependent on each other
are joined by the conjunction and they are

looked upon as separate sentences. The in-

dependent clause in a sentence is called in

German or head sentence, and
lioii'pt cats

each complementary or dependent clause is a

9?eben 0a^ or secondary sentence.

nay'-ben satz.

With regard to the position of the vert, the
or chief clause in a compound sen-

tence is to be treated as standing by itself. If

it is direct and comes before the subordinate

clause or clauses, the verb follows the nomina-
tive. If it is inverted—that is, if it does not
begin with the nominative, or if the |)auptfa^
comes after the 9?ebcnfa^—the verb is put
before tke nominative.

The DECLINED OR CHANGING PART OF THE
VERB, IN A SUBORDINATE CLAUSE OR 5?eben=

fa^, IS AHVAYS AT THE END. Instances:

Independent clause direct. Dependent clause. Verb.
Nom. Verb.

I. ©r ihirb ed gch?if irann cr 2)?orgcn fommt, he Avill certainly have it, when he
airr vierrt ess ge-viss' ha'-ben vann airr morr'gen hommt [comes to-morrow.

Independent clause inverted. Dependent clause. Verb.
Verb. Notn.

II. ©cir© n?irb er e^ \rann er 2)?orgen fommt

Dependent clause first. Independent clause following dependent clause.
Verb. Nona.

III. SBann er SD^orgen fommt, mirb er e^

Thus the student has only to remember that
in the independent clause the verb is always
next to the nominative (after it when there
is inversion of words or clauses), while in a
dependent clause the place of the verb is at
THE END.

Sometimes there is an ellipsis—that is, a
word such as if is left out

;
then the verb

comes first instead of last: icb '

aebabt/' had I had time, instead of iSenn iA 1

3eit ^ebabt bcitte. I

These rules will be found applied in the !

following sentences, in which the subjunctive
;

mood of betbeh is treated, together with some
miscellaneous sentences.—It must be remem-
bered, moreover, that the subjunctive and the

j

conditional are identical in form. Thus the
j

English “ I should have it” may be expressed
by miirbe (conditional), or by

3(b bhttc (subjunctive imperfect), and “ I

should have had it” by 3cb miirbe gebabt
baben (second conditional), or 3cb b^tt^

gebabt (subjunctive pluperfect).

©r b^tte ©tiicf gebabt menn er
airr hetf -te glueck ge-hapt' nvenn airr fiice

^ebabt battc. -^atte id) niebt ein 55udb
ge-hapt' hetf-te hetf-te ich nicht ine booch

j

gebabt, miirbe teb 3)tube gebabt baben.
ge-hapd vuer'-de ich nnue'-e ge-hapt' ha-ben

©r fagt, baf er Slumen babe. Sir
airr zaacht dass airr bloo'-men ha'-be veerr

miirben .^artoffetn baben, menn mir 3^egcn
vtier'-den har-tof-feln ha'-ben, vennvAcrr ray'-gen

batten, -fatten mir Cfl^minb fo miirben,
het'-ten het'-ten vierr osst'-vint zo rue'd-den

mir aucb 0^nee baben. ©r fagt mir
vierr owch shnay ha'-ben airr saaeht nieerr

baf er Sunder babe. Dap er oft Durfl
dass e-rr hung'-gcr ha'-be dass airr offt durr.st

bat meip icb. 0ie murben ^pfel unb
hat viee ich zee vueV-den aep'-fel unt

55irnen gebabt baben, menn fie einen
bcerr'-nen ge-hapt' ha'-ben venn zee i'-nen

©arten gepabt batten, -fatten 0ie ^ruebte
garr'-ten ge-hapt' het'-ten hat'-ten zeefruech'-te

in 3bifm ©arten? |)citten 0ie ©lucf
in eerr'-evi garr'-ten het'-ten zee gluech

obne gfeip? Db er eine ,^ub gefeben bati^/
oh'-ne fiice op airr i'-ne ku ge-zay'-en hetf-te

meip icb niebt. Sa^ i^ babe meip icb;
vice ich nicht va.'ss ich hat-be 'dee ich

;

ma^ icb batte meip icb niebt. ©in
vass ich het'-tc vice ich nicht ine
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^eutf(^)e^ 0pnc^tt)ort fagt: ©in |)ab’ ic^

doit'-shes sjmch'-vorrt zaaclit : ine hah' ich

tf^ gwei |)dtt ic^) Sir njerben

ist tsvi hctt' ich vain-t veerr vairr'-den

^ferPe ge|)abt ^aben. Sir it^iirben

pfairr'-dege-hajA' ha'-ben veerr vuerr'-den

me^t Dc|)fen ge^abt i)aben n)enn n?ir mel;r

Qnairr ox'-en ge-liapt! ha'-hen venn veerr mairr

gutter fiir fie bdtten. Sir fjoffen bap

foot'-terrfucr zee het'-ten veerr hof-fen dass

imr ba^ S^ergnugen t;aben tr»erben. |)dtte

veerr dassfer-gnue'-gen ha'-hen vairr'-den het‘-te

3^r S^effe ba^ sefcigi/ ttjurbe ic^ bie

earr nef-fe dass ge-zaacht', vuer'-de ich dee

(Sier gepabt
eye'-er ge-hapt' ha'-hen dass het'-te ich nee

gefagt. ttjiirbe bie ©ebulb nie

ge-zaacht' ich vuer'-de dee ge-duld' nee

gei)abt i)aben.

ge-hapt' ha'-hen.

VOCABULARY.

Singular.

bas ©tiicf,

dass glueek

success,*
I

fortune, v

luck
)

Per gleip, industry

dare dice

bie 9)?ube,“ the trouble,

dee inue'-e pains

Plural.

none

none

bie i3}?it^en

dec uLue'-en

bie .J^artoffel,® the potato

dee harr-tof'-fel

ber 3?egen, the rain

dare ray'-gen

ber Dft^tbinb/ the east

dare osst'-vint wind

ber 0ci)nee/ the snow
dare shncy

ber |)unger, the hunger
dare hung'-ger

ber ©urjl, the thirst

dare durrst

bie gru^pt, the fruit

deefrncht

bie .Jlut;, the cow
dee hoo

Sieutfc^ (adjective), German

\hertt; (adjective), worth
vairrt

ba^ 0pric^ihort, the pro-

class sprich -vorrt [verb

ber Dct)fe/ the ox
dare ox'-e

baiJ gutter/ the food

dass foot'-ttr

ber jljeffe, the nephew
dare nef-fe

ba^ Si, the egg
dass eye

bie totoffelu
dee karr-tof'-feln

bie 9?egen
dee ray'-gen

bie Sinbe
dee vin' -de

bie griic^te

dee frucht'-e

bie

dee liue'-e

bie 0pricptt)orter

dee sjjrich' -toerrt-er

bie Dcf)fen

dee ox!-en

bie 9?effen

dee nef-fen

bie Sier
dee eye' -er

Infinitive.

0agen, to say.

zaa'-chen

Siffen,® to know.
Vis'-sen

0eben, to see.

zay'-en

VERBS.

Pres. Indieative. Imperfect.

3cb fage, fagte,

ich zaache zaach'-te

I say said

nieif

,

IhUfte,

ich vice vusste

I knew knew

fe^e, fat),

ich zay'-e zah

I see saw

Past Participle.

gefagt,

ge-zaacht!

said.

gett)Upt,

ge-vusst'

known.

gefefjeu,

ge-zay'-en

seen.

OBSERVATION’S.
* Many words signifying qualities or conditions have

no plural in Germany. We cannot talk of the fortunes
of a man, as in English.

“ The nlural Miihen is seldom msed. The word
2Iiih»ehl'hf]keiten is generallyused for toils or labours,
mue'-zav-lich-kei'-ten
os D>.e Miihseh ligkeif en des the toils of life,

die mue'-zay-lich-ki'-ten des lay'b^ns
® The word Erd-Apfel (earth-apple) is also used in

Germany for potato, which in Saxony is even called
Erd-birne (earth-pear).

“ There is, literally speakine, only one Oxt-wind, hut
we can say die Oeetiichen IFinde,—die Siidllchen Win.de—
the eastern and the southern winds.

" So'mse is never, and Eegen seldom, used in the
plural.

® The English names of animals and things relating
to agriculture and pasture are taken from the German.
The names given to the flesh of the Anglo-Saxon
ox, sheep, swine, calf—namely, beef, mutton, pork,
and veal—are from the Norman-French. Readers
of Scott’s “Ivanhoe” will remember the indignant
growl of Gurth, the swineherd, at the metamorphosis
of the Saxon ox into “ Monsieur le Bceuf, a fiery French
gallant.”

’ Pronounced as the English word “ foot.”
® The German tciseen is found in the old English

expressions, “We wot not what is become of him,”
“ Wist ye not that I must be about my Father’s busi-
ness P

”

English Version for correcting the foregoing

Study and for re-translation into German .

—

He would have had success if he had had

industry. (Notiee the form of the subjunctive

used for the conditional “ n'ould have."')

Had I not had a book, I should have had

trouble. He says that he ,has flowers. We
should have potatoes, if we had rain. If we
had (an) east wind we should also have snow.

He tells me that he is hungry (to have hunger,

a German idiom, like the French avoirfaim").
That he is often thirsty (has thirst) I know.

They would have had apples and pears, if they

had had a garden. Had you fruit in your gar-

den ? (garden fruit is often dcfned in Geimnan

as ba^ Obfl (Ohpst), and the orchard is called

ber Obflgarten). Would you have fortune

without industry ? If he would have seen my
son I do not know (know I not). What I

have I know; what I should have, I do not

know. A German proverb says :
” A have-I

is worth two had-I’s.” We shall have had

horses. We should have had more oxen, if we
had more food for them. We hope that we
shall bave the pleasure. If your nephew had
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said that, I should have had the eggs. That,

I should never have said. I should never have
had the patience.

Note .—In retranslating the above sentences into
German, special attention should be paid to the posi-
tion of the verb, in the Hauptsatz or chief clause, and
the Nebensatz or subordinate clause.

IX.

The Reign of the Empeuor Charles V.

Part I.—continued.

The treaty of Madrid settled nothing.
Francis was burning to avenge the humiliation
he had en-

dured, and
longed for an
oppo r t unity
to renew the
war. He had
not long to

wait for this.

Clement VII.
was as little

inclined to

see a Spanish
as a French
sovereignty
established
in Italy

;
and

accordingly
released tlic

French king
from the oath that bound him to carry out
the treaty of Madrid

;
and presently was

formed between Clement and Francis, ^\'ith the
co-operation of Henry VIII. of England, Maxi-
m i 1 i a n
Sforza of

Milan, and
the r e-

public of

Venice, the
“Holy
League,”
to liberate

Italy from
the Spanish
yoke. At
the same
time the
parliam ent
of Paris re-

pudiat e d
the cession
of B u r -

gundy to

Charles, as extorted by compulsion, and
beyond the power of the king to grant;
and thus the war was renewed, under circum-
stances of increased exasperation. For the
Lutheran movement had roused the zeal of
Germany, and the announcement that the new
army for which the recruiting drams of George
of Frandsberg were beating on every high road

was to be led against the pope, brought
thousands of Lutherans to the banners of the
stalwart leader; who soon led a great army
across the Alps to join the forces of that royal

traitor, the Constable de Bourbon. The fol-

lowers of both chiefs formed a mercenary
army, undisciplined and impatient of control,

clamouring for money and eager for spoil.

The task of keeping such an armed rabble in

order was too much for Frundsberg
;
annoyance

and vexation produced a fit of apoplexy, tha,t

terminated his life. Money was wanting to

pay the troops, who clamorously demanded to

be led to Rome; and Bourbon was
obliged to let them have their ^0°^® taken by

wull. The Gth of May, 1.527, is

memorable as the day on which May 6, 1527.
a horde of foreign mercenaries
scaled the walls of the imperial city of the

Tiber
;

and
the pope,
Clement,
awaiting in

vain in the
castle of St.

Angelo the
advent of the
army that
was to march
to his relief,

heard with
indignation
h 0 w t h c
heretical
strangers
had kindled
their watch-
fires in the

courts of the Vatican, and how they parodied
with blasphemous mummeries the most sacred
ceremonies of the Church

;
while plunder

and riot and debauchery filled the streets and

_
habitations
of the holy
city. The
booty
amassed by
the German
and Span-
ish Lanz-
itneelite is

estimated
at above a
million du-

cats
;

but
the victory

was pur-

chased with
the life of

the leader

Bourbon

,

who was
killed in the assault. Drunkenness, misrule,
and sanguinary quarrels among themselves,
with numerous desertions of the more prudent,
who wished to carry home their plunder
speedily, reduced the imperial force to half
its former numbers; and the burden of the
war weighed hea-vfily on the nations compelled
to harbour and support the ill-governed hordes.

BKiiilEX.

MAGDEBUKG.
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Meanwhile Francis, at first successful in Upper
Italy, had been weakened by the defection of

the Genoese Doge Andreas Doria, who went
over to the side of the emperor. His attempt
to conquer the kingdom of Naples failed utterly,

and half his army perished by the plague, or

by the casualties of a disastrous retreat. Thus
both sides had reason to desire peace; and
by the mediation of the mother of Francis and

,, . ^

the aunt of Charles the treaty of

Cambray, appropriately named

CaSy, 1529.
Peace,” was brought

about. Charles gave up Milan, but
kept Burgundy

;
and for the liberation of his

two sons he paid a ransom of two millions of
crowns. Pope Clement, also, who had fled

from Eome, saw in the rapid progress of
Lutheranism the strongest possible reason for

reconcihation with a potentate who was pledged

of Tunis, the overthrow of the piratical

Hayraddin Barbarossa, and the
liberation of twenty thousand
Christian captives. In the next
year, after the death of Ifrancis Sforza of Milan,
the French king renewed his pretensions to
Milan, invaded Piedmont, and even made an
alliance with the Turks against his rival

Charles V., who retorted by invading Provence
with a large army, but failed to capture
Marseilles. Through the intervention of the
new pope, Paul III., this third war between
Charles and Francis was terminated by the
ten years’ truce of Nizza, each of the com-
petitors keeping what he held.

The two monarchs met soon after,
Truce^of Nizza,

on fi-iendly terms
;
and Charles

even visited his chivalrous rival in Paris on his
way to the Netherlands.

1IESSII7A.

to oppose the Eeformation, and who could more-
over protect him in Italy. Accordingly, on
receiving Charles’s promise to extirpate heresy
in Germany, and to punish the insubordinate
republic of Florence, Clement crowned Charles
at Bologna as “ Eoman Emperor,” Florence
was deprived of its republican government

;
and

the diet of Augsburg was announced, to restore
in Germany the authority of the old Church.

Charles was now triumphant
;
and the in-

creased power of the Hapsburg house was a
subject of just apprehension to Europe.
Clement VII, was drawn away from Charles,
partly through displeasure at the Emperor’s
importunity for the meeting of a Church council
that threatened to diminish the papal authority,
partly by jealousy of his power in Italy;
aiid associated himself wfith Francis I., who
cherished the hope of regaining Milan. In
1535 Charles earned great glory by the capture

But the truce of Nizza was destined to be
broken. The emperor was determined to sup-

press the power of the Turks, who threatened

Hungary, and at the same time to put down
the corsairs of Algiers, as he had done those of

Tunis
;
and the opportunity thus afforded was

too tempting for Francis to withstand. He took

advantage of an unfavourable juncture in the

affairs of Charles to declare war against him
for the fourth time

;
his allies on this occasion

being the Sultan and the Duke of Cleves,

while Charles was once more supported by
England. But the emperor had better fortune

against Francis than against the corsairs. He
invaded Champagne, and threatened the capital

itself. Thereupon Francis signed the treaty of

Crespy, by which he agreed to m f
abandon all his conquests

;
and „

from thenceforth the French claim
to Milan was only a memory of a dead hope.
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Three years afterwards Francis died. Ex-

cesses and self-indulgence had shortened his

days. He was a brilliant rather than a wise

or a useful king. He dazzled France by his

victory of Marignano, and dis-

Deathof tracted Europe by his contests
TrancisL, Charles V.

;
but despotism,

His character.
petulance were con-

tinually leading him astray, and his long rule

contributed little to strengthen or. consolidate

Ills country. Eanke, the German historian,

says of him, “ Francis I. loved enjoyment.

Erilliant in the lofty station to which he was
born, adored by the people, he wished to pass

his life in pleasure, faring sumptuously every

day, in an uninterrupted, rapid, full employ-

ment of all his energies. His life was a con-

tinual combat, a political and military struggle.”

Part II.—Charles V. and the
Protestant Princes.

The conclusion of this long contest against

France at length left the emperor free to fol-

low out his cherished schemes with regard to

Germany—the extirpation, namely, of the Lu-

theran heresy, and the re-establishment of the

imperial authority, which had been wofully

contracted and lessened. The first step that

excited general alarm among the Protestants

was the summoning of a general Church council

by Pope Paul III., at Trent, in
The Coxincil Tyrol, at the reiterated requests

of the emperor. The Protestants
'

’ knew well that their principles

would certainly be condemned by a council that

met under such influences. They accordingly

refused o send representatives to Trent, and
w^ere importunate for a German council. There-

upon the emperor, in secretleague vuth the pope,
from whom he received large sums of money,
brought together a great army of mercenaries,

from Italy, Germany, and the Netherlands.

And now, as formerly in his war against

France, fortune threw into the emperor’s way
an ambitious, unscrupulous man, ready to lead

the mercenary army of Charles against his own
friends and countrymen. This time it was the

Duke Maurice of Saxony, the repre-
Maurice of sentative of the Albertine line,who

(159̂ 1553)

induced by jealousy and ill-

will to his cousin the Elector John
Frederick, the head of the Eraestine line, to

secede from the Smalkaldic league. It was at

the diet of Katisbon, in 1546—the same year
that witnessed the close of Luther’s wonderful
life—that Maurice, moved by ambition and
bribed with the promise of imperial favour and
protection, and pf the increase of his dominions,
turned his back upon his friends and forsook his

creed, and promised obedience to the emperor
and to the council of Trent.

A threatening and evasive answer to a direct

inquiry as to the object of the emperor’s arma-
ments at length aroused fear and suspicion in

the members of the league of Smalkald. The
Protestant princes, on their side, assembled
forty thousand men

;
but they had no suspicion

of the treason of Maurice or of the co-operation
of the Dukes of Bavaria and Austria with
Charles. Indeed, John Frederick had entrusted

to the traitor Maurice the management of the

electoral territory, after Charles had, on his

own authority, outlawed the Elector of Saxony
and the Landgrave of Hesse for

contumacy in the matter of the
Council of Trent. The experienced
and energetic Sebastian Schartlin, the leader

of the army of the Protestant league, proposed
to march suddenly on Piatisbon, where the
emperor was present with a small force. But
he was outvoted at the council of war

;
and his

further adrice, to attack the emperor before

the arrival of Charles’s Italian and Spanish
auxiliaries, was rejected vuth equal folly and
indecision. When Charles had taken up a
strong position at Ingolstadt, and found him-
self surrounded by ample forces, he threw off

the mask, assumed the offensive, and invaded
Swabia, Now also Maurice, having completed
his bargain with the emperor, who promised
him the electoral title and the greater part of

Ills cousin’s territory, appeared openly as an
enemy of the Protestants, entered the electorate,

and took town after town. Tlien John Frederick
hastened home to defend his possessions. But
discouragement and want spread rapidly

through the Smalkaldic army
;
the towns of

North Germany would give no further help
;

the mercenary soldiers deserted in numbers, and
the Smalkaldic army melted away. The towns
were also alarmed for their freedom and privi-

leges, and w'ere in general glad to purchase
pardon from the emperor by
unconditional submission, the de-

livering up of artillery and warlike

stores, and the payment of large fines. Even
Augsburg, so strongly fortified and so well
victualled that Schartlin swore that he could
hold it against the emperor “ for a year and a
day,” until Protestant Germany had time to arm
afresh, followed the example of submission
already set by Ulm, Esslingen, and many smaller

towns. The old Duke Ulric of Wurtemberg
submitted. The venerable Elector Herman of

Gologne abdicated, and was succeeded by a

Eomanist, wdio hastened to restore the mass.

All Southern Germany submitted to the

emperor
;

and Schartlin, in disgust, entered

the service of France.
But on the Elbe the Elector John Frederick

had been successful against his traitorous

cousin, whom in a short time he reduced to

great straits. The Protestant spirit awoke in

Bohemia, Lusatia, Silesia. Everywhere indig-

nation cried out loudly against the Austrian
rule, and France and England were ready to

help the new rising
;
but John Frederick let

the golden opportunity go by. Maurice and
Ferdinand of Austria implored the emperor to

come to their aid
;
Charles responded to the

appeal by appearing suddenly with an army of

27,000 men. John Frederick had not time to

take refuge, as he intended, in the strongly
fortified town of Wittenberg.
On the 24th of April he was sur- Battle of

prised by the emperor at Miihl-

berg, on the Lochau heath, tho-
protJsttnts!

roughly beaten,and taken prisoner; 24, 1547.
whereupon he was condemned
to death, as guilty of high treason. The em-
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peror did not, however, carry the sentence into

execution against the great champion of tne

Protestant party. Indeed, it is doubtful if he
ever intended to do so

;
for Charles, though a

crafty and somewhat cold-hearted man, and
not scrupulous as to the means he employed,
was not cruel. By the capitulation of Witten-
berg, the sentence was commuted to perpetual

imprisonment, on three conditions : the sur-

render of the fortresses of John Frederick to

the emperor
; the transfer of John Frederick’s

territory and of the electoral dignity to

Maurice
;
and submission to the decrees of the

Council of Trent. With this third condition,

however, the captive duke steadfastly refused

to comply. Thus the electorate passed from the

Albertine to the Ernestine line in Saxony.
Various smaller principalities, such as Saxe-
Coburg and Saxe-Weimar, were set up from
the spoil of the unfortunate elector’s dominions,
to provide for his sons and brothers.

I’he blow seemed final, and the emperor’s
triumph appeared complete. The only influ-

ential leader who remained on
Submission the Protestant side was Philip,
of Philip the landgrave of Hesse ;

and through

^of the good offices of Maurice, the

June 19
,
1547.

elector of Saxony, and of

Joachim of Brandenburg, Philip

was induced, on the strength of a promise that

submission would procure entire and free im-
munity, to seek the emperor in his camp at

Halle, am.l beg pardon on his knees. He was
graciously received, and was invited to a ban-

quet by Duke Alba, Charles’s confidant
;
but

here he was treacherously arrested, and when
the startled electors importuned the emperor
to set free the prisoner so iniquitously seized,

Charles had the effrontery to declare that he
had simply pledged his word not to keep the

landgrave in perpetual imprisonment. Maurice,

who was the son-in-law of Philip of Hesse, and
had used all his influence to bring about the

accommodation between the betrayed land-

grave and his master, was deeply offended at

the treachery of Charles, by which he con-

sidered his own honour compromised
;
and in

secret he meditated a revenge which brought
stern and sharp punishment on the emperor's
head,—a punishment comprising nothing less

than the overthrow of the cherished plan for

which he had been working with indefatigable

perseverance and untiring and vigilant industry
for more than thirty years.

But for the time the emperor’s affairs pros-

pered. The great cities of Bavaria submitted
to him unconditionally. Prague
and other Bohemian towns fol-

lowed their example, and through-
grea ci ’es.

Southern Germiiny Protes-

tantism seemed crushed. But Bremen and
other towns in North Germany showed a very
different spirit. Here the reforming zeal burned
steadily as ever

;
and Magdeburg, the Rochelle

of Germany, though placed under the ban of

the empire, continued to rear its head as a
city of refuge, the Patmos of the numerous
clergymen who—with a noble disregard of

self-interest—had left their houses and lands
and possessions for conscience’ sake.

X.

Reduction {continued').

In some examples in reduction we are obliged
to make use of both rules.

Example : Find how many pounds, shillings,

and pence there are in 13.5 half-crowns.
135 There are 30 pence in half a
30 crown

;

to find the number of pence
12)4050 pence in 135 half-crowns, we multiply

135 by 30. This gives 4050
20)337^. ^d. pence

;
and now applying the

second rule we find that 4050
£16 17s. pence = £16 17s. 6^7.

Ans. £16 17s. 6^7.

Example : Find how many pounds and shil-

lings there are in 60 guineas and 75 shillings.

60 guineas = 21 X 60s. = 1260s.

60 guineas -j- 75s. = 1260 + 75s.

= 133.5s.

Now apply the second rule to reduce 1335s.
to pounds.

20)1335

66 —15

20 into 1335 goes 66 times, and
15 over.

60 guineas and 75 shillings

are equal to £66 15s.

Exercises.

1, How many pounds, shillings, and pence
are there in 563 half-crowns? and how many
fourpences in 231 half-sovereigns?

Answer : £70 7s. 6<7 ;
6930.

2. A has £54 10s. 6<7. in his purse, and B
has 762^7. in his. A now gives B £4 10s, %d.

Which of the two has now the more, and by
how much ? Ans. A has £45 9s. 6(7. more than B.

N.B.—The rules and the reasoning we have

employed about reduction of money are equally

applicable to all concrete quantities expressed

by means of different denominations
;
and the

student who knows the tables of weights and

I measures can easily make for himself examples

in reduction of these quantities. We shall

have plenty of such examples in later chapters

;

but it is easier for the learner to understand

the methods of reduction, compound addition,

etc., if we confine our illustrations to those

quantities with which he is most familiar. The
methods and the reason of them, once grasped,

can be applied with ease to every kind of

quantity. This is our reason for going so very

fully into these elementary operations
;
for if

the student thoroughly grasps them and makes
them his owm, the rest of arithmetic will be

easily built up on this solid foundation.

Compound Addition

Is the process of adding together two or more
compound quantities of the same kind.

For example : Add together £3 10^. 4(7. and
£17 6^. 5(7.

It is clear that the whole sum will be found

by adding the separate pa.ds.
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Now if we add the pence, we have hd. + id.

= M.
Adding the shillings, we have 6^.+ IO5 . = I 65.

;

and finallyadding the pounds, we have £17+£3
= £20.
Thus we see the required sum is £20 16^. ^d.

The process might be written thus :

—

£ .9. d.

3 10 4

17 6 6

20 16 9

Let us take another example : Add together

£5 175. M. and £9 85. ^d.

£ 5 . d.

Sd. + 6^7. = lid. = 012
175.+ 85 . = 2o5. = 15 0
£5 + £9 =£14 =14 0 0

whole sum =15 6 2

Or writing them thus :

Adding the pence, we get lid.,

£ 5 . d. which is the same as I 5 . 2d.
;

5 17 8 write down 2 under the pence,

9 8 6 and carry 1 to the shillings

:

1 + 8 + 175. = 265 . = £1 65 .

15 6 2 put down 6 under the shil-

lings, and carry 1 to the pounds :

£1 + 9 + 5 = £15.
It will be seen that we have in fact been

using the following rule for compound addi-

tion :

—

1. Write the quantities under one another, so

that those of the same denomination may be
under each other in the same column.

2. Add together the numbers of the lowest

denomination, and find by reduction how many
of the next higher denomination are contained

in this sum. Set down the remainder, if there

be any
;
carry the quotient, and add it to the

next column.
3. Proceed in this way with all the columns

successively.

JVofe.—It is clear we can only add together quantities
of the same kind^ for it would be absurd to talk, for in-

stance, of adding a number of pounds, sliillings, and
pence to so many miles or hours or tons.

Example 1 ; Add together the following :

—

I Wesay9^7.+2<7.+ 5t7. = 16f7. = l5.4t7.

9^9 set down id., carry I 5 .

^ ^ l5. + 135. + 175. = 315. = £1 II5 .

set down 11 5., carry £1.

^11 , £1+2 + 3 = £6. set down £6.

Example 2

:

£ 5 . d.

1 7 5f
2 3 7i
8 6 0|
0 0 11

11 18 Of

There are 7 farthings, i.e., l%d.

set down +7., and carry 1.

1+ 11 + 7 + bd= 2id. = 25.0<7.

set down 0, carry 2.

2 + 6 + 3 + 75. = 185. = £0 185.

.*. set down 18, carry 0.

£8 + 2 + 1 = £ 11 .

Exercises.

1. Add together («) Id., \d., |<7.; (7>) 6<7.,

Id., 11<7.; (c) l\d., %\d., llf<7.

2. Add together(a)l5. 6^<7., 35. l\d., 155. 8|<7.;

(7>) 175. M., 125. \\d., IO5 . ;
(c) 6ft7., I 5 . Ud.,

195. 2^7.

3. Perform the following additions :

—

5 . d. 5 . d. £ 5 . d.

1 3 15 1 17 6
2 6f 17 6| 3 10

17 9*- 8 9 17 17 7
4 0 13 Oi 54 0 3

£ 5 . d. £ 5. d.

63 8 H 72 15 9
10 18 7| 153 12 8
16 8 9 956 17 2
154 0 Oh - 11 18 3

4. Perform the following additions :

—

£ 5 .

(a) 120 19

14 2

35 3

96 3

6 11

18 19

1162 13

d. & s. d. £ 5. a.

61 (5)1192 13 10^ (c)56 3 2
1 5631 14 2| 497
6 513 2 1 3 16 9

4| 167 14 6 1 2 11

3| 13 2 3^ 43 19 6i
2» 189 10 5| 115 4 31
9 175 3 8 49 6 b'^

6 s. d. £ 5. d.

(d) 56 3 51 (e) 514 6 5 (/)
8 19 61 89 12 7

7 3 4f 36 15 11

8 19 6 24 16 3

5 3 4 19 2 10

£ 5 . d.

21 5 6

130 17 84
29 6 4

14 13 2i
1 3 0

5. On Hospital Sunday the following coins
were found on the plate after the collection :

—

18 florins, 23 half-crowns, 16 crowns, 21 half-

sovereigns, 15 sovereigns, 10 five-pound notes,
100 threepences, 200 sixpences, and 250 pence.
How much did the collection amount to ?

6. A furniture dealer buys 3 chairs at 7s.

each
;
a piece of carpet for Sbs. 6d.

;

a table for
£7 IO5 . 9d.

;

and chest of drawers for £3 125. 2d.
For how much must he sell the wdiole that he
may gain 195. Ilr7. on the transaction ?

A fis?ve7's

:

1. (a) 2id.

;

(5) 2s.
;
(c) 2s. 3+7.

2. (ft) £1 05. lOH; (5) £1 195. bh^d.
; (<?)

£1 l5. 5+7.
3. £1 55. 61^.

;
£2 145. 8f^. ;

£73 195. 2d.

;

£244 155. 9|<7. ;
£1195 35. lOd.

4. («) £1454 1 25. 9i<7.
; (5) £7883 I 5. l^d.

;

(c) £274 25. 8d.
; (<7) £86 95. 2^d.

; (5)
£684 145.

; (/) £197 bs. 9d.

5. £91 95. id. 6. £14 195. id.

X.

The Fifth Declension.

The nominative ending of fifth-declension

nouns is always in es, and the gender is always
feminine, except dies, a day, w+ich is mascu-
line only in the plural, and masculine and
feminine in the singular

;
but its compound

meridies (medius, middle, and dies, day), mid-
day, is always masculine..
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' Singular.

N. facies a face

V. facies 0 face

A. faciem a face

G. faciei of a face

D. faciei to a face

A. facie by a face

Plural.
N. facies faces

V. facies 0 faces

A. facies faces

G. facierum of faces

D. faciebus to faces

A, faciebus by faces

motus exercitus contra fidem. O progenies
Detim ! Inter has res erit acies pauperiei.
Pauperies est glacies fidei. Nunc est meridies
in his rebus. Erit spes fidei in his exercitibus.

0 fides hominum

!

Translate into Latin :

—

In this day there will be nope. The offspring
of poverty is pain in the body and in the mind.
Through these limbs (or joints) there will be
the ice of fear. In the presence of the consul
there will be hope during this day. The image
of the laurel will be in the house beyond hope.
The appearance of the consul in this city will
be according to hope the end of these pains.

{Ohs.—Most nouns of this declension have
no plural number.)

Vocabulary of Nouns declined like Facies,

to he learned hy heart.

Acies (/), an edge
Dies {m f), a day.

Effigies

Fides
Glacies

Meridies
Planities

Pauperies
Progenies
Ees
Series

Species

Spes
Superficies

(/), an image

(/), faith

(/), ice

{m), noon

{f), 2i plain

(/), poverty

(/), an offspring

(/), a thing

(/), an order

(/), an appearance

(/), hope

(/), a surface

Res-gjuhlica, a state (or t]iQ ymhlic affair),

which belongs to this declension, is declined

after a peculiar fashion. The res is declined

IWq facies, 2xA;puhlica (the feminine adjective

properly in agreement with it, is declined like

the first declension, musa, in this way :

—

Singular.

N. res-publica a state

V. res-publica 0 state

A. rem-publicam the state

G. rei-publicae of the state

D. rei-publicae to the state

A. re-publica by the state

Plural.

N. res-publicae the states

V. res-publicae 0 states

A. res-publicas the states

G. rerum-publicaruni of states

D. rebus-publicis to states

A. rebus-publicis by states.

Self-Examination Questions and Exercises.

What is the nominative and what the genitive

ending of nouns of the fifth declension ? What
is their gender, and what exceptions can you
quote ? Decline facies. Decline res-pnhlica,

with the English of all the cases. Write out

the vocabulary of words to be declined like

facies in the fifth declension.

Translate into English :

—

Inhac facie eritunquam spes. Secundumhanc
seriem rerum. Cifciter meridiem erit glacies in

hac urbe. In hac facie est effigies fidei. De
fide rerum erit certamen. In hac planitie erit

XI.—Repetition.

Now that you have gone through the article,

the preposition, and the noun, very carefully, I

want you to make the ground now gained
secure by a careful repetition of each of these
parts before going on any further

;
and when

you have done this, I want you to answer the
following questions and to do these repetition
exercises.

Self-Examination Questions.

State briefly the chief reasons I gave for
studying Latin, and the best method of doing
this. Write out the chief peculiarities of the
Latin alphabet, and give an account of Latin
pronunciation and accentuation. Define the
different parts of speech in Latin, and the
Latin cases. How is gender determined in
Latin ? Write out the Latin article. Decline
like musa, liber like magister, homo like lajns,

arbor like rirgo, mctus like gradus, genu like

cornu, and res like facies. Show how each of
the four declensions may be known by the
genitive case. Write out all the prepositions
which govern two cases, and those that govern
an ablative only. Decline domus, vir, fis, and
respublica. Mention some nouns derived from
the Greek which are peculiar in declension,
and decline one or two of them.

Translate into English :

—

Per has flammas est motus exercitfis hujus
urbis. 0 mores et leges horum hominum ! In
hoc templo Deorum erunt carmina Dryadfim.
Sine motu non est vitain his corporibus. Facies
virginis est nunquam imago spei. Nobiscum
sunt musge puellae, et libri scribae. Est in manu
epitome Ubri hujus auctoris. Militum hast»
in hoc agro nunquam erunt. In his deabus est

imago lunge. Coram hac puella est risus

militum. Super hoc lapide est hasta consulis.

Per hos lapides erunt fluvii aquae. Virgilius et

Horatius sunt poetae et magistri musarum. 0
formose puer, auctor morum horum hominum !

In hac mensa erunt veru et acus puell® et arcus
militis.

Translate into Latin :

—

The thirst of the man is the end of life. The
soldiers are without spears. ‘ There is the
image of hope and faith in this temple of the
gods. Before his feet there is a motion of

water. The names of the soldiers are in these

books of the consul. Before the knees of the
general will be the bodies of the soldiers. The
songs of the poet will be for ever in these cities.
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With me is this scribe’s book. The smile of I

the girl is throughout her (the) face. The
}

hour is a measure of time to men upon earth.

In these kingdoms are crowns for the heads of

poets, orators, princes, and generals of armies.

XII.

The Adjectives and the Declensions.

In English and Latin you know that the
adjective is that part of speech which qualifies

the substantive noun : as in good boy the word
good is the adjective, because it qualifies the
noun boy, so in the Latin bonus puer, w'here

bo7ius means good and qualifies bonus is

the adjective. Now, so far, Latin and Eng-
lish are alike ; but then we come to this very
important difference—namely, that in English
the adjective is not declinexl, as it has not,

strictly speaking, in English, any distinct
j

number, case, or gender, whereas in Latin the *

adjective has number, case, and gender, and is

declined, and always takes the case, the num-
ber, and gender of the noun with which it is

j

said to agree, and which it qualifies. The '

truth is, that the Latin noun qualifies and !

determines theform of the Latin adjective in I

agreement with it, and the Latin adjective
|

returns the compliment by qualifying the '

meaning of the Latin noun. The form and .

declension of the noun is not changed to suit ‘

the adjective, but the form and declension of
j

the adjective is changed to suit the noun, just

as your clothes are cut and made to suit your
body, and its form, while your body is not
made to suit your clothes. Now, it is precisely

for this reason that we must decline adjectives

in Latin, which, according to their endings,
follow the declensions of the nouns substan-
tive already given—those ending in us, a, urn,

or er, d, um, following the first and second de-

clension, and all other adjectives following the
third declension of nouns

;
for example, bonus

(good), in the masculine, is declined like

dominns ; bona, feminine, like musa ; bonum,
neuter, like regnum ; and melior and felix like

rector, in the third.

>1. Declension of Adjectives of Three
|

Terminations. ;

1. Bonus, good.

Singular.
j

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

N. bonus bona bonum
V. bone bona bonum
A. bonum bonam bonum
G. boni bonae boni
D. bono bonae bono
A. bono bona

Plural.

bono

N. boni bonae bona
V. boni bonae bona
A. bonos bonas bona
G. bonorum bonarum bonorum
D. bonis bonis bonis

A. bonis bonis bonis

Adjectives declined like bonus, as above :— |

Albus, white; altus, high or deep; aptus,
|

fit; clarus, bright; earns, dear; dignus,
j

worthy
;

duriis, hard
;
gratus, pleasing

;
Icetus, 1

joyful; lentus, slow; niagnus, great; parvus,
little

;
malus, bad

;
sanctus, holy or sacred

;

and verus, true and real.

2. Tener, tender.

Singular.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

N. tener tenera tenerum
V. tener tenera tenerum
A. tenerum teneram tenerum
G. teneri teneras teneri

D. tenero tenerae tenero
A. tenero tenera

Plural.

tenero

N. teneri tenerae tenera
V. teneri tenerae tenera
A. teneros teneras tenera
G. tenerorum tenerarum tenerorum
D. teneris teneris teneris

A. teneris teneris teneris

Adjectives declined like tener, as above :

—

Asper, rough
;

aliger, winged
;

cceter, the
rgst or remaining

;
exter, external or foreign

;

liber, free; miser, wretched; ignifer, fire-

bringing
;

prosper, fortunate
;

lacer, torn

;

macer, lean
;
corniger, horn-bearing.

3. Ater, black (dark and dismal).

Singular.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

N. ater atra atrum
V. ater atra atrum
A. atrum atram atrum
G. atri atrae atri

D. atro atrw atro

A. atro atra atro

Plural.

N. atri atrae atra
V. atri atrae atra
A. atros atras atra

G. atrorum atrarum atrorum
D. atris atris atris

A. atris atris atris

Adjectives declined like ater (as above) :

—

Niger, black (beautiful and brilliant)
;

ceger,

sick
;
creber, frequent

;
impiger, active

;
integer,

entire
;
pulcher, fair

;
ruber, red; sacer, sacred

;

sinister, unlucky
;
teter, foul.

Mark that dexter, right-handed, or propitious,

is declined both like ater and tener, as it makes
dexter, era and tra, erum and trum,

4. Acer, sharp.

' Singular.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.

N. acer acris acre

V. acer acris acre
A. acrem acrem acre

G. acris acris acris

D. acri acri acri

A. acri acri

Plural.

acri

N. acres acres acria

V. acres acres acria

A. acres acres acria

G. acrium acrium acrium
D. acribus acribus acribus

A. acribus acribus acribus
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Plural.

Alacer cris ere cheerful Mas. Fern. Neuter.
Campester tris tre on a plain ! N. felices felicia

Celeber bris bre frequented or famous V. felices felicia

Celer eris ere swift A. felices felicia

Equester tris tre equestrian G. felicium
Paluster tris tre marshy D. felicibus

Pedester tris tre pedestrian A. felicibus

Puter tris tre rotten

Saluber bris bre salubrious

Silvester tris tre woody
Terrester tris tre earthly

Volucer cris ere swift

B. Declension of Adjectives of Two

Terminations.
1. Teistis, sad.

Singular.

a. N.
Mas. Fern. Neuter.

tristis triste

V. tristis triste

A. t ristem triste

G. tristis

V D. tristi

A. tristi

j Plural.

N. tristes tristia

V. tristes tristia

A. tristes tristia

G. tristium

D. tristibus
'

A. tristibus

Adjectives declined like tristis, as above :

—

Brevis, short
;
dulcis, sweet

;
fortis. strong or

brave
;
mollis, soft

;
huniilis, low

; nohilis, noble

;

jjinguis, fat
;
utilis, useful : suavis, sweet; turj)is,

base
;
omnis, all.

2. Melior, better.

Adjectives declined

Ales itis

Atrox
Capax
Decens
Diligens tis

Dives itis

Fallax
Ferox
Ingens
Mendax acis

Nocens tis

Pauper eris

Prudens tis

Eecens tis

Sapiens tis

Simplex icis

Tenax acis

Velox ocis

ocis

acis

tis

acis

ocis

tis

like felix :

—

winged
atrocious

capacious
becoming

;

diligent

rich

fallacious

ferocious

great
lying
hurtful

poor
prudent
fresh

wise
simple
tenacious or persistent

swift

VIII.

Dei^udation {continued').

Singular.
Mas. Fern. Neuter.

N. melior melius
V. melior melius
A. meliorem melius
G. melioris

D. meliori

A. meliore or -i

Plural.
N. meliores meliora
V. meliores meliora
A. meliores meliora
G. meliorum
D. melioribus
A. melioribus

Adjectives declined like melior, as above ;

—

Altior, higher
;

hrevior, shorter
;

clarior,

brighter
;

hmnilior, lower
;

levior. lighter

;

mollior, softer
;
nohilior, more noble

;
gplenior,

fuller
;
sanctior, holier

;
similior, more like

;

turpior, baser; tutior. safer, utilior. move useful

;

verior, more time
;
vilior, more vile or cheap.

C. Adjectives of one terminat'wn, as Felix,

^Tpy •—
Singular.

Mas. Fern. Neuter.
N. felix

V. felix

A. felicem felix

G. . felicis

D. feiici

A. feiici (rarely e)

The gradual dissolution of limestones by the

action of water charged with carbonic acid

may be taken as a type of the

numerous chemical changes pro- ^decomposition

duced by rain on rocks generally.
®

In the igneous and other crys-

talline rocks these changes are more compli-

cated, and the process is a slower one
;
but

they all yield in greater or less degree, and?

finally break up to furnish a surface soil and
contribute to the matter borne away to the

ocean. We have already referred incidentally

to the decomposing granite of Cornwall and
elsewhere as furnishing the kaolin or fine

china clay, used so exten sively in the manu-
facture of porcelain

;
and to some such source

—that is, to the decomposition and breaking
up of crystalline rocks—we must trace every
description of clay with which we are ac-

quainted. Clay strata of one age may. it is

true, be derived immediately from similar beds
of older date

;
but no geologist doubts that at

some period or other the clay was obtained
from the decomposition of igneous rocks. Frost
is a powerful agent in breaking up rocks and
thus assisting in the general levelling of the

dry land. All crystalline rocks expand under
the influence of the sun’s rays, and contract as

they cool
;
but the minerals of which they are

composed do not expand and contract equally.

They are therefore gradually loosened
;
and if

there were no rairdall whatever, such rocks
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exposed to the extremes of temperature would
gradually break down into sand

;
but this

process is greatly assisted by rain. Everybody
knows that water expands when it is cooled

to within a few degrees of freezing point, and
that ice occupies more space than the water
did in its liquid state. When, therefore, water
which has soaked into the crevices and fissures

of a rock, filling up all the minute pores and
saturating it for some distance from the surface,

l^ecomes frozen, it exerts a great pressure, the

tendency of which is to break it up. Some-
times huge masses are detached, which come
tumbling down fi’om the mountain-top—some-
times smaller fragments fly off. Still more
constantly a large extent of surface becomes
imperceptibly affected and brought one degree
nearer to general disintegration.

In mountainous regions where glaciers are

level of the sea, and the waters of the ocean
spread themselves over the entire surface of the
globe. Many attempts have been
made to calculate the time re- Denudation as

quired to effect this, but the pro- ^

blem is too complicated to admit ^periods,
of a satisfactory solution. In a
valuable paper read before the Royal Society,

Professor Haughton observes ;* “The following
table contains estimates of the number of years
required by the several rivers to scrape off one
foot from their respective rain basins, and carry
the materials to the sea, where it is spread out
on the sea bottoms by ocean currents. The
figures were obtained by carefully measuring
at fi-equent intervals the total discharge of

water and the total weight of mud held in
suspension. This weight of mud, reconverted
into surface rock, must cover the entire rain

PALEOZOIC FISH, TEILOSITES, BEACHIOPODS, COEAL AXD GEAPTOLITE.

formed, the work of destruction is accelerated.

As the ice river—for such a glacier
Glacial action.

ig-slowly makes its way
from the region of perpetual snow to the melt-
ing point, it carries with it fragments of rock
that have been broken off by frost : some of

these it bears on its surface—others lie between
it and the rock over which it glides; and a
grinding process by which the surface is being
worn away is thus always going on. At the
melting point of the glacier, part of the mud and
stones is deposited, forming what is called a
terminal moraine

;
part is borne away by the

stream to which the melted ice gives rise. The
large proportion of sediment suspended in the
Rhine and the Rhone is produced mainly in
this way.

_

Looking at the combined and ceaseless opera-
tion of these destructive agencies, we come to
the inevitable conclusion that if there w^ere no
counteracting forces also at work, the dry land
would in the course of time be reduced to the

basin to a depth of one foot spread uni-
formly.

Rates of Denudation of Rain Basins lowered

One Foot
Ganges 2,3.58

Mississippi 6,000
Hoang Ho 1,464
Yangtse Kiang 2,700
Rhone 1,528

Danube 6,848
Po 729

Mean 3,090

“ From this table it appears that atmospheric
agencies are capable at present of lowering land

surfaces at the rate of one foot per 3000 years ;

but since the sea bottoms are to the land sur-

faces in the proportion of 145 to 52, the rate at

which (under present circumstances) the sea

* “Notes on Phvsical Geology,” by Prof. Haughton,
D.C.L., r.R.S., &c.f
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bottoms are silted up, the present rate of for-

mation of strata is one foot in 8,616 years.”

This calculation, interesting as it is, is clearly

defective, since it fails to take into account the

waste of coast lines by the sea, and the lime

and other salts held in solution by the river

waters. Still the figures help us to realise the

immense importance of atmospheric agencies

from a geological point of view, and the magni-
tude of the work they accomplish. This work
is comprehensively described by the phrase we
have already used—“ sub-aerial denudation.”

Of the various movements of the earth’s

crust—the elevation of that which has been
the bed of the ocean to be dry land, and the

corresponding depression of the land beneath
the waters—it is not necessary
to say much here. The evidence and

of such movements in past times
is to be found everywhere

;
and one illustration

is contained in the history of the Mendips as
given in our opening chapter. We have further
good reason to believe that similar risings and
sinkings of land are going on at the present
time ;* and the constant occurrence of earth-
quakes and volcanic eruptions gives evidence of
deep-seated forces always in operation, and
probably intimately connected with the changes
of level which form so marked a feature of
geological history.

TABLE OF

SEDIMENTARY AND FOSSILIFEROUS STRATA OF GREAT BRITAIN,

Showing the Order of their Succession,

POST-TEKTIARY, OR QUATERNARY.

Recent and Peehistoric.

Alluvium
;
river deltas

;
some cave earths and raised beaches, and generally the deposits

now forming in rivers and seas, in which shells and other fossils are all, with rare exceptions, of
existing species.

Pleistocene, or Post-pliocene.

Cave deposits generally
;
older river gravels and raised beaches, with shells and other fossils

of extinct or locally extinct species. Glacial drift of Northern Europe. Bridlington beds.

[The pleistocene deposits of Great Britain are divided by Mr. W. Boyd-Dawkins into Early Fleistoeene,
represented by the Cromer Forest bed

;
Middle Pleistocene, represented by the brick earths of the Thames valley^

and Later Pleistocene, including most cave deposits with remains of hygena, bear, etc., associated with implements
of human workmanship of an early type.]

TERTIARY, OR CAINOZOIG (OR NEOZOIC).

Pliocene.

Chillesford and Aldeby beds
;
Norwich crag

;
Red crag of Suffolk

;
White or Coralline crag

of Suffolk.

Miocene.
Upper.—Wanting.

Loiver,—Lignite beds of Bovey Tracey
;

leaf bed of Mull
;

lignite of Antrim
;
Hempstead

bedst (Isle of Wight).

Eocene.

Upper.—Bembridge marls and limestone
;
Osborne beds

;
Pleadon beds (Freshwater and

Estuarine).

Middle.—Barton clay
;
Bracklesham beds

;
Upper and Lower Bagshot sands and clays with

plants.

Lower .—London clay (including the Bognor beds) ; Blackheath and Oldhaven beds
;
Wool-

wich and Reading beds
;
Thanet sands.

SECONDARY, OR MESOZOIC.

Cretaceous.

Upper.—White chalk with flints
;
lower white chalk without flints

;
chalk marl.

Middle.—Upper greensand (Godstone firestone, etc.)
;
gault.

Lower.—Lower greensand (or Neocomian), including Folkestone beds, Sandgate beds,

Hythe beds, Atherfield clay, Wealden clay (freshwater), Hastings beds.

* Thus in parts of Sweden and the shores and islands of Bothnia proofs have been obtained that the land is

experiencing, and has experienced for centuries, a slow upheaving movement. It appears from the obser-

vations of Mr. Darwin and others that very extensive regions of the continent of South America have
been xmdergoing slow and gradual upheaval, by which the level plains of Patagonia, covered with recent

marine shells, and the Pampas of Buenos Ayres, have been raised above the level of the sea. On the
other hand, the gradual sinking of the coast of Greenland, for the space of more than 600 miles from north to

south, during the last four centuries has been established by the observations of a Danish naturalist. Dr. Pinzel.
—Lyell.

+ These beds are regarded by many geologists as Upper Eocene. They have been classified hero as
Miocene on the authority of Sir Charles Lyell.

VOL. 1. 19
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Oolite.

UlJper.—VmhQok beds (upper, middle, and lower—Freshwater and Estuarine)
;
Portland

stone and sand
;
Kimmeridge clay.

Middle.—Upper calcareous grit
;
Coral rag, or Coralline oolite; Lower calcareous grit

;
Oxford

clay
;
Kelloway rock.

Lower.—Cornbrash
;
Great oolite (including Forest marble and Bradford clay, Bath oolite,

Stonesfield slate, Fuller’s-earth oolite, Moorland coal beds of Yorkshire, and the Brora coal beds
of Scotland); Inferior oolite

;
Inferior oolite or liassic sands.

Lias,

Upper.—Clays, Middle,—Marlstones. Lower.—Clays and limestones.

Ehcetic or Penarth Beds.

(White lias, black shales, and grey marls.)

Trias or New Red Sandstone.

Upper.—Keuper beds ;
red shales of Cheshire and Lancashire with rock salt ; “dolomitic

conglomerates ” of Somersetshire.

Middle.—Wanting.

Lower.—Bunter or New Red sandstone of Lancashire and Cheshire.

PRIMARY, OR PALEOZOIC.
Permian.

Upper Permian or Magnesian limestone series.

Lower Permian, consisting of red sandstone, marl, breccia, and conglomerates, etc.

Carboniferous.

Upper.—Coal measures of England and Wales
;
millstone grit

;
Yoredale senes of Yorkshire.

Loiver.—Carboniferous limestone (or Mountain limestone)
;
lower limestone shales.

Devonian— Marine.

Upper.—Marwood and Petherwin beds.

Middle.—Plymouth, Ogwell, Ilfracombe and Combe
Martin beds.

Lower.—Linton and Fowey beds.

Old Red Sandstone—

Silurian.

Upper Silurian.—Upper Ludlow beds
;
Lower Ludlow beds

;
Upper Wenlock limestone

and shales; Lower Wenlock and Woolhope beds, and Denbighshire grits; Tarannon shales;

Upper Llandovery rocks (May Hill sandstone).

Lmver Sihiriaii.—Lower Llandovery rocks
;
Bala and Caradoc beds

;
Upper Llandeilo beds

;

Lower Llandeilo (or Arenig) beds; Tremadoc slates
;
Lingula (or Lingulella) flags

;
Menevian beds. ,

Cambrian.

Harlech grits
;
Longmynd rocks

;
Llanberis slates.

Tlie above arrangement of the Lower Silurian and Cambrian systems is that adopted by the Geological
‘Survey in all their Memoirs and maps. By Sir Charles Lyell the Tremadoc slates and Lingula flags were
'described as “Upper Cambrian”—the Cambrian of the Survey, with the addition of the Menevian beds,
being designated “ Lower Cambrian.” Many geologists, following the classification of the late Professor
Sedgwick, include the whole of the “Lower Silurian ” in the Cambrian series. As it is simply a question of
nomenclature, it seems more convenient to follow the Survey.

Pre-Cambrian.

Gneissic rocks of Capes Wrath and Lewis
;
“ Dimetian,” “ Pebidian,” and “ Arvoniani” rocks

of Wales? [Upper and Lower Laurentian rocks of North America].

MERCANTILE .LIFE.
I. Preparatory Studies.

The practice of the schools has differentiated

to some extent the branches of learning suitable

to various professions
;
and when a resolution

has been taken to enter into mercantile life.

there can usually be little difficulty either in
ascertaining the studies to which special atten-

tion should be given, or in finding the necessary
tuition. That arithmetic, book-keeping, and
geography should be more fully mastered at

school by one who intends in two or three years
to be a mercantile clerk, than might be neces-
sary in the case of one who had long years of

study before him for one of the learned pro-
fessions

; and that in languages the rudiments
of French and German should have his prefer-

ence over the rudiments of Greek and Latin
;

are maxims obvious and indisputable. There
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is so much to be learned, in office work, of

the details and technicalities, and the practice

of mercantile business, which no school can
teach but the office itself, that it becomes the

more desirable to go from school with as much
of common knowledge, learning, and expertness,

to be officially called into constant exercise, as

ix)ssible.

A youth enters upon real work in mercantile

life much earlier than a student of medicine or

divinity, or, indeed, of any of the professional

pursuits. His apprenticeship in business may
be compared to the terms of a student in the

university, in the college, or in the lecture-

rcoms and laboratories of professors. It does

not follow, therefore, that he requires less edu-

cation than the others
;
but, on the contrary,

(1) that his school instruction needs in its final

emphasis to develop special faculties demanded
by his future calling, and (2) that his education

does not end, but is only advancing to a higher

stage, when he enters an office. Because it

must be allowed that a successful merchant
has to learn quite as much, and to be fit for

quite as much mentally, as a successful surgeon

or physician, lawyer, divine, or naturalist.

Some would probably say he has to learn rather

more.
The preparatory studies proper to mercantile

life involve the question what a merchant is,

and what his place is in trade and industr}’-,

and in the general system of affairs. Merchants
are the agents of exchange, domestic and inter-

national. The producers and consumers of

goods, and buyers and sellers, would find it

difficult, and in many cases impossible, to meet
each other, but for those who make it their

business to form a market, to ascertain the

various kinds of produce in demand, and the

sources fi'om which they are most profitably

to be supplied. The merchant has to scan and
estimate the value of commodities, not only in

their degree of quality, and in their ratio of

exchange one with another, as well as in

their money price, but also in due study of

the amount of stocks, the probable consump-
tion within a given period, and the pros-

pects of their reproduction—in short, of all

the facts of the case bearing upon value.

When goods are consigned to him, he will

often have to advise his clients whether
to hold or sell, and at what price—will some-
times have to give unwelcome advice—and his

success and reputation will depend on the
frequency with which his advice, welcome or

unwelcome, is proved to have been sound. In
proportion to the capital he has at command,
he will buy commodities on his own account
when he has reason to believe them cheap, and
sell them when they are dearer, and in thus
making a profit to himself, will have served
an important public interest. His purchases
when the market was low sustained the pro-

ducers, and his sales when the market rose

was a benefit to the consumers, and tended to

avert what, but for this intervention, might
have ended in a harassing scarcity. To with-
hold stocks of goods from the market in pro-
longed expectation of some highest or coveted
monopoly price is too apt to burn the fingers

of the operator to be often repeated
;

and,
generally speaking, the course of the merchant
is only safe to himself when, in redounding to

his own profit, it has tended to equalise prices^

and been a profit to the community.
The art of a merchant is thus one of mani-

fold elements. In the first place, it is obvious
that he must be an expert and judicious calcu-

lator, not only over a considerable range of

fixed items—such as weights and measures,
freight, insurance, dues, periods of time and
rates of interest, and exchange of foreign
money into sterling, etc.—but over more widely
problematic relations of cause and effect, bear-

ing on almost every important operation in

which he engages. The skill in quality of

commodities itself is only acquired by much
culture, and often implies a knowledge of more
than one science. Chemistry, laws of force

and motion, laws of light and heat, the most
recondite laws of nature, and all the arts of

design, are now largely comprehended in
manufactures; while in judging of raw pro-

duce, one needs such exquisite sense of colour,

or taste, or touch, and such ready apprehension
of differences of one kind or other, as are almost
equal to a science. The sham quality in many
classes of goods has also, under the artifices of

the age, attained so close an outward semblance
to the real, that a merchant ought to have the
instincts of a first-class detective—instincts

that would raise him to high promotion in

Scotland Yard ! It is certain that he must
keep steadily before him the mercantile laws,

not only of his own country, but of foreign

countries
;
and in this sense he needs to be a

kind of lawyer, just as, in another sense, he
needs to be a kind of statesman in his broad
and enlightened comprehension of political

affairs at home and abroad. In nearly all

branches of the science of political economy
merchants require to be as versant as even
lawyers or statesmen must be in their several

extensive departments
;

and after having
studied and familiarised their minds with the

fundamental and established conclusions of

the masters, have to cany on a sub-section

of their own in a close observation of the

commercial and industrial phenomena in the

cases before them, ever varying as these do, and
by which the principles of economic science

are necessarily modified in their action. Let
us add to this survey of mercantile requisites,

that nothing stands the merchant in much
better stead than knowledge of men, and being
a good judge of character.

X.

The Leaves {continued).

Apparently without exception, the plants

which have brilliantly coloured leaves, or in
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Contrast of

which the veins are of some rich tint, produce
comparatively inconspicuous and
often very insignificant flowers.

The crotons, the Caladiums, the

Rumex sanguineus, would never
be resorted to by a bouquetiste

;

and if the species of Amaranth
which have purple foliage produce
grand crimson trails, as in the

old-fashioned cottage garden
flower, the love - lies - bleeding
QAmarantus caudatus), the effect

comes, not of the flowers being
intrinsically fine, but of their

being massed together in thou-

sands. Compared with the great
majority of the orchideous race,

the flowers even of the Anoecto-
chilus make no pretension. This
is just what one would expect.

Nature, ahvays munificent, seldom
bestows a duality of perfections,

and whenever she grants special

privileges, the accustomed quali- fig. 44.—leaf
ties are usually a trifle below the
average. Very few indeed are the plants which
possess the maximum of what is called “ beauty ”

in all their parts alike. Is there one that can
be said to do so ? Every part and every organ
is, in one kind or another, allowed pre-

eminence; the fairness of Nature in letting

no part or organ have reason to complain, is

one of her most amiable attributes
;
and how

seldom are we left in doubt as to which it is !

The root has its turn when charged with sugar
or other substance useful to man

;
the stem

has it in the great timber-trees
;

the leaves

come to the
front as re-

gards dimen-
sions in the
palms, and as

regards gor-

,

geousness of

colouring in

the crotons,

etc.; the
flowers, like

favourite
singers, have
their turn
oftener than
all the others

put together.

Is it pos-

sible to find

an explana-
tion of all

this? The
physiological

one certainly

does not suf-

fice, since, in
reference to

the bright red of the gaily-painted
Prefiguration, ig^ves, it rests with saying, w^hat

is quite true as far as it goes, that the red-

ness comes of the secretion or production
of “ erythrophyll ” instead of “chlorophyll,”
chlorophyll being the ordinary green colour-

FIG. 45.—sareacenia.

ing matter of plants. All the phenomena of
nature rest on something earlier and older than
physiology. Physiology, one of the most cap-
tivating and rewarding of all sciences, deals

at its best only with the proxi-
mate. We are constantly refen’ed
to something higher and antece-
dent. The greatest charm of
physiology to a well-ordered mind
is that, as in trouble and in death,
we must needs go to God at last.

This there is no evading. Allu-
sion has already been made to
the beautiful way in which Nature
recapitulates, on higher platforms,
and with more finished manipula-
tion, the things and ideas set forth
upon inferior levels,—as when
mosses and selaginellas renew, in
green life, the idea of the “ frost

flowers” upon the window-panes
in winter mornings

;
and as when

the symmetry and colours of

OF NEPENTHES, flowcrs cvolvc, in more exquisite

fashion, the idea of the crystal

—the amethyst, the ruby, and the sapphire

becoming, as it were, animated. One appel-

lative word covers the whole matter, whether
we look from above upon w^hat is below, or

from below upwards. Nature is everywhere a
scene of Prefiguration. It would seem to have
pleased God that everything great and noble
and good should be foretold

;
that everything

should ensue upon a “herald voice,” not
necessarily as to time, but in relative position.

It is a profound mistake to regard inferior

things as degradations or dilutions of superior

ones. The
true idea is

that they are,

as it were,
pencil
sketches,
w'hich by-
and-by are to
be completed
gloriously in

pigments. In
plants, to
make the
matter more
special, roots

prefigure and
presignify
stems; stems
arefound pre-

signifying
leaves—(how
beautifully,
for instance,

in the Xylo-
phylla); and
leaves, in
turn, presig-

nify flowers. The function of the crimson crotons

and dracaenas is to announce the idea next in

succession above, one not to be realised by
themselves, because they are heralds only, but
in due time to be set forth consummately in

rose and lily.

LEAVES OF CAB03IEA.
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A good many plants prefigure the life and
habits of the Carnivora among animals : that

is to say, while in vigorous health

^^^'"eaves
° devote their time to cap-

turing midges and other little

insects, whence their popular name of

fly-catchers.” The existence of these
]dants has long been known to bota-
nists. More than a hundred years ago
the celebrated “ Venus’ fly-tra})

”

(^DiflncBa mnscipnla) of Carolina at-

tracted attention
;
and the propensities

of the wild English sundews—those of

the Drosera rotundifoUa most particu-

larly—were probably observed at quite
as early a period. It is but recently,

however, that they have received
minute scientific consideration. Besides
the Dionsea and the Droseras, there
belong to this singular company a num-
ber of curious North American plants
called Sarracenias, and a number of

East Indian ones constituting the
genus Nepenthes. The insect-capturing
habit is by no means confined even to

these
;
since many plants destroy insects by

means of apparatus identified with the
flowers. Others, again, less ingenious than
either of the two preceding sorts, destroy
insects by exudation of sticky matter from
some particular portion of their surface, the
victims being held fast in it, as birds are
by bird-lime. The plants called “catchfly”
efect this purpose by means of stickiness of
the stems

;
various beautiful Ericas from

the Cape of Good Hope do the same with
their corollas. Here, however, we are con-
cerned only with the fly-capturing Leaves,
foremost among which in

interest, being illustrated

in our native flora, stand
the Droseras.

These lovely little plants
grow almost invariably
upon wet moors and bogs,
and in mountainous dis-

^ tricts, wher-
Droseras.

jg

wet peat. They are not
peculiar to England, the
many species being diffused
over nearly the whole
world. Nor, although
agreeing in structure and
in manners and customs,
are they all fashioned alike,

the shape of the leaves
being very elegantly di-

versified, while the blos-

soms, which are usually
white, vary in certain kinds
to rose-colour and yellow.
Three species occur in
Great Britain,— the com-
mon or round-leaved sun-
dew, Drosera rotvndifolia ; the beautiful Dro-
sera Anglica, which has spatulate leaves

;

and a smaller one, called Drosera intermedia.
In all three the leaves constitute a radical
tuft or rosette : those of the rotundifoUa,

which are about three-quarters of an inch
across, lying flat upon the ground

;
while

those of the Anglica, the average length of

which is about three inches, rise almost ver-

tically. Every leaf is bordered, in a ciliate

manner, with long crimson projections,

broad at the base, and gradually taper-

ing into a glandular knob
;
upon the

surface there are similar knobs, the

stalks of which are, however, much
shorter

;
and now the trap only wants

setting. The setting consists in the

oozing from the glandular knobs of an
exquisitely limpid and very tenacious

gum : every gland acting simultane-

ously, so that the leaves now seem
decked in every part with diamonds,
and hence the vernacular name, “ Sun-
dew.” Innumerable tiny insects of

tender wing are caught by these pretty

gems
;

once captured, escape is im-
possible, and the blackened corpses

FIG. 47.—LEAF OF strcw the surface like the bones before
DioxiEA. the den of the demon in the fairy tale.

So far, all is plain to the observation of

every one who chooses to pay a visit to the

moors in July. The question then arises, To
what end is this insect-catching directed ? Of
course there is an object in it, since in nature
there is never either wanton mischief or caprice.

Looking round, and collecting all the facts con-

nected with the destruction of life as seen in

nature, it is plain that, ordinarily, when life is

taken, the intention is that advantage shall

accrue to the taker, this always resolving into

the employment of what has been put to death

^^food. That one or two of the domesticated
quadrupeds sometimes kill and do not eat, does

not affect the principle,

since they are living in
artificial conditions, and
are supplied with what they
require by man, whose
proud pre-eminence it is to

be the only animal by
whom life is taken wilfully

and uselessly—not to say
at times cruelly and in-

famously. On 2^rim dfacie
grounds it would bo rea-

sonable to suppose, accord-
ingly, that the capturing of

insects by the sundews is

with a view to the utiliza-

tion of the products of their

decaying bodies as nutri-

ment
;
and the observations

and experiments of skilled

physiologists all tend to the
establishing of this. Dro-
seras supplied artificially

with animal food become
in every way more sub-

stantial than individua’s

from which it is withheld.

Venus’ fly-trap (^Diona-a 'nivscfnla'), a
of the same family as

FIG. 48.— XEPF.XXnES

Th(

plant

the sundews, resembles them in

having a rosette of radical leaves

from the centre of which, in proper season, arises

The
Dicnoea.
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a flower-stalk. But in this truly wonderful pro-

duction of nature, the leaves, which are about
an inch and a half across, consist of two plates,

lightly hinged together, and bearing, individu-

ally, no remote resemblance to the human hand,
being constituted, as it were, of a palm and
projecting fingers (fig. 47). On the surface of

each palm, however, are three little green hair-

like bodies. When the trap is set, the two
palms are spread out horizontally. The instant

an insect touches the green hairs upon either

of them, they fold together upon the hinge,

interlocking their fingers, as when we ourselves
“ clasp ” our hands, and the victim is impri-

soned and put to death. Ordinary house-flies

are thus captured wlien the plant is cultivated,

as is now very often done, in greenhouses and
conservatories.

The Sarracenias constitute a family or natural

order of their own, and can hardly be said to

jwssess a single characteristic
The Sarra- common with the Droseraceas,

cenias. . ,1 .1
except that they are exogenous.

None, indeed, of the insectivorous plants be-

long to the endogenous class, though it is

among the endogenous Orchidacem that we
have some of the most striking illustrations of

the serviceableness of insects in promoting
fertilization. That, however, is quite another
matter—one to be spoken of presentl3n The
Sarracenias are herbaceous perennials, indi-

genous to the swamps of temperate North
America. The leaves, which grow in tufts,

have their margins brought together and united
in such a wa}^ as to convert them into vessels

several inches in length, at least an inch in
diameter at the top, and capable of holding
water, whence in their native country they are
termed “ Indian cups.” The rim is elegantly
“ worked,” like the overcasting of a button-
hole

;
and accessory to the general design there

are numbers of short, stiff bristles pointing
downwards. Fluid, partly secreted by the plant
itself, is contained in these curious cups for

about half the distance upwards
;
it is attractive

to insects, which, descending the inner wall,

cannot possibly creep out again, and are
drowmed by thousands. The cups, scientifically

termed “ascidia,” are either semi -recumbent,
as in the common Sarracenia ruhra, or per-

fectly erect, when they often attain a length
of eighteen or twenty inches. Occasionally

the uppermost portion in these tall varieties,

including its qna.n-\\d, is most beautifully

variegated with green, white, and rose-colour,

as in the Sarracenia Drummoiulii. The last-

mentioned often contains the dead bodies of

myriads of ants
;
and not uncommonly the

corpse of a bee, a wasp, or even (as we have
ourselves observed) of a dragon-fly, head down-
wards; curiosity paying in every case the

rmlooked-for penalty. The flowers of the

Sarracenias are large, red or yellow, solitary

upon the summits of long peduncles, and in

structure very singular.

In the extraordinary genus Nepenthes, indi-

genous to the islands washed by the Indian

„ , Ocean, and now represented in
epenthes. gggd English hothouse, the

contrivance, though somewhat similar to the

last-named, has features again of its owm. The
plant is in every instance a weak-stemmed,
straggling climber, requiring the support of

bushes, and then reaching many feet, perhaps
even many yards. The leaves are six or eight
inches long, and in outline elliptical. 'Ihe

midrib is carried forwards, and becomes a sort

of vegetable wire, which turns coilwise two or
three times, and then leads on to a curious
pendulous pitcher, most elegantly balanced, so
that the mouth is always uppermost, and the
fluid in the interior safely preserved from
running out (fig. 44). Here there is a genuine
lid, distinctl}^ articulated to the margin of the
pitcher, and, while the latter is young, adherent
to the rim, though when once lifted into the
erect ])osition it never afterwards shuts down.
The size of the pitchers varies from that of
one’s linger to that of a very large lemon

;
the

rim is worked, like that of the Sarracenias

;

there is a similar provision of bristles to pre-
vent the escape of the unwary, and a similar
“ watery grave ” for all Avho pass the fatal

frontier. Long before the lid loosens itself

from the rim of the pitcher, the latter may be
observeil half full of fluid, secreted fi-om the
tissues, and plainly proving that the bygone
idea that the Nepenthes was a contrivance for
collecting rain was purely fanciful. Equally
at variance with fact was the concurrent
original fancy that the pitchers were designed
as reservoirs for thirsty birds. Birds never
visit them

;
they know better than to drink

what is simply a liquid insect-bait, probabh’’
distasteful. The flowers of the Nepenthes are
greenish and unattractive.

Every fiction is the representative of a truth
to be found somcAvhere. There are plants
Avhich collect rain and dew', and
which might be supposed, with and dew

, f: ‘it collectors,
some show ot reason, to be ser-

viceable in the Avay spoken of, though that thej"

are ever really visited by birds seems extremely'"

improbable. The leaf of the Alchemilla vul-

/7fl7'7.s above mentioned holds, while half opened,
in early morning, and at other times w-hen the
sunbeam is not too fervent, a limpid globule,

which disappears, like quicksilver, with the
slightest shake. The leaves of the common
columbine, also a British wild-flower, similarly

collect the deAv, and retain the globules for

many hours, whence the appropriate Latin
name, “ Aquilegia ”—literally, the “ water-
gatherer.” More remarkable than either, be-
cause of the quantity and the long safe-keeping
of the collected rain, is the common teasel, the
leaves of which, growing in pairs, and being
“ connate,” or having their lower portions con-
joined, form a large cup at every node. A
full-grown plant will often supply at least a
pint of water. Very felicitous was the appella-
tion bestow'ed upon this curious vegetable two
thousand years ago, and still peculiarly its owm,
—Dipsacus

;
literally, “ the thirsty one.” The

observation of these odd and pretty ways of
plants constitutes one of the chief and most
enduring pleasures of field botany. Let no one
suppose—as Ave have already said, but may well
repeat, and can never say too energetically

—

that botany begins and ends Avith pulling plants
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to pieces, giving them hard names, and making
mummies of them : the reality, the queenliness,

of botany consist in part, no doubt, of careful

analysis of the vegetable structure, but no less

in the consideration of the life and habits of

,
plants, their ways and methods and aptitudes,

fancies, dislikes, and ingenuities.

IX.

Etymology : Classification of Words.

§ 65. Divisions of Etymolopry.
§ 66. The Parts of Speech.
§ 67. I. The Noun.
§ 68. The Proper noun.
§ 69. The Common noun ; Collective and Abstract

nouns.

Having brought our survey of the history,

affinities, and position of English down to the
present, we now proceed to the grammatical
examination of the language as it is. I'or this

purpose it is necessary to deal with—(1) the
Classification of Words, with some analysis of

sentences
; (2) Orthography, or that which

treats of sounds and letters
; (3) Inflexion, and

the changes that words undergo.

§ 65. Grammar, as we have seen (§ 12), con-
sists of

—

1. Etymology.
2. Orthography, the properties of sounds and

letters.

3. Syntax, the connection of words according
to certain laws of speech.

^

Etymology treats of words individually con-
sidered in three manners, according to

—

(i.) Classification.

(ii.) Inflexion.

(iii.) Derivation.

But though it is convenient thus to define
|

certain branches of the Art, they are not wholly I

independent one of another : while we are i

studying some parts of Etymology, we must
1

also consider parts of Syntax
;
the right com- !

prehension of the two is bound up together. I

Some knowledge of the power and laws of
jsounds in letters helps us to explain other
|

facts of Etymology
; thus it becomes a study

of greater interest than a mere set of dry rules
could ever give. We shall therefore—departing
from the^ usual order—break up our considera-
tion of Etymology by devoting a short space
to Orthography, between the Classification and
the Inflexion of words.

§ 66. Words are arranged in eight classes, or
“ parts ” of speech, according to their use in a
sentence :

—

1. The Noun. 6. The Adverb.
2. The Pronoun. 6. The Preposition.
3. The Adjective. 7. The Conjunction.
4. The Verb. 8. The Interjection.

Some grammarians count only seven parts of

speech
;

they put aside the interjection, as

not being, in their eyes, a true word of real

speech. Others have made nine classes, by
dividing the Adjectives and carving out of

them the Article. Words might be grouped
in several more subdivisions, up to about
twenty in number

;
but simplicity and con-

venience would thereby be losers. On the
other hand, students of the growth of language
find that the “ parts ” of speech may be said to

have been originally only two—the Noun and
the Verb

;
and they explain how by degrees

the other divisions arose from the desire to

express more clearly the circumstances sur-

rounding those two great notions by means of

separate words doing distinct duties.

§ 67. I. A Noun is a word used for a name,
whether of a thing that we can ,^ee ov feel, or of

a thing of which we can only think. “The
sun gives heat

;

his rays have power

:

” here
the words sun and rays, names of things we
can see

;
heat, a thing which we can feel

;
and

power, a thing which we cannot see nor feel,

but think of,—are all nouns. In the sentences,
''•John had a knife and cake," "Thomas took
his team of horses to Londonf John, knife,

cake, Thomas, team, horses, and London, are all

nouns.

When the child first begins to articulate, its notions
are confined to things which it perceives through the
senses : it learns to attach a sign or word to the thing
it sees, and presently remembers the word without
seeing the thing; all things about him get names.
Thus, nouns are the first words in an infant’s lan-
guage. The next set of ideas which he wishes to
express are those of action; “Baby v!ant dinner,”
“ Baby come to mother.” “Baby go," come out of the
little one’s moiith in the natural sequence of expres-
sion, and hence we have verbs. (See under § 80.)

§ 68. A slight examination of these examples
will show that there is some difference among
the nouns

;
can such words as London and cake,

Thomas, fower, and team, belong to the same
class ? They all are names—signs which repre-

sent the things spoken of
;
but when we say

Thomas or London, we mean a name which is

applied to the one thing to which it specially

belongs. These we call, therefore. Proper
nouns. 1. A Proper noun is a particular
name applied to an individual ywrson or thing.

For though there may be many persons
named John or Thomas, yet when we use
the word we only mean to speak of one in-

dividual.

§ 69. The words sun, heat, power, cake, knife,

are all names of individual things in the sets of

the same kind. There are many cakes, but
each one is called a “ cake ”

;
there are several

teams, but each one is called a “ team ”
;
we

can think of several powers, but we call each
separate idea of it “ power ”

;
thus the name is

in these cases common to all of the same kind
of thing. We have therefore a second class, of

Common nouns. 2. A common noun is the name
of each one in the same sort of things. But we
find beyond this that there are three distinct

sorts of common noun?, which are well worth
discriminating.

(h') The noun which expresses a collection

or a number of persons or things as one thing
;

this is the Collective noun, of which team is
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an example
;
JioeJi, covi'mittee, herd, army, are

others,

(c) The noun which expresses the name of

an abstract idea, of a thing we can think and
speak about only, as the name of a quality,

jyroqjerty, or action ; this is the Abstract noun.

Power belongs to this class ;
hlackncss, heat,

virtue, rage, grandeur, writing, running, are

further examples ;
to which must be added the

infinitive mood of the verb, which is simply

the name of the idea of the action, as in “ to

obey the laws is wise
;

” “ to pull off his coat,

to save the children, were the thoughts of an
instant.”

Care must be taken to distinguish between tvor ''s

expressing the
quality applied to

something else,

and the idea of the
quality itself. If

we say “a black
horse,” we mean
to show what sort

of horse he is, and
do not think of the
colour apart from
him

;
but if we

say “the black-
ness of night,” we
gather the notion
of blackness as a
thing in itself. In
the first instance
the word is an
adjective, in the
second an abstract
noun. (These in-

stances, however,
show how near
together adjec-

tives and nouns
once were.)

All other
nouns in class

(cT) not belong-

ing to either (h)

or {c) are simply
common nouns

:

as cat, house,

ylant, man, etc.

We have then
four kinds of

nouns :

—

1. Proper

2a. Common.

2h, Collective.

2c. Abstract,
FILLING A BALLOON.

VIII.

Water—{continued').

We have already pointed out that the rapidity

of evaporation increases with the temperature
;

that the warmer the air, the greater the
amount of water-vapour it is capable of absorb-
ing

;
and from what we have just stated with

regard to the volatile nature of water and its

instant conversion into vapourm vacuo, it will

be perceived that this result must likewise

be affected by the pressure of atmosphere.
Sufficient has, however, already been said with
regard to evaporation under the head of the

atmosphere, and we will now pass on to con-

sider some of the attributes exhibited by water
under the three forms in which
it is known to exist. At all tern-

Conditions

peratures between 0° and 100° on J
on the centigrade scale water
assumes the liquid form

;
above 100°, at the

ordinary atmospheric pressure, it passes into the

state of a gas
;
while at the temperature of 0°

under normal conditions it becomes solid. It

is Avell known that ice floats upon,
. ,

and is
®

— there

fore lighter
than, water

;

consequently
ice occupies a
larger space

than the cor-

responding
volume of water.

Water, on pass-

ing into the icy

state, expands
with a force

that is almost
illimitable — a
force which has

been estimated

to be equal to

that which
would be re-

quired to reduce
it to its original

bulk. One of

the principal
forces at work,
breaking up and
disintegrating
the rocks, is

exercised by the

water which
freezes after
having pene-
trated into their

fissures. Ex-
periments have
been made with
w'ater by confin-

ing it in strong air-tight cells or chambers, and
ex.posing it to a temperature below freezing

point, the result being in every case to demon-
strate, by the bursting of the vessel in which

it was hermetically enclosed, the tremendous

force exerted by w'ater on passing into the

icy state.

Water, w'hen reverting from the condition

of a solid to that of a liquid, illustrates the

truth of the law already enun-
dated, that heat disappears or

becomes latent under these cir-
gtrated.

cumstances. This may be demon-
strated in the following manner : If we mix a

pint of water at 0° with a pint of water whose

temperature is 79°, we shall find that the tem-

perature of the mixture will be the mean, or
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39^°; but if, on the other hand, we take a pint

of water at 79°, and pour it into a vessel con-
taining a quantity of snow or powdered ice,

exactly equal in weight to the water, we shall

find that when the ice is melted the tempera-
ture of the resulting quart of water is 0°,

showing that the 79° of heat in the water has
only just sufficed to convert the ice into water
without raising its temperature. Hence we
assume that, in

passing from the
solid to the
liquid state, a
given weight of

water takes up
or renders latent

the same amount
of heat that
would suffice to

raise the tem-
perature of an
equal weight of

water through
79° The latent

heat of water is

therefore said to

be 79 thermal
units, a thermal
unit being the
amount of heat required to raise a unit weight
of water one degree of temperature.
That heat, in like manner, becomes latent

when water passes from the liquid to the
gaseous state, is

exhibited, in the
phenomenon of

boiling. Water,
like all liquids,

is said to boil

when the tension

or elastic force

of its vapour has
overcome the
•pressure of the
atmosphere, and
this takes place

at the tempe-
rature of 100°

under the normal
pressure of the
latter body, the
temperature of

the steam given
off being the
same as that of

the boiling water.
It is found that
a given volume
of steam at 100°,

if passed through
water, will suf-

fice to raise the temperature of more than five

times its own weight of water to 100° or boiling
point. To put the facts more exactly, we may
say that one volume of steam will raise the
temperature of 5‘36 times its own weight of

water at 0° through 100°, or 636
The latent heat

j^^g -^^eight through 1°.
0 s earn.

jjgnce the latent heat of steam
is said to be 536 thermal units.

APPAUATUd POIi GEXEEATING HXDKOGEN.

THE COMPOSITION OF WATER.

To one other phenomenon exhibited by water

we must draw attention, as it is an example of

a wise provision in the economy of nature.

We have already drawn attention to the fact

that liquids expand under the influence of heat.

This is true of water as of all
. ^

other liquids; and when we say
.^^aS^yheat

that a body expands by heat, it

is of course equivalent to saying that it con"
tracts or dimin-
ishes in volume
as it cools. And
herein it is that

water exhibits its

abnormal pecu-
liarity. Water
continues to
grow denser and
heavier as it be-

comes colder, un-
til the tempera-
ture of 4° is

reached
;

at this

point the process

of condensation
is arrested, and
water continues
to grow some-
w'hat lighter un-

til the temperature of 0° is attained. In other

words, the maximum density of water does not
correspond with the minimum of temperature.

The importance of this law cannot be over-

stated, and we
shall realize the

fact of its being a

wise and bene-
ficent dispensa-

tion of provi-

dence, if we re-

flect that were
it otherwise, and
were water sub-

ject to the com-
mon law, the

coldest w'ater,

being the most
dense, would
naturally sink to

the bottom, and
the ice would
begin to form be-

low instead of on
the surface, and
in a severe win-
ter our lakes and
rivers would be
converted into

solid ice, which
not all the heat of

the suns of the

ensuing summer would suffice to thaw. It is well

known that the larger and deeper the volume of

water, the longer it takes to freeze, under similar

conditions. The reason of this wdll be apparent
if we come to consider what actually takes place

in nature before a pond or river is frozen. The
surface water is cooled by radiation and evapora-
tion, and thus becoming heavier sinks, while the

lighter and warmer water below rises to supply
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its place. This process goes on until the entire

mass has attained the temperature
ShaUow water 4,0^ After this the surface water

qihckeTt. never sinks, as, however cold it

may become, it is always lighter

than the deeper water
;
hence the ice begins

to form on the top of the water, and the surface

is covered with ice, while the temperature of

the mass of the water below does not fall below
4° centigrade.

The Elements.

The term element as applied in chemistry has
already been defined

to be something that is

in itself ultimate and
indivisible in the sense

that it defies our
powers of analysis and
cannot be broken up
or resolved into any-
thing simpler. Water
is not an element in

the chemical sense of

the term, because, as

has already been
shown, it is a com-
pound of two constitu-

ent gases, oxygen and
hydrogen. Each of

the latter is, however,
as far as we are aware,
an element, since it

resists our utmost
efforts to resolve it

into any simpler con-
stituents.

One of the first facts

that engages the atten-

tion in entering on the
study of chemistry, and
which indeed it is

the special province of

that science to reveal,

is that the great ma-
jority of substances
with which we
are most familar,

whether organic or

inorganic, are in reality

compounds. The ele-

ments are seldom met
with native or uncom-
bined in the inorganic
world

;
in the world of

living organisms never.
The principal sub-
stances entering into

the structure of the bodies of animals and
plants are built up out of a comparatively small
number of elements. The same elements, com-
bined in slightly different proportions, give
rise to organic compounds of the most opposite
nature and attributes. The scents of different

flowers and the flavouring principle of fruits

and vegetables, however distinct and charac-
teristic, are in reality compounds differing often
very slightly in their constitution

;
and we may

weU marvel that, growing under similar con-
ditions in the same soil, and nourished by the

Name. Symbol. C. weight.

Aluminium A1 27-4

Antimony Sb 122
Arsenic . • As 75
Barium . • Ba 137
Bismuth . • Bi 210
Boron B 11

Bromine , Br SO
j

Calcium . Ca 40 I

Carbon . C 12
Chlorine

.

Cl 35 ‘5

Chromium Cr 52-2

Cobalt Co 58-7

Copper . Cu 63-5

Fluorine . F 19
Gold Au 197
Hydrogen H 1

Iodine I 127
Iron Fe 56
Lead Pb 207
Magnesium Mg 24
Manganese Mn 55
Mercury . Hg 200
Nickel . Ni 58-7

Nitrogen

.

N 14

Oxygen . 0 16

Phosphorus P 31

Platinum Pt 197-5

Potassium K 39-1

Selenium Se 79-5

Silicon . Si 28
Silver Ag 108
Sodium . Na 23
Strontium Sr 87-5

Sulphur . S 32
Tellurium Te 129
Tin . Sn 118
Zinc Zn 65-2

TABLE OP ELEMENTS.

same amount of warmth and moisture, effects
BO various should be evolved in the process of
vital action.

The number of elements hitherto discovered
amounts to nearly seventy, and fresh research
will no doubt add to the number
from time to time. On the other of 00™*

hand, increased powers of analy-
sis may show that some of the
reputed elements are in reality compounds.
Many of the elements are of rare occurrence,
and when met with occur only in infinitesi-

mally small quantities combined with other
’substances. We have
not thought it worth
while, therefore, to
burden the memory of

the reader with the
names of elements he
is not likely to hear
of again, and have
confined ourselves to
Ciiumerating the more
important because the
more common among
them. Nor have we
attempted, for the pre-

sent, any classification

of them into the metals
and non-metals, or
otherwise, but have
simply transcribed
them in alphabetical

succession, giving
against the name of
each its symbol, or the
letter or letters which,
stand for it, and which
we shaH henceforward
use instead of the name
of the substance itself.

The figures likewise
affixed to each repre-

sent its atomic or com-
bining weight. This
we may regard, if we
please, as the weight of

its atom
;
at all events,

it represents the defi-

nite and invariable

proportion by weight
in which each element
combines with every
other element in all

its compounds.
We shallnow proceed

to describe the essential
attributes and pro-

perties of -each of the foregoing elements, as
well as those of the principal compounds it

forms wnth the other elements. Having al-

ready spoken of the three principal ele-

mentary gases, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitro-

gen, we will take them first in order, giving
the precedence to hydrogen as lightest of

all bodies, and also as furnishing the stan-

dard whereby we estimate the combining
weights of all other elements. It thus occu-
pies a position of importance quite indepen-
dent of its own intrinsic merits.
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IX.

Assyrian Conquest op Syria.

Advancing from Hamath, Shalmaneser cap-

tured three subordinate cities, Adinnu^ Barga
(or Parga), and Argana; and then found* him-
self confronted by the most formidable opposi-

tion he had as yet encountered,—the combined
army of the great Syrian League.
Here we find a meeting-point between the

monumental and the Biblical narratives; but
it appears to be necessary to

Chronological j^ake a correction in the gene-
variations.

accepted chronology of

Archbishop Usher, which differs slightly from
that of Hales. The events about to be nar-
rated are stated by the decipherers to have
occurred about forty-five or fifty years later

than the dates given in the Biblical history.

Ahab, king of Israel, and Benhadad are dis-

tinctly mentioned in the Assyrian inscriptions

in connection with events the date of which is

given as Sol B.C.; but Usher calculated that
Ahab became king in 918 B.C., and died in

896 B.c.
;
and Benhadad II. of Syria is stated

to have died about 890 B.c. The discrepancy,
however, is not of much importance when we
consider that there was no exact common
standard for the measurement of the year, and
the differences that exist between the results

of the calculations of modern chronologers.
There is an essential agreement of facts which
renders a slight disagreement of dates (neces-
sarily somewhat speculative) of comp'aratively
little interest.

The Syria (or Aram) of the Hebrew Scrip-
tures and of the Assyrian records was the

, .
country to the north-east of

the Jewish kingdom, extending
to the upper waters of the Eu-

phrates on the east, with the Phoenician coast-
land on the west. It was occupied by a num-
ber of independent or semi-independent tribes,

mostly of Hittite descent. The most powerful
king was Benhadad II., whose capital was at
Damascus, who is said to have had thirty-tM'o
vassals or tributary kings. Another important
prince was Irkhuleni, of Hamath, or Aleppo.
These two kings headed the confederation of
Syrian chiefs who formed the League, with the
intention of resisting Shalmaneser. Benhadad,
a warrior of renown, famous in the Biblical
narrative for his wars with the kingdom of
Israel, was chosen general, and was reinforced
not only by Ahab, king of Israel, with whom,
we may suppose, he was as yet on friendly terms,
but by Egypt. Indeed, we can only parallel
the determined attitude of opposition assumed
by the western kingdoms by referring to the
combination, in the present century, of the
great European states against the victorious
Napoleon. Shalmaneser had crossed the
Euphrates, as Napoleon crossed the Rhine,
absorbing weaker states, or reducing their

rulers to a state of vassalage, receiving tribute

and homage from hitherto powerful monarchs
in their own capitals, and garrisoning their

fortresses with his own troops. If Syria were
subdued, the rich plains and wealthy towns of

Phoenicia, the kingdoms of Israel and Judah
(weakened by contests and misgovemment),.
would be at his mercy

;
and Egypt itself, closely

allied by political and family ties with the
Jewish people, and recently consolidated and
strengthened by the energy and statesmanship
of Sheshack (or Shishak) L, might witness
with some apprehension the progress westward
of the powei-ful and ambitious warriol-king of

the great Assyrian empire.
The confederated army, commanded by Ben-

hadad (mentioned in the inscriptions as Rim-
monidai, or King of the city of

Rimmon), consisted, according Syri^

to the Assyrian records, of about Confederation.

80.000 men. The leader himself furnished
20.000 soldiers and 1,200 chariots

;
the king of

Hamath, 10,000 men and about 1,400 chariots
and other carriages

;
Ahab of Israel, 10,000

soldiers and 2,000 chariots; Adunubahal of

8izhana sent 10,000 men; the Pigyptian king,

1.000 men; and other juinces supplied soldiers

and chariots; and 1,000 camels from Arabia
were laden with stores. The Assyrian army
was about equal in number to that of the
allies, and was attended by a baggage
train of 19,000 tents and 1,000 camels. On
the black marble obelisk, previously mentioned,
there is a very lifelike representation of an
elephant, but it is uncertain whether it repre-

sents one of the presents of strange animals
made to the conqueror, or whether (which
does not seem to be probable) elephants were
trained and used for warlike purposes.

Karkar, or Aroer,— a strongly-fortified town,
in which a Syrian gamson had been left, the
main body withdrawing to the
banks of the Arunta, or Orontes, Battle near the

—wns, after a vigorous but in-

effectual resistance, captured by the Assyrians,
who then marched against Benhadad, who
had taken up a strong jxisition in broken
ground, offering difficulties to an attacking
force. The Assyrians advanced steadily, and
were received with equal determination. A
long and desperate contest ensued, and at
length the Syrians wnvered. Then the Assy-
rian chariots charged with irresistible fury;
the allies fell back in disorder, and w’ere driven
into the river, wiierc thousands perished. The
loss on each side was great. One account says
that Benhadad’s army lost 14,000 men, but
another gives the loss as m.ore than 22,000.
The Assyrians suffered so severely, that Shal-

maneser abandoned his advance, and returned
with the remnant of his great host to his owm
dominions.
Two invasions of Babylonia followed, not

for the purpose of annexing territory, but to
assist the young king, against wiiom a revolt,

headed by his brother, had broken out. After
a year of peace, employed in superintending
the erection of palaces and public buildings,
the restless Shalmaneser again resolved on.

invading S^nia, or “ the land of the Hittites.’*
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The Syrian alliance had been broken, but Ben-
haclad, although defeated in battle, was still able
to inflict such injury on the invader, that twice,
in 840 B.c. and in the following year, the
victor obtained but small advantage, and
retired to prepare for another and more
vigorous invasion.

In 846 B.C., at the head of 120,000 men,
probably the largest army ever raised by
the Assyrians, Shalmaneser again crossed the
Euphrates, and was again vigorously opi)osed by
Benhadad. The Assyrian records claim a vic-

tory; but perhaps in this, as in the previous
instances, if the Syrians had preserved a history
for the perusal of posterity, the other side of
the shield might have been presented.

In 842 B.C., the disorganized condition of
Syria and the kingdoms of Israel and Judea
o^ersd new opportunities for carrying out I

the town, raised the siege, and marched into
the land of Bashan, destroying as he went.
Jehu, king of Israel, submitted, and paid tribute
of gold and silver and other valuables. This
was the first time that the Jewish people had
paid tribute to an Assyrian king.
The way was now open, and the Great Sea

was reached. On the rocks at the mouth of a
little stream, the Nahr-el-Kella, or Dog: river,
near Beyrout, may still be seen six tablets, bear-
ing Assyrian figures, and one of them is that
of King Shalmaneser; and the Balawat gates
represent the sculpture, before which a cere-
mony of worship is being conducted, with
priests burning incense on an altar. Above is

an inscription, “An image over against the
great rocks I caused to be made.” Another
group on the bronze gates represents a man in
the act of cutting the inscription.

VIEW ox MOUXr LEBAXOX.

the cherished design of extending the king’s

conquests to the Mediterranean
Victories m gca-coast. Ahab of Israel had

been killed in battle
;
the redoubt-

able Benhadad of Damascus, the ablest mili-

tary commander of his time, was dead; and
before his death the Syiaan league had dissolved.

Hazael, formerly an officer in the service of

Benhadad, now reigned in his stead at Damas-
cus, and Jehu had usurped the throne of Israel.

Hazael, a soldier of courage, made a stand

against the invader at Sanira, a fortified posi-

tion on one of the heights in front of the

Lebanon range
;
but his army was inferior in

number, and he was completely defeated, with
the loss of 16,000 men and about 1,500 chariots

and carriages. Hazael fled to Damascus, where
he was besieged ; but Shalmaneser, after a short

time spent in unsuccessful attempts to capture

T3we and Sidon again paid tribute, and we
find animated representations of the incident.
The king received the offerings

on the seashore in the neighbour- Submission of

hood of Tyre. The strongly- X/om
fortified cit}’-, with five towers
and massive gateways, stands on a rocky
island, between which and the mainland ships

are passing. They have high prows and sterns,

and are propelled by broad curved oars. In
the centre are piled the valuable articles form-

ing the tribute. Men knee-deep in the surf

pull the boats ashore, and carriers bear the

bales of cloth and trays and bars of precious

metals to the spot where Assyrian soldiers

receive them, and marshal a procession. Groups
of Tyrian nobles, sailors (wearing the loose woven
cap still to be seen worn by the maritime people

of the Levant), and othei's, are on the shore.
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Death of Shal*

Shalmaneser had now been nearly twenty
years on the throne of Assyria. The remainder
of his long reign was occupied with a succes-
sion of wars, which, however, added little to
the extent of his empire or his personal
influence. Syria was again visited in 839 B.C.,

and more tribute taken from Tyre and Sidon.
The power of the Assyrian arms was felt in
the eastern part of Asia Minor and in Armenia,
or the territories lyingaround the base of Ararat.
The last years of Shalmaneser’s life were

embittered by the rebellion of his eldest son,

who was defeated by Samsi-vul,
a younger brother and successor
to the crown. The old king died

in 825 B.C., having reigned thirty-flve years.
He left an empire comprising all the country
between the Lower Zab on the south and Lake
Van on the north, including the region watered

The Noun {continued).—Application.

EXERCISE XVI.

1. Qui vous a donne cette fleur ? La dame
_

who given this

qui a tant de fleurs dans son jardin. 2. Quelle
ichich

langue parlez-vous ? Je parle deux langues, le
speak speak

fran^ais et I’anglais. 3. De quel pays viennent
from what come

ces plantes? Elies croissent dans les pays
those grow

DAMASCUS.

by the Khabour, and the whole of Upper Syria
to the Mediterranean. On the east, a portion of

Persia was included in the Assyrian dominions.
He was a greater warrior than statesman, and
ambitious as he was, failed to avail himself of

the opportunities afforded him, neglecting to

follow up his victories, and allowing his oppo-
nents time to recover their strength after the
blows he had inflicted. He superseded Nine-
veh as the royal residence and capital of the
empire by Kalakh, where he built an enormous
tower, 167 feet square, still standing. Assur,

the ancient capital, was also restored by him.
Here we may fitly close a great chapter of

Assyrian history, reserving for other articles

the annals of the later times of the empire—

a

subject worthy the attention of every student
of the human race.

chauds. 4. Nous servira-t-on une perdrix?
shall we be helped to

On nous a promis trois perdrix. 5. Ou etait

we have beenpromised was

son fils? Son fils et ses tilles 4taient en France.
ivere

6. Peut-on comprimer un gaz ? Tons les gaz
can compress all

sont compressibles. 7. Ou est le tableau noir ?

compressible

Tons les tableaux noirs sont dans la salle

all

d’etude. 8. Quel age a votre neveu? II est
how old is your

aussi ag4 que vos neveux. 9. Cinq centimes
as as your

ne font-ils pas un sou ? Si, et dix centimes
do they not make yes

font deux SOUS. 10. Fermerez-vouslaporte au
make will you shut with the
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verrou? Nous mettrons les deux vcn-ous. 11.

shall draw

Commentfonne-t-on le pluriel de h ijoii ? On ecrit

how does oneform writes

lyovx, par un x. 12. A-t-on creusd un canal I

dug

On a creusd deux canaux. 13. riecevez-vous
do you get

un journal? Non, monsieur, je ne lis pas les

sir read

journaux. 14. Od avez-vous mis mon cheval ?

put

Je I’ai mis avec mes chevaux. 15. D’ou vient
him ptut with whence comes

cet 6ventail 1 De Paris, ou Ton fait de beaux
are made beautiful

eventails. 16. Le navire a-t-il perdu son
lost

gouvemail ? II a perdu deux gouvemails dans
lost

\2e voyage. 17. A-t-il les yeux bleus? Non, il

a les yeux gris. 18. Ou se meuvent les astres ?

are moving

Ils se meuvent dans les cieux (or dans le ciel).

are moving

19. Quand les oiseaux commencent-ils leurs
when do—commence their

travaux? Au printemps. 20. Combien as-tu

de fusils ? Je n’ai qu’un fusil de chasse.
only

EXEECISE XVII.

1.

Of which black boards are you speaking?
quels parlez-vous

2. Where did you shoot these partridges?
avez-vous tire

3. From what countries do these birds come ?

quels viennnit

4. How many canals have been dug ? 6. How
a-t‘On creases

many bolts are there on these doors ? 6.

y a^t-il a

Are they manufacturing muskets ? 7. From what
fabriquent-ils quel

garden do these flowers come ? 8. The boats
viennent

have lost their rudders. 9. I read all the news-
perdu leurs lis tous

papers. 10. The birds begin their labours in
conimencent leurs au

spring. 11. Do you get these plants from
recevez-vom

France ? 12. Do the stars move in the heavens ?

se meuvent-ils

13. His sons are older than your daughters.
plus age qiie vos

14. What languages can you speak? 1 can
quelles parlcz

speak three languages,—English, French, and
parle

Italian. 15. Where did you put the fans and
Vitalien avez-vous mis

the jewels ? 16. With whom will your nephews
avec qui vos

come ? 17. Will you shut the doors ? 18. Are
viendront-ils fermerez-vous

liis eyes (his eyes, are they) grey or blue ? They
ou

are neither grey nor blue, they are black. 19.
ne sont ni ni

Five centimes make one halfpenny. 20. That
font

lady has left these seven newspapers in oi:r

laissi notre

class-room.

EXERCISE XVIII.

(In this exercise, which advanced pupils alone should
attempt, put the words written in italics into their
roper plural.)

1. Tu peux choisir : ou de manger trente ail
ou de souflfrir trente hon emtp de gaule (La
Fontaine). 2. Les ail, dont le calice est en
ombelle, appartienneut a la famille des liliacee.

3. Que la terre est petite a qui la voit des ciel !

(Deli lie). 4. La forme des del de lit ne reste
pas toujours la mSme. o. Se glorifier de la

noblesse de ses atenl, e’est chercher dans les

racinc lesfruit qu’ou devrait trouver dans les

branche. 6. Ses deux aienl assistaient a son
mariage. 7. Ce peintre traite les del avec
beaucoup de soin. 8. Les alibi sontfrequent
en matiere criminelle. 9. Les san-benito 6taient

des casaque de couleur jaune dont on revetait

ceux que I’inquisition faisait conduire au sup-

plice. 10. Voila bien de petits 1 11. Les
rnauvais ecoliers sont accable de pensum et

priv6s d'exeat

;

les bon obtiennent des satlfecit

et ont, h la fin de Tannee, des prix ou des
accessit. 12. Les in-octavo sont r.elie en chagrin,

les in-quarto en maroquin, et les in-folio en
veau. 13. On donne le nom de chapelet k un
certain nombre de grain enfile, sur lesquels on
dit des ace, et 4 chaque dizaine desquels il

s’en trouve de plus gros sur lesquels on dit des
pater. 14. Les carbonaro formaient en Italie

une soci^te politique et secrete. 15. Nous avons
chantd des Te Deum que bien des meres tradui-

?,2JLe,nte.ndeprofundis. 16. L’Eglise multiplie

les alleluia pendant le temps pascal. 17. Le
tribunal espagnol de I’inquisition a fait ex6cuter
environ cinquante mille autodafe. 18. Des
ecce-homo bien remarquable ont 4t6 qjcint par
le Titien, le Corr6ge, Rembrandt, Rubens, et

Callot. 19. Les mots latin qui suivent in-

diquent une pri^re ou un chant de I’Eglise par
son premier mot : des alleluia, des amen, des
ave, des benedicite, des confiteor, des credo,

des Kyri6,* des magnificat, des pater, des
requiem,* des stabat,* etc. 20. Les dilettante
sont des amateur passionne de la musique

;
on

(itend le terme aux amateur de peinture, de
sculpture, ddobjet d’art de toute sorte.

Theory {resumed).

1. On the Plural of Compound Nouns.
—The difficulties connected with this subject,

great as they are by themselves, are rendered
all the more serious to the English student
from the fact that most grammars written
for his use still persist in legislating for

nouns of which some ceased being compound
more than forty years ago. Among others,

beefigue (m.), beccafico, a bird
;

contrepoison
(w.), antidote

;
courtepointe (/.), counterpane ;

entrecote, meat between ribs
;
passeport, pass-

port
;

edging
;
passerage, pepper-

wort
;
qmirboire, gratuity, etc., are now written

as single words, and offer no difficulty for

the plural. On the other hand, garde suisse

{fi[. gardes suisses), Swiss guardsmen; centgarde

* Of these three words neither the Academic nor
21. IAttr6 give examples in the plural ;

according to
the general theory of the matter, they should remain
unaltered.
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(pi. cent gardes), a body guard of the late

emperor Napoleon III.
;
sainte nitouche (pi.

saintes nitoucJies), affected prude
;
2Jorte cochere

(2^\. portes cockeres), carriage gate, and a few
more, are no compounds, although often given
as such. This class of words is brought under
five rules, of which the first alone appears in

this Lesson.

First Rule.—When a compound is made up
of two nouns, or a noun and adjective, both
terms take the sign of the plural

:

aigue-marine, beryl

arc-boutant, buttress

basse-cour, farmyard
basse-taille, (O.S.) baritone

blanc-bec, beardless youth
blanc-seing, blank orders

chat-huant, screech owl
chauve-souris, bat

cbou-fleur, cauliflower

dame-jeanne, large bottle

eau-forte, etching

loup-cervier, lynx
loup-garou, were-wolf
pie-griecbe, magpix^-

plate-bande, garden beds
pont-neuf, street song
sage-femme, midwife
taUle-douce, copper plate

aigues-marines (Z-. *)

arcs-boutants
basses-cours
basses-tailles (Z.)

blancs-becs
blancs-seings
cbats-huants
chauves-souris
choux-fleurs
dames-jeannes (Z.)

eaux-fortes
loups-cerviers (Z.)

loups-garous (Z.)
pies-grieches
plates-bandea
ponts-neufs
sages-femmes
tailles-clouces

Remark I.—From this rule are excepted :

appui-main, maulstick, pi. appuis-main
; bain-

marie, chemical bath, bains-marie(^L.)
;
checau- ’

leger, Mgh.t horseman (old style), chevau-legers ;

grand'mere, gr:2LnA.vaot\ie.v,grand'nieres ; grand'

-

messe, high mass, grand'messes (one says also

grande messe, grandes messes) ; hbtel-Bleu,

hospital, hbtels-Dieu ; reine- Claude, green-

gage, reines- Claude ; sauf-conduit, safe-con-

duct, sauf-conduits ; tcrre-plein, a platform in

fortification, terre-pleins : timbre-poste, post-

stamp, timbres-poste. Each of these exceptions
can be satisfactorily explained. For instance,

des appuis-main are supports for the painter’s

hand, ; des terre-pleins are places full (plei.ns,

adj. agreeing with plural noun understood) of

earth; des hotels-Dieu are God’s inns, not inns

that are gods, etc. As for grand, it may be
observed that adjectives derived from Latin
ones in is had only one termination for both
masc. and fern.

;
grand, from grandis, as above,

is a relic of this custom.

Remark II—The adjective demi, preceding
a noun, remains always uninflected : des demi-
7t(?Mre5,half-hours ;

desdemi-freres,\i.a]i-\yvoVaQV^,

etc. In the syntax on adjectives more details

will be given on demi.

Hemark III.—CoUn-maillard, blind-man’s buff
;
quote-

part, share
;
saisie-arret, claim on moneys ;

saisie-execic-

tion, distress on goods ;
saisie-brandon, distress on crops

;

sainte-barbe, powder magazine, etc., appear seldom in
the plural

;
nor is there an opinion expressed on the

point by our authorities. In phrases concocted by
grammarians for the sake of exercise, these should
follow the rule.

* For M. Littre. Where this initial is given, it in-
dicates that the Academic has no example in the pi.
but permits the inference that M. lAttre's view is
endorsed.

t Strictly, lanius excubiior {Lin.) It means also a
peevish, quarrelsome woman.

IX.

The Staff Notation.—Tune.

The student who has mastered the first four
steps in singing may now commence the
study of the staff notation, if he has any special

occasion to do .so,—as, for instance, if he wishes
to join in singing with friends who are using
the staff notation, or if he wishes already to
begin studying the large stores of music which
are only to be found in that notation. But if

such reasons do not py'ess upon him, it is better
—far better—for his own growth in musical
knowledge and power to defer the study of a
complex and indirect notation like that of the
staff, till after he has gained some knowledge
of harmony and musical form. The simple
Sol-fa notation has now become a language of
music to him, and an instrument of musical
thought. To turn aside, at so early a stage, to

learn a new musical language
and a new mode of musical I’relimmary

thought would be a serious inter-
co^sel.

ruption to the steady flow of progress. It is

true that much instruction is to be got from
studying an old familiar thing in a nerv lan-

guage and from a new point of view. But it

must bo an “ old ” and “ familiar ” thing which
you thus study. The thing itself must first be
firmly and clearly established in mind and ear
before you begin to throw it into new lights or
call it by new names. Thousands of students

have thrown away the study of music itself

altogether, because their thoughts were puzzled

and their efforts discouraged by having the
staff notation thinist upon them too soon. We
therefore strongly recommend students who
have no pressing occasion for the staff notation

to study this and the next five chapters later

on.

But we do not slight the staff notation.

When the sense and meaning of a Bible-passage

have been studied in our mother-tongue, it

wonderfully helps our thoughts- and clears our
conceptions to study it also in French or Ger-

man or Greek. Each new language throws its

light into some neglected corners of thought.

Moreover, the advanced student will find the

staff notation necessary not only for the pursuit

of extended studies, but also for companion-
ship with other students. It wdll be a pleasure

to him to find that nothing he has learnt in

his Tonic Sol-fa studies, will have to be un-

learnt
;
but that every piece of Sol-fa know-

ledge he has gained is a key to unlock some-
thing in the staff notation.

Some there are who, having learnt to sing

by means of the Tonic Sol-fa notation, have
no desire to go further. But a

large number wish to go on and
become familiar with the staff ^ ^

notation. All real students should endeavour
to widen their knowledge in this way, using
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their knowledge of Tonic Sol-fa as a key to the

staff.

The purpose of a staff is to uphold and
support, and five staves placed one above the

other are used to support the
The Staff.

^Q^es of the scale, the spaces

between, as well as the lines themselves, being
utilized for notes. Thus, from a line to the

space above it is a single step of

the scale {Doh to Ray, Fall to

Soli, etc.), from a line to the next
line above it is two steps (^Doh

to Me, etc.). In speaking of lines and spaces

we must reckon from the bottom ;
the lowest is

the first line, etc.

The best way to learn any set of symbols is

not to look at them but to write them. We
. shall therefore give exercises in

wnting.
-writing the staff notation. The

student can buy ruled music paper at the shops
on which to work his exercises.

Observe and compare the following, which
is given in both notations. On the principle

of introducing one thing at a time, we at

present mark the place of Boh by a square.

Notice that a bar across the staff divides the
music into measures, as in the Tonic Sol-fa

notation, but that no accent marks are given
for pulses or parts of pulses within the measure.
The double bar denotes the end.

Write the above, {a) placing Boh on the
middle line of the staff, and (&) placing Boh
in the second space.

When the notes foUow each other in step-

wise order, it is easy to read them on the staff.

But the singer must learn to read notes which
skip, and he must do this without the slow
process of counting the intervening notes. To
do this let him remember the

—

First Rule for Reading.—If Boh is in a
space, 3/(3 and Soli are in the next spaces

above, and if Boh is on a line. Me and Soh are

on the next lines above. Thus On lines and

Boh, Me, and Soh are similarly in spaces.

placed; they are either all three on lines or

all three in spaces.

Bead aloud, without counting from note to

note, the Sol-fa names of the notes in the

following exercises.

=
1
:

m 5
Write the above exercises in the Tonic Sol-fa

notation. Write them in the staff notation,

placing Boh on the third line and in the second

space respectively.

Write the following in the staff notation,

placing Boh on the first line :

—

|d :s|ni :d|s :m|d :in|s :m||

Second Rule for Reading.—Octaves are dis-

similarly placed. If Boh, Me, and Soh are in

spaces, the octaves of any of them
are on the fourth line above or

Octaves,

below
;
if they are on lines, their octaves are

in the fourth space above or below. Let the

student examine the following, and learn to

measure with the eye the leap of an octave.

Write the above in the staff notation, the

first with Boh on the first line, the second

with Boh in the second space.

When the music goes above or below the

bounds of the five-line staff, additional lines

are added, which are made just

long enough to hold the note or
Imes.

notes required. They are called leger lines.

The following is to be read :

—

Third Rulefor Reading.—Ray is recognized
as next above Boh, Te as next below

;
Fall as

next above Me, and Lah as next
Ray, Fah, Notice that d f are

dissimilarly placed, and d fj similarly placed.

Fourth Rule.—Alternate notes of the scale

are always similarly placed. Bead
at sight the Sol-fa names of the notes,

following :

—

r
i v=rtF\

“11

Write the following in the staff notation, Boh on the second line :

—

: s
I
f : r

I
ti : Sj

]
d : r

|

m ; d
]

f : 1
[
s : tj

]
d H

Fifth Rule.—An interval of seven notes (one note short of an octave) is similarly placed.

Bead the following :

—

£
Write the following in the staff notation,Z>o3 in the first space :

—

1
d : d‘

I
r : 1

J
s : Sj

|

f m
|
tj : 1

|

s : tj
|

d
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X.

Dueing- the third quarter of the seventeenth

century, or from 1650 to 1675, many improve-

ments were introduced into practical astronomy,
contributing much to its progress,

and enabling much more accurate
observations to be made. It will

be well to notice the more im-
portant of these.

First of all comes the invention
of the astronomical clock, the

most precious gift to practical

astronomy, and one which has
done more than any other to fa-

cilitate its grand achievements.
Clocks had been known for cen-

turies, but they were so untrust-

worthy that they were quite

unfit for the deh-
Astrononucal needs of astro-

nomy ; astronomy
requires seconds, while these

instruments would not give

minutes. Galileo discovered that

the beats or swings of a pen-
dulum were always made in sen-

sibly exactly equal times, so that
if a clock was constructed to re-

gister the number of beats which
had been made by a pendulum,
it would give an accurate clock.

He tried to make a clock on this

principle
;
but without success, for

he could not keep it going. When
he set the pendulum going the
clock started well enough, but the
])endulum was gradually stopped
by the work performed by it in
moving the wheels. Galileo and
his contemporaries gave up in
despair the idea of constructing
a clock of this nature. Gassendi,
BuUialdus, and others, made use
of the pendulum to measure short
intervals of time, by actually
counting its vibrations from a
moment at which the correct
time had been ascertained. To
find out the exact time at any
moment, they had to observe at
that instant the altitude of the
sun or a star above the horizon, and then calcu-
late at what time it was that the sun or star
had that altitude. This was a long operation,
and they could not be sure of the time to
less than half a minute.

In 1656, Huygens, the grand genius whose
name has been already mentioned on several
occasions as a discoverer, added one more to the
long list of his contributions to astronomy,
i hinking over the imperfections of the ordinary
clocks which were kept going by a weight
slowly falling, and pondering over the failures

VOL. I.

of Galileo to make a good clock by the swing
of a pendulum, something like the following
thought occurred to him ;

—“ Here we have an
ordinary clock which is driven and regulated
by a weight, and will go for a century, but is

so badly regulated that it won’t keep regular
time

;
and there we nave Galileo’s clock, which

is driven and regulated by a pendulum,and keeps
correct time, but is so badly driven that it won’t
go for more than an hour : suppose I put the
two together, and drive the clock by the weight

as long as I want, and regulate
it as correctly as I desire by
means of a pen-
dulum.” He
sidered the matter,

and it seemed feasible enough
;
so

after sundry experiments he con-
structed a clock which had its

wheel-work driven by a falling

weight, and regulated by a pen-
dulum which only allowed it to

move forward by one tooth of a
toothed wheel once during each
swing of the pendulum. In this

way the pendulum had nothing
to do but to swing, and let the
vrheels of the clock register the
number of swings which had
been made, while the weight kept
the clock going and the pendu-
lum swinging. Hin^gens’ clock
was a grand success, and quickly
spread everywhere. By regula-

ting it once or twice a day by
means of the altitudes of several

stars, it gave the correct time at

any instant to within three or

four seconds.

During this period, 1650-75,

the ordinary or Kepleiian tele-

scope came into universal use,

and observers were no longer

restricted to magnifying powers
of 30 or 40 diameters, but were
able to use powers three or four

times as great. Astronomers,
1 owever, still de-

termined the place

of the stars in

the heavens by the naked eye.

'J’heir instruments were provided
with two little spikes or two
little plates with small holes in
them, and they used these like

sights ” on a modern rifle to
direct the instrument to the
object. They could never be sure

of the place of a star by less than 5' or 10'

because to the naked eye that space looked
so small. In 1665, Hooke and Sir C. Wren
constructed astronomical instruments in which
a telesco{)c was employed to direct them to the
star, instead of using naked eye “ sights.”

Picard, a famous French observer, was the first

to adapt the telescope to regular astronomical
instruments. The centre of the field of view
of the telescope was marked by a combination
of very thin wires, and when pointing the
telescope at the star or other celestial object

20

riG. 31—PHASES oe vexus.
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the instniment -svas moved until the star vas
brought into the centre of the

Introduction of of view. This was found to
telescopic sight. immense improvement, for

as the telescope made the part of the heavens

it was pointed at look 60 to 70 times larger,

and the star look smaller than with the

naked eye, it was found easy to point the

telescope, and with it the instrument, with

a hundred times greater accuracy. Instead,

therefore, of being uncertain by o' whether the

instrument was properly directed at the star,

they could feel quite certain to two or three

seconds.

By this grand improvement, whilst observa-

tions were rendered very much more accurate,

it was found that the difficulty in determining

the places of the celestial bodies was entirely

changed. It was no longer that they could

not properly direct their instruments, but that

they were not quite sure at what place they

were directing them. When they had properly

pointed the instrument at the planet or star

—

and this was no longer difficult—astronomers

wanted to know how many degrees, minutes,

and seconds it was from the zenith, or from the

north pole, or some other point. To ascertain

this, each instrument had a circle or part of a
circle divided into degrees and minutes by
very fine marks called dh'iHions. A pointer

fixed to the telescope moved along this arc of a

circle, or graduateil arc as it is termed, and
showed how many degrees and minutes the

teleseope had moved over, as it was moved
from one point to the other. Thus,

• suppose the telescope to be pointed
instruments.

overhead, or to the zenith,

and that the pointer marked 51“ 38', and that

it was then moved to point to a bright star, and
the pointer was at the division indicating
30° 11', we should know that the telescope had
moved over 21° 27', or that the zenith distance

of the star was 21° 27'. This method was very
simple. Now suppose our instrument to have
a graduated circle twelve feet in diameter, or

a portion of such a circle, it would be a very
large instrument, and it would not be very easy
to divide the circle with accuracy. But if one
degree (say the mark showing 21°) was put a
little out of its proper place—a little too far on
(say a tenth of an inch wrong), then, instead of

being in its proper place, it would be in the
place where 21° o' ought to be, and all our obser-

vations would be 5' wrong—a large quantity.

It was therefore the difficulty of dividing the
circles, or as it was called graduating the
instruments, which now began to trouble
astronomers, and they had to take great care to

get their instruments properly graduated.
They very soon found still another difficulty

—

that was in graduating their instruments to fine 1

enough divisions. They could point their in-

struments to within several seconds, and they
wanted to be able to read their instruments to
five or ten seconds—that is to say, to tell from
the graduated arc not only how many degrees
and minutes the telescope had been moved, but
how many Seconds as well, or at least whether
it w’as 10' 10" or 10' 1.5". But on an instrument
v^dth a graduated circle twelve feet in diameter,

the divisions indicating the minutes were
separated from each other by only one-fiftieth

of an inch, so that there was no room for the
markings indicating the seconds.
.This difficultV was got over of

making use of what is called
* ® vernier,

the Vernier, named after its French in-

ventor, Pierre Vernier. Fig. 35 shows the
principle of the vernier, a representing the
graduated arc of the instrument, and b the arc
of the vernier, and this arc is divided into
nine divisions, which occup.y the same space as
ten divisions of the graduated arc of the

instrument. Now suppose the division marked
0 on the vernier corresponds exactly with one
of the divisions of the arc of the instrument (say
30° 1 1') then the exact position of the instru-

ment will be given by that division, or will be
30° 11'. This will very seldom be the case

;
it

will nearly always be found that the division

0 of the vernier does not correspond with any
division on the arc of the instrument, but will

be between two divisions, as shown in the
figure, so that though more than 30° 11', it is

not 30° 12'. If this be so, see which of the other
divisions on the vernier agrees exactly with a
division of the arc of the instrument

;
in the

figure it will be seen to be that marked 3.

Then the true position of the instrument is tV
of a minute past 30° 11', or 30° 11' 18 . The
reason why this is so is easily seen by
examining the figure, each division on the
vernier gaining of a minute on the arc of the
instrument. Every division of the arc, or 1', can
be therefore subdivided into ten parts

;
or as it

is commonly said, the vernier will read to 6".

In practice verniers are constructed so that
59 divisions of the vernier correspond to 60
divisions of the arc (or vice versa), and they
read therefore to seconds if the arc be divided
to minutes

;
so by this ingenious invention

astronomers were able to make their instruments
read to or indicate single seconds of arc. For
some time, however, astronomers contented
themselves with dividing their instruments to
every 5' and reading to every 5", because they
found it very difficult to properly graduate
circles more finely.

Before long astronomers experienced the
want of an instrument for measuring small

distances in the heavens, such as the diameters
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of the sun and planets, and the distance of

stars from each other. This led to
Invention of the invention of the micrometer.

micrometer,
original inventor of this

instrument seems to have been Gascoigne, a
Yorkshire gentleman, who constructed one in

1638 ;
but his invention was not made known

for many years after his death. Micrometers
were introduced into astronomy by an inde-

pendent discoverer, Auzout, a French astrono-

mer who described his invention in a letter

to the Royal Society in December 1666. The
ordinary micrometer, or parallel-wire micro-

meter as it is called, consists of a pair of very
thin wires (called wires, though generally made
of silk fibre or spider’s web) stretched on
movable frames, strictly parallel to each other.

These wires can be moved nearer together or

farther apart by a very fine screw, which has

a large head graduated into 100 parts. This

instrument is placed so that the wires are in

the focus of the eyepiece, and can be seen in

the field of view of the telescope at the same
time as the celestial body. Bj’- experiment it is

ascertained how far ten turns of the screw will

move the wires : suppose it is 8^-' (or 500"),

then one turn will correspond to 50", and one-

hundredth part of a turn to Suppose then
it is found that it requires the head of the
screw to be moved 81 divisions to separate the
wires by the same amount as the diameter of

Jupiter—that is to say, so that if one wire is made
to touch one edge of Jupiter the other wire will

touch the other edge—then the diameter of

Jupiter will be 81 x or 40’5".

IX.

Islands and Continents (^continued').

A VERY large number of islands, especially in

the Indian and Pacific oceans, are built up by
coral animals, belonging to the

Coral order Polypipera, or Polypi—byformations.
naturalists classed as be-

longing to the Actinozoa. The coral—named
from the Greek KopaWtou ( Koprj “a maiden,” and
dXs “ the sea”), maiden or daughter of the sea

—

is a jelly-like creature adapted for a sedentary
mode of life, with no locomotive organs, but
provided with a circle of retractile tentaculse

(slender thread-shaped organs, capable of being
extended and withdrawn, and very sensitive)

around the surface of the mouth, and with a
central gastric cavity, or stomach, below and
around which are pairs of fleshy platesextending
to the sides of the polyp. Within these plates
is secreted the hard matter known as coral,

consisting of carbonate, and when the animal
dies the soft part decays, and these external
skeletons (if such a term be allowable) remain,
uniting to form the masses of coral, which on
examination will be found to consist of millions
of starlike or radiating forms, each the secretion

of one polyp. The coral polyp produces eggs
and young, but some species multiply also
through a process of budding, forming what is

known as branching coral
;
the new product

beginning as a small prominence on the side

of an old coral, the mouth and tentacles soon
appear, the progress of calcareous accumulation
is carried on, and in time buds are seen in their

turn on these new growths, and so the process
is continued. The branching form of some
species of coral, especially the red coral found
chiefly in the Mediterranean, Red Sea and
Persian Gulf, is well known.

Other species do not produce the branching
form; but the star-shaped polyps QAiq astrcea}
unite, putting forth young ani-

mals in the spaces between the
older ones, and maintaining a
hemispherical form of the mass, which in some
cases reaches the dimensions of twelve feet in
diameter, accumulated by at least 100,000 of the
larger corallets (or individual corals), and as

many as 5,000,000 of the smaller species. The
“ brain coral ” is a mass of this kind, exhibiting
certain peculiarities, and so named from the
rather fanciful resemblance the surface exhibits

to the convolutions of the human brain. It is

nearly spherical in shape, and traversed by
ridges formed by the regularly arranged tenta-

cles of the animals, tl*e mouths being visible

along the furrows.

The corallet can only live near the surface,

and cannot exist if left dry. All the masses of

coral, therefore, above the level of the sea, and
all at a greater depth than about twenty-five or
thirty fathoms, are dead coral—that is, accu-
mulations of the calcareous secretion, the
animal itself being dead. The question natu-
rally arises. How, then, could they have been
formed 1 As the coral cannot float, and as it

is known to exist at the deepest parts at which,
the ocean has b^en sounded, some powerful^
cause must exist to produce such a result. The
explanation is most probably afforded by the
volcanic agency which we have seen to be so

active and potent. There have been subsi-

dences by which the coral formations have
gradually been lowered into the sea. In some
cases the living animals have continued their

work on the tojr of the receding mass, and so

maintained the level. The phenomenon of

upheaval has chiefly produced the elevation of

the coral mass above the surface of the sea, but
the sea itself has contributed to the results by
breaking off and washing together large blocks, .

and, by the tremendous force of the waves,,
throwing them in confused masses on each
other.

An exposed surface thus formed is rapidly

increased in extent. Myriads of marine animals
deposit their shells, which, as ...
well as the coral, are ground up
by the action of the waves, and
All up the interstices formed by the irregular

masses, and the heat of the sun in the tropical

regions splits up the more solid blocks. In
time a height is reached at which the new
island is protected from the sea

;
and then,

unless too far from any land, sea-birds rest, and
their guano contributes to the formation of a
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fertile soil, in conjunction with the vegetable

matter contributed by the driftwood, leaves

and stems washed by the ocean currents to the

new shores. Seeds, especially of cocoa-nut and
other palms, accumulate; smaller seeds are

contributed by birds; and in time the coral

\ blocks are covered with a rich soil, well wooded
and grassed, and fit for the occupation of man,

( and having sands of dazzling whiteness, com-
' posed of powdered coral and shells on the

sea-shores.

Coral islands frequently exhibit a remarkable
formation, and are described as AtolU (from a

. , ,
Malay word), or lagoon islands.

of a circu-

lar, oval or irregular barrier, en-
closing a lake, which is in some instances of
very large dimensions, one in the Maldlve
Islands being eighty miles long by nearly
twenty miles in the shorter diameter. The
belt of land enclosing these sheets of water is

seldom more than half a mile in breadth, and is

generally fertile with cocoanut trees. Access
is afforded by various openings to the central
lagoons, the
waters of
which are
beautifully
clear and
still, beirg
protectc:'
from disturb .

ing influences,

and the depth
close to the
precipitous
sides of the
enclosing reef

is always
great. The
entrances are
never on the
wi n d w a r d
side, where
the reef is

commonly
higher and wider, and the lagoons therefore

make secure harbours. These atolls are in

some instances solitary, but more frequently

grouped in archipelagos. In the Indian
Ocean they extend in groups, including the

Laccadive and Maidive islands, which stretch

for nearly 800 miles, in a double row, and
contain about 12,000 islands, from the ex-

tremity of the Indian peninsula southwards
considerably across the equator. The Caroline

archipelago (including eighty-four islands),

north of New Guinea, comprises sixty groups
of atolls, extending for about 1,000 miles, over
twenty degrees of longitude and five of lati-

tude. The Low archipelago, in the Pacific, is

a collection of about eighty atolls, 840 miles

long, and 420 miles in its shorter diameter.
Between these two great archipelagos, about
4,000 miles apart, are an immense number of

islands, nearly all of the atoll formation. East
of the Society Islands is an assemblage of

eighty atolls, mostly circular.

In some places reefs of coral, like those
forming atolls, encircle islands of volcanic for-

mation, at a distance of two or three miles
from the shore. Instances of this

formation are found in the Society
Islands, including the Tahiti group, in the
South Paeific, where the islands, of volcanic
origin, rise in ii-regular conieal form to a
great elev^ation—in Tahiti to 7,000 feet—with
a narrow belt of fertile ground between the
mountains and the sea, and are enclosed by
coral reefs,which, indeed, form large atolls, with
islands in the centre. There are openings in the
reefs giving access to the islands. Two islands

of the group, Raiatea and Tahaa, are enclosed
within one reef, of an irregular oval shape.

Barrier reefs are w'alls of coral, extending
in straight lines in front of the shores of conti-

nents or large islands, not encircling the latter,

as in the instances above mentioned, and gene-
rally at a greater distance from the coast.

There is such a reef, 400 miles long, off the

coast of New Caledonia, in the South Paeific
;

but the most extensive formation of the kind
is the Great Barrier reef, a narrow ridge, and
extending for 1,100 miles from lat. 9° 15' S.

to lat. 24“ 36'

S., generally

parallel to the
east coast of

Australia, but
varying in
distance from
the shore from
twenty to
seventy miles.

There are,
however,
openings by
which vessels

enter the in-

terior ocean,
and reach the
ports on the
eastern side of

Australia.

Fringe reefs

is the name
given to narrow belts of coral immediately ad-
joining the coast, with no intervening lagoons.

The coral formations we have described lie

mostly within the zone of lat. 30° N. and
30° S., but it will be shown, in the series

of articles on Geology, that in this country
there are extensive strata, known as the Coral
Rag, consisting of beds of petrified coral inter-

stratified with oolitic limestone. Indeed, the
chalk formations of this country are in some
degree allied to the coral formations.

It is now believed that the coral polypi per-

form an important function in purifying the
waters of the ocean, and main-
taining the uniformity of its

of the

composition. Rivers are con-

tinually pouring soluble impuri-
®

ties into the sea, and lime salts are formed.
As the fresh water alone is carried off by
evaporation, there would be an injurious accu-

mulation did not the coral polypi and marine
shell fish carry off the superfluity, and so

preserve the balance in this department of

nature. They perform, in fact, an office analo-

SCEXE IX BORNEO.
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gous to that of vegetation, which keeps down
the excess of carbonic gas in the atmosphere

;

and “ the great ocean currents spread the water
among the coral groves as the wind conveys
the air through the forest.”

Islands are generally classed as continental

and oceanic (or pelagic, “ belonging to the deep
sea”). The former are those

Islands. which, from their proximity, and
geological and other peculiarities, show a con-

nexion with the continents near which they are

situated. Oceanic, or pelagic, islands are at a

distance from the mainland, with which they

have no physical connexion, and are nearly in

every instance of volcanic or coralline forma-

tion. The Pacific Ocean contains more islands

of both kinds than any other part of the world.

ArcMpeVagos are seas containing clusters of

islands, the word being frequently applied to

the island groups themselves. The principal

archipelagos are : Continental Islands— the

Greek, Indian, and the Antilles (commonly
known as the West Indies)

;
Oceanic Islands—

the Low, Caroline, Friendly, Society, and
Fijian groups in the Pacific. The three largest

island masses are Australia, Borneo, and Mada-
gascar.

The great mass of land in the eastern hemi-
sphere consists of Asia and Europe (physically

one continent), and Africa,
Continental connected only with Asia by

masses.
narrow Isthmus of Suez. It

extends over about lO.o degrees of latitude, from
the North-east Cape (Sievero-Vostotchnii), in

Siberia (lat. 78° 16' N.) to Cape Agulhas, the

extreme point of South Africa (lat. 31° 15' S.),

and over more than 207 degrees of longitude,

from Cape Verde, the most westerly point of

Africa (long. 17° 33' W.). to the Eastern Cape
of Asia (long. 170° W.)

;
between which

two points the distance is about 11,000 miles,

giving the longest continuous stretch of land
on the surface of the globe. It is noticeable

that the northern extremity of Europe and the
southern extremity of Africa are nearly under
the same meridian of longitude, and the same
observation applies to Asia, the North-east Cape
and the extremity of the Malacca peninsula
both lying near the meridian 100° E.

Another noticeable peculiarity is that nearly
all the principal promontories of the world
stretch ina southerly direction—almost the only
cxcejitions being Denmark in Europe, and
Yucatan in Central America, both of which
point northward, and the peninsulas of Brit-

tany in France, and of Alaska in the north-
west of America, which have a westerly direc-

tion.

There is a certain similarity of conformation
between the southern peninsulas of Europe
and Asia : Spain and Arabia, Italy and India,
Greece and the Malacca peninsula, with their
archipelagos, may be instanced; and there is a
degree of parallelism between portions of the
western coasts of Europe and Africa and the
eastern coasts of North and South America,
which has led to the suggestion, possibly fanci-
ful, that at some reniote period a great con-
vulsion of nature separate(l the two masses of

land, forming an immense valley now occu-

pied by the Atlantic Ocean. But there is

a striking dissimilarity in the general contour
of the continental masses in the eastern and
western hemispheres. In the former, the pre-

vailing direction of the land is from east to

west; in the latter, from north to south. In
another respect, there is a similarity between
the eastern and western continental masses.
Africa is united to Asia by the narrow Isthmus
of Suez, and South America to North America
by the Isthmus of Panama. The outline
of the great continents varies considerably.
Europe, Southern Asia, and North America are
very irregular in shape, with numerous penin-
sulas, bays, and narrow inlets. Africa, South
America, and Australia (which, although an
island, may, from its great size, be considered
as a continent) are more compact. The pro-

portions between the superficial areas and
lengths of coast-line are therefore considerable.
The following are the dimensions, as nearly as
it is possible to ascertain them :

—

Area in Length of
square miles. coast-line.

I
Europe .... 3,800,000 . . 19,500

I

Asia 17,000,000 . . 33,000

j

Africa .... 11,800,000 . . 16,000

I

America, North . 7,897,741 . . 22,800
America, South . 7,241,000 . . 16,000
Australia . . . 3,000,000 . . 8,COO

XI.

Compound Subtraction.

Compound Subtraction is the process of

' finding the difference between two compound

j

quantities of the same kind.

For example : subtract £2 3^. ^d. from
£7 18,s. ^dd.

It is clear that the whole difference will be
made up of the differences of the several parts.

n , The difference of the pence is

7 18 V shillings is 155.;

.3 ^
and that of the pounds is £5.

Thus the whole difference is

! £5 15 .9 . 'U.

But it often happens that the number of

some denomination in the lower line (or quan-
tity to be subtracted from the other) is larger

than the corresponding number in the upper
quantity, and therefore cannot be subtracted

from it. How are we to get over this difficulty ?

I

By the same principle which we had to make use
' of when we met a similar difficulty in simple
; subtraction. That principle was, that the dif-

:
fercnce between two quantities is not altered

I

by increasing or diminishing both quantities by
the same number.
Now let us take an example, and apply this

principle.

8uj)pose we want to subtract £2 18,9. 9^£

from £7 3-9. 6^7.
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Here we can’t take 9<7. from %d. But let us

^ j
add \'2d. to the pence in the upper

^ o’ p
quantity, and 1a*. to the shillings

^ ,Q f.
in the lower, and then subtract.

According to our principle the

ditference will be unaltered.

We have now £7 3 18 in the upper line,

and 2 19 9 in the low'er.

We can now subtract the pence, but we
cannot yet subtract the shillings, as 19 is

greater than 3.

But now let us add 20s. to the shillings in the

top line, and £ 1 to the pounds in the lower. Here
again, according to the ])rinciple, we have done
nothing to alter the difference of

the two quantities. The original £ s. d.

quantities have now become. . . 7 23 18 and
by the addition of £1 Is. to 3 19 9

each of them.
^Ve can now subtract the num- 4 4 9

bers in each of the three deno-

minations. The difference of the pence is M .

;

that of the shillings is 4s.
;
and of the pounds

is £4.
The whole process is generally done in the

following way :

—

9fl?. from ^d. I cannot. But 9^7. from 18^.

leave *i)d. put down 9^7., and
£ s. d carry 1 to the 18s.

7 3 6 18 + 1 = 19. 19s. from 3.y. I

2 18 9 cannot, but 19 from 23 leave 4.?.

put dowm 4s., and carry 1 to the

4 4 9 2 pounds. 2 1 = 3. £3 from
£7 leave £4. .’. put down £4.

This process will be found to be equivalent

to the following rule for Compound Subtrac-

tion :

—

1. Set the less number under the greater, so

that the numbers of the same denomination
shall be in the same column.

2. Subtract each number in the low^er line

(beginning at the lowest denomination) fi*om

the number immediately above it, if it be pos-

sible so to do, and set the remainder under-

neath.

3. If it be not possible so to do, add to the

upper number as many units of the same de-

nomination as wall make one unit of the next
liigher denomination. Subtract as before, set

<lown the remainder, and carry 1 to the number
which is to be subtracted in the next column.
and proceed as before.

E.xample 1 :

Subtract £23 Iff?, l^d. from £57 15,?. ^\d.

£
57 15

23 16

d.

7 ^

I from 1 can’t, but | from

33 19 11

leave i.e., ^^d . ;
i)nt down \d.,

and carry 1 to the 7d. : then 8^7.

from9<7. leaves \d.\ .*. put down 1,'7.

16,s*. from 15,?. I can’t, but Ki.?.

from 35,9. leave 19,?.; put down
19.?., and carry 1 to the £23. £24

.from £57 leave £33
;

put down £33.

Example 2 :

From £130 0^. f^d. subtract £50 0,?. Id.

Id. from 6<7. I can’t, but Id.

from 18c7. leave 11^7.
;

put

down 11, carry 1.

1.9. from 0,9. I can’t, but 1,?.

from 20,9. leaves 19s.; jnit do a n

19, carry 1. 51 from 160 leave 7y.

£
130
50

79 19 11

Exercises.

1.

Perform the following subtractions :

—

£ .9 . d. £ ,9 . d. & s. d. £ s. d.

123 18 9 7,52 14 3 423 13 8 1001 1 1

72 17 6 G25 17 8 200 16 9 1 0 11^

£ ,9. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. & s. d.

5078 16 4 4236 14 3 56489 5 9 786 0 0
309 19 6 591 18 7 19876 7 3 785 19 11

2. In making out a bill, a tradesman put
7,9. 10^7. instead of £7 10,?., and £14 3s. instead
of 14s. 3^7. Was his bill thus made larger or
smaller than the proper amount, and by how
much ?

3. A boy wdio has only 7|<7. in his pocket
gets a present of a cricket bat, which he ex-

changes with another boy for a ball and 3s. 6^7.

He then buys some marbles for l^d., some
apples for 5^7., and a top for 3^. How much
has he remaining in his pocket ?

4. A German band collect 3s. hd. in one street,

7s. 2d. in another. Is. 3V7. in another, 14s. l\d.
and 9s. 11 <7. in two others, and during the rest

of the day they collect 37s.; they spend 21s.

altogether on food, and 7.9. on lodging. What
was the amount of their gains for the day ?

5. A man owed £100, to pay which his fur-

niture was seized and sold. The furniture of

the kitchen brought in £17 3s. hl^d., that of the
sitting-room was sold for £29 18,9. Q\d., the rest

of the furniture sold for £23 19.9. Il|f7.
;
in order

to pay off the remainder, he borrowed the ne-
cessary amount from a friend. How much w’as

it necessary to borrow ?

6. A has £15 19s. 1^^7. in his pocket, B has
£17 2,9. 3^7., and C has £42 Os. 9<7. : C pays to

A £3 17s. which he owed him, A gives B 9.?. 0\d.,

and B pays to C £7 2s. 3<7. How much have
they each now' ?

Ayi.m'ers

:

1. £51 1 ,9 . 3^7.
;
£126 16s. Id.;

£222 16,9. 11^.
;
£1000 0,9. 1^ <7. ;

£4768 16s. lOd.

;

£3644 15s. M.
;
£36612 18s. 6^7.

;
Id.

2. £6 6.9. 7^7. too large.

3. 3s. 31^7.

4. £2 1.5.9. 4f^.
.5. £28 18 .9 . 0|r7.

6. A, £19 7s. Ir7.
;
B, £10 9s.Oi^7.; C, £45 6s.

Compound Multiplication.

Compound Multiplication is the process of

finding the amount when a given compound
(luantity is repeated (or added to itself) any
given number of times.

Like all multiplication, it is a short method
of performing addition, the quantities to be

added being all identically equal.

Suppose Ave have to multiply £5 3s. Id. by 6.

Now' £5 3,9. Id.. = £5-f-3s.-|-7^7,, 6 times

£5 3s. Id. = 6 times £5-f-6 times 3s. +6 times 7^7.

£ s. d.

But 6 X Id. = A2d. - 0 3 6

and 6 X 3,9. = 18s. = 0 18 0
and 6 X £5 = £30 = 30 0 0

the w'hole product = 31 1 6

This process may be arranged in the follow-

ing way ;

—
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5 3

31 1 6

We say 6 times 7d. make 42^Z. = 3^. %d.', .*.

£ s. d. put down Qd., and cany the 3.s\

6 times 3.y. make 1S.9., and add-
ing the 3.9. carried, we have 21,9.,

i.e. £1 1,9.; put down Is., and
carry the £1.

6 times £5 make £30, and adding the £1
carried, we have £31.

We shall now give the usual Rule for Com-
pound Multiplication :

—

Multiply successively each denomination of

the multiplicand by the multiplier, reducing

the product in each case to the next higher

denomination, setting down the remainder, if

there be any, and carrying the quotient to the

next product.

Example 1 : Multiply £2 17.9. d^d. by 9.

Here farthings are the lowest

denomination, multiplying 3

farthings by 9, we get 27 far-

things, i.e. Q>ld. ;
.*. write down

and carry ^d. to the next pro-

duct. The next product is 9^?. x 9,

i.e. 8 HZ.; adding the 6<Z. carried,

we have S7d. i.e. 7.9. M.
;

.*. set down 3<Z., and
carry 7,9. to the next product. 9 X 17s.= 153.9.,

and adding the 7s., we have 160.9., i.e. £8 Os.;

.'. set down Os., and carry £8 to the next pro-

duct, i.e. to £18—the result is £2G.

If, however, the multiplier is a number
greater than 12, it is better to break it up into fac-

tors, or factors and parts, and multiply by them.
Thus, if the multiplier were 56, since 56 =

7x8 we should first multiply the given quantity

by 7, and then the product by 8. And if the

multiplier were a number which cannot be split

up into convenient factors, for example, 58, we
say 68 •= 56 2 = 7 X 8+ 2. Therefore we mul-
tiply successively by 7 and 8, as before, and to

the last product add twice the given quantity.

Example 2 : Multiply £21 5s. %d. by 53.

Here the multiplier =5x10+ 3, therefore the
process will be as follows :

—

£ s. d. Multiplying the given quan-
21 5 6 tity by 5, we get £106 7.9. (\d.

5 Multiplying this again by 10,

we get £106.3" 15s. Od.

Now to this product, which
is 50 times the given quantity,
we must add 3 times the given
quantity, i.e., we must add
£63 16.9. M. The final result
is £1127 11,9. <6d., which is .53

times the given quantity.
Example 3 : Multiply £1 3s. 2d. by 131.

£ ,9 . d.

13 2
10

106 7 6
10

1063 15 0
63 16 6

1127 11 6

11 11 8

10

115 16 8

34 15 0
4 12 8

155 4 4

4 times

1.34 times
Here the multiplier 134 = 100 + .30 + 4.

=10X10+3X10+
The i)rocess will be as follows

Multiplying £1 3s. 2d. by 10, we get

£11 11.9. %d. Multiplying this again by 10, we
get £115 16s. 8^7. ;

and multiplying £11 11s. 8<7.

by 3, we get £34 15.9. Od. Finally, multiplying

£1 3s. 2d. by 4, we get £4 12s. M. Adding
these last three results, we get 134 times the

given quantity.

Example : Multiply £230 5s. 4^7. by 2351,

£ s. d.

230 5 4

10

2302 13 4 = 10 times £230 5s. id.

10

23026 13 4 = 100 times
10

230265 13 4 = 1000 times
2

460533 6 8
69080 0 0
11513 6 8

230 5 4

= 2000 times
= 3 X 100 times
= 5x10 times
= 1 time

541356 18 8 = (2000 + 300 + .50+ 1) times
= 2351 times £230 5s. id.

Sometimes, when the multiplier is a large
number, it is more convenient to reduce the given
quantity to its lowest denomination

;
then multi-

ply and then reduce the product back again to

the highest denominations. Thus, in the last ex-
ample, reducing £230 .5.9. id. to pence, we find

it equals 55264 pence. Multiplying 55264<7.

by 2351, we get 129925664^.
;
and reducing this

back again to £ s. d., we find it gives us the
same result as the above—viz., £541366 18s. 8d.

Exercises.

1. Multiply £5 3s. 7\d., separately by 14, 16,

17, 18, 2.5, and 121.

2. Perform the following multiplications ;

—

£9 0.9. llf^. X 23.

£.309 16s. 0\d. X 37.

£34 17 .9 . h\d. X 219.

£1563 17.S. 9+Z. X 357.

£4 13 ,9 . M. X 396-/^.

£27 14s. 7\d. X 584.

£7 16.9. 8|^. X 5409.

£13 0,9 . 111^7. X 368.

£6842 15s. 8+7. X 89.

£1854 7s. 7+7. X 465.

3. Find the amount of each of the following
bills :

—

(('/) 7 pounds of tea at 2s. 9+7. a pound
;
19

pounds coffee at Is. 7+7. a pound
; 35 pounds

beef at 8+7. a pound.
(7>) 18 pounds sugar at 2\d

; 13 pounds
coffee at 1,9. 1+7. ; 17 pounds tea at 3s. 2+7. ;

29 pounds butter at 1 ,9. 1+7.

(6‘) 150 cigars at 5+7. each
;
230 cigars at

4+7. each; 1500 cigarettes at +7. each; 78
pounds tobacco at 7,9. <6d. a pound,

4. A bankrupt agrees to pay his creditors
7,9. 6r7. in the pound. To one man he owed
£525

; to another £7650
;
and to a third

£18950. How much did each creditor get,

and how much did each lose ?

5. A, B, and C are three boys working in a
factory. A receives Od. a day, B Is. 2d. a day,
C Is. 6r7. a day, except on Saturdays, when
they get only half these wages. If tliey work
all the year, except a fortnight in summer,
ho.v much will each earn? and how much more
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does C get than !> and A ? (N.B.—The year
has 52 weeks.)

6. The cost of travelling by rail is about 1 d.

per mile third class, and about 2d. per mile

lirst class. What will it cost to travel first

class for 36 hours at the rate of 21\ miles per

hour ? How much would be saved by travelling

third instead of first class ?

7. A certain passenger train requires 2 guards

at Is. 6r/. a day
;
two engine drivers at 6.s. a

day, and a stoker at bs. a day. The wear and
i tear of the rolling stock may be estimated at

£7 10.9. 8d. per day, and other expenses con-

nected with the working at £23 18,y. IH/. 152

head of cattle are carried at the rate of 13.9. 4d.

a head. How much must all the passengers

pay for tickets, so that the balance of the day’s

work may be £153 10^. 6d. for the Railway Co. ?

THE ICVVX CALL AT LEIPSIC.

X.

The Reign of the Empeeor Charles V.

Ra?! II—{continued).

On the 13th of December, 1545, the cele-

brated Church Council of Trent was opened.
It had been assembled at the
urgent requisition of the em- ^Proceedings of

peror, nominally for the pur-

pose of putting down heresy and
'

securing the supreme power of the Church ;

Ansivers: 1. £72 10^. P<7.
;
£82 18.9. 0d.\

£88 Is. l\d.\ £93 os. £113 VJs. \)d.
;

£626 18.9. 7^d.

2. £208 2^. e^d.
;

£11464 2 .9 . O^d.
;

£7636
ISs. 9frZ. ;

£558308 19^. Of<7.
;
£1429 8,9. lOf^.

:

£16195 Is.
;
£42387 8^. Of rZ.

;
£4801 12^. Sd.]

£609007 I8s. O^d.
;
£362287 5.9. 7^d.

3. (a) £3 15^. \l\d.] (h) £6 8^. 7\d.) (c)

£38 8s. l^d.

4. They receive £196 17s. 6<7., £2868 15,9
,
and

£7106 5s. respectively, and lose £328 2s. 6r/.,

£4781 5.9,, and £11843 1.5s., respectively.

5. A gets £10 6s. 8d., B gets £16 Os. lOrZ
,

and C £20 12s. 6^7.—C gets £10 6,9. ?>d. more
than A, and £4 11s. 8d. more than B.

6. £8 .5s.; saving by travelling third class,

£4 2,9. Qd.

7. £85 .5s. od.

but Paul HI. saw that it was Charles’s design
to limit the papal authority, and to set himself
up as the temporal head of the Church

;
to

build up the imperial throne anew, on the
model of the medieeval days, when the Othos
could control the Church and the State alike

;

and to make the revived authority hereditary
in his family by the succession of his son.

Consequently the Council, though it was to

deal with German affairs, was composed almost
exclusively of Spaniards and Italians, The
Vulgate was declared to be the only orthodox
Bible, and tradition was placed on a par with
Holy Writ

;
the seven sacraments were main-

tained, and the efficacy of works was asserted.

In every point a position so antagonistic to

the Protestants was taken up, that recon-

ciliation became impossible. In spite of the

emperor’s protest, Paul gave the utmost pub-
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licity to these hostile proceedings
;
and in

1547 he even transferred the Council to Bologna,
though some prelates, in obedience to Charles,
continued to sit at Trent, Once more the papacy
and France formed a union against Germany.

Charles determined to undertake the settle-

ment of the questions at issue. At a splendid
diet held at Augsburg, he caused

ne Interim articles of accommodation be-

T h S48
’ tween the two creeds to be drawn

® ’
' up, under the title of “ The In-

terim of Augsburg,” to remain in force until

the conclusion of the Council of Trent. Another
interim—that of Leipsic—was prepared for

Saxony, at the request of the Elector Maurice,

by the gentle and conciliatory Melanchthon,
who even incurred much blame from his zealous

followers, by conceding many points as in-

different {uHaplwvori)
;
and Saxony accepted

unlimited power, and send Maurice himself to
share the imprisonment of John Frederick of

Saxony and of Philip of Hesse. The proud
spirit of Maurice revolted, moreover, against
the manifest distrust and ill-will of the princes,

who looked upon him as a traitor to his coun-
try and his faith

;
and now there was an

opportunity of setting himself right with the
public opinion of Germany. The emperor was
evidently working to make Germany a part of

a huge despotic empire, in which the princes
would be mere creatures of his will, deprived
of all power of independent action ; how could
he better vindicate himself with all than by
coming forward as the champion of his country
against imperial encroachment, and by securing
at once political and religious freedom ? Ac-
cordingly he took his measures with consum-
mate skill anh. duplicity. He undeitook to

MARKET-PLACE AT EISLEBEN.

the Interim as law. Alarmed at the signs of

the times, Paul III. submitted to the emperor
re-transferred the Council to Trent, and ad-
mitted the representatives of evangelical com-
munities to its debates : when, to the infinite

surprise of Charles, Maurice of Saxony suddenly
stood up against him as a dangerous enemy.
The causes of this enmity were not far to

seek, though they had not entered into the
emperor's calculation. Iffaurice,

Revolt of far-seeing man, understood that
Mauriceof

elevation to the dignity of
xony, j ^vould avail him little if

the emperor succeeded in making himself
supreme over Church and State and annihi-
lating the spiritual and temporal liberties of

Germany. A sceptre, snatched with an un-
ruly hand, must be as boisterously maintained
as gained.” Charles might any day throw
down the ladder by which he had risen to

execute against Magdeburg the decree of the

Chamber ; and by leading a force to besiege

that chief stronghold of Protestantism he

lulled the vigilant and suspicious emperor into

complete security. But wdiile professing the

utmost zeal against Charles’s enemies, he
secretly entered into negociations with various

German j^rinces—the margraves John of Kiis-

trin, and John of Brandenburg-Kulmbach,
and others

;
and, more important than all,

he effected an arrangement with Henry 11.

of France for help against the emperor, in the

Convention of Friedwalde, by the cession to

France of the episcopal towns of Metz, Toul,

Verdun, and Cambray.
Thus, at the end of many years of arduous

and incessant work, the edifice of imperial

power Charles had laboured to erect was
threatened by the man on whose services he
counted to uphold it.
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Diphthongs—(§ 62 conchtded).

oua=a prop, diph, in bivouac (bi-voua7i or

bi-vak), Edouard {e-douar'), Edward, pouah
{^poud), fie ! It forms a d. sjdl. in douane
{dou-an'^^QXCiXGmAiQv&^yfouacejouarjetpouacre,

rouage, rouan, rouaytne, etc. Also in ouate.

wadding, in connection with which observe the
optional aspiration of ou : acheter dc la ouate

or de Vouate; une robe doublee de ouate, or

d'ouate.

ouai = a prop. diph. in o^iais hallo 1

a d. syll. in douaire and derivatives (now
dou-er

,
formerly dou-ar"), dower.

one = an imp. diph. at the end of a word :

joue (211011), cheek
;
roue (rou), wheel. Oue

followed by r = d. syll. :
jouer (jou-e), to play,

rouer (rou-d), to beat
;
oue followed by ^== d.

syll.
:
jouet {jou-e), toy, rouet {rou-e), spinning-

wheel, (fou-'e), whip. In verbal forms, as

je jouerai, tu rouerav}, etc., and in words de-

rived from verbs in ouer, the e remains quite

mute, and is sometimes replaced by ^ placed

over u.

denouement, or denoument (de-nou-man), un-
ravelling.

devonement, or devoument (de-vou-man'),
devotedness.

cnjouement, or cnjoument (an-jou-maii), play-
fulness.

enrouement, or. enrollment (an-rou-man),
hoarseness.

ouen = a d. syll. : Rouen (rou-an')^ sa int- Ouen
'(^ou-an).

ouhai = a prop. diph. in prose : souhait and
derivs. (soue), wish

;
in verse say sou-e.

oui= a prop. diph. in baragouiner (goni-7ie),

to speak gibberish, fouine (fouin'), pole-cat,

oui, yes. It presents a d. syll. in verbs in
<niir, SLsjejouirai (jou-i-7‘ai), in. Louis (Lou-i):

“ Ainsi, lorsque tout preta briser cent murailles
Louis, la foudre en main, abandonnant Versailles,”

etc. (Boileau, ie iw/riM, Chant IV.)

{In a like manner, when ready to storm a hundred
'tcalls, Louis, leaving Versailles with his thunders in his

hand, etc.]

ouin = a prop. diph. See § .50.

ua = a d. syll. ; 7iuage {nu-azh'), cloud
;
snare

i^su-av'), soft. For ua preceded by g cf. § 2G,

Item. 4. For qua cf. § 27 h.

ue=--an imp. di])h. at the end of a word ; rue
(rn), street, vue (vii), view. Ue followed by
r= d. syll. ; ruer (I'u-e), to kick, in speaking
of an animal

;
suer (su-e), to sweat. Followed

by ^= d. syll. : 7nuet (7nu-e), dumb, (flu-e),

puny. In verbal forms, as jc reinuerai, etc.,

and in words derived from verbs in iter, the e

is mute, and is sometimes replaced by the ^

placed over the u:
dermement or deniiment (de-nu-man), want

;

7'emucment or remunient (7’e-7nU'7na7i), stir

;

eternuement, or eternument (e-ter-nu-man),
sneeze.

ue = an imp. diph. : ci-gue hemlock.
u6, ue, ueu = d. sylls. : tue (tu-e), killed;

Us tiierent (tu-'ei), they killed; lueur (lu-eur),
glimmer.

ui = a prop. diph. in which both the
sounds in F. w and i are heard. Say in verse
as in prose : huissier (hui-sie), usher, puits
(pui), pit, 7'eduire (7‘e-dui/), to reduce, etc.

in many words it is, though blended in prose,

a d. syll. in poetry :

read

casuiste

druidal
]'6suite

in prose

ca-suist'

drui-dal

je-suit'

in verse

ca-su-i-ste.

dru-i-dal.

je-su-i-te.

uie*=a prop, diph., and is pronounced ui

:

snie, soot; truie, sow; j'essnie, I dvj, j'essuierai,

I shall dry.

uin = a prop. diph. in which F. u and
nasal in are discernible : suinter (s7dn-tcr), to

percolate, chuinter (shuin-tei), to screech as an
owl.

y placed between two vowels forms with the
first a proper or improper diph., and a proper
diph. with the last :

aya= ai-l-<« or a-ia eye^c/’-j-ie or ei-i
;

ojo = oi-\-io; uya = ?/i-7«
;
etc. See §§ 28, 50.

§ 53. 1. Among the proper diphthongs may
be reckoned a sound peculiar to the romance*
languages, and which, in French,f is produced
by the so-called liquid I (7nouillee), Or liquid U
(il mouillees), following i or any combination of

vowels of which i is the last. This very word
7nou{lU is an example in point. At first sight

the student would feel inclined to read it 7nou-

i-U (7noo-ee-lay)
;
but ll being here liquid, the

i sound is carried after U, and the pronuncia-
tion becomes 7nou-lie. This pronunciation
is that of the educated classes, and is emphati-
cally recommended by the best authorities. In
the lower and even middle Parisian classes

prevails a pronunciation which is often taught
in grammars published in this country. It

consists in changing all liquid Z’s into ?/’s

and i's, and saying uiou-yi, or 7no7i-ie, etc.

This system greatly simplifies the labours
of teacher and taught

;
unfortunately, the

practice must be looked upon as vulgar.

Shan't, won't, etc., offer an analogous case in

English.
2. In a word standing last in the sentence,

or before a consonant, the final liquid I is heard
neither in prose nor poetry; and lie, inaudible
in prose, is but slightly felt in poetry. The i

sound is dwelt upon, and there is almost a
whisper of an e at the end of it : le peril, the
\)Qvi\, pi-7'i...e; lafa7nille, the tweniij, fa-mi... e.

Should il and ille be preceded by another vowel,
it is upon that other vowel that the voice would
dwell, and a slender i sound would close up the
word: le bail, the lease, ld...i; la paille, the
straw. pd...l.

3. If, instead of being followed by a conso-
nant, the final liquid I or lie were followed by
a vowel, the l would be heard: le hail a fi7ii d

* Lansruapres derived from the Latin.
t In Italian it is rendered by gli, in Spanish by U

initial, in Portuguese by Ih,
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Paques, the lease was out at Easter, le bd,..lia

Jirii, etc.
;
la qjaille a hruU vite, the straw has

burned quickly, la pd... Via, etc. Observe, how-
ever, that in a phrase like this: Soyez simple

avec art, siihlime sans ORGUEIL, agreahle sans

fard (Boileau)—be artfully simple, modestly
sublime, ingenuously pleasant—both punctua-
tion and sense would prevent the articulation of

I and connection with agreahle. Therefore not
or-gue-lia, but or~gue...i, agreahle, etc.

4. Liquid ill alone is met with in the body
of a word, and then, whether it be followed
by e mute or any other vowel, the articulation

I must be retained: haillement, yawning, say
hd . . .lie-man, never hd-ye-man; p>aillasson, straw
mat, pd-liasson, neYer pd-yasson.

5. In poetry liquid I is subjected to no modi-
fication from the rule indicated above; but
with the final liquid lie the following points
must be observed:

—

(a) At the end of a poetical line the
articulation I of lie is just discernible, not
more :

“ Approchez, et venez, cle toutes vos oreilles,

(o-re-liS)

Prendre part au plais r I’entendre des merveillea."

(mer-ve-liS)

(Moliere, Lph Femmes Havantes.)
[Approach, and, with all your power of attention, come

and take a share in the deliyht of hearing wonders.'^

{h) In the middle of a poetical line, would
require to be a little more distinctly marked
than at the end, but still without exaggeration

:

“ Ayez poux la cadence une oreille severe.”
(o-re-lie)

(Boileau, L'Art poUique.

)

[Have a strict earfor rhythm.^

Compare with it the following lie, which is

liquid, and has the articulation of the Z fairly

marked:
“ Le vers le mieux rempli, la plus noble pensee,
Ne pent plaire a I’esprit quand Voreille est hlessee."

(Boileau, L’Art poetique.)
[The richest line, the noblest thought, cannot please the

mind if the car be shocked (l'o-re-lie-ble-see).'\

6.

In singing, lie is submitted to the same
rules as in poetry, with the exception that it is

more fully articulated, and dwelt upon to the
full value of the note set to it

:

-Tzrr.
—

—

\ 1
r *
—

1 r ^ ^ ~

JL. —ri I-

—

^— 4- L_ ^
1w Sj* 1 : H — ^ F:

“ -
^ / O 1 h - -

Bas de beau - te pa - reil - le A I’ob - jet de mes
re - tie

feux, Et I’au - ro - re ver - meil - le

me - Ue
Bril - le moins que ses yeux, etc.
hri - Ue

7.

Here is an all but complete list of words
ending with the single liquid Z:

a. Termination il = i...e, as fenil, hay-loft

(some pronounce feni'); mil, millet (La Fon-
taine articulates the Z of this word in the fol-

lowing: Jc la crois fine, dit-il ; 3Iais le moindre
grain de mil Ferait Men mievx man afifaire.

Fables I. 20: mil here is made to rhyme with
iV)

;
peril, peril. Other words in il either arti-

culate Z, or make it quite mute
;
see § 66.

h. Termination ail = d...i: hail, lease; he?’-

eail {her-l{d...i), sheepfold, etc.

c. Termination eil = e...i: conseil, advice;
oi'teil, toe; sommeil, sleep, etc.

d. Termination neil = en...i (eit, open— see

§’37, c): accenil (ali-ev...i), welcome; ccrcveil

(ser-heu. . A), coffin, etc.

e. Termination enil = eu...l (as veil above):
hovvrenil, bullfinch

;
ehevrevil, roebuck, etc.

/. Termination oeil = eu...i (as evil and ?^<?iZ

above): ceil, eye.

a. Termination ovil=ov...i: fenonil, fennel.

General Bemark on these seven termina-
tions.—Whenever these combinations are found
in the body of a word, they maintain the liquid

sound if they are followed by another Z:

millet, millet (mi. ..lie); gcntille, Jiice (zhan-
ti...^).

piailler, to squeak (pia...lie); paillc, .straw

(pa...i).

sommeiller, to .9Z«?«Z»c?’ (mc...lic); corbeille,

hasltet (be...i).

recueillement, contemplation (kcu...lic);

cueille, gather (keu...i).

feuillage, /eZZaye (fcu...liazh'); feuille, leaf
(feu...i),

oeillet, carnation (eu...lie); oeilleton, sprout
(cu...lie-ton).

brouillard,/e
/7 (brou...liar); grenouille, /ruy

(gre-nou...i).

Special Remaeks.—1. Linoeul, a shroud, is pro-
nounced lin-seu...\, some, however, saying Un-seul.
2. Words in il in which 1 is quite mute possess the
liquid sound in their derivatives, which all double the
1; babil [babi)

,

but babiller (bi-lie); outil (ou-ti), but
oxitillage (ti-liage); persil (per-si), hut persillade (per-si-

liad'), etc. 3. The derivatives of words in il which
articulate I do not double the I, and there is therefore
no liquid sound in those words: exil (e-gziV), exiler

(e-gzi-le)
; fil (jiV), filature, (f-la-ture), etc. 4.

gentil—gen-ti, gcntilhomme— gen-ti-liom' ,
gentilshommes—

'gen-ti-zom'. 5. il, ail in the body of a word are not
liquid when the I is not doubled ; aile, wing (ele); gilet,

vest (zhi-le)
; pestle (pilov). 6. The Duke of

Broglie's name is pr. Breuil, liquid
;

it is doubtless the
Italian form of the French turuWj uumcDubreuil; breuil

is the name given to a copse,—at Strasbourg a large
square planted with rows of trees bears the name le

Breuil (in Italian Iroglio means sr mething that rises);

but imbroglio is, pr. in French imbroille (in-bro...\). 7.

In the body of proper names Ih is liquid : Milhnut—
mi-liau, Pardalhac—par-da-liak, Faladilhe—pa-la-di...e.

8.

To the rule that the combination ill pre-

sents a liquid sound, the following words make
exception

:

a. Words beginning with ill sound both Vs :

illegal, illicite, illogique, illusion, etc,.', say il-le,

il-li, il-lo, il-lu, etc.

h. The following verbs in iller and deriva-

tives, some articulating one and others two Vs :

distiller = ti-16, distillateur = ti-la
;

instiller = ti-le, instillation= til-la
;
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osciller = sil-le, oscillation = sil-la
;

titiller = til-le, titiilatioii = til-la
;

vaciller = sil-le, vacillant = sil-lan.

c. Words ending in illaire have both Vs articu-

lated:

axillaire = a-ksil-ler, capillaire = pil-ler
;

codicillaire = co-di-sil-ler mamillaire = mil-1 er.

d. Achille (shih), achillee (shil-le), cavilla-

1ion (vil-la), codicile(sil), Delille (lil), fibrille

(bril), gille (zhil), imbecillite (si-li), Lille

tlil), mille (mil), rtTifZ e/ mille, papille

(^Academic-, pil, d/. Littre: liquid'), penicille

(s 1-le), pupille (pil),pusillanime (zil-la), scille

(sil), side (sil), sigille (zhil-le),tranquille (kil),

ville (vil) and derics. such as village (vi-lazh'),

Villars (vi-lar), etc.

IX.

Class IV.—The next class of letter is that

in which the tail or downward- stroke element

enters. These are/, q. y. and the

well-nigh obsolete long s, of which (j ami q, as

little lower
;

but this is not advisable. The
first element of the y is the double turn, to

which is added the looped downstroke used in
the g and j. The up hair-line of the bottom
turn should meet this stroke at the line h, and
both the turns should be carefully kept of equal
size. The is a character of peculiar formation,
and is made in two ways, the more usual being
the tailed form given. This is begun by a hair-

line midway between h and c, which is carried
up to the latter line, thence curving downward
with increased pressure of the pen, almost im-
mediately again lightened, it sweeps downward
to the same level at which it commenced, rises

again to the top line, and making a loop there
descends in a fine hair-stroke to the line a,

whence, making first another loop to the left

and a bold curve to the right, it ends in a looped
tail of similar character to that of the g. The
ocher form of c is formed in a similar manner,
only, instead of the tail, the sma 1 bottom
loop is finished by a heavier stroke back to

the right, where it terminates in the hair-line

connection.
Class V.—The letters s, v, 7v,x (fig. 12) and

c, may be considered irregular, as they do not
readily yield themselves to classification, al-

though we have included z in the last treated-

of division on account of its downward element.
The letter s commences at the bottom ruled

TIG. 12—IKHEG ULAE LETTEES.

also partaking of the o element, have been already

no:iced. The /(see fig. 11) is a rather com-
plex character, and admits of at least two ways
of writing. We give the more usual form first.

Here the letter is begun by a fine hair-stroke

,, .
about midway between the lines

Tail” stroke
^ jgjl- gj^g^ which is

® then carried across to the right

and ascends in a well-formed loop to the line

e; turning here, the downstroke commences
lightly, the pressure on the pen being gradually

increased until, a little below the line d, the

stroke gains the usual breadth of a heavy down-
stroke. It is carried down nearly to the line /,
when the pressure is relaxed gradually and the
stroke tapers to a hair-line which curves round
to the right into a loop similar to that at the

top. At about the line a the hair-line passes the

downstroke to the left, and making a delicate

little loop at the line b again, crosses the down-
stroke to the right for connection.- In the

second form the downstroke ends square
and the bottom loop is dispensed with, the

hair-line springing from the right hand of the

downstroke at the line a and crossing to the

left. They requires no comment, being simjfiy

the looped downstroke of the ?/, with a super-

posed dot placed on the line d. The down-
stroke of the p commences at the line d and
ends at g, a double turn being added on the right.

Some penmen commence the downstroke a

line^,with a hair-line which is carried diagonally

up to the right in a curved line

a trifle above the line c. The bregulariy-

, , , formed letters
downstroke on the right con-

sists of a double-tapered oval curve, which
touches the line a, then forms a little curve to

the left, and ends with a dot on the centre of

the up hair-stroke and about midway between
lines a and b. The 5 is a letter that needs
considerable practice to make neatly and cor-

rectly. Its junction with bottom turn letters

preceding it is effected by carrying the hair-

si roke of the turn imperceptibly into the oblique
stroke of the s. Those letters, such as r and v,

which end in a different manner are joined to

the by a hair-stroke which merges into the
the diagonal line of the latter letter in the
manner shown at the second example, the
lower portion of the oblique stroke of the s

being then dispensed with. The v consists of a
double turn, the upward hair-line of which is

continued upwards, but with a slight curvature
to the left until it reaches the line c, when the
pen is again brought down with an increase of
pressure to about midway between c and b,

thence ending in a small curve to the right.

The V is also, and perhaps more frequently,
formed with a small loo{) on the left, before
the connecting stroke, as shown in the above
example, which presents the advantage of more
ready junction wiih e, s, and u. The like
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the V, consists of two “ pot-hooks,” the latter

of which terminates in the upward hair-line,

with its thickened finial and curved connective,

or in the small loop on the left first. There
is also another form of the m, which is far less

common, although not obsolete. This is the

old-fashioned shape, and consists of a “ hanger”
followed by a v. The letter x, though placed

here on account of its not fitting in either of the

other classes in its entirety, may be considered

as formed of duplicated cs, the first inverted

and the second in a normal position. The first

element of the letter is commenced with a hair-

stroke from the line d, which makes the upward
turn, descends, still retaining its fineness, until

midway between the lines a, h, it curves to the

left and over, finishing with a small dot. The
second half of the letter is simply a c so placed

that its centre is in juxtaposition to the light

line described. The letter s has been already

described, and each member of the alphabet,

therefore, is included in our copies.

The various

remarks.upon the frequent hereditary character
of handwriting occur. ‘‘On what a curious
combination,” he says, ‘‘ of corporeal structurp,

mental character, and training, must haml-
wiiting depend ! Yet every cue must havu
noted the occasional close si'nilarity of thu
handwriting in father and son, alth(.-agn the
father had not taught the son. A great collector

of franks assured me that in his collection t^erc

were several franks of father and
son hardly distinguishable except Hereditary

by their dates. Hofacker, in

Germany, remarks on the in-

heritance of handwriting
;
and it has even been

asserted that English boys, when taught to

write in France, naturally cling to their Eng-
lish manner of writing.” Mr. George Seton
observes, on this subject, that this family
peculiarity is most noticeable in the case of

signatures, particularly where the same Chris-
tian name has accompanied the patronymic.
He remarks that the signature of Lord Palmer-

ston bu e a

charactsr of

hand waiting'.

dotted lines

on or in which
our examples
are placed are

divided by
intervals of

quarters and
eighths of
inches. Those
including
“ body” letters

are distin-

guished as a,

1), and c, top

strokes reach
to the line e,

and if looped
touch the line

i, one-eighth

inch higher.

Tailed letters,

if straight,

reach g below
the “body”
lines, and, if

looped, descend an eighth of an inch lower,
namely to Ti. The lateral proportions have
been already given.
Having devoted so much space to details

which are necessarily of a rather dry character,
and having also, we think, supplied our students
with ample work for their fingers and pens

for the present, we will devote

ofhanteftuS.
some gossip on

® one of the many interesting
points connected with the art of writing.
A curious fact patent to every person who

may have opportunities of seeing epistolary
communications, manuscripts and autographs
to any considerable degree, is that the hand-
writing of most individuals is as to its charac-
teristics of style mainly determined by two
factors—first, the individuality of the writer

;

and, secondly, the influence of hereditary and
transmitted traits.

In Mr. Darwin’s work on “'Animals and
Plants under Domestication,” some interesting

riG. 13.—FAMOUS AUTOGRAPHS.

striking re-

semblance to

that of his

father. It

may be a
question not
devoid of in-

terest whether
this similarity

of handwrit-
ing is more
pronounced in

regard to the
members of

those families

which are
marked by a
very pro-
nounced in-

dividuality.
Other things

being equal,

we might ex-

pect such to

be the case

;

and from our own experience, are inclined to

endorse the opinions that in those families

where traits of feature, tones of voice, or

mental characteristics seem most distinctly

transmitted, the bandwriting of different gene-

rations will bear a strong likeness.

The individuality of the penmanship of dif-

ferent people is itself a very curious subject.

Given a number of boys taught by the same
master and upon the same system, and one
might surely expect to be able to predicate at

least some common resemblance between their

various handwritings in after-life. Yet experi-

ence shows it is not so, and, moreover, the

divergence from the original school type is

found to be most great in men whose indivi-

duality is mo-st strongly expressed in the battle

of life. But, after all, when one thinks of it,

if there is anything in which a man s indivi-

duality is likely to be expressed, it is the way
in which he wields his pen.
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XL
Study foe Reading and Pronunciation.

brei 3?auBer.
dee dry roi'-levr.

THE THREE ROBBERS.

®rei 3?aubet ermorteten’ unb ptiinberten

dry roi'-herrerr-morr'dc-ten'iintj)luen'-der-teji

Three robbers murdered and plundered

einen ^aufmann.^ 0{e braepten ba^ geraubte
i'-nen hoivff-mann zee brack'-ten dassge-roivp'-te

a merchant. They brought the robbed

@etb in ipre unb ber jungfie bon
gelt in ee'-re koeh'-le,vnt dareyveng-stefon
money into their cave, and the youngest of

ipnen bann in bie 0tabt gepen unb
ed-nen muss'-te daliUH in dee statt gay'-envnt
them must then into the town go and

?eben0mittet® einfanfen. er fort

Jay'-bens-mit-tel ine'-lam-fen alls ayrr fort
provisions buy in. When he away

tbar, fpraepen bie jnjei gu einanber:
vahr sprali'-chen dee tsvy tsoo i-nan'-der:

was, spoke the two to one another

:

foRen tt)ir biefen ^ieieptbum mit bent

vas zoV-lenreer dee'-zcnrcich'-toom mit dame
“ Why shall we this wealth with the

Surf^ien® tpeilen? SSann et jurudfommt,
boorsk'-en ty'-len rennairrtzoo-rneck'-kommt,

lad divide ? When he back comes,

iboUen wix ipn erfteepen/ bann gepbrt fein

vol'-len veer een er-stech'-en dann ge-hoert' zine

will we him stab, then belongs his

Slntpeit au^ nn^."
ann'-tile o/rck tins

portion also to us.”

©er junge 3tauber abet batiite unter^
dare ywig'-e ro^-berr ah'-ber dacli'-te wi-ter-

The young robber however thought on the

tt)eg^: „2Bie ^iicflicp nicire i^, tt?enn alle

raygss vee ghiek’-Uclivay'-re ick renn aV-le

way :
“ How happy were I, if all

biefe 0cpd^e ntein tbdren; icp tbill nteine
dee'-ze sket'-se mine ray'-ren ; ick rill my'-ne
these treasures mine were

;
I will my

jnjei -^ameraben bergiften,® fo bteibt® ber
tsvi ka-me-rak'-den fer-gift'-en zo blypt dare
two comrades poison, so remains the

3tei^tpm>: mir atlein." (Sr fauftein ber
ryck'-toom meer al-line' airr korvf-te in dare
wealth for me alone.” He bought in the

0tabt ?eben^mittet unb Sein ein, tpat in

statt lay' -bens-mit-tel nnt rine inc, takt in
town provisions and wine in, put into

ben SSein @ift unb feprte bann suruefj®
dane rine gift 'tint kayr'-te dann tsoo-ruek'

the wine poison and turned then back.

Sifg er in bie |)bpte trat,” fprangen
alss airr in dee koek'-le trat sprang'-en

When he into the cave stepped, sprang

bie anbern auf ipn ju unb fliepen ipm
dee an'-dern on'jf een tsoo nn t stcess'-en eem
the others on him (towards) and thrust him
ipre ©olcpe in ba^ ^er^, bap er tobt
eed-e dol'-cke in das kayrts dass airr tote

their daggers into the heart, that he dead
ju Soben'2 fret |)ierauf fe^ten fie

tsoo bok'-den feel lieer-oreff zetstf-en zee

to the ground fell. Hereon set they

ficp pin, apen — tranlen ben
zich kin akss'-en trank'-en dane

themselves down, ate, drank the

bergifteten 28ein, unb flarben unter ben
fer-gift'-e-ten rine lint starrb'-envntf-er dane
poisoned wine, and died amid the

fepreeflieppen*® 0cpmer5en. Siingi! bor ben
skrek'-Uek-sten skmairr'-tsen rinngs fore dane
most terrible pains. Around before the

aufgepduften 0cpd^en fanb man “ atte brei
onf-ge-hoiff-enshet'-sellfand man al'-ledry

heaped up treasures found one all three

tobt.

tote.

dead.

@ott Idpt bie Sbfen pier auf (Srben
Gott lesst dee boe'sen kcerr oref ayrr'-den
God lets the bad here on earth

Dft ipre eignen |) enter'® merben.
offt ear'-re eig'-nen ken'-kerr rairr'-den
Often their own executioners become.

EEMAEKS OJT THE FOEEGOING STUDY.
* There are two verbs, to murder: SUorfccn,

morr'-den
to murder

Sep mortete, gemortet, is general, thus—vauben unh
morr'-de-te ge-morr'-det row'ben

I murdered murdered
merten, to rob and murder

;
ermorten, crmcrfccte, ermorbet,

has a special meaning : einen 3Jlann evmorten, to murder
a man.

“ 3)er .^aufmann, the merchant, from faufen, to buy,
dare kowff-mann

and mann, man—the buying man.
®ic >§cple, from the adjective pop!, hollow, a hollow
dee hoeh'-le hole

place.
“ Qliufte is the imperfect of the verb ntuffen, to be
musst-te mues'-sen

obliged
;
muptc, was obliged.

® SeSen^mittel, from bag Seben, life, and bag 3l2tttet,

lay'-hem-mit-iel dass lay'-hen dass mit'-tel

the means, means of life.

® 2)er SBurfep, the lad, is used in many senses in
dare boorsh

German, and is the name applied to themselves by the

German students, who call themselves 23urf(pen, lads,

and the outer world iPptltfler, or Philistines. In our
Phi-lisst'-er

story the word 33urfcp is used as a term of contempt.
’ The prefix et often has the meaning thoroughly, or

“to the death.” ®teepen, to stab
;

erpedpen, to stab to
stech'-en

death
; fepieffen, to shoot : erfepieffen, to shoot to death

;

sheess'-en

trinfen, to drink; ertrinfen, to drown (drink to the
death).

“
‘licrgtpen, imp. ^ergipete, p. part. vergiPet, from ba§

ferr-gift'-en ferr-gft'-e-te ferr-gifft'-et

®ip/ the poison. The en as a termination here implies
an action, as in English to lighten.

* SBlctben, imp. bbeb, p. part. geblteBen, to remain; an
hly'-ben bleep ge-blee'-ben

irregular verb.
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3ucucf, literally io hack; from jU, to, and ter

tsoo'-ruek dure

Siuefen, the back.
ruek'-en

** Sretfn, trat, getreten. From this word comes the
tray'-ten traht' ge-tray'-ten

to tread trod trodden
expression trade-winds, given to those winds that
always pursue the same path or direction. Old English
authors wrote : The wind blew “tread” (the German
ter 5Iritt, the step)

.

2)er ^oten, besides the ground means the foun-
dare boh'-den

dation, the bottom on which a thing is built up.

33oben=(o6, fathomless or bottomless. There is a
boh'den-lohss

German proverb: bat goltenen Sofcen"

hand'-vairrk hat gol'-de-nen hoh'-den

(Handicraft has a golden foumlation).

Dec ®^rccf (noun), or tec Sdjrecf en, fright or terror

dare shrek

fe^cedUd) (adjective), frightful or terrible; [t-tirecfliclifl,

shrek'-h'ch shrek'-Uchst

the superlative, literally frightfulZes^ or terribks^ (most
terrible).

“ Q)ian (with one h) is an indefinite pronoun, answer-

man
ing to the French “on” and to the English one, or

they. “ On dit,” one says, or they say (it is said); in

German 9)Jan jagt.
^

“ Dec -^cnfec originally meant the hangman, from
dare hen'-kerr

l^dngen, to hang. It is now applied to designate an
executioner generally, as formerly in England: “As
they had seen me with these hangman’s hands.”

—

Shakespeare.

Exeecise on the Foregoing Study.

(The sentences to be written down in German,

and then compared with the German version

given below, which may be learnt by heart, for

the sake of the vocabulary, sequence of verbs,

etc.)

Three robbers murdered a merchant. They
plundered his money. Then they sent the

youngest to buy provisions. They said :
“ When

he comes back we will stab him (to death).

Why shall we divide with him?” The young
robber thought :

“ If all these treasures were
mine I I will poison my two comrades, then I

shall have all.” He bought provisions in the

town, and he put poison into the wine. When
he came back the others stabbed him (to death).

Then they ate
;
and they drank of the wine, and

died. Thus let ([tie^) God the three bad (ones)

become their own executioners.

German Version.

®re{ 3?duber ermorbeten cinen
dr?/ roi'-herr err-mori''-dc-ten I'-nen Itnn'ff'-

mann. 0ie blunberten fein @etb. ©ann
mann zee plnen'-dcr-ten zinc f/elt dann
fc^ieften fte ben ^ungflen, ?eben^mittel
shili'-ten zee, dane yitenr/'-sten lay' -hcns-itiit-tel

ju faufen. ©ie fasten: 2Sann er ^uriicf

tsoo kow'-fen zee saach'-ten vann airr tsoo'-riick

!ommt, ibotten tt)ir {I)n erfleci^cn.

hovimt Valien veerr cen err-^tecE-en vass

foHcn luir mit i|m tt)e{ten? ©er j'unge
zoV-lenvecrr mit eevi tij'-len dare yvng'-e

3?auber bac^te: 2Benn aUe biefe ©c()d^e
roi'-herr dach'-te venn al'-le dee'-ze sheif-se

mein maren! tbitf meine gmet tone=
?)iine vairr'-eti iclt xill vi?j'-ne tsvy lia-me-

raben bergiften, bann merbe ic^ ahe^^
rail!-den ferr-(j\ftf-en dann vairr'-de iclt aV -le^ts:

^laben. Sr fanfte ^eben^mittel in ber
ha'-ben airr Uowjf' -te laij'-heais-mit-tel in dare
©tabt iinb er ti;at ©ift in ben Sein. 211^
statt unt airr taht gift in dane fine alss

er ^uritef fam, erfiad;en ii;n bie Sinbern.
a irr tsou'-riieh kain err-.dack'-en een dee an -dern

©ann alien fie, unb fie tranfen bon bem
da?in alls'-sen zee wit zee trank'-en fan dame
SSein, unb jlarben. ©o fiep ©ott bie brei
vine unt starr'-hen zo leess gott dee drij

33bfen iiire eigenen |)enfer merben.
boe'sen eer'-e i'-ge-nen lienk'-er vairr'-den.

The foregoing story is a very old one.
It is told at length, and with inimitable pic-
turesqueness of description, by Chaucer, in the
Canterbury Tales, where it forms “ The Par-
doner’s Tale.” Speaking of the design of the
young robber, the father of English poetry tells,

us how
“ At the last the fiend, our enemy.
Put in his thought that he should poison buy.
With which he mighte slay his fellows tway.”

IX.

It will be seen, by the table given in our last

article (p. 289), that the stratified rocks are
divided into four principal groups: primary y.

secondary, tertiary, OivA post-ter- Palaeozoic
tiary or quaternary, according to mesozoic, and
their order of succession—the pri- cainozoic strata,

mary being the oldest, and the post-tertiary the
newest. The terms 2^<^^^ozoic, mesozoic, and
neozoic (or cainozoic') express the facts that th('

first group contains the remains of “ancient’”
life

;
the second those of a middle period; and

the third of new or recent life.* Under these
main divisions there are further groups, to
which names have been given, sometimea
derived from localities where they were' first

recognised, or where they are to be found well
developed, and sometimes fi’om the mineral
character of the principal members—or for

other reasons. These smaller groups are again
subdivided, and have been named upon a
similar principle—that is, according to the
fancy of the individual who first described or
classified them. It was all but inevitable that
it should be so. A perfectly satisfactory nomen-
clature has yet to be devised, and is likely to.

remain a desideratum for many years yet to.

come. In the meantime, it is necessary for
the student to remember that, in one very
important sense, all divisions are entirely arbi-

trary. English geologists, for instance, have

* From TraAaiov, “ ancient ”; /otecro?, “ middle ”; Katvo^:
and veos, “ recent” ; and fwor, “ a living creature.”
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agreed to dra^v a line between the life of the

jiuriod when the upper chalk was formed, and
that which is represented by the fossils con-

tained in the beds which overlie it in the

London Basin. The former are included in the

secondary or mesozuic series
;
the latter are

designated tertiary or neozoic strata. The
reason for this is, that there is an apparent

break at this point in the continuity of life
;

but this break is only local, not universal.

Intermediate formations are known to exist

in other parts even of Europe
;
and no geolo-

gist now believes that there was a general

destruction of life on the globe at the close

of the cretaceous period and a new creation

at the beginning of the tertiary. So with
the other formations. Each of them indi-

cates local change of condition, and with
each we obtain fossils representing a portion

deposits of a different kind must have been
forming on the shores and in shallower water.
Somewhere there was dry land, with lakes or
inland seas and rivers of larger or smaller
dimensions. This is not mere guesswork : we
know it was so, not only in the particular

instance which we are using as an illustration,

but in many others also
;
and hence we derive

the general rule—that formations, hy nliatever

name they may he distlngnished, are not neces-

sarily similar in mineral character. A much
more satisfactory criterion of the

contemporaneous character, or Mineral cha-

otherwise, of strata, is obtained ^'^cter of rocks

p .1 he -1 i.
• not a safe guide

from the fossils they contain
;

but even in this respect the

utmost caution is necessary, especially in deal-

ing with localities separated by great distances.

Thus, for example, we find in America groups

of the life of the period,—sometimes that of

the deep sea, at others of shallow waters.
Sometimes the remains of land animals have
been preserved, and at other times the shells

of fresh-water molluscs or of the vegetation of

the adjoining land. The actual variation of

life throughout the immense lapse of time
of which we thus have the partial records is

another question—one exceedingly difficult to
answer, mainly because of these local breaks in
the geological records, which enable us, on the
other hand, to classify the formations with
which we have to deal."

At every period of the world’s history,

strata of varied character were being formed
contemporaneously. ^Miile the shells of

the foraminifera, for instance, with other
organic remains, were slowly accumulating on
the ocean bottom to form our white chalk.

of strata so like those of Europe, that there
is but little difficulty in classifying them in
the same manner and applying to them the
terms adopted by geologists ifor the formations
of Great Britain. It would, however, be im-
possible to assert that they were, in the strict

sense of the term, “contemporaneous,” since

it is quite possible that particular groups of

deposits on the American area may have com-
menced earlier and continued later, or may be
altogether of somewhat later or earlier date.

In speaking of contemporaneous formations,

therefore, some latitude must be allowed in the
use of the term. Within a more restricted

area, like that of the British Isles, the difficulty

is not so great. It is in the effort to correlate

the strata of different countries and widely
separated regions that the caution is most
necessary, and it is often better to speak, as
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suggested by Mr. Huxley, of “homotaxial,”*

rather than of “ contemporaneous ” formations.

We propose now to consider the several

groups of strata in their order of succession,

beginning with the lowest.

Pre-Cambrian Rocks.

Of the pre-Cambrian rocks of Great Britain

there is little to be said. In the outer Hebrides,

and on the north-west coast of Scotland, the

Cambrian strata rest unconformably upon rocks

designated by Sir R. Murchison as the “ funda-

mental gnei^” of the Highlands; that these

are pre-Cambrian, therefore, there can be no
doubt; that they are metamorphic, and were
originally sedimentary deposits, is also generally

allowed; and that they once contained fossil

remains of animal life is highly probable
;
but

more than that it would not be safe to affirm.

Certain rocks occurring at St. David’s, in Pem-
brokeshire, and others in Anglesey, Holyhead,

and adjacent parts of Caernarvonshire, have

Highlands has been, with some probability,

regarded as belonging to the Laurentian
series of North America, where
pre-Cambrian rocks form im- I-aa^ntian

mense mountain masses. In
Canada they occupy an area of about 200,000
square miles, and attain a thickness of between
30,000 and 40,000 ft. These rocks have been
divided into two series, under the names of

lower and upper Laurentian. They are meta-
morphic rocks, “ consisting mainly of gneis,'-

interstratified with mica- schist, with great

beds of quartz, and massive beds of crystalline ^

limestone, of which one varies from 700 to

1 ,500 ft. in thickness. Conglomerates also occur,

and there are vast deposits of magnetic and
specular iron. Graphite or black lead is dis-

seminated in strings, veins, and beds through
hundreds of feet of the lower Laurentian, and
its amount is calculated by Dr. Dawson to be
equal in quantity to the coal seams of an equal
area of the carboniferous rocks” (Nich.o]soB).

VIEW NEAE GEEAT MALVEEN.

also recently been described by Dr. Hicks
as pre-Cambrian, and as consisting of three
formations, to which he has given the names
of Dimetian, Pehidian, and Arvonian.^ They
are composed partly of highly altered and
partly of igneous rocks, and an endeavour has
been made to trace them in other localities,

where, according to the same authority, they
have hitherto been confounded with Cambrian
strata. This classification has, however, been
only to a limited extent accepted by geologists,

and it remains to be seen whether the discrimi-
nation can be sustained. A part of the Malvern
range is generally regarded as pre-Cambrian

;

and the fundamental gneiss of the Scottish

* From Vb?, “ like”; and raft?, "order” or "rank”;
that is, strata having the same order or position in the
geological scale.

t The first two of these names are derived from
Dimdia, the ancient name for a kingdom which in-
cluded this part of North Wales ; PeMdam, the name
of the division or hundred in which these rocks are
chiefiy exposed

;
the designation Arvonian is derived

from the ancient name of Caernarvon (Caer-yn-Arron).

VOL. I.

The lower Laurentian are over 20,000 ft. in

thickness, and the upper Laurentian—more
than 10,000 ft. thick—are also highly crystal-

line and metamorphic, and rest unconformably

upon the lower series.

From the description given above, it is a fair

inference that both vegetable and animal life

existed upon the globe in the early days of the

world’s history. It is difficult to imagine the

formation of immense beds of limestone and
large quantities of graphite by any other means
than by the alteration of animal and vegetable

remains. Hitherto, however, no distinctly

recognizable fossil has been discovered, with

the important exception of the Eozoon Cana-

dense, which has been pronounced by the best

authorities to have been a gigantic foraminifer,

growing layer upon layer, and thus forming

reefs of limestone. Notwithstanding the great

preponderance of opinion in favour of this

view, the subject is still a matter of dispute.

The eozoon was discovered by Mr. J . M‘Mullen

in 1858 at the Grand Calumet, on the river

2i
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Ottawa, and has since been found in consider-

able quantity. It received its name from Dr.

Dawson, whose opinion has been endorsed by
Dr. Carpenter, Professor T. Rupert Jones, and
many other competent authorities. The Lau-
rentian rocks stretch northward, and form the

fundamental rocks of the Polar area.

Tpie Noun (contbme(T).—TnY.Q>vci.

2. On the Gender of Nouns ending in
e MUTE.— fl. Nouns ending in e mute preceded
by another vowel are feminine : la

thought
;
la plaie, sore

;
la joie, joy

;
la folie,

madness
;
la roe, street

;
la lieue, league

; la

)Tioue, pout
;

la vague, wave
;

la republique,
republic

;
une ahhaye, abbey.

EXCEPTIONS.

Apogee, ath^e, Ath^n^e, caducee, cam^e, chasse-
maree, colisee, coryphee, elysee, empyree, gynec^e,
hymen^e, hypogee, lycee, mausolee, miscell anises (pi.),

musee, p6rig^e, protee, prytan6e, pygmde, rez-de-
chauss^e, ecarab^e, spondee, trophee.

Foie.
Aph41ie, g^nie, incendie, parapluie, p^rih^lie, scolie.

Apologue, besigue, catalogue, dialogue, epilogue,
orgue (in the sing.), prolo^e.
Abaque, casque, claque (crush hat) , cloaque, zodiaque,

cheque; cantique, cosmetique, distique, elastique,
<5m^tique, masque, mastique, pan^girique, physique
(personal appearance), poTtiqne, stomachlque, topique,
toxique,tropique,viatique; colloque, phoque, soliloque;
caique, casque, cirque, disque, kiosque, lentisque,
manque, masque, mollusque, ob^lisque, risque, socque.

b. Nouns ending in e mute preceded by a
double consonant are feminine : etoffe, stuff

;

mile, hall
;
gomvie, gum

;
tonne, cask

;
grappe,

bunch
;
barre, stroke

;
basse, hunch ^patte, paw.

EXCEPTIONS.

Greffe (chancery), hippogriffe.
Boute-selle, caville, chevrefeuille, codicille, drUle,

gille, isabelle (light bay), intervalle, libelle, mille,
polichinelle. portefeuille, quadrille, sille, trille, vaude-
ville, vermicelle (also vermicel), violoncelle.

Dilemme, gramme (and all compounds except une
epigramme), lemme, somme (nap).

Renne (male reindeer, thefemale is called la renne).
Becarre, beurre, cimeterre, courre, leurre, lierre,

parterre, squirre (some write squirrhe), tintamarre,
tonnerre, rerre.

Carrosse, eolosse, molosse, narcisse, Pamasse,
paillasse (clown).

Squelette.

o. Nouns ending in le, me, re, preceded by
a consonant, are masculine ; le crible, sieve or

riddle
;

le socle, stand
;

le .muffle, breath
;

le

seigle, rye
; le petiple, people

;
le merle, black-

bird ;

—

le dogme, dogma
;

le schisme, schism
;

un asthme, asthma
;
une orme, elm ;—le sahre,

sword
; le sacre, coronation

;
le cadre, frame

;

le soufre, sulphur
;

le vinaigre, vinegar
;

le

pampre, vine
;

le mHre, metre.

EXCEPTIONS.

Bible, etable, esteuble (also eteule), fable, hieble
(some make it masc.), table; besides, debacle, manicle
(aZso caZ^edmanique),petoncle,sanicle

; momifle, aefle,

pantoufle, rafle (also called raffe)
;

epingle, regie,
sangle, tringle perle.
Enigme; arme, alarme, berme, chiourme, corme,

ferme, forme, gourme, larme.

Fibre, ombre, t^nibres (pi.), vertebre; encre;
calandre, cendre. clepsydre, coriandre, hydre, mai-
landre, salamancii'e, scolopendre

;
affre (usually pi., a

long), baire, balatre, gaufre, offre; chiragre (ch— k),

podagre; capre (capro, without the is masc., and means
a pirate ship, O. S. ) ;

chartre, dart^’e, ^pitre, fenetre,
guetre, huitre, mirtre (also mar^e), mitre, outre,
patenotre, palestre, piastre, poutre, vitre

;
couleuvre,

nevre, levre, livre (a pound), pieuvre, plevre.

d. Nouns ending in ge preceded by a rowel
are masculine: le -warbling

;
lepiegc,

snare; le pleige, security (0. S.)
;

le litige,

litigation
; un eloge, praise

;
le bouge, hovel

;

le refuge, refuge.

EXCEPTIONS.
Ambages (pi.), cage, enallage, hypallage, image;

nage, page (of a book), passeruge, rage, saxifrage,
allege; neige; tige, voltige

;
horloge, loge, toge; gouge,

and all in auge.

The four rules given above do not exhaust
the subject

;
it Avill be continued in subsequent

lessons. The student, meanwhile, is warned
against spending much time over questions of

gender, and agai'ist committing the exceptions
to memory. An occasional reading aloud of

the paragraphs, in taking care to place the
correct article or adjective before each noun,
is all that is necessary. Indeed, from observa-
tion and general ])ractice of French, he will

soon make up for himself a set of rules which
will answer his wants and the bent of his mind
better than what grammarians can offer him

;

for, although some claim to have discovered
the royal road, the arrangement of the matter
remains entirely arbitrary.

Adjectives.

An adjective is a word which expresses a
quality of a substantive. When it stands
immediately beside the noun, either before or
after, it is said to be used in an attributive

sense
; when it stands apart, being affirmed

of the noun, it is used in a sense.

In le *f>eau soleil, the beautiful sun, and la

lumiere argentSe, both beau and argentic are

attributes
;
but in le soleil est beau and_ la

lumiere est argentSe, beau and argentee being
affirmed of soleil and lumiere, are predicates.

Whether used as an attribute or a predicate,

an adjective agrees in gender and number with
the noun or pronoun -which it qualifies.

All adjectives being supposed to appear
originally in the masculine singular, it remains
to form their feminine and plural.

The feminine of an adjective is formed by
adding e mute to the masculine. This mute
letter, which after a vowel has no effect,

modifies the sound of the word very con-

siderably when it comes after an inarticulated

consonant

:

carr6, square
ch^ri, cherished
bleu, blue

grand, large (gran')

petit, small (jfti)

fin, fine (fin, nasal)

carree (pr. carve)

cherie (pr. chhn)
bleue (pr. bleu^

grande (grand')
petite (p'tit')

fine (finn)

This general rule for the formation of the
feminine has a vast number of exceptions.

Whether the adjective be mascuhne or femi-

nine, the plural is formed by adding s • carves,

carrees ; cheris, chevies; bleus, bleues, etc.

Feminine adjectives follow invariably this rule,
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as they all end in and as there is no other

way of forming a plural after e than l^y s.

In masculine adjectives some exceptions may
be mentioned

;
as these follow the lines of

exceptions observable in nouns, with which the

student is acquainted, they may be mentioned

now.
a. Adjectives ending in s and a?, as

low, faux, false, remain as they are.

}). Adjectives ending in au take x, as

nouveau, pi. nouveaux. [Those in eu and ou

follow the general rule.]

c. Most adjectives in al make aux: colonial,

pi. coloniaux.

Practical Apjjllcation.

1. VOCABULAEY VII.

d. Adjectives and Past Participles treated

adjectively.

blanc, n'lLite

bon, good
fort, strong

Itr
neuf, new
petit, small
rare, scarce
rempli, filled

vendu, sold

gras,/«^

gris, grey
gros, big

creux, hollow

false
heureux, happy

jealous

pieux, 2>ious

beau, beautiful
animal, animal
mineral, mineral
vegetal, vegetable

2.

The simple tenses of Hre—
Present Infinitive, etre, to be

Present Participle, 6tant, being

Past Participle, et6, been

Indicative.

Present.

ne suis-je pas ?

n’es-tu pas ?

n’est-il pas ?

ne sommes-nous pas ?

n’etes-vous pas ?

ne sont-ils pas ?

Imperfect.

j’^tais, I was
tu etais, thou wast
il 6tait, he was
nous 6tions, we were
vous 6tiez, you were
ils ^taient, they were

Perfect Definite.

je fus, I was
s tu fus, tho^i wast

^ il fut, he was
S. nous fhmes, we were

"f
vous futes, you were

S' ils furent, they were

Future Absolute.

je serai, I shall be

tu seras, thou wilt be
il sera, he will be

nous serons, we shall be
vous serez, yo7i will be
ils seront, they will be

Conditional.
Present or Future.

je serais, I should be

tu serais, thou wouldst be
il serait, he would be

nous serions, we should be
vous seriez, you would be
ils seraient, they would be

Do. Interrogatively.

serais-je? ^
seraiS-tu ?

serait-il
? ^

serions-nous ? o-

seriez-vous ?

seraient-ils ? ^

Impeeative.
Affirmatively.

sois, be thou
qu’il soit, let him be
soyons, let us be

soyez, be ye
qu’ils soient, let them be

Negatively.

ne sois pas, ^
qu’il ne soit pas,

ne soyons pas, ^
ne soyez pas, 3*

qu’ils ne soient pas,

Subjunctive.
Present.

que ]e sois g-

que tu sois

qu’il soit s
que nous soyons ^
que vous soyez
qu’ils soient ^

Imperfect.

que je fusse

que tu fusses

qu’il fut

que nous fussions

que vous fussiez

qu’ils fussent

Bemarlc.—Strictly speaking, there is in French no
third person in the imperative. The forms given
above are taken, as they invariably are, from the
present subjunctive, and are only mentioned to show
how the English imperative is rendered into French.
QiCil soit, qu’ils soient, etc., therefore, always suppose
a proposition understood

;
qti’il-s soient heureux, let

them be happy — je desire qu’ils soient heure^ix, Censult
also remarks after avoir, p. 190.

EXEECISE XIX. {May be passed over.)

Ascribe the correct gender to these nouns ;

—

Craie, chalk; roue, n-heel; \wq>\q, girey

;

soie,

silk; boue, mud; ivraie, tares ; cx\\e, rotten-

ness; series ; marriage ;

T\^Q,fate; scarab6e, beetle; fairy ; rmees,

clouds ; portee, reach ; blague, pouch ; orgues,

organs; mastique, r^plique, C7ie; manque,
want: trique, cudgel; bougie, wax candle;
abeille, bee ; assiette, plate; hotte, hod; ton-

nerre, thunder; programme, bill; bagatelle,

trifle: isabelle, light bay horse; famille,

-family ; rosse, sorry horse ; faucille, sickle ;

amarre, hawser; trappe, trap; grippe, in-

iiuenza

;

trefle, clover; nefle, medlar; coffre,

box ; genre, kind ; givre, rime ; girofle, cloves;

girofl^e, gillifiower

;

pantoufle, .slipper; sal-

petre, saltpetre

;

fable, fable

;

cat^chisme,

catechism ; fanatisme, fanaticism ; marasme,
consumption; fiacre, cab; shb\e, sand

;

bible,

bible ; terme, term

;

usage, use

;

image, pic-

ture ; si^ge, .seat

;

neige, snow

;

radotage,

dotage ; tirage, drawing ; sauge, sage ; cortege,

procession ; prodige, wonder.

EXEECISE XX.
(For the nouns, look up the examples given in-

illustration of the rules of this Lesson.)

1. Here is a beccafico
;

is it (he) not small ?”

2. The gratuities were {perf. def.) not large.

3. Louisa, how tall you are (you are tall) !

4. Were Qimperf.) the passports new ? 5. That
she might not be small. 6. Are we not happy ?.'

7. Thou wilt be big and fat. 8. The farmyards,

would be filled. 9. Baritones (v. 3, p. 3) are

not so scarce as (que) white * blackbirds (v. 3,

p. 3

—

merle blanc corresponds to the proverbial

expression ram fli'T.9). 10. Here are beautiful *

(v. 1, p. 141) caulifiowers in the garden beds.

11. Are screech-owls white or grey? 12. My
brother’s etchings and copper-plates will be
sold. 13. Children {no art. before the nomina-
tive of address), be good and pious

;
let us never

be false and jealous. 14. The republic was .

{imperf.) Btroryg. 15. The stuffs would be sold.

16. Some (v. 8, p. 74) vegetable, * mineral, *

-

and animal * substances {Fr. substances,/m.)
some vegetable, mineral, and animal products;

{Fr. produits, ma.se.). 17. The huge * cask of

Nuremberg was {perf. def.) filled with (de)

white * wine. 18. Thy father’s elms are rather

(unpeu)low. 19. The screech-owl had {imperf.)

a refuge in a hollow * tree (arbre, masc.). 20.

To be or not to be.

* These adjectives are placed after the noun in
French.
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IX.

HYDROGEN.

This gas, when pure, is tasteless, colourless,

and invisible. It is not met with naturally

pure or uncom-
Attnbutesof bined, but con-
hydrogen.

.atuting as it

does volumetrically the prin-

cipal constituent of water, it

may be regarded as one of

the most widely diffused of

all the elements. Plydrogen,

in a condition of tolerable

purity, may be obtained by a
process the exact nature of

which wo are not yet in a
position to explain, but which
we will do under the head
of Nitrogen, when speaking

of acids and salts. For this

purpose the following ap
paratus is required: a Woolf’s

bottle, the construction of

wliich "will be understood
from the diagram on page
297, is three parts filled

witli water and a certain

quantity of zinc shavings or granulated zinc.

Sul[)huric acid is now gradually introduced
through the upright tube. Ano-

Prep^ation of glass tube conveys the
y ogsn.

.g formed, into a
bell-jar filled with water, and having its open
end plunged below the
surface of that liquid

contained in any suitable

vessel The hydrogen gas
will gradually displace

the water in the bell-jar.

In the case of a gas that
is soluble in water we
have to employ the liquid

metal mercury instead of

that fluid when collect-

ing it.

This gas, if burnt, gives
rise, as has already been
explained, to water by
its union with the oxy-

^ gen of the
Its combustion, p j ^

burns with a pale blue
flame, giving forth con-
siderable heat and but little light. Balloons
are filled with H on account of its extreme

lightness, being 14|- times as

^of
light as ordinary atmospheric air.

* C '">K
i Z

'

I!

'

magxesium: wiee bceked ix oxtgex.

COMBFSTIOX OF PHOSPHOEUS.

A balloon rises in the air just as a
bottle does in water, because it is filled with a
fluid much lighter than the surrounding me-
dium. Balloons in practice are generally inflated
with coal gas, which contains a large proportion
of hydrogen, and which, although notso light as

this gas in a pure and uncombined state, is

nevertheless employed on account of its being
much less expensive, Of HgO,* hydrogen mon-
oxide, or water, we have already spoken.
Another compound, hydrogen dioxide, HgOg,
can be produced by the art of

the chemist, but is not met with Compounds of

in nature. This, which is some-
hydxogen^th

times knovTi as “ oxygenated
Avater,” is a very unstable compound, parting
readily with its surplus of 0, and reverting to

the condition of the mon-
oxide or water. In conse-

quence of its giving off O
thus freely, it acts as a power-
ful bleaching agent. In the

presence of ozone the mon-
oxide is resolved into water
and ordinary O. H unites

with many of the other ele-

ments to form a number of

highly important compounds,
of which we shall speak in

due course. II is not only
the lightest of all known
bodies, but its combining
weight corresponds with its

specific gravity. The weight,

therefore, of a
given volume Hydrogen the

of H affords
standard of

a standard
whereby to ascertain the

weight of a similar volume
of any other gas at the same temperature and
under similar conditions of atmospheric pres-

sure. It has been proposed to take the weight
of a cubic decimetre of H as the standard,
calling it the Krith, from the Greek word
for a barleycorn. The cubic decilitre is a

cube of
rather less

than four

inches, and ^

its contents constitute the

French measure of capa-

city known as a litre,

which is rather more
than a pint and three-

quarters. A litre of H
weighs 0‘08936 of a

gramme, or less than a

grain and a half—the

weight of the gramme
being about 15^ grains.

Knowing, as we do, that

the weight of N is four-

teen times that of H, and
that of O sixteen times

that of H, we have only

to multiply the weight of the litre of H to

obtain that of the corresponding volume of

either of the latter, thus: 0'08936X 16 = 1*430

grammes, the weight of a litre of O
;
and

0*08936x14 = 1*251 grammes, or the weight of

a litre of N
;
and so on for any other gas, whether

elementary or compound.

* HaO signifies that there are two atoms of H to

one of O. Figures placed below the symbols denote
the number when more than two.
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tion and vital

action.

OXYGEN.

This gas is perhaps entitled to be considered

the most important of all the elements, on ac-

count of the infinite variety of
Oxygen sup- its compounds, both organic and

inorganic. It has already been
shown to be the great supporter

of combustion and vitality. It

exists not only in the air we breathe, in the

Avater we drink, and in the substance of our own
bodies, but forms, in combination

Combines with -v^ith other elements, the greater
other elements,

materials of

which this world is built up. 0 under normal
conditions presents itself to our senses as an
invisible, tasteless gas. If breathed pure, it

accelerates the

action of the

heart, quickens

the circulation of

the blood, and
stimulates vital

action generally.

It is occasionally

administered me-
dicinally Avith

good effect, but
should only be
employed by an
experienced
practitioner, as

its incautious use

may be attended
Avith danger and
even death. O
may be obtained
by the decomposi-
tion of any com-
pound containing
it. If a small

quantity of the

red oxide of mer-
cury be intro-

duced into a test

tube and held
over the flame of

a spirit lamp, it

Avill be decom-
])osed, 0 Avill be
given off, and the
Liquid metal Avill

be deposited, in small globules, on the cooler

portions of the sides of the test tube. The sub-

stance Avhich is generally employed, hoAvever,

to obtain pure 0, is the salt known as potassium-
chlorate. This substance, mixed Avith a cer-

tain quantity of the black oxide of manganese,
is introduced into a retort, and subjected to a
degree of heat sufficient to effect its decompo-
sition. The gas may be collected in a stoppered
bell-jar in the same manner as H. The appa-
ratus employed for the purpose is very simple,
and may be easily put together.

A chip of gloAving Avood, or a recently extin-
guished taper, if introduced into this gas, at once

.
bursts into a flame. An iron nail

^°^xygen?
^ Avatcli-spring, if

rendered incandescent, or Avhite-

hot, and plunged into a jar of 0, is rapidly

(iiiNiiKAXlOiJf or CHLOKINJ*:.

burnt aAvay Avith brilliant scintillations : this

is a very pretty experiment. The result is the
formation of oxide of iron.

A piece of phosphorus, the size of a pea, if

placed in a deflagrating spoon and kindled by
being touched with a red-hot
iron Avire, burns in O with intense Affinity of

brilliancy. Phosphorus, having phosphorus for

a strong affinity for 0, cannot be
kept in contact Avith the free O of the atmo-
sphere, as it Avould unite with it and enter into
slow combustion. Itmust therefore be preserved
under Avatcr, and care must be taken thoroughly
to dry the portion intended to be burnt in O.
Owing to the intensity of the combustion, the
Avater Avould be instantly converted into steam,
giving rise to an explosion Avhereby small por-

tions of the glow-
ing phosphorus
are impelled
against the sides-

of a glass jar and
crack it. Caro
must likeAvise be
taken in handling-

phosphorus not
to let it come into

contact with tho
fingers, as the
heat of the hand
is often sufficient

to determine its

combustion, and
it inflicts a very
severe burn,
Avhieh heals Avitb

difficulty. 0 forms
compounds Avith

every knoAvn ele-

ment,-. Avith the
single exception
of fluorine, of

which no coiii-

poundwith O has
as yet been dis-

covered, although
Ave are not ju^i-

fled in asserting

that none exists.

The different
compounds of 0
Avill be treated of

under the head of the various elements, as^they

present themselves for our consideration.

NITROGEN.

This gas has already been described as singu-

larly inertand destitute of special characteristics.

Although not possessing any strong affinity for

O, N forms, nevertheless, no fewer than live

distinct chemical compounds Avith that gas, eacli

of Avhich exhibits very marked and striking

attributes, one of them giving rise to the poAver-

ful acid known as nitric acid or aquafortis. The
proportion of O in each of these

compounds is as the numbers 1, Compounds of

2, 3, 4, 5, to a quantity of N Avhich

does not vary—that is to say, is
oxygen.

the same in each. They illustrate, therefore,

in a very striking manner, the truth of the law

liiiifiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiB
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of chemical combination in multiple proportion

on which the atomic theory is founded. Taking

the combining weight of H as 1, those of N
and 0 will be found to be as 14 and 16—that is,

they will combine in exactly that proportion

by weight with every other ele-

niustration of meiit with which they enter into
combination chemical union. Let us suppose
by weig t. compound to be one contain-

ing a greater quantity than this of 0, then the

quantity will be found to be 16 X 2 = 32,

16x3 = 48, or some higher multiple of 16 ;
two

parts of hr will be represented by 14 x 2 = 28,

and so on for all the other elements, but no
intermediate combinations are ever found to

exist. It is im^xissible, for instance, for any
compound to contain an atom and a quarter

or an atom and a half of 0, quantities that

w'ould be represented respectively by the figures

20 and 24. Let us sec how this is illustrated

in the nitrogen series of oxides or compounds
with 0.

1. Nitrogen monoxide, containing 23 N. + 16 0.

2. Nitrogen dioxide „ 28 N. -f 32 O.

3. Nitrogen trioxide „ 28 N. -j- 48 O.

4. Nitrogen tetroxide „ 28 N. -f 64 O.

•5. Nitrogen pentoxide „ 28 N. -f- 80 0.

Here it will be seen that we have in each
•case two volumes or atoms of N combined with

1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 atoms of 0. If

Oxides of we were justified in assuming the
nitrogen a divisibility of the ultimate par-

tide or atom, we might consider
the firet of this series of com-

pounds as 1 atom of N united to ^ atom of 0,
and the pentoxide as 1 of N united to 2.^ of O;
but knowing, as we do, that no such com-
binations are possible, and that every increase
in the quantity of any element, entering into
chemical union with another, is an increase in
the ratio of a multiple of its combining weight,
and that we have exactly twice or three times
or four times as much as that weight, of course
we are not justified in any such assumption.

Nitrogen and oxygen do not readily com-
bine. They may nevertheless be made to do so

• V ^ causing a series of electric

discharges to pass through a glass
® vessel containing dry atmospheric

air. The presence of these com-
pounds, the tri- and tetr-oxides of N and 0, will

be manifested by the appearance of red-coloured

vapours in the vessel. JSimilar combinations
of N and 0 are frequently determined by the

]jassage of the electricity through the air

during a thunderstorm
;
and if an alkali be

present the result will be the formation of a
salt exercising a fertilizing influence on vege-
tation when brought to the earth by the drops
of rain.

Nitrogen enters into combination with
various metals, as mercury, copper, titanium,
molybdenum, and vanadium, forming a class of

compounds to which the term Nitrides is

applied. Their most marked characteristic is

that they are highly explosive, resolving them-
selves when struck, or at a high temperature,
into their constituent elements.

XI. {continued).—Adjectives.

D. Adjectives and Nouns declined together^ in
agreement Kith each other :

—

(1) The Adjective with a Feminine Noun.

Singular.

N.Y. Farva mensa, a small table, or 0
small table

Ac. Parvam mensam, a small table

G. Parvae mens®, of a small table

D. ParvBS mensae, to or for a small
table

Ab. Parva mensa^

Plural.

by, with, or from
a small table

N.Y. Parvae mensae. small tables, or 0
small tables

Ac. Parvas mensas. small tables

G. Parvarum mensarum, of small tables

D. Parvis mensis, to or for small
tables

Ab. Parvis mensis. by, with, or from
small tables

(2) The Adjective with a Masculine Noun.

Singular.

N. Bonus dominus,
Y. Bone domine,

Ac. Bonum dominum,
G. Boni domini,

D. Bono domino,

Ab. Bono domino,

Plural.

N.V. Boni domini,

Ac. Bonos dominos,

G. Bonorum dominorum,
D. Bonis dominis,

Ab. Bonis d5minis,

a good lord

O good lord

a good lord

of a good lord

to or for a good
lord

by, with, or from
a good lord

good lords, or 0
good lords

good lords

of good lords

to or for good
lords

by, with, or from
good lords

(3) The Adjective with a Neuter Noun.

Singular.
N.V.A. Magnum regnum,

G. Magni regni,

D. Magno regn5,

Ab. Magno regno.

a great kingdom,
or O great king-

dom
of a great king-

dom
to or for a great
kingdom

by, with, or from
a greatkingdom

Plural.
N.V.A. Magna regna great kingdoms,

or 0 great king-

doms
G. Magnorum regnorum, of great kingdoms
D. Magnis regnis, to or for great

kingdoms
Ab. Magnis regnis, by, with, or from

great kingdoms
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Self-Examination Questions and Exercises.

What is the difference between the Latin and
the English adjective inform and in relation to

the noun ? What is meant by the agreement
of the Latin adjective with its noun! Give
an example of a l<atin adjective agreeing with
its noun in number, case and gender. How
may adjectives be divided according to their

endings? Write out the declension of altus

(like bonus), of brevior (like melior), of fallax
(hke felix), of celer (like acer), of brevis (like

tristis), of asper (like tener), and csger (like

ater). What is remarkable about the declension

ot dexter I Decline together bonus dominus,
parva mensa, and magnum regnum.

Translate into English :

—

Horum magnorum regnorum. De his clari-

oribus flammis hujus magnae urbis. Ante altas

portas hujus sanctm urbis. Non saepe in his

campestribus locis est pugna ferox. In gramine
iaeto erunt fallaces herbae. Non hoc in mundo
est Dei altius regnum. In paiwa dome
agricolas est grata pax per omnes menses.

Coelum est atrum densis nubibus, et aether clarior

soils lumine nitet. Hie locus est Silvester. Regio
palustris non salubris est nostris corporibus.

Divites non semper felices. A5ger homo est

miser homo. Tenera conjux est dulce solamen
curas suo viro caro.

Translate into Latin;—
This little boy. Before these high trees.

Behind the dark cloud. The tongue is rough
and not tender. Bright are the flames of the
fire in the city. 0 happy children of a happy
mother ! The peace of God is sweet to the
soul. The fear of war is great to all men. The
temples of the gods are sacred. The flames of

these fires are red to the eyes. In the presence
of God and of the angels is no weeping.
Alexander the Great was an illustrious (bright)

general and conqueror of all the earth. This
man is active and this woman is fair. In the
high heaven is always bright light. The great
kingdom belongs to (render is to) a great king
and an active general in war.

Lesson XII.-—Numeral Adjectives.

Unus, one, is thus declined :

Singtdar.

:

—

Masc. Fern. Neut.

N. Unus una unum
V. Unc una unum
A. Unum unam unum
G. Unius unius unius
D. Uni uni uni
A. Uno una

Plural.

uno

Masc. Fern. Neut.

N. Uni unae una
V. Uni unae una
A. Unos unas una
G. Unbrum unarum

.
unorum

D. Unis unis unis

A. Unis unis unis

Observe that unus has no plural numbe.r,

unless it is joined to a noun that has no

singular number, as una litera, a letter, una
moenia, a wall.

The following nouns are declined like unus,
having, observe, lus (seldom lus in the genitive

singular, and the dative in I
;
but alter makes

the genitive singular alterlus.

Sbliis, a, um, alone.

T5tus, a, um, whole.
Ullus, a, um, any.
Nullus, a, um, no, none.
liter, utra, utrum, which of two.
Neurgr, neutra, neutrum, neither of two.
Alter, altera, alterum, one of two

;
alter

.... alter, the one .... the other.

Alius, alia, aliud, one of any number
;
alius

.... alius, one .... another
;
in pi. some,

others.

Duo, two, is thus declined :

—

Plural.
Jlasc. Fem. Neut.

N. duo duae duo
V. duo duae duo
A. duos & duo duas duo
G. (liiorum duarum duorum
D. uiiobus duabus duobus
A. duobus duabus duobus

Amho, both, is declined like duo; and observe
that the masculine accusative has two forms :

duos and duo and ambos and ambo^

'Ires, thiee, is thus declined :

—

Plural.
Masc. Fem. Neut.

N. tres tria

V. tres tria

A. t.l03 tria

G. trium
D. tribus

A. tribus

irdlia, thousands, is thus declined :

—

Plural.

N. millia

V. millia

A. millia

G, minium
D. millibus

A. millibus

^lille, in the singular, is indeclinable.

The Leaves {continued).

Many plants are purely aquatic, such as

water-lilies in their many kinds, not one of

which can be persuaded to live

upon dry land for ever so short a
time. Others are amphibious-
quite unconcerned whether located in a pond
or by a dry and dusty wayside. The most
remarkable example of the latter among Britisli

plants is the Polygonum amphihium, a frequent

occupant of still waters, loving especially broad
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and quiet meres, though content -wnth the little

bays sometimes connected with canals. In
such habitats the large flat leaves float on the
surface, and beautiful cones of pink flowers

rise in thousands. It will accommodate itself,

nevertheless, to the conditions

in which docks and plantains

thrive, and may be seen now
and then as an inmate of the

hedge, pushing upwards through
the thorns till the pink blos-

soms are a yard or more above
the soil. Good examples of

t- genuine aquatics are furnished

. also in the Potamogetons or

[ ])ond-weeds, the featherfoils

(Myriophylhan spicatuni and
Myriophyllu m. vert ic illatu ni)

,

the water-soldier (^Stratiotes

aloides^, the Sagittaria, the Ana-
charis, the Hottonia, the water
starweeds, the Frogbit, and the

Lemnas. A third set, not
wholly amphibious, since, though
able to grow upon land, they
must still have plenty of mois-

ture, present features of great

interest in regard to their leaves. Neither
in the genuine aquatics, nor in the genuine
amphibia is there ever any material departure

from the form of leaf assigned at the first
;
but

in the plants now to be mentioned most curious

changes occur. Take, in

particular, the common
water snow-cups {Ranun-
culus aquatilis). In still

and moderately deep
water this beautiful

plant extends, like the

amphibious Polygonum,
indefinitely

;
and when in

full bloom whitens the

surface. If stranded,

through drought or the

mechanical “letting-off”

of the water, it suffers

very little, except in di-

mensions
;
and what it

may lose in size is com-
pensated by quickened
power to ripen seed. Yet
nothing can present a
greater contrast than the
floating and the sub-

merged foliage. The
floating leaves are nearly
circular, with three to

five rounded lobes; the
submerged ones are cut
into segments as fine as
hair. A precisely simi-

lar change occurs, when
the conditions corres-

pond, in the leaves of the
Slum inundatum. Those
of the water snow-cups have a counterpart in

the foliage of the Cabomba.
Nature, in her consummate playfulness,

sometimes affects poverty and imbecility. She
seems to delight in showing that similar ends

can be attained either with or without the
instruments and apparatus which,
being prominent and customary,

eaves,

we get into the habit of considering indis-

pensable. Striking examples of this will

be adduced in connection with
the flowers of plants : remark-
able Illustrations occur also in

connection with the leaves. In
the great majority of flowering-

plants there is a distinct

blade or “ lamina ”—the flat

and expanded portion in which
the form or outline of the leaf

is chiefly found. In a very large

proportion of the exogenous
class, and in a good many en-

dogens, such as palms and Cala-

diums, there is present likewise,

as above mentioned, a distinct

leaf-stalk or “ petiole,” the exist-

ence of which is intimated in

botanical descriptions by the

term “ petiolate.” The leaf of

the common poplar tree supplies

an excellent example of each
of these two parts

;
in the prim-

rose the lamina passes gradually into petiole,

so that there is no absolute break ; in many
other plants, as previously stated, a petiole

is not developed
;
the leaves are then said to

be “ sessile.” The curious fact now to be
noticed is that in cer-

tain plants a blade is

never produced, the pe-

tiole doing duty for it.

Australia, the native

country of so much that

is rather fancifully called
“ anomalous,”—as if any
single thing could exist

in the w^orld in contraven-

tion of law, or except as

the result and outcome
of a Divine law purposely
instituted to originate and
sustain it,—is the prin-

cipal seat of an extensive

and very beautiful genus
of trees and shrubs, which
the elder botanists of our
time named Mimosa, but
which are now known
as Acacias. These plants

are in every way interest-

ing, and peculiarly so in

regard to the leaves, see-

ing that they illustrate in

the best manner the non-
development of a proper
lamina. Several of the
Acacias are of extremely
ancient renowm, repre-

sentatives of the genus
occurring in Egypt,

Arabia, and Palestine. One or two of them
are referred to in the Old Testament under

the name of the shittah-tree, the produce of

which was the “ shittim-wmod,” employed
for constructive purposes. The same trees

FIG. 49 .—ECHINOCA.CTCS.

FIG. 50.—XYLOPHTLLA. FIG. 51.—BUSCUS.
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yield common gum-Arabic. These old Egyptian
and Arabian acacias produce perfect leaves, of

the pinnate and doubly-pinnate type, the

petiole being proportionate, and in no way
remarkable. So indeed
do many of the Austra-
lian species

;
but the fact

remains that a very con-
siderable number of the
Australians, when adult,

produce nothing but
petioles. The seedlings

have proper leaves, but
after infancy there are

proper leaves no longer.

In the adult plant the
petioles become so much
lengthened and dilated as

in some cases to exactly
resemble the leaves of the
common English willow,

whilein othersthey assume
various odd shapes, found
nowhere else among
plants. The proof of their

true nature is furnished not only by the seed-
lings. In the Acacia heterophylla there are both
perfect leaves and dilated petioles, with inter-

mediate forms, all

coming at once, and
standing side by side.

Petioles dilated so as

to resemble leaves, and
oc c u py-

FIG. 52.—ACACIA HETEEOPHYLLA.

PhyUodia.

place of leaves, are

termed “ phyllodia.
’ ’

They occur not only
in the Australian
acacias, but elsewhere
in the family which
includes these beauti-

ful trees,—the Legumi-
nosae,—and are met
with even in herbaceous
plants. Old England
once again vindicates
the representative cha-

racter of our always
charming flora, by sup-
plying an example in

one of the pretty na-
tive pea-flowers, the
Lathyrus Nissolia, the
dilated petioles of

which plant, never
being provided with
leaflets, might be taken
for blades of grass,

whence the popular
name for the Nissolia

of “ grass-vetch.” Pro-
bably also they arc
“phyllodia” which we
find in certain species
of the great order
ITmbelliferfe,—the hemlock or parsley-family,
])lants noted very generally for their intensely
multifid leaves

;
and several of which, especially

the Angelicas, seem to give a very plain hint

riG. 53.—ACACIA AEAEICA.

of what may be expected among their congeners,
so greatly are their petioles dilated. In the
curious genera Bupleurum and Eryngium,
though not universally in the latter, the entire

character and complexion
of the so-called “leaves”
is again that of organs
imperfectly developed,
and analogy seems to in-

dicate that these likewise
should be regarded as true

“phyllodia.” Whether it

be an acacia, a Lathyrus,
or anything else, that
presents this singular sub-

stitution of petiole for per-

fect leaf, the plant is none
the worse off as regards
general health and vigour.

The dilated petiole at once
assumes all the functions
and responsibilities of a
genuine leaf, and practi-

cally the lamina is never
missed.

Sometimes these phyllodia,
.

instead of being dilated, come in Sp^e-form

the shape of mere prickles, being
eaves.

long and slender, and
acutely pointed. In
the Acaciaverticillata,
and several other
species, the entire foli-

age of the plant con-
sists of needles re-

sembling those of the
common English gorse;
which last supplies in
itself an excellent ex-

ample of the develop-
ment of the entire leaf-

system in its condition

of nothing more than
green thorns. Young
plants of gorse, newly
raised from seed, pos-

sess proper trifoliolate

leaves, resembling
those of clover : when,
however, these are

gone, there are never
any more, and the plant
thenceforwards is a
mass of spines. Yet,

as in the case of the
phyllodineous acacias,

nothing can be more
hearty and energetic

than the life of this

beautiful shrub. Offen-

sive it is, no doubt, like

a thistle, to the fingers,

but when in full bloom
there are few objects

more gorgeous in their

profusion of golden

petals. Being found in flower both in spring

and autumn, more or less, indeed, during nine

or ten months of the year,—whence the old say-

ing, “ when furze is out of bloom, love is out of
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season,”—it has come to be supposed that there

is a constant succession of flowers on the same
individual plants. But this is a mistake. There
are in England two distinct species of gorse, one
large and sturdy, the Ulex Eutojjcbus, which
is accustomed to usher in the sweetness cf

summer,—the furze referred to by Coleridge,

—the other is semi-prostrate, low-growing,

whence its name, Ulex nanus, and is essentially

the furze of the autumn, at which season it

floods the mountain-sides with its deep and
refulgent yellow wherever they are not im-
purpled by the heather. Very strikingly do
these spinescent plants declare that if other

kinds of vegetation need true leaves in order

to prosper
;
they on the contrary, are able to

thrive magnificently in default of leaves.

Nature declines to be fettered by any specific

methods or regulations. Nothing is more
delightful to the contemplative and reflective

mind than to note the diverse ways in which
she achieves the same results.

Genuine leaves and spine-form leaves are

sometimes found in company. A very interest-

ing example of this occurs in the
The Berbery, common Berbery of the hedges.

Berheris vulgaris. Every one of the countless

twigs is beset with pungent and usually triple

thorns. Scrutinizing the nature and the genea-
logy of these, it soon becomes plain that in

every triplet there is contained the rudiment
of a genuine leaf, a tuft of fully developed
leaves being put forth from its axil, while upon
vigorous shoots, not more than a year or two old,

may be found all the intermediates between
absolute threefold prickle and perfectly deve-
loped lamina. In practical botany it is exceed-
ingly important to notice particulars of this

kind, and not only to notice but to interrogate
carefully, since it very generally happens that
what seems utterly trifling and insignificant is

employed by the Divine wisdom, which under-
lies all, as the medium for disclosing the most
admirable secrets.

There are, at the same time, as stated above,
plants, even of very high organization as

regards the flowers and fruit.
Leafless pl^ts. -^jjich have their leaves deve-

e actus.
after a fashion so minute

and inconspicuous that they are with perfect
propriety described as “ leafless.” Such are the
grotesque members of the very curious American
family named after the Cactus. Strange green
fleshy pillars

;
quaint melon-shaped objects

;

odd and indescribable green lumps that pictures

alone can give an idea of, make up this large and
truly wonderful order, the indi^fiduals sometimes
rising only a few inches above the ground

;

sometimes, in the forms which attain the maxi-
mum of dimensions, acquiring a stature of

many yards. One alone of the diversified

genera produces genuine leaves—the plant
called Pereskia

;
in the others it is considered

that the leaves are represented in the tufts

of prickles usually dispersed over the surface,

and which render the plants, when the prickles

are long and sharp, the most formidable things
of their kind in nature. Here, how'ever, we
never have the attestation of the real nature of

the prickles which in the berbery and the furze

at once cancels all misgiving, and which would
be so w’elcome did it exist. In the Epiphyllums,
the plant is made up of thin green fleshy plates,

jointed together, end to end, and which present
so exceedingly leaflike an appearance that they
are popularly supposed to be leaves. The
proof that they are portions of stem, and not
leaves, is that upon the edges of these green
plates stand the flowers—flowers never being
produced upon leaves, but exclusively upon
stems and branches. The nutritive functions
performed by the leaves of plants in which
these organs are perfectly developed are sup-
posed to be fulfilled in the cactuses by the skin
of the stem, which being soft and porous, seems
exactly adapted to the emergency.

X.

Etymology : Classification of Words.

§ 70. II. The Fronoun.
s 71. The Personal pronoun.
§ 72. The Relative pronoun.
§ 73. The Interrogative pronoun.
§ 74. The Demonstrative pronoun.
§ 75. The Indefinite pronoun.
§ 76. III. The Adjective.

§ 77. Demonsti-ative Adjectives.
§ 78. Adjective of Quality.

§ 79. Adjective of Quantity.

§ 70. II. A Pronoun is a word that stands
instead of a noun. We could do without pro-
nouns, but our sentences would be cumbrous
and clumsy. “ John went to towm, he walked
along, and a man spoke to him," would sound
extremely awkward, though it might be intel-

ligible, if we said, “ John went to town, John
walked along, and a man spoke to John.”
Here the words he and him stand for John.

“ I met a little cottage girl.

She was eight years old, she said,
Her hair was close, with many a curl
That clusteredTound her head.”

Here she and her stand for “ girl ”
;
I stands

for the name of the poet, unexpressed
;
that

stands for “ curl.”
“ Give me the book ndiich lies there. Who

has taken it ? Have you seen this ?" In these
sentences me stands for the speaker, nhich for

book, mho for an unknown in question, you for

the person addressed, this for another book
or article presumably pointed out. AU these

instances point to several different sorts of

pronouns.
We have five classes of pronouns ;

—

]. Personal. 4. Demonstrative.
2. Relative. 5. Indefinite.

3. Interrogative.

§ 71. (1) Personal Pronouns stand for the
names of persons, in three orders :

—

The First Person denotes the speaker or
speakers,

—

I, me.
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The Second Person denotes the person or

persons addressed,

—

thou, ye, you.

The Third Person marks the person or thing
spoken of,

—

he, she, it, they, one.

The first and second, as well as Tie and she,

are used for persons only
;

it and they are used
for things as well as persons. One is indefinite,—“ one does not like one's self to be cheated.”

This sentence gives an example of how, by
the addition of the word self (which means
same'), the Reflexive pronoun is formed

;
the

idea is cast back (reflected) on the pronoun
which is thus emphasised. All the personal

pronouns can thus be made reflexive by the
addition of the word self, not to the simple
forms given here, but to one of the inflexions

of each. (These will be shown in § 161.)

§ 72. (2) The Relative Pronoun relates or

carries back the mind to some noun or pronoun
that has been already mentioned

;
that noun

or pronoun is called the antecedent of the
relative. In the sentence, “ give me the book
which lies there,” which is the relative pronoun,
standing for hooh, that is its antecedent. The
relative pronouns are, who, used for persons

only; which, for animals and things
;

that,

used for persons and things
;

as, used occasion-

ally after “ such ” and “ same what, used when
there is no antecedent expressed.

“ He 7vho is good is great.” “ The cat which
lapped the milk that was set, licked the hand
of the girl that owned her.” Which here stands
for the animal

;
the first that stands for a thing,

the second for a person. “ Give me such apples
as yours”

;
“ I like the same as that.” In the

first sentence apples is the antecedent to as

;

in the second, same.

This use of the relative as is not infrequent amonpf
the vulgar : a street boy will shout, “ It was ’im as did
it! ” a washerwoman will demand “all them things
<X5 belongs to me.” It is a relic of the grammar of
early English.

“ He that prigs what isn’t his’n ”
;
“ All that

is mine is thine,” are familiar examples of the
use of what and that as relative pronouns
applied to things.

§ 73. (3) Interrogative Pronouns are used
in asking questions. Of these there are only
three: who? which? and what? Mho refers to
persons, what to things

;
which seems between

the two,—it now refers to things, but formerly
it could be used for persons also. “ Our Father
which art in heaven ” shows us the old use of
which as the relative pronoun for a person. In
saying “ Who goes there ? ” we expect an
answer implying a person, as “a friend,” “the
watch.” The sentence “ What do you want?”
requires in reply the name of some thing or of
some action, as “ a book,” or “ I want you to
do this.” Hence we see that the distinction
between the interrogative pronouns and the
relatives consists chiefly in this : both carry
the mind to a noun

;
the relative refers to a

noun that has gone before and is usually ex-
pressed ; the inten-ogative refers to a noun
that is to come and is not expressed.

§ 74. (4) The Demonstrative Pronouns are
this, that (and their plurals these, those), same,
so, such, yon or yonder. These words are used
in pointing out definitely the noun spoken of

;

they are carefully to be distinguished fiom the
same words used as adjectives

;
in the latter

case the noun accompanies the word, in the
former it stands for it. He is also sometimes
used as a demonstrative pronoun. The follow-

ing sentences give some examples :

—

“ Messenger. Madam ... so is Lord Talbot
come.

Countess. . . . What 1 is this the man ?

Is this the scourge of France ?

Is this the Talbot so much feared abroad ?
”

—1. Henry VI., Act ii. sc. 3.

“ Tow’s the man ” (= he is the man). “ Tell

me, what is the meaning of this ? ” “ I should
Like the same as yours.” “ You don’t tell me
so! ” “ It is he for whom I have done so." “I
would do the same for you.”

The Demonstratives are more frequently used as
adjectives than as pronouns (see § 77).

§ 75. (6) Indefinite Pronouns. These are,

one, none (not one), any, some, each, every,

either, neither (not either), other, another,

aught, naught, something, somehody, nothing,

\ anything.
The first ten of these may also be used as

adjectives : none of them points out any noun
with exactness.

Four of them, it will be observed, have
coalesced with the negative ; none, neither,

naught, nothing (not anything). Nothing
means the same as naught—“ I know naught
about it.” The modern adverb not is but a
contraction of the old pronoun naught, which
meant na 7vhit (i.e., not a bit, no thing).

The words each, every, either, neither, are

sometimes called distributives
;
they separate

the represented noun into parts in the mind

:

'"'‘Either will do, but I requii’e neither,"—as

much as to say, “ One of the two wiU do, but I

do not require one or the other.” “You are

each of you to blame ”—that is, each one indi-

vidually is meant.
Examples of how we use some of the others

are (for some and other see the sentence just

written)—“ For books are as meats and viands

are, some of good, ,wme of evil substance ”
;
“I

have not one left ”
;
“I have no paper,—have

you any ?
" “ None can be saved ”

;
“ There is

one, here is another.”

These words are on the border-line between
adjectives and pronouns; to find out under
which they should be classified, the logical use

they perform in the sentence must be carefully

considered. (See many of the same words as

adjectives under § 79.)

§ 76. III. Adjectives.—The Adjective is a
word used with a noun (or a pronoun) to dis-

tinguish or point it out, or in some way to

describe it; as, “w blue flower”; heavy
rain

;

” “ he is hot ”
;
where a points out flower,

blue describes it, heavy describes what sort of

rain, hot describes the sensation of the noun
represented by the pronoun he.

There are three principal classes of adjec-

tives :

—

1. Demonstrative adjectives.

2. Adjectives of quality.

3. Adjectives of quantity.
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§ 77, In the story of “ the man who bought
a small house, and gave it to his coachman,
saying, ‘ My good friend, that window is

brohen, this hrich wall is shaky, there are many
locks out of order, every floor is rotten, two
doors want paint, black beetles swarm, and you
can get no water from the well,’” the landlord
was unconscious that while he was describing
so many infelicities, he was necessarily using
examples of the diflcerent classes of adjectives.

Taking those of class 1, the Demonstrative, or

pointing-out words, Ave And “ the man,” “ his

coachman,” “ wy friend,” ''that window,”
“ this wall,” “ the Avell ”

;
in each case the first

word definitely shows the noun which follows.

A, in “ a house,” marks the noun which follows,

but in a general manner, not definitely.

A and the in many grammars are called the indefinite
and the definite articles. They are, however, strictly
adjectives, and it is a mistake to put them in a class
by themselves. A or an is used to show that any one
thing is spoken of: “ an orange,” “an hour,” means
any one orange, any hour

; so also when an becomes a
before a consonant, as, “ a table,” “ a house,” any table,
any one house is intended. An (Scotch ane) is only
another form of one, which is a numeral adjective.
The idea in a and one arc the same. Compare our use
of a, the relic of the numeral one, with the Chinaman’s
“ pidgin ” English—” how one deer lun [ruuj by,”
“ Suppose one man much bad—how bad he be.

One not’her bad man may be flaid [afraid] of he.”
—a G. Leland.

The was in old English part of the word
that

;

it was used as a pronoun
;
then, like all

the demonstrative pronouns, it grew into fre-

quent use as an adjective for distinguishing the
noun, and finally has remained in that capacity.

We cannot now use the as a pronoun
;

it is

simply a demonstrative adjective, a word put
to a noun to show it forth

;
“ the man” means

that we speak of some particular man.
His and my are each a form of a pronoun,

the possessive case of the personal pronouns he

and I, used as demonstrative adjectives. The
})ossessive cases of all the personal pronouns
are used in this way, as demonstrative adjec-

tives : thy house, her dog, onr table, yoiir lamp,
their book

;
each contains a double sense, one

refeiTing backwards to the person for whom
the pronoun stands, the other forwards, denoting
the object belonging to that person. None of the
pronouns in the possessive form can stand by
itself. We cannot say “ that dog is her,"

'•' the
book is viy," “ the lamp is our." We can, it is

true, say “ the book is his," but this is because
the old ending of another form of this pronoun
has dropped off, and left it in the same shape
as the possessive.

§ 78. A word which teWs what sort of a noun
is spoken of, or what its condition, is an adjec-

tive of quality, as “a grey cat,” “ large house.”
“ Good friend,” “ brick wall,” “ broken,"

''shaky," "rotten," “ black beetles,” from the

above example, range themselves under this

class : the wall is of brick, and it is shaky
;
it

has rotten floors, etc. It must be noticed that

a ncnin can sometimes do dutyfor an adjective:
“ brick ” is the name of a thing, but Avhen put
before wall it shoAvs what sort of Avail it is,

and thus becomes an adjective. The parti-

ciples of verbs also are often emplo3’'ed as

adjectives; of this kind are ‘-broken” aud
“ rotten.” (See under § 8.5.)

§ 79. Under adjectives of quantity are in-

cluded those words Avhich tell us

—

(1) How many; one, two, three, four, fifty, .

hundred, etc., called numeral adjectives.

Numeral adjectives are of two kinds: cardinal, as
foxir, five, six, etc., and ordinal, as first, second, ttnrd,
fourth, fifth, etc. Except the two first, the ordinal
are all formed upon the cardinal adjectives.

(2) An indefinite notion of number or quan-
tity

;
as all, many, few, other, another, several,

certain, divers, much, little, some, any, no
(meaning not any).

(3) The four distributive adjectives, which
divide or point out objects individually : each,

every, either, neither. Each boy, every boy,
point out in differing manners the separate boys
in a number of them.

Kecurring noAv to our first example, we find

the three divisions of this class illustrated by
“ two doors,” “ manv locks,” “ every floor,” “ no
water.”

X.

The Staff Notation.—Time.

Hitheeto we have only used one kind of note

in writing the staff notation—black, with a
line or tail attached to it. A

Notes
variety of notes is used, each in-

dicating the time it occupies in relation to

those around it. The folloAving is a list :

—

jor

i or

A Breve—

(

a note seldom used).

A Semibreve

—

half as long as the

Breve.

A Minim

—

half as long as the Semi-
breve.

A Crotchet

—

half as long as the

Minim.
A Quaver

—

half as long as the

Crotchet.

A Semiquaver—half as long as

the Quaver.
A DemisemiquAVER—half as long

as the Semiquaver.

A dot placed at the right side of a note-head
lengthens the note bv half

;
tAvo

dots so placed lengthen it by
three-quarters. Bead and sing this exercise :

—

or ^
or at

,5°''

I

zzzjrzjv

_|

—a

—

—
^1

-1— —— 1

—

— 1 M — PL| U

Taking a crotchet as the standard of a pulse,

AAU'ite the folloAving in the staff notation, Eoh
in the first space :

—

I

d : —
I

m.r ;d.r
|

m : -. f
|

s :
—

I

s : -. 1
I

s .f :r .m
1

d ; Si
|

d : — H

Each note has a corresponding rest, which
marks a silence as long as the sound Rests,

of the note. These are the notes, with their

equivalent rests above them :

—
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1 I ^ ^ I i

In the last two cases we have a dotted rest,

which possesses the same value as a dotted
note. Notice that the semibreve rest is used
in a general way for a whole measure silence,

whether there be more or less than a semibreve
in the measure.

Those who have difficulty in distinguishing
between the rests may bear in mind the fol-

. lowing mnemonics : As a heavy
Mnemonics.

top just level with the surface of the water, so

the longer semibreve rest hangs 'underneath the
line

;
while, as a light piece of wood floats

buoyantly upon the surWe, so the shorter
minim rest stands upon the line. To remember
which way the crotchet and quaver rests tmm,
bear in mind that “c,” the first letter of the
word crotchet, like its rest,/«<?6;5 to the right

;

and “q,” the first letter of the word quaver, like

its rest, faces to the left.

Write the following in the staff notation,

. using a quaver instead of a
xercise.

crotchet to represent a pulse.

Boh on the second line :

—

d
I

r :d ;r I m :r
|

d :

f :m :f
I

s :— :f I m :— ;

I

t :i :t I d' :s
|

d
I EjJI,

I

d :a
1

d
li-
The slur is a curved line ) which unites

two or more notes that are to be sung to one
syllable of the words. It is also

e Slur. instrumental, and some-
times in vocal music, to denote that the style

of performance is to be smooth and unbroken.
When two or more quavers or semiquavers are
to be sung to one syllable, it is the custom
to join them together, as in the following
example :

—

i Hut - rah, htir-rah for Eng - land.

When the tails are thus joined there is no need
for a slur, unless there are some minims or
crotchets in the same group, which of course
have no tails to be joined.

Write the following in the staff notation,

Exercise
pulse a crotchet

;
Boh in the

^
' first space :

—

||m:m.,r|d: I s :s .,f
|

m:— I l.,l:l.,l
[

s

I
in:.d|m.d:.in

\
s.m: Is

]
d‘

^

As all the divisions of notes in the staff nota-
tion are by twos and fours, there is no direct

symbol for triplets. They are
denoted by the figure 3 being
placed over three notes, which

would otherwise be halves. Example :

—

1

7t ^ Jfrw ^ ^ J
'b

Translate the above into the Tonic Sol-fa

notation.

Time signatures show the kind of measure

—

in other words, the arrangement of the accents.

As the staff notation only marks
the beginning of each measure, .

it is necessary to indicate how
the internal accents fall, and how many beats
or pulses each measure (or bar) contains. The
time signatures consist, for the most part, of

two arabic numerals placed one above the other

on the staff, at the beginning of each piece of

music. The following are the commonly used
time signatures :

—

o A-' nA ' ?5. f > f> (> /

«

T
t' A 1[

I A _ /i 2
L_J±J O--aL- _o

The key to these is this. The upper figure

A.N OEGAir OF THE FOUETEEHTH CENTUET.

shows how many pulses there are in the

j

measure, and the lower indicates the note
I which represents a pulse. In this scale of

j

pulse-notes :

—

I 1 (rarely used) stands for a semibreve.

1

2 stands for a minim.
4 stands for a crotchet.

I
8 stands for a quaver.

Thus the signature f means “ three crotchets
to a measure ”

;

| means six quavers
; f means

three minims. The two last, which are among
the most common signatures, denote two va-
rieties of “ common time,” for which the letter

c stands. The first sort is four-pulse, four
crotchets to the measure, and might be (and
rarely is) written

-J.
The second sort, with a

line through the c, is called “alia breve” time,

j

and denotes that there are but two accents in

I

the measure, and generally that the music is

1
intended to be sung quickly.
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In the Tonic Sol-fa notation a pulse is always
recognized as the distance from one acc'ent

mark 'to the next. But it should
Indi^tlon of noticed that in the stafE nota-

puiaes.
different units are employed

for a pulse. A piece of music in four-pulse

measure may be written, according to the taste

of the composer, and to his idea of its character,

in four crotchets to the measure, four quavers,

or four minims : a piece in three-pulse measure
may similarly be written in f, f, or f time.

The general rule is that minims are sedate and
slow" in appearance, and suit sacred music

;

while crotchets, and especially quavers, look

giddy, and suggest dance music. Hymn-tunes
are commonly written in | or time

;
but

recent compilers and composers have adopted

the crotchet as the pulse-note, and write the

tunes in I or f time. In some time-books, to

save space, the time signature is omitted al-

together. The time can then only be seen by
looking at a measure.

Find by examination of one or more mea-

^ , sures, the time signatures of the
Exercise.

a.

d. C. W. Levy.

Irish Air.

S

—

1

Fh=—

M

tzii2_tzzl

i
s

/. Sir J. Benedict.

h.

j. Vincent Wallace.

After writing dovm the time signatures of the
above, translate them into Tonic Sol-fa nota-
tion.

Besides the common time signatures already
noticed are two others, which in Tonic Sol-fa
we call twelve-pulse and nine-
pulse measure. The first may be Twelve-pulse

regarded as four-pulse measure
With an abundance of triplets

;

and the second as three-pulse measure of the
same kind. Evidently we can express a passage
in either of these two ways. Subjoined are
examples of f and time :

—

Shelving the accents. A Tonic Solfaist will

soon perceive the meaning of the way in which
the staff notation is written so as

ccents. show the internal accents of

a measure. For example, if we wish in six-

eight time (six-pulse measure) to write this

note, with its prolongation ;

—

Id:-:-
1
- H

the student might reason thus :
“ The note is

six quavers long
;
a minim is equal to four

quavers : I will dot it, and it will equal six

quavers.'’ He might then write the note
thus :

—

But this would be wrong, because it would not
show the accent in the middle of the measnre.
The correct way of writing the note is this ;

—

zzzhzz

The tie or slur shows that no second note is to
be struck, but only the first prolonged, and the
second crotchet shows the duple accent.
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The following passage further illustrates this point. Compare the pulses, as shown in the

Tonic Sol-fa version, with the arrangement of the accents in the staff notation :

—

n
'f- ^2 ~II 22 • if ts £ ^ -i i

1 1— \
—

t

-A 1 O

:_t— I-H!

1- .! . L ! u 1-
1

L4"
-r=zlJ

tJ

KEY C.

d’ :— 1

— : : I m’ :r’ :d*
[

— :r’ :m’ I shf imhrhmhf
j

s’:— : f 1 m’

X.

Assyrian Conquests.

The great king Shalmaneser was succeeded by
his son Samsi-vul IV. (or Samas-Kimmon, as

he is sometimes named), who had, by his energy
and w'arlike qualities, put down the formidable

insurrection headed by his brother Assur-dain-

pal, and reconquered the twenty-seven great

cities which had taken part with Assur and
proclaimed him king. The earlier jmars of the

reign of Samsi-vul were occupied in restoring

the old limits of the empire, which had been
encroached on in the troubles and disaffections

which marked the end of the previous reign.

He made himself master of revolted provinces

on the north and north-east, fixing the Assyrian
frontier near the Hittite city of Karchemish,
and restored the southern border.

His general, Mutariz-assur, a stem and un-
yielding w’arrior, marched as far north as Lake

Van, devastating the country,
Various taking possession of or destroying

expeditions.

“fihtory hundred villages and a num-
ber of forts, levying tribute, and

bringing back droves of horses, a fine breed
of which abounded in the district. The king
himself shortly afterwards led an expedition in
the same direction, and extorted tribute (con-
sisting chiefly of horses)from several ofthe chiefs
or petty kings, whose territories he had invaded.
He destroyed several hundred villages, the in-

habitants flying to the mountains for refuge.

The victorious march of the conqueror was con-
tinued, and the countries on the north and east

were over-run and subdued by his armies.
Uras, the chief city of Gizilbunda, was stormed,
and five thousand of the defenders and inhabi-
tants massacred. Another small kingdom,

—

for on the northern and eastern frontier of
Assyria were many small states, independent
when unmolested by stronger neighbours,

—

Zibara, was attacked, and tribute enforced

;

and Media was invaded. The people of the
less protected, outlying towns and villages

fled. One leader, Hanaziruka, who made a
stand, was defeated, with the loss of two
thousand three hundred men, and nearly a
hundred and fifty .chariots

;
the royal city,

Sakbita, was captured and sacked, and more
than a thousand villages were destroyed or
made desolate. No force that could be gathered

was of avail to resist the indomitable Samsi-vul
and his hardy and disciplined army. King
Munirzuarta, of Arazias, with more than a
thousand of his bravest warriors, was slain,

and a host of petty chieftains of Assyrian and
Samarian tribes offered submission and saved the
lives of themselves and people by paying tribute.

Absolute master, not only of the restored

provinces of the old Assyrian empire, but of

various petty kingdoms adjoining
the frontiers, and now added to Invasion of

his dominions, Samsi-vul deter-
^ ^

mined to invade Babylonia, the pretext being
the alleged necessity of establishing what might
perhaps be described as a “ scientific frontier

”

between the rival kingdoms. The river now
known as the Lower Zab, had been regarded

from the time of the first political separation as

the geographical line of demarcation
;
but the

Assyrian king now determined to advance be-

yond it. Probably he could have offered many
reasons, political and otherwise, for this resolve,

but the most influential motive appears to have
been that he had recently obtained great vic-

tories by which his territories were considerably

enlarged, that he had accumulated much trea-

sure and organized a large and powerful army,
and that, as in the case of many other military

kings in all ages of the world, the appetite for

conquest “ increased by what it fed on,” till it

developed into a desire for universal dominion.

Between Assyria and Babylonia there w^as a
historic rivalry

;
and Babylonia, weakened by

dynastic quarrels and internal dissensions, ap-

peared to be now in an unfit condition to offer

much resistance to the Assyrian arms.

In 820 B.C., Samsi-vul and his armies crossed

the Zab, taking possession of the small cities

on the Babylonian side of the river, sending the

inhabitants as captives to Assyria, and reached

the river Tumat (the modern Adhem). A
strongly-fortified city, Dur-abisa, was stormed
and captured, and the road to the very heart of

Babylonia appeared to be open to the invader.

At least two hundred small towns beyond the

Turnat were taken, hundreds of villages were
destroyed, the crops ravaged, the male in-

habitants slaughtered, and the women and
children made captives. Some of the people

escaped the massacre, and fled to a fortified

city, Kiribti-alani, for refuge; but the fierce

Assyrians followed on the track, stormed the
city, and another slaughter followed. Some
who had fled from the place on the approach
of the enemy reached another strong place,

Dur-papsukul (or Dir-ahisu), an island fortress,

almost impregnable against ordinary means of

attack : the inscriptions and the bas-reliefs tell
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us liow the Assyrians crossed the stream,
stormed the city, and put to the sword the
garrison and refugees. Then they devastated
the surrounding country, destroying nearh' five

hundred villages, killing three thousand people,
and carrying away as captives nearly as many
as they killed.

The Babylonian king at that time was
Maruduk-baladsu-ikbi. Maruduk (the “bril-

. .
liance of the sun ”), or Merodach,

Patnoti^eflForts
ai)pearsin the Bible narrative,

Babylonians. names or titles of

Bel, the Babylonian divinity, and
implied the younger Bel, and frequently formed
an addition to the royal name. The king, who
had just succeeded to the throne, exerted him-
self strenuously to resist the onward march of ^

the Assyrian king, and collected a large force,

including mercenary troops from Chaldea, Elam,
and other adjacent kingdoms and semi-inde-

pendent states. The Babylonian army took

driven from their homes, left to starve in the
mountain recesses where they had taken
refuge; the crops were destroyed” thousands of
warriors slain, and troops of captives, old and
young, women with infants at their breasts,
v.'ere driven like herds of cattle into Assyria, as
slaves to the proud monarch and his generals
and nobility.

Four other expeditions into Babvlonia were
led by Samsi-vul, in 816, 81.5, 814, a”nd 813 B.C.
The sacred city Deri was cap-
tured

;
other cities submitted to

the conqueror, and in 812 b.C.
Babylon itself was taken. Farther conquest
was for the time apparently suspended by the
death of 8amsi-vul; but before his death he
had established the new frontier, and annexed
to the Assyrian empire the rich provinces Iving
between the Zab and the Tumat. He”had
reigned thirteen years, and Avas succeeded by
his young son, Vul-nirari III., so named on

, THE PLAIXS

up a position at Ahadaba, near Dur-papsukul,
and awaited the attack of Samsi-Tul, A fierce

battle ensued, apparently hotly contested on
each side

;
the result being a great victory for

the Assyrians. Five thousand of the Baby-
lonians were slain, and more than ten thousand
made prisoners; chariots, baggage-waggons,
and even the tent of Maruduk:, with ail its

luxurious appurtenances, falling into the hand
of the conqueror.

"NVe have no record of the immediate results

Oi this victory. Probably the Assyrian king
Avas satisfied AA'ith the defeats he had inflicted,

and the devastation of a fertile and Avell-peo-

pled district. The bloAv so vigorously dealt
must have been bitterly felt by the Babylonians.
The number of cities named, and the hundreds
of villages, prove that there must have been a
numerous and thriving population in the dis-

tricts between the Zab and the Turnat
;
and

beyond the last-named riA’er, the people were

OF BAETLOX.

the monuments, but known in other histories

as Rimmon-nirari.
The neAv king inherited the warlike qualities

and the ambition of his race. He reigned
twenty-nine years

;
and after the first two years

there is a record for every year of some mili-

tary expedition. He invaded Medea, devas-

tated the country near Lake Urumeya, pene-

trated into Syria, reaching Arpal, the city or

district connected with Damascus, and in the

seventh year of his reign his armies stood on the

shores of the Mediterranean. Mariha, the king
of Damascus, could offer but a feeble resistance

;

and when the young Assyrian conqueror ap-

proached the city, he made submission, and paid

tribute. The minor states of Syria were not
long in folloAving the example

;
and Yulniran

Avas supreme from the Euphrates to the “ Great
Sea.” Turning his arms eastAA’ard, the pettA"

kings of Chaldea were subdued, and Babylonia
virtually converted into a province of Assyria.
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X.

Volcanic Forces.

In order to arrive at a knowledge of the
causes which have produced the variations in

the surface of the earth, it will be necessary to

examine the nature of volcanic and glacial

action, the former being the principal cause of

the upheavals and depressions; the latter of

various phenomena which present themselves
to the notice of the student of physical geo-
graphy.
We have already referred to the formation

of volcanic islands due to abrupt upheavals
of the bed of the ocean; and the
operation of a similar force on
parts of the earth’s surface above

the sea-level has produced the mountain ridges

and peaks which are

such conspicuous
features of conti-

nental masses.
Every elevation of

the surface of the
earth is not neces-

sarily an active

volcano, for the
outer crust of the
earth may be rent
and broken, pro-

ducing irregular up-
heavals and ridges

extending thou-
sands of miles from
the volcano, which
is in some cases the
nucleus of a sur-

rounding, in others
the cause of a lateral,

disruption. Certain
laws of operation are

recognized by physical geogra-

o^erTtion
P^^^rs ;

and Mr. Keith Johnston,
opera ion.

descriptive matter accom-
panying his magnificent “Atlas of Physical
Geography,” thus lucidly explains them :

—
“1st. When the upheaving force is limited

to a small area, its intensity diminishing
according to distance from that point, the
upheaval will necessarily be confined to a
limited circular region, the fissures [of the
earth’s crust] being along radii from the central

point, or there may exist separately or con-
jointly with the former another system dividing
the distended soil into concentric rings. The
volcanic region of central France affords a
remarkable example of this, and it has affected

most abundantly the existing surface of the
earth. 2nd. The upheaving force, instead of

being confined within a small district, may be
diffused beneath a large tract or zone, and such
zone must be stretched, or subjected to tensions
which incline to tear or split it, and these ten-

sions must reach their maxima in two directions,

VOL. I.

one set inducing the zone to split in the dircc-
sion of its length, and another acting at right
angles to them, and tending to produce fi'ssures

along the zone’s breadth. This accounts for
the transverse valleys of mountain chains, and
for mineral veins being generally in two systems
at right angles to each other.”

The origin of transverse valleys, as explained
above, is illustrated by “ the valleys of disloca-

tion ” described by geologists. The opposite sides

of valleys of this character exhibit not only a
continuation of the same strata, but salient

points and hollows, so exactly corresponding
as to proclaim their formation by the breakage
of the general mass during its upheaval.

Various theories have been offered in expla-
nation of volcanic phenomena. Sir Humphrey
Davy propounded a theory which
he afterwards abandoned, but Origin of

which has since been advocated action,

by Professor Daubeney and some others. They
suggest that there are in the interior of the

earth vast quantities of silicon and the metallic

bases of the earths and alkalies known to

chemical science

;

and when brought
into contact with
air or water oxidiza-

tion ensues, a great

amount of heat is

generated, and
gaseous compounds
are liberated, which,
with aqueous va-

pours, rend the crust

of the earth, pro-

ducing the effects

known as volcanic

phenomena. This
theory is now gene-
rally rejected by
geologists and geo-

graphers. Bischof,

the German physi-

cist, author of “ Che-
mical and Physical

Geology,” assuming
that the interior of the earth consists of a
highly heated and fused mass, considered

that the mechanical action of water con-

verted into steam by the great heat would
produce volcanic action,—that in fact, to ex-

press the suggestion in familiar language, vol-

canic eruptions are simjdy explosions produeed
by steam,—an explanation inconsistent with
observed phenomena.
The most probable explanation is, that be-

neath the comparatively thin crust of the

earth (even if the whole interior ., , ,

is not in a state of fusion) there
“hrata.

are liquid strata of mineral matters in a state

of igneous fusion, and that by movements in

the earth's crust (to which we shall hereafter

refer), portions of the strata are allowed to

escape, while sea-water is admitted and gives

rise to gaseous products. The origin of this

mineral strata is supposed to be the softening

and melting by internal heat of portions of the

solid crust, and this it is considered explains

the chemical phenomena observed in the erupted

22

VOLCANO OF JOEULLO.
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rocks. The heat necessary to produce the re-

sult is either that transmitted from the earth’s

interior, or mechanically evolved by the crush-

ing of the deeply buried strata during the con-

traction of the earth’s crust, motion being

converted into heat by the operation of a
well-known physical law. In confirmation of

this, it has been observed, says an able writer

on the subject, “that the great volcanic regions

of modern times, wherever circumstances per-

mit us to determine their geological relations,

appear to be those in which liave occurred

both great deposition of sediments, burying to

considerable depths the older rocks, and great

movements of the earth's crust in comparatively

recent geological periods.”

The term earthquake is applied to a shaking

or trembling of the outer surface or solid crust

of the globe. It is asserted with
Earthquakes, confidence that the surface of the

earth is at no time free from these tremblings,

frequently so slight as to be scarcely noticeable,

at other times so extensive and terrific as to pro-

duce the most appalling catastrophes, llecords

of more than 7,000 earthquakes, so disastrous

as to induce special remembrance, which have
occurred between the remotest period known
to history and the present time, have been
preserved.

That earthquake phenomena are connected
with volcanic action can scarcely be doubted.

. .The result of observations care-
Earthquakes aud^^^j ^nd extending over a

volcanoes,
shSw that

great volcanic eruptions are almost invariably

accompanied by shocks of earthquake
;
but it

is also an ascertained fact that some of the

most terrible earthquakes recorded in liistory

have not occurred in volcanic regions. The
movements of the ground during an earthquake
are vibrations either tremulous, vertical, hoii-

zontal, or rotatory. Sometimes these vibra-

tions follow each otlier rapidly
;
sometimes

they occur singly
;
and in other cases they ap-

pear to take place simultaneously. No previous

intimation is given of the approach of the

shock—which is thus made more terrible from
its suddenness. In Chili and adjacent parts of

South America slight tremblings of the surface

of the earth are of almost daily occurrence, and
attract very little attention. The vertical

movement is similar to that produced by the

explosion of a mine—^the surface being broken
up, and human beings and animals, rocky
masses and other matters on the surface, being
shot perpendicularly into the air. Great earth-

quakes are marked by horizontal movements,
propagated in undulations, like waves upon
water, and estimated to travel at the rate of

nearly thirty miles in a minute. Rotatory
movements have been observed, but are unfre-

quent. When they take place walls are twisted

round without being prostrated, and parallel

rows of trees and ridges in fields are deflected.

The direction of the shocks is
Earthquake either linear or in circles and

saunds.
ellipses, gradually decreasing in

intensity with the distance from the central or
focal points. The shocks are accompanied by
great noises, in some cases like the rumbling of

distant thunder, in others loud detonations

j

like the discharge of canuon
;

the most re-

markable sounds being described as resembling
the clanking of chains, as if huge masses of
mineral or vitrified matter were struck in
caverns underground. Regarding these sounds,
a suggestion has been made :

—“ Sometimes at
stations veiy remote, where no shock whatever
has been iierceived, the sounds of explosion
have been heard the same instant as at the
sites of catastrophe. As sound requires a
definite time to be transmitted through the
air, it could not in these cases have been propa-
gated by that medium. Solid bodies are much
better conductors of sound, baked clay trans-
mitting itwuth ten ortw^elve times the velocity
of the open air

;
yet the supjiosition of the

sonorous waves being conducted by the surface
of the earth is untenable, because time is still

demanded for the transport. It is likely, in

such instances, that the sounds originated at

,

such an immense depth below the surface as

I

to be nearly equidistant from all the places where

j

theywere observed.” Careful observations, how'-

1

ever, made after the great Neapolitan earth-

quake of 1857, pointed to the conclusion that
the “ seismic centre ” (Gr. (retcr/^io?, earthquake),
or focal depth of the convulsion, was only about
six miles below the surface

;
and similar calcu-

lations respecting an earthquake in India in
1857 gave a depth of about thirty miles, which
there is reason to suppose is the maximum.

That these great convulsions are similar in
their origin to volcanic phenomena is, as w'e

have said, almost certain
;
but the

cause of the peculiar agitations Cause of

of the surface of the earth pre- earthquakes,

sents a problem w^hich is not easily solved,
although V arious theories have been propounded.
The “ steam explosion ” theory has been inge-
niously advocated. Mr. Mallet, noticing the
fact W'e referred to, that volcanic eruptions are
commonly follow'ed by shocks of earthquake,
and assuming that the lines or centres of volcanic
action are generally near the sea, supposes that
fissures may be formed in the bed of the ocean
by submarine eruptions, that water flows in,

reaching the central fire, and that, arriving
there, it assumes the spheroidal form, until the
surface withwhich it is in contact is cooled, when
an explosion takes place, an earthquake being
the result. A more satisfactory explanation
has been given by the late Professor H. D.
Rogers and his brother, who gave great atten-

tion to the subject
;
they express a very strong

opinion that a great “ pulsation” of the molten
fluid mass in the centre of the earth takes
place, and is carried forward in the shape of

huge waves, bearing along, or floating, as it

were, the rocky crust of the earth above. We
shall be able to show further on that the struc-

ture of certain mountain ranges remarkably
confirms this theory.

The prodigious force exerted in these sub-

terranean convulsions may be partially ap-

preciated by a reference to some
of the more remarkable results Force of

which have been observed. The action.

I shock of the earthquake which produced such

1 terrible results at Lisbon in 1755 was felt w'ith
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more or less intensity over an area of 7,500,000
square miles; it extended to Finland, in the
north of Europe, and some of the West India
islands, and produced agitation of the waves of

Lake Ontario, in North America. The velocity

with which the shock travelled was computed
to have been about twenty miles a minute, or

1,760 feet a second, or nearly half as fast again
as the average velocity of sound

;
and the sea

rose into a wave sixty feet high, which broke
upon the shore. An earthquake at Guadaloupe,
in 1842, was felt from the mouths of the
Amazon, in South America, to the coast of

South Carolina, North America, a distance of

3,000 miles, and over a breadth of 70 miles.

In 1692 Port Royal, Jamaica, was destroyed,

and “ houses engulfed forty fathoms deep.” In
1693 . an earthquake in Sicily destroyed 54
towns and 300 villages, more than 100,000
lives being lost. In 1797 the whole country
between Santa Fe and Panama, Central Ame-
rica, suffered from an appalling convulsion :

“ 40,000 people were buried in one second.”
In September, 1759, on the lofty table-land

about 150 miles south-west of the city of

Mexico, an area of four square miles was sud-

denly raised about 550 feet, and numerous cones
appeared, one of which, the volcano of Jorullo,

is nearly 1700 feet high. A contrary effect was
product in Java in 1772, when a lofty mountain
entirely disappeared, the area sunk being fifteen

miles long and six miles broad. A great earth-

quake in Chili in 1822 produced a permanent ele-

vation of from two to seven feet of quite 100,000

square miles of land between the Andes and the

coast
; and distinct traces of lines of sea-beaches

at higher levels farther inland indicate previous

liftings-up of the same region at different times
along the same lines. These are but a few in-

stances of the stupendous force exerted, out of

many hundreds which might be quoted
;
and it

is estimated that at least 13,000,000 human
beings have perished from earthquakes.

The action of volcanoes is of an equally

stupendous character. Vesuvius, in Italy, has
thrown out at one eruption

cSlceruptiot.^«"e than 46,000,000 cubic feet

of lava and other matter in a

state of fusion, including more than eighty

kinds of minerals. In the great eruption of

1 669, by which many thousands of lives were
lost, streams of lava rolled over the district in

the vicinity of the mountain for forty days, and
it was estimated, on good data, that 94,000,000
cubic feet of matter were discharged. In 1783
the Icelandic volcanoes sent out a stream of

lava which, after a direct flow of fifty miles,

divided into two streams, one fifty miles long
and fifteen miles wide, the other forty miles
long and seven miles wide, the depth on the aver-

age being over 100 feet, but in defiles at least

600 feet. It is calculated that the mass so dis-

charged weighed about forty thousand millions

of tons, and in bulk was about equal to a
pyramid twelve feet high with a base of forty

square miles. In other words, a mass of matter
equal in size to the Peak of Teneriffe, and
nearly equal to Mont Blanc, the largest of the
Alpine mountains, was hurled with stupendous
force from the interior of the earth. The lava

ejected in the great eruption of Etna, above
referred to, had not cooled down and become
perfectly solid ten years afterwards

;
and the

lava ejected by an eruption of Jorullo, in

Mexico, was—wonderful and indeed almost
incredible as it may appear—found to be hot
and smoking sixty-eight years afterwards.

Vesuvius has been known to throw out boiling

water; and from volcanoes in South America
large quantities of dead fish have been ejected,

thus confirming the theory that the sea has
found its way through fissures to the centre of

volcanic disturbance. Ashes thrown out by
volcanoes have fallen 700 miles from the place

of ejection. Th^ overwhelming of the Italian

towns, Pompeii and Herculaneum, by ashes

discharged from Vesuvius, are memorable his-

torical incidents. The perpendicular height of

a column of molten matter and ashes thrown out
by the same mountain has been estimated by a
scientific observer at 10,000 feet

;
and in the

continuous eruption of Hecla, in Iceland, in

1845-6, three new craters were formed, from
which columns of fire 14,000 feet high (nearly

the elevation of Mont lllanc above the sea

level) were thrown up.

A calculation based on the quantity of

matter known to have been ejected by vol-

canoes affirms that it is sufficient, if spread

equally over the surface of the globe, to aug-

ment its diameter by about three-quarters of a
yard

;
in other words, the entire superficies

of the globe—about 196^ millions of square

miles—would be covered to the depth of nearly

fourteen inches. But the products ejected

leave corresponding cavities in the interior, the

roofs of which are liable to give way beneath

the weight of the accumulation on the surface,

and subsidences are the result.

XT.

The Positions op Diffepent Objects in
THE Heavens—The Tbansit Instrument.

It will be well before proceeding further to

ascertain how astronomers are accustomed to

point out the positions of the different objects

in the heavens
;
so that by saying a star or planet

is in Right Ascension so-and-so, and Declination

so many degrees, or else in such and such longi-

tude and latitude, its place in the heavens is at

once fixed.

Suppose the heavens represented by a large

globe, and that we are placed at the north pole

of this globe, at P, fig. 36, so that the figure repre-

sents the northern hemisphere of the heavens,

with the equator at the circumference. From
geometry we know that any circle dividing

the surface of a sphere into two equal halves is

called a great circle, and both the equator and
ecliptic are great circles of the

,

heavenly sphere. Suppose the ascension

equator divided into 24 equal
® ^ ^ ax.

divisions, as shown in the figure, so that each
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division will contain 16° of the 360° in the entire

circumference. Then astronomers call each of

these divisions i’tne loovr of right ascensivn, and
divide this hour into minutes and seconds just

as if it were an hour of time. They call the

great circles a P & P V, hour circles, and
each one serves to mark out the spa^ie called

one hour in the heavens, dividing the sphere

into halves, and seen

as straight lines. These
hour circles are seen
better as such in the
second figure, which
gives another view of

the heavenly sphere.

The reason Avhy
these circles and di-

visions are called hour
circles and hours is

very simple. It is be-

cause it takes exactly

one hour for the earth

to rotate on its axis

through that amount,
so that if at any time
the stars at hour 6 are

seen on the meridian,

at one hour later the

stars at hour 7 will be
on the meridian. Now
astronomers count
these hours from the
})oint E, where the equator is crossed by the
ecliptic as it passes from the southern to the
northern hemisphere, and this point E they
call the vernal or sf>ring equinox. Let s be a
star, we see it is on the great circle or hour
circle which is marked 3, or the 3rd hour circle

;

. then astronomers say that the
Equinox.

ascension of this star s is

3 hours, or the star is

in 3 hours of right as-

cension, This by itself

is not sufficient to tell

us the place of the star,

for though we know it

is on the hour circle

P 1), it does not tell us
Avhereabouts on that hour
circle. Astronomers
therefore call the dis-

tance of the star from the
equator the declination
of the star, this decli-

nation being given in
degrees, minutes and

seconds of
Declination of the circum-

a star.
ference of

t'le hour circle. In the
figures the star is about

from the equator,
and towards the north pole, so that its position
is said to be 62^° north declination. Sometimes
instead of declination astronomers fix the posi-

tion of the star by saying its distance from the
north pole

;
thus they would say that the

position of the star s was either 62^° north
declination, or27|° north polar distance. Astro-
nomers sometimes fix the position of objects by

their latitude and longitude, and in the earlier

days of astronomy these were almost always
used. The longitude of a star is merely its

distance from the vernal equinox, measured
along the ecliptic instead of along the equator
like the right ascension. The latitude is its

distance measured along a great circle perpen-
dicular to the ecliptic, instead of being measured

along a great circle

perpendicidar to the
equator lilce the hour
circles on which the
declinations are mea-
sured. The longitudes
are not given in hours
and minutes of time,

like the right ascen-

sion, but merely in

degrees and minutes of

arc.

Occasionally astro-

nomers fix the position

of a body by its altitude

and azimuth—its alti-

tude being the height

of the body in degrees

etc., above the horizon,

and its azimuth its dis-

tance from the meri-

dian in degrees, etc.
;

the horizon being sup-

posed divided into de-

grees, etc., like the circumference of a circle.

Thus, if fig, 36 was a plan of the observer’s

heavens, with the zenith at p and the meri-
dian at p E, each of the divisions would repre-

sent 15° of azimuth, and the star s would be in

azimuth 45°.

_

The early astronomers determined the posi-

tion of the stars and planets by means of instru-

ments containing gra-

duated circles, one fixed

in the plane of the
equator and the other
revolving on an axis
parallel to the axis of the
earth. They thus re-

sembled in principle the
modern equatorial, an
instrument which will be
subsequently described.

The fixed circle showed
the angular distance be-

tween any tAvo bodies

measured on the equator,

or their difference in

right ascen,^ion, and the
movable circle showed
the distance of a body
from the equator, or its

declination. It was very
difficult to properly ad-

just these instruments, and almost impossible

to keep them adjusted. To determine the

time, they made use of a quadrant, and after

the invention of the telescope they fitted

a telescope to this quadrant. The astro-

nomical quadrants were generally constructed

after the manner of fig. 38, where we see a
quadrant or quarter of a circle of wood or iron

P
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strengthened by cross-bars, and fitted with a

telescope, whilst its edge is graduated into por-

tions of a degree, and carrying a
Astronomical yernier. These instruments were
quadrant.

usually fi'om five to nine feet in

radius, and were mounted on a pillar so as to

be exactly perpendicular. They determined
the time by observing the altitude of a star,

and then by calculation finding out at what
time the star would have the observed altitude.

The invention of the astro-

nomical clock enabled astro-

nomers to much simplify
their method of observation.

Instead of mounting their

quadrant on a pillar, they
fixed it against a wall built

due north and south, so that
the quadrant was fixed in the
plane of the meridian. They
then observed the altitude of a
star when it crossed the meri-
dian, and noted the exact time
when the star crossed the
meridian— which would be
shown by the moment it

crossed a wire put in the
centre of the field of view
of the telescope. By sub-
tracting the complement of the latitude of
the observatory from the altitude they ob-
tained the declination. Thus Greenwich was
determined by Flamsteed to be in latitude
51° 28' 10", and the complement of this angle is

38° 31' 50". Thus a star whose observed altitude

was 61° 15' 20" would be in declination -}- 22°

43' 30". Next, the difference in time between
the passage of any two stars across the meridian
is equal to the difference in right ascension

between them. Thus, if a star whose right

ascension was known to be 5 hours 7 minutes
21 seconds passed the
meridian at 7 hours 1

1

minutes 28 seconds, and
another star passed

the meridian at 9 hours
25 minutes 51 seconds,

the difference between
these two (2 hours 14

minutes 23 seconds),

added to the right as-

cension of the first star,

would be equal to 7

hours 21 minutes 44
seconds, which would
be the right ascension

of the second star. It

was only necessary,

therefore, to know the
exact right ascension
of a few bright stars

to be able to find the right ascension of the
others.

By this method observations of the positions

of the heavenly bodies were made very much
easier, it being only necessary to have a good
clock. To avoid errors due to imperfections in

the clocks, many observatories had more than
one—Delisle being provided with seven or eight
—and the mean of all was taken. It was soon

found easy, however, to regulate the clock by
the observation of the sun, or of stars whose
right ascension was known. Thus when the
right ascension of a bright star had been fixed
by several hundred observations, the errors of

the different clocks might be leisonably expec-
ted to destroy each other, because if the clock
were a little too fast on one day it would be a
little too slow on another, and these would
counterbalance one another, and the right

ascension given by the mean
of all the observations might
be depended on
to be true with- Regulation of

in a second of

time. Astroiio.*"“”“‘
1 1 ^cx^ossmers could meridian,

calculate,
therefore, the exact time
wdien this bright star ought
to cross the meridian. Say
it was 7 hours 50 minutes 30
seconds

;
then if they ob-

served it to cross at 7 hours
50 minutes 45 seconds, they
would know that their clock
was 1 5 seconds fast. Occa-
sionally they would correct

the clock by observing the

altitude of the sun or a star at some fixed time
by the clock—say 8 hours-—and then calculating

the time at which the sun should have that

altitude, and if this proved to be 7 hours 59

minutes 37 seconds they would know that their

clock w'as 23 seconds slow. After a time they
found this second method was much less exact

than the first, and they abandoned it.

They found subsequently that their large

quadrants fixed to a wall, or mural quadrants

as they were termed, gradually warped out of

and they also found it

very difficult to ascer-

tain whether they were
properly adjusted.
These things interfered

much with the proper
determination of the
right ascension of stars,

though they did not
interfere much with the
determination of the
declination; for to de-

termine the last it was
not essential that the
instrument should be
exactly adjusted to the
meridian.

Eoemer, a very dis-

tinguished Danish as-

tronomer, invented a
new instrument to ob-

viate these errors, and called it a Transit instru-

ment. It was constructed after

the method shown by fig. 39. It Invention of

consists of a telescope mounted
in a strong tube, consisting of

two conical ends, fastened to a cube in the

centre, the cube being mounted on a long axis

made in the shape of two cones to prevent its

bending. The pivots at the end of this axis are

their proper position.
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supported on two metal bearings, firmly fixed

on two stone pillars, and at one end it carries a
graduated circle. The whole instrument is

placed exactly on the meridian, and the axis

made perfectly horizontal, so that as the tele-

scope turns on the pivots at the ends of the

axis it will move in the great circle called the

meridian. The eyepiece is fitted with a series

of fine wires, as showm in fig. 40, consisting

of five vertical and tw'O horizontal wires, the

central vertical wire being placed exactly in

the place of the meridian, and the others at

equal intervals on each side. When an obser-

vation is made the astronomer moves the tele-

scope until the star appears to move into sight

from the right hand, between thetwo horizontal

wires, and he times exactly the moment it

crosses each wire. Suppose it crosses the first

wire at 7 hours 38 minutes 7
|

Use of the seconds, the next at 18 seconds, I

the next or middle wire at 28

seconds, the next at 39 seconds, and the last at

49 seconds. Adding all these seconds together

and dividing by 5, we get 28-2 seconds for

FIG. 40.—THE EXEPIECE OF THE TEAXSIT IXSTBUMEXT.

the true time it crosses the central wire, or
7 hours 38 minutes 28*2 seconds for the time
of transit. The reason of having the five wires
is so that any slight uncertainty in the time the
stars crossed a single wire may be removed by
taking the mean of the time it crosses the five

wires. Because if a little error in one direction

be made at one w'ire, it is probable it will be
counterbalanced by an error in the opposite
direction at another wire.

It W' as found much easier to adjust the transit

instrument than the ponderous mural quadrants,
and the right ascensions wiiich were obtained
by means of the transit instrument w^ere found
to be far more accurate. It w’as not long, there-

fore, before the transit instrument came into

general use, and the mural quadrant was con-
fined to observing the declinations. Towards
the end of the following century the quadrant or

quarter of a circle was replaced by a complete
circle.

The complete outfit of an observatory during
the later part of the seventeenth and in the
eighteenth century consisted of a movable
quadrant, a mural quadrant or circle, a transit

instrument, one or more good clocks, and
several telescopes.

XII.

The Verb 0ein (or 0epn), to be.

Like ^aben, to have the verb fein (also spelt

fcpn), to be, has two characters. When it

stands alone, without influencing another verb,

it is an intransitive : Hein, I am little.

ich hin Mine
When it serves to form certain tenses of another
verb, it is an auxiliary— as in biff flefommen,

doo hiMt ge-kom'-vieti

thou art come. Here the verb fein is used to

form a tense of the verb tommen.
(It should be remembered that as we can

w’rite fein or fepn, so also we can say fei or fep,

feiP or fepP, where those parts of the verb
occur.}

Pv\nc\j)al Parts of the Verh.
Infin. mood. Tnd. pres. Past (imperf.) Past part,

fein, lobe, bin, am. mar, was. gemefen, been.

•zinc • hin vahr ge-vay'-zen

It will be seen that these principal parts of

the verb are quite irregular

INDICATIVE MOOD.

bin, I am.
ich bin

2)U bifi, thou art.

doo hisst

(ft iff, he is.

a irr isst

2Bir ftnb, we are.

•veerr zint

ffib, ye are.

eerr zitc

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
Prc.’ient,

3^ fei, I (may) be.

ich zy

2)u feiefi, thou (mayst) be.

doo zyst

fei, he may be.

airr zy

2Bir feien, we may be.

xeerr zy'--;n

3bt ye may be.

eerr zy'-et

0ie iinb, they are. 0ie feien, they may be.

zee zint zee zy'-en

We have here put the indicative and sub-

junctive side by side for comparison. The
may or that of the subjunctive is not always
expressed. In feiefi, mir feien, fie feien,

the feiejl and feien are, except in poetry, con-

tracted into feift and fei. (3cb ff?/ bu fepfl,

etc., is synonymous wdth icb fci, tU feijf.}

Imperfect.

3cb wax
ich vahr

3cb h^^te
ich vai?''-re

marfl (mareft) marefi Cmarji) ^
doo vahrst {vahr'est) doo vaii''-re.'it

@t mar ^
er vahr p

2Bir maren
veerr vah'-ren ^

dx mdre 3
airr vair'-re o

Sir mdren P ^
veerr va ir'-ren

3bt trart (maret)
ee7’r valu't {rah'-ret)

@ie maren
zee vah'-i'cn

3br mdret (m^wO o
cer vair'-rct 3-

0ie mdren cr'

zee vaii''-ren

There is a lengthened form of the second
person singular and plural, marcfl and maret,
u<=ed chiefly in poetry. It should be noticed

thar rile snbjnnotive. as with the vob bvtbcn, is
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identical with the conditional
;
so that {6^ tvdre

means (That) I were, and also (That) I would be.

bin getbefcn

ich bin de-ray'-zen

bifl geihefen

doo bisst ye-rai'-zen

dx {fl geihefen

airr isst gc- vaUzen

finb gcttjefen

veerr zind ge- ca l'-zen

feib geihcfen |-

eerr zeit ge-vai'-zen

fei getbcfen

ich zg ge-vag'-zen

2)u fetfi geihcfcn

doo zyst ge-vai'-zen

dx fei o^ibefen
airr zy ge- vai'-zen

2Bir feien gewefcn
veerr zy'-en ge-va i'-zen

feiet gemefen
eerr zyet ge-rai'-zen

Perfect.

0ie finb gewefen 0ie feien gewefen
zee zind ge-vai’-zen zee zy'-en ge-vail-zen

Notice that the verb fepn is conjugated not
with to have, but with itself ; as we say in

English I am come, and in French “ Je suis

venu,” 7iot “ J’ai venu,” so in German we say
1 am been, instead of I have been.

Pluperfect.

ibar geinefen 3^ ibdre
ich vahr ge-vay'-zen

ihorfi gemefen
doo vahrst ge-vac'-zcn

gen)efen
ich vair're ge-vay' -zen

2)u tt?drefi (thdrfl)

doo vair'rest

[gemefen
(-1 \_ge-vai!.-zen

^ dx mxe genjefen

^ airr vair're ge-vai'-zen

Sir irdren gen?efen

dx ttjar gcirefen
airr vahr ge-vai -zen

Sir iraren getrefen
veerr vah'-ren ge-vai'- p veerr vair'ren ge-vai'

\zen <T> {zen

3^r\barCe)t geirefen P 3|)r ibdrct (thdrt)
eerr vahrt ge-vai'-zen eerr vair'-ret

[gethcfen

{ge-vad-zen

@ie tt?aren getrefen ©ieti'dren geinefen
zee vah'-ren gc-vai'-zen zee vah'-ren ge- ra i'-zen

JTere again the verb fein, and not Ijaben, is

used as the auxiliary
; 3^ mar geirefeil, literally

“ I was been,” and 3ci^ mdre gcmefen, literally

I were been.”

Future.
INDICATIVE.

3(i; merbe fein, i shall be.

ich vairr'-de zern

2)u mirfl fein, thou wilt be.

doo veerrst zinc

<5r mirb fein, he will be.

airr veerrt zinc

Sir merben fcin, we shall be.

veerr vairr'-den zinc

3t;r merbct fein, you will be.

eerr vairr'-det zinc

0ie merben fein, they will be.

zee vairr'-den zinc

SUBJUNCTIVE.
3d) merbe fein, (that) I shall be.

ich vairr'-de zinc

trerbelf fein, thou wilt he.

doo vairr'-clest zinc '

dx merbe fein, he will be, etc.

err vairr'-de zinc

[Plural hike the Indicative.]
The future of fein, like that of all verbs, is

made of ic^ merbe, etc., and the infinitive of

the verb.

Future Perfect.

INDICATIVE.

3^ merbe gemefen fein, I shall have been.

ich vairr'-de ge-vai!-zen zine

vrirfi gemefen fein, thou wilt have been.

doo veerrst ge-vai'-zen zine

(fr mirb g em e f e n fein, he will have been.

airr veerrd ge-vai'-zen zine

Sir merben gemefen fein, we shall have
veerr vairi-'-den ge-vai!-zen zine [been.

3^r merbet gemefen fein, you will have been.

eerr vairr'-det ge-vai!-zen zinc

0ie merben gemefen fein, they wdll have
zee vairr'-den ge-vai! -zen zine [been

SUBJUNCTIVE.
3c^ merbe gemefen fein

ich vairr'-de ge-vai'-zen zine

Hilt merbefl gcmefen fein

doo vairr'-dest gc-rai'-zen zine

©r merbe gemefen fein

err vairr'-de ge-vai!-zen zine

[Plural like the Indicative.]

Here we notice again that fein is conjugated
with itself, and not in any tense wdth |aben

—

literally, “I shall be been,'' not ‘‘have been.”

FIRST CONDITIONAL.

3cb murbe fein, I should be.

icic vuerr'-de zine

H)u murbejh fein, thou wouldst be.

doo vuerr'-dest zine

dx murbe fein, he wmuld be.

airr vuerr'-de zine

Sir murben fein, we should be.

veerr vucrr'-den zine

3br miirbet fein, you should be.

eei'r vuerr'-det zine

0ie murben fein, they should be.

zee vuerr'-den zine

SECOND CONDITIONAL.

3(^ mitrbe gemefen fein, I should have been.
ich vuerr'-de ge-vai'-zen zinc

Hlu ifiirbeft gemefen fein, thou wouldst
doo vuerr'-dest ge- vai'-zen zine [have been.

dx miirbe gemefen fein, he would have
airr vuerr'-de ge-vaH-zen zine [been

Sir miirbcn gcmefen fein, w^e should have
veerr vuerr'den ge- va i!-zen zine [been

3bt murbct gemefen fein, you would have
eerr vuerr'-det ge-vai'-zen zine [been
0ie mitrben gemefen fein, they would have
zee vuerr'-den ge-vai'-zen zine [been

IMPERATIVE.
0e!pn mir, let us be.

zinc veerr

0e9 (bu), be thou. ©eipb Obr), be (ye).

zg floo) zide eerr

0'c9 er, let him be. 0cipn fie, let them be.

zg airr zine zee

'instead of fcpn ibir and fei)n fte, the form
Saf t uim fci)n and laf t fie fepn is generally used.

Particigdes.
Pres. Pret.

0ci)enb, being. ©cmefen, been.

zif-end .
ge-vai'-zen
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XL
The Eeign of Charles V. {concluded.)

Charles had received warnings from several

friends, but he had refused to credit them. At
Innsbruck, whither he had gone

Charles’s settle questions concerning the
humiliation

(;;;Q^ncil of Trent, the stoini sud-

^AprU IW2
’ ^lenly burst upon him, Three
armies, commanded by Alan rice

and his new allies, suddenly appeared before

Augsburg. jMaurice published a manifesto,

setting forth his intentions unmistakably
;
and

the emperor, utterly bewildered and surprised,

and suffering

moreover
from gout,

was obliged

to fly by
night from
Innsbruck
across the
Tyrolese
mountains,
to avoid
falling into

the hands of

]\I a u r i c e .

Charles set

free his pri-

soner, the

Elector John
Frederick;
and to his

brother Fer-

dinand he
entrusted the
t£ sk of nego-
ciating wotii

the victori-

ous Maurice.
Thenwas con-
cluded the
Treaty of Passau, which superseded the Interim,
declared that the Council of Trent was not bind-
ing upon the Protestants, for whom complete
religious freedom was secured, the evangelical

church being pronounced separate and indepen-
dent

;
the Landgrave of Hesse was moreover to

be liberated, and all past offences to be covered
by an amnesty. And now the Elector John
Frederick, who had done and suffered much for

his faith and for conscience’ sake, returned
in triumph from his long captivity to Weimar.
He survived his liberation two years, and to the

last maintained the placid equanimity that

had enabled him, through evil and through good
report, to uphold the cause of religious liberty.

Disappointed and discouraged, and despair-

ing at length of attaining the purpose of

his life, the emperor was now

tS’Em^or" >i.™ssed by danger in opposite
quarters—^from the trench and

the Turks. Charles hastened to Lorraine,

and strove in vain to regain Metz, occupied
by a French army and bravely defended
by the Duke of Guise. Germany had to

pay for religious freedom with the loss of a
valuable piece of territory. Meanwhile Albert
of Brandenburg- Culmbach, a fierce wild parti-

san, had refused to join in the Treaty of Passau,
and began to ravage the Franconian lands,

attacking the bishops of Bamberg and Wiirz-
burg. Charles let him pursue his course un-
hindered, and thus excited the suspicions of

Maurice that Albert was to be employed
against the princes of Germany. Accordingly
he marched in all haste against Albert, whom
he encountered at Sievershausen, where he
obtained a complete victory over his savage
opponent, but received a wound of which he
died two days afterwards. At first the enemy of

the Protestants in Germany, through ambition,
he had lived just long enough to retrieve his

honour and
his fame by
becoming the
means of se-

curing to
them honour-
able recogni-

tion and
safety in Ger-
many. He is

described as

in every way
a remarkable
man — “ de-

liberate and
secret, reso-

lute and en-

ergetic, saga-

cious in fore-

casting the

future, and
consum mate
in execution
of a project.”

Albert was
compelled to

fly to France

;

after a time
he returned

to Germany, found shelter at the court of the

Margrave of Baden, and died in the castle of

Pforzheim in 1557. Maurice was succeeded in the

electorate by his brother Augustus, remembered
for his exertions to advance the material pros-

perity of his subjects, by promoting fruit culti-

vation, and still more by encouraging the manu-
facture of cloth, the national Saxon industry.

The great objects of Charles’s life, the esta-

blishment of unity in religious belief, and the
elevation of the imperial power to unques-
tioned supremacy in Church and State, had
failed. The persistence of the Protestants

prevented the forcible suppression of the
Beformation

; and the jealousy and distrust of

the princes, evidenced in the action of Maurice
of Saxony, precluded the hope of unlimited
sovereign power. A third object remained

—

the aggrandizement of his family
;
and with

this view the emperor negociated the marriage
of his son Philip with Mary of England, in
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1554. In the next year was concluded, under
the presidency of Ferdinand, the

SeU^ous Pesce gf Charles, the important
oiAugs urg^

Keligious Peace of Augsburg.”
Sept. 26, 1555.

Full freedom of conscience, and
political as well as religious equality with the
followers of the old religion, were by this impor-
tant treaty assured to the adherents of the con-
fession of Augsburg

;
together with continued

possession of the church livings and property
they held. Toleration, and, if desired, the
licence of free departure, were also secured to

the Protestant subjects of Catholic princes.

But the question whether ecclesiastics who
should in future join the new church were to

be deprived of their rank and revenues, though
hotly debated, was not definitely settled

;
and

the “ecclesiastical reservation” by which the
difficulty was for the time put aside became the
fruitful cause of future calamity, and reduced
the Treaty of Augsburg from a definite set-

tlement to a compromise. Yet it bore great
and important
fruits. It secured
for Germany the
blessings of
peace and rest;

and was the
beginning of a
long period of

material pros-

perity, of im-
proved com-
merce and
man uf acture,
and of general

contentment.
The emperor,

who had de-

puted to his

brother the pre-

sidency of the
Diet of Augs-
burg. to escape
the humiliation
of personally
giving up the points for which he had striven

for many years, was deeply discouraged at the
position of affairs. The loss of Metz, Toul, and
Verdun, which, though nominally still belonging
to the empire, had in reality been transferred to

France, weighed heavily on his care-burdened
mind. Among the Germans his name had sunk
wofully

;
satirical songs, caught up eagerly by

the populace, proclaimed on every highway
how “ The mistress and the maiden both (Metz
and Magdeburg) To dance with Kaiser Karl are
loth,”—how the fair land of Lorraine had been
lost to the empire. Bodily infirmity and pain-
ful attacks of gout increased the constitutional
melancholy inherited from his mother, the
insane Joanna—a fatal legacy that had em-
bittered his life

;
and superstitious terrors

increased the misery of bodily pain. Though
but fifty-five years of age, in constitution he
was a broken-down man. wearied with the long
battle in which he had been worsted

;
and he

determined that the curtain should fall upon
the drama of his reign before the stage
darkened. He resolved to divest himself of

THE TOWH-HALL OF GHENT.

the power which had proved but vanity and
vexation of spirit. On the 25th of ,

October, at Brussels, he solemnlypjf”,
and publicly transferred to his son

^ •’

Philip the sovereignty of the Netherlands, and
shortly afterwards that of Spain, Naples, and
the vast possessions of Spain in the New
World. Great and general relief was felt

throughout Germany when it appeared that
the rule over Austria and the German states
was to be left in the hands of Ferdinand, the
brother of Charles

;
for the whole nation had

dreaded the Spanish influence, and desired
above all things to be separated from the
affairs and interests of the Peninsula. Charles
completed his abdication by laying down the
imperial crown in September, 1556

;
and he

to whom one-half of the world had belonged,
turned his back upon earthly pomp and
grandeur, to seek in the retirement of the
cloister the peace of mind that had never been
his upon the tin one. It was to Spain, to the

convent of St.

Juste, in Estre-

madura, that the
grey discrowned
Kaiser retired

to await in mo-
nastic seclusion

“the inevitable

hour.” Like the
great cardinal,

his contempo-
rary, he might
have claimed
entrance with
the appeal

—

“ Oh, father abbot

!

An oldman, broken
with the cares of

state.

Is come to lay his
weary bones a-

mong you

:

Give him a little

earth, forcharity.”

It was little

more than half a century since he had been
born, at Ghent, to a vast inheritance. He
survived his retirement about two years,

—

leading a quiet life in a dwelling pleasantly

situ.ated near the convent, on the declivity of

a hill surrounded by plantations. He still

took some interest in the affairs of the world he
had quitted, and exerted some influence on the

empire he had ruled so long. But the gloom
of his mind deepened with increasing ill health;

and at last the poor superstitious invalid

sought to familiarize himself with the idea of

death by causing the prayers for the dead to

be read over him while he yet lived,—a burial

service, during which he was carried into the

convent church on a bier like a corpse, being
read at his command. In the year 1558 he
died, after having played a leading part for

forty years in the political history of Europe.
He had been the ruler of half the woild, and
had found out, like the preacher of old, and
like a gi-eat number of people, not far behind
him in philosophy and experience, since, that
“ all is vanity.”
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XII.

Compound Division.

Compound Division is the name given to two
separate processes—namely (1) the process of

dividing a given compound quantity into any
required number of equal parts, and finding

what each of these parts amounts to
;
and (2)

the process of finding how often one given
compound quantity is contained in another
given compound quantity of the same kind.

Thus, for instance, the process of finding

the amount of each share when £1 85. ^d. is

divided into 4 equal parts, is an instance of

process (1). The student will probably be able

to find for himself that the answer in this case

is Is. \d.

The method of finding how many times
Is. \d. is contained in £1 85. id. is an instance

of process (2).

The principle on which compound division

depends is the same as that on which simple di-

vision also depends—namely, that if we separate

a number into parts, and divide each of these
parts by a given divisor, the sum of all the
quotients so found will be the quotient of the
whole original number divided by the given di-

visor, e.g., 688 4 = 400 -f-44-280-f-4 + 8-i-4,
which is easily seen to be true.

Suppose we wish to divide £17 9s. id. by 4.

Now 4 into 17 go 4 times and 1 over ;

i.e., 17 = 4 X 4 + 1.

Therefore the given quantity is made up of

the two parts, £4 x 4 f.nl £1 9.?. id.

The quotient of the first part, when divided
by our divisor 4, is £4, and we proceed to find

the quotient of the second part (£1 9,v. id.).

Now, £1 = 20.9., .-. £1 9.9. id. = 29.9. id.
;

and 4 into 29 go 7 times and 1 over : i.e., 29.9.

id. may be separated into the two parts, 28.9.

and 1.9. id., and the quotient of the first part
divided by 4 is 75.

Again, the remaining part, I5. id., is equal to

\&d., and the quotient of IGd. divided by 4
is id.

We have now separated the original £179.9.4^.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

4)17 9 4(4 7 4

16

1

20

20 + 9 = 29
28

1

12

12 + 4

into the parts £16,
28.9., and IGd. The
quotients arising

from dividing each
of these parts by 4

are £4, 7.9., and id.

Therefore, by the

principle stated

above, the quotient

of £17 9.9. 4^?. divided
by 4 is £4 Is. id.

Tlie above process

might be arranged as

example in margin.
16 We say, 4 into 17

16 go 4 times an<l 1

— over : put down
the quotient, £4, in the answer, and reduce

the remainder, £1, to shillings, adding in the

95. of the dividend.

Then 4 into 295. go 7 times and 1 over
;

.*. put Is. in the answer, and reduce the re-

mainder, I5., to pence, adding in the id. of the

I
dividend.

Then 4 into 16 go 4 times without remainder.
Therefore write id. in the answer.
Example : Divide £31 75. ll|i?. by 14.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

14)31 7 11K2 4 10 Iq.

28

3

20

60 + 7 = 67
56

11

12

132 + 11 =- 143
140

3
4

12 + 3 = 15
14

rem. Iq.

We say, 14 into 31 go twice and 3 over;

.*. put £2 as the first figure of quotient.

Multiply the remainder 3 by 20, to reduce it

to shillings, and add in the 7s. of the dividend.

We thus get 675. Dividing this 67.9. by 14,

we get quotient 4, and remainder 11. Re-

ducing these 11s. to pence, and adding in the

11^. of the dividend, we get 143<^., into which
the divisor goes 10 times, leaving a remainder
M. Reducing this Sd. to farthings, and adding
in the Sq. of the dividend, we have I5q., into

which the divisor goes 1, leaving remainder 1.

Tims the result, when £3 17.9. 11|<7. is divided

by 14, is quotient £2 4.9. lO^d., and remainder

\q.

It will be seen that the above process really

I

consists in separating the dividend £31 7.9. 1 lf<^.

i
into the following parts : £28, 56.9., liOd., and

j

Joq., and dividing each part by 14. The

I

several quotients .are £2, 4.9., \(]d., and Iq.,

i
and the sum of these is the answer—viz.,

I

£2 4.9. 10+7.

j

This process is equivalent to the following

I

Rule for Compound Division :

!
To divide a compound quantity by a given

• number,
!

1. Find by simple division how often the

[

divisor is contained in the highest denomina-
' tion of the dividend. Set down the quotient,
' and reduce the remainder, if there be one, to

I

the next lower denomination, adding in the
I number of that denomination, if there be any,

I

in the dividend.

I

2. Divide the number so obtained by the

1
divisor, set down the quotient, reduce the re-

' mainder, and so on, as before,

j

The sum of all the quotients is the required

,
quotient.
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Example
£ s.

: Divide £479 17^. 8d by 123.

d. £ s. d.

123)479 17 8 (3 18 Oi

369
123 into 479 go 3 times,

110 remainder 110. Reduce this

20 remainder to shillings ;
addipg— in the 175. of the dividend,

2217 we get 2217.9.

123 123 into these go 18 times
;

remainder 3. Reducing these

987 35. to pence, and adding in

984 the ^d. of the dividend, we— get 446?.

3 Now, the divisor 123 won’t
12 go into 44 ;

.-. put Od. in the— answer, and reduce the 446?.

44 to farthings. We find 176y.,

4 into which 123 go once
;
re-— mainder 53.

176
123 Answer, £3 185. 0\d., and

53^. remainder.
h'iq. rem.

When the divisor can be broken up into

factors, it is often more convenient to uivide

successively by them.
Example : Divide £35 6s. Bd. by 42.

42 = 6 X 7.

£ 5 . d. £ 5 . d. £ 5 . d. £ 5 . d.

7) 36 6 5 (5 0 11 6) 5 0 11 (0 16 9|
35 20

6 100
12 96

72-f5 = 77 4
77 12

484-11=59
Dividing by 7, we get as 54

quotient £5 0.9. \ \d. —
We have now to divine- 5

this by 6. The quotient is 4

165. md. —
This is therefore the 20

quotient when £35 65 . bd. 1

8

is divided by 42. —
3 rem

IX.

The Handwritikg of Eminent Men—
Letters in Combination with Capitals.

The handwriting of different men is neces-

sarily so infinitely varied that it is almost im-

possible to attempt any classification of those

points which individualise the penmanship of

distinguished individuals. Mr.
Classification

{^eton, in his entertaining “ Gossip
of ch^actens-

Letters and Letter-writers,”
^

has, however, presented the fol-

lowing results, disclaiming, nevertheless, .any

extremely accurate definition or classification :

“ Eree and jioning.—William Pitt, David
Garrick, Marquis Wellesley, Marquis of Dal-
housie, E.aii Kussell, Earl of Shaftesbury, Rev.
Dr. Guthrie.

Free, hut somewhat angular and ladyllhe.

—Duke of Wellington (late), Earl of Derby
(late), Earl of Dalhousie (formerly Lord Pen-
mure).

“ Free, hut not well-formed.—Lord Macaulay,
Eev. Robert Hall, John Wilson (‘ Christopher
North’), Edward Irving, Dean Stanley, Rev.
Dr. Norman Macleod.

“ Distinet round hands (in some cases very
upright).—Lord Chancellor Eldon, Sir James
Macintosh, Sir Walter Scott, Richard Cobden,
Thomas Carlyle, Charles Dickens, Dr. Wilber-
force (Bishop of Winchester), Lord Lindsay
(now Earl of Crawford and Balcarres), Dean
Alford.

Neat, small, and on the whole legihle .

—

Theodore Hook, Hugh Miller, Rev. Dr. Pusey,
Dr. Robert Chambers, Harrison Ainsworth,
Alfred Tennyson. John Ruskin, James Anthony
Froucle, Picv. Dr. Candlish, Lord Lytton, Shirley
Brooks.

“ Very .small, neat, and legihle.—Thomas
Gray (who is said to have usually written with
a crow-quill, in accordance with the practice
of ‘General’ Tom Thumb), Matthew Henry,
Philip Doddridge. Samuel Rogers, Rev. John
Brown, Giuseppe Mazzini.

“ Very neat and regular, hut .somewhat
cramped andformal.— Sir James Graham (late).

The Rt. Hon. William Ewart Gladstone, M.
I Guizot, Rev. Dr. Caird.

“ Good hold hands.—Dugald Stewart, Patrick

Fraser Tytler, Lord Brougham, Isaac Taylor,

Dr. WTiately (Archbishop of Dublin), Duke of

Argyll, Rev. Charles Kingsley, Dr. Livingstone,
Martin F. Tupper.

‘‘ Beautifully formed and di,stinct.—Duke of
Portland (Prime Minister), Leigh Hunt, David
M. Moir (‘ Delta’), Sir Frederick Pollock,

William M. Thackeray.
Bold and magnijieent, hut rather large .

—

Thomas Aird, Sheridan Knowles, Lord Eicho,
John Steele.

^‘Distinct, hut vulgar.—Daniel O’Connell,
Joseph Hume.

“ Very ordinary and hadly formed.—James
Hogg, Lord Bju’on, William Wordsworth, Lord
Chancellor Campbell.

^'Systematically illegihle.—Rev. Dr. Chal-
mers.”

It is unquestionable that both temperament,
character, and hereditary characteristics exert

modifying influences on the penmanship of

each individual. On this point the late Dr.
William Seller offered some apt remarks
many years since. He is contrasting the style

of writing .adopted by a man of what is fami-
liarly termed a “ sanguine ” temperament with
th.at of another who comes under the “ bilious”

category. “ We will take,” he says, “ a man
with light auburn hair, blue spaikling eyes,

a ruddy complexion, ample chest, and well-

rounded, agile frame. . . , When such a man
sits down to write he makes short work of

it. He sn.atches the first pen that comes in

the way, never looks how it is pointed, dabs it
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into the ink, and then dashes on from side to
side of the paper in a full, free and slipshod
style

;
his ideas—or at all events his words

—

flowing faster than his agile fingers and leaping
muscles can give them a form. . . . On* the
contrary, select a man

FIG. 14.

—

ilULHACSEE’s KEY.

with deep black hair,

black eyes, brown or
sallow complexion, and
thin, spare form. . . .

After weighing well his

subject in his mind, he
sits down deliberately,

selects and mends his
pen. adjusts his paper,
and in close, stiff, and
upright characters,

traces with a snail’s

pace his well-weighed
and sententious compo-
sition.” And Dr. Seller

then proceeds to give
characteristic illustra-

tions of the mode of
writing indulged in by
individuals of the other
temperaments.
The following list is

extracted from one of
a series of contribu-
tions by^ an anonymous correspondent to a
popular journal some years since relative to
the autographs of certain historic celebrities :

—

“ Queen Elizabeth, w’hile princess, wrote a
beautiful engrossing hand—clear and regular,
almost, as an
engraving of
letters. After
she had been
queen a long
time, a melan-
choly change
occurs. The
letters are
thin, spiteful;

the lines ir-

regular : an
ugly old
maid’s version
of her former
hand; and
the signature
is a thing to

make one bless

oneself. Mar-
tin Luther’s is

firm and legi-

ble, though
not very equal
nor very
straight. Sir

Thomas
More’s by no Specimen of Smuli Hand.

means dis- fig. 15.—copies.

plays the calm firmness he possessed; the
lines are crooked and tumbling downhill.
Kubens’ signature is manly and bold, with
a careless ease and clearness denoting mas-
tery of hand. Lord Bacon’s writing is very
like an elegant modern shorthand— clear,

neat, and regular
; the signature involved with

broken lines, as if a fly had struggled and
died in a spider’s web. Voltaire—very clear,

regular, steady, and straight, evidently noi
vaitten rapidly, but with continuous ease.

Oliver Cromwell

—

large, bold, legible,

steady, sharp, and
straight

;
the signature

made up of halberds
and printed palisades.

But another letter is

not at all of this cha-

racter : it displays a
perplexed and unde-
cided mind at the time
that it was written.

Prince de Conde—not
at all in accordance
with the strong ex-

pression and buffalo

features of his face.

Charlotte Corday —
firm, clear, steady, but
not without emotion.
Cuvier—very like the
writing of Charlotte

Corday, but not so

strong and compact.
Danton—wilful, daring

without method or care. George IV.—not at

all the very gentlemanly hand most people would
expect; rather like a housemaid’s. Pope—veiy
bad, small, full of indecision ;

a very hedgerow
of corrections and erasures. Cardinal Wolsey

—

a good hand,
disturbed
o ily by ner-

vous energy
and self-will.

Person— cor-

rect and
steady ; the
reverse of his

personal ap-

pearance and
habits. Shake-
speare — a
very bad hand
indeed

;
con-

fused, crowd-
ed, crooked in

the lines;
scarcely legi-

ble. Napo-
leon— still

more illegible.

No letters
formed at all

;

the signature

a mere hasty
‘ scri m m a ge

’

with the pen.”
In connec-

tion witL the subject of the individuality of
handwriting, a critic in the North British
Review, speaking of some letters of Thomas
Ruthall, bishop of Durham, to Cardinal Wolsey,
renaarks :

—“ They have in their way as much
individuality as the human countenance
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itself, . . . which could only gi’ow when writ-

ing had become a life-long habit
;

. . . and,
above all, where men write for themselves,

and with the abandon of men writing their

own thoughts. Even in the present day the
clerkly hand of those who write officially is,

except in the upper grades, chiefly characterised
by the lack of individuality.”

To resume our serious work, having carefully
and exhaustively analysed the mode of forma-
tion of all the letters of the small alphabet, we
now first pre-

sent our stu-

dents with a
few copies in

which the va-

rious letters

appear in
combination.
These exam-
ples neces-
sarily consist

of short words,
and our space
requires that
they should
be somewhat
crowded, but
they will an-
swer the pur-

pose, and the
learner can
easily bear
in mind our
previous re-

marks upon
spacing.

In this con«
neetionitmay
be well to re-

mark that it

is a very good
plan to choose
for copies un-
familiar geo-

graphical
names, or dif-

ficult words in

any science or

art in which
the penman is

interested. By
this means
the copies
are made a
“double debt
to pay,” as

while the
handwriting
is improved, the words chosen
delibly fixed on the memory.

Prior to calling the attention cf the student
to our examples of capital letters, we will

briefly speak, of the different standard sizes of

writing.

The letters given in articles vii. and viii. were
of the size—that is to say, depth from top to

bottom—usually termed “text,” or colloquially

spoken of as “large hand.” For this kind of

writing the lines are ruled half an inch asunder.

FIG. IG. -CAPITAL LLTTEKS.

are also in

The next hand, in size, is “ half text,” which
is usually made to occupy the space of one-
third of an inch. Following in

the descending series comes
“ round hand, to which five

twenty-fourths, or by some a quarter of an
inch, may be allotted. Lastly, we have ordi-

nary “ small hand,” to which it is difficult to

apportion any exact space, although, perhaps,

one-eighth of an inch for formal small hand and
three thirty-seconds of an inch for later current

hand may be
fixed as good
means. A
larger hand
than any here
specified, with
a depth of
seventeen
twenty-
fourths, or

som etim e s

three-quarters

of an inch,

is called
‘‘large text.”

At fig. 7 we
gave a com-
parative scale

of the differ-

ent hands,
both by di-

mensions and
specimens. It

must, how-
ever, be un-
derstood that
these sizes are

not arbitra-

rily fixed. Dif-

ferent writ-

ing-masters
and authori-

ties upon mat-
ters of pen-
manship, both
past and pre-

sent, vary
more or less

from some of

the standards
and n ames
above given.
Of course,
with regard to
small hand,
when a boy
or girl leaves
school, or an

adult finishes his course of lessons, either

infallibly adopts a size and style characteristic

of himself or herself. In the same manner
that different individuals slope their writing
more or less, or WTite lightly or the reverse, so

a big, bold current hand seems to come naturally

to some people, while others fall into a light and
minute—sometimes almost microscopic—style

of penmanship. The standards given are, how-
ever, good and proportionate, and should be
adhered to for the larger hands assuredly, while
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evea for small hand it must be borne in mind
that for both Civil Service and commercial pur-

poses too wide divergence from the more usual

standard is unadvisable. VVe decidedly recom-

mend therefore, that the early practice of small

hand be on the one-eighth inch scale, especially

when the dictum of the great John Locke is

considered : “Every one naturally comes by
degrees to write a less hand than he at first

was taught, but never a bigger.”

We now give the capitals (figs. IG, 17) of the

“text” hand
size. The stan-

dard propor-

tion of capi-

tals to small

letters may
be taken as

about twice
and a half

the height of

the latter

;

but in order

to economise
our space we
have shown
them as only
twice the size

of the smaller

letters. The
student can
easily make
the alteration

in ruling his

paper.

The capitals

neither re-

quire, nor do
they admit of,

detailed des-

cription, such
as that which
we gave of the
small charac-
ters. Their
proper execu-
tion requires

mainly free-

dom of hand
and taste, as

their elements
are less rigid

and more
flowing than
those of the
small letters.

In the ) synop-
sis of Mulhaii-

ser’s system
of teaching writing, published some years
since under the sanction of the Committee
of the Council of Education, the two figures

given at fig. 11 are taken as the “key of the
capital letters.” The following observations
accompany the illustration :

—

“ The key or principal figure of the capital
letter is S. It is divided into
three parts : the elements are
two curves, separated by a right

line. Fig. 11 combines all the motions of the

hand in writing. It is formed by successive
strokes of the pen, and without raising it from
the paper. It is formed of a crotchet, a right

line three heights, two curves, and a loop.”

(These are terms adopted in Mulhaiiser’s

system, with which we need not here coneern
ourselves.) “ The curves ought to be of the
same height and width, and the loops at the
top and bottom cause the right line to extend
beyond the three heights. To be able to reach
the extreme points, the formation of the figure

should be
commenced at

half - height
”

(that is to

say, in the
centre).

Appended
to the dia-

gram are the
following in-

s truction s

relative to

the manner of

executing the
key fl, c, e,

g are struck

from below
upwards, h

from above
downwards, d
from right to

left, and f
from left to*

right.

The practi-

cal use of this

key is, how-
ever, but
slight. It is

mainly for its

employment
of the graceful
double curve
which Ho-
garth termed
the “line
of beauty ”

that we in-

clude it, as

the import-

ance of this

curve in the

formation of

elegant capi-

tals is so

great that too

much atten-

tion can
scarcely be directed to it. This line may be
said to be divisible into three distinct parts,

which melt into each other by imperceptible
gradations. The central portion follows the
general inclination of the writing, and is

formed by a regular and full stroke of the
pen, while the upper and lower parts are

portions of a large elliptical curve. It may
be mentioned that some authorities make a
refinement in this curve as applied to pen-
manship, but forming the upper portion a
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smaller part of a larg^er curve than the lower

one, keeping the stroke heavier on the lower

half than on the upper, etc.; but, though we
note these minutlcB in order that our pupils

should be aware of them, we consider it un-

necessary to enter into such distinctions.

GN—The Consoxaxts (continued').

§ 51. The combination gn presents a liquid

sound, and forms with the following vowel
what might correctly enough be called a proper
diphthong. Let us consider the three positions

which gn may occupy. It appears (1) in the

body of a word before any audible vowel
;

(2) in the body of a word before e mute
; (3)

•at the beginning of a word.
1. Here it recalls the sound of the English

rii in companion, foniard., etc. The i sound is

not prominent in the least, but is nevertheless

detected : M cogna (co-nia), he knocked

;

regner (re-nie), to reign
;
grognon (gro-nion),

grumbler : seigneur (se-nieur), lord
;
rognnre

iro-niure), pairing. In this position a few
compound vowels undergo disintegration, as

ai in the proper names Aignan, Cassaigne,

Montaigne, etc., which are pronounced a-nian,
<ca-sa-ing, mon-ta-lng

,
etc.

;
in oignon, onion

<{o~nion), oi'gnoni'ere, onion field (o-nio-nier).

The following words, to which the Academic by
its silence assigns the sound of the proper diph-
thong oi (see § 52) are sometimes pronounced,
as M. Littre confirms it, with the sound peculiar
to oignon : moignon.poignant, poignard, gwigne,
poignet

;
and so are the proper nouns Coigny

and Lamoignon.
2. In this position gne is pronounced nte, e

receiving the slender soundi explained in § 18 ;

accompagnement, accompaniment, is read a-lton-

pa-nle-man. Placed at the end of a word, gne
requires special attention. When this occurs
in poetry, gne follows exactly the lines

laid down for lie, keeping the sound nle, as

explained above, but in a more or less marked
manner. La montagne en travail enfante
vne sotiris (Boileau), The labouring moun-
tain brings forth a mouse

;
say la mon-ta-nidn~

tra, etc. Fuyez surtout, fvyez ces bassesjalou-
sies, Pcs vulgaires esjjrits malignes fre-ne-sies

(Do.), Shun above all, shun that mean envy,
the malignant frenzy of vulgar minds; say
ma-li-nie, marking e slender pretty distinctly.

In the folloA\dng the e will be marked somewhat
less, as it is at the very end of the line : Cest
Vejfet du malhevr qni gjartout m'accompagne
(Corneille), It is the effect of the ill-luck

which everywhere follows me
;
by dwelling in

malignes and accompagne on the syllables li

and gja respectively, the diphthong gne will be
more easily brea thed. In prose, when gne ends
a sentence or precedes a consonant, it recalls

the English ng before which a short F. i would
be placed : campagne, country, read kan-gja...

i...ng
;

borgne, one-eyed, read bor...i...ng ;
il

enseigne, he teaches, read an se...i...ng‘, ils re-

pugnent, they are repugnant, read re-pu-i-ng(th.Q

verbal termination nt being mute, see § 46, b).

But be careful to draw out the vowel sounds

pa, bar, se, pu, etc., to make the i as short

as possible
;

yet do not say pang, borng,

seng,pung. Over and above this, the learner

must guard himself from another and worse
defect, which, though more generally observ-

able in Germans, is also met with in Great

Britain. It consists in putting a soft guttural

to the end of each of those syllables
;
anything

more un-French could scarcely be devised.

In song, as in the case of all mute or so-

called mute syllables, gne without altering the

quality of its sound nie in the least, prolongs

it to the extent of the duration of the note set

toiit, and then one should figure it by nieu. (For
cu open see § 37, c.)

Chant de nos mon - ta - gnes
nieu

Qui fais

—1^—
tres - sail - lir.

~m—

;

—p -b- ' 1—r -
^ ^

i=^=r -hh-
1

1

Toi, de nos cam - pa - gnes Vi - vant sou - ve - nir.

3. At the beginning of a word gn sounds
like gn in E. ignore', gneiss (ghneus, not
neiss), Gnide, gnome, gnomon, gnose, gnostique,

gnou, etc. This pronunciation is also met
with in the body of the following : agnat
(aghna), and derivs., agnus Dei, cognat and
derivs.

;
diagnose Suxxfl derivs.

;
igneaxid derivs.;

inexpugnable, magnificat, magnolier, Progne,
recognition, regnicole, stagnant and derivs.,

^tegnose.

Remark .

—

In signet, Regnaud, Regnard, the

f is quite mute
;
say s 'l-ne, re-no, re~nar.

The Consonants.

§ 55. B is pr. as in English : bonbon, sweet-

meat, bombe, bomb, subtil (sub'-til), subtle,

abbe (a-be), abbot. These nouns sound the

final b : club, Jacob, Job, nabob, radoub : Lc
jockey-clul) ava'it alors une bouquetiere d soi,

the jockey-club had then a specially engaged
flower-girl

;
donner le radoub^d un vaisseau,

to refit a ship. At the end of a nasal sound b is

not articulated : Chrutopke Colom b a decouvert

VAmer'iquc, Christopher Columbus has dis-
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covered America (say a); Ic lilomh ct

le fer, lead and iron (say le ;plon et)

.

§ 56. C=h before a, o, v, and consonants:
car, because, cor, horn, curieiix, inquisitive,

clou, nail; C=s before e, i, y : cecite, blindness,

cygne, swan. In fecond, fruitful, and second,

second, C=g : rcinc-claude, greengage, should
not be pr. glande, as some teach, and czar =
kzar. The following words, of Italian origin,

are rather capriciously pr. : dolcc = dol-tcM,
rermicelle either vermisel or rermichel, violon-

celle either violonsel or violonchel, crescendo
either cre-sin-do or cr'ecli-in-do

:

one hears
oftenest verniisel, violonsel, cr'echlndo.

This letter is usually pr. at the end of words,
and then it is even heard before a consonant :

^in suc^amer, a bitter sap
;
dessucs amers(^snlt-

zamere') ; v.n sac'^d farine, a flour bag, nn sac
dc farine, a bag of flour (say salt). The fol-

lowing words leave c inarticulated : (1) those
in wcand net, as bench, hlanc, white,yZaac,
flank, tu vaincs, thou overcomest, il convaine,

he convinces, jone, cane, dUtinct, distinct,

instinct, instinct, done, then (but only in the
middle of the sentence after a consonant

:

allons done nous promener, do let us take a
walk

;
in zinc, zinc, c = li). (2) hroc, jug,

croc (and derivs.), fang
;
marc, a weight or

residue (but in saint-Marc pr. c), arc-boutant,

buttress (but arc, \)0\v = arh'), pore, pig, clerc,

clerk, echoes, chess (but echoes, reverses, is pr.

echecli) entrelacs, running ornaments, estomac,

stomach, lacs, snares (but lacs, lakes = Zac/(;),

tahac, tobacco.

Remarlc.—Each of these words would require a
short article to itself in order to do it full justice, foi

the above indicated pronunciation undergoes certain
modifications when the words, either remaining .as

they are or being further inflected, stand in the body
of a phrase before other words which have vowels for
their initials. A few examples, illustrative in principle
of other terminations besides c, will show our mean-
ing

arc t des arcs attaches ensemlle, bows tied together,
say de-zark attaches, not de-zark-za.

clerc: des clercs en vacances, clerks enjoying holi-

days, say de cler en, not de cler-zen.

croc : des crocs aigus, sharp fangs, say kro-ze; croc-

en-jambe, tripping, is read cro-kan, and the
plur. crocs-en-jambe is also read cro-kan

:

see § 74, Mem.
distinct

:

some say di-stinkt', others di-stink', the rest
di-stin, and this last form is recommended

;

the feminine is pr. di-stinkt' by all.

instinct: is pr. instin, but instinct imperieux— instin-

kim. ; in the plural des instincts imperieux
— tin-zim.

pore : des pores engraisses, fattened pigs, say por
engraisses.

tabac : du tabac a priser, snuff, ta-ba-ka

;

plural
tabacs—tabd.

§ 57. Cc = h before «, c, ?/, or a consonant:
accabler, to overwhelm, racconimoder, to mend,
accuser, to accuse, acclimater, to acclimatize;

Cc = ks before e and z .* acces=akse, vaccine =
vahsine.

§ 58. C has alwaj'S the hard sound of s

:

magon, mason. The only words which present
c as an initial are ganion and ga, also g'a ; gamon
is an adverb meaning yes, indeed

;
Moliere

uses it : gamon, vraiment il y a fort d gagner
d frequenter vos nobles (JBourg. III. 3), yes,

truly there is much gain in frequenting your
people of quality. Ca is a familiar contraction

for cela : donnez-moi ga, give me that
;
gd is an

adverb of place
:
gd et Id, hei'e and there

;
g'a

is also met with, and stands for ce a or cela a :

g'a ete un grand malheur, it has been a great
misfortune. See § 9.

Revolts in Assyria.
VUL-NIRARI built palaces at Nineveh and Kaleh

.

The ruins of the former are on the mound now
know’n as Nebbi-yunus; of the
latter, on the bank of the Tigris, and

adjoining the remains of the
splendid edifices erected by Assur-nazir-pal
and Shalmaneser. A temple to the gods Nebo
and Maraduk at Nineveh, and to Nebo at Kaleh,
were also the work of this king. The latter,

completed in 787 B.C., contained two colossal

figures of the god, one on each side of the main
avenue: and there Avere four smaller statues in
one of the halls. The queen of Vul-nirari was
Sammuramat, equivalent to the Greek form
Semiramis

;
but there is no reason to suppose

she Avas the famous queen Avhose story has been
t3ld in so many forms, from the time of the
Greek romantic historians to that of the author
of the modern opera “Semiramide.” The Greek
Semiramis is doubtless a fabulous personage;
and, indeed, the date assigned to her is at least

five hundred years before the time of the queen
of Vul-nirari. Probably the name was given to
several Assyrian queens.

In 783 B.c. Vul-nirari died, and his son, an-
other Shalmaneser, the third king of the name,
reigned in his stead. During the greater part
of his reign of nine years, he Avas engaged
in AA’ar Avfith the Armenian kings of Ararat.
Within the preceding fifty years these monarchs
had been increasing in power. Their dominions
had increased by conquests in Syria, Media,
and other places, and they had even made
incursions into the Assyrian provinces. The
result of the expeditions into Armenian terri-

tory by Shalmaneser III. was uncertain, and
AA'hen the Assyrian king died, in 774 B.C., the
power of the kings of Ararat Avas not only
unbroken, but the neAv king found that they
Avere dangerous and aggressive neighbours.

Assur-dan II., w’ho reigned fifteen years,

made several incursions into the Babylonian
territory, and sent expeditions to Media and
northern Syria. But the most
remarkable event of his reign. Avas

^

the occurrence of a revolt in his

dominions, beginning by an outbreak at Assur,

the old capital of the empire, and extending
into the provinces from Arapha on the south-

east to Gozan in the extreme north-west.
The civil Avnr lasted nine years, and then
A\ns “ crushed out,” in the manner, we
may well suppose, in Avhich civil wars
usually are crushed out, by fire and sword,
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massacre and devastation. Those old Assyrian

kings, those builders of grand palaces and
rearers of colossal statues, were ruthless war-

riors, thinking no more of human life than did

the monarchs of Egypt or the leaders of bar-

barian hordes in all times.

Connected with the revolt was a remarkable
circumstance, recorded in the annals, and by
which we are enabled to test the accuracy of

the dates there given. The Assyrian chrono-

logical canon mentions that in the year 763 B.c.

“ Assur revolted, and in the month Sivan the

sun was eclipsed.” No doubt the astrologers

of King Assur-dan’s court regarded this natuml
phenomenon as an omen of great events; and
it appears to have excited considerable atten-

tion at the time. But the interest of the

eclipse to us is that Mr. Hind, the well-known
astronomer, having been requested to under-
take the calculation, found that in June,
763 B.C., an eclipse of the sun was visible in

and a few years later other raids were made,
with apparently but little result. The military

prestige of the empire, so great under some of

the preceding monarchs, was weakened; the
fierce warriors, accustomed to lead their fol-

lowers to victory, became dissatisfied
;
and the

soldiery, unfitted for peaceful occupations, were
ready to accept a new king, who would lead

them once more to encounter enemies and
pillage towns.

After three or four years of latent dissatis-

faction, open revolt broke out in 745 B.c.

Assur-nirari II. was driven from
the throne, after an inglorious-^PP®®^?'“®f®^^

reign of nine years, and Tiglath-

Pileser II., one of those energetic men who ap-

pear in times of political convulsion and restore

order and personal government, occupied the

usurped throne. With his reign begins a new
era, described by some historians as the second
Assyrian empire

;
and we are no longer mainly

MOU^iD COVEIIING THE EUIXS OF ANCIENT BABYLON.

Assyria, thus confirming the accuracy of the

historical canon which has been preserved to

our days.

The internal dissensions in the empire,

although temporarily put down, no doubt
indicated a weakening of the

Dissensionsm despotic power of the monarch,
e empire.

^ growing spirit of indepen-
dence and self-assertion on the part of the
people, including diverse conquered races, sub-

dued by military power, and despoiled to add
to the wealth and grandeur of the great cities.

No doubt the leaders of the armies and the
nobles of the empire had enriched themselves,
power growing with their wealth

;
and a rich

and martial aristocracy is always a danger to

an autocrat. The successor of Assur-dan,
Assur-nirari IT. (755 B.C.), at the beginning of

his reign conducted one or two military expe-
ditions, of which only very brief records exist

;

VOL. I.

dependent on the monuments and clay inscrip-

tions for the annals of Assyria, having reached
a period when other authentic materials of

history appear.

When the second Tiglath- Pileser became
monarch of Assyria, the Babylonian empire,
like its more powerful neighbour,

was weakened by internal dis-

sensions, and the growing power ^

of various tribes, which, nominally subject to

the central power, were practically indepen-
dent. Chaldeans, under different leaders,—for

the two tribes into which they had been so

long divided were now subdivided into many
septs or clans,—overran the country

;
races were

mixed, and the Babylonians proper were no
longer the predominant people of the empire.

The once powerful Hittites, whose sway had
extended from the Euphrates, the western
border of Assyria, to the ridges of the Lebanon,

23
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in nortliern Syria, had diminished, weakened
by the terrible onslaughts of Assur-nazir-pal

and Shalmaneser 11., until the authority of

their kings was limited to a small territory

surrounding Karchemish, that
A disgraced gj.0at city, the site of which was

empire. unknown until Mr. Skene, the

British Consul at Aleppo, and Mr. George
Smith, traced it in the huge mound on the

western bank of the Euphrates, midway be-

tween the villages of Sajar and Birejik, near a

ford of the great river, traversed for centuries

by caravans, no man thinking that the mound
was composed of the remains of the Hittite

capital. We shall revert to the history of this

remarkable people, of whom so little—indeed,

scarcely anything—was known till the clay

monuments revealed the leading features of a

great history. A recent writer very truly

says,—“ One of the most curious results of

modem research has been a belief in the

existence of a great and influential empire in

Western Asia, the very existence of which had
been forgotten in the days of classical anti-

quity.”

Jotham, the good king, son of the leper

Uzziah, was on the throne of Judah, ruling

his people firmly and justly, re-

building the principal gate of

the temple at Jerusalem, and
strengthening the fortifications of the city of

David. The king of Israel was Pekah, “ the

open-eyed ” (appearing as Pagaha on the Assy-
rian inscriptions), who strengthened his own
dominions and cherished the idea of reuniting

to them the sister kingdom of Judah, forming
an alliance with Rezin, king of Damascus, for

the purpose of driving the royal house of David
from the throne. The wonderful prophecies of

Isaiah were in course of utterance
;
Hosea was

foreshadowing the days of the captivity “ by
the rivers of Babylon,” and Micah, the sixth

in order of the minor prophets, was prophesying
sadly concerning Samaria and Jerusalem.

Of Egypt and Greece at this time we shall

speak in due course. For the present we pro-

pose to Limit ourselves to the actions of the

new Assyrian king, Tiglath-Pileser II., and
there are incidents enough to supply material

for an interesting chapter of the history of the

world, untold, and indeed unknown, till a very

few years ago.

XII. (continued').

Adjectives.

The Latin numerals are divided into four

classes ; Cardinal, answering to the question
how many ? as vnus, one

;
Ordinal, answering

to the question in what order? 2iSprimtLS, first

(in order)
;
Distributive, answering to the ques-

tion how many each? as singvli, one each
;
Ad- i

verbial numerals, answering the question what
number of times? as semel, once or one time,
bis, twice or two times. See table on the
opposite page.

Here I want you to observe that in these
Latin numbers there is one distinct simple
word for each number up to ten (decern), 4ut
after ten we compounds, such as undecim for

eleven—that is, unus, one, and decern, ten
;
and

duodecim for twelve, which is duo, two, and
decern, ten, 2+10 = 12. So in English the teens

in our numbers are really tens. Thirteen is

really 3 + 10, fourteen 4 + 10, and so on. But
observe further that in expressing eighteen or
nineteen, twenty-eight or twenty-nine, and so
forth, the Romans rendered them by subtraction,

not by addition of tens, or as we do by teens.

For example, eighteen is duo de v'lginti, 20—

2

= 18, and nineteen nnus de viginti, 20—1 = 19,

and duo de triginta = 'd0—2 = 28.

1. Observe, the ordinal numbers are all

declined like bonus, with three terminations, as

in nominative singular, ns for the masculine, a
for the feminine, and nm for the neuter, as

primus, prima, primmn, first; and also that
distributive numerals are declined with three
terminations, like bonus, but only in the plural,

as singuLi, singulce, singula, for masculine,
feminine, and neuter. The adverbial numerals
are indeclinable, inasmuch as they are adverbs;
while the cardinal numbers from gnatuor (4)
to centum (100) are indeclinable. Observe
that

Centnn.
|

100,000

(CCCIooQ. or C. in Roman notation),

and that every q annexed to Iq, and q joined
to Cl3 increased its value tenfold

;
thus I33

stood for 5000
; CCIqo for 10,000, etc. A

line drawn over a character increased its value

a thousandfold ;
thus V stood for 5000, C for

100,000.

2. The distributive numerals strictly denote
numbers as distributed into groups, ^a.Qh. group
forming a unit, and may be translated in

various ways, as bini, two each, two together,
two by two

;
and are sometimes used to give a

plural meaning to those nouns substantive the
plural forms of which have otherwise a singular

meaning, as bina castra, two camps, whereas
duo castra w'ould mean two forts.

3. The multiplicative numerals end in plex.

g. pllcis (from gd'ica, a fold), and denote how
w.any times any number or quantity is to be
taken ; as simplex, one-fold (or strictly without
a fold), from sine, without, and plica, a fold

;

duplex (duo plica), twofold
;

triplex, three-

fold
;
quadruplex, fourfold

;
quincuplex, five-

fold
; septemplex, sevenfold. These are all

declined like felix.

4. Proport'wnal numerals end in plus, pla,
plum, and are declined like bonus, -a, -urn.

These proportionals denote the number of times
that one number or quantity contains another :

as tripla pars, a part three times as great as
another

;
simpliis, once as great

;
duplus, twice

as great
;
triplus, three times as great; quadru-

plus, four times as great
;
centnplus, a hundred

I times as great.
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Self-Examination Questions and Exercises.

What numeral adjectives are declined, and
what are not declined ? Decline like unns,

solus and totus; like duo decline amho. Decline

tres and millia. In what respect does the

declension of unus differ from the declension of

bonus, though they are both adjectives of three

terminations ? What is meant by a cardinal

number, by an ordinal, by a distributive,

by an adverbial numeral, by a multiplicative

numeral, and by a proportional numeral ? Give

examples, and state which of them are declined,

and if so, how declined.

Argentum triplex est circum hastas horum
militum. Sol non luna est creator clari

diei.

Translate into Latin ;

—

This is the tenth day of the ninth month,
and this is the eleventh hour of the day. The
sweet peace of a contented mind is with you,
and not with us. The leaves of the trees are
fair to the eyes. In this garden he was four
times. Some bodies are under this tree, and
some bodies are in the deep sea, beneath the
waves. A sick body is a burden to a man
always. There are three Fates and nine Muses,

English Symbols.

Cardinal,
answering the

question,
hoio many ?

Ordinal,
answering the question,

which in numeric
order

?

Distributive,
answering the

question,
how many each?

Adverbs,
answering the

question,
hoic often ?

Roman
Symbols.

1 tinus primus singiill sgmgl I

2 duo sScundus or altSr bini bis II

3 tres tertius tern! or trim tSr III
4 quatuor quartils quiterni quatgr IV
5 quinque quintiis quini quinquies V
6 sex sextiis sSni sexigs VI
7 septem Septimus septeni septies VII
8 octo octavus octoni octies VIII
9 novem noniis novSni novigs IX

10 d8cem decimlfis den! dgeies X
11 undecim undSciraus undSnl undgeies XI
12 duodScim duodScimiis duSdeni duodgeies XII
13 trSdecim tertius decimus terni deni trgdgcie.s XIII
14 quatuordecim quartiis decimus quaterni deni quatuordecies XIV
15 quindScira quintus dScimiis quini dgni quindgeies XV
16 sedScim sextus decimus seni deni sedgeies XVI
17 septemdScim Septimus dScimus septeni deni septies dgeies XVII
18 duodeviginti duodevicesimus duodeviceni duodevicies XVIII
19 undevTginti undevicesimus undeviceni undevicies XIX
20 viginti vicesimus viceni vicigs XX
21 unus et viginti primus et vicesimds,

or vicesimus primus
viceni singdli sgmgl et vicies XXI

30 triginta tricesimus trTcgni tricies XXX
40 quadraginta quadragesimus quadrageni quadragies XL
50 quinquaginta quinquagesimus quinquageni quinquagies L
60 sexaginta sexagesimus sexaggni sexiigies LX
70 septuaginta septuagesimus septuSggni septuagies LXX
80 octoginta octogesimus octoggni octogies LXXX
90 nonaginta nonagesimus nonaggni nbnagies xc

100 centum centesimus centeni centies c
101 centum et unus centesimiis primus centeni singuli centigs sgmgl Cl
200 ducenti ducentesimus duceni ducenties cc
300 trgeenti trgcentesimiis trgeeni trecentigs ccc
400 quadringeuti quadringentesimus quadringeni quadringentigs cccc
500 quingenti quingentesimus quinggni quingenties D or l3
600 sexcenti sexcentesimus seceni sexcenties DC
700 septingenti septingentesimus septingeni septingenties Dec
800 octingenti octingentesimds octingeni octingentigs DCCC
900 nongenti noningentesimus nougeni nongentigs DCCCC
1000 miUe millesiraus singula millia mUlies M or do

MM2000 duo millia bis millesimus
I

bina millia
1

bis milligs

THE LATIN NUMERALS.

Translate into English :

—

In tribus
^

magnis urbibus erunt domini
fallaces et divites. Per millia regnorum est vox
novem Musarum. Est huic homini pars quad-
rupla horum omnium agrorum. Fides Chris-
tiana est triplex. In his binis castris sunt
militum duo millia et octingenti, cum sexaginta
ducibus.^ Penes judicem est vita horum civium
prudentium^ sedecitn. Hie est primus mensis
anni undevicesimi. Sunt praemia honoris per
multa et gravia singulis railitibus. Haec est
septima domus intra hanc salubrem regionem.
Sub his moenibus atris sunt lapides atriores.

and to each of the nine Muses there is a
duty. Even now is the sweet hour of the
bright day, without a single cloud in the high
heavens. There is great blame to the boy
because of his fear of books (objective, genitive).
The city is on a high hill, and near a thick forest
of trees. The whole army of one general was
in three battles around Rome. The victory was
to neither of the armies. There are three
armies in each city. The ninth stone is near
the fourth house in the second city. Three
hundred women are now the slaves of ten
soldiers. Ten soldiers are now the slaves of
one woman.
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XII.

The Leaves
(^continued).

Turning our attention to the remarkable
shrubs called Kuscus and Xylophylla,

it would seem that
really gro'v

upon leaves after all.

The Xylophylla is a common green-
house shrub from India. One species
of Ruscus, familiarly called^'Butchers’
broom,” is indigenous to the southern
counties of England, and may be seen
everywhere in gardens. In rhe for-

mer (the Xylophylla) the branchiets
are flat and thin, and the littie

flowers come outm crowdsalong their

edges. In the Ruscus the tiny blossom
seems to be generated from the centre
of a leaf, this coming of the adne-
sion of the peduncle to the branch-

let nearest it. The illu-

sion is heightened by
neither plant produc-
ing conspicuously what
would be regarded as

the proper leaves.

Analogy and compari-
son, as in other cases,

bring out the truth.

The leaf-like expan-
sions, both of the
Xylophylla and of the
Ruscus, are flattened

twigs, botanically
termed “cladodia” ;the

genuine leaves are mi-

croscopically minute,

FIG. 55.—OPPOSITE LEAVES. RikI theii ordinary

functions are dele-

gated altogether to the leaf-like

twigs. A plant more interesting than
the common Xi/lophylla latifolia

seldom offers itself for our considera-

tion. The entire shrub seems to be
constituted of very elegant pinnate

leaves, six or eight pairs of leaflets

to every one of them. All along the

edges, in due season, come out the

little yellowish flowers, the males and
females distinct and separate, but
intermingled, as in human society.

The stalks of the males are yellow

;

those of the females, not quite so

delicate, are pink
;
such of the pistils

as get fertilized develope into pretty

little threefold seed-pods, the sym-
metry of which is perfect. The fruits

of the Ruscus are bright red berries,

which at Christmas-tide, in the
common species, are conspicuous and orna-

mental.
In the very singular natural order of plants

called Orobanchaceae, one of those constituted

entirely of herbaceous parasitic plants, five
or six of which are indigenous
to our own country, the leaves TheLathraea

are developed in a different wav
again. In the genuine Orobanches
they are thin membranous scales, scattered
over the stem at rather long distances apart;
in the Lathrgea, a native plant, they so closely
resemble the human front teeth in form and
colour that the plant has from time immemorial

borne the name of Toothwort. Here
again the plant is not inconsistently
described in popular language as
“ leafless.” Every species contained
in the order spoken of obtains its
living by theft. The plant preys,
that is to say, upon some other plant,
sucking out the juices and appro-
priating them to its own purposes.
Some of the species grow in the open
sunlight

;
even then they are never

in any part green, always presenting
a peculiar brownish or other neutral
tint. The Lathraea lurks in woods
and upon the shaded banks of

EIG. 54.—SUX-DEW. streams, feeding itself by preference,
whenever it can, from the roots of

hazels and black
poplars. Halfhid-
den among dead
leaves and other
vegetable refuse,

in its usual state

it has a waxy and
cadaverous look.

Sometimes, by
accident, it gets
exposed to the
sweet resistless

light of the sun
;

then, like an il’-

natured and mo-
rose man con-
strained to smile
against his will,

the entire plant

assumes a roseate or light purple hue.
Leaves are sometimes so remark-

ably distended with fluid that the
thin and flat condition
usually characteristic of

leaves,

the lamina is exchanged for a geo-
metrical solid. In many kinds of
Sedum the leaves are little ovoid bags
of watery juice

;
in others these

curious reservoirs are terete or cylin-

drical. Sometimes they become thick
and fleshy plates; and in the great

genus Mesembryanthemum, indige-

nous to the Cape of Good Hope, they
assume angular and other eccentric

forms, w’hich can only be named
by comparing them to such objects

as a carpenter’s hatchet. In aloes

they are thickened into a kind of
HOUSE-LEEK, elongated cone. Then, instead of

being mere bags of watery fluid, they acquire

considerable consistency and hardness, endur-
ing for many years, and reminding one of

articles cast in metal. Cylindrical forms are

PIG. 56 .—ALTEEXATB LEAVES.
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assumed also by the hollow leaves of the onion
and a few other plants.

In several of the largest and most important
orders of flowering-plants there are produced

at the base of the petiole two
Stipules.

little winglike pieces called sti-

pules, one upon each side. These little wings
are either attached to the petiole after the
manner of leaflets

;
or by their margins, for their

entire length—in which latter case they are said

to be “ adnate. ” Trifling as the matter may
seem, the presence or absence of stipules be-

comes, in the practical discrimination of the
orders of plants, a character, positive or nega-
tive as the case may be, of supreme importance.
Every cinchonaceous plant, for instance, pos-

sesses stipules, and so does every
rosaceous plant. Contrariwise, in

the Cruciferae these organs are quite
unknown

;
they are never de-

veloped either in the Myrtaceae or

the Labiatae; and in the endogenous
orders their presence is extremely
rare and quite exceptional. The
most remarkable and conspicuous
examples of stipules occur in

passion-flowers
;

in the order
Leguminosae, the common kitchen-
garden pea supplying a capital one;

and in the rose. In all these plants

they resemble leaflets
;
and were

they invariably of such character,

to identify stipules would be a very
easy matter. But, like the leaves

and all other organs, the stipules

at times assume very anomalous
forms, causing much perplexity. In the beauti-
ful North American tree called the Robinia, com-
mon in gardens and pleasure-grounds, they are
converted into spines. In the rhubarb plant
and its allies, the substance of the stipules is

membranous and translu-

cent, and so curiously is the
portion of stem immediately
below the leaf enveloped by
them that they constitute a
sheath, technically called an
“ocrea.” “Ocreate stipules”
occur nowhere else, and
thus become characteristic

of the Polygonacese. In
the Lathyrns Aphaoa, an
English wild-flower, the
stipules do the same kind of duty that in the
Australian acacias is executed by the phyllodia
or dilated leafstalks. In this most curious little

pea, true leaves cease to appear after the plant
is an inch or two high, nothing coming where
leaves should be, but a tendril, and this is half
concealed between a pair of huge triangular
stipules, which, to all practical intents and
purposes, are the foliage of the plant. Dila-
tions of the base of the petiole, requiring to be
most carefully distinguished from stipules, occur
in the Ranunculaceas and the Umbelliferse.

Quite as needful to be observed carefully,
when we are desirous of discriminating plants,
is the mode in w'hich the leaves are disposed
upon the stem

; or if it be a shrub or tree,
upon the branchlets and twigs. Plants desti-

tute of a proper stem, such as the common way-
side plantain, the hyacinth, and
the onion, are said, for conveni- Dispositioa of

ence’ sake, to have “radical”
leaves, as if the foliage actually

sprang from the root, or “ radix.” But, as stated

above, it very seldom happens that roots de-

velop leaf-buds
;
and the term “ radieal ” must

therefore be aceepted as implying no more
than that in the. plantains, etc., the leaves

appear to come from the root. There is in-

variably some kind of little intermediate plat-

form upon which they rest, as plainly seen on
cutting a bulb vertically. Very many plants

which produce a proper aerial stem have a
rosette of leaves at the base, the rosette either

lying flat upon the ground or form-
ing a tuft

; and here again the

term “radical” becomes a con-

venient, though inexact, appella-

tion. Radical leaves often possess

long petioles, wdiile those upon the
stem above them become sessile.

Radical leaves are also prone to

reserve to themselves the full and
complete figure by which the species

is essentially determinable. No
plant supplies a prettier example
of this than the Banunculus Auri-
comus. or “ goldilocks ” of our
woods and groves, the “ root-leaves,

Supported upon long stalks, being
nearly circular and only slightly

cut, while the stem-leaves are

reduced to a quasi-digitate con-
dition, and eventually, just under

the flowers, are nothing more than three little

lobes.

Three distinct modes of arrangement occur
in stem-leaves, and every plant, as a rule,

abides by its own method, al-

though now Stem-leaves.

and then there is a remark-
able exception. When
placed singly and sepa-

rately, as if following at

short intervals the spiral

coiling of a thread round
the stem, they are “alter-

nate.” If they grow in

couples, or two and two,

they are “ opposite ”
;
and

if three or more are found
together, springing horizontally from the stem,

like the spokes of a wheel from its axis, they
are “whorled,” or “ verticillate.” In certain

fir-trees and some other plants the leaves are
disposed with so little regard to regularity that
they are said to be “ scattered. ” Another change
is observable in certain other firs, and the yew-
tree, where they stand out like the spray of

a bird’s feather, and are said to be “ two-
ranked”; and a third occurs in many species

of the beautiful family so well illustrated in the
common feur-de-lis—the Iridaceae, where the
bases of the leaves are interlocked in such
a manner as to render them “ equitant.”
Opposite leaves are well exemplified in the
common lilac-tree. When, as not uncom-
monly happens, the successive pairs are very
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near together, and cross one another exactly

at right angles, they are “decussate.” Let

opposite leaves be sessile, and they will show
a strong tendency to conjoin, forming more

or less of a cup, when they are
“ connate,” as in the teasel,

above described. Upon the slopes

of dry limestone hills, and often

upon sandy wastes near the sea,

there grows a plant in which
these very curious connate leaves

form a kind of flat green plate,

the stem appearing to pass

through the centre. Hence it

is well named Chlora perfoliata.
TIG. 60.—DE- only should this very charm-
cussATE LEAVES.

wild-flower be sought for the

sake of its leaves ;
the pure gamboge yellow of

the blossoms is almost unique, and, as in some
others of its lovely order (the Gentianaceae).

the sensitiveness to the sunshine is most tender.

Connate leaves likewise occur in the carnation

and at the extremities of the twigs of the Italian

honeysuckle. Some botanists consider that the

term “ opposite ” should be applied only when
the bases thus conjoin

;
but in practical botany

this rule could not possibly be observed.

A very curious example of connate leaves

occurs also in the Claytonia perfoliata, a
little white-flowered annual from North-West
America, which is now becoming naturalized

in many parts of our own country.

The most frequent and conspicuous examples
of whorled or verticillate leaves occur in the

little wild-flowers called Wood-
T^orled Crosswort, and Lady’s Bed-

straw. In Woodruff, Asperula
odorata, the narrow leaves are thrown out in

whorls of eight. In Crosswort, Galium Cruci-

ato, there are invariably four
;
in the Bedstraws,

which also belong to the genus Galium, the
number varies from five to nine. Whether
every one of these apparently genuine leaves

is really and truly a leaf, has not yet been
settled. The membei’s of the Galiacem consti-

tute, on the basis of their fiowers and fruit, a
peculiar outlying section of the great tropical

order named after the Cinchona
;
and as that

order is remarkable for its opposite leaves and
“ interpetiolar ” stipules, it is thought that some
of these seeming leaves of the Galiums may
themselves be no more than stipules, inordi-

nately enlarged. Whorled leaves of unusual
magnitude occur in the order Apocynaceae, its

beautiful representative in our hothouses, the
yellow-flowered Allamanda, presenting a dis-

tinguished example. Whorled leaves are seen
also in some of the garden lilies

;
and in the

extremely pretty and attractive family which
comprises the Trilliums of the North American
woods, and the “ Trulove,” Paris quadrifoUa,
of our own country, also a lover of the deepest
sylvan shades. Both in the Trilliums (culti-

I vated in good gardens), and in the Paris, the
stem is perfectly simple, and quite bare for a
space upwards from the root of six or seven
inches. Then, in the Trilliums, comes a whorl
of three broad green leaves, and in the Paris a
whorl of four

;

the handsome and solitary

blossom, white, purple or red in the trans-

atlantics, green in the British plant, occupying
the centre. Individual plants of the Paris
produce sometimes only three, and occasionally
as many as five and even six leaves. The
three large and leaf-like pieces on the flower-
stalk of the wood-anemone are not, it must
here be noted, genuine leaves. Nor are the
apparently whorled leaves of the Bauera and
the Coreopsis verticillata, so called, to be mis-
taken for such, the latter being in reality
examples of two opposite and sessile three-
lobed leaves.

Effort has been made to determine the laws
to which these various modes of leaf-arrange-
ment may be referable. The
result is found in the doctrine I’liyflotaxy.

of “ Phyllotaxy,” as it is called, the funda-
mental principle of the whole being that
Nature, in the disposition of the leaves upon
the stem, works upon precisely the same idea
as that which is set forth so distinctly and
elegantly in the common pine-cone

;
and, on

a minor scale, in the beautiful cone of the
female hop

;
not to mention the quasi-cones

of many species of tropical palm, such as
the Sagus and the Mauritia

;
nor to mention,

either, the very delicate repetition of the whole
series in the florets of the Rudbeckia and the
ripening fruits of Chaucer’s daisy. In every
one of the flower and fruit arrangements men-
tioned, the idea is the Spiral,—the same sweet
old fashion which we have had in the twining
stems of the convolvulus, the woodbine, and the
scarlet bean

;
which comes out again in many a

seashell, and in human ringlets
;
and this idea,

according to “Phyllotaxy,” governs the posi-

tion of the leaves. Following alternate leaves
up the stem, their sequence is clearly spiral.

Through the non-development of interiiodes,

they are brought closer and closer together ;

and even when the entire mass of foliage is

concentrated and condensed into the rosulate

form, as in the houseleek and the Echeverias,
the spiral prototype is still distinguishable.

The whole matter has been reduced to one of
arithmetical exactitude

;
and for those who

love calculations and “ fractions,” the deter-

mination of the spirals, their continuity and
intermixture, supplies abundance of curious
entertainment. All three modes of leaf-

arrangement are found in certain herbaceous
plants, none disclosing this particular kind of

playfulness more plainly than the common
pyramidal Loosestrife, Lysimachia vulgaris,,

and the purple Lythrum of the waterside, in
each of which very handsome wild-flowers,
alternate, opposite, and whorled leaves may
be found in near neighbourhood. Alternate
and opposite leaves are also met wdth, side by
side, in various species of Myrtacese

;
and

imperfectly, upon young shoots of the common
ash-tree. The rule is, nevertheless, that there
shall be uniformity, and in many of the largest

natural orders the rule is never broken. In
the Rosacem the stem leaves are invariably
alternate

;
in the Gentianaceae they are in-

variably opposite.
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X.

The Elements {continued').

Nitrogen Monoxide.

This gas, which colourless and inodorous,

although possessing a sweet taste, is generally
obtained by treating the salt known as ammo-
nium nitrate. This salt decomposes on heating
into nitrogen monoxide and water. The gas
itself is best collected over warm water, being
slightly soluble in that liquid when cold.

Nitrogen monoxide can be liquefied by pressure

or by exposure to a very low temperature, and
if further cooled can be frozen or solidified

into a transparent mass. By the rapid evapo-
ration of this gas in vacuo, an

Eva^rabonof exceedingly low temperature can
be produced: namely, _U0° C.

This intense degree of cold, which
can thus be produced by artificial means in

the laboratory of the chemist, is far below
any that is ever met with in nature, even
over the coldest portions of the earth’s surface.

A solid having this temperature could not be
handled with impunity, while a liquid having
this degree of cold would, if dropped on any
exposed portion of the surface of the body,
scald or burn the flesh like boiling oil, the
sensation being in either case very similar.

In asserting that nitrogen monoxide will

support combustion, we shall doubtless appear
to be enunciating a paradox.

Combustion m leaving already insisted on the

pa^^oliil. only in the free

or uncombined state that 0 will

support combustion. It will be understood,
however, that there is in reality no contra-

diction, when we say that for this to be possible

the chemical action of the burning substance
must be sufliciently powerful to dissolve the
union that binds the N to the 0 in this com-
pound gas, hberating the N and taking up the
free 0.

Nitrous oxide, or nitrogen monoxide is now
frequently employed as an anaesthetic in minor

surgical operations, especially

dentistry. It is doubtless wellan ansestnetic. , „ ,

known to many of our readers

by the name of “ laughing-gas.” When taken
into the lungs it produces a singular exhilara-

tion of the spirits, although differing in its

effects on different constitutions. Like all

similar stimulants, it should be employed with
due caution. The composition of this gas may
be determined in the following manner:—The
dry gas is allowed to pass up into a bent tube
containing mercury, a small piece of the metal
potassium having been previously introduced
into the bent portion of the tube. On applying
the flame of a spirit lamp to the outside of the
tube, the potassium bums, taking up the O and
of course liberating the N. On allowing the

tube to cool, it will be found that the volume
of this gas remaining exactly coincides with that

of the nitrous oxide originally introduced into

the tube. We must therefore regard the specific

gravity of a given volume of N as increased in

the case of this compound gas by the weight of

the O. But we know that this gas contains

two volumes of N to one of O,—in other words,

that 44 paids by weight contain 28 of N to 16

of 0,—hence it will be seen that the weight of

nitrous oxide as compared with N is as 14 to

22; its formula is therefore N^O.

Nitrogen Dioxide, N^O^.

This compound may be formed by pouring

nitric acid on copper shavings. Like the pre-

ceding compound, nitric oxide is

an invisible gas. Unlike it, how- .

ever, it has never been liquefied
trogen dioxide,

or solidified, nor will it support

combustion except in extreme cases,—that is to

say, few substances burn with sufficient inten-

sity to decompose this gas. Even phosphorus,

with its strong affinity for O, is often extin-

guished when burning brightly by being
plunged into N2O2. This gas may therefore be
regarded as having a strong or chemical consti-

tution—that is to say, it is not to be decomposed
so easily as N2O.
The two following oxides of N do not present

features of sufficient interest to the general
reader to need a special description. Both
manifest themselves in the form of reddish-

brown fumes. The former condenses to an
indigo-blue coloured liquid

;
the latter may be

crystallised at —9° C. into yellow prisms which
fuse at a higher temperature into a yellow
fluid. The trioxide forms a series of salts

known as nitrites, which will be adverted to

when speaking of the salts called nitrates.

Nitrogen Pentoxide, N^O^.

This highly important compound is formed
by passing dry chlorine gas over the salt known
as silver nitrate. Silver chloride

is formed, oxygen is given off. Preparation of

and a white crystalline substance nitrogen pent-

is produced, which is nitrogen oxide,

pentoxide. This melts at -f 30° C., and boils

at -f-4.5°; it is an unstable compound, under-

going decomposition very readily, and having
a strong affinity for water. Whenever the

crystals of N2O5 are brought into contact with
that liquid they unite with it with a hissing

sound and the evolution of heat, and the result

is the formation of nitric acid, which may
therefore be regarded as nitrogen pentoxide

and water; thus, NgO. H2O ^
= H2N2O6 or HNO3, which is the Con^tutionof

formula of nitric acid
;
hence

“

N2O5 is termed the anhydride, and HNO3 the

hydrate, of nitrogen pentoxide. Before pro-

ceeding further, however, we must devote seme
space to a consideration of the constitution

of those important compounds known in

chemistry as acids and salts.

Acids and Salts.

The acids and the salts form, in themselves,

such an exceedingly important class of chemical
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compounds as to call for special consideration.

At the same time it is very difficult to give any
absolute definition of the true nature of these

compounds, such as shall be applicable to the

entire series of either class. All we can do is to

give our readers a general idea of the principles

on which they are constituted.

The hydrated acid is a liquid generally pos-

sessing more or less of the taste we call acid

or sour, and having
the property of turning

vegetable blue colours

to red. Acids may be
divided into two
classes

;
those that con-

tain 0, and those that

do not. The latter

class are the so-called

hydracids or hydrogen
acids, of which we do
not propose to speak
at present

;
of these,

hydrochloric acid may
be instanced as a type,

while nitric and sul-

phuric acids furnish

us with examples of the

former class. It is ap-

parent, therefore, that the assumption that 0,
as its name indicates, is the acid

SIMPLE METHOD OP IXHALIXG LAUGHIXG GAS.

according to which every acid may be regarded
as water, HgO, in which one or more atoms of
H * are replaced by an oxygenated group of

atoms. In the case of nitric acid, which engages
our special attention at present, H of HgO is

replaced by NOg, which gives us HNO3. This
may be exhibited more clearly bv the following
diagram : Hq ^

Accepting this as a
hypothesis of the w^ay

in w’hich an acid is con-
stituted, we are enabled
to give a definition of

the constitution of a
salt by saying that it

is a compound in which
the H of the acid is

replaced by a metal.

In the case of nitric

acid, therefore, if w’e

suppose the H of HNO3
to be replaced by the
metal potassium, the
symbol of which is K,

The oxy-acids.
producer or acidifying principle.

does not rest on any reliable basis, inasmuch as

there is a class of acids into whose constitution

this element does not enter. The whole of the

oxygen acids, or oxy-acids, the class we now
})ropose to consider, contain the element hy-

drogen united to some other element or

elements in

chemical
combina-
tion with O.

In the
case of ni-

tric acid the
group of
atoms N2O5,

or pentox-
ide, is desig-

nated the
anhydrate,
and wffien

combined
with the
elements of

water the
hydrate

:

thus N2O5+
H20=HN03
or liquid

nitric acid.

This doubt-
less represents the true constitution of an acid.

We know" that the compound ^265 combines
with great avidity wdth water, and that the

result is the compound HNO3. To exhibit

more clearly the relation be-
Constitutional fl^-een acids and salts, and the
formula of the

jj^^nner in which the salt is

formed from the acid, it is found
convenient to employ a hypothetical formula

EXPEEIMEXT TO OBTAIN NITEIC ACID.

formula of the salt

potassium nitrate, com-
monly know’n as saltpetre. Kegarding a salt,

therefore, as an acid in w'hich the H is replaced
by a metal, many chemists, accepting the fact

of the metallic nature of H, refuse to recognise
any distinction between the acid and the salt,

and term HN03the hydrogen salt and KNOjthe
potassium salt of the same compound, apply-
ing the designation hydrogen nitrate to the
one and potassium nitrate to the other. The

metallic
compound
of the salt

is known as

the base,
and the
term basic

oxides is ap-
plied to such
compounds
as soda and

p o t a s h
,

NaO, KO,
w'hich com-
bine with
the ele-
ments of the

oxy-acids to

form salts.

It will be
more con-

venient for

the present

to defer a
further consideration of the compounds known
as salts until w'e come to speak of the metals.

Bearing in mind the fact that there are com-
pounds of N w'ith 0

,
the reader will probably

ask whether any other of these compounds
unites with water to form an acid. One of

* When more than one atom of H is replaced, we
must conceive the existence of more than one molecule
of water.
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them, the third of the series, the trioxide (NgOg),

also known as nitrous acid, obeys the same
law as the pentoxide, and forms the com-
pound known as nitrous acid. It behoves us,

therefore, here to point out the difference that
exists between those

compounds of an ele-

ment with O, w^hose

names are distin-

guished by the ter-

minations ‘‘ous” and
“ic.” The former of

these terminals is

employed to desig-

nate that compound
which contains less

of O than the latter.

Thus, when the tri-

oxide (NgOg) unites

with the elements of

water to form an
acid, the result is

HNOg, ornitrous acid,

while the pentoxide
(Ng05), or nitric ox-

ide, forms, under
similar circum-
stances, the com-
pound known as

nitric acid. Salts

are distinguished in

like manner by the

syllables “ ite ” and
‘•ate” being affixed

The terms to their names. If the H of the
nitrites and compound HNOg be replaced by
nitrates. a metal, the resulting salt is

known as a nitrite, while the salt of nitric acid

is known as a nitrate.

Our readers are doubtless all well acquainted
with those powerful alkaline compounds known
as the bicarbonate of soda and potash. If a
certain por-

tion of either

of the above-
named sub-

stances be
introduced
into an acid,

a violent ef-

fervescence
ensues. The
alkali is dis-

solved in the

liquid, and
the latter
loses its acid

taste and be-

comes what
is termed
neutral. The
bicarbon-
ates are
th er ef o re
often em-
ployed to correct the acidity of beer and
other beverages that have a tendency to be-

come hard or sour. These, and other less

powerful alkalies, are also employed medici-
nally, to correct the acidity formed in the

BLOWING BUBBLES WITH HYDROGEN GA.S.

EXPERIMENTS WITH SULPHURIC ACID.

system
;
but they should be employed with due

caution, as too liberal a use may be attended

with effects highly prejudicial to health. Let
us now endeavour to explain the nature of the

chemical action which takes place when either

of the above-men-
tioned substances is

brought into contact
with an acid. The
bicarbonate of soda
and potash are, as

their name indicates,

carbon salts of the
metals sodium and
potassium—that is to

say, the oxides of

these metals in che-
mical combination
with carbonic acid.

When brought into

contact with any acid
for which the base
has a stronger af-

finity than it^ has for

the carbonic acid,

their union is dis-

solved. The base

—

that is, the oxide of

Na or K—parts com-
pany with the car-

bonic acid and unites
with the more power-
ful acid, forming a
new salt, and the

latter portion of the com pound is liberated in
the form of a’ gas, giving rise to the efferves-

cence. Let us, by way of example, suppose
that we mix a sufficient quantity of bicar-

bonate of potash with vinegar to neutralize its

acid taste. What has actually taken place ?

The basic oxide KO having a stronger affinity

for the acetic acid of the vinegar than it has
for the COg
with which
it is bound
up, the latter

is liberated

with effer-

vescence in

the form of

a gas, and
the result is

the forma-
tion of a salt,

potassium
acetate,
which is

held in solu-

tion by the
liquid. We
are now in

a position to

explain the
nature of,the
reaction

which takes place when we pour diluted sulphu-
ric acid on zinc shavings or granulated zinc, as
described under the head of Hydrogen. Sul-

phuric acid, whose exact constitution will be
described in due course, is a compound of hy-
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drogen, sulphur and oxygen. The sulphur and
oxygen unite with the metal to

iration form a salt—zinc sulphate—and
the hydrogen is liberated. We

believe that in practice it is better to use hydro-
chloric than sulphuric acid

;
but we prefer to

speak of the reaction that takes place in the

case of the latter compound, as we have not
yet given any description of the hydracids and
their salts. Here we have an illustration of

the formation of a salt in accordance with the
hypothetical formula which regards the salt as

an acid in which the H is replaced by a metal.

Salts, however, if we come to regard the manner
of their actual constitution, ought in most cases,

no doubt, to be regarded as ])roduced by the
combination of certain hydroxides and oxides
with the acids. Thus, if a solution of potassium
hydroxide (caustic potash), which is the result

of the combustion of the metal potassium in
water, is mixed with nitric acid, the alkaline

taste of the one and the acid taste of the other
both disappear at a certain point, and the salt

potassium nitrate will be found in the liquid.

Nitric acid, as well as other less powerful acids,

readily part with a portion of their oxygen
when in contact with metals, thus giving rise

to oxides. The former powerful acid, known
to jewellers as aqua-fortis, attacks or oxidises

the whole of the metals we have enumerated in

the list given, with the exception of gold and
platinum. If we cut a lemon

Oxidation of with a knife we know how soon
met^sby blackened by the

formation of oxide of iron. If

we hold a silver spoon over the fumes of

burning sulphur it is likewise blackened, but
this is not from the formation of an oxide but a
sulphide, a compound belonging to a class of

substances of which it is not yet the place to

speak.

Nitric Acid.
This powerful acid, whose formula is NgOj

for the anhydride and HNO3 for the hydride
or hydrated acid, is generally prepared in the
laboratory by the decomposition of one of its

salts, nitre or potassium nitrate, the formula
of which is KNO3. by sulphuric acid. The
metallic base having a stronger affinity for
the latter than for the compound with which
it is actually in union, unites with it to form

. . - potassium sulphate, and the nitric
Prep^ation of

^^gj^ -g ^berated. Here it will be
seen that we have the conversion

in the one case of an acid into a salt, and
in the other the conversion of a salt into an
acid. For this purpose about equal weights of

nitric and sulphuric acid are introduced into a
glass-stoppered retort, and subject to heat.

The nitric acid distils over, and may be col-

lected in a flask cooled with water. The nitric

acid thus obtained is represented by the
formula HNO3, is a colourless liquid when
pure, but generally slightly yellow from the

presence of lower oxide of nitrogen. If this

compound be mixed with water and distilled,

the acid thus obtained is found at last to

attain a fixed composition, boiling at about
120°, with a specific gravity nearly half as
great again as that of water.

The Adjective (contimi^^d').

—

Applicatiox.

EXERCISE XXI.

Apply the rules on the plural for simple and
compound Nouns and Adjectives :

—

1. II n’y a guere de petit-niaitre sans affecta-
tion, ni de petite-maltresse sansaffeterie (Dide-
rot). 2. Un des revetiant-hon de mon metier
d’homme de lettres, c’est que chaque annee on
m’a impute quelque ouvrage ou bien imperti-
nent ou bien scandaleux (Voltaire). 3. Le roi

leur envoya des hlanc-seing qui le rendaient
en quelque sorte present lui-meme (Mignet).
4. Et les chauve-souris que tout sabbat reclame,
volaient et par moments epouvantaient la

flamme de leur grande aile aux angle noir (V.
Hugo). 5. On nous traite partout'comme des
loup-garou (Voltaire). 6. II est un des arc-
houtant de la tyrannie du siecle (Guy-Patin).
7. Le grand d^faut de presque tons ceux qui
gouvernent est de n ’avoir que des denii-volonte

et des (lemi-moyen (Voltaire). 8. La vue d’un
tiercelet planant dans les air met en emoi les

hassc-cour. 9. Des gerbes etoilees de reine-
margnerite eclataient comme les bouquets d’un
feu d’artifice (V. Hugo). 10. Les reine-Claude
sontaussi connuc sous les ww/ide verte-honne et
d'ahricot vert. 11. Les aigue-marine sont des
'pierre pr'ecieuscopX ont des refict vert semhlahlc
a I’eau de mer. 12. Louis XII revendiquait
le duch6 de Milan, parce qu’il comptait parmi
ses grand'mere une soeur d’un Visconti, lequel
avait eu cette principaute.

{^TramJaiion of the above phrases.—1. There are hardly
any dandies without unnaturalness, nor any of their

female congeners (!) without affectation. 2. One of
the profits of my literary career has been that every
year some work either very silly or very scandalous
has been attributed to me. 3. The king sent them
blank orders which in a way made him almost pre-
sent himself. 4. And the bats, which every meeting
of witches demands, were flying, and now and then
frightened the flame with their large black-hooked
wings. 5. We are everywhere treated as were-wolves.
6. He is one of the buttresses of the age’s tyranny.
7. The great fault of almost all those who rule is to
possess only a faint will and feeble mental capacity.
8. The sight of a hawk (strictly, a tiercelet is any male
bird of prey, usually one-third smaller than the
female), hovering in the air, causes great flutter in
the hen-yards. 9. Starry clusters of asters were burst-
ing on the view like the sheaves of fireworks. 10.

Greengages are also knowm under the names of
and of . 11. Beryls are gems which have green
flashes, like the sea-water. 12. Louis XII. was claim-
ing the Milanese, because he reckoned among his
maternal ancestors the sister of a Visconti, who had
possessed that principahty.]

Theory (^resumed).

1. Formation of the Feminine.—The
general rule, which we shall give later on, has
many exceptions.

(a) Adjectives ending in e mute do not
change when they qualify a feminine noun or

pronoun
;
they are common to both genders :
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un Tiomme sensible., a feeling man, une femme
sensible, a feeling woman

;
Henri est un enfant

sage, Henry is a good child, Henriette est une
enfant sage, Henrietta is a good child.

Note that adjectives—and this is applicable

in every instance to past participles used
adjectively—which end in e follow the general
rule : un gargon sense, a sensible boy, une
file sensee, a sensible girl

;
un caraet'ere pose,

a steady disposition, une nature posee ; des

lettres cachetees, sealed letters.

(b') Those in er follow the general rule, but
as in adding e they would present two con-
secutive mute syllables, a grave accent is

placed on the penultimate e: un reproehe
amer, a bitter reproach, une plainte amere, 2,

bitter complaint. (The masc. amer is pro-

nounced as the feminine, a-mer.')

(f) Those in gu follow the general rule, but
as in adding e the original sound of gu would
be destroyed, a diseresis is placed upon the e

mute
;
this has the effect of leaving to u and e

their respective character (cf. § 7, p. 67) : un
son aigu; a sharp sound

; une mix aigue, a
shrill voice. Thus the feminine of ai-gu does
not become aigh'.

(f) Those in f change it into ve : poussif,

short-breathed, poussive. In bref and brief,

both meaning short, the feminine takes an addi-
tional grave accent for the same reason as that

stated in (J) .* breve, brieve. These two have
one adverbial form in common

—

brevement,

briefly.

(tf) Those in x change it into se : Imireux,
happy, Jieureuse ; jaloux, ]e&\ovLB, jalouse. For
etymological reasons, five adjectives in x form
their feminine on other lines. They are :

doux, sweet, douce, from Latin dulcis

faux, false, fausse ,, ,, falsus;
roux, russet, rousse ,, ,, russus;

prefix, prefixed, pr^fixe, from Latin prcefixus ;

vieux, old, vieille, from Fr. vieil, „ vetus ;

w'hereas the termination eux, and the much
rarer oux, come from an affi.x derived from
Lat. osus (full of).

(/) Adjectives ending in el, eil, ien, on, and
et, double the last consonant and add e mute :

naturel, natural, naturelle ; vermeil, ruddy,

vernieille ; ancien, ancient, ancienne ; bon,

good, bonne', muet, dumb, muette. Seven
adjectives in et, however

—

complet, incomplet,

discret, indiscret, inquiet, replet, and secret—
add e mute and place a grave accent on the

penultimate e : complete, incomplete, etc.

(^) Here is a list of adjectives which like-

wise double the final consonant before the

e mute of the feminine :

bas, low, basse las, tired, lasse

bellot, prettyish, bellotte nul, void, nulle

4pais, thick, ^paisse paysan, rustic, paysanne
expres, express, expresse profes, professed, professe
gentil, nice, gentille sot, silly, sotte

gras,/a^, grasse vieillot, oldish, vieillotte

gros, big, grosse

(^) The adjectives beau, fine
;

nouveau,
new

; fou, foolish
;
mou, soft, form their femi-

nines, belle, nouvelle, folle, molle, from the

masculines bel, nouvel,fol, mol, which are used
before a vowel or h mute : as, bel arbre, fine

tree
;
nouvel an, new year

; fol amour, foolish

love
;
mol edredon, soft eider-down. Vieux

has also the form vieil

:

thus, vieux ami, or
vieil ami, old friend. Jumeau, twin, makes
"umelle.

Remarks .—1. The two past participles

absous, absolved, and di.ssous, dissolved, make
their feminine absoiite, dissoute. 2. All other
adjectives in s and t follow the general rule :

mauvais, bad, mauvaise ; surpris, surprised,

surprise ; pret, ready, ; mat, dull, mate ;

confit, pickled, confitc ; etc.

2. Formation of the Plural in Com-
pound Nouns. (^Continuedfrom page 303.)

Second Rule.—When a compound is formed
of two nouns joined by a preposition, the
former alone takes the plural :

arc-en-ciel, rainbow arcs-en-ciel
chef-d’cEuvre, masterpiece chefs-d’oeuvre
eau-de-vie, brandy eaux-de-vie
pot-de-vin, perquisites pots-de-vin

From this rule must be excepted the following,
which are spelt alike in both numbers : coq-a~
Vane, disconnected narratives or cock-and-bull
stories

;
pied-a-terre, temporary lodgings or

house of call
;

pot-au-feu, soup and boiled
beef

;
tete-a-tUe, interview of two persons

;

vol-au-vent (the etymology of vol being volcTf

to fly, this noun might be brought, as an ex-

ception, under the next rule, were it not that
vol has assumed the appearance of a noun

;

vole, a verb, would have been more correct),,

puff-paste filled with meat or fish.

Third Rule .—When one of the components
is a noun, and the other an uninflected word
such as an adverb or preposition, the noun,
alone takes the sign of the plural,

contre-all^e, sidewalk . . , contre-all^es,
[and all formed with contre.'\

acwa'nt-coMveur, forerunner . . avant-coureurs,
[and all formed with avant.^

arriere-pensee, back thought . . arriere-pensees,
[and all formed with arriere, when the plural is

used at all.]

apres-diner, afternoon . . . apres-dlners,
[and the other two compounds with apres.'\

sous-maitre, undermaster . . . sous-maitres,
[and all compounds with sous.]

vice-amiral, vice-admiral . . . vice-amiraux,
[and all compounds with vice.]

en-tete, heading..... en-tetes,
[the other compound with en is en-cas.]

entre-ligne, space between two lines . entre-lignes,
[the other two compounds with entre left, viz.

enire-noeud and entre-temps, follow rule.]

sans-culotte, q/’1793 . eans-culottes,
[sans-dent, old dame, follows this rule

;
but sans-

fleur, a species of apple, and sans-peau, a species

ofpear, are both invariable.]
non-valeur, non-effective . . . non-valeurs,

[with the exception of non-sens, a contradiction in
terms, the compounds with non are not likely to
appear in the plural.]

rez-de-chaussee, yroM?w^oor . . rez-de-chaussee
[No example of plural given in the Academy’s or
M. Littr^’s dictionaries

;
but the sense of chaussee

here does not admit of its being put into the
plural : des rez-de-chausseef are floors on a level

(rez) with the street (chaussee).]

Fourth Rule .—When one of the components
is a verb and the other a noun, the latter alone

may be inflected. On this, the most difficult

point connected with the subject, our leading

authorities differ. Following the dicta of the

Academy, we observe that the rule deals with
two sets of compounds—the cases where to the

substantive in combination there may really

be attached an idea of plurality, and the cases
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where the original number of the compounded
substantive, be it singular or plural, cannot be
modified, on account of the elliptical character

of the expression. That is the general prin-

ciple, but unfortunately it is not so rigorously

applied as the .schoolmaster might wish.

caase-noisette, nut-crackers
chausse-pied, shoe-horn

coupe-j arret, cut-throat

cure-dent, toothpick
fesse-mathieu, usurer
gagne-denier, labourer
passe-cheval, ferry-boat
passe-droit, wrongfavour
passe-rose, hollyhock
passe-volant, substitute

serre-frein, brake-man
serre-file, lastfile of an order
tire-balle, bullet-drawer

casse-noisettes
chausse-pieds (i.) *

coupe-j arrets
cure-dents
fesse-mathieux
gagne-deniers
passe-chevaux (i.)

passe-droits
passe-roses (Z.)

passe-volants
serre-freins
serre-files

tire-balles

[Of tire-boucbon, -botte, -ligne, -pied, the Academy
gives no plural example, while M. Littre
recommends the addition of the s, which is cer-
tainly the practice.]

^Remark /.—The following are spelt alike in both
numbers : abat-jour, abat-^ent, abat-voix ; by^e-glace,

brise-lames ; cache-nez ; casse-cou, casse-tete ; chasse-maree,
chasse-cousin, chasse-mouches ; coupe-gorge ; essuie-main (A.
no opinion, L. option)

;
gagne-pain

;
gdte-enfant (do.) ;

gobe-mouches
;
passe-pierre (do.) ;

rabat-joie ; serre-papiers,

serre-tete; tire-hourre, tire-d'aile, tire-moslle ; trouble-

fete; va-nu-pieds.

Remark II.—The Academic gives forty-five com-
pounds with porte

;

of these eight are now' joined and
give no more trouble: porteballe, portechappe, porte-
choux, portecollet, portecrayon, portefaix, portefeuille,

portemanteau.
Nine have always the noun-component in the plural

:

porte-allumettes, -barres, -cigares, -clefs, -etriers, -etrivieres,

-liqxteurs, -mouchettes, -vis.

Of the remaining, twenty-six have the noun-com-
ponent in the singular: porte-aiguille, arquebuse,
bagtiette, carabine, croix, crosse, Dieu, drapeau, enseigne,

epee, etendard, fer, hache, malheur, monnaie, montn (in

another acceptation montres), mors, mousqueton, page,
presse, respect, iapisserie, vent, verge, voix. About the
whole of the foregoing, the A. emphatically savs that
they do not take the sign of the plural, and M. L. as
emphatically says that the sign of the plural affixed
to the nouns in question is permissible. On the plural
porte-plume, penholder, and porte-trait, strap bearing
traces, the A is silent, and M. L. suggests option.
Porte-plume, being such an everyday term, should
long ago have followed the example of portecrayon !

The plurals porte-plumes and porte-traits are recom-
mended.

Remark III.—In the compounds of garde, distinguish
where garde means a keeper, and is thus a noun, and
where it is a part of the verb garder, to keep. As this
is not easily done, we meet the difficulty by giving all

the compounds of garde, mentioned in the A.’s dic-
tionary. Of the si.xteen compounds in which garde is

a noun, nine belong to extinct institutions
:
garde-

bourgeoise, garde-noble, garde-marine (gardes-marine),
garde-mardeau, garde-note, garde-cote, garde-scel {gardes-

sceV), garde-sac, garde-vaisselle (gardes-vaisselle)

.

Put the
si^ of the plural to both terms in each of these,
with the exceptions given in brackets. Seven of the
compounds, in which garde is a noun, refer to modern
institutions

:

garde-barriere, crossing-keeper
garde-cote, coastguard
garde-chasse, gamekeeper
garde-etalon, stallion keeper
garde-malade, 7iurse

garde-peche, river bailiff

garde-vente, wood factor

gardes-barrieres
gardes-cotes
gardes-chasse
gardes-etalons
gardes-ma'ades
gardes-peche
gardes-vente

In most of the above cases the A. and II. L. do
not seem to have made up their minds

; we follow
here the opinion of the lexicographer Laveaux (1749-
1827).

* Where this L. appears, the Academy gives no
example, and we follow M. Littr^’s rule—which is

the common one.

There are eight cases in which garde is a verb, and
remains invariable:

t unsaleable \

garde-boutique, < article, > garde-boutique
( shopkeeper,

)

garde-feu, fireguard,
garde-fou, railing,

garde-manche, oversleeve,

garde-manger, meat-safe,

garde-meuble, lumber-room^
( wardrobe, 1

garde-feu (X. opt.)
garde-fous
garde-manche (Z. opt.)
garde-manger
garde-meubles

garde-robe,
j
S$^us f

Rarde-robes

( plants.

garde-vue, screen, shade. garde-vue (Z.)

Fifth Rule.—Compounds which consist of

verbs and uninfiected words only remain
unchanged, as they all offer an elliptical con-
struction : un gagiie-petit (jpctit = peu), an

j

itinerant knife-grinder
;
un jiasse-partout, a

I

master-key, des passe-passe, tricks, un pince-
,
sans- 1'ire, a smooth-faced hypocrite

;
un mi'i-

dire, hearsay
;
un on dit, a report ; le or les

ifu'en dira-t-on, what Mrs. Grundy will say; etc.

X.

Cambrian and Lower Silurian Eocks.

We have already seen that the oldest rocks in

Great Britain are to be found principally in the

north-west of Scotland and in Wales. The
next in order of succession occur in the same
districts and in Ireland, and are designated
Cambrian because they are well

shown in Wales. These are sue- Cambnanand

ceeded by the Lower Silurian

strata, which are also well seen

in the Principality,—hence the name.* The
various subdivisions of these systems are given
in the preceding table (p. 290), but geologists are

not agreed as to how many of them should be
designated Cambrian and how many should be
included under the term Silurian. From a

geological point of view the question is not
worth discussing. In its origin the difference

was purely personal
;
and in consequence it

will probably be some time before a settle-

ment is arrived at. The reader must therefore

bear in mind that some writers, following the

late Professor Sedgwick, include the whole of

the Lower Silurian formations under the desig-

nation Cambrian
;

others, with Sir Charles

Lyell. make the division between the Silurian

and Cambrian so as to include the Tremadoc
slates and Lingula flags in the Upper Cam-
brian

;
others again draw the line above the

Menevian beds
;
and the Geological Survey,

following the late Sir R. Murchison, make the

divisions as we have given them in the table.

It is estimated that the Cambrian and Lower
Silurian rocks together are at

least 30,000 feet in thickness
°

in Wales. Supposing, there- xianberis.
fore, they were shown one above
another as originally deposited, it would be

Named after a tribe ofAncient Britons—the Silnres.
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very difficult if not absolutely impossible to

examine them. As a matter of fact, in the
districts referred to they have been thrown
into curves and so disposed that they may be
inspected readily enough. A very interesting

and instructive series of sections occurs at

Llanberisfrom the base of the Cambrian to the
Bala beds of the Lower Silurian system, and
may be all examined in regular order with no
greater fatigue than is involved in the ascent
of Snowdon, which from the Llanberis side is

but trifling. The visitor to Llanberis has the
advantage, as in other parts of North Wales, of
being in a position to study some of the later

as well as the older geological phenomena.
Rounded and scratched bosses of rock—deep
scorings at a height of from eleven to thirteen
hundred feet above the roadway, “ perched
blocks ” (that is, blocks of stone perched on
inaccessible ledges where it was impossible for
them to have been placed by any other agency
than melting snow and ice), mud with iceworn
pebbles and scratched stones, indicating the
former existence of glaciers—all tell of that
comparatively recent period when the pass

slate, followed by a great mass of “ grit
”

about 1300 feet in thickness.

If now we turn down by the Victoria hotel,
we shall find, when we strike the pathway up
Snowdon, that we have come
upon an entirely different kind Ascent of

of rock. This is known by the
name of Lingula (or Lingvlella')flags—so called
because here and in some other places it is

very much jointed, and breaks up into flaggy
masses, and also contains, when fossiliferous,

a shell known as the Lingula (or Lingulella)
Eavisii. We next cross a mass of grey slaty
rock belonging to the Llandeilo beds, showing
in places patches of intrusive eruptive rocks.
After these come the beds which form the
uppermost part of the mountain, as repre-
sented in the annexed diagram, and belong
to the Bala or Caradoc series, which here are
evidently formed of volcanic ash and cinder.
These are in places fossiliferous. Amongst the
finer ash and in the coarser beds impressions
of a characteristic shell, the orthis flabellula,
is not uncommon, and we thus learn that the
ashes were originally spread out at the sea

was filled with a great “ice river,” which,
moving slowly on its way, ground and scratched
its rocky channel, and of somewhat later times,

when smaller glaciers made their way from
the summit of Snowdon and left their “ ter-

minal moraines ” in the pass to testify to their

former existence
;
while the two lakes, which

lie in true rock basins, add their testimony
to the former presence of the ice, by whose
powerful agency they were scooped out.

The visitor who wishes to examine those

older features with which we have to do should
keep on the S.W. side of the pass, and turning

to the left hand as he leaves the
Cambrian ^ts, railway station, make his way

s a 8, . e
. ^ Glyn slate quarries, near

which he will come upon a mass of “ quartz
porphyry.” Whether this rock is Cambrian
or pre-Cambrian is at present an undecided
question

;
but retracing our steps, we take the

Cambrian grits and Conglomerates, which come
next to them, as our starting-point. The con-
glomerate is full of pebbles formed out of

older rocks
;
the “ grit ” is a hard rock made up

principally of fragments of quartz and felspar.

Next to these we find beds of slate about 140
feet thick

;
succeeding these are more “ grits.”

Then come about 400 feet of blue and purple

bottom. The points at which the eruptions
took place are of course not to be ascertained.

Standing on the summit of Snowdon, the
observer is in a position to understand some-
thing of what he has seen. As
he looks round upon the rocky View from the

scenery spread out before his

gaze, he may realize the fact that Snowdon is

not an isolated mountain, formed like a volcano,

for instance, but simply the highest peak of a
large mountain mass which covers the district,

and has been carved into heights and vaUeys
in the course of time which stretches out in

retrospect beyond our power to comprehend,
even if we could express it in figures. Calling
to mind the Scandinavian range, which borders
Sweden and Norway, as represented in physical
maps, he will have no difficulty in understand-
ing that the Highlands of Scotland and the
rocks of Snowdonia are only outlying portions

of the same range
;
and then turning his atten-

tion to the distinguishing features of the rocks
which he has examined in his walk through
the pass, he will perceive that they tell of

varying conditions of land and sea during their

formation. The “ conglomerates ” could scarcely

have been laid down far from the shore
;
the

“ grits ” were probably formed at no great
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depth
;

the slates were originally clayey de-

posits laid down in deeper waters
;
and these i

again, as we have seen, were followed by beds
]

which indicate shallower conditions, and so on,
1

including the outbursts ‘ of volcanic eruption

giving rise to the ash and cinder on which he
stands.

The visitor to Llanberis may well be im-

pressed with the grandeur of these records of
j

Cambrian and Lower Silurian
'

Cambrian rocks ^imes, but if he confines his
j

studies to the locality, he will
I

gain, after all, but a poor idea of
i

the various formations which make up these
[

ancient systems. The Cambrian rocks form
the Longmynd hills in Shropshire, and they
are present in great thickness in St. Bride’s

Bay in Pembrokeshire, where also the Mene-
vian beds, a series of “ black and grey slates

and flags, with thick beds of sandstone, under-
lie the Lingula flags.”

XT.

Etymology : Classification of Words.

§ 80. IV. The Verb.

§ 81. The Simple Sentence : Subject and Predicate.
§ 82. Verbs Transitive.

I 83. Verbs Intransitive.

§ 84. Active and Passive Voice.
§ 85. The Passive Participle.

I 86. The Present Participle.

§ 87. Impersonal verbs. .

§ 88. Auxiliary verbs.
Table of Verbs.

^80. IV. We have now got the '.honn, the
principal notion, with the w'ords that group
themselves round it,—the pronoun, that will

•stand for it in case of need
;
and the adjective.,

that performs the various functions of finger-

post or of owner, and of scene-painter and
describer to the noun or its representative. If

we proceed to take a sentence and try how
these words stand, we find that they are not
enough to give a whole thought. “ A good
man ”

: here we have adjective and noun, but
nothing to express action or existence

;
it is

not a sentence, or that which gives the sense

of a complete thovglit. We want those words
which show the very essence of life, its activity,

the 6c i/? <7 and doing. “A good xosco. prays" •.

here we have a word which tells us what the
noun is doing

;
prays is a Verb. Put it another

way, “ the man is good
;

” the word is expresses
the notion that “ the man ” is alive or exists,

while what is to be said of him comes after.

Is" is a verb. In “I amfi “we ivere," “apples
are sweet.” the words am., rvere, are, all indi-

cate the same great notion of existence, In
“ John runs," “ rain falls," there is not only
the notion of existence, but the notion of a
definite action

;
runs and falls are also verbs.

A Verb, then, is a ivord n'hich tells or asserts
doing or being.

§ 81. Nouns may be compared to the bones
in a body, adjectives to the flesh which clothes

1

them, but the verbs are the living spirit which
animates the whole. A verb is the essential
pivot on which every sentence turns, whence it

has the ancient name, the w'ord (Lat. verhumj,
the chief of all words. For every sentence or
thought must have two leading notions : first,

the Sulject or agent, the thing thought about

;

second, that w'hich is thought concerning the
subject’s action, condition, or existence

;
this

is called the Predicate. In analysing our
speech,—that is, in taking it to pieces to find
the logical relation of the parts one to another,
—these are the two main things to be attended
to. By what do W'e express the Subject and
the Predicate ? The Subject by a noun or its

representative
;
the Predicate by a verb, or a

verb and the word necessary to complete it.

For example, “John runs”: John is the sub-
ject, the predicate; “apples are sweet”:
apples is the subject, are sweet the predicate,
the adjective smeet being added to show -what
is said of the subject, for the verb are cannot
usually make a predicate by itself (prcfis, were,
all parts of the verb named to 6e). The verb
to be can only form the predicate when it is

intended merely to express the notion of exist-

ence, as “ God said, I am."
Verbs are of two kinds, Transitive and In-

transitive.

§ 82. Transitive (Lat. trans.itus') means pass-

ing over
;
a transitive verb isone which expresses

the passing of an action from the subject to

something or somebody else, as “John cuts a
cake,” “ I break my leg.” Here the sense of

the verb is not complete without an object.

“John cuts ” would be meaningless : what does
he cut ? a cake

;
and who is it that cuts ? John.

The word “ cuts,” then, shows that the action
passes directly from “John” to the “cake.”
“John ” is called the agent of the verb, “cake

”

the object, “cuts” a transitive verb. Again, if

we say “ the cake is cut by John,” we still have
an action which passes from one to the other :

the verb is transitive, but the object “ cake,”

which suffers, is placed foremost, instead of the

agent “John.” In other words, a transitive

verb show's that something is done, or some-
thing suffered : by the active I do something to

somebody, by the passive something is done to

me. Examples :
“ Thomas struck John ”

;
“ You

read, a book ”
;

“ Mary nvrote a letter w'hich was
read by Sarah ”

;

“ The cat was drowned bj'

Sam.” The w’ords “ was read ” tell us what w'as

done to the letter
;
the w'ords “ w'as drow'ned ”

what was done to the cat : we take the tw'o

together as one verb ;
the reason of this will

be explained presently. A transitive verb,

therefore, requires an object.

§ Intransitive verbs are those which
merely state an action

;
the agent does some-

thing, and the sense is complete in itself

;

nothing of the action passes to anything else:

“ I run, the child sleeps, rain falls.” We cannot
say that the child sleeps anything, nor could
we get any sense by the words “ the child is

slept”: the verb sleeps is intransitive ;
its sense

is complete in itself and the agent child. No
intransitive verb, therefore, takes an object

after it.

An apparent exception to this general rule is where
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a noun formed from the same notion as the verb
follows it :

“ Let him die the death ”
;
“ She sleeps

the sleep of the righteous”; “Ye all live loathsome,
sneaking, servile lives ” (Otway) ;

“ She wept a tear.”
Here, in fact, the intransitive verb is turned into a
transitive one for the time, because its action creates
an object.

§ 84. It will have been noticed by the student
that the Transitive verbs appear in two forms.

If we can say “Thomas whipped John,” we can
also say “John was whipped by Thomas,” thus
stating the same fact, but giving more promi-
nence to the suflEerer

;
the object of the active

verb is put first, and becomes the subject, and the
shape of the verb is altered. In the first case
of direct action it is a transitive verb of the
Active Voice

;
in the second, in which the

action is borne or suffered, it is said to be in

the Passive Voice patior, I suffer). This
passive use of the verb, with which the object

acted upon is the foremost idea, often to the sup-

pression of the active subject, as in the sentence
“ that window is broken,” gives so different a
turn and force to the sentence that the passive

verb is recognized by a form peculiar to itself.

In synthetical languages like Latin and Greek
this form is indicated by inflexions

—

e.g., active,

amo, I love
;
regunt, they rule

: passive, amor,
I am loved

;
reguntur, they are ruled. In

English we have no inflexions for the passive,

and we are therefore obliged to employ another
verb to help out the sense

;
the verb to he is

used as an auxiliary, together with a participle

of the verb which is to give the main idea.

Thus, in the sentence “ that window is broken,”

the two notions are window (noun) and to

break (verb). In saying “the window is

broken,” we do not think of the auxiliary is,

but of broken

;

this part of the verb, having so

important a function, is called the Passive

Participle.

§ 85. The Participle, from the Latin partici-

pinm, sharing, is so named because it partakes

of the nature of an adjective as well as of a
verb. As an adjective it qualifies a noun

;
as

a verb it governs an objective case—that is, it

acts upon an object. In the sentence above
given, broken is clearly seen to be part of a
verb

;
in

“ The hroken teacups, wisely ranged for show,”

it is as plainly seen to be an adjective, showing
what sort of teacups they were. The passive

participle, too, resembles an adjective in pos-

sessing the power to complete a predicate : in

saying “ sugar is sweet," we know that sweet is

an adjective necessary to fulfil the verbal idea

that sugar is in that condition, but cannot be a
verb by itself

;
if we say “ sugar is boiled,” the

w^ords are linked together by the same verb is

(called in these cases the copula'), but we know
that the word boiled has so much of the verbal

sense that we feel sugar is acted on,—with is it

makes a passive verb
;
while in “ give me some

boiled sugar,” it is clearly again used as an ad-
jective. The example, “ every floor is rotten,”

on the other hand, shows us an instance of a
word most commonly used as an adjective (“ a
rotten apple ”), but which really is a passive

participle, coming from the verb to rot •

The passive participle is very often called the Past
Participle. Used as an adjective, it contains the sense
of past action,—“a broken window” signifies that the
window has been broken; but used as part of the
passive verb, the sense of time depends on the auxiliary
to be. I am loved ” means the present

;
“ they were

loved ” means the past ; “we shall be loved ” means
the future ;

but in all three the word “ loved ” remains
the same

;
it does not bring any sense of past time into

the present or the future. The name Passive Participle
is therefore more correct than past participle.

This applies only to transitive verbs. The
participle ending in en or ed of intransitive

verbs is rightly called past, as it is used to indi-

cate past time—“ he has risen,"—and cannot
be used in a passive sense, intransitive verbs
having no passive voice.

§ 86. Besides the Passive, there is the Present
Participle of the verb, ending in ing, which has
an active sense—“ she is writing a letter”

;
this

must be carefully distinguished from the noun
in ing (called the verbal noun)—“ she brought
a writing." The present participle, like the
passive, is also used as an adjective. Both
participles, when coming from intransitive
verbs, are sometimes used in an absolute way

—

so called because the word stands without any
bearing on other words in the sentence

;
it only

belongs to its noun nominative, as “ the wind
rising, a storm came up ; ” “I going down, he
came to meet me;” “all said and done, you
cannot be sorry.” The following lines give
examples of the use as adjective, noun, and
participle absolute :

—

“ To each uvihinTcing being. Heaven, a friend.
Gives not the useless knowledge of its end

:

The hour conceal'd, and so remote the fear,
Death still draws nearer, never seeming near.
Great standing miracle ! that Heaven assign’d
Its only thinking thing this turn of mind.”

Fope, “ Essay on Man,” Ep. Ill,

§ 87. The greater part of verbs range them-
selves under the two classes of Transitive and
Intransitive

;
there are, however, two other

sets, one of which, though it contains few in

number, is of not less importance than these

in daily speech. These are the Impersonal and
the Auxiliary verbs.

Impersonal verbs are those which have no-
thing for a subject but the pronoun it, in the
third person, the noun being altogether want-
ing

;
as it seems, me-thinks (i.e. it thinks me),

me seems (i.e. it seems to me), it snotvs, it hails,

etc. “ It rains, and the wind is never weary.”

§ 88. The Auxiliary verbs are most important
as helps to express the various conditions and
relations of other verbs. One instance has come
under notice in the case of the passive verbs,

which are expressed by aid of the verb to be.

The auxiliaries are may (and might), (could),

shall (should), owe (ought), will (would), dare
(durst), do (did), must, let, have, be. Many of

these are employed in Bunyan’s lines, “ The
Pilgrim ” :

—

“ Who would true valour see.

Let him come hither

;

One here will constant be,

Come wind, come weather.
There’s no discouragement
Shall make him once relent
His first avow’d intent
To be a Pilgrim.
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WhoBO beset him round
With dismal stories,

JDo but themselves confound,

—

His strength the more is.

No lion can him fright,

'He'll with a giant fight.

But he will have a right
To be a Pilgrim.”

The auxiliary verbs, as such, are only em-
ployed in conjunction with other verbs

;
they

do not therefore take any other object but the

main verb to complete the sense of the sentence.

The particular function of each auxiliary will

be considered hereafter
;
meanwhile we will

only say that “ a boy can speak and ovz/ht to

speak if he dia'st

;

when he would speak, he
could if he might

;

he certainly must speak if

they will allow, for he ha^ said that he did hot
like their tyranny before. ‘ Let us speak out,’

said he, ‘ do let us speak.’ ” All which shows
what varying moods and times of speahing can
be expressed with the aid of these short words.
Each has its owm special meaning, fitting its

place; as wm see in the exclamation of the
Scotchman, who, finding it hard to understand
our use of will and shall for future time, eried
out, “ I will be drowned, and nobody shall save
me !

” This certainly has the look of a made
story

;
but it illustrates our point well enough.

CLASS.

Table of Verbs, classified according to use in a sentence,

VOICE.

I. Transitive 1. Active—requires an object (Tom strihes Snap).

2. Passive—object becomes subject (Snap is struck)

II. Intransitive (no distinctive voices)—complete without object (Snap runs'),

III. Impersonal
] intransitive in their nature '

IV. Auxiliary \ ( (shall, will, can, ete.)

MEECANTILE LIFE.
II.

I. Preparatory Studies—

The idea that to be a merchant requires

less education than to belong to one of

“the learned professions,” so called gmr ex-

cellence, will scarcely bear inspection. At
first sight there is more of action than of

study in the mercantile life
;
and the daily

duties of a merchant’s office are very unlike
the mental labours of a metaphysician or

the artistic dreamings of a poet-laureate. The
merchant is a man of the world, and requires

the activity of temperament, the decision of

character, and the hard and persistent spirit

of the world to carry him through, together
with many amiable qualities to carry him
through sweetly. But the notion that the
commerce of the world, as it now is, can be
conducted tolerably well -without much study
should be dismissed as a crazy phantom.
However much division of labour may be
introduced into the business of merchandise,
there will always remain abundant need for

study in every branch of a profession requiring

so much expertness of mind, so much mastery
of details, as well as knowledge of general
principles, and the members of which can
scarcely hope to get on at all without being
linguists.

Therefore the practical ad-sdee I have to

offer young men, entering upon a mercantile
career, is not to entertain the notion that

their education, even in the scholastic sense
of cariying up the studies and exercises of

the schools to higher stages by reading and
self-exercise, -with the help of teachers when
necessary, may cease when they enter a

mercantile office. They should rather believe
that it has then only begun. In the office

they will have to learn many things almost
entirely new to them, and with which they
will find what they have already learned
at school coming into constant and fruitful

connexion
;
but without losing their now active

duties in the scholar or student, they will still

have precious opportunities for pursuing their
study of history, geography, foreign peoples
and language^ and the arts and sciences of

industry
;
and to this study they should devote

many of their leisure hours, giving it freely

such shape and direction as may be most
needful in the business in -which they are and
are likely to be e-ngaged.

This is a view of preparatory studies for

mercantile life which in any case will be
found to vindicate itself. For though there

is a wide difference between a merchant and
a merchant’s clerk, yet it is from merchant
clerks that not a few great merchants, and many
honourable merchants, great or less great, have
come

;
and few merchants or mercantile firms,

-worth the name, will be slow to mark and
appreciate in their subordinates the promise
of mercantile faculty.

II. The Moral Conditions of Success.

Assuming the preparatory studies to have
been duly attended to, there are various con-
stituents of mercantile character, apart from
intellectual equipment, which are highly con-
ducive to success, and cannot be begun too
early in a mercantile career, not only to be
obserA’-ed and understood, but to be made the
purpose and end of steadfast development.

These have their root in moral principle, but
moral principle so clearly marked and bounded,
so fi-ee from straining at a gnat or swallowing a

camel, as to be consistent -svith the legitimate

personal interest of business, while at the same
time just to the interest of others. The most
immoral -news have sometimes been taken of

trade, such as that in every act of dealing the

gain of one is the loss of another, and so on

—
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all which views are found on examination to

be narrow, perverse, downward in their ten-

dency, and not in the least degree a time

reflection of what naturally takes place in

commercial transactions, The same deceit has

So misread the purely philosophical principles

of political economy, that much of what has

been said by economists of the free pursuit of

self-interest, the advantages of free competition,

and the like, has come to signify not uncur-

rently what the economists &d not mean at

all.

All professions and occupations have their

little artiflces and downslidings, but unless

they are to be supposed to be consistent

throughout with morality there can be no basis

whatever for any improvement or progress of

the human race. The danger, of course, is that

when wrong or loose notions begin to prevail

XI.

Configuration of the Surface of the
Earth,

The tremendous forces we have indicated are

sufficient to account for many of the variations

of the surface of the globe ; but there are other

causes which must be taken into account, one of

the most powerful being the cooling of the

exterior crust of the earth. This cooling is

described by scientific writers as “ secular,”

—

that is, gradual, extending over long periods

MOUNT EGIIONT, NEW ZEALAND, AN EXTINCT VOLCANO.

on this cardinal point, the infection may rapidly

spread, and the good be dragged down by sheer

force of circumstances toward the level of the
bad. An excellent merchant, once replying to

a toast at a public banquet in honour of his

branch of business, concluded by saying that

“the members of his trade were nearly all

about as honest as they could afford to be !

”

The naivete of this admission drew forth much
applause

;
but though in perfect harmony with

the upright character of the speaker, it left an
impression that the honest man was aware of

having done some things himself which were
not quite “according to conscience.” The
importance of a high moral standard in mer-
chandise cannot be disputed, because it there

ceases to be a sentiment, and becomes a matter
of practice, under one of the most seductive
of temptations—the temptation of temporary
gain.

VOL. I.

of time. At first, the semi-fluid globe cooled
on the surface, and a thin crust was formed,
which contracted while solidifying more slowly
than the interior, and fissures were caused, the
crust being torn into segments by the force of

tension. As the crust thickened, the interior

mass began to contract, and the outer was sub-

ject to other strains, the bending and crushing
consequent upon which formed the chief

mountain chains and ocean beds. It is evident
that, the nucleus shrinking more than the shell,

the latter not being able to bear the strain on
it, the shell must crush and sink down upon
the shrinking nucleus. This shrinking and sub-

sidence would not be regular, but in paroxysms,
as they have been termed, the great friction

and rapidity of motion developing an immense
amount of heat, sufficient to melt again the
mineral rocks, producing lava and converting
water into steam. This is the theory of Mr.

24
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Mallet, and is generally accepted as a probable

explanation.

The impression made upon our minds by the

devastations and calamities produced by these

convulsions makes it difficult to
Effect of volcanic conceive that they may have

convulsions.
^ beneficent aspect. On this

subject a writer of considerable ability may be

quoted. “ The ‘ convulsions,’ ‘ dislocations,’ and
other causes of the broken stratification of the

earth, have raised mountains, divided seas,

given currents to rivers, and by so doing estab-

lished those varieties of soil, local climate and
other conditions, to which organized beings are

adapted, brought minerals to the surface, and
produced the natural harmonies and mutually

dependent relations of plants and animals on
the land, in the streams and in the sea. With-
out these disruptions, the earth would have
been still uniformly covered by shallow waters

;

or, if some part rose above, it must have been a

barren waste or a monotonous surface, on which
the living wonders of nature could not have
appeared.”
The direct volcanic action and the lateral

compression described account for the elevation

of mountain masses and ridges
;

Formation of manner in which these
mountams. demands consideration.

Isolated masses are generally the result of

sudden convulsions
;
ranges or chains of lateral

compression, caused by the action of the crust

TTPICAL FOEMATIOX OP WAVED MOUNTAIN EANQES.

of the earth described above, causing deep
fissures with uplifted edges, rising into high
ridges, or, if the action has been less violent,

a series of long folds, the mountains being
curved into arches, either entire or broken at

the top, forming parallel ridges of about equal

height, with longitudinal valleys.

In the case of “ mountains of fracture,” as

they are termed—those abrupt and broken
ridges formed by the more violent

Configuration changes on the earth’s surface,

there is generally a central mass,

with lower subordinate chains ;

the crests are deeply indented to about one-third

or one-half of the entire height, presenting a
serrated or “ saw-like ” profile, from which is

derived the Spanish Sierra and the Portuguese
Serra, so familiar in connection wdth mountain
ranges in the European Iberian peninsula and
in the former Spanish American possessions.

Longitudinal valleys are few, but transverse

valleys numerous. The mountain chains of

greatest altitude are of this character—the

Alps of Europe, the Himalayas of Asia, and the

Kocky Mountains and Andes of America.
Striking examples of the other class of

mountain ranges—those of which long curves

or “ waves ” are the characteristics—are found
in the Appalachians of North America, and the

Jura ranges in Europe. In the former three

kinds of “waves” or flexures have been ob-

served. On the line of greatest disturbance

are flexures

—

(a), one side of which doubles
under the other

;
beyond that are lower curves

(J), one side nearest to the preceding, being
more gradual in slope

;
and then come “ sym-

metrical flexures,” still lower (c), the slopes of

which are at about the same angle. The dia-

gram shows the typical formation ofthese ranges.

These remarkable mountain ranges will be
more minutely described when treating of the
physical geography of North America. The
Jura mountains consist of several parallel

chains with deep longitudinal valleys between.
In addition to what has been said respecting

the variations of the surface of the earth by
violent convulsions, it should be
noted that a regular, if slower, Slow elevation

power IS at work, producing ^

changes extending over considerable districts

of the earth’s surface. Observations show
that the Scandinavian peninsula of north-

western Europe is rising on the eastern coast

at the rate of four feet in a century
;
and the

whole of the western coast of South America,
and nearly half of the Pacific islands, are

supposed to be gradually rising, not by accu-

mulation of soil alone, but by a gradual up-
heaving, due to the continuous exertion of

subterranean forces. A contrary process has
been observed in Denmark, Holland, Belgium,
and the south shore of the Baltic generally,

which are slowly sinking
;
and there is a de-

pression of the Atlantic coast of North America,
from Cape Cod to Cape Hatteras, to the extent
of about two feet in a century.

Valleys, table-lands, and plains will be more
particularly referred to in a subsequent article.

Considerable modifications of the surface are

produced by the movements of glaciers, huge
masses of ice, formed from the
snow which falls and slides

Glacial action,

into the deep valleys of the lofty mountain
chains. The weight of the ice and of the snow
above pushes the mass onwards, frequently far

below the snow line. A great glacier of the

Alps, near Chamouni, has been observed to

travel at the rate of nearly 500 feet in a year,

and the central portion moves more rapidly

than the sides, which are impeded by the
friction against the rocks. The great falls of

snow from the topmost peaks into the valleys

are often of a terribly destructive character.

Forests are rooted up, large fragments of rock
are torn away and hurled into the chasm,
filling up beds of streams, or diverting them
into new channels, not unfrequently occasion-

ing destructive floods, and sometimes burying
villages beneath the fallen masses; and the
air, suddenly compressed by the velocity of the
descent, becomes tornado-like in destructive

qualities. Avalanches, or mountain snow-
falls of this character, may be
divided into three classes. Erift
avalanches are those occasioned by strong
gusts of wind after a heavy fall of snow, when
the flakes, not having acquired consistency, are
driven together in vast heaps, which the de-
clivities are not able to support. Rolling
avalanches are, in fact, stupendous snowballs,
portions of snow becoming detached from the
mass during a thaw, and growing in bulk on
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their passage to lower regions. Sliding ava-

lanches. perhaps the most terrible of all, are

due to the melting of that part of the snowy
mass in contact with the ground by the natural

heat of the earth, which brings down the whole

mass from an inclined base.

The masses of snow thus precipitated into

valleys and mountain fissures produce by alter-

nate melting and freezing enor-
Glaciers. mous masses of ice, known as

glaciers. In Greenland are glaciers of immense
but unknown extent

;
in no other part of the

world does a glacier exceed about thirty miles

in length and two or three miles in breadth.

The surface is in some cases smooth, in others

it presents the appearance of waves
;
and there

are several well-known glaciers where the ice

forms jagged peaks of considerable height.

When, in the course of its motion, it passes

over an abrupt ridge of the earth’s surface, and
is so subjected to severe tension, huge cracks

are formed, known as “ cre-
Crevasses. yasses,” which present one of

the most formidable dangers to explorers.

These transverse crevasses disappear when the

glacier reaches more level ground—a result

which can be easily understood if we bend a

sheet of any substance with cracks on its sur-

face, which are widened according to the shape

of the curve, but are scarcely seen when the

surface is level. There are besides longitu-

dinal crevasses, caused by the spreading out of

the glacier on its emerging from a narrow
channel to a wider area, by which the fissures

are formed. The unequal motion of the centre

and the sides, referred to above, also produces

fissures, but of a smaller size. The surface of

the glacier is frequently loaded with masses of

rock and other accumulations, known as
“ moraines,” and the base is usually thickly set

with fragments of rock, pebbles, and coarse

sand, firmly frozen into the icy mass, and
acting as huge rasps to the underlying rocks,

scratching or “ striating ” their surfaces in

moving over them, or polishing, if the material

carried down is sandy or fine.

The melting of the ice on the surface of the

glacier produces streams, which fall into the

crevasses and unite with the water produced
by the melting of the ice from the contact with
the warmer earth, as the glacier descends, and
large rivers issue from the cave of ice which
the glacier forms at the spot where it termi-

nates. Some great rivers have their origin in

this manner, especially the Bramapootra, in

Asia, and the Khone, in South Europe.
The moraines are frequently of immense size,

and are carried to great distances. They are

classed as of three kinds. Lateral moraines
are those which accumulate on the sides of the

glacier, and are not uncommonly masses fifty

or sixty feet in height. Medial moraines are

collections of fragments in the centre of the

glacier, sometimes dividing it laterally into

two portions. Terminal moraines are the accu-

mulations deposited at the spot where the

glacier ends, forming in many cases an irregular

broken arch, through which the melted waters
of the glacier pass.

At a remote period, the glaciers were pro-

bably of greater size than any now known to

exist, the largest of which is the ...
great glacier to the north of

Greenland, about 79° N. The effect of the
movement of these colossal blocks of ice, bear-

ing broken fragments of rock, on the surface

of the earth, must be tremendous. Professor

Tyndall has expressed an opinion that the
present conformation of the Alps has been
produced mainly by the action of ancient
glaciers. On the slope of the Jura mountains,
800 feet above the level of the Lake of Neuf-
chatel, there is a great belt of angular blocks

of granite (one of them, the Pierre k Bot, con-
taining 40,000 cubic feet, and others only a
little smaller), extending many miles, and
seventy miles distant from the nearest mass of

the same mineralogical character, on Mont
Blanc. In Prussia, Kussia, and Poland are

colossal masses and smaller fragments, torn
from the Scandinavian mountains

;
and through-

out England and North America (where they
are popularly known as “lost rocks”), are

numerous similar isolated masses, evidently
brought from great distances by glacial action.
“ Striated ” valleys, showing the scratched
surface, marking the progress of rugged super-

incumbent masses of immense weight, and
“ fractured surfaces,” will be more particularly

described in the articles on Geology.
It is possible that some modern exponents of

what is known as the “ glacial theory ” may to

some degree have exaggerated the effects of

the movement of these immense fields of ice

;

but there is ample evidence that very remark-
able effects have been produced

;
in addition to

which it is necessary to take into account the
force of the currents and deluges produced by
the melting of the glaciers as they reached
regions where the temperature of the earth was
higher.

Glaciers exist in Asia, on the northern side

of the Himalayas, on the Altai and other ^eat
ranges. In southern Europe they are princi-

pally in the Alps, where the area of the ice is

estimated at 1,500 square miles, and is from 80
to 600 feet in thickness. There are also glaciers

in the Pyrenees, and many in Norway, Iceland,

and Spitzbergen. In the Andes of South
America, glaciers are unknown, although the

peaks rise far above the snow line, excessive

steepness of the declivities being unfavourable
to their formation.

XI. .

The Staff Notation.—-Clefs.

A Clef determines the absolute pitch of notes.

A note like that at the side means
nothing to the musician : it may
be several different sounds. But
the clef, literally “ key,” fixes the
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exact position of a note in the region of musical

sounds. The clefs now used in
G and F Clefs. music are two—the G

or Treble Clef, represented at the side, which
makes the line around which its

- tail curls represent G above the

- middle C of a pianoforte: and
the F or Bass Clef, which makes
the line between the two dots it

bears represent the F below this

middle C.

Older music and instrumental

full scores use, however, a different clef for all

voices except the bass, and for
C Clef.

certain instruments. This is the

C clef, whose cross-bars mark the place of the

middle C of the pianoforte. This

is the sound which a man makes
in imitating the C of a tuning-

fork, and an octave below the

sound which a woman makes in doing the same

thing. The C clef is movable, and can be

placed on any line, although it is now only

used in three positions, as below :

—

Soprano Clef. Alto Clef. Tenor Clef.

(First line.) (Tiiird line.) (Fourth line.)

The line between the cross-bars, wherever they

may stand, is middle C. The reason that this

clef is adhered to by musicians is that it shows

the absolute pitch of the notes. The conve-

nience of singers, to w'hom a multiplicity of

clefs is perplexing, has, however, borne down
theoretical arguments, and publishers do not

now think of issuing popular vocal music in

the C clef. For the bass the F clef is used, and
the G clef for all parts above it. This involves

the error of writing the tenor part an octave

higher than it really sounds, and hence the

objections of theorists. When the parts are

written in this way the music is
Full score, “full score,” and

the lines stand as follows ;

—

Soprano.

\

A

Contralto.

Tenor.
(8ve lower.)

Bass.

Some American composers have endeavoured

to form a compromise between theory and con-

venience by placing the C clef in
An American third space, thus placing the
compromise,

^g ^ q. gjgf^ using

the different sign to show the octave. The

theoretical objection to this procedure we shall

now understand. A glance at the diagram at

the side will show that, by a
fortunate accident, the F and G
clefs meet at the middle C which
occupies the first leger line above
the bass staff, and the first leger

line below the treble staff. This
gives us a considerable range of

pitch
;
in fact, with the help of

leger lines and a few other signs, pianoforte

music of the widest range can be expressed on
these two staves.

Vocal music can also be written in two, four,

or more parts upon them
;
when this is done,

the music is said to be in “ short ,

T) mi_ j j. 1 j. SllOrX SCdlTGt
score. The soprano and contralto

parts are written on the upper staff, and the
tenor and bass parts on the lower. To dis-

tinguish the parts, the higher one on each
stave has its tails turned upwards, and the

lower one its tails turned downwards. Suffi-

cient space is left between the staves for the
tails of the alto and tenor notes to clear each
other, and the place of middle C is shifted,

according as it appears as a leger line above
the bass staff, or below the treble. When two
parts have the same note, if this be a crotchet

or any tailed note, two tails are given to the

one head, turning different ways. In the case

of a semibreve, which has no tail, a double-

note is sometimes used, resembling one note
linked to another

;
or the two notes are placed

side-by-side on the same line or space.

This central position of middle C, standing
as it does between the two staves, has led some
theorists to argue backwards, and
say that middie C is the centre of Theoiy and

the clef system, from which both
the other clefs are derived. To place the C clef

in a space would on this theory displace both
the F and G clefs, and destroy the wffiole argu-

ment about “ the great stave of eleven lines.”

Convenience, however, makes short work of

consistency, in these days of amateur singing

for the million.

Write the following four-part chant in Tonic
Sol-fa notation. The square
marks show the place of the

“®rcise.

Doh which bears no octave mark (called un-
marked Doh).

J. Barney.

Write the following in the staff notation in

full score, unmarked Doh in second space of

treble staff, and on fifth line of bass staff :

—

m :

—

r:d tr- ir.- Si : d.r m: r d :—
Si s,.— fi:- mi:—.fj Si: Si mi:—
d ti:d.r m:- d:— d -d d : ti d :—
d mi:— fi:- di:li Si:Si di:-
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XIIT.

Compound Division {continued).

Exercises and Problems.

1. Divide the following quantities, each sepa-

rately by 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, viz. ;

—

(a) £3 16s. U .
; (&) £17 18s. 9^.

2. Divide {a) £207 9s. '6\d. by 11 ; (5)
£814 13s. ^d. by 12

;
(c) £535 18s. M. by 35 ;

{d) £1564 7s. 4f<f. by 43
;
(e) £7496 12s. i^d.

by 179 ; (/) £2517 18s. 3d. by 867.

3. In the last set of exercises, divide succes-

sively by the factors of each divisor.

N.B.—The answers will be the same as those of 2,

if the work be correct in both cases.

4. Perform the following divisions :

—

£ s. d.

(«) 34 16 01 257.

208 2 6i^ 23.

(^) 26 9 7 82.

(d') 5429 12 3|-^- 783.

(^) 7086 8 0|-H 785.

(/) 2832 14 7 235.

5. A grocer buys 1000 tins of preserved
salmon for £33 6s. 8d., and sells them again
for \0d. a tin : how much does he gain on each
tin?

6. A man’s income is £469 10s. per annum

:

what does he earn per diem, omitting Sundays ?

7. Assuming the population of Great Britain

and Ireland to be 30,500,000, and the number
of square miles to be 122,518, what is the
number of persons for each square mile ?

Ansivers.

1. (a) 19s. 2d.
;

16s. id.
;

12s. 9<?., remain-
der 2d.

;
9s. Id. : 7s. 8d.

;
6s. id., remainder

8d.
; (&) £4 9s. 8id. ;

£3 11s. 9d. ;
£2 19s. 9^d.;

£2 4s. lOd., remainder \d\ £1 15s. \9\d .

;

£1 9s. lOld.

2. (a) £18 17s. 2id.
;

(b) £67 17s. 9§d.
;

(c) £15 6s. 3d.
;

(d) £36 7s. 7jd., remainder
20^'.; (e) £41 17s. 7^d., remainder 59^. ; (/)
£2 18s. Id.

4. (a) 2s. 8jd.
;

(b) £9 Os. U§d.
;

(c)

6s. 5^d.; (d) £6 18s. 8id. ;
(e) £9 Os. 6^d.,

remainder 136^.
; (/) £12 Is. Id.

5. 2d. 6. £1 10s. 7. 248 per square mile,

and 115,536 persons over.

But as we said on p. 346, Compound Division
is also the name of the process by which we
find how often one compound quantity is con-
tained in another compound quantity of the
same kind.

Thus we may ask how many times is £3 2s. 6d.

contained in £106 5s. ?

To answer this we must reduce both com-
pound quantities to one and the same denomi-
nation (i.e. to the lowest denomination which
occurs in either quantity), and then find, by
simple division, how often one number is con-
tained in the other.

Now, pence are the lowest denomination

occurring in the first quantity, and shillings

the lowest in the second. Therefore we must
reduce both quantities to pence.

Now, £3 2s. 6d. = 750d., and £106 5s. Od.

= 2b,399d.
;
and it is clear that to find how

often 7o9d. is contained in 25500d., we have
only to divide 25500 by 760, as in simple
division.

It will be found that the quotient is 34.

Hence £3 2s. 6d. is contained 34 times in

£106 5s.

The rule for dividing one compound quantity

by another of the same kind is

—

Eeduce both quantities to the lowest denomi-
nation which occurs in either quantity, and
divide, as in simple division.

It is necessary that the quantities should be
of the same kind. It would be meaningless to

ask how often a sum of money was contained
in a given weight, or distance, or time.

Example 1 : How often is 3s. id. contained
in £1 10s. ?

s. d. £ s.

3 4 1 10
12 20

36 + 4 = iOd. 30s.

12

40)360
360^^.

9

3s. id. reduces to iOd., and £1 10s. reduces
to 3Q9d.

;
40 is contained 9 times in 360 ;

.-. 9

is the answer.
Example 2 : What number must £124 5s. 3d.

be multiplied by so as to be equal to £4473 9s ?

This is equivalent to finding how often the
smaller quantity is contained in the largeri

£ s. d.

124 5 3

20

2486s.

12

29823^?.

£ s.

4473 9
20

89469s.

12

1073628<?.

29823) 1073628 (36. Ans.
89469

178938
178938

Exercises and Problems.

1. Find how often £3 10s. M. is contained
in each of the following :

—

{a) £28 4s.
;
{b) £36 5s.

;
(c) £42 6s.

; {!)
£52 17s. <od.

; (<>) £105 15s.
; (/) £158 12s. M.

2. Find how often £5 Os. 0^^. is contained in

{a') £60 Os. 3d.
;

{b') £420 Is. 9d.
;

{c)

£1260 5s. 3d .
;
{d) £2520 10s. 3d.

3. If I wish to take an equal number of

boys and girls on a school excursion, and have
to pay 2s. 3d. for each boy and 2s. 7d. for each
girl, how many can I take for £14 9s. 9d. ?

4. If, in addition to the above cost of each
child, I give them each a penny bun, a leaf of

strawberries, price \\d., and two apples, price

\d., how much shall I spend over the £14 9s. 9d.\
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5. A thousand men belong to a friendly

society, and subscribe I 5 . Qd. a month each.

At the end of the year they find that, after de-

ducting the amount allowed to sick members,
they have £40 to their credit. The average

allowance for each sick man was IO5 . How
many men must have received this allowance ?

Ansivers.

1. da) 8 ;
(J) 10 ;

(c) 12 ; (<0 15
; (0 30 ;

(/) 45 .

2. (a) 12 ; (&) 84 ;
(c) 252

;
(<f) 504.

3. 67 of each.

4. 165.'5J^.
5. 1720 men.

The Measures of Weight.
1. Troy Weight is chiefly used for weighing

gold, silver, and precious stones, and formerly
it was used in England in all delicate scientific

investigations. Now, however, the French
metric system is generally used by scientific

persons in England, as well as abroad; and
before long we may hope that it will be adopted
universally in England for weighing all kinds
of quantities. Calculations are much more
readily and accurately made in it than in our
own present systems ;

and it would also have
the advantage of enabling us at once and
without any further calculation to understand
the calculations of foreigners.

The derivation of the wmrd Troy is doubtful

;

some writers think it is derived from the name of

the town Troyes in France, because it is said that

the pound troy was first used there,—just as the

bayonet was so called because it was first made
at Bayonne. Others say it is from the French
word trois, i.e. three, because, like money, it

has three denominations, viz. grounds, ounces,

pennyweights. But this does not account for

the fourth denomination, namely grains. An-
other derivation sometimes suggested is from
“ Troy novant,” the name by which London in

pre-historic times was designated.

The following is the Table of Troy Weight :

—

24 grains (written 24 grs.) make 1 pennyweight
20 pennyweights (20 dwts.) „ 1 ounce.
12 ounces (12 oz.) „ 1 pound (lib.)

2. Avoirdupois Weight is used for general

commercial and household purposes. Weights
of all kinds of heavy and- coarse articles are

generally calculated in it.

The name is derived from the French words,
“avoir du poids,” i.e. to have weight.
The Table of Avoirdupois Weight is as

follows :

—

16 drams (written 16 drs.) make 1 ounce.
16 ounces ( „ 16 oz.) „ 1 pound.
28 pounds ( „ 28 lbs.) „ 1 quarter.

4 quarters, or 112 lbs.(4qrs.) „ 1 hundredwt.
20 hundredweight (20 cwt.) „ 1 ton.

1 stone (1 St.) = 14 lbs. avoirdupois in general.

Observe ; In a pound avoirdupois there are

7000 grains, and in a pound troy 5760 grains.

A cubic inch of distilled water, at tempera-
ture 62® Fahrenheit, weighs 252-458 grains

;

and a cubic foot at same temperature weighs
62-321 pounds avoirdupois.

The student will hardly understand this at

present, but it will be explained hereafter.

3. Agjothecaries' Weight is used in medicines.
Its denominations are subdivisions of the pound
troy.

20 grains (grs.) make 1 scruple, written Isc. or 13
3 scruples „ 1 dram, „ ldr.orl3
8 drams „ 1 ounce, „ loz. or I5

12 ounces „ 1 pound, „ llb.orllb

The rules which we have already stated for

the reduction of money are also applicable to

the reduction of all other compound quantities.

So also are the rules for addition, subtraction,

multiplication, and division.

We shall work out a few examples, in case

the student should feel at a loss how to apply
these rules to new quantities.

Example : Reduce 3 lbs. 5 oz. 14 dwt. 11 grs.

to grains.

lbs. oz. dwt. grs.

3 5 14 11

12

36-|-5 = 41 oz.

20

820 -f 14 = 834 dwt.
24

3336
1668

20016+11=20027 grs.

The next lower denomination after lbs. is

ounces ;
and there are 12 oz. in 1 lb., .-. we mul-

tiply 3 lbs. by 12
,
and add in the 5 oz. We thus

get 41 oz.

The next lower denomination is dwts.
;
and

20 dwts. make 1 oz,, .-. multiply 41 by 20, and
add in the 14 dwts.

;
this gives 834 dwts.

The next lower denomination is grs.; and
24 grs. make 1 dwt., .-. multiply 834 dwts. by 24,

and add in the 11 grs.; this gives us altogether

20027 grs.

Example : Conversely, to reduce 20027 grs. to

lbs., oz., etc.

(
6

24
^

(
4

2,0

12

grs.

20027

3337 ... 5 remr.
]

^
11 grs.

1 83^4 ... 1 remr.

)

41 ... 14 dwt. remr.

3 ... remr. 5oz.

Ans. 3 lbs. 5 oz. 14 dwt. 11 grs

We divide the grs. by 24, the number of grs.

in the next higher denomination, viz. dwts.

To divide by 24 we divide by its factors 6 and
4 successively. The remainder is 11

,
and the

quotient 834, and clearly the 11 are grs. and
the 134 are dwts.
We then divide by 20, because 20 dwts. make

1 oz,, the next denomination.
Finally we divide by 12 .

The last quotient and the several remainders
give the answer.
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Example: Eeduce 3 tons 15 cwt. 2 qrs. 0 lb.

16 oz. to ounces.

tons cwt. qr. lb. oz.

3 15 2 0 15

20

60+15 = 75 cwt.
4

300+2= 302 qrs.

41

1208
I

8456
4’

28

33824 j'

135296+15 = 136311 oz. Ans.

The next lower denomination after tons is

cwts., of which there are 20 in 1 ton
;

.*. multi-

ply the 3 tons by 20, and add the 15 cwt.: this

gives 75 cwt.

Next come qrs., of which 4 make 1 cwt.

;

.*. multiply 75 cwt. by 4, and add in 2 : this

gives 302 qrs.

Multiply 302 qrs. by 28, or by 4 and by 7 suc-

cessively, to reduce the qrs. to lbs., and add in

0 lb. : this gives 8456 lbs.

There are 16 oz. in 1 lb.
;

.*. multiply 8456 lbs.

by 16, or by 4 and 4 successively, and add in

the 16 oz. This gives us the final result.
•

Example : Conversely, to reduce 136311 oz.

to tons, cwts., etc.

16

28

4

4

7

4

20

oz.

135311

33827 .,.. rerar.

8456 .... remr.

2114 ..,. remr.

302 .,,. remr.

75 .,.. remr.

3 .,.. remr.

.3f
15 oz.

01b.

We divide the ounces by 16, the number of oz.

in 1 of the next higher denomination. We do so

by dividing successively by the factors of 16,

i.e. 4 and 4.

Again, we divide the lbs. by 28, to reduce to

qrs., and we do so by dividing by the factoi-s

4 and 7.

Then we divide the 302 qrs. by 4 to reduce
them to cwts., and the 75 cwts. by 20 to reduce
them to tons.

The last quotient and the several remainders
give the answer.

Ans. 3 tons 16 cwt. 2 qrs. 0 lb. 16 oz.

XII.

Cassini’s Discoveries.

Owing- to the improvements which had been
introduced into astronomical instruments, the

principal discoveries which were made in the

latter portion of the seventeenth century
were owing to astronomers being now able to

employ more powerful telescopes, and to

make delicate measurements with the aid of

the micrometer.
During this period the principal contributors

to this branch of astronomy were Cassini,

Hooke, and Hevelius, but principally the first.

Bom in Italy, J. D. Cassini was one of the

most energetic and successful observers who
ever lived, and to his labours astronomy is

indebted for the first accurate information
about the physical condition of the different

members of the solar system
;
and

we shall see his name connected Cassini’s dis-

with many of the most brilliant

discoveries in this department of astronomy.
Little that was new was learnt about the

sun, although drawings were made of the

appearance of the faculae and sun spots
;
but it

was not until the end of the following century
that any real progress was made in our know-
ledge of the physical condition of the sun.

Some further information was learnt respecting

its distance from the earth. We have already

seen how astronomers were able to ascertain

the approximate distance of the different

planets from the sun, if the distance of the

earth were taken as unity. And we have also

seen how the famous laws of Kepler enable

one to tell v.dth accuracy the distances of

every planet from the sun, if once the distance

of one planet be known. We have also leamt
how astronomers found out the distance of the

moon by its parallax, or the apparent alteration

in its place amongst the stars when it is seen

from different sides of the earth. Now, Kepler’s

theory of the planets showed that Mars ap-

proaclied the earth until only
about one-third as far as off as

the sun
;
and astronomers thought that this

might be close enough for them to be able to

to measure the parallax by comparing the

place of the planet wdth some known star.

Eicher, a P’rench astronomer, proceeded in

1672 to Cayenne in South America (not in

Africa, as commonly stated), to observe Mars
;

and Cassini, Eomer and Picard observed the

planet in France. When they came to com-
pare their observations they found that the

parallax or alteration in the place of the

planet was so small that they could not deter-

mine its value with sufficient accuracy. It

was not greater than 25", and it could not be

less than 15", or they would not have been
able to detect it at all, whereas there was
obviously some difference. Cassini, on taking

everything into consideration, fixed on the
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value 21" as the parallax of Mars when seen

from opposite sides of the earth, and from that

he calculated that the parallax of the sun was
9'6", or its distance 86 million miles. It

was easy then by Kepler’s laws to ascertain

the distances of the other planets from the

sun. Mercury was 34 million miles distant,

Venus was 62 million. Mars was 121 million,

Jupiter 447 million, and Saturn 818 million

miles distant from the sun.

Cassini and La Hire, his

colleague at the Royal Ob-
servatory at Paris, both care-

fully mapped the surface of

the moon, but their new charts

were little, if any way, superior

to those of their predecessors

Hevelius and Riccioli. As in

the case of the sun, a cen-

tury was to elapse before any
real advance was made in our
knowledge of the physical

condition of our satellite.

It is essential for the pro-

per study of astronomy that

astronomers should know the

correct value of the diameter
of the earth. At this period
it was commonly supposed
that the earth was about
21,600 miles in circumference,

or 3440 miles in radius. Astro-

noraers, however, knew better,
Diame^ of the

correct value
3810 miles,

which had been deduced
by Snellius in 1615. The
method by which the dia-

meter of the earth is found
out is very simple in theory,

though there are difficulties

in practice, and consists in

measuring an arc of the
meridian, as it is called. An
observer at the point a on
the earth (fig. 41) chooses a
star (a) which passes exactly
overhead, and another (B),

which is a little to the
south; in the figure it is

about 10° south. He then
moves south along the sur-

face of the earth until he
comes to a spot like Z>, where
the star B passes exactly
overhead, and the star A
passes about 10° to the
north. He then knows that,

as the earth is a sphere, he
has moved exactly 10° over
the surface of the earth,

and the distance he has tra-

velled is the length of 10°

of the earth’s circumference.
He measures the length in miles of the
distance he has moved due south—say it is

665 miles-^and he knows that 10° of the
earth’s circumference measures 665 miles, or
one degree measures 66^ miles. Geometry
teaches him that the radius of the earth is

equal to 67^^^ of the length of one degree, or
in the case supposed 3810 miles.

Several years after the determination of
Snellius, his pupil Muschenbrock, another Dutch
astronomer, measured the length of an arc of
the meridian in the Netherlands, and using
more powerful instruments than Snellius,
found the radius of the earth to be 3960 miles.
In 1635, Norwood, an English astronomer,
measured the arc of the meridian between

London and York, and found
the diameter of the earth to
be 3982 miles. The most
exactly determined value
of this period was, however,
that of Picard, the French
astronomer, wffio found the
diameter to be 3959 miles.

We now know the radius or

semi-diameter is 3962 miles.

The popularly current value of

3440 miles was generally used
by philosophers until near
the close of the seventeenth
century, when Picard’s value
displaced it

;
and we shall see

how Newton was misled by
it, though we may wonder why
he did not take the more cor-

rect results of Snellius or Nor-
wood, which were even then
known to be more accurate.

In 1664, whilst residing in Italy, J. D. Cassini

obtained a very fine telescope from the most
celebrated maker of the time
— Campani of Rome ; it was
37 feet in length, had an
aperture of 3^ inches, and
magnified 130 times. With
this telescope he assiduously

studied the planet Jupiter.

The planet he saw w'as

crossed by three dusky belts

running parallel to the or-

bits of the satellites. On
these belts from time to

time he saw both dusky
and white spots. They none
of them appeared to remain
visible for more than a few
hours, and even the belts

seemed to alter in rppear-

ance. In July 1665 he dis-

covered a large wh‘ e spot

on the lower edge of the

uppermost or southern belt,

and on two or three subse-

quent days he saw the same
spot, but it appeared to

have changed its position.

One day it appeared indis-

tinct and close to the eastern

edge ofthe planet,and watch-
ing it attentively he saw it

slowly approach the centre of the planet, when
it looked large and distinct : soon after it had
passed the centre, and gradually approached
the west border, until it was lost near the edge
of the planet. In four hours it seemed to

have moved over two-fifths of the cireum-

B

riG. 41.—SIEASUHIiTG AN ABC OP THB
MERIDIAN.

PIG. 42.—JVPITEE.

A

1
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ference of the planet. Cassini felt convinced,

from what he had seen, that it was fixed to the

planet, which was rotating on its axis like the

earth, only so much faster that it only required

ten hours for a complete rotation. Two days

afterwards the spot was again seen by him,

only it was one hour later in reaching the

centre of the planet
;
in 49 hours, therefore, the

planet had made five rotations, or took 9 h.

50 m. to rotate on its axis. Cassini continued

his observations, and found
that in almost exactly 12 days
the spot on the planet had come
back to the same place as before.

It must have made 29 revolu-

tions, each revolution taking 9 h.

56 m. This was a brilliant dis-

covery, for in the revolution of

Jupiter on its axis was a striking

confirmation of the fact of the

revolution of the earth on its

axis.

Cassini continued his observa-

tions, and before long discovered

a very minute black spot on the

planet, much smaller than those

dusky spots he had seen. This spot moved
quickly across the planet from extreme edge
to edge, and did not grow indistinct and
disappear insensibly near the edge. Soon
after he discovered other similar black spots,

some of which seemed to take only a little

over two hours to cross, and others required

nearly five hours
;
so that in most cases they

moved far quicker than could be accounted for

by the rotation of the planet, and therefore

could not be black spots

fixed on the surface of the

planet itself.

Cassini soon found that

these spots were only to

be seen when one of the

satellites was in or near
its time of transit across

the planet, and that they
moved at about the same
rate as the satellite itself.

He immediately sus-

pected that they were the

shadows cast by the satel-

lites
; so that he had seen

the phenomena whose ex-

istence had been predicted

by Galileo, but which his

predecessors had been un-
able to see

Cassim discovers^^ i n g t O
transit of Jupi- ,

ter’s satellites, their tele-
^

scopes not being powerful enough.
Later he was successful in seeing some of the

satellites themselves in transit over the disc of

Jupiter, when they appeared as minute brighter

spots on the dusky belts of the planet. Having
discovered the cause of these spots, he was able

to predict the time when they would be
visible

;
and these predictions being verified by

observation, it established the correctness of his

explanation of their nature.
Continuing his observations, Cassini found

that the satellites did not move, as had been

FIG. 43 .—SATELLITE IN TKANSIT.

FIG. 44.—MAES.

supposed, in the same plane as the orbit of the
planet, but in a plane inclined to it by 2° 55',

and that the equator and the belts of the planet
were also inclined to the orbit of the planet b
the same amount

;
so that, as in the case of

the earth, the axis of Jupiter was inclined to
its orbit. These discoveries he embodied in a
series of tables of the satellites, from which
could be obtained their position and the times
of their eclipses and transits.

Next turning his telescope on
Mars, he discovered a number
of greyish spots on the disc of

that planet. He found that
every day these spots seemed to
reappear about three-quarters of
an hour later, and from a com-
parison of his drawings of the
planet was able to fix on 24 h.

40 m. as the time of its complete
rotation on its axis.

This value hasbeen ^oHtion of

found by subse-

quent observations to be very
nearly correct. On examining
Venus, he also suspected that

its bright disc contained some very faint

markings which changed in position, and
seemed to indi cate that the planet revolved on
its axis once in 23 hours. He could not feel

sure of this, for, like all the earlier astronomers,
he found Venus a very difficult object to
observe.

In 1669, on Louis XIV. founding a Eoyal
Observatory at Paris, Dominic Cassini was
appointed its head, and leaving Italy took up

his residence in France,
and energetically resumed
his observations of the
physical aspects of the
planets. On Oct. 25,

1671, Cassini was watch-
ing the planet Saturn with
a telescope* 17 feet in
length, with an aperture
of 3 inches and a power
of about 100—one of the
best instruments in the
equipment of the Eoyal
Observatory. The ring of
Saturn was then presented
almost edgeways to the
earth, so that it looked like

-a narrow line of light
;
and

Cassini noticed a small
star to the west of the
planet, and nearly in the
s \me line as the ring. On

the following evening he was surprised to
find that though the planet seemed to have
moved a considerable distance amongst the
stars, this particular star seemed to haveaccom-
‘panied it. Accordingly he closely watched
during the following night, and found that it

moved with the planet, and slowly
revolved round it in about eighty 3)iscove^ of

days
;

it was a new satellite to

Saturn. Towards the end of the
year Cassini lost sight of the new satellite, and
could not see it, although it was looked for most
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perseveringly. He therefore procured a more
powerful telescope—one of 34 feet focus, with
an aperture of nearly 4 inches, and a power
130—and resumed his watch for the satellite,

but still without success. On the 13th Decem-
ber, 1672, he suddenly re-discovered it, and
continued to watch it until near the end of the
month, when it again disappeared and could
not be found. On the 23rd December, 1672,
Cassini saw a star in the place where the
missing satellite ought to be, and thought he
he had again re-discovered it, but on the subse-
quent day he found it had moved much farther
than it could have done had it been the missing
satellite

;
yet it was certainly not moving like a

star. The suspicion shot across his mind that
he might have been so fortunate as to have
discovered yet a third satellite. Unless his first

observation was imperfect, it seemed to him
that this must be so, for no star could have
moved like this object. The observations of the

ii5. 45.—jAi'uax.

next two or three days settled the matter : it

was a new satellite, and one moving round the

planet in about four and a half days. Later,

Cassini was successful in re-discovering the
missing satellite, and he found

Strife yaria- periodically disappeared,

br^htae^s. Whilst moving in the western
' half of its orbit round Saturn the

satellite was bright and distinct, but during the
six weeks it was moving in the eastern half of

its orbit it remained invisible. The satellite

first discovered by Cassini isnow called lapetus,

and that afterwards seen is called Rhea, whilst

the satellite discovered by Huygens is called

Titan. All these satellites moved very nearly

in the same plane as the ring, which, according

to Picard, is inclined at an angle of 31° to the

ecliptic.

XII.

The Consonants {contimied).

§ 59. Ch. In strictly French words cli= sh

before a vowel : chapeau, hat, cheval, horse,

chien, dog, c?wse, thing, chute, fall. Before

consonants and at the end of words it = A :

aurochs (proks''), hrachmane (hrahmanf'), chlo-

rare, chretien, chrestomathie (tie'), chroniquc
cochlearia, ichneumon, ichthyolithe (iktiolit'),

technique ; Brisach, loch, Munich, Henoch,
Roeh, schlich, Zurich.
Rems.—1. cht = k: yacht=yak, Mastricht,

Utrecht. 2. ch=g in drachme. 3. In the
following c/t final = 5^.* Auch, Belpech, punch.
4. Almanach (nach = na'), but un ahnanach
interessant (^na-kin).

In the following, mostly derived from Greek,
ch, although placed before a vowel, = h :

archaisme, archange, archeologue and derivs.,

archetype, archiepiscopal, archonte, Bacchus,
brachial and all in hrachi and brachy, cate-

chumene
;
words in chalc, chame, chao, chair,

cheil, chel, cheir, cher, chil, chir, chism, conchi
and conchy, choa, choe, chol, chend, chcr, cha-

lybe ; words in dicho, inch, isch, psycha, psycho,
tracfio, tricho, trocha, orchi, orchi, chus, lichen,

malachite, orchestre ; and many proper names.
In the following, which have a similar origin,

ch = sh : alchimie, arche, archcreque, archi-

diacre, archiduc, architecte, catechisme, cate-

chiste, cherubin, chirurgie and derivs., rachi-

tique, stomachique, tachygraphe ; Acheron,
Achille, Archim'ede, Ezechiel, Michel. Yet in

Michel-Ange (Michael Angelo) ch = h
;
machia-

vHique Q.nd. machiavelisme make^A; although

Machiavel is pr. Makiavel.

§ 60. D is pr. like the English d, and dd = d :

drame, drama, addition, reddition. It is mute
at the end of genuine French words ; abord,

bavard, pied, chaud, froid, Saint-Cloud, etc.

It is heard in Abiad, Cid, David, ephod, god,

lamed, Nemrod, Obed, sud, talm/ud. The articu-

lated final d remains a d before a vowel.

David arait battu les Philistins, David had
beaten the Philistines, sa.j da-tn-da ; lesud-ouest,

the south-west, say le su-douesi! ; but when the

inarticulated final d stands before a vowel it is

changed into a ^ : un grand arbre, a tall tree
;

un profond abime, a deep abyss; entend-il?

does he hear ? coud-ellc ? does she sew ? il

repond a tout, he answers everything
;
quand

on voudra, whenever it is wished
;
say ta, ta,

til, telle, ta, ton. This connection can only take

place between w'ords that are grammatically

connected—as noun and adjective, preposition

and complement, etc.
;
avoid it therefore in these

phrases : Vhomme grand
]

et le grand'homme
sont deux ; on le blame, mais'~'aufond

|
il n'a

pas tort; il y a un nid
]
au bout de cette

branche

;

because there is no grammatical

connection between grand and et,fond and il,

nid and au.

Rems.—1. Words in rd (as also words in rt")

make the connection slightly with the r ; U
tousse comme un renard enfume (na-reri)

;
son

abord a ete bienveillant (bo-ra). 2. In fami-

liar conversation d in froid, cold, is not con-

nected
;
in the plur. say des froids excessifs =

froi-ze ; laid preceding its noun is connected
;

un laid animal = un lai-ta, pi. de laids animaucx

= lai-za, but say laid a faire peur= U a; pied,

foot, is hardly ever connected out of the phrases

pied-a-terre (house of call or occasional lodgings)

avApied en cap (cap-a-pie).

§ 61. A’= English /, and ff=f: faible, weak,

bouffon, buffoon. It is sounded at the end
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of a word : href, short, decisif decisive, savf,

except, suif tallow, etc. This f is carried on :

vif-argent (vi-far'), quicksilver, un canif a deux
lames (ni-fa'), a double-bladed penknife, etc.

;

it is still sounded when an s follows it : des

canifs d deux lames {ca-nif-za). Special cases

require comment : 1. hceuf, ox, sounds the /,
and connects it ; nous achetons du hceuf, du
hoeuf CL la mode (hoeu-fa')

;
in hceuf gras, hceuf

sale and plur. hceuf

s

do not sound/. Note also

that with / sounded ceu is open, and with f
mute ceu is close : des hoeufs et des vaches,

say hceu-ze. 2. Chef sounds / in sing, and
plur. ; un chef hahHe (che-fa'), des chefs hahiles

(chef-zd)
;
in chef-d'ceuvre /is mute. 3. Cerf.

In order to distinguish this word from serf, a
slave, it should always be pr. e'er; it is pr. so

in eerf-volant, nerf de cerf, un cerf aux ahois,

and in the plur. des cerfs et des dairies (c6’?*-e)
;

otherwise opinions differ. 4. Clef is always
pr. cle, and some write it so : une clef enorme
\cle-e) and des clefs enoi'mes (cle- ze). 5. Nerf
sounds and connects/in the sing. : ila du nerf
Qnerf), le nerf optigtie {n'er-fop). But say n'er

in nerf de hceuf and nerf de cerf; in the plur.

elle ascs nerfs = n'er. 6. Neuf means (a) new,

(J)') nine ;
(a) sound the/ in sing, and plur. :

un hahit neuf, des hah its neufs, Chdteauneuf

;

but when the first component is neuf say
neu : Neufchdtel, Neufchateau, Neuf Brisach.
(V) mute before a consonant: neuf colis ; neuv'

before a vow'el : neuf amis, neuf heures ; neuf
when standing last in a sentence or as an inde-

pendent noun ‘.fen ai dix-nevf; donnez leneuf
de carreoAi. 7. In ceuf sound and connect/ in

the sing. : un ceuf d la coque (ceu-fa'). In ceuf
fi'ais, ceuf dur, it is optional

;
in the plural

say ceu : des ceufs durs {d'e-zeeu-durs) ; when
/ is inarticulated the sound ceu is close, as in

hceuf

s

above.

§ 62. G, like the English g, is a soft guttural
before the vowels a, o, u, and before consonants :

garni, lagune, Gorgone. r'egle, grimjrcr, frag-
ment, enigme, ghetto, Enghien {an-gairi), gan-
gr'ene. The questions affecting gn and gu have
been fully treated in §§ 26 and .54.

It is a soft sibilant, like s in ])leasure, before
e, i, and y: gernie, gihier, gingemhre, gypse.
Before proper nouns of Saxon origin, as Gessner,
Giessen, Geyser, etc., g would be guttural.

When the sibilant sound of g is to be pre-

served before a, o, or u, an e mute is inserted ; il

mangea, le bourgeois, la gageure. See § 19, e. If

the guttural sound is to be retained before e or

i, u is inserted
: guerre, war, guimauve, mallow.

See § 26.

GG = g except when followed by e, when
the first g is guttural and the second sibilant

:

aggraver — agraver, agglomer'cr — aglornerer,

snggerer = sugh-jerer.

At the end of a word or a syllable g is not
heard : calemhourg, Cherbourg, doigt, doigter,

doigtier. Hang, faubourg, hareng, legs, sang,

sangsue, vingt, vingtaine, Wurtemherg. In
hourg-epine, joug, zigzag, and some foreign

words, such as hourgmestre, Berg, Berg-op-
Zoom, Bergheim, grog, whig, Zadig, etc., the g
is audible. Where the g may be connected it

is generally sounded like k : un joug insup-
portable {jou-ldn), '\fl. des jougs insupportables

(^jough-in), un long espoir ijon-h'es), pi. de longs

espoirs {lon-zes) ; aller de rang en rang {ran-

kan), pi. des rangs eleves (ran-ze) ; un sang
inipur (^san-kim), un sang illustre (^san-hil)

;

un bourg etendu, hour-e, or bourk-e, optional.*

§ 63. H is never heard in French
;

it only

serves etymological purposes, in a somewhat
erratic manner now and then

;
yet in Nor-

mandy and some other western parts of France
a slight aspiration is perceptible in the people’s

speech. This, although encouraged by M.
Littre, is discountenanced by the Academie and
Parisian practice. Nevertheless, the h is called

mute and aspirate ;
it is mute when it allows

elision and contraction, and aspirate when it

does not, or when a slight pause is required

before it. Since h is not heard in any position

—

ha hi he hai han hon heu
are read a i e ai an on eu

and the rhi j'ho d'ha s'hu Vheu pha
are read te ri jo da su leu fa.

There are in French more than 3000 words
beginning with h

;
of those between 700 and

800 are aspirated. It would be tedious to give

a complete list of the iatter, every dictionary

settling besides this matter. We shall give (1)

a list of the commonest words
; (2) a few

general rules
;
and (3) some special cases.

1. Ha, hahleur, hache, hagard, haie, haillon,

haine, hair, hairc, halage, hate, haleter, halle,

halleharde, halo, haloir, halte, liamac, hamcau,
hamqre, hanap, hanche, hangar, hanneton, hanter,

happer, haquenee, haquet, harangue, haras,

harasser, harceler, hardes,hardi, harem, hareng,

hargneux, haricot, haridclle, harnais, haro,

harpe, harpie, harpon, hasard, hase, liHe, hau-

han, hauhert, haut, have, havoc, he, heaume,

hein, hHer, hennir, heraut, here, herisson,

heron, heros, herpes, herse, hetre,heurter,hihou,

hie. hideux, hierarchie, hisser, hoherau, hoche,

I hocher, hochet, hold, homard, honnir, home,
hoquet, hoqueton, horde, horion, hormis, hors,

hotte, houhlon, houe, houille, houle, houlette,

houppe, hourdage, houri, hourmi'i, housse, houx,

huche, huee, huguenot, huit, hulotte, humer,

hune, huppe, hure, hurler, hussard, hutte.

2. (a) Derivatives follow their originals :

haut having an asp. h, hautain, hauthois, hau-

tesse, hauteur, etc., are all aspirated.

(Z>) The h in the body of a word maintains

its original character : aheurter, enhardir,

cohorte, rehausser, are read a-eur, en-ar, co-or,

re-au, because the h is originally asp.
;
ahhorrer,

hienheureux, exhumer, inhahile, are read a-ho,

hien-neu, e-gzu, i-na, because the h is originally

mute.
(c) Most proper names coming from the

classical languages have a mute h : Hel'ene,

Hippocrate, Horace, Hom'ere, etc. Those de-

rived from a Saxon source are aspirated : Ic

Hanovre, la Hesse, Ic Holstein, Hull, les Hus-
sites, etc.

(^d) There is not one word beginning with
hy that has an asp. h : Vhygiene, Vhymen, etc.

3. The h in heros is asp., but it is mute

The words of foreign origin, as vihiq, grog, Zadig, .

which end with the soft guttural, would not change
that soft guttural into a hard one : le grog est d mon
gout, do not say gro-ke, but gro-ghe.
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in all the derivatives

—

Vheroinc. Vheroisme,

hero'ique, Mroiquement. One says la Hollande,

la Hongrie, butZa toUe (VHollande, dufroinage
d'Hollande, de Veau de la reine d'Hongrie

;

the influence of trade, which has no time to

waste on words, makes itself felt here.

—

Huxt
is asp. : le huit de tr'ejle, quatre-vingt-huit =
vin-uiif] but dix-huit— di-zuitf

,

and vingt-huit

= vin-tuit'.— Hier: lejour d'hier, but in avant-

Mer it is optional to say avan-i'er or avan-tier.

—In a lofty style Henri is asp.
;
in a familiar

style it is mute : Jeanne d'Albret, mere de
Henri IV. ; la Henriade, po'eme epique de
Voltaire; but la mere d'Henri vend despommes.

§ 64. J^has the sound of the Fi’ench g before

e or i (see § 62) : jaune, gone, jujube, eajole,

bijou, j'humilie. Be careful never to put the

d portion of the letter as it appears in the

English word jaw ; j is not a double articula-

tion.

§ 65. English 1i. It only appears in words
of foreign origin, and is never mute; arack,

kilometre, knout, moka.

XII.

The Tudor Period ix England.

Henry VII. and Henry VIII.

The reign of the Tudors is the epoch of the

establishment of the Beformation in England
;

and the great movement is as closely inter-

woven with the rule of those monarchs, as in

France wdth the government of Francis I.

and his successors, and in Germany with the

history of the emperor Charles V.

At the beginning of the sixteenth century,

Henry VII., the first of the Tudor sovereigns,

sat on the English throne. This king has

been much censured by historians for cold-

heartedness and cruelty
;

but
Reigi^f cruel, in the worst sense of the

word, he was certainly not. A
cruel man would not have

twice spared Warbeck, or have flung a con-
temptuous pardon to the miserable Simnel.

But Henry was profoundly distrustful and
persistently selfish. Where his interests came
into question, no artifice was too mean,
no subterfuge too disgraceful. Sir Thomas
More, in his history of Henry, well and con-
cisely defines the consequences of the king’s

inveterate love of secrecy and intrigue; “All
things were so covertly de-

Af meaned,” says Sir Thomas, “ one
thing pretended and another

meant, that there was nothing so plain and
openly proved, but that yet, for the custom of

close and covert dealing, men had it ever in-

wardly to suspect, as many well-counterfeited
jewels make the true mistrusted.” His sus-

picion and harshness are partly excused by the
circumstances of his reign. His title to the

throne was defective. He derived his sole
right from his mother, the Countess of Rich-
mond, a descendant of John of Gaunt

;
but the

Somerset branch, to which she belonged, had
been expressly excluded from the succession,
and the countess was, moreover, still living at

Henry’s accession. He had seen many members
of his house perish by the axe

;
and profound

hatred of the Yorkist party had become deeply
rooted in his nature. He married Elizabeth,
the heiress of the rival house, to strengthen
his own position

;
but he distrusted his gentle

and faithful wife, deferred her coronation in an
insulting manner, and took care that in the
act of settlement, by which the crown was
secured to him, no mention was made of Eliza-

beth or her family. Avarice became his lead-

ing passion, to the exclusion of ambition itself

:

the sum of £1,800,000, which he left at his

death, bears witness to the rapacity of the first

Tudor king. At his accession the English had
enthusiastically expected that the old animosi-
tiesbetween York and Lancasterwould be buried
in oblivion. They found themselves wofully
deceived. A new King Stork had appeared
where King Log was expected

;
and the general

disgust found vent in the various revolts that
interrupted tTie tranquillity of the king’s reign.

Of these revolts, the first was a hasty and
ill-considered rising of Yorkist partisans under
Lord Lovel and Sir Humphrey Rebellions-
Stafford. It ended in the flight Loveland
of Lovel and the execution of his StafiFord,

coadjutor. Far more important April, 1486.

was the rebellion of Simnel, the baker’s son,

who was made to assume the character of the
Earl of Warwick, the son of Clarence, at that
time an imbecile prisoner in thei,ainbert Simnel
Tower,—^for it was supported by defeated at

the influence and weMth of the Stoke, June 18,

Duchess Dowager of Burgundy, 1487.

the sister of Edward TV., and by several noble-
men of importance. But the battle of Stoke
disposed of Simnel’s pretensions once and for
all

;
and Henry wisely considered that in

making a scullion of Simnel he was choosing
the most practical way of crushing that un-
happy impostor.
Very different in magnitude and gravity was

the great treason which taxed all Henry’s vigour
and ingenuity to combat and subdue—the in-

surrection of Perkin Warbeck.
With great skill that pretender
played the part of the unfortunate
Richard Duke of York, the younger of the two
sons of Edward IV., respecting whose murder
in the Tower by order of the Duke of Glouces-
ter there is no reasonable doubt. The belief

accorded to Perkin’s incredible story, not only
by the Dowager Duchess of Burgundy, who
publicly acknowledged him as her nephew,
but by the kings of France and Scotland, all

contributed to render the situation perilous and
perplexing. Henry met his difficulties with con-

summate skill, contriving to turn even the most
unfavourable circumstances to his

advantage. Already, in 1492,

when the treaty of Etaples with^^P ’

CharlesVIII. enriched Henryfrom
the coffers of I'rance, as the war had enriched
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him by the suras voted in England for its

prosecution,—the astute king had managed
“to pluck from the nettle danger the flower
safety.” He made the expulsion of Warbeck
from France a prime condition of the peace,

and took the opportunity of ridding himself,

by process of law, of some of his dangerous
enemies; while even those who in former days
had been instrumental in raising him to the
throne of England did not always escape.
Thus the Lord Chamberlain Stanley, the brother
of the Earl of Derby, Henry’s father-in-law,

who had placed the crown on his head on
Bosworth field, convicted of treasonable corre-

spondence with Warbeck, was executed without
mercy

;
and every step in the impostor’s

career was tracked and counteracted by the
subtle king, with a practised and persevering
duplicity worthy of Louis XI. himself.

The treason of Warbeck extended over more
than eight years. Expelled from France, he

took refuge in Burgundy, pro-
Warbeck’s tected by the Duchess Margaret,

surrounded by the discon-

(149L1^). tented and the outlawed among
the English nobles and gentry.

In 1495 he was repulsed in an attack on Deal,

in the fight on Blackheath, June 22, 1497.

Indeed, the extortions of Henry,
and his inveterate propensity to

enrich himself at his subjects’ ex-

pense, maintained in the country U97
a smouldering discontent ever

’

ready to break forth
;

but his vigour an{^

capacity were equal to all emergencies; and
his common expression, “ he desired but to

see the rebels,” aptly illustrated his bold
policy. Of his skill as a negociator, the

various treaties he made bear sufficient wit-

ness, especially the Magnus Intercursus, or

treaty of commerce between Flanders and
England, concluded with Duke Philip the

Fair, the father of the Emperor Charles V.,

in 1496 ; and still more the Malus Intercursus,

a second treaty wrung from the necessities of

Philip, who had been driven ashore at Wey-
mouth, on his way from Flanders to Spain,

and was thus to some extent in the power of

the English king. The league of

Cambray, formed by France, Ger-
^

“
many and the papacy against the

republic of Venice, was joined by
’’

Henry. The confederates of Cambray overran

the territory of the republic, but the position
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and returned to Flanders. Expelled thence,

at Henry’s instance, by Duke Philip, he took
refuge with James IV. of Scotland, who be-

lieved his plausible tale, and gave him the

Lady Catherine Gordon, Lord Huntley’s fair

daughter, for his bride. But never did adven-
turer less deserve support. Warbeck was smooth
and insinuating, but a coward. When at length,

in 1497, he landed in the west, he lost heart at

the approach of the royal army, and took
sanctuary at Beaulieu, in the New Forest.

Delivered into the hands of Henry, he was
imprisoned in the Tower, whence he escaped,

only to be recaptured, once more committed
to custody, and ultimately hanged at l^burn,
in 1499, for a conspiracy to escape, with the
imbecile Earl of Warwick, the miserable de-

scendant of the Plantagenet kings. The exe-

cution of Warwick was a cruel measure
;
that

unhappy youth was, to use the expression of

Holinshed, “ a very innocent,” or completely
idiotic.

Other insurrections troubled the repose of

Henry’s reign, the chief being that of the Cor-
nishmen who marched into Kent under Lord
Audley, Joseph the farrier, and the lawyer
Flammoy, and were so signally put to rout

of the city itself amid the lagoons enabled it

to bid defiance to them. The league was
broken up by the secession of Pope Julius, who
had only joined it for personal motives.

The reign of Henry was useful to the country,

and contrasts favourably with the stormy
period that preceded it. The abolition of the
old feudal right of “maintenance,” in virtue

of which the barons had surrounded themselves
with great numbers of vassals, who lived at

their expense, and were always ready to fight

in their quarrels, curbed the formerly exor-

bitant power of the great houses

;

and the Statute of Liveries, rigidly

enforced by the jealous king, was
another step in the same direction, by imposing
a tax of five pounds per month for each re-

tainer, thus rendering the expense of a large

retinue ruinous even to a noble. The old

feudal power of the barons was gone, and
Henry took care that it should not revive.

There was no room, in his scheme of pohty,

for a “ Warwick the King-maker.” The Statute

of Fines also facilitated the sale of estates by
impoverished nobles to rich commoners

;
and

gradually a new nobility arose from among
the people, far less military and autocratic
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than the barons of former days. The condition

of the people generally was rapidly improving.

Villeinage, the state of bondage which attached

the serf to the soil as part of the estate, was
now rare

;
many peasants held land by copy-

hold tenure
;
and the kingdom increased rapidly

in wealth, by the spread of commerce and the

improvement of manufacture, especially that of

woollen cloth. Hallam enumerates five points

that guarded the liberty of the subject against

the authority of the king : firstly, that no new
tax could be levied except by consent of Parlia-

ment
;
secondly, that no new law

Improvement could be made except by assent

, and authority of Parliament

;

thirdly, a warrant was necessary
before a man could be imprisoned, and every
accused person was to be tried at the next
Sessions held after his committal

;
fourthly,

in the county where the offence was said to

have occurred, the accused person must be pub-
licly tried by a jury

;
and fifthly, the servants

of the king were responsible to any man whom
they might injure, and could not pie id the
king’s command as an excuse for an unlawful
act.

On the other hand, the establishment of the
Court of Star Chamber, which overrode the

decisions of the regular tribunals,

^ ® V inflicted punishments of atrocious

severity, and became indeed a
mere instrument of tyranny in the sovereign’s

hands, seems to point out this reign as the
commencement of an arbitrary and despotic
period

;
but the Tudors, though high-spirited

and peremptory, and sufficiently inclined to

tyrannize over Parliament and people alike,

had no standing army. Henry’s yeomen of

the guard and buffetiers or “ beefeaters” were
barely sufficiently numerous to keep watch and
ward in the royal residences

;
and thus, as

Macaulay points out, the Tndors were com-
pelled to rule on popular principles, as they
had no force to oppose to an outbreak of revolt,

if the rising had become general. Thus, with
much of the outward appearance of despotism,
their rule was essentially popular

;
for a des-

potism cannot exist without an army readily

available to compel obedience.

Not only was serfdom gradually dying out
in England : other mediaeval customs were

going with it. “The benefit of
Feudalism

clergy,” by which many a layman
who could just manage to read

a verse of Scripture, or a legend of a saint,

had saved his neck, was to be pleaded only
once by a criminal; and the right of sanctuary

was also greatly restricted. Various good laws
date from the reign of Henry. These are highly
praised by Lord Bacon, who pronounces them
“ deep but not vulgar

;
not made upon the

spur of a particular occasion for the present,

but out of providence for the future, to make
the estate of his people more and more happy.”
In nothing was the transition from feudalism
to constitutional government more marked
than in the gradually increasing power of the
law courts, though these were at times
grievously hampered by the Star Chamber.

XIII.

The Comparison of Adjectives and
Adverbs.

Almost all adjectives, and some adverbs
(especially those derived from adjectives), have
three degrees of comparison, the Positive, the
Comparative, and the Superlative, as ;

—

Positive. Comparative,
altns, high altior, higher

In English the ending er and the word more
are signs of the comparative degree, and the
ending est and the words most and very are
signs of the superlative

;
but in Latin the rules

for forming the comparative and superlative
degrees are as follow :

—

1. Adjectives ending in us pure {i.e. preceded
by a vowel) form the comparative degree by
magis, more, and the superlative by maxime,
most

;
as dubius, doubtful, magis duhius, more

doubtful, maxime dubius, most doubtful.
2. Adjectives ending in us impure, and other

adjectives, change i or is of the genitive into
ior for the comparative, as durus, hard, durior,
harder, /eZ'ia?, happy, /(jZicior, more happy.

3. Adjectives in er form the superlative by
adding rlmus to the positive, as puleher,
beautiful, pulchHor, more beautiful, puleher-
rimus, most beautiful; and celer, celerior, celer-
rimus, swift, swifter, swiftest

;
vetus, ancient,

makes veterrimus, most ancient (from which
we get the English word veteran).

4. Adjectives in dicus, ficus, vblus, are com-
pared in entior for comparative, and entissimus
for superlative degree : as mdledicus, abusive,
maledicentior, more abusive, maledicentissimus,
most abusive; beneficial, beneficentior,
benejicentissimus ; benevolus, benevolent, bene-
volentior, benevolentissimus.

5. Six adjectives form the superlative degree
by changing is into limus: facilis, ,similis,

like, gracilis, slender, difficilis, difficult, dis-
.similis, unlike, humilis, lowly. Superlatives,
facillimus, simillimus, gracillinius, humillimus.

6. Adjectives of irregular comparison :

—

Bonus, good, melior, tetter, optimus, best.

Malus, \)ad., pejor, worse, pessimus, worst.
Magnus, great, major,greater, maximus, greatest.
Parvus, small, minor, less, minimus, least.

Multus, much, plus, more, plurimus, most.
Nequam, wicked, nequior, more wicked, nequis-

simus, most wicked.
Dives, rich, divitior or ditior, more rich, divi-

tusimus or ditissimus, most rich.

Exterus, outward, exterior, more outward, ex-
tremus or extimus, outermost.

Inferus, low, inferior, lower, infxmus or imus,

lowest.

Superus, high, superior, higher, supremus or

summus, highest.

Posterus, late, pestremus or postumus, last.

Dexter, propitious, dexterior, more propitious.

dextimus, most propitious.
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Juvenis, young, junior {natu minor), younger,
natu minimus, youngest.

Senex, old, senior (natu major), elder, natu
maximus, eldest.

Some adjectives in the comparative and
superlative degrees are formed from prepo-
sitions

;
as from

Intra, within, interior, inner, intlmus, inmost.
Tjltra, beyond, ulterior, farther, ultimus, far-

thest.

Citra, on this side, citerior, hither, citlmus,

hithermost.

Prope, near, propior, nearer, proximus, nearest
or next.

PrcB, before, prior, former, primus, foremost or
first.

Some adjectives have no positive to which
they can be referred

;
as

Deterior, worse, deterrimus, worst.
Ocyor, swifter, ocyssimus, swiftest.

Potior, more desirable, potissimus, most desi-

rable.

Observe that deterior is less good, but yejor
is more had; the former may be used of good
things, but the latter only of bad things.

Plus is thus declined :

—

Singular.
Neut. only.

N. plus

A. plus

G. pluris

D. [pluri]

A. pltire

Plural.
Masc. and Fern. Neut.

plures plura
plures plura
plurium (of all genders)
pluribus (of all genders)
pluribus (of all genders)

The English word “than” after the com-
parative is translated by the Latin quam
(indeclinable), and takes after it the same case

that goes before it.

Adverbs derived from adjectives are generally

compared in the same way, except that the
comparative degree ends in us, and the super-

lative degree in e, as follows.

Dignus (adj.), worthy, dignior, more worthy,
dignissimus, most worthy.

Digne, worthily, dignius, more worthily, dig-

nissi)ne, most worthily.

Audax, (adj.), bold, audaciiir, bolder, audd-
cisslmus, boldest.

Audacter, boldly, auddcius, more boldly, audd-
cissime, most boldly.

Gravis (adj.), heavy, gravidr, heavier, gravis-

simus, heaviest.

Graviter, heavily, grdvius, more heavily, gra-

vissime, most heavily.

So
Sape, often, scepius, oftener, scepisslme, most

often.

Liu, long, diutius, longer, diutissime, longest.

Irregular comparison :

—

Multum, much, plus, more, plurimtm, most.

Magndph% greatly, mdgls, more, maxime, most.

Questionsfor Self-Examination and Exercises.

How many degrees of comparison are there ?

What kind of adverbs admit of comparison ?

Give examples. How is comparison of adjec-

tives formed in English, and how in Latin ?

Give the rules for forming the comparative and

superlative degrees of adjectives ending in us
pure, and those ending in us impure. How do
you compare adjectives ending in er, licus,

dens, voles, and some ending in Us ? Make a
list' of the adjectives of irregular comparison.
Decline and distinguish deteriorivompejor.

Translate into English :

—

Hoe aurum regis est clarius quam argentum
pueri. Ultima regio terrarum est proxima
maximo mari. Pluribus hominibus est minima
pecunia. Filia pulcherrima est multo pulchrior
quam mater pulchra. Sententise judicum
erunt maxime dubiac. Mors felicior erit qu^m
vita. Maledicentissimus erat hominum. Vita
SEepissime erit non felix, et plurimis nubibus
atra. Cgesar erat deterior quam Cicero, orator
summus Komanorum.

Translate into Latin :

—

In this greatest of cities is the greatest of
all Roman orators. This sea is deeper than
the deepest sea. The virtue of the man is

inferior to Socrates’ virtue. Now is the year
very beautiful to the eyes of all men. Boys
have (render ‘ there are to boys ’) the best books
on the best subjects (render ‘ things’). The high-
est philosophy is the highest love of God. This
man is the most benevolent of men in the city.

Silver is brighter than the moon, and the sun
is brighter than gold. These men are for a
very long time not very happy.

XIY.

The Pronouns.

The pronoun is, you know, a word used in^
stead of a noun (and is derived from pro,
instead of, nomine, a noun), and is declined
generally with number, case, and gender, like

the noun. Some pronouns uro substantives und
some are adjectives.

Substantive pronouns are oifhox personal or
reflective.

Adjective pronouns are oiVaer possessive, de-
monstrative, relative or interrogative, and cor-

relative.

The personal (from persona, a person) pro-

nouns are ego, I, and tu, thou.

The reflective (from 7'eflecfo, to bend back)
pronoun is sui, of himself, herself, itself, them-
selves (both singular and plural, without a
nominative).

The possessive (from possideo, to possess)

pronouns are meus, mine, tuns, thine or your,

suus, his, her, or its own, noster, ours, vester,

yours, or of you or ye.

The demonstrative (from demonstro, to point

out) pronouns are hie, this man here, is, that

man (near you), ille, that man (yonder), iste,

that of yours, idem, the same, ipse, self or
very.

The relative (from relatus, brought back)
pronoun is qui, who. Its compounds are,

q^iidam, a certain one, quivis, any one you
wish, quicunque, whosoever, quilihet, any one
you fancy.

The interrogative (from interrogo, to ask)
pronoun is quis, who. Its compounds are,.

aliquis, somebody, eegww,whether any, quisnam.
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The correlative pronouns are those which de-

note a relation to some other person expressed

or understood, and are as follow :

—

pray who ? quisque, every one, quisquam, any

one, quispiam, somebody, unusquisquc, each

one, siqnis, any.

Demonstrative Relative and Interrogative

tails, of such a kind

tantus, so great

tot (indecl.), so many;
totidem (indecl.),

just so many

quails, of such a kind
as (rel.)

;
of w'hat

kind (interr.)

quantus, so great as

(rel.); how great

(interr.)

quot (indecl.), so many
as (rel.)

;
how many

(interr.)

Indefinite Relative

qualiscunque, qualis-

qualis, of what kind
soever

quantuscunque, quan-
tusquantus, how
great soever

qnotcunque, quotquot,

how many soever

Indefinite

qualislibet, of any kind
you please

aliquantus, of a cer-

tain, considerable size

quantuslihit, quantus-
vis, of any size you
fancy or please

aliquot (indecl.), some
number,

quotlibet (indecl.), any
number you please

XIII.

Study of Words showing the Use of
“Von” instead of the Genitive.

{To he committed to memory.')

bie ©ac^ep qemac^t fi’nb.

ouss vass dee zach'-en ge-viacht' zint

OUT (of) what the things made are.

2)er ©d)u^ ifl bon‘ ?eber, bie ?e;nwanb bon
dare shoe ist fon lay'-derr deelinc'-ivant fon
The shoe is of leather, the linen of

.flax

flax,

©et bon ©itber, bie .^er^e bon
dare tahV-err fon ziVherr dee 'kayr'ste fon
The dollar of silver, the taper of

Sac|)^,
vax
wax,

®et 5}?6rfer bon 2)?efftng, ber .^amm i|I

dare moer'-zerrfon mess'-ing dare Itamm ist

The mortar of brass, the comb is

bon ^orn,
fon horrn
of horn,

2^er ^effel bon .^upfer, bon©ta^tifl ber

dare hess'-el fon hup'ferr fon staal ist dare
The kettle of copper, of steel is the

©born,
sporrn
spur,

®er ©cbtufTet* bon Sifen, ber .^nopf ifl bon
dare shines'-sel fon i'-zen dart knoppf istfon
The key of iron, the button is of

S5ein,

hine

bone,

Suci ifIbonSBotle, bie 9??auer bon©tein'
dass tooch istfon mV-le dee mow'er fon stine

The cloth is of wool, the wall of stone,

Sie©dutebon 2}Zarmor, bie .KugeI®bon33Iei,

dee zoi'-lcfon marr'-morr dee hod -gel fon bly

The pillar of marble, the ball (bullet) of lead

35on (5iolb ftnb 2)ufaten, au^ SlJept ifl ber

fon gollt zint doo-hah'-ten otiss male ist dare

Of gold are ducats, of meal is the

Srei,
hry

porridge

|)o4'' iff ber ^aflen/ bon ^orf ifl ber

ouss holts ist dare hast'-en fon corrh ist dare
Of wood is the box, of cork is the

^fropf,
gfropf

stopper (prop),

(5iia^ ifl bie glafcpe, bon 3:^on ifl ber 2:opf.

ouss glass ist dee fash'-e fon tone ist dare topf.

Of glass is the bottle, of clay is the pot.

OBSEKVATIOXS.
’ The genitive case signifies possession, and thus has

the sign “of” when “of” signifies “ belonging to ”

:

thus, ®tuUen re's the roaring of the tiger
da»» hruel'-len dess teeg'-errs

(the roar belonging to the tiger), but ®ef(^tc()te ton
dee ge-shich'-tefon

tern is the story concerning the tiger. Thus or
dame teeg'-err

is rendered in German by t)on, (which always has the
dative case after it) when it means “ concerning,” and
also when of designates the material of which a thing

is made. Thus: Diitter ton S3erlid5>h^gen

dare rit'-terrgoeta fon hairr'-lich-iTig-en

fagte ton feiner rec()ten -^anb: 3:^r fe'^t fie tft ton
zaach'-te fon zy'-ner recht'-en hand eerr zayt zee iast fon
©ifen. The knight Gotz (Godfrey) of Berlichingen said
eisen

OF (concerning) his right hand: “You see, it is or
(constructed of) iron.” Gotz had lost a hand at the
siege of Landshut : and an iron one had been made for
him, with which he could hold his lance.

* @d)luffcl is connected with bag the lock
shluea'-sel

(also the castle), and means literally the locker or
instrument for locking.

“ The word .Rugel is also used for a cannon-ball. It

is then called .itantncn=.^ugel.

kah-no'-nen-koogel.
*
<§ 01

} is used for wood, as a material, and also in the
hollts

meaning of a wood, or forest. The English word Holt

(Fairholt, Knockholt, etc.) comes from
® 2)cr Jtaften, the box; bie the chest : '">J?iflen

dare kast'-en dee kiss'-ie kiss'-ten

unb J?aficn leercn fief) fcf)nefl," boxes and chests empty
unt kass'-ten lavr'-ren sick shnell

themselves quickly, is a German proverb.
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Study m German Calligraphy.

I

practice to write a few lines—the foregoing, for

instance—from memory, after having learnt

them by heart, and then tO compare the result

Uerman character has been acquirea, it is good
|

with the copy, as given below ;

—

Drei

DIE DREI

Rauber ermordeten

Kaiifmann.

ihre

Sie

und der

in

Hbhle,

die Stadt gehen,

Als er fort

brachten

jiingste

und

RAUBER.

^ ^" P yP

und plunderten

das geraubte Geld in

einen

von ihnen muszte dann

Lebensmittel einkaufen.

“ Was sollen

war,

wir

Burschen

wir ihn

auch uns

ZlS//^

Der

//
^

theilen ?

erstechen.

sprachen die zwei zu einander

:

zzzz^ z/zzzzz

mit dem

<^, ZZ.ZZA'P^ZZZ

wollcn

^zz^zzzz

diesen

zzc^zzzz- zzzr ^zzz-'zzzi zzzzzzzz

Wann ei

^2St>i>zzzz

Dann

zuruckkommt,

^zzzz^zz

junge

^^ztzz^zzzr

Rauber

zt^wzzr

aber .

t/

gehbrt

z^r^/zz

dachte

zzzzz

sein Antlieil

<^Z^ZZZZZ2zz^^

unter\vegs :

<ZZZ ^'ZZZZ

“ Wie gliicklich

zzzzzz^z zzzz-t^zrzzzz

:

mein waren

zz:izz)A-zrzz

ware

zPzzzzzzz ZZ-'^^Z Z^J^Z

/

Ich

zzzzzzzzzz

ich wenn

zzzzA/
will

zzzzzzzzzz

meinc
/

alle

zzzzzz’

zwei

•i^Z^^ZZZZ^f.ZZZZ'

vergiften,

kaufte

zzz

that in

VOL. I.

bleibt der

zzzzz ZZZZZZ Z'6-Z-Z zzzzz.

Reichthum wir alleiii.”

ZZZ’t'^'^ZZ

dicse Schatze

^^Z’ZZZZZZZZZ'ZZ^ZZZ

Kameraden

a

Er

zzzzz zzzzz

,

und

Oy

Wein ein,

^zzzzz'zz^.

dann zurlick.

25
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Als er in die Hohle trat, sprangen die andern

^pp ppppp^^^ppp^^pppf- ^^ppp p^rpp pVp-^

und stieszen ihm ihre Dolche ins Herz.

^Jp.

fC-PP^

auf ihn

./i

dasz

pppp

er

ppp.

rPP .=,ZMtPPP/PPP' ^PPP

todt zu Boden fiel.

VP-N^PPP^ <^*-t^PP^PPP P^Pi

^pp

P'Z^CPPPPP iP'A'-CZ^PP^PPPP PPPPPP PT'PPP,

aszen tranken den

pp^

sich liin,

pppp PPPP'^»PP P^PPP ^P^PPPP^C'PPl/'P'PPPP

starbeu unter den schrecklichsten

pt^pj^^pp^tp^^^pppp

aufgehauften

pppppp

vergifteten

pppj-pp- pUpppp

vor

•

t/ppppp

drei

den

todt.

pppp

Schatzen

7
Schmerzen.

fand man

pz^pp

aufBbsen,

^^^pp^ppi

Henker werden.

ppp^ppp.

hier

ppppppppSppp .

Erden,

XIL

Etymology : Classification of Words.

§ 89, V. The Adverb.

§ 90. Adjectives as adverbs.
§ 91, 92. Classification of adverbs.
§ 93. Relative adverbs.
§ 94. Adverbs are movable.
§ 95. VI. Prepositions.

§ 96. Adverbial prepositions.

§ 97. Different forms of prepositions.

§ 89. V. As there is the word which added
to a noun distinguishes or describes it (the

adjective), so there is a word which added to

the verb describes its action : the adverb modi-

fies or qualifies the assertion of the verb. The
man runs smiftly ; here swiftly shows how the
man runs, in what manner. John has cut his

hand badly, I shall soon go out, These are very
large apples. You are truly good. Where thou
goest I will go. He is very greatly mistaken. It

is farther off. Adverbs tell the ho7v, leheti, and
where of an action: How did John cut his hand?
—badly ; When do you go out ?

—

soon ; Where
is it I—farther off. (It will be recognized that

the old game of *• How ? When ? and Where ?”

was nothing but an exercise in finding adverbs
to the verb ‘‘like.” Did a utilitarian school-

master invent it ?)

Adverbs may be also used with adjectives, or

with other adverbs, to modify, emphasize, or
otherwise qualify their meaning : I am quite
tired, She is very tall

;
quite and vet'y em-

phasize the adjectives “tired” and “tall.”

Truly qualifies “ good,” very affects the adverb
“greatly,” in the examples given above. “How
did she act?

—

wisely, but not too wellf Here
we have two adverbs modifying a third.

Many adverbs end in ly, but it is not quite
safe to take this always as the sign of one

;
it

belongs to a few adjectives—as a manly heart,

her only child, a godly life, a comely woman, a
goodly fortune.

Many of the words in ty now recognised as adverbs
were once adjectives

;
the suffix ly is the remains of

Z!c=like : a 7nanly heart is a ma7i-liice heart. The May
Queen says, “ I only wish to live, mother,” where only
means one-like— i.e. I have one wish. In the north of
England the full ending is still in use : a poor woman
will complain that “she feels bad-like all over.”

§ 90. Many monosyllabic and other adjectives

are used as adverbs—as. We speak fast. They
worked hard, “ Sure I had drunken in my
dreams,” He breathes hard, ’Tis marvellous
good wine. It is not to be supposed that these

uses are ungrammatical
;
they were really ad-
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verbs in the older English, distinguished from
the adjectives by the adverbial ending e, which
having dropped off, has left no difference be-

tween the adjective and adverb. The tendency
now is to add ly as the sign of the adverb.

Custom appears to settle the matter, and the

use of adjectives as adverbs is not justified

against good custom. “ Kiss me quid’, and go ”

has historic sanction; modern usage tends to

say, “ Kiss me quickly:” this usage evidently

will not extend, however, to such words as much,
ivell, little, etc.

“ If ’twere well done, 'twere well ’twere done
quickly.'"

Here the first well is an adverb, the second an
adjective (completing the predicate with the

copula were). “He little thought when he set

out'’;I have been much gvi&wed,—we should not
say muchly grieved.

§ 91. Adverbs are a mixed company, being

for the most part formed from other parts of

speech, not only from adjectives (as seen above),

but from pronouns, different forms of nouns,

and compounds ofprepositions and nouns. Some
of them also are closely connected with the

conjunctions {see under §§ 93, 99). Their history

will be considered further on, but this explains

why it is not always easy at first glance to

determine whether a word is an adverb or not.

For convenience they may be classified into

four groups, according to their meaning (their

derivation would give quite different groups).

§ 92. Table of Adverbs.

I. Tune. (The when class.) When? then,

now, soon, formerly, latterly, presently, at

present, after, afterwards, first, last, imme-
diately, already, before, yesterday, to-day,

to-morrow, ago, betimes, forthwith, by-and-by,
lately, still, ever, never, again, once, often,

daily.

II. Place. (The where class.) Where ?

hither, thither, whither, hence, thence, whence,
here, there, everywhere, anywhere, elsewhere,

nowhere, yonder, upwards, downwards, side-

ways.
III. Manner—the largest group

;
nearly all

those derived from adjectives come within this

class. (The how class.) How ? well, ill, badly,

wisely, so, thus, too, full, all,* quickly, firmly,

etc.
;
very, quite, almost, more, most, less, least,

altogether, together
;

likely, perhaps, indeed,

yes, truly, certainly
;

no, not, nay
;
much,

little, enough, partly, half, entirely, wholly
;

probably, perchance.
IV. Cause and effect. (The why class.)

Why ? wherefore, whence, therefore, thence.
Each of the three first groups may be split

up again and sorted out in divisions, but the
simpler arrangement is easier for practical

reference. There arc also a great many short
])hrases which are used in place of adverbs,
and which can only be called adverbial ex-
])res6ions—such as at best, in vain, by-and-by,

for the future, of course, at once, on purqwse,
by chance, close to, on account of, instead of,

and many more.

§ 93. The adverbs which contain a sense
resembling that of the relative ])rououns (they

As in “ Full well lie knew,” “All bare he stood.”

are in truth formed from some of them) are
those which are sometimes confounded with
conjunctions, as they perform an important
jart in the joining together of subordinate
sentences to their jirincipals. They are when,
where, wherefore, why, while

,

etc. As examples,
take these sentences (the “ complex sentence ”

will be examined further on, § 99) :—I go to

dinner when you come in. He walks where he
can. He is blind, wherefore he cannot see.

“ I can call spirits from the vasty deep.
Why, so can I, or so can any man.”

'Ren. ir., Pt. I.
“ Daily near my table steal

While I pick my scanty meal.”

—

Langhoexe.

§ 94. xin adverb, then, is to be known by its

answering one of the questions how ? why ?

when ? where ? If the student is yet in doubt,
let him try if the word is movable in the
sentence. I have st'dl a shilling left, sUll I

have a shilling left, I have a shilling still left.

Here we can put the adverb still, which
modifies the verb have left, into three different

positions while preserving the same sense
;
and

this power of movability is a convenient test

in the case of most adverbs connected with
verbs. It does not apply to the adverb quali-

fying an adjective or another adverb, which is

usually close to the word it affects.

§ 95. VI. Having got the noun and the
verb, with the three classes of words which
surround them, we find that something is

needed to connect the words together, and at

the same time to define the relation of the one
to the other. A word that expresses the position

(1) of a noun to a noun (or to a pronoun), and
(2) of a noun to a verb (or a verb and adjec-

tive), is called a preposition
;
as—The book is

on the table. He is in the room. The cat goes

out of doors. She ran along the shore. These
examples relate to place only

;
we can also

express the relations of things to one another
and of things to their verbs and adjectives,

with regard to time, manner, cause, and in so

many other ways that it is hardly possible or

useful to attempt to classify them. If it is

borne in mind that the preposition alwaysjoins
a noun (which it generally precedes) to .some

other word, defining its relation to that word,
little difficulty will be found in recognizing it.

‘‘ One morn I miss’d him on th’ accustom’d bill.

Along the heath, and oiear his favourite tree

;

Another came, nor yet beside the rill,

Nor up the lawn, nor at the wood was he

;

The next, ^vith dirges due, in sad array
Slow through the church-way path we saw him

borne.” Ghat.

In the above lines, the prepositions on, along,

near, connect the pronoun “ him ” to the nouns
“ hill,” “ heath,” “ tree ”

;
beside, up, at, connect

the verb “was” with “rill,” “lawn,” and
“Avood”; with, in, and through connect the

participial adjecti\m “borne” to “dirges,”

“array,” and “ church-way.”

The ground is white with rime. \ Adjectives joined
He is greedy o/gain. j to nouns.
A man q/’ words and not qf deeds. ( Nouns joined to

A Avail the door. j nouns.
I went to town.

)Thomas finds you out. ( Verbs joined to nouns
John stands iy the wicket. ( (or a pronoun).
The ball rolled q/Tthe ground. /
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5 96. There are a great many verbs in English, each
of which can have a fresh sense given to it by the
addition of a little word, the sense of which is

moreover seriously modified according to that little

word. Take, for instance, to break. We can

break out, break forth, break through,
break open, break in, break up.
break loose, break off.

How in parsing are we to regard these little words,
which give us eight modifications of the original

meaning of the verb ? Ar.e they adverbs or preposi-
tions ? The true rule seems to be this ; ask what part
the word plays in the sentence ;

if no noun follows,

it belongs essentially to the verb, and is an adverb, as
The sun broke forth

;

The horse will h’enk loose. If,

however, a noun is joined to the verb, the connecting
word is a preposition, and is said to govern the noun
as an object: I break open a box; She broke the
marriage. They broke the paiiy. In such cases as
He laughed af me, I despair o/ it, the pi eposition helps
to complete the sense of the Verb.

§ 1*7. Many of our prepositions are (as we
see) short, simple words,— fo, at, by, ivith, on,

for, of, in, off, out, vp : others which seeru now
simiile enough, are in reality compounds of

older words,—
b uf, forth, til ronyli

,

after, over, under,
about ; of others,

such as inside, out-

side, ovith-in, with-

out, be-hind, un-to,

in-to, a-mong, be-

side, a-gain, it is

evident that they
are compounds. The
adverbial phrases

referred to in § 32
all begin or end
with a simple prepo-
sition

;
they some-

times also have the
force of preposi-

tions, each express-

ing the idea of a

relation between
two other words.
It is not difficult to

see how some of

these compounds
have arisen from
contracted phrases; by the side (/easily would
become beside, and so on.

It is, perhaps, almost needless to say that the pre-
position cannot be movable in the sentence, as the
adverb is ; it must remain near the noun (or pronoun)
to which it belongs.

the purity

Nitric acid an

APP.VRATUS FOR LOWERING TEMPER.1.TUBE IN USING
LIQUEFIED AMMONIA.

XI.

Acids and Salts {continued:).

Nitkic acid, possessing as it does as much
as 76 per cent, of oxygen, with some of which
it readily parts, on account of the feeble affinity

of nitrogen for oxygen, acts as a powerful oxi-

dising agent. This is what renders it valuable

to the jeweller as a means of testinf

of gold : as it oxidises all the metals
that are mixed with, or as it is ....

termed, used to alloy gold, it fol-°^
agenw

lows that the greater the amount of discoloration

the larger the proportion of alloy

in the compoimd. Small articles Aqua-fortis as

of silver, such as a thimble or a ^^Sers
^

coin, however tarnished or dis-

coloured, can instantly be cleaned by lieing

immersed in dilute nitric acid. The oxide
formed on the surface can easily be wiped off,

leaving the surface of the silver exposed.
Several of the more readily oxidizable among
the non-metallic substances are affected in a

similar manner to the metals. If concentrated
nitric acid be poured on powdered charcoal in

a glass jar, red vapours are given off indicating

the decomposition of the nitric acid and the

disengagement of a lower oxide of nitrogen.

The liberated oxygen unites with the charcoal

to form carbonic
acid, and so intense

is the chemical
action that actual

combustion is the

result and the char-

coal becomes in-

candescent, Simi-

lar effects are pro-

duced when phos-

phorus and sulphur
are aeted on by
nitric acid. In the

case of the former,

on account of its

strong affinity for

oxygen, the com-
bustion may be so

violent as to be at-

tended with danger;
in the case of the
sulphur the result

is far less marked if,

indeed, it is at all

attacked. Organic
substances also,such

as wool and feathers, wood, and other vegetal

products, are oxidized by treating with nitric

acid. It will be perceived, therefore, that a
species of combustion is thus effected through
the agency of a liquid. Cotton un-
dergoes a very remarkable change
if subject to the action of the strongest nitric

acid. It becomes explosive, and is the substance
known as gun-cotton. This tendency to part

with a portion of its oxygen renders nitric

acid a very powerful bleaching agent. The
free oxygen converts vegetal colours into com-
pounds insoluble in water, and this of course
destroys their colouring power, When brought
into contact with any substance to which it

thus imparts a portion of its oxygen, nitric

acid is resolved into one of the lower com-
pounds of nitrogen and oxygen. \Vhen dilute

nitric acid is poured, let us sa}’- on granulated
copper or tin, dense red fumes of nitrous acid

are given off.

Nitric acid of the very highest strength

always contains upwards of two ounces of

Giin-cotton.
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water to every pound of acid. We have already-

explained that the hydrated acid consists of

an oxidised substance combined with the

elements of -water
;
accordingly we find that if

the water be withdrawn the compound ceases

to exist as nitric acid, and is resolved into

O and a lower oxide of N. This necessary
ingredient in the constitution of a hydrated
acid has been termed the water of constitution,

and stands therefore in a certain
The water of in the same relation to it
constitution.

crystallization

does to the crystal. Neither the liquid acid

nor the solid crystal can exist without water.

Nitric acid forms with different metals a

very important series of compounds, known as

tlie nitrates or nitrogen salts, to which we
shall advert under the head of

metals. The most important
is undoubtedly nitre or salt-

petre, the principal constituent of gunpowder.
An analogous salt

is formed when
sodium takes the
place of the potas-

sium, and is known
as Chili salt^^etre.

Before taking leave

of this important
acid we would
again draw atten-

tion to the fact, as

exemplified in this

one case, of the
wondeifful changes
which the elements
undergo on enter-

ing into chemical
combination. This
powerful and cor-

rosive acid consists

of exactly the same
elements as the air

we breathe every
moment of our lives

—namely,nitrogen,
oxygen, and water
vapour. In this

case, however, they are gaseous, and uncom-
bined, in the fonner they are chemically com-
bined and in a liquid form.

Ammojiia.

We now })ass on to consider another very inter-
esting and important compound of nitrogen,

—

one which it forms with hydrogen, and which
is known as ammonia. This manifests itself in
the form of a colourless gas lighter than air,

and having a very pungent odour.
Although nitrogen and hydrogen
do not readily combine in nature,

still they do so under certain circumstances
;

as, for instance, when water is evaporated, the
nitrogen of the air unites with the elements
of water, forming small quantities of an am-
moniacal salt known as ammonium nitrite—

a

comjiound of ammonia and nitrous acid. This
gas is given off wherever the decomposition
of animal or vegetal substances is in progress

—

especially the former. The well-known pungent

Sources of

ammonia.

Nature of

ammonia.

smell of burnt hair or feathers is due to the

evolution of ammonia. Indeed,

this gas was formerly prepared Decomposition of

almost entirely from animal re-

fuse, such as hair, clippings of

hoof, horn or hide
;
these were heated, and

ammonia was given off. Hence the origin of

the term spirits of hartshorn^ by which this

gas was formerly known. The name ammonia
was derived from the fact that

one of its compounds, sal ammo-
niac, was formerly prepared by
the Arabs in the deserts of Libya, near the

temple of Jupiter Ammon, from the excreta of

camels. Ammonia and its compounds are

now generally obtained by distillation from the

refuse liquors of gas-works. Ammonia gas is

best prepared, in small quantities, by treating

one part by weight of sal ammoniac or ammo-
nium hydrochlorate and two parts by weight
of quicklime in a flask. The gas which is

hereby evolved is

passed, by means
of a tube, through
an upright cylinder
filled with dry
quicklime in lumps
—the object of
which is to absorb
all moisture and
render the gas com-
pletely dry. The
gas, after passing
through another
tube, is finally

collected in the

manner we have
already explained
for other gases,

below the suiTace

of mercury. Water
cannot here be em-
ployed, owing to

the very great solu-

bility of this gas
inwater, that liquid

being capable cf

holding in solution

upwards of a thousand times its own volume of

ammonia. The nature of the decomposition
effected by the above apparatus is the fol-

lowing
: quicklime and sal ammoniac are

converted into calcium chloride, ammonia and
water. What is commonly sold by the che-

mists as ammonia is a solution of this gas in

water. It is powerfully alkaline, neutralizing

acids and turning red vegetal colours blue.

The gas itself is, however, susceptible of being

liquefied at—40° under tlie ordi-
-

uaiy atmospheric pressure, and
at 10° under the pressure of six

or seven atmospheres
;
and, if the temperature

of the liquid be sufficiently lowered, may be
frozen into a transparent solid.

The wonderful solubility of ammoniacal gas
in water has been turned to account in the
jiroduction of cold by the conversion of this

compound from the condition of a liquid to

that of a gas, in accord.ance with the law that
heat becomes latent, and the temperature is

lllilllliillilliillldlilii

GEXERATIOX OP AMMONIACAL GAS.
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therefore lowered, whenever a body passes

from the condition of a solid to
Production of liquid or from the latter

ice y ammonia.
of g ggg

effect is accomplished by means of an apparatus

known as Carre’s freezing machine, which con-

sists of a cylindrical vessel of wrought iron

containing a saturated solution of ammonia at

0° This communicates by means of a vertical

tube and a double curved pipe with another
vessel perfectly air-tight, which we will term
the receiver. The solution is first of all

heated in the retort. The natural effect

of the increase of temperature
drive the ammonia out

of the water into the receiver in

the form of a gas. which if free to expand
would occupy a balloon equal to 200 times the
contents of the receiver. The tremendous
pressure, therefore, to which it is subjected,

assisted by the cold of the surrounding water
—as, in order to aid in producing the desired

effect, the receiver is immersed in an outer

vessel containing water—is sufficient to {iroduce

the li(iuefaction of the ammonia. As soon as

a sufficient quantity has been thus condensed,
the tire is taken from under the retort, and it

is cooled by a jet of cold water. The condi-

tions are now completely reversed, and the
liquid ammonia reverting to the condition of a

gas, rushes back into the retort to reunite

Avith the Avater. Tlie resAilt of this rapid con-

version of a liquid into its gas is to pro-

duce a very great diminution of temperature,
tlie effect of Avhich is to couA-ert into ice the
Avater contained in any vessel that may be
introduced into the receiver.

The com^wsition of ammonia may be ascer-

tained by causing it to pass through a red-hot

iron tube, or by electrolytical decomposition.
Avhen it Avill be found to consist of hydrogen

and nitrogen combined, in the
Constitution of proportion of three volumes of

the former to one of the latter
;

and AA’hen thus decomposed, its constituent
gases Avill be found to occupy tAvice the space
they did when combined in the form of

ammonia. The composition of this gas is

therefore expressed by the formula NH3.
We have already shown that ammonia is

powerfully alkaline in its reaction
;
indeed, AAuth

the oxides of sodium and potassium, soda and
potash, it forms one of the three

Ammonia a jgQst pOAverful alkalies known,
powerful alkali,

sufficiently

remarkable, but Ave think we shall be able to

prove that this important compound exhibits

other attributes, which to the thoughful
chemist are in the highest degree interesting

and suggestive.

We have already spoken of the ammoniacal
salts, AA’hich form indeed a very important

series. Xoav, bearing in mind

^ammo^^a*^^
definition we have given of

an oxA'gen salt, that it consists of

an acid united to a metallic base—or to take
the simpler hypothetical formula that every
one of this class of salts may be regarded as

an acid in Avhich the hydrogen is replaced by
a metal (either entirely or otherAvise, but as

this is a matter in no AAay affecting our
present illustration, it may be dismissed for
the moment)—the reader may well ask, What
am I to understand by an ammoniacal .salt t

In itself a poAverful alkali, it is impossible
that it can unite with oxygen to form an
ackl

;
on the other hand, it is not a metal, and

cannot form a base. What, therefore, is an
ammoniacal salt ? The answer to this question
is that ammonia, although a compound of
nitrogen and hydrogen, behaves like the oxide
of a metal, and forms AA’ith different acids a
series of salts which present the singular
anomaly of being destitute of a true metallic
base. Kegarding every salt as an acid in which
one or more atoms of H have been replaced by
a metal, the chemist is compelled, in the case
of the salts of ammonia, to substitute for the
metal the hypothetical compound NH^, AA’hich

contains, as Avill be seen, one
atom more of H than does Composition of

ammonia. This is the substance
ammoniacal

Avhich, behaving like a metal,
forms the base of the ammoniacal salts, and to
Avhich the terra ammonium is applied, identi-

fying it Avith the metals, which, like sodium,
potassium, etc., mostly end in the syllable um.
Although its existence in the salts of ammonia
has long been recognised hypothetically, this

remarkable compound has never been isolated.

We are thus presented AAUth the remarkable
fact of a compound body, NH4, behaving like

an element
;
and the singular consideration

forces itself upon our attention. Are the bodies
AA’e call metals in reality elementary or not ?

is it possible that further chemicnl research
may show that they also are, in point of fact,

like ammonium, compounds ?

KEY TO EXERCISES—I.

EXEECISE I. {page 47.)

1. Paul is Louisa’s brother, and Louisa is

Paul’s sister. 2. The father and (the) grand-

father are the ascendants
;
the son and (the)

grandson are the descendants. .3. Art thou
Paul’s (lady) cousin? 4. Xo, I am Louisa’s

sister, o. Paul’s step-brother and step-sister

are Louisa’s cousins. 6. The first male cousin

and fee first female cousin of papa are the

uncle and aunt of Louisa. 7. If you are my
mother's brother you are my uncle. 8. My
father’s son-in-laAv is my brother-in-law, and
my father’s daughter-in-law is my sister-in-law.

9. Are you mamma’s (female) relative. 10. The
husband and (the) wife are the spouses, the

father and (the) mother are the parents, the

son and (the) daughter are the children. 11.

Are my father and mother relatives of Paul or

of Louisa? 12. The Avife’s aunt is my relative.

13. Are the grandfather and grandmother the
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grandparents ? 14. Yes, and the grandson and
granddaughter are the grandchildren. 15. Is

Louisa (a) relative of Paul’s? 16. Yes, she is

Paul’s first cousin or niece. 17. Papa’s nephew
is my cousin. 18. The betrothed are papa’s

and mamma’s cousins. 19. Is my father’s

stepmother my grandmother? 20. Are you
the uncle and (the) aunt ? No, we are the

father and mother-in-law.

EXERCISE II. i_iJage 47.)

1. La mere de la femme est la soeur de Paul.

2. Es-tu le frere de Louise ? 3. Je suis le mari

de la fille
;

je suis le gendre (or beau-fils).

4. S’il est le fils de mon oncle, il est mon cousin

germain. 5. Si elle est la fille de ma tante,

elle est ma cousine germaine. 6. Paul est-il le

cousin de maman ? 7. Ma soeur est la tante de

mon fils
;
mon frere est I’oncle de mon fils.

8. Nous sommes les parents, et vous etes les

enfants. 9. Le neveu et la niece de mon pere

et de ma mere sont les enfants de mon oncle

et de ma tante. 10. La fille de mon beau-pere

est-elle ma belle-soeur ? 11. Est-elle ma parente ?

12. Les fiances sont cousins. 13. Si vous etes

la mere de maman, vous etes ma grand’mere.

14. Papa, Paul est-il mon cousin germain, oui

ou non ? 15. Est-il le mari de Louise ? 16. Ils

sont parents de la femme. (Note

:

Ce sont les

parents de la femme = t/ieg are the wife's

2)arents.') 17. Les fiances sont mon neveu
et ma niece. 18. Les ancetres (or les a'leux)

sont-ils les ascendants? 19. Le neveu de mon
grand-pere est le cousin germain de papa. 20.

Est-il aussi mon cousin ?

EXERCISE III. (imge 48.)

1. Time is the stuff of which our life is

made. 2. "Wisdom is found in judgment and
not in years. 3. Education corrects ignorance.
4. Justice is the queen of all virtues. 5. The
wise (man) prefers virtue to beauty. 6. The
vine bears three kinds of fruits : intoxication,

voluptuousness, and repentance. 7. The recol-

lection of youth is tender in old men. 8. Pewter
at that time was shining upon the tables and
dressers, as iron and brass on the hearths

;

silver and gold were in the coffers. 9. If thou
wishes! to gain health, keep off care. 10. Advice,
so necessary for business, is sometimes, in

society, hurtful to him who gives it.

1. Le genie de la languc fran^aise est la

clarte et I’^l^gance. 2. Ecrivez les injures sur

le sable et les bienfaits sur le marbre. 3. Le
monde recompense plus souvent I’apparence de
la vertu que la vertu meme. 4. L’art est long
et la vie est courte. 5. L’ennui est la maladie
des homines inoccupes. 6. La jeunesse se nourrit
d’illusions, la vieillesse de souvenirs. 7. Les
jeunes gens, a cause des passions qui les

amusent, s’accommodent mieux de la solitude

que les vieillards. 8. Ni I’or ni la grandeur
ne nous rendent heureux. 9. L’habitant des
montagnes halt les plaines. 10. Michel-Ange
cultiva tous les arts : la peinture, la sculpture,

I’architecture, la gravure, et la po6sie.

EXERCISE IV. (jyage 75).

1. Where is the (man) cook ? He is at
the market or at the tavern. 2. And the

cook ? 8he is in the kitchen, or at the house
of the bar-keeper’s sister. 3. Has the distiller

any wine and alcohol ? 4. At the grocer’s

one has confections, preserves, preserved
provisions and spices. 6. The butcher and
butcher’s wife are in the brewery.* 6. The
parents of the roast-meat vendor’s wifef are

pork-butchers. 7. The honlang'ere is the wife
and the houlangerie is the shop of the baker.

8. Has John, the liquorice-drink vendor, any
wafers, confections, and chocolate ? 9. A
brewer’s godmother has (keeps) the eating-

house. 10. Have I any oysters, and has Paul
any herrings ? 11. Have you pastry from my
baker’s or from my pastrycook’s ? 12. At the

coffee-house one has refreshments—coffee, beer,

lemonade, and wine. 13. Has the oyster-

woman a shop or a warehouse ? She is at the

(covered) market, the herring-woman also.

14. Have Jane and Louisa milk and bread, or

chocolate and pastry ? 15. My nurse’s brother-

in-law has a dairy
;
he is a dairyman. 16. Has

the fruiterer also a shop at the market ? 17. Tlie

bar-keeper’s wife has a first cousin
;
he is a

sugar-baker or pastrycook. 18. Are the miller

and miller’s wife at the mill ? No, they are at

the biscuit-manufacturers’ house. 19. We have
a brother-in-law

;
he is a corn-merchant, and

my godfather is a chocolate manufacturer.
20. Has any one roast fowls ? Yes

;
the roast-

meat vendor and the eating-house keeper
;

they have also roast meats.

EXERCISE V. (page 102.)

1. Le distillateur a-t-il du vin ou de la biere ?

II a de I’alcool. 2. Le frere de mon boulanger

est boucher. 3. La bouchere est la marraine
du fils du confiseur. 4. Les parents ont des

enfants, et les grands-parents ont des petits-

enfants. 5. Nous avons des huitres de I’ecaill^re

et du poisson de la harengere. 6. Avez-vous
du cafe ^ la cuisine ? 7. Quelqu’un a mon pain

et mon lait. 8. Quelques-uns ont du chocolat

et de la patisserie, et quelques-uns ont des

fruits et des legumes. 9. Jean, tu as une
boutique

;
tu es fruitier. 10. Jeanne est a la

halle ou chez ma tante. 11. Les Spiders ont-ils

{or est-ce que les Spiders ont) du chocolat et

des confitures,? 12. Ou sont le meunier et la

meuniere ? (or ou le meunier et la meunid’e
sont-ils ? or ou est-ce que le meunier et la

meuniere sont ?

—

never le oneunier et la

merniere ou sont-ils ?) 13. Ils sont au cabaret

ou au cafe. 14. Chez un marchand de vins on
a du vin, de I’alcool, et aussi de la biere. 15. Le
pde nourricier de mon cousin est a la brasserie.

16. Le fils d’un liquoriste (or limonadier)

epouse la fille du charcutier. 17. Ou sommes-
nous ? Nous sommes chez un de mes oncles.

18. Une de mes tantes a les legumes. 19. As-tu

les fruits de papa ? (or de mon papa ?) Oui,

j’ai les fruits. 20. Ma mere est la fille d’un

marchand de bl6 (or d’un n^gociant en grains),

et mon frere est le fils d’un fabricant de
chocolat (or d’un chocolatier).

* Observe that brasserie means both the place where
beer is made, and where it is sold.

+ We would, once for all, apologise for certain chims.v
English constructions, which we have adopted for the
sake of rendering the French idea completely.
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XIII.

The Leaves {concluded).—Elements of
THE Flower.

Flat and leafy organs, and true leaves in
particular, present charactei-s of

Extrenuties and ^pex, and others in
ases 0 eaves.

base, which at times
it becomes very useful to refer to. Here again
there is inconceivable variety, the point or

apex ranging from ‘‘acute” to “broadly
obtuse”; and sometimes disappearing alto-

gether, as in the leaves of the Rims Coriaria.

The base, after the same manner, ranges from
a form like that of the letter V to the “ deeply
cordate,” and although fairly

constant in individuals and in

species, must never be thought
commensurate in value, as a
<listinguishing feature, with
the venation.

Leaves, in a word, are sub-

ject to incredible mutations,

alike of form,
Mutebilityof colour, and

eaves. measurement.
The soil, the place of growth,

shady or sunshiny, and the

season of the year, all exert

more or less influence. The
practised eye gets accustomed
to these vagaries, and after

a while, as in intercourse with
mankind, is surprised no
longer, being prepared for the

inconceivable.

The physiological functions

of the leaves of plants are

obviously nutri-
Functions of Provided,

as the cuticle is,

with innumerable minute
openings, the“ stomata ’’above
mentioned (fig. 28), there is

unquestionably a direct com-
munication between the in-

terior tissues of the leaf and the surrounding
atmosphere. How this takes place, the

processes, and the precise results, it is not

possible yet to say positively, though many
men have been adventurous enough to tell us

all about it. Prolonged and very careful

experiments have still to be made. Every one
may observe for himself, meanwhile, that

healthy and abundant foliage is supremely
advantageous to a plant, and a sign of vigour

;

and that when the foliage is poor the plant

cannot prosper. The rain, the dew, the sun-

shine, the chemical factors of the atmosphere,
all act upon plants through the medium, pre-

eminently, of the leaves. Veiled from the light

of the sun, dried up through want of moisture, or

overlaid with dirt, their functions are impeded,
or wholly arrested

;
and the probabilities are

that the plant will die. On these well-known
facts are based all those common-sense pro-

cedures in connection with floriculture which
include the keeping of leaves as clean as

possible
;
and never cutting off more than may

require removal because of their superabun-
dance. When bulbous plants, such as hja-
ciuths and crocuses, have finished blooming,
the leaves are allowed to go on growing (by all

except the ignorant) as long and as freely a^

they like, since their summer life restores and
renew^s the strength of the bulb. To cut off the

leaves while green and energetic, as the thought -

less sometimes do, is simply to ruin the plant.

.Just as collections should be made of

sections of the stems of trees, so every one
who is in earnest with regard to botany
should prepare a set of dried

leaves. One or two examples of
Make coUections

every different shape should
° eaves,

be collected, the specimens being laid between
folds of paper, or placed in an
old book, and then heavily
pressed for a few days, so as to

be thoroughly desiccated and
rendered perfectly flat. Many
kinds are apt to wrinkle uii-

less the pressure while they
are drying be very consider-

able
;

therefore give plent}'.

Neatly cemented, when q\.iie

dry, to clean white paper, and
arranged in proper sequence,
a collection of leaves is in-

valuable as an aid to memory,
and becomes with every new
specimen more and more in-

teresting and useful, as w^ell as
beautiful.

Elements of the Flower.
The popular conception of

a flower is founded upon the

rich colourand exquisite shape
of such a one as the rose or the
lily, and is extended to such
as the mignonette and the

heliotrope because of their

delightful odour. Beyond
this it seldom goes, and the

limit is the same in the lan-

guage of poetry and metaphor,

j

The tiny blossoms of scores, nay, of hundreds,

I

even of the plants most precious to man—those,

I for example, of many of the most excellent

I

culinary vegetables, and of all the large forest

!

and timber trees indigenous to om* island—if

I

noticed or thought of at all, are regarded as

undeserving of the appellation. This is incon-

sistent, to say the least, since there are few
flowers of smaller individual size than those of

mignonette itself. The organization of the

very smallest is usually quite as elaborate as

that of the largest. The ordinary application

of the term comes of the most superficial idea

possible of what a flower really is. In setting

forth her perfections, one of which is the

flower of a plant. Nature never considers dimen-
sions,—that which men call “ Nature ” being-

understood as the medium through which the

FIG. 61.—NABCISSVS,
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Divine Love and Wisdom makes itself known
to our understanding. Never was there con-

structed a more accurately beautiful phrase,

in allusion to the works of God, than “ In
minimis niaxime iniranda,^'—“ Most to be ad-

mired in the smallest things.” In Botany a

dower ” is not bound to possess bright colour,

or sweet scent, or to be of dimensions greater

t hanthe unassisted eye can just command. If it

contains the apparatus required for the genera-

tion of seed, that will suffice. There are

examples of dowers which consist of nothing
more than the apparatus in question

;
and of

j

dowers possess-

ing only the very
•slightest supple-
ment to it the
number is ex-

ceedingly large.

A ready instance
.of the former
occurs in the
common ash-
tree

;
and it is

but tbe least con-

ceivable advance
upon the ex-

treme simplicity

we there dis-

cover, which lifts

to a higher posi-

tion the dowers
of the oak, the
birch,the poplar,

the willow, the
elm, the Avalnut.

An accurate cen-

sus of the entire

dora of our pla-

net would show,
probably, that
large and bril-

liant dowers are
by no means the
rule, but the ex-
ception. Throw-
ing in even the
little fragrant
ones, “ dowers ”

popularly so
called would
still be by far the
minority. People
are apt to ima-
gine the con-
trary because of

the beauty of the
select few that have been brought from foreign
countries for cultivation in gardens and con-
servatories. They do not know that for every
one or two of the showy kind there are nine or
ten unpretentious. Out of the 1,500 that grow
wild in our own island it would certainly be
difficult to choose a larger per-centagc of such
as dorists admire : and abroad there are as
many “weeds” as in England. So deeply
embedded in the popular mind is the idea
that, a dower must needs be showy, that when
an exceptionally beautiful species occurs
in a genus not remarkable for charms, it

straightway receives the epithet of “ dowering.”
The shrubs which yield currants dt for eating
produce dowers quite as truly as the grand
Jlibes sanguineum

;

but the bloom is green and
insignidcant, and thus, in dedance of the good
old canon that “ handsome is that handsome
does,” the latter alone in gardens is the “ dower-
ing currant.” The mistaken idea in question is

one of the very drst that the young botanist

must dismiss from his mind.
A dower, when “ complete,” consists of four

distinct portions, two of which are non-essen-
tial, while the other two are indispensable.

The non-essen-

tial are the
“calyx” and the

“corolla,” often

called the “doral

envelopes,” and
sometimes the

“perianth ,”

which word sig-

nides “ round
about ” or “ en-

circling the
dower,” thus ex-

actly describing
their place, ami
ack no wledg-
ing that the
dower, pure ajid

simple, is with-
in. The corolla

is usually the

showy andgaily-
tinted part of

the blossom, and
is prone t(_)

wither and drop.

The calyx,, exte-

rior to it, is mure
enduring,though
this also usually

goes before long.

Then come the
indispensable
parts—the “ sta-

mens,” which

ul 1
R Hk i-m I power of fer-

tilizing
;
and in

the centre of

all the “ pistil,”

which is the ru-

dimentary seed-

pod, with certain

adjuncts, collec-

tively constituting the female pai't of the dower,
and in structure very curious and beautiful.

The stamens vary in number very considerably
•—not in the same species of plant, but in ]dants

taken in the aggregate. There are exam])les

also of more than one pistil
;
though when

more than one occurs, singular to say, the

number is usually legion.

The constituent pieces of the calyx are called

the “ sepals.” Usually there are three, foui’, or
dve of these pieces

;
and though

often unconnected, in mostdowers calyx,

they are more or less united from the base up-

BRAXCH AXD FLOWER.
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wards, so as to coustitute a kind of vase. The
number of points, divisions, or “lobes” of a

vase-like calyx, indicates exactly the number
of pieces that have been conjoined. When in

no degree united by their edges, the sepals

are said to be “ free.‘” The poppy supplies an
excellent example of two “ free ” sepals, the

wallflower offour, and the i)riinrose an equally

good one of the
cohesion of Jive

sepals into a cup
having as many
longitudinal
angles. Usually
the calyx isgreen.

Usually, also, it is

so small, in com-
parison with the
corolla, as to be
entirely ovcrsha-

]

dowed. But it is
;

often developed I

to a degree of as- I

tonishing size and i

s]flendour
;
some- !

times it not only
rivals the corolla,

riG. 63,— TETBAPOMA. but entirely
eclipses it. All,

therefore, that can be safely said of the calyx in

the way of a descri])tive definition, is that it is

the outermost part ofthe beautiful fourfold fabric

we have before us. Kemarkable illustrations

of great accession of size and beauty are found
in the common Christmas-rose {Uellchorus
nir/cr), and in the globe-flowers, one of which,
the 'Irollin.^ Earo])ccuH, is a native of Britain,

Tlie large white cup of the Christmas-rose, and
the yellow ball of the Trollius. consist purely
of sepals

;
there are petals, it is true, but they

j

are so minute as to be completely hidden. In
the hellebore they are found without difficulty,

being emerald-green
;
in the globe-flower they

are yellow, like the stamens. Similar incre-

ment of beauty as to colour, though not so

much of relative size, occurs in the calyx of

the Fuchsia, which in the primitive state is

crimson; and the same may be said of various

sj^ecies of Statice and Clerodendron. In the •

('lerodcndron Ealfouriunum we have the rare
;

spectacle of a white calyx to a well-developed
and bright-hued corolla. The Statices supply

i

the spectacle, quite as rare, of a hlne calyx to !

white petals. Trifling as they may seem, these
matters have their weight and significance

;
and

no one who cares for the Divine art as shown
in nature, as distinguished from its scientific

manipulation by mankind, can afford to disdain

or overlook them. In certain curious varieties

of the polyanthus, in the berbery, and many
other plants, the calyx assumes the identical

figure and colour of the corolla, and we seem
at first sight to have two corollas. A calyx of

this character is said to be “ petaloid.”

Although exceptional in exogenous flower-

ing-plants, in Endogens of the liliaceous type
the petaloid condition of the calyx just spoken
of becomes almost constant. Only in two
or three of the liliaceous plants—the spider-

wort, for example—do we find a calyx of the

old-accustomed fashion. The lilies emphati-
cally so called, the tulip, the hyacinth, the
Ifluebell, the narcissus, the Irids, the Amaryl-
lids, the Orchids, and their congeners, have
both portions of the perianth alike, or very
nearly so. The substance is the same; the
colour is usually so; the only distinction, as

to material and painting, is that one portion or

the other is sometimes jewelled or embroidered.
How beautiful the green spots on the petals of

the snowdrop, the sepals never assuming to be
other than pvu'e white ! The early botanists

called the liliaceous flowers “naked,” consider-

ing them to be destitute of calyx. So far from
being destitute, they not only possess a calyx,

but, as we see, in supremely beautiful condition.

No step in regard to the tnie apprehension of

flower-structure was ever more happy than that

one which literally “clothed the lilies” b}'

demonstrating this now familiar fact.

'Whatever its colom- and texture, howeve^
aberrant from its customary condition, the

calyx is infallibly distinguished

by its parts forming a distinct

whorl, the sepals exactly alter-

nating with the petals. If, as sometimes
happens (as in the lily-of-the-valley), all six

pieces are so intimately conjoined as to produce
a bell, then the little lobes of the margin are

three and three. It was the discovery of the

capital principle of “alternation” which in-

stantly rectified the error of the early observers.

Light was shed, at the same moment, on several

other important matters, as will be noticed

by-and-by. Employing the term “ naked ” in

the sense in which it was of old applied to

the lilies, it can hardly be said that such a

thing as a naked flower exists. Nature every-

where prescribes clothing as an integral part of

the idea of civilization and perfection. The
only instance wdthin reach of a corolla not

guarded by a calyx, occurs in the common
purple rhododendron. But in compensation
every individual flower is protected, while

young, by a great “ bract,” the early dropping

of which is no more, in its way, than the shed-

ding of the sepals by the poppy and the Dicentra.

The nearly “ naked ” corollas of the plants

which constitute the orders Umbelliferm and
Dipsacacem of course do not fall under the

present consideration, the greater portion of the

calyx being here adherent to the ovary. Neither

do the florets of the Composite—partly for the

same reason, partly because of the involucrum.
which sciwes as a common calyx to the whole
assemblage.

MEECANTILE LIFE.
III.

II. The Moral Conditions of Success
{continued^

.

Integrity stands at the head of mercantile

virtues, and is probably the best of all, because
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it comprehends nearly all. It means the whole
moral man—a wholeness of honesty, truthful-

ness, fidelity to contracts and understandings,

clemency to others in uprightness to one’s own
obligations, moderation in profit, courage in

loss, friendly and manly parts always revealed

at the hardest corners, with uniform hostility

to fraud in all its forms, whether of deep
’deceit or superficial pretence. If this be not

enough for the merchant, it would seem only

necessary, as minor satellites of integrity, to

add punctuality, diligence, and such periodical

balances and solutions as to know whether to

move forward or to stand still, and to leave to

integrity in all cases a fully-determined course

of action, or honourable liquidation, if that

should be the less happy end.

The integrity of a merchant in its professional

aspect, as to be understood, is that of a
i

man conscious of having a function of puljlic
!

utility to discharge with a profit to himself in
|

proportion to the intelligence with which he
j

discharges this function. If he is a buyer, he
Avill have to be ruled by the conditions of the

market in which he buys. He is not morally
responsible for the circumstances of the market,

or for conditions which may have depressed it,

and rendered it advantageous for him to buy
in. His appearance as a buyer will only, !

indeed, have relieved the depression of the

market, and tended to improve, however little,

all the circumstances and conditions by which it

has been depressed, and by which the producers

contributing to its supply have been unable

to obtain a due return for their produce.

Whatever priority of time or superior intelli-

gence he has discovered in his purchases is

fairly due to his account of profit. But when
this has been done, he must have his market to

sell in
;
and though he is no more responsible

for the circumstances which may have rendered
it a good market to sell in than in the other
case, yet he must take or decline it, as it pre-

sents itself when he is ready to sell.

The w'hole circle of mercantile profit is thus
described in supplying want of produce at one
time or place from superfluity at a previous
time or place—in short, doing a public good at
both ends of the transaction ; and it is obvious
that if a merchant does not keep this function
of public utility steadily in view, it is very
unlikely that he will either be successful or

have any moral ideas on the subject. If a bad
or ill-judged purchase should lead on to

fraudulent efforts of sale, there is no end of

the confusion and loss to the operator, and of

mischief all round, in proportion as such prac-

tice extends.

It will ])e observed, from what has been said,

how much the integrity of the merchant may
depend after all on his intelligence. Most
people enter on business with an honourable
intention, but the intention is little here in
comparison to the intelligence with which it is

guided. The first thing is to comprehend fully

the public function of merchandise, and the
second to understand the means by which this

function, in its essentiality, is to be served with
success to oneself, and with honour at least, if

not with success in the full nineteenth-century

sense of the word. The professional life of a
merchant must be spent in a cool and steady
observance and study of the course of markets,
and of the causes, temporary or permanent,
affecting supply and demand near or distant
within the sphere in which his business is

conducted. He must have less or more of the
prophet in proportion as his operations are
extended over time and space, but his prophec7
must be based on solid information. This is

equally needful whether he is acting on his

own account or as agent or consignee in the
interest of others

;
and in either capacity he is-

equally wrong if he commits himself so deeply
in any series of transactions as to infringe his
freedom of judgment or any effect of the like
kind in the action of others. Liberty to do or
not do is the mainspring of a merchant. If he
allows himself to be dragged into new series

of transactioTis, to which there is no induce-
ment but that of keeping himself afloat like

a feather on the stream, he is lost.

There are eminent mercantile houses which
have so great a hold over some branches of

trade, that it is difficult for younger firms to
work round them, or to make any inroad into
their large commerce. But the great firms die
at last of the same disease which is fatal to sO’

many others. They become so identified and
dovetailed with certain interests, that they
cannot extricate themselves : as these decay,
they decay also

;
and some fine morning they

may be found to have no more life in them,
So that the experience of the largest, and in
their day most successful, firms only enforces-

the lesson so necessary to be learned by those

who have to begin with limited capital, with
few connexions, and to make, in short, a busi-

ness for themselves. Integrity and other good
qualities may be of no avail without the self-

restraint which saves these from being stifled,

which keeps transactions and the credit rela-

tions in which they are involved within range,

and preserves that freedom and independence
of sound judgment which are indispensable in

mercantile affairs.

The merchant is even more haj^pily situated

in this respect than the manufacturer or tlie

owner of large industrial works. In the case of

the latter there is often so heavy an investment
of capital in buildings, machinery, and other

fixed forms, as well as a necessity of keeping
trained labour in hand, that there is not only
a stronger pretext for leaning on borrowed
capital, but a certain degree of policy in con-

tinuing operations when for the time being they
are less than profitable. The business of a
merchant is free from entanglements of this

kind. He is always able, if such be his maxim,
to rein his steed—to walk, trot, or gallop, just

as may suit its health and capacity, and his

own safety and profit. He need not take the;

aid of banks, or of the credit of other firms,

beyond the ordinary and legitimate bills of

exchange. He need not cover with acceptances
])roduce for which he has no favourable market.
Indeed, it may be said, without exaggeration,
that with strict integrity there need scarcely be
such a thing as mercantile failure

;
and that

the more general the observance of such in-
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tegrity became, the more easy would its ob-

servance be, and the greater the success of all

engaged in mercantile life.

When there is great difference of moral

principle among merchants, it may be averred
j

with certainty that those who act with most
habitual integrity will have the longest lease

and the most prosperous end.

XII.

Tiglatii-Pileser II.

—

The Second
Assyrian E^ipire.

Of the personal history of this great monarch,
before lie was acknowledged king of Assyria

(74.3 B.C.), we know nothing. That he was a
man of great energy is apparent

;
that he was

a popular leader may be taken as certain.

.Men do not rise to supremacy in times of

national convulsion unle.ss tliey possess the

ability and will to control weaker natures, and
subdue the opposition of rivals. He found

the empire weakened and dis-
E^^edition into organized, and neighbouring Ba-

a y onia.
the scene of contentions

tietwcen petty chiefs, and a source of disquiet

and danger to As.syria. An expedition into

the disordered country was one of the first

tasks of the new king. At the head of a large

and well-organized army he marched through
the regions east of the Tigris, then crossing

tlie river, captured many towns and villages

tamong them the important cities Dur-Kuri-
galzu and Sippara), and reduced to subjection

most of the Chaldean and Arameaii tribes

lietween the Tigris and Euphrates. Farther
south some of the Chaldeans evaded submis-
sion, and claimed to be kings of Babylonia,
and as such appear in Ptolemy’s list of

munarchs. The northern part of Babylonia
was conquered and annexed to Assyria

;
and

Tiglath-Pileser built a palace, around which a
town soon sprung up, named Kar-Assur, the
'‘fort of Assur,” on a mound near the Zab
river.

To the east of Assyria was an extensive
district known as the land of Zimri, thickly
peopled, and containing many towns. Al-

though nominally subject to the Assyrian
empire, it had never been entirely subdued,
ami the inhabitants were a continual source of

trouble to the Assyrian kings. Various mili-

tary e.xpeditions had been undertaken, with
the usual accompaniments of slaughter and

pillage
;
but still Zimri was un-

conquered, lawless and turbulent.
^ Having dealt so heavy a blow to

Babylon, Tiglath-Pileser, whose success had
established his power in Assyria, turned his

attention to Zimri. Town after town fell

before the vigorous assaults of his trained and
experienced warriors

;
and then, having subdued

the country, he crossed it, and attacked and

j

conquered the Persian tribes beyond the eastern

j
frontier. Media, rich in mineral wealth, was
now open to the indomitable conqueror. Some
of the chiefs submitted, and saved their lives

by paying tribute
;
others fled

;
and some of

sterner mould, who resolutely opposed the
invader, paid for their patriotism with their

lives.

We can but faintly realize the incidents of

the terrible campaign. Modern conquerors
are content to cany away the
wealth of the countries they
invade, and establish political

®

supremacy over the subdued peoples : but the
warrior kings of the old times, like the slave-

hunters of more modern days, made captives
<jf the inhabitants of the territories they sub-
dued, and took them to replenish the popula-
tion of their own dominions. As in after years
the Jews were driven from Jerusalem and
Samaria, and the other towns of Israel and
Judea, to “ weep by the river of Babylon,” S(j^

the captive i\Icdians by thousands followed the
march of the returning Assyrian invaders,

some to grace the triumph of the victorious

king, others—who knows how many, men,
women and children ?—to perish by the way.
More than fifty thousand persons,' with
horses, o.xen. and sheep, were forcibly taken
from their homes in the Median plains by
Tiglath-Pileser. As yet, he eould conquer
better than he could organize. He appointed
Assyrian governors to the newly acquired
regions

;
but, deprived of the support of the

hordes of soldiers, their power was little

more than nominal, and the Medians soon
reasserted a practical independence. After-

wards, the Assyrian empire under Tiglath-

Pileser was remarkable for ensuring thg per-

manence of its conquests. Viceroys or satra])s

were appointed, with power to enforce the
payment of taxes, and the establishment of

military contingents. The extreme eastern

districts of iMedia were simultaneously overrun
by one of the king's generals, Assur-dain-ani,

who, following his master’s example, carried

back rich spoil into Assyria.

The sudden successes of Tiglath-Pileser, and
the rapid development of the military power
of Assyria, alarmed the rulers

of several small kingdoms in
Sjjiancon-

northern Syria and Armenia,
A confederation was formed, under the leader-

ship of Sarduri, king of Ararat, which inter-

posed a barrier between the empire an<l

Assyria, and Tiglath-Pileser promptly took
measures to bi’eak up the formidable array.

At the head of a large army, he marched
into the territory of Kustaspi, or Hystaspes.
king of Kummaha, in the region of the
Upper Euphrates, met the combined forces,

and totally defeated them. Sarduri, the

leader, escaped with difficulty, and, thanks to

the speed and endurance of his horse, crossed

the river and reached his own dominions.
Unless the records preserved are greatly exag-

gerated—and perhaps they are, for the exploits

of successful warriors are apt to be magnified
by contemporary and dependent historians

—

1 the number of soldiers brought into the field
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by the confederates under Sarduri must have
j

been enormous, but, either for want of

courage or leading, they must have offered but
a weak resistance to the Assyrian legions, for

we are informed that about seventy-three
thousand were made prisoners, and that the
horses, stores, and the jewels and state palan-
(piin of Sarduri fell into the hands of the
victors.

Having removed this obstacle from his path,

Tiglath-Hleser crossed the Euphrates, and led

the victorious army into Syria. What he did
with the host of prisoners we know not, but

j

probably they were sent into his own do- I

minions to swell the number of the captives
employed in building Assyrian palaces, or as

slaves to the wealthy and powerful lords of the !

empire. No attempt was made
to oppose the invasion. Some^ ’ of those princes who had been

^members of the confederation made abject

eminent scholars, and although exact uni-
formity has not been arrived at, there has
been a general agreement as to dates, within
very moderate limits of variation. The As-
syrian historical tablets mention incidents

connected with the kingdom of Judah and
Israel evidently identical with those related in

the Scriptural narratives, but there is a discre-

pancy between the dates (as read by the modern
decipherers) and those assigned by Biblical

critics to the events. Menahem, king of Israel,

is stated to have reigned from 772 to 761
B.c.

;
but the inscriptions appear to give 743

B.c. as the date of the invasion of Syria by
Tiglath-Pileser and the payment of tribute by
the king of Israel. The variance between the
dates of the transaction may not be more than
sixteen or seventeen years

;
and considering

the difficulties which attend chronological
investigations, the various estimates of the

length of the year, and other matters, we need

nAMATH, THE MOUERX HAMAH.

submission
;
and other kings hastened to offer

tribute and sue for peace. Among the names
of these royal personages preserved is that of

Hiram, king of Tyre, probably a descendant
and namesake of the powerful and generous
monarch, the friend of David and Solomon.
Mr. George Smith and the Eev. A. H. Sayce
suppose that among these kings was Menahem,
the sixteenth king of Israel, described as king
of Samaria. The oldest tablet on which the
narrative of this Syrian expedition is described
is mutilated

;
but the name, under the form of

Minihimmu, appears on later copies. We find

ourselves here confronted with a
Ctoonological question of chronology, which

^ we cannot with certainty solve.

Biblical chronology, as is well known, has
been the subject of careful study by many

not hesitate to accept the Assyrian tablet as

a remarkable confirmation of the Scriptural

statement (2 Kings xv. 19), “The king of

Assyria came against the land, and Menahem
gave Pul [this appears to have been a generic

name for the Assyrian kings] a thousand talents

of silver, that his hand might be with him to

confirm the kingdom in his hand.”

Razanu, or Rezon, king of Damascus—that

important Syrian state which from the time of

Solomon had maintained an independent posi-

tion—paid a heavy tribute ; and the rulers of

smaller and less powerful states had no clioicc.

but to follow the exam])le of the monarchs of

Israel and Damascus. The influence of Assyria

was now felt from the Euphrates to the Medi-
terranean

;
but after the return of Tiglath-

Pileser to his own dominions, the Syrian kings,
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emboldened by the absence of his army,
renounced the submission they had proffered,

and openly asserted their inde-
Siege of Arpad. pe^dence. Arpad, one of the

strongest cities of Damascus, Avas fortified, and
an open revolt was proclaimed. The warlike

Assyrian king immediately returned to Syria

and invaded Arpad
;
but so well was the city

jirepared, and so resolute the defenders, that

nearly three years elapsed before it was cap-

tured. Tiglath-Pileser was once more master

of Assyria, but only for a time. A revolt in one
.of the outlying provinces of Assyria occupied

the attention of the king, and Avhile he and Ihs

hosts were caiTying fire and sword into that

region and establishing an Assyrian governor,

the Syrian kings seized the opportunity and
again revolted, but were soon reduced to sub-

mission. About the same time fresh conquests

were made in the districts north of Assyria,

near the up})er waters of the Euphrates.

We are told that Tiglath-Pileser defeated a
confederacy of Syrian kings, who had received

the powerful assistance of Uzziah, or Azariah,

king of Judah
;
but here again avc meet witli a

.difficulty in the discrepancies of dates, which,

in the absence of confirmation of the event by
any allusion to it in the Scriptural narrative,

induces us to doubt the correct reading of the

inscribed record. The land of Hamath, the

fertile valley of the Orontes. was taken jaos-

session of. and the greater ])or-
Ij^asion of divided among the Assyrian

' generals. More than twelve
hundred of the inhabitants of Hamath were
transported to the districts around the head
watei'S of the Tigris

;
and many thousands

from surrounding districts were also made
captives. Eecorcis of the numbers taken and
their destination are preserved ;

and it is notice-

.able that men from one place were mixed A\nth

Avomen from another, so that their offspring
AA^ould have confused ideas of nationality and
gradually become incorporated AA'ith the vast
population of Assyria, a commingling of many
races. The city Hamath, chief place of the
district, is the modern Hamah. In Porter's

Giant Cities,” Hamah, Avith its “ old, crazy,

lazy, creaking, groaning water-wheels,” is

spoken of as one of the oldest cities in the
Avorld.

Once more the Syrian kings AA'ere prostrate
at the feet of the conqueror, AA'ith peace-offerings
.of gold, sih'er, and other metals, dyed garments,
beautiful and strange beds, oxen, sheep, and
camels. A year afterAvards (737 B.C. accord-
ing to the monuments, probably about 7.56 B.C.

in Scriptural chronology) the Assyrian king
made another expedition into Media. Some
resistance AA'as unaA'ailingly offered, and Tiglath-
Pileser marched on to an old city, Tel-assm*.

founded ages before by the Assyrians in honour
of the god Merodach, and there he offered

sacrifices. Tribes Avere subdued, captiA’es made,
and treasures carried away

;
and in the full

flush of military success he returned to Assyria,
not to rest, but to jn’epare for a ncAv expedition.

Sarduri, king of Ararat, aa'Iio had fled so igno-
miniou.sly Horn the Assyrians se\'en years
before, AA'as again in arms. His capital AA'as

Turuspa (on the site of the modern Van, on the
borders of the lake of the same name), and
there he took up his position behind strong
fortifications. Unable to take the city by
assault, the Assyrians ravaged the country
around, destroying crops, but the people took
refuge in the fortresses and so escaped cap-
tivity.

X.

Letters in Combination with Capitals

(continned).

The importance of the curve referred to in

the close of our last article in connection AA'ith

capitals Avill be apparent if the student con-
siders hoAv it enters more or less into the con-
struction of many of them, half the alphabet
being included. This curve forms the ground-
Avork of the S, Avith a hair-stroke at the com-
mencement. The addition of a AA'aved stroke

to the right ju'oduces L, The Z is built upon
the same basis, Avith its' central doAvnstroke
lightly rendered. A cross stroke fi’om right to

left above the curA'e gives T
;
the addition to

Avhich of a small central cross produces F. A
curved stroke begun at the right hand and
crossing and connected Avith the top of the
radical line shoAvs 1. AC added to this at the

di.stance of a letter on the right side and
joined by a hair-line gives ns H. A small
hair-line beginning on the right hand level

AA'ith the top of the curve, running parallel

AA'ith it part of the way down, and turning in to

touch it, makes K. This stroke is also plainly

the foundation of B, P, K, and D.

If any should think these details unimpor-
tant. we AA'ould remind them that the key to

success in every art or branch of science is to

attain a clear notion of Avhat Ave have to

acquire. If a man has a clear idea of AA'hat

he is going to do,” says Abemethy, " he Avill

seldom fail in selecting the proper means of

accomplishing it.”

The diversities of form of the capitals

scarcely admit of any rigorous

classification. Perhaps the fiest
^^^^sification of

is that of Mr. Foster, Avho says
capita s.

relative to the formation of the capitals :

—

” The principal element in the capital letters

resemW-es Hogarth's line of beauty. It forms
the doAvn stroke of I. J, T, F, P, B, R, S, L,
D, and the first i)art of H and K.

The folloAving rules should be carefully

observed :

—

” 1. The height of the capitals is the same as

that of the looped letters among Avhich they
stand.

” 2. The slope should correspond with that of

the small letters, except X and Z. The down-
stroke of the N should be nearly perpendicular.

•• 3. The highe.st jiart of the top curve of
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P, B, R and D, should be to the left of the

body stroke. The indented turn in the last

part of B, R and K takes place in the middle
of the letter.

“ 4. The upper and lower loops in the letter

H are equal. The small horizontal loops at the
bottom of L, D and Q should be alike.

“ The capitals may be divided into six

classes :

—

•First class. .

Second class .

Third class. .

Fourth cla,ss

.

Fifth class . .

Sixth class . .

A, M, N, W.
C, G, E, O.

I, J, F, T, S, L, D.
P, B, R.
H, K.
U, V, Y, X, Q, Z.

“ The letters A, M, N and W are formed from
the right line pointed at top and bottom.

“ The letters C, E, O and G are formed from
the ellipse or oval.

“ The first part af U, V, and Y is a right line

curved at the top and laottom.”

We have before drawn attention to the
necessity for giving an ellqJtic contour to the
curves of capitals (and, indeed, to those of the
small characters also)

;
but as many still ad-

EUiptic contour!’®’’? *“/'’? old-fashioned and

of letters.
inelegant circular sweeps, it is

well to insist iqx>n this point.

A reference to fig. 18, where the first example
of each letter is based on the circle, and the

second upon the ellipse,

will suffice to show the
manifest superiority of

(

the latter outline. To
^ ^

further elucidate this

matter, we give at fig. 19

a method of forming ne, 18.—circular
what has been called the
“ chirographic curve,” which will be found to

jirevail in all well-formed letters, whether
small or capital.

Take any two right lines at pleasure, as A B
and C D, and form with them any angle, as

F E G. Divide the leg F E into any number of

equal parts, as F, 3, 2, 1, E ;
divide also the

leg E G into a similar number of equal parts.

Draw straight lines from F to 3, from 3 to 2,

from 2 to 1, and from 1 to G, and the inter-

sections, F, c, G will be points in the

curve, which may be easily traced through

them by hand. • If a greater numlDcr of points

were required, they could have been readily

obtained by dividing the respective limbs of

the angle into a greater number of parts and
proceeding as before.

Useful as all these theoretical (if we may
use the term) exercises undoubtedly are, the

art of forming elegant and symmetrical capitals

is only to be attained by assiduous practice

after go®d copies.

The size of capitals may lie two and a half

times that of the body of the small letters in

text-hand, and rather larger—say three times
the body of the small letters—in

Size of capitals. and small hands. This
may,- however, be considered as in great
measure a matter of taste. Capitals should be
formed with as few lines as practicable,

eschewing flowing heads, tails, and loops, or

flourishes and superfluous strokes, except, of
course, in distinctively ornamental writing.
Round Hand (fig. 20) does not call for any

remark, being precisely similar to text anil

half-text in every respect but size. It is un-
necessary to give copies, as the student may
easily select such words and sentences as will

be suitable to the breadth of his writing-book.
The result of all the previous labour should

be seen in a facile and correct execution of

small hand, the last and most important style

of writing. In what may be called “ formal ”

small hand, which should be the deliberately-

formed and methodical species to which the
student proeeeds after sufficient preliminary
practice at half-text and round hand—the
shapes of the letters and modes of junction do
not differ materially fr-om those of these two
latter hands. Specimens of small hand are
given at fig. 20, and it will be seen that both
capitals and small letters have the usual form
of those used in the larger hands. A consider-

able deal of practiee should be devoted to

copies of small hand, which may be advanta-
geously selected from historical, geographical
or scientific statements of facts.

After a fair amount of practice in a careful

and deliberate manner at the regular style of

small hand, and the attainment of ability to

write large text, half-text, round-hand, and
small hand, both capitals and small letters,

correctly, with due pro-
portion of space between
the parts of each letter

and the letters themselves,
and with an uniform
slope of 58

AND ELLIPTIC CURVES. degrees Results in

, , , current hand,
through-

out, the penman may consider himself pre-

pared to take the important step of endea-
vouring to acquire rapidity. This change owes
its importance to the fact that it will in all

probabilityform his future handwriting. Such
is the invariable result, for instance, when a
boy leaves school. All the hands ” specified

are, we may say,—“ school hands” that is, they
are rather preparatory steps to writing than
writing itself. Except for the headings of

day-book or ledger, or similar purposes, large

hands are of little practical utility, and the
small hand fashioned on their pattern and
written almost as slowly would also be useless

for the needs of the work-a-day world. If any
of our readers should however be inclined to

exclaim, “ Why then should I go through this

probation ? ” or “ Why should I not learn

writing ” (save the mark 1) “in six short

lessons ? ” we reply,—Because not a stroke

you have made, not a line you have written,

has been wasted. You have now a clear

idea of the essential parts of all our written

characters, and, which is of no less import-
ance, you have—if our instructions have been
followed out faithfully—acquired a freedom and
command of hand which wull make the step

from the stiff style of the copyliook to the
fr’ee flowing one required in a merchant’s
counting-house marvffilously easy. You liave

but to gradually increase the speed,—not re-
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laxin^ your carefulness. You have to adopt any
modification of letters or junctions which com-
mend themselves to your judgment as tending

to rapidity without impairing legibility, and
the result will be not only the accjuirement of

a good business hand, but the
Good effects capacity for writing unweariedly
of initiatory

hours, or even day after
raining.

week after week. It is

precisely here where the benefit of the assidu-

ous training of the hand is seen, and this result

is worth any amount of pains. And, contrari-

wise, it is precisely

here thatsystems which
profess to teach pen-
manship in a few hours
fail. The power of
moving the end joints
of the fingers freely and
easily can only be
gained by practice., and
only by such motion
can writing l)e done
legibly, swiftly, and
])leasantly. The stljf-

Jinqer method only re-

sults in a scratchy ugly
style of writing, unsuited alike to business or

official need.

While increasing the speed, tlie pupil should
always strenuously resist a natural tendency to

give an angular style to his writing, instead of

a round, bold outline. It is probable that he
will feel that a kind of semi-angular hand can
be written more rapidly than well-rounded
characters. But there are two individuals to

be considered in relation to writing—the reader,

as well as the penman. Now, all angular hands
written fast

are fearfully

illegible;
while pen-
manship cha-

racterised by
a good boldly-

curved out-

line is always
easy to read,

however
quickly it may
have been
executed.
The student

must not how-
ever forget,

while confin-

ing the forma-
tion of the
small -hand

letters strictly to the upper joints

of the fingers of the right hand,
°

that that hand must also acquire

facility in traversing the paper from left to right

in an accurate line, and with an unvarying
speed. It is only by the combination of this
“ travelling ” movement of the hand, and the
“ formative ” motions of the fingers, that cor-

rectness and rapidity can be combined. On
this point, Foster, an American writer, has
well observed :

—

“ It will be found that every elegant and
ready penman, often Avithout being conscious

of the fact, uses the hand and arm as much,
and as readily, as the fingers, and the more
so in proportion to the rapidity of his execu-

tion. The reason is obvious : as the words
proceed from left to right, it is evident that

any one who depends upon the use of the fingers

alone Avill be unable to write a word extending

an inch or more upon the line, Avithout having
his hand throAA'n over from left to right, in

order to alloAv for the action of the pen upon
the paper. The third

and fourth fingers re-

maining fixed Avhile
^ the other tAvo are carry-

ing the pen to the end
of a Avord, the hand is

cramped and strained.

On finishing a Avord

the hand is jerked

along, and the under
fingers made to take

up a neAV position.

This they retain until

the hand is turned

nearly over, and the

fingers that hold the pen are again stretched

as far in advance of the others as they can

bear, Avhen a neAV jerk is given, and so on till

the Avriting is finished.
“ Let any bad Avriter observe his OAvn mode

of execution, and, in nine cases out of ten, he

Avill find that he bears the weight of his arm
upon the Avrist, and uses the tAvo last fingers

• as a fixed prop. Thus his Avriting is uneven and
crooked, and hoAv can it be otherAvise? The radius

of the circle of motion is very short, reaching
only from the

end of the

middle finger,

which is fixed

to the ix)int

of the pen.

The centre of

motion is

changed every

time he lifts

his wrist, and
his Avriting

continually
tends to take

the form of

segments of

small circles;

to prevent
which he is

compelled to

make con-
stant efforts to keep a straight line, and thus

Avearies and pains his fingers. The root of the

principal faults in the common method of

teaching penmanship seems, therefore, to be

this : that the pupil is directed, or permitted,

to rest the wrist, and generally also the third

and fourth fingers, and to execute the Avriting

Avith the fingers alone.
“ The only means of avoiding the difficulties

aboA'e mentioned is to acquire a mastery of the

movements of the hand and arm by Avhich free

N. — H

FIO. 19.—CHIBOGEAPHIC CURVE.

FIG. 20.—BOUND HAND SMALL ALPHABET.
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writing is executed. To accomplish this object

the learner should practise exercises composed
of single letters and words widely separated by
means of inclined lines running from letter

to letter, or from word to word. Each line

should extend across the page, and be written

offhand, without lifting the pen.

“The object next in importance to a free

movement of the hand and arm is a dexterity

in the use of the fingers, the latter being as

essential in

the formation
~

of the looped
letters as the

former is in

p ro moti ng
nniformiry
:anddespatch.

To accom-
plish this the learner should oractise the short

letters in combination with the long S; and
also such words as shy, phthisic, philosophy,

philosophically, etc., to *be written in a free off-

hand manner, without lifting the pen.”

Figures do not call for many remarks. The
•examples given in the present paper (fig.

21) are sufficient to guide the
Figures. student in this matter. Some dif-

ference of opinion, or rather of practice, pre-

vails, how-
ever, respect-

ing the figure
“4,” many
writers pre-

ferring to
bring the
horizontal
hair - stroke
level with the
bottom of
body figures,

and then to

strike the
heavy down-
strokethrough
it and below
the general
level

bodies; while
others choose
to keep the
whole of the
figure upon
the line

to strike the
liorizontal
stroke at a
higher level.

The “ 6 ” may
project above
the body let-

ters half as far as the “7” and “9” descend
below them.

The following details of the formation of the
figures are taken from a paper by Mr. ,T. Cox,
and appear to us so just that we adopt them
in preference to giving any of our own :

—

“ All the figures should be of the same size,

except the 7 and 9, which should be half as
long again as the rest. The upstroke of the 1

VOL. I.

FIG. 21.—SPECIMEN OF FXGUKES IN WKliiNG

should join it at the top
;
the 2 should be made

exactly like capital Q ; 3, open at the top, and
a well-formed curve at the bottom

; 4, small
loop at the tail, and then the line carried hori-

zontally, the down-stroke cutting the horizontal

line in the middle, and going as far below as

above it
; 5, crossed at the top with a straight

line, and a good round curve at the bottom
; 6,

the body halfWio. length of the whole figure,

and the back slightly curved
; 7, short down-

stroke, then
”7 ^he curve

taken from
the middle
of the down-
stroke, and

^ the tail of

the figure
carried below

of the 2 ; 8, with
9, make a good 0

on the line, and the same size as the 2, and
then the tail as long as that of the 7,”

avoiding “ the almost universal error of com-
mencing to make the tail above the cipher.
Tail of 9 should touch the cipher, but should
not cut it.” (See fig. 21.)

Some may perhaps take exception to the
shape recommended here for the figure of 2,

and prefer a

r.zy.fZ

the line half the length
a good curve at the top;

precise

FIG. 22

more
form.

Vulgar frac-

tions are writ-

ten in two dif-

ferent styles,

as shown in
our illustra-

tion (fig. 22).

In the first

instances the
numerator
and denomi-
nator are di-

vided by a
diagonal
stroke

;
in the

a
horizontal
one. The for-

mer plan is

that usually

adopted, al-

the
latter is the
more legible

of the two. In
writing deci-

mal fractions,

care should be
taken that the

virgule or point is correctly placed, as a mis-
take in this matter would probably entail a
very serious error. The point should always
be sufficiently high—say about two-thirds the
height of the figures it divides.

On the importance of writing figures with
care it is hardly necessary to say anything.
The most serious errors in mercantile life have
too often arisen from carelessness in this respect.

2G

K7rt2i~iriir2n:

Sil.VLL HAND ALPHABETS.
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XV.

The Pronouns (^coiitimied).

1.

The personal pronouns are thus declined:

Pronoun of the Firat Person.

Sinf/ular.

ego
(wanting)

N.
V.

I

Ac. me
G. mei of me
D. mihi to me
Ab. me from me

Plural.
N. nos we
V. (wanting)
Ac. nos us
G. nostrum or nostri of us
D. nobis to us
Ab. nobis from us

Pronoun of the Second Person.

N.
Singular.

tu thou or you
V. tu 0 thou or you
Ac. te thee or you
G. tui of thee or you
D. tibi to thee or you
Ab. te with thee or you

Plural.
N. VOS ye or you
V. VOS 0 ye or 5mu
Ac. VOS ye or you
G. vestrum or vestri of ye or you
D. vobii to ye or you
Ab. vobis with ye or you

For the pronoun of the third person, he,

she, it, is, ea, id, and ille, ilia, illud,aTe usually

employed.
2. The reflective pronoun always refers to the

nominative case of the sentence, and cannot,
therefore, have a nominative case. It is thus
declined :

—

Singular and Plural.
(wanting)
se or sese himself, herself, itself, or

themselves
of himself, herself, itself, or

themselves
to himself, herself, itself, or

themselves
by himself, herself, itself, or

themselves

Observe that there are no distinct reflective

pronouns in the first and second persons, be-

cause the different cases of ego and tn are used
reflectively—as, mei, of myself, milil, to my-
self, tui, of thyself, txbi, to thyself, volts, to

yourselves.

3. Possessive pronouns are formed from the
first and second personal pronouns, and the
third reflective pronoun, and are declined as

adjectives.

N.
Ac.

G. sui

D. sibi

Ab. se or sese

M. F. N.

meus mea meum my or mine
j

I like

tuus tua tuum thy or thine i
I

bonr
suus sua suum his, her, its, 1their

noster nostra nostrum our, ours ) like

vester vestra vestrum your, yours
j

I

ater

Observe, however, that meus makes its voca-
tive singular masculine in m i, as mi fill, O my
son, except when joined to Ecus, and then it

retains, as does Deus, the nominative for the
vocative—as meus Ecus, not mi Eeus.

4. The demonstrative pronouns are thus de-
clined :

—

Hie, this (near me).

Singular.

N. hie hsec hoc
V. (wanting)
Ac. hunc hanc hoc
G. hujus hujus hujus
D. huic huic huic
Ab. hac hac hoc

N. hi
Plural.
hae haec

V. (wanting)
Ac. hos has haec

G. horum harum horum
I), his his his

Ab. his his his

Is, that, or he, she, or il.

N. is

Singular.
ea id

V. (wanting)
Ac. eum earn id

G. ejus ejus ejus

D. ei ei ei

Ab. eo ea eo

N. ii

Plural.
eae ea

V. (wanting)
Ac. eos eas ea
G. eorum earum eorum
D. eis or iis

Ab. eis or iis

Ille, that (yonder)

N. ille

Singular,
ilia illud

V. (wanting)
Ac. ilium illam illud

G. illius illius illius

D. illi illi iUi

Ab. illo ilia illo

N. illi

Plural.
illae ilia

V. (wanting)
Ac. illos illas ilia

G. illorum illarum illorum
D. illis illis illis

Ab. illis illis illis

Iste, that (near you)

N. iste

Singular,
ista istud

V. (wanting)
Ac. istum istam istud
G. istius istius istius

D. isti isti isti

Ab. isto ista isto
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N. isti

Plural.
istoe ista

V. (wanting)
Ac. istos istas ista

G. istorum istarum istorum
D. istis istis istis

Ab. istis istis istis

Idem, the same.

N. idem
Singular.

eadam idem
V. (Avanting)

Ac. eundem eandem idem
G. ejusdem ejusdem ejusdem
D. eidem eidem eidem
Ab. eodem eadem eodem

N. iidem
Plural.
eaedem eadem

V. (wanting)
Ac. eosdem easdem eadem
G. eorundem earundem eorundem
D. eisdem or iisdem or isdem
Ab. eisdem or iisdem or isdem

N. ipse

Singular.
ipsa ipsum

V. (wanting)
Ac. ipsum ipsam ipsum
G. ipsius ipsius ipsius

D. ipsi ipsi ipsi

Ab. ipso ipsa ipso

N. ipsi

Plural.
ipsae ipsa

V. (wanting)
Ac. ipsos ipsas ipsa
G. ipsorum ipsarum ipsorum
D. ipsis ipsis ipsis

Ab. ipsis ipsis ipsis

5. The relative pronoun is thus declined ;

—

Singular.
N.
V.

qui
(wanting.)

quae quod

Ac. quern quam quod
G. cujus cujus cujus
D. cui cui cui
Ab. quo qua

Plural.

quo

N.
Y.

qui
(wanting.)

quae quae

Ac. quos quas quae

G. quorum quarum quorum
D. quibus or queis or quis
Ab. quibus or queis or quis

In like manner also are declined its com-
pounds, as, e.g .

:

—

Singular.
X. quidam quaedam quoddam
V. (wanting.)
Ac. quondam quandam quoddam
G. cujusdam cujusdam cujusdam
D. cuidam cuidam cuidam
Ab. quodam quadam quodam

Plural.
N. quidam quaedam quaedam
V. (wanting.)
Ac. quosdam qUasdam quaedam
G. quorundum quarundam quorundum
D. quibusdam quibusdam quibusdam
Ab. quibusdam quibusdam quibusdam

I

Observe that in the accusative singular and
in the genitive plural, when m comes before
d, the m is changed into n for the sake of

euphony.
6. The interrogative pronoun is thus de-

clined :

—

N. quis or qui
Singular.
quae quid or quod

V. (wanting)
Ac. quern quam quid or quod
G. cujus cujus cujus
D. cui cui cui

Ab. quo qua
,

quo

N. qui
Plural.
quae quae

V. (wanting)
Ac. quos quas quae

G. quorum quarum quorum
D. quibus or queis or quis
Ab. quibus or queis or quis

In like manner are also declined the com-
pounds of qnl, except that aliqvis, ecqi/is, and
xiquls make the nominative singular feminine,

and nominative and accusative plural neuter,

end in qva, as

—

Singvlar.

N.
V.
Ac.

O.

D.

aliquis

(wanting.)
aliquem
alicujus

alicui

aliqua aliquid or aliquod

Ab. aliquo

aliquam
alicujus

alicui

aliqua

aliquid or aliquod
alicujus

alicui

aliquo

Plural.

N. aliqui aliquae aliqua

V. (wanting.)
Ac. aliquos aliquas aliqua

O. aliquorum aliquarum aliquorum
D. aliquibus aliquibus aliquibus

Ab. aliquibus aliquibus aliquibus

Observe (1) that the relative pronoun agrees

with its antecedent noun in gender, number,
and person, but not in case : Felix est vir queni

Reus amat, happy is the man whom God loves.

(2) The forms quis and quid can be used by
themselves without a noun, as quu es? who
art thou? quid est? what is it? The forms
qul and quod are used interrogatively with a

noun, as qui homo es ? what man art thou ?

quid mare hoc est? what sea is this?

XIII.

Cassini’s Discoveries {continued^.—

Nebula.—Variable Stars.

Whilst observing Saturn in 1675 Cassini dis-

covered that the ring of that planet is divided
into two by a black line, so that it appears to be
composed of two concentric rings, and not one.

This discovery excited much interest, and was
soon confirmed. He had, however, been antici-
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patcd in his discovery by William Ball, a
Devonshire gentleman, -who, ob-

DupUcityof sewing Saturn on Oct. 13, 1605,
Saturn S ring.

38-feet telescope, per-

ceived that its ring was nearly double. But,

as in many similar instances, the discovery

having been made by a comparatively un-

known astronomer, it did not excite any
attention, and was soon forgotten. This divi-

sion in the ring of Saturn is called Ball s

division, Jifter its original discoverer.

In 1684, when the ring of Saturn was again

turned edgeways towards the earth, Cassini

scrutinised the planet with great care to see if

there were yet other

satellites. He made
use of telescopes of

great power, and
having lengths of lUU
and 136 feet respec-

tively, with apertures

•of about six inches,

and magnifying over
2U0 times. His per-

severance was re-

warded by the dis-

covery of two more
satellites, both of them much

adSnluaW- ‘“'3'

lites to Saturn. the three j)reviously known.
One of these is now known as

Elfluc. and revolves round the planet in
~2 d. 18 h. ; and the other is called Tethya, and
requires only 1 d. 21| h. to revolve round the
))Ianet. In commemoration of these brilliant

discoveries Louis XIV. had a medal struck
bearing the inscription, “Saturni satellites

primum cogniti.”

The invention of the micrometer enabled
astronomers to deduce the apparent diameter
of the celestial bodies. The sun was found to

have a diameter of rather more than half a
degree, and to

vary slightly
with the varia-

tions in the dis-

tance of the
earth from the
sun, but its
average dia-
meter was fixed

at 32' 10". The
diameter of the
moon was found
to vary between
2\)\' and .33^' ac-

.—SKTVRS AND HIS KINGS.

Jujiitur. Saliirn.Vranui.
n oW .

Neptune

FIG. 47.—COMPARATIVE SIZE OF THE SUN AS SEEN FROM THE PLANETS.

of this last was 45" in di.ameter. From these
measures and Cassini's value for the distance
of the sun—namely 86 millions of miles—
it followed that the diameter of
the sun was 800,000 miles, or sun,

more than one hundred times
that of the earth, and its volume P-anets.

more than a million times as great. The moon
was found to have a diameter of 2,180 miles,
or to be in volume only one-eightieth of that
of the earth. IMercury was found to be but
little bigger than the moon, and Venus to be
almost exactly the same size as the earth.
Mars was smaller, having a diameter of about

4,700 miles, or about
three-fifths of the
diameter of the earth,

!-o that it would have
a volume of about
one-fifth. Jupiter
had a diameter of

87,000 miles, or
twelve times as great

.as the earth, so that

this giant planet was
in volume nearly two
thousand times

greater than our planet. Saturn was slightly

smaller, the diameter of the planet being only

70,000 miles, Ulut its ring w.as nearly 200,000

miles across. We shall see subsequently that

these values were not very far out, and they

enable a good idea to be formed of tlie relative

dimensions of the different bodies of the solar

system.
When the heavens were studied with more

perfect telescopes than those employed by
Galileo, it began to be discovered that the

heavens contained other objects than the star.s.

Thus in 1656 Huygens discovered an astonish-

ing feature in a star in the constellation called

Orion—a star which had been designated d by
Bayer. It ap-
peared to be

fixed in the
midst of a faint

filmy cloud of

light, much as

if it were sur-

rounded by im-
mense masses of

faint luminous
gas, whilst the
surrounding sky
was intensely

black. Huvgens
cording to its distance from the earth, its

mean diameter being 31' 20." From its transit
across the sun, Hevelius found th.at the mean
<liameter of Mercury vv'as G". Cassini de-
termined the mean diameter of Venus to be
18", but when it was near the earth its

diameter increased to over 1', rendering
it apparently the largest of all the planets.
The distance of Mars from the earth being
extremely v’-ariable, its diameter was found to
vary between 5" and 30", its mean diameter
being 7". The larger planets v’-aried little in
apparent size, the mean diameter of Jupiter
being 40", and of Saturn 20", though the ring

had discovered, in fact, the cele-

brated Nebula of Orion. Astro-
®

nomers had long been aware of nebulae,

the existence in the heav'ens of

nebulous patches of faint light, much like

isolated patches of the Milky Way
;

but

when these were examined with the tele-

scope they were seen to be groups of closely

packed very faint stars, or, as they are called,

star clusters.” One of these existed in the

constellation Cancer, and was Freeserpe
;

another existed in the constellation Persens
(and it is shown in fig. 48 as it appears in an
early drawing), and a third near Leo. But this
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object was of a very different nature, because
when seen in the telescope, instead of being’

seen resolved into an aggregation of stars,

it seemed to be like a luminous mass of

vapour. At first it was surmised that it might
be something of the nature of an atmosphei'e

to the stars which it surrounded—or rather, that

was one of the first reasonable suppositions, for

all kinds of fanciful ideas were promulgated,
such as it being an
aperture in the heavens.

This idea was speedily

negatived, for it was
remembered that some-
thing similar had been
observed by Simon
Marius, a German
astronomer, and des-

cribed by him in a work
entitled “ Mundus
Jovialis,” published in

1 hi 2. In the northern
heavens, in the con-
stellation Andromeda.
can be seen with the

naked eye a faintly

marked spot of light.

When Marius looked at this with his telescope he
saw it was not a star, nor a group of stars, but a
narrow elliptical spot of light, with apparently
an area as large as that of the moon. It was
not unlike a patch of grey mist, or, as Marius
remarked, looked like a piece of transparent
horn illuminated by a candle placed behind it.

It could not be an atmosphere to a star, because
there was no star near it, as in the case of

the nebula seen by Huygens. An idea of the
form of these nebuhn
may be obtained from
the figures, but it is

impossible to reproduce
their filmy, hazy ap-
pearance in a woodcut.
For a long time these

nebulre perplexed astro-

nomers. A third was
discovered, in 1665,
by Abraham Ihle, in

the constellation Sagit-

tarius
;

a fourth was
seen, in 1677, by Halley,
in the southern con-
stellation Centaurus.
Kirch, in 1681, was
the discoverer of a
fifth. Hevelius saw
another, and Halley
subsequently dis-
covered another, only
much brighter than the
last, and just visible to

thenakedeye. It is in the constellation Hercules,
and has an irregular form, and an early drawing
nf it is shown in fig. 49. As telescopes were
improved and rendered more powerful, some of

these nebulm, and in particular

pofedtoWar^^"^* Hercules, were found to

clusters. be clusters of very minute stars
;

and the opinion gradually gained
weight that they might all be clusters of stars.

only so very far off that they could not be
seen separately, but appeared like a misty
patch of light.

Astronomers also discovered that some of
the stars which seemed to the naked eye to
be one star were really composed of two stars,

very close together. Thus Gassendi and Hic-

cioli remarked that the star in the middle of

the tail of the Great Bear was really composed
of two stars, a bright

one and a faint one. It

was soon after dis-

covered that the prin-

cipal star in the con-

stellation Gemini, or
a G eminorum

,
was com-

]X;sed of two equally
bright stars i)laced

very closeto each other.

The stars 7 Virginis,

7 Delphini, 7 Arietis,

jS Cy'gni, also were seen
to be composed of two
stars close to each
other

;
and Huygens

discovered that the star

Q Orioniswas composed
of three stars placed very close to one another in

a kind of triangle. They did not regard this as

anything very strange, for it seemed probable

that it was a mere matter of chance that the two
stars should be so close together. Thus with the

naked eye there can be seen stars so close

together as to seem almost to touch—as for

instance the stars called e Lyrm and a Capri-

corni.

Astronomers had long been aware that
occasionally new stars

made their appearance
in the heavens, and
after shining brightly

for a while gradually
grew fainter and fai nter

until they disappeared
altogether. Instances
of such temporary stars

w’ere known long before

the invention of the
telescope. It was Ihe
appearance of a tem-
poiary star which led

Hipparchus to form
the first extant cata-

logue of stars. Tem-
porary stars had also

been seen in a.d. 390^
945, and 1264. Afamous.
instance is that seen

in 1572, when Tycho-
Brahe discovered a
bright new star in the

constellation Cassiopoeia, when it was the-

brightest object of the kind in the heavens
and visible in full daylight. It gradually

grew fainter, and disappeared some time*

in 1574. In 1604 another temporary star

was seen, this time in the constellation

Serpentarius, springing into full brightness

almost instantly, and surpassing any other star-

in the heavens. Like its predecessor, it gradually

FIG, 48.—CLUSTER ITT PERSEUS.
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fjrew fainter, and disappeared early in 1006.

Both these remarkable instances were before

the discovery of the telescope, and no other

case of the kind has occurred since, although

minor instances have been seen. Thus Janssen

in 1000 saw a bright new star in the constella-

tion Cygnus
;

it gradually disappeared, but in

1057 this star reappeared and again faded out of

sight. In 1670 Hevelius saw another temporary

star in the same constellation. These instances,

though probably of the same nature as the very

brilliant new stars of 1572 and 1604, were of

much less marked character.

Astronomers recognised before long some
remarkable cases of change in the brightness of

the stars. One of the strangest of t hese is the star

oin the constellation Cetus. It was seen l)y Fa-

bricius, in 1596, as a star of the 2ud magnitude,

but soon disappearing, was considered by most

astronomers a temporary star. Bayer saw it

several years later, but did not identify it with

the temporary star of Fabricius. In 1628

Phocylides, a Dutch
astronomer, saw it

gradually growing
brighter, and was led

to watch it with care.

It became of the 2nd
magnitude, and then

growing fainter dis-

appeared altogether.

Later, however, he
again saw it reappear,

grow brighter, and
disappear, and an-

nounced that it was
a variable star.
Bouillaud, a French
astronomer, carefully

watched it for years,

and comi)ared all the

observations, and
showed that it went
through its variations

in brightness in a pe-

riod of nearly a year
—being invisible for

two or three months,
visible only in a telescope for the same time,
and for the remainder of the time visible

as afaint star for four months and as a bright
star for about half that time, shining like

a star of the 2nd magnitude for over a fort-

night.

One or two other stars were also found to be
variable in brightness, but not to anything like

the same degree as o Ceti
;
but to this day

astronomers have been unable to discover any
satisfactory explanation of the phenomenon. In
cases of this sort, one guess is perhaps as good
as another, and the reader may well exercise his

ingenuity upon the problem. Certainly, when
we consider that these variable stars are bodies
of almost inconceivably enormous bulk, and
that they lie remote from us at an inconceiv-
ably enormous distance, any inci’casc or de-

crease in their brilliancy represents nature at

work on a tnily gigantic scale, which, if it

raises in us feelings of the deepest wonder,
must also excite the most lively curiosity.

FIG. 50.—GREAT NEBULA OP OBION.

XIII.

The Consonants {continued.)

§ 06. Z= English 1: loop, wolf; qnclqnc,
some. It is generally articulated at the end
of a word : hal, ball, il. he; these also sound
the 1: arril, ha h il, oil, exil, Jil, m il (a thou-
sand), The tinal Z is mute {o') in
haril, cficnil, coutil, fusil, gril, nonihril, outil,

persil, sourcil, Jils, soiil, cul-de-jatte, cvl-de-
lampe, cvl-de-.sac. For words in il having the
liquid sound see § 5.3. (h) In the syllables aul,
avid, ault, aulx, ovld, ovlx, met with in proper
nouns : Savlnier, la Rochefovcanid, Vllerault,
Ranlx, Ste Menehovld, Javoulx.
Kems.—1. Gentil=genti, gcntilshonnncs =

gentizom'', the fern.

gcntillc and the sing.

gentilliomme possess
the liquid sound. 2.

The derivatives of
hahil, fusil, gril, ou-
til, persil, sourcil—
as hahillcr,fusillade,

grille, etc. — make
Il liquid. 3. Words
in il given in (a)

never, with the ex-

ception of gril, con-

nect the 1; when
gril precedes a vowel
its Z has the liquid

sound ;
in the plural

they all connect the s.

§ 67. LL offers a
difficulty : it is pron.

sometimes as one Z,

sometimes as two.

Although we can nei-

ther give a rule nor
complete lists, this

difference is not based

oiTcaprice, and after a little practice the learner

will discover that the more a word resembles the

original Greek or Latin, the more likely will it

be that it articulates both Z’s, whereas words
that have undergone a more thorough trans-

formation, or that present themselves more
readily in familiar S])eech, sound only one Z.

Ijeaving out of sight the combination ill, which
has been fully treated in § 53, wc shall con-

tent ourselves with one set of examples : pal-

ladium, Pallas, pallium. peUicvlc, pellucidc,

pollen, jndlicitation, polluer, Pollux, pulluler,

etc., sound both Z’s
;
whereas pellagre, pclla?‘-

drau, pelleteric, having been more thoroughly

assimilated, sound only one.

§ 08. J/ has the same articulation as in

English, except where it is nasal (see § 44). It

is quite mute in these words : avtomne, damner,
condamner, damnation, condamnatioyi.

The final ni of the nas.al sounds fl'W, aim, om,
vm, is not connected :

Adam
|

est notre pere h tons.
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TJnefaim
[

insupportable,

Un nom
|

illustre,

Un pavfum
|

exquis.

It IS carried on when it is not nasal

:

AbrJlham'^alla jusqu’a i\Iorija,

Betbleem'^en Judee,
Un requiem'^en musique
Le sel d’Epsom'^est purgatif,

Un geranium'^en fleur.

'The connection, however, must be as slight as

possible; it is, so to speak, involuntary, and
brought about by the mere position of the lips.

§ 69. N corresponds to the English n except

in those positions where it is nasal (see § 44).

Placed at the end of a word where it is articu-

lated, it is connected, but not in a very marked
manner; il dit'^anwn a tout, le llclien/^cst wi
vegHal, lesfew.'i oii le

Some nasal syllables are connected when they

are final
;
the nasal sound is usually preserved,

but there are afew exceptions. Taking an, cn, i

n

,

on, nn, in order, we find the following facts ;

—

an is not connected : nn an
|

et deini, le

grami Pan
]
est mart.

cn ; preposition or pronoun, is connected in

en'^Anglcterre, s'en'^aller, on'^en'^a parle—
sveg en-nan,en-na,on-nen-na ;

\i\\.tdonncz-in'en
\

un pen, huvez-en
|

une goidte, because cn here

has no grammatical connection with the next
word.—With the exception of Men and vicn,

the nasal \en (or yen') forms no connections ;

h\cn ecrire--=-hien-ue, hien a propos = h\en-na,

ne vols-tn rien'^cn moi qui sente Veeol\cr =
rien-nen; moyen'^age, un ancien'^ami are also

connected.
in', divin amour, malin c.9prit mnke in- ?ia,

in-ne
;
but say movlhi

|

d rent.

on : the indefinite pronoun on is connected
while retaining its nasal sound : on aime = on-

naime; bon, mon, ton, .W7i are connected, but
lose the nasal ; hcai ami — ho-na, mon enfant —
nw-nen

;
ton homm.e = to-nom

; son habit =.9o-nn.

The adverb non is not connected ; 7ion
j

ici

mais Id
;
in the following neologisms it is con-

nected : non-etre, non-interrentio7i, non-usage,
but remains a nasal.

7in : the numeral 7en is connected and loses

its nasal sound: un.homme — u-nom,'', likewise
Obueun : aucun ami = aucu-nn,. This pronuncia-
tion, recommended by M. Littr6, is not adopted
by all. Commun iiiterU= m,un-nin.

Itomark .—From what has been said above, it will be
understood why in the following phrases there is no
connection: Ces pour lien

|

out Jo, ptrte d'antriii

(Victor Hugo), vn chicn
\

enrape, Vordre eorinfhiru
|

est le plus riche des orclres, comhien
|

(n aufz-rou.9 ? un
mcn/en\ ingenieux, qne fait-on

\

ici? viendru-t-on
|

aujonrd'hui? on
\

est nn sot, mon
|

est un son
|
articule,

il parle d'un ton
[
insolent, donner dtc son

\

aux ponies, it

nefait pas Ion
|
avoir affaire a elle, un bon

1
d rececoir,

un
I
et un font deux.

§ 70. P sounds as in English. It is always
pronorinced at the beginning of a word

:
psaume,

Psi/ehee, IHoldmee, pneumatiepte, ptarmigan;
a double p is sounded as one : appeler = aj)ler,

hippodrome = i-po. In the body of a word,
when ending the syllable it is generally heard :

aptitude, exemption, soupqon, prhomption,
ellipse, etc.

P in bapteme, compter, dompter, prompt.

sculpture, and in all the derivatives of these, is

mute
;
it is also mute in sept, septi'eme, sup-

tihmement, but not in the other derivatives of

sept
;
in romp re, corrompre, and interi'omgtre,

the forms,y6' romjis, tu rompis, il rompt, etc., are

ail read ron.

At the end of a word p is generally mute ;

camp, champ, corps, coop, bcaucouj), drap, galop,

loup, sirop, temps, trap
;
but it is pron. in Ahp,

cap, cep (before a vowel), croup. Gap, jalap,

julep, biceps, Cecrops, laps, relaps, prlnceps,

and in apt, abi'upt, concept, rapt. (Pronounce
both s and t in these Avords.)

PtEMS.—1. The p in beaucoup may be con-

nected. 2. Coup never connects, and des coujfs

imprecus Avould be read cou-zim. 3. Corps
joins the r : corps d corps = co-ra-cor

;
les corps

avungaient = cor-za. 4. The s of temps is always
connected : de temps cn temps = tan-zan tan.

5. Trap is connected, yet in le trap
[

et le trap

pen and the like phrases, the sense of Avhich

requires a slight pause after trap, the connec-
tion would be out of place. This remark is

applicable to many other cases.

§ 71. Z/ As an initial this letter is always
followed by u, and has, ns already mentioned
(see § 27), the sound of k in the majority of

cases. It comes at the end of onlj' a few Avords

:

cinq, coq. Observe these cases : the q of cinq

is mute l3efore a consonant, otherAvisc it is

sounded as in coq, where it is mute in coq

d'Inde only: cinq movton, pr. .sin, cinq oies,

j'en ai cinq, pr. sink
;
7in combat de coqs say

cock, un coq d'Inde say co.

§ 72. R. The r requires to be Avell articu-

lated ;
it would be less objectionable to hear il

marreha than to hear il md...cha. At the

beginning of a syllable it is ahvays pronounced
as (it OAight to be) in English : nous ramas-
.serons= ra-mn-se-ron.

In prose there aic tAvo Avays of pronouncing
such syllables as bre, ere, dre, fre. gre, pre, etc.

Before a consonant ombre, encre, mordre, soufre,

maigre, propre, etc., Avoidd be pron. as if after

b, c, d, f, g, p, etc., there came a very slender e

folloAved by r

;

indeed, they are read like the

English Avords of similar ending : robber,

slender, after, etc. When the next Avord begins

Avith a voAvel or an k mute the letters keep
their proi)cr order, and ombre agreahle, mordre
d Vha^negon, propre d tout should be read omira,

mor-dra, pro-pra. This articulation should

also be adopted if the next avotvI begins Avith

an?’.* un tigre royal must be read ti-gre, not

ti-ger
;
make the e as slender as possible, but

place it after, not before, the ?*.

In verse only one Avay is admissible—namely,
hre, ere, dre, etc., and not the vulgar her. cer,

der, etc. What is said here of the r is equally

applicable to Z in the syllables blc, cle, etc.

“Le flerniei* &i'ecU a vu sur lo, Tamise {cla)

Croitrv un raonsL'e d (piil’eau sans borucs fut promise
{frun, fra),

Et qui loiigtemps, Babel tics mers, eut Lonctm tatiei*

{dren),

Levant les yeux dans I’omJir ari pied de son chantier %

{bran).” {Victor Hugo.

)

(Our age ha,s seen groAving on the Thames a monster
to whom the boundless surge was jiromised, and who,
a very Babel of the seas, kept at the boundary of its

yard Loudon overshadowed, gazing for a long time.

—

The poet speaks here of the Great Eastern originally

named Leviathan.)
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XII.

Mountains.

Stupendous as mountain ranges and peaks

appear to us, considered in relation to the size of

the globe they produce but minute variations of

its surface. The highest mountain, the culmi-

nating peak of the Himalaya, rises to about five

miles in direct altitude above the level of the sea,

and is therefore only about of the

diameter of the globe. As an illustration, it

may be said that a grain one-twentieth of an
inch in diameter on the surface of an artificial

globe seven feet in diameter would nearly repre-

sent the comparative altitude of the loftiest

mountain. Geographers commonly limit the

and physical geography are in some respeets so*

nearly connected that it is necessary to notice

some few facts illustrative of general laws. A
series of peaks, serrated (resembling the teeth of

a saw), is composed chiefly of dolomite, consist-

ing of carbonate of magnesia mixed with carbon-

ate of lime. Mountains with rounded heads are

formed of calcareous rocks. Triangular points

or peaks are formed of slate or quartziferous

schist (rocks which contain quartz and cannot
be split into an indefinite number of laminae or

plates, as slate can). Those lofty steeple-like

peaks, often named, in popular language,
“ needles,” are crystalline schist. Kanges
which exhibit irregular twistings and crum-
plings are composed chiefly of serpentine (sili-

cate of magnesia) and trachyte, a white or
greyish rock, having a basis of felspar, with
small embedded crystals of glassy felspar, mica,

and hornblende. Mountains of pyramidal form
arc mainly of phonolite, or “clink-stone,” a

compact greenish-grey rock, named from the;

A XOV.V ZEIIBL.V LANDSCAPE.

name mountain to isolated peaks or clearly

defined ranges more than a thousand feet in

elevation above the base. Masses of less

magnitude are known as hills.

The effects of the gradual cooling of the

surface of the globe, of subterranean convul-

sions and volcanic forces, have
Origin of ‘been described in a previous
mountains. i i

article
;
and it is only neces-

sary here to say that the principal causes of

the formation of lofty masses and ranges are

denudation and internal forces. By denuda-
tion is meant the removal by abrasion of solid

matter by water in motion, which, in regions

with horizontal stratifications, hollows out
valleys, carrying away the whole of the
superficial strata, leaving mountains composed
of the harder material. The internal forces,

producing upheaval of strata, have been already
described. The consideration of the stratifica-

tion of mountain masses belongs in detail to

the department of Geology, and will be treated
in the papers under that heading

;
but geology

sharp ringing sound produced by a blow from
a hammer. Bocks worn by atmospheric action
into rounded masses are granite, or more rarely
trap—a general term for dark green, grey, or
black crystalline rock—and hornblende, a
variety of greenstone. The name “ trap ” is

from the Swedish traj)j)a. a stair, from the
frequent step-like forms of the sides of hills of

which it is a principal constituent.

The interruption or separation of mountain
chains of similar formation have mostly been
produced by convulsions poste-

rior in date to the formation of

the chains ; and we accordingly
muous

find that the series of rocks of

which the mountains are composed are con-

tinued beyond the interruption. Simil.arly,

with respect to continental masses of land,

almost all the straits and channels of the ocean
and the beds of rivers are only clefts or cavities

of erosion
;
and on both sides the same strata

can be usually recognized. Instances of this

arc very perceptible in the Orkney Islands and
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tlie north-west of Ireland, where the geolo-

gical formation of the islands of Scotland is

continued. South Calabria (Italy) and Sicily,

f
Corsica and Sardinia, England and France,
the two sides of the Red Sea, the rocky pro-

montory of Gibraltar and the opposite coast of

( north-western Africa, Turkey in Europe and
Asia Minor, the Crimea and the range of the

' Caucasus
;
Cuba and Jamaica, in the western

hemisphere, and the opposite coasts of Behring
Strait, in the Arctic regions, afford other and
very conspicuous illustrations. The Strait of

Bab-el-Mandeb is a rift due to volcanic action
which broke the connection between the prin-

cipal chain of Central Afiaca and the mountains
of Southern Arabia. The greater number of

the larger islands have a similar relation to

continental masses, prominent examples being
afforded by Spitzbergen and Norway, Nova
Zembla and the Oural (or Ural) Mountains,
the Balearic Islands and Eastern Spain, some

Middle Rhine, the ranges of Central France,,

the Oural, the Western Altai, and the Soliman
chains in Asia. In chains having a direction

nearly went and cast, we have illustrations of
the law in the principal chain of the Alps, the
mountains in the south of Transylvania, the
Balkan range, and the Taurus, the Hindoo-Koosh,
the Kuen-lin, Himalaya, and Celestial Moun-
tains in Asia. The observations of Humboldt
established the fact that in a part of Asia there

is a predominance of auriferous (golden) and
platiniferous (containing platina) deposits in

the mountain chains which have a direction

from north to south,—a law which he had
observed in the Old World, in reference to the
auriferous deposits in the American Andes, in

the Southern Alleghanies, and in the mountaius
of Brazil.

Mountains seldom occur completely free and
insulated—that is, rising from plains andremote
from other masses. When they are so they

GIBEAITAR.

of the islands of the Greek archipelago and
the continental ranges of Olympus and Peliou,

Cyprus and Rhodes and Asia Minor, and Crete
and the Morea, the southern peninsula of

Greece.
It is also observable that neighbouring

mountain ranges corresponding in direction

exhibit a similarity of geological
Siimlarity of formation

;
and that even when

para e ranges,
py j^pms of the sea,

straits, or valleys, we may expect to find the
same structure in parallel, or nearly parallel

ranges. Even where, owing to the spheroidal
form of the earth, ranges of mountains distant
from each other are not parallel, although they
stand in similar relations to the north and south
poles, they generally correspond in geological
structure. We find ])roof of this—and other
instances might be adduced, were multipli-

cation of ])roof required—in ranges having a
direction nearly fnan. north to sovth, as in part
of the Norwegian mountain system, some of the
crests in the north of England, the banks of the

are generally of volcanic formation. In
all continents the line of greatest elevation
of mountain ranges is }daced out of the centre

of the mass, fr^m which result

two slopes, unequal in length^^®^^^^®*^ moun-

and inclination, tbe longer

knovTi as the “slope,” and
shorter or more precipitous, as the “ counter
slope.” As a general rule (subject, of course,

to a few exceptions), in the Old World the

long slope is towards the north and the short

towards the south
;

in the New World the
long slope is towards the east and the short

towards the west.

It may be affirmed, as a general rule, that

all the “ slopes” descend towards the Atlantic

and the Ai’ctic Ocean, which is a continuation
of it

;
and all tbe “ counter slopes ” towards the

Pacific and Indian Oceans, which a]’c also

connected. As the elevation and direction of

mountain ranges necessarily determine the

shape of continents, it may also bo stated, as a
general rule, that the greatest IcTigth of con-
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tinents corresponds -with the direction of the

chief mountain raiic^es.

In Asia the iiortLicrn slope of the range of

which the table-land of Thibet is the culmi-

nating point is about 2,700 miles long, and the

southern 450 ;
the range in Asia Minor has a

northern slope 820 miles long, and the southern

about 65. The main range of the Rocky Moun-
tains has on the east an average slope of 1,700

miles long, and a western slope towards the

Pacific of about 850 miles. In South America
the difference between the two slopes is more
striking : the chain of which Chimborazo is the

highest peak has an average slope to the cast

of ],900 miles, and to the we.st 75 miles.

The sides of mountains being broken and
mgged, the inclination of the slope obviously

varies greatly in different parts
;

Steepness of regard the declivitv of

a mountain as a plane surface

joining the top and bottom, it is easy to deter-

mine its inclination with rcs})cct to the horizon.

The judgment formed from popular observation

of the steepness of mountain slopes is often

most erroneous. Perpendicular mountain Aval Is,

or even a near approach to the {lerpendicular,

are only seen when poAA'erful rending or abrading
forces have been at Avork, as in the stupendous
“canons” of Avestern North America. In the
Avhole range of the Alps there is not a single

rock Avhich has a pcriicndicular face of l,t!0b

feet
;
and the average inclination of the Peak

of Teneriffe. according to Humboldt, is only
about 12.^ degrees. The declivity of Mont
Blanc toAvards the A116e Blanche, steep as it

appears, does not amount to 45 degrees. The
Silla of Caraccas, Avhich rises precipitously from
the Caribbean Sea, at an angle of very nearly

53^ degrees, to the height of more than six

thousand feet, presents the nearest ajiproach to

perpendicularity of any great height known.
The accompanying diagrams Avill assist us to

appreciate the degrees of inclination.

A slope of 8 degrees is almost the maximum
practicable for vehicles. Horses or mules
encumbered by loads can hardly overcome 15 !

degrees. A man cannot climb a slope of 35
j

degrees if the ground be composed of rock, or
j

is too hard to alloAv of steps being formed in it.
|

XII.

The Staff Notation.—Key Signatures.

Hitherto, for the purpose of confining the
pupil’s attention to one thing at a time, aa'C

have merely used a mark to indicate the place
of Doh on the staff'. We now proceed to ex-
plain the AA’ay in a. hich the key is indicated.

The staff is ahvays supposed to be in the
key of C. In the absence of any other signs

the G of the treble staff is Soh,
,,

and the F of the bass staff is Fall. The Natur al

P'or this reason, key C is spoken
of as “ the natural key,” and is treated as the
centre of the tonal system. The staff notation
is in fact a representation of the finger-board

of the pianoforte, organ, etc.

If, then, Ave see a staff like that above, we
understand it to be in key C, and of course in

this case C Avill ahvays be Eoh.
D Avill ahvays be Ray, A al-

Avays Lah, and so on. But avc

have seen, in our Tonic Sol-fa

studies, that C is not more used
as a key than F, G, or D. Hoav,
then, shall Ave manage to ex-

l)re.ss other keys than C upon
the staff ? To understand this

AVC must recall Avbat Avas said

about transition in Chapter VII.
The student Avill remember that

every time Ave change Sah into

a new Doh, Ave have to raise the

old Fall by a semitone to make
a ncAv Te

;

and that every time
Ave change Fah into a ncAv Doh,
Ave have to loAA^cr the old 'Te a
semitone to make a ncAV Fah.

If noAv the student regards
the middle column of the modu-
lator at the side as being in key C, he Avill sec
that in changing Soh into a ncAv
Dohv^Q pass into key G (make
Doh into G), and that Ave must make our ncAv
'Te by raising F a semitone. This raising of a
note by a semitone is expressed in the staff

notation by a sign called a sharp placed
on the line or in the space Avhich it is desired
to affect. Turning to the unmarked staff given
above, Ave shall see that F is on the fifth line
of the treble staff, and on the fourth line of the
bass. On these lines, therefore, Ave place the
sharp Avhen Ave Avish to make the ncAV Te for
key G. When a piece of mu.sic begins in G it

is usual to place this sign immediately after

S

t (B)m

f— ta,

m 1 (A) r

r S (G) d

a
f(F)

tj m(E)iii

1,
r(D)3^

si d(C)
f

1

UODULATOU.
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the clef. When standing here, it is understood
to sharpen every F to the close of the piece.

Now suppose that we pass from C into the
Fah key, lowering the old Te to make a new FaJi

(see Modulator). We are now in
The Key ot r. ^

The flattening is expressed by a sign called a

flat ( ) ;
and as Te is B, this flat must evi-

dently stand upon the third line of the treble

staff and the second line of the bass staff.

We noticed in Chapter VII. that the process
of sharpening Fall and flattening Te was le-

peated each time we removed to

the next kev. The subjoined I!xtended

diagram explains this. At either

side, on the extreme left and right, are given
the notes of the Standard Scale, C, B, A, etc.

;

and by looking at them we can at once see
what notes of the Standard Scale we need to
sharpen or flatten for any key signature.

Extended Modulator.

E[^ B5: F C G D

- - li
- -r - -Sj- -d- -fj-D----- - - -mj- Ij

Sj-
C - - - t, - -m,- -1,- -r, - s.

- r-s,- -d- f,

d-f,

- -tj-nij - Ij- - r -

But there is an easier way of finding the
lines and spaces on which the sharps and flats

. ,
of a signature stand. Eemember

easyr e.
place of C in the

second space of the bass staff and the third
space of the treble staff. Then reason in this

way :
“ We sharpen Fah (pointing to F sharp),

changing it by that act into Te. From this Te
we proceed to sharpen the Fah of the new key
(pointing to C sharp), and so on until we have
the number of sharps required for the signa-

ture.”

In the case of flats, starting from key C we
fiatten Te (B), which is now Fall. From this

Fah we proceed to fiatten the new Te. clianging
it into Fah., and so on until we have the
number of flats required for the signature.
The staff at the head of the diagram shows the
commonly-used signatures, with the place oc-
cupied by Boh. Those which lie beyond on
either side are C sharp and C flat respectively.
The staff standing at the foot of the diagram
shows the signatures as they are placed on the
bass staff.

The student should learn by heart the
number of sharps or flats in each signature.
The sentence “ Go Down And Enter By
Force” gives the order of the sharp keys in
the initial letter of each word. Thus G has
one sharp, D two, A three, etc. Repeated
backAvards, it gives the order of the flats.

It follows from the above I'casoning that

TofindtheDoh.\^® invariably find
the Boh., at the beginning of a

piece of music, by remembering that

A caution.

The last shaep to the eight is Te,
and The last flat to the right is Fah.

In writing the notation be careful to put the
flats and sharps on the right octave of the note
required. The diagram will be a
guide in this matter. The key
signature is usually printed at the beginning
of every score. Sometimes, however, it is

omitted in all scores after the first.

From the instructions given, Avrite, Avithout

reference to a book, (a) the signature of five

flats on the G clef
;

the signature of five

sharps on the F clef.

Pupils are often puzzled, in translating from
the Staff Notation into the Tonic Sol-fa, to

knoAV Avhat octave marks they * , ,

shoukl use. They can. however,
never go Avrong if they remember that any
Boh Avhich springs from an unmarked note of

the Standard Scale is itself ^
unmarked. The unmarked ZjAlUZZirzZZIZ:
notes of the Standard Seale

are given at the side. Thus
the Boh of key B flat, stand-

ing on the third line of the treble staff, has no
octave mark. But the Boh of key G, which
stands one tone higher, in the third space of

the treble staff, has an upjier octave mark. The
tenor and bass parts are. hoAvever, written in

Tonic Sol-fa an octave higher than they really

sound, in order to avoid the constant use of

octave marks. Thus, in key C, the Boh on
the line betAA’cen the treble and bass staves is

unmarked Avhen it occurs in the soprano or

contralto parts, but has an upper octave mark

--
“vv E I'-"'-—
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if it occurs in the tenor or bass. The following

are illustrations of this rule :

—

XI.

Cambrian and Lower Silurian Hocks
{contlmied').

The Lingula flags, again, are well shown in

Merionethshire, and occur also on the west side

of the Longrnynd rocks, and elsewhere. The
Treniadoc slates, which are not, represented
at Idanberis, received their name from the
town of Tre-

madoc, in

Cam arvon-
sbire, where
they reach a

thickness of

two thou-
sand feet;
they also
occur at St.

David's on
Ham say Is-

l a n d
,

at
L 1 a n V c r an

,

and at Uol-

gelly and
Hortmadoc.
The Llan-

deilo beds,

which are
but imper-
fectly repre-

sented at
Llanberis, occur in great thick-

Lower SRm-ian Arenig mountains
rocks of S^op-

-Merionethshire
;
and the well-

s ire, e c.
Stiper stones, which are

a series of quartzose rocks, extending from
Shrewsbury to near Bishop’s Castle, in Shrop-
shire—a distance of ten miles—belong to the
Lower Llandeilo formation. They are also

shown at kSt. David’s, where they occur for
the most part as black slates, and are nearly
4.000 feet thick. The Skiddaw slates of

the Lake district are believe<l to belong to
this group of rocks. The TJpper Llandeilo
beds occur at Llandeilo, in Caermarthenshire,
at Builth, in Hadnorshire, at Cader Idris, and
at St. David’s and elsewhere in Pembrokeshire.
At Cader Idris they are intermixed with vol-

canic ashes, etc. The rocks overlying the
Skiddaw slates in the Lake district, and known
as the Borrowdale series, are believed to belong
partly to this and partly to the next series,

the Bala or Caradoc. These beds, represented
on Snowdon by volcanic ashes and eruptive

GRAPTOI.TTES.

rocks, are best seen at Caradoc, Horderley, Nor-
bury, and in the Bala district.

Tlie Loner Llandovery beds, which lie for

the most i)art nnconformahly on
the lower rocks, arc not shown at

all in Snowdonia. They have been
regarded by some as forming with the Up])er

Llandovery beds a separate group. Following
the Geological Survey, we have included them
amongt the Lower Silurian strata. They are

to be seen S.E. of Bala lake, and occur in many
})arts of South Wales. The fact that they lie

unconformably on older beds is of course

evidence that there was a considerable disturb-

ance of strata after the Bala beds had been
de})Ositcd.

J low far the Cambrian and Lower Silurian

strata extend eastward in England we do not
and probably never shall know. It has been
ascertained by boring that Upper Silurian

strata occur at Ware in Hertfordshire at a
depth of 800 feet

;
and it is rot improbable that

tlie older l ocks also pa.ss undci neath at a greater

depth beyond the limits of Great Britain.

Of the life

of this old-

world period

we know
something.
With respect

to the pre-

Cambria n
era we are
reduced to

trust worthy
inferences
and probabi-

lities. In the
C a m b r i a n
and Lower
Silurian
strata we
have evi-
dence of
animal life

in consider-

able abun-
dance—all of it marine. That dry land exi.sted

when the strata of which we are speaking
were formed is a matter of certainty. But
whether there was any life upon it, animal or
vegetal)le, we cannot tell. A few doubtful

specimens which may possibly have been
land plants, but probably were algae (sea-

weeds), have been found in Sweden and
Canada, and in the Skiddaw slates of this

country, but they are mere impressions, which
afford but little information as to their char-

acter. Curious fossils, the nature of which i.s

also doubtful, are found abundantly in the

Cambrian rocks at Bray Head (VVicklow).

These have been named Oldhamui radlnta
and Oldham ia antiqnn. We cannot even be
certain whether they belong to the animal or

vegetable kingdom, but they are conjecturally

regarded by many persons as calcareous

seaweeds. Leaving these dubious fossils, the
Cambrian beds at St. David’s have yielded

s])onges. pteropods, brachiopods, trilobites,

and small bivalved crustaceans—for the dis-
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<Jovery of which we are mainly indebted to

the researches of Dr. Hicks. The same gentle-

man has greatly enlarged our knowledge of the

life represented in the “ Merievian beds,” which
lie between the Cambrian and the Lingula
Hags, as already mentioned. These contain, in

addition, a small cystidean. Pteropods are a

class of mollusca which have a pair of winglike
tins

;
the bmcliivpodfi are also molluscs, and

arc commonly called lamp-shells
;

the trilo-

hitcs and cyatideans are entirely extinct.

'I’hese latter were very similar to the encrinites

(stone-lilies), but were generally either without
arms or with very small ones. Trilohitcs are

very characteristic fossils of the older rocks,

and are found from the Cambrian strata up to

the carboniferous lime-

stone—in which, how-
ever, they are compara-
tively rare. The different

genera vary greatly in

appearance and also in

.size, some being very
small while others are
as much as two feet in

length. In most of them
the “ three-lobed ” ap-
pearance which gives

them their name is sufficiently obvious. The
eyes were “ compound ” (that is, made up of

facets), like those of insects, lobsters and crabs
;

in a few forms no eyes are to be seen at all. The
body is formed of segments, usually numerous,
which gave these animals the power of rolling

up
;
and they were furnished with numerous

legs. They appear to have lived in shallow
waters and on muddy bottoms, and in some
localities must have existed in extraordinary
abundance.

Proceeding upwards in our examination, the
remains of animal life become more abundant
and varied. Every subdivision of these old

rocks has its characteristic trilolhtes and other
fossils. A small shrimp-like crustacean is

found in the Lingula flags
;
and a few mol-

luscs, in ad-

dition to

the “ lam]i-

s h e 11 s
,

”

occur in
the upper
beds of the
same for-

mation. Chambered shells, including the well-

known make their appearance in

the Tremadoc slates, with crinoids and starfish.

In the next group of rocks graptolites occur
in abundance, the orthoceratites arc more
varied, and several species of univalve shells

'(sea-snails) are known. True corals also make
their appearance in the=c rocks. The Bala and
Caradoc beds arc remarkable as having yielded
no less than 111 species of trilobites, in addi-
tion to a varied fauna consisting of crinoids,

cystidea, two genera of starfish, a large variety
of brachiopods, and numerous bivalve and
univalve shells.

Upper Silurian Rocks.

North of the town of Dudley (Worcestershire)

ETE OF TRIEOBITE GEEATLT MAGNIFIED

ORTHOCERATITE.

are two hills—one bearing the name of the

Wren’s Nest,” and the othci-,
.

upon wliich the ruins of Dudley “Xy.
castle stand, that of “Castle

Hill.” Around the mass of limestone of which
these two hills are the most prominent features

lie the coal measures stretching to the N. and
N.E. to Cannock Chase, to the south some
distance beyond Halesowen, and extending

E. and W. in their greatest width something

over live miles. Through these coal measures

the limestone, elevated by the action of sub-

terranean forces in bygone ages, now rises,

and if further evidence is required of these dis-

turbances, it is atforded by the basaltic hills of

Rovsdey, to be seen in the distance from either

of the elevations named,
and by other features

to which it is unnecessary
to refer. It is, how-
ever, to these disturb-
ances that we are indebted
for a particularly con-
venient o]')portunity of

studying a very cha-
racteristic exposure of

the Upper Wetilock lime-
stone and shales. The

“ Wren’s Nest ” is a small anticlinal dome
formed mainly of the shales,” which are best

described by the term “mudstones.” These
weather very readily, but with them bands of

harder limestone occur, which are extensively

worked here and at the Castle Hill for indus-
trial purposes. The same beds are well shown
at Wenlock Edge in (Shropshire, from whence
their name has been derived

;
and both there

and at "Woolhope, near Hereford, their relation

to the other members of the Uj)per Silurian

system becomes apparent.

At Woolhope these may be traced in succes-

sion from the Llandovery beds

upwards
;
and this has been ren- Silurian

dcrod possible because as in

many other instances, the rocks

have been
c r um pled
into folds

h and then
sculptured
by atmos-

p h e r i c

a gen ci cs.

Walking along the denuded edges of the strata,

the traveller passes from the central mass of

the Upper Llandovery beds, acrotc the Lower
Wenlock limestones and shales, then over

the Upper Wenlock beds (similar to those at

Dudley), and across the edges of the Lower,
Middle, and Upper Ludlow rocks successively,

until he reaches the base of the Old Red Sand-
stone. The Ludlow formations receive t heir-

name from the town of Ludlow in Shropshire,

Avhich stands upon the upper member of the

series. The Denbighshire grits are coarse .sand-

stone rocks, which attain a great thickness iii

Denbighshire, and are generally classed with the

Lower Wenlock beds. The Tarannon shales

are slaty beds rarely fossiliferous, and may
belong to the Upper Llandovery beds. Taken
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as a scries, the Upper Silurian rocks of this

country were deposited in waters of no great
deptli. Their formation was preceded by
great movements of the land

;
they show

variations aj)parent]y due to local movements
while their deposition was in progress, and a
gradual subsidence seems to have been general
over the entire area until the close of the period.

The life of the Upper Silurian age, as it is

represented by fossils, was both abundant and
varied. Trilobites occur in all

the formations; corals arc also
’ abundant (82 species)

;
the stone

lilies occur in greater variety (.55 species)
;

there are several starfish, and a true echinus.

Of the chambered shells (cephalopoda), there

are no less than Sil species
;
besides these

there are many brachiopoda, true bivalves,

and gasteropoda, etc., etc. In tlie Upper
Ludlow strata, the earliest remains of fish

have been discovered
;
and from the same beds

the remains of some remarkable crustaceans,

known as I’terygotus and Eurypterus, have
been obtained. Near the top of these rocks a
thin seam is usually found, so rich with the

remains of fish as to have received the name
of “ bone bed,” and above this bed have been
found at May Hill small pieces of twig and
some spore-cases of a land plant—probably
lycopodiaceous (belonging to the club-mosses).

XIU.

Study ox the Verb 0e9n.

2)cr 53atcr ifl alt. .Winter fi'nb

dare fah'-terr hut allt dee Jdnn'-derr zint

flciihfi. Du biff niebt flcibifi ficivcfen.

thjstf'-ieh doo hhst iiielit jtijnx -\cli (je-va 'i'-zen

Der 9}Zann ujar beute bier- -3^ bi? 0cbu?eftcr

dare mann ralir lun'-te lieerr ht dee shrea.!-ter

niebt fiut geincfen? Saturn U'arcn 0ie
nicht ifoot (je-rai'-zoi vaE-runt vah'-reii zee

niebt fieifUg? bet 9)?annteicb? 5?cin, ct

nieht Jtyss ich isst dare mann rtjch nine err

ift atm. So ifl bein 33atet jet^t? (£t

i.sst arrtn ro is-d dine fah!4err yetd airr

ift in ^atii^. .3ft 3b^^ ioebtet in

hd in 'pali'-reess isd eer'e toeh'-terr in

meinem ^^aufe fiemefen? Saturn finb0ie
viy'-neni ]ion''-ze ye-vait-zen raE-rion zint zee

fo ttautig? Sann mvtten 0ie juletjt in

zo trow'-rich vann rah'-ren zee tsoo-letst in

bonbon? rniitbe bcfTet fein menu
lonn'donn css vnerr'-de hes'-.mr zinc venn

bet ^nabe bie 35ucbet niebt batte. So
dare linali'-he dee Ine'-elier nicht hei'-te vo

mat biefet .^nabe ben fianjen 3:afi?
rahr dee-zer hnali-he dane yan'-zen taach

Senn e^ niebt ju fpat ift, mitb mein
Venn ess nicht tsoo syyayt isst veerrd mine

^teunb ba^ SSetgnufien l>^ben. ift

froind dass fer-ynue'-yen ha'-hen ess isst

noeb ftiib fieniifi; 3)?otgen mitb e^ ju
nock fruc ye-nooeh niurr'-yen veerrd ess tso»

fpat fein. mate unteebt gemefen,
spayt zinc ess vair'-re 'nn'-recht ye-vai'-zen

ben SWann obue ba^ @elb fott ju febiefen.
dane mann oh'-ne dass yelt fort tsoo shih'-hen

Die Jl^itet metben milltommen fein.
dee tahl'-err vairr'-denriU-hom!-menzine. ess

ift beffet, menifi 311 baben, aio 311 oiel.
i.s-st hesserr vain'-ich tsoo ha'-hen als two feel

9)?ein ^teunb, fein 0 ie mit millfommen.
mine froind zinc zee nicer vill-hom'-men

^afit unO immet fieifig fein. 33 ift bu
hisst uns iin'-nier jiyss'-ieli zinc hisst doo

biefen SWotgen in bet 0cbufe gemefen?
dee'-zen mord-yen in dare shoo'-le ye-vai'-zen

5?ein, iet) bin niebt ba gemefen. Saturn
nine ich bin nicht da ye-vait -zen vah'-runi

niebt? Seii icb in bet .ititebe gemefen
nicht vile ieh in dare heerr'-che ye-vay'-zen

bin. ^finbet, mo feib ibt geftetn gemefen?
bin liinn'-der VO zeid eerr yest'-ern ye-vai'-zen

^^abt ibt niebt S3ucbet? b^ben
happt eerr nicht hue'-cher yah veerr ha'-hen

©iiebet, abet mit maten niebt in bet
hne'-cher ahf-berr veerr vah'-ren nicht in dare

0^uie.
shoo'-le

So mat 3bi^ Dnfef? (St mat in
VO vahr eerr on'-hel airr vahr hi

Siuftralien. Sae^ mat er ba? Qx mar
vw-strah'-lien vass vahr airr da airr vahr

ilaufmann. 3 fbt ift et in (Sngianb unb
hon'f-mann yetst isst airr in cnn'-ylant unt

et ift i'anbmittb. SlZan fann niebt

airr isst Land'-veerrt mann hann nicht

aUe^ fein, unb aueb niebt atie^ b^iben.

all'-ess zinc unt o/ceh nicht all'-ess ha'-hen

f^tiebtieb mat geftetn febt ungiiieffieb.

freed'-rich vahr yess-terrn zairr un-yluch'-lich

(St mat febt ungebotfam gemefen, unb
airr vahr zairr un-ye-horr'-zam ye-vai'-zen unt

batte getban ma^ febt unteefjt mat. (5t

hat'-te ye-tahn' rass zairr un!-recht vahr airr

ift niebt fteifig. (5t miitbe gtiiefficbet

isst nicht jlyss -ich airr vuer'-de yiueh'lich-err

fein menn et niet)t fo eigenfinnig miite.

zinc Venn airr nicht zo % -yen-zin-nich vay'-re

Det (Sigenftnn ift ein gto^er ^ebiet.
dare i'-yen-sinn isst ine yross'-er fail'-lerr

53iele ^naben finb eigenfinnig. 0ei Du
fee'-le hnah'-hen zind i'-yen-zin-nich zy doo

niebt eigenfinnig, mein ilinb. Unfet
nicht a-yen-zin-nich mine hinnd un'-zer

9?aebbat b^it biefet (yub^ biele ^itfeben,
nach'-bar hat dcc'-zes yahr fee'-le heerr'-shen

^flaumen, 5ipfet, unb Sirnen gebabt.
]lftom'-men ep'-fel unt hcerr'-nen ye-hapt'

0 ein Dbftgatten ift febt febbn. DaiJ Dbft
zinc ohpst'-yarr-ten is.d zairr shorn dass ohpst

miitbe beffet gemefen fein, menn bab
vuerr'-dehes'-serr ye-vai'-zen zine venn dass-
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Setter iuc|t fo fait gewefen tyare.

vet'-terr niclit zo Imllt fjc-vai'-zen vair'-re

Der grii^Ung trar biefet^

dare frueh'-ling vahr dee'-zes ynhr zairr

fpat. 3n bent ^ajten ftnb X)ufaten.

,^2}(it6 in dame kasd-ten zint doo-kah'-ten

Der ^aften ift fe^r ftarf. (Sr ift bon
dare kass'-ten u.st zairr .stark, airr i.s.st fan

(Sifen, unb nict)t bon Senn bie ^tafe^e

i'-zen uiit mchtfon kollta. venn dee jiah'-she

nid)t bon @la^ gemefen ibdre ^dtte _tc^

niekt fan glass ge-vai'-zen vair'-re het'-te ich

fie no^*
zee nock vocabulary.

Positive

2llt, old.

allt

Sin^lar.

.^inb, the child.

dass kinht

Comp. Superl.

alter dlteft

eV-terr eV-test

Plural.

©ie ^inber
dee kinn'-derr

flci^ig, industrious.

dg.ss'-ich

gut, good (pronounce
float the 00 as in the

English

‘

4oot ”).

reic^, rich.

rgeh

tbenig, little.

vay'-nich

biel, much.
feel

bie 0c^ule, the school.

dee .shoal'-e

^bie^irc^e,the church.

jetjt, now; anotherword dee keerr'-che

yetst [for ietjt is nun. ® ber ^anbibirt^, the
noon dare landl-veert

traurig, sad, mournful, farmer (agriculturist).

trojv'-rich ailed, all, everything.

beffer, better.

hess'-err

ganj, whole, entire.

ga nuts

ber ^ag, the day.
dare taach

fpdt, late.

spate

fritf), early.

frueh
genug,’ enough.

ge-voach'

unred^t, vTong.

vnn'-recht

obne, without.
ah -ne [away.

Mortfe^iefen, to send
forrt'-shik-ken

^Sillfommen, welcome.
vil-kom'-men

all'-es.s

ungliidlid;, unhappy.

vn-gluekl-Vwh [ent.

iingel;orfam,disobedi-

nn'-ge-hord-zam

®gctl;an, done.

ge-tahn! [nate.
’’

eigenfinnig, obsti-

i'-gen-zin-nich

ber 9tad)bar, the neigh-

dare nach'-hakr [hour,

bie .Kirfdie, the cherry.

dee keerr'-she

bie^ flaume,the plum.
dee 2>fiow'-‘me

[chard.

ber Dbjlgarten, the or-

dare ahpsif-garr-ten

fepon, beautiful.

shoen

OBSERVATIONS.
‘ Remember that .7 is always hard in German, except

in a few words taken from the French, such as
(Celtic, genius.
june-ee'

' fcrt|g)tcfen, literally to send forth. The (to) is

in.serted when the infinitive does not stand for the

nominative. Thus we say Serncu tft fdjiner, to learn
lairr'-ncn igst nhvairr

is difficult. Here Semen stands for the nominative; bu
(5? ift firmer lernen, it is hard to learn, with the
csit inst shvairr tgoo lairr'ncn

hi, because (emeu is not the nominative.
•' llBiafomnien is made up of well, and fonimen,

vil-kom'-mm vole kom'-men
to come.

* From iic Jlivgic we have the Lowland Scotch word
“kirk.”

®
!l)er 2Cirtb, in German, is the host or manager.
dare veertt

Thus ber Olaftiwirtb, literally guest manager, is the
dare gasd'-weerrt

innkeeper. ®ie Hisirtlifd^aft is the household economy,
dee veerrt'-»hafft

and Santlnivtbfcbnft is farming, or the eeonomy of
the laud. The farmer who literally has land for

which he pays rent to a landlord is called ter l^lacfitea:.

* getftan, done, is the past participle from the verb
ge'-talui

to do; icb I do; ^ tbnt, I did; tfiucitt,

toon ich too-'e ich taht too'-ent

doing, etc.
’ eigenfinnig, from eigen, own, and ter Sinn, the mind
i'-gen-zin-nich i'-gen dare zinn

or sense : obstinacy consists in an exaggerated holding
to one’s own sense or view.

English Version for Correcting the
ABOVE Study and for Ke-translation
INTO German.

The father is old. The children are indus-

trious. Thou hast not been industrious. The
man was to-day here. Has the sister not been
good ? Why were you not industrious ? Is

the man rich ? No, he is poor. Where is thy
father now ? He is in Paris. Has your
daughter been in my house ? Why are you so

sad? When were you last in London? It

would be better if the boy had not the books.

^\Tlere was this boy the whole day ? If it is

not too late, my friend will have the pleasure.

It is still early enough
;
to-morrow it will be

too late. It would have been wrong to send
the man away without the money. The dollars

will be welcome. It is better to have little,

than too much. My friend, be welcome to me.
I.et us always be industrious. Hast thou been
to (in the) school tins morning ? No, I have not
been there. Why not ? Because I have been
at (in the) church. Children, where have you
been yesterday ? Have you not books ? Yes.

wo have books, but we wore not at (in the)
school.

Where Avas your uncle ? He was in Aus-
tralia. What was he there? He was (a)

merchant. Now he is in England, and he is

a farmer (an agriculturist). One cannot be
everything, and also (one can) not have every-

thing. Frederick M^as yesterday very unhappj".

He had been very disobedient, and had done
what was very wrong. Pie is not industrious.

He would be happier if he were not so obsti-

nate. Obstinacy is a great fault. Many boys
arc obstinate. Be not thou obstinate, my child.

Our neighbour has this year had many cherries,

plums, apples, and pears. His orchard is very
beautiful. The fruit would have been better,

if the weather had not been so cold. The
spring was this year very late. In the box are
ducats. The box is very strong

;
it (he) is of

iron and not of wood. If the bottle had not
been of glass, I should have it still.

(A good way to use this exercise, after
thoroughly studying the German portion, con-
sists in endeavouring to tmnslate it back aloud,
at sight, into German, with a friend to check
the sentences by the German text.)
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XIII.

The Tudor Period in England.

Henry VII. and Henry VIII. (^continued:).

Towards the end of his reign, the king’s

ruling passion, avarice, took entire ])ossession

of him. It has been said of the
Benevolences, rapacious Marlborough

that he would with equal calmness take fifty '

thousand pounds from a potentate, or a sixpence ^

from the knapsack of a starving soldier
;
and

Henry’s greed for money appears to have been

of the same universal nature. He practised

extortion by the revi-

val of benevolences,
sums raised nominally
by free gifts, but really

almost compulsory
contributions; he
exacted enormous
fines for breach of the
livery laws and similar

regulations, on one
occasion condemning
the Earl of Essex to

pay ten thousand
pounds forsummoning
his retainers to do
honour to Henry him-
self, on the occasion
of a royal visit

;
and

towards the end of his

reign his conduct illus-

trated the old gram-
mar axiom, Cre.wit

.amor nuinmi, for his

wealth and his
covetousness grew
together. In the
French war that con-

cluded with the treaty

of Etaples, he had. as

Bacon observes, made a profit upon his sub-

jects for the war, and upon his enemies for the

peace”
;
and in later years the two ministers

of his avarice, the law3mrs Empson and Dudley,
reduced extortion to a science.

Extortions of fm^png means of oppression in

the old and half-obsolete feudal

laws. Enormous sums were de-

manded for charters of pardon in cases of out-

lawry
;
old statutes, long fallen into disuse,

were revived and iTsed as weapons for extorting

money. Fines of thousands of pounds were
inflicted on the most frivolous pretences, and
imprisonment was added where immediate
payment Avas not made. Even the smallest

profits were not beneath the notice of the rapa-

cious king. Bacon tells us that he himself saw
an account book of Empson’s, with various
notes and remarks in the king’s handwriting.
ArTiCng the entries is one in the following
words: “ /ifcw- -Bcceived of such a one five

marks for a pardon, which, if it do not pass,
the money to be repayed, or the party other-
wise satisfied.” The king had appended to this
entry the remark “ otherwise satisfied,” so that
it would appear that the pardon was not
granted, nor the money that had once found
its way into the king’s clutches ‘‘ repayed.”
To Henry’s avarice also was due a measure

wliich was in later times fraught with most
important consequences to Eng-
land, For nearly seven years Catharine of

negociations were carried on be-
tween Ferdinand of Spain ^nd
Henry, for the marriage of Catharine, the
Infanta, with Arthur, the king of England’s
eldest son. Bacon strongly hints that one
reason of the delay was the fact that Warwick,
the son of Clarence, still lived, though in con-
finement; and that the unhappy captive was at
last sacrificed to the importunity of Ferdinand,

Avho declared that “he
saw no assurance of
the succession as long
as the Earl of War-
Avick lived; and that
he AAaas loth to send his

daughter to troubles
and dangers.” Accord-
ingly the poor imbe-
cile son of “ false,

fleeting, ])erjured
Clarence” Avasputout
of the Avay by the axe,

and the marriage took

]
)laee. But the young
j)rince died Avithin a
few months. The king
had received two hun-
dred thousand ducats
as the doAvry of the
Infanta, and it \A'as not
in his nature to pay
back such a sum. He
obtained a dispen-
sation from the pope
allowing Catharine
to marry the brother
of her former husband,
and he caused his

second son, Henry, then only tAA'elve years of

age, to be contracted to Prince Arthur’s AAudoAv.

The marriage Avas carried into effect on the

Pi'ince's accession to the throne in 1.509. Long
aftei’Avards, in her bitter abandonment, the
unfortunate Catherine declared, “ The diA'orce

is a judgment of God, for that my former mar-
riage AA’as made in blood.”

Remorseful at times for his extortions, and
feebly endeavouring to atone for his injustice

and rapacity, by the foundation

of religious houses, and by de
Acting j)art of the spoil to chari-

table ])urposes, the king, aaTio had for some
years been in ill health, at last succumbed to

consumption, in the fifty-second year of his

age, and the tAventy-fourth of a harsh and
stern, but not unprosperous or ignoble reign.

Henry VIII. came to the throne Avith almost

everything in his fnAmiir. He succeeded to

a kingdom in Avhich peace and prosperity
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had come after a long period of conflict and
misrule. He inherited in eoined

)’ such a treasure as no
king of England had ever pos-

sessed, Uniting in his })erson, by descent from
York and Lancaster, the elaims of the rival

houses, he was free from the fear of faction and
conspiracy—that “ black care ” that had ridden
behi]id so many English kings. Nations, like

and to the last we should detect some remains
of that open and noble temper which endeared
him to a peojfle whom he oppressed, struggling

with the hardness of despotism and the irrita-

bility of disease.” Never was there, apparently,

a greater contrast than between the jovial free-

hearted monarch who masqueraded at the

Field of the Cloth of Gold,” and the capricious

tyrant, with the temper of a tiger, whose

ipswicn.

families, give a large credit in the future to the

3'oung
;
and England hailed with delight the

accession of the handsome, stalwart stnpling,

full of the vigour and joyousness of life, liberal

to profusion, fond of the pomp and circumstance
of sovereignty, the "bluff King Hal,” whose
out-spoken frankness contrasted as favourably

with the dry caution of his father as did his

open-handed generosity with Heniy VII.’s

miserly greed. Macaulay, in his admirable

failing hand, relentless in death, im})rcssed the
fatal signature on the death-warrants of Surn-y
and Norfolk; although the second character was
developed from the first as the natural effect

of a long course of unquestioned power, and of

a reign on a throne surrounded b}^ flatterers.

And yet it was the fate of this king, himself
the most imperious and despotic of men, to

initiate in England the movement that was to

liberate the nation from the greatest system

HEBEFOHT).

essay on History, speaks of the historian who
could give a life-like picture of

Henry 3 king's remarkable reign,
character.

.. painted,” ^hc

says, •• with the skill of Tacitus. We should
have the change of the character, from his pro-

fuse and joyous youth to his sav'age and im-
))erious old age. We shordd j)crceive the gradual
})rogress of selfish and tyrannical passions in

a mind not naturally insensible or ungenerous;

V'OL. I.

of spiiitual ))Owcr the world has seen ; for

with Henry VIII. the Ivcformation began in

England, from, the day when the ini})eiions

king, for his own selfish pur})Oses, denied the
su])remacy of Koine.

Soon after Henry's accession, the league
which had bound together the confcdci-atcs of

Cambray against the Venetian republic vas
dissolved, and gave iilacc to the Holy League.
organize(l by Lope Julius II, with the frivolous

27
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Maximilian of Germany and the astute and
cunning Ferdinand the Catholic

Hemy joins of Spain. Louis XII. of France
„had deeply offended the Koman

Oct W assertion of power
in Italy, which country the pope

wished to free from all foreign domination
;

and he widened the breach with the papacy by
calling a council at Pisa with the avowed
intention of effecting reforms in the Church,
to the detriment of the pope's power. Julius

was naturally anxious to secure the aid of the

wealthy and powerful king of England; and
Henry, young, ardent, and thirsting for militaiy

glory, was easily proi)itiated by the flattering

advances of Julius. By holding out to him
the prospect of the title of “ Most Christian

King,” till then given to the kings of France,

Julius induced Henry to join the League, and
to declare war against France. The English,

who looked upon the French as their natural

enemies, were glad at the prospect of a fight, and
Parliament voted liberal supplies. Ferdinand

.
of Aragon, a veteran in statecraft,

Fr^e Henry’s martial ardour to

his own advantage. He craftily

induced the English king to send ten thousand
men to the south of France, ostensibly to con-
quer Guienne, but in reality to occupy the
attention of the French army while his general,
the Duke of Alva, was conquering Navarre for
Spain. Henry did not learn, till too late, how
he had been duped by his treacherous ally.

The army, discouraged by ill success and
thinned by sickness, mutinied, and demanded
to be taken back to England; and the doubtful
naval victory gained off Brest by Sir Thomas
Knevet at the price of the destruction of the
Regent, the King’s largest ship, was but a small
consolation for the utter failure of the eam-
})aigii on land.

The campaign of 1513 was more fortunate.
Henry carried an army of twenty-five thousand

Battle of France, won the battle

Guinegate or of Guinegate, kno\\Ti as the
“TheSp\ixs,” “Battle of the Spurs,” and took
Aug. 16, 1513. Terouenne and Tournay; while in

Scotland the old quarrel between the two
countries was rekindled by the capture at sea
of the vessel of the famous Scottish rover,

Sir Andrew Barton, and the slaying of that
redoubtable chief himself by Lord and Sir

Edward Howard. James IV., though he had
married Heniy’s sister Margaret, led a large

army across the border into Northumberland,
after various depredations had been committed
by both sides. On September 9th, on the fatal

field of f'lodden, the Scots were direfully de-

feated, with the loss of their king, their chief

nobility, and five thousand men. The com-
mander of the English forces, the Earl of

Surrey, was for this victory restored to the
dukedom of Norfolk, forfeited by his father,

Shakespeare’s “ Jockey of Norfolk,” who fell at

Bosworth field fighting for Eichard III. It

Avas many years before Scotland recovered from
the effects of this crushing bloAv.

Henry Avas noAv couAunced that he had been
duped, both by Ferdinand of Spain and Maxi-
milian of Germany, Avho, having used his

alliance for their oAvn purposes, noAv abandoned
it. In high indignation, he made The two
peace AA'ith France, and cemented marriages of

the union by the marriage of his Mary, Heary’s

sister Mary, a beautiful girl oi sister,

sixteen, to King Louis of France, Avho Avas

fifty-three. Louis died Avithin a fcAV months
of the marriage; and Mary, who plainly in-

formed her imperious brother that, having
married once to please him, she would, on the
next occasion, marry to please herself, gaA'e her
hand privately to the handsome and gallant
Charles Brandon, Duke of Suffolk, King Henry’s
favourite, to Avhom she had been attached
before her French marriage. Francis, Count
of Angouleme, Avho had succeeded Louis XII.
on the French throne, encouraged Suffolk in

this proceeding, and undertook to obtain the
king of England’s pardon; Avhich he did after

a short interval—if, indeed, Henry had not
been jjrivy to the Avhole proceeding from the
beginning. Thus did a doAvager queen Aved a
subject

;
or, as it Avas expressed by the fortu-

nate husband, “cloth of gold was matched
Avith cloth of frieze.” The proverbial danger
attending such matches Avas illustrated long
afterwards, in the sad events following the
miserable conspiracy to place Lady Jane Grey?
the grand-daughter of Brandon and Mary, on
the throne of England.

By this time the counsels of Henry AA'ere

alread}' SAvayed, to the exelusion of all com-
petitors, by that remarkable man, whose eleva-

tion and disgrace Johnson has aptly chosen to

illustrate the career of the eourtier

in his “ Vanity of Human Wishes.
Never was a courtier’s career

^ ° *

more brilliant than that of Thomas Cardinal
Wolsey; never Avas a favourite’s fall more
disastrously complete. During a long period of
Henry’s reign the influence of Wolsey AA'as para-
mount; and his poAA'cr over the hot-headed
imperious king Avas the gi’eater for the consum-
mate art with which he appeared to follow
Avhen in reality he led—to carry out the
measures AA^hich in reality he had suggested.
The great cardinal was the son of an opulent

ljurgess of IpsAA'ich. His enemies asserted that
the elder Wolsey AA’as a butcher by trade

;
but

this hardly accords Avith his undoubted wealth.
Educated for the Church, Wolsey became
chaplain to Henry VII., Avhom he served aa^cII

and promptly in an important state matter

;

afterAvards he AA’as recommended to Henry V III.

by Fox, bishop of Winchestei’. He quickly
Avon the favour of the young king. From
being a companion of Henry’s pleasures, Wolsey
Avas gradually promoted to be, first his confi-

dant and adviser, and aftei’Avards his sole and
irresponsible minister. Wolsey's pride and
arrogance grew Avith his fortunes

;
he became

the greatest subject in England, the most
jArofuse, and the most rapacious. From the
King he first receiA’ed the bishopric of Lincoln,
and then was made Archbishop of York; by
arrangement AA’ith the bishops of Bath, Wor-
eester, and Hereford, who were Italians

residing abroad, he enjoyed the greater part of

the revenues of those sees ;—he was alloAA^ed to

hold first the see of Durham, and afterAAmrds
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that of Winchester, in addition to his own
;

and had many sources of revenue besides.

According to his pretension was the state he
kept in the eyes of the world : eight hundred
persons, including many knights and gentle-

men, composed his retinue. In his palaces the
ceremonies of a tegal court were observed.
Indeed, when he built Hampton Court Palace
many comparisons were made between the
minister’s place of abode and his master’s, to

the disadvantage of the latter. “ The King’s
house,” wrote a satirist, “ should have the excel-

lence. But Hampton Court hath the preemi-
nence.” Ever ranking himself with princes,

Wolsey wished to accustom the eyes of the
people to his magnificence. When the Pope
had created him a cardinal, and the King had
entrusted to him the great seal, his power
seemed to have reached its zenith. He seemed
to concentrate in himself the government of

England. As Johnson graphically puts it :
—

To him the church, the realm, their powers consign,
Through him the rays of regal bounty shine.
Turned by his nod, the stream of honour flows

;

His smile alone security bestows

;

Still to new heights his restless wishes tower.
Claim leads to claim, and power advances power.”

XIV.

Elements of the Flower {continued').

Very many plants do not develop petals.
The calyx is then usually green and incon-

Calyxonly.
^P^^uous, and being the only

^
‘-floral envelope” present, the

perianth is said to be “ single.” But most
interesting is it to note how strenuously, when
petals are absent, nature again remembers to
give compensation ! In the entire group of
delightful shrubs and small trees which includes
the mezereon and the Pimeleas, the calyx is

rendered as lovely as any corolla can be
;
and

the same is the case in many of the apetalous
Pianunculaceac;. The clematis, the anemone,
the marsh-marigold, are all totally destitute of
petals. To compensate the want, the sepals
excel in beauty hundreds and thousands of
corollas. It would be difficult to find, among
the very richest even of roses, a crimson velvet
more choice than that of the Anemone Coro-
narui

;

or among purple petals, anything to
match the calyx of the Japanese clematis.
These glorified sepals have the additional pre-
rogative of being far more substantial and
enduring than genuine petals—a fact worthy
of remembrance by those who desire to con-
struct l)ou(iuets that shall not disappointingly
fall to pieces before the day is over.
That many flowers are deficient in corolla

was very soon observed when botanists began
Monochlamydea) ^Peir labours. I’he determina-

and tion of the fact in question gave
Dichlamyde®.

j-ige to the earliest classification

of the families constituting the exogenous

section of flowering plants. This was into

Dichlamydeae, literally ‘-two jackets”
;
Mono-

chlamydeaB, literally “one jacket ”
;
and Achla-

mydem, “no jacket.” The Dichlamydege, in

other words, comprised the families having
flowers with both calyx and corolla

;
the

Monochlamydeae, those with a cal3'x only
;

and the Achlamydeie, those in which the

stamens and pistils are protected merely by
bracts : alltheAmentifera3,to wit. Theoretically,

with a view to the marshalling of plants and
the grouping them in systematic order, the dis-

tinction is most inviting. Nothing would seem
more eligible as a first principle, and were
plants not so wayward it might be invaluable,

but in practice it continually breaks down.
Monochlamydeous flowers, and even achlamy-
deous ones, taking the word literally, constantly
occur in orders which in the mass are con-
spicuously dichlamydcous. What more remote,
for instance, than the achlanqvdeous ash-tree
from the lilac ? Among the Mouochlamyds
there is a corresponding disposition, every now
and then, to rise to the higher condition. No
system can possibly be framed that shall not
be constantly troubled with exceptions. In
no scheme, however, though so plausible in

appearance, do the}' crop up more frequently
than in the one which looks first at the non-
essential calyx and corolla.

The specific purpose of the calyx being to

protect the petals while unexpanded, it very
generally withers, and often
drops off, as soon as the flowering duration of the

is pretty well advanced. When
it falls early, it is said to bo “ caducous ”

;
when

it remains, it is “persistent.” A striking in-

stance of persistenc,y occurs in the strawberiy.
Other examples are met with in various species

of the Solanaccffi, and in these it is not only
persistent, but “ accrescent,” enlargbig up till

the period of the maturation of the fruit.

Colour also is acquired in the solanaceous

Alkekengi
;
the unattractive green cup of Juh^

becoming by September a scarlet bag. Why
so? Yes—whj^so? These are the questions

by which in the study of nature we aie con-

stantly thrown back upon the sense of how
little it is possible, after all, for man to find out.

In the presence of such phenoua na, baffled

hopelessly in the attempt to explain, how
sweet the solace of the thought that the.y

declare the handiwork of God, who “ hath
created all things for His pleasure,” the alke-

kengi doubtless holding its place in the grand
scheme of nature collectively, for as good and
profound a reason as the oak and the palm.

Just as the calyx is constituted of sepals,

so the corolla is composed of “ petals.”

Very often, as in the wall-

flower and the buttercup, these The Corolla,

parts are “free”; in other flowers they arc

more or less united from the base upwards.

The minimum of cohesion is seen in the

common yellow loosestrife, and the maximum
in the convolvulus. The unconnected portions,

when the petals arc only ])artly united, arccalled

the “ lobes.” and a flower is said to be threc-

lobcd, four-lobed, or live-lobed. according to

their number. The early botanists looked upon
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corollas of the latter IskkI as ” monopetalous.”

or formed of only one petal. It is now well

known that there is no such thin<r in nature as

a monopetalous flower
;
but the term is retained

and still employed, being a very convenient

OTIC to use as the contrary of “ petals free.”

Although a flower constituted of a solitary

])ctil does not exist, there is no difliculty in

linding a "dipctalous” one. There are in-

numerable examples of the tripetalous ”
;
also

of the occurrence of four and flve })etals; and
a few occur in which we may count six, the

l)ur})le Lythrum of the waterside supplying

a ready instance. A higher number is un-

usual. except in “ double flowers. ’ or those

which under the influence of cultivation acquire

the character ordinarily observable in garden

roses and camellias,

in which the petals arc

multiplied indeflnitel3\

The double ” con-

dition is acTjuircd also

at times by wild flowers

in the flclds, probably
as the result of some
powerful stimulus in

the soil. Individual
species and genera of

plants show remarkable
aptitude for becoming
‘•double.” In the
entire scope of many
large families, on the
other hand, double
flowers are quite un-
known. It may be
well to observe here
that the rays of such
flowers as the daisy

are not to be taken as

examples of numerous
petals. The structure

of the daisy and all of

its family is peculiar,

and will be described
particularly in due
time.

When the petals are

all of the same size and
shape.—if, indeed, they
are of tu'o sizes and
shapes, an equal num-

' ber of eacih. and symmetrically
needs

present the appearance termed
regular.” A pleasing way to make sure is

to revolve it between the finger and thumb,
and observe that whatever portion is upper-
most, the figure is always precisely the same
—a cross, a star, or a ring-like outline. The
varieties of the regular corolla are necessarily
but few, and these all have special appella-
tions. When fashioned as in the white
garden Arabis, or “ mountain-snow ” of March
and April, it is “ cruciform ”

;
when as in

the strawberry and buttercup, ‘‘ rosaceous”
;

when as in the convolvulus, “ campanulate.”
Once, however, that regularity is departed
from, there is no end to the quaint diver-
sity: names, accordingly, for all but a very

FIG. G4.—A.XE5IOXE COEOXAKIA.

few of the irregular, arc out of the question.
The most remarkable arc the “ papilionaceou.s,”
exemplified in the common pea, and almost
universal in the Leguminosfe, though with
very singular modifications

;
the “ labiate,”"

well shown in the flower of the Salvia
;
and

the “personate,” well illustrated in the Snap-
dragon. Irregular corollas, which defy at-
tempts at nomenclature, are seen in the jiansy,
the nasturtium, aconite, larkspurs, and the
entire order Orchidaceae.
Whether regular or irregular, the particular

number of petals entering into the compositioni
of a corolla is, in {iractical Botany,
a matter of considerable import- N^erical

ance. Three arithmetical for-

mulae cover almost every modification
; and

everything exceptional
is plainly so through
deficiency or abortion.

In Exogens, the rule

is that there shall be
either five petals, or
four; in Endogens, the
])rescribed number ia

three; and when there
is a change of number
this consists usually in

a simple doubling of
the primary—three
becoming six, four be-

coming eight, and so

on. Flowers with five

or ten joeta’s are said

to be “ pentamerous ”

(fig. G7)
;

those with
four or eight arc
“ tetramerous ” (fig.

60) ;
and those with

three, six, or nine are
“ trimerous ” (fig. 65),

The additional term
“ d i in e r o u s ” is em-
ployed to denote the
presence of only
petals, a rare condition)

found in the elegant

little sylvan wild flower-

called Cirema. The-

number of the scpalsi

usually accords with
that of the petals, in.

which case the perianth is said to be “sym-
metrical,” the condition found in the cruci-

ferous plants (fig. 71). When, as occasionally

happens, the calyx and corolla con sist of difiierent

numbers of pieces, the flower is “unsymme-
trical.”

Before expansion, the petals are compactly
laid together, the way difEering in different

lilants, but always being the same
in any given species. The leaves

-Estivation,

set the example, but the mode of their foldings

termed the “ vernation,” usually follows some
type which the corolla does not care to imitate.

The folding of the petals, called the “ aestiva-

tion,” is thus, by comparison, new and original

in kind, and is often exceedingly pretty and
curious. jSTow and then, as in po])pies, the

unexpanded petals are simply crumpled up
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FIG. 05.

TEIIIEKOUS COKOLLA.
FIG. 06,

TETEAMEKOUS.
FIG. 68.

MONOPETALOVS
COEOLLA.

FIG. 75.

CONVOLVULUS.
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and hence, even when the flower is at its per-

fect stage of development, they are still covered
with minute wrinkles. In the mallow family
the i)etals are spirally twisted before expansion.
In many plants they are laid together in such
a way that the edges alternately overlap

;
the

mstivation is then said to be “imbricated”;
and this, in turn, is exchanged by others for

the “valvate,” which term signifies that the
margins simply touch one another, without
overlapping, the unopened bud presenting lines

which often exactly resemble the meridians of

a globe. Not unfrequently the aestivation of

the sepals and })ctals is difierent
;
and in any

case the particular mode of folding supplies

excellent characters for emjdoyment in classi-

fication.

The colour of the })etals is their most beauti-

ful and alluring attribute, and like the hues of

all other
Colours of natural ob-

*' jects, abso-

lutely inscrutable. It is

all very well to say that

the cheerful green of the
foliage of plants comes
of the presence of “ chlo-

rophyll ”
;

that roses are

red because of their
“ erythrophyll”

;
and that

yellow petals are yellow
because they contain
“ xantho}fiiyll. ” When all

has been affirmed, we are

still not a hair’s breadth
nearer,since “chlorophyll

”

simply means “ green
colouiing matter,” and
“erythrophyll” and
“xanthopbyll” red and
yellow colouring matter,

though, possibly enough
some slight chemical dif

ference may be discover

able in the composition
Professor Schnetzler con
tends that there is in the
entire plant only one
colorific matter. He adds
that when the colouring

matter of a flower has been isol.ated, by putting
it in spirits of wine, we may, by adding an acid or

an alkaline substance, obtain any colour which
plants present. White flowers owe their cha-

racter to the air contained in the cells of the

petals. On placing them under the receiver

of an air-pump, they become transparent as

the air is withdrawn. Tlie Professor has not
proved his theory. The colour of flowers is one
of those gTand and original phenomena of

nature which we must be content to regard as

an illustration of the power of Him “ whose
breath perfumes them, and whose pencil

paints;” trusting, nevertheless, that a time
may come when mankind, growing more moral,
may thus qualify themselves to be recipients

of profounder and sweeter disclosures, for it is

most assuredly true that not only in ethics but
in science, “unto the upright there ariseth light

in darkness.”

XIII.

Practical Application.

(1) VOCABULARY VIII.

Commerces et Metiers se rapportant a I’Ha-
l)illement. QTradvii connected with Dress.')

1. Name of the tradesman, 2. Tradesman’s wife, or
female trader. 3. Name of Trade. 4. Leading arti-
cles {upecialifen).

1.

l)onnetier, hosier; 2. bonnetiere
; 3. la

bonneterie
;

4. le cale^on, drawer ; la camisole,.
jersey; le bonnet, cap; le bas, stoching

;

la
chaussette, sock; et autres objets de tricot,

and other knitted goods.

1. bottier, cordonnier^
hoot and shoemaker

;

2.

cordonniere
;

3. la cor-
donnerie

;
4. la botte,

tojf-hoot

;

le brodequin,
laced boot; la bottine,

boot; le soulier, shoe;
un escarpin. la

iwintoufle, slipper

;

et

autres chaussures, and
other articles offoot wear.

1. chapelier, hatter;
2. chapeliere

; 3. la cha-
pellerie

;
4. le chapeau,

hat; la casquette, cap
with snout; la calotte,

smoking-cap; feutre, felt

hat; et autres coiffures,

and other articles of head-
gear.

1. chemisier, shirt-
maker; 2. chemisiere ;

3. / 4. la chemise,
shirt: la cravate, tie; la

manchette, cuff

;

le col,

collar; le mouchoir,
'

2)ocket-handkerchief.

]. gantier, glover; 2.

FIG. 77.—poppv, gantiere
;

3. la ganterie
;

4. le gant, glove; la

mitaine, mitten ; des gants de fil, des gants do
coton, des gants de sole, des gants de peau,
thread, cotton, silk, kid, gloves.

1, mQvciev, mercer ; 2. merciere
;

3. lamer-
ceric

;
4. le ruban de fil, tape ; le fil, thread;

une aiguille, needle

;

une epingle, gnn

;

une
agrafe, eJasp (agrafes et i^ortes, hooks and eyes) ;

le de, the thimble.

1. linger, linen-draper

;

2. lingere
;

3. la

lingerie
;

4. le linge de corps, body linen ; le

linge de table, table do.

;

le linge de lit, bed
do. ; le linge de cuisine, kitchen do.

1. pelletier, fourreur./«?v-/cr ; 2. pellctiere ;

3, pelleterie : 4. les fouiTures (/.) et les peaux
{f),fnrs and skins.

1. tailleur, tailor; 2. tailleuse
;

3, Tindus-
trie du tailleur

;
4. habits sur mesurc, clothes

to meastn'e

;

confections, ready-made clothes ;

un ])ardessus, jjaletot or surtout, topcoat ; une
redingote,

;

un habit, dress-coat;
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nn gilet, test or waistcoat; line \etsti, jachet

;

un i)antalon, trovsers ; et autres veteinents ou
habits, and other articles of dress or clothes.

Various (jliver.i): la blaiichisseuse, laundress;

la brodeuso, cmhroiderer ; la couturiere, dress-

maher ; la deutelliere, lace-maher ; la modiste,

milliner; le fripier, dealer in second-hand
clothes, etc.

le marchaud de nouveautes, draper ;

le „ do. dvcLp, cloth ier

;

le „ de soieries, silk-niercer

;

le
,, de dentelles, lace dealer

;

la marchande de modes, milliner ;

la „ lo. iQilQiie, hawker offemale
dress goods, etc.

— Although general dealers and mercers are
pretty numerous in France, some trades, as hnnnetiers,

r/ant'ui-g, chemisiers, etc., are more strictly dedned and
limited than in Great Britain.

(2) Compound tenses of Avoir, to have ;

—

Past Infinitive—avoir^eu, to have had.

Past Participle—ayanC^eu, having had.

INDICATIVE.

Perfect Indefinite.

j’ai eu, I have had, etc.

tu as^eu
il a cu
nous'^avons'^eu
vous'^avez'^eu
ils'^ont^eu

Pluperfect.

j avais'^eu, I had, had,

tu avais'^eu [etc.

il aurait'^'eu

nous^avi'jns'^eu
vous^aviez'^eu
ils'^avaient'^eu

Perfect nterior.

j’eus'^en, 1 had had.,

itu eus'^eu [etc.

il cut^eu
nous^eumes'^'eu
vous'^eutes'^eu
ils'^eurcnt'^eu

Future Anterior.

j’aurai eu. I At all have

tuauras'^eu \_had,etc.

il aura eu
nous'^aurons'^eu
vous'^aurez "^eu
ils auront'^eu

CONDITIONAL.

Past. K,

i’aurais'^eu g. |-

tu aurais'^'eu ” ^
il aurait'^eu SI

nous'^aurions'^eu |
vous'^auriez^eu
ils'~^auraient'~'eu

Other Form. s
j’eusse eu |-

tu eusses eu
il eut'^eu ^
nous'^'eussions'^eu |
vous'^eussiez'^eu g-

ils^cussent'^eu

Perfect Definite.

le i’aie cu
1C tu aies'^eu

ril ait'^eu 5

le nous _ ayons^eu't
le vous^ayez'^eu|
I’ils aient'^eu |

SUBJUNCTIVE.

Plugwrfect. 3;

que j’eusse eu
^ S.

quo tu eusses'^cu p- ^
qu’il eht'^'eu

'

que nous'^'eussions^eu ^
que vous^eussiez"~"eu §
qu’ils'^eussent'^eu S-

(3) Compound tenses of Eire, to be :

—

Past Infinitive

:

avoir^6te, to have been.

PaA Participle: ayant^et6, having been.

INDICATIVE.

Perfect Indefinite.

j’ai d'te, I have been,

tu as'^ete [etc.

il a etc

nous'^avons'~'6te
vous'^avez^ete
ils'^ont'^etb

Perfect Anterior.
j’cus'^ete. I had been.

tu eus'~'ete [etc.

il eut'^ete

nous'^eumes'^ete
vons'^'eCitcs ^cte
ils'^curent'^ete

Pluperfect.

j’avais'~'ete, Ihad been,

tu avais'^ete [etc.

il avait'^ete

nous'^avions^ete
vous'~'aviez'^ete

ils"^avaient'~'ete

Future Anterior.
j’aurai et6, I sh all have
tu auras'^ete \been, etc,

il aura ete

nous'^aurons'^etd
vous'^aurez^6te
ils auront'^ete

CONDITIONAL.
Past. Other Form.

j’aurais'^^te

tu aurais'^'ete ^ ~

il aurait'^et^
’ ^

nous'^^aurions'^ete |
vous'~^auriez'^et6 0-

ils^auraient'^ete s

j’eusse'^ete

tu eusses^6t6
il eut^ete
nous'^eussions'^ete
vous'^eussiez'^6te

ils^eussenC^ete

3.
O

SUBJUNCTIVE,
Perfect Definite. Pluperfect.
que j’aie 6te S. que j'eusse etc S.

tu aies'~'6te S- ^ tu eusses^ete g ^
il ait'^ete ‘ I il eht^ete '

"I;

nous'^ayons'^ete^
Tous'^ayez^ete |
ils'^aicnt'^ete

nous'^eussions'^ete S:

vous'^eussiez'^ete |
ils'~^eussent^et6

PemarJes.— 1. The second form of the Past Conditional
can in all cases be substituted for the first ; but there are
a few cases, to which reference will be made in the Syntax,
where the first cannot be substituted for the second. Tiie
second form is used by the educated only, .and is often
avoided by them from fear of affectation. 2. The
negative and interrogative are formed in compound
tenses in the same way as in simple tenses, but the pa.st

participle comes always last
:
je n'ai 2)as tti, il n'a jamaig

ete, a-t-il eu? n'a-t-elle pax ete? etc.

EXERCISE XXII.

Write, firstly in the feminine singular, and
secondly in the masculine gdural, the following
masculine singular adjectives :

—

Rond, round; rcQu,* received; sage, wise;
fyerc, proud; neuf, new; ambigu, ambiguous;
g^nereux, /7£’7fmw^; cruel, 6*?7/cZ; pareil,

lar

;

chretien, cin'istian

;

mignon, .vmall and
gyretty

;

net, clean; frit, grand, large ;

large, po\\re, peg)2)ered ; ])roior\d,deep

:

cher, dear

;

joli, pretty ; ex-igu, narrow

;

pris,

taken; casse, broken; jeune, young; actif,

active; affreux,

;

donx, sweet; actuel,

actual; projie

;

gras, yhZ; confus, con-

fused

;

pret, ready; sot, silly; gris, grey;
brun, brown; rouge, red,; vert, green; jaune,

yellow; bleu, ZiZi/c; secret, profes, ^77’c-

fessed ; bref, .Aiort

;

sucre, sugared ; etranger,

foreign; juif, Jewish; leger, light

;

paisible,

gwaceful

;

contigu, eontigiums

;

pale, pale;
langoureux, languishing ; ftmx, false; heureux,

hagygnf ; mauvais. bad; inquiet, restless; las,

tired; epris, ; coquet, coquettish ; fri-

pon, rogui.^h

;

noiratre, blackish ; patricien,

gyatrician

;

autrichien, Austrian ; fran^ais,

French

;

russe, Ru,Hsian

;

polonais, Polish ;

italien, Italian; digne, worthy; premier. //r.sY ;

sempiternel, everlasting ; suspect, su.qyicious ;

epineux, thorny; perdu, lost; dernier, last;

blond, yh/;*; mQ,om\)\ct. incomgylete ; esj)agnol,

Sgwinish ; irlandais, ; hn<,low; ponctuel,

g)u actual

;

plat,_/Z«Z; iMrii. titled ; nA'.. worn ;

prircier, gyrincely

;

naturel, natural; beau,

beautiful

;

mou, soft.

* Past ])articiples used singly or in connection with
the verb (tre, are treated like adjectives.
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XIII.

Carbon.
This higbly important element enters into an
infinite variety of combinations. Adopting the

term organic (for whose use, however, no very
logical plea cun be set up, as there is no real

<listinction between the compounds that arc

held to belong respectively to the oi’ganic and
inorganic series, but adoiiting the term in its

conventional sense), all the carbon compounds
may be regarded as organic. In point of fact,

that which is known as organic
Organic chemistry is, in reality, a history

c emistry.
various combinations into

which this ele-

ment enters with
others. All or-

ganised structures,

the bodies of all

animals and plants,

contain this sub-

stance. It enters
into the food we
cat, the fuel we
consume, and the
gas that lights our
streets and dwell-

ings.

I.amp-black, or

charcoal, is car-

bon in form more
or less pure.

In a state of na-

ture this clement
is met with free

and uncombined
in two allotropic

conditions; as
graphite or black

load, and as the

diamond. The
term black lead, as applied to graphite, is some-

what misleading, inducing a be-
Allotxopic forms pgf some compound of

0 cax on.
metal lead, whereas it is

pure carbon. This substance, which is used
in the manufacture of drawing pencils, and
also to impart a polished surface to the grains

of gunpowder, is found at Borrowdale in Cum-
berland, in Siberia, and various other localities.

It has a tendency to crystallize in hexagonal
]datcs, having no relation whatever to the

form which carbon assumes in the diamond.
On account of its infusibility, the larger kind
of crucibles or smelting })ots are made of

graphite, or, as it is often termed,
The diamond, plumbago. The diamond, the

most beautiful of all gems, and hardest of

known substances, is carbon in the crystalline

form, belonging to what is known as the cubical

system. It is found, as is well kno^^^l, in

certain sedimentary rocks and drift formations
in India, Africa, Brazil, and other parts of the

CARRE S FREEZING MACHINE.

world. Its extreme hardness, rendering it

peculiarly capable of resisting friction, has led

to its employment in watchmaking, in the
manufacture of graving and boring tools, in

glass cutting, and lastly, in the cutting and
polishing of the diamoml itself. The industiy
of diamond cutting is chiefly

carried on at Amsterdam,
Holland. By this process the size of the
stone is considerably diminished, but its

wonderful power of refracting light is greatly
increased. In the eyes of the Indian con-
noisseur, however, the entire opei-ation is

a barbarous one. He considers that the
real beauty of the stone can be best appre-
ciated in the natural state, untouched by the
hand of man. The specific gravity of the
diamond is about three and a half times that
of water. That the diamond is pure carbon can
readily be demonstrated by burning it in oxy-
gen, when it is entirch' converted into carbon

dioxide, or car-

bonic acid gas. To
the question as to

how diamonds
were produced
naturally, no satis-

factory answer can
be given. Carbon
Ave know to be
the most infusible

of substances, and
yet we have good
reasons for sup-

})Osing that dia-

monds were not
produced at a high
temperature. The
production of dia-

monds by artificial

means will pro-

bably long con-
tinue to engage the
attention and baffle

the ingenuity of

man.
The carbon which

exists in all vegetal

structures, if set free from the different elements
Avith Avhich it is bound up, is the substance

known as charcoal. This decomposition is

effected by a process of partial combustion.

The Avood it is intended to convert into char-

coal is exi)osed to the action of heat in a
closed vessel from Avhich the air is excluded.

By this method the more volatile

])ortions of the Avood are driven Conve^on of

off in the form of gas, one of the
^c*arboH.°

compounds thus obtained being
the antisejitic knoAAm as ])yroligneous acid,

or Avood vinegar. That Avhich remains is a
black brittle substance many degrees lighter

than Avood, but retaining the exact form and
})hysical structure of that substance. The
operation as conducted by those Avho follow

tlie A'oeation of charcoal burners in the

woods is very simple. The Avood

it is intended to caibonize

is stacked in a heap, the

Avhole being covered Avith tml and earth
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to exclude the air, with the exception of a
small quantity which is allowed to enter
through openings at the bottom to supjjort a
slow combustion, A portion of the wood in the
interior of the stack is actually burnt, and the
heat developed by this combustion is sufficient

to effect the conversion of the rest into char-

coal. Before the conqdetion of the process,

openings are made from time to time in the
earthy covering, to allow
of the escape of the
water \’apour and volati 1 e

gases generated by the
decomposition of the
wood.
Almost the whole of

the charcoal, cm[)loyed
on the Continent for

culinary and other i)ur-

poses, is ju-epared in
this manner. Jt burns,
in atmospheric air, with the evolution of great

heat, but without smoke or flame,
Gas evolved

j-csnlts being, of course, fhe
formation of carbon dioxide or

carbonic acid. Although admi-
rably adapted for the purposes of cookery, it

should only be used in stoves, intended for

warming purposes, where the draught is suf-

ficient to carry off the proceeds of combustion.
Especiallj^ dangerous is the ])ractice of in-

troducing a brazier of burning charcoal into
sleeping a^mt-
ments, as is

often done, in

cold winter
weather,in con-
tinental coun-
tries. Sufficient

carbonic acid

may thus be
generated in

the close, coji-

fined area of a
bedroom to
cause the death
of any sleeper

inhaling the

))oi soiled at-

mosphere. 'Jhe

porous nature

of charcoal
enables it to

exercise a very
re markable
absorptive in-

fluence on all

gaseous bodies.

Tlic jiosscssion

of this me-
chanical ])ro-

perty renders charcoal a very powerful an-
tiseptic and disinfecting agent,
and as such it may be turned to

good acc.ount in purifying the
atmosj)hcre of l)os])itals, sick chambers, etc.
iMcat or fish, which have become tainted

—

that is to say, in which incipient decomposi-
tion hns set in—may be rendered sweet and
wholesome by being lioilcd in water into

WOOD STACKED FOR CHA RCOAE-Bt’KN ING.

TUE PREPARATION' OF WOOD CUARCOVL.

Charcoal a
disinfectant.

which several lumps of charcoal have been
introduced, or by being covered for some
time Avith that substance in the form of

liowder. The result, in both cases, is due to

the fact that the products of decomposition
are rendered innocuous by oxi- _

-1 , . • •TAJ. Its use in
dation on coming into contact

cootinr
with the oxygen Avith AA'hich the

pores of the charcoal are continuallA' charged.
Charcoal is also used in

the process of suear re-

fining, to absorb the
colouring ntalters pic-

sent in ra.AV sugar, oxy-
gen forming insoluble

compounds Avith vegetal

colours. The charcoal
employed for this pur-

l)Ose is AA'hat is known
as animal charcoal,
Avhich is prciiarcd

from the carbonization of animal
.

refuse, such as dried blood, haii-,-^™®-^

hoofs, etc., under conditions analogous to those

employed in the formation of Avood charcoal.

Bones Avhen thus treated form Avhat is knoAvn
as ivory black.

If a cold plate be held for a Ioaa' moments
over the dame of a lamp or gas-burner, solid

carlion, in the form of lampblack, will be
found deposited upon its surface, in obedience
to a hiAv alrcad}^ sjiokcn of under the head of

combustio n.
This substance,

Avhich is used
as a pigment,
and for various

purposes in the
arts, is pre-
})ared by sub-

jecting bitumi-

nous and re-

sinous sub-
stances, rich in

carbon, to im-
perfect com-
bustion. I he
dense smoke,
thus ])rc<luccd.

instead of
being alloAvcd

to escape, is

deposited in
the form of

lampblack, in
the inferior of

an apparatus
adapted es-

pecially for the
purpose.

EA'ery species

of co.al consists of carbon in mechanical or

chemical combination Avith a variety of other
substances. It is tlu'refore a nmcli less jairc

form of carbon than Avood charcoal. Coal
consists of the partially decom- ,

1 * 1 * i. xv&tfUlTG 01 CO&lf
jiosed remains of a luxuriant
vegetal groAvth that once flourished on the
earth's surface. I'he so-called forests of the
carboniferous epoch differed, hoAvcA'cr, very
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materially from the forests of the present

time. They consisted ohielly of plants be-

longing to the natural divisions of the

vegetal world known as endogens and
cryptogams, the modern representatives of

which must be sought for in such plants as

the reed, the bamboo, the eciuisetum, and
the ditferent species of ferns and mosses.

The original vegetal substance has undergone

a remarkable transformation, in passing into

coal,—doubtless a far more gradual, but at the

same time, from the point of view of the

chemist, a somewhat analogous process to that

to which wood is subjected in its conversion

into charcoal. In addition to the original

carbon a considerable portion of hydrogen
and oxygen are retained in the case of coal.

The substance is partially bituminized, and for

the most part all tmees of vegetal structure

have disap[)eared. This is by no means, how-
ever, invariably the case : in many species of

coal the orgiinie structure of the original plant

may yet be discerned, while the more or less

perfect remains of different portions of the

plant itself are freciuently to be met with.

There are many varieties of coal, some
retaining a much larger proportion of the

„ . , ,11 and O of original wood than
arieties o co

. That known as camiel

and bog-hard coal contains most H, while
anthracite coal contains the least. The
fuel, which has thus been stored in the bosom
of the earth, is one of the })riucipal sources

of the wealth of this country, furnishing as

it does, by its combustion, the energy or motive
power by which an infinite number of indus-

trial processes are carried on, not to speak of

the increased facilities for locomotion, both by
land and sea, that exist in the present day,

afforded by the introduction of steam. Again,
as an article of use, it is difficult in a country like

England, destitute of extensive woods and
other sources of fuel, to estimate the value of

tr 1 r
coal. It is scarcely possible to

Value of coal,
conceive the straits to which we

should be reduced if our supplies of coal

were suddenly to be cut off. It is much to

be regretted, therefore, and in these days of

scientific research and attainment does seem
almost a reproach, that the working of our
mines should be attended with such frequent
and wholesale loss of life. Doubtless our
miners are a bold, and, in some cases, fool-

hardy and reckless body of men : the continual
presence of danger renders them indifferent to

it
;
and it is very desirable that it

should, as far as such a result can
be attained, be rendered impos-

sible for them to place their lives in jeopardy
by any act of imprudence on their part. No
doubt the safety lamp, if used with due pre-

caution, ought to secure th« miner from the
danger of an explosion of fire-damp. Unfortu-
nately the due precaution is by no means
exercised, in all cases. The lamps themselves
are tampered with; or the miner will persist in

pursuing his labours, even while the frequent
explosions in the lamp and the gradual heating
of the wire gauze envelope warn him that he is

working in an atmosphere dangerously sur-

charged with explosive gas. The application
of the electric light to tlie piar-

pose of illuminating our mines m
would, no doubt, obviate one ever

present source of danger—that arising from
the contact of a naked flame with the fire-

damp. Hitherto it has not Ijeen found prac-
ticable, on account of the numerous passages
and ramifications that exist in coal mines,
to introduce this mode of lighting, but we
are not without hopes that these difficulties

may in process of time be overcome.

MERCANTILE LIFE.

IV.

III. Courses of Conduct to be Avoided.
There are many things and many kinds of
character to be avoided in mercantile affairs,

which cannot be made the subject of a brief

jiaper. They present themselves in such Protean
sha])es, that experience is the best teacher both
of the men and things, and more will be learned
on this fertile topic from the conversation of

the older class of merchants than could bo
conveyed in any number of essays. But there
are some general landmarks not unworthy of
being briefly traced.

1. The “ Haste to be Bich.” This natural
foible may become a passion in some, and as a
passion it is sure to tempt or betray its victims
into impolitic, if not ruinous, proceedings. It

is to be observed that there may be a haste

to be rich in reality, and a haste to seem rich

only. These differ considerably in their character

and modes, but they are mostly offshoots of the

same root
;
and it is a curious instance of the

infinite self-deception of human nature, that

some men when they cannot attain, or have not
attained riches, arc content to seem rich, and
to luxuriate in the outward show of wealth.

Generally speaking, when a merchant gives way
to this worse than weakness, his object is the

same as his who hastes to be rich in reality, and
who, as one means to this end, may live in a
saving or even penurious style. The former
has the idea that seeming to be rich will have
the effect of bringing real riches to him, and
that the ostentation of wealth has, in some
mysterious fashion, the power of working out

the substance, of which it is the shadow. To
some extent this may hold good

;
for the Avorld

itself, there can be no doubt, is very foolish on
this point, and is apt enough to be imposed
upon for a time by a crafty and well-planned

pretence. But it is a dangerous course on
which to enter.

If a man strives to appear to be living at a
rate above what he has to spend, he makes his

life uncomfortable, loses his ease of carriage,

and imj)airs his proper art of business. If he is

living above his income, he is digging his own
ruin : so far from drawing riches to him, he is
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driving them away from him, and preparing

poverty and brnkruptey. The saying of the

micients was," We are not to judge of a man’s
happiness till after his death,”—so a merchant,
of whatever high standing or great wealth he
may deem himself, should never be extravagant,

or act ill any spendthrift way, as long as he
remains in business and stands exposed to the

vicissitudes and reverses of trade.

Merchants usually estimate very near the
mark each other’s capital, amount of business,

dependence on bank advances or irregular bills,

as well as prolits and losses. It is impossible to

deceive one’s fellow-merchants long on these

l)oints, and any attempt to brave it over them
by high living and outward s|)lendour is sure

to be followed by loss of credit : so that this

ostentation of a wealth which is not may be
pronounced one of the quickest roads to com-
mercial ruin. As for those who haste to be
rich in reality, it may be with them either a
})roud ambition or avaricious greed, and may
consequently be consistent with the practice of

severe economy and frugality. But the “ haste
to be rich ” has its dangers in the one case as

in the other. Without speaking of its falling

into fraud, dishonesty, and extortion, which it

is apt to do, two courses frequently adopted
may here be adduced.

First, to increase the amount of business

done. As the rate of profit cannot be much
increased at any given period in free markets,
the next means of making rich in haste is

greatly to increase the quantity of commodities
handled. There is what is called a quick turn-

over of goods, which is highly jirofitable. If a
merchant can sell a certain quantity of goods
every month at a net ])rofit of 2^^ per cent., he
will have a return of 30 per cent, per annum
on his capital, the interest he has had to

])ay on credit received, or lost on credit given.
But to increase the quantity of commodities
turned over in a month or a year is a different

thing, and one that often defeats its object in

the attempt. If this haste to be rich is a very
strong passion among a few, or a very general
j)assion among merchants, their increased pur-
chases will have tended to increase the cost of
the goods to them, while their increased sup-
plies will have tended to decrease the value of
the goods in the markets where they have to

be sold. So far from the profits of the merchants
being increased, their margin of profit may l)e

almost wholly swept away. It is this form of

haste to be rich which produces what are called

gluts of markets
;

” and it is this action of

merchants, without due study and measure of
the capacity of markets, and not knowing how
many may be doing and over-doing the same
thing, which brings al)Out the dreaded and
})eriodical]y recurring phenomenon—a “com-
mercial crisis.”

Secondly, when merchants hasty to be rich
fail in their object by increasijig the quan-
tity of commodities passing through their
hands, they are sometimes tempted to grasp
at large ])rofits in exceptional and doubtful
adventures, to the neglect of the usual and
steady course of the business to which they arc
best accustomed. Such opportunities arise

in the case of every merchant, and it is not
always illegitimate to try them. It is a venture
of their capital, and merchants must sometimes
adventure if they would win. Nay, merchants
must always be on the outlook for their larger
profit

;
for it is there where their service is not

only best rewarded, but where it is also most
needed. The danger lies rather in the want
of sure information of the adventure, than in
the principle of adventure itself

;
and it is

always unwise to forego a small but sure profit

in the hunt after a more lucrative bat uncer-
tain result.

As there is such a thing as the rise of indi-
vidual pros])crity, almost Avitbout effort, with
the rise of the country, and in times of much
progress this rise may even be rapid, so a
merchant is never more secure than when his
prosperity springs fjom the natural expansion
of the markets in which his business has chiefly
lain, and in respect to which he has all his
stores of information and experience. It almost
follows from this remark to add, though it

might form another topic under the head of
“want of method,” that the habit of some
merchants to send their goods hither andi

thither with ill assortment, and without study
of either times or })laces, ahvays on a venture,
is an unfortunate one. There can be little

hope of profit or success, unless merchants
divide their labour, and adapt their operations
carefully to the wants, tastes, and turns of the
markets in which they sell.

2. “ Erroneous Competition.” There is a
competition in trade knoAvn to political eco-
nomy, and a competition all too frequent in
practice, which are totally different things. It

is curious how public opinion, and respectable
men in their proceedings, have come to pervert
the sense of science. When manufacturers or
merchants oi)pose each other by selling under
cost, or when they cheapen by passing off an
inferior for a superior article, they are said to
be competing Avith each other. Mlien tAvn

railAA'ay companies attempt to knock each other
off the rails by trying hoAV near to nothing
they can carry goods and passengers, they are
competing Avith each other. MTien thousands
of Avorkmen strike their labour, and stoj) t/thers

from Avorking in their room, for terms of Avages

or hours AA'hich they cannot get freely there or

elscAAdiere, this is said to be the competition of
labour Avith capital. It cannot be too clearly

understood, or too constantly observed, that
no conq)etition is recognised in any scientific

law or doctrine Avhich is not Avholly moral in

its methods, and in AA’hich the economic con-
ditions of production, and of Avorking with a
profit and not Avith a loss, are satisfied on both
sides.

In mercantile business, competition of the
spurious kind is sometimes as fierce as in other
l)ranchcs of industry. But it has also its more
or less innocent approaches : attempts, for

examjfie, to equal or outdo other firms by
acting on Avhat is deemed their ])olicy, though
])assing much beyond one’s OAvn experience,
and Avhat that experience has hitherto taught.
The case is one of error of judgment rather
than of bad intent, and all that can be said is
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that it is often hazardous. On the other hand,

the l)ad competition may arise out of the mere
rivalry of two houses, at first honourable and
not nneciual, but increasinj^ from step to step

till it liecomes internecine, in which ease advan-

tage seldom accrues to either, but, as in the

t story of the two dogs (pianelling over a bone,
^ n third party stejis in and carries off the spoil.

8. “Speculative Anticipation of Events.'’

Vv’'ithout entering on the general (piestion of

the legitimate place of speculation in commerce,
lie it enough to observe that in antieiiiation of

certain events, such as the breaking out or the

termination of war, changes of tariff and the

like, which have an important effect on goods
.and produce, merchants have sometimes oppor-

tunities of making great gains, or avoiding, it

may be, heavy losses. When this is done on
actual knowledge—knowledge certain to be
realized—merchants are to be cofligratulated on
the ])riority of their information and llie prom[)-

titude of their action. l>ut great gains have
also been made on mere rumours of events, or

Avhcrc the issues of an event were uncertain, as

Avhen war has been declared, but wliile it was
.still unknown whether it would ever be entered

upon, or whether it would last more tlian a
month, or be protracted over several years.

The speculative opera'ions to make a fortune, in

Mich cases, were ecpmUy sufficient to overwhelm
:a tirm in hopeless ruin

;
and in the state of

affairs the one result may liavc lieen quite as

jirobable as the other, or in other words, the
l esult was beyond all human ken. The specu-
lation in such a case ditfers in nothing from
•gambling

;
and if tlie chance turns up gain,

the tii’in is scarcely to be congratulated. Such
larc strokes of lilind fortune, however enrich-

ing at the moment, ai'c nnu'C ajit to un.settlc

than to establish mercantile houses in the path
of success.

xr.

LETTEKS IX COMBIXATIOX WITH CAPITALS

(confini/cd).

The lu’opcr use of capital letters is a matter
worth attention, as neglect of- it is not only

detrimental to the a])]iearance
Use of capital piece of {)cnmanship or

® manuscript, but is also an indi-

cation of lack of education almost as patent as

mis-spelling. It is of course oidy the very

ignorant who commit such flagrant errors as,

say for instance, the employment of a small
“ i ” for the caiutal letter where the fir.st ])cr-

sonal in'onoun is intended
;

V)ut one sees

mistakes scarcely less gi'oss where they would
Ixi little ex{)ected. The following brief code of

rules com])rises the points most necessary to

be bonic in mind :

—

1. Every sentence should begin with a
capital letter.

2. The commencement of every line of
poetry (whether the beginning of a sentence
or not) should have a caiutal.

8. Ail(piotations,a})horisms, mottoes, proverbs,
or in.scriptions should have an initial capital.

4. All names and titles of God should eom-
mcnce with a capital. At the in-e.sent day
also the .seemly custom of using a cajntal to
all ])ronouns, whether ])er.s()iial or ])os.scs.sive,

having reference to cither of the three rersons
of the Trinity, usually prevails.

r». All titles of majesty and honour take
initial capitals, as The Queen, Her Majesty,
His Iloyal Highness, Lord, etc. It may be
noted here that although the title of “ His ” or
i.

j
” ii Poyai Highness ” is alwaj^s printed in

hookx with a capital to the pronoun, yet many
'nrii\s2)((j)evs make it a point to ii.so only a small
letter here. This is merely in pursuance of

what indiitcrs call the “ style ” of those papers,

and should not be imitated in writing.

(!, The first personal pronoun, 1, is a capital.

7, Exclamations, such as “Ah!” “O!” “Oh!”
“ Hark !

” should begin with a ca})ital. We may
mention also that a note of admiration (;)
should follow the word or words.

8. All names of places and ]->crsons should
commence with a capital, as Gibraltar, New
York, James, Lucy, Burns, Scott, All streets

follow the same rule. The word “street”
itself is often found with a small initial letter,

and joined to the preceding word b}^ a hyjJien
in ncwspa])crs, thus “ Thaines-street.” This
should never be followed in addresses of

letters or other writing. “ Thames Street ” is

there the j)roper form.
t). Abbreviations are written in capitals, as

]\I.P. (Member of rarliament), A.U. (Anno
Domini, “the year of our Lord”), P.S. (post

scriptum, “written after”), F.B.S. (Fellow of

the Poyal Societ}"), j\ISS. (manuscripts). In
aU instances, too, it may be ob.scrved, Avhere

tlic letters indicate nepomte mird.'t, a jKiriod or

full point follows each. This is not the case

between the letters in IMSS., because the sign

stands for one word, and only requires the

period at the end.
10. Mr., IMrs., Miss, Esq., Sir, Madam, IM.

(IMonsieur), MM. (Messicuns), etc., commence
with a capital letter.

11. Numerals (Roman) for successions of

sovereigns (as Charles II, Henry VIII, Louis
XVI 11, etc.), arc be.st written in a “print” cha-

racter, with the same slope as the Avriting.

Note that it is incorrect to })lacc a full i)oint

after the numerals, as is frequentlj'’ done.

Having given our students am])le Avork for

the present, avc Avill defer exanq)les of current

luuuls, and jnesent a fcAV notes on some curious

and iTiteresting facts connected Avith the pro-

fessors of the chirographic art.

Fcav branches of teaching have Avitnessed

so great changes during the .present century
as that of j)enmanship. The “ AATiting-master

”

has indeed fallen from his ancient pride of

place: and although he may oftcii in the

})resent day arrogate to himself the title of
“ Professor,” he is, a.s a rule, far inferior in

practical skill and dexterity of hand to the
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olden wieldcrs of tlie quill. So far as relates

to school teaching, this is, of
The ancient course, due in greatmeasure to the

writing-masters.
COpy-books with

j^rinted headings ;
whilst those who devotethem-

selves to the teaching of adults are obliged, in

conformity to modern ideas, to confmc their

lessons to so brief a time that nothing more
can be expected from their pupils than the

angular scrawl which they usually produce.

The old Avriting-masters, on the contrary,

looked upon their art as something worthy alike

of attainment and preservation, and however
Ave may be inclined to smile at the grandilo-

quence Avhich they employed in their treatises,

it must be acknowledged that Ave shall never

—chirographically speaking—“ look iipon their

like again.” The amount of old-fashioned

literature extant, in our OAvn language only,

upon this sulq'ect Avould startle many of our

readers. Still more surprising is it to find that

drudgery of setting CO] )ics.” The u.sc of the
])cn, except in ordinary cursive Avriting, is^

necessarily unfamiliar to his hand. Not so-

Avith his predecessor. Occupied as he Avas

for a considerable portion of each day in
Avriting cojnes in text liand, Avhat Avas more
natural than that, feeling confidence in hi.s.

])ower to execute such co])ies Avith facility and
l)eauty, he should, for his OAvn pleasure,

attempt them iqjon a still larger scale ? The
result of such ])racticc was, of course, sur])assing

freedom of hand. These men could Avritc Avith

ease and rajndity copies of extremely large size,

or bold and accurately proportioned cajhtals of

three or four inches in height, forming a great
contrast to the miserable, stunted, angular
abortions Avith Avhich hundreds of the ledger-
clerks of the laesent day deface their books.
We haA’e before inq)ressed upon our students

the necessity and advantages of tliis {nactice,

but the subject is of such importance that it

CoHHt^yrur ()omt\tf)e'’wf)a£itar]A

yo'kr Tie^f^ourS^ nbtjhfmdCsyour

cf^iCrfren ,(inifj/our C^iGCre^vyoiir

oton ^f^(^onr7r^tDj’u7j)CJ^i

oM fhj c(^^u(^ocC

iiatur^.
H.AXDWRITIXG OF QUFFX FLIZABETU.

the ancient Avriting-masters had thought out

their subject so systematically and Avell as to

have antici])ated most of our vaunted methods
of modern days. "We have already noted that

‘•])eneillcd” co])y-books, or those in Avhich the

cojnes are printed in faint characters, in order

that the learner may go over them Avith j)cn

and ink, Avas a suggcstioTi of the celebrated

.John J^ocke
;
and in the same manner many of

tlie boasted novel systems of transatlantic or

foreign origin are to be found in the lengthy
treatises of our old English Avriting-masters.

besides Avhnt Ave may term their good theo-

retical knowledefc of the aiT to Avhich their life

energies Averc devoted, these men ])Ossessed a
])ractical cx])cricnce almost im})ossible to

])arallel in our oavu days. Tavo things u})on

Avhich they laid much stress conduced grc.atly

,,
to this—viz., ‘•command of hand”

Command of nourishing.” The fil'st is

l)ut little regarded now. Indeed,
this can h.ardly be othcrAvise Avhen

the Aviiting-mastcr is relieved from the tedious

Avill bear reiterating. No surer means can be-

found of obtaining a b(dd and free chirography

than the assiduous Avriting of co})ics much above
the size of ordinary large text—in fact, as large

as the hand of the Avriter can compass. It is,

hoAvcver, essential in these exercises that the

hand be ke{)t strictly in the pro])cr position.

If the learner does not strike the letters by
freedom of lingers alone, Avith the hand resting

sim])ly on the "extremity of the little linger, and
the f(U-c-arni free of the desk, the practice is-

Avorse than useless. L'igid lingers and a resting

Avrist may sullicc \o paint large letters, but not

to orrite them. When the hand is sulliciently

formed it may ])C that the student Avill adopt,

cr, to put it more scientifically, his indivi-

duality may express itself in, a very minute
style of penmanship, but his previous piuctice

in a bold hand Avill prove of great service to

liim. and he Avill })roduce his small characters

Avith all the greater freedom and ease because

of his ability to write large Avhen Tiecessary.

The greater here certainly includes the less.
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XIV.

Examples ox Foregoing Rules.

Example 1 : Add together the following :

—

ton cwt. qr. ijn oz. Adding together all the
, A ..

'1 ounces, we get 23 oz. (^Lc.

0 6 1
1 5

down 7

1 n -j 1 9
carry 1 to the pounds.

' Adding together this 1 and
o .

"7 ~ I the pounds in the pounds
column, we get 28 lb. {i.e.

Z qr. 0 lb.) .*. put down 0 and carry 1 to the
qrs. We find 8 qrs. (/.c. 2 cwt. 0 qr.)

;
.'. put

down 0 (p-. and cany 2 to the cwts. We find

2\ cwf. (v.c.. 1 ton 4 cwt.). I’ut down the 4 cwt.
iind carry the 1 to the tons. This gives us 3 tons.

Example 2 : Subtract 19 cwt. 1 qr. 17 lb. 3 oz.

from 1 ton 1 cwt. 1 (jr. 1 lb. 1 oz.

ton cwt. qr. lb. oz. 3 .

n 10 IT’ a ^ 10+ 1 leave 14.

^ Carry 1 to the 17 lb. Then

G 1 a 11 11 ^ can't;
but 18 fi*om 28 + 1 leave 11.

Carry 1 to the 1 qr. Then 2 qrs. from 1 cp-. w'C

can’t
;
but 2 from 4 + 1 leave 3. Carry 1 to

the 19 cwt. Then 20 cwt. from 20 + 1 leave 1.

Carry 1 and subtract it fi’om 1 ton. There is

no remainder.
lb. oz. dwb. gr.

Example 3 : Multiply 150 9 15 20 ly G.

G

904 10 15 0
6 X 20 grs. = 120 grs. = 5 dwt. 0 grs.

;
.*. put

•down 0 under the grs. and carry 5. G X 1 5 dwt.
= 90 dwt. and 90 + 5 = 95 dwt. = 4 oz. 15 dwt.

;

.*. put down 15 and carry 4. G X 9 oz. = 54 oz.

Add 4 oz. Gives 58 oz, = 4 lb, 10 oz. G X 150
db. = 900 lb. Add 4 lb. = 904 lb.

lb. oz.dw't. gr.

Example 4 : Divide 904 10 15 0 by G.

11}. oz.dwt.gr.
G)904 10 15 0

150...rem. 4 lb.

12

G)58 oz.

9...rem. 4 oz.

20

G)95 dwt.

15...rem. 5 dwt.
24

6)120 gr.

20
Dividing the highest denomination

pounds) by,G we get quotient 150,remainder 4 11),

Multi laying these 4 by 12 to reduce them to

oz., and adding in the 10 oz. of the dividend,

we get 58 oz. Dividing this by 6 we get
quotient 9 oz., remainder 4 oz, Multqdying
4 oz. by 20, and adding in the 15 dwt. of the
dividend, we get 95 dwts., which divided ly G

gives quotient 15; remainder 5 dwt. Multi-

plying the 5 by 24, to reduce dwts. to grs., we
have 120 grs., which divided by 6 gives 20 grs.

without remainder.
Ans. 1501b. 9oz. 15 dwt. 20 gr.

Example 5 : How many times are 5 cwt. 3 qrs.

13 lb. contained in 49 tons G cwt. Oqr. 7 lb. ?

cwt. qr. lb. ton cwt. qr. lb.

5

4

3 13 49
20

23'

I

986
4

92 !^28

1

3944'

4

644^
13

1 15776

7|

657 lb. 110432,

7

657)110439(168
657

110439

4473
3942

6319
5256

63

Ans. 168...rem. 63.

The lowest denomination in cither compound
quantity is lbs.

;
.’. we must reduce each quan-

tity to ibs.

This is done as indicated here. Observe that

instead of multiplying by 28 to reduce qrs. to

lbs., we multiply successively by 4 and by 7.

The first quantity reduces to G57 lb., and the
other to 1104391b.
By simple division we find fhat the former

number is contained in the latter 168 times,

leaving a remainder G3.

Exerciscff.

1. Perform the following additions :

—

lb. oz. dwt. gr.

(a) 1 3 15 0
7 11 23 19

6 0 0 1

lb. oz. dwt. gr.

(c) 150 6 13 14
109 5 0 6

40 0 10 0

tons cwt. qr. lb. cz.

{(•) 7 19 0,7 1

16 15 1 14 13
5 0 2 6 2

0 12 3 11 4

lb. oz.dwt.gr.

(&) 9 4 3 17

17 6 0 8

0 10 5 0

ton. cwt. qr. lb. oz.

{(1) 15 16 1 0 0
3 0 3 1 15

4 5 0 19 1

106 10 0 6 0

tons cwt. qr. lb. oz.

(/) 5 2 1 16 13

0 7 2 2 6

17 14 0 13 2

3 6 2 10 11
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2.

Perform the following subtractions :

—

tons cwt. qr. tons cwt. qr. tons cwt. qr.

ia) 5 11 2 (Z») 21 18 3 (c) 13 17 0
1 15 3 17 19 2 9 18 3

cwt. qr. lb.

(d) 17 3 21

15 0 17
(^)

oz. dwt. gr,

21 18 20
8 17 15

cwt. qr. lb. cwt. qr., lb.

15 0 7 (/) 28 3 20
11 2 15 13 1 27

oz. dwt. gr. oz.dwt. gr.

1 17 11 21 (k) 26 9 18

13 14 18 21 11 2I

3. Add together the following :

—

(a) 6 tons Icwt. 2qrs., and 560 cwt., and 35

itons, and 1201b.

(&) 1631b., and 51 oz., and 13qrs.

(c) 95 oz., and 721b., and 33qrs., and 15 cwt.

Subtract :

—

(d) 1 oz. from 1 ton.

(e) 11b. from 10 tons 3qrs.

(/) Add together the differences in the last

two exercises, and fr’om the result subtract

1 . on 1 cwt. 1 qr. 1 lb, 1 oz,

4. Calculate the following, multiplying by
the factors of each multiplier Avhen possible :

—

(a) 3 cwt. 3qrs. 31b, X 29.

(&) 15 cwt. Iqr. 51b. X 15.

(c) 17 cwt. 2qrs. 191b. X 93.

(^) 71b. 8oz, ]6(lwt. 13grs. x 29.

(e) 15oz, 13dwt. 21grs. X 113.

(/)29oz. Idwt. llgrs. X 276.

Iff) 18tons 3 cwt. 2qrs. 9oz. x 23.

(A) 3 tons 11 cwt. Iqr. X 15.

(k) 5oz. 7dwt. 13grs. X 56.

In the following exercises, divide first by the
given divisors, and then by the factors com-
posing the multipliers, and show that the two
results are the same.

5. Divide

—

() 5 tons 3 cwt. 2qrs. by 4.

() 57tons 12cwt. 3qrs. by 16.

(<?) 3cwt. Oqr. 111b. by 18.

(d) 116oz. Odwt. 20grs. by 81.

(e) 31 oz. 7 dwt. 14grs. by 16.

(/) 120oz. 14 dwt. 21grs, by 108,

Iff) 315oz. 15dwt, 16grs. by 27.

(h) 15 cwt. Iqr. 201b. by 28.

(k) 11 cwt. 3qrs, 141b. by 77.

(Z) 21 tons 15 cwt. 1 qr. by 12.

6. In a collection made at a church, 100
persons subscribed, on an average, 1^. 6d. each

;

another 100, 1.9. each
; another, 6d. each

;
an-

other, Sd. each
;

another, 2d. each
;
and an-

other Id. each. The whole sum collected was
divided among a certain number of poor
persons so that each got 7^. How many poor
persons must there have been ?

7. If a butcher buy 10 cwt. of beef at the
rate of 5^<Z. per lb., and sell it at £2 4,9. id. per
cwt., what is his loss on the transaction ?

8. Calculate the price of 12 tons of tea at

2s. Id. per lb.

9. A sum of £75 13.9. 8^d. is divided into
shares of 13.9. 4^d. each. How many such shares
will there be ?

10. An ounce of standard gold is worth about
£3 17.9. lOirZ. : how many ounces arc there in
£377 13,9. 10.J^. ?

11. A cistern, fed by a i)ipe which dis-
charges 75 gallons per hour, supplies 200

houses with water. How many gallons per
diem will each house get ?

12.

How many bottles of wine, worth 3,9. 7^d.
each, must be given in exchange for 144 casks
of beer worth 18^'. 1-^d. each ?

Afiswe^’s

:

1. (a) 15 lb. 3 oz. 14 dwts. 20 grs.
; (&)

27 lb. 8 oz. 9 dwt. 1 gr.; (c) 3001b. 3 dwt. 20 grs.;

(d) 129 tons 12 cwt. 0 qr. 27 lb. 0 oz.
;

(fi)

30 tons 7 cwt. 3 qrs. 11 lb. 4 oz.
; (/)

26 tons 10 cwt. 2 qrs. 15 lb, 0 oz.

2. («) 3 tons 15 cwt. 3qrs.; (Z») 3tons 19cwt. Iqr.;

(c) 3 tons 18 cwt. 1 qr.
;
(d) 2 cwt. 3 qrs. 41b.;

(c) 3 cwt. 1 qr. 20 lb.
; (/) 15 cwt, 1 qr. 21 lb.

;

1 (ff) 13 oz. 1 dwt. 5 grs.
;

(/i) 3 oz. 17 dwt. 3 grs.
;

(/:) 4 oz. 17 dwts. 21 grs.

3. (a) 69 tons 2 cwt. 2 qrs. 8 lb.
; (7/)

4 cwt. 2 qrs. 26 lb. 3 oz.
;

(o) 23 cwt. 3 qrs.

21 lb. 15 oz.
;

(d) 19 cwt. 3 qrs. 27 lb. 15 oz.
;

(c) 10 tons 0 cwt. 2 qrs, 27 lb,
; (/)

9 tons 19 cwt. 1 qr. 25 lb. 14 oz.

4. (a) 5 tons 12 cwt. 1 qr. 14 lb.
: (7y)

229 cwt. 1 qr. 19 lb.
:

(c) 1643 cwt. 1 qr. 3 lb.
;

(d) 69 lb. 7 oz, 8 dwt. 21 grs.
; (e)

1773 OZ.7 dwt. 21 grs.; (/ 8024 oz.2dwt. 12 gis.;

(ff) 418 tons 2 cwt. 1 qr, 11 lbs.
; (//)

53 tons 8 cwt. 3 qrs.
;

(/,) 25 lb. 1 oz. 2 dwt. 8 grs.

5. We do not give the answer. The student
must get each answer by two different processes,
and if both processes give the same answer it

may be assumed to be right.

6. 50 poor persons. 7. £3 10,9. 8. £2,800.
9. 113 shares. 10. 97 oz. 11. 9 gall.

12. 720 bottles.

XIII.

Tiglath-Pileser II.—The Second
Assyrian Emrire (^contlnue(r),

Events in the Jewish kingdom soon after-

wards claimed the attention of Tiglath-Pileser.

Uzziah, or Azariah, the energetic king of Judah,
had died miserably, smitten with leprosy, for

I
his blasphemous assumption of the office of

! high priest. Jotham, his good son, succeeded

I

him, reigning for sixteen years
;
and when his

i

end approached, and in tlie ordinary course his

j

son Ahaz would liave come to the throne, Pekah,

!

king of Israel, and Pezon, king of Damascus,

j

agreed to attack the kingdom of Judah, and
f(.rce the peo^jlc to submit to a monarch chosen
by Pekah and Rezon. Jotham died, and the

united armies invaded Judah, the ostensible

reason of the invasion appearing to have been
the idolatrous ]>racticos of Ahaz, A desperate

battle ensued
;

it is stated that a hundred and
twenty thousand men of Israel were killed in

one day, and two hundred thousand women
and children carried away to Samaria. Not
only was the young king, a man of weak
character, attacked by the united armies on

! the north and east; but the Philistines, on the
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south-western border of the kingdom, captured

cities, and the Edomites made raids into the

country, and took away many cajhives. In

this extremity Ahaz appealed for
AppealofMaz, Tiglath-Pileser, the most

® ^
• powerful monarch of the time,

before whom the kings of noj’thern Syria,

] )ainascus, and even of Israel, had (piailed. The
7nonuments record an embassy from Ahaz
(Vaiiuliazi)

;
and the Scriptural narrative

(2 Kings xvi. 7) tells us that Ahaz sent mes-
sengers to Tiglath-pileser, king of Assyria,

saying, 1 am thy servant and thy son; eome
ip) and save me out of the hand of the king of

Syria and tlie hand of the king of Israel, which
rise up against me." The ambassadors bore
])resents of the silver and gold that was found
in the house of the Lord" [the Temple at

Jerusalem] ••and the treasures of the king's

Assyria went up against Damascus, and took it,

and carried the peo])lc of it ca{)tive to Ker, and
slew llezin.” AVe are indebted tuthe decipherers,

of the monumental records for details of the
great campaign, llezin (or I’ezon), the king
of Damascus, prepared to meet the formidable
ally of Ahaz, but sustained a terrible defeat.

His army was scattered, his horses and chariots,

fell into the hands of the Assyrians, and
thousands of his best warriors were made pri-

soners, the leading captains being immediately
crucified. Kezoii liimself fled from the field of
battle, and succeeded in reaching Damascus,
which was strongly fortified. Leaving a large
army to caiiy on the siege of the capital of
Syria, Tiglath-Pileser, with a large force,

marched southwards on a career of desola-
tion. City after city (nearly six hund7-ed is the
nu77ibcr stated, probaoly 77ia7iy of them o77ly

GA ZA

ho 77se.” This application fi’0777 the king of

Judah a])])ears to have been readily acceded to

by Tiglath-Pilesei-, already master of a con-

siderable portion of 7)orther7i Sy7'ia, and to

whom influence over the kingdo77i of Judah

was a step towards intimidating his great rival

m the attc7npt to establi.sh universal dominion

—Egyi)t.
AVe now find a nearer aj)proach to syn-

chronis7n betwee7i the two chro7iologies thaTi i7i

the p7-evious reco7-ds. The inscriptio7i gives

the date of the application of Ahaz to Tiglath-

Pileser as 735 B.C.
;
the Biblical record fixes it

at 740 B.C.
;
and the differe7icc being only five

years, we have really a reiiiark-
Siege of confirmation of the accuracy

Damascus.
Scriptui'al narrative. In

the Book of Kings we have a very brief relation

of the subseq77e7it occurrences :
“ The king of

villages) belonging to the Syrian kings, who
had so lepcatedly bi-oken faith with hi7n, was
ca] 7tui-ed, and the inhabitants carried away
into ca])tivity. The whole of the territories of

Bezon wo'.'e ove7Tun and subdued, the capital,

Damascus, exce])ted. It was too strong to be

stoi-med, and only by the plan of cutting off

su])]')lies could the garrison be made to sui'-

7’ei7der. The stores of provisio7is must have
bec77 considerable, for the city held out more
than two years.

The kingdom of Israel was the next to be
invaded. The north of thecountry was occupied,

and the tribes beyond Jordan .

7nade ca])tives. The Scriptu7-al
”isra°d.°

record (2 Kings xv. 21)) is

:

“ In the days of Pekah, king of Israel, cama
Tiglath-pilesei’. king of Assyria, and took Ijon

and Abel-beth-maachah, and Janoah, and
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Kedesh and Hazor and Gilead and Galilee, all

the land of Naphtali, and carried them captive

to Assyria.” The king, Pekah, took refuge in

Samaria, and there remained in safety while

his territories were a prey to the ruthless

Assyrians. The Ammonites, Moabites, and
Philistines were next attacked. Mitinti, prince

of Ashkelon, the Philistine city on the borders

of the MediteiTanean, killed himself when he
heard of the approach of the mighty Assyrian;

but his son, Kukupti, more politic, made sub-

mission. The king of Gaza fled into Egypt,
but afterwards returned, being permitted to

resume his throne on paying a heavy tribute.

Crossing the country swiftly to the east,

the Assyrian king ravaged the land of Edom
;

and Queen Samsi, described vaguely as the

Arabian queen,” was compelled to submit
;

and a large number of people belonging to

Arabian tribes, thirty thousand camels and
more than twenty thousand oxen were carried

off. Samsi herself escaped for a time, but was
captured. Either from policy, or an unwonted

Ahaz went to Damascus to meet Tiglath-Pileser,
king of Assyria.”

^me of the Syrian princes refused to pre-
sent themselves—among them Metenna of Tyre;
but an Assyrian general was immediately sent
to attack the town, then the foremost maritime
city of the world, and an enormous tribute,
equivalent in value to nearly half a million of
our currency, was exacted.
Then Tiglath-Pileser returned to Nineveh,

where he had built a splendid palace near the
bend of the river Khozr. Pekah, king of
Israel, had been murdered by the usurper
Hoshea, who had been raised to the throne by
the influence of the Assyrian king

;
and for a

time the Syrian land, from Dan to Beersfleba,
was quiet. The blow inflicted had been too
severe to permit immediate reaction.
During his absence there had been new

dissensions i-n Babylonia, and Tiglath-Pileser
again invaded the country. One of the local *'

chiefs, described as Nabu-usabi, king of the
Silani, who offered resistance, was captured!

MOUNT

feeling of compassion, Tiglath-Pileser restored

Samsi to her position as queen, but appointed
an Assyi’ian to watch over her—to be, in fact,

what in modern language one might describe

as a “ resident ” in her dominions.

Other tribes were subdued, and it would seem
that the conquests extended even to the northern

part of Egypt, where a governor was appointed
by Tiglath-pileser, at the request of some of the

inhabitants. Damascus at last

fell. The surrounding woods had
all been cut down for the use of

the besiegers, and not a tree remained near the
city. The Assyrian king, returning from his
southern raid, entered in triumph. King
Eezon was killed and the greater number of the
inhabitants caiTied away. Then a great recep-
tion was held, at which about sixteen of the
petty kings of Syria attended, promised allegi-
ance to the conqueror, and paid tribute. Among
them was Ahaz of Judah, whose name appears
on the tablet, confirming the sta>tement in the
Second Book of Kings (xvi. 7), “ And King
VOL. I.

AEABAT.

and cruelly impaled in front of his palace, and
his wife, children and treasure, with fifty-five

thousand of the people, carried away. (The
numbers given indicate a densely populated
country.) Other petty kings were subdued;
but one, Kinzira, of the tribe of Amukkan,
was unsuccessfully besieged, and appears to
have been the only Babylonian or Chaldean
chief who retained his independence. The
Assyrian king was proclaimed king of Baby-
lonia, and instituted splendid festivals in the
chief cities of the country in honour of Bel,
the supreme god.
Then came the end ofthe reign of this energetic

and remorseless warrior. How or where he died
we know not, for only a frag-
mentary allusion to a new mili-Deaf^of Tiglath-

tary expedition remains. During
his reign of eighteen years he revived and

• consolidated Assyria, vanquished and subdued
nearly all neighbouring states, and bequeathed
to his successor, Shalmaneser IV., a wealthy
and powerful empire.

28
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XVII.

The Pronouxs (coiUinned).

Sclf-Exaniinatio)i Qucations and Exercises.

What is a pronoun, and why is it so called i

What are the pronouns substantive, and what
are the pronouns adjective ? What do you
mean by pronouns personal, reflective, posses-

sive, demonstrative, r(dative, and interrogative?

Decline ego, tu, se, ille, Ij^se, and qui and quis.

How do you account for such forms as qnts-,

quondam, quonnidam ? Distinguish the differ-

ent meanings of is, hie, ille, and isfe. What
possessive pronouns are declined like ho7ius, and
what like ater ? Explain how it comes to

pass that there are no distinct reflective pro-

nouns for the first and second persons.

Translate into English :
—

Neuter horum hominum est major natu quam
alter. Alii sunt docti, alii non sunt simplices.

Quis est doctissimus nostrorum civium in hoc
clarissimo tempore nostrie optimae reipub-

licfE ? Unusquisque nostrum est mortalis.

Tibi est vita jucundior in maxima nrbe ter-

rarum cum viris felicissimis et doctissimis. Quis

est felicior quam tu, 0 optime nostrorum civium

!

In se est omnis sua cura. Pars major hujus

horti est mea, non tua. Hoc est idem quod
illud. Quan'-a est prudentia vestra, et qualis

virtus est ? Est vir optimus, qui est optimus
eivium. In isto horto pulcherrimo erunt flores

plurimi et fructus utilissimi. Quidam philo-

sophus est in hac urbe, qui erit gloria summa
nostrae clarissimae gentis, et deliciae totius

generis humani.

Translate into Latin :

—

Each ( n^ of you is a citizen of that most
celebrated city of Rome. Concerning those
three books of philosophy there is nothing
very doubtful. The man yonder is wiser than
thou and than all of us. Very many men have
very many faults (say there are to for have).

Very often the youngest men are the most
active. The lances of those soldiers are
brighter than their swords, and this most pure
light of the sun. Behind the darkest cloud
often is the brightest light to each one
amongst ourselves. Who was more learned
than Cicero, more brave than Caesar? and what
animal is whiter than snow ? The very books
of very learned men are the greatest monu-
ments of their learning. How many men are

there in the city? There are some few, not
many.

hurts,—where est is the verb in the former
sentence, and nocet the verb in the latter

sentence. Observe that it is impossible to
form a sentence, however short, without a
verb

;
and it is for this very reason that the

verb is so called—from the Latin verbum, the
word—for it is the most indispensable of all

words in the sentence. You can make a sen-

I

tence without any other part of speech in it

j

except the verb, but a verb you must have if

j

you are to have a sentence.

I

The Transitive Verb is one that takes an

I

Accusative case after it to complete its mean-
I ing, and on which the action of the verb is

considered to (hence its name, from
transeo, to pass on to), as iiucrum ccedo, I beat
the boy, where the striking action of the
master passes on to the boy’s back or hand.
The Intransitive Verb is one which does not

take any case after it to complete its sense, as
its sense is already complete : as dormit,
the boy is sleeping. (It is called so from in,

not, and transeo, to pass on.)

The Beqyonent Verb has a passive but
an active meaning

:

as ntor, I am using, where
or is the form of th-e passive voice. (The de-
ponent is called so from deponens, laying aside

its passive sense when it assumes the passive
form.) Deponent verbs are conjugated like

passive verbs, but have also gerunds, supines,

participles, and future infinitives of an active

form. Observe that intransitive deponents
have no supine in u, nor gerundives.
Latin Verbs have two Voices, Active and

Passive
;
and also they have two Parts, h inite

and Infinite.

The Verb Finite has three Moods •

1. The Indicative Mood.
2. The Sujunctive or Conjunctive Mood.
3. The Imperative Mood.

The Verb Infinite consists of Verbal Nouns
and Adjectives :

1, The Infinitive, which is a verbal noun.

2. The Participle, which is a verbal adjective

and declined like an adjective.

t TheSi
I

supplying cases to the infinitive when it acts

as a noun.

Verbs have Seven Tenses ;

Primary.—Present, as dmd, I love.

Future Simple, as dnidbo, I shall

love.

Future Perfect, as dmdvero, I shall

have loved.

Perfect, as dm din, I have loved.

Historic.—Imperfect, as dmdbam, I was loving.

Aorist, as dmdvl, I loved.

Pluperfect, as I had loved.
Note.—There is only one form for the Perfect and

Aorist
; so amavi either= I have loved, or I loved.

XVIII.

The Verb.—Voice, Mood and Tense, and
‘ Sum ’ AND ITS Compounds.

In Lesson HI., if you will remember, I told
you a verb states what a thing or person is,

what it does, or w'hat it suffers : as rex est

homo, the king is a man; nox nocet, night

Verbs have two Numbers, Singular and
Plural, and three Persons in^each number.
The First Person is that which speaks : as anio,

I love, amamus, we love.

The Second Person is that?rZf m^ is spoJiento :

as amas, thou lovest, amatis, ye love.

The Third Person is that which is spoken of\
as amat, he loves, amant, they love.
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The pronouns ego, nos, tu, vos, ille, illi, are

respectively understood in each case.

Hoods.

Mood meoxis, manner, or mode, from modus =
manner.
Verbs have three Moods, or manners of

stating a thing—the Indicative, the Subjunc-
tive, or the Imperative.

The Indicative or Declaring mood states a
fact, and is therefore generally used for the
principal verb in a sentence: as cvedo, I beat.

The Subjunctive or Subjoinable or Conjunc-
tive mood, so called because it is generally

subjoined to some other verb, states, not a
fact, but something thought of: as {si) ccederem,

^if) I were to beat.

The Imperative or Commanding mood com-
mands’ or aSks : a,s ccede Petrum, beat Peter.

The Infinitive or Indefinite mood expresses

the action of the verb in an indefinite manner :

as ccedere, to beat.

Under the Infinitive mood are generally

placed the participles and the gerunds and
supines. The participles, so called because
they participate both in the nature of verbs
and adjectives, are in fact adjectives capable of

expressing difference of voice and time, and
also completion, and can be either transitive or

intransitive.

Tenses.

Tense means time, from temjnis = time.

Verbs in the Indicative mood have six

Tenses or times. These tenses must refer
either to the present, the past, or the future;
and they must represent either what is per-
fect (that is, complete), or imperfect (that is,

incomplete).
Hence we have the present imperfect, as

ca;do, I am beating
; the past imperfect, as

ccedcbam, I was beating
;
the future imperfect,

as ccedam, I shall beat
;
the present perfect

(often used in an aorist or indefinite sense), as

cecldi, I have beaten, or I beat
;
the past per-

fect, as cecideram, I had beaten
;
and the future

perfect, as cecldero, I shall have beaten.

XIII.

The Mountains {continued.)

The term chain is applied to mountains and
hills connected by a continued base, and form-

ing a line, which may be straight,
Direction angular, or curved. A chain does

® necessarily mean an uninter-

rupted line of eminences, but a
range, which may be variable in height, or even
detached, yet lying so evidently in the same
direction as to indicate a continuous base. A
mountain sgstem is a series of these chains.
Many chains present two or three nearly
parallel ranges, the highest occupying the
centre. In such cases, the central mass is

generally of ancient formation, and the asso-

ciated ranges secondary or tertiary. The Alps,

the mountains of Central Asia, and the moun-
tains of Syria, Mesopotamia, Persia, Arabia, and
North and South America are instances.

The lateral ranges decrease in elevation in

proportion to the distances from the central

mass, and gradually diminish in

height till they are lost in the
general surface of the adjacent

ranges,

plain. The point of greatest elevation of a
main range is generally about the centre of the
line of extension, and the highest part of a
branch chain is at the junction with the
main chain. “ Spurs ” are minor branches,
offshoots of the inferior ranges, sinking and
merging into the neighbouring lowlands.

There are various methods of estimating
the direction of a mountain chain. Some
geographers take a line passing through the
culminating points at the maximum of height

;

otliers the longitudinal axis of the entire

chain, or of the whole upheaved ridge
;
and

others, the “ watershed,” or the line which
divides the streams flowing down each side of

the range
;
but Humboldt adopted the line

following the edges of the upheaved strata, or

the axis of the fissure which resulted from the
upheaval of the mass. This certainly affords

the most correct definition of the direction of a
chain

;
for the line so traced is that along which

the force has been exerted, and it lies in many
instances at right angles to the direction of the
dip of the upheaved strata.

In the western hemisphere, or “ New World,”
the western mountains follow the coast-line in

double or triple ridges, nearly parallel, and in

the direction of the meridians, from north to

south. In the eastern hemisphere, or “ Old
World,” no single well-defined chain runs
throughout, but there is a broad belt of moun-
tainous country, nearly at right angles to th-^

meridians, stretching through the hearts cf

continents. In some parts of the Scandina-
vian and Scotch systems the direction of the

ranges is nearly from north-east to south-wesf.

In Noi-th Africa, the direction of the Atlas and
the Abyssinian ranges is generally parallel to

the systems of southern Europe
;
but the

highest chain farther south follows the line of

the east coast. In South Africa the chains have
generally a north-eastern and south-western

direction
;
and a similar fact is observable in

Australia.

As we propose to describe, in detail, in

future chapters, the physical
.

geography of each of the great Mountain

divSio.i/of the globe, it is only

necessary now to indicate some
of the more prominent characteristics of the

mountain systems.

Beginning with the Eastern hemisphere, _we

may notice that a remarkable similarity exists

in the conformation of Europe
and Asia. The central spine of

Europe (to use an expressive

phrase) is the Alpine mass, and of Asia the

chains which extend from the Taurus and
Caucasus in the west to the Pacific Ocean in

the east, each presenting a large central mass,
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or nucleus, bifurcated at its extremity. The
mountainous region of Asia Minor has a notice-

able analogy with the Pyrenees and the ancient

and partly igneous masses of central France.

The Hungarian and Styrian basins, or depres-

sions, between the divisions of the Alps, are re-

peated on a very large scale in China. The basin

01 the Lower Danube corresponds with that of

Tonquin
;
and many districts of Turkey in

Europe are represented in the peninsula beyond
the Ganges. There are secondary ranges in the

mountain masses of Central Asia, as in the

Alps
;
and the Asian and Alpine chains alike

exhibit clefts orpass^es—“ passes ” or “cols”

—opened by convulsions of nature. North of

the Alps are only a few domes of igneous rock,

exactly reproduced in Asia, and, at a greater

distance from the central chains, the ancient

volcanic districts on the banks of the Rhine,

and on the north-west of Germany and north

of Bohemia, are analogous to the elevated

groups of Asia,—such as Ararat, the Caucasus,

and in the neighbourhood of Lakes Aral and
Baikal.

There is a remarkable resemblance between

the southern parts of Europe and Asia, depend-

ing chiefly on the similarity of the mountain

masses, with their slopes and adjacent valleys.

Glancing from west to east, we recognise an

analogy between Spain and Arabia, Corsica,

Sardinia, and Italy (supposing the level of the

intervening sea to be lowered, so as to show the

connexion of the mass of land), and the Indian

peninsula
;
Greece and Turkey, and the penin-

sula beyond the Ganges. The volcanoes and
their deposits on the Mediterranean and its

archipelago have similitudes in the Sunda
Islands, the Malayan archipelago, and Japan.

The direction of the western or Pacific coast

is followed, in North America, by the Pacific

Maritime chain, a lofty range
America. stretching northward from the

peninsula of California, and separating the

Pacific slope from the great Western table-

land ;
and by the irregular and lofty Rocky

Mountains, extending from Central America to

the confines of the Arctic Ocean, between the

Western and Central table-lands. The Mari-

time chain and the Rocky Mountains are some-
times described as the Pacific highlands.

In South America, the great mountain spine

of the continent is continued southward from
the ridges of Central America by the great

chain of the Andes, the mountain system of

Parana, and the coast chain of Venezuela.

From the Andes immense transverse chains,

the Cordilleras, extend eastward across the

northern part of the continent.

The north-western part of the African conti-

nent is occupied by thegreat ranges of the Atlas,

forming a natural division be-
Atnca. tween the Mediterranean Sea and

the Sahara desert. To the south-west of the
desert, and nearly parallel with the Guinea
coast, are the Kong mountains, making, with the

Cameroon mountains, the northern limit of the

immense central table-land, described as High
Africa. Near the eastern coast are the loftiest

ranges and peaks, and farther north the lofty

Abyssinian ranges, which may be considered

as a prolongation of the eastern chain. The
southern transverse ranges will be more par-
ticularly noticed when treating of the physical
geography of the continent.

The loftiest mountains of Australia are on
the south-eastern and eastern parts of the great
island, and the mountains of .

Tasmania may be considered as
branches. In New Zealand and the South Sea
Islands the mountains are generally isolated
and volcanic.

The following are the mountain chains which
rise to more than 10,000 feet

above the sea level, with the chains,

maximum elevation :

—

HIGHEST PEAK.
FEET.

Himalaya (Asia) 28,000
Andes (South America) . . . 25,000
Kuen-lin Mountains (Eastern Asia) . 22,000
Thian-Sun (Eastern Asia) . . . 19,000
Volcanic Mountains (Central America) 19,000
Kilimandjaro (Africa) .... 18,700
Caucasus (Asia) 18,464
Rocky ]\Iountains (North America) . 17,800
Alps (Euroije) 16,781
Abyssinian (Africa) .... 15,000
Atlas (Africa) . , . . . 12,000
Pyrenees (Europe) .... 11,168

The height of the snow-line, or limit of per-

petual snow on mountains, will be described

further on, as also the effect of the direction of

ranges, meridional or otherwise, on the fauna
and flora of mountainous regions. A remark-
able matter in connexion with the different di-

rections of the chains may be noticed, although
not strictly connected with physieal geography.
The meridional ranges, or those which run fi’om

north to south, appear to have little effect on
the nationahty of the people of the countries

traversed
;
but chains of mountains running

from east to west seem to be very formidable
barriers, impeding the fusion of races. It has
been remarked that the immense meridional
wall of the Scandinavian mountains has been
no barrier to the occupancy of the country, on
both its sides, by people connected by descent

;

and that, in both Americas, where the meri-

dional direction characterizes all the chief

chains, there is only one copper-coloured race,

although the continent stretches through more
chmacteric zones than Europe or Africa, or than
Asia and Australia united. On the other hand,
the Spaniards differ greatly from the French,
from whom they are separated by the Pyrenees;
and the Italians have far less affinity with the
Germans, north of the Alps, than with the
Spaniards. The fact is probably capable of
explanation with reference to other causes
than mountain chains.

A general outline of tke great mountain
systems of the earth may be sketched in this

manner. They assume the form of an irregular

curve (with secondary chains and offshoots),,

surrounding the Pacific and Indian Oceans on
the east, north, and west. The great American
ranges, nearly nine thousand miles long, are

the eastern limb of the curve
;
the Asiatic

mountain systems,with ramifi<:ations extending
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across the south of Europe, and the parallel

Atlas ranges, mark the northern limits of the

eolossal ocean basin, and the African mountains,
from Abyssinia to the southern cape, the western
limit.

Table-Lands, Plains, Valleys, and
Deserts.

The term table-land, or plateau, is applied to

any extensive mass of elevated land adjoining

or intervening between mountain systems. It

may have undulations, hills, and valleys, be
traversed by mountain ridges, and serve as a
platform for lofty peaks

;
but its prevailing

character is that of a highly-raised region on
which there is a considerable area of plain

surface,from its aspect and height styled “table-

land,” the whole presenting either gradual
slopes or abrupt declivities, and sometimes
terrace-shaped sides to the adjoining lowlands.

The most extensive elevated regions of this

character are in Central Asia. There is a vast

upheaved region in the middle of
Tabic-lands of the continent, the southern border

Asia. extending from the Indus to the

Straits of Fokien, and supporting the chain of

the Himalaya, which may be described as

marking the southern edge of the great plateau

;

the eastern border from the Amoor on the
north to the Yang-tse-Kiang on the east

;
the

northern border marked by the Altai mountain
system. Within these boundaries the plateau
is traversed by the mountain systems, and there
is a western extension from the highlands of

Turkestan.
A considerable portion of this elevated region

consists of the desert of Gobi (in Mongolian
“ a naked desert”), or, as the Chinese name it,

Shamo (“ sea of sand ”), or Han-hai (“ the dry
sea”). This vast desolate tract, the elevation

of which varies from 2,500 to 5,800 feet, is

nearly 2,000 miles long, and 2.50 miles in
average breadth, or about four times the size

of Great Britain and Ireland.

Connected on the south with this great

Central Table-land by the Hindoo-Koosh
mountains, and of considerably greater extent,

is the Table-land of Iran, sometimes described as

the Western Highlands of Asia, including the
greater part of Persia and Afghanistan, and
extending over more than 800,000 square miles.

The average elevation is about 3,000 feet, but
on the eastern portion of Afghanistan it rises

to nearly 7,000 feet. The northern limit is

marked by the Elburz mountains
;
the eastern

by the Suliman range, west of the Indus
;
and

the southern and western borders of the plateau
extend to the Persian Gulf and the Arabian
Sea. Farther west is the Table -land of Ar-
menia, composed of a series of mountain chains

and terraced slopes, and extending between i

the Caspian and Black Seas and the Gulf
of Scanderoon. The mean elevation of this

region is about 7,000 feet. The Table-land
of Anatolia, or Asia Minor, is a western
prolongation of the Armenian plateau, rising

in some parts to 3,300 feet, but depressed in

the centre.

Other Asiatic table-lands are the Arabian,
reaching an elevation near the centre of 8,000

feet, but sloping into terraces on the east and
south

;
and the Deccan, or central portion of

the peninsula of Hindostan.
The most extensive district of this character

in Europe is in the Spanish peninsula, which
on the northern side attains an
elevation of 3,000 feet, and on TaWe-lands of

the southern 2,000 feet. The Europe,

plateau of Bavaria has a mean height of about

2,000 feet
;
and there is a region of moderate

SANDSTORM IN THE DESEET.
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elevation in the south-western portion of

Norway.
Neai^ two-thirds of the African continent

form a plateau extending from the south of the

Sahara to the borders of Cape
Table-lpds Colony

;
and there are other

of Africa,
plateaux in Abyssinia. These

remarkable regions will be more partieulaiiy

described in a future section.

The most remarkable plateau of North

America is known as the Great Western
Desert Plateau, a broad belt

Table-lands about .5000 feet in mean eleva-
of America.

between the Rocky IMoim-

tains and the Pacific chain, stretching from

the Gulf of California to the Polar Sea, and
embracing wide, rainless salt deserts, lofty

volcanic plains, and traversed by mountain

ranges. South of this is the great Table-land

of Mexico, continued on to Central America.

In South America there are very lofty

plateaux between the ranges of the Andes.

At Quito, under the equator, the elevation

is about 9,000 feet
;

at Pasco, about 12

degrees to the south, 11.000 feet
;

and the

Table-land of Potosi, or Titicaca, surrounded

by the loftiest summits of the Andes, is 12,700

feet in elevation, on a level yfith the summits

of some of the loftiest peaks of the European
Alps.

On the eastern side of the great island-

continent, and westward of the mountain
chains, are extensive plateaux.

Table-lands of locally known as “ Downs,” sink-
Austraiia.

gradually into the large de-

pression of the desert of Central Australia.

XIII.

Etymology : Classification of Words.

§ 9S. Vn. Conjinictionx.

§ 99. Compound and Complex Sentences.

§ 100. VIII. Interjections.

§ 101. The actual use of words is to he considered.

§ 98. VII. Besides the prepositions which
I’oin words, there is the class of words, called

Conjunctions, which join sentences together.

These are of two kinds, classified aceording
to the sort of sentences they join. 1. The
co-ordinate conjunctions, which join indepen-
dent sentences, as and, but, either, or, neither,

nor. 2. Sub-ordinate conjunctions, which join

to principal sentences those which are depend-
ent on the’in for their meaning, such as for,
because, since, as, if, unless, so, till, that, also,

although, etc. Examples of the first class

appear in. He is good or he is great
;
“ Drink

with me and drink as I
;

” You are rich but I

am poor. Of the second class the following
are instances :

“ I came because your horse
would come I vull read if you will sing

;
I

wait till you come
;
He whipped them, so they

cried
;
They cannot make hay unless the sun

shines ;
It was so cold that I put on my coat.

There are also several phrases or compound
words that may be used as conjunctive expres-
sions: lihe-u'ise, as soon as, never-the-lcss, how-
ever, not-withstanding, so that, in as much as,

etc.

§ 99. A Simple Sentence, or that which gives
the sense of a comjfiete thought, is composed,
as we have seen (§ 81), of a subject and a pre-
dicate, with or without an object. Two simple
sentences joined by a co-ordinate conjunction
form a Compound Sentence

;
each clause is

good sense without the other, and stands as of
equal power

;
they are co-ordinates. The con-

junction does not form part of either—^it only
serves to connect them : You are rieh, I am
poor

;
the but simply joins them. The co-

ordinate conjunctions only join independent
sentences. There is a third kind of sentence,
the Complex Sentence, formed of two simple
sentences which are not of equal power

;
one

depends upon the other for the full expression

of what it signifies
;

it is sub-ordinate to the
first ox jyrinefial sentence. Thus, in “ I came
because your horse would come,” the conjunc-
tion because introduces the second sentence,

“ your horse would come,” and at the same
time shows how it hangs on the first one, “ I

came.” Here the conjunction adds to the
meaning of the clause

;
it does not merely

connect, as we see proved if we reverse the
clauses :

“ Because your horse would come, I
came ” still conveys the same idea (the answer
to tlie question why did I come ?); but if we
substitute and for because we cannot do this

:

“ And your horse would come, I came,” gives

no sense at all. (Of course it is good sense,

but very different from the original, to say, “ I

came and your horse would come.”) So it is

with the other subordmate conjunctions; they
introduce and join the subordinate sentences
to their principals. Hence, when we are
dealing with the analysis of speech

—

i.e., taking
language to pieces to separate the ideas, not
the single words—it is important to notice at

the begkining what sort of conjunctions con-
nect the sentences, as they give at once a token
by which to know these.

It is because they join and introduce subordinate
sentences in a similar manner that the relatival ad-
verbs have been called conjunctions. “T will comct>
n-hen you wish

;

” “ the wind bloweth whereit listeth
;

”

the words ichen and where perform the part of conjunc-
tions, but at the same time preserve the force of ad-
verbs in regard to the verb of the principal clause.

§ 100. VIII. Interjections are not considered
as really “parts of speech,” being merely ejacu-

lations or expressions of sudden emotion, which
have no relation grammatically to other words.
Still, as there are recognized forms for certain

feelings, they cannot quite be left out of sight

in the consideration of language. Oh! ah!
goodbye! (a contraction of the sentence, God
be with ye), alas! hurrah! gjoeh! are some of
the interjections.

§ 101. In concluding this description of the
grammatical “parts of speech,” one thing must
be impressed upon the student—namely, that

every word must be considered according to its
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use in the sentence
;
no word should be dealt

with as an isolated thing, on its own absolute

nature. For, as we have seen, what is a noun
taken by itself may become an adjective by
the manner in which it is used

;
brick is a noun

by itself, but in ‘‘ a brick wall ” it becomes an
adjective

;
^picture is a noun by itself, but in

picture-h:^rQA it is an adjective. Clearly under-

stand the principle on which the arrangement
of each of the seven classes is based, and
the examination of words and sentences be-

comes a delightful exercise of common sense

and reason. There is an inherent principle to

each of the chief Parts of Speech
;
but the

English language is so flexible that almost
any word of one class may be used as a word
of another. Thus nouns may become adjec-

tives
;
adjectives are frequently understood as

nouns ;
“ How the blacks are falling !

” “ On, ye
brave ! ” “ None but the brave deserve thefair,"
etc. As to our verbs, a distinguished German
scholar tells us that “ the question whether a

verb is [exclusively] transitive or intransitive

in English is frequently not to be answered.

. . . No other tongue avails itself to the same
extent as the English of the liberty of inter-

changing notions of activities” {Maetzner). We
should ordinarily say that to seek is a transitive

verb ; Seek the child. They are seeking me
;
so

also of fire and kill

:

Fire a house, Kill a man,
etc.; yet it is not uncommon to find such verbs

used with an intransitive sense :
“ Seek, fire,

kill,” is found in Shakespeare. Again, the verb
to move is usually transitive : Move that chair.

The table is moved
;
but we can also (as with

others, by the omission of the object) use it in

an intransitive sense, and say, I move. They
are moving. On the other hand, that an in-

transitive can be sometimes made into a transi-

tive verb was shown in § 83 ;
and Shakespeare

furnishes several examples of the transitive use
of verbs that are now intransitive, as “ That he
might have retired his power ” {Richard II.').

Adjectives, and even nouns, may be turned
into verbs : a countrywoman will tell you that
“she must fat her ducks,” and the same verb
appears in “ kill the fatted calf ” (adjective,

/a if, verb, to fat; participle,

;

and we
know how soldiers ^'fire the villages,” and
spike the enemies’ guns.” In Goldsmith’s

“decent church that topp’d the neighbouring
hill,” the noun top forms a verb.

It is a curious reversal of the usual order
when occasionally a imonoun is used for a noun.
Orlando says :— "

“ Carve on every tree
The fair, the chaste, the nnexpressive she."

As You Like It, Act iii., Sc. 2.

Pronouns and adjectives, too, trench upon one
another’s domains

; and enough has been said
in treating of adverbs, propositions, and con-
junctions, to show that careful discrimination
is often neetled to determine to which of these
classes a word may belong. The word that is

often given as an instance of the same word
rangirig itself under different parts of speech :

“ I know that you are -going to give me that
book that I do not like.” The first that is an
adverbial conjunction, the second a demonstra-
tive adjective, the third a pronoun.

Let, then, the principle upon which each
word is used be stwlied, and let nothing be
taken “by rote.” Those will serve as the safest

guides ill the examination of our speech.

XIV.

Bayer’s Notation.—Newton’s
IlESEAECHES.

By the middle oE the century an important
innovation had been introduced into stellar

astronomy. It has been already mentioned that
the earlier astronomers were accustomed to indi-

cate one particular star by mentioning its place
in the constellation—such as by saying it was on
the tail of the Great Bear, the horn of Taurus,
the heart of Leo, the right shoulder of Aquarius,
etc., etc. Bayer, a German astronomer, pub-
lished a celestial atlas in which the principal
stars were designated by the
Greek letters, a denoting the : their

brightest star, ^ the second
nomenclature,

brightest, etc., etc. This was found to be a very
considerable advantage, and rapidly came into
general use, until by the end of the seventeenth
century its use was nearly universal. It was
only in England that Ihe older method seemed
to linger for some time longer. The letters

of the Greek alphabet used by astronomers are
as follows, the first being the capital and the
other the small letter :

—

A a = Alpha
B /3

= Beta
r 7 = Gamma
A 5 = Delta
E e = Epsilon
Z ^ = Zeta
H 77 = Eta
0 0 = Theta
1 t = lota

K /c = Ka})pa
A \ = Lambda
M ^ = Mu

N V = Nu
S ^ = Xi
O 0 = Omicron
II TT = Pi

P p
= Rho

23 (T = Sigma
T T - Tau
T u = Upsilon

0 = Phi
X X = Cl«i

'P 0 = Psi

D 07 = Omega.

Bayer's notation is now in general use, and
astronomers talk of a Orionis, ^ Cygni, 7 Arietis,

etc., meaning the star a in Orion, ^ in Cygnus,

7 in Aries, etc.

During the latter half of the seventeenth
century many endeavours were made to account
for the peculiarities of the motion of the
planets by means of some physical cause. On
the Continent the famous theory of ethereal

vortices enunciated by Descartes held almost
universal sway. In England and amongst
some of the northern Continental astronomers
an im])rcssion began to gain ground that the
solar system was ruled by the
force of gravity, gravity being
the force by which bodies werc^^®X^°”g®/*^®
attracted to the centre of the
earth. It is commonly supposed that Sir

Isaac Newton was the first to enunciate this
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view
;
but this is a mistake, for many of his

contemporaries had earlier announced the

same opinion. Huygens, in particular, had
as early as 1671 established the principal laws
which govern the motion of a body in a
circular orbit, moving under a force like

that of gravity tending to the centre of its

orbit. Hooke, Roemer, Wren, and others had
also discovered that if the planets moved in

circles round the sun, it was possible to account
for their motion by assuming

Early ideas, them to be moving under the

action of a force attracting them to the centre

of the sun with an intensity varying inversely

as the square of the distance.

Newton, in 1665, had already arrived at the
same result, but his great genius led him to

take a step further. If the planets moved
round the sun through the action of gravity,

then the moon must move round
Nev^n^^early earth through the action of

a ours.
gravity. Now, astronomers did

not know the force of

gravity of the sun,

and considered them-
selves at liberty to

' assume it to be what
.^they liked if it only
fitted into their hy-
potheses

;
but they

vdid know what was
the force of gravity
on the earth, and
Newton saw it would
he easy to find out if

the moon did move
in the way it ought
to move if it were
governed by the at-

traction of the earth.

To do this it was
necessaiy for him to

know the diameter of

the earth
;
and he took

this to be 6,900 miles,

which was the value
he supposed to be
true, and assumed
that the distance of the moon from the earth
was thirty times the diameter of the latter.

Now, if the moon were really moved by the
gravity of the earth, to find out the number
of feet by which the force of gravity would
move the moon in one second of time it was
merely necessary to multiply the distance of

the moon in feet by twice the square of the
length of the circumference of a circle whose
radius is unity divided by the number of

seconds it took the moon to revolve round the
earth. Performing the calculation, it appeared
that the moon should move 0-00382 feet in

a second, or this w'as the force of gravity at the
distance of the moon. Now multiplying this

by the square of the distance of the moon in

radii of the earth, or (60)^, it will give the
attraction of gravity at the surface of the
earth, because as the force of gravity varied
inversely as the square of the distance, at the
distance of the moon, or sixty times the radius
of the earth, it would be diminished to (^V)^

its force at the surface of the earth. Now,
0-00382 X (60)2 = 13^ feet, which is the distance

at the surface of the earth that the force of

gravity should make a body move in one
second of time, if the moon were really moved
by gravity. But Ne-wton knew that the real

distance w’as 16^^ feet
;
there was,

therefore, a considerable discre-

pancy, which Newton considered C^yaSact.
fatal to the theory. It seemed that

it was not the gravity of the earth which made
the moon revolve round the earth, and it was
therefore most unlikely to be the force of
gravity which made the planets move round
the sun, for Ne-wton saw that both effects must
arise from the same cause.

In these researches on astronomy, Ne-wton
made use of his newly invented method of

mathematical analyses, by him termed “the
method of fiuxions.” He found it of the greatest

assistance to him, and by its aid he was able

to solve mathematical problems which could
not have been suc-

cessfully investigated
by any other known
method. The , idea
of an infinitesimal

calculus was already
known in a vague
form to the mathema-
ticians of the seven-

teenth centm-y, and
had enabled them to

make some progress
in the more recondite
portions of mathema-
tics. Newton reduced
this vague idea to a
general method,
based on exactly the
same principles as the
modern infinitesimal

calculus. Appreciat-
ing the importance
of his discovery,
during the subse-

quent years Ne-wton
devoted has atten-

tion from time to time to

strengthening his new system Newton’s suc-

of analysis, though for years he
refused to publish any account

®

of his method. In fact, it was mathematics,
not until the early part of the
following century that Ne-wton published any
detailed description of it, though its principles

are pointed out in a note to his great work
“ The Principiai”

In 1673, Leibnitz, a famous German philoso-

pher, learnt from Oldenburg, the secretary of

the Royal Society of London, that Newton had
invented a method for the quadi*ature of

curves, or determining their areas. This led

him to tui’n his attention to the more recondite
branches of mathematics. Before long he
invented a method of solving a class of pro-
blems depending on finding the maximum or
minimum values of algebraical expression by
means • of an application of the principles of

the infinitesimal calculus. This method he

TELESCOPIC APPEAKANCE OP THE MOON.
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soon developed into the germ of the present
differential and integral cal-

published

calculus. account of his process. Its im-
portance was at once appreciated

by two great mathematicians, John and James
Bernouilli, who, uniting with its inventor
Leibnitz, rapidly developed this new method of

analyses, and soon brought it to a state of con-
siderable perfection. It rapidly spread over
the Continent, where it was in general use some
years before the publication ef the first account
of Newton’s method of fiuxions.

t Both Hooke and Halley, not being aware of

the fatal discrepancy between the force moving
the moon and the gravity at the surface of the
earth, energetically persevered in their labours
to find out the physical cause of the motion of

the planets. They soon saw that it was useless

to continue to

discuss cases of

circular motion,
for the planets

did not move in
circles, but in

ellipses
;
and if

the force which
moved the
planets was a
force like the
attraction of
gravity, the
planets must be
attracted, not to

the centre of the
ellipse, but to a
focus, for the
sun was situated

in the focus, not

I

the centre, of

,

the ellipse.

! Suppose the
planets were
retained in their

orbits by the
attraction of the
sun, what must
be the law by
which this force
of attraction

. varied as the
distance of the
planet so that the planet might move in an

ellipse around the sun placed in
Force necessary one of the foci ? Halley endea-

solve this problem, bnt

orbit could not, for his mathematical
knowledge was not sufficient. He

applied therefore to Wren, who replied that he
had tried to solve the problem but could not.

He then applied to Hooke, who answered that it

required the force to vary as the inverse square
of the distance—that is to say, it was the same
as in a circular orbit. Halley was delighted,
and asked him to show his proof, but this

Hooke resolutely refused to do, on the ground
that he would wait until others trying had
failed, and thus would value his discovery at its

.right estimation. In real truth, it would seem
'that Hooke had not obtained a strict proof,

CEirsTIAL GLOBE.

but established the proposition by general
reasoning, regarding the ellipse as the case of
a circle projected into an ellipse. This did
not satisfy Halley, so he determined to apply
to Newton, known to be the best English
mathematician ;

and in August 1684 he pro*
ceeded to Cambridge. In 1679 Newton had
received a letter from Hooke in which it was
stated that under certain conditions a body
moving under the influence of

a force varying as the inverse Newton^later

square of the distance would
move in an ellipse. This attracted Newton’s
attention, who regarded it as an interesting

mathematical problem, and set to work to
determine the law with which the attraction

must diminish with the distance to enable a
body to move in an ellipse with the attracting

body in one of the foci. By his splendid
mathematical
abilities he was
able to establish

by a rigid proof
that it would be
a force varying
as the inverse

square of the
distance—that is

to say, a force

like gravity. In
this, as in his

subsequent re-

searches, New-
ton was able to

attack and solve

problems by
means of the
infinitesimal cal-

culus which it

would have been
impossible to
solve by the
earlier methods
of mathematical
investigation.
Had it not been
for his invention
of the method
of fluxions, a
system of apply-
ing infinitesimal

small quantities

to the investigation of mathematical problems,

it is probable that the law of gravitation might

not have been established for many years.

This result struck Newton as mostremarkable,

for it seemed to point strongly to gravitation as

the ruling force of the solar system. But he

remembered his earlier investigations which

had shown him that the motion of the moon
was inconsistent with this hypothesis. He
determined, therefore, to re-examine his investi-

gation. The theory was perfectly correct.

His data, too, seemed right ; the distance and
period of the moon w^ere certainly

correct, so was the value of the Newton finds

force of gravity
;
then the value

assumed for the diameter ot the of moon,
earth seemed right : but wait

—

had not Picard, the celebrated French astro-
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nomer, lately found a different value for the
diameter of the earth ? Newton remembered
that Picard had. Further inquiry showed New-
ton that he was right, and that Picard, in 1679,

l)y a careful measurement of the length of a
terrestrial degree of latitude, had found nearly
4000 miles for the radius of the earth instead of

.‘5450 miles, the value which had been employed
by Newton. Astronomers regarded this new
value as very much nearer the truth than the

old, which had indeed been long susi)ected to

l>e too small. Newton determined to recom-

])ute his result, using Picard's value of 8000
miles for the diameter of the earth. To his

uncontrollable joy, the result came out 0-00448

feet for the deflection of the moon in one
second of arc, which multiplied by (60)2 became
16^ feeb and showed that the moon was
retained moving in its orbit round the earth by
the action of a force of attraction towards the

centre of the earth, of a magnitude which
would make a body at the terrestrial surface

move 16} feet in one second of time. As the

force of gravity at the earth’s surface would
move a body of feet in one second, it was
evident that this force was identical with the

force of gravity, or that the moon was kept
in its orbit by the gravitation of the earth.

Newton felt overjoyed at this result, and could
scarcely control his feelings, for he fully recog-

nised the grandeur of his discovery, and appre-

ciated the enormous importance of the step

he had made, in ascertaining the true cause
governing the motion of the members of the
solar system.

XIY.

The Consonants {continued)

R is pronounced at the end of a word after

any vowel (except e), although another con-

sonant may follow r : bronillards, char, cmir,

durs,fors, sievr, .umpir, turc. Except monaieur
and messiein's, which are read uio-sieu, m'c-sieu.

In the termiiiation er the following rules

must be observed ; ( 1 ) it is sounded in mono-
syllables ; cher, for, mer, %cn', Her (proud—but
tier, to trust, is read Jie'), Mer. (2 ) It is

likewise sounded when a consonant is added
to it : clerc, cerf, convert, acqniers. envers,

Colhert, tiers, Thiers (but volonfiers = tie).

(3) In all polysyHalt les (excepting verbs)
where er is preceded by f, vi. th, v—as enfer,

Lucifer, amer, St. Oiner. ether, Luther, hirer,

(rulliver ; enfers. amers, hivers, Anvers, envers,

Nevers, etc.; cuiller ^ cuilVere (which is another
spelling of the word). (4) In the following
foreign words, which in the original have like-

wise an articulated r : Abner, aster, belveder,

calender, cancer, eider, Esther, frater, rjaster,

Jupiter, hirscMvasser, Tcrentzer, liber, niagis-

ter, Alunster, Niger, noster, pater, g^artner,

iwlder, porter, seuiper-virens {simper-virins'
,
a

species of honeysuckle), stathonder, tender {in'),,

thaler (th= t) trochanter {ch = ]t), Vesjyer, etc.

From the foregoing conclude that all other
substantives (and more especially those in cher,
ger, ier, and ycr), adjectives, and all verbs of
the first conjugation, have a mute r :

—

boucher
bficher

rocher
trancher

Beranger
boulanger
deranger
hoiioger

cavalier

dernier

lier

janvier

broyer
foyer
noyer
Koyer.

The articulated final r, even when it is fol-
lowed by the mute consonants as marked in

(1), (2), and (3), admits of the connection
;

if

an s is added on to the word by the inflection
of the plural, the r is still sounded, but it is

with the s that the connection takes place : un.

broaiillard epais {ar^e), des bronillards epais
{ar-ze)

; nion cher^enfant, vies chers'^enfonts
{cher-zen)

;
nn cerf altere {cereal), des cerfs^

alteres {cev-zalt)
;

le clerc a conimis un faux
{cler^af les clercs ont commis desfaux {cler~

zon)
;
du velours anglais {our'^an), des velours

anglais {lour-zan)] Colbert etait {ber-e) niinistrc

desfinances; Anvers a {ver'^a) doime naissance
a Rubens (the natives say Anverss, as in

Bruxelles the })eople call their town Brnhsel)
;

AT. Thiers a delivre le territoire {tier'~^a), etc.

Verbs in <?rand ier are connected : dinvr'^en
ville,il ne faut p>as ronsfier^d eux.

Adjectives in er and ier are connected only
with the noun they quahfy : legyreniier^amour,
le dernier^ecu, un leger^obstacle; in the plural
the r remains mute, the s alone l^ing joined :

les dernier.s'^ecus, de legers obstacles. But say
ilfut le dernier

\

d faire des reproehes, il est
leger

|

d la course
;
in the plural join s : Us

furent les derniers^d faire des reproehes, les

Indiens sent legers'^d la course.

Nouns of which the final r is mute only con-
nect the s in the plural, but never the r in the
singular : le boucher

|

a tue un veau, but les

bouchei's'^onttue', Bh'anger
\
a chantela gUire

et les malheurs dc son pmys.

§ 73. RR in the middle of a w-ord is gene-
rally read as one r : carrosse (ca-rosse),

rembourre (bou-re), Pyrrlms {py-rus)
;

in the
following words the two r’s are not exactly
read after each other,—they are dwelt on,

rendered more emphatic : abhorrer, narrer (and
clerivs.), all words beginning with err, irr, and
orr—interr'egne, terreur, horreiir (and derivs.),

concurrent, etc. Also in the future absolute
and conditional present of acquerir, courir and
their derivs., to distinguish those tenses from the
imperfect indicative

: je courrai, I shall run,

je courrais, I should run, to be distinguished
tvomje courais, I was running.

§ 74. S. This letter has either the hard sound
of s in so, or the soft sound of the English z.

It is hard (1), at the beginning of a word
or of a root-syllable in the body of a word :

sable, sa7id
; ensabler, to run aground.

semblable, similar) vraisemblable, jjroSaiZe.

seance, sitting) preseance,
seigneur, lord) cofeignevx, partner in pou'er.

sinus, sinus
; cosinus, cosi7itcs.

soc'al, social) antisocial, antisocial.

soleil, mn
;

tournesol, smi-flower.
syllabe, sgllalle

;
monosyllabe, and other derivs.

style, stgie
j

peristyle, inside row of columns.
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This principle is not consistently carried

through, for when the iterative particle re and
preposition dc are placed before a rcrh begin-
ning with 5, it is usual to double the in order
to maintain the original hard sound of 8 :

dessaisir, dessaisonner, dessalcr, dessangler,

dessecher, dessert, dessiccation, etc., rcssac, res-

.saisir, ressasser, resscller, resscribler, ressentir,

resservir, ressortir, etc. It is interesting to

observe that the s is usually not redoubled in
verbs possessed of an iterative signification

Avhen the word from which they are derived
appears in the same phrase. Thus one writes ;

'll a ete salgne et resaigne, il m'a salue et resalve,

cet actevr a ete slfde et rcslfHe, etc., but the s

is pronounced hard. On tlie contrary, when
the words have a recognised place in the
voeabulary of the language s is doubled {rcs-

scmhler), or is soft {resister, resvmer)
; observe

here that if the s is soft the c takes the acute i

accent. The pronunciation of the combinations
dess and ress requires to be considered : the
syllable dess gives the sound d'e, therefore the
above examples are all xQ,^^de-saisii\dc-saison-

‘ver, de-saler, de-sangler, etc., except, however,
dessous, dessvs, the e of which preserves the
slender sound (see § 20). As for the syllable

o'ess, the slender sound of e is throughout
maintained

;
read therefore the above exam })les

re-sac, re-saisir, re-sasser, reseller, etc., making
an exception but for these two words and their

derivatives, ressusciter and ressvyer, which are
])!’. re-sa, re-sui. (Besides the examples nrii-

seuihlahle, preseance, coseignevr, cosinvs, anti-
.soeiul, tflurvesol, monosyllabe, the other words
that one could mention as having the hard s

between two vowels, owing to the etymology,
are not numerous

;
presupposer, desuetude,

sovhresaid, asyviqitote, cosecante, parasol, pteiro-

silex prosecteur, trisection close up the list, or
are all we have been able to find after a careful

search.)

The s is hard (2) after a nasal sound, or at
the end of a syllable when the next syllable
begins with a eonsonant : transir, gyciisee, ton-

sure, reponse, chanson, ensenihle, esperance,
lorsgue, mosqvee, esclave, monstre, etc. Mark,
however, that s is soft in Alsace, halsamine,
transaction, transiger, transit, transition.

S is soft when it is plaeed between two
vowels, not being then the initial letter of a
I’oot-syllable : baser, baiser, bisa'tcvl, risette,

oser, vser, etc. The presence of an h would
occasion no difference : deshabille = de-:ia,

deshonnete = de-zo.

’Remark I.—The s would not be heard at all in com-
])ounds with des, lets, me», »p», if the next vowel began
\vith a consonant : deKijitelles — de-qneUen, Deacartes —
de-cartes, lesquels = Je-quels, Lescailles — le-caiUes, mes-
dames — me-dumes, Mesnard — me-nard, etc. In destin,
riesqnin, sesterce, des, mes, ses are not one of two coin-
])onents making up the word, hence the s must be
heard.
Remark II.—The great majority of s’& before c, 1, m,

n, q, t, have disappeared and been replaced by acute
or circumflex accents placed on the preceding vowel

:

ill old French ecrire was sp. escrirc, de was S]). isle,

weme was sp. viesme, eqiitievfw?, sp. espiiie, eveque wan H}).

ceesque, muUre was sp. maistre. Some jirojier names,
i-.specially those of persons, have retained this s, which
of course is mute, and has a tendency to disappear,
'i’he spelling of the names that have become historical
is fixed, the spelling of the names of private individuals
is often a matter of caprice, corresponding very much

to what is observed in some British names : Smith and
Smyth, Simson and Simpson, Johnston and Johnsteme,
hi'Donald and Macdonald, etc., Aisne (a river). Bastard,
Dumoicstier, Leprestre, Bresle, Testii, etc.

General Rule.—At the end of a word 5 is

mute, and especially when it is there by inflec-

tion : Antibes, bas, deces, hors, jars, legs,'nioins,

givifs, repas, etc.
;

les freres, mes sceurs, no.^

parents, etc. (The final mute s coming after

a and o, as in trepas, repos, gives to them the
sound d, 6.)

The exceptions are rather numerous :

—

Among the common nouns sounding the
final s are the following, ending (1) in as : as,

asclepias (bot.), atlas, habcas-corjms. hypocras,
stras, rasistas

;

(2) in : Agnes, aloes {hot?),

asperges (al. govpillon'), co7-tes, Jlores (pop.),

hermes, herm'es (bot.)
; (3) in 'is : Adonis,,

amadis, amaryllis (hot.), axis (anat.), bis

(twice, but bis. brown, read bi'), cassis (bot.),

elephantiasis (med.), in extremis, gratis, ibis

(nat. hist.), iris (hot.), lajiis, lychnis (bot.)y

(lily, but in heraldry les Jtevrsde Zfsread Z/),

metis, myosotis (bot.), myrrhis (bot.), oasis,

orchis {orhis, bot.), de pirofandis, rachitis

{rachitisme, more usual, med.), d remot-is

(aside), thetis,7ingvis (jeadoiiguis, anat.'), vis ;

(4) in os : albatros (nat. hist,), albinos (do.),

merinos, pathos, o'hinoceros, tetanos (med.)
;

(5) in vs : agnvs, angelvs, argvs, bibvs (pop.),

hocus, bolus (also bot), calus, canthvs (anat.),

cai'us (do,), cholera-morb^is (med.), chorvs,
cosinus (math.), cmpvs, croevs (bot.), cvbitvs
(anat.), detritvs, foetus (anat.), fo7ig'us (med.),
fuevs (bot.), ga7‘vs (med.), hiatvs, Jnwih'vs
(anat.), In/mvs (agric.), ileus (med,), inma7ius,
7uodus facieiidi (fa-si-in-di) 7notus (pop,), in.

vat7iral%b7is, negus (Abyssinian chief), noidius

(med.), 7io7iius (better 7ionn ius. mathem.), obus
(say obuze), olibrivs (pop,), omriibus, orenius,

palus, p)apy7'us, in gmrtihus wjidelhnn, phebvs,
prospectus, q7iibus (pop. corresponding to de
quoi—il a du quibus or il a de quoi, he has
money), qvittis (finance), radius, relms, rhus
(al. S7mac, bot.), senatiis-cojisvlte, sinus (ma-
them.), .si7'i7is (ast.), stimilvs (med.), thrombus
(do.), trochvs (nat. hist,), t7(mulus (antiq.),

typhus, 717-anus (ast.), ve7nis, virus (med.),
zetus (ast.). For q^diisis, 7is, vindas, the Aca-
demic's dictionary sounds the s

;
31. Littre

pronounces 7i, vi7ida. These also sound
the final s : eens, mars, vums (a term of con-
tempt, from 7uonsievr, a term of respect), sens.

The above list is fairly comiilete
;

it will bc-

seen that it contains none but words derived
from Greek and Latin, which have undergone
hardly any modification

;
they are easily recog-

nised. It is an evident principle that those
words which have been thoroughly naturalised,

or arc in daily use, have a tendency to make
the s mute, which is in perfect keeping with
the law of evolution in the French language.
Over certain words grammarians are not all

agreed, but it is erring on the safe side, erring
in the company of M. Littre, and with the
tacit assent of the Academic, to leave the
.S' inarticulatcd in Uie following words: chas
(shd, but 7in chas ctroit pron.zc)

; fils (fi, but
mon fils aine pron. ze)

;
gens (jan, hwt des gens

ahnvbles pron. ze)
;
helas,7nats, moew'S, os, 07irs,

raribus, en sus, tons.
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XIV-

The Tudoe Period in England.

Henry VIII. {cdnthiued').

TaE next years after the peace of loll saw
the elevation of Charles V. to the power he
wielded with such deep policy and astuteness.

The death of Ferdinand the Catholic put him
in possession of Spain and the

'Position of Netherlands
;
the death of Maxi-

Henry Vin. be- milian made him master of the

^^dFralSs^ Austrian inheritance ; and
the votes of the electors conferred

upon him the imperial crown of Germany

;

magnificent meeting of the “ Field of the Cloth
of Gold”—that last expiring effort of chivalry,

where the weapons and the chal-

lenges, the combats and the cere-

monies, were those of bygone ^o.
times

;
but Charles contrived to

’

come to Dover before the King started for
France, and by promises, professions of friend-
ship, and offers of service, to gain over Henry
and his minister to his interests. Henry
returned the Emperor’s visit at Gravelines, after

the gorgeous festivities on the plain between
Guisnes and Ardi’es bad come to an end

;
and

here, and at Calais, whither Charles escorted
Henry, the wily Emperor rontnved to undo
what Francis had taken so muen pains to effect,

and even to engage England in an alliance

against France. Wolsey had already received
a commission from Leo X. as papal legate
His possessions were now further increase

and here commences the long contest between

the Emperor and Francis, which occupied the

greater part of the next thirty years. The

rivalry between the two monarchs conduced

greatly to the advancement of Wolsey, whose

good-will was rightly considered the nearest

way to his master’s favour. Both Charles and

Francis accordingly flattered the great minister.

Francis in his letters called Wolsey “father,

tutor, governor.” Charles, with a true insight

into the Cardinal’s character, inspired that

ambitious man \rith hopes of attaining the

papacy through his influence and intervention.

With profound policy he managed to counteract

all the efforts of the French king to secure the

frendship of Henry, whose true interest mani-

festly lay in preventing the power of Spain

and Austria from becoming overwhelming^ in

Europe. Francis showed a just appreciation

of Hemy’s character when he planned the

Y the revenues of the sees of Placentia and
adajoz, bestowed upon him by Charles. He
as almost, if not quite, as rich as his master,

ad affected the pomp and state of a sovereign

rince. He expressed great offence when
/arham, the Archbishop of Canterbury, signed

imself “your loving brother.” Well might

i^arham exclaim with a smile, when this was
sported to him, “ Know ye not that this man
5 drunk with too much prosperity ?

”

The execution of Edward Stafford, Duke of

Buckingham, which took place soon after the

Teld of the Cloth of Gold,brought _ , . , ,

reat odium upon “ the butcher’s
®

on,” as the indignant crowd at

hat unjust spectacle clamorously

ailed Wolsey. The fate of the Duke’s imme-

iate ancestors affords a striking picture of the

imes in which they lived, when every part of

he kingdom heard “the din of battle fray,
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lance to lance, and horse to horse.” He was
directly descended from Edward III., through
that king’s youngest son, Thomas of Wood-
stock, Duke of Gloucester. He was the fifth

of his house, in succession, who died a violent

death. For more than a century not one chief

of the Staffords had died in his bed. Edmund,
Earl of Stafford, the son-in-law of Thomas of

Woodstock, perished at the battle of Shrews-
bury. His son was slain at Northampton, his

grandson at the battle of St. Albans. The
next Stafford, Henry, Duke of Buckingham, was
beheaded at Salisbury by order of llichard HI.

;

and the Duke himself perished on Tower Hill,

condemned for high treason on the testimony
of Knivett, a discarded servant

;
though no

overt act was even alleged against him.

England into his hands. Then it was that
Wolsey founded the two colleges, “those twins
of learning,” as Shakespeare calls them, at
Ipswich and Oxford

;
for, to quote the same

authority, “ though unsatisfied in getting—
which was a sin—yet in bestowing he was
most princely.” The sacking of Rome by the
Imperialists under the Constable de Bourbon,
and the imprisonment of the Pope, further

alienated the churchman Wolsey, and conse-

quently England, from a monarch whose army
had triumphed by sacrilege. A few days before

this event a treaty had been made with France,

by which Henry, who had long since dissipated

his father’s treasures, and was often in want of

money, was to receive a million eight hundred
thousand crowns, while a present of a hundred

ST. ALBAX’S ABBET.

The friendship between Charles Y. and Henry
was not of long duration. Cautious and wary
as the Emperor generally was, the magnitude
of his triumph over Francis in 1620 seems,

for a time, to have warmed his cold heart into

exultation. He wrote to Henry by the hand
of a secretary curtly subscribing himself Charles.

Wolsey had already learned to estimate the

value of the Emperor's professions of ser-

vice; for in 1521, and again in 1523, the

holy see had become v.acant, and each time

another candidate had been elected to fill

the chair of St. Peter, When, in the latter

year, Giulio de Medici became pope, as

Clement VII., Wolsey ’s vexation and disap.

pointment were extreme. Clement, however,
propitiated him by making him legate for life,

and thus putting the ecclesiastical affairs of

thousand crovms was made to Wolsey, dis-

guised under the form of arrears due on the

revenues of the bishopric of Tonmay.
At this time, and indeed frequently during

his reign, Henry replenished his coffers by
exactions from his subjects, generally disguised

under the pretence of loans. The Commons
House of Parliament, which had long held the

right of taxation, contrived in general so far to

maintain its authority, that the arbitrary king
maintained the appearance of trusting to

the loyalty and affection of his subjects, who
were to testify their attachment by the

“benevolences” or sums paid as tokens of

goodwill. Sometimes, however, his savage

temper Vn’oke out against a refractory mem-
ber. “ Ho, man ! will they not suffer my
bill to pass ? ” cried the royal tyrant, laying
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his hand ominously on the head of Montague,

a member, ^vho, summoned into bis presence,

was kneeling before him. “ Get my bill

passed by to-morrow, or else to-morrow this

head of yours shall be otf.” The bill was

passed next day. But sometimes both the

Commons and the country showed signs of

a less complying temper, and then the King

always had the prudence to comi^romise

matters. “We cannot doubt,” says Hallam,

“that the unshackled condition of his friend,

though rival, Francis I., offered a mortifying

contrast to Henry. Even under his tyrannical

administration there was enough to distinguish

the king of a people who submitted in murmur-
ing to violations of their known rights, from

one whose subjects had almost forgotten that

they ever possessed any.”

Most important to England, as involving the

separation of the Church from Rome, and thus

paving the way for the Reformation in the

country, were the events connected with the

King’s divorce from Catherine of

The divorce of Arragon. It was in 1527 that the

Catherine of King tirst moved in this matter.
Arragon, His fierce heart had been capti-
1529-1533. vated by the charms of Anne,

daughter of Sir Thomas Boleyn,

and closely connected with the Norfolk family.

Heni y felt, or affected to feel, scruples of con-

science with regard to his marriage, as Cathe-

rine had been the wife of his elder brother
;

and accordingly applied to the Pope for a
divorce. Clement was a man of timid dispo-

sition, and feared to excite the anger of Henry
by refusal, or that of the Emperor Charles by
compliance. Accordingly he temporised, and
sent Cardinal Campeggio to England to try

the cause in conjunction with Wolsey. That
haughty favourite, who had “ sailed for many
summers in a sea of glory,” now encountered
the rock on which he was to split. He affected

to promote the King’s wishes, though at first

he had earnestly dissuaded him from applying
for the divorce. He even made Anne believe

he was her friend in the matter, though he
was bitterly opposed to the thought of the King’s
marrying a person addicted, it was supposed, to

Lutheranism
;
but in secret he seconded the

efforts of Campeggio to delay the decision. Thus
the legatine court, whose authority the queen
utterly denied, was adjourned, after sitting

for some weeks, without effecting anything

;

and when by order of Clement it was trans-

feiTed to Rome, the jealous, suspicions of the
King were thoroughly aroused by “ this dilatory

sloth, these tricks of Rome,” and the weight of

his anger fell at onceupon Wolsey.
Fall of Wolsey; Within a few weeks the once all-
lus death, 1530. p , t , , • i p

powerful cardinal was stripped of

his wealth, his preferments, his liberty. His
great palace of York Place was forfeited to the
King; the great seal wa,sjcntrusted to Sir Thomas
More. He was charged with receiving papal
bulls contrary to law; and a writ of preemunire
%vas sued out against him, declaring all his

goods forfeited to the law and himself subject
to imprisonment during the King’s pleasure.

Henry appears more than once to have softened
towards his old favourite. A free pardon was

granted to AVolsey in February 1530 ;
and the

Cardinal, restored to his sees of Winchester and
York, went to reside in his diocese of York,
where, in the course of a few months, he gained

great esteem by his conduct. But Henry’s
enmity revived. In November of the same
year Wolsey, arrested on a charge of high trea-

son, set out as a prisoner for London. That
doleful journey was never completed. Wolsey,
now in his sixtieth year, and a severe sufferer

from dropsy, could only travel by short stages.

At iShelheld Park he was detained for a fortnight

by a violent fit of illness
;
at the convent of

Leicester he informed the abbot :
“ I am come

to lay my bones among you.” It was to Kyng-
ston, the Lieutenant of the Tower, who was
present in his sick chamber, that he addressed

those dying words, so eloquent in their forlorn

simplicity, that have clung for centuries as a re-

proach to the memory of his tyrannical master :

“ And, IMaster Kyngston, had I but served

God as diligently as I have served the king. He
would not have given me over in my grey hairs.

But this is my just reward for my pains and
study, not regarding my service to God, but

only my duty to my prince.” The next day,

the 30th of November, he died.

The question regarding the divorce was still

unsettled. On the one hand Henry, though
actively engaged in depressing the power of

the clergy in England, was unwilling to break
entirely with the Poi)e ;

on the other his

determination to m.arry Anne
Boleyn was only increased by Cramers

difficulty and delay. Wolsey had
rightly said of him, “ Rather than miss any
part of his will, he will endanger one-half of

his kingdom.” Dr. Thomas Cranmer, of Jesus
College, Cambridge, suggested that the King
should collect the opinions of the various uni -

versifies concerning the divorce. Henry de-

clared with strong approval that Cranmer had
“ got the right sow by the ear,” and eagerly pro-

ceeded to act on the suggestion. Further oppo-
sition now only served to harden his stubborn
.soul. He determined to deny all obedience to

Rome, and tried to induce King Francis, with
whom he was now at peace, to do likewise.

He created Anne Boleyn Marchioness of Pem-
broke

;
and, in January 1533. took a decisive step

in the matter by privately marrying her. Soon
after the marriage was publicly acknowledged

:

on the strength of the opinions of some foreign

universities, and of those of the Convocations
of York and Canterbury, Cranmer pronounced
a sentence of divorce of the King from Catherine
of Arragon. That unfortunate queen, now
degraded to the position of Princess Dowager
of Wales, continued till her death, in 1546, to

protest against these proceedings, and to de-

clare herself the lawful wife of Henry.
A bull of excommunication issued by the Pope

against the King and Anne Boleyn strengthened
Henry in his project of making
himself independent of Rome. Henry and Anne
Already he had procured from Boleyn excom-

the parliament A'arious statutes municated.

to circumscribe the power of the
clergy and their great head—such as the statute

against non-resii!ence and pluralities (152‘J),
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the act depriving the Pope of the annates, or

first year’s rent of bishoprics that fell vacant.

Henry had also induced the clergy, with certain

reservations, to accord him the title “ The Pro-

tector and only Supreme Head of the Church
and Clergy of England.” One act after

another now bore witness to Henry’s determi-

nation to set the papal authority at defiance.

By the Act of Succession of 1534, the infant

princess Mary, the daughter of the King and
Catherine of Arragon, was excluded from the

throne, which was secured to the Princess

Elizabeth, and to Anne’s children
Arbitrary generally. Kefusal to acknow-

l^nry VIII. this Settlement was pun-

ished as misprision of treason.

Appeals to Rome in ecclesiastical cases were
forbidden. In sermons publicly preached at

Paul’s Cross, in London, the Pope was declared

to have no jurisdiction in England, and no
more power than another foreign bishop. The
payment of Peter’s pence was forbidden, as

was also the investiture of bishops by the

Pope
;
and at last the Act of Supremacy

established the King of England as head and
ruler of the English Church.

XV.

Study for Reading and Pronunciation.

©er trcue 3?eiterP
dare troy' -c ry'-terr

THE FAITHFUL TROOPER.

^en funften itnb fcdiflen

danc fuenf-ten vnt zex'-ten yoo'-lee

Tlie fifth and sixth July

cic^tjcl;n I)imbert unb neun tieferten^ bie
eiclit'-min hand'-errt 'unt noiti lee-fer-ten dee
eighteen hundred and nine gav’^e the

Defterreid)er ben ^ranjofen cine
oes' -ter-ry-cJierr done fran'-tso-zen i'-ne gross' -e

Austrians to the Freneh a great

©d)lad)t mar bei bent 3^orfe SBagram,
shlaeht css tar hy dame dorr'-fe vah'-yram
battle : it was near the village (of)Wagi’am,

nictt meit bon ber -^aiferflabt^ Sien.
niclit rite fan dare hy'-zer-statt rcen.

not far from the imperial city Vienna.

T)a tagen mel;r tobte unb bermunbete
dah la!-yen viair toa'-te nnt fer-viai'-dete

There lay more dead and wounded
0olbaten-^ auf ben SIderfetbern jur

zoll-dah'-ten oirf da ne ack'-er-fel-dcrn als tsoor

soldiers on the cornfields than at the

(Ernteseit ©arben. Unter ben bielen
airn'-te-tsite yard-hen no!-ter dane fee'-len
harvest-time sheaves Among the many
3:aufeuben mar ducb ber 2)?aj[or® bon
tow'-zen-den var oiveh dare mah-yore' fan
thousands was also the Major von

Solf, em Dffitsier bon ber 3f?eiterei.

volff ine of-feet-seerfon dare ry'-te-rye'

Wolf, an officer of the cavalry.

©rfi ant jmeiten 3:age ermad;te er
airrst am tsvi'-ten tald-ye er-iracE -te airr
Only on the second day awoke he

aud feiner Dbnihdcbt/ benn cr
owss zy'-ner own'-macht denii airr haf-te

out of his faint for he had

febmere SSunben erbatten* ©t? mar 5)?ittag,

shvair'-e tun'-den er'-halt-en ess vahr init'-tack

heavy wounds received. It was noon,

unb bie ©onne fi^ien febr dx
nnt dee zon'-ne sheen zair liyss airr
and the sun shone very hot. He

te^jte® bor S)urfl unb ffebte urn eine
lechts'-te fore doorst unt jiay'-te um i'-ne

languished for thirst and implored for a

bobie |)anb SBaffer. n^exx ber ©d;tad)ten/'
ho'-le hand vas-ser Jiairr dare shlach' -ten
hollow hand of water “ Lord of the battles,”

betete er taut, „fonnte icb niebt flerben

!

hay'-tete airr lowt kmin'-te ich niclit stair'-hen
prayed he loud, “ could I not die

!

ntufi icb bict berfebmaebten!"® ‘I)a erbeb
mass ich liearr ferr-shmach'-ten da er-hoah'
must I here perish !

” There lifted

fteb and ben ?eicben ein bdrtige^
sick owss dane ly'-chen ine hairr'-ti-yrss

itself out of the corpses a bearded

|)aubt;‘"e^ tbar ber treue 3ieiter 35eit;
howjjt ess var dare troi'-e ry'-terr rite

head : it was the faithful trooper Veit.

Qx feu^te: „(5ine ?acbe" ifl ganj in ber
airr hoieW-te i'-ne la'-che isst yants in dare
he gasped: “A pond is quite in the

9?dbe; icb merbe mcbl neef)

nay'-e ich rairr'-de role nock
neighbourhood

;
I shall well yet

binfommen.,, :Dem
Icin'-honi-men dame

arinen 2?eit baffe
arr'-men rite hat'-te

thither come.” To the poor Veit had

eine -^anonenfugef ben megger
z -ne ha-no -nen-hoo-gel dane fooss rech-ye-

a cannon-ball the foot away

febtagen, unb fo frocb er auf ben •^dnben
slda-yen unt zo hrocli airr onf dane hen!-den
struck, and so crept he on the (his) liands

gu ber I'acbe, fam boH'- ©faub unb ^fut
tsQO dare la'-che halini foil stomp unt hloot

to the pond, came full (of) dust and blood

jurucf unb braeffie in feinem ^)elnte

tsoo'-rucli unt hrach'-te in zy'-neni hcl'-me

back and brought in his helmet

bent 21?ajor ben ?abetrunf. ©cbnetl
dame mah-yore' dane lah'-he-trnnk shnell

to the major the refreshing drink. Quickly

reifit ibm ber faff berfebmaebtete
rysste eem dare fasst fer-shmach'-te-te
tears him the almost exhausted

Dffi.per ben ^etm au^ ber >^anb unb
offi-tseer' dane helm owss dare hant unt
officer the helmet out of the hand and

trinft, bergift aber feinen treuen
trinht fer-yi,sst' ah'-her zy'-nen t>-oy'-en

drink, forgets however his f.ailhful
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3iciter unb fagt: „2)a, nimm unb
ry'-tcr nicht unt zaJigt dah nimm vnt

trooper not, and says, “ There, take and

trinf’ auc^!'' ber Shelter at^met

t7'ink 07vch dock dare ry'-ter ahf-'met

drink also.” But the trooper breathes

fc^wer unb rbe^ett** unb fc^weigt 3'ibcb

shrare unt roecli'-elt vnt fhiygt nocli

heavily and gasps, and is silent. Yet

cinmat fagt ber 5!}?aior: „35eit, trinfe

ine'-mal mgt dare mah-yora' rite trinkc

once says the major “ Veit, drink

bu au^I" Ser beburfte'^ e^ ni^t mebr*
doo o/vch dare 'be-dooif-te ess nicht mairr
thou also.” He required it not more:

fein v^aupt fanf inieber ju S5oben, er

zyne hoivpt zanU ree'-der tsoo hoh'-den ah'v

his head sank again to the ground, he

U'ar tobt. S'iut @ott fonnte i()nt bie

xar toat nur gott honn'-te eem dee

Avas dead. Only God could to him the

3?ettung feince^ 3}?vijors^ bergelten.'“

ret'-tung zy'-nes mah-yorcs'ferr-geV-ten

preservation of his major reward.

REMAEKS oy THE EOREGOING STUDY.
* Der Jteiter, originally the rider, afterwards applied
dare ry'-terr

to military affairs
;

die Meiterei, the cavalry. From
dee ry'-te-ry

the word Ueiter came Ritter, a knight; as the French
rit'-terr

le chevalier, the knight, came from le cheval.
- Lieferten, from inf. lieferii, imperf. ich Ueferte, past
lee'-feiT-ten lee-ferrn ich lee-ferr-te

part. geUefert, to deliver,
ge-lee'-ferrt

^ Die Sehlackt, the battle, from the verb schJagen

shlah'-genn
(imperf. Ich schlug, past part. gescMagen), to strike, from

ich shlooch gc-shlah'-gen
which we have the English, to slay (I slew, slain). In
the modern German to slay is todt schlagen, to strike

dead.
* Die Kaiserstadt, from der Kaiser, the emperor

die ky'-zer-statt
(Caesar) ; and die Stadf, the town.

Soldaten, from dr Soldat, the soldier. This word
zoll-dah'-ten dare zoll'-daht

comes from Sold, “pay,” and means -a man who is

zolld
hired to fight. Schiller makes the great leader
Wallenstein say: VndseinSeld lausz dem Soldaten

unt zine zolld musz dame zol-dah'-ten
werden, danach heisst er, “ And his pay must to

vairr'-den, dah'-nach hysst airr

the soldier be (given), therefrom is he named.”
® Deo' Major

:

names denoting mihtary rank and
dai’e mah-yore'

military arrangements and discipline are, in German,
as in English (battalion, cavalry, colonel, parade)
frequently taken from the French. Such words are
accented, as in French, on the last syllable {Offlzier).

of-fee-tseerr'
Major literally means the elder, the senior among the
captains.

Die Ohnmacht, faint, or the fainting fit; from ohne,
dee own'-macht own'-e

without, and die Macht, the might or power—the state
in which a person is powerless.

® Lechzen (imperf. Ich lechzte, past part, gelechtzf) is

lochts'-en ich lechts'-te ge-lechtst
applied only to the idea of thirst. Ich lechze is often
“ I thirst.”

' verschmachten, like lechzcn, means to languish, but
ferr-schmach'-ten

in a more general sense. The prefix ver has here the
meaning, away,—to languish away, or to perish.

‘'‘Das Ilanjit and der Xojj/' both mean the head;
dass howpt dare koppf

but dUis Haiipt is the graver term of the two. It is

thus always used for “head” in the German Bible,

and also in compound words, as—Die Ilavptsache, the
chief thing. dee howpt'-sach-e
" Die Lache, a pond or surface of water; hence the
dee la'-che

word “lake.”
** Voll includes the idea expressed in English by

“of”: voll Wunden, voll Weisheit, voll Zorn, full of
foil vund'-en foil vice'-hite foil tsom

wounds, full o/^wisdom, full o/ anger.
der ‘berschmachtete Offizier. Here agairt
dare ferr'-shmach'-te-te of-fee-tseerr'

verschmachtet means laoguishing away, almost dead.
“ Das Rocheln literally means the rattle in the throat
dass roech'-eln

that precedes death. Ghland, the German poet, says

:

Wie ein letztes Rbcheln in leere Luft verhaucht
vee ine lets-tes roech'-eln in lair'-re luft ferr-howcht'
“ Like a last death-rattle in empty air breathed out.”

Bediirfte is the imperfect tense of bediirfen, to
be-doorf'-te be-duerf'-en

require. It is often used with the genitive case—
Ich hedurfte dessen nicht, I required not (oO that,

ich be-doorf'-te des-sen nicht
The verb gelten, in German, means literally to

gelt'-en

have value : thus, vergelhen is to give or return the
value, and die Vergeltuny is often used for retribution.

XIIT.

The Staff Notation.—Transition.

We have already, in Chapter VII., explained
the musieal fact of transition, or change of key.
We have shown how beautifully
it alters the ‘‘colour” of the

transition,

sounds with which the ear is being filled. We
have explained that it is one of the commonest
musical effects, hardly any piece, even a hymn-
tune or a popular song, being without this

pleasing and natural device. There will be
no need to explain over again to the student
who has mastered the fact of transition, what is

the natural sequence of keys : how a Fe denotes
the sharp or dominant key, to the right of the
modulator

;
and how a Ta denotes the flat or

suhdominant key, to the left of the modulator.

When, in the course of a piece of music, the

key is thus changed, the usual plan in the staff

notation is to keep the old signa-

ture, and alter the new notes one ,
Change of

by one as they occur. This is ac- Notetion.
complished by the help of sharps

and flats, and a sign called a “ natural ” ( ),

which destroys the action of a previous sharp
or flat, and restores the note to its place in the
key of the signature. The mode of using “ ac-

cidentals,” as they are called, wiU be seen from
the subjoined :

—

In the first case the raising of Fah into Fe is

effected by a sharp, the note on which it occurs
(D) being “ natural ” in the key, and therefore

capable of having a sharp or a flat applied to it.

In the second case our Fe comes upon the
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note A, which has already been flattened by
the signature, and needs therefore only to have

the action of the flat suspended by a natural.

In the third case the Ta is expressed by a flat,

as A, the note on which it occurs, is natural in

the signature. But in the fourth case C, the

line on which Ta stands, is already sharpened

in the signature, and we must therefore restore

it by a natural, not a flat. A natural, therefore,

raises a note which has been flattened by the sig-

nature, and lowersone which hasbeen sharpened.

An accidental sharp, flat, or natural holds

A -j * 1
good for the whole of the mea-

Accidentals.

contradicted, however often the note it affects

KEY D.

{l
“1 s :f

1 “1 “1 fe :s

1

KEY C.

i
(

1

s r :f 1 m :-
1

fe :s

1

s :s

1

may occur. It also holds good for any octave
of the note. An accidental does not hold good
for the next measure unless it is repeated,

except that if an accidental is placed against

the last note of a measure, it is sometimes
understood to be continued, especially if the

note is tied across the bar.

Sometimes, especially if the key changes with
a change of time and movement, the whole
signature will be changed. But
the general custom is not to ,

change the signature till the end
°

of the movement.
Translate into the staff notation, treble clef,

a minim to a pulse, the following exercise :

—

f :m
!
1 I ta 1 1 s :f I m

d‘
I
s ;ta I 1 t

I
d';r> I d‘ :t 1 d‘

The student must carefully distinguish between
accidentals that are of real effect, and those

which are merely put in as a caution to the

singer or player. Thus, in the following chant,

the only accidentals strictly required by rule

are two :

—

Dk. Crotch.

1 <S

—

KEY G.

m :

—

1 :fe s :

—

r :

—

f :m r :r d

d d :r tap

—

liti:d d ;ti d

But some composers, to avoid the possibility of mistake, would mark the return to the old key by
a cautionary natural and sharp to Fah and Te respectively :

—

—
1

=1 =

A .

__22

Those who are not aware of this custom may
possibly become confused. The singer must
bear in mind what notes have already been
sharpened or flattened by the signature, and
then he will see that in key G, a natural to C
and a sharp to Fmean ordinary notes of the scale.

When the music is in keys which contain
a number of flats and sharps we encounter a

Adiffi itv
difficulty. Let us suppose

® that we are in key E (four

sharps), and want to write Re, the sharp of

^ ^ Ray. If the reader looks at the
sigii^t^re given at the side, he
will see that Ray (F sharp) is

already sharpened in the signa-
^ ture, and, being once sharpened,

we cannot again use a sharp to it. We there-

fore use a new sign called a “double sharp”

•n w h (X), which raises hy a semitone
ou e 8 arps.

already marhed with a
sharp. Do not imagine that as a sharp raises

a note a semitone, a double sharp has twice the
power, and raises it a whole tone in the key.
This is not so. The sign can only be used for

notes already sharpened, and these it only
raises half a tone. Here is an example :

—

VOL. I.

KEY E.
I

m;re:m
I

s:— ;fe|in:— :— j|

But how is a double sharp to be contradicted ?

Suppose we wish to write Ray after Re, when
Re is expressed by a double sharp ? We must
destroy the effect of the double sharp by a
natural

;
but as a reminder that the note is still

sharp in the signature, we follow the natural

by a sharp :

—

^

m :re :m :t,
I

d

The opposite difficulty is encountered in keys
which have many flats in the signature, leading

to the use of a double flat, for j. .

which there is no special sign,
flats,

two flats being used instead. The following is

an example :
—

29
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KEY DIZ.
I

d' :ni
I

1 :1a
1

s :l.t I d' H

la singing the staff notation from the movable

Doh^ as all who have followed these instructions

and exercises will do, the task is easy so long

as the music does not cliange key rapidly and
remotely. But for sudden and distant transi-

tions, the singer must be ready
Sudden and dis- ^-ith his rules. It is a mistake
tant transition. imagine that it is a defect in

the movable Doh system that makes it require

thought and care at these places of change.

The difficulty is in the music, not in the

movable Doh. Singing with reference to the

key (in other words, by the movable Doh')

is the most intelligent and reliable way of

reading the staff notation. Singers who do
not adopt this plan, but use the fixed Doh,
by no means escape the difficulty which the

movable doh-ist finds. They are indeed
plunged into greater diffieulties and uncer-

tainties.

The following rules may be given for recog-

nising accidentals, and finding
Eules. when the key changes :

—

Ih means the first sharp key, and should be

called Te unless it is immediately contradicted

by Fah.
Ta means the first flat key, and should be

called Fah unless it is immediately contra-

dicted by Te.

Se means the relative minor, and requires
no alteration in the Sol-faing.

De means the relative minor of the first flat

key, and should be ealled Sc.

Re means the relative minor of the first

sharp key, and should be called Se.

These are the common transitions into re-

lated keys, and will carry the student through
hymn-tunes. chants, and simple music generally.

Bear in mind that when the transition is a short
one, say for two measures or less, it is simpler
to sacrifice the real truth of notation, and not to

shift the syllables, but to use Fe, Ta, De, Re, etc.

In music of a light and playful character,

such as dances and operas, great use is made
of ornamental chromatic tones,

whicli do not change the key
but have a sort of piquancy as

substitutes for the ordinary tones of the scale.

The singer must learn to distinguish these from
the real signs of transition. Here, for instance,

is a passage from Sullivan’s “ H.M.S. Pinafore,”
which actually begms with one of these orna-
mental chromatics, and has several afterwards.
Yet it is all in the key of E from first to last :

—

The Fe in measures 1 and 2 is contradicted

by Fah in measure 3 ;
the Re in measure

' 3 is contradicted by Ray in measure 5

;

,

the De in measure 5 is contradicted by Doh
in measure 6 ;

and the phrase ends with a
characteristic cadence in key E. All the chro-

' matic notes, not excepting are used in this

way. The rule for recognising these orna-

ments is, LOOK ON. If an accidental is repeated

through several measures, wherever the same
note occurs, no doubt the key is changed. But
if it is not repeated, or contradicted, it is an
ornament, or a very brief transition.

KEY TO EXERCISES—II.

EXERCISE VI. {page 102).

1. Before the invention of paper, one (people)

wrote upon tablets laid over -with wax, on
the barlm of trees, and upon skins. 2. History
is the portrait of men and times. 3. Pytha-
goras believes (believed) that God is a soul

diffused in all beings in nature, and from

which human souls are drawn. 4. The arts

(fine arts) are children of riches and of the

mildness of the government (of rulers). 6.

Do you wish to be happy for a day’s span
(a whole day), wear a new coat

;
for a week,

kill a pig
;
for a month, gain a law-suit

;
for a

year, marry (lit. marry yourself)
;
do you wish

to be so all your life, be (an) honest man.
(Eastern proverb?) 6. Good wives are all in

the churchyard (i.e., they are to be found no-

rrhere else. Old proverb.) 7. De la Roche-
foucauld’s maxims are the proverbs of clever

people. 8. The habits of public life in use

(found) among free nations have this advan-
tage, that the truth pierces in spite of the

interests and conventionalities which might
advise to hide it (which might suggest the

advisability of hiding it).
‘

9. L’histoire des plus grands princes est

souvent le r6cit des fautes des hommes. 10.

On ne doit ni la boussole a un marin, ni le

telescope a un astronome, ni le microscope a
un physicien, ni I’imprimerie k un homme de
lettres. La plupart de ces inventions sont

dues au hasard. 11. L’etude est avantageuse
a I’esprit ;

I’adversite est utile a I’ame
;

I’ex-

p6rience est necessaire aux hommes. 12.

On vit des g6n6raux lever un si6ge et perdre

une ville pour avoir une relique. 13. Jean-

aux-Veaux faisait semblant, le jour, d’avoir
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peur d’un veau, et, la nuit, il allait voler des

boeufa. 14. Le vieux marechal de Trivulce

disait ;
“ II faut trois choses p)Our bien faire la

guerre : de I’argent, encore de I’argent, et toujours

de I’argent. 15. Le fameux apophth^gme de
Danton, “ De I’audace, encore de I’audace, et

toujours ' de I’audace,” est d’une date plus

recente. 16. Un grand nombre de peuples

ont un mets favori
;
on connalt le cresson

des anciens Perses, le couscoussou des Arabes,

les nids d’hirondelles des Chinois, le caviar des

Russes, le plum-pudding des Anglais, I’olla-

podrida des Espagnols, la choucroute des
Allemands, la bouillabaisse des Marseillais.

N’oublions pas le brouet noir des Spartiates.

EXERCISE VII. (^page 143).

1. The uncle of the butcher’s wife is a grocer
;

lie has many groceries in his shop, 2. What a
quantity of flour my aunt’s miller has 1 3. Has
the daiiywoman any cream-cheeses ? 4. She
has no cheeses, but she has excellent butter,

fresh butter and powdered butter. 5. Are you
the nephew of the fruiterer (/.) who keeps so

many fruits (much fruit) and vegetables at the

market ? 6. She is not my aunt
;

it is the
miller’s wife who is my aunt. 7. My god-
father’s grocer (/.) sells better chocolate and
better tea than you. 8. Where does one find

such beautiful bacon and such beautiful lard ?

At my godmother’s butcher’s. 9. You are

children
;
one does not sell petroleum and

matches to children. 10. Have you much
pepper, salt, and mustard ? 11; We have little

pepper and much salt, but we have no mustard.
12. The cook’s niece has as many wax candles
as (tallow) candles, but she has no matches.
13. Has John white bread or brown bread?
14. He has neither white bread nor brown
bread

;
he has black bread and whey. 1 5. The

dairywoman sells eggs and butter
;
she does

not sell any chocolate. 1 6. One finds chocolate
as well as coffee, tea, oil, and vinegar, at the
grocer’s. 17. They have good white bread,

excellent fresh butter, and big eggs. 18. I buy
little bacon, still less lard, but much butter.

19. Mrs. Durand, have you any veal cutlets

(cutlets of veal), any mutton chops (chops of

mutton), and lamb kidneys (kidneys of lamb) ?

20. How many candles hast thou? I have
scarcely any (tallow) candles, but I have
many wax candles.

EXERCISE VIII. (^page 143).

1. J’ai du vinaigre ; tu as de I’huile
;

il a
du sel

;
elle a du poivre. 2. Jean a de bon

vinaigre
; Jeanne a d’excellente huile

;
le bou-

cher a de bon sel
;
nous avons de meilleur

poivre. 3. Vous avez du beurre frais
;

ils ont
du pain rassis

;
monsieur et madame Durand

ont des petits pains
;

le fruitier et la fruiti^re

ont du beurre mi-sel. 4. Ai-je plus de boeuf
que Louise ? As-tu assez de mouton ? A-t-il

moins de pore que Paul ? Monsieur (or M.,
never Mons.) Dupont a-t-il autant de cotelettes

que madame (or Mme, never Mdme.) Durand ?

5. Nous avons moins d’oeufs que le meunier,
mais le meunier a moins de fromages ^ la creme
que nous, 6. Vous n’avez pas de viande

;
ils

n’ont pas de boeuf; les parents n’ont pas de

pain
;
les enfants n’ont pas de gateaux. 7.

Jeanne n’est pas la soeur d’un homme qui vend
du boeuf et du mouton. 8. Que de pore et de
mouton ! 9. Avez-vous du saindoux, Mme
Durand ? Oui, monsieur. 10. J’ach^te les

cotelettes de veau chez Mme Dupont, jamais
chez le boucher de ma cousine Jeanne. 11.

Paul tient toujours plus de beurre et d’oeufs

que la laitiere. 12. M. Dupont, le boulanger
de mon pere, ne tient pas de pain rassis

;
son

pain est toujours tendre. 13. Le gruau est-il

de lafarine? Oui, e’est de la farine. 14. La
cuisini^re achate des biscuits chez le patissier.

15.

Mon boulanger vend plus de petits pains et

de gateaux que de pain et de farine. 16. Qui
vend de la levure ? Le boulanger vend-il de la

levure ? Le boulanger ne vend pas de levure.

17. Le brasseur a-t-il du beurre frais et du
beurre sal6 de ma laitiere ? 18. Il n’a ni beurre
frais ni beurre sale

;
il a des oeufs. 19. L’enfant

a trop de moi^tarde et trop peu de sel. 20.

Avez-vous assez de legumes ? J’ai assez de
legumes, mais j’ai trop peu de fruits.

EXERCISE IX. (j?age 166).

1. Fruits, almonds, hazel-nuts, beech-nuts,
and acorns are the squirrel’s usual food. 2.

Because I have no lictors, am I the less Sulla
(for it) ? 3. The cave-dwellers (Troglodytes)
were more like beasts than men. 4. As many
heads, so many opinions. 5. She has no rela-

tives, no support, no riches. 6. The earth re-

sembles large tablets upon which every one
wishes to write his name. 7. One never does
any service to God by causing harm to His
creatures. 8. Let us propose to ourselves grand
examples to imitate rather than vain systems
to follow. 9. More greatness contains more
nothingness. 10. Many people do promise, few
know how to perform.

1. Tons les lacs de la haute Italie sont,

comme ceux de la Suisse, de creuses vallees,

oil les eaux des montagnes se sont accumulees
jusqu’a ce qu’elles aient rencontr6, dans la cein-

ture des rochers et des terres, I’^chancrure par
oil elles se sont echapp6es en donnant naissance

a des fleuves. Ceux de la peninsule, au con-
traire, remplissant d’anciens crateres ou des
bassins encaiss6s entre des montagnes, n’ont
point d’emissaires naturels, et menacent souvent
d’inonder, apr^s les longues pluies ou a la fonte
des neiges, les campagnes voisines (F. Dm'ny).
2. Comment pent- on, par rapport a Dieu et

meme h I’humanit^, garder tant d’or, tant

d’argent, tant de meubles, tant de pierreries,

au milieu de Textreme mis^re des pauvres dont
on 6tait accabl6 dans ces derniers temps ?

(Mme de Sevigne.')

EXERCISE X. (page 190).

Le ris, pleurs, m., la respiration, le soupir,

le g^missement, le sanglot, un ^ternuement, le

hoquet, un ^tat, une action, le mouvement, le

repos, la voix, la beauts, la laideur, la sani6, la

grandeur, un embonpoint, la maigreur, un air,

le port, le teint, la constitution, le son, le gofit.

la saveur, le rat, le chat, une odeur, le toucher,
le souvenir, la raison, un entendement, le

sens, un oubli, la vertu, la volont^, un esprit,

le remords, le repentir, le sommeil, la foi, le
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soupQon, le desespoir, le plaisir, la douleur,

une affliction, la fierte, la pitie, un merci, le

soubait, le serf, le parfum, le bain, le serin,

le baisson, la toison, le torchon, un acier, un
arrosoir, atours, m., le prix, le four, le foret, le

bruit, la maison, le rapport, le dard, le saindoux,

le lard, le nez, le riz, le houx. un aveu, le pli,

un alleluia, un appui, le support, un 6tau, la

douceur, le toit, le fandango, le cou, le tilbury.

EXERCISE XI. (^page 234).

1.

We had cofEee-with-milk and tea.

2. Has he no liqueurs in his shop ?

3. There are ices for the boys and
sherbets for the girls. 4. The chil-

dren are thirsty
;

they will have
(bottled) lemonade or iced water.

5. Will the wine-merchant have sherry

and port 1 6. He wdll have neither

Spanish nor Madeira wines. 7. She
had neither wine,nor beer, nor liqueurs.

8. You would have common red wine
and old white wine. 9. Will they not

have brandy and gin? 10. Here is

almond-milic for my grandfather, tea

for the women, and cider for the men.
11. Mr. Dupont, is it claret or bur-

gundy that you have ? 12. My madeira is an
excellent dinner-wine. 13. Mr. Durand, (a) wine-

merchant, sells French, Spanish, Hungarian,

and Rhenish wines. 14.1 had mineral water
;

thou hadst no seltzer water ;
had he iced

water ? had we no beer ? had they no coffee-

with-milk? 15. You will have much small

beer
;
she will have little pear-wine

;
they will

have no old wine

;

will they not have
any sparkling wine?
16. The best French
wines are claret, cham-
pagne, and burgundy.
17. What is tisane de
champagne? It is a
slightly sparkling

wine. 18.1 was right

;

would he be wrong?
let him be sleepy or

not. 19. If thou be
thirsty, here is small
beer or common wine.

20. What is the mat-
ter with thee?— There
is nothing the matter
with me. Art thou not
hungry ?—lam neither

hungry nor thirsty
;
I

am sleepy, that is all.

FIG. 7b.—FOXGLOVE.

FIG. 79.-—COMMON BEAMBLE.

XV.

The Flower (pontinned).

In the petals of flowers we are shown na-
ture’s entire repertory of colours. The plum-
age of tropical birds, the elytra of tropical

beetles, the wings of butterflies, the deep-dyed
gems and crystals dug out of the earth, all

added together, do not supply a more wonder-
ful and delicate aggregate of hues. Some of
the beetles excel in lustre, and crystals are
unapproachable in point of translucency : it

is in flowers, after all, that nature shows us
that the resources of her palette are not merely
rich, but, as far as the word can be permitted

to be applied to temporal things, in-

finite.

The stamens are the delicate or-

gans which stand just within the
petals, or if no petals be
developed, then just

"he Stamens,

within the calyx. It is only in the
relatively small number of flowers
which, having the pistils elsewhere,
come under the general designation
of “unisexual” that the stamens
occupy the very centre of the floral

system,—in Begonias, for instance,

—

so that, as a rule, they are found most
easily. Variety the most wonderful
and charming, pertains to these
organs. They vary endlessly (in dif-

ferent plants) in number, dimen-
sions, degree of freedom, colour, and general
features. These diversified conditions being
unchangeable, in the stamens are found some
of the very best distinguishing characters of
flowers : they are often most valuable auxiliaries

also in the establishment of botanical families.

The three great types of perianth structure

—

trimerous, tetramerous, and pentamerous, above
described—lead us to

anticipate something
similar in the numbers
of the stamens, and
this proves to be the
case. There are in-

finitely more plants

with exactly three,

four or five stamens,
and their respective

doubles, six, eight, and
ten, than of any other

numbers
;
and the de-

partures from these

figures, when the num-
ber does not exceed
ten, are always, as in

the case of anomalous
perianths, referable to

some kind of non-
development. Nature
seems to take an odd
kind of delight in

sometimes running down a long series. Thus,
in the beautiful family which contains the
Fuchsia and the evening-primrose, we find,

through successive withholdings, the steady
descent marked by eight, four, two, one.

The orchids, being endogenous plants, are

normally three-stamened
;
here, however, non-

development is so general that in the great

majority ctf the species only a single stamen can
be said to come to maturity

;
and the same is

the case with the admirable race which includes
the plants to which we are indebted for arrow-
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root and ginger. A very lovely little English

wild-flower, one of the hijouterie of our island,

the Trientalis, a member of the Primrose family

,

seemingly not satisfied with the almost uni-

versal five, tries ambitiously to produce ten,

but breaks down at seven. In several very

extensive and important families there is a

prodigious augmentation in the number of

stamens. Look, for instance, into the heart of

a buttercup or a wild rose, or of a poppy, or a

water-lily, and the capacity of increase seems

to have no limit. In hawthorn, the apple,

pear, cherry, straw-

berry, and many
besides, the number
is not so overwhelm-
ing, but still very
considerable. Why
such numerical dis-

proportion should
exist, no botanist has
ever attempted to

conjecture. Fruit and
seed are produced and
ripened with equal
ease whether the sta-

mens be only one or

two, or developed by
scores or hundreds.
The orchids, which, as

just now said, seldom
possess more than a
solitary perfect sta-

men, are the most
wonderfully fecund of

all flowering-plants

whatever. The seed
falls from the capsules
like a cloud of delicate

dust : the quantity is

approached only by
the spores of mosses.
Contrariwise, in the
pseony, there is only
one seed to every
ten or twelve of the
abounding stamens.
When perfectly de-

veloped, a stamen
consists of two dis-

tinct portions,—

a

stalk, usually very
slender, called the fila-

ment, and at the ex-
tremity an elegant
head, called the an-
ther. To see these
two members in perfection, obtain at mid-
summer or in early autumn a flower of any
kind of genuine lily. The filaments in the
flowers of lilies truly so called are more con-
spicuous than those of any other flowers pro-
curable in England. Next to them come the
filaments of the daffodils of the spring, which
may be examined with equal profit. The anther
is also exceedingly well declared in lilies and
daffodils. In the former it is attached to the
tip of the filament in. such a way as to balance
most elegantly, moving up and down as boys do
in their amusement of “see-saw.” When thus

FIG. 80.—WOOD ANEMONE.

balanced by the middle, anthers are called
“ versatile.” Examples quite as pretty, though
the dimensions of the parts are much inferior,

occur in the common honeysuckle and in grasses.

Ordinarily, the anther is unable to move, pre-

senting itself simply as a little knob, which is

either “ innate ” or “ adnate.” Charming illus-

trations are discoverable without the slightest

difficulty. Fuchsias, poppies, hawthorns, and
a thousand others stand waiting to be examined.
The filament corresponds to the petiole of the

leaf, and thus allows of being quite conveniently
dispensed with,
though the omission
always implies a
lessening of the artis-

tic beauty of the

flower. The difference

in beauty caused by
the omission is quite

as marked as that

between the paw of a
dog or a cat com-
pared with the inex-

pressible loveliness of

the human hand.
When devoid of sup-

porting stalks, an-
thers, like leaf-blades

similarly conditioned,
are said to be “ sessile,’

’

and in this case they
are always found at-

tached to the inner sur-

face of the perianth.

Minute examination
shows that they owe
their “ sessile ” cha-
racter to the adhesion
of their filaments to

the parts against
which they lean, a
raised line generally
indicating what has
occurred. Nature, as

said before, does not
produce her sweet
novelties by the in-

troduction of things
absolutely original,

but by altering, recon-
stituting, re-arrang-

ing, the old and fami-
liar. If we take for

our Ariadne’s clue the
simple proposition

that nature is

“unity in variety,” there is seldom any pro-

longed difficulty in translating the most singular

of exceptions. Sessile anthers occur chiefly in

flowers formed upon the plan of the primrose

and the mezereon, where they are more or less

concealed in the tubular portion. They are

extremely rare in endogenous plants, and are

never met with when the normal number of

stamens exceeds ten.

The length of the filaments varies in different

plants, fi’om the simplest frac-

tion of an inch to two or three

inches. This contributes greatly
of filaments.
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to the various beauty of flowers, and the length
being always the same in the same kind, it

often furnishes a capital distinguishing cha-

racter. How wide the contrast, for instance,

between the little cone of the violet or the

pansy, and the beautiful silk-like tassel of the
cactus ! Sometimes the filaments so greatly

exceed the petals in length that the latter are

almost or entirely hidden from view. This
occurs very remarkably in the Acacias, the tiny

clustered blossoms of which seem a kind of

golden chenille y
and are rendered intelligible

only by the most careful dissection,—unless,

indeed, studied first while in the bud or

unopened condition, when the composition of

each little globe is plain enough. In Botany,
as everywhere else in nature, in order to

learn things accurately it is quite as needful
to study them in their youngest condition as
in their oldest. Indeed, it may be stated, as

a universal and incontestable principle, that
full and exact apprehension of the object
studied depends altogether upon the amount
of attention we bestow upon it while in course
of development. An extremely rich and
beautiful effect is given also to the flowers of

the Australian shrubs and trees (familiar in

good greenhouses) called Metrosideros and
Melaleuca. In these, owing jointly to the
length of the filaments, their straightness and
close company, and the mode in which the
many flowers are disposed upon the general
stalk, the figure presented by the whole is

that of a bottle-brush. Old England supplies

pretty examples of the ascendancy of the
stamens over the perianth, in its two or three

different species of ileadow-rue, in Latin called

Thalictrum.
In the great and important family which

includes mint, sage, marjoram,
Didynamous thyme, savory, and all other
® aromatic herbs of the kind used

as condiments
;
also in the great family which

includes the foxglove, the snapdragon, and a
vast number of ornamental garden-flowers

;

also, again, in half a dozen beautiful families

which are scarcely represented in Europe in

the wild or native state, though there are

plenty in gardens,—the Gloxinia family, the
Verbena family, the Acanthus family, the
Bignonia family, and others of less moment,

—

the filaments of the four stamens are ordinarily

of two different lengths : two of them, that

is, are longer than the other pair. This
condition, termed “ didynamous,” accom-
panies the “ lip-shaped ” and the “ personate

”

corolla, and often introduces a new feature

in flower-beauty of very exquisite description,

as in the little ground-ivy (so-called, though
not an “ ivy ” at all) of every hedgerow, the
Glechoma hederacea, and still more conspicia-

ously in the common foxglove. The considera-
tion of these particulars, be it remembered,
is never to be supposed to begin and end with
the bare fact, which to outsiders may well
seem a very useless addition to one’s know-
ledge. The value of the knowledge only begins

when we have acquired it
;

it is the ascent of

the green hill from the slopes of which we
survey the landscape. One of the very special

uses of structural botany is to quicken our
eyes to the perception of loveliness.

I
Nothing betrays greater ignorance of the

j

true object in making these delicate examina-

I

tions, than to regard them as a pastime for

j

little minds that can just manage simple
!
arithmetic and the use of the compasses,

j

In another great and important family, and
1 in this one alone, there is the

i very curious disproportionate T®tra^ynamous

i
length of four long and two short.

j

Six stamens all of the same length, or three

;

and three, form one of the grand and special

I

features of liliaceous plants, and occur also in
a few exogenous families, such as the Berberi-
daceae and the Polygonaceae. In the family
we now speak of they are never of the same
length, nor three and three

;
or if scarcely

j

distinguishable into four and two, never in a

I

regular whorl or circle. The common turnip,
I the common cabbage, the stock-gilliflower, and
a hundred other accustomed inmates of the
garden, disclose the character perfectly. Along-
with it there goes invariably the quite as plain
characteristic of four free petals, so that these
plants with the tetradynamous stamens are
fittingly named the Cruciferae.

It happens very generally with flowers having
eight stamens, and with those having ten-
called respectively “ octandrous”
and “ decandrous”—that the fila- Octandrous and

ments stand in two sets of four
each, or five. The mezereon
shows very clearly how this can be when the
anthers are sessile—the wild geraniums or
cranesbills show it quite as prettily in con-
nection with filaments that remain free and
independent. Quite apart from the physio-
logical reasons, to be noticed by-and-by, we
have here again a contiivance for most sweetly
augmenting the beauty that by a benevolent
Providence is provided for the eye. It affords

a picture of the most refined symmetry—that
which comes of the nice balance of comple-
mentaries. One sees now how it happens that
in the mind of man. which is fed from the
same source, the ruling effort in constructive-

art is to achieve harmony by tasteful marshal-
ling of contrasts.

Filaments are either quite free, or, as in

j

several large families, more or less united by
: their edges. Sometimes the whole

j

are combined, as in mallows,

I

when they are called “ mona-

!

delphous”
;

or nine are united, and one
remains free, as in many pea-flowers, when
they are “ diadelphous.” In a few places

they conjoin at the bases so as to form little

clusters, as in the well-known St. John’s
Worts.
The charm of the stamens (except when no

proper filament is developed)
resides in the anther, not alone anther,

because of its unspeakable diversity in figure

and colour, but on account of its own par-

ticular structure, and the new phenomena to
which it introduces the attentive student.

Except in the Mallow family, and one or two
races of plants in which the regularity of the
formation is in som.e way disturbed, the anther
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consists of two separate and distinct compart-

ments or “cells,” which are usually parallel.

In the common foxglove one may note how
nature declines to be bound by so simple a
rule even as this, the anther-cells being here

most curiously divergent. While young, the

anthers are fat, plump, and smooth. Presently

they open, either by a longitudinal fissure,

or by a pore at the upper extremity, or by a
very singular lateral valve, exactly resem-
bling the “port” of a ship. This opening,

called the “ dehiscence,” is in many cases

a capital adjunct to other characteristics

in determining the affinities of plants. Very
plain examples of dehiscence by pores at the

extremity may be seen in Rhododendrons
;

and very interesting ones of lateral valves in

the common Berbeiy and the Bay-tree. The
purpose of the dehiscence is to allow the escape

of the anther-contents—the powder, usually

yellow, so often seen adhering to the bodies of

the honey-bees when they emerge from the

flower, and which, in the language of botany,
is the “ pollen,” The quantity of pollen dis-

charged is usually very considerable. Some-
times it is white, or scarlet, or blue, or purple

—

even green—but gold colour is predominant.
Viewed with the microscope, the shape of the

particles is also found to be exceedingly diverse.

It is elliptical, spherical, or like a double globe,

and the surface is sometimes covered elegantly

with raised projections. Very carefully mani-
pulated under the microscope, the tunic of

every particle is found to consist of two or

more layers, while inside of all there is a
delicate secretion called the “ fovilla.” So
much for the general structure of the anther.

It has only to be added, at present, that in the
enormous family which includes the daisy and
the dandelion, also in Lobelias and a few other
plants, the five long anthers cohere by their

edges so as to form a narrow tube, the filaments
remaining “ free.” When thus united, anthers
are said to be “ syngenesious.”

XII.

Devonian System.

In West Somerset, Devon, and Cornwall, a
series of rocks of considerable thickness occur

Devonian strata between the Upper Silurian and
of Somerset, Carboniferous strata. These, and
Devon and their foreign equivalents, are
Cornwall, called by British geologists

Devonian. They consist of slates, schists,

sandstones, limestones, etc., and are best
studied in North Devon. They have been
divided into three groups— Upper, Middle, and
Lower—and these can be traced in succession
upwards from the North Foreland to Barnstaple
Bay. At the Foreland the Lower Devonian
rocks occur as a series of “ hard greenish red

and purple sandstones, with occasional fossils,”

and as “ soft chloritous slates with some sand-
stones ” at Lynmouth, etc. At Ilfracombe and
Combe Martin Middle Devonian strata are
shown as calcareous slates with courses of
limestone full of corals and shells

;
and further

east, at Morte Point and Morte Bay, as un-
fossiliferous sandstones, micaceous flags and
greenish schists. At Baggy Point, etc., the
Upper Devonian rocks occur as brown and
yellow sandstones with fossils

;
and in the

neighbourhood of Barnstaple and Pilton as
calcareous brown slates with fossils. The weU-
known limestones of Plymouth and Torbay,
crowded with corals and other fossils, and com-
monly cut and polished for ornaments, belong
also to the Middle Devonian group of rocks.

Most of the rocks thus included under the
head of Devonian are unmistakably of marine
origin, as the fossils clearly show; but this is by
no means the case with other strata of the same
geological age, known as

THE OLD RED SANDSTONE.

It will be remembered that the central part of
the Mendip Hills—the core, so to speak—was
described on an earlier page as
consisting of Old Red Sandstone,
as may be seen at Pen Hill and
Maesbury Castle {see p. 1 8). There is not, how-
ever, any very considerable exposure of these
rocks at either place, and we must go elsewhere
to gain an adequate idea of the importance of
the deposits of this character. “ The grandest
exhibition,” says Sir R. Murchison, “of the Old
Red Sandstone in England and Wales appears
in the escarpments of the Black Mountain of
Herefordshire, and in those of the loftiest moun-
tains of South Wales,—the Fans of Brecon*, and
Carmarthen—the one 2860, and the other 2590
feet above the sea. In no other tract of the
world visited by me have I seen such a mass
of red rocks (estimated at a thickness of not
less than 10,000 feet) so clearly intercalated
between the Silurian and the Carboniferous
strata. . . Consisting in its lower parts of red
and green shale and flagstone, with some small
‘ cornstones

’

” (earthy limestones with concre-
tionary lumps), “ and whitish sandstone, the
central and largest portion of the deposit is

composed of spotted green and red clays, and
marls, which afford on decomposition the
richest tracts of the counties of Brecknock,
Monmouth, Hereford, a large portion of Salop
(Shropshire), and small parts of Gloucester and
Worcester.”
We have already had occasion to remark that

the names given to formations are not always
to be construed literally. We
shall see further on that oolitic ^ freshwater

beds are not always “ oolitic
” ’

in structure, that strata may belong to the cre-

taceous system without being chalky, and that
greensand strata may be neither sandy nor
green. Such names have been bestowed for

various reasons, and describe rather the general
character of forrhations or of particular beds
in the locality where they were regarded as
typical, and certainly not because rocks of any
particular age must necessarily be of the same
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mineral character. So the Old Red Sandstone
is not always red. nor is it always sandstone,

but wherever it occurs in the British Islands

the deposits are much stained with iron, and
they are distinctly dilferent in character from
the true Devonian rocks, which are evidently

of marine origin. Mr. Godwin Austin, Prof.

Ramsay, Prof. R. Jones, and other observers,

have suggested, and it is now a generally

received opinion, that the Old Red Sandstone
was formed in inland lakes or seas of fresh or

brackish water.

Professor Geikie has further attempted to

mark out the areas occupied by the several

lakes in which these ancient
Loc^ty of the deposits were formed, and as in
ancient lakes. jS: , , -j-.j-i

doing so he has indicated the
districts in which the Old Red Sandstone is

found, we give his conclusions in his own
words :*

—

1.

The Old Red Sandstone tracts of the
north of Scotland, embracing the region of the

districts Prof. Geikie calls Lake Orcadie, Lake
Caledonia, Lake Cheviot, Lake Lorne, and the
Welsh Lake.
Remains of insects allied to the Epheme-

ridae (May flies), and other neuropterous
species, have been discovered in

the Devonian rocks of Canada,
but wdth these exceptions our
knowledge of the animal life of the period is

conflned to the inhabitants of the seas and
lakes. That land animals did exist then we
have no reason to doubt, and it is not by any
means beyon i expectation that we shall yet
learn something of the character of the beasts
that inhabited the countries of Europe while
the Old Red Sandstone was being deposited in

the broad lakes which formed so prominent a
feature of the landscape. In the Devonian
strata, as distinguished riom the Old Red Sand-
stone—that is, in the marine deposits—we And
sponges, annelids, polyzoa, large quantities and
many species of corals, numerous moUusca,

VIEW ON LOCH LKVEN.

Moray Firth, Caithness, the Orkney Islands,

the mainland of Shetland, and perhaps part of

the south-west coast of Norway.
2. The central valley of Scotland, between

the Highlands on the north and the Silurian

uplands on the south, including the basin of the
Firth of Clyde, and ranging across the north
of Ireland to the high grounds of Donegal.

3. A portion of the south-east of Scotland
and north of England, extending from St.

Abb's Head to the head of Liddesdale, and
including the area of the Cheviot Hills.

4. A district in the north of Argyllshire,

extending from the mouth of the Sound of

Mull t® Loch Awe, and perhaps up into the
southern part of the Great Glen.

5. The Old Red Sandstone region of Wales
and the border counties of England, bounded
on the north and west by the older palaeozoic
hills, the eastern and southern limits being
unknown.
The lakes which presumably occupied these

* Nature, vol. xvii., p. 471.

cephalopods, gasteropods, conchifera, and bra-

chiopods
;
* trilobites are not so common as

in the older strata. There are besides some
crinoids and small crustaceans.
The fossils of the Old Red Sandstone have

long excited the interest and claimed the
attention of palaeontologists. The
fish remains of the Upper Silurian I'isk remams of

strata are very fragmentary and
in many respects unsatisfactory.

Those in the Old Red Sandstone are numerous,
and in a much less fragmentary condition.

* Cuttle fish, nautili, and other molluscs helonsring
to the same class, are included under the designation
cephalopoda (from (ce</>aA.Tj (the head) and TroSa (feet),

because their feet or arms are attached to the head.
In the gasteropoda (yaa-rgp, the belly) the under
side of the body forms a single muscular foot, as in
the snails

; and the pteropoda (mepov, a wing) have
wing-like processes which serve as fins. The brachio-
poda or lampshells are so designated from ^paxlmy (an
arm), and the conchifera, “shell-bearers,” is a term
which has been found convenient to describe ordinary
bivalve mollusca, such as oysters, mussels, pectens, etc.

They are also very commonly called LameUibranchiata.
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Most of them belong to the “ Ganoid ” order.*

Fin spines and teeth which probably belonged
to “placoid” fishes have been found, but no
entire skeletons belonging to that division have
yet been discovered. Of the ganoid fish the
greater number belong to a sub-order named
by Prof. Huxley Crossopterygidce or "‘fringe-

finned,” from the peculiar disposition of the
fins. The Polypterus, a fish now living in the
Nile and other African rivers, and the bony
pike of North America, are the only existing

representatives of these fishes.

The Pterichthys, of which five species have
been found in the middle division of the Old
- - Red Sandstone in Scotland, has

no living representative. It was
covered with hard shelly armour more like

that of a crab than a fish—and had two wing-
like appendages, one on each side of the head,
which served for fins. In the lower beds, the
Cephalaspis (“buckler-headed”), the head of

which is covered with armour, and the Pteraspis,

and in the same formation a fresh-water
mussel (^Anodonta), has been discovered.

It may very naturally be asked, how could
marine and fresh-water strata have been de-

posited at the same time and so close together
as the Devonian rocks of Devon and Cornwall,
and the Old Red Sandstone, which lies to the
north of them ? The answer to this inquiry is,

that we have reason to believe a barrier of hilly

country stretched somewhere in the neighbour-
hood of the Bristol Channel in an easterly

direction, and thus cut off the sea from the

great lake in which the sandstone was forming.
Charnwood Forest—a piece of wild rocky
country north of Leicester—was also in exist-

ence as high land, and probably formed part of

a ridge which extended from Shropshire in the
west to some considerable distance beyond
Leicester—perhaps to the coast. The hills of

the Lake District are also older than the period
of which we are speaking, and they, too, pro-
bably stretched out much farther east.

CAPSTONE HILL, ILFBACOMBE.

a fish of the same family, occur. Some remark-
able crustaceans, Pteryyotus and Eurypterus,
are found in the same strata. Altogether about
110 species of fish have been found in the

deposits of this age in the British Isles.

The vegetation of the period, as far as it has
been ascertained, resembled in a remarkable

Vee-Ptation
degree that of the succeeding

^
* carboniferous age. The oldest

known fern, the Cyclopteris Hihernicus, is

plentiful in the Devonian beds of Kiltorkan;

* It has been found convenient for some purposes
to divide fish into orders distinguished according to
the character of their scales. If a herring scale is

examined with a magnifying glass, it will be seen to
be thin, flexible and homy, flat and round

;
all such

scales, whether circular or more or less oval, are called
cycloid. The scales of a sole or perch have a margin
with projections something like the teeth of a comb—
hence they are designated ctenoid. Ganoid scales are
bony, and covered with smooth enamel: the “bony
pike” (Lepidosteus) of .North America is a living
example of this order. Placoid scales consist of de-
tached bony tubercles, generally more or less armed
with spines, as in the shark and dog-fish.

XIV.

Orthography.

§ 102. Letters are symbols.
§ 103. Superfluous letters.

§ 104. Forty-four sounds, twenty-three symbols.
§ 105. Imperfections of the English alphabet.
§ 106. Reasons for this.

§ 107. Difficulties of pronunciation.
§ 108. Vowels.
§ 109. Table of vowel sounds.
§ 110. Compound-vowel sounds.
§ 111. Second table of vowel sounds.

Before proceeding to examine in detail the
classes of words, with their uses and infiexions,

we must devote some attention to orthography
or the classification of letters. By orthography
(see before, § 13) I do not mean the common
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aeceptation of the word, as signifying correct

spelling only
;
this is but a small part of what

is comprehended under the term. To study a
little the meaning of letters and their influence

one upon another, how they affect inflexion

and the composition of words, is by no means
uninteresting, Avhile it is essential for the ad-

vanced knowledge of language.

§ 102. Orthography deals with the correct

use of the symbols which we call letters
;

Orthoepy deals with the sounds which those
letters represent. We have seen (§ 4) that a
syllable represents a complete sound

;
what,

then, is a letter ? I^etters are the symbols or
characters which in European languages stand
for the part-sounds of speeeh

;
in the English

alphabet we have twenty-six, which are, as
every one knows, ABCDEFGHIJKLIM
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ. Every one,
perhaps, does not notice that these characters
which we see w’e call by the names of ay, hee,

cee, dee, ee, ef, gee, a itch, eye, jay, hay, el, em,
en, oh, pee, cue, ar, es, tee, eive, ree, double-ewe,
ehs, my, zed. Each of these (except in one
case) is, in fact, a word of one syllable. We
recognise this directly on beginning to teaeh a
child to read, if the old-fashioned method is

used of spelling the word first and then pro-
nouncing it. Cat is said to spell cat

;
it

really makes ceeaytee. The writer well re-

members hearing a little sister puzzled over
the word “ was. ” “What does ‘

w’ sound ?” said
the teaeher, and the sad answer “ dub ” came
in reply. How reconcile the name “double-
ewe ” with the sound except by shortening it ?

Some knowledge of the real sound-value of

our symbols is therefore most necessary in
teaching to read : the differenee between the
spoken and the mritten aljihabet must be
clearly seen.

§ 103. A little examination of our alphabet
shows that of our twenty-six letters, three are
superfluous—that is, there are in three cases

two letters for one sound : c, qu, x, and k, lew,

ks stand for the same in kan or can, queen or

kween, exercise or eksereise
;
x also can be

represented by z in Xenophon.
§ 104. On the other hand, many of the letters

represent two or three different sounds each :

thus a stands for six distinct sounds, as in the
words cat, care, name, father, tall, mhat

;
c

stands for two sounds, in spice and c?’aze
; g

differs in gutter and gem
; y even does duty for

two sorts of sounds, in three forms, as in rhyme,
forty, and year. There are in English forty-

two simple or elementary sounds (some only
reckon forty), for which we have only twenty-
three useful symbols (see after, § 121, as to c,q,

and x').

§ 105. It is upon these facts that the English
scholars who advocate a system of phonetic
writing base their arguments. A perfect

alphabet, it is said, ought to have a symbol for

every sound, and each symbol ought only to

mean one sound
;
moreover, each symbol ought

to be used aceording to its oivn charaeter.

(Even here, language but imperfectly conveys
the thought : a part sound\% meant, except in

the case of vowels : a whole sound is a syllable.)

And no doubt if philosophers could sit down

and form a language from the beginning, upon
strictly logical principles, this possibly might
be done among a number who would agree
upon the same pronunciation, and who would
also agree not to change theii’ pronunciation.
There are several reasons for what seem to be
the inconsistencies or contradictions of our
alphabet : we still use the symbols which were
invented in early times to express the letters as
they were then pronounced

;
while, from various

causes, our pronunciation has changed, the
symbols have stood still. The history of pro-

nunciation, and especially of the English, has
been fully and carefully investigated by Mr.
Alexander J. Ellis, who has spent years of

patient labour upon the study
;
the following

exti-act from his great work indicates very
clearly some of the reasons for the growing
divergence between the letters and sounds of

any language.

§ 106. “ Writing, that wonderful method of

arresting sound which has made human memory
independent of life, and has thus perpetuated
knowledge, was necessarily at first confined to
the learned alone—the priestandthe philosopher.
These fixed, as nearly as they could appreciate,

or their method of symbolization, which was
necessarily insuflScient, would allow, the sounds
of their own language as they heard them in
their own day. Their successors, venerating
the invention, or despairing of introducing im-
provements, trod servilely in their steps, and
mostly used the old symbols w’hile the sounds
changed around them. Within the limits of the
powers of the old symbols some changes were
made from time to time, but very slowly. Then
in quite recent days, the innovation of dia-

critical signs arose, as in French and German,
whereby a modem modification of an ancient
usage was more or less indicated. Occasionally,

whole groups of letters, formerly correctly used
to indicate certain sounds, came to be con-
sidered as groups indicating new sounds.

Before the invention of printing, writers, be-

come more numerous, had become also less

controlled by the example of their ancestors,

and endeavoured as well as they could ... to

express on paper the sounds they heard
But with the invention of printing came a
belief in tlie necessity of a fixed orthography
to facilitate the work of the compositor and
reader. The regulation of spelling was taken
from the intellectual and given to a mechanical
class. Uniformity at all hazards was the
aim.” (“ On Early English Pronunciation,”

chap, i,, pp. 21, 22.)
This difiiculty of the want of correspondence

betiveen spoken sounds and letters is not, as
some suppose, confined to English. A well-

known French scholar declares that “French
orthography is now quite as traditional and
unphonetic as English, and gives an even falser

notion than this of the actual state of the
Language it is supposed to represent ” (H.
Nicol). Students in the seventeenth century
noted “ the imperfection of our alphabet.

For,” says Charles Butler, “ through the
ignorance of our old pen-men an I printers, it is

come to passe, that sundry letters, of frequent

use in our tongue, have yet noe peculiar and
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distinct characters : as Sir Thomas Smith,
occasioned by this imcertainty of our writing,

noteth. ‘Whereas (saith hee) of necessitie

there must bee so many letters in every tongue,
as there are single sounds, the Latin letters are
not sufficient to expresse all the single sounds
of the English. So that wee are faine to
borrow for these uncharactered letters, other
letters, that have other forces of their owne.’ ”

(“The English Grammar,” Oxford, 1633.)
In English, besides the changes brought

about by time in pronunciation, our ortho-
graphy has been affected by the introduction of

Norman-French
;

its grafting on to the speech
of the people brought in new powers to the
existing symbols, or modified by force of habit
the old sounds represented. The mixing of

dialects, which have each their individual
peculiarities of sound, is another source of
varying signs and powers, as any one may
easily verify by comparing some familiar
words, as he hears them, say in Yorkshire
and Somersetshire, and this in the language
of cultivated people, without going so far as
the broadest country speech

—

e.g.^hasliet, staff;
hasTist, staff, with the “full French sound,”
as Jonson calls it

;
gerl (girl), and gurl, or

even gyurl.

§ 107. Thus it is impossible to class our
letters with an exactitude that shall have no
exceptions, and to say of a letter or combination
of letters, as can be done for the most part with
Italian or German, “ this always sounds so

;

”

there are so many varieties that the unfortu-
nate foreigner finds it difficult to learn by the
analogy of pronunciation—he must learn them
by heart. The Frenchman who, being asked how
he was, replied that “ he had a cow in his box,”
had excuse enough in the strange differences
in the use of ough in cough, plough, enough,
through, borough and though, to have mistaken
the lowing milker for his complaint. Under the
study of phonetic laws, now becoming reduced
to a science, it is found that in the progress of
language “each sound under the same condi-
tions can change in only one way” (H. Sweet):
to account for the great variety of changes
stereotyped by our alphabet must consequently
signify an infinity of differing conditions. That
system of phonetic writing, therefore, which is

destined to endure, must provide for the pos-
sibility of such changes according to the laws
of interchange and growth.

§ 108. Vowels.—On examination of our forty-
two sounds, we find that they admit of a
classification, according to the portion of the
physical organ which produces the sound. We
are all taught that some are vowels—a, e, i, o, n—^and that the rest are consonants. What is

the difference between them ? A simple vowel
is a sound coming straight through the throat
from the larynx, vibrating through the vocal
chords that are stretched across the windpipe,
against the hollows of the mouth and throat,
without modification by the teeth, lips, or
throat; the sound, too, can be easily uttered
continuously, and by itself, without the help
of other sounds. (Or, as a quaint old Scotch
writer, Alexander Hume, puts it, “ a vowal is

the symbol of a sound maed without the

tuiches of the mouth.”) We have eleven of

these in English, to which we add six com-
pound-vowel sounds,* making seventeen vowel
sounds in all. These are represented by
fifteen symbols, for this purpose two letters

being often taken for one. The following table

shows the sounds as we recognize them in the
spelling of certain words, and we recommend
the student to exercise himself on all the letters,

testing the sounds on the definitions here given..

§ 109. TABLE OF VOWEL SOUNDS.

Eleven Simple-Vowel sounds.

[
a in care (and aiin pair, ea in bear).

^ J
« in bath, far.

j

a in fall {aw in saw, au in Paul).

(
a in cat, bad.

[N.B. For a in what, see 0 ;
for « vanamef

see Diphthongs.]

j
e in feel (and ea in meal).

(

e

in led (and ea, in bread).
I ^ in tin (and y in study).

[N.B. For i in vine, see Diphthongs.]

Q I
in pool (and u in rude).

(
o in hot (and a in what).

[N.B. For 0 in note, see Diphthongs.]

jj j u in but (and o in mother).

) u in full (and oo in wood).
[N.B. For u in rude, see 0 ;

for u in musCy.

see Diphthongs.]

Six Compound-Vowel sounds or Diphthongs.
a in name, rate (and aiin strait, laid).

i in vine {ai in aisle, and y in cypher).

0 in note (and oa in boat, goal).

01 in choice {oy in boy).

ou in sound (and 07v in how).
eu in feud (and ew in mew, and u in muse).

§ 110. The compound-vowel sound is that in
which two simple vowels flow together, or
rather the one a little precedes the other, and
consequently a slight change in the movement
of the mouth is necessary to complete the
sound. It may surprise some to find an a, i, o,

or a w set down as a diphthong ; it must be
remembered that it is the sound it represents
in the particular combinations exemplified.
The symbol a in standing for the
same sound as the two letters ai in la id, hraid ;

the letter i standing for the sound spelt eye (as
in blind'), also for the sound of ai in aisle, are
really diphthongal vowels,—neither of them
can be pronounced by a single, but requires a
double action of tlie mouth, quite as much as
do the other compound-vowel sounds which
happen to be represented by double letters.

The same remarks apply to the o sound in
rote, goat, and to the u sound in m?4te, nows.
In all four cases we have a really double sign,.

* It is perhaps not possible to be entirely exact as
to the number of vowel sounds (owing to the diversity
in pronunciation and in hearing, even of the most
careful). By two well-known writers on English they
are given differently; Dr. Morris has fourteen “ single
vowels ” and five diphthongs, Dr. Angus twelve simple
vowels and four diphthongal sounds. I believe the
above table gives a fair representation. It is purposely
made on the basis of the five ordinary “ vowels,” that
the student may distinguish clearly the differing
sounds, and the number of them, which they at pre-
sent denote. A more scientific classification of these
sounds is given in § 111.
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as well as the single one, for the compound
sound.
The letter y sometimes represents the coin-

2)ovnd sound of i, as in hy, cry

;

it also fre-

quently stands for the shnple vowel i, as in

very, truly, day. But y is itself properly a

consonant. So also is w. See after, § 120, the

Table of Consonants.

§ 111. Those who study the vowel sounds
according to the method of their production

from the voice and the hollows of the throat

and mouth find that they bear a relation to

one another, answering to certain musical

notes and chords. Such of the vowel sounds

as are found in the English language (for there

are, naturally, several in other languages which
we do not possess) these scholars, therefore,

class in the following order :

—

Long Von'els.

ea, i as in pm, machme.
a, at „ cure, pair.

a „ father, mark.
a, au ,, all, pa am, Sa«l.

li, 00 ,, rwde, faal.

Short Vatvels.

i as in ship, limb.

e „ b^’d, neck.

a „ hat, ram.
o, a „ hat, nad, what.
u, 00 „ fi^ll, })?/t, waad.
u, 0 „ bat, ?/gly, inather.

Diphthongs.

ai as in aisle, wine, fire,

ou, on' „ haase, co?i'.

a „ fate, name,
ai, oy „ ail, Qoy.

o, oa „ rape, baat.

'll, ew „ pany, ieiv.

The want of a proper sign to each sound is

again here apparent, and several efforts have
heen made both in England and abroad to

supply the deficiency
;
sooner or later a more

faithful system of notation will probably grow
up among us.

XII.

Ornamental Writing.
Another department of ornamental writing
to which the old writing-masters devoted great
attention was that which they denominated
“flourishing.” Some of us are old enough to
remember, perhaps, when the headpieces of
our ciphering books were elaborately designed
by one who the

Name of each rule in neat design would set

—

Bird, beast, or fish
; ogee or Grecian fret

;

Around “ Addition ” cherubs’ heads incline,
Or swooping eagles decked in plumage fine

;“ Reduction” 's borne by dragon cloaked in maU.
Or scaly fish, that’s “ very like a whale.”

Designs of this character abound in the works

of the ancient teachers of writing, and have
been the subject of much misapprehension. It

(

has been taken for granted that these men
were capable of the absurdity of intending
these frequently grotesque pen-sketches for
“ draTNungs.” They may fairly be exonerated
of any such folly. These things were done
merely as pleasant practice for gaining free-

dom of hand, or as evidences of such freedom
when it was attained. And their authors were
quite right. It is

1
simply impossible

1 to strike one of

i these designs (say

an eagle or a
dragon), without

* being capable of

the utmost free-

dom of hand
;
and

the man or boy
who has gained
that freedom is,

almost in the

nature of things,

a good %\'riter.

Another spe-

ciality of some of

these men, and teaxsceibeb ax wobk.

one, by the way, which certainly could not
claim any useful character, was their ability as
executants of microscopic, or very
minute, chirography. Penman-
ship of this kind appears to be ^ ^

of very considerable antiquity, one of the

oldest facts (or fictions) in the history of chiro-

graphy claiming that the whole Iliad of Homer
had been written by an Athenian in characters

so minute that the MS. could be enclosed in

a nut-shell. Though this appears perfectly

incredible, Huet, bishop of Avranches, states

(“Comment, de Kebus ad eum pertinent ”) that

he himself proved the possibility of the feat

before the Dauphine of France. Much of the
feasibility of the performance evidently depends
upon the nature of the nut selected as the
receptacle for the MS. The most ancient
account says indefinitely nuce," which may
mean any nut : Huet is more precise in

phrase
;
and “ intra juglandis ” indicated his

preference for a walnut shell. Massey, the
historian of penmen, says, quaintly and per-

tinently, concerning this knotty point :
“ If

it could be proved that it was a cacao ” (cocoa)
“ nut shell, the matter, I think, would not then
admit of a dispute.”

A very early performer in this way was
the celebrated Peter Bales. It is recorded of

this ^^^iting-master that he inscribed the Lord’s
Prayer, the Apostles’ Creed, and the Ten Com-
mandments wflthin the circumference of a
silver penny. This extraordinary specimen of

microscopic penmanship Bales had set in a
gold ring, and covered with crystal, and pre-

sented it to “good Queen Bess.” A strong
magnifying-glass accompanied the ring, that

being indispensable for the decipherment of

the tiny characters. It would seem that Her
Majesty often placed the singular ornament
upon her finger, and delighted to show it to

foreigners and strangers.
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Hollingshead, in his “ Chronicle,’’ gives the

following account of this celebrated specimen
of micro-caligraphy :

—

“ The 10th of August, 1575, a rare piece of

work, and almost incredible, was brought to

pass by an Englishman, born in the city of

London, named Peter Bales, who, by his

industry and practice of his pen, contrived

and writ, within the compass of a penny, in

Latin, the Lord’s Prayer, the Creed, the Ten
Commandments, a Prayer to God, a Prayer for

the Queen, his Poesy, his Name, the Day of

the Month, the Year of our Lord and the

Queen’s Keign. And on the 17th of August
next following, at Hampton Court, he pre-

sented the same to the Queen’s Majesty, in the

head of a ring of gold, covered with crystal,

and presented therewith an excellent spectacle

by him devised for the easier reading thereof,

wherewith Her Majesty read all that was
written therein, with great admiration, and
commended the same to the Lords of the

Council and the Ambassadors, and did wear
the same many times upon her finger.”

This Bales appears to have been the first syste-

matic English writer upon the art of penman-
ship. His “ 'Writing Schoolmaster,” published

in 1590, is divided into three parts, the first

treating of “ Brachygraphy,” or swift writing
;

the second of ‘‘ Orthography,” or true writing
;

and the third of “ Calligraphy,” or fair writing.

A second edition was published rather more
than a century later. There is no manner of

doubt that Bales was not only an adept in the

use of the pen, but an able and capable in-

structor in the same. The following quaint
epigram, with which he concludes his ‘‘ Writing
Schoolmaster,” shows, however, that he was
by no means exempt from the vanity with
which his successors have often been so

strongly tinctured :

—

“ Swift, true, and fair, good reader, I present,
Art, pen, and hand, have play’d their parts in me.
Mind, wit, and eye, do yield their free consent

;

Skill, rule, and grace, give all their gains to thee

;

Swift art, true pen, fair hand’together meet.
Mind, wit, and eye, skill, rules, and grace to greet."

A still more extraordinary microscopic pen-
man was the marvellously clever dwarf, Mat-
thew Buckinger. This lusus naturce was born
in the year 1674, and had neither hands nor
legs. He attained a stature of twenty-nine
inches. Neither his liliputian proportions nor
his terrible deprivations were able, however, to

either conceal his great talents or to shut him
out from the pale of social life.

The dwarf Buckinger was a microscopic pen-
cahgrapher. characterised by a dexterity

perfectly marvellous, in its varied results. He
has left a very remarkable portrait of his tiny
anatomy, which is decidedly of great chiro-

graphical interest, the flowing curls of the
wig being formed of lines of writing barely
large enough to be legible to ordinary eyes,

and these contain the whole of the following
Psalms, according to the version in the Prayer
Book ;

—

121st, “ I will lift up mine eyes,” etc.

127th, “ Except the Lord build the house,”
etc.

128th, “ Blessed are all they,” etc.

130th, “ Out of the depths,” etc.

146th, “ Praise ye the Lord,” etc.

149th, “ 0 sing unto the Lord,” etc.

150th, “ O praise God in His holiness,” etc.,

and the Lord’s Prayer, which latter is com-
prised in four curls. Some of Buckinger’s
other specimens so closely resemble engravings,
when casually viewed, that they actually

passed for prints for a considerable period.

This extraordinary little personage, besides
being a rapid and expert penman, was an
excellent musician, and could
perform upon the oboe, trumpet, ®ucking^s

dulcimer, drum, “strange flute

in consort with the bagpipe,” etc., by in-

genious devices of his own invention
;
was

also a tolerable draughtsman, and expert at
legerdemain, and was, moreover, four times a
Benedick, and the father of eleven children.
Decidedly, as a microscopic penman, little

Master Matthew Buckinger was entitled to the
tribute which the Lancashire maji paid to the
skill of the famous “ Tim Bobbin,” himself a
caligrapher of mark, when he said,—“ Tim
could write a cleawr preent hond, as smo as
smithy smudge ” (“ Tim could write a clear

print hand, as small as the motes which dance
in the sunbeams in the blacksmith’s shop”).

There is, or used to be, a portrait of Charles I.

in the library of St. John’s College, Oxford,
which has the whole of the Book of Psalms
written in the lines of the face and the hair of

the head. The lines are legible to the naked
eye on a close inspection. It does not appear
who was the author of this example of minute
writing, nor when it was executed

;
but an in-

scription beneath it states that it was presented
to the college by Archbishop Laud, in 1636.

Massey states that he had in his possession a
remarkable specimen of micro-caligraphy,
written by George Kier (probably Kerr), a
Scotsman, in 1711. It contained within the
circumference of a shilling, the Lord’s Prayer in

Hebrew, the Ten Commandments, the Lord’s
Prayer in English, the Creed, Publius Lentu-
lus’s letter to the Roman Senate concerning
Our Saviour, and the 151st Psalm, translated

from the Septuagint. A good glass was re-

quired to decipher the writing.

Though Peter Bales may have been the first

English micro-chirographer, and was un-
doubtedly our earliest author who treated of

penmanship systematically, perhaps we may
take Roger Ascham, the celebrated author of

the “ Schoolmaster,” as the prototype of our
writing-masters. This fine old Yorkshireman
had the honour of counting among his pupils

Prince Edward and Lady Elizabeth (both

subsequently to occupy the throne _ ^ ,

of England), and the brothers

Henry and Charles, Dukes of Suffolk. That
Ascham’s repute as a penman (on which
Leland has left an encomium) had not been
gained at the expense of other acquirements,
is proved by the laudatory epigram which he
won from the great Buchanan, and by Queen
Elizabeth’s exclamation upon hearing of his

death,—“I had rather lost ten thousand pounds
than my tutor Ascham 1

”
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XV.

Measures of Time.

Time, unlike space, and weight, is marked
ofiE into certain natural divisions of equal or

nearly equal length, by the regular recurrence

of certain natural events.

Thus a year and a day are both natural divi-

sions of time, depending on the earth’s motion.

We know that the earth has a compound
motion—both spinning round on her own axis,

and also describing an orbit round the sun, this

orbit being very nearly a circle of which the

sun is the centre.

This double or compound motion may be
easily understood by imagining a top spinning
on a man’s hand, the man at the same time
riding round in a circus. If the top were
made to spin 365 times while the man went
once round the circus, it would almost exactly

represent the earth’s motion. The representa-

tion would be still more accurate if the top

and the man could be made to go so slowly

that the top should require a whole day and
night to spin once round, and the man a whole
year to get once round the circus.

The time which the earth takes to spin once
round on its axis is called a day—or more
strictly it should be called a solar day—and is

generally measured from noon to noon. Now this

time from noon to noon is not always exactly

the same, being at some seasons of the year a
little longer, and at others a little shorter than
the average time. But it is easy to find what
the average time is. This has been done, and
the name “ mean ” (or average) solar day is

given to this time. The ordinary day of 24 hours
is this mean solar day.

We now understand exactly what the length
of an ordinary day is. It is the average length
of time between two successive noons.
The ordinary day, as measured by our clocks,

is thus, strictly speaking, not a natural division

of time, though it is so closely connected with
them, d’he hour marked by clocks is the 24th
part of this artificial average day.

Let us now consider what we mean by a
year, and see how the natural or solar year
differs in length from the artificial year which
we always mean in the ordinary affairs of life.

If we could mark the exact spot occupied by
the earth at any moment in her orbit round
the sun, and then watch till she came round to

exactly the same spot again, thus completing
one revolution round the sun, we should find

the time occupied in so doing to be just 365
days 5 hours 48 minutes 47^ seconds, which is

very nearly 365 days 6 hours, or 365J days.
Now, it would be very inconvenient to make

this the length of our year, because then each
year would begin 6 hours later than the year
before.

Thus, for instance, next year, instead of
beginning, as this year did, at midnight on the

31st December, would not begin till 6 hours
later. What is now noon would have to be
called 6 o’clock, and the hours of the clock
would all mean something different fi’om what
they do this year.

The following year they would mean some-
thing else, and so on. Thus there would be end-
less confusion. On the other hand, if we neglect
this quarter-day, and make every year to con-
sist only of 365 days, then in 4 years we should
be ahead of the sun one whole day (i.e., our
year would begin a day sooner than it ought),
and we should go on gaining one day every 4
years

;
so that in 124 years we should have

gained 31 days on the sun, and therefore the
1st of January would fall on what is now the

1st of December, and in another 120 years it

would fall on what is now the 1st of November,
and so on.

To avoid this backward shifting of New
Year’s day, the following plan was hit on, and
by order of Julius Caesar was adopted in the
Roman Empire.

Since our solar year is nearly 3654 days, 4
years will be 4 times 365 days + 4 quarters

(i.e. 4 times 365 days -f 1 day
;

i.e. 3 times
365 days -f- 366 days). If therefore we allow 3

out of every 4 years to have 365 days, and the

fourth year to have 366 days, we shall just keep
things straight.

The fourth year which gets this additional day
is called leap year, or Bissextile

;
and the extra

day is given to February.
Now, this arrangement would do perfectly,

only that unfortunately the solar year is not
exactly 3654 days, or 365 days G hours. It

is actually only 365 days 5 hours 48 minutes

47^ seconds ; so that in counting it as 365^
days, we made it too much by about 11

minutes 12.^ seconds. Therefore if we go
on giving an additional day to every 4
years, in 400 years’ time we shall have given
about 3 days too much (i.e. 400 X 11' 12^').

Therefore we must omit 3 of the additional

days in every 400 years. Pope Gregory XIII.
ordered this to be done by omitting the addi-

tional day in those leap years which complete
certain centuries—namely, all centuries such
that the numbers expressing them are not
divisible by 4.

Thus the years 1700, 1800, 1900, are not to

be leap years, because 17, 18, and 19 are not
divisible by 4, though according to Julius

Caesar’s arrangement they would be leap years.

But the years 1600 and 2000 will be leap years,

because 1 6 and 20 are divisible by 4.

Pope Gregory not only ordered this to be
done for the future

;
but as the old system of

calculation had added on nearly 10 days too

many, he ordered these 10 days to be omitted,

skipping fi’om the 4th to the 15th of March of

the year 1582. In England no change was made
till 170 years later

;
but at last, on the 2nd

September 1752, the ^^new styles' as it is called,

was adopted, so that the next day, instead of

being called the 3rd, was called the 14th, the

error having by that time amounted to 11 days.

It is amusing to read, as an instance of ex-

treme confusion of thought, that many people

at the time believed that their lives were
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actually shortened by the 11 days thus skipped

over ;
and that in consequence there was much

grumbling at the change.
The arrangement adopted by Julius Ccesar

is called the Julian or Old Style ; the modern
one is called the G-regorian or New Style.

Russia is now the only country in Europe
which keeps the old style.

We can now understand the table of time.

The mean solar day is the standard of

measurement. It is divided into 21 equal

parts ;
each of these is subdivided into 60 equal

parts
;
and each of these again into 60 equal

parts.

Table of Time.

60 seconds make 1 minute, written 1 m.
60 minutes 99 1 hour 99

Ih.
24 hours

99
1 day 99

Id.
7 days

99
1 week 99 1 wk.

4 weeks 99 1 commonmonth „ 1 mo.
)6 days 99 1 common year „ 1 yr.

Seconds are sometimes written thus (' ) and
minutes thus ('). For instance, we may write
60" = 1'.

The year is also divided into 12 calendar

months. The number of days in each may be
remembered by the following lines—more useful

than beautiful :

—

Thirty days hath September,
April, June, and November

;

February twenty-eight alone,

And all the rest have thirty-one
;

But leap year coming once in four,

February then has one day more.

Exercises.

1.

Reduce to their lowest denominations the
following compound quantities ;

—

Ca) 6 h. 36 m. 20 s. (/) 365 d. 5 h. 48 m.
(&) 16 h. 21m. 14 s.

(c) 6 d. 12 h. 58 m.
id) 16 d. 12 h. 16 m.

13 s.

(e) 6w.3d.4h.2m.

51s.

(<7) 11 d. 13 h. 14 m.
(h) 15 h. 20 m. 11s.
(i) 21d..2h.3m.
Qc) 127d. 17h. 43 m.

2. Reduce (a) 43200 seconds to hours, etc.

„ Ih) 471654 hours to months, etc.

„ (c) 4745 days to years, etc.

„ {d) 146357 seconds to days, etc.

„ (e) 365230 hours to years, etc.

„ (/) 6106620 minutes to yeai-s, etc.

„ (y) 104373300 seconds to years, etc.

3. Add the following :

—

wks. d. h.

(a) 17 4 17

2 6 15

11 1 9
18 5 11

h. m. 3.

(b) 5 25 17

6 32 43
8 18 29

17 47 37

d. h. m,
(c) 3 7 14

27 13 9
41 14 33
16 8 27

mo, wk. d.

(d) 11 3 5

16 1 6

7 0 2
18 2 4

4.

Perform the following subtractions :

—

h. m. 8. h. m. s. d. h. m.
(a) 14 32 28 (b) 3 46 50 (c) 14 3 46

10 40 46 2 16 26 3 5 50

w. d. h. mo. w. d. yr. d. li.

(d) 11 1 11 (e) 13 0 0 (/) 5 0 17
8 1 23 333 2 138 22

5. A watch loses 15 seconds every day : how
mueh will it lose during the months of January
and February in leap year ? Supposing it to

have been rightly set on 1st January at mid-
day, what hour will it show on the 4th March
at midday

6. How many seconds are there in a day?
How many in a year (not a leap year) ? How
many seconds has a boy lived who has just

completed his eighth year ? (N.B. — There
must be one, and only one, leap year in every
4 successive years.)

7. Supposing a bird to fly at the rate of 100
miles in 3 hours, how long would it take to fly

to the sun, a distance of 95,000,000 miles, sup-
posing it could do so without stopping ?

8. On the 21st of June, 1851, the Duke of

Wellington had lived 30,000 days. What year
was he born ? and on what day ?

Answers.
(a) 20120 s.

(^>) 58874 s.

(c) 7978 m.
Qd) 1340173 s.

(e) 54962 m.

(f) 31656931s.

(y) 16634 m.
(A) 65211 s.

00 30363 m.
(k) 183943 m.

2. (a)12h.
; (&) 701m.3w.3d.6h.; (d)13y.

(d) 1 d. 16 h. 39 m. 17 s.
;

(e) 41 y. 252 d. 22 h.

(/) lly.225d. 17h.; (y) 3 y. 113 d. 35 m.
3. (a) 60w. 4d.4h.

;
(b) 38h.4m.6s.; (c)

88d. 19h.23m.
;
(d) 54m.0w.3d.

4. (a) 3 h. 61 m. 42 s.
;
(b) 1 h. 31 m. 24 s.

;
(c)

lOd. 2 1 h. 56 m.
; (^) 2 w. 6 d. 12 h.; (e) 9 m. 0 w. 4 d.

;

(/) 2y.226d.l9h.
5. 15 m.; 11 h. 44 m.
6. 86400 ;

3153G000
;
252460800.

7. 118750 d.

8. May 1st, 1769.

XIV.

The Warlike Reign op Sargon.

The reign of Shalmaneser IV., the successor of

O’iglath-Pileser II., was short, extending over
only five years. Whether he was a son or other
relative of the great Tiglath, or whether after

the death of that warlike monarch there was a
brief anarchy, in the course of which Shalman-
eser found his way to the throne, is not known.
Veiy few records of his reign exist, and we are
only informed that some of the Syrian and
Phoenician cities, especially Samaria and Tyre,
revolted, and that afterwards several of the
petty chiefs submitted to the Assyrian king,

and assisted him to form a navy for the attack
of Tyre. Sixty vessels arrived off the famous
seaport, but the brave Tyrians,

with a fleet of only twelve ships,

encountered and defeated them.
^ amana.

Shalmaneser then limited his efforts to a blockade
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on the land side of the maritime city. When
he died, his forces were engaged in the sieges of

Tyre and Samaria. The name of this king is

connected with that of Hoshea, king of Israel,

both on the monnments and in the Scripture

narratives—the name in the cuneiform inscrip-

tions appearing as Husai. In the second Book
of Kings (xvii. 2—6) we are told, “ And he

[ Hoshea] did that which was evil in the sight

of the Lord. . . . Against him came up Shal-

maneser, king of Assyria
;
and Hoshea became

his servant, and gave him presents. And the
king of Assyria found conspiracy in Hoshea :

for he had sent messengers to So [Sibahe],
king of Egypt, and brought no present to the
king of Assyria, as he had done year by year

;

therefore the king of Assyria shut him up and
bound him in prison. Then the king of Assyria
came up throughout all the land, and went up
to Samaria, and besieged it three years.”

There is reason to believe that Shalman-
eser was deposed and probably killed by a
military revolution in his own dominions, and
it is certain that by 722 b.c. a leader of great

energy and military talents,

Sh?im?neL.
interesting inscriptions relating

to mercantile affairs, and standard Assyrian
weights of the time of Shalmaneser, are pre-
served in the British Museum.
The new king claimed royal descent, and he

adopted the name of the great Babylonian
king, “ the Babylonian Moses,” as he has been
stylet!—to whose remarkable history we have
referred in a previous chapter. The name
means “ the right, or time king,” and was per-
haps assumed by the new king of Assyria in a
spirit of boasting. His first expedition, after

ascending the throne, was to complete the work
his predecessor had begun in Syria, and he
completed it effectually. Samaria was carried

by storm, and, say the inscriptions, more than
twenty-seven thousand of the people were
carried away. 'WTien the capital was taken the
kingdom of Israel was at an end

;
Hoshea, the

last king of the ten tribes, was

^^doi^of ^ captive and a prisoner. The
destruction of Samaria was re-

ferred to by the prophet Micah
;

and the carrying the people into captivity in

2 Kings xvii. 6 : “In the ninth year of

Hoshea the king of Assyria took Samaria, and
carried Israel away into Assyria, and placed
them in Halah and Habor by the river of

Gozan, and in the cities of the Medes.” Halah
is supposed to have been a district on the
upper Khabour or Habor, a tributary of the
Euphrates. The issue of the siege of Samaria
is also referred to by Isaiah (x. 10—1.S). From
this captivity the Israelites have never returned
as a nation. The Ten Tribes were dispersed,

and their fate is one of the mysteries of history.

It is known that many of the Israelites retain^
their national characteristics and individuality,

and it is supposed they formed colonies in

various eastern countries
;
“ but,” says a recent

writer, “the great majority merged into the
heathen mass around them, and though their

descendants to this day may be traced amongst
the Afghans and elsewhere, as a people they

still continue to be lost beyond the power
of human recognition.” There are traces of
Mosaic customs, rites and ceremonies, among
people of various parts of eastern Asia—even,
we believe, in some districts of China

;
and

the Afghans, we know, retain Israelitish names
with some modifications (as Yakoub for Jacob),
and claim a descent from Saul, king of Israel.

There is an Assyrian bas-relief representing
Israelites bringing tribute to the king, in which,
as in the paintings on the walls of Egyptian
temples, the charaeteristic Hebrew features are
preserved.

The dissensions in Assyria about the time
of the death of Shalmaneser appear to have
encouraged some of the princes
of Babylonia to make an attempt
to recover their independence. ^ ^

Tiglath-Pileser had, in the temple of Bel,
solemnly assumed the title of King of Babylon,
and made sacrifices to the god, and his suc-
cessor and Sargon, the new ruler of Assyria,
claimed to retain the dignity. A Chaldean of
great ability and subtlety, Merodach-baladan,
had gained the favour of Tiglath-Pileser by
making costly presents, and so avoiding the
confiscation of his own lands, on the banks of
the Euphrates. His people are described as
“ half-traders and half-pirates,” and he was
practically ruler over the whole district

bordering on the Gulf of Persia. Having gained
the adhesion of the Chaldean tribes, he formed
an alliance with Humba-nigas, king of Elam
(a powerful state lying to the south of Assyria
and afterwards incorporated in the Persian
empire)

;
and, while Sargon was engaged in

Syria, conquered Babylon, 722 B.c., and pro-
claimed himself king.

Samaria was taken, the last king of Israel a
captive, the people scattered, and in the north
of Palestine Sargon was supreme. Leaving
able governors to secure his new conquests, the
energetic king marched swiftly towards Baby-
lonia. The Elamite king met him at Dur, or
Duran, near the Assyrian frontier. A fierce

battle ensued, and Humba-nigas
was driven back into his country of the

with great loss. From that time ^ °

the power of Elam, once so great and important
a kingdom, declined, and not long afterwards
it was virtually a province of the great Assyrian
empire. Sargon continued his march, and made
captives of some of the tribes who had allied

themselves with Merodach-baladan, but was
unable to advance to Babylon and attack the
new king, for events in Syria and the regions

around Ararat demanded his attention. In the

latter district a league against Assyrian power
was being formed by the influence of King
Ursa. At Hamath, in Syria, Hu-bihid, an
adventurer, had announced himself king, and
receiving encouragement and promise of assist-

ance from Sibahe of Egypt, headed a revolt
;

and Arpad, Simirra, Damas, Samaria, indeed
the whole of Palestine, which Sargon and his

immediate predecessors had subdued, pro-

claimed their independence of Assyria. At the

head of an immense army, Sargon advanced
towards Gargar (Aroer), the old capital of the

Amorite kingdom, on the eastern side of
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Jordan, where Iln-bihid had established him-
self. The city fell before the fierce attack of
the Assyrians. Ilu-bihid was captured and
flayed alive, and the city was burned. The
ruins, now known as ArMr, stand on the brow
of a hill overlooking the Wady Mojeb, the
ravine through which runs the river Arnon.
The district of Hamath was placed under an
Assyrian governor, and a colony of several
thousand Assyrians placed there.

Advancing southwards, Sargon invaded
Judah, where he was opposed, near Kaphia,
•‘on the road to Egypt,” by a large army of
Philistines, led by Hanun, king of Gaza, and

a considerable Egyptian contin-

gent sent by Sibahe, one of the
kings of the Ethiopian dynasty.

The interference of Egypt at this time was

territories lay to the west, bordering on the
vast sheet of water now known as the Black
Sea. The allies were unable to compete with
the warlike Sargon, who advanced against
Karchemish, the old capital of

the great Hittite kingdom, and
captured it. The king, Pisiri,

karchemish.

with his family and the officers of his house-
hold, was captured, and enormous treasures
of gold, silver, furniture, and ornaments
were forwarded by the conqueror to the royal
treasury at Kaleh. In pursuance of the old
policy of obhterating nationalities, the people
of Karchemish were distributed throughout
the Assyrian empire, and the city was colonized
by Assyrians, and placed under the rule of a
military governor.
A year after Karchemish had fallen, a very

PEOCESSIOir OP ASSYEIAN- WAEEIOES.

the prelude to the great contest of the two
powers, Assyria and Egypt, for what was then
virtually universal dominion. The allies were
defeated, Raphia burned, and the king of Gaza
sent a captive to Assyria.

During the three years ensuing, Sargon was
engaged in constant warfare in the eastern

part of his dominions with rebellious princes,

whose names have left no record in histor}’-,

and whose territories it is now very difficult,

indeed almost impossible, to identify. Those
who refused to pay tribute were sent, with
their wives and children, into captivity, and
their provinces were bestowed on others who
had been more subservient. In 717 B.C., Pisiri,

prince of Karchemish, who had been faithful

to Assyria since his defeat by Tiglath-Pileser,

showed symptoms of revolt, and formed
an alliance with the king of Muski, whose
VOL. I.

powerful confederacy was formed against

Assyria in the countries to the north and east.

King Ursa, of Ararat, was one
of the most indomitable oppo-
nents of Sargon, as he had been
of the preceding monarchs of Assyi’ia, and he
found a willing ally in Miti, king of Muski,

who seized the opportunity of renewing the

war which had been interrupted by the defeat

of the Hittite king, Pisiri. Weaker kings and
chiefs joined the standard of revolt, and the

people of a small tributary state, Minni, the

king of which had remained faithful to Assyria,

rose against him and murdered him by throw-
ing him over a cliff. Terrible was the retribu-

tion. Sargon advanced with a large force,

devastated the province, seized the leader of

the rebellion, and flayed him alive on the spot

where the king had been murdered. The
30
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brother of the late king was raised to the

royal dignity
;

but immediately Sargon had
departed he cast in his lot with the king of

Ararat. Sargon returned, burned Iziidu, the

chief city of Minni, and other towns. The
king, who with his family had taken refuge in

the mountains, appears "to have been a poor

co\vardly creature, and abjectly begged the

conqueror to be merciful. Sargon, perhaps from
some reasons of policy (for mercy is very rarely

conspicuous in Assyrian annals), restored him
to his throne

;
but another prince, Assur-liha,

of Kar-alla, was captured and flayed alive.

Other chiefs were with their families made
captives, and their dominions added to Assyria,

the names of the chief cities being changed and
Assyrian governois appointed. Median chiefs

submitted—only too glad, it may be supposed,

literally to save their skins by paying heavy
tribute. Tn a few months the king of Minni
was again in revolt, and ceded to the king
of Ararat twenty-two cities and other ter-

ritory to purchase his support. Ursa, how-
ever, never received the bribe, for Sargon
re-entered the countiy, and captured and
annexed the cities. Mita, king of Muska, was
then defeated

;
and leaving an Assyrian general

to govern the annexed territory, the conqueror
made an expedition into Arabia, where there

had been rebellious movements, conquered a
powerful tribe, and sent the people as captives

to the cities of Samaria, in accordance with
the policy of confusing, or even destroying,

nationalities.

MEECANTILE LIFE.
V.

IV. If not Great Wealth, what then ?

In a novel of the period a youth assures
his sweetheart that he is going to apply him-
self to study at last—that he is about to read
law, to become a barrister, and forthwith be
Lord Chancellor. “ It is easy to be Lord
Chancellor, isn’t it ? ” inquires the young lady,
with charming simplicity. “ Oh, very easy !

”

rejoins the Adonis; “ only necessary to get ac-

quainted with a few solicitors.” He frankly
confesses, however, at the same time that he
does not himself know any solicitors, but that
he has reason to believe that his aunt knows of
one 1 Well, though this is but a good joke, yet
it is very customary to think of the highest
rewards and honours of any profession on which
one enters, whether it be law, medicine,
divinity, or any other

;
nor, if to aim high be

a proper thing, can there be any harm in so
doing, while there may be some good on the
prkiciple that if the whole silk gown be not
got, a sleeve of it may. It was once said of
the French army, that every soldier carried a
field-marshal’s baton in his knapsack. But
nowhere is this kind of outlook and ambition
more general than in the ranks of the mercan-

tile profession. When a young man is set apart
for a commercial career, it would almost be a
breach of “time-honoured custom” not to dangle
riches before him as the certain goal to which
he is posting. His mother, if she doats much
upon her son, repeats it to him without end,
and every friendly or flattering gossip will tell

him the same story. Nor are they often with-
out several near-at-hand examples to prove it

to him. In inquiring, therefore, how far this

view of mercantile life, and of the very pro-
bable if not perfectly certain destiny of its

followers, is right or expedient, we are aware
of the difficulty of the task, and of the contra-
dictionswhich are sure to arise in the argument.

For, in the first place, it must be admitted
that the greatest fortunes have been made in
merchandise

;
in the second place, that a much

greater number of rich people have issued
from commerce than any other modem pur-
suit

;
and, in the third place, it is certain that

fortunes of this origin are made so much
under the eye of a single generation, that they
produce an incomparably greater impression •

on the public mind than all the ascensions to
the woolsack, all the benches of bishops, all

the great incomes at the bar, and all other
large fortunes combined, that arise in the course
of a generation, or even two.
The landowners, though of great wealth in

this country, and of still greater influence in
society than wealth, cut but a small figure in

the wealth-making marvel of the present age
compared with the “ merchant princes.” There
is little movement or adventure among the
landowners, save in matrimonial affairs, in

which they handsomely contrive to consolidate
and grow upward

;
or in money-borrowing,

money-spending, and money-gambling affairs,

in which they go downward, and in their

wrecks produce a greater wonder than in their
“ argosies,” not, like Antonio’s, “ with portly

sail ” or “ pageants of the sea,” but long
safely anchored to the shore. In short, they
are looked upon chiefly as historical fixtures

of the soil, a kind of illuminated ascripti

glehce, who have happily come down to us
through a long-dated providence, which has
ceased to have any novelty, and so produces
little wonder. The personality that acts most
powerfully on the popular imagination is the

great merchant, banker, or manufacturer-mer-
chant, who began life a poor boy, is already

half a millionaire all told, and whose sons now,
when he is at last dropping into the grave,

are M.P.’s, and richer than he ever was, while
his grandsons and granddaughters are mating
with the daughters and sons of peers. The
whole success and ambition of contemporary
life, how to rise from the lowest rung to the

highest, and to the very gilded pinnacle of

the modern Jacob’s ladder, is here presented

in a brilliantly concentrated picture. How is

it possible to reason against such a demon-
stration, wliich once fully lodged in the minds
of fond mothers and doting grandmothers,
garrulous sibs, and many young and old

women of both sexes, is a demonstration ever

memorable, and ever lighting up the path of

all who engage in the pursuits of commerce ?
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We have already had our firstly, secondly,

and thirdly, and shall probably require to re-

turn to that order again, and become almost
statistical, before we get below so deeply rooted
a prepossession. Y et, some view of mercantile
life with less couleur de rose must clearly be
arrived at somehow. It appears to be left out
of consideration how much greater the num-
ber of persons engaged in trade is than that of

any profession with which it could be com-
pared. It has extensive roots among the work-
ing masses upward

;
it covers all agriculture

and all manufactures
;
to trade is the function

of every one who has a small stock of anything,

whether goods or money
;
and, in short, the

mercantile classes form a large proportion of

the whole body industrial, and are constantly
recruited, increased, co-operated and com-
peted with, from every part of the whole
society. But it is obvious that the great prizes,

the magnificent successes of commerce, can
only be properly seen when considered in their

proportion to the number of persons engaged
in mercantile business, and sharing in its pro-

fits. In this light they will probably be found
not to rate so high. If even set apart and dis-

tributed among the general body of traders, in

proportion to the business of each, they might
not raise any one much above his actual level.

As long as stars of the first magnitude only
are seen, it is impossible to form any notion of

the world of lesser lights, and the distribution

of matter and motion in the sidereal heavens.
Thousands of merchants unseen may not have
been the least successful, though they have not
attained the visibility of great wealth. But
what is still worse than the failure to compare
the success of a very small part with the suc-

cess of the whole, is the prevailing tendency to

note and dwell upon the great prizes, while
leaving the blanks all uncounted. The number
of merchants who, after many vicissitudes of
profit and loss, end where they began, not un-
happy it is no worse, is left out ! As to the sad
catalogue of failures, who in these days would
think of dwelling upon it ? The mercantile
careers which end in total shipwi-eck force
themselves to be seen indeed

;
but the im-

pression they make is evanescent
;
and the

causes of their ruin ar6 so clearly what every
one can avoid, that in reality they never are
avoided, but breed and re-breed their dismal
progeny, while the star-gazers keep their eyes
intently fixed on the infinitesimally few who
have gathered enormous fortunes, and climbed
Olympian heights of wealth ! And here, alas

!

comes the crushing suggestion, What if this

star-gazing be itself the prime cause of nearly
all the blanks, and of all the dreadful cata-
logue of great failures, as well as in some
measure indirectly of the star-gazed successes
too ? Certain it is that the blackest record
of mercantile bankruptcy is that of men who
were striving with might and main,—just as
they were taught, heedlessly, innocently, it

may have been, but without reason and with-
out morality, to “ look at Baron Overtwenty-
stone, what he was and what he has become,
and to rise like him !”—to be magnates, and to
rule the highest spheres of commerce; but

unhappily, as it turned out, by means which, as

had been proved a thousand times, could only
land them in the lowest pit of temporal ruin.

So by this painful course of observation we
are forced to contend, unkindly as it may
seem, that the attainment of great wealth is

not a reasonable object of mercantile life.

It cannot by any possibility be realised save

by a very few, and it does not consist with
reason that what is true only exceptionally

can be true in the more general or absolute

sense. This, in short, is not the point of the
needle to which the true mercantile interest

sets. The acquisition of great wealth is not
to be spurned, but it is not to be too eagerly
coveted, and is not to be set up at all as the
end, or even a chief end, of those who apply
themselves to merchandise as the business of

their lives. From moderate expectations, in-

deed, better results in respect of gains are

m.ore likely to ensue than from immoderate.
The truth of these propositions may be

reached in another Avay than that so far

adopted—viz.
,
by a consideration of the nature

of mercantile business itself. In these days,

when, though the volume of commerce is cer-

tainly very large, and will no doubt become
still larger, yet all markets, whether barred by
tariffs or not, are open in their sphere to com-
petition, and the transit of goods from the most
distant quarters is both rapid in time and light

in cost, the chance of high profits is much less

than it was in more backward times. The
average profit of mercantile capital in foreign
trade has seldom been stated at more than;

seven per cent. If the profit rose from seven
to ten per cent, over a series of years, this-

would mark a prosperous era
; but it would be

the whole return for the labour as well as the
capital of the merchants. The tendency of

mercantile enterprise, and of the abundance of
’

capital, is to reduce and equalise the level of

profit on the simple exchange of commodities
everywhere. It happens here, I suspect, as

in other branches of trade and industry, that
the gains of firms are computed without re-

spect to the amount of capital employed. N
mercantile house whose capital in business isf

£100,000, would be comparatively rich, though
its return was only two and a half per cenL

;

while a house whose capital was only £5,000,
would be comparatively poor, though its return

was ten per cent. The growth of mercantile
capital is in some cases no doubt rapid. But
the fact is, that the first care of a merchantj^
whether his capital be large or small, is to-

preserve it from decrease or annihilatio]?,

which is only to be done by the avoidance of
’

losses, in knowing when to do and when not^ ,

to do; and his second care is to increase his .,

capital, which is only to be done by making -

profits in a judicious selection of goods, time^,,

and places. There is no difference in mer-:.

cantile business from other business in that a
profit may be made to oneself in doing a service

to the public. The charm of mercantile life

is that, with tolerable security when diligently

conducted, it affords a play of judgment and
opportunity which give a zest to life not en-.

joyed in many other occupations,
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XV.

Newton’s Researches.

The great genius of Newton enabled him to

form a very true idea of the real nature of his

discovery, and he saw that this force of gravity
had nothing to do with any property attaching

to the centre of the planets, but must be some
inherent quality of the different particles

which constituted the planets themselves. He
recognised that it was unphilosophical to sup-

pose that the particles of the earth should

attract the moon, and the parti-
Ne\^on’s theory sun attract the planets,

gravitation, without supposing that those of

the earth were attracted by
those of the moon and those of the sun at-

that the attraction of one spherical body on
another would be exactly the same as if the
entire force of attraction were placed at the
centre of the sphere. He found
no difficulty in giving a mathe- -Attraction of a

matical proof of this, and thus
sphere,

accounted for the fact that the attraction of the
sun and planets seemed as if it resided in their
centres. He next showed that the motions
of the satellites of Saturn and Jupiter were in
accord with the theory of gravitation.
Newton then took a crucial test of his theory—the inequalities in the motion of the moon.

We have already seen that the planets move
round the sun in fixed ellipses, and are not
disturbed by any irregularities in their motion.
But we have also seen that the moon, though
moving round the earth in an ellipse, does so in
an ellipse which is always slowly changing its

position, and that the moon does not move
uniformly in this ellipse, but is liable to
several inequalities in its motion. Now, it was
evident to Newton that if the theory of uni-

AX OEEEET.

tracted by those of the planets. Otherwise, why
should the earth attract the moon and not the
sun 1 He therefore at once arrived at the
famous law of universal gravitation, the law
that evei'y particle of matter in the universe
attracts every other particle, with aforce vary-
mg inversely as the square of the distance
between them, and directly as the mass of the

atti'acting particle.

Newinn felt that this was only a theory—the
true theory as we know now, but at that time
merely a theory, which might or might not be
true. He felt that something more was required

to prove its correctness. He therefore devoted
his time to seeing whether it would not explain

other features of the solar system beyond
merely accounting for the moon and planets

moving in ellipses round their primaries placed
in one of the foci of the ellipse, and showing
that the moon moved in an orbit under the
influence of a force exactly equal to that of

terrestrial gravitation.

From the symmetrical way in which the
particles are arranged in a sphere, Newton saw

versal gravitation were correct it must be
capable of accounting for these

peculiarities in the motion of Does the theory
the moon. He determined to as- of gravitation

certain if it did. Had the earth explain the

and moon been by themselves,

Newton knew that gravity could ?

not account for these inequali-

ties
;
he saw that their source must be looked

for in the attraction of some other body. His
attention was immediately directed to the sun
—by far the largest body in the solar system,

and therefore the most likely to exercise the

most powerful attraction. It was evident that

from the attraction of the sun on the moon,
this body could not move round the earth in

the same manner as it would were it not for

this attraction, for otherwise we should have a

variable force always acting and yet never

producing any effect. Newton was led, there-

fore, to carefully calculate, by means of his

own splendid mathematical processes, the exact

effect of the attraction of the sun on the moon
in its motion around the earth. To his great
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satisfaction, he found it account for every one,

the theory of gravity showing that the moon
should move in the irregular way

Ne'^on finds it move, and giving the same
expams em.

£qj. inequalities that

they were known to have. He felt he had now
demonstrated the truth of the law of gravita-

tion, and he was content.

When Halley reached Cambridge, in August

1684, he propounded his problem to Newton.
To his great delight he learnt that Newton had
not only completely solved his problem, but

had gone much further, and in a series of a

dozen propositions had given a rigid proof of

the principal laws governing the motion of

bodies under the action of a force like gravity.

These demonstrations were transmitted to

Halley after his return to London, and com-
municated by him to the Royal Society of

London. Halley paid another visit to Newton,
and learnt of the further investigations of the

philosopher—namely, those on the motion of the

moon—and at the earnest solicitation of Halley,

Newton promised to send an
Halley induces account of his researches to the

pSsKs }i.
^scoveries. Newton redeemed his promise by

sending the first part of his great

work, entitled Pliilosophice Naturalis Principia
Mathematical and commonly termed The
Principia. Later on he sent to Halley the

remaining portion, and in 1687 the whole was
printed and published at the sole expense of

Halley.

It does not come within our scope to give an
account of the numerous grand discoveries and
elegant investigations contained in the PHn-
cipia, the most important scientific work that

had ever been published. We must be content
with briefly mentioning that it showed how
the problems of mechanics, such as the motions
of different bodies, could be reduced to problems
of pure mathematics, and in this manner solved

the principal problems of the mechanism of the

heavens. It showed the principal known phe-
nomena of astronomy were to be fully explained
on the theory of gravitation. Besides account-

ing for the motion of the moon

“P planets, it explained how
nncipia.

gravitation accounted for the

phenomena of the tides, for the motion of the

polar axis of the earth, and for the motion of

comets. It showed how the figure of the earth

must be a sphere slightly flattened at the poles,

or be, as it is called, an oblate spheroid
;
and

it showed how the force of gravity would vary
at different places on the earth

;
and in an

investigation of the properties of the pendulum,
explained why Richer had found a pendulum
beating seconds in Paris lost time when it was
carried to the equator.

This grand work of Newton attracted the
immediate attention of the scientific world.

In England it made immense
Newton’s progress, and was generally ac-

cepted as true by all the prin-

accepted in cipal men of science. The rising

England. mathematicians of the day at

once accepted and expounded
its teachings, and as the older professors were

replaced it was at once introduced into the
Universities. The Scottish Universities took it

up first, at the instance of the eminent mathe-
maticians David and James Gregory. Keil
introduced it at Oxford, and afterwards Clarke
and Whiston at Cambridge,
On the Continent it was received with

caution, the older astronomers and mathe-
maticians regarding it with doubt

;
some,

in fact, like Cassini, Huygens, and Maraldi,
rejecting it. Leibnitz, the Bernouillis, and
other mathematicians regarded it with some
hostility and jealousy, but this

might have been removed by
further examination. Some years
went by, when a slight event
settled the question. A French
mathematician remarked that Leibnitz’ method
of infinitesimal calculus was the first account
published, giving him the right of priority.
Later, De Duillier, another mathematician, re-

torted that the testimony of his friends showed
that Newton was the first inventor of this
method, and that Leibnitz might have really
taken his ideas from Newton, as Newton had
sent him some information on the subject in
1676. This was a spark which
gave rise to a tremendous explo- Q,uaxrels

sion. Leibnitz denied the charge, adhe-
rents of Newton
and Leibnitz.

Newton’s friends, Keil, Cotes
Pemberton, Taylor, reiterated it,

and brought down on them the Bernouillis and
the adherents of Leibnitz. The quarrel waxed
strong and vigorous, charges met charges,

strife engendered strife, until bitter hostility

divided the English from the Continental
mathematicians, and prejudice reigned trium-
phant over all. On the one hand, the English
mathematicians despised and condemned every-

thing advocated by the Continental mathema-
ticians. and absolutely refused to take heed of

or make any use of the great developments
they were effecting in the infinitesimal calculus.

They confined themselves to praising and
dwelling on the achievements of Newton, doing
little to advance the method of fluxions or to

extend still more the discoveries he had made.
On the other hand, the Continental astronomers
refused to have anything to do with either

Newton or his disciples, and aware of the
superior condition of the differential and
integral calculus of Leibnitz, looked with
scorn on the less perfectly developed method
of fluxions. They thus rejected almost un-
examined the grand discovery of Newton, and
prejudiced left the Principia almost unread.
Only when time had removed the adherents
on each side did this bitter but needless

quarrel fall to the ground. But it left

its mark deeply scored. Though on the
Continent the truth slowly made its power felt,

and the new generation of mathematicians
took up Newton’s work and by series after

series of brilliant discoveries carried it to a

pinnacle of glory which had never been
dreamt of by its author, yet in England
mathematical astronomy slept for a century,

and when the English mathematicians awoke
they found themselves a century behind their

Continental rivals.
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Exercise on the Foregoing Study (sec

p. 448), FOR Translation into German,
TO be corrected by the German Ver-
sion given below.

The Austrians fought (delivered) a great

battle near the village (of) Wagram, not far

from Vienna. Many dead and wounded soldiers

lay on the fields. Among the thousands was

(the) Major von Wolf. On the second day he
awoke from his swoon. He languished for

thirst, and begged for water. There lay also

on the field among the corpses the faithful

trooper Veit. He was also heavily wounded
;

but he crept on his (the) hands to a pool, and
brought (to) the major water in his helmet.
The officer tears the helmet out of his hand
(translate, tears to him the helmet out of the
hand) and drinks

;
and then he says to his

faithful trooper, “There, drink thou also!”
But the trooper breathed heavily, and his head
sank to (the) ground

;
he wanted it no more

;

he was dead. The major could not repay him
for his preservation (trayislate,t\iQ major could
to him his preservation not repay).

German Version—Given in the Written Character, to be available also as an
Exercise in Caligraphy.

Die Oesterreicher

'^//i

lieferten

Dorfe Waerram weit

grosze Schlacht

nicht von Wien.

todte und verwundete

// jt ‘T.

lagen

P,'6^PP^

aufViele Soldaten

^/p/r t^p^
oy c^ //pp^p/pppp

/
^P2-a6^ir i/iP'r.*-

den Feldern Unter den Tausenden war der

Major von

^^ppp ^ppppfr^p'i^pp

Wolf Am zweiten Tage

>5e yp^

erwachte

ty/O

seiner vorOhnmacht Er

"7
lechzte Durst

und flehte urn Wass er.

Felde unter den Leichen

t^ppp^ •C^yPP^^ tJppPPP

Da la^ auch auf dem

-^V^PPPPPP ^^pp

der treue Eeiter Veit.
'

'<^ppa-ppppp^p-^

verwundet. aber er kroch

einer undLache brachte
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dem Major Wasser in seinem Helme. Der

Offizier reiszt ihm den Helm aus der Hand, und

Da, trink Da auch ! Aber der Eeiter athmete

&
AAAT

schwer. und sein Haupt sank zu Boden er

AAAA^AAj AA-ff' AA^-C'C^AA /l^AAT

bedurfte es nicht mehr, er war todt. Der

Major konnte ihm seine Eettung nicht vergelten.

XIV.

Plains.

The term “plain” is geographically applied
to an extent of generally flat country, having
but a slight elevation above the level of the
sea, and being in some instances below it.

The description does not intimate perfect com-
formity of surface, for a plain maybe undulated,
studded with low hills, or traversed by valleys

and intersected by ravines.

The great European plain extends over a por-

tion of the central and nearly the whole of the
south-eastern parts of the con-

^^
0̂^ tinent, and includes about two-
^ ' thirds of the entire surface. It

extends from the centre of France on the west
to the Oural (or Ural) Mountains and the
Caucasus on the east

;
and throughout Russia

from the Arctic Ocean to the Black Sea, extend-
ing into Asia to the Caspian Sea and the borders
©f Turkestan, by the vast districts known as
“ steppes” (from a Russian word meaning a large
plain). Some of these steppes are fertile, others
stony or sandy deserts. The most noticeable
plain of southern Europe is the plain of Lom-
bardy, a low-lying district, through which the
Po and other rivers rising on the southern
slopes of the Alps flow to the Adriatic Sea.
In the south of France there is a large sandy
plain between the Gironde estuary and the
Pyrenees

;
and the plain of Hungary, forming

the northern basin of the Theiss and Danube, is

of considerable extent.

The most extensive plain in Asia is in Siberia

—in the north—a barren, frozen region

;

and to the south-east are the . ...
plains of Mongolia, in -which the

°

great river Hoang-ho takes its rise. The plain
of Hindostan is between the Himalayas and
the Deccan plateau, and is watered by the
Indus and the Ganges. We have mentioned
the steppes, in the western part of the con-
tinent, connected with the plains of south-
eastern Europe.
The most remarkable plain of Africa

—

indeed, one of the most remarkable in the
world—is the great desert of
Sahara, in the north-west. This,

-with the Libyan desert on the
east (separated from the Sahara by the fertile

district, Fezzan), extends from west to east
for about 2,600 miles, with a breadth varying
from 600 to 1,200 miles. Farther south is the
fertile plain of the Soudan, including the
basin of Lake Chad and the southern portion of
the basin of the Niger, or Quorra.
The plains of America are very extensive

and of a striking character. In North America
is the great central plain, ex-
tending from the Gulf of Mexico
to the Arctic Ocean and Hudson’s
Bay, and estimated to contain 2,430,000 square
miles. Broken by the Appalachians and other
chains, this vast plain may be considered to

represent the great eastern or Atlantic slope

of the Rocky Mountains. It may be divided
into two regions, with physically distinct

characteristics—a western region, rising to

4,000 and 6,000 feet, and three great basins of
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river and lacustrine drainage, -with an elevation

of from 600 to 700 feet. This tract is

traversed by the great rivers Missouri and
Mississippi, receiving the waters of other im-
portant streams, and presents different features

in different regions. The tracts of low-lying

land known as prairies, and in the south as

savannahs, are of three kinds—“heathy or

bushy,” producing fruits and flowers
;
“ rolling

prairies,” with gently undulating surfaces, and
little vegetation

;
and “ moist prairies,” with

stagnant pools, and abounding in tall rank
grass. There are also “ barrens,” dry, unfertile

and more elevated, near the mountains, and
“ pine-barrens,” or sandy districts producing
little except pine-trees, in the south.

The South American plains are known as

“llanos” (level fields) and “pampas” (an
Indian word, having a similar signification).

The whole of the interior of the continent,

from Venezuela in the north to the extreme
south, an extent of nearly 4,500 miles, is a
continuous lowland. The plains of the Orinoco,
chiefly on the left of that river, extending from
the coast to the Andes, occupy a surface of

about 260,000 square miles, and are so little

elevated that in the wet season, when the
river and its tributaries are swollen, great
inundations occur. The forest-covered plains

of the Amazon, the “ selvas,” as they are some-
times named, also extend from the coast to the
Andes, and present the most extensive mass of

dense forest in the world, interspersed in a
few places by open patches of grass and moist
lands. The entire area of this wonderful
district is about 2,000,000 square miles, little

less than that of the whole of Russia in Europe.
In the southern part of the continent are

the “pampas,” including many vast treeless

plains, the northern part extending from the
Parana river to the Andes, and presenting an
alternation of woods, swamps, salt lagoons, and
grassy plains, with eoarse vegetation. Farther
south are dry and sterile regions.

Valleys and Depressions.

Valleys are the hollows formed by opposite
ranges of hills or mountains, and, according
to their direction, are known as longitudinal.,

transverse, and lateral. Longitudinal valleys

separate parallel ridges of a chain, and follow

its general course
;
transverse valleys cut the

ridges in an angular direction
;

and lateral

valleys are those that lead into the others.

All serve as channels for the collected waters
of the streams, which rise on the slopes, and
then become the beds of streams. The sides of

transverse valleys (known variously as gorges,

defiles, ravines, and glens) are generally steep,

and the streams falling into them are mountain
torrents, rushing with great velocity, and form-
ing falls and cataracts

;
but in the longitudinal

valleys, which ordinarily have more gently

\
sloping sides and longer courses, the rivers

‘ flow more tranquilly,

-
,

Some valleys are broad and open, the elevated
borders sloping gradually

;
others are nearly

>• circular or oval in form, surrounded by moun-
tains

;
and others are narrow gorges, enclosed,

except at the narrow openings at each end, by
^

nearly precipitous rocks. In Colorado, and
other parts of western America, these gorges,
or “caiions,” are mere clefts in mountains,
through which narrow streams make their way’
and with almost perpendicular walls several
thousand feet high. In some of the valleys of
the Cordilleras, South America, the steep sides
are nearly three times the height of the breadth
of the valley. A cleft in the Rocky Mountains
of North America, through which the Missouri
river passes, is only 450 feet wide, and six

miles long, the walls being precipices 1,200
feet high.

Other transverse valleys are at a great eleva-
tion, and afford means of crossing mountain
chains, otherwise impassable. In
the Alps they are known as cols Valley passes.

(Fr. defiles)
;
several of them are at an eleva-

tion of more than 12,000 feet above the sea ;

and on the Pennine Alps the col of Lys Joch.
between Zermatt and Val de Lys, is over 14,000
feet in elevation. Of equal height above the

sea level are some of the passes in the Asiatic

chains of the Himalaya and the Hindoo-Koosh:
and the pass of Mangrang, in the former chain,

has an elevation of 18,500 feet. Many of the
valleys and passes of the Andes are above the
level of all but the very loftiest peaks of the Alps.

Some longitudinal valleys are at a consider-

able elevation, the valleys through which the
upper Rhine and Rhone flow

being from 1,200 to 2,000 feet

above the sea level. It was men-
^en^dTti^

tioned, in reference to mountains,
that similarity of geological formation was fre-

quently observable in detached masses, showing
that some great convulsion had broken the con-

tinuity; and this is very apparent in many longi-

tudinal and transverse valleys, especially th(*

latter. Hence, they are known as valleys of

dislocation, and are frequently of considerable'

breadth, showing that the force which reni

asunder the mountain range must have been

far greater than any exertion of volcanic

or earthquake force with which we are histori -

cally acquainted. In the Andes are chasms of

this kind, nearly a mile in depth. Not only

do the strata exhibit parallelism, but projections

and cavities on either side exactly correspond.

Valleys of denudation are those in which
the action upon soft strata has considerably

modified the appearance of the valley originally

produced by the convulsion which upheaved the

adjacent mountains.
The most striking valley of the Alps, and

typical of the longitudinal valleys, is the Valais,

between the Bernese and Pennine
Alps, nearly 100 miles long and

^

®

with a breadth varying from a
^ ®y •

quarter of a mile to three miles. The differences

of temperature and vegetation in this remarkable
valley are phenomenal. The deepest of Euro-
pean valleys is that of Ordesa, near Mont
Perdu, in the Pyrenees, the enclosing mountains
having an elevation of about 3,200 feet above
the bottom of the valley. The valley of the
Rhine, after the river quits Switzerland, is

renowned for the beauty of the enclosing hills.

In Asia, the vale of Cashmere, eighty miles

long and thirty wide, formed by the stupen-
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dous ridges of the Himalaya, is one of the
most fertile and beautiful in the world—

“

a
garden of flowers and fruits in the bosom of
ice.” The upper valleys of the Ganges and
Jumna, and the valley of the Jordan in Syria,
are narrow with precipitous sides—striking
examples of mountain gorges.

Africa affords a remarkable instance of a
narrow valley with precipitous rocky sides, in
the valley of the Nile, which in Nubia is little

more than a mile in breadth. When noticing
in detail the physical geography of this conti-
nent, the valleys through which the Zambesi
and other ^eat rivers of Southern Africa flow
will be indicated. The great rocky valleys of
western North America and of South America
demand more minute notice than is appropriate
to this general view. The Yosemite valley, in

A great depression, occupying many thou-
sands of square miles, is in Western Asia, the
Caspian Sea and Lake Aral form-
ing the lowest part. The surface
of the Caspian is 83 feet below
that of the Black Sea.

It can scarcely be doubted that the great
desert of Sahara, in Africa, and the depressed
region in the western half of
Australia, were at one time the Ancient

beds of the ocean. The former
sea-l>eds.

is a sandy district of immense extent, with
shallow salt lakes and oases, or fertile spots

—

probably islands in aformer age
;
and the latter,

nearly a million square miles in extent, with
scanty and coarse vegetation, has few fresh
water springs, and is interspersed with salt
marshes and lakes.

FORMATION OF MOUxVTAlNS.

California, is for beauty of scenery, stupendous
cataracts, and isolated peaks, one of the won-
ders of the world.

Depressions and Ancient Ocean Beds.

There are, in various parts of the world,

many remarkable depressions or cavities of

immense extent, some of them enclosing salt

lakes, evidently the relics of oceans which at

some former period occupied the space. Others,

of a nearly circular form, and drained by rivers

passing through chasms in the adjacent moun-
tains, as in Bohemia, were <loubtless at one
time lake beds. Around some basins or depres-

sions of thiskind are successive terraces covered
with gravel, which appear to have been the

shores of lakes at different periods. The
parallel roads ” of Glenroy, in Scotland, are

instances. In other cases, the ancient beaches
have probably been raised by internal forces.

Deserts.

In old writings the word “ desert ” implies

an uninhabited tract, whether fertile but un-
occupied, or barren and therefore “ deserted.”

Geographically, the term is limited to the large

tracts of sand, gravel, rocky masses, flints and
siliceous stones, of which there are so many in

the continents of the eastern hemisphere, but
which are of rare occurrence in the two
Americas. Regions of this desolate character

stretch in a nearly continuous zone from the

Atlantic Ocean through the north of Africa

and Central Asia towards the Pacific. In some
deserts, as in those mentioned above, there is

clear evidence of ocean or lacustrine beds
;
but

others are of greater elevation.

In Asia are the deserts of Arabia—stony in

the north-western part, Arabia Petrea, and
sandy farther south

;
the deserts of Syria and

Mesopotamia. Independent Tartary, Persia (the
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Great Salt Desert occupying nearly a third of

the whole country), the desert of Afghanistan,
and the deserts of Sinde and Thurr. We have
noticed, in the description of table-lands, the

great desert of Gobi, which has many salt lakes

and springs, and soil generally of a saline

character.

The Great American Desert is to the south
of the Columbia river, between the mountain
chain of the Sierra Nevada in California, and
the Rocky Mountains

;
and there is an extensive

tract of desert on the eastern side of the same
mountains around the head of the affluents of

the Missouri. The soil consists of sand or
gravel, and there are beds of rock salt and salt

springs.

In South America are extensive sandy deserts

surrounding the head waters of the Paraguay
river, to the west of which is another large

desert, El Grand Chaco, and, still farther north,

a true salt desert. Las Salinas. The great

shingle desert extends for 800 miles through
Eastern Patagonia.

Altogether the deserts of the Old and New
Worlds and Australia occupy about 7,000,000
square miles of the earth’s surface, nearly tw ice

the area of the continent of Europe.

XVIII.

The Verb ‘Sum’ axd its CompouinDS.

The verb Sum, I am, which is partly a verb
of existence., and partly an auxiliaiy verb—that
is, one helping the conjugation of another verb
(for without it the passive verb cannot be con-
jugated)—is thus conjugated;

INDICATIVE MOOD.

1. PRESENT TENSE.

Singular.

sum I am
€S thou art

est he is

2. pi

Singular.

ero I shall be
eris thou wdlt be
erit he will be

Plural.

sumus we are
estis ye are

sunt they are

Plural.

erimus we shall be
eritis ye wall be
erunt they will be

2. FUTURE-SIMPLE TENSE.

IMPERFECT TENSE.

Singula r.

eram I w'as

eras thou wast
erat he was

Plural.

eramus w^e were
eratis ye were
erant they were

4. PERFECT TENSE.

Singular.

fui I have been, or I was
fuisti thou hast been, or thou wast
fait he has been, or he was

fuimus
fuistis

fuerunt )

or fuere
\

Plural.

we have been, or \xp. were
ye have been, or ye w'ere

they have been, or they were

5. FUTURE-PERFECT TENSE.

Singular.

fuero I shall have been
fueris thou wait have been
fuerit he wall have been

Plural.

fuerimus we shall have been
fueritis ye will have been
fuerint they wall have been

6. PLUPERFECT TENSE.

Singular.

fueram I had been
fueras thou hadst been
fuerat he had been

Plural.

fueramus we had been
fueratis ye had been
fuerant they had been

IMPERATIVE MOOD.
1. PRESENT TENSE.

Singular. Plural.
es be thou este be ye

2. FUTURE TENSE, or Emphatic Imjperative.

Singular.

thou shalt or must be
he shall or must be,

or let him be

Plural.

ye shall or must be
they shall or must be,

or let them be

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
PRESENT IMPERFECT TENSE.

Singular.

sim I am, shall be, may, w'ould, or should
be

sis thou art, shalt be, mayest, wouldest,
or shouldest be

sit he is, shall be, may, would, or should
be

Plural.

simus we are, shall be, may, would, or

should be
sitis you are, sliall be, may, would, or

should be
sint they are, shall be, may, would or

should be

esto

est5

estote

sunto

PAST IMPERFECT.

Singular.

essem or forem I was or were, or might,
would, or should be

esses or fores thou wast or wert, or
mightest, wouldest, or
shouldest be

esset or foret he was or were, or might,
would, or should be
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Plural.

€ssemtis or foremus we were, or miglit, would,

or should be

essetis or foretis you were, or might, would
or should be

essent or forent they were, or might, would
or should be

PRESENT PERFECT.

Singular.

fuerim I have been, or may have been

fueris thou hast been, or mayest liave been

fuerit he has been, or may have been

Plural.

fuerimus we have been, or may have been
fueritis you have been, or may have been

fuerint they have been, or may have been

PAST PERFECT.

Singular.

fuissem I had been, or might, should or

would have been
fuisses thou hadst been, or mightest,

shouldest, or wouldest have been
fuisset he had been, or might, should or

would have been

Plural.

fuissemus we had been, or might, should or

would have been
fuissetis you had been, or might, should or

would have been
fiHSsent they had been, or might, would or

should have been

INFINITIVE MOOD.

PRESENT OR PAST IMPERFECT INFINITIVE.

esse to be

FUTURE INFINITIVE.

fore or faturus, a, um, esse to be about to be

PRESENT OR PAST PERFECT INFINITIVE,

fuisse to have been

FUTURE PARTICIPLE,

futurus, a um about to be

Vocabulary

.

—Like s^irn are conjugated its

compounds, as

absum
adsTim
destuu

insum
intersmn
obsum
praesum
prosum
subsum
supersum

INDICATIVE.

PRESENT.

I am absent
I am present, stand by, side with
I am wmnting
I am in

I am among
I am in the way, am hurtful to, injure

I am before, am at the head of

I am serviceable, do good to

I am under, or amongst
I remain over, survive

Almost all these compounds of Sum, arc fol-

lowed by the Dative Case
;
hntSum itself takes

after it the case that goes before it,—as if a
nominative before, then a nominative after, if

an accusative before, then an accusative after.

They are conjugated like Sum, but Prosum
takes d before e. as

Singular.
pr5sum
prddes

prddest

Future.
prodero

Plural.
prosumiis

prodestis

prdsunt

Imperfect.
proderam

INFINITIVE.

present and imperfect.

prddesse.

XY.

The Tudor Period in England.

Henry VIII. (^continued).

To deny this supremacy of the king was
declared high treason

;
but to speak against

the pope’s authority was no heresy. Two
eminent men incurred the king’s displeasure by
refusing the oath of succession and denying
the king’s supremacy : Fisher,

the venerable bishop of Rochester, Bishop Fisher

and Sir

Thomas More.
and the ex-chancellor Sir Thomas
More. The advanced age of Fisher,

and the noble firmness wdth which he main-
tained his objections, rendered him an object of

general respect and sympathy. Paul III., the
successor of Clement, had sent him a cardinal’s

hat during his imprisonment
;

this seems to

have inflamed the jealous fury of Henry, who
sw^ore that he should have “ never a head to

wear it on.” More, with the single exception
of his intolerant zeal for the Romish Church
and consequent rancour against the Reformers,
was one of the best men that period had pro-

duced,— w'ise in council, affectionate in family
life, incorruptible in his office. The love of his

daughter, Margaret Roper, has throwm a halo
round the last days of this great and good man.
His memory has been further embalmed by his

friend Erasmus, who survived him just long
enough to tell, with his owm eloquence, the
story of the great chancellor's death. But
Erasmus was always timid. He disguised the
naiTative under an imaginary name.
Two eminent men chiefly guided the king’s

counsels at this time— Cranmer and Cromwell.
The former was a man of good
intentions, willing to do right, but Cranmer and

with not sufficient courage to Cromw^
resist evil. He was highly valued
by Henry for his quickness of resource and
his complying spirit. It was chiefly under
Cranmer’s offices that the changes in the

English Church, up to the reign of Mary, were
effected. Thomas Cromwell, a man of humble
origin, had won his w'ay into the good graces
of Wolsey, who appointed him his solicitor.

After the cardinal’s fall, Cromwell’s services
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were ti-ansferred to the king, who found in him
an apt and ready instrument of tyranny, and
after his fashion, admitted him to almost
boundless power for a time, only to make him
at the last a striking example of the wretched-
ness “ of that poor man who hangs on princes’
favours.” For a time he was the vicegerent of
Henry in ecclesiastical matters, and, so long as
he served his imperious master successfully,

was loaded with rewards, Henry had now
determined to exercise his authority by the sup-
pression of monastic institutions in England,
rightly considering that in the inhabitants of
institutions deriving their chief importance
from the papacy, he should find his chief
enemies. Accordingly, Cromwell, as vicar-
general, employed commissioners, who insti-

tuted a vigorous investigation into the lives

and conduct of the friai-s. Beginning with
those small convents which had not an in-

come of £200 a year, a system of suppression was
commenced,
and greatly
elaborated as
it was found
that the peo-
ple made no
opposition.
In those mon-
asteries that
surrendered
their reve-

nues to Crom-
well’s agents,
the monks re-

ceived small
pensions. The
you n g e r

monks and
nuns were
dismissed.
After nearly
four hundred
of these
smaller mon-
asteries had
been sup-
pressed, the
turn of the
larger establishments came ; for the revenue
of £32,000, besides £100,000 in ready money
and plate, that accrued to the king from
the first spoliation, had whetted his appetite
for further plunder. In 1539, accordingly, the
larger monasteries shared the fate of the smaller
establishments, and were suppressed. The
king in this matter accepted the advice of one
of his courtiers, to “butter the rooks’ nests”;
or, in plain English, to admit the nobles and

T>i j r gentry to a share of the enormous

Church booty, to purchase their conni-

estabUshments. ^ance. On the other hand, by the

erection of six new bishoprics, and
the conversion of fourteen abbeys into colle-

giate churches or cathedrals, an appearance
was maintained, as the Church shared the profit

made by this general spoliation of shrines, con-
ventual buil^ngs, and abbey lands. Among
these acts none created a greater feeling of
dismaythan the destruction,by the king’s order.

of the shrine of Thomas a Becket in Canterbury
Cathedral. Becket was proclaimed a traitor*;
his ashes were cast to the winds, his name
was expunged from the Calendar, and the
jewels and gold from his shrine were seized by
the king.

These proceedings aroused horror and dismay
in many quarters. Houseless monks were scat-
tered all over the coimtry, arousing the popular
anger with tales of the sacrilege
and impiety of the spoilers. Dan- Phffrimage

gerous insurrections were the
consequence, the most important being the
“ Pilgrimage of Grace.” About forty thousand
men, accompanied by priests bearing crucifixes
and banners with holy emblems, took part in
this enterprise. They declared their object to
be the extirpation of heresy, and their motives
love for the person of the king, and zeal for the
honour of God and the country. Partly through
the ix)litic measures of the Duke of Norfolk,

who was sent
against the
insurgents,
these riots
were quelled
without
bloodshed;
but in a later

insurrection
it became
necessary to
act vigorously
against the
rebels, many
of whom
v'ere slain.

The “ Pil-

grimage ” of

Grace, and
the subse-
quent insur-

rections, gave
Henry the
opportunity
of carrying
on the work
begun in
England, by

the suppression of the monas-
teries. He took upon himself of

the position of supreme arbiter
in all matters connected with the
Church. He received from his courtiers and
parliament adulation that seemed more fitted

for the hall of an oriental despot than the

palace of a western king. A perfect know-
ledge of the Scriptures, of the art of war, and
of government, was attributed to him before

his face by sycophant orators; and at every

recurrence of the term “ most sacred majesty ”

the whole assembly bowed profoundly towards
the throne. Such exhibitions greatly exalted

the idea of kingly power
;
and thus the doctrine

of unconditional obedience to the monarch natu-

rally arose. It was far from the king’s inten-

tion, in severing England from the Church of

Rome, to grant freedom of opinion on religious

subjects. The substitution of his own authority

for that of the bishop of Rome, not the esta-

SIB THOMAS MORE AXD HIS FAMILY.
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blishment of Lutheranism in England, was his

aim
;
and thus, in 1539, the “ Act for abolishing

diversity of opinion,” otherwise known as the
Statute of the Six Articles, was passed by a

parliament with whom, except
Statute of the

Six Articles.
in matters of taxation, the king’s

word was generally law. The
six articles, the refusal of any one of which
laid the objector open to a charge of heresy,

were these : The real presence of the body
and blood of Christ in the bread and wine, at

the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper—the
administering of the bread only to laymen
in the same sacrament—the prohibition, by
Divine law, of the marriage of priests—the
observance of vows of celibacy by men and
women—the utility of private masses—the
practice of auricular confession. To establish

uniformity of religious belief, to make all

opinions and wills in theological matters sub-
servient to his

own, was the

king’s idea of

a religious sys-

tem
;
and thus

he allowed
neither the
Catholic nor
the Keforming
party an un-
conditiona 1

triumph. For
instance, the
“Six Articles”

seemed entirely

to secure the
predominance
to the Roman-
ists

;
but it was

followed by the
highly import-
ant permission
to every head
of a household
to have a copy
of the new
English Bible
in his own
home—an all-

IMPEIbo^

important point in favour of the Lutherans.
Again the king became doubtful as to the effect

of his concession, and partly retracted it, confin-

ing the liberty of readingthe Scriptures to gentle-

. .
men and merchants, who might

Pe^ssionto pgrugg their Bibles, “so that it
reatttixejJiDie.

quietly, and with good
order.” The old mass book, also, was little

altered, some obscure saints and the pope being
struck out. And, indeed, the fall of Cromwell was
partly the effect of a suspicion in the breast of his

savage master that the vicar-general favoured
the Lutherans, and in the affair of the marriage
with Anne of Cleves had sacrificed the royal
inclinations and interests for the advantage of

heretics. Thus, Romanists who denied the
king’s supremacy, and Lutherans who denied
the Romish doctrines embodied in the Six
Articles, alike fell under the displeasure of the
implacable king, and suffered the penalties of

the gallows or the stake.

By this time the worst qualities of Henry’s
nature had been developed by excessive power
and unbounded flattery

;
and the darker period

of his tyrannous reign had commenced. Anne
Boleyn, after losing the affection of the caprici-

ous tyrant, had aroused his jealousy, innocentlj'-

as is generally acknowledged, but « , ,

indiscreetly and had penshed^if^fg”
on the scaffold on the 17tli ot mour-Anneof
May, 1536, only a few months cieves.

after the death of Catherine of

Arragon, and only one day before the marriage
of the king with her rival Jane Seymour. The
short reign of this new queen terminated in

her death, in 1537, a few days after giving
birth to the frail and delicate child on whom
so many hopes were centred. And then came
the unhappy negociation for the marriage of

the king with Anne, daughter of the Duke
of Cleves, which ultimately cost Cromwell his

head. That the
marria ge
would greatly
strengthen the
influence of

Henry with the
Luthera n
princes of Ger-
many, Crom-
well knew; and
even his astute-

ness did not
lead him to

suppose that
disappoint-
ment and dis-

gust at the
homely appear-
ance of “ the
F 1 anders
mare ” would
induce the
king to sacri-

fice the minis-

ter who for a
dozen years
had served him
with an obse-

quious zeal
surpassing that of Wolsey himself. But so

it was
;
one offence wiped out a hundred ser-

vices in the savage and selfish mind of

the king, and Cromwell was a doomed man
even before the shamefully unjust bill of

attainder against him had been hurried

through the pailiament. Cranmer, though
often criminally weak and yielding to his

master, interceded warmly for the life of

Cromwell; the prisoner himself, “with trem-
bling heart and heavy hand,”
wrote from his dungeon an ap-^all of Cromwell

peal that drew tears from Heiiry's,j^^^^^'™
eyes

;
but no mercy was granted.

Anne of Cleves was divorced,

and Cromwell was executed
;
and the very day

of the prisoner’s death was chosen by the
tyrant for the celebration of the ill-omened
marriage with his fifth wife, the guilty Cathe-
rine Howard

;
soon to perish on the scaffold

of the unfortunate Anne Boleyn, with Lady

MENI IN XHE XOWEit.
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llochfoTcl, the vfle calumniator who ha<l been
mainly instrumental in hurrying that guiltless

though not faultless queen to her doom. It is

well known with what gentle and womanly
discretion the sixth wife. Catherine Parr, the

widow of Lord Latimer, trod the dangerous
path of greatness—how faithfully she tended
the sick-bed of the sullen tyrant, as he raged
like a wild beast with the agony of a loath-

some disease—with what skill she turned aside

the peril that menaced her, when an unwary
avowal of doctrines held by the Reformers had
aroused the jealous suspicion of Henry, who
had even ordered articles of impeachment
against her to be prepared. For the career that

had begun so prosperously w’as ending amid
l^erplexities and doubts

;
and the mind of the

king, distracted by frequent paroxysms of

pain, was agitated by suspicions and fears,

in the prospect of leaving the burden of a
monarchy on the shoulders of his young son.

Jealousy of the power of Scotland caused a

w’ar with that country, and the renewal of the

contest with France. The princesses Mary
and Elizabeth, once excluded from the succes-

sion, w’ere restored to their place, as heirs in

case of the failure of their brother Edw'ard’s

line. The Scottish branch was excluded in

favour of the heirs of Henry’s sister Mary, the

wife of Brandon, The old countess of Salis-

bury, daughter of the Duke of
Executions of Clarence, perished on the scaffold,
tie Countess of

Sacrifice for her son Cardinal
Reginald Pole, who was living

on the Continent, beyond the

tyrant’s grasp. The execution of the Earl of

Surrey was the last act of violence Henry was
destined to commit. This accomplished noble-

man, and his father the Duke of Norfolk, had
incurred the enmity of Edward Seymour, Earl

of Hertford, the brother of Queen Jane Sey-
mour, who seems to have inspired the dying
king with the belief that the Howards
woidd imperil the throne of the young prince

Edw'ard. On the most frivolous grounds the

duke and his son w’ere found guilty of treason.

Surrey was beheaded only a week before the

king’s death. Norfolk’s life was saved by the
death of the king, a few hours

^
Death^ before the order sent to the Tower

Jan.^th 1547 .

execution was to have
’

’ been carried into effect. On the
night of January 27th, 1647, Henry expired,

after feebly pressing the hand of Cranmer in
token that he died in the faith of Christ.

About a month before his death he had
made his will, and fixed the succession in

accordance with the provision made by par-

liament. After his son Edward, his two
daughters, the Lady Mary and the Lady
Elizabeth, were named as the next heirs

;
and

next to these were the two daughters of his

sister Mary, who had married first Louis XII.
of France and afterwards Charles Brandon.

XIV.
The Staff Notation—How to Find the Key.
Without a knowledge of harmony it is im-
possible to be perfectly rapid and certain in
the power of deciding the key at
a glance from the staff notation. A knowledge of

But the reader may ask, “ Cannot harmony

I learn to Sol-fa from the staff
“®cessary.

without first learning harmony?” Certainly
this can be done to a very great extent. There
are at the present time thousands of readers
of the staff notation in England, many of whom
began by learning the Tonic Sol-fa notation,
but only a small proportion of them understand
harmony. Rules of general application may
be given, which will prove useful, as they have
proved useful to so many before.

The harmonist reads the key most quickly
by watching the bass, and looking for the
movement from dominant to
tonic (Sj d or m 1), which defines harmonist

the key. He also watches for
^.s a reader,

characteristic melodic shapes and phrases.
For example, if we see this phrase :

—

1

r\ ^ ^
1

1 if r 1

(c
Ll L 9 A
)

w
the signature seems to say that it is Fah DoJi

Lull Fah Doh, and there is no Te in the phrase
to decide the key. But it is ten times more
likely to be d' s m d s in key D. If these notes
were played to us on an instrument, without
our seeing the notation, we should all say at

once that they were d' s m d s. And this in-

terpretation would most probably be right.

The rules we have given in the previous
chapter serve for changes of key which are
gradually made, and in which
the singer has time to change
the I)e's int Se s. and the Fe s

and 'fa's into Tes and Fall's. But what is he
to do when the change is sudden and distant,

and when three or four, or even more notes of

the scale are altered, so that to attempt to

Sol-fa in the original key with chromatic notes

is hopeless ?

The first change of this sort for which the

singer must be prepared is to the tonic nninor

—that is, to the relative minor of the third flat

key. (See extended modulator, p. 411.) An
examination of the modulator and of the minor
scale will show that the notes which give the
sign of this change are certainly Ma (the new'
Doll), probably Lah (the new Fah'), and per-

haps Ta (the new Soh). Here, far example, is

a passage of this sort :

—

B. F. Bakek.

—1 1

1

—-F—

•

Our drear night of hoping and fear-ing is o’er. Our hearts are not wrung by sharp a - go -ny more.
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The Ma, which the eye sees at a glance to be
repeated through several measures, and the
Lah, denote the “ tonic minor,” and Ma is to

be called Doh. But look at the eighth note of
the phrase. We Sol-fa the first three notes of
the measure in which it stands fi r tj

;
but what

is the fourth note ? Already it is raised by the
signature half a tone, and it is therefore Se
without the need of a sharp or a natural. The
singer must bew'are of unviarTced accidentals of

this sort. This is the commonest case in which
they are found.

Occasionally we meetwdth passages in recita-

tives (or in classical music which uses freedom
of transition) which seem to be nothing but
a wilderness of sharps or fiats or naturals.

Nearly every note is altered
;
the signature is

not the slightest guide to the key
;
and we are

apt to despair of finding it. Such a passage is

that given below ;

—

Sullivan, “H.M.S. Pinafore.”

tr^ » P—na
n W i * B P r

—

fr-—— - ^ 1 p 1

1

The mai - den treats my suit with scorn, Re - jects my hum - ble

gift, my la-dy. She

€f

says I am ig - no - bly born, And1 cuts my hope a - drift, my la - dy.

To the singer who tries to sing “ by interval,” or by “absolute pitch,” such a passage is very
distressing. We will show how simple it really is in the Tonic Sol-fa notation :

—

KEY G
.m

I

m : m
I

m

I

m : m
I

m

: m
I

s ;— .1
]

s

m
j

s :— .1
I

s

.m

I

f : s
I

1 : t

j

: .d
|
d .d : .m

: .m
I

f : s
1

1 : t I d» : .d
j
d .d

“ How’ easy !
” the reader will perhaps exclaim

:

“ but how am I to decipher the key from such

a labyrinth of fiats?” We will

give a simple rule. Let the order

of the flats be recalled. The dia-

gram at the side will remind us

that the order in which we place

the flats is this

B!z, Efe, Ai, DS, Cl, Ffe.

We have already learnt that the last flat is

Fah. If, then, we see both B flat and E flat

marked in a piece, it is evident that E flat is

the guiding flat, not B flat, which is covered by
the more advanced E flat. In the same way
A flat is further oflE from the natural key than
Eflat, Cflat further off than Gflat, etc. (see

diagram). In other words, to adopt a con-

venient, if not a very correct phrase, “ E flat is

a flatter note than Bflat,” and so on, through
the whole series of flats. The rule for de-
ciphering the key is therefore apparent. It

is :

—

Find the flattest note, and call it
“ Fah.”

Let us apply this rule to the musical phrase
just given. The eye glances at all the flats,

and sees that of the three (D flat, C flat, and
Gflat) the flattest is the Cflat. (See order of
flats given above.) Call this Fah, and the
puzzle is solved.

In respect of transitional value, naturals are
the same as flats, and must be

tj.ansitional
searched for in the same order. value

See the following example :— of naturals..

T. Otto.

Let us take the same order as we did with
the flats ;

—

Bt|, Et}, At|, Gtf, Clj, Ftj.

Now, instead of supposing ourselves in the

“open” key of C, we suppose ourselves in an
extreme sharp key, and have to consider how
far in the direction of the natural key the
music obliges us to go. Examine the naturals,

and we shall see that of the three used (C];^,

Ft), and G^), the most natural, according to
our index, is F natural. Call this Fah, and
the key is found. What it is, we leave the
reader to say. The rule for naturals is there-
fore this :

—

Find the most natural note, and call.
IT “Fah.”

We now take the case of sharps, the rules-

for which the reader will almost
have guessed. The diagram hows
the orfer of the sharps to be

FJt, CJt, Gft DJt, AC, EC, B#.

On the same reasoning by which we established
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the fact that the last flat is Fall, we have also

established the fact that the last sharp is Te;
and hence, in a passage which bristles with

sharps, we must pick out the one which stands
furthest to the right on the above list, and call

it Te. Here is a passage in illustration :

—

Fr. Kucken.

-1 —

1

r r rw r

i
1 ^ OJJ ^ f h—+—>«- ^ h ^1 1 : VI M r

^ •

—

!— -- ^
1**—^

Proceeding by rule, the “ sharpest note ” in

this passage is A sharp, which, if called Te,

would give us key B. But look again. The
A sharp is contradicted in the note next but
one by A natural, an octave higher. It is

KEY E.

s
I

s : m ; s
I

d' ;— : d' I t : m' ; r*
|

r‘ : d‘

! I

Remember, then, the rule for deciphering
sharps :

—

Find the sharpest n©te, and call it “Te.”

The passages we have chosen are simple in

one respect—that they do not change key in

themselves. The passage above, for example,
might pass on into key B, or key A, But our
rule holds as good for these changes. Every
time a further sharp or flat is encountered, call

it Te or Fall, as the case may be, and the
passage will become clear.

In order to apply the rule of sharpest and
flattest notes,” the singer must commit to

|

therefore only an ornamental Fe, and we must
look back for the “next sharpest” note, if the
expression may be allowed. This is D sharp

;

call it Te, and the whole passage sings naturally
in key E :

—

;

1
I

s : fe ; s
I

f* : t

I

d‘ : -
: I

:

|j

memory the order of the flats and that of the
sharps.

It remains to say a few words on Ba and Se
in the minor mode. There is no sign in the
staff notation by which Ba can
be distinguished from Fe. Both
notes are represented by raising Fah a semi-
tone. This is done by a sharp or a natural or
double sharp, according to the key we are in.

Se, also, requires a different sign according to

the key. There are thus four ways in which
Ba Se may be represented, according to the
key we are in :

—

m ba se 1 m ba se 1 m ba se 1

In the above cases the music is in the key
represented by the signature. But in the
course of lengthened compositions we enter

the minor modes of related or of distant keys,

and this gives us other varieties of Ba and Se,
three of which are appended :

—

V 4-==] —^—1—t' -

i
m L

r k
1 -P i

« .

In the first case neither Ba nor Se requires

any mark at all, and in the other cases only Se
requires one. These are not impossible cases,

but are such as may be met with in extended
and difficult music. It is important that the
singer should be prepared for all these various
appearances.

In conclusion, let us repeat what we have
already said, that the difficulties

of
enumerated are in the staff

notation itself, and are not proofs
of the weakness of the movable Boh. What
the movable Boh does is to clear up per-

plexities, and give certainty to the singer.

Those who have followed and learned these
lessons will have no need of the help of the
pianoforte or other instrument to guide them
to each note, but will sing independently and
surely, and it is to be hoped will prove in their
own experience the value of the system on
which they have been trained.

XVI.

The Flowers {continued').

The pistil is an organ of exquisite conforma-
tion, usually complex, and almost always very
beautiful in shape and colour.
It occupies the very centre of The pistil,

the floral system, terminating, as it were, the
inmost axis of the peduncle

; and when every-
thing else pertaining to the flower has dropped
away,—stamens, petals, very often also even
the calyx, successively withering and falling to
the ground,—the pistH remains. The reason
is obvious. The lowermost portion is the fruit

or seed-pod of the plant, in its rudimentary or
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preliminary condition
;
and in due time, if all

be favourable, where the pistil was we find the

berry, the capsule, the legume, or whatever
else it may be the nature of the plant to dis-

play as its crowning achievement. Theoreti-

cally, the pistil represents a simple leaf, such

as that of an apple-tree, folded forwards upon
its midrib, so that the margins come in contact.

That this is the genuine “ morphological ” inter-

pretation of the pistil, in its simplest state,

is shown very plainly by the seed-pods of the

common paeony, and on a smaller scale in

those of the larkspur, the columbine, and the

marsh-marigold. There are plenty of other

examples of the same thing, some of them very
striking because of their magnitude, but as the

very splendid ones are the produce of tropical

plants, chiefly trees, and there-

fore not procurable at will, it

is pleasant to discover that our
own English wild flowers tell

the whole story. One of the
first dictates of wisdom is, if

we cannot always have that
which we should like, toaccustom
ourselves energetically to like

that which we have. It may
be mentioned, however, that the

seed-pods of a Brazilian tree

called Firniiana, a member of

the order Sterculiacese, present

the features we are speaking of

on a scale of surprising measure.
That the pistil is a modified

leaf, or leaves, is foretold in

what is already declared in

regard to stamens by semi-double
flowers (fig. 5 ) ;

and with re-

gard to the petals and the

sepals, in what is declared by
the series of changes shown 'in

the common Hellehorusfcetidus.
All the parts of a flower are, in

a word, leaves that might have
been, but that are not, being
adapted to new purposes. Ima-
gine this folded leaf to develope
rudimentary seeds, or “ovules,”
from its upper surface (now be-

come the inner surface), or even
no more than a single and
solitary ovule, as happens in

many of the Protea family, and
the idea of the pistil, as to its first great factor,

is complete. When converted to this new pur-
pose, the leaf is called a “carpel,” or some-
times a “ carpellary leaf.” The best of all

the names yet bestowed upon it is that of

“ovary,” or “ egg-container,” the resemblance
of the rudimentary seeds to eggs being already
expressed in calling them “ ovules.” An ex-
tremely beautiful example of an ovary and its

contents is furnished by the elegant green-
house climbers called Tacsonia.

The apex of this carpellary leaf partakes
of the adaptation of the lamina to new pur-

pose. It is converted into the
The style and inexpressibly delicate and lovely

stigma. organ called the “stigma,” a
part far more varied in all respects than

VOL. I.

the anther of the stamen, and designed, as

will appear presently, for purposes of the
profoundest importance. When we remem-
ber the beautiful attenuation of the points

of many leaves,—how they taper away, as in

the sacred fig. Ficus religiosa, as if reluctant

to stop,—it is easy to see that when such at-

tenuation is indulged in by the “carpellary
leaf,” the stigma must be carried far ahead,
and a kind of intermediate pillar be produced.
This is very generally the case. Examining a
score of different flowers, taken at random, in
the majority it will be found that the stigma
is supported by a “ style,” and very often lifted

prominently into view. But there is no positive

rule in the matter. The style presents every
possible difference in regard to length, and

very often it is “ sessile,” appear-
ing then as no more than a little

protuberance upon the summit
of the ovary.

In several great families, the

carpellary leaf is

always, or nearly S™?'?

always, solitary.

This is shown very plainly in

the Leguminosaa—the magnifi-
cent order which includes the
common pea and the common
bean. Sometimes, as in the
above-named columbine, lark-

spur, and paeony, two or three
carpellary leaves stand close

together, but preserve absolute
independence : there are ex-
amples, indeed, of a considerable
number being thus associated,

but still preserving their free-

dom, as in buttercups. When
the number does not exceed
two, and they remain free,

they are face to face. When
there are three, they remind one
of the charming little group,
so often seen in marble, called

“the Graces.” When there are

four, as in common Eue, the
arrangement is rectangular,

When five, as in the Fraxinella,

or many, as in the Star-anise,

they present a beautiful stelli-

form design.

But in many other plants,

the carpellary leaves, when brought into com-
panionship so close, very naturally conjointhem-
selves. Hence the extremely common occurrence

of “ compound ” ovaries,—two, three, four, five

or more becoming so consolidated that we seem
to have but one. How prettily this is shown
in the core, with its five compartments, of the

apple and the pear ! How prettily, again, in a

transverse or equatorial section of an orange !

These, it may be objected, are fruits, not
ovaries. That is quite true

;
but the appear-

ances in the ripened fruit would not be as we
find them save for the condition in infancy,

or when we had only blossom, and pistils

requiring microscopical examination. In the
fruits just mentioned, owing to the succulence,
the constituent carpels never get sundered :

.SI
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but ia dry capsules, such as those of the
lily and the sylvan hyacinth, Shakespeare’s

“azured harebell,” in maturity the lunion is

dissolved, and then the composite character is

no longer doubtful.

It follows that just as many as are the carpels

in a compound ovary, so many will be the

stigmas. If sessile, the stigmas form a beautiful

ornament upon the summit, as in the poppy,
where they constitute a many-rayed star of

purple velvet. If, on the other hand, they are

supported upon styles, sometimes the styles

keep aloof from one another, as in the pink, the
carnation, the campion, the lychnis, and all

other members of the charming order Caryo-
phyllaceae—more usually they become con-
fluent, and we seem to have only oiie style.

This is the case in lilies, the fuchsia, the crocus,

the daffodil. The number of confluent styles

is then intimated by the number of the stigmas
;

or if the stigmas themselves coalesce, then by
the number of the lobes. Look once again to

the queenly lily, or the tulip. Some very
singular exceptions and paradoxes are met
with, as in the order Plumbaginaceae

;
but they

do not overset the general principle. Excep-
tions, like the miracles, simply indicate that in

our conceptions of the “ laws of nature ” we
have not lifted ourselves into a sufficiently high
generalization, such as by-and-by, under the
guidance and rule of God (who always keeps
something in reserve wherewith to reward
patient and reverent study of His glorious

works), will cover both the ordinary occurrence
and what to ourselves, i^ro tem., is the extra-

ordinary. Why in the sweet seaside “thrift,”

Armeria there should be a solitary

carpel, containing a solitary ovule, surmounted
nevertheless by jive independent styles, is a
problem which in the twentieth century may
perhaps be solved.

Plenty of instances might be cited of the
stigma being no more than a needle-shape pro-

longation of the style. This occurs
The stigma, cyclamen, the ovary of

which is five-celled. Successively, in different

plants, it acquires more and more of a globular

or “ capitate ’’figure, as in the primrose
;
or if the

styles be not confluent for more than four-fifths

of their length, then we get beautiful rays.

These usually recurve in the most graceful

manner imaginable, as in campanulas, cactuses,

and willow-herbs. The surface is often beset

with minute projections
;
in any case the hue

is very charming, and not uncommonly quite

different from tMt of the adjacent parts. A
delightful principle in the structure of plants,

already mentioned, is that every organ and
every member shall have its turn, in one plant

or another, to become an object of special

wonder, of extraordinary development, of re-

latively supreme beauty. Everything, in other

words, has its festival some tiine. Yours may
be in the spring, mine in the autumn, our
friend’s in the summer or the winter, or the

reverse all round. But it is sure to be granted
one day or another

;
and if by cultivating a

magnetic spirit in regard to the benevolence of

our Father in heaven the heart is kept well

open to receive, then the time of the gift arrives

sooner than we expect. For herein it is just

the same as in reading a book that vill nourish
our souls. The author does his part

;
we have

our own part to do as well, and in the degree
that we are faithful to personal duty in the
matter, the book becomes intelligible. Does
this golden rule apply when we are considering
stigmas ? "We need only look at half a dozen
of the delicious Iris family to perceive the
truthfulness of it. So large and beautiful are

the stigmas in the common yellow Iris or

feur-de-lis of the water-side—in every species,

indeed, of this well-named genus, which more
than emulates the rainbow in the pure and
celestial hues of its flowers—that at the first

glance they seem an inner corolla. Even in

the crocus the stigmas are strikingly enlarged,

and at the same time of a deep orange-golden
tint

; so that when picked out and dried, those

of the Crocus sativus become “ saffron.” The
most extraordinary instance of an immensely
developed stigma, or rather of a “ stigmatic

plate,” occurs in the singular American genus
of Pitcher-plants called Sarracenia. Here the

stigmatic plate spreads out like an open um-
brella, and presents the appearance of a lid or

cover to the subjacent parts. The great quasi-

stigmas of the Iris are only stigmatic plates,

the principal portion being ornamental, and
the essential part no more than a fringe-like

process underneath.
Although, in perfect flowers, the relative

position of the stamens and pistil is invariable,

there are consideiable differences

in the degree both of the free-
Hs^ogynous

dom of the various parts, and of
° am^ns.

their “cohesion ” and “adhesion.” In a great
multitude of families, including numbers of

the most important, the petals are quite un-
connected, or “free.” The stamens are also

“free,” so as to allow, like the petals, of being
removed one by one, without any cutting or

tearing; and mth the result that when the
flower is overblown, they drop away, like the
leaves of a deciduous tree in October. This is

very plainly shown in the poppy and the

common buttercup. Free stamens, or such as

stand upon the summit of the flower-stalk

(technically called the “ receptacle ”), must
needs surround the base of the ovary. Hence
they are said to be “ hypogynous ”—literally

“ beneath the ovary,” which part being repre-

sentative, in the flower, of the female sex among
animals, is in compound terms fittingly called,

on the first principles of metaphor, gyne—
literally “ a woman,”

The Adjective Application

EXERCISE XXIII.

1. The laundress has had my table-linen and
my kitchen-linen. 2. The tailor has been at
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the sho}? of (chez) the second-hand-clothes
dealer. 3. Hadst thou had {plvpf.) ray hat and
ray top-coat ? 4. I had had {p^lupf.) neither the
hat nor the top-coat

;
I had had {do.) the

furrier’s clothes. 5. The gloves had been
bought (achete, see p. 423) at (chez) the hatter’s.

6. She will have had the sister’s cuffs and
collars. 7. We should have been at the
hosier’s. 8. My linen would have been bought
at the shirt-raaker’s it the tailor had not been
ray brother-in-law. 9. That the mercer and
the mercer’s wife may have had some (see 6, p.

74) needles, pins, clasps, thimbles, and some
tape and thread. 10. The linen-draper’s wife
and the tailor’s wife would have been at the

house of (chez) the milliner. 11. That thou
mightest have had beautiful furs (see 2, p. 141).

12. The shoemaker’s daughters have had no
(see 6, p. 1 42) shoes,and the hatter’s sonshavehad
no caps. 13. The socks and stockings* will have
been sold (vendu—see footnote p. 423) by (par)

the hosier. 14. The shoe trade has never been
so low. 16. That 1 may have had top-boots

(see 8, p. 74) for (pour) riding (monter a
cheval), laced boots for shooting (la chasse),

boots for walking (la promenade), shoes for

running (la course), pumps for dancing (la

danse), and slippers for resting (pour me re-

poser). 16. The grandfather had had {plupf.)
a smoking-cap, and the grandson will have a
felt hat. 17. The thread gloves have been
worn (porte, see p. 423) by the draper

; the
cotton gloves had been worn by the clothier

;

the silk gloves will have been worn by the
clothier

;
the kid gloves would have been worn

by the silk mercer. 18. That you may have
had more (see 4, p. 141) jackets than vests. 19.

That the hatter’s trousers and other articles of

dress might have been bought at the second-
hand-clothes dealer’s. 20. You would have had
ready-made clothes, or clothes made to mea-
sure.

EXERCISE XXIV.
Apply the rules for theplural to the words

written in italics.

1. Les prophetic, ainsi que les arc-en-ciel,

n’ont lieu que lorsque le soleil est peu eleve sur

I’horizon (B. de Saint-Pierre). 2. Quand ils

ont leurs pot-de-vin et que le poisson est dans
la nasse, sauve qui pent (Regnard). 3. Ou sont
les chef-d'oeuvre qui ne doivent leurs heaute a
des pensee celeste (Lamartine) ? 4. II passe

ses apr'es-souper Qx\. bonne compagnie (M). 5.

A I’ouverture de chaque session, la chambre des
depute nomme un president et quatre vice-

president. 6. Joseph et Benjamin etaient les

bien-aime et toute la joie de Jacob (Bossuet).

7. C’est Dieu qui frappe ces grand coup dont
les contre-coup portent si loin (Bossuet). 8.

Combien 6.'avant-courier annoncent sa ruine !

(Racine). 9. Autant que je puis deviner
quelque chose aux coq-a-Vdne de ce manant, je

suis ici chez des original (Th. Leclerq). 10.

Nos tete-a-tete 6taient moins des entretien
qu’un babil intarissable (J. J. Rousseau). 11.

'Lqsjournaliste font des coupe-gorge des hois et

des grand chemin du Parnasse (J. B. Rousseau).
12. II y a loin de ces parent severe aux gdte-
* Repeat the article before each noun of a series

when the first requires it.

I

eufant d’aujourd’hui (Chateaubriand). 13. II

faut essuyer d'Strange chose lorsqu’on est reduit

a passer par les main^os,fesse-mathicu (Moliere)

.

14. Je raconte sur le t^moignage presque
unanime des oui-dire (Ch. Nodier). 15. Braver
le public et les qu'’c7i dira-t-on. 16. Camille

Desmoulins avait ete I’un des premiers houte-

en-train^ de la Revolution (Sainte-Beuve).

[1. Prophecies, like rainbows, only occur when the
sun is low on the horizon. 2. When they have
(pocketed) their bribes and netted the fish, they
scamper off. 3. Where (which) are the masterpieces
which are not indebted for their beauties to heavenly
thoughts? 4. He spends his evenings in good com-
pany. 5. At the opening of each session, the chamber
of the deputies appoints a president and four vice-

presidents. 6. Joseph and Benjamin were Jacob’s
beloved ones and whole joy. 7. It is God who strikes

those mighty blows whose effects reach so far. 8. How
many forerunners announce his ruin ! 9. As far as I
can make out anything from the rambling talk of this

rustic, I am here among eccentric characters. 10. Our
interviews were less conversations than an inex-
haustible chat. 11. Journalists make cut-throat places
of the groves and highways of Parnassus. 12. There
is a vast difference between those strict parents and
present apoil-children (parents who spoil their children).
13. One has to put up with strange things, when one
is reduced to have recourse to usurers. 14. I relate

upon the testimony of all but unanimous reports. 15.

To brave the world and the world’s opinion. 16. Camille
Desmoulins had been one of the earlier ringleaders of
the Revolution.]

Theory—(resumed').

1. Formation of Feminine in Adjec-
tives (continuedfrompage 363).—The follow-

ammoniac, ammoniacal ammoniaque
caduc, decaying caduque
franc, Frankish franque
public, public publique
turc, Turkish turque
grec, Greek grecque
blanc, white blanche

franc, frank franche
sec, dry seche

long, long longue

oblong, oblong oblongue
benin, benign benigne
malin, malignant maligne
devin, diviner devineresse

coi, quiet coite

favori, favourite favorite

frais, fresh fralche

tiers, third tierce

2. Formation op the Feminine in Ad-
jectives ENDING IN eur.—These are often

used as substantives. They form their feminine
in various manners, but always in strict accord-

ance with their origin.

(a) Those derived from the present participle

of a verb by the change of a7it into eur, make
cuse in the feminine.

Masc. Fern.

marcheur, walker marcheuse
r^veur, dreamer reveuse
^diVLtQm,jumper sauteuse

trompeur, deceiver trompeuse

Tres. Fart.

marchant
revant
sautant
trompant

.Kemart.—Three terms belonging to legal phraseo-
logy, and five to poetical language, form their feminine
differently : bailleur, lessor, the one who gives a lease,

bailleresse; defendeur,(iefQriAaia.t,defendere8ae ; demandeur,
plaintiff, demanderesse ; chasseur, hunter, chasseresse

;

enchanteur, enchanter, enchanteresse ; pecheur, sinner,
pecheresse ; vengeur, avenger, vengeresse.

* Apply Fifth Buie, page 364.
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(d) Those in tevr (corresponding to the

Latin class of forms in to?', few. ti'ix) not

coming from a French present participle, make
trice. They are easily detected, although one

may have no knowledge of Latin.

adulateur, adidato?' adulatrice

conducteur, conductor conductrice

admirateur, adniii'cr admiratrice

tentatexir, tempter tentatrice

(<?) Those in eur, not derived from verbs,

conveying an idea of comparison, follow the

general rule

:

majeur, of age majeure
minor, ?mder age mineure
meilleur, better meilleur

inf^rieur, ivorse inferieure

{d) The following cannot be reduced to any
rule

:

ambassadeur, ambassador ambassadrice
gouvemeur, govei'nor gouvernante

serviteur, servant servante

empereur, emperor imperatrice

Remark.—The fem. of chanteur, singer, is chanteuse,

for any woman singing, but cantatrice when one
speaks of an eminent female vocalist : VAlboni est une
cantatrice qui ne se fait plus entendre, Mme Alboni is a
singer who is no more heard. (The use of the article

before a proper noun, as in VAlboni, la Grisi, etc., will

be commented on in the Syntax.)

{e) Words in e?Lr, denoting men’s profes-

sions, are altered neither in form nor in gender
(see 4 b, p. 3) when they are applied to

females ; docteur, doctor; professeur, professor;

impinmeur, printer. Under this rule come
amateur, fond of, or amateur; censeur, censurer;

defenseur, defender; imposteur, impostor; pos-

sessenr, possessor; sauvcur, rescuer; successeur,

successor; traducteur, although one
cannot say that they are strictly male profes-

sions, or, of some, that they are professions at

all. Examples

;

L'imperatrice d’Autriche est amateur de la chasse a
courre, the empress of Austria is fond of hunting

;

Mme de Necker est auteur d'un Uvre stir V education,
Mme de N. is authoress of a book on education

;
En

louant VAllemagne, Mme de Stael se faisait le censeur de
la France, while praising Germany, Mme. de S. was
making herself the censurer of Prance; la reine
d'Angleterre est le defenseur de la foi, the Queen of
England is the defender of the faith

;
Madame Bader,

lefameux traducteur de I'lliade, naquit a Saumur en 1651,
et mourut d Paris en 1720, Mme- D., the famous trans-
lator of the Iliad, was bom at Saumur in 1651, and
died in Paris in 1720; etc.

3. Formation of the Plural of Adjec-
tives IN al.—These change al into aux

:

as
brutal, pi. m. bi'utaux ; loyal, loyaux ; royal,

royaux. The fem. pi. is strictly regular :

brutales, layales, royales. There is a certain
number of adjectives in al which persist in
taking s for the plural ; and there are others
which, from their meaning, are not likely to

appear in connection with a m. pi. noun, and
for which no m. pi. is indicated in dictionaries.

But in accordance with the law oft permutation
of letters, which, in connection with forms in

al, still operates in French, the number of

apparent exceptions tends to diminish. The
Acader)iie gives no examples of the m. pi.

with the following
;
however, it does not deny

its existence, and M. lAttre endorses the form
aux for arbitral, austral, beneficial, boreal,

canonial, central, colossal, conjectural, crural.

decimal, diametral, doctoral, expe?'i?nental,

filial, i?nmevio?'ial, initial, jovial, lustral,

magisti'ol, matinal, pai'adoxal, pai'oissial,

2?atria?'cal, f)atronal, penal, preceptoi'dL, pri-
matial,scntimental,theatral, zodiacal.—Bancal,
fatal and final take s ; and these have no m.
pi. as yet : automnal, brumal, diagonal, frugal,
glacial, medicinal, mental, monacal, natal,
naval, pascal, virginal. In connection with
some words of the last list several good writers
have attempted the plural form aux

;

but
theirs having been individual efforts, the
Academic, which registers generally accepted
facts only, stands out. The following, about
which some hesitation is expressed by a few
grammarians, undoubtedly take aux : amical,
banal, clh’ical, doctrinal, horizontal, musical,
pastoral, pati'imonial, social, vocal.

XV.

The Warlike Reign of ^ap.go^ {continued).

Sargon’s energy had by this time raised the
Assyrian empire to a position which made
other potentates anxious to secure his friend-

ship. Egypt, powerful as it was, sent rich

presents. It was, perhaps, less significant

that Samsi, queen of Arabia, followed a similar

course, for she, as we have seen, owed her
throne to Assyrian favour. Most of Sargon’s
foes had been conquered, but there remained
the most active and wily, if least personally
warlike, of them all—Ursa of Ararat. In
714 B.c. Sargon vigorously attacked the princes

who had allied themselves with Ursa, who made
no move to help them—the king of Minni
again submitted and gave tribute— and then
marched against Ursa. A great
battle was fought, the king of

Ararat once more escaped, thanks
to the swiftness of his horse, but 260 important
personages, described as belonging to “ the royal

tribe of Armenia,” were made prisoners. Then
Sargon resolved to destroy by a decisive blow
the power which had so long defied him. He
advanced with rapid strides to Muzazir, the

sacred city of Ararat, where was the temple,

rich in treasures, of Haldi, the supreme god of

the nation, and his companion deity, Bagrnasti.

The situation of the city was in a mountainous
district, and it occupied a rocky eminence,
which might have offered almost unsurmount-
able obstacles to ordinary warriors : but the

indomitable legions of Sargon threaded the

mountain passes, scaled the cliff, attacked and
stormed the city. Urzana, styled the king of

Muzazir (probably a prince tributary to Ursa),

fled for safety, but he left his wife and children

behind. The city was plundered, and the

temple robbed of its enormous wealth. The
people, in the usual fashion, were carried away
captive, to the number, it is said, of twenty
thousand

;
but if so, the city must have been
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of great extent and importance. It is probable,

however, that the population of the adjacent

district was included. The king’s family, with
enormous treasures in gold and silver, many
thousands of oxen, sheep, and other animals,

were carried away
;
the sacred images were

added to the spoil, and the district was an-

nexed. The crafty Urea, defeated and dis-

heartened, sought the refuge of the coward, and
committed suicide. There were revolts in the

eastern and then in the western provinces of the
empire, but they were crushed with remorse-
less vigour. Princes and people were carried

into slavery, immense tributes were extorted,

and Assyrian governors appointed to rule the
districts in Assyrian fashion.

The statement in the second Book of Kings
(xx. 12) is; “At that time Berodach-baladan,
the son of Baladan, king of Babylon, sent

letters and a present unto Hezekiah, for he had
heard that Hezekiah had been sick. And
Hezekiah hearkened unto them [the ambassa-
dors], and showed them all the house of his

precious things : . . . there was nothing in his

house, nor in all his dominion, that Hezekiah
showed them not.” For doing so, the prophet
Isaiah warned him that his treasures and his

people should be carried to Babylon.
The proposal of an alliance between Babylon

and Judah appears to have been without result

;

j

but Hezekiah joined a league at the head of

1 which was Yavan, king of the Philistinian city

CEDAES OF LEBAirOir.

The many wars in which Sargon had been
engaged had left the Babylonian usurper,

Merodach-Baladan, unmolested for ten years.

He ruled, it would seem, wisely and well, for

his dominions are described as enjoying pros-

|)erity
;
but he could scarcely expert that he

would remain unattacked now that Sargon had,

r-o 1
subjugation of so many

State of Babylon.^j active foes, consolidated

his power. About 712 B.C. he had formed an
alliance with Hezekiah, twelfth king of Judah
(the Hazagiyahu of the tablets),—and it is

worth noting that in reference to this event
the Assyrian dates and those of the generally

received Scriptural chronology exactly coincide.

of Ashdod, nearly midway between Gaza and
Joppa. The confederacy included the rulers

of Moab and Edom, and the object appears to

have been to throw off the yoke which Assyria
had imposed on them. The Pharaoh, or king
of Egypt of the time, had encouraged them with
prospects of assistance, but failed to keep his

promise
;
and the rebellion was subdued by

Sargon, Yavan taking refuge in Meroe, one of

the minor Egyptian states, the king of which,
desiring probably to gain the favour of Assyria,

sent him, a heavily chained pri-

soner, to Sargon. The taking of

Ashdod is mentioned by Isaiah
® °

(xx. 1) ;
“ In the year that Tartan [an Assyrian
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title for the commander of an army] came unto
Ashdod (when Sargon, the king of Assyria,

sent him), and ought against Ashdod and took

it.”

Sargon was now free to undertake the ex-

pedition against Babylon w’hich he had so

long deferr^. Merodach-baladan had obtained

an ally in the king of Elam, successor to him
who had formerly aided the Babylonian king.

Advancing along the eastern bank of the

Tigris, Sargon captured important cities,

among them Dur-athara, a strongly fortified

position on the river Surappi (from w'hich

18,500 captives were taken), and speedily

crushed the feeble opposition of the Elamite
king. He crossed to the western side of the

Euphrates and marched to Babylon, ravaging
the country on his way. Merodach-baladan
fled, and the great city was triumphantly
entered by the conqueror, who proclaimed
himself king, with many sacred rites and
ceremonies.
A few months elapsed, and then Sargon

advanced to Bit-yaken, a strong castle on
the bank of the Euphrates, where Merodach
had taken refuge. A broad and deep moat had
been constructed, which formed no ordinary
defence

;
but the Assyrian troops contrived to

cross, and the town was taken, wnth all its

treasures, the slaughter being great. Merodach
and all his family were captured, and once
more Babylonia by the fortune of w'ar became
a province of Assyria.

Sargon was now the most powerful monarch
in the world. The king of Muski had been
compelled to submit, having suffered a severe

defeat from the Assyrian general left in com-
mand by Sargon. Embassies from various

adjoining petty states proffered submission
;

and the priesthood of Babylon, influenced

by the liberality of the king and his encourage-

ment of rites and ceremonies, were among
his most devoted supporters. It is gene-

rally supposed that one of the embassies
which brought tribute to Sargon came from
the kings of Cyprus

;
and it is certain that,

about the time we are now treating of, Sargon
was recognized by the seven kings of that island

as their supreme head. The
Mediterranean island was then

the western limit of the dominion
of the great Assyrian king. In the' Boyal
Museum at Berlin is a bas-relief, with a long

inscription in cuneiform characters, discovered

about thirty years ago, near the site of the old

town of Citium. The stone bears an effigy of

Sargon, and the inscription records that the

Cypriotes had heard of the mighty deeds

achieved by the Assyrians in Chaldea and
Syria, and that their hearts had failed them, and
fear had taken hold of them. The sculptured

tablet was sent to Cyprus by Sargon himself.

Sargon, like other powerful monarchs of

Assyria, did not devote all his time and energies

to foreign or intestine wars. He was a gi-eat

builder, and to him is due the erection of the

palace at Khorsabad (named in the monu-
ments Dur-Sargina), which has yielded so mmch
of historical value to the modern explorer.

He rebuilt the temples of Nebo and Merodach

at Nineveh. In these great works the cedar
wood of Lebanon was largely used, and pro-

bably the huge logs were dragged by bands of

captives from the Syrian mountains to the
banks of the Tigris.

The last years of his reign were marked by
various revolts of comparatively slight impor-
tance on the Elamite frontier. Some were sub-
dued

;
but the hand and heart of the king were

failing, and petty successes were
gained. The empire, however, of

was but little impaired; and when
Sargon died, in 705 b.c., he left to his younger
son and successor, Sennacherib, a vast and
powerful empire. Of Sennacherib, the best
known, to readers of the Bible history, of all

the Assyrian kings, we shall have a striking

history to relate in another chapter
;

for side

by side with some of the leading events run the
patriotic denunciations of the inspired Isaiah,

and the prophecies of evil to the great Assyrian
power.

THE ART OF OBSERVING.
By Thomas Dunman

One of the most important features of the
well-formed character is the faculty of observ-
ing carefully and correctly the men and things
with which one is brought in contact, and
much of the ignorance and prejudice which
unfortunately exist arises from the neglect or
improper use of this mental attribute. It is

undoubtedly a great misfortune that most of
the studies in which we are during our school-

life engaged, leave almost entirely out of con-
sideration this important faculty, and appeal
only to the faith of the student, who is taught
implicitly to accept all statements and rules

upon authority from which there is, and can
be, no appeal. The facts of history or the
rules of grammar rest entirely upon authority,

and cannot be demonstrated to the pupil, who
is, therefore, compelled to accept them upon
trust. If w'e except mathematics, this is

equally true of every other subject usuallj’'

included in the school or college curriculum ;

the value of natural science as an educational

instrument having been, until recently, alto-

gether ignored, and being, even now, imperfectly

recognised.

The tendency of a system of education
which leaves out of sight the cultivation of the
faculty of observation is undoubtedly to cramp
the intellect and narrow its mental and moral
calibre, producing a slothful habit of mind and
an inclination to accept without inquiry any
theory or statement of facts which may be
offered.

The self-educated student frequently escapes,

in this respect, a danger which besets those

whose education has been entrusted to others,

as the choice of subjects for study naturally
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depends upon himself, and his tastes and
inclinations lead him to a wiser choice than
is frequently made by the professional educator.

It is with the view of guiding aright the large

and deserving band of self-educating students
to which this work specially appeals that this

paper has been written.

It must be carefully borne in mind, that all

education has a twofold object—primary and
secondary. The primary object is the acquire-

ment, on the part of the student, of a knowledge
of certain rules, facts, or phenomena

;
the

secondary object is the training of the intellect

so as to enable the possessor properly to

discharge the duties of life, and to be of some
use to his fellow-creatures. To take an
example : the study of any language, ancient
or modern, is of value, not only because the

acquirement of that language opens out to the
student a vast field of intellectual treasures

which would otherwise remain unknown to

him, but also because the study of a language
tends to train the intellect in methodical
habits, logical reasoning, and accurate modes
of expressing thought. Time spent in the
endeavour to acquire a language is, therefore,

never entirely wasted, even though lack of

perseverance or the force of circumstances
may interfere to prevent complete success.

The department of learning which tends
most to the development of the art of correct

observation is, undoubtedly, that of natural
science, providing that the study be taken up
in a true scientific spirit. If this be done, the
value to the mental faculties of the study of

even a single subject of natural science is simply
incalculable. To the science-student. Faith
is the unpardonable sin, and his real progress
depends upon the accuracy with which he teste

the facts which are brought under his notice

by his teacher or his text-book, and unless he
strive hard to know everything of his own
hnowledge^ liis success in the acquirement of

information will be but small. It is evident,

then, that in order to obtain accurate know-
ledge in natural science, the faculty of obser-

vation must be largely employed, and the art

of- observing thoroughly developed; hence the
great value of this branch of knowledge as an
educational instrument. To our readers we
would therefore say, “ Let natural science

occupy a prominent place in any scheme of

self-education which you may draw up.”

We would, however, not forget that many of

our readers may have but scant leisure to

devote to the improvement of their minds, and
circumstances may enforce upon them the

necessity, or at least the importance, of

acquiring knowledge which may be useful as a
means of adding to their “ bread-winning ”

capabilities, and the pursuit of this object will

often preclude the possibility of any systematic
study of science. But even under these cir-

cumstances some leisure moments will be found
in which recreation or amusement will be
sought. Of such of our readers as may be thus
circumstanced we would ask “ Why should not
your amusements be such as would at once
train and thoroughly recreate the mental
powers ?

” Nearly every one has some hobby

which occupies his leisure moments,—and
why should we not adopt as our hobby
some pursuit which would yield us health and
strength of body and mind? Amongst other

peculiarities man is undoubtedly a “collecting”
animal. Sometimes it is coins, sometimes
postage-stamps, sometimes seals, and sometimes
old cMna

;
whatever be the objects, there seems

to be peculiar gratification in the accumulation
of a collection of some sort. However insigni-

ficant or unimportant the objects collected, the
pursuit is in itself of value, inasmuch as it

affords considerable training in the art of ob-
serving, and the comparing of specimens with
each other their classification and arrange-
ment necessitating, on the part of the collector,

careful observation of details and methodical
examination of peculiarities. But if the objects

collected be obtained from Nature’s storehouse,

the benefit to the collector is vastly greater, for

not only is the pursuit of objects in itself

healthful and invigorating, but it leads to the
accumulation of vast stores of infoimation of a
highly useful and interesting character.

We would therefore earnestly advise our
readers to become true students of Nature, by
making a collection, or collections, of natural
objects—a pursuit which need take but little

from their leisure hours, and which will add
zest and enjoyment to their daily rambles or

longer annual vacations. Nor is any very
special knowledge required at the outset—all

that is necessary being a conscientious and
painstaking exercise of the faculty of observa-
tion. If the objects collected be ferns, every
peculiarity of leaf, stem and fruit should be
noted, every feature of the places most produc-
tive of certain varieties accurately remembered,
and every specimen carefully labelled and
preserved. If the collector is an entomologist,
every detail of size, colour, and general
structure should be noted, and specimens from
different localities compared. If the aim of

the student be somewhat higher, and minerals
or fossils be the objects of study, the utmost
care should be taken to note the source from
which every specimen is obtained, the nature
of the rock in which found, the details of

the size, shape, or structure of each object

secured.

Similar methods must in every case be
adopted, whatever be the nature of the
collection, the value of which will very largely

depend upon the correctness of the observa-

tions made. Anything like slipshod work in

collecting and arranging specimens of any
kind is worse than useless, and is more likely

to injure than to benefit. From methodical
work, however simple, much good will inevitably

result to the humblest collector. By it perfection

in the art of observing may be attained, and
much pleasure to the individual will result

;
he

will be brought face to face with Nature, and
be made to feel her refining and elevating

influence
;

the material world will have new
meanings and will unfold treasures of ever-

increasing beauty
;
while the student will in

literal, sober truth find

“Tongues in trees, books in the running brooks,
Sermons in stones, and good in everything.”
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XIV.

Compounds of Carbon and Hydrogen.

Contrary to the custom we have followed in

every other case, of giving precedence to the

oxygen compounds of each substance, we prefer

in the case of carbon to speak first of its com-
pounds with hydrogen, as being more immedi-
ately connected with the subject of coal and the

gases generated in the mines. These compounds
are exceedingly numerous, existing under the
condition of the gas, the liquid, and the solid.

All belong rather to the class of organic than
inorganic compounds. At present we shall only
speak of those which claim our attention in

connection with this portion of our subject.

Light carburetted hydrogen, or hydrogen
carbide, consists of one atom of carbon in

chemical combination with four atoms of

hydrogen : its symbol is therefore CH^. This
is the explosive fire-damp of our coal mines.

|

It is a colourless, tasteless, and
Fire-damp,

invisible gas, which escapes,
{

often with a hissing sound, from the seams of I

coal. Being generated wherever the decom-
|

position of vegetal matter is going on, it is
|

found issuing from stagnant pools
Marsh gas. marshes, and is therefore

also known as marsh gas. It is likewise

evolved in many volcanic districts, and is one
of the constituents of the coal gas we burn.

It cannot be obtained by the direct union of

its elements— a fact which might be inferred

from the explosive nature of this gas showing
that its constituents, not being bound together

by any strong affinity, readily part company
with one another. This gas is formed when
red-hot copper is brought into contact wdth
carbon disulphide and hydrogen sulphide gas

:

the copper, uniting with the sulphur, leaves the

hydrogen and carbon to unite in
Its preparation, carburetted hy-

drogen. Marsh gas burns in small quantities

with a pale blue flame and the formation of

carbon dioxide and water. If mixed in large

quantities with ten or eleven times its own
volume of atmospheric air, or twice its volume
of oxygen, it explodes with great violence.

Heavy carburetted hydrogen, or olefiant gas,

is another of the constituents of coal gas. It

contains twice as much carbon as marsh gas,

and itsC ormula is therefore —a hypotheti-

cal constitution which is to be preferred to

CHg for reasons to be explained hereafter.

This gas may be obtained in a

pure state by heating alcohol
rette y ogen.

-^yine) with sulphuric

acid. The formula of alcohol is CgHgO. Sul-

phuric acid having a very strong affinity for

water, unites with its elements in the alcohol,

taking from it HgO and leaving to escape
in the form of a gas. This gas, although in-

visible, possesses a sweet taste; under high
pressure it has been condensed to a colourless

liquid. The whole of the carbon contained in
this gas, equal to double the quantity of that
which exists in light carburetted
hydrogen, is not consumed or
converted into carbon dioxide by the combus-
tion of this gas in the air—the unconsumed
portion being given off in the form of a black
smoke. When mixed wdth three times its own '

volume of oxygen this gas also explodes with
violence. It has been termed olefiant from the
fact of its uniting chemically with its own
volume of chlorine to form a liquid which has
an oily appearance.

Coal Gas.

This very important gas, now used for the
purposes of illumination throughout the whole
of the civilized portion of the globe, is obtained
by heating coal in closed air-tight chambers,
so as to decompose the coal, the volatile pro-

ducts given off in the process being afterwards
collected Gas may be obtained from any
hydro-carbon compound, and we
have already pointed out that Flame mcan-

that which actually burns in the
flame of a candle or lamp is in reality a gas.

Coal is however the substance from which an
inflammable gas can be most economically pre-

pared. No one who has ever observed the com-
bustion of coal in an ordinary grate can have
failed to notice that jets of gas
are continually breaking from Gas from bum-

the lumps of coal as they become
heated, which catch fire from time to time and
flame brightly for a few seconds. Here we
have an example of the generation of a gas by
the gradual decomposition of the coal. The
volatile products given off in the process of

manufacturing coal gas—the destructive dis-

tillation of coal, as it is termed—are very
various in their character ; they consist of tar,

ammonia, water, light carburetted
hydrogen, heavy carburetted hy- Preparation of

drogen, sulphuretted hydrogen.
coal gas.

etc. The gas, therefore, as it first issues from
the retort, is very far from being fit for the

purposes of illumination, and has to undergo
an elaborate process of purifieation. A portion

of it is condensed in the form of a black,

viscous fluid known as coal tar

;

the other impinities are removed Compoimds

by subsequent processes which
vary in their character, until the
gas, which at length finds its way into the re-

ceiver, consists of several compounds of hy-

drogen and carbon, light and heavy carburetted
hydrogen being always among the number,
together with free hydrogen and carbon mon-
oxide. Coal gas is seldom absolutely pure

;

and that, in spite of every attempt to get rid

of it, it still contains traces of sulphur, is evi-

denced by the fact that silver
,

beeomes black or discoloured
g

when exposed to its influence. ^ urmgas.

That which remains behind in the retort, after

the completion of the process of distillation,

is the well-knowm substance coke, an impure
form of carbon. The different compounds
whose presence in coal gas would impair its

illuminating power or otherwise render it unfit
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for combustion, and which it is necessary
to get rid of in the process of manufacture,
were at one time regarded as so much waste
material. No form of matter is however in

reality useless
;
there is therefore no such thing

as waste or refuse substance, or it ought only
to be so regarded because we have not as yet
found any use to which it can be put.

Ammonia and its various salts are, in the
present day, derived almost entirely from the
distillation of coal. The black, nauseous-smel-
ling coal tar, in addition to its employment
for a variety of purposes for which vegetal or
Stockholm tar was formerly used—to which,
however, it is very inferior—is made to yield

naphtha and various hydro-carbon oils
;
and,

what must appear to a reader unacquainted
with chemistry utterly incomprehensible, a
number of essences or volatile oils having a
most agreeable odour and flavour. The greatest
triumph of all is, perhaps, the preparation of

the beautiful series of the aniline
Uses of coal tar.

ladies are aware
that the delicate
mauve and the
brilliant ma-
genta are the
product of the
black foul-smel-
ling substance
from which they
naturally turn
aside with
disgust ?

The artificial

product, coal
gas, is likewise,

as is well
known, highly
explosive. In
the case of an
escape of gas,

great care
should be taken
not to enter,
with a naked

pounds. Coal gas is never free from sulphur
in the form of sulphuretted hydrogen and
carbon disulphide gas. Silver is blackened
by coal gas owing to the formation of a sul-

phide on its surface, and flowers soon fade in

a room lighted by gas. Its flame again is

hotter and more trying to the eye than that

of an crlinary lamp or candle. Of course we
are well aware that in the present day most
households would esteem it a serious incon-

venience to be deprived of coal gas, but we
think its use should be dispensed with in

sleeping apartments. Of late years it must be
admitted that many important improvements
have been introduced in connection with gas
burners, etc.

The electric light is already usurping its

place in out-door illumination, as well as in

that of theatres, railway stations,

and other public buildings. Its Electric light,

superior brilliancy and freedom from the defects

of gas seem already to point to the conclu-

sion that, when the advance of scientific dis-

covery shall
have enabled it

to compete with
its former rival

in the prime
cost of its pro-

duction, it is

destined, if not
to become the
light of the
future, at least

to supersede
the use of gas
to a consider-
able extent. A
new era of illu-

mination would
be generally
welcomed, and
electricity may
before long be
firmly estab-
lished as master
of the field.

THE MANUFACTURE OF COAL GAS.

light, an apartment into the atmosphere of

which any considerable quantity of this ex-
plosive compound may have leaked. For-
tunately it generally gives token and timely

warning of its presence by its

strong characteristic odour.
Explosive na-

ture of coal gas,

once be opened and the room thoroughly
ver.tilated—the escape of gas being meanwhile
cut off or arrested, before the introduction of a
light. The use of a lighted candle to discover

the source of leakage, even in small quantities,

may be attended with disastrous results.

Numerous as are the advantages
Disadvantages attending the employment of coal

gas as a medium or illumination,

it is nevertheless subject to many incon-

veniences. Not to speak of the danger in

separable from its use, it gives forth great heat
and rapidly deteriorates the quality of the air

in which it burns. In addition to carbon
dioxide, inseparable from all ordinary com-
bustion, it gives forth other deleterious com-

XY.

Orthography (^continued).

§ 112 . Varieties of consonants.
§ 113. Natural laws.

§ 114. Formation of consonants
;
five kinds.

§ 115. Other kinds : liquids.

§ 116. Sibilants.

§ 117. The aspirate.

§ 118. Tone of the consonant : flat and sharp.
§119. Style: check and continuous.
§ 120. Table of consonant-sounds.
§ 121. Letters excluded.
§ 122. Flats and sharps in pairs ; their combination.
§ 123. Palatals.

§ 112. Consonants. — Consonantal sounds,
of which we reckon twenty-five, give rise to

the second great division of the alphabet. A
consonant (Lat. con ftono^ sound together) usu-
ally requires the aid of a vowel to bring out its
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fall sound, which can only be produced imper-
fectly alone, and in but some cases continuously.

Thus b, p, d, k, come out with only their par-

tial force on the attempt to sound them alone,

and it is impossible to continue the effort
;

f, V, s, can be produced continuously
;
while

every one knows the difficulty, especially to a
native of the southern half of England, in

keeping up the sound of the r. How many a
child is taught a lesson in rolling its r's, over
the word “bread,” earning its breakfast with
trouble, or is plagued by an elder brother with
the old alliterative trial, “ Around the rugged
rocks the ragged rascal ran ”

! Here, too, are
the inconsistencies of the alphabet apparent

;

Hume, writing “ of our abusing sum con-
sonantes,” confesses “ I am cum to a knot that
1 have noe wedg to cleave

;
ther sould be for

everie sound that can occur one symbol, and
of everie symbol but one onlie sound. This
reason and nature craveth.” But we find c

with two sounds, a Jiat and a sJiavp, as in

candle, cull, claim, crawl, cod, and cell, city,

Cymbeline
; g flat and sharp, as in gay, gray,

glad, stag, and age, ginger
; j represents the

same sound as the sharp g, s the same as the
sharp c. S has the two sounds found in 5crub.9,

the first called sharp, the second flat- But
even in this chaos there are some guides : the
soft and hard or flat and sharp sounds depend
upon certain other sounds, which thus modify
their quality. The s which, following b or g
in tabs, stags, is flat like a z, becomes sibilant

and sharp on simply changing the consonant
which precedes it (preserving the root of the
vocal syllable), as taps, stacks. The c and g
are soft before e, i, y, hard before a, r, 1, o, u,

as in the examples just given.

§ 113. These instances show that there is a
natural reason or law by which one sound
affects another as it comes from the organs of

speech. It shows too what a wonderful pa-

tience, acuteness, and power of analysis of

sound must have been exercised by those who
first invented the symbols of speech

;
and small

marvel it is that there should be some diver-

sities or some changes which we do not now
understand. We are led thus to two facts

;

1
,
that certain vowel and consonant sounds (or

letters) have an affinity for one another
; 2,

that certain consonants stand in a special

relation to one another. Let us examine the
latter more closely.

§ 114. Formation.—We must remember that,

differing from the vowel, “the consonant is

formed by the action of the movable organs,

the lips, the tongue and the throat, the breath
which renders the formation of sound possible

being modified either through the lips, on the
teeth, or in the throat. ” From WxCcrformation
we thus get lip-sounds, tooth-sounds, and
throat-sounds, which are represented by the
labial, dental, and guttural letters : labial—p,

as in lip, b, as in bib
;
dental—t, as in tot, d, as

in date
;
guttural—k, as in snake, g, as in nag.

The palate, teeth, and tongue coming into

play together, produce the compound sounds
represented by j and ch, sometimes called

palatals. There are also the nasals m, n, ng.
and the liquids 1, r, formed by the action of the

,

nose and the tongue
;
while the nasals also

share in the first three characters. For ex-
ample, in the words gu/w, wan, the nasal m is

formed by the nose and the lips,—it is a labiate-

nasal ; in ma», 7iag, the tip of the tongue comes
into contact with the upper teeth to help to form
the n,—it is a dental-nasal

;

in sin^, fi«.^er, the
throat helps the nose in the shaping of the
peculiar sound represented by ng,—it is a
guttural nasal.

§ 115. The linguals (Lat. lingua, a tongue),
or liquid 1 and r—sometimes also called trilled

.spirants, because the breath is not entirely
stayed, but continues to issue while the tongue
trills—are both formed by the action of the
tongue against the palate. The r is produced
by the tip of the tongue vibrating against the
fore-part of the palate, and requires consider-
ably more effort than the 1, in making which
the tongue touches the palate a little behind
its tip, allowing the air to stream out smoothly
on both sides, which can more easily be con-
tinued for a length of time. This is the reason
why a child in learning the use of its tongue
will sooner say bZeakfast than breakfast, tZee

than tree, “ my thZoat is bad
;

” it also explains
how it is that a Japanese, to whom the 1 is

unknown, cannot say Zice, Zead, gZow, etc., but
makes them rice, read, grow, and so on. Several
instances of these interchanged liquids are
found in the Chinese pidgin-English : see before,

§ 77. Sometimes a foreigner, in attempting to
sound the English lightly trilled r, gives utter-

ance to a guttural r, from the action of the
back of the tongue and the back part of the
palate and throat

; this is often the case with
Germans.

§ 116. We have also the four sibilants (Lat.

sibilare, to hiss), or hissing sounds, s, z, sh, zh,

in which the breath is modified by the tongue
and teeth. Examples of these are in «ong,

tho^e, (pron. thoze), zany, sure (pron. s/mre),

shoe, o.rier (pron. ozhier).

§ 117. The breath coming with an effort

from the upper part of the throat before any
of the vowels produces the aspirate h, as in

//all, 7/.em, Mt, Aold, Aug (Lat. ad,io, S2)irare, to
breathe

—

i.e., to breathe on to). Every one
knows the difficulty which many experience
in the right use of their h's, though it may be
remarked that the rigour of this, as of other
rules in language, somewhat depends on custom.

§ 118. Tone.—Consonants can also be classi-

fied according to (1) the amount of effort, or

(2) the kind of effort, used in producing them.

(1) Letters lightly or sharply pronounced are

termed sAarj?,while others of the same formation
firmly uttered and with greater effort, are called

liat (some prefer the terms hard and soft to

.^haip and flat, others use surd and sonant,

others again have voiced and voiceless')
;
thus

we have the sharp and fiat libials, as in cj&p

and caA
;

sharp and fiat dentals, as in four,

/Zome
;

sharp and fiat gutturals, as in haAe,

hiy
;

sharp and fiat sibilants, as in mou^e,
price. To which might be added, as partly

answering to the same principle, the sharp and
fiat liquids, as in bZow, brow. This may be
conveniently called the tone of the consonant.

§ 119. (2) Style.—If the breath in coming
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from the mouth is entirely stopped to form the
letter, it is said to be a stopped, a viute, a
check, or an explosive consonant : such are g, k,

d, t, b, p ;
if it is only partially stopped, so that

a portion continues to create sound,—modified
by the special organ,—it is said to be a spirant
(Lat. spirare, to breathe), an unstopped or a con-

tinuous consonant : these are f, v, th as in ba^A,
th as in ba^Ae, s, z, sh, zh, h, 1, r. The student
should try each of these, aloud, first in its

combination in a word, and then as a detached
sound

; he will so more fully comprehend the
characters of the two classes pf sounds intended
to be described by these various terms. The
following table may help to render clear the
three essential groups of facts concerning con-
sonants :

—

classed according to their Formation, Tone, and
§ 120. Twenty-five Consonant Sounds,

Style

FOEMATIOX. TONE. STYLE. ILLUSXEATIOXS.

Flat 1 Sharp Check Continuous

vHard,
1

(Soft, (Mute, (Spirant,*
voiced, voice- stopped, or un- Flat. Sharp.

or less, or or ex- stopped).
surd). sonant). plosive) .

1. Aspirate* h
year, yellow
gap, yay, yrape

Aill, Aorse.

2. Guttural k irill, cat, crow.
3. Palatal j ch — — yam, yem, aye watcA, c/tess.

4. Sibilaut
1

( zh sh azure, osier sAall, mre.
i z 8 size, stagy, rise sauce, us, rice.

5, Dental
1

1
d

[
th(e)

t

th

— — did, drayfYd
brea/Ae, ^Ms

fry, tint,

hreath, fAing.

1
P — — ca6, bib, ilue plume, pip.

6. Labial V f rain, erer /ine,/ull.
\ hw — will, wan qnite, what (northern

pron. hwai)

7. Lingual or liquid I r

\\
1111

red, roar, brow
glance, lie, bZind

fry, proud,
efing, sZow, pZease.

8. Nasal(labio-nasal,
dental, and gut-
tural)

m
n ng

man, am, hump
KiHver, stung, hunyer

humbug.
minx, skunk, Sony.

§ 121. Three consonantal letters of our actual
alphabet are not included in this table, because
they stand for sounds which are already here.
C is not wanted, because we have it in k and s

(see the illustrations to those letters)
; q can be

represented by k, and x by ks or gs (for example,
exercise, exertion'). It must be remembered
that the above is a table of consonant sounds,
not of letters merely. The two tables of vocal
and consonant sounds taken together show
that the English alphabet falls far short of

theoretical and logical perfection (see before,

§§ 103, 104).

§ 122. From the above table it appears that
nearly every organ can utter the same kind of
sound in two Tones, flat and sharp

;
and thus

we get our consonants in pairs of corresponding
letters. The only exceptions appear to be h
and y. The liquids and the nasals follow the
same law, although we have no distinguishing
symbols to show it

;
the sound of 1 in glance

differs from that in cling, as the letters

g and c differ in tone
;

the sounds of
n in stu7ig and skunk, and of m in members,
hump, differ according to the consonants

g, k, b, p, with which they are combined
(in these cases following the nasals). These
letters follow the all but universal rule that
shaip letters must he comhlned with sharp,
and flat with fiat letters—i.e., a flat sound can-
not be pronounced immediately after a sharp
one. A few words will show this : for the

•Carefully distinguish between aspirate and spirant.
There is but one aspirate letter, h, which, as the word
expresses, breathes on to its accompanying letter. The
spirant letters are those in which the breath must
continue to issue, to create sound, in opposition to those
which are created by stopping the brea.th. “ Continu-
ous ”is a more descriptive term than “ spirant.”

plural of wrap we must say wrap,?, the sharp
sibilant following the sharp labial

;
we could

not, if we wished, place the flat labial b before
the sharp sibilant s,—it would immediately
become z, wrabr. Try the dentals : cad must
be followed by the flat sibilant, cad,? ( = cadz),,

but make it the sharp t, ca^, and the flat s ne
longer combint s, but the sharp s, cat.?, is neces-

sary. Again, “ j-ap at the door,” but “I was
rap^ on the knuckles :

” here it is customary tO'

spell it “ he rappe^Z me,” etc., but the sound
we utter in each case is the same—the sharp
dental t follows the sharp labial, and we
cannot pronounce the flat dental d after it (we-

may remark that the different spelling in

this and similar cases has probably been
retained in order to distinguish the different

parts of the verb), “ My hopes are dashtf' ‘‘ he
fl.?/ied all day ”

: here the same may be said of
the sharp sibilant sh in each word, followed by
the sharp dental alike in real utterance. In
“ he hugged his chains,” we pronounce “huggd,”'

—the flat dental follows the flat guttural. Tkis
law of the combination of sharps with sharps
and flats with flats has had great influence-

upon certain English inflexions; those of the
plural of nouns, the possessive case of nouns,
the third person, singular of verbs, the past

tense and the past participle of verbs. These
will be pointed out further on. I\\c principle
is the same in all languages, as the organs of
speech are the same, but each has its varying
modifications

;
let the student fairly master the

prominent facts of his own English symbols
and sounds, and he will be in a position to

understand much about those in other tongues.

§ 123. The palatals j, ch, are the only letters

that are placed as sharing in both the charac-
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ters, check and continuous ;
this is because

they are in reality compound sounds : j
is dzh,

ch is tsh— jail = dzhail, gem=dzhem, chair =
tshair, larch = lartsh

;
and the first in each of

these (d and t), is, as we find on reference to

the third column, a check, the second (zh and
sh) a continuous or spirant.

beginning under the humble blue coat.” The
same author makes a similar remark respecting
another writing-master, Charles

Snell, also educated on the same Celebrated

foundation, that he “reflected books

honour on the blue coat.” Many S-

eminent men in our own century have
done this, but with regard to the “ obscure ”

parentage, we fancy nous aeons change tout

cela.

Many curious indications both of the actual
importance and lucrative nature of the writing-
master’s profession, and the high esteem in
which it was held, crop up in contemporary
literature. Thus Edward Cocker, who lived in

XIII.

Ornamental Writing {continued').

Another worthy who figures early on

cele-roll of

brated pen-

men is John
Davies, who
is supposed to

have been
tutor to that

promising
young prince,

of whom the nation expected so much, and
whose death it so deeply mourned, Henry, son
of James 1.

FIG. 23.—ANGULAR HAND

“ The lively

portraiture ”

of the old
Welshman
prefixed to his

“Writing
School-mas-
ter,” shows U3

a capable face

and expanaLre
brow, such as

we may sup-

pose charac-

terised him
who was, as

A n t h 0 n y
Wood tells us,

first poet and
then vTiting-

2/^

'Ut'U
,

FIG. 24.—ENTERING CLERK.

master “ in Fleet Street.” Davies is mentioned
by Fuller in his “ Worthies,” and satirically by
Heath in his poem, “The House of Correction,”
published in 1619.

Lingering for a few minutes amongst these
representatives of a profession now extinct,

we may allude to Richard Gething, who pub-
lished his “ Chirographia ” in 1645, and his
“ Calligraphotechnia ” in 1652, the latter dedi-

cated to “ his good master. Sir Francis Bacon,
Knight isic)^" although the great author of the
“ Novum Organon ” had then been dead
twenty-six years. These were the earliest

English books on penmanship with copper-
plate examples.
A still more noteworthy author was George

Shelley, born about 1666, anent whom Massey
makes the singular remark :

—“ Born, I suppose,
of obscure parents, because he was brought
up in Christ’s Hospital

;
and this was his low

the middle of the seventeenth century, and
was, like Cassio, “ a great arithmetician ”

(whence the phrase “ according to Cocker ”),

had the examples in his work, “ The Pen’s
Perfection,”
engraved on
plates of
silver, esteem-
ing copper not
sufficiently
precious to

bear such a
burden. This

is indeed only one of the numerous testimonies

to the status of the writing-master.

We learn,

too, that when
John Seddon,
author of
“ that delight-

:cul flowery
garden,” the
“Penman’s
Paradise”
(1695), died,

his skill and
memory were
embalmed by
“Mr. John
Sinclare, in

London,” in

the following

punning and
appreciative
epitaph :

—

or

“ Princes by birth, and. politics, bear sway

;

But here lies one of more commovd than they

;

For they by steady councils rule a land.
But this is he cou’d men, birds, beasts, command.
Even by the gentlest motion of his hand.
Then, penmen, weep, your mighty loss deplore,

Since the great Seddon can command no more.”

The play upon the word “ command ” in its

relation to the command of hand requisite for

the formation of fanciful imitations of living

forms is obvious.

The profitable nature of the business is shown
by the career of Major, or Colonel, John Ayres,

whose military titles, by the way, were probably
bestowed on the American principle. This
“ light in the hemisphere of British penmen,”
as he is fondly styled, was a poor country
lad, who made his way to the great metro-
polis, and became in due time footman to

Sir William Ashhurst. In this capacity the
young countryman did two excellent things :
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Colonel”
Ayres.

he educated himself, and he saved money.
Some may say he did another

Career of thing not less commendable,for he
fell in love with a buxom house-

maid, in the same service, who
had amassed the pretty little dowry of two
hundred pounds (those were the days of

“ vails,” good reader, when visitors to a gentle-

man’s house were expected to give to the

servants douceurs almost equivalent to the

amount their own entertainment might have

cost their host). John Ayres and his Dulcinea

were wedded, clubbed their savings, and the

“Major ’’com-

menced busi-

ness as a writ-

ing-master in

St. Paul’s
Churchyard.
His merited
good fortune

followed him.
Of his “ Tutor
to Penman-
ship,” pub-
lished in 169.5,

Massey mag-
niloquently
remarks :

—

“It is indeed
a pompous
book. . . .

and who pos-

sesses it has
a valuable
c imelium ;

”

and adds his testimony to the prosperity of the

ex-footman, to the effect that Ayres’s busi-

ness “brought
in at its most
flourishing
time near
£800 per
annum.”
When we take

into conside-

ration the
greater value

of money a
couple of cen-

turies ago, we

206 'If 9 1

fZO a(ut£4/L fO 0 C

/d'O /

hfO 0 StAjii&LcO CuiLm, 0 0
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Of •f

\
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FIG. 25.—LEDGER CLERR

besides being “ very knowing ” in arithmetic
;

or of that eighteenth-century heroine of the
goosequill hight Mary Taylor {nee Johns),
who, “without masters,” taught herself draw-
ing and writing, “insomuch that she could
write the Lord’s Prayer in the compass of
a silver penny,” and whose husband was a
“ carpenter, and lived in good credit in Great
Bandy-Legg Walk, in the borough of South-
wark.” No

;
we must perforce permit all

the fair caligraphers to fade into that hazy
oblivion into which we fear even “ Great
Bandy-Legg Walk ” itself has lapsed.

WewiU sup-

pose that the
student has
by this time
sufficie ntly
practised the
various hands
to be able to

form all the
letters, both of

the capital
and the small
alphabet, in

the different

gradations of

size from large

text to small
hand. The
next point is

to increase the
speed atwhich
he can form
the letters cor-

rectly, until a standard of average rapidity is
reached. During this latter process the writer

will inevitably

emancipate
himself to
some degree
from the strict

“copybook”
style of chiro-

graphy, and
his “ hand ”

will become
formed

;
that

is to say, it

will assume

0 .^
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Service, the legal profession, to writing for the
press, and to copying of various descriptions.

The average speed necessary for these dif-

ferent kinds of writing differs considerably.

Every one, even if their use of the pen is

limited to an occasional letter to a friend, or

some short memoranda, should resolve to attain

a good average speed; and should, therefore,

when some degree of freedom is attained,
“time” themselves until they have

fair rapidity. For com-

p^oses.
mercial pursuits, speed is indispcn-
sable, although it may vary with

different departments. An “entering clerk”
should be able to write at least twenty-fourwords
per minute. Some can exceed this considerably.
A good “ ledger clerk ” will do his “ headings”
at about nine words, and his entries at about
twenty words, per minute, although many, again,
are more rapid than this. The “corresponding
nlerk” must be up to a capital maximum speed
when the occasion is pressing, say working
against time to catch a foreign mail. From
thirty to thirty-five words per minute are fair

rates. In official life, as in the various branches
of the Civil Service, speed is generally less

regarded, and some descriptions of legal pen-
manshipare executed with extreme deliberation.
A good copyist of ordinary matter should reach
thirty words, and an author, if well up in his
subject, ought to gain an average of from thirty-

five to forty words. Many write with much
greater rapidity, as the printers know to their
cost.

Various exercises may be adopted for the pur-
pose of gaining both freedom and rapidity of
hand, when some facility has been acquired
at small hand. These forms may vary from
straight horizontal lines from left to right, and
of different lengths, to any modification of
suitable curves, which can be struck whilst the

.
pen and the fingers are kept in

^ercises for correct position and the hand
gainmg freedom

supported only on the end
of the little finger. From the

straight line an advance may be made to what
some of the old masters termed “ saw teeth,”
or jagged lines of zigzag, first of one elevation,
then of varying heights. In the first kind, the
hair-stroke should be carried from the bottom.
Care should be taken not to terminate the
zigzags by a sharp angle, but give them a
slight and easy curve. Loops, successions of

ellipses, scrolls, struck both from the right and
the left, and downwards, and “ cheques,” or
series of double loops, also form useful practice.

In fact, almost any line or sweep that can be
struck without changing the proper position of

the hand, may be practised on odd scraps of
waste paper, with the certain result of con-
ferring adroitness. Any of these free-hand exer-
cises should be repeated thirty or forty times,
the pupil endeavouring to render each more
symmetrical and rapid than the preceding one.

'

Sundry exercises may also be adopted to gain
facility in joining letters without lifting the
pen. An adroit penman, who understands his
work, will very rarely lift his pen in the middle
of a word. Kapid writers can generally form
several succeeding short words without doing

so. In this case the distances between the
words must be made of sufficient width to
preclude the possibility of mistaking two words
so joined for one. This is a point
which must never be overlooked, for

or the writing becomes neces-®’*^^'^^^

sarily more or less illegible. In this matter,
each penman should adopt such devices as
approve themselves to him, provided always
that legibility is not sacrificed to rapidity. In
all cases never begin to write at full speed. Thi

s

rule is a good one to observe in almost every
kind of work, or even of play, but it obtains
especially in regard to writing. The almost
inevitable result of commencing too rapidly
is that the writer gets hurried, and that this

state of things once initiated, continues through-
out the work, whether the latter lasts an hour
or a day, to the deterioration of penmanship
and the injury of temper.

Turning now to special branches of penman-
ship, we present a few specimens. The hand
shown at fig. 24 is well adapted. . „
for an entering clerk, being very®^°‘^^^“®^®
legible, although capable of fairly penmanship
rapid production. The entries in

the ledger are usually made with more attention
to minutiae of caligraphy than those in the day-
book or the journal, and a style somewhat after
the pattern of fig. 26 is well adapted for a ledger-
clerk. The headings of the different accounts
should be in a good bold large or half-text
hand, the capitals of which are frequently
made somewhat less smoothly curved than
usual, to avoid a look of schoolboy primness.
We may mention that it is always advisable
when a ledger-clerk has to do with a book in
which a predecessor has already made entries,

to approximate his own subsequent headings
to the others in size, as it gives the ledger
an uniform and businesslike appearance. A
compact mode of writing should be adopted in
bookkeeping, the loops and tails of the letters

not being permitted to encroach upon the
domain of the preceding or following lines, and
all flourishes to capitals, etc., being rigidly es-

chewed. Great neatness and clearness in the
formation of figures is also indispensable. If

the student should be acquiring the rudiments
of bookkeeping from a set of model books
before entering a counting-house, he must
bear in mind that no erasures whatever are
tolerated in actual business, and must school
himself, even in preliminary practice, to the
needful care and correctness. The specimen
at fig. 26, which is very suitable for a corre-

sponding clerk, is more flowing, and can have
greater latitude in the matter of flourished

capitals, etc. If the letters are to be copied by
means of the ordinary copying-press, this hand
may, however, be rather too light. The style of

writing where the upstrokes are nearly as heavy
as the downstrokes will yield much better

copies. This should be written with a tolerably

broad-nibbed pen, so that all the lines may be
well fed with the ink, it being impossible to

obtain good press copies from a light, slightly-

inked upstroke. Before passing to the other
styles of writing, we will briefly speak of that

most appropriate for the gentler sex.
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Here we may remark that fashion has—as

in other matters—been much more powerful

,
in ruling feminine chirography
than that of men. About a cen-

penmansxup.
usually

a modified Italian hand of considerable ele-

gance. For some inconceivable reason, how-
ever, fashion demanded the abandonment of

this flowing style of writing in favour of

what is known as “ angular ” hand (example
given at fig. 23), equally fatiguing to write
and difficult to read. Gradually, too, the
characteristic of this chirography iDecame ex
aggerated, until it deserved to be styled in

plain English a slipshod, spiky scribble. Not
the least of the disadvantages of a very angular
hand is the utter want in the writing of that
individuality which gives variety and power to

the penmanship of men.
Now, however, that women have entered

many branches of official and commercial work
hitherto filled only by the male sex, there are
symptoms that their writing will partake of a
bolder and more common-sense character.

Teachers of writing and school inspectors have
long desired such a change, as the three follow-

ing extracts from a number in the Blue Books
will show. Mr. Parez, Government Inspector,

says :
—“ The character which was once called

ladies’ hand is now, I am thank-
Objections to ful to say, rapidly disappearing,

and a bold round character is

taking its place.” Mr. Koe thinks
that “ writing is better taught by masters than
by mistresses and Mr. Waddington remarks :

In revising a large number of exercises

worked by female candidates for admission
into the normal schools I was struck

by the angularity of the penmanship. This is

a defect which might be easily remedied if

mistresses would insist on a large round
hand as a standard for a good mark for this

subject. But I am told that the parents prefer

the angular hand as more elegant, and that,

consequently, the teachers are obliged to adopt
it for girls.”

In connection with our objection to the
sameness which angular writing gives to the
penmanship of different people, we may refer to

some remarks of Mr. George Seton, quoted in
our first paper. He goes on to say that the
chirography of some celebrated women shows
pleasant exceptions :

—

“As an example of a fine female hand, I

may mention that of the Queen, whose signa-

ture is peculiarly bold and dignified. The
handwriting of most of the literary ladies who
figure in my collection of autographs is by no
means remarkable for its beauty. While Miss
Ferrier, Mrs. Trollope, Miss Mitford, and Miss
Martineau, all write very ordinary hands, those
of ‘ L. E. L.’ and Mrs. Norton, although by no
means pretty, have the merit of being both
regular and legible. As tolerably favourable
examples, I may mention the Countess of Bles-
sington. Lady Eastlake, Helen Faucit (Mrs.
Martin), Mrs. Godwin, Lady Charlotte Bury,
and Adelaide Kemble,—the handwriting of the
three last, although very different in character,
being bold and decided

;
while that of Char-

lotte Bronte may be referred to as remarkable
for its legibility, notwithstanding its excessive
minuteness.”
A considerable number of people adopt the

perpendicular or upright style of penmanship.
This hand, in any of its modifications, has, un-
doubtedly the merit of great legibility

;
but it is

slow, and can lay no claim to elegance. Still

its plainness is so strong a recommendation, that
different styles of this hand are ,, •

in common use
;
and most legal

‘

writing partakes of an upright
character, combined with a very rounded form
many letters.

Akin to the preceding is a style called
“ back-sloped,” or “ back-hand.” This is less

used then the preceding, because it is much
more difficult to execute

;
indeed, the ordinary

canons of penmanship are set at ,, „
naught in writing back-hand, as
the characters are formed at an
obtuse angle, and written towards the body of

the penman, in place of at an acute angle and
awa7j from the body towards the right hand.
Some years since a correspondent of the Times
strongly recommended back-hand, on the ground
that in ordinary writing muscular action was
wasted, whereas in back-hand it was saved.

This is, however, extremely questionable, for

while one set of muscles might be relieved to

some extent by the use of this style of chiro-

graphy, another set would be more exercised.

It is probable, too, that the persistent practice of

back-sloped writing would injure the hand for

certain other kinds, and it has little commercial
value. A corresponding clerk might, it is true,

be permitted to use it if his writing were very
legible ;

but even then it is not adapted for

copying by the press. For an entering or

ledger clerk it would be useless. Literary men,
and those who are not obliged to maintain an
uniform style of handwriting, might find the
occasional adoption of the back-slope a relief.

Alexander Dumas pere, who during his fertile

career h*ad probably covered more reams of

paper than almost any author, mentions in his
“ Memoirs,” that in order to ease his hand, he
wrote his novels “ off-handed,” or in the ordi-

nary manner, slanting to the right, and his

plays back-handed, or with the inclination to

the left. A desire of singularity probably
leads some people to adopt ordinarily the latter

hand, as to a spectator who has not previously
witnessed the operation, there is something
very striking in seeing an individual write in
well-formed characters straight do7vn the paper
a la chinoise. Some contrive to keep the
bottom loops of their letters very wide and
black, while the upper portions are almost like

hair lines. Writing of this kind presents at a
little distance the appearance of heavy black
lines ruled across the page. Of course this

description of chirography can never be exe-

cuted with rapidity, and this fact necessarily

renders it unsuitable for most kinds of writ-

ing employed for practical purposes. That
a current hand should be capable of rapid
execution may be considered almost a sine qua
non. As a rule, we should strive after the
greatest speed compatible with legibility.
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the island, it seldom exceeds 38 inches
;

but
on the coast of India 125 inches in the year is

not uncommon
;
and in the Western Ghauts

(or coast mountain district), south of Bombay,
the amount of 302 inches has been known to

fall. At Cayenne, South America, 21 inches of

rain have fallen in a single day, or about as

much as falls in a whole year in central
Germany. In some parts of Brazil 276 inches
nave fallen in a year.

There is, then, a continual return to

the earth of the water abstracted from the
sea by evaporation—a perpetual circuit of

moisture
;
and the next step in the inquiry is

to ascertain how the restoration is effected. It

is easy enough to imagine that when rain
descends on mountains it rolls swiftly down
the steep slopes, forming mountain torrents,

and that many of these uniting, according as

HOI Sr&lHOS XXi IHiS WA1K.AXO HliiXHlCX,

XY.

Springs, Rivers, and Lakes.

Whence come the rivers? From springs.

Whence come the springs ? At that point the
investigation of this portion of our subject
begins. All the water which rises to the sur-

face of the earth in springs, all the rivers, great
and small, which flow into the ocean, all the
enormous h'esh-water lakes of the Old and New
Worlds, come from the rain which descends
upon the earth

;
and that rain is the result of

the evaporation from the ocean—and, now that

the rivers and lakes exist, from them too

—

under the influence of heat.

The average quantity of water in the form
of rain which is returned to the earth cannot

of course be ascertained. All the
Rainfall. moisture raised by evaporation,

condensed in the upper strata of the atmosphere,

and then falling as rain, snow, and hail, is not

immediately returned to the earth, a consider-

able portion being arrested and absorbed by
the vegetation, to which it is necessary for the

preservation of life. Professor Geikie tells us

that about sixty -eight cubic inches of water

faU upon the British Islands in the course

of a year, and our country is far from being

the most rainy region on the face of the

globe. In tropical regions the rainfall is much
greater. On the west coast of England, where
the rainfall is heavier than in other parts of

the conformation of the land affords channels,
great rivers are formed, which traverse the
lower ground and ultimately find their way
to the sea. But the land is not all elevated

;

there are extensive plains and valleys on which
the rain descends, and where there is not the
momentum of gravity derived from a rapid
fall, to force the water onward and so form a
stream. Besides, it is one of the most familiar

facts that the greater number of rivers do not
have their origin in mountain torrents formed
directly by the rainfall, but rise from springs,

or comparatively small fountains of water,

apparently coming from the interior of the

earth. These springs, like the mountain tor-

rents, are fed by the rain, although in the one
case the process is less visible than in the

other.

We all know that the softer portions of the
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earth’s surface readily absorb moisture ;
but

it is not so evident that the
Action of1^ harder rocks are also readily per-
on the eart

. rain. The lighter

soils lie on the top of rocks of various degrees

of hardness
;
and if only the surface absorbed

the water, it would soon be in the condition of

a wet sponge which can hold no more moisture.

All rocks and minerals, even those we consider

to be the hardest, are permeable by water
;
for

rocks and minerals are all composed of vari-

ously-shaped grains, crystals, or particles, and
the water works its way through the inter-

stices, or even through the particles themselves.

The hard rocks above ground and the hard

rocks below ground alike afford innumerable

channels by which the rain makes its way to

a considerable depth below the surface. Some
rocks, such as sandstone, are porous—that is,

there are minute spaces between the particles

of which they
are composed
—and all are

traversed by
cracks, some
very minute,
others of
greater size.

These cracks

or minute
channels are

due in the first

place to varia-

tions of tem-
perature and
the action of

frost, and
sometimes to

volcanic ac-

tion
;
and they

are increased

by the chemi-
cal action and
the dynamic
force of the

water. Rocks
expand under
the influence

of heat and
contract with cold, so that those external

rocks which are exposed to the powerful rays

of the sun by day and to the cool air at night,

undergo an alternate expansion and contrac-

tion which loosens the particles of the stone.

Experiments have been made with fine-grained

granite, one of the hardest of rocks, proving
that the rate of expansion for every degree
Fahrenheit of increment of heat above the

average temperature to which it is exposed is

about equal to 1 in 207, .500 ;
the expansion of

white crystalline marble is considerably greater;
and that of sandstone about double that of

granite. Dr. Livingstone, in describing the
country traversed by the Zambesi, in tropical

Africa, tells us that the surfaces of rocks which
during the day were heated up to 137° Fahren-
heit, cooled so rapidly by radiation at night
that, unable to sustain the strain of contrac-
tion, they spht and threw off sharp angular
fragments from a few ounces to a hundred or

Action of frost.

j

two hundred pounds in weight. Other ob-

i servers have noted that nocturnal contrac-

tions sometimes produce so great a strain

upon the surface of exposed rocks as to dis-

integrate them into sand, or to cause them to

crack or peel off in irregularly-shaped pieces.

An important result of this external loss will

be noticed further on, when describing the
chemical action of rain.

Water having, by the force of gravity, made
its way into the narrow channels thus produced,
another powerful agent comes
into operation—frost. Water ex-

pands when freezing, and the force it exerts is

very great. One of the most familiar of house-
hold experiences is the bursting of water-pipes
in severe winters. A precisely similar effect

takes place in the small channels which inter-

sect the hardest rocks. The contained water
expands, and with a resistless force fractures

the rock, in-

creasing the
number of
cracks. As the
existing chan-
nels widen,
and when new
ones are
formed, more
water enters

the rock, more
ice is formed,
and the force

exerted con-
tinues to in-

crease until the

block of rock is

completely
broken up

;

large masses
are sometimes
detached, and
fresh surface

is exposed to

atmospheric
action.

The rock
thus mechani-
cally disin-

tegrated and exposed, next becomes subject to

the chemical action of the water,
which falls upon its surface and Cheimcd^action

permeates its substance. In
®

descending through the atmosphere the rain
absorbs some of the ingredients of the air,

among them carbonic acid gas, which is

present in the proportion of 1 volume to

2,500, and to which, especially in volcanic
districts, large additions are made from
fissures in the earth, from which the poisonous
gas issues. It is also produced by the decay
of vegetable matters

;
and as the rain not

only descends directly on the rocks, but also

reaches them after having washed in some
cases a considerable space of the surface of

the earth, it is commonly highly charged with
the gas. The water fills the crevices, and the
carbonic acid at once acts upon the rocks,

dissolving the substance. Chalk or limestone
is dissolved and carried away, almost as readily

NEEULE ROCK CAVEETT, JERSEY

VOT,. T. 32
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as sugar is dissolved and absorbed by water.

Few rocks, even the hardest, can resist the
action.

As the cracks or channels become more
capacious, the weight of the water itself be-

comes an additional means of forcing its way
downwards to the underlying strata. In some
limestone districts the decomposition of the
rock from the effect of the carbonized I'ain

forms vertical cavities, into which the surface

drainage flows, and in course of time the water
makes a system of channels through the lime-

stone, forming vast grottoes and caves. The
stupendous Mammoth Cave of Kentucky is a
most remarkable instance of the power of water
exerted in this direction

;
and nearer home are

the Peak Caverns, in Derbyshire, and many
subterranean caverns. By the falling in of the
roofs of such caverns, streams are sometimes
engulfed, and after long subterranean courses

rise to the surface again. This
Land-Blips, phenomenon is exhibited on a

large scale in some parts of western America
;

and is familiar to all who are acquainted with
the “ swallows” of the pretty little river Mole,
in Surrey. Terrible catastrophes sometimes
result from the subterranean waters decom-
posing and wearing away the bases of rocks
(especially sandstone, limestone, and conglo-

merate), and so producing landslips. Many
disasters of the kind might be enumerated,
were it necessary, among them that at Naina
Tal, in India, in the summer of 1880.

Clay is impermeable by water
;
but chalk, as

we have seen, is rapidly dissolved. Where, then,
chalk or sand interposes between the strata of
clay, and occupies a basin-like depression, the
water remains imprisoned, forming a subter-

ranean lake. It cannot pass downwards, and
the accompanying diagram represents the posi-

tion. Here ahc show the surface of the earth.

AETESIAN WELL.

andf g the chalk, charged with water. If a
well, d, is sunk, the water, in obedience to the
law which makes it rise to the level of its source,

flows upwards. A well of this kind is known
as an artesian well

;
and in some

Artesian wells, instances the boring is continued
to a great depth, it being necessary to cut
through various strata before the chalk is

reached. In some chalk districts the stratum
is so saturated that it can continue to supply a
large yield of water for eighteen months after it

has ceased to receive supplies from the surface.

Unable to penetrate downwards, or to rise to

the surface, water will often run, in the form of

underground rivers, for many miles in a lateral

direction, and artesian wells may be sunk with
success at great distances from any perceptible
supply, and in desert regions where rain has
never been known to fall. Sometimes the
chalk structure is broken by a valley, or de-

pression, reaching into the underlying clay,

and then the liberated water forms hillside

springs.

But a considerable portion of the water which
has made its way underground is not arrested
in its downward course until it has reached a
depth perhaps of many thousand feet, when its

farther progress is stayed by some impermeable
stratum. Its force has increased with the
depth, and a mass of water of great weight is

formed, which travels laterally until some
opening to the surface is met with

;
and then

it rushes upwards with irresistible force, and
reaching the surface, forms springs, which, dis-

charging on the surface, become the sources of
brooks and rivers. When the impermeable
stratum lies near the surface, so that the rain-

water cannot sink to a great depth, there are
marshes, with a rank vegetation.

Kivers, then, are fed by the rain which runs
off the surface, and by springs, which restore

to the surface the rain which has sunk into the
earth. There is a continuous circuit, the only
loss being the amount of water which remains
in the limestone strata and the cavities filled by
underground lakes.

In its long journey through the rocky and
other strata, the water is greatly changed in

character by the ingredients it

has acquired. The carbonic acid
gained from the atmosphere is

added to by the carbonic acid furnished by the
decay of vegetable fibre. Subterranean water
readily absorbs the gas, and so obtains greatly
increased power of attacking even the most
obdurate rocks. When, in districts affected by
volcanic action, the temperature of the water is

considerably raised, its solvent capacity, espe-
cially for silica (flint), is greatly augmented,
and hot springs frequently contain a large

portion of that substance.
Chalk is. as we have seen, held in solution

where the water has passed through a stratum
of that character. Iron, sulphur, salts, and
other mineral products, are, according to the
nature of the districts traversed, brought
to the surface

;
and in some districts, even in

places where volcanic action has long since
ceased, or which are at a great distance from
centres of volcanic activity, the heat has been
so effectually retained, that the water rising at
the springs is of a very high temperature.
Hard and soft water are terms to which we

are all accustomed. Spring water is very rarely
quite pure, although brighter and .

more sparkling in appearance
Springs,

than rain or surface water. That appearance
is due to the carbonate and sulphate of lime
and other mineral substances held in solution.

Ordinary spring water contains a small amount
of carbonate and sulphate of lime, common
salt, and chlorides of calcium and magnesia.
It is familiarly known as “ hard ” water, because
soap will not dissolve properly in it, and it is

therefore unfit for washing purposes, for which
“ soft ” or river water is adapted. Sometimes
the quantity of lime, or of silex, is so great
that it is deposited at the surface, on w’oc^ or
other objects exposed to its action. When
shells, twigs, or other substances are covered
with a crust of the mineral, the springs are
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known as incrustviig springs
;
when the exposed

substances are so saturated with the mineral as

entirely to change their character and resemble
stone, the springs are described as petrifying.
In some parts of Italy the deposition of mineral
matter is so considerable that it is quarried,

and the material— travetine, or calcareous
tufa—is employed very extensively for building

purposes. The water of hot springs, having
traversed volcanic regions, deposits silica or

flint when the heated water cools or evapo-
rates. Near one of the geysers, or hot springs
of Iceland, is a vast deposit, alDOut a hundred
feet thick

;
and similar effects are observable

at the hot springs in New Zealand, and in

the Yellowstone region, Wyoming Territory,

western America.
Chalybeate or ferruginous springs contain

iron in solution
;
saline, various salts; aerated,

carbonic acid gas
;
and sulphureous, sulphur.

Some well-known springs contain a mixture of

these substances
;
and in particular districts

the various kinds of springs are in close con-
tiguity. The water of mineral springs is fre-

quently hot or warm, as at Bath, and Buxton,
Harrogate, and other places in this country

;

in Germany, France, Spain, Switzerland, and
in Colorado, North America. Professor Kamsay
has calculated that the Bath hot springs
annually discharge a quantity of mineral
matter equivalent to a mass a hundred and
forty feet high and nine feet in diameter. The
temperature of the springs varies from 117° to
120° Fahr., that amount of heat being due to
volcanic action, probably at some remote period;
for it is known that for centuries after volcanic
eruptions have ceased the water of springs
rising in districts near extinct volcanoes is of

a very high temperature. At present the active

volcanoes nearest to Bath are in Iceland and
Italy, distant respectively about 900 and 1100
miles. There are saline springs so highly
charged with salt that they are known as Irine

springs, and the deposits form beds of rock
salt.

XIT.

Carboniferous System.

One of the most remarkable features of the

physical geography of England is the moun-
tainous range—known as the
Pennine chain—which forms a

c am*
rocky “ backbone ” to the northern

part of the country, from near the sources

of the upper Tyne to the Peak of Derby-
shire and the eastern borders of Stafford-

shire. It is by no means a continuous ridge,

but a great mass of high land, mostly of lime-
stone and sandstone, which has been in the
course of long ages carved and shaped into
high broad moorland, lofty hills, and deep
valleys, and in many parts honeycombed with
caverns. The highest point is Cross Fell in

Northumberland, 2,901 feet above the sea level

;

and the moorlands in Northumberland, Dur-
ham, West Yorkshire, East Lancashire, and
North Staffordshire are from 500 to 1,000 feet

in height. Neither the Pennine range nor the
strata of which it is composed were in exist-

ence during the Devonian period, which formed
the subject of our remarks in the preceding
chapter. They represent the formations next
in order of succession, which are known as
“ Carboniferous ” because of the coal associated
with them. The Coal measures, however, form
but one, and that the uppermost, member of

the series. Below these, though not easily

separated from them, occurs what is known as
the “millstone grit.” This is commonly a
coarse sandstone, sometimes coarse enough to
be described as a conglomerate, and suffici-

ently hard to be used for millstones. Beneath
the “grit” comes the Carboniferous Limestone,
often called “ Mountain Limestone,” because
it goes to form some of the principal mountain
masses of England.

These carboniferous strata, taken as a whole,
are of the deepest interest. Their
practical value is of course very
great, and it is difficult to say
how much modern civilization has been in-

fluenced by the immense stores of fossil fuel

laid up in the coal measures
;
but apart from

these considerations, there is much to attract

the attention of the geologist in this group of

rocks. The strata succeed one another, from
the earliest to the latest, throughout a large

area, without any break, and record in their

varying characters the changing conditions

under which they were deposited, closing with
an enonnous growth of vegetation, some of it

sufficiently well preserved to enable scientific

men to recognize its character and to ascertain

many of even its minute features.

Wherever we can get to the bottom of the
carboniferous series in the south-western parts

of England, and in South Wales,
we find that they rest upon
are called the Lon'er Limestone
Shales. These beds vary very much in charac-
ter and thickness. Sometimes they are earthy
limestones, and sometimes clays and shales.

In Northumberland and Durham the corre-

sponding beds are mostly “ white and grey
sandstones with greenish-grey shales, cement
stones, and limestone.” In Scotland they
occur as a thick series of “white sandstones,
blue and black shales, ironstones, and thin
cherty limestones with occasional meagre
seams of coal,” and are called Calciferous Sand-
stone.

These lower beds are always more or less'

fossiliferous. Corals, shells, and crinoids

occur
;
fish remains are found in

the lower limestone shales of
Th'"

Bristol and elsewhere, and trilobites have been
met within the same beds in the Mendip Hills.

The Carboniferous limestone which rises above
these “ shales ” is of variable thickness. In the
sorrth-west it is from 500 to 3,000
feet thick

;
in North Stafford-

shire it has a thickness of more
than 4,000 feet. As the strata are traced further

Carboniferous

limestone.
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north, both the limestone and the millstone

grit give indications of the former existence of

land in the vicinity whilst they were being

deposited. Professor Phillips says :
“ In passing

through Northumberland, they [the limestonesl

become continually more and more subdivided

by interpositions of sandstone, shale, and coal,

till on the sea coast, north of Belford, a part

of this series contains no less than thirteen

bands of limestone, 121 feet in total thickness,

separated by many times their thickness of

sandstone and shale
;
and under the whole lie

SKETCH MAP SHOWIKU THE COAL

workable seams of coal. The character of all

the western and north-western part of North-
umberland corresponds to this change of the

component strata. Instead of the beautiful

green pastures which delight our eyes amidst
the calcareous dales of Derbyshire and York-
shire, wide, heathy, and boggy moorlands over-

spread the surface of sandstones and shales
;

and we seem to wander in a region of barren
coal measures rather than on the range of the
thickest carboniferous limestones.”

Still farther north the change in the same
direction is more marked. Instead of the

massive limestones of the south-west and cen-

tral parts of England, andin North
and South Wales, we have in Scotland,

the great midland valley of Scotland, stretch-

ing from the Firth of Clyde to the Firth of

Forth, a series of sandstones, shales, coals, iron-

stones, and bands of encrinital limestone, with
numerous evidences of contemporaneous vol-

canic action.*

In Ireland the carboniferous limestone forms
the great central plain of the country, and is

there divided into three members—lower,

middle, and upper
;
the who'le formation at-

taining a thickness of from 2,500 to 3,000 feet.

The “ Yoredale rocks ” and “ upper lime-

stone shales ” are a series of flag-stones, grit

stones, shales, seams of coal and limestones,

which come between the carboniferous lime-

stones and the millstone grit in

parts of Derbyshire, Yorkshire,
Durham, and Northumberland.
They are commonly included with the mill-

* The “ toadatones ” of Derbyshire are beds of
volcanic origin, probably contemporaneous ; the
“ whin sill ” of Teesdale is an intruded mass of dolerite.
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stone grit, and since it would appear that all

the subdivisions of the grit are arbitrary and
local, there is no great importance to be attached

to these minor details of classification.

The most abundant fossils of the carboni-

ferous limestone are corals, polyzoa, crinoids,

and molluscs (including brachio-
Faunaofthe pods). In some of the Yoredale
limestone, pocks goniatites are particularly

abundant
;
trilobites are scarce

;
fish remains

are numerous.
The lower limestone shales and their equiva-

lents are shallow water deposits, and show that

while they were being laid down
The coal ^ change of level had com-
measures.

menced, but had not made much
progress. The limestone was deposited in a
deeper sea, though the depth was probably only
moderate. It is also likely that a gradual sub-
sidence was going on through the whole period
©f the limestone formation. Then a change of

movement once more altered the character of

the deposits, and coarse sand was laid down
over the same area. This went on for a long
time, as the great thickness of the millstone
grit shows, until finally one of the most re-

markable series of events occurred of which we
have any record in geological history. All the
country which is now known as the British

Isles—and a great deal besides—was raised a

and luxuriantly from end to end of the area

over which we now find coal, but we can
scarcely imagine that it would be uniform in

its character, or the conditions everywhere
exactly the same. As a matter of fact, not only

do the coal seams vary in thickness
;
they differ

greatly also in quality, and therefore in eco-

nomic value.

It is calculated that the coal measures of

Great Britain cover more than 500 square

miles. The Belgian coal area is

about the same in extent, and Deposit of coal

the French more than the two oMhe
combined—1,200 square miles. world.
Coal is also found in Asia Minor,
Spain, Germany, Russia, China, Australia,

British North America, the United States,

Brazil, and British India, Carboniferous lime-

stone was recognized by the Arctic Expedition
under Sir George Nares as forming a part of

the most northerly land reached by them
;
and

true coal exists in Bear Island, latitude 75° N.*
There have been some attempts to estimate

the length of that part of the carboniferous era

in this country during which the
coal measures were being de- Duration of the

posited
;
and although the cal-

Gulation is not worth much, it

will give the reader some idea of the impres-

sion produced upon those who have been

SECTION ACEOSS THE CABBONIFEBOTTS EOCKS OE DERBTSHIEE AND LANCASHIRE CAfter Ramsay).

1. Carboniferous Limestone. 2. Yoredale Shales. 3. Millstone Grit.

4. Coal Measures. 5, Permian Limestone. 6. New Red Sandstone.

little above the sea level, and in course of time
became densely covered with luxuriant vegeta-
tion. After a while the land sank sufficiently

to submerge these forests, and the rotting vege-
tation was buried beneath deposits of mud and
sand to become coal. Each coal seam in our
collieries represents one such series : first,

there is what is known as the “ underclay ”

—

the soil upon which the ancient vegetation
grew—and above this is the coal formed out of

the altered plants. The coal is succeeded by
shales and sandstones. Then come the under-
clays, coals, and shales

;
and so on through the

entire thickness of the coal measures.
The two most remarkable features about

these facts are the persistency with which the
alternations of condition con-

Coal scams, tinned, and the very large area
over which they occurred. In North Stafford-

shire, for instance, forty-two seams of coal have
been met with, one below the other, represent-
ing forty-two successive forest growths, each
sufficient to make, when carbonised and com-
pressed, a seam more than a foot thick

;
and

forty-two changes of level at intervals which
were adapted to the formation of the seams.
It must not be inferred that so many or more
distinct layers of vegetation have been laid
down through the length and breadth of the
country : there is reason to believe that the
forests of the carboniferous period grew freely

greatly occupied in the investigation of the
extent and character of our coal fields. In
South Wales the total thickness of the coal

measures is from 10,000 to 12,000 feet. This in-

cludes, of course, coal seams and all intervening
beds, which would be deposited at various

rates. It has, however, been estimated that

the sediment might increase at the rate of two
feet in a century, but that it would take pro-

bably one thousand years to form a bed of

coal three feet thick
;
and in this way Professor

Hull estimates that the South Wales coal field

may represent a period of 640,000 years.

However that may be, the end of the carboni-

ferous period in this country came—the last

series of forests was overwhelmed
and buried beneath sedimen-
tary deposits, and a new order of ^

things which we recognize as the Permian
came about.

It must have been about this time that—to re-

turn to our first lesson (p. 17)—the Mendips were
formed. The strata of which they are composed
had been deposited, and by a movement of the

land they were now upheaved with their long

* Beds of “ lignite,” imperfectly formed coal, occur
in other formations

;
for example’, the ” brown coal ”

of Germany, similar beds in New Zealand and Aus-
tralia, and the lignites of Bovey Tracey in Devon-
shire. These are all of later (Tertiary) age, and the
coal worked at Brora, N.B., is of Oolitic age.
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axis” running nearly east and west. The
Pennine chain owes its origin to another move-
ment in the opposite direction.

The reason why the coal is usually found in
“ basins ” will now be apparent. The enormous

,, .
extent to which the Pennine

Coal basins.”
i^^s sutfered denudation is

visible everywhere: not only the coal measures,

but the millstone grit and great masses of the

underlying limestone, have been worn away
over large areas ;

and as the same processes

have been going on over the whole country, it

will easily be understood that it is only where
coal has been protected by the position into

which it was thrown by the crumpling of the
strata aM by overlying deposits, that it has been
preserved. This will be better understood by
reference to the diagram on the preceding page,
which shows how the land was thrown into east

and west curves, when the Pennine chain was
elevated, just as curves in the opposite direction

(north and south) had been produced by the
movement which previously elevated the
Mendip Hills—hence the “basins” in which
the coal now lies.

“The British coal fields,” says Professor
Hull, “ now form a series of basins, some par-

tially concealed by the sea, or
by the overspread of newer for-

mations, sometimes visible all

round their margins. The visible coal basins
are—(1) South Wales

; (2) Forest of Dean
; (3)

Burnley
; (4) Ayrshire

; (5) The Clyde basin
;

(6) Midlothian
; (7) Tipperary and Kilkenny

;

(8) Leitrim (Connaught coal field). The partly
concealed basins are—(1) Somersetshire

;

(2) The Midland basin, of which Derbyshire,
Shrewsbury, South Staffordshire, Warwick-
shire, Leicesterehire, and North Staffordshire
coal fields form the marginal outcrop, and
of which the northern margin is concealed

;

(3) The South Lancashire and Cheshire basin,
of which the coal fields of South Lancashire,
Flintshire, and Cheshire form the marginal
limits, the southern margin being concealed

;

(4) The Yorkshire, Derbyshire, and Notts basin,

of which the eastern margin is concealed
; (5)

The Northumberland and Durham basin, of
which the eastern and southern margins are
concealed

;
and (6) The Cumberland basin, of

which the eastern and western margins are con-
cealed. In Ireland, the coal basin of Tyrone.”
The principal coal fields of this country are

shown in the preceding sketch map, which
conveys a clearer idea of their position than
any merely verbal description can do.

The Consonants (§ 74, s continued').

A VAST number of proper nouns sound the
final s, and particularly those that are taken
from dead, or from modern foreign langaages :

Calas, Donglas, Agesilas, Epaminondas, Midas,
Ahrantes, Agnes, Pericles, Gonzales, Sieges
[sie-ce)

;
Adonis, Clovis, Paris (the son of

Priam), Themis, Tunis, Argos, Burgos, Calva-
dos, Alinos, Paros, Bacchus, Fleuriis, Lucullus,
Romulus, Jesus, ete., etc. Further, in Rheims,
Ems, Camo'ens, Rubens, Sens, Mons (a city),
Cecrops, etc.
Remark.—Fo&ts, discard these rules for the necessity

of rhyme. In reading aloud a piece of poetry for the
first time, the reader is sometimes compelled to give a
glance to the end word of the next line, before he can
know whether to sound the final s of the last word of
the first line or not. In the majority of cases it is
safe to assert that the final s will be mute. The fol-
lowing are culled at random from M. Victor Hugo’s
Legende des Sieclee:

“On sentait la terreur des pays inconnus

;

Celui-ci vient du Rhin
; celui-la du Cydnus.

L’empereur Sigismond et le roi Ladislas

;

Sans jamais m’absenter ni dire : Je suis las.

Les noms de quelques-uns jusqu’a nous sont venus
Ils s’appelaieut Renaud, Lahire, Erivadnus.

Je sens une odeur de panthere,
Comme si je passais dans les monts de Tunis

;

Je voustrouveen ce lieu tror) d’hommes reunis.

Ne va pas refuser aux hommes le mais
Farce que dix seigneurs partagent un pays.”
From what has been said in the rules mah should

offer no difficulty, nor should the sound of lis in the
following distich from Voltaire :

“ Henri dans ce moment voit sur les fleurs de lis

Deux mortels orgueilleux aupres du trone assis.”
La Henriade.

The articulated final s is connected with the
next vowel or h mute, with the sound of the
English z : L'ihis'^etait Voiseau sacre de
VEggpte; les querelles de Alarms'^et de ^lla

;

le jils'^avait raison.

The connection of the inarticulated final s

takes place, as with the other consonants that
are carried on, between words that are already
connected grammatically

;
and whereas the

rule must be strictly applied in poetry and
oratorical prose, taste and harmony require a
less strict adherence to it in colloquial French.
The connection will therefore take place in

familiar, yet elegant prose

—

1. Between an attribute and its nouns or
another attribute : les^humeurs, ces^odeurs,
nos'^epinards, six'^arhres, de heaux'^em-aux,
les'~''autres'~'etendards. But les huit, les onxe,

les oui offer no connections
;
to join here the s

might lead to confusion : for instance, les'^oui
might be taken for les ou'ies, the gills.

2. Between personal pronouns and verbs
or other pronouns : nous^arriverons dans
cinq minutes, vous'^cn riez, ils^oheissent, nous
les^y menons.

3. Between verb and regimen, auxiliary and
past participle or adjective : nous irions'^en

France, tu auras'^ete, nous^avon.s'^excite

Icur envie, vous^Hes'^aimable. The final s of

verbs whose infinitive is in er is not heard in

conversation in the 2nd person singular of the

present indicative and subjunctive : tu aimes a
rire, tujouesavec grudence, ilfautque tuailles

d Paris, are pron. as if they were written aime.

joue, aille. This of course is not applicable to

poetry or oratory.

4. Between adverbs and the following verb,

adjective, or adverb : ils^ont toujours'^ar-

range, tres^ordinaire, tr'es'^ordinairement,

i I n 'a q)as'~^en feudu

.
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5. Between preposition and regimen

:

saris'^entrailles, couvir siu^au vilain, viaitre-

es'^arts,

6. Between the conjunction and word
connected : mais'^on ne s'en tient pas la,

pids'^ils s'accrocJient.

For many words ending with the inarticulated

^ the connection, in order to avoid all ambi-
guity or all affectation, would only take place
if the nouns were used in the plural : Vlrlan-
dais

I

a repondu ; chaqve marqnis
|

allait an
cabaret; le temps

|

est bean ; un corps
\

opaque;
un mets

|

exquis ; un puits
|

artesien; mon
amiestassis

1

amcs cotes ; je I'aipris
\

apartk;
nous Vavons mis

|

an pied dii mur ; tu m'as
compvis

I
a merveille, etc. To join the s in

some of the above examples might lead to this

result : VIrlandaise, cliaque marquise, mon
amie est assise, je Vai prise, nous Vavons mise,

every case of which would imply a woman
instead of a man as at first intended. In verse

the connection would be made, it being the
business of the poet to avoid any construction

or combination that might lead to a quiproquo.

In the plural the connections would be made,
there being no chance then of mistaking the

sense : Ics'^Irlandais^ont repondu, tons les

marquis^alia ient, les temps'^etaient beaux,

des corps'^opaques, des mets'^exquis , ti'ois

puits^a rfesiens, mcs'^amis sont assis'^d mss
cotes, je les'^ai pris'^dpartie, nous les'^avons

mis'^au pied du mur. (The feminine plural

of the last two phrases would be je les'^ai

prises'^d qyartie, nous les^avoris mises'~^au

pied du 7>iur, when it would be necessary to

pronounce pri-ze-za, mi-ze-zo, making the e

as slender as possible.)

Jtemarlc.—In compound substantives the first com-
ponent of which obtains an », there is no difference of
pronunciation between the singular and plural ; un arc-

en-ciel and deux arcs-en-ciel ; x(n croc-en-jambe and des

croes-en-ja.mbe, un char a bancs and plusieurs chars a
bancs, un ver a sole and beaucoup de vers a sole, present
no difference

;
say ar-ken, cro-ken, cha-ra, ve-ra, in both

numbers.
The learner may wonder that so much stress should

belaid upon the connections of words among them-
selves

; let him remember that a moderate and tasteful

use of connections is the touchstone of a good educa-
tion in France. Even at the risk of appearing a little

pedantic, let him pay attention to this point from the
beginning, always remembering that it would be
better in most cases to make no connection at all

than to make a wrong connection. Mistakes of this

description form an inexhaustible fund for jokes and
puns of every description, and they are known under
the characteristic names of cuirs, velours, and pataques,

Cuir is the general term applied to any wrong con-
nection

;
velours consists in introducing an s

;

and
pataques consists in introducing a t.

Cuir.—On conduisait deux soidats au violon. “ Qu’est-
ce que ces hommes ont fait ?” crie de sa fenetre le colonel,

qui les voit passer.—“ Pardon, mon colonel,” repond le

caporal qui commandait I’escouade,
“ mais ceshommes

onP^hu^ (out tue) lesergent.”—‘‘Comment, s’ecrie le

colonel, “tue le sergent !
”—“ Oui, mon colonel, je I’ai-

z-entendu-z-en passant par la cour ”

“A faire mon d’voir toujours prete,
Not’maitre, je v’nons vous offrir

C’te paire de rasoirs pour vot’ fete;
Accoptez-la z’avec un cuir,”

It is supposed that these faults are called cuirs,

leather, from the analogy to the straps {cuirs) used to
soften the edge of razors. To murder a language is

called in French ecorcher un.e langue—that is, toflay it ;

whether this accounts for the hide that is worked into
leather, is too nice a point for us to decide.

Velours.—II etait-z'd la campagne. The z is less harii^
than the t, as velvet is softer than leather.

Pataques.—The following amusing anecdote, given
by Domergue, explains the origin of this expression

:

‘‘ Un plaisant etait a cot^ de deux|dames
; tout a coup il

trouve sous sa main un eventail.
—

‘ Madame,’ dit-il a la
premiere, ‘cet Eventail est-il a vous ?’—

‘ II n’o&t point-z-d
moi, monsieur.’— ‘ Est-il a vous, madame ? ’ dit-il en le
presentant al’autre.

—

'l\n'ostpas-t-d-moi, monsieur.’

—

‘ Puisqu’il n’est point-z-d vous et qu’il n’est pas-t-d vous,
ma foi, je ne sais pas-t-d qiCest-ce.' ”

One cuir has obtained the freedom of the Academic's
Dictionary in the expression f’ji/re quatre-z-yeux

;

it is
quite historical in the famous song on Marlborough

:

“ II fut porte en terre
Par quatre-z-officiers,”

where it accompanies a no less striking one, viz. :

“ Marlbrough s’en va-t-en guerre.”

To pronounce quatre yeux without the assistance of
the velvety z would certainly require an elocutionary
effort.

§ 75. Ss sounds as one hard s: assembler,
bassesse, chausser, de.s.sert, grossier, qwssesseur,

etc. Be not led away by the fact that in
English ss often sounds like z, as in dessert and
possession

;
there is no exception to the rule in

French.

§ 76. Sc.—This combination is pronounced as
one hard s whenever it precedes e or i : descel-

ler, piscine, rescinder, scelerat, sccptiqve (mind,
not slap !). sceptre, scie, science, vesce. In any
other position it is pronounced as ,s7l in English :

biscaien, biscornu, biscuit, cascade, description,

gascon, pascal, rescrit, scrupule, scrutin, busc,

muse, fisc.

§ 77. Si‘h.—This combination appears only in
foreign words, Hebrew, Greek, Polish, German,
and English

;
it is always pronounced like the

French ch or English .s/! . except in the following
technical expressions, where it is pronounced .s-^:

scbhna (more generally scheme') and derivs.,

scherzo and scherzando (Italian forms derived
from German .^cherzen), sichindglese (anat.), all

formed with scliizo, schooner. Therefore schex-

braque, schelling, scheva, schibboleth, schisme,
schiste, etc., are all pronounced sha, she, shi.

XVI.

The PbEiGN OF Edward VI.

The reign of Edward VI., the son of Henry
by Jane Seymour, was a period of faction, of

discontent, and of clamorous contests of rival

houses. But it is chiefly remarkable for the

establishment in England of the principles and
practice of the Reformation. It was a short

reign, extending only over six years
;
but it

was fraught \^ith changes of vital importance
to the English nation.

The late king had in his wdll appointed
sixteen executors to carry on the government,
with a council to assist them. According to

the alleged intention of King Henry, various

men received new titles and honours. Edward
Seymour, Earl of Hertford, became Duke of
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Somerset, and took the sole power into his

hands as Lord Protector
;
John Dudley, Vis-

count Lisle, a son of the extortioner of Henry
VII., became Earl of Warwick,

Edward VI., Thomas Seymour, a
1547-1553.

igpQtijgp of the Protector, was

made a peer, and became Lord High Admiral.

The Protector was a true friend of the party

of Reform, whose opinions he shared. Accord-

ingly he gave every assistance to Archbishop

Cranmer in the work that prelate now earnestly

set himself to achieve—the establishment of

the Reformation by the correction of abuses,

and the setting up of a standard of faith and
doctrine freed from the superstitions of the

Romish Church. With praiseworthy modera-

tion, Cranmer refrained from any violent changes

that should alarm or shock the people. He
wished to retain part of the ceremonial and
practice of the Latin Church, as having for

ages commanded the reverence of the com-

which the prayers for the dead were omitted
and several other changes made, appearing four

years later. The morning service in the first

liturgy began with the Lord’s Prayer, the

exhortation, confession, and absolution being
added in the second. Cranmer also prepared

a book of homilies for the use of the clergy.

The sacrament of the Lord’s Supper was to be
administered under both forms to the laity.

The clergy were to be allowed to marry,—

a

point that especially touched Cranmer, who
had been obliged to send his wife and children

to Germany when the bill of tht? Six Articles

became law. With the assistance of foreign

Reformers, like Peter Martyr and Martin

Bucer, the thirtv-nine (origin-

ally forty-two) Articles of the The Litogy and

Church were compiled, setting

forth the tenets held and the doc- cwh
trines taught by the Anglican

Church. The doctrines of purgatory and the

HENRY VIII. DELIVERING THE BIBLE TO CRANMER.

munity, to avoid extremes, and while abolishing

what was obsolete or objectionable, to retain

those ceremonies and even that pageantry of

worship, wliich might be useful in maintaining
discipline and order.

The following are the chief points of the
Reformation introduced in Eng-

C^mer and the land, under Cranmer’s auspices.
Reformation,

though the Statute of the Six

Articles, or, as it was familiarly called,

the “ bloody bill,” was repealed, the king
was declared anew to be the head of the
English Church : and the appointment of

bishops was vested in the crown. The English
Bible was circulated freely and without restric-

tion
;
and from the old Latin Church services,

which the people had heard performed in an
unknown tongue, the beautiful liturgy of the
English Church, so justly adapted to the various
needs of the worshippers, was compiled

;
the

first Prayer-book of Edward VI. being printed
in 1649, the second or revised Prayer-book, in

veneration of images and relics were repudiated.
Throughout the momentous changes introduced
by Cranmer, in conjunction with Ridley and
Latimer and others of the bishops, moderation
and good sense, and a desire to conciliate

rather than to terrify or threaten, are every-
where exhibited. The retention of various
rites and ceremonies, a measure afterwards
explained in the special preface in the Book oi’

Common Piayer : Of Ceremonies,—why some
be abolished and some retained,”—and the
use of the surplice, and of the bishops’ robes,

and the ordering of ecclesiastics as bishops,

priests, and deacons, are tokens of the reluc-

tance to push the innovations too far.

Yet the changes introduced were received
with marked disfavour in various parts of the
country, especially in the north
and west ; and among the clergy
there were many opponents, Bonner,
notably Gardiner, bishop of Win-
chester, and Bonner, bishop of London, who
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Riots and rebel-

lions ; Ket,

1549.

openly disputed the power of the council to

to decree ecclesiastical changes during the
minority of the king, and were in consequence
for a short time committed to prison. The
war carried on by the Keformed party against

images and pictures, and the coarse satire

vented by vulgar zealots against institutions

and practices they had been taught to reve-

rence, further irritated the people. The enclo-

sure of common lands, and the cessation of

doles that had been distributed at the convent
gates, increased the misery caused by the high
price of provisions

;
and revolts in various parts

of the kingdom were the conse-
' quence. In the west the men of

Devonshire and Cornwall rose in

rebellion, and besieged Exeter.
In Norfolk and Suffolk a rebellion similar to

that of Wat Tyler
arose, the insurgents
marching under the
leadership of Ket the
tanner, of Wymond-
ham, who held a rude
court, and dispensed
very rough justice on
Household Heath,
near Norwich, under
the “ tree of reforma-
tion.” The result of

each rising was that

which inevitably at-

tends the outbreak of

a peasant mob against

troops led by skilful

commanders. In each
case the insurgents

were dispersed with
great slaughter, and
the leaders were
hanged.
The Protector

Somerset found his

position at least as

full of danger as of

honour. He had as

opponents the great
Catholic faction, and
all those whom the
late innovations had
offended. His own
imprudent ostentation and his inordinate am-
bition increased the perils that surrounded him.
To construct his ncAV magnificent mansion,
Somerset House, he caused several churches to

be pulled down
;
and his sudden acceSvSion of

wealth and power caused him to be looked upon
with eyes of envy and malevo-

The Protector lence. His first formidable enemy

Admiral Sey- ^^n brother. Lord Sey-
mour, the admiral, who had mar-
ried Catherine, the widow of

Henry VIII., and after her death meditated an
ambitious match with the young princess
Elizabeth. Foiled in an attempt to take the
young king entirely out of Somerset’s hands,
the admiral was soon after arrested and con-
veyed to the Tower; The Parliament passed
a bill of attainder against him, and he was
condemned to death, and executed on Tower

Hill. He was a turbulent, reckless man, and
his fate excited little pity.

But Lord Seymour, though the noisiest, was
not the most dangerous of the Protector’s

enemies. Dudley, Earl of War-
wick, afterwards created Duke of

Northumberland, was a man far
arwic

more to be dreaded. His crafty and vigilant

ambition never slept, and he was equally bold
and unscrupulous. After persuading Somerset
to proceed to extremities against Lord Seymour
he determined to put down the protector him-
self. Accordingly he took advantage of the
unpopularity of Somerset with the nobility to

form a faction against him
;
and succeeded in

causing him to be arrested, confined in the
Tower, deprived of all his offices, and sentenced
to a fine of £2,000—which was, however,

remitted by the king.

An apparent recon-
ciliation w'as after-

wards brought about
between Somerset and
the wily Dudley, who
superseded him in the
office of Protector.

From this time Dudley
became all-powerful

with the young king,

who became at last

a mere tool in his

hands. Created Duke
of Northumberland in

1551, Dudley revolved
still more ambitious
schemes; and he de-

termined to remove
from hisSomerset

path, as

might in

prove a
enemy,
at night,

moment’s

one who
the future

dangerous
Suddenly,
without a
warning,

A ROMAN CATHOLIC ARCHBISHOP.

Somerset and a num-
ber of his friends

were seized and com-
mitted to close prison.

The ex-protector was
accused of a treason-

able design to excite

an insurrection in the north
;
and of felony,

in having plotted the death of Dudley and
other members of the council. On the first

accusation he was acquitted, but was con-

demned to death on the charge of felony, to

the great disappointment and grief of the

people, who had raised a shout on hearing the

first verdict of acquittal. Somer-
set was executed on Tower Hill

Execution of

Somerset, 1552
on the 22nd of January, 1562,

amid the tears of the spectators, who loved

him and detested his powerful and unscru-

pulous rival. He was a well-meaning man,
rather to be pitied than condemned

;
somewhat

weak and vacillating, and unfit for his great

office, especially in times when it was impera-
tively necessary that every man who took a

part in the great game of ambition should
tread warily and firmly.
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The Verb 2Serben.

It must particularly be remembered that the
verb toerben (vairr'-den) occurs in two forms.

When it stands alone it is the intransitive

verb TO become—as, T)er gi?ann thirb att, the
dare vtann veerrt alt

man becomes old, 2Sir tpurben fc^ldfnig,

veerr voorr'-dcn shlaif-nich
w’e became sleepy. Used with another verb,

it becomes an auxiliary, and helps to form the
tenses of that verb. As we have seen, with
the infinitive it forms the future ic^ tfietbc

lieben, I shall love
; 0ie h'erben fommen, they

will come. Of its use in forming the jjassive

voice of verbs, we shall have to speak later on.

We here consider ircrben as standing alone,

and therefore translate it “ to become.”

Infinitive.

Serbcn, to become.
iair7''-dcn

Principal Parts.
f™P6rfect.

^
Past participle.

ICO tourbe or icb toarb, I became. gea^orben, become.
ich voorr'-de ich varrd ge-vorr'-den

INDICATIVE, SUBJUNCTIVE.

Pr'csent.
tnerbe

ich vairr'-de

ifierbe l-H

ich vairr'-de 3
T)u mirff T)u werbeff p

doo vierrst I—

1

doo vairr'-dest kh'CS

Qx trirb
cr*
0 Crr tt?erbe

8 8airr vierrt 0 airr vain'-de

Sir tnerben 5n Sir tt>erben 11
veerr v>airr'-deyi 0 veerr vairr'-den

3^r merbet p 3^r njerbet
2- 0
p

earrm irr'-det earr vairr'-det

©ie njerben ©ie merben ?
zee vairr'-den zee vain'-den c-

Imperfect.

tt?urbe n?urbc
^

t—

1

ich voorr'-dc ich vuerr'-de 3
T)u murbeff T)u murbefl oT

doo roon'-dcst doo vuen'-dest l-H ^
dx tpurbe
ail'r voorr'-de

cr"
00
P

Qx njurbe
airr vuen'-de

0 ^
S8

Sir ttjurben 1 Sir ifiurben g|
veerr voorr'-den 0 veerr vuerr'-den - p
3^r ttjurbet p 3^r tfiurbet

S-

0

p '-t

earr voorr'-det earr vuen'-det
©ie wurben ©ie wurben S'

zee voon'-den zee vuerr'-den
p
irt-

The second form of the imperfect of loetben
is generally used in poetry, but is also found in
many prose writers, who use it to give variety
to the style. The subjunctive form very seldom
occurs. This poetical imperfect runs thus :

—

ich vahrd
©u loarbfl

doo vahrdst

toarb
airr vahrd
Sit njarben
veei'r varr'-den

ttarbet
earr vari'^-det

0ie aarben
zee rai'r'-den,

3cb wdrbe
ich vair/-de
Su todrbefl

doo rairr'-dest

Qx todrbe
airr vair7''-de

Sir lodrben
veerr rairr'-den

3br todrbet

earr vairi^-det

^ S'

2 §
3 I

<z> _

©ie todrben g'

zee vairr^-den

Perfect.

.3cb bin getOOrben, I have (or am) become,
ich hinn ge-vorr'-den

T)U biff fielOOrben, thou hast (or art) become,
doo hisst ge-vori''-den [etc.

* The may and the that are more often understood
than expressed.

3cb ffi geioorben, I may have become, or that

I have become, [etc.

2)u feiff gea>orben, thou mayst have become,

The compound tenses of ttjetben are formed
exactly like those of fein, to be, with the sole

exception that the past participle geaotben
must be substituted for gea'cfen, and fhe

infinitive tpetbeu for fcin throughout, as in the

first and second persons given below.

Pluperfect.

gcworbcn, I had become,
ich vahr ge-vorr'-den

X)u njarfi geworben, thou hadst become, etc.

doo vahrst ge-vori''-den

3cb tfidte gett)0rben, I might have become, or
ich vaW-7'c ge-vorr'-den [(that) I had become,
T)u tpdrff genjorben, thou mightst have
doo vairrst ge-vorr'-den [become, etc.

First Future.

ivcrbe iterbcn, I shall become.
ich vairr -de vairr'-den

Su tfiirfl tt)erben, thou wilt become, etc.

doo veerrst vairV-den

3cb iterbe njerben, (that) I shall become.
ich vah'V-de vain''-den

©u tt^erbeff njerben, (that) thou wilt

doo vairr'-dest vairr'-den [become, etc.

Second Future.

3cb ifirtbe gettorben fein, I shall have
ich vain''-de ge-rorr -den zine [become,
2)u roirff geivorben fein, thou wilt have
doo veerrst ge-vorr'-den zine [become, etc.

3cb iterbe gett)orben fein, (that) I shall

ich vain''-de ge-vorr'-den zine [have become,
©u trerbefi gen?orben fein, (that) thou
doo vain''-dest [wilt have become, etc.

FIRST CONDITIONAL.

ifiurbe tt^erben, I should become,
ich vuerr'-de vairr'-den
T)u n?urbeff tterben, thou wouldst be-

doo vuerr-dest vairr'-den [come, etc. •

SECOND CONDITIONAL.

tfiurbe geworben fein, I should have
ich vuerr'-de ge-vorr'-den zine [become,
X)\i tturbeff geworben fein.

doo vuen'-dest ge-vorr'-den zine
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IMPERATIVE.

SBerbe C^u), become (thou).

vairr'-de duo

Sggerbe er, let him become.
vairr'-de airy

SBerben thir, let us become.
vairr'-den veerr

SBerbet become (ye).

vairr'-det earr

SBerben fte, let them become.
xairY-den zee

In this, as in the other verbs, the form taf t

un^ werben, ta^t fie iperben, is more frequently
used than n?erben tt)ir and tperben fte»

INFINITIVE.

Present

f

to become.
xairr'-den

Past—©eworben fepn, to have become.
ge-varY-den zyne

Future—SBerben trerben, to be about to

vairr'-den vairr'-den [become.

XVI.

Important Discoveries.

We have now to notice some important dis-

coveries that were made, and which had the
greatest influence on the accuracy of astrono-

mical observation.

Whilst the Danish astronomer Olaus Ebmer
was staying in Paris to assist Picard, he ob-

tained a number of observations of the eclipses

of Jupiter’s satellites, but particularly of the 1st

satellite. With the view, probably, of obtain-
ing data to correct the tables of the satellites,

he proceeded to reduce these observations to

their proper form. He found that the eclipses

of the satellites seemed to be retarded as the
earth moved farther away from the planet.

Thus, when the earth was at a in fig. 51 the
satellite seemed to be eclipsed 7^ minutes
earlier than when the earth was at either b or

c. Pondering over the cause of this, it struck
him that a perfectly analogous effect would be
produced were light to take any appreciable
time to pass from the satellite to the earth.

Because, if this were so, we should not see the
satellite disappear at the moment it was lost

in the shadow of the planet, for the light-

waves which left the planet the instant before
it was eclipsed in the shadow would not reach
the observer for some time afterwards, and the
satellite would not seem to vanish until these
last waves of light had reached the observer, and
would appear therefore as much later as the
time which it took for them to travel the dis-

Tv-
tance between the satellite and

earth. Now, as the earth
velocity of light.when at h or c is farther away
from the planet than when at a, the light

would take a longer time to reach the earth,
and the satellites would remain a longer time
visible than when the earth was at a. Rbmer
concluded, therefore, that light took seven
minutes to travel the distance of the earth
from the sun, and that this accounted for the
observed retardation in the times of the eclipses.
Ebmer announced his discovery in a com-

munication to the

Jvp^te/r
Paris Academy of
Sciences in the year

'

1675. It excited much
attention, and at first

met with general ap-
probation, but slowly
lost ground when it

came to be further
investigated. Cassini
had held the same view
even prior to Ebmer;
but he had found
it to be inconsistent
with some of his ob-

servations, so he felt

obliged to reject it.

He now re-examined
the subject, but with
the same result. He
pointed out that though it accounted well
for the phenomena presented by the I. satellite,

it was inconsistent with the observations of
the other satellites. Accordingly,
in his new tables of Jupiter’s
satellites, published in 1693, he

*

rejected Ebmer’s theory, and
introduced instead some arbitrary corrections.

The English
Astro nomer
Eoyal, Flam-
stead, was also

adverse to the
theory of
Ebmer, but it

found a warm
advocate in the
illustrious
Halley. Later,

in 1707, Maral-
di, the nephew
of Cassini, and
an energetic

observer of the
satellites of
Jupiter, ad-
vanced some
powerful argu-
ments against

the valid ty
of the theory
of Ebmer,
founded on
some pheno-
mena which ought to be observed were it true,

but which he showed had not been observed.

Gradually astronomers were swayed over to the
opinion that Ebmer’s theory was unsound, and
that the phenomena of the eclipses of Jupiter’s

satellites did not indicate the existence of

an “ equation of light,” as it was called, or a
‘

correction depending on the velocity of light.

riG. 52,
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It seemed almost certain that the retardation

detected by Romer arose in some different

manner.
At this period Molyneux, an English states-

man, but an amateur astronomer, erected an
instrument called a zenith sector, and consist-

ing of a small arc of a circle of large diameter,

firmly fixed perpendicularly in the meridian
in a manner which allowed of very accurate

measurement being made of the distance of

stars from the zenith, Molyneux, with a young
friend Bradley, observed the zenith distance of

the star y Draconis, with the view of detecting
any annual parallax which the star might
exhibit. In the middle of December, 1725,

Bradley carefully watched the passage of the
star across the meridian, and marked on the
zenith sector its distance from the zenith. If

the star had any annual parallax it would
slowly move towards the north, but they knew
that it would be some time before any motion
would be observable. On the 17th December
Bradley resolved to adjust more accurately

the mark indicating the zenith distance of the
star, so he carefully watched the passage of the

star across the meridian. He
Discovery of noticed that the star was really
a erra on.

^ little more South than he had
placed it on his former observation, and he
wondered how he came to make such an error.

He mentioned it to Molyneux. and they agreed
to very carefully observe the star, so as to

make sure that there was no error. The next
fine day was the 20th, and Molyneux and
Bradley sallied out together to observe the
passage of 7 Draconis. To their astonishment
the star was found to be still to the south.

They therefore determined the place of

the star with extreme accura.cy, and waited
for the next fine night. Again they observed
its passage across the instrument, and again
they found it farther south. There could be
no doubt : the star was certainly moving south.

This entirely perplexed them : it was certainly

not due to any parallax in the star, for it was
moving in the wrong direction. They resolved,

therefore, to carefully watch it from day
to day. They found the star steadily advance
towards the south until March, when it was
more than 20" to the south of its place in

December, and after remaining almost station-

ary it then slowly moved back towards the
north, and in June was back at its old distance
from the zenith. But it did not stop, but moved
on towards the north, until in iSeptember it was
more than 20" to the north of its old place

;

then after again remaining nearly stationary

it returned towards the south, until by Decem-
ber 1726 it was back in the same place that it

occupied in the preceding December.
This mysterious motion sorely puzzled Moly-

neux and Bradley, and the latter determined to

have erected a zenith sector of his own. In
August 1727 the instrument was finished, and
Bradley commenced his observations, not con-
fining himself to 7 Draconis, but choosing
eleven other stars to observe as well. Moly-
neux died while the observations were in pro-

cess, but Bradley, continuing the work by
himself, found that they all exhibited a similar

periodical change, but at different times of
the year and in different manners, and in a
way which was inconsistent with any hypothesis
which he could imagine.
At last the idea struck him that he might

try if the velocity of light could have anything
to do with the phenomenon

;
for he had tried

everything else, and he was an advocate of
Rdmer’s hypothesis, having already introduced
it into his tables of Jupiter’s satellites. He
readily found that the motion of the earth in
its orbit would slightly alt^r the apparent
places of the stars unless the rays of light move
enormously quicker than the earth. This is

easily understood by the figure (52). Sup-
pose that rr" is a pencil of bght coming from
the zenith, and that the earth was stationary,
then thetelescopea of our zenith sectormust also

be directed towards the zenith . But if the earth is

moving, our telescope must be directed towards
the side to which it is moving. Thus, when
the pencil of light is at r, the telescope will be
at a

;
but by the time the pencil has reached

r', the telescope has moved to a' : so unless the
telescope was directed on one side, as shown,
the pencil of light would no longer be on the
middle of the telescope, but would have touched
one of the sides. Finally, when the pencil

reaches the observer at r" the telescope and
observer would have moved to the position a'*.

From the motion of the earth, therefore, a
pencil of light which really camefrom the zenith
would seem to come in the direction h"a'\ and
the star which sent the light would seem to be
in the direction h''a". It can be shown that
if the pencil of light move 10,000 times quicker
than the earth, or the distance a a!' be
of the distance r r", the angle r a a" will be
21", or a star like 7 Draconis will seem to be
altered by 21 " on either side of its mean place.

This aberration of light, as Bradley termed
it, completely accounted for the motion of the
stars which he had observed, and he trium-
phantly communicated an account of his dis-

covery to the Royal Society in 1729. Its im-
portance was at once recognized, and it was
at once seen to completely confirm Romer’s
discovery of the velocity of light. For whilst
Bradley’s observation indicated 8m. 12s. for

the time which light would take to cross the
radius of the earth’s orbit, Romer had found
rather more than 7 m.—no important difference

considering the imperfect state of the tables

of Jupiter’s satellites. Thus at a time when
Romer’s discovery seemed altogether dis-

credited, it was completely verified in a manner
that its author could not have even dreamt of.

Bradley had noticed during his observations
some peculiardifferencesbetween the theoretical
places of the stars and the observed places. He
could not account for these, and determined to

continue his observations, to see what, if any,
law was followed by these discrepancies. Years
went by, but still he was unable to assign any
cause to these variations. By 1736 he had
arrived at the opinion that it

might be due to a slight motion Discoveiy of

of the axis of the earth, and it
““

seemed to have a similar period to the revolution
of the nodes of the orbit of the moon. By 1745
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he found that these variations had gone through
a complete periodical change in eighteen

years, which was the time required by the

nodes of the orbit of the moon to perform one
• revolution. He was able to announce that the

polar axis of the earth moved once in eighteen

years in a small circle 18" in diameter around
its mean place, and he called this phenomenon
the nutation. Subsequent observation has com-
pletely confirmed this discovery, and it has

been shown to arise from the attraction of the

moon on the equatorial regions of the earth.

Practical astronomy had now settled down
into quieter times, and for years no great dis-

covery was made with the telescope. At the

different observatories which had been founded
in different states, regular observations were
made of the principal heavenly bodies. Fore-

most stands the long series of
Steady progress

ji^vaiuable observations made atm as onomy.
Qpge^Y^rich, which under the able

superintendence of the different Astronomers
Royal supplied the principal mass of exact obser-

vations for perfecting our knowledge of the

motion of the moon and planets and the position

ofthe principal stars. Flamstead, the first Astro-

nomer Royal, was succeeded in 1720 by Edmund
HaRey, who in turn was succeeded in 1742 by

James Bradley, the discoverer of
toeenwich aberration and nutation. The
0 serva ory.

Q^ggryations of Bradley were made
with a transit instrument and two mural
quadrants, and are the only observations of

this period which are comparable in accuracy
with those of modern days. He was succeeded
in 1762 by Maskelyne, who continued assidu-

ously to obtain observations of the moon,
planets, and principal stars, until his death in

1818. The Royal Observatory at Paris was
founded on a different system, there being no
real head, but a number of observers who de-

voted themselves to such investigations as they
thought proper. Cassini was succeeded by his

son Cassini II. and Maraldi
;
but the principal

observations during the period 1686—1730 were
made by La Hire, Cassini II., and

Pam Maraldi the elder
;
and from 1730

Observa ry.
younger Maraldi

and Lemonnier, and subsequently byLemonnier,
Lacaille, and Cassini III. The observations

consist principally of eclipses, occultations of

stars, and the phenomena of Jupiter’s satel-

lites, and the determination of the places of

the stars. The observatory at Rome was prin-

cipally devoted to cursory observation of the

planets, and its best observations were made
by Bianchini and Boscovitch. At St. Peters-

burg the observatory was first under the direc-

tion of Delisle (1725-48)—some of whose
observations have proved of great value—and
then under that of Heinsius. During this

period the most celebrated German astronomer
was Tobias Mayer, who was head of the obser-

vatory of Gottingen between 1750 and 1760.

Although these observations have been of

the greatest service to astronomy, enabling
astronomers to improve the tables of the planets

and their satellites, to catalogue the stars, and
to more accurately determine the value of the

precession of the equinoxes, the velocity of

light, and the value of aberration, etc., they do
not demand any detailed account. The method
by which they were made has been already
detailed

;
and though slight improvements

were introduced, no material alterations were
effected.

During the middle of the eighteenth century
much attention was devoted by French astro-

nomers to determining the real diameter and
figure of the earth. Newton, by the theory of

gravitation, had shown that the earth w^as a
very slightly flattened sphere, with a polar

diameter about part shorter than the equa-
torial diameter, or, as it is termed, an oblate

spheroid with an ellipticity of In the
early part of the eighteenth century, Cassini

and La Hire measured arcs of the meridian, and
obtained results which seemed to indicate that
the polar axis was longer than the equatorial.

This gave rise to a bitter con-
troversy about the true figure Controversy

of the earth, which lasted for^^^^eef^,®
many years, the observations
made in Europe seeming to favour the result

obtained by Cassini. At last, in 1735, the
Paris Academy sent out two expeditions, one
to measure an arc in Peru, near the equator,
and the other to measure an arc in Lapland.
These expeditions were conclusive in favour of

the Newtonian theory
;
and in 1740 a re-mea-

surement of Cassini’s arc of the meridian showed
the existence of some small errors which, when
rectified, led to the same result. Subsequently
other arcs of the meridian were measured, and
it was rendered certain that the earth was in

figure an oblate spheroid, of ellipticity about
with a polar axis of about 7,899, and an

equatorial diameter of 7925, miles.

XVI.

English Measures of Length.

The standard measure of length is the yard,

and by Act of Parliament in the year 1835 it)

w'as decided that the length of the yard should

be—“ the straight line or distance between the

centre of the two points in the gold studs in

the straight brass rod now in the eustody of

the Clerk of the House of Commons, whereon
the words ‘ Standard Yard, 1760,’ are en-

graved.’’

This rod was subsequently destroyed in the

fire, but a very accurate copy of it exists, by
means of which the exact length of the yard

can be determined.
The objection to having a certain rod or dis-

tance between two points as the standard of

length, from which all other lengtiis are to be
determined, is that the substance of which it

is made is liable to expand or contract from
heat, damp, and other natural influences, to

say nothing of the danger of complete destruc-
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tion or loss, as in the case of the standard
yard mentioned above.

There is, however, another way of determining
at any time the exact length of a yard, depend-
ing on the fact that if two pendulums take the
same time to oscillate under the same condi-
tions as to latitude, etc., they must be of exactly
the same length. So that having once found
out the time which a pendulum a yard long
takes to vibrate, a pendulum can always be
found which, by lengthening or shortening,
will take exactly the same time to vibrate, and
will therefore be of exactly the same length.

The yard thus fixed is subdivided into 3 feet,

and the foot again into 12 inches. The Table

of Linear Measure is the following :

—

3 Barley-corns make 1 inch, written 1 in.

12 Inches „ 1 foot „ 1 ft.

3

Feet „ 1 yard „ 1 yd.
6 Feet „ 1 fathom „ 1 fth.

Yards make 1 rod, pole, or perch, written
1 r. or p.

40 Poles (or 220 yds.) make 1 furlong, written
1 fur.

8 Furlongs (or 1760 yds.) make 1 mile, WTitten
1 m.

3 Miles make 1 league, written 1 lea.

Tlie Barley-corn, which is now never used
in measuring, is so called because, in primitive
times, the inch was found by placing length-

wise 3 barley-corns taken from the centre of

the ear.

Also

—

4 inches make 1 hand (used in measuring
horses’ heights).

22 yards make 1 chain ) used in measuring
100 links

,, 1 )j j
land.

Table of Cloth Measnrc

:

used for measuring
cloth, linen, etc.

2| inches make 1 nail, written 1 nl.

4

nails „ 1 quarter „ 1 qr.

4 quarters „ 1 yard „ 1 yd.

5 quarters „ 1 ell.

Example 1 : Reduce 132562 inches to miles,

etc.

12)132562 inches

3)11046.. .10 in. (rem.)

3682...0 ft. (rem.)

2

1)7364

40)669...5 half-yards, i.e. 2| yds. (rem.)

8)1 6...29 poles (rem.)

2...0 furlongs (rem.)
mi. fur. po. yds. ft. in.*

Ans. 2 0 29 2i 0 10.

In this example, when 'we want to reduce
the yards to poles, we have to divide 3682
yards by 5J, because 1 pole = 5| yards. Now
5^ = 10 halves + 1 half = 11 halves

;
in 1

pole there are 11 half-yards.

Hence, if we bring 3682 yards to half-yards,

and divide by 11, we shall get the right number
of poles for our quotient, and the remainder
over (if any) will be half-yards.

Hence, in all such examples, when we come
to reduce the yards to poles, we multiply the
yards by 2 and divide the product by 11. The
quotient will be poles, and the remainder half-
yards.

Example 2 : Reduce
mi. I'm-, po. yds. ft.

5

2 12 3 2 to inches.

8 To reduce the poles to
yards we must multiply

42 furlongs, by o^.

40 The best way to do
this is to multiply by 6,

poles. and then take half, and
add the two results. In
this example we have
also to add in the 3
yards.

1692
r.x

8460
846

3

9309 yards.

3

27929 feet.

12

336148 inches.

The student may prove
Example 1 by reducing
the answer back again to
inches, by the method of

Example 2. And he may
prove Example 2 by re-

ducing the answer back
to miles, furlongs, etc.

Example 3 : Reduce loO chains to miles,

furlongs, etc.

160 chains. We first reduce
22 chains to yards by

300
300

multiplying by 22.

—
3300 yards. As in last example, in

2 reducing the yards to— poles, we multiply by
11)6600 2 and divide by 11.

40)600...0 half-yards.

8)15 ...0 poles.

1 ...7 furlongs.

Ans. 1 mile 7 furlongs.

Reduce 562 inches to ells, quar-
Here, in order to reduce

Inches to nails, we must
divide by 2}, or by
This is done by multiply-
ing by 4 and dividing the
product by 9, the re-

mainder beingqr.-yds.

4)249...7 qr.-inches, i.e. If in. (rem.)

Example 4

ters, nails.

562
4

9)2248 ..qr.-in.

5)62... 1 nail (rem.)

12...2 quarters (rem.)

A?is.

Exercises.

1. Add the following :

—

fur. po. yds. yds. ft. in.

(«) 12 3 4 (J) 7 0 11

21 30 5 0 2 7
12 0 1 5 2 3
11 26 2 4 1 10

ells qrs. nl. in.

12 2 1 If.

yds. qr. nls.

(c) 1 10
15 3 3
11 2 1

32 2 2
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m. yds. ft.

id) 19 876 1

27 990 2

6 1543 0
7 1324 2

lea. m. fur. yds.

(e) 6 0 6 75
4 2 3 187
7 1 5 219
14 2 7 142

N.B.—1 pole = 220 yards; and 1 mile =
1760 yards. {See Table.)

yd. ft. in. mi. yd. ft. in.

2.

From (a) 14 1 4 (h) 33 100 1 5

Subtract 10 2 11 26 1000 2 9

mi. fur. po. yd. mi. fur. po. yd. ft. in.

(d) 30 4 24 2 (^) 17 0 1 0 0 1

8 7 32 14 3 7 39 4.i 2 1

3. Multiply ;

(a) 33yd. 2ft, 11 in.by 17 ; (&) 23fur. 3po, 2yd.

by 100 ;
(d) 5 yds. 10 in. by 72 ;

{d) 3 mi. 6 fur,

30 po. 2 yds. 1 ft. 7 in. by 9 ;
(d) 3 mi. 7 fur, 21 po.

by 79 ; (/) 5yds. 2 ft. Hi in. by 84 ; (y) 7 fur.

26 po. 4^ yds. by 56.

4. Divide :

(a) 577 yd. 1 ft. 7 in. by 17 ;
(Z>) 34 mi. 4 fur.

34 po. 0yd. 2 ft. 3 in. by 9 ;
(d) 311 mi. 2fm-.19po.

by 79 ; (d) 429 fur. 21 po. 4^ yds. by 56.

5. How many times are

—

(a) 2 mi. 4 fur. 52yds. contained in 17 in.

5 fur. 144 yds. ? {b) 2 fur. 22 yds. 6 in. contained
in 37 fur. 179 yds.? (d)l mi. 6 fur. 137 yds. 1 ft. 6 in.

contained in 14 lea. 1 mi. 7 fur.? {d) 1 yd. 2ft.

3 in. contained in 141 yds. 2 ft. 3 in. ? (d) 1 mi.
1 1 5 1 yd. 2 ft, contained in 200 mi, 3 1 1 yds. 2 ft. ?

(/) 1 yd. 1 ft. 1 in. contained in 289 yds. 2 ft.

9 in. ?

AnsTvers.

1. (a) 67fur. 20 p. 1yd.
;
(h) 18yds. 1ft. 7in.

;

(d) 61yds. Iqr, 2nls.
; id) 61 mi. 1124 yds. 2 ft.

;

(d) 33 lea. Imi, 7 fur. 183 yds.

2.(a) 3yds. 1 ft. 5 in.
;
(J) 6mi, 859 yds, 1ft. 8 in.;

(d) 21 mi. 4 fur. 31 {,o. 3 yds. 1 ft. 6 in. ;

(d) 13 mi. 1 po. 1 in.

3 (a) 577 yds. 1 ft. 7 in.
;
(Z») 2366 po. 3 yds. 2 ft.

;

(d) 380yds.; (<^)34mi. 4fur.34po.0yd. 2 ft. 3 in.

(d) 311 mi. 2 fur. 19 po.
; (/) 502 yds. 0 ft. 9 in.

ig) 429 fur. 21 po. yds.

4 (a) 33 yds. 2 ft. 11 in.
;
(Z>) 3 mi. 6 fur. 30 po.

2 yds. 1 ft. 7 in.
;
(d) 3 mi. 7 fur. 21 po.

; id) 7 fur.

26 po. 4^ yds.

5 (a) 7 ; (&) 18
;

(d) 24 ; id) 81 ;
(d) 121 ;

(J) 213.

XV.

Exercises in Finding the Key.

We supplement tbe instructions given in the
last chapter by a set of quotations from the
works of reputable composers, which will serve
to test the student’s grasp of the foregoing^

rules. The problem is to discover
the key. The maze of contradic- Todi^ove^the

tory signs will perplex the eye at
first, but let the rule of “ sharpest ” and
“ flattest ” notes be borne in mind, and the
secret will be discovered. Before beginning to

write or to Sol-fa, let the pupil look to the end
of the phrase for the distinguishing note of the
new key. The whole of these examples are in
one key throughout :

—

Haydn.

W ith fly - ing mane and fiery look, im - pa-tient neigks the no - ble steed.

J. G. Callcott.

: -T=:=P=i:
€
9 J

[==:
Summer days the earth for - sak - ing Spread a gol-den flush a - round.

E. C. Such.

it*"

He maketh wars to cease, He maketh wars to cease, un - to the ends, un - to the ends of the earth.

PODHORSKY.
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-a—
Feaj^z Abt.

;rp:

A sim - pie song I fain would sing tliee, A songwhose spell should chain thine heart.

Sometimes, when a passage does not contain
|

flattest notes will not give the clue. For
either a ^6- or a fah, the rule of sharpest and

(

example, in the following :
—

Macparren : St. John.

J—V
=;J=-==^=i^=^-ilm-m-mz.

The

The key must be decided by the melodic shape,

already noticed. What it is in this instance

we leave the reader to discover.

In the following examples the key changes

Him.heav’ns were o-pen-ed un-to

during the course of the phrase. But the
change is so abrupt and decided that we may
safely ask the reader to search for the “ flattest

”

note and name the new key :

—

E. Prout ; Hereward.

zt=gz===rf^izz:E=ziEE±iztz.
Ah! blissful hour, all danger past,Mylovel’vewon, I’ve wonmylove at last : Ah, bhssful, blissful hour!

Berthold Tours.

A - rise and com-fort those in*to whose eyes Their well- belov’d have smil’d fare-well.

XVI.

Brooks and Rivers.

Whether rising from springs, or descending

on the surface from elevations, the origin of

rivers is generally the union of
Formation of ya^ious small streams, which col-

lectively form a body of water to

which the more dignified name of river is given.

Some rivers, however, as the Rhone, originate in

glaciers, which bring down immense bodies of

frozen snow from the summits of lofty moun-
tains, as described in our notice of glacial

phenomena. All rivers are swollen by rain in

the wet season
;
and in some countries (remark-

ably so in South Africa and Australia), the

beds of rivers which are rushing torrents at

certain periods, are waterless channels in the

dry season, the loss by evaporation having more
than counterbalanced the scanty supply from

the original sources.

Rivers rising at great elevations, either from

springs, melted snow, or excessive rainfall, and
formed by the union of many mountain tor-

rents, exert a tremendous force in removing the

obstacles which the formation of the ground
and the nature of the rocks may present to

their rapid descent to lower regions. In some
instances they topple over preci-

Cataracts. pioes, forming those stupendous

cataracts which, as in the case of Niagara, and

the Victoria Falls, on the Zambesi, in Africa,

are the wonders of the world. In such cases,

the chemical elements with which the waters are

charged do not produce much effect on the

rocks, the motion of ihe stream being too

rapid
;

but the marvellous force of the river

wears aw'ay the rock by erosive action, the fall

recedes, and deep ravines are formed, the sides

of which retain a vertical character. At Niagara,
a hundred million tons of water dash over the

rocks every hour, and the effect, even on the

hardest rocks, of such an action may be guessed
at, if it cannot be estimated with any approach
to accuracy. There is good reason
to believe that the falls have
receded at least seven miles from
the place where they were originally situated

;

in other words, that a mass of hard rock, seven
miles long, nearly two hundred feet high, and
about half a mile wide, has been ground down,
as it were, by the action of the water, and
carried away by the rush of the river.

Natural bridges, of which that in Virginia is

a typical instance, are caused by the washing
away by water power of the softer strata of

rock, leaving a barrier of harder substance,

which remains because the water has free way
beneath it. The most stupendous gorges in

the world are the Canons (from a Spanish
word meaning a tube or pipe), formed by the

Colorado and other rivers, rising among the

lofty Rocky Mountains of western North
America. These rivers flow through ravines

thousands of feet deep, cut out in vast table-

lands. The Grand Canon of the Colorado is

three hundred miles long, and in some places

more than six thousand feet deep, with perpen-

dicular sides. The country is hardly to be
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crossed except by birds, so profoundly has it

been trenched by these numerous gorges. Yet
the whole of the excavation has teen effected by
the erosive action of the streams themselves.

The channel of the Colorado, flowing through
the Grand Canon, is from fifty to three hundred
feet wide, and the descent varies from five to

two hundred feet in the mile. “ The banks of

the river,” says Major Powell, who has officially

surveyed the Canon, “ are cliffs of solid rock,

often vertical for hundreds or thousands of feet

;

but in places these cliffs or walls are broken
down in steep slopes, and in other places they
are terraced on a grand scale, the glacis often

being from a half-mile to a mile in width, andthe
step to a higher terrace several hundred feet.

”

The mountain ranges, in which these Colorado
rivers rise, are from 11,000 to 16,000 feet high.

case of Niagara rapids, the rush of water is of
course great to the falls.

The course of a great river is generally
divided into upper, middle, and lower ; or that
portion which flows with con-
siderable rapidity and force

the sources on elevated ground
;
that which

passes through comparatively level country,

with a considerable volume and wide channel^,

the result of the accession of tributary waters;
and that which more tranquilly and sluggishly

reaches the sea, frequently through deltas (see

p. 130). In the middle and lower courses

there is a tendency to form lakes and marshes.
Many rivers discharge into the sea by one

deep, broad channel, without the deltoid for-

mation, lofty rocks lying around their con-

fluence with the ocean, or strong lateral sea

VICTOEIA FALLS, ZAMBESI EIVES, SOUTH AFEICA.

There are many instances in which a very
small stream encounters a precipice, and being
too small in volume to materially affect the rock,

leaps over it, the thin line of water being almost
lost in spray, and sometimes moved to and fro

by the wind. There are beautiful examples of

this graceful waterfall in Scotland, Switzer-
land, and the Yosemite valley, California. The
homely Scottish folk have named one such fall

“ The Grey Mare’s Tail
;

” and “ The Bridal
Yeil” is the more poetical name of one of the
falls in the Yosemite valley of enchantment.
Where the descent of water from a great

height is broken by rocks, so that the main fall

is divided into two or three portions, the name
“ cascade ” is given. When the descent is con-
siderable, but notapproaching perpendicularity,
the bed of the river forming a prolonged slope
(of more than one foot in a hundred), the water
travels at a great and dangerous speed, and
“ rapids ” are formed. When the rapids are
higher up the river than a cataract, as in the

VOL. I.

currents (as in the Straits of Dover) carrying
away the sediment.
The force of a river in its upper course is

often sufficient, as we have seen, to sweep away
the obstacles it encounters. In the middle
course the water-power is much less, and the
river bends where it cannot break. Lower down,
near the sea, the broad stream, slowly moving,
is turned aside by comparatively slight obsta-
cles, and the accumulations of sand known as
dunes (see p, 130) have in many cases been
sufficient to divert the channels forming the
mouths of considerable rivers. The serpentine
winding of rivers in level tracts of country
contributes a pleasing feature to the landscape,
but the cause of it is not always understood.
There are few elevations to divert the course of
the stream, yet it winds even through level

meadows. The reason is to be found in the
variety of soils on the banks. The softer sub-
stance is washed away, and a curve is formed,
whence the water is deflected to the opposite

33
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bank, and the operation is repeated, and so,

flowing from side to side, many curves are
formed

Every river carries with it to the sea a
considerable amount of mineral and vegetable
matter; and a quantity is deposited on the
banks. It has been noticed that, in equatorial
Africa, some of the rivers appear to consist

more of sand than water
;
and Livingstone

describes wading through “ rivers of sand ” in

the Zambesi region. Messrs. Humphreys and
Aden, American surveyors, estimated, after

careful observation, that the Mississippi con-
veyed every year into the Gulf of Mexico 750
million cubic feet of sand, earth, and gravel.

Mr. Eennell is the authority for the statement
that the Ganges carries about one part in four
of sediment, and that in the flood season the
daily discharge of matter so contained is equal
to a mass seventy-four times the weight of the
Great Pyramid of Egypt. The Hoang-ho,
which traverses the great alluvial plain of
China, is supposed to bring down ten millions
of cubic feet of earth every hour.
The banks and low lands fringing rivers

receive their share of these deposits. When a
river is flooded in consequence of heavy rains,

it spreads over the adjacent low ground, and as
obviously the motion of the extended sheet of
water is slower than that of the stream, the
sand and mud held in suspension are deposited.
When the water retires, the level of the adjoin-
ing land is of course raised by the deposits

;

and, in the words of Professor Geikie, “ the
same thing takes place year after year, until by
degrees the plain gets so far raised that the
river,which all this while is also busy deepening
its channel, cannot overflow it even at the
highest floods. In course of time the river, as
it winds from side to side, cuts away slices of
the plain, and forms newer ones at lower levels

;

and thus a series of terraces is gradually made
rising step by step above the river.”

When, from the nature of the ground, the
denuding action of rain, frost and the atmo-
sphere, is more rapid than that of the river, a
wide and open valley is hollowed out, through
which the stream flows, and from which it

carries away the materials discharged into it

from the surrounding slopes by the rain and
j

brooks.

Mountain ranges and other elevated districts
!

where rivers take their rise, and from which
i

they flow in opposite directions, ;

Watersheds, known as watersheds. When \

describing the formation of mountain ranges,
j

we mentioned the “ slope ” and “counter-slope,” I

or the longer and the more precipitous sides of i

the various ranges. It is obvious that the
J

more rapid streams flow down the counter- ,i

slope, and their course must be shorter than
;

the course of those on the opposite side, for the .

impetuosity of the mountain torrents lowers
|

the surface of the plains below, and in con-
sequence the ocean makes inroads, and al-

most reaches the bases of the mountains. A \

striking instance of this is afforded by the
j

ranges which, under different names, traverse
the American continent from north to south,
and in the Scandinavian mountain system.

On the opposite side of the ranges, the velocity
of the streams not being so great, the matter
washed down is deposited, and extensive plains,

are formed in the manner already described.

All rivers, however, do not discharge intcv

the sea ;
but some flow into lakes, which have

no outlet to the ocean, as the Caspian, Lake
Aral, and the Dead Sea, or are absorlDed in

sandy deserts. There are examples on a very
large scale in both hemispheres.

Some of the leading facts relating to the
principal rivers of the world may be con-
veniently epitomized in a tabular form. It must
be understood that the drainage areas can only
be approximatively given, and include those

of the tributaries to the main streams
;
that, for

instance, the Amazon includes the great rivers

which flow into it, and the Mississippi, the
Missouri and other large streams which con-
tribute to its volume. The proportions of the
length to that of the Thames (taken as the
unit) will help the mind to a conception of the

extent of the rivers named :

—

Length
in

miles.

Propor-
tionate
to the
Thames

i

Area of
Drainage
Square
miles.

Mississippi, N. America 4,300 19^ 1,350,000

Amazon, S. America ... 4,000 18 2,300,000

Yang-tse-Kiang, Asia ... 3,320 15 700,000

Nile 3,300 15 1,000,000

Yenesei, Asia ... 3,200 15 1,040,000

Lena, Asia 2,762 12k 720,000

Obi, Asia 2,670 12k 1,250,000

Irrawaddi, Asia 2,670
2,500

12k 1,250,000

Niger, Africa ... in
1,000,000Hoang-ho, Asia 2,480 11

Mackenzie, N. America... 2,440
2,400

11 640,000

Zambesi, Africa 11 600,000

La Plata, S. America ... 2,400 11 1,200,000

Volga, Europe ... ..; 2,300
2,256

lOA 480,000

Indus, Asia 101 400,000

Rio Bravo del Norte, N.
America 2,138 9| 21,000

Congo, or Zaire, Africa... 2,000 1,400,000

Ganges, Asia ... 1,940 8i 400,000
Orinoco, S. America 1,800 8 400,000

Danube, Europe 1,720 7| 269,000

Euphrates, Asia 1,716 71 196.000
600.000St. Lawrence, N. America 1,700 7|

Brahmapootra, Asia 1,400 6^ 204.000
205.000Dnieper, Europe 1,243 6^

Don, Europe ... 900 4
Elbe, Europe ... 800 3| 80,000

Dwina, Europe 650 3 56,000

Rhone, Europe... 650 3 30,000

Rhine, Europe... 530 2k 78,000

Lakes are in the greater number of instances

expansions of rivers, spreading over vast tracts

of level country, or filling up
depressions in the earth’s surface.

lakes.

The great group of American lakes, Superior,

Huron, Michigan, Erie and Ontario, which
cover 114,000 square miles, are expansions
of the St. Lawrence

;
and similarly the im-

mense lakes of central Africa, discovered
within the last few years, are parts of the great

river systems of that continent. Other lakes

have no visible outlet and receive no streams

;

and some receive rivers but have no discharge,

the surplus water being carried off by evapora-

tion. In a previous article (p. 177) we have
described the peculiarities of salt lakes.
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PREJUDICE AND ITS EPEECTS.

There can "be no greater barrier to progress,
whether it be in social, political, or commercial
life, than that of prejudice, and yet how few of
us are entirely free from its baleful influence 1

To observe its ill-effects, none of us have to go
far from home, for in our neighbours, friends
and acquaintances we may see numerous
instances where it warps the judgment and
cramps the intellectual life, while a candid
examination of our own history will probably
show us more than one instance where we have
judged events or individuals unfairly, because
we have been prejudiced for or against them.

It will do us no harm, then, if we briefly con-
sider, in the first place, what prejudice is, and,
in the second, how it affects the character and
the life. If we take its root meaning, the word
prejudice, ffrom the Latin pre, before, and
judico, I judge or decide,) signifies a judging
beforehand; and this is the usual meaning
attached to the word. Our beliefs, our opinions,
our knowledge are, or should be, brought before
the tribunal of reason and conscience, and
rigidly judged according to their merits. Unfor-
tunately, however, this tribunal is frequently
biassed; and without waiting for a careful and
candid examination of the evidence, its opinion
has already been formed, and judgment pro-
nounced. The injustice and injury arising
from an adoption of this mode of procedure
in our ordinary law-courts is self-evident, but
we do not usually see so clearly the ill-effects

of hastily-formed judgments, blindly adhered
to, when the matter in question is one of
opinion or belief, which may profoundly affect
the whole life.

The effects of prejudice are in part reflex,

injuring the person who is prejudiced, and are
in part direct, falling upon other individuals,
or upon society at large. Of prejudices which
affect only the persons who possess them,
many amusing instances will occur to every one.
All have heard of irate old gentlemen, in the
early days of steam, resolutely refusing to
patronise the “new-fangled” mode of locomo-
tion, and I preferring to travel to the end of

their days by the far less rapid and more incon-
venient method in vogue before the age of the
iron horse. Equally well known are the indi-

viduals who, still retaining a belief in omens,
in spite of abundant proofs of their fallacy,

obstinately put themselves to considerable in-

convenience to avoid placing themselves in
circumstances which they think will bring them
ill-luck. Such prejudices as these, sensible folk

can afford to smile at, while they pity the
foolish individuals who alone suffer from them.

Other prejudices, however, there are which
need the severe yet kindly application of the
pruning-knife, for they are not only excres-
cences which deform the beauty and stunt the

growth of the mind, but which spread an
injurious influence on all with whom their pos-

sessors come in contact. It would be supposed
that in the field of education prejudice could
have but little influence, nevertheless this is far

from being the case. At the outset of life the

boy or girl is frequently injuriously affected

by the prejudice of parents or guardians in

matters educational. The old prejudice, held

by many ignorant persons, that education is of

but little use, and may be to a great extent, if

not altogether, dispensed with, is happily very
rapidly disappearing, but many very crude
notions concerning the nature of the education

to be given in any particular instance still

exist. As an example of this, we may point to

the idea that a certain amount of Greek and
Latin is absolutely necessary for every boy, no
matter what may be his tastes or his prospects

in life. If we ask a father who insists upon
such subjects being taught to all his sons indis-

criminately, for his reasons for so insisting, the
reply is probably to the effect that he was
taught them when a boy, and that, somehow or

other, he thinks it the right thing for his own
sons to be similarly trained.

Girls, however, are greater sufferers from
parental prejudices in matters educational

than are their brothers. From the constitution

of their sex, and from the nature of their

pursuits, they require careful physical train-

ing, and above all plenty of exercise
;
yet how

few parents have, even in this advanced age,

overcome the popular prejudice against every
hearty, healthy form of recreation, as tending
to make girls unladylike !—anything beyond
a slow and stately march out every day being
for this reason tabooed. Here we have forms
of prejudice which affect most heavily the
persons upon whom their effects fall.

But there are still other prejudices which,
while they tend to retard the progress of society,

also cramp the intellectual and moral life of

the individuals who hold them. A very common
form of such prejudice is the notion, often

amounting to a belief, that a person who
differs from us in a matter of opinion or of

faith must necessarily be either a knave or

a fool. In spite of our own private belief upon
the matter, we all need to guard very care-

fully against this form of prejudice, which
is much more prevalent than some would care

to confess. In politics, in religion, even in

science, we frequently see exhibitions of ill-

temper, and volumes of personal abuse, which
can only proceed from a belief on the part of

the disputants that their opponents are guilty

of moral delinquency in differing from them.
To avoid such an uncharitable and illogical

attitude as this, which is at least as injurious to

the prejudiced person as to others, it is neces-

sary to remember that there are two sides to

every question, and that our beliefs are matters
over which we have but partial control, it being
quite possible for two opposite opinions to be
conscientiously held by different individuals.

If not carefully guarded against, precon-
ceived notions and prejudices of every kind
may act very injuriously upon progress in

knowledge; and whenever a fact or series of
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facts is encountered which is of a startling

character, and seems to flatly contradict our
previous ideas upon any subject, it is necessary
to carefully weigh the evidence adduced, and to

reconsider the old ideas, which rtiay, after all,

be mistaken. As an instance of this we may
allude to the much-vexed question of the

alleged contradiction existing between certain

geological facts and the supposed age of the

world. Not so many years since, a perfect

starm of indignation was raised against those

who dared to assert that the age of the globe
greatly exceeded six thousand years. The
notion that the latter period embraced the
whole life-history of our planet had become so

thoroughly incorporated with theology, that

to doubt it was looked upon as rank atheism.

Unprejudiced examination, however, soon
showed that there was not a single reliable

basis for the old chronology to rest upon, and
all but a very few now recognise the probability

of this earth being a very old world, instead of

a comparatively young one.

If, then, we would avoid prejudice, it is neces-

sary for us to remember that the aim of the con-

scientious student is Truth, and this, at all costs

and with whatever sacrifices, he must attain to.

At every turn he is asking with
Pilate, though with a purer and
higher motive, “What is truth?”
and he will not be satisfied wdth
anything short of this. Often it

will happen that opinions and
beliefs which have become in-

woven with the very fibres of

his being must, however reluc-

tantly, be given up
;
but if he

would preserve “ a conscience void
of offence,” he must remember
that it is at the peril of all that
is highest and best in his moral
nature, if he refuse to make the sacrifice when
Truth demands it of him.

XVII.

The Flowees {continued').

Very often the filaments of the stamens ad-
here, for a considerable portion of their length,

.
either to the inside of the sepals

PengyiM)us
gf petals.

s ameas.
adhesion is carried

to the utmost possible point, the anthers,
as already described, are virtually “ sessile.” To
denote such adhesion, the term “ perigynous ”

has been contrived— literally “ round about the
ovary.” “ Perigynous ” is by no means an
expressive word, stamens when free being quite
as truly “ round about ” the ovary

;
but having

been accepted by botanists, and being now
universally employed, the term in question,
although arbitrary, must be made the best of.

If the filaments of the stamens adhere to the

inside of the petals, it is usual to describe the
former, now very properly, as “ epipetalous.”
It is allowable, when they adhere to the calyx,
to say that they are “ episepalous,” but as the
latter term is partly Latin and partly Greek,
and to combine words of these two languages
in order to make a third word is wrongful,
“ episepalous ” is seldom heard. The adhesion
is sometimes extremely slight. In the common
Loosestrife, for example, the five filaments
adhere to the petals only at the base

;
but they

come off together, and hence count with the
truly perigynous. Adhesion to the calyx is

very prettily shown in the strawberry, which
generally retains the relies of its numerous
stamens until the fruit is ready for eating.

The families which have perigynous stamens,
either episepalous or epipetalous as the case
may be, are very numerous, and include some
of the largest and most important, as we shall

see by-and-by.
It happens, again in a very considerable num-

ber of plants having perfect flowers, that the
filaments of the stamens attach

themselves to the ovary, the lower ^pi&y“ous

portions both of the petals and of
stamens,

the calyx “following suit,” so that the ovary
is furnished theoretically with
a threefold tunic not properly
its own. The result is that the
unattached portions, alike of the
stamens, petals, and calyx, ap-
pear to spring from the summit
of the ovary; and possibly, in
some cases, that may be their
veritable place of origin. The
early botanists described an ovary
so circumstanced as “inferior”
or “below”—an excellent term
if it were not that “inferior”
is in our daily converse almost

always understood to denote something less

good in nature or quality than something
else. “ Beneath ” might be substituted with
advantage, this last word exactly denoting
the condition referred to. All parts above
the ovary were similarly called by the early
botanists “ superior,” and the same term was
applied to the ovary when the stamens
are either hypogynous or perigynous. To
get rid of the awkwardness, modern botanists
say simply that the calyx is “ adherent ”

or “non-adherent,” and that in the former
1 case the petals and stamens are “ epigynous,”
or “upon the ovary.” Admirable examples
of the “inferior” ovary are furnished by
the iris, the snowdrop, the daffodil, the
fuchsia, and the gooseberry. All three of

the conditions described are found alike

in exogens and endogens, and in about an
equal ratio. There are cases of very curious
partial combination, as when the filaments

adhere to the ovary, the perianth keeping
aloof, instanced in the extremely beautiful

exotic family called the Asclepiadaceae.

Sometimes, again, as in Orchids and Aristo-

lochias, in connection with an “ inferior
”

ovary we have the very curious staminate
condition termed “ gynandrous.” To give

stni further variety to flower-structure, the
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if we look searchingly, in the flowers of those

incomparable conservatory shrubs which go
by the name of “crotons ” !—some resembling
fountains of green and gold, others marbled
and dappled with crimson of many shades.

In the Euphorbias themselves, on the other

hand, we seem to have pretty little mono-
chnous flowers. The blossom simulates a
perianth, often brilliantly coloured, with a
company of stamens within, and in the centre

a pistil, all in exactest order. Alas for ap-

pearances ! Ordinarily, the seeming perianth
is not a perianth at all, but simply an “ invo-

lucrum,” the quasi-petals being only bracts.

Every particular stamen is virtually an inde-

pendent staminate flower, of the simplest
possible structure : the quasi-pistil in the
centre is again an independent flower, a little

peduncle supporting a naked ovary, which is

exquisitely three-lobed.

That this is the true history of the flowers

of the Euphorbias is demonstrable by com-
parison of them with the bloom of other genera
in which an attempt is made to develope
calyx and petals. Nothing, in botany, is ever
learned wholly and exactly from a plant per
se. It is never individuals that thoroughly
teach; we must ask questions of the entire

family-circle. This shows the importance of

not restricting our observations to wild English

plants—turning, on the other hand, as often as

practicable, to the inmates of the garden and
greenhouse.

XVI.
Orthography icontinned').

§ 124. Second table of consonants.
§ 125. Interchange of letters in the two styles.

§ 126. Interchange in the same organ.

§ 127. Affinities of letters.

§ 124. It may aid the student in recognizing
the character of the consonants if we present

the following tablet, in which the facts stated

in the last « few paragraphs are arranged in

their logical and scientific connection : down-
wards the letters are arranged in the order
in which the organs of formation—the lips,

teeth, palate, and throat—naturally stand to

one another
;
while if we read from left to

kindred languages. In the course of history

right we perceive at once not only the three-
fold character of each letter, but all the sounds
arising from or modified by each organ. The
nasals and linguals are here treated as “ mid-
sounds,” half-way between the consonants and
the vowels : in certain positions they posse ss

vocal powers, which have led some scholars to
classify them thus. J and ch, being compounds,
do not appear in the table,—they should come
between the palatals and dentals

;
the aspirate

A, alone in its kind (in English), should foUow
the gutturals. *

§ 125. Various interesting circumstances can
be noted about the Style

;
the value to us of

marking the two characteristics now is that
the spirants can interchange with one another,
and that several of the checks being difficult

to pronounce are also liable to pass into the
spirants. The Old English eyrie (pron. kyrik)
has become church

;
O.E. cild (pron. kild),

child
;
the old hrigge is now bridge (i.e. from

g to j). The guttural g of the Old Eng. hrycg
and Middle Eng. hrigge being difficult, especially

to French-speaking organs, it became modified
into the j sound.

§ 126. Those sounds which areformed by the
same organ are liable to pass from one to another,
and this may happen between the different

dialects of one language or between different

of the language, during the blending of other
tongues with it, or in the attempted utterance
of the native English by the foreigner, this

interchange has frequently taken place, and
hence the reason for many changes in spelling.

For instance, b has changed to v in Old Eng.
hahhan, now have ; f to v in Old Eng. fixen
(a female fox), now vixen

;

d has become th
in Old Eng./a^er, moder, nowfather^ mother ;

and the reverse has taken place in Bedlam,
which was formerly Bethlehem (hospital). The
1 and r, as in the case of the Japanese (before,

§ 115), often pass one for the other, especially

in words that have come from the Latin through
the French—as in Lat. marmor, Fr. marbre,
Eng. marbZe

;
Lat. capituZum, Fr. chapitre,

Eng. chapter.

§ 127. Something has now been shown of

the relations of consonants to one another. The
affinity between different letters, as the tend-

ency of gutturals and liquids to combine

—

e.g.,

c 1 in cloth, g 1 in glow, c r in crumb, g 1 in gloom,

etc.
;
the preference of the guttural sound of c

* I am indebted to Professor Trautmann of Bonn
University for his revision of the table here given, and
of that in § 111.

1 CONSONANT SOUNDS. MID-SOUNDS.
OBGANIC CHASACTEE. Check. Continuous.

Flat. Sharp. Flat. Sharp. Nasal. Lingual.

Labial b P w wh (as m
in white) 1

Labio-dental V
Inter-dental dh th

(<Aat) (<^ing)

Dental d t z s n 1

) zh sh r

Palatal >
(azure)

y
\ (yes)

Guttural '
1

S k ng

TABLE OF COXSOXANT SOUNDS.
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for some vowels, as a o u, and its sibilant sound
for e, i, y ;

the guttural sound of g before a, o, u,

and its palatal sound before e and i,
—^this study

would lead us into many curious and interesting

details connected with the science of phonology

;

but this, with further inquiries into the permu-
tation of letters and the laws which govern
them, must be left to a future time.

Etymology: Inflexion and Accidence.

The Noun.

§ 128. Inflexion in old and modern English.

§ 129. Three notions appertain to the noun.
§ 130. I. Number.
§ 131. The plural in s.

§ 132. Plural of foreign nouns.

After having made himself familiar with the

classification of words, and the principles on
which he places each one under its proper
head (as showm in Chapter IV.), the student
must look closer into the duty which each
performs, and the special signification which
each bears, either in itself or in relation to the

other words around it. The varying termina- !

tions of a word in the different uses to -which

it is applied are called inflexions
;
and we will

now, taking the classes in their order, investi-

gate more fully the rules, sanctioned in our
present speech by custom, which regulate the

various changes that can befall a word, and :

the right methods of using it.

§ 128. The English of to-day is a simple
language, with very few inflexions, the place

of those additions in other languages being
supplied in ours by prepositions, auxiliary verbs,

and a stricter attention to the position of the
words in the sentence. Something of this was
sho-wn before in explaining the difference be-
tween synthetical and analytical languages

(§ .S6). The Old English in its nouns, adjectives
and verbs contained many inflexions which
we have now lost, and it will be necessary to

refer to these occasionally for the understanding
of the present.

§ 129. Number. We have found that there
are four kinds of noun to be distinguished

—

Proper., Common, Abstract, and Collective ; the
last two sharing in the character of the common
(§ 69). There are, besides, three notions belong-
ing to a noun

—

y’vL., Number, Gender, and Case.

§ 130. When a noun is the name of only one
thing of its kind it is said to be in the singular
number ; when we have a word representing two
or more of its kind it is in plural number.

“ There will I make thee a bed of roses,
With a thousand fragrant posies,
A cap of flowers, and a kirtle

I

Embroider’d all with leaves of myrtle.”
Christopher Marlowe. !

Here bed, cap, hirtle, myrtle, are singular; roses,
j

posies,JioTvers, leaves, 2iTeplural. If we wished
i

to form a plural to the first four we should say
j

beds, caps, kirtles, myrtles, simply adding an s !

to the singular form. But if, on the other hand,
we seek the singular form of the second four,

we find that the mere addition of an s does not
hold good in two cases— being the siugular

of posies and leaf of leaves.

§ 131. The Plural in s.—The plural of the
greatest number of our noims is formed by
adding s to the singular, and when we adopt

a new noun from another language, or form a

fresh one, the same rule is followed
;
it is the

only living form now in use.

Our plural has descended to us from the oldest
English, in which several signs, according to certain
classes, distinguished the plural of the nouns, as in
tungaw (tongues), smitha* (smiths), stowa (places),

riCM (kingdoms) ;
as was the plural sign of masculine

nouns. By degrees many of these went out of use

;

the two vowel endings dropped, leaving only the an
and as, changed to en and es as signs of the plural
in the thirteenth century

;
in the course of the next

century these were reduced to es, still generally used
as a distinct syllable, and finally, in this fourteenth
century and afterwards, the e was dropped and the s

alone remained. As the Norman-French had also s as
the sign of the plural, the minglingofthatlanguagejwith
the Enghsh helped to settle the form about this time.

” And these ladyes that I here se.”

“ Our lauedi has hir giftis laid.”

” And wit signes for to scan.”
{Cursor Mundi, 14th Century.)

In these examples the termination is still a separate
syllable; the pronunciation being rather imcertain, it

was spelt is, ys, us, as well as es.

§ 132. Plurals of Foreign Nouns.—Such
words as telegrams, photographs, railways, of

recent introduction or formation—commercial
phrases, such as “ teas and coffees of the finest

quality,” “cheap calicos,” “second-hand piano-

fortes”—show the ready use of our present

plural. Some foreign words, however, chiefly

scientific or technical, are not yet quite natu-

ralized, and preserve the plurals of the lan-

guages from -w'hich they are borrowed. The
following are the principal of these :

Singular. Plural.
(From the Latin.)

formula formult^

larva laxYce

nebula nebulte

focus foot

genius genii
radius radii

terminus termini
tumulus tumuli
addendum addenda
datum data
desideratum desiderata
dictum dicta

effluvium effluvia

erratum errata

memorandum memoranda
stratum strata

genus genera
axis ax^5
vertex vertictf^

appendix appendix
(From the Greek.)

automaton automata
phenomenon phenomena
ellipsis ellips^’^

metamorphosis metamorphose^
parenthesis parentheses

(From the French.)
beau beaug?
flambeau fiambeaua?

We have adopted several foreign words in
the plural form only, as magi, literati, agenda,
aborigines, antipodes, ephemera, minutice ; and
the names of several sciences ending in ics,

originally Greek adjectives, as ethics, optics,

politics, mathematics. Banditti is an Italian
plural, whence we have formed a singular
bandit, to which again we have added the
English plural and made bandits.
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XVI.

The Keign of Sennachekib.

The warlike and ambitious Sargon was suc-

ceeded by one of his younger sons, Sennacherib,
as warlike and ambitious as himself. The
monumental date of his succession is 705 B.C.,

and his reign extended to 681 B.C., a period of

twenty-four years. With these dates, ascer-

tained by the investigations of Mr. George
Smith, those given in the canon of Ptolemy

tain that the former king of Babylon, Mero-
dach-baladan, who had been defeated and
made prisoner by Sargon, contrived to escape,
and return to his own country. His ability

had probably made him popular with the
people, who would naturally regard the Assy-
rians as conquered races generally regard their

conquerors, and who were ready enough to

receive back their king, who was in some sense
a national hero, and put aside in his favour
the man whom they had temporarily elevated
to the throne. For one month only did Hagisa
enjoy his new dignity

;
then Merodach-baluSan

deposed him, condemned him to a cruel death,
and was once more the king of Babylon. The
king of Elam was again his ally

; and for

about three months all seemed well. There

ACEE, THE AXCIEITT AZKA.

very nearly correspond, the Alexandrian
chronologist giving the dates of succession and
death as 702 b.c. and 680 b.c. Of all the

Assyrian sovereigns, none is more conspicu-

ous in the Old Testament history than the

ruthless, boastful Sennacherib, who “ came
down like a wolf to the fold,” and who retreated

panic-stricken from before the walls of Jeru-

salem, leaving the bulk of his vast army dead,

stricken down by some mysterious visitation

which theologians believe to have been a direct

act of Divine anger.

A younger brother of Sennacherib was made
king—more correctly, perhaps, viceroy—of

.
Babylon

;
but he died shortly

afterwards, and the Babylonians,
® a y on.

ggj^ing the opportunity, placed
Hagisa, or Akises, on the throne, thus asserting

their independence. The annals of the period

»e imperfect and obscure
;
but it appears cer-

were rejoicings and sacrifices to the gods, royal

ordinances and proclamations to the people.

There was also, beyond the Tigris, a king of

Assyria, young and as yet unknown to fame, but
of great military capacity andtheinheriter of his

father’s policy of subjugation and aggrandize-
ment. The veteran army which had traversed

Syria and Babylonia as conquerors were ready
for a new expedition

;
and led by their young

king, crossed the Tigris, devasting the country
as they marched. At Kisu, or Hymer, about
nine miles east of Babylon, Merodach-baladan
and the king of Elam had drawn
up their forces to resist the

Assyrians. A fierce battle ensued, the Baby-
lonian army was routed, and Merodach-baladan
sought safety in flight, hiding himself in a
region of swamps and reeds, where he remained
safe from the pursuing Assyrians. Babylon
was entered in triumph by the conqueror,
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who stripped the palace of its riches and
let loose his hordes to plunder the great city

and other places in the district. It is recorded
that about ninety towns and more than eight

hundred villages were destroyed
;
but another

inscription gives a smaller number. Among
them were the old towns Mpur, Erech, Kisu,

and Kharsak-Kalama, the latter known as “ the
mountain of the world,” because of the size and
splendour of its temple. A new king, little

more than a puppet in the hands of Sennacherib,

was set up—a young man, named Belibus, or

Bel-ibni, of Babylonian birth, who had been
brought up at the court of the Assyrian kings.

While Sennacherib was employed in settling

the government of the country, his generals

were ravaging it. After Bel-ibni had been

prince, who had resisted so long and so
pertinaciously the mighty Assy- Death of

rian power, lived and died in Merodach-

obscurity
;
but he left sons ani- baladan.

mated by his spirit, and only waiting an
opportunity.

In a rugged mountainous region, north of

Elam, and lying between Assyria and Persia,

were warlike tribes, who had not as yet sub-

mitted to the Assyrian kings. Their subjugation
was the next business of Sennacherib, who
soon captured several fortified cities, destroyed
encampments of wandering tribes, and placed
strong garrisons of Assyrians in favourable
positions. A governor, Arapha, was appointed

;

and then the conqueror turned his arms towards
a district now forming the north-western part

THE TIGEIS AT BAGHDAD

solemnly crowned, the Assyrian monarch
returned to his own dominions, followed by a
miserable train of more than two hundred
thousand captives, immense herds of cattle

and flocks of sheep, and stores of treasure
taken from the cities and temples of Baby-
lonia.

Merodach-baladan, when the conquerors had
retired, emerged from his retreat, and was
joined by some of his friends. But the
Assyrian power was too strongly established to
justify any attempt at reactionary movement.
Collecting the small amount of wealth which
remained to him and his followers, and the
images of the gods of his Chaldean faith, he
made his way by devious courses to the Persian
Gulf, where his small party embarked, and
reached a district known as Nagitu, within the
district of Elam. Here the brave Chaldean

of Persia, the king of which, who had been
raised to the throne by Sargon, had been un-
faithful to the Assyrian alliance. This king,

Izpabara, fled as Sennacherib approached, his

capital and other chief towns were taken and
destroyed, and the wealth carried away One of

the cities was rebuilt and strengthened, strongly

garrisoned, and named Karu-Sennacherib.
These events occurred in 702 B.C., and while

they were progressingnew troubles were ripening
in Syria, and along the Phoenician
coast. Hezekiah, king of Judah,
when he succeeded his father Phoenicia.
Ahaz, was really in the position

of a tributary king to Assyria
;
and the death

of Sargon probably encouraged him and other
princes to endeavour to throw off the yoke im-
posed on them. The kings of Tyre and Sidon,

the most important cities on the Mediterranean,
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joined in the effort, and Sennacherib made a

swift march westward. Crossing the Lebanon
ranges, he attacked Sidon so unexpectedly, that

the king, struck with panic, fled to T^e, where he
embarked for Cyprus or Yatnan, as it appears in

the inscriptions. City after city of Phoenicia fell

before the attacks of the indomitable Assyrian,

the “ great Zidon ” and many others, the names
of which are recorded, and are easily identifled

with towns mentioned in the books of Joshua
and Judges

;
among them Akku, the Accho of

“Judges,” and the Acre of later times. Nearly
the whole length of that part of the Mediter-

ranean coast was at the mercy of the Assyrian
king, who raised one Tubahal to the throne of

Sidon, and imposed tribute on the subdued
country. The kings of Samaria, Ashdod, the

Ammonites, the Moabites, Edom, and other

places, hastened to proffer submission and make
presents

;
but Hezekiah of Judah, and the people

of Askelon (the modern Ascalon) and Ekron,
in the land of the Philistines, continued to

defy him. Near the point where one of the

small mountain streams rising in the Lebanon
range falls into the sea, is an inscription record-

ing the advance and conquests of Sennacherib,

and conflrming the boast put into his mouth in

the second Book of Kings (xix. 23) :
“ With the

multitude of my chariots I am come up to the

height of the mountains, to the sides of Leba-
non, and will cut down the tall cedar trees

thereof, and the choice flr trees thereof, and I

will enter into the lodgings of his borders, and
into the forest of his Carmel.”
From the plain of Akka, skirting the famous

bay, closed in at the south by the lofty height

of memorable Carmel, Sennacherib made a rapid

and destructive march southward for nearly

ninety miles to Askelon, where he captured the

king and sent him with his family as prisoners

to Assyria. Yappu (Joppa) had been taken,

with other important positions
;
and then the

Assyrians, moving inland, marched towards
Ekron, an old and important city of the Philis-

tines, on the north-west border of Judsea, and
memorable in Scripture history as the place

from which the’ark was sent back (1 Sam. v.

10). The king of Ekron had been disposed to

maintain his dependency, on Sennacherib
;
but

the patriotic spirit of his people was aroused,

the king was deposed and sent to Hezekiah,

who kept him prisoner in Jerusalem. Applica-

tion w^as made to the Egyptians for assistance,

and the Egyptian kings responded to the de-

mand by sending soldiers. The Ekronites and
Egyptians took up a position at Altaqu (evi-

dently the Eltekeh, a border city of Dan,
mentioned in the Book of Joshua, but the

exact position of which cannot now be ascer-

tained), but were utterly routed by the

Assyrians, who advanced to Ekron, left defence-

less, put to death the leading men of the city,

and inflicted cruel tortures on the people. An
imperative message was sent to Hezekiah to

restore the captive king, Padi, who was rein-

stated on his throne.

Sennacherib now resolved to strike a great

blow at the leading spirit of the confederacy
against him—Hezekiah, king of Judah. Cross-

ing the border, he attacked and captured forty-

six fortified cities. So say the inscriptions

;

and in the second Book of Kings
(xviii. 13), and in Isaiah (xxxvi. 1),

A.dvance toward

we read a confirmation of the
narrative. “ In the fourteenth year of King
Hezekiah did Sennacherib, king of Assyria,

come up against all the fenced [defenced]
cities of Judah, and took them.” Many smaller
places were completely destroyed, and we are
told that “ Sennacherib carried into captivity

200,150 people of all sorts, together with horses,

mules, asses, camels, oxen, and sheep in great
numbers.” If these numbers at all approach
correctness, what, we cannot but ask, was the
fate of the unhappy prisoners ? and how were
they taken to distant Assyria ? Many must
have perished by the way, and the sufferings

of those who reached Nineveh and other places

where they w’ere to pass their days in slavery

must have been intense. Here, as in other
passages of history, we have hints from which
the imagination may derive materials for a
terrible picture.

Hezekiah was shut up in Jerusalem, which
Sennacherib had made preparations to attack—“ like a caged bird,” say the
Assyrian annals. The captured
cities were divided among the four Philistine

kings who had submitted to the AssjTians
;
and

military operations conducted by Sennacherib
himself were commenced against Lachish, a
strongly fortified place, situated on high ground,
on the frontier of Philistia, about thirty-five

miles to the south-west of Jerusalem. Seated
in a magnificent pavilion, Sennacherib watched
the siege operations. In the second Book of

Chronicles (xxxii. 9), it is recorded : “After
this [the preparation by Hezekiah for the

defence of Jerusalem] did Sennacherib, king
of Assyria, send his servants to Jerusalem (but

he himself laid siege against Lachish, and all

his power with him), unto Hezekiah, king of

Jerusalem.” In the palace at Kouyunjik,
adjoining Nineveh, Mr. Layard found slabs

inscribed, “ Sennacherib, the mighty king, king

of the country of Assyria, sitting on the throne

of judgment at the entrance of the city of

Lakhisha, I give permission for its slaughter.”

Sculptures representing the events of the siege

were also found, and may now be seen in the

British Museum, but it is somewhat uncertain

whether the city was really captured. It is

just possible that sculptors and scribes alike

made the most of their terrible master’s

achievements, in the fashion of bards and
courtly chroniclers of aU ages.

EXERCISE XII. {page 235).

1. J’avaisde I’eau
;
tu avals de I’eau glacee

;

avait-il de la biere? avait-elle de la petite

biere ? nous n’avions pas d’ale et vous n’aviez
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pas de cidre. 2. Ils auront du poire
;

vous
n’aurez pas de vin vieux

;
nous aurons du vin

blanc
;

aura-t-il de vin rouge ? 3. Mon vin
de table n’est pas bon. Vous avez tort (or vous
vous trompez); votre vin est excellent; il est

meilleur que le vin de Bourgogne de M. Dupont.
4. J’aurais de I’eau-de-vie, du genievre ou du
whiskey, si j’avais de I’argent. 5. Aurions-

nous (not in the sense of getting) du vin de
Champagne frappe? 6. Qu’il ait des vins

d’Bspagne, du vin de Xeres ou de Malaga. 7.

Que j’aie pen de vinet beaucoup d’eau de Seitz.

8. Que tu eusses plus de vin de Bordeaux que
de vin du Rhin. 9. Qu’ils eussent du cafe noir

ou du cafe au lait. 10. Que nous ayons autant
de vin de Madere que de tokai. 11. Le grand-
p6re eut le vin d’Oporto, le pere a la petite

biere, le fils aura I’eau. 12. II eut (or avait)

des liqueurs; il n’eut pas d’arack; eut-il de
I’eau-de-vie? N’eut-il pas de rhum? 13.

Nous efimes (or avions) de bon whiskey
;
vous

eutes d’excellent genievre
;

ils eurent de mau-
vaise eau-de-vie. 14. Vous aurez du vin rouge

;

aurez-vous du vin blanc ? n’aurez-vous pas de
vin mousseux ? n’aurez-vous pas de vin ordi-

naire ? 15. Ils auraientdu cafe ;
ils n’auraient

pas beaucoup de cafe noir
;
auraient-ils peu

de cafe au lait? 16. Que j’aie du th6 noir;

que je n’aie pas de limonade gazeuse. 17.

Que vous eussiez de I’orgeat et beaucoup de
glaces. 18. Avez-vous chaud ou froid ? Si

vous avez chaud, voici du the froid, et si vous
avez froid, voici d’excellent the chaud. 19.

'Voila I’homme qui vend du vin d’Oporto et de
Xeres

;
n’ai-je pas raison ? 20. Non, vous avez

tort (vous vous trompez, rather better here)
;

mon marchand de vins n’est pas si grand.

EXERCISE XIII. {-page 262).

Batons, fils, voix, nez, chapeaux, cheveux,
joujoux, quintaux, coraux, canifs, lis, croix,

fez, corbeaux, neveux, choux, animaux, emaux,
savons—gazes, gaz—perdrix, veufs, vis, bas,

ananas, lois, voeux, prix, cris, cous, chevaux,
6ventails, coucous, feux, chalumeaux, pailles,

verrous, sous, epouvantails, travaux, brebis,

b^liers, agneaux, moutons—ours, ourses, oursons
—aveux, Frangais, Russes, Anglais, Parisiens,

souris, caporaux, as, tas—^fouets, fois, fois, foies,

—sots, seaux, sceaux, sauts—clous, filous, vo-

leurs, pois, haricots, drapeaux, creux, trous,

appuis, dominos, camails.

EXERCISE XIV. {jpage 262).

1.

The betrothal was going to take place.

2.

They are at the last extremity (at bay). 3.

Vespers is about to begin. 4. She has just gone
to matins. 5. The manners of the ancestors
had something simple. 6. Are they on the
watch? 7. We have just seen the surrounding
places. 8. They were about to (m^ they used
to go and) seek gold, silver, and mercury in

the bowels of the earth. 9. How much earnest-

money shall we have ? 10, The assizes were
about to take place (or to be held) at York.
11. Knowledge has few charms for idleness.

12. You had just seen the ruins and cut the
brushwood. 13. Some rich person is about to

make the expense (or to take upon himself
the expense) of the hero’s funeral. 14. We

have just sought the materials. 15. The sup-

plies had just failed (to) the Parisians. 16.

They were about to laugh at my cost. 17. I

have just seen something pretty. 18. Hast
thou just sought something good ? 19. I was
about to sell my clothes, for my father had just

cut off the supplies to me. 20. They had just

laughed at my tears.

EXERCISE XV. {page 262).

1. Le boire, le manger, et le dormir ont plus

d’appas pour la paresse que le savoir. 2. La
reine allait voir les d^combres. 3. La sculpture

des ancetres avait quelque chose de noble et de
simple. 4. Tu allais chercher mes bas et mes
chapeaux. 5, Les vepres venaient de com-
mencer. 6. Les guerriers viennent de voir la

reine. 7. Les t6n6bres allaient commencer.
8. Les caporaux venaient de recevoir des croix

du g6n6ral. 9, J’allais avoir un aloyau. 10.

Venait-elle de voir quelque chose de joli? 11.

Tu vas vendre tes hardes. 12. Que de
ddcombres dans les environs ! 13. Elle allait

vendre mes dventails et ma croix. 14. Les
vivres vont manquer, 15. Va-t-il rire aux
depens du h4ros ? 16. Les gen^raux vont aller

au feu. 17. Vous veniez d’aller chercher les

bijoux et les joujoux. 18. Venons-nous de
rire des epouvantails ? 19. Tu allais avoir des

choux. 20. Les funerailles du general vont
avoir’ lieu.

EXERCISE XVI. {page 301).

1. Who has given (gave) you this flower ?

The lady who has so many flowers in her
garden. 2. Which language do you speak?
I speak two languages, French and English.

3.

From what country come those plants ?

They grow in warm countries. 4. Shall we be
helped to a partridge ? We have been pro-

mised three partridges. 5. Where was his (or

her) son ? His son and daughters were in

France, 6, Can one compress a gas ? All

gases are compressible. 7, Where is the black-

board ? All the black-boards are in the school-

room. 8. How old is (what age has) your
nephew ? He is as old as your nephews. 9.

Do five centimes not make one sou ? Yes, and
ten centimes make two sous (viz. a penny).
10. Will you shut the door with the bolt (will

you bolt the door) ? We shall draw the two
(both) bolts. 11. How does one form the
plural of hijou ? One writes hijoux with an
X. 12, Has one dug a canal ? [Let the learner

here observe the preference given to the active

over the passive voice in French
;
the more

usual English construction being has a canal
been dug ?'] One has dug two canals. 13. Do
you get a newspaper ? No, sir, I do not read
newspapers. 14. Where did you put (up) my
horse ? I put him up with my horses. 15.

Whence comes this fan (where does this fan
come from) ? From Paris, where beautiful

fans are made. 16. Has the ship lost its helm?
It has lost two helms in this voyage. 17. Has
he blue eyes ? No, he has grey eyes. 18.

Where are the stars moving ? They are moving
in the heavens. 19. When do the birds com-
mence their labours? In spring. 20. How
many muskets hast thou ? I have only one
gun.
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XV.

Compounds of Carbon with Oxygen.

Cakbon forms two compounds with oxygen,
known as the monoxide and the dioxide, whose
formula are CO
and CO2 ,

this ele-

ment being in the

former case com-
bined'with one and
in the latter with
two constituents

of 0.

We will speak
of the dioxide first,

being by far the
more common and
more important of

the two. This is

the gas generally

known as carbonic
acid, "which is

formed whenever
carbon or anycom-
pound containing
carbon is burnt in

the air or in oxy-
gen. It is con-
stantly present, in

small quantities,

in the atmosphere,
is held in solu-

tion by all waters
in a natural state,

is the invariable

product of the
processes of vital

action in animals,

and is bound up
with lime in the

form of chalk,

limestone, marble,
coral, and many
other of the con-
stituents of the
crust of our earth.

Although wholly
irrespirable, and
therefore injuri-

ous, if an undue
volume of this gas
be present in the
air,C02may never-

theless be swal-

lowed, in small
quantities, with
impunity or evenwith beneficial results. Spring
water holds a portion of this gas in solution.

.
Champagne, bottled ale, and

b
so-called aerated waters, owe

y wa er.
effervescent property to its

presence, and like water from which it has
been expelled by boiling, drink flat and in-

sipid as soon as the CO2 has evaporated.

MINERAL WATER MANUFACTORY.

Lime combines with this gas with great avidity,

reverting to the condition in
which it is invariably met with Combined with

in nature, of chalk or limestone.

This fact may be illustrated by a very simple
experiment. Fill a wine-glass with “ liquor
calcis ” or lime-water—that is to say, water
holding a certain portion of lime in solution

—

and blow into the liquid through a glass tube
;

the result will be that from being originally
clear and colourless, the contents of the wine-

glass will become
opaque and milky
in appearance.
The reason of the
change may be
thus explained.
The carbonic acid
of the breath, com-
bining with the
lime held in solu-

tion by the water,
converts it into

“calcium car-
bonate,” or chalk,

a substance which,
being far less
soluble than lime,

is held in suspen-

sion instead of so-

lutionbythewater

,

which it therefore

renders turbid and
opaque. Carbon
dioxide may be
prepared by pour-
ing dilute hydro-
chloric acid on
fragments of chalk
or marble, and col-

lecting the gas
given off by means
of an apparatus
similar to that des-

cribed for the pro-

duction of nydro-

gen. The gas is

given off with
effervescence, and
calcium chloride

remains in solu-

tion in the liquid.

This gas, bound
up as it is with
so many earthy
and stony sub-

stances, was for-

merly known as

“fixed air.” In the

process of lime-

burning we em-
ploy heat to drive

off the carbonic acid, and thus convert what is

chemically termed calcium carbonate into cal-

cium oxide or quick-lime. Carbon dioxide

being about half as heavy again as air may be

poured like a liquid from one
vessel into another. This gas,

^

one of the products of animal and
vegetal decomposition—especially the latter

—
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and in many localities given oflE from the

earth itself, has in consequence of its supe-

rior density a tendency to gather like water in

unused wells, cellars, old unventilated mines
and other underground workings. Great care

should therefore be exercised to
CoUects m cer- ascertain, before attempting to
t oc es.

localities, that

they are free from any large collection of

this deleterious gas. In the

well-known Grotto del Cane,

situated in the volcanic

district near Naples, CO3

issues from the ground, on
the surface of which it

lies like a pool of water,

in which a man may walk
about with impunity, as the

gas does not rise say above
his knee, while a dog on
being brought into the

grotto is instantly rendered
insensible, and would perish if not taken out
again into the vital air.

Carbonic acid gas may be liquefied and even
solidified by means of a special apparatus.

That originally made use of by Faraday for the

liquefaction of gases is of a very simple descrip-

tion. It consisted merely of a glass tube bent
into the form shown in the ac-

liquefactionof companying diagram. Into the
car onicaci

. (gg ^ere introduced the

substances whose decomposition was destined

to furnish the gas. The shorter leg being now
hermetically sealed,

the pressure of

the gas itself as

gradually evolved,

aided by a low
temperature, was
found sufficient
to determine its

own liquefaction in

the case ofcyanogen,
carbon dioxide, and
the other compound
gases acted on by
Faraday. Liquid
carbonic acid is a
colourless liquid

boiling at 78°. In
the solid form it

resembles snow,and
being in tliis con-
dition a bad con-
ductor of heat, a
small portion may
be laid on the palm
of the hand and
held there for a
short time with im-
punity. If, however, the hand be closed on
the substance, or it be pressed between the
fingers, a sharp pain will be felt and the skin
will be blistered as by the contact with hot
iron.

Carbon dioxide, or COg, may be regarded as
the anhydrate ofan acid giving rise to a series
of salts known as carbonates. It is a remark-
able fact, however, that the liquid or hydrated

THE LIQTTEFACTION OF CAEBONIC ACID

EXPEKIMENT TO PROVE THAT CARE. ACID GAS DESTROYS LIFE.

form of this compound, corresponding to liquid
nitric or sulphuric acid, has never been isolated.
And yet it may be assumed that
such an acid j’eally does exist, as
if a sufficient quantity of car-

compound-

bon dioxide be dissolved in water it imparts
to that fluid a decidedly acid taste and the
power of reddening blue litmus paper; but
hitherto no means has been discovered of iso-

lating it in the form of a
definite chemical compound.
Such an acid would have
the formula
as in the case
of the other ..

Theoretic

o^y. acids,
when the H
of this hypothetical com-
pound is replaced by a
metallic base we have the
various salts known as car-
bonates.

Carbon Monoxide.

This gas, whose symbol is CO, is formed
when carbon is burnt with a limited sup-
ply of oxygen. Its presence may often be
remarked in an ordinary coal fire. The
oxygen of the air entering at the bottom of
the grate combines, as we know, with the
carbon of the coal to form car- _

bon dioxide. This gas, on pass-
^ monoxide

ing through the upper layers of
glowing fuel, parts with one atom of its con-

stituent oxygen,
and is resolved into
carbon monoxide,
which may be re-

marked burning at
the top of the fire

with a blue flame,
and in the process
of combustion being
converted once
more into carbon
dioxide. CO is a
colourless, tasteless

gas, somewhat
lighter than air, and
insoluble in water.
It is even more
deadly in its effects

when breathedthan
carbon dioxide, and
the fumes of burn-
ing charcoal and of

lime-kilns owe their

highly poisonous
qualities to the pre-

sence of this gas.

Carbon monoxide
may be prepared by causing a current of car-

bon dioxide to pass through a metal tube con-
taining pieces of burning charcoal; this gas,

as already explained, parting with one equiva-

lent of oxygen, gives rise to its monoxide,
which issues from the other end of the tube.

It may likewise be obtained, without much
trouble, in a pure state, from several com-
pounds of carbon.
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XIV.

Writing in Everyday Life.

Before proceeding to consider the varieties

of ornamental penmanship, it will be well to

summarise briefly some points connected with
the use of writing in everyday life.

In the first place it should always be borne
in mind that, although it is possible for every

one to acquire a good hand-
Preservation of

handwrituig.
writing, the acquisition will not
take care of itself, and may easily

be lost if neglected. Unless a certain amount of

attention is paid to keep the writing up to the
standard attained, it will inevitably deteriorate,

and, when advanced life is reached, become
slovenly and spluttering.

The next thing to be considered is that some-
thing more than good chirography is requisite

even to the proper production of an ordinaiy
letter of friendship. Of course the writer
must have thoughts worth penning, and equally
of course he must be able to express them in
grammatical English. Any advice or instruc-

tion regarding these matters does not enter
into the design of the present papers. But
there are certain minutiae connected with the
more mechanical part of letter-writing which
are very necessary, and seem to be within our
scope, and to these we will now briefly address
ourselves.

A very important point in all kinds of com-
position is that it shall be properly punctuated,
omission of this frequently leading to serious

errors on the part of the reader. The points
used in punctuation are given below. Their
size should of course bear due relation to the
writing with which they are to range, and
they should, especially the accents, be • written

_ . ,
very distinctly. Punctuation is

a matter too little attended to,

both in ordinary correspondence
and business matters, and also, which is less

pardonable, by writers for the press. The im-
portance of correct punctuation should be too

obvious to need pointing out
;
but there is

nothing to which so little attention is paid,

even by otherwise good and careful penmen.
The ambiguity produced, and the errors caused
by this negligence, are innumerable and often

serious. The omission or misplacement of a
comma may change a trivial business order for

a few pounds’ worth of goods into a matter
involving thousands of pounds; or if occurring
in the description of an experiment, for instance,

may lead to fatal results.

In this matter we cannot plead the excuse
which the ancients might have advanced.
The Greeks and Komans had no regular
system of points for grammatical purposes,
but relied more upon disposing the text in
lines. The ambiguity which resulted from
this system, or rather want of system, is

shown by the duplex interpretation attached

to the response of an oracle when it was soli-

cited to predict the fate of a certain military
commander upon the eve of an expedition:
“ Ibis et redibis nunquam peribis
in bello ” was the dubious replv, History of

which was at any rate well
Punctuation,

adapted to save the credit of the oracle, what-
ever might be the event of the campaign.
Pointless, as the sentence stands above, and as
it would have been written, it may either be.

rendered, “ Thou shalt go and never return, thou
shalt fall in battle,” or, “ Thou shalt go and
return, thou shalt never fall in battle.” The
placing of a point before or after nnnqnam,
“ never,” connecting that word either with
the first or the final member of the sentence,
causes the radical difference.

Although some have claimed the invention
of a system of pointing for Aristophanes, of
Alexandria, it seems tolerably clear that, at
least in Western Europe, its use dates from the
time of Charlemagne, at whose instance it was
instituted. It is neither within our scope nor
space to give anything like even an epitome
of punctuation. Our business is simply to
insist upon its importance in connection with
penmanship. But we append the names of
the different points and their forms, which are
almost identical in writing and printing.

Points, Accents, etc.
I. Comma
2. Semicolon •

3. Colon
4, Period, or full-stop
6. Hyphen .

6. Exclamation t

7. Interrogation ?

8. Apostrophe *

9. Quotation marks (inverted commas
and apostrophes >>

10. Caret A

11. Asterisk, or star *

12. Obelisk, or dagger t
13. Double dagger t

14. Section §
15. Parallels

II

16. Paragraph li

17. Parentheses ( >
18. Brackets [ 3.

19. Longus, or long e
20. Brevis, or short e
21. Acute accent 4
22. Grave do e
23. Circumflex do. e
24. Diaeresis e
25. Cedilla (or French “ c”) ... 9
26. Tilda (or Spanish “n'’) n
27. Dash —
28. Dollar mark $
29. Degree o

30. Minute (or foot)
'

31. Second (or inch) //

32. Index (or pointer)

33. Brace
1

34. Pounds, shillings, and pence ... f.B. d.

One of the most general uses of the pen
being in the production of letters,

a few hints anent their structure
will not be out of place.

With regard to materials, good paper and
envelopes should always be employed, and any
which have become soiled should
be rejected. Formerly, before I^aperand

envelopes came into use, “ letter”

paper (size about by 9 inches in the page)'

was invariably used. This had to be so doubled
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that the blank side of the flyleaf formed an
envelope, and received the superscription or

outside address, and the flap was secured by
sealing-wax or a wafer. Business letters at

the present day are usually written on what is

termed “ large post octavo ” paper (about 5 by
8 inches), and ordinary letters on “ post octavo

”

(about 4| by 7 inches). Ladies, however,

frequently use smaller sizes. Envelopes vary
continually, both in shape and size, with the

changes of fashion. Those for business purposes,

however, usually take the sheet of notepaper
doubled into three folds. For ordinary corre-

spondence it is best to employ the kind of enve-

lope and paper in use atthe time, bearingin mind,
however, that while ladies may adopt any outre

descriptionsanctionedby fashion, astinted paper
(“ London smoke,” etc.), or that with gauffred

or gilded edges, such refinement argues effemi-

nacy when taken up by men. Business paper is

now usually provided with an address heading
at the top, and private notepaper often bears a
stamped crest, reversed cypher or monogram,
either plain or in one or more colours. Mono-
grams are at present the most fashionable, but

reverse cyphers are more elegant and tasteful.

It is better to have the lapelles of envelopes

quite plain, unless sealing-wax (now almost

fallen in disuse, except in official circles) be
employed. Blue or white are the colours for

business paper and envelopes, white for gentle-

men in ordinary correspondence (occasionally

a rough light-blue paper), and any colour in

fashion for the ladies. A half-sheet of paper
should never be employed, and wafers (for

which, however, there is small excuse now)
are also interdicted. The latter have long

been under a ban. Sir Walter Scott is said to

have once returned a letter so fastened to the

writer with the words, “ I am not a particular

man, but I detest wafers.” And Nelson, in

the excitement of the bombardment of Copen-
hagen, refused a wafer with which to seal a
despatch to the Danish Government. Good
black ink is by far the best writing fluid.

Violet, or other aniline coloured ink, is evanes-

cent; blue, even if very dark, is objectionable
;

and any shade of red or crimson simply in-

tolerable. In the corresponding departments
of commercial houses, of course copying-ink is

employed. For official and legal purposes,

foolscap paper (size of page 12| % 8 inches) is

frequently used, and this necessitates the em-
ployment of ofl&cial envelopes of large size.

When the paper is not furnished with a
printed heading, this forms the first portion

,,
of the letter, and comprises the
place and the date. Kespecting
the former, all that need be said

is that it should be ample and exhaustive

—

legible, of course, we expect it to be, if the
writer has followed the course of penmanship
which we have ’given. Particular attention
should be paid to the figures which denote the
number of the house, if one of a street or row.
The date should comprise the month, day of
the month, and year. In familiar communi-
cations upon little social matters, the day of
the week is frequently employed, and the year
omitted. Members of the Society of Friends

use ordinal numbers to denote the days of the
week.
The heading should commence about an inch

and a half or two inches from the top of the
paper, and a little to the left of the middle of

the page, and be comprised in as few lines as

possible. If there are more than one, each suc-

ceeding line should begin about an inch more
to the right hand than its predecessor. The
shorter the epistle the lower it may com-
mence. It is necessary to be very careful

of the punctuation of the heading, as

many English towns have names of two
words, which of course are not separated by
any point

;
whereas when the name of a

village or small place is followed by that of

the nearest post-town, the omission of a
comma after the former is apt to lead to

mistakes and delay. Some people date short

notes addressed to intimate fnends, etc., at the
bottom, but this is not to be recommended.
Communications written in the third person
have, however, usually both place and date at the
foot. In this case they are placed at the bottom
of the page, the first fine of the address being
close to the left-hand margin, and each sub-

sequent line commencing about an inch more
towards the right.

The letter itself may be divided into the
“address,” the “ complimentary address,” or as

it is sometimes termed, the “salutation,” the
“ body of the letter,” and the “ conclusion.”

In all business letters, the “ inside address
”

consists of the full title and name of the
person or firm to whom the letter

.

is written. It is also advisable,

especially in foreign letters, to
^

add the place, post-town, or other necessary
information. There are several reasons for
this; the principal one being that if by any
accident the envelope should be destroyed in
transmission, the letter could still be delivered,

because it is complete in itself. This inside

address should commence close to the left-

hand margin, and if of more than one line,

should observe the same rule as given for the

heading. In writing to intimate friends, it is

frequently placed at the foot of the page, in

which case the writer’s address must occupy
the top of the page.

The next line consists of the introductory

term of courtesy, affection, or respect. This
has varied very much at different

,,

.

periods. Most people who have
looked over collections of old

letters must have been struck by the formality
which ordinarily characterized this portion

of them. Even school-girls and boys were in
the habit of commencing their letters home
with “ Honoured Sir,” or “ Honoured Parent.”

A less formally respectful but decidedly more
pleasant style prevails at present between re-

lations and friends, and “ Dear Father,” or
“ My beloved Mother,” have taken the place
of the older phrases.

In business, “ Sir,” or “ Dear Sir,” is usually
employed, in the singular, the former generally
when writing to a stranger, the latter when
some communication, written or oral, has passed.
But there is no established hard-and-fast line
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in the matter, and many always use “ Dear

Sir.” In addressing a firm, it is usual to say

“Gentlemen,” which may be abbreviated by

writing “Gent".,” with the final “n” above

the line, but should not be shortened into

“ Gents.” “ Sirs ” and “ Dear Sirs ” are also

admissible forms, and a few old-fashioned

houses still commence with “ Messieurs.” Peers,

and others holding special titles, are of course

addressed according to set forms to be found

in all books on etiquette, etc.

For private letters, “ Madam ” or “ Dear

Madam,” “ Sir ” or “ Dear Sir,” are employed

;

and the plural, “Gentlemen” or “Ladies.”

“ Respected Sir,” or “ Madam,” has quite died

out in our somewhat unceremonious genera-

tion. Some sensitive people are occasionally

exercised in mind as to the employment of

the phrase “ Dear Madam,” “ Dear Sir,” etc. If

investigation has shown that these trees were
true club mosses (lycopodiacece),

of which there are many species mosses,

still in existence, but in no way to be compared
with the ancient forms as to siae. The club
mosses of our own country are but a few inches
in height; and though the largest species
known—the L. densum of New Zealand—is said
by Lyell to attain a height of three feet, it is but
an insignificant plant. The lepidodendra and
sigillariae of the coal measures grew to a great
height, and casts of stems preserved in the
museum of Owen’s College, at Manchester,
measure near their base twelve feet in circum-
ference. Lycopodites, Knorria, and Ulodendron
were also lepidodendroid trees. Lepidostrobus
is the fruit of LepuLodendron.

Other plants, the remains of which show
that they must have been very plentiful, have

received the
name of Cala-

mites. Some of

these also grow
to a large size,

many of them
having been as

much as twenty
feet in height;

others were of

a much smaller

growth. They
appear to have
been closely
allied to our own
common “horse-

tails.” The
larger specimens
are frequently

described as

Calamodendra.
The remains of

ferns— bo th
small plants and
tree ferns— are

abundant. Of
these latter eleven genera have
been described; several of them
seem to be identical with living ferns, the

others are extinct.

Some of the conifers of the period resembled

the well-known trees which are included under
the generic name of Pines, but
by far the greater number be-

Conifers,

longed to a diJferent type, of which the Arau-
caria excelsa, commonly called the Norfolk
Island pine, may be taken as the representative.

Cardioearpum, of which several species are

known, belonged to trees included under the

generic name of Noeggerathia, resembling the

Salishuria adantifolia. The fossils known as

trigonocarpum have been recognised as nut-

like fruits.

Asteropbyllites, SphenopTiyllum, and Annu-
laria are generally regarded as the foliage

of the calamites, and the cone ^gtgrophyllites,

called Volkmannia as the fruit
; Sphenophyllum,

but there is reason for believing' and

that under these names some Annularia.

remains of plants which are now calamitean

have been included.

they are writing

to a person with
whom they have
some acquaint-

ance, or whom
it is desirable to

conciliate, they
would prefer to

use the more
cordial phrase,

but feel a certain

delicacy about
doing so. This
scruple seems
altogether un-
called for. The
phrase has sim-

ply passed into

the current coin
of courtesy, and
no person of

either sex need
fear that a cor-

respondent will

presume that
such a form of

BESTOEATIONS OF SAUEIAU'S, ETC.

salutation is intended to precede or conceal
designs of an amatory nature.

XIII.

Caeboniperous System (^continued').

The forests of the carboniferous era were in
some important features very different from any-

thing at present existing in any
The plants of of the world. It is not at all

the coal uncommon to find in the under-
clay of a coal seam—that is, the

ancient soil—the roots of the trees which once
grew there. These, before their true natm-e
had been ascertained, received the name of
Stigmarice, and many conjectures were hazarded
respecting their character. The stems to which
it is now known the Stigmarice belonged were
called Lepidodendra and Sigillarice. Modern
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Pothocites.

Many years ago Dr. Paterson discovered in
the calciferous sandstones near
Edinburgh the flowering spike of

an aroideous plant to which the name Potho-
cites Grantoni has been given, and other speci-

mens have since been found. These and some
small bodies called Spirangium, supposed to be
fruits, are the only evidences we have of the
existence at that period of the great division

of monocotyledonous plants.

We are thus reminded how imperfect, after

all, oiu’ knowledge of the vegetable life of the
carboniferous era must be. In

The conditions the low swampy grounds plants,
imder which remains of which form our

eygrew.
grew in great luxuriance,

shedding their spores, and as theif stems fell

contributing
their own bulk
to the mass of

matter which
lay rotting on
the surface.

On the higher
levels and in

less swampy
localities the

conifers and
fernswould be

more numer-
ous and the

club mosses (the lepidodendra. sigillarias, etc.)

and the calamites would probably be fewer;

but what there was in those parts of the

land-surface where quite other conditions

prevailed it is hard to say. There the vegetable

growth was neither rank enough to furnish

coal seams, nor, probably, were the structures

of the plants themselves so well suited for

occasional preservation in a recognizable con-

dition. For it must be remembered it is not
from the coal itself

that we get much
information re-

specting the plants
of which it is com-
posed. A piece of

coal when it is exa-
mined shows but
little structure : a
film of charcoal
may be frequently
noticed between the layers into which it breaks
up, but this tells us very little. When rubbed
down into very thin sections—a most difficult

operation—and examined microscopically, some
coal—notably, as Professor Huxley has shown,
that kno-WTi as the “ Better Bed ” coal of Bradford
—is seen to be largely made up of round bodies
which can be recognized as spore cases, and
granular matter which may be spores rotted
down. But our knowledge of the plants
themselves has been qbtained from specimens
which have not been turned into coal, and in

which the structural details have been pre-

served by some of the common processes of

fossilization. Sometimes the minutest features
of the internal structure of stems and branches
are replaced by iron pyrites, and sometimes by
carbonate of lime. In the latter case sections

VOL. I.
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can be prepared for microscopical examination,
and it is in this way that a great deal of the
information we possess has been gained.
The conditions under which the coal was

formed must also be borne in mind when we
inquire into the fossil remains of animal ’life

which they contain. Of the
higher orders we have numerous
laiyrinthodonts—amphibian rep-

^ ® reptiles,

tiles sometimes of gigantic size and now entirely
extinct. Their former existence was first

detected by the occurrence in rocks of a
later period (Triassic) of curious hand-shaped
footprints,—whence the name Cheirotheriwri
was provisionallybestowed upon the beast which
mad* them. Since then the remains which
have been recovered have furnished conclusive

evidence that
num erous
genera of
these animals
existed in car-

bonif e r o u s

and later
times, and
that in charac-
ter they were
intermediate
between the
frogs (batra-
chyia) and

true reptiles. The fish remains of the coal
measures belong to the two
divisions already referred to

—

ganoid and placoid—the ganoid greatly pre-

ponderating.
Amongst the molluscs which have been dis-

covered are several land snails, two of which,
Zonites prisons Bind.pupa vetusta,

were found by Dr. Dawson in
“ohuscs.

the Nova Scotia coal measures. Two others,

Bawsonella meelti

and Pupa Vermilio-

nensis, have since

been added to the
list. Goniatites (a

division of am-
monites), and
Nautili, several

species of Pelle-

rophon, and other
marine univalve

shells, with brachiopods and various other bi-

valves also marine—a small annelide {spirorhis

carhonarius), several echinodermata, and the

crustaceans Prestwichia and Belinurus, both
belonging to the king crabs, and the prawn-
like anthracopalcemon, attest the presence of

the sea during a portion of the period occupied

by the formation of the coal measures. The
occurrence of shells, presumably fresh-water
{uinthracosicB), sometimes in great abundance,
indicates different conditions. Kemains of

trilobites are only occasionally found, and
these curious animals appear to have died out

at the close of this period.

Insect life is represented in these deposits by
remains of Neuroptera (dragon ^ ,

flies, May flies, etc.), Orthop-
tera (cockroaches* crickets. mantidce,

34

etc.),
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Colcoptera (beetles), and possibly Lepidoptera
(butterflies and moths, etc.), a fossil which has
been doubtfully regarded as the wdng of a moth
having been found in the coal measures of

Belgium. Remains of scorpions and spiders

have also been discovered, and several vege-
table feeding myriapods occur in this country
and America.

Permian System.

The Permian rocks are sometimes grouped
together under the term “ Magnesian Lime-

stone,” which is, however, a mis-

S‘E"of™e‘'«a?“S since it only de-

Pennine chain, scribes the mineral character of

one of the members of the series

which occurs principally on the eastern side of

the Pennine chain, in Durham, Yorkshire, and
Nottinghamshire. In Durham the Permian
strata, according to Prof. Sedgwick, occur in

the following order ;

—

Red gypseous marls, about . . . . 100 feet.

Thin bedded grey limestone .. .. 80 ,,

Red gypseous marls, slightly saliferous 200 „
Magnesian limestone* 500 ,,

On the other side of the Pennine chain the
character of the Permian strata varies greatly.

V Lancashire, Shropshire,
west of toe Staffordshire, Worcestershire,

Pennme Cham.
Warivickshire, they are

represented by red sandstones, marls, breccia,

and conglomerates, with only occasional bands
of limestone. In Lancashire they consist of

Upper or “ St. Bees ” sandstone.
Red Marls with thin magnesian limestones.
Lower Red Sandstone.

In the valley of the Eden a great thickness
of Permian rocks is exposed. The lowest con-
sist of “ sandstones surmounted with calcareous

breccias, the middle part of impure limestone
and shale . . . and of massive overlying
red sandstones with gypsum. The latter are

of great thickness in their range to Corby
Castle and also at St. Bees Head, where they
overlie a very thin course of magnesian lime-

stone with fossils. To the north of this point no
magnesian limestones . . . have been seen, and
when the Permian rocks range into Scotland
they become one vast mass of sandstones over-

lying the coal formation.” (Murchison.)
In Scotland Permian rocks occur in Dumfries-

shire and Ayrshire, and in the Isle of Arran.
In Ireland beds of lower Permian

Scotch and Irish occur in Armagh, and the
(magnesian limestone)

rocks.
upper

strata in Armagh.
There are several noteworthy features in the

rocks of this period. The sandstones and marls
are coloured by oxide of iron, and

Their v^ed deposits of gypsum (sulphate of
c arac er.

“casts” of common
salt crystals also occur in them

;
the mag-

nesian limestone varies greatly in character,

and is in places remarkable for containing

spherical concretionary masses from the size

of a cannon-ball or larger to that of a grape.

The continental deposits of the same age have
a very similar character. The name of the for-

* In some places on the Durham coast the lime-
stone yields as much as 44 per cent, of carbonate of
magnesia—hence the name.

mation was bestowed upon it by Sir Roderick
Murchison because it occupies a vast region
in Russia, including the Government of Perm,
more than twice the size of the whole king-
dom of France

;
and the rocks over this large

area are described by Sir Roderick Murchison
as being “ of very varied mineral aspect,” con-
sisting of “ grits, sandstones, marls, conglome-
rates, and limestone, sometimes enclosing great
masses of gypsum and rock salt,” they “are also
much impregnated with copper, and occasion-
ally with sulphur, yet the whole group is

characterized by one type only of animal and
vegetable life.”

XVII.

Measures of Surface, or Superficies,
OR Area.

Definition.—A square is a four-sided figure

whose sides are equal to each other,

and whose angles are all right angles

Surfaces are measured by means
of square inches, square feet, etc.

A square inch is a square whose
sides are each equal to 1 inch in fig. l.

length
;
a square foot is a square

each of whose sides is a foot in length, and so

on.

Definition.—A number is said to be
“squared,” or “raised to the second power,”
when it is multiplied by itself. The product is

called “ the square ” or “ the second power ” of

the given number. Thus 16 is the square or

second power of 4 ;
25 is the square of 5.

Theorem.—The area of a square is found by
raising to the second power the number which
expresses the number of linear units in its side.

The result is the number of square units of the

same kind in the square.

For example, if the side of a square is 3 feet

in length, the area of the square is 9 square

feet
;
or if the side had been 1 foot 2 inches in

length, the area of the square would be 196

square inehes, because 1 ft. 2 in. = 14 in., and
14 raised to the second power is 196.

The truth of the theorem is easily seen

(fig. 2).

Let ABCD repre-

sent a square whose
sides are each 5 in.

long, and let the sides

AB and AD be di-

vided into five equal
parts.

Each part will then
be an inch long. p 'c

Through the points fig. 2.

of division draw lines,

as in the accompanying diagram, parallel to
the sides.

The square is now divided into a number of'
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smaller squares, whose sides are each an inch
long {i.e. these smaller squares are square
inches).

Now, in any one column or row we see there
are 5 of these squares, and we see that there
are 6 such columns or rows in the whole square.

Hence, as there are 5 columns, each column
having 6 squares, the whole number of squares
must be 5 X 5 {i.e. 5 squared, or 5 raised to
the second power).
The student will do well to convince himself

of the truth of this theorem by constructing
other diagrams representing squares whose
sides are 6, 7, 8, etc., inches in length.

Suppose now that the side A B is lengthened
so as to be 7 in. instead of 5 in. long (fig. 3). The

figure is now what is

called a rectangle

{i.e., a four-sided

figure whose angles
are all right angles),

and as the number of

columns is now 7

(instead of 5), and in

each column there are

5 small squares, there-

fore altogether the

number of small squares is 7 X 5 {i.e. 35). So
that the rule to find the area ofa rectangle is to

multiply together the numbers expressing the

lengths of two adjacent sides. Thus the area

of a sheet of paper whose sides are 9 and 6

inches in length is 54 square inches.

It must not be supposed that we are here

multiplying inches by inches, or any denomi-

nation by any other. Such a process would
be unmeaning. Nor are we even multiplying

any denomination by an abstract number ;
for

this, though intelligible indeed, would give a

result representing simply length, not area.

The logical explanation of what we really

do is this ;

—

We find by geometrical considerations, such

as were suggested by the above diagram, that

the number of square inches in any rectangle

must be the same as the number got by multi-

plying together the two abstract numbers which
express the number of linear inches in two
adjacent sides. In fact, we only find the

product of two abstract numbers.

Table of Square Measure.

144 square inches make 1 sq. foot, written 1 sq. ft.

9 square feet „ 1 „ yard, „ 1 sq. yd.

30J square yards)
„ , gq, pole,

2721 square feet i
or perch, .. 1 sq. p.

40 square poles „ 1 sq. rood, „ 1 sq. ro.

4 roods „ 1 acre, ,, 1 a.

640 acres ,, 1 sq. mile „ 1 sq. m.

'Also 1 acre = 10 square chains, and = 484(

sq. yards.

The table of Square Measure is deduced from
the table of Long Measure by the principles we
have explained above. Thus a square foot is a
square whose side is 12 inches long, and there-

fore it contains 144 square inches.

Again, the linear pole is equal to 5i yards
long. Therefore the square pole contains 6^ x 5^
square yards {i.e. 30^ square yards, as we shall

see when we come to fractions).

After perches come roods and acres, which
are new denominations, having nothing corre-

sponding to them in measures of length.

Example 1. Reduce to inches :

—

a. r. p. yd. ft. in.

2 3 0 21 6 133

4

11 r.

40

440 p.
30i

}
30i

21

13331 yds.

9

119986 \ ft.

—\
1439820 U44

17277840
133

17277973 in.

Example 2. Conversely reduce 17277973 sq.

in. to acres, roods, poles, etc.

( 12)17277973
Ui J

I ) I33sq.in.(rem.)

9)119985.. .11 )
P-

13331...6 sq. ft. (rem.)

4

11)53324

11) 4847..
.7

1
(rem.)

I 40)44-0...7j
^-^'^Isq-yds.

j

4)11 ...0 po. (rem.)

I
2 ...3 (rem.)

I
Ans. ; 2 a., 3 r., 0 po., 21 yd., 6 ft. 133 in.

I

To reduce the sq. in. to sq. feet, we must
divide by 144, or successively by its factors

j
12 and 12. The remainder, by the rule p. 182,

!
is 133 sq. in.

Again, to reduce the square yards to poles,

we must divide by 3P|. Now 30 = 30 X 4
quarters = 120 quarters

;
.*. 30^ sq. yds. = 121

quarter sq. yds.
;

in 1 sq. po. there are 121
quarter sq. yds. Hence, if we express 13331 sq.

yds. in quarter sq. yds. (which is done by mul-
tiplying by 4), and then divide by 121, the
quotient will be the right no. of sq. po. in 13331
sq. yds., and the remainder will be quarter
sq. yards. Therefore, to divide by 30^, the
rule is to multiply the dividend by 4, and then
divide the product by 121. And to divide by
121 we may divide by its factors 11 and 11.

To reduce the 440 poles
to yards, we must multiply
by 30i.

This is done by multi-
plying 440 first by 30, and
then by ^ {i.e. taking one-
fourth of 440), and adding
the two products together;
and we add at the same
time the 21 yards.
To reduce the square

feet to square inches we
must multiply by 144, or

by its factors 12 and 12,

and then add in the
133 sq. in.
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Exercises.

1. Perform the following additions :

—

a. r. p. r. p. yd. r. p. yd. in.

(a) 109 3 27 (J) 25 25 14^ (c) 6 1 7 27

15 2 17 14 38 28 509 10

28 0 14 39 16 26 23 13 93

76 1 29 16 9 3| 32 14 14

a. p. yd. in. a. r. p. yd.

(d) 11 0 13 40 (e) 4 2 11 28i

10 1 18 131 3 0 33 154

13 4 9 120 37 3 29 17

2 2 26 57 16 3 17 30

2. Perform the following subtractions :

—

ac. r. po. yds. r. p. yd. ft.

(a) 6 3 15 \1\ (h) 1 0 30 7

1 3 34 19 0 0 30 8

p. yd. ft. in. sq. m. a. r. p.

(c) 15 21 7 100 {d) 17 500 1 25

7 28i 5 76 0 540 3 28

3. Keduce the following :

(fl) 77 sq. yds. 1 ft. 64 in. to square inches
;

(5) la. 2r. 15 p. 2yds. 2ft. 100 in. to square

inches; (c) 38543 sq. in. to square yards, etc.
;

{d) 37143 sq.ft, to roods, etc.; {e) 1125360
sq. in. to poles, etc.

4. Multiply :

(a) 11 a. 3 r. 25 p. by 29 ;
(h) 3 yds. 2 ft. 50 in.

by 134; (c) 15 r. 36 p. 27^ yds. by 32; {d)

91a. 3r. 14 p. by 26.

5. Divide :

(a) 2387 a. 3r. 4p. by 26; (&)509r. 21 p. 2|
yds. by 32; (c) 436 yds. 8a 76 in. by 134;
\d) 345 a. 1 r. 5 p. by 29.

^^7l/S7VCy'S

1. (fl) 230a. Or. 7 p. ;
'(h) 96r. lOp. ll^

yds.
;

(c) 16 r. 7 p. 12 yds. 7 ft. 108 in.
;

(d) 36 a. 0 r. 9 p. 5 yds. 6 ft. 132 in.
;
(e) 62 a.

2 r. 3 p.

2. (a) 4 a. 3 r. 20 p. 28| yds.
;

(h) 39 p.

294 yds. 8 ft.
;

(c) 7 p. 29| yds. 2 ft. 24 in.

(d) 16 sq. m. 599 a. 1 r. 37 p.

3. (a) 100,000 sq. in
;
(h) 10,000,000 sq. in.

;

(c) 29 yds. 6 ft. 95 in.
;
(d) 3r, 16 p. 13 yds.

;

(e) 28 p. 21 yds. 3 ft.

4. (a) 345 a. 1 r. 5 p. ;
(h) 436 yds. 8 ft.

76 in.
;

(c) 509 r. 21 p. 2| yds.
;

(d) 2387 a.

3 r. 4 p.

.5, («) 91 a. 3 r. 14 p. ;
(h) 15 r. 36 p. 27^

yds.
;
(c) 3 yds. 2 ft. 50 in.

; (<?) 11 a. 3r. 25 p.

Expression.

Expression is the clothing of music in life

and warmth
;
in beauty and proportion. The

mere notes of a composition are cold, mechanical
things

;
it is for the singer or player to breathe

passion into them by skill of voice
Taste and feel- qj, touch, acting upon the impulse

of his mind and feeling. It is

now the custom for composers to add marks of

expression to their works. This was not done
in the old music, in which expression was
left entirely to the taste of the singer. Even
now that expression marks are so plentiful,

they must be regarded merely as suggestions,

and the tasteful singer and player must not be
satisfied without adding a “ reading ” of his

own to that of the composer.
Given a song, or an instrumental piece,

expression will be infused into it by the proper
use of Force, Speed, and Break of Continuity.
Increase of force will denote passion, vigour,

life. Decrease of force will express tenderness,

languor, sorrow. Quickened speed shows
reviving hope, joy, and triumph. Slackened
speed changes the spirit of the music to solemn
and sad, to grave and majestic.

Break of continuity shows musical materials

and verbal phrases
;
it gives shape

® ®^P>^®ssion.

to the melodies, and it makes emphatic words
start into prominence. These, roughly speaking,
are the materials of expression. Change of re-

sonance has been described in a former chapter,

and the Portamento, or gliding from note to

note, is but rarely effective.

Marlis of Expression.
Name. Sign.

Mezzo {metso), medium m.

Piano {peeahno), soft p.

Foete {fortay), loud f.

Foetissimo, very loud ff.

Pianissimo, very soft pp.

Ceescendo {creshendo), getting louder . . ores. -C
Diminuendo {deemeenooendo)

,

getting softer . dim. >
Deceescendo, same as Diminuendo . .

MarTis for Single Notes.

Peessuee Tone (< ), rapid cres. on single tone.^

SroEZANDO (Sfortzanndo) or «/., rapid dim. on

single tone begun loud.

Rapid Swell ( ), like pressure tone.

The degrees of force of which a tone is capable
may be thus put in order as follows :

—

Let this tone be slowly sung in this manner,
the voice growing from the softest to the loudest

tone. Then let the expression be reversed, be-

ginning with the loudest and ending with the
softest. The latter exercise is the more difficult

of the two.

Continuity of Tones.

Legato.—When the tones are to glide gently
and easily one into the other, without inter-

vening break, the word legato (legahto) is used,

or the sign ties together the notes in

question.

Staccato.—When, on the contrary, the tones
are to be separated one from the other, the
word staccato (stakahto) is used, or the notes
have a pear-shaped dash t over them. If the
staccato is to be very strongly marked, a round
dot • is placed over the notes.

Tempo, or Speed.

This is loosely indicated by the use of Italian
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terms. The invention of the metronome in

recent years has to some extent rendered these

terms unnecessary, as the composer can now
indicate the exact speed at which he wishes
his music to go. But the old terms are still

used. Many composers prefer to give a general

hint only, leaving the precise interpretation to

the executant. Besides, these terms have more
musical meaning than the mere figures of the
metronome

;
they suggest the spirit of the

music and the style of performance as well

as the rate of movement. The following table

gives the tempo marks in graduated order,

beginning with the slowest and ending with
the quickest.

I.—SLOW.

Italian term.

Largo (lahgo) . . .

Grave (grahv) . . .

Adagio (adahgio) . .

Lento (lehnto) . . .

Larghetto (largetto) .

lateral meaning.

Broad, large.

Heavy, grave.

Slowly.

Sluggish, tardy.

Bather large.

II.—MEDIUM.

Andante (andantay) . . Going, moderate.

Andantino (andanteeno) . Diminutive of andante.

Moderate (modderahto) . Moderate, sober.

Allegretto (allegretto) . Diminutive of allegro.

III.—QUICK.

Allegro (alleggro) . . Cheerful, brisk.

Vivace (veevahchay) . Sprightly, lively.

Vivacissimo .... Superlative of vivace.

Presto (pressto) . . . Quick, nimbly.
Prestissimo .... Superlative of presto.

N.B.—Musicians are not agreed as to the

meanings of Larghetto and Andantino. Some
use them as meaning a little faster and some
as meaning a little slower than Largo and An-
dante respectively.

IV.—CHANGES WITHIN A PHRASE.

Accelerando . .

Ritardando. )

Rallentando.
)

Meaning.
. Getting faster.

’ Getting slower.

The Metronome.—This is a contrivance for

measuring time for the purposes of music.

Metronomes are of two kinds—the first formed
by a swinging pendulum, the second by ticking

clockwork. The pendulum can be adjusted so

as to give any number of swings or ticks in

the minute, from forty to two hundred or more.
By help of the metronome a composer can now
fix the exact rate of movement which he thinks

proper for his music. He has only to mark at

the beginning of each movement the number
of pulses he wishes to be sung in a minute, and
the conductor or singer by means of the metro-
nome can exactly reproduce his intentions.

Thus: m. 40; m. 120; m. 96. As in the staff

notation several notes are used as units of

measurement it is necessary to give the note
on which the calculation is based, and to say
at the beginning of a movement

—

^ 60; ^ 120 ^ • 96 ;
etc.

Embellishments, or Ornaments.
1. The Appogiatura (apodgiatoo'ra).—A

single small note immediately preceding a
principal one

;
either a whole tone or a semi-

tone above or below it. The appogiatura ap-
propriates the accent and half the time of the
note to which it is attached.

Descending Appogiatura.

Sung thus :

—

<•>•>• <

Ascending Appogiatura.

-A

4
—

Sung thus :

—

^ > • > • > • > •

U

2. The Acciaccatura (atchakatoo'rah).—

A

single small note, or group of two notes, imme-
diately preceding a principal note. It does not
deprive the principal note of any portion of its

time-value, and must be sung as lightly and
rapidly as possible, so that the accent may fall

on the principal note. The mark through the
tail of the quaver shows that the acciaccatura,

not the appogiatura, is intended.

Single Acciaccatura.

Double Acciaccatura.

The Mordent consists of three notes : (1) the
principal note

; (2) a whole tone or a semitone
above it

;
and (3) the principal note again.

The sign of the mordent is 1!^ ;
it is placed

above the principal note. The mordent must
be sung as rapidly and lightly as the acciac-

catura, the accent falling wholly on the prin
cipal note.

Mordent.
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The Grupetto, or Turn, a group of tlrree or

four notes, indicated by the sign ^ placed
above the principal note. The common forms
of the turn are best indicated by examples :

—

-\T 9 1

m 9
f \

1V )
V

)

'

Sung thus

:

The Trill, or Shake, a rapid alternation of a
note with the next above it in the same key :

—

tJ

sung thus :

—

XVI.

The Consonants {concluded).

§ 78. Thas the sound of the English t, which
it keeps at the beginning of a word or of a
syllable : athee, etau, mouton, patate, ton the

fa-t-il Me ta toux ?

T final is sounded in accessit, azimut, Brest,
brut, Christ (but Jesus- Christ is pronounced
Jezu Kri), chut, cobalt, compact, deficit, direct,

dot, est (east, but est from verb etre is pron. e),

exeat (e-gze-atf), fat, granit, infect, intact,

knout, lest, mat, occiput, opiat, ouest, preterit,

rit (also spelt o'ite), sinciput, transit (say

tranzite), ut, vivat, zest (as in the phrase etre

entre le zist et le zest, to be unable to make up
one’s mind). See also examples given in con-

nection with p, § 70. Note that et (and) is

pron. e ;
in two phrases alone, both Latin, is the

t of et ever articulated : et ccetera (etc.—pron.

e-tse-te-ra) and ab hoc et ab hac (confusedly

—

pron. a-bo-ke-ta-bak). The t is equally mute
in hautbois, Montmorency

,
Metz {Mess), Retz

{Ress).

Ti before a, e, o, and u = si: impartial, essen-

tiel, caution, Latium {la-siom'). T, however,
remains a dental, (1) at the beginning of a
word

—

tiare, and in the initial anti—as in

Antioche, antiapoplectique, antienne, antievan-
gelique

; (2) in words derived from those that

possess the pure t : nous portions (we were
bearing, from porter, Lat. portare), il chdtie,

departie, garantie, ortie, repenties, rotie, soi'tie,

entretien, maintien, soutien, and tien, tienne,

etc.; (3) after s or xx amnistie, forestier,

combustion, digestion, mixtion
;
to these must

be added words which have lost the original s
before t—as chdtier, chretien, Etienne, etiole,

etc.
; (4) in the syllables tier, tiere, tieme

:

amitie, savetier, entiere, huitieme,—^yet in
balbutier and balbutie, initier and initie,

satiete, t=s. Epizootie, t = t.

Exercise.—Nuptial, nuptiaux, Miltiade,
Spartiate, martial, nicotiane

; aristocratie,
Galatie, fac6tie, proph6tie, calvitie, Nigritie,
B6otie, minutie, argutie, balbutie, ineptie,
inertie, imperitie, suprdmatie, theocratie, par-
tiel, essentiel, captieux, minutieux, pr^tentieux,
facetieux, E^ptien, quotient, patient, patiem-
ment, V^nitienne, petiole, nation, rationnel,
conditionn^, Latium, Horatius, a fortiori, pro-
videntiel, diplomatie, vaccination, minutieuse,
petitionnaire, factionnaire, petiole.

The t is connected on the same terms as s

(q. V.): ondonneune dot'^a larosiere ; illaisse
un deficit^enorme ; de Vest'^a Vouest ; un
sot'^homme ; cet'^instant ; vingt'^objcctions

; y
voni'Hils? en reviennent'Helles? il pleut'^d
verse; la riviere fait'^une courbe; jieint'^il d
Vhuile? Us vivenf^aujour lejour ; de haut^en
bas • etc. In connecting t it is important to
avoid quiproquos and alliteration

;
if we say

Venfant'^avait repondu; Vachat'^etait sur le

point de . . .; un savant^est souvent inconnu;
these phrases might be mistaken for Venfant
t'avait repondu ; la chatte etait sur le point
de ...

;

un savant Vest

;

etc. To say cet

enfanV^apprend'^'a ecrire ; la profession
d'avocat/^est to^ijours lucrative; brings about
a harsh repetition of the same articulation

;

the correct way here would be : ccV^enfant
\

apprend'^'a ecrire; la profession d'avocat
|
est

toujours ; etc.

§ 79. Th is always pron. as a simple tx

theatre = tedtre, sympathie = sympatie, gothigue
^gotique, luth — luV, Judith — JudiV

,
zenith=

zeniV, Goth— go, Visigoth= visigo. (Ostrogoth
is spelt Ostrogot and pron. go

;
some authors,

however, prefer Ostrogoth.)

§80. K= English t;: vapeur, vepres, svelte,

suave, zouave, etc.

§ 81. W has been fully treated in § 1,

p. 28. In such words as Neivton, Newcastle,
New- York, give to new the sound of eu close

(§ 37), not the English diphthong.

§ 82. X is the only consonant in the French
alphabet which offers a double articulation.

It is diversely pronounced ks, gz, k, ss, z, and is

mute at the end of most words. It is sounded:
ks at the beginning of words : xijghias,

but Xavier =gzavier, Xerxes— gzerces Xeres
(sherry) = Xc'i'es ;

in the initial syllables ax,
ix, ox : axiome, ixia, oxigene', in the body of

a word, except in the cases mentioned below :

Alexandre, expr'es, extreme, fixe, luxe, Mexique
;

at the end of those words where it is not mute :

codex, index, larynx, lynx, prefix, silcx, sphinx,
Styx, etc.

gz in the initial syllable ex before any vowel
or h : exalter, exhausser, executer, exonercr,
exhumer, etc.

k in exc followed by e or i : exc'es, exciter,

exceder.

ss in Aix-les-Bains, Aix-la- Chapelle,Auxerre,
Auxonne, Beatrix, Bruxelles, Cadix, soix-
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ante and derivs.—It is well known that the

people of Brmsels, of Auseerre, etc.
,
call their

towns BrucTisel, Auksonne, and themselves
Brucksellois, Auksonnois, but French gram-
marians have settled the matter ex cathedra.

However, when Aix stands by itself, it is usually

called Aiks., and the historical church Saint-

Germain-V Auxerrois is called V AuTcserrois by
the common consent of educated Parisians.

z in deuxieme, sixieme, dixihne, and their

derivatives
;
also in those final mute ic’s which

are connected : heureux'^enfant, say reu-zen.

X is mute in the following : crucifix,perdrix,
prix, fiux, reflux ; in aux and compounds—as

auxquels

;

in all adjs. in eux, all nouns and
adjs. forming their plural in x simple or aux.
It is further mute at the end of a word after a
compound vowel ; bestiaux, Bruix, Bordeaux,
deux, doux, Desaix, poix, Trevoux, yeux, etc.,

and in the obsolete terminations aulx and oulx.

Remark.—Six and dix are read siss, diss at

the end of a phrase, or when they are used
substantially : il en a six

;
relevez le dix de

carreau. They are pron. siz, diz, before a vowel
or h mute : six allumettes, dix heures. Lastly,

they sound si, di before a consonant or h
aspirate : six deniers, dix hannetons.

The final x's that are articulated are per-

force connected : le pix aux mains duprHre,
say pi-ksb. The final inarticulated x has the
soft sound of z when connected, and it is con-

nected on the same lines as s and t : aux'~^heu-

reux dusiecle ; de beaux'^omhrages ; il chanta
deux'^airs; doux'^aentendre; tupeux'^y aller;

je veux^en oiler chercher. Here again care

must be taken to avoid misunderstanding : if

we connect son epoux'^etait d se raser, it might
betaken for son epouse etait d se raser, his wife

was engaged shaving, instead of her husband

,

etc.

§83. .^=Englishz: azur, bronze, gazon,

Iwzerne, Mazarin, topaze, zigzag, etc.

At the end of a word z is usually silent :

finirez, recevriez, chez, nez, riz, assez, rez-de-

chaussee, Desprez, Dumouriez, Agassiz. It is,

however, heard in gaz, and in some proper
nouns, mostly of Spanish origin : Alvarez,
Cortez, Rhod'ez, Sanchez, Lopez, Fez, Ormuz,
Suez, Booz ; Metz = mess, Retz = ress, quartz
= quouartz.

z final is connected like s, t, and x :

volez^au feu, vovs feriez'^une tache,

soyez'^amis, ecoutez'^avec attention. Say,

du riz
I
au lait, but les riz^ont monte

;
un

nez 1 affreux, but dez nez'^affreux.

§ 84. Zz = one z, and sounds with the next
syllable ; mezzanine = me-zanine, lazzi — la-zi.

In words equally of Italian origin, but less accli-

matised than the former, zz sounds like dz :

mezzo, Bozzaris, Pozzo-di-Borgo, Pestalozzi.

General Remarks on Accent.

§ 85. In every word of more than one syl-

lable there is always one on which the stress

of the voice fails more decidedly than on the
rest. This accent or tone exists in all lan-
guages, but in French it is less noticeable than
in most, in consequence of its recurrence. In
all words with a feminine termination—that
is, whose final syllable contains an e mute and

no other vowel—it falls on the penultimate, as

triomphe, triumph. In all those with a mascu-
line termination—that is, which contain any
other vowel than e in their final syllable or c

with another vowel—the accent falls invariably

on this last, as verta, virtue
;
sacri^oxA, sacri-

ficing.

Oratorical accent requires the tone to rise

with the last word of a phrase or section of a
phrase, as Rien n'est beau que le vrai. In an
antithesis the accent would be applied as in

English ; Les grands Tiiseurs ne sent pas les

grands YMseurs
;

dites la difference entre

n^partir et 'R'kpartir. But for accent of this

kind ,—Henri has received two letters, Henri
has received two letters, Henri has received

two letters, Henri has received two letters,

Henri.has received two letters, French possesses

no corresponding tone
;

each one of these

phrases would require a special construction

to bring out its special emphasis.

These remarks merely skim the question
;

special works require to be consulted.

END OF '‘FRENCH PRONUNCIATION.”

XVII.

The Reign of Edward VI. {continued').

Now came the last and most mournful
act of that reign which, opening with such

high hopes, was destined to a sad and prema-

ture close. The young king had never entirely

recovered from a fit of the small-pox. That
disease left behind it a chronic weakness ;

symptoms of consumption appeared, and it

became evident that the grave gentle boy, “ so

wise, so young,” would not long occupy an
earthly throne. According to the established

order of succession, the throne would have been
the inheritance of the Princess Mary and her

heirs, and after these the Princess Elizabeth

would have the next right. But Northumber-
land’s ambition urged him to a wild and despe-

rate scheme for bringing the crown into his

own family, Mary, the sister of Henry VIII.,

had left several children by her „ .

second husband, Charles Brandon. No^umberland

The eldest of her daughters was
Frances Grey, who married the

Marquis of Dorset, created Duke of Suffolk

through Northumberland’s influence. The Duke
and Duchess of Suffolk had a daughter, the

gentle Lady Jane Grey, an amiable girl of

sixteen, modest and diffident
;
a classical scholar,

and reader of Plato with the learned Roger
Ascham. Northumberland worked upon the

dying boy-king by an appeal to one of his

strongest sentiments— zeal for the mainte-
nance of the Protestant religion in England.
The Princess Mary, a bigoted Romanist, would,

he argued, undo in England the whole work
of the Reformation, and re-establish the worst
abuses of popery, if ever she succeeded to the
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throne. If she were excluded, her half-sister

Elizabeth must be excluded also—for the reason
of. illegitimacy, alleged against the one, would
apply exjually to the other. The Lady Jane
Grey was the person most fitted to succeed to
the title and dignity of Queen of England

;

and as Henry VIII. had bequeathed the crown
by letters patent, his son might exercise the
same right.

Edward’s consent, seconded by his own incli-

nations, was obtained by Northumberland appa-
rently without much difficulty. With the Council

the Duke had a difficult task

;

Edw^VI
July 6, 1553.’ deterred from his scheme

by the remonstrances of nobles,
judges, or chui-chmen. Montague, the chief
justice, was .stigmatized as a traitor

;
Cranmer’s

objections were overcome by the entreaties of
the dying king. The act of succession was
passed, and the marriage of Lady Jane with

St. Andrews by order of the primate, Cardinal
Beatoun, who, enraged at the bold preaching
of Wishart, determined to strike terror into the
hearts of innovators by the execution of the
ablest and most eloquent among them. The
cardinal himself witnessed the execution of
Wishart, who solemnly declared that Beatoun
himself should in a few days be brought low, '

though he now exalted himself so high. The
prediction was soon fulfilled

;
for some of the

followers of Wishart determined to execute a
great and solemn vengeance upon the man who
had put him to death. They entered Beatoun ’s

palace, and murdered him with a certain grave
deliberation

; James Melvil, who dealt the
fatal blow, solemnly declaring that he and his
accomplices were sent by God to inflict the
deserved punishment for the death of Wishart.
The great question at that time was whether

the scheme of a marriage between the daughter
of James the Fifth, the young Queen Mary of

ANCIENT SMITHFIELD.

Lord Guilford Dudley, the Duke’s fourth son, by
which Northumberland hoped to bring the
crown into his own family, completed the
nefarious scheme. Soon afterwards the young
king died. He was only in the sixteenth year
of his age. His days had been few, but not
evil. The great work of the Keformation had
so far gone on that its permanence was
assured

;
various schools and seminaries of

learning had been founded, and commerce and
manufactures progressed.

The affairs of Scotland during this period had
been of high importance. In that country the

o
ideas in matters

religion aroused a fiercer con-
flict than in England. There was

no idea of compromise, for the fiery zeal of the
reformers aroused the deepest feelings of an-

w u j
tagonism and hatred in their op-

wishaxt^ ponents. Thus in 1546 one of the
iieatoun, 154b.

preachers of the Re-
formation, George Wishart, was publicly burnt at

Scotland, and the young King Edward VI.—

a

scheme earnestly recommended by the late

King Henry VIII. to his executors—should be
carried out, or the Scottish scheme of alliance

with France, and the betrothal of the young
queen to one of the French royal family. The
Protector Somerset himself marched wnth an
army into Scotland to procure the fulfilment

of his late master’s scheme; but the queen
dowager, Mary of Guise, was obstinately

opposed to any alliance with England, her
sympathies being entirely with France. At
the battle of Pinkie, or Mussel-
burgh, the most terrible defeat Battle of Pinkie,

they had endured since the fatal Musselburgh,

day of Flodden was inflicted on
the Scots. They lost ten thousand men, while
of their opponents not above two hundred
were slain. Had Somerset not been obliged to

return hastily to England by the intrigues of

his brother, the admiral, who was conspiring

against him, he could have exacted what terms
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he liked from the defeated enemy. But time
was lost, and the victory brought no permanent
advantage. The queen dowager prevailed on
the Scottish council to send the young queen
privately to France, with the view that she
should be there married to the Dauphin. Ac-
cordingly Villegaignon, a French captain] in

command of fom’ galleys, put out from the
Firth of Forth as if to return to France

;
but

on reaching the open sea turned northwards
and sailed round by the Orkneys to Dumbarton,
where he took the young queen on board. This
voyage was looked on as a great feat, for gal-

leys were not built for those stormy seas. Mary
was soon after betrothed to Francis, the son of

Henry II. The distractions and quarrels of the
parties of Somerset and his opponents in Eng-
land prevented any revenge for this act of

negative hostility.

lex. De his tribus doraibus certamen maxi-
mum fuerat apud nostros judices. Cicero,

summus civium reipublicae suae maxime pro-

fuit. Alexander Magnus non paucis acerrimis

proeliis interfuit. Duo consules viri fortis-

simi, Romanis legionibus praefuerunt. Milites

fortes omnibus periculis belli summa loetitia

aderunt. Frigus acrius plantis nostris minus
fructibus proderit. Deus est. Non esse domi
est foeminae malae Caesar multis et maximis
proeliis superfuit. Quot victoriae erant tibi, 0
dux noster summe ! Lux alma soils omnibus
animalibus est grata et utilissima.

Translate into Latin :—Thou art such as thy
father was. We have survived many dangers
by sea and many by land. This gold is brighter
than the gold in your hands, which will be
exceedingly profitable to your friends. The
troops of the enemy are in the way of our very
brave soldiers. No true poet will be wanting

KXETEE.

Self-Examination Questions and Exercises.

What do you mean by a Tense, Mood, a De-
ponent Verb, a Transitive Verb, and an Intran-
sitive Verb ? and give examples. What are
the Finite and what the Infinite parts of a
Verb? Distinguish the three Persons. What
is the twofold use of the verb sum ? Write out
all the tenses and learn them by heart. Make
a list of verbs conjugated like sum^ and tell

what case the compounds of sum govern. How
does the conjugation ot prosum differ from that
of sum ?

Translate into English :—Tu es major poeta
quam ille. Bonis pueris nunquam amici deerunt
boni. Nunquam tibi proderit haec durissima

to his country in his poems. He should have
been more learned than either of his two
brothers. Which of you has profited his sister

in her very many griefs? The Queen is at

the head of the affairs of this country. There
is great power under the name (say implied
in the name) of king. Ignorance is hurtful

to most minds. As many men, so many
opinions are there amongst us.

The Four Conjugations and the Stem
System and Formation.

Regular verbs are arranged in four classes

called conjugations.

First conj ugation—character, A
Second „ „ E.
Third „ „ Consonant or U.
Fourth „ „ I,

To conjugate a verb, the present, perfect,

and supine stems must be known.
1. The present stem in the first, second, and

fourth conjugations is found by taking the
syllable r^ from the present infinitive active

;
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in the third conjugation by taking away the

syllable ere.

2. The perfect stem is found by taking the

syllable i from the perfect indicative active.

3. The supine stem is found by taking the

syllable um from the supine.

(1)

From the ‘present stem are formed all

pKesent tenses, all futures simple, all imper-

fects, and the gerund and gerundive. (Observe

that the gerund ending in supplies

cases to the verb acting as a iioiin., but the

gerundive is the future participle in itns.')

2. The supine stem is found by taking the
syllable um from the supine.

Intransitive deponents have no supine in u,

nor gerundive.
Before, however, you go any further, we must

dwell a little on the principle of the stem
system of the verb, for it is the foundation of
all changes in the verb in all its conjugations,
regular or irregular. Now, you know in deal-
ing with the English verb we make various
changes in its form to express a difference in
its meaning. Thus in some verbs we make

TENSE-ENDINGS OF THE FOUR REGULAR CONJUGATIONS.

(1) Amo, to love; (2) Monco, to advise; (3) Rego, to rule; (4) Audio, to hear.

Tense.
Conju-

gation. ACTIVE ENDINGS. PASSIVE ENDINGS.

Pres. Indie.
S

'(

1, 2, 4 -0 -8 -t -mus -tis -nt+ ( -or* -rist -tur -mur -mini -nturt
3 -0 -is -it -Imus -Itis -unt \ -or -grist -itur -imur -imini -untur

Pres. Conj.
!

I

1 -em* -es -et -emus -etis -ent ( -er* -erist -etur -emur -emini -entur

2, 3, 4 -am -as -at -amus -atis -ant ( -ar -arist -atur -amur -amini -antur

Pres. Imper. (

(
1, 2, 4

3 e

-te

-ite

-re

-gre

-mini
-Imini

g Pres. Infn. 1, 2, 4

3
-re

-gre
1 -ri

1-i

§
Pres. Partic.

\

1, 2

3, 4
-ns
-ens

( None
( Note

Impf. Indie. \ 1, 2 -bam -bas -bat -bamus -batis -bant t -bar -barist -batur -bamur -bamini -bantur

1
(

3, 4 -ebam -ebas -ebat -ebamus -ebatis -ebant I -ebar -ebarist -ebatm* -ebamur -ebamini -ebantur

Impf. Conj. 1, 2, 4 -rem -res -ret -remus -retis -rent j -rer -rerist -retur -remur -remini -rentur

I

j

3 -grem -gres -gret -gremus -gretis -grent i -grer -grerist -eretur -eremur -gremini -grentur

Future Indie. b 2 -bo -bis -bit -bimus -bitis -bunt J -bor -bgrist -bitur -Wmur -blmini -bimtur
i 3, 4 -am -es -et -emus -etis -ent (

-ar -erist -etur -emur -emini -entur

Future Imp. ( 1, 2, 4 -to -to -tote -ntot -tor -tor -ntort

I 3 -ito -ito -itote -unto -itor -itor -untor

Gerundive
(

'(

1. 2

3, 4
-nclum
-endum

Gerun- \ -ndus
dive j

-endus

Ferf. Ind. Aor.

Perfect Conj.

Perfect Injin.

Pluperf. Indie.

Pluperf. Conj.

Put. Perf. Indie.

all

all

all

all

all

all

Supine
Future Partic.
FutM'e InJin.

Perfect Partic.

all

all

all

all

-isti -it -tmus -istis
-enint
or ere

grim -6ris -6rit -Primus -6ritis -firint

isse
gram -gras -grat -gramus -gratis -grant
issem -isses -isset -issemus -issetis -issent

gro -gris -grit -grimus -gritis -grint

[In the Passive Voice these are CoMPOuirn
Tekses, being foimed by the Past Parti-
ciple with the tenses of the Verb Sum.]

Acc. -um
;
All. -u.

-urns -ura -urum
-urus -ura -urum e

^ In A-Verbs the a is lost in these endings, as amo (for ama-o), amem, etc., amor (for ama-or), amer.
+ /-Verbs insert u, as audi-unt, audi-unto, audi-untur, audi-u7itor.

t There is an alternative form, re for ris.

(2) From the perfect stem are formed all

perfects active, all pluperfects active, and the

future perfect active.

(3) From the supine stem are formed supines,

the future participle active, and perfect par-

ticiple passive.

In deponent verbs the stems are found in

this way :

—

1 . The present stem in the first, second, and
fourth conjugations is found by taking the
syllable ri from the present infinitive

;
in the

third conjugation by taking away the syllable i.

an outward vowel change to express the past

tense : as “he spolief from the verb to speak,

In other verbs we make no outward change at

all, but change only the end of the word by
an addition, as “ walked,” past tense of walk,
where we add ed. This last method is a very
common way of marking the past tense in the
English verb. Then there is another way, by
adding separate words, as “ I have read.” Now,
it is only in the passive voice, and then only
in certain tenses, that in Latin we have the
last method of forming tenses, by additional
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words
;
but in the active voice it is done either

by internal vowel change, or by distinct ter-

minations, and these for each person. A single

letter in Latin will sometimes change a voice,

a tense, a mood, a number, or a person. Thus
amo^ I love,’ present active, will become pre-

sent passive, amor, ‘ I am loved,’ by the adding
of r—a letter which, when final, observe, is a
sign of the passive voice. Then, if we change
0 into a, as airio into ama, we have a change
in mood, for ama means ‘love thou,’ in the

imperative mood. Then if we change amas
into aoriat, we change the second person, ‘ thou
lovest,’ into the third, ‘ he loves ’

;
and if we

change amat into amant, we change the num-
ber—the third person singular number, ‘he
loves, into the third person plural, ‘ they love.’

So you see the most important changes in

the Latin verbs affecting tense, person, mood
and voice are exclusively effected by a slight

change in the word itself. Now, many of these

changes are made according to certain rules in

dealing with the stem of the verb, which you
mustnot confound with the root—a very common
error, for the root is one thing and the stem
is quite another thing, inasmuch as the root is

that part of a word which it has in common
with its original or kindred word : as in

amare, ‘ to love,’ arn is the root, which it has in

common with such kindred words as amabiUs,
‘ lovable,’ amoenus, ‘ lovely,’ but ama is the

stem, because it is that part of the word on
which as a foundation all the changes of flexion

are based and built. It is on this stem of the

verb that many of the voice endings, tense

endings, and person endings are based, either

directly or indirectly, and hence its supreme
importance, and the imperative necessity of

studying the rule I have given respecting the

stems of the various conjugations, and the tenses

formed from those different stems.

Now, if you will only carefully study the table

of tense endings on the page opposite, of the

four regular conjugations, in connection with
what I have said about the stem system and
the formation of tenses, you will find it not
only more easy but more profitable to master
the Latin conjugations.

1. Now, observe here that in the tenses in -am
gone through—in -am, -as, -at, and so on—we
must except the future simple of rego and audio,

which makes regam, reges, etc., audiam, audies,

etc. With the tenses in -am must be joined

the present of amo—amo, amas, etc.

2. The tenses in -em are gone through in -em,

-es, -et, and so on. With these must be joined

the present of moneo, as if it were monem ; the

future of rego and audio—regam, reges, etc.
;

audiam, audies, etc.

3. The tenses in -im and -o are gone through
(-m, -o), -is, -it, excepting amo, v/hich is gone
through as if it were amam ; moneo, which goes
through as if it were monem ; also the present

of rego and audio, and future of amo and moneo,
make -unt in the 3rd plural instead of -int.

The four perfects are gone through like fui.

4. The tenses in -ar are gone through in -ar,

-aris{re), -atur, and so on; except future simple

of regor and aiedior, which makes regar, regeris,

etc.; audiar, audieris, etc. With the tenses in

-ar must be joined the present of amor—amor^
amaris, etc. The tenses in -er are gone through
in -er, -eris(i’e'), -etii/r, and so on. With these

must be joined the present of moneor, as if

moner, moneor, moneris, etc.
;
the future of

regor and audior, as if reger, audier, regar,

regeris, etc.

Self-Examination Qiiestions.

How are regular verbs arranged ? What is

meant by a conjugation ? How many conjuga-

tions are there, and how are they distinguished

from one another ? What is necessary to know
before you can conjugate a verb? How do
you find the present, perfect, and supine stems ?

Give examples. What tenses are formed from
the present stem ? what from the perfect

stem ? and what tenses are formed from the

supine stem? How do you find the stem in

deponent verbs ? Point out the chief differences

in the formation of tenses in Latin and in

English, with examples. Show the necessity

of studying carefully the stem system in dealing

with the Latin verb. What is the difference

between the root of a word and the stem of a

word ? and give examples of this difference.

Write out the tense-endings of the four regular

conjugations, and connect them with the stem

system. Point out the regular and irregular

way of going through the tenses in -am, -em, -im,
-0

,
-or, and -er.

The First Eegular or ^-Conjugation.

Active Voice.

Amare, to love. Stem, ama.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

1.

Present Tense.

Singular, amo, I love, do love, or am loving
amas, thou lovest

amat, he loves.

Plural. amamus, we love

amatis, ye love

amant, they love.

2.

Simple Future Tense.

S. amabo, I shall love

amabis, thou wilt love

amabit, he will love

P. amabimus, we shall love

amabitis, ye will love

amabunt, they will love.

3.

Imperfect Tense.

S. amabam, I was loving

amabas, thou wast loving
amabat, he was loving.

P. aniabamus, we were loving

amabatis, ye were loving

amabant, they were loving.

4.

Perfect Tense.

S. amavi, I loved
amavisti, thou lovedst

amavit, he loved.

P. amavimus,
amavistis,

amaverunt,
vel amavere.

we loved
ye loved

they loved.
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6. Future Perfect.

S. amavero, I shall have loved
amaveris, thou wilt have loved
amaverit, he will have loved.

P. amaverimus, we shall have loved
amaveritis, ye will have loved

amaverint, they will have loved.

6. Pluperfect.

S. amaveram, I had loved

amaveras, thou hadst loved
amaverat, he had loved.

P. amaveramus, we had loved
amaveratis, ye had loved
amaverant, they had loved.

SUBJUNCTIVE OR CONJUNCTIVE MOOD.

1.

Present Tense.

S, amem, I may love

ames, thou mayest love

amet, he may love.

P, amemus, we may love

ametis, ye may love

ament, they may love.

2.

Imperfect Tense.

S. amarem, I might love

amares, thou mightest love

amaret, he might love.

P. amaremus, we might love

amaretis, ye might love

amarent, they might love.

3.

Perfect Tense.

S. amaverim, I may have loved

amaveris, thou mayest have loved

amaverit, he may have loved.

P. amaverimus, we may have loved
amaveritis, ye may have loved

amaverint, they may have loved.

4.

Pluperfect Tense.

S. amavissem, I should have loved

amavisses, thou w'ouldest have
loved

amavisset, he would have loved,

P. amavissemus, we should have loved

amavissetis, ye would have loved

amavissent, they would have loved.

Part. Pre». amans, loving.

Part. Fut. amaturus, about to love.

[The ending -ns is common to all the present

participles in all the conjugations

—

amans,
monens, regens, and audiens—and marks a

present time, as in English -ing. So in

the passive voice the ending -us marks the

past tense in all conjugations—as amatus.

loved, monitus, advised, rectus, ruled, and
auditus, heard—and so answers to the

English termination -ed or -en.']

Observe (1) that the first and third persons

of the present subjunctive mood may be used
with an imperative or hortative sense—as

amem, let me love
;
amemus, let us love.

(2) In all the perfect tenses vi and ve may
be omitted before s and r, as

amavisti becomes amasti.

amavistis amastis.

amaverunt amarunt.
amavero amaro.
amaveram

JJ
amaram.

amaverem amarem
amavissem amassem.
amavisse amasse.

But mark that we cannot contract amavere
into amare, because then we should confuse it

with the present tense.

Vocabulary of verbs conjugated like amo, which
govern {i.e. take after them) an accusative case

of the noun or pronoun, and make the perfect

in avi :

—

aedifico, I build,

appello, I call,

certo, I strive, contend,

colloco, I place, settle,

comparo, I compare,
considero, I consider,

ciiro, I care for, take

care of,

decoro, I adorn,

delecto, I delight,

desidero, I miss, desire,

long for.

devoco, I call down,
fugo, I put to fiight.

habito, I dwell, inhabit,

laudo, I praise,

libero, I free, deliver.

ministro, I wait upon,
supply.

muto, I change,
nego, I deny,

opto, I wish for.

placo, I appease, calm,
puto, I think,

reciipero, I recover,

regno, I reign,

spero, I hope for,

supero, I overcome,
surpass, excel,

servo, I keep or ob-

serve.

tento, I try.

vitupero, I blame, find

fault with.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

1. Present Tense.

S. ama, love thou. P. amate, love ye.

2. Future Tense.

S. amato, thou must love

amato, he must love.

P. amat5te, ye must love

amanto, they must love.

VERB INFINITE.

Inf. Pres., Imperf. amare, to love

Inf. Perf., Plup. amavisse, to have loved.

Inf. Future, amaturus esse, to be about to love.

Gerund, Nom., Ace. amandum, loving.

„ Gen. amandi, of loving.

„ Dat., Abl. amando, for or by loving.

Supine in -um. amatum, to love.

Supine in -u. amatu, in loving or to be loved.

Self-Examination Questions and Exercises.

Write out the imperative mood of amo, and
all its past tenses in all moods. What some-
times may be the force of the first and third

persons subjunctive ? How do we account for

the forms amastis, amassem, amasse? Learn
off and write out the vocabulary of verbs con-

jugated like amo. What are the double tenses

in the infinitive mood? and write out the
gerunds.

Translate into English :

—

Tuum optimum patrem semper et ex imo
animo amato. Omnes amare boni est Chris-

tiani. Amando vir bonus Dei totam legem
ben6 servat. Domum magnam aedificare certa-

bant. In summis montibus durissimi agricolae

habitaturi sunt. Diutissim^ servabunt hoc
ipsum regum milites nostri. Propter honorem
tuam fidem servato. Id ipse eurabo. Hoc
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fundamentum in una nrbe collocassent. Pacem
recuperare non est facile. De bis rebus nostris

non ben6 consideraverint. Ne spera regnare

in hac libera urbe, quam nostri majores diu

aedificavere. Vos decorare domis ampbssimis

Deorum templa semper desiderabitis. Alia

mutat, alia collocat. Alios laudabunt, alios vitu-

perabunt. Abud est urbem liberare, aliud

superare.

Translate into Latin :

—

He praises the one man, and he reviles the

other. Let us delight our parents by good

works. He is about to compare this very small

gift of mine with that very great one of thine.

He may miss thy sweet voice and thy prudent

counsel. It is pleasant to praise one’s friends.

In putting the enemy to flight is great praise

for the soldiers. How many of our best citizens

will change this highest law of the state ! You
still strive in vain to change your abode. He
works for rest, and he tries to supply all we
wish. Ye might have called down upon every

individual here the anger and the punishment

of the immortal gods.

XVII.

IMPORTAJNT Discoveries (^continued).

In 1704 HaUey was led to calculate the ob-

served path of a number of comets which had

Halley’s comet, would return and pass its peri-

helion, or nearest distance to the sun, in the
end of 1768, and should therefore be visible

some time in the summer or autumn of that

year. This prediction caused much interest,

and when 1758 came all astronomers were
anxiously on the look-out for the expected
comet. August 1758 came and went, but no
comet

;
September and October came and

went, but still no comet. Things were be-

coming serious, and it began to look as if

Halley’s prediction was visionary. November
dawned, but still no comet, and many astrono-

mers openly expressed their views that Halley’s

theory of a periodical comet was quite errone-

ous. On the 14th November, a young but even
then celebrated mathematician, named Clairaut,

announced that he had mathematically investi-

gated the theory of the comet, and had found
that the attraction of the planets Jupiter and
Saturn would delay the return of the comet by
nearly a year, and that it would not return to

its perihelion until April 1759. This news was
satisfactory, for if it were true it showed that

the comet might yet be seen. Astronomers
redoubled their search, but November went and
December came, and still no comet. Christmas
time arrived, but not the comet.
On Christmas Day, a Saxon amateur astrono-

mer, named George Patitsch, discovered a
nebulous spot in the heavens, which had
moved appreciably by the next day. It was
the long-expected comet come back at last, as

HaUey had predicted. It was observed with
great care, and found to pass its perihelion

in March 1759, exactly one month earlier

than the date fixed by Clairaut, In 1836

l)een seen, and he was surprised to And that

the path of the comet of 1682 was nearly iden-

tical with that seen seventy-five years earlier,

in 1607, and observed by Kepler. Proceeding
with his work, he was amazed to find that the
comet of 1531, which had been observed by
Appian, seemed to move likewise in the same
path. This looked very much as if they were
three apparitions of one comet, which took
about 75^ years to return

;
for it was very

improbable that three distinct
Halley’s comet, comets should move in paths
so close to each other. He determined to

examine if there was any comet seen in 1456,
or 75 years before the comet seen by Appian.
He was delighted to find that there was, and
that this comet moved in a similar path to the
other three. Continuing his investigation, he
found records of a comet in 1380, or 76 years
earlier, and in 1305, or 76 years still earlier.

He felt convinced that aU these observations
were apparitions of. the same comet, which
revolved round the sun once in 75| years. He
predicted, therefore, that this comet, now caUed

Halley’s comet once more returned, but
theoretical astronomy was now in a far more
perfect condition, and its return was predicted

to within a day of the real time.

In 1761, and again in 1769, numerous
expeditions were organised to watch the

transit of Venus across the sun, with the

view of determining the solar parallax and thus

ascertaining the distance of the sun. Gregory
was the first to point out the advantages of

the transits of Venus for this

purpose, and Halley had ener- Expe^tmnto

getically advocated the method,
It is easy to understand how the

distance of the sun was to be ascertained, by
noticing how the planet’s path across the sun

seemed to be displaced when it was viewed

from different parts of the earth. Thus, if

in fig. 53 s be the place of Venus from a spot e

on the earth, as seen from the spot e' it

will appear to be at s', and from the spot e"

appear to be at s"

.

Now, the distance of

Venus from the sun is known by astronomy to be
of the distance of the sun from the earth, so
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that if v s = y\, then v e will be and there-

fore the distance s' s" will be or f of

the distance e' c" ;
so that if e' e" be 6,000

miles, then s' s" will be 16,000 miles. Now,
viewed from the earth, the planet Venus will

seem to cross the sun along the path ss.

s' s', s" s", fig. 54, according as it is seen from the
points e, e', e", and the distance between s' s'

and .s" s" can easily be found when we know
how much longer s" s" is than s' s', and this

vvill be equal to the difference in time it will

take Venus to move over s' s' and s" s".

Now, the observers of the transits, when these

results came to be properly compared, found
that the distance between s's' and s"s" was
35"-0. Therefore we arrive at the result that

16,000 miles at the distance of the sun occupied
35"-0 and by geometry we know that 16.000

miles, to appear only 35", must I eremoved to a

distance of 94,290,000 miles, which must there-

fore be the distance of the sun. Then, taking

the radius of the earth as 3,962 miles, by
dividing 35" by tWtjV the parallax

of the sun is 8'67". This was the value

deduced by Laplace from the transits of Venus
of 1761 and 1769.

Lacaille, a French astronomer, had at an
earlier period, from a comparison of the

difference in the position of the planet Mars,

as seen from the Cape of Good Hope and the
observatories of Greenwich and Paris, during

the autumn of 1751, found that
Solar parallax. Cape of Good Hope Mars
seemed systematically 40" north of the place it

seemed to occupy in Europe. As the distance

of the planet from the earth was only one-third

of the distance of the sun, and as the distance
between the Cape of Good Hope and the

European observatories was times the earth’s

radius, the solar parallax must be equal to
40" X i X xf = 10-24". This value was
thought to be too great.

Subsequently Tobias Mayer of Gottingen, a
famous German astronomer, endeavoured to

determine the distance of the sun by an
entirely new principle. When the moon is

between its first quarter and its last quarter, it

is in the portion of its orbit which is beyond
the path of the earth, and so

New methods of from the sun than when

Soli*?SXx.
and in consequence it moves

slower during the latter half than it does
during the former half. The amount by which
it moves slower or quicker is in direct propor-

tion to the ratio of Hie distances of the sun and
moon from the earth. Consequently, at the

time of first quarter, when the moon has been
moving with diminished speed for half its

revolution, it is behind its place by nearly a
fifteenth part of its diameter

;
and at the time

of third quarter, when the moon is moving
correspondingly faster for a similar period, it

is nearly a fifteenth of its diameter ahead of

what would otherwise be its place. The
maximum amount of this variation is equal
to 14^ times the solar parallax. According
to Tobias Mayer, the exact amount of this

variation was 123-5", and he named it the

Ijarallactxc ineqxialiUj

,

as its value depended
on the value of the solar parallax. Dividing
this by 14^, it gives 8-7" for the solar parallax,

Subsequently Laplace in the same manner
found 8-6".

Lalande employed Lacaille’s observations of

the moon made at the Cape of Good Hope in

1751, to determine a new value of the lunar

parallax, by comparing them with
corresponding observations made parallax,

by himself at Berlin, and found that the
parallax of the moon was equal to 57' 3-7".

Subsequently, towards the end of the century.
Burg, an astronomer of Vienna, compared
Lacaille’s observations vdth those made by
Bradley at Greenwich, and deduced the value
of 57' 1-8" for the lunar parallax. There no
longer remained any uncertainty as to this.

In course of time there sunk into oblivion
the bitter controversy that had been waged
between the schools of Leibnitz and Newton,
and the rising generation of Continental mathe-
maticians were able to take an unprejudiced
view of the state of science. Already in 1722
Maupertius, a French mathematician, had
entered upon a strong defence of the theory of
gravitation, and in 1738 the celebrated Voltaire
wrote a brief but powerful exposition of the
numerous discoveries and theories of Newton.
Mairan, Louville and others had also directed
attention to the beauties of the theory of gravi-

tation.

At that time there was a trio of able young
rising mathematicians living in France. Euler,

the eldest, though but thirty-three, had already
rendered his name distinguished by his dis-

coveries in the pure mathematics, by which he
showed himself to be a most skilful and power-
ful analyst. Clairaut and D’Alembert were
seven or eight years younger, but had both
signalised themselves by their mathematical
achievements. In 1740 D’Alembert showed
how to reduce problems of dynamics to ques-

tions of equilibrium, and thus at one step re-

moved the difficulties in forming
the analytical base on which
to investigate problems dealing gravit^on.
with the motions of bodies or

systems of bodies. Clairaut, directing his atten-

tion to Newton’s theory of gravitation, applied

the powers of the infinitesimal calculus to the
investigation of the figure of the earth, and
mathematically established some beautiful

theorems with regard to the figure and attrac-

tions of the earth. These were published in

1743, and were the firstfruits of the application
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of Leibnitz’ calculus of differentials to the

theory of gravitation. In the

year he turned his attention
D Alembert.

theory of the moon. Both
Euler and D’Alembert were also working on
the same problem, the famous problem of three

bodies,—Given a body moving under the in-

fluence of gravitation in an ellipse round a

second body and disturbed in its motion by
the attraction of a third body, find the law of

its motion.
All three 'arrived at successful results, and

deduced in an unexceptionable manner the

theoretical values of the principal inequalities in

the motion*of the moon. In one respect, how-
ever, they all three failed to make theory agree

with observation
;
for like Newton they found

theoretically that the lunar perigee should move
only half as fast as it really did. For some
time this inexplicable discrepancy threw grave

doubts on the correctness, or rather on the

sufficiency, of the theory of gravity. Some
philosophers urged that the theory should be
modified so as to reconcile it with observation.

In 1749 Clairaut successfully overcame this

difficulty, and showed that it arose from him
and his colleagues having omitted to take into

account the inequalities of the motion of the

moon when considering the action of the sun
upon it, but had considered it as moving in a

regular ellipse. On rectifying this omission he
showed that the theoretical value agreed per-

fectly with that which had been observed.

This was a great triumph for the theory of

gravitation, and firmly established its truth in

the eyes of astronomers.
Determined to gather fresh laurels on this

magnificent field, these three mathematicians
turned their attention to other of the grand

problems of astronomy, and be-

Furtlier disco- tween 1745 and 1765 made im-
veries through portant discoveries concerning
the mathemati- motion of the planets. They

'^^om.e^th^o^^'''*®^®
joiiied in their investi-

of gravitation, gations by Lalande, Mayer, and
Bailly, and the theory of the

planets and their satellites on the theory of

gravitation were placed on a satisfactory foot-

ing. It is impossible to give any idea of the

numerous brilliant discoveries which were made
known in the course of these investigations

into the theory of astronomy. By their

ingenuity these celebrated mathematicians
triumphed over difficulty after difficulty, and
showed how Newton’s theory of gravitation

accounted for the most recondite phenomena
of the heavens.

At this period there arose a new worker in

these fields of research, the illustrious Lagrange,
destined to achieve more brilliant

enrol his name
as the greatest master of mathe-

matical analysis. When only in his twenty-
seventh year, in a masterly paper published
in 1763, Lagrange showed how to effect some
important improvements in the theoretical
investigations of his predecessors. Shortly
afterwards his younger but equally illustrious

rival Laplace, when scarcely past his majority,
made himself known by skilfully carrying his

investigations to a more complete extent than
either Euler or Lagrange, and in this manner
rectifying some imperfect results at which
they had arrived by having omitted some im-
portant considerations.

From this period until the end of the century,

Lagrange and Laplace rivalled each other in

an equal race for pre-eminence, and brilliant

discovery after discovery rewarded their in-

vestigations. Lagrange, gifted with a complete
mastery over mathematical analysis, boldly

attacked problem after problem in the infini-

tesimal calculus, and triumphing over difficulty

after difficulty, successfully developed it in

all directions, and showed how to investigate

question after question which had previously

been held to be beyond its powers. Laplace,

a most able mathematician,
though not possessing Lagrange’s Difference in

unrivalled mastery over^ mathe- vovrevs.

matical analysis, yet possessed a sagacity of

mind which seemed to enable him to penetrate

almost intuitively into the secrets of nature
and to reap discovery after discovery where
others would see little to discover. Nay, in

more than one case he achieved a victory over
problems which had fairly baffled his rival

Lagrange, who did not always realise the real

import of his discoveries.

They investigated the theory of the different

planets, and determined the values of the dif-

ferent perturbations or inequalities in their

motions due to their mutual attraction. The
secular inequalities or slow variation in the
orbits of the planets were next examined, and
in a series of brilliant investigations it was
shown that the orbits of the planets would
always retain the same mean distance from
the sun and revolve around that luminary in

the same mean period. Thus, though the
eccentricity and inclination of

the orbits, and the positions of

their perihelia and nodes would
^solar svstem

^

slowly vary, the orbits of the
^

planets would always retain their present
character. They showed that the planets could
neither fall into the sun, nor come into collision

with each other. Astronomers had made known
by observation the existence of a peculiar

inequality in the motion of Jupiter and Saturn,

by which these planets were periodically re-

tarded and accelerated in their motions in

their orbits. Laplace showed that this arose

from their mutual attraction, and depended on
the fact that Jupiter revolved five times in its

orbit in the same period that Saturn revolved

twice, and that from this cause their mutual
attraction produced inequalities which went
on accumulating for many years. Observation

had also made known the fact that the moon
was moving quicker in its orbit than it used

to, and this quickening, while

verysraaU (amounting to only 10"

in a century), was called its secu-

lar acceleration. After having baffled mathe-
maticians for thirty years, it was found by
Laplace to arise from a slow decrease in the

eccentricity of the elliptical orbit of the earth,

which enabled the attraction of the earth to

make the moon move quicker round it. Turn-
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ing his attention to the motion of the moon,
Laplace next showed that the ellipticity or

difference in the length of the equatorial and
polar diameter of the earth would introduce

small inequalities into the motion of the moon,

and showed that one of these had been dis-

covered by Mayer, who was ignorant of its

origin. From the observed value of these ine-

qualities, he was able to show that the polar

axis of the earth must be part shorter than

the equatorial axis. From another inequality

in the motion of the moon—that already re-

ferred to as the parallactic inequality—he was
able to show that the distance of the sun from
the earth must be 94| millions of miles.

The theory of the tides, the phenomena of

refraction, the figure of the earth and moon,
the precession of the equinoxes, the nutation

of the axis of the earth, the obliquity of the

ecliptic, the motion of the satellites of Jupiter,

and the ring of Saturn,—all these engaged the

attention of Laplace and Lagrange, and all were
placed on a very much more perfect footing.

Theoretical astronomy was indeed placed on
the firm foundation which it now occupies,

and later investigations have possessed the

character of mere extensions and perfections

of the results which were embodied in the

researches of Lagrange and Laplace.

XVII.

Climate.

The variations of temperature and moisture
affect all the productions of the earth’s surface

and the conditions of animal life in every part

of the globe. The most familiar experiences

of our existence are connected with the differ-

ence between heat and cold, the changes of

the seasons, and the prevalence or comparative
absence of moisture in the atmosphere. The
investigation of the causes of these variations

is one of the most interesting departments of

geographical study
;
but to prepare ourselves

for the examination we must have at the least

an elementary acquaintance with some impor-
tant astronomical facts.

The comprehensive term “ climate,” derived
. from the Greek K\iixa, a slope or inclination, is

defined to mean, in its modern acceptance,
“ that peculiar state of the atmosphere in regard
to heat and moisture which prevails in any

j
given place, together with its meteorological
condition generally, in so far as they exert an
influence on animal and vegetable life.” The
origin of the term in a slope or inclination

will be illustrated as we proceed.

The ecliptic^ or the apparent path of the sun
over the surface of the globe, is the cause of

all the phenomena of climate.
The ecliptic. We say apparent because, as we

all know, the earth revolves round the sun, and

not the sun round the earth
;
but as the solar

body appears to rise in the east every morning,
and to set in the west in the evening, so it

appears to have, in the course of a year, a path
over the earth’s surface. This path does not
.correspond with the equator, the imaginary
line which divides the globe (as explained in

a former article) into two equal portions, but
crosses it twice in the year; it is in fact a circle,

the plane of which forms an angle wdth the plane
of the equator. It may be necessary, for the
purpose of avoiding any misunderstanding, to

explain that the plane of a circle is the imagi-
nary disc enclosed by the circumference. If

we take a thin circular piece of cardboard, and
mark a broad line round the edge, the enclosed
part is the plane of the circle, which we may
suppose to exist even after it has been cut

away. The equator, then, has a supposed
plane, so has the ecliptic. The former intersect s

the earth’s axis at a right angle
;

the latter

A, Axis of the earth
;
B, Equator; C, Ecliptic.

forms an acute angle with the equator. The
diagram will assist the explanation.
The imaginary extension of the plane of the

equator to the great circle of the heavens, and
the division of that circumference, or zodiac,

into twelve parts, each marked by a particular
constellation, forming what are

popularly known as the signs of zodiac,

the zodiac, a starry belt above the equator,
appertain strictly to the science of Astronomy

;

but, as the sun’s apparent path intersects the
zodiac, and the solar body passes through
the twelve “ signs ” in the course of twelve
months, so altering its position in respect to

the earth, the zodiac has a connection with
Physical Geography. Twice a year, on the
20th of March and the 23rd of September,
when the ecliptic intersects the equator, the
rays of the sun fall perpendicularly on the
earth exactly midway between the poles, and
then the night and day are of

equal duration in all parts of the equinoxes,

world, and these periods are known as the spring

and autumnal equinoxes (equal nights). On
the 21st of June the sun is in a different rela-

tive position. The perpendicular rays reach
the earth at the farthest point to the north of

the equator, and consequently the polar axis

no longer marks the centre of the illuminated

portion of the earth’s surface. In the northern
hemisphere the day is longest at this date. On
the 21st of December the sun is apparently at

the farthest point of the ecliptic to the south,

and the day is, for the northern hemisphere,
the shortest. These periods are known as the

summer and winter solstices
;
the word being
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derived from the Latin sol., sun, ands^^?, I stand,

as the sun at these times appears to stay in his

progress northward or
southward preparatory to
again approaching the
equator. The limit reached
by the curve of the ecliptic

is known north of the
equator as the Tropic of
Cancer, and south as the
Tropic of Capricorn.

Obviously, asthe amount
of heat imparted by the

sun to any portion of the earth’s
Greatest heat,

surface depends on the perpen-
dicularity of the sun’s rays (other conditions

being equal), the
greatest heat must
be within the lines

of the tropics, a
belt covering 22°

of latitude on each
side of the equator,
and within those
limits it must vary
according to the
position of the sun.

Were the ecliptic

identical with the
equator, there
would always be
equal nights and
days, and the
effects of the solar

heat on vegetation
and animal life at

any given point of

the earth’s surface

would be very dif-

ferent from what
it now is.

The principal

causes of per-
manent differ-
ences and occa-

sional varieties of

climate are : the
angle of incidence
of the sun’s rays

;

radiation of heat
from the earth,

sea, and vegeta-
tion; condensation
of atmospheric
moisture

;
eleva-

tion above the sea
level

;
and winds and ocean currents. The

influence of currents on the temperature has
been already noticed.

The atmosphere which surrounds the earth
is supposed to extend about fifty miles from
the surface, and it absorbs a certain amount of
the heat given out by the solar rays. When
the ray falls vertically on any portion of the
earth’s surface—that is, when the sun is directly
overhead—the atmospheric space traversed is

less than when the ray is oblique
;
and when

the ray reaches the earth at an acute angle, it

spreads over a larger surface than when it is

vertical, the same amount of heat being diffused

over a larger space. These results may be
shown more clearly in diagrams.

A is the earth
;
B the

atmosphere
;

c the sun’s

ray striking vertically
;
D

the ray striking obliquely

;

^ EE portions of the ray of

— ^ equal diameter. It is ob-

vious that the diameter tf

the end of a ray (<*), when
7t it falls perpendicularly,

must be less than when,
as at Z>, it falls obliquely

;

and it is also evident that the ray d passes

through a greater atmospheric space than does
the ray C. It has been calculated that about

one-fifth of the
heat of a ray fall-

ing perpendicu-
larly is absorbed by
the atmosphere,
but an angle of 50°

involves a loss of

more than one-

third by diffusion

of the atmosphere

;

and that when the

direction of the
ray is horizontal,

as D, only one two-
thousandth part of

the heat reaches
the earth. This is

the cause not only
of the permanent
difference between
the temperature
of tropical regions

and that expe-
rienced at higher
latitudes, but also

between the tem-
perature at noon
and morning or

evening of the
same day. We all

know that we
enjoy the greatest

warmth soon after

midday, when, as

the phrase is, the
sun is “high in the
heavens,” the rea-

son being that the
rays strike the
earth at a less

acute angle at noon than at other times, and
that there is consequently an accumulation
of heat in the atmosphere and on the surface

of the earth, not immediately apparent, but
very perceptible in the course of a couple of

hours or thereabouts.

In medium and high latitudes alternations

of excessive heat and cold, and great seasonal
contrasts, take place as a result of the varying
obliquity of the angles at which the suns rays
strike the surface of the earth. It is a familiar

fact, for instance, that in northern America,
where the moderating influence of the ocean
currents is not experienced, very striking

CATAEACT ON AN AMEEICAN EIVEE.
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contrasts are exhibited. Very hot summers
and intensely cold winters are, for example,
characteristics of Canada. At Quebec grapes
sometimes ripen in the open air, while, in the
winter, the freezing of n ercury is not an un-
common circumstance.

If the surface of the earth were a dead level,

the amount of heat received

vaSations^of
sun’s rays might be

estimated with a considerable
approach to accuracy

;
but the

surface actually presents steep mountain ranges
and slopes of varying degrees

;
deep valleys

and defiles with almost ^jerpendicular sides. The
sun’s rays are consequently received at angles
of almost infinite variety. When the angle of

inclination of a mountain side facing the sun
corresponds with the angle of incidence of the
rays falling on it, they strike at a right angle,

although on the plain immediately at the foot
of the mountain they reach the surface ob-
liquely. But on the side of the mountain away
from the sun, the rays are very nearly parallel

to the slope, and therefore a minimum of heat
is experienced. Here again we may be helped
by a diagram.

'\ ^
‘'n

A, Mountain with equal northern and southern
slopes

;
B, Rays of the sun.

This, however, it is obvious, can only take
place when the mountain is to the south or the
north of the tropical belt within which the sun
is directly overhead. There a slope must receive

the rays at an angle, and consequently be de-

prived of a portion of their heat. Professor

Moseley illustrates very effectively the facts

we have alluded to :
“ binder a vertical sun the

sides of the Andes [the mountain chain of

South America, in the tropical region] receive

the sun’s rays as obliquely as they fall in our
latitudes upon the earth’s level surface—nay,

as obliquely, perhaps, as they fall in summer
upon the level surface of the snows of Spitz-

bergen ;
while the Alps encounter on parts of

their southern slopes as direct a heat as that

which burns up the desert of Sahara, and on
their northern they are as much hidden from
the sun’s influence as are the level snows of

Lapland. In the Alps of the Valais, on the

one side you may see the vine in luxuriant

growth when the other is thick ribbed with
ice. Thus, too, the terraces and sloping plains

which descend from the vast table-land of

central Asia, where, inclining from the northern
lin^t, they pass into the steppes of Siberia,

present a cold intense enough to freeze

mercury
;
while upon the southern terraces of

the opposite Himalaya slope, flourish, at dif-

ferent elevations, the pine-apple, the mango,
and the cotton-tree.'’

In equatorial regions the temperature at an
altitude of 18,000 feet may be easily endured
for a short time

;
but the highest inhabited

spot in the world is said to be the Buddhist
cloister of Hanlee (Thibet), where twenty
priests live at the height of 16,500 feet. .

XVIII.

Study on the Verb SBerben.

0rf)itler faqt : SBett ihirb alt unb rt^irb

shiT-ler zahgt dee velt tierrt alt unt vierrt

ihteber junq, ®oc() ber 9}Zenfc^ immet
xee'-derr ynng dock dare jnensh hofft im'-merr

^Serbefferunq. ©er 31?enfc() it?irb itnqtucf=

fer-hes'-ser-vng dare memh reerrt vn'-glveh-

l\^ ibcnn cr nic^t arbeitet. nic^t^
lieh Venn airr nicht arr'-hite-et ouss nichts

it'irb nicbt^ ba^ merfe tvobt, Senn au^
vierrt nichts dass mairr'-ke vole venn ouss

bir ctwa^ iherbcn fofl,—fagt
dear ett'-vas vairr'-den zoll zahgt mat-thee'-as

(^laubiu^, ein 2)eutf(^et ©icbter. |)a^ 3:|)al

cloud'-ius ine doif-sher dich'-ter dass tahl

tt)irb qrun. 3)?ein 33ruber unb meine
veert gruen mine hroo'-derr unt my'-neh

©cbthcficr njurben geflern franf.

shvesf-err voorr'-den gest'-crrn krank icli

ttjotlte ibn fortfcbicfeu aber eg n^ar ju

voll'-te een forrt'-shih-en ah'-herr css valir tsoo

fpdt qeworben ©er 9)?orgen fontmt; eg

spate ge-vorr'-den dare niorV-gen hommt ess

mrb 1)eU. dx tnurbe fo fcbldfriq ba^
veerrt hell airr voorr'-de zo sldafe'-rich dass

tcb ibn ju Sette fcbicfte. Serbe nidbt

ich een tsoo het'-te shik'-te vairr'-de nicht

unqebulbiq; mit ber irerben bte

un'-ge-dnl-dich mit dare tsite vairr'-den dee

0a^en beffcr irerben ©ie <^mber
zach'-cn les'-ser vairr'-den dee kin'-derr

trdren rob fltob gemorben. 3bb
vairr'-en roeh unt grop ge-vorr'-den ich

tourbe ntiibe toerben, trenn nic^
vuerr’-de m.ue'-de vairr'-den venn ich nicht

S3ucber gu lefen botte. |)dtte er

bue'-cher tsoo lay'-zen het'-te het'-te airr

eincn ?ebrer, fo tourbe er gelebrt

i'-nen lair'-rer zo vuerr'-de airr ge-lairrtf

toerben. ©ag fcbtvere |)er5 irtrb nicbt

vairr'-den dass shvair'-re hairtz veerrd nicht

burcb Sorte teicbt, fagt ©cbiltcr’g SBitbefm
doorch vorr'-te lycht zahgt shil'-lers vill'-helm

3:eff. 3m |)erbfl merben bie flatter
tell iin hairrhst vairV-den dee blet'-terr

gelb, unb rotb- ®ag ^Better mirb je^t febr
gelh unt rote dass vet'-terr veerrt yetst zairr

raub. Sg toirb ntcbt beffer merben big

ro7o es veeri't nicht hes'-serr vair7''-den bis

ber grubling fommt. ©ie ^tnber merben
dare fi'ue'ling konimt dee kinderr vairr-den

grof, icb b«>ffp merben au(b gut

gi'oss ich hof'-fe zee vairr'-den ouch goot

0eUg fann Seiner obne ©otteg ©nabe
zay'-lich kann ky'-nerr oh'-ne gotf-tes gnah'-de
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merben
;

benn Seiner ifl bor @ott gerec^t
vairr'-den denn hj'-nerr ist fore gott ge-recht'

©icfer ef;riburbi
0
e @rei^ arbeitefe

dee'<err airr'•vucr-di-che griee arr'-hy-te-te

fort unb fort, bt^ er fran! trurbe, unb
fori't unt forrt bis airr hrank roorr'-deunt

nicbt mebr arbeiten fonnte* 9Wan fagte
nicht viairr arr'-by-ten Iwnn'-te man zaach'-te

tnir, biefer bbfe .^nabe iberbe mit
meerr dee'-zer boe'-ze Itnah'-be vairr'-de mit

jebem Xaqe unberfcbdmter .

yay'-dem tali'-ge un'-ferr-sliame'-terr icli

gtaube nicbt, ba^ biefe ©tacbetbeere reif
glow'-be nicht dass dee-ze shtachel-bair-re rife

toerben tbirb, ©er -^bntg tbar tange
vairr'-den vierrt dare koe-nich vahr lang'-e

fio4 wnb eitet : je^t tft er au^ graufam
sMolts unt i'-tel yetst ist airr ouch grow'-zam

getborben. gr iburbe gteifcber unb fein

ge-vorr'-den airr voorr'-de fy'-sherr unt zine

Sruber wurbe, 2??aurer. 5cb
broo'-der voorr'-de mow-rer ich vahr hung'-rich

unb burftig geiborben ebe n)ir in ba^
unt durst'-ich ge-voorr'-den ai'-e veerr in dass

©orf famen. 55eniamin ^’^anftin tburbe

dojf kali!-men ben'-ya-meen franklin voorr'-de

ju ^bii^betbbia in 9?orb=2tmerifa
tsoo yjhee'-la-delph'-ia in nord ah-mae'-ree-kah

S5ucbbru(fer. Ser fpdt aufjtebt n?irb

booch!-druk-ker vairr spate ouff'-stayt veerrt

fetten reicb» SiC(jt bu reicb ttjerben, fo

zel-ten ryeh villst doo rych vairr'-den zo

feme nicbt attein^ eriberben, fonbern
lair'-ne nicht al-line' er-vairr'-ben zon'-dern

aucb fparen, fagt ber arnte Sticbarb,

ouch spall!-ren zaacht dare arr'-me reech'-art

©tefer arnte 9li(barb tbar ^ranllin; unb
dee!-zer arr'-me reech'-art vahr franklin unt

feine ©prucbe nturben batbin 5lnterifa

zy'-lie sprue'-die voorr'-den bait in all-may'ree-ka

unb aucb in (Sngtanb befannt
unt owcli in enn'-glant be-kannt'

.

VOCABULARY.

bie Sett (plur. bie SBetten), the world
dee velt dee velt'-en

ber 2^enf(b‘ (plur. bie 3}?enfcben), man
dare mensh dee mensh'-en

bie SSerbefferung (plur. en), improvement
deefer-bes'-ser-ung

nterfen,^ to remember
mairr'-ken

ber ©icbter (plur. bie ©icbter), the poet
dare d,ich!-ter dee dich'-ter

fcbidfrig,® sleepy

shlafe'-rich

ba^ 55ett (plur. bie S5etten), the bed
dass bet dee bet'-ten

bie @ad;e'’ (plur. en), the thing or affair

dee za'-che

rob,^ adj., ill-mannered (lit. raw)
roe

grob, rude
grop

father,® heavy, difficult

shvairr

raub, rough
'

row {o7v as in cow)

fetig,^ adj., happy
zay'-lich

ebrtbiirbig, venerable (lit. honour-worthy)
airr'-vuer-dieh

ber @rei^,® the old man
dare gHce
arbeiten, to work
arr'-by-ten

unoerfcbdmter, more impudent
un!-fer-shamd- terr

gtauben,® to believe

glow -b671
(ow as in cow)

bie ©tacbeibeere’® (plur. en), the gooseberry
dee shta'-chel-bair'-re

ftolj," proud
stolts

eitel, vain
i'-tel

graufam, cruei

groiv'-zam
(ow as in cow)

ber the butcher
darefy'-sherr
ber Maurer,’® the bricklayer
dare mom'-rei'r

(ow as in cow)

bag ©orf (plur. bie ©drfer), the village

dass dorf dee doerf'-er

ber Sucbbrucfer, the printer
dare booch'-druk-ker

aufjleben, to rise

ouff-stay-en

ernterben, to earn
er-vaii'r'-ben

fparen, to save
spah'-7'en

ber ©prucb (plur. bie ©priicbe), the saying or
dare spruch dee spi'ue'-che [maxim
befannt, known
be-kannt'

OBSEEVATIOKS.
^ Der MemcJi is man considered as a hnman being.

Thus we have die Menscliheit, humanity; menschlich,
humane; die Menschenliehe, philanthropy or love of
human kind, etc.

“ From mericen comes the English word to mark;
thus, die Bemerkung, the remark.

^ The German termination ig has been softened in
English into y. Thus—from Schlaf, sleep, schldfrig,

sleepy; from Hast, haste, hastig

;

from Zom, anger,
zornig, angry, etc.

* The literal German for thing is Ding ; die Sache is

used in a secondary or abstract sense. Words of the
neuter gender are called sdchlich, thingly

; those of the
masculine and feminine mUnnlich and weiblich, manly
and womanly.

® From grob comes the English “ gruff.” It also
signifies “ coarse.” Grobes Tuck, coarse cloth.

® The German schtoer is the origin of the Scottish
adjective “ swear,” meaning hard or harsh.

’ Selig, in German, applies only to the highest kind
of happiness

;
ordinary happiness or fortime is Gluck.

Seligkeit means “ soul’s happiness,” or eternal happi-
ness.

® Greis comes from the adjective grau, grey, and
means greyheaded.

® Der Giaube, die JEEoffnung, and die Liebe, are—faith,
hope, and charity.

Literally “spikeberry,” from Stachel,\hQ spike,
point, or sting

; and Beer'e, berry.
” Hence the castle of Stolzenfels, the proud rock,

Anglice “fiesher”: “And Volero the flesher, his
cleaver in his hand.”—IfocaMZay.

From die Mauer, the wall.
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English Version,

fo*' correcting and re-translating the foregoing.

Schiller says :
“ The world becomes (^rows)

old and becomes young again, but man hopes
always (for) improvement.” Man becomes
unhappy, if he does not work. “ Out of nothing

comes (becomes) nothing, that remember well

if out of thee something is to come (if thou art

to become anything),” says

Matthias Claudius, a Gennan
poet. The valley becomes
(is growing) green. My bro-

ther and my sister became
ill yesterday. I wanted to

send him away, but it had
become too late. The morn-
ing comes, it becomes light.

He became so sleepy that I

sent him to bed. Do not be-

come impatient
;
with time,

things will become better.

The children would have be-

come ill-mannered and rude.

I should become tired, if I

had not books to read. Had
he a master, he would be-

come learned. “ The heavy
heart becomes not light by
words,” says Schiller’s Wil-
liam Tell. In autumn the leaves become yellow
and red. The weather now becomes very rough.

It will not become better until spring comes.
The children are growing (becoming) tall

;
I

hope they are also becoming good. Happy
(blessed) can no one become without God’s
mercy, for no one is righteous before God.
This venerable old man worked on and on, till

he became ill, and could not work more. They
told me this bad boy
was becoming (with)
every day more impu-
dent. I do not believe

that this gooseberry
will become ripe. The
king was long proud
and vain

;
now he is

(has) also become cruel.

He became (a) butcher,

and his brother became
(a) bricklayer. I had
become hungry and
thirsty before we came
into the village. Ben-
jamin Franklin became
(a) printer at Philadel-

phia in North America.
(He) who gets !up late

seldom becomes rich.

“Wilt thou become rich,

then learn not only to

earn but also to save,”

says (the) “ Poor Richard.” This “ Poor Richard”
was Franklin; and his sayings soon became
known in America and also in England.

iVo<e.—The words inserted between parentheses
point out where the German construction differs
from the English

; where a word is to be omitted or
added m translating a sentence into German, etc.

stamens and
pistil.

FIG. 84 .—LAECH THEE.

XVIIT.

The Flowers (^continued).

Structures so exquisite and complex as the
stamens and pistil presup-
pose import-
ant functions. Functions of the

The parts in

question con-
stitute the reproductive ap-
paratus, as would be antici-

pated from the discovery of

rudimentary seeds in the
ovary, and from watching
this latter part become the
fruit. That these two or-

gans are reciprocally needful
to the production of seed,

was one of the excellent

discoveries of the botanists

who arose in the sixteenth
century. True, it had been
vaguely observed some con-
siderable time before the

commencement of the Chris-
tian era

;
the ancient Greek historian He-

rodotus describing the difference between the
fruitful palm-trees and the sterile ones—point-

ing out, in other words, the condition we
to-day call dioecious. It is remarkable that
the ancient Greeks, with all their philosophy
and poetry, did not give themselves to in-

quiries in physiology such as would seem to

be inevitably suggested by the separated sexes

of the palm-tree. But
it was the same with
all the other discoveries

justly designated “mo-
dern.” We have no
more electricity about
us to-day than there

was in the time of

Aristotle
;
and it would

have been as easy to con-

vert water into steam
when Plato taught, as

it is in 1881. The truth

would seem to be that

Providence communi-
cates impulses towards
useful discoveries to the
minds of men when the
time is at hand for their

being applied in the
most admirable manner,
and to the benefit of the

largest possible number
of the human race. Assuming this, what grand
discoveries there may yet be made as civilization

extends, and men become qualified to receive

teachings at present altogether unimagined '

The particular function of the stamens, or

rather of the anthers (the filaments being only
stalks), is to discharge pollen upon the stigma.

FIG. 85.—HOESE-CHESNUT TEEE.
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That this shall be effected, it is necessary that

the cells of the anther shall open
;
and very

curious and interesting, as above mentioned,

are the various kinds of “dehiscence.” The
stigma catches the particles of pollen, and
holds them fast, sometimes partly through the

peculiarly receptive character of the surface,

more particularly through the exudation of a
viscous fluid, which retains the particles just as

birdlime holds the feet of the little prisoners

that are never again to fly where they list.

How the particles of pollen become trans-

ferred from the anther to the stigma is a large

and most captivating subject of inquiry. Of
late years it has become one of

the special studies of practical

botanists, observations having
shown that it is immensely
facilitated by insects, and in

ways the most surprising. Mr.
Darwin was the first to render
the inquiry popular, doing so

in his well-known book upon
“The Fertilization of Orchids.”

Since that admirable observer
and experimenter showed the
way, there have been many diligent workers
in the same field; and now the philosophic
naturalist always looks—after the indispensable
preliminary of careful acquaintance with the
general structure of the flower, and learning
the plant as a “ species ”—for what evidence
there may be of some definite contrivance
with which insects are associated. At present
we probably know not a hundredth part of the
alluring tale. The transfer of the pollen is

not altogether referable to insects. There are

numberless beautiful adaptations manifestly
designed to help in the good work—one here,

another there. Concerning some of these, Mr.
Darwin’s grandfather, the celebrated Erasmus
Darwin, wrote the sonorous
poem called “ The Loves of

the Plants.” It is probable
that the motion of the at-

mosphere is at times a use-

ful agent. That pollen can
be carried by the wind to

vast distances is proved by
the many wonderful in-

stances upon record of what
have been well named “ pol-

len-showers ”— the plants
yielding it being certain

kinds of pine and fir

trees, which produce pollen
in prodigious quantities.

Strike a branch of a Scotch pine when in full

bloom, or lightly shake it, and the pollen
descends like golden mist. It would seem
almost necessary that the movement of the air

should be auxiliary to the fertilization of the
pistils of dioecious plants. The stigmas of

these possibly exert some kind of occult attrac-

tion comparable in principle to that of the
magnet. Lodged upon the stigma, after a
while the particles of pollen, now called “ pol-

len-grains,” burst lightly. An exquisitely

delicate tube, formed from the inner tunic, is

protruded. This, in turn, penetrates the tissues

Hybrids or

mules.

FIG. 86.—MALE FLOWEE OF NETTLE

FIG. 87.—FEMALE FLOWEE OF NETTLE.

of the stigma, and pushes its way down the
style, if there be one—in any case at last enter-
ing the ovary, and attaching itself to one of

the ovules oy means of a minute opening in

the latter called the “foramen.” The pollen-

tubes are easily seen in the hollow and chan-
nelled style of the Monotropa Hypopitys, and
by means of a small hooked needle may be
drawn out. The result of the contact is seen
in the growth, little by little, of the ovule, the
ovary itself enlarging in proportion, till at last

we have ripe seeds and a mature pericarp. The
occasional failure of pollen-tubes to reach some
of the ovules is conspicuously shown by open-

ing a dozen pods of the com-
mon “ green-pea,” when it will

be found that in at least two
or three some of the seeds are

abortive.

Within certain limits it is

possible for the

pollen of one kind
of plant to be
taken up by the pistil of an-
other kind, the transfusion of

the contents going on in the

same way.
The seeds of the plant thus fertilized from

the outside give rise to individuals which
usually present more or less of the character

of both parents, and at the same time are

very generally distinguished from both by the
possession of greater beauty or greater vigour.

Plants obtained artificially by this “ hybrid-

izing,” as it is termed, now hold a very important
place in our gardens. The greater portion of the
fancy rhododendrons, the fancy roses, the fancy
geraniums, and of a hundred other favourite

flowers, have been procured in the manner
described. Second and third crossings induce
still wider departures from the primitive type

;

so that now it is scarcely

possible to say, in very
many cases, from anything
declared on the face of the

plant, in what marriage, in

the “ lang syne,” it had its

beginning. Borrowing a
figurative term from the
animal kingdom, hybrids
are sometimes also called

“mules.” Hybrids must
not be confounded with
“crosses.” Hybrids are pro-

duced by the intermarrying
of two distinct species.

“Crosses” are the result

of the minor or secondary marriage of two
varieties of the same species.

The exquisitely beautiful and countless pre-

sentations of the Ehododendron supply a
capital example of the gain
achieved by hybridizing and
crossing combined. The original

Rhododendron was the old-fashioned light-

purple one from the borders of the Euxinc

—

very hardy, but by no means remarkable for

splendour when compared with the rich crim-
son arhoreum of the Himalayas. When the
latter was introduced into England, some sixty
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or eighty years ago, the belief was tliat it

would endure the winter unharmed. But a
few years’ experience showed its constitution
to be too tender to sustain an unusually severe
Christmas. Then came the happy thought that
by hybridizing with the hardy old Ponticuvi,
sturdiness, endurance, and brilliant colour
might be united. Certain hardy American
species were resorted to as well

;
and now we

have the magnificent and joyous spectacle of

the best qualities of all in combination. There
is something very charming in these bridals of

the east and west. The skilful gardeners who
hybridizeand “cross ’’the various plants, though
they sorely embarrass the botanist, whose
scientific distinctions are inextricably confused
by the process, deserve the warmest thanks of

mankind. They have added enormously to the
list of first-rate decorative plants, and have
also given us hundreds of better sorts of fruit

and vegetables. Nevertheless, it is in gome
degree an open question whether self-fertiliza-

tion or outside fertilization is the more advan-
tageous. Mr. Darwin contends for the latter.

Probably both are good, each in its own way.
Botanists and horticulturists are doing all they
can to ascertain : there is room for the assist-

ance of a thousand help-mates.
As said above, hybridizing can be practised

only within certain limits. Nature refuses to

sanction incongruous unions. It

is extremely unusual for species
r suig.

different genera to be
susceptible of intermarriage

;
and for members

of different families to unite seems, as one
would expect, to be utterly impossible. Botani-
cal “families” correspond, so far as regards
the subject under consideration, to the different

classes of animals, Avhich, it is almost needless
to remark, lie under precisely the same law
of prohibition. Nature has many ways of

saying, “ Thus far, and no farther ”
;
and we

may be thankful for her law in the matter
being absolute. To be permitted to exchange
sweet courtesies for the world’s advantage is

an inestimable privilege. But the world would
be crowded with monsters and hideousness
could plants and animals, or even inanimate
things, blend at will. Hybrids seldom occur
in wild nature.

Among the special arrangements, as regards
structure of the parts, for promoting the fer-

tilization of the ovules—or, what
Specml adapta-

jg virtually the same thing, the

transfer of the pollen to the

stigma—there are none more pleasing to take

note of than such as present themselves in

many decandrous flowers, such as the wild
geranium and the wood-sorrel, five of the

stamens in which are longer than the others.

The anthers do not open simultaneously. Five
get ready first

; and these having completed
&eir task, then the other five approach. In
that exquisite milk-white flower the Parnassia,
the stamens are five only. While young, they
kneel round the ovary

;
one by one they rise

gracefully, kiss the stigma, and retire
;
so that

at last we have a quintette of pretty rays.

Sometimes, as in the Berbery and the Kalmia,
the filaments lie back against ^the petals until

they are touched, when they spring forwards.
The anthers of the Kalmia, in leaping up, jerk
out their pollen. The common stinging nettle
has its filaments mcurved, instead of 7*ecurved

;

so that, having similar power of movement, the
pollen is tossed outwards. What, away from
the pistil? No. The nettle is a dioecious
plant

;
so that the anthers, in casting their

poUen apparently to the winds, do their best
to start it well upon its journey

;
and as a good

beginning surely should always prophesy a good
ending, somehow it comes to pass that the
pollen arrives all right at its destination

; for
no plant ripens seed more readily and abun-
dantly than the female nettle.

The Adjective—Theory (^continued').

4. Rules of Concord of Adjectives.

—

{a) It has been pointed out {see p. 322) that
adjectives agree in gender and number with
the noun or pronoun they qualify. The adjec-
tive qualifying several nouns of the same
gender appears in the plural of that gender :

le roi et le berger sont egaux apres la mart.,

the king and the shepherd are equals {equal)
after death

;
jc remarqnai sur plusieurs per-

sonnes qui avaient Voreille et la voix FAUSSES,
qu'elles entendaicnt mienx d'nne oi'eille que de
Vautrc, I noticed about several people, whose
ear and voice were false, that they heard better

with one ear than with the other.

{b) The adjective qualifying several nouns
of different genders is put in the masculine
plural : Paul et Virginie etaient ignorants
comme des creoles. P. and V. were as ignorant as

creoles
;
Vorgueil avevgle se suppose une gran-

deur et un merite parfaits, blind pride

fancies it possesses perfect greatness and worth.

Remark.—To satisfy the ear, it is always
better to put the masculine noun last, when
the adjective is not common in its gender

;

cette jeune personne porte une robe et un
chapeau blancs, this young lady wears a white
dress and bonnet. But say at will une secousse

et un coup penibles, a painful shake and blow,

or un coup et une secousse penibles, because
penible has only one form for the masculine
and feminine.

6. Concluding Rule on the Gender of
Nounsending in e mute.—Most nouns ending
in a mute syllable preceded by a vowel, or one
of the liquids I, m, n, r, are feminine

;
except

names of males, and those that would be looked

upon, in English, as common in gender. (We
again leave out words of extremely rare occur-

rence, for which most people are obliged to

consult dictionaries at any rate.)

be: atjbe, dawn; bABBE, heard; glisE, glebe; hEBBE,
grass; tOUBBE, peat.—Except le verbe, verb.

CE : audACE, audacity; garANCE, madder; essENCE;
ronce, briar; fabce ;

piece; cicaTBiCE, scar;

nocB, nuptials; 4coecb, bark; soubcb.

—

Except
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un espACE, space; le sIIence
;
le quincoNCE,

space planted with regxdar rows of trees; le

divorce ; and most in ice.

CHE : tACHE, stain
;
hANCHE, hip

;
mAECHE, march

;

btcHE, spade
;
pEBCHE

;
clocHE, hell

;
broNCHE,

hronckice; tOECHE
; souche, stump; fouECHE,

pitchfork; huCHE, hutch; except le panache,
plume

;

le dimanche, Sunday

;

le toanche,
handle; le Campeche, logwood; le preche, ser-

mon
; le reproche, reproach

;
le porche.

DE : aubADE, music performed in the open air at dawn
;

amANDE
;
moutAEDE, Tnwsteri ; amENDE,

absiDE, vault; commooE, chest of draivers;

SONDE, sounding lead; corde, rope; gouEDE
;

etuDE, study.— Except le grade ; le jade
;
le

stade, stadium
; le multiplicande

;
le pericarde,

pericardium
;

le dividende ;
le bolide, travelling

meteor; le rhomboide
;
lesphero'ide; le subside,

subsidy
;
le code ; le diacode, syrup of poppies

;

un episode
;
un exode, exodus

;
lycopode, seed

of cluh-moss; le synode
;
le monde, the tvorld

;

un exorde, exordium
;
all the compounds tvith

corde {Gr. chorde, gut), as le monocorde, etc.;

le prelude.
EE : caraFE, water bottle.

EGE : couEGE, gourd.—Except le cierge, taper.

GNE : campAGNE, country; viGNE, vine; cigOGNE, stork.

—Except le bagne, prison
; le pagne, a piece of

cotton-cloth tised by the negroes
;
le regne, reign

;

e peigne, comb

;

le signe, sign

;

le cygne,
swan.

IiB: opAliE, opal; mEULE, stack; lEE, island; tolLE,
linen cloth; rougeOLE, measles; bouLE, ball;

feruLE.

—

Except un astragale, round moulding
;

le bubale, species of antelope or buffalo; un
buc^phale, from the name of Alexander’s horse

;

le notale, species of bones (castanets)
; le dedale,

maze
;
le hale, sun-burning

; le petale
;
le rale,

gurgle
;
le scandale

;
alveole, cell ; le capitole

;

le controle ; le mole, breakwater ; le pactole ;

le petrole ; le pole ; le protocole ; le role ; le

symbole ; le manipule, maniple
;

le module ;

le regule, pure metal

;

le scrupule, and most hi

bule and cule (but la mandibule, la bascule,
see-saw)

.

ME : trAME, woof; ciME, summit; ecuME, froth .

—

Except le blame
;
le carthame, bastard safron ;

le dictame
;

le drame, un epithalame
;
un

abime, abyss

;

le crime, le regime, le centime,
le d^cime

; le bitume, le costume, le legume,
vegetable

; le rhume, a cold

;

le volume.
NE : Iaine, wool

;

AtTNE, ell
; PEINE, trouble

;
epiNE,

thorn; rancuNE, rancour; mAENE, marl;
gibEENE, pouch; bOENE, limit.—Except le

domaine, le b4jaune, young bird

;

le platine
;

un acarne, kind of roach or thistle; le cerne,
rind

;

le terne and le quarterne, terms of the

lotogame

;

le capricome ; le mome, peak.
PE : trouPE, troop.—Except le groupe. All nouns in

phe are likewise masculine.
QUB : CAQDE, barrel

; boutiQUE, shop

;

nuQtrE, nape of
neck.—Except un abaque, plinth

;

le cloaque,
sewer; le laque, lacker; le zodiaque; le can-
tique, le L^vitique, le lexique, le pique-nique,
le panegyrique, le viatique. Add all in ique

^
derivedfrom adjectives.

EE : biERE, beer
;
armoiEE, press ; spheee

; ordUEE,
filth

;

demEUEE, dwelling.—Except le cimetiere,
le ciboire, pyx

;

le d^boire, disagreeable after-
taste

; un ivoire, ivory

;

le grimoire, conjuring
book; add all derivedfrom Latin nouns in orium
(English ory) le caractere, le cautere, le

clystere, le cratere, un hemisphere, le minis-
tere, le monastere, le mystere, le planisphere,
le presbytere, lereverbere, street lamp; le stere,
wood measure

;
un ulcere, le viscere, le vitupere,

blame

;

un augure, le colure, le mercure, le

murmure, le parjure, le tellure, a metal;
un ure, buffalo.

SE : CASE, hut; brAiSE, live coal; pANSB, paunch;
diifENSE, defence; pAUSE, stoppage; rosE

;
yKUSE,

green oak; synthESE, biSE, north ’ wind;
hEESE, harrow; noiSE, quarrel; entOESE,
sprain; bouBSE, pelousE, turf; rusE.—
Except le gymnase, le Caucase, Pegase, le

vase, le malaise, discomfort; le diese, sharp;
le diocese, le manganese, le cytise, laburnum.

IB: savATE, ola slipper; d^fAiTE, defeat; tETE, head;
mEDTE, pack of hounds; boiTE, box; fENTE,
slit; poiNTE; r^COLTB, crop; foNTE, melting

;

poRTE, door; anecdoTE
;

soute, storeroom;
louTRE, otter; culbuTE, somersault; fciiE,
flight.—Except antiphate, black coral

;

un
aromate, perfume

;

un automate ; le chlorate,
salt; le nitrate, le stigmate, le stylobate,
pedestal

;

le sulfate
;
add all in crate

; le faite,

top; le conte, tale; le cloporte, chiton; un
antidote

;
le vote ;

le doute, doubt.

TE : Iave, lava; gravE, strike; riVE, shore; alcovE
;

mAUVE, mallow

;

cuvE, tub.—Except all in grave
and clave

;
le reve, dream; le glaive, sword; le

convive, guest

;

le Vesuve.
ZE : gazE, gauze.—Except le meleze, larch; le trapeze.

6. General Remark.—All parts of speech,

other than nouns, are masculine when they
are used substantively : le vrai, le savoif, le

oui et le non ; le treize, le grandiose, etc.

Practical Afflication.

EXERCISE XXV.

1, She is fresh
;
Frances (Frangoise) was

(fimpj) benign
;
thou (/.) wouldst be frank

;
I

(/.) am («) Greek. 2. His public * life (vie,/.)

is not irreproachable (irreprochable). 3. It is a
new edition (edition, /.) of an old book (livre,

m.). 4. The sleeves (manche,/.) are not long.

5. The malignant * expression (/.) of his features

(ses traits) gives no contidence (ne donne pas
de confiance). 6. She is a downright flirt

(franc, coquette). 7. What a (quelle) beautiful

statue (/.) of white* marble (marbre, ni.j 1

8. A new enemy (ennemi, w.); a handsome
officer (officier)

;
a foolish hope (espoir, mj) ; a

soft and vain pleasure (plaisir, m.). 9. She

was ijiei'f. def.j quarrelsome and sulky (^que-

relleur, boudeur). 10. Louisa is of age
;
my

sister is under age. 11. That thou (/.) mightest
be deceitful (trompeur). 12. The sinner (/.)
is forgiven. 13. Let the servant (/.) be Greek
or Turkish

;
that you may have Greek * or

Turkish servants. 14. The empress or the
ambassadress would be our protectress (pro-

tecteur). 15. Who (qui) is the Queen’s reader

(/ lecteur) ? 16. The children are with the
governess. 17. She is (e’est) a great talker

and (a great) laugher (parleur, rieur). 18.

Madam, are you fond (amateur) of teaf and
coffee ? 19. George Sand and George Eliot are

the fictitious names (pseudonymes or noms de
plume) of two great authoresses (say authors
women). 20. Mademoiselle Tietjens was not
only an excellent singer, she was (c’^tait) also a

finished * actress (acheve, acteur).

EXERCISE XXVI. J
1. The aurora borealis is a luminous

aurore (f.) boreal lumineux

phenomenon which shows itself particularly
phinom'ene (m.) semontre partieulierement

in (the) boreal regions, and which lasts little.

contree (f.) dure

2. Mental§ diseases are those which disturb the
maladie (f.) celles troublent

intellectual functions. 3. That town had
intellectuel fonction (f.) ville (f.) (imp.)

colossal monuments. 4. She is fond of
1|

(m.)

Place the adjective after the noun here,

t No article before noun used adjectively.

j In this exercise all adjectives go after the noun.
§ Words underlined are identical in both languages,

but they are nevertheless inflected in French.
II No article here.
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theatrical effects
;

ladies, are you fond of
thedtral effet (m.)

theatrical performances ? 5. The patron saints
representation (f.) patronal

of (the) shoemakers are St. Crispin and St.

cordonnier saint Crepin

Crispianus. 6. The patron saints of women
Crepinien saintes

are St. Barbara for the married and St.

sainte Barhe femme mariee

Catherine for the single. 7. One says (some)
files on dit

penal laws
;
why should one not say penal

pourquoi ne dirait~on pas

edicts ? 8. In many French villages there are
edit (m.) Dans frangais (m.) il y a
public ovens and washhouses. 9. Musical
banal four (m.) lavoir (m.)

sounds are either vocal or instrumental, but
son (m.)

palaces, the grand*-ducal parks and gardens

;

palais parc{m.) jardin{m..)
pastoral manners and pastoral songs. 15.

mcBMrs (f. pi.) chantijai).

The people have always their ears and
peuple (m. s.) a Us oreilU (f).

(their) eyes open in-order-to discover the
Us yeuxijQ..) ouvert pour decouvrw

shortcomings of the great. 16. The animals of
defaut (m.) grand (m. pi.)

the to’rrid zone have mostly the leg and (the)
torride — (f.) pour la plupart Jambe (t.)

neck very much elongated. 17. The wisdom
COM (m.) fort allonge sagesse (f.)

and power of the Creator, as discernible in the
puissance (f.) Createur aussi visibU

structure of the snail as in that of the lion,
(f.) limafon (m.) que dans celU — (m.)

manifest themselves in aT (the) nature. 18.
se manifestent toute (f.)

VIEW NEAE JERUSALEM.

all vocal and instrumental sounds are not
toils Us
musical. 10. M. Nordenskjold has solved one

resolu

of the problems which the arctic (icy) seas
probleme qu'offrent glacial mer{t.)

present. 11. Numeral adjectives are divided
numeral adjectif(m.) se divisent

into cardinal and (into) ordinal. 12. (The)
en

Gaul and (the) Germany were formerly
Gaule (f

. ) Germanie (f. ) ’^autrefois

maintaining elks, bears, and other animals
nourrissaient' elan (m.) 02<rs(m.) d'autres

which have since retired into the northern
se sont depuis retires dans septentrional

countries. 13. Duquesne’s fleet triumphed
paysim.) flotte (jn.) triompha

in several naval battles. 14. Friendly words,
dans plusieurs batailU (f.) amical paroU (f.)

friendly counsels
;
the canonical hours

;
the

conseiUm.) canonial heure{i.)

canonical offices
;
the ducal houses, the ducal

(m). maison (f.)

The rich and the poor, the heedless and the
WcAe (s. m.) indigent imprudent

wise, submitted to the same law, undergo the
sage sujet a meme loi subissent

same fate.

sort.

XVII.

The Eeign of Sennacheeib (gontinued).

Hezekiah prepared to defend Jerusalem to

the last extremity. He cut off the supply of

water at the wells outside the city, and stopped

* Grand remains unaltered in this compound
adjective.
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the flow of the brook that ran through the

district outside the walls (pro-
BeforeJeru- bably the brook Kedron), so

Salem. Assyrians encamped

before the city they would be unable to

procure water. The walls of Jerusalem were

repaired and strengthened, and darts, shields,

and other weapons were prepared. Military

leaders were appointed, and bands of armed

men were stationed at the points most

likely to be attacked. The king went about

among the people, and encouraged them to be

“strong and courageous,” not to be afraid of

the king of Assyria, for with him indeed “is

an arm of the flesh, but with us is the I^ord

our God to help us, and to fight our battles.”

Sennacherib must have known the intense

religious feeling of the Jewish people, revived

in circumstances of great peril, however latent

of my hand ?
” He called upon them not to

believe what Hezekiah said
;
and told them

that if they would make an agreement with

him, he would ensure for every man a peaceful

and plentiful living, “ until I come and take .

you away to a land like your own land, a land

of corn and wine, a land of bread and vine-

yards, a land of olive and of honey, that ye

may live and not die.”

All the inducements to treachery were

unavailing. The Jews were firm in their faith,

and loyal to their king
;
but Hezekiah himself

and his advisers deemed it advisable to open

negotiations with the powerful enemy, and if

possible purchase peace by payment of tribute.

We read in the second Book of Kings (xviii.

15
,

16 ), that all the silver that was in the

Lord’s house (the Temple), the gold which

adorned the doors and pillars, and all the

THli WALLS OF JERUSALEM.

or degenerate sometimes
;
and he sought to

weaken it, while endeavouring to impress upon
the people that they were being deluded by their

king, and that it would be to their advantage

to yield to him. He sent a “ tartan,” or general,

and messengers, who could speak the Jewish

language (captives, perhaps). Hezekiah sent

two of his trusted officials to meet the Assyrians,

who had begun to address the people clustered

on the wall. “ Speak in the Syrian language,

which we understand,” said Hezekiah’s messen-

gers, “ and not in the Jews’ language, in the

ears of the people who are on the wall.” Such
a course, however, did not suit the purpose of

the emissaries of Sennacherib, who desired to

intimidate the people, and so induce them to

open the gates. Speaking in the name of the

Assyrian king, they asked, “ Know ye not
what I and my fathers have done to the people

of other lands ? Were the gods of the nations

of those lands able to deliver their lands out

silver that was in the king’s treasury, were

given to the king of Assyria.” The inscriptions

at Nineveh record that the treasure yielded

to Sennacherib consisted of “ thirty talents of

gold, eight hundred talents of silver, precious

stones of various sorts, couches and thrones of

ivory, male and female musicians and other

servants.”

The sequence of the Biblical narrative would
seem to indicate that the terrible catastrophe

which befel the Assyrian army occurred at this

time
;
but there appears to be ample evidence

that it was the result of a second expedition,

of which we have records, and to which we
shall refer farther on. Sennacherib raised the

siege, influenced apparently not only by the

great confiscation of treasure, but by intelli-

gence received of a new outbreak in Babylonia,

the suppression of which would demand all his

resources.

He returned to Nineveh in triumph from his
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Syrian and Phcnnician campaign, bringing with
him captives and treasure, and then prepared
for a new expedition.

Merodach-baladan. as we have said, with his

family and a few adherents had taken refuge
ill the Elamite country, on the

Rented revolts shores of the Persian Gulf
;
but

mBabyloaia.
^ Babylonian

national party appeared in the person of Suzub,
a Chaldean, who placed himself at the head of
a considerable body of followers at a town
named Bit-tuta. Bel-ibni, who had been
placed on the throne of Babylon by Senna-
cherib four years before, was probably a weak
monarch, unable to cope with the new enemy

;

and Sennacherib himself led an expedition
into the country, encountered and entirely
defeated Suzub, who sought safety in flight,

and like his predecessor hid in the marshy
district where he could not be followed by the
victorious Assyrian troops. The country was
of course ravaged, and captives taken—thirty
thousand being compelled to serve in the
Assyrian army, in various parts of the empire
—and then, the weak king being deposed, the
eldest son of Sennacherib, Assur-naden-sum,
was proclaimed king of Babylon.
An expedition was then undertaken into the

mountainous region skirting Lake Van, on the
north of Assyria and west of the Euphrates

;

and notwithstanding the difficulty of the ad-
vance into the rugged highlands, the Assyrian
warriors forced their way, attacked and cap-
tured strongholds, and subdued seven warlike
tribes who constituted a danger to this part of

the Assyrian frontier.

The insurrectionary spirit of the Babylonians
was not quelled, notwithstanding the severe
punishment inflicted. The colony established

by Merodach-baladan, at Nagitu, was the centre
of political agitation and the scene of renewed
preparations for attempts to regain independ-
ence. It could only be reached overland by
passing through the Elamite country, hostile

to the Assyrians, and only to be conquered,
however great the force employed, with diffi-

culty. Sennacherib, therefore, decided on
undertaking a naval expedition.

Anav^expedi- Nineveh, on the Tigris, and
at Tul-barsif, on the Euphrates,

flotillas were prepared by Phoenician and Syrian
captives expertin such work—natives, perhaps,
of the maritime TjTe and Sidon—and others
from the same coast district, and from the
Greek islands, were employed as sailors. The
vessels were floated down the shallow waters
of the two rivers. Those built on the Tigris

passed through the Araptu, a navigable canal
which united the two rivers, and having reached
the deep water in the lower Euphrates, men
and stores were placed on board. In five days
the flotilla reached the Persian Gulf, and at

Bahsalimiti, on the right bank, Sennacherib
landed and formed a camp. A great festival

was held in honour of Hea, the god of the
ocean, and golden images of fishes and ships

were cast into the sea, victims slain, and
oblations made as offerings to secure the favour
of the Assyrian Neptune. The place where the
Babylonian colony had settled is now several

miles inland—a result of the accumulations at
the mouth of the river

;
but it was then some

distance fi'om the mouth of the Euphrates.
The Babylonian refugees prepared to resist

the Assyrians, and received the assistance of
many of the neighbouring tribes. Altogether
a considerable force was collected on a plain
near the mouth of the river Ulai, which then
discharged into the sea, but now flows into the
channels of the Euphrates. The Assyrians
succeeded in disembarking, and then with

i
overwhelming force attacked and defeated the
Babylonians and their allies. The rout was
complete, all the new settlements were plun-
dered, captives and cattle taken away, and the
indomitable Sennacherib returned in triumph,
with his flotilla, after one of the most remark-
able expeditions on record.

He reached his own dominions only to find

that another and very formidable insurrection
had broken out in Babylonia, led by Suzub.
who had emerged from his hiding-place, and
by the aid of the king of Elam had collected
a large army, taken possession of the city of

Babylon, and proclaimed himself kiug. An
Assyrian force, commanded by able generals,

was at once despatched to the spot, Suzub was
defeated and captured, and sent prisoner to

Sennacherib. An advance was then made into

the Elamite country, on the east

of the Tigris, stretching towards
Persia. The Elamites were a
warlike people, and animated by a deadly
hostility towards the Assyrians, assisting revolts

in Babylonia by every means in their power.
Sennacherib himself led the expedition. Thirty-

four strong cities and many villages were
burned

;
and the king of Elam, Kudur-nan-

hundi, appalled by the “smoke of the con-
flagrations, which rose like a cloud and
obscured the face of the heavens,” deserted the
capital of his dominions, Madaktu. fled to the
mountains, and died shortly afterwards. On
several of the sculptured slabs now in the
British Museum, Assyrian soldiers are repre-

sented setting fire to towns. A severe winter
set in, and the progress of Sennacherib was
stayed, the roads being impassable from snow
and rain. He reluctantly spared the capital

and returned to Assyria.

Suzub, who appears to have been carelessly

guarded, again escaped, reached Babylonia, and
again headed a revolt

;
but was compelled to

seek refuge in Elam, where he received assist-

ance, and collecting a force of refugees and
others, advanced to Babylon, where he had
friends in the city, who admitted him and his

army. He once more proclaimed himself king,

and breaking open the treasuries of the temple
at Babylon, Neboand other places, sent a large

amount of treasure to the new king of Elam,
a man of much sterner mould than his prede-

cessor, and who, animated by a desire to avenge
the late defeat of his countrymen and the ter-

rible loss they had sustained at the hands of

Sennacherib, collected a large army, including

Persians, various Median tribes, and a large

number of the inhabitants of the regions

skirting the Persian Gulf. One of the sons

of Merodach-baladan accompanied him, and
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on arriving at Babylon this large but motley
army united itself with the force gathered

together by Suzub. This force took up a

position near the town of Halule, or Khalule,

on the banks of the Tigris, to

await the coming of Sennacherib,

who was advancing rapidly to-

wards them. One of the Assyrian inscrip-

tions describes in vigorous and picturesque

terms the appearance of the Babylonian and
Elamite host. The leaders made a great dis-

play of gold and silver on their arms and
chariots, and the army, irregular, undisciplined,

and clad in strange garments, made a striking

appearance. But they were unable to stand
against the fierce onslaught of the Assyrian
veterans : the defeat was complete. Suzub
and the Elamite king fled on foot from the

scene of slaughter
;
the son of Merodach-bala-

dan, and many other leaders, were captured
;

it is stated on the inscriptions that a hundred
and fifty thousand men were slain—which would
seem to be an enormous exaggeration—and the

ornaments and chains, the gold-inlaid swords
and silver-plated chariots were the prize of the
conqueror.
The season was too far advanced to permit

an advance to Babylon
;
but in the following

spring the work of conquest was renewed.
!^bylon was taken, and given up to the ravages
of the Assyrian soldiers. “ The walls were
thrown down, the towers demolished, the people
given up to violence and slavery, the temples
rifled, and the images of the god brought out
and broken in pieces.” Many of the great
buildings were destroyed by fire, and the em-
bankment of the canal which ran past the city

was broken down so that the water flooded the
lower part. Suzub was again captured, and,
strange to say, again escaped, but was soon
afterwards accidentally killed by a fall from
his horse. He must have led a remarkable
life.

There is no direct reference to another
expedition against the king of Judah, probably

because the scribes and sculp-
The catastrophe tors had no authority to record
atJenisalem.

They tell US of expedi-

tions to the Cilician coast, and the founding
of the city of Tarsus, of the storming of the
city of Edom, and the carrying into captivity

of several of the Arabian tribes. Investigators

of the history think that there must have
been a second appearance before the walls of

Jerusalem
;
and it was then that, according to

the Scripture narrative, “the angel of the

Lord went out and smote in the camp of

the Assyrians a hundred fourscore and five

thousand.” Berosus, the Chaldean priest and
historian, who lived in the third century before

the Christian era, and wrote in Greek the
annals of Assyria and Babylon, says, “ How
when Sennacherib was returning from his

Egyptian war to Jerusalem, he found his army,
under Kabshakeh his general, in danger, for

God had sent a pestilental distemper upon his

army
;
and on the very first night of the siege

a hundred fourscore and five thousand, with
their captains and generals, were destroyed

;
so

the king was in a great dread, and in a terrible

agony at this calamity
;
and being in great fear

for his whole army, he fled with the rest of his

forces to his own kingdom, and to his city

Nineveh.”
Sennacherib himself returned to Nineveh

;

and it is some evidence that his power was
greatly diminished, that through-
out the remaining nine years of „

his life no other great military

expedition was undertaken. In 681 b.c. two
of his sons murdered him in the temple, “ the
house of Nisroch, his god,” and endeavoured to

seize the crown
;

but a younger son, Esar-
haddon, who had the support of a large portion
of the people, defeated them, and they fled to

Armenia.
Sennacherib built at Nineveh the most

splendid royal palace in Assyria. It contained
three great halls and numerous chambers, and
occupied a site fifteen hundred feet long and
seven hundred feet wide. The superb halls

and chambers were discovered and explored by
Mr. Layard, who found there the greater
number of the statues and inscriptions w^hich
have revealed to us the history of Assyria.

XV.

Writing in Every-day Life {continued').

The complimentary address, to resume the

subject of our last article, may begin at the

left-hand margin, when it is not preceded by
the address of the correspondent ;

but where
such is used, the words “Sir,” etc., should begin

a little to the right of the preceding address.
“ Margin ” is a matter of some importance to

the appearance of a letter. Every epistle,

whether of business or ordinary life, should

have a certain space on the left-

hand side of each page unwritten Margins,

upon. This may vary from say an inch for a
business letter, to a fourth of that space in the
small page of a lady’s delicate missive. Some
paper has a vertical line ruled or formed in the
“ water mark ” as a guide. But where such is

not the case, the space may be either doubled
down to leave a guiding crease, or the writer

can depend upon his eye.

In an ordinary letter it is usual to commence
on the first page, and then proceed to the
second, third, and fourth in rotation. But let-

ters which have to be copied by the press are

generally begun on what is vir-

tually the last page (on which,
of course, the heading is also

printed), then proceeding to page 1, following,

if necessary, with page 2, and finishing on the

third page. This allows of two successive pages
being copied in one page of the copying-book.

In an ordinary letter, if the writer has gone
from the first to the third page, and finds it

necessary afterwards to use the second, it is

best to write lengthways of the page.

Perhaps the best concise hints on the subject
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of letter-writing are those given by Lord Col-

lingwood in a letter to his daughter :

—

“ When you write a letter, give it your great-

est care, that it may be as perfect in all its

parts as you can make it. Let the subject be
sense, expressed in the most plain, intelligible,

and elegant manner that you are capable of.

If in a familiar epistle you should be playful

and jocular, guard carefully that your wit be
not sharp, so as to give pain to

Hints on any person
;
and before you write

composition of
g, sentence, examine it, even the

® words of which it is composed,
that there be nothing vulgar or inelegant in
them. Eemember,my
dear, that your letter

is a picture of your
brains

;
and those

whose brains are a
compound of folly,

nonsense, and imper-
tinence, are to blame
to exhibit them to

the contempt of the
world, or the pity of

friends. To write a
letter with negli-

gence, without proper
stojis, with crooked
line; an.l great
flourishing dashes, is

inelegant
;

it argues
either great ignorance
of what is proper, or

great indifference to-

wards the person to

whom it is addressed,

and is consequently
dis :espectf ul. It

makes no amends to

add an apology for

having scrawled a
sheet of paper

;
or

bad pens, for you
should mend them

;

or want of time, for

nothing is more im-
portant to you, or to

which your time can
more properly be
devoted. I think I

can know the charac-
ter of a lady pretty

nearly by her hand-
writing. The dashers
are all impudent, however they may conceal
it from themselves or others

;
and the scrib-

blers flatter themselves with the vain hope
that, as their letter cannot be read, it may be
mistaken for sense.”

The body of the letter should begin a little

to the right of the complimentary address, each
following line commencing at the margin. If

the letter is short, and confined to one subject,

it may be kept in one paragraph
;
but where

several unconnected matters are treated of, it

is better to allot a paragraph to each of the
more important. These should not, however,
be excessively multiplied, as a letter in which
each sentence forms a paragraph, after the

fashion of some cheap sensational periodicals,

is decidedly not in good form. Each para-

graph may begin about an inch or inch and a

quarter to the right of the margin, and all

should have the same distance.

The custom of “ crossing ” letters—usually a

feminine one—should, in the words of Hamlet,
be “reformed altogether,” viz., totally abolished.
“ Cross ” writing is very apt to

make a “cross” reader, as Mr. Crossing

Seton remarks. Sturdy William
®

Cobbett implored a correspondent not to tor-

ture him in this manner, and lays the blame
of the paper-sparing practice to the door of the

ladies. Byron shares
in unjustly dispara-

ging feminine cor-

respondence, when he
says,—

“The earth has nothing
like a she-epistle,

And hardly Heaven—be-
cause it never ends.

I love the mystery of
a female missal,

Which, like a creed, ne’er
says all it intends.

But full of cunning as
Ulysses’ whistle.

When he allured poor Do-
lon. You had better

Take care what you reply
to such a letter.”

There is one prac-

tice to which, how-
ever, we fear many
ladies must plead
guilty, and that is

the custom of under-
lining their

words for
a

, , , ~ femmine
the sake of -w^eakness.
emphasis,
although some of the
other sex are almost
as culpable. The
habit is unquestion-
ably a bad one, and
quite useless. Every
well-written composi-
tion carries its own
weight in each clause

and phrase and word.
“In good prose,” says

Schlegel “every
word should be un-
derlined;” — “That

is,” adds Archdeacon Hare, “ every word
should be the right word, and then no word
would be righter than another. We never
meet with italics in Plato or Cicero, or indeed
in any of the Greek and Koman writers.” A
humorous author says of the “ underliners ”

:

“Their consciousness of no meaning worries
them so, that the meaning, which they are

aware is not in any words they can use, they
try to put into them by scoring them like a
leg of pork, which their letters now and then
very much resemble !

”

We need hardly observe that no blots are
permissible in letters of whatever description.

Neither are erasures or interlineations to be re-

TyPOGfRAEHICAL MaBX?; EXEMHIEJID.

Thoxtuiia v^iely of opinions exist asto
(heindhidual Ijywqumtheart ofprhnii^ras ^3^
first discovered; yet all authorities concur

inadnritting Peter SchoefSrr to be the person

whoinyeniEd castin£tal types, having learned

*4/theartof^a^>?ythelettersironLthe Cult-

^
teihbcrgsj. he is also supposed to have been ^0

/5^thefirstwho,mgraved oncopper plates. Tine ^ /-j

foUowEUgtestimonyis preseyedin the family, Syf
Jo ^Ired^Faiistusjof^Ascheffenburg: ^

[
/[‘Peter Schoeffer of Gemshcim^ perceiving

m t̂cr Fausts design, and being h’unself

^^e^ious^t^den^ to improve the art, found
out (by the good providence of God) tlie

method of cuttmg’£*w^»;wrt^the characters

^
ina imti-ix, that flie letters might easily be

'

Singlycua'/'l instead of bimg* cut. He pri

cut matrices \J(ii theAdiole a^abet;'^^/

Fansrwas so pleased with the conlriv^t^e

he promised^etcr to give himbi/onlr
^ughter ChrLstma injnaniage^,.a^roniise tftcJy

be soon after pfnform^dp '’^rw/ryea/y

/ ‘^ut thCTewEre^^D^^^^BcTilties at first

vdth these letters , as^Si^e hadbeen before

with wooden onesf'^ metal being too softt^o//

to supporfth^dorce oftherm,pressicai. but 'L/
this defect^as soon remedied , l^y mixing

^
asnbstmcewith theinctalwhich irnffirienriy

O h^r^ieneditj'

(- andvieTiifi showed MsinaSlEeilifil(?ttErs castfiam
ftesc Tn.-rtrices
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sorted to if it is possible to avoid them. It is

always better to write a short letter over
again.

Any one who may compare letters of the pre-

sent day with those written say a century since,

can scarcely help noticing one little point of

dissimilarity. The generality of the signatures

to the older epistles wiU be found to be either

terminated or supplemented by a more or less

elaborate flourish, often of much elegance.
The custom has almost fallen into desuetude
amongst ourselves

;
but still obtains in many

parts of the Continent, where the appended
flourish, or “ paraphe,” is considered as of quite
as much importance
as the signature itself.

It would appear that

in Spain, in bygone
days, it was even
more highly esteemed

;

for Mr. Ford says,

in his “ Gatherings
from Spain,” — “ The
king of Spain seldom

uses any
(( other royal

signature,
except the ancient
Gothic ruhrica, or
mark. This monogram
is something lik^e a
Runic knot. Spaniards
exercise much inge-

nuity in these intricate

flourishes, which they
tack on to their names
as a collateral security

of authenticity. It is

said that a rubrica
without a name is of

more value than a
name without a ru-
brica. Sancho Panza
tells Don Quixote that
his rubrica is worth
not one, but three
hundred jackasses.

Those who cannot
write, ‘ rubricate.’ No
saber firmar—not to

know how to sign one’s

name — is jokingly
held in Spain to be
one of the attributes

OPPOSITE TABLE WITH ERRATA
CORRECTED.

Though a variety of opinions exist as to

the individual by whom the art of printing

was first discovered
;

yet all authorities

concur in admitting PETER SCHOEFFER
to be the person who invented cast metal

types, having learned the art of cutting the

letters from the Guttembergs
;

he is also

supposed to have been the first who engraved

on copper-plates. The following testimony

is preserved in the family, by Jo Fred.

Faustus of Ascheffenburg :

Peter Schoepfer of Gernsheim, per-

ceiving his master Faust’s design, and being

himself ardently desirous to improve the

art, found out (by the good providence of

God) the method of cutting {incidendi) the

characters in a matrix, that the letters might

easily be singly cast, instead of being cut.

He privately cut matrices for the whole

alphabet : and when he showed his rnaster

the letters cast from these matrices Faust

was so pleased with the contrivance that he

promised Peter to give him his only daughter

Christina in marriage, a promise which he

soon after performed. But there were as

many difficulties at first with these letters,

as there had been before with wooden ones,

the metal being too soft to support the

force of the impression, but this defect was

soon remedied, by mixing the metal with a

substance which sufficiently hardened it.

name. If addressing a new correspondent,
and there can be any possible doubt about the
sex or social status of the writer, the same
should be clearly indicated. Many an un-
pleasant dilemma might be thus avoided : for

instance, the doubt which often arises whether
an unknown lady correspondent should be ad-
dressed as “ Miss ” or “ Mrs.” In all such cases

the title may come immediately before the sig-

nature, and be placed between parentheses,
thus :—(Miss) Lettice Austin.”

The complimentary close should begin a
little to the left of the centre of the letter, if

long, or about the centre if short, and the sig-

nature about an inch
nearer to the right, so
that it may terminate
at about half an inch
from the right-hand
edge of the page.

Postscripts should be
avoided by care and
thought while writing.
It is in ladies’ letters

that the
PS, P P S Postcripts

andP.P.P.s! undesirable,

flourish ad libitum.

There have been, it is

true, striking excep-
tions to this feminine
habit of postscripting,

notably that model
epistle of a French
lady to her husband:

—

of grandeeship.”
The expressions o courtesy which precede

the signature vary considerably. Business

letters usually end with “Yours truly,” “ Yours

faithfully,” or “ Yours respectfully.” Some-
times the form is inverted, as

The Signature ^Tj-uly yours.” “Your obedient

in official letters, and not un-

frequently for business purposes. For social

and familiar letters, the forms of complimentary

close are legion.

Of the signature we would say that every

letter of importance should be signed in full,

and legibly, and no letter, however trivial,

should be sent without at least initial and sur-

“ Je vous ecris parceque je
n’ai rien a faire

;

Je finis parceque je n’ai

rien a dire.”

(“ I write to you because I

have nothing to do
;

I

leave off because I have
nothing to say.”)

Mr. Seton tells an
amusing story of a
lady much addicted to

postscripts, who laid a
wager with her hus-

band, on his leaving
home, that her first

letter would be with-
out one of these codi-

cils. “ Nothing, ’ he
goes on, “ seemed more
certain than that the

lady would win. The letter was written and
signed, and about to be despatched, when
she was tempted to add one line, forming the

first postscript,—“ You see I have written you
a letter without a postscript.” This did not
suffice, for there followed, as a P.P.S., imme-
diately afterwards,— “ Who has won the

wager—you or I ?
”

The manner in which the sheet of paper
should be folded depends upon the size and
shape of the envelope. In any case it should

be done carefully
;
and if any page be blank,

that ought to come outside when the sheet is

doubled. The edges of the paper should be
even and correspond, and the folds be pressed
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down flat, either with the finger, or preferably

a paper-knife. The superscription

on the envelope should be very

exact and legible, following the

general rules given for the inside

address. The superscription should be ample
;

and when the letter is addressed to any titled

or official personage, scrupulous care should be

taken to use the proper forms. All these forms

apphcable to the “ upper ten thousand ” may
be found in manuals of etiquette. The ques-

tion whether the old-fashioned prefix “ Mr.,”

or the more fashionable suffix “ Esq.,” should

be adopted in other ranks of society, is not so

easily solved, and must indeed be left to every

man’s common sense and notion of the fitness

of things. Landed proprietors and professional

men are entitled to the “ Esquire ” by courtesy.

Merchants and large traders are also commonly
so styled now, at least on private letters. Below
this rank the term becomes slightly absurd, to

say the least. Two little facts show that the use

of the word is a weakness with us. The first is

the following letter of a late eminent sculptor,

in which it will be seen that the “ Esq.” is used

in a rather selfish but decidedly ludicrous

manner

:

“ John
,
Esq., presents his compliments

to Mr.
,
and begs to state that John

,

Esq., is prepared to dispose of the piece of

sculpture in question for the sum of £50.

John
,
Esq., will be glad,” etc.

The other token of misuse of the old chival-

rous title is that a popular manual of letter-

writing thinks it necessary to caution its read-

ers against giving a man a handle at both

ends of his name : as, “ Mr. John Smith, Esq.”

Literary titles following the name should be

used if of importance, as “ M.A.,” “ LL.D.,”
“ D.D.”

;
but if very numerous, it is well to

omit those of least account. The late Sir

Adam Ferguson, in his humorous epistle to Sir

John Sinclair, who rejoiced in being member
of a number of learned societies, once addressed

a letter to the latter thus :

—

“ Sir John Sinclair, Bart-.,

A.M., F.R.S., T.U.V.W.X.Y.Z.”
Of such a joke, however, we may say, as the
poet Cowper said of a rough salutation, that it is

“ Such an one, that one had need
' Be very much a friend indeed,

To pardon or to bear it.”

Few things—except the careless and illegi-

ble manner in which many people sign their

names—are more surprising in the matter of

epistolary correspondence than the extraordi-

nary addresses which some letters

ad^essTs.
Sorely exercised in mind

thereby are the post-masters and
letter-carriers upon occasion. Such an ad-
dress as the following, for instance—and it is

one that was actually received—is, to say the
least, rather indefinite :

—

“ My dear Father in Yorkshire at the v/hite

cottage with the green palings.”
Or the following :

—

“ Mr. Owl O’Niel,

At the Post-Office,”
which was intended for Sir Rowland Hill.

Or again :

—

“ Mr. , Travelling Band, one of four

playing in the street,

“ Persha (Pershore),
“ Worcestershire. Please find

him if possible.”

The next is more explicit, if perhaps slightly

too personal :

—

“ E. R.—a cook as lived tempery with a Miss
L or some such name, a shoemaker in

Castle Street, about No. — Hobern in 1851.

Try to make this out. She is a Welch person
about 6 feet 1, Stoutish, Lives in service some-
ware in London or naboured. London.”

The restriction of the locality to “ somewhere
in London or neighbourhood," indicates a mind
of enlarged views. The next, although having
neither patronymic, or what the Americans term
“ given ” name, is a fairly clear address from
its minute descriptive touches :

—

“ This is for the young girl that wears spec-

tacles who minds two babies,

30 Sherif Street,

OfE Prince Edwin Street,

Liverpool.”

The individuals who wrote “ Coneyach lunen-

tick a Siliam” (Colney Hatch Lunatic Asylum),
and ‘-Schromphraydavi” (Sir Humphrey Davy),
had perhaps the excuse that they were advo-
cates of the phonetic system, and endeavoured
to imitate the sound of the words : but no
excuse can be made for the rash conclusion of

the unsophisticated Highlander, who ad-

dressed an epistle to his brother at Edinburgh,—“ Heer she coes to Embro to Tonald ma
proather doon a pack close 3 stares upp—if

this winna fin’ er oot the deil wunna fin’ er

oot.”

The foregoing are all bona-fide addresses, and
were quoted in an article upon the subject in a
popular periodical some years since.

Though the world has outgrown the old

superstitions, and witchcraft, belief in omens,
etc., may be numbered amongst the things that
were, yet the spirit which gave them birth still

survives, as is curiously exemplified by the fact

that many letters have been received by the
post-office authorities, asking that no more
“ dead letters ” should be delivered to the
writers, on the ground that such returned
epistles “ bring death to the house ”

1

Perhaps the most extraordinary thing, how-
ever, is the fact that people will continue to

postjetters containing remittances of valuables

I

either badly addressed, or with no address at

j

all. On one occasion, £5,000 in bank-notes
was sent, badly addressed, and with open ends
as a book packet is posted. The force of

fatuity could surely go no further.

Every student of penmanship is in a fair way
for occupying a place in the already huge army
of authors, and even though he should have no
ambition to see his name flourishing on a
title-page, yet his manuscript is pretty certain

at some time or other to arrive at the dignity

of an appearance in print. We have therefore

added to this article in the tablets on the two
preceding pages what will make plain the

whole art of correcting proofs.
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Etymology (continued').

§ 133. Double plurals to foreign nouns.
§ 134. Nouns ending in o.

§ 135. Plural in es.

§ 136. Nouns ending in/.
§ 137. Plural in en.

§ 138. Plural by change of root-vowel.
§ 139. Nouns ending in y.

§ 140. Double plurals.

§ 141. Plural of compound nouns.

§ 133. Double Plurals.—A few foreign words
are not yet certain of the English plural, and
we find them with two

;
sometimes a different

meaning is attached to each. Thus we have

—

Singular. Flural.

cherub cherubim, cherubs
seraph seraphim, seraphs
genius genii (spirits), geniuses (cle-

ver people)
bureau bureaux, bureaus
index indices, indexes
calico calicos, calicoes

mulatto mulattos, mulattoes
mosquito mosquitos, mosquitoes
portico porticos, porticoes

§ 134. There are some more words, nearly all

foreign, ending in o, which take either es or s

in the plural. Custom in these cases, as in the
last, appears to be the determining power.
With plurals in oes are

—

buffalo

cargo
domino
echo
flamingo
hero
magnifico
manifesto

motto
negro
no (as in ‘‘ the Ayes and

Noes ”)

potato
tomato
tornado
volcano

With plurals in os are-

bravo
canto
cento
duodecimo
embryo
grotto

octavo
quarto
rondo

solo

stiletto

tyro

virtuoso

folio

nuncio
oratorio

portfolio, etc.

§ 135. Plurals in es.—Words which end in

a sibilant or compound-palatal sound preserve

the old ending es for the plural
;
the e has not

dropped out of use, because it is impossible to

utter a sibilant immediately against those
sounds. Therefore we have an additional

syllable in

—

Singular. Plural.

fox foxes
marsh marshes
church churches
rose roses

boss bosses

age (adj.) ages

gas gases

topaz topazes

§ 136. Plural Nouns in f.—Words ending
in/,/^, or If, preceded by a long vowel (except

oo), also retain the old spelling es for the plural

without making it a separate syllable, and
change / into v. These are words of Old
Enghsh origin. Many of the apparent excep-

tions to this rule are words which came in

with Norman-French, and brought their own
plural in s—as chief, chiefs; brief, briefs;

but even among these (by analogy perhaps
with the O. B. form) we have beef, beeves.

One Old English word, waif, from being heard
in the law courts where the Norman-French
was used, took the Fr. plural, so that we have
now waifs.

wife wives half halves

life lives leaf leaves

shelf shelves loaf loaves

elf elves thief thieves

wolf wolves

But we have—
roof roofs reef reefs

hoof hoofs fife fifes

proof proofs strife strifes

woof woofs

Words in ff and rf usually make their plural

in s :

—

dwarf dwarfs scarf scarfs

turf turfs wharf wharfs
chff cliffs staff staffs

mastiff mastiffs skiff skiffs

The use of this rather uncertain plural is

still not settled in some of the above instances
;

we occasionally find elfs instead of elves ; her-

chieves is often used for kerchiefs ; it is not
unusual to hear spoken rooves, hooves, though
we seldom see them written so

;
while dwarves,

turves (i.e. cuttings of the fuel), scarves,

wharves, and staves—particularly the last two
—are more commonly written than the form
in/^. The change of / to ve is undoubtedly
a correct usage, in accordance with the older

language.

§ 137. Plurals in en.—A few nouns form
their plural in en (a relic of the ancient plural

an, formerly belonging to a whole class of

nouns). We still recognize oxen as the only
plural for ox, and w'e find besides

—

brother brethren
child children

cow kine
eye eyen, e’en (Old Ballad)

shoe shoon (Shakspeare)
hose hosen (Dan. iii. 21)
house housen
foe foen (Spenser)

Most of these plurals are nearly gone out of use.
In early English plurals in tn were very frequent,
hut they became less common by the fourteenth cen-
tury. Such words as treen, pesen (=peas), p 2dlen, sixtren,

may, however, be found in later writers. Chickm is

not the plural of chick, as might be inferred from the
present use of it in that sense often heard in the West
of England

;
it is the diminutive of cock.

Brethren.—The plural in this word is twofold. First,

there is the change ofthe root-vowel, brother to brother,
caused by the softening of the vowels from the older
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plural form brothru to brethre,—brother was in use till

near the end of the sixteenth century :
“ These be

my mother, brether, and sisters” (Bishop Pilkington).

Second, the word acquired the suffix en, which caused
the loss of the second e. We now employ brethren

chiefly in an archaic sense, as members of a society,

reserving brothers for the ordinary plural.

Children.—The history of this word is like the last

;

the oldest plural cildru (with the diphthongal i), became
broken to childre. Childer long remained the plural for

child, and is still in use in Lancashire
;
th^n the suffix

n was added, and the word settled down as childem,

now children.
Xtwe.—This is also a twofold plural ; the old form,

still in use in the north, is by change of the root-vowel
—sing, cu {

— cow), pi. ky or kye. Kine is now considered

as a collective.

§ 138. Plural hy Change of Eoot-vowel.—

A

few words make the plural by change of the

internal vowel, instead of by adding the s.

These are ;

—

Sing. Plural. Sing. Pbiral.

man men tooth teeth

woman women mouse mice
foot feet louse lice

goose geese cow kye

These words are the only remains of a certain num-
ber in the old English which formed the plural in the
same manner. Many like them are found in German
at the present day—as sing, vater, pi. vdter ; sing.

garten, pi. gdrten

;

sing, vogel, pi. vbgel. It will be
noticed that brother and child were not originally of
this class, the signs of their plural being at first in-

fiexions added to the end: brothrft, cildrw; the change
in the vowel came later.

§ 139. Plural of Words in y.— Nouns ending
in y preceded by a consonant make their plural

in ies

;

preceded by a vowel they take the s.

For example :

—

Sing. Plural. Sing. Plural.

fly flies key keys
lady ladies money moneys
quality qualities donkey donkeys
city cities play plays

penny pennies toy toys

obsequy obsequies buoy buoys

The reason of this is, that in middle English such
words were spelt with ye or ie in the singular : skie,

Jlie, citie
;
they simply then took the s like others. We

have still kept one or two of such nouns e.g . ,
tie, lie,

die, stye

;

making ties, lies, dies, styes. Words ending in
quy are no exception to the rule, qu being a conso-
nantal sound answering to kw. The meaning of the
rule is, that when y is a simple vowel-sound at the
end of a noun, it becomes ies in the plural. The old
spelling of monies, chimnies, donkies, monkies, attornies,

still occasionally seen, was in accordance with this

idea, and therefore not incorrect.

§ 140. Double Plurals.—Several of the words
in the foregoing sentences, and others, have a

second form of plural, which is generally

understood in a collective sense
;
in one or

two cases each plural has a separate meaning.
They are,

—

Singular. Plural.

brother brothers brethren (see §137)
cow kye kine
die dies (metal stamps) dice (for gaming)
penny pennies pence
pea peas pease
cloth cloths clothes (clothing)

It may be thought that the word swine
affords another example, but it is not so. In
the Old English there was su, sow, which

formed a regular plural suga, sows
;
there was

at the same time the word swin, swine, which
was both singular and plural, just as we still

use sheep in singular and plural, and we have
preserved the old use. In the following ex-

amples both swine and kine are employed as

plurals (except in the first, a singular) : they
have also, together with brethren, pence, pease,
and some other plural nouns, as sheep, deer, etc.,

acquired a partially collective sense. The
other lines illustrate the more difficult of the
above nouns, also two of the foregoing plurals.

“ As squint [swine] that is saltid right.”

Cursor Mundi, 1. 26761.

“ A great herd of swine feeding. . . . Send us
into the swine that we may enter into

them.”—Mark v. 11, 12.

“ The father cracks of horses, pleughs, and kye.”
Burns’ Cotter s ^turday Night.

“The lean and the ill-favoured kine did eat up
the first seven fat kine."—Genesis xli. 20.

“ One way a band select from forage drives

A herd of beeves, fair oxen and fair kine
From a fat meadow ground.”

—

Milton.

“ Knave, I have set my life upon a cast.

And I will stand the hazard of the die."

Richard III., Act V. sc. iv.

“ Pm^e-pudding hot, pudding cold.

Pease-pudding in the pot, nine days old.”

Nursery Rhyme.
‘
‘ The naked every day he clad

When he put on his clothes."

Goldsmith’s Mad Dog.

We say “Look after the pence, and the
pounds Avill take care of themselves,” but we
ask “ how many pennies have you there ?

”

when we wish to distinguish the individual

coins. Pennies is, however, generally giving

w'ay to pence, which was used as a simple

plural in the thirteenth and fourteenth cen-

turies :
pans = pens = pence ( Winchester

bye-laws).

§ 141. Plurals of Compound Nouns.—The
clearest principle is that the main noun in the
compound takes the s, whether it precedes the

adjective portion, as in French compounds, or

follows it, according to English construction.

Examples,

—

courts-martial

lords-lieutenant

sons-in-law

goings-on

blackbirds
housetops
windmills
he-goats

Exceptions to this are found in nouns com-
pounded with -ful(l)

—

pailful, teaspoonful, in

which the sense of the whole noun is a measure,
and is not complete without ful, which there-

fore takes the s—pailfuls, teaspoonfuls. In
“ many pails full of water were brought from
neighbouring houses to quench the fire,” we
distinguish that several pails were in use; but
“it required fifty bucketfuls to fill the vat,”

indicates the quantity of water. So, “ put six

teaspoonfuls of sugar in the pudding. ” Another
exception is the customary twofold plural of

Knights- Templars.
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XVI.

SULPHUE.
Our readers are doubtless all acquainted
with this important element in the free or un-
combined state, in which it is known as brim-
stone or flowers of sulphur. It is found in this

condition in many volcanic, districts, both in

Sicily and Iceland, and forms an

f^d important article of export. It

also exists almost universally

in combination with different metals. These
compounds, known as sulphides, constitute

in many cases the ore, as it is termed, from
which the metal is obtained by reduction. It

is likewise met with, combined with hydrogen,
in the form of a gas, highly poisonous, and
possessing a most nauseous odour. This com-
pound is 1^

evolved by
volcanic ac-

tion, and is

one of the
products of

organic de-

comp osition.

It is soluble

in water, and
is met with
in various
natural
springs — as

for instance
in that of

Harrogate.
Sulphur cry-

stallizes in
the solid
state into
the form of

rhombic octahedra. In this condition it may
be held to present a certain analogy to water

in the solid state, or ice, and if
Sulph^m the subject to a sufficient degree of

so state,
vaporise it, it reverts to

the form of a solid at a sufficiently low tem-
perature, in the minute crystals known as
“ flowers of sulphur,” just as water vapour at

freezing point assumes the form of snow. Sul-

phur, if subject to the action of heat, may be
made to assume several allotropic conditions.

If the original crystalline solid be melted over

a Are, it assumes the state of a transparent
amber-coloured fluid at 115°. As

Allofa-opic forms temperature increases the
0 s p ur.

becomes darker in colour

and more viscous, so that it can with difficulty

be poured out of the vessel containing it.

In this condition it greatly resembles thick

treacle, both as regards colour and con-
sistency. If the heating pro-

Changesof gggg jg continued, it eventually
condition, again becomes a mobile liquid,

having now a reddish-black colour. It finally

yoL. I.

boils at 490°, giving off those vapours which
solidify, as their temperature falls, into flowers

of sulphur.

If melted sulphur, in the first of the three

liquid states above described, be allowed to cool

slowly, it solidifies in long transparent prismatic

crystals, quiteidifferent from the natural crystals

of sulphur. This form, however, is not perma-

nent, as, on exposure to the air,
permanent

these crystals split up into lesser

crystals of the natural octahedral character,

form. If melted sulphur in the

second viscous or treacle-like stage, above de-

scribed, be poured into cold water, it assumes
the condition of a tough, elastic, tenacious solid,

resembling india-rubber. This other allotropic

form of this substance is, however, hke the pre-

ceding one, not of a permanent character, as,

after a few hours’ exposure to the air, it assumes

the normal condition of the element. Sulphur

in its normal condition is insoluble in water,

and in most organic fluids, but dissolves readily

in the liquid compound of carbon and sulphur

termed carbon disulphide. Sulphur, in the
series of com-
pounds it

forms with
the metals
and other
elements,
presents
many strik-

ing points of

analogy with
oxygen. Sul-

phuretted
h ydr ogen,
HgS, may
therefore be
regarded as

an analogue
water.

The
of

chem ical
analogues is,

however, one whose further consideration we
will postpone for the present.

Compounds of Sulphur and Oxygen.

Sulphur is an inflammable substance, burning
with a blue or rather purple flame, and giving
rise by its combustion in air or in oxygen to a
compound known as sulphur dioxide, SOg.

This is an invisible but poisonous
irritating gas, possessing the well Result of

known pungent smell of burn-
ing sulphur. The volume of the gas thus
formed is found to be exactly equal to that

of the oxygen consumed in its combustion

;

hence its weight must be exactly equal to

that of oxygen plus the sulphur with which
it has combined. We have already stated the
constitution of the gas to be SOg, or one
equivalent of S combined with two of 0

;

and since the atomic or combining weight
of S is exactly twice that of O, or 32 as com-
pared with 16, it follows that a volume of

this gas must possess twice the weight of a
corresponding volume of 0—for being some-

36
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what lighter than oxygen, sulphur dioxide is

found to possess about two and a quarter times

its specific gravity. This gas may be liquefied

by cooling it down to 10° under
Sulphur dioi-ide, ordinary atmospheric pres-
lnuidandsow. below -76° it

freezes into a transparent solid. Sulphur

dioxide is very soluble in water, one volume of

the latter dissolving more than
Highly soluble times its own weight of this

in -water.

carbon dioxide, we may regard the water as

holding in solution a hydrated acid having the

constitution H2SO3, from which indeed it may
be separated by cooling the solution to 5°, wdien

a crystalline hydrate of sulphurous acid is

formed having the constitution H2SO3 + 14 HgO
—^that is to say, sulphurous acid

Sulphinous acid ted to 14 equivalents of the
crystalline,

prater of crystallization.

The termination “ ous ” of the acid known as

sulphurous denotes that there is another acid

of sulphur which contains a
Constitution of proportion of oxygen and

acids.
.g termed sulphuric acid. The

salts of sulphurous acid are in like manner
called sulphites, as distinguished from the sul-

phates of the more powerful acid. It will be

observed that sulphurous acid, like the hypothe-

tical carbonic acid, H2CO3, contains two atoms
of hydrogen, whereas nitric acid

Monobasic and
jg monobasic—that is, it contains

dibasic acids,
^tie case, there-

fore, of its salts a monad metal like sodium or

potassium at once displaces the hydrogen, form-

ing sodium or potassium nitrate, NaN03 and
KNO3. In the case, however, of a dibasic acid,

w^e may have a salt in which one atom only

of the hydrogen is displaced by such a metal:

such a salt is termed an acid salt.

Salts termed the term neutral is applied
acid and which the whole of the
neutral. hydrogen is displaced. HKSO3,

hydrogen potassium carbonate, is an acid salt,

while K2SO3, in which the two atoms of

hydrogen are replaced by two of potassium, is

a neutral salt. Of the salts of a tribasic acid

-we shall speak in due course.

SuljjJmr Trioxidc.

Sulphuric trioxide, the anhydride of sul-

phuric acid, may be formed by causing sulphur

dioxide and oxygen to pass over heated plati-

num in a state of fine subdivision. A union of

the two gases takes place, and sulphur trioxide

is evolved in the shape of dense white fumes,
which gradually condense to

Preparation of prismatic crystals. In this state
sulphur trioxide. moulded by the fingers

-without injuring the skin, and it does not

redden blue litmus paper. When brought into

contact with water, however, it combines with
that liquid with great avidity -with the evolu-

tion of heat, and a hissing noise, forming what
is known as sulphuric acid. Regarded from
an industrial point of view, sulphuric acid or

hydrogen sulphate is by far the
Sulphuric acid most important of the acids, onm commerce, account of the various uses to

which it is put in connection with different arts

and manufactures. Hydrogen sulphate, in its

purest form, is an oily liquid. Its formula is

H2SO4, it is nearly twice ashea-vy as water, and
freezes at 10-8°.

Sulphuric acid has an exceedingly strong
affinity for water, and, if exposed
to the air, will rapidly absorb Sulphi^ acid

moisture from the atmosphere
;

hence it is used as a drying agent
in many chemical and philosophical experi-
ments. If brought into direct contact -with

water, it unites with it with great force and the
evolution of considerable heat. Great care must
be exercised to bring these bodies together
gradually, as their combination in anything
like considerable quantities may be effected

with explosive -violence, giving rise to sulphuric
acid. The compound thus formed cannot be
resolved by boiling into sulphur trioxide and
water.

XIX.

Study for Reading and Pronunciation.

©ie fteben ©tdbe.*
dep zeeben stay-be

THE SEVEN STAVES.

(iin Sauer^mann ^atte fieben

ine bough'-ers-mann liat'-te zec'-ben zoeh'-ne

A countryman had seven sons,

bie ofter^ mit einanber uneinig
dee oef'-ters mit i'-nan-der oon'-i-nich

who often with one another disunited

tvaren. Uber bem 3cinfen unb ©treiten
vah'-ren ue'-ber dameUan'-ltenund satry'-ten

were. Over the scolding and quarrelling

berfdumten^ fie bie Sirbeit; ja, bbfe
fer-soini'-t'-n zee dee ahri'^-bite ya boe-ze

neglected they the work
;

yes, bad

^enfcben macbten ft(^^ biefe ©treit{g=
'inen'-shen mack'-ten sieh dee-ze stry-ticJi-

people made themselves these quarrel-

feiten® ju unb tracbteten bie

ky-ten tsoo nuif-zen unt trach'-te-ten dec
lings to profit, and tried the

©bbne nacb bem 2:obe ibre^ 35ater^

zoeh'-ne nach dame toh'-de ee'-res fah'-ten's
sons after the death of their father

urn ba^ bdterli^e Srbe ju bringen.®

urn dassfay'-ter-li-che e7'r'-be tsoo bring'-en

of the paternal inheritance to deprive.

:Da lief bet 35ater eine^ ^age^ atle

dah leess dare fab!-ter i'-nes tah'-ges al'-le

Then let the father one day all

fieben ©bbne jufammenfommen,® tegte

zee-ben zoeh'-ne tsoo-zam' -men-Tcom'-men laygh-te

seven sons together come, laid

ibnen fieben ©tdbe nor, bie feff

ee-nen zee-ben stay-he fore dee fest isoo-

them seven staves before that fast to-
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famtttengebunben’ tvaren, unb fagte:

zani!-men-ge-him'-den vah'-ren unt zaach'-te

gether bound were, and said

:

„2)em, bet biefe fteben ©tdbe abbrii^t/

dame dare dee-ze zee-hen stay'-he ap'-hrieht

“To him, who these seven staves o£E-breaks

ic^ ^unbert grofe X^)aUt baar."
tsali!-le ich hund'-ei'rt grom'-se tahl'-lerr hahrr

pay I a hundred great dollars cash.”

(gtner nacb bem anbern flrengte'® feme
i'-ner nach dame an'-derrn streng-te zy'-ne

One after the other strained his

,^rdfte an, unb jebet fagte enblt^:

kref-te an unt yay'-derr zaach'-te enif-lich

powers on, and each said at last

;

ifl nicbt mdglicb."" „Unbbocb," fagte

ess ist nicht moeg'-Uch unt dock zaacU-te

“It is not possible.” “And yet,” said

bet SSatet, nic^t^ Iei($tet." St fdfie

darefah'-ter ist nichts lyoh'-terr airr lees'-te

the father, “ is nothing easier.” He loosed

55unbef auf unb jetbtacb einen ©tab
dass huen'-del owf unt tser-hrach i'-nen stahh

the bundle (up) and broke one staff

nacb bent anbeten ntit fei^tet 3)?ut;e.

naach dame an'-de-ren mit lych'-ter mue'-e.

after the oiher with easy pains.

„Si," ttefen’2 bie ©bbne, „fo ift e^ fteUtcb

I reef'-en dee zoeh'-ne zo ist essfry'-lich
“ Oh,” cried the sons, “ so is it certainly

gans feid^t, fo fbnnte'^ e^ em fteinet

gants lycht zo koenn'-te ess ine Idy'-ner

quite easy, so could it a little

.^nabe." i)et ^atet fpta^: „3Bte eg mit
hnah'-he dare fah'-ter spraach ree ess mit
boy (do).” The father spoke ;

“ As it with

biefen ©tdben ift, fo ift eg mit eut^, meine
dee'-zen stay'-hen ist zo ist ess mit oich my'-ne
these staves is, so is it with you, my
©bbne. ©0 tange ift feft gufammen
zoeh'-ne zo lang'-e eerr fest tsoo-zam'-men
sons. So long (as) you fast together

battet, merbet ibr befte^en,^* unb niemanb
halt’-et vairr'-det eerr he-stay'-en unt nee-mand
hold, will you continue, and nobody

mirb eucb ubermditigen fonnen. S5Ieibt

veerd oich ue'-her-veW-ti-gen hoen'-nen hlypt
will you to overpower be able. Eemains

aber bag Sanb ber Sintracbt,*^ bag eu(b
ah'-her dass hand dare inc'-tracht dass oich

however the band of union that you

oerbinben foitte, aufgelbft, fo mirb eg

fer-hmn'-den zoll'-te orcf -ge-loest zo reerd css

bind together should loosened, so wdll it

eucb geben, mie ben ©tdben, bie

oich gay'-en vee dane stay'-hen dee
(with) you go as (with) the staves that

bier jerbrocben auf bem 55oben’®
heerr tser-hroch' -en owff dame hoh'-den
here broken on the ground

umbertiegen."
um-hare'-lee-gen
around lie.”

BBMASKS ON THE EOBEGOING STUDY.
' Der Stab (plur. die StcLhe) is one of the many German

words transferred into English with the letter b

changed into/and : sta/*, stages. The same remark
applies to sieben, seren.

- Sdumen, to delay
;
versdumen, to lose by delay. JEt

hat den Zug (tsoog) versdumt, he has missed the train.
® Streitigkeiten, an irregular plural of der Streit, the

quarrel.
* Der Nutzen, literally the use; niitzUch, useful;

benutzen, to use.
® The German idiom MTO .... Sriwecwmeans to deprive

of anything. Thus in Schiller’s Wallenstein it is said

of the officers
—“ Und diealle sind um ihr Geld. Wenn das

Saupt, wenn der Serzog fdllt ”—And they are all de-

prived of (have lost) their money, If the head, if the

duke, falls.
® Zusammenkommen, a compound verb (kommen, to

come; zusammen, together).
’ Zusammengebunden, past participle of zusammen-

binden. (Pres, ind., leh binde zusammen; impf., Ich
band zusammen.)

® Abbrechen, to break off. Ind. pres., Ich breche ab

;

impf., ich brack ab

;

past part., abgebroehen (like the old
English form, I break off, I brake off, broken off).

® Zahlen {Ich zahle, I pay ;
Ich zahlte, I paid

;
gezahlt,

paid) comes from the substantive die Zahl, the number,
to pay being identical with counting out or numbering
money. The English words tally, retail, are derived
from the German zahl. To count is zahlen.

Anstrengen, to exert (to put on strongly)
;
Ich habe

mich angestrengt, I have exerted myself ;
die Anstrengung

war zu grosz, the exertion was too great.
“ Mdglich, possible, from mogen, the English may—

meaning what may be done, and is therefore possible

;

unmdglich, impossible.
Riefen, from rufen, to call {Ich rufe, ich rief,

gerufen). The noun der means literally the call or
cry: der Axisrufer, the crier; and secondly it means

(owss'-roo-ferr)
reputation : Dr hat einen schlechten Ruf, he has a bad
reputation

;
he is decried.

Konnen, to be able (Pres., Ich kann

;

impf., ich

konnte; past part., gekonnt). The infinitive to do {thun),

to say {sagen), etc. , is often understood after konnen—
just as we say in English, “ I can, I cannot.”

** Bestehen, to endure, to continue or last {Ich
bestehe, bestand, bestanden), a compound of stehen, to
stand. Speaking of the sound of the bell that dies
away, Schiller says : So lehre sie, dasz nichts bestehet ”
—so let it teach that nought endureth.

Die Dintracht, union or unity (from trachten, to
strive

; and ein, one)—thus to strive for one aim. In
the same way we have die Zwietracht, disunion, discord,
from zwei, two, and trachten.

Der Boden has many meanings. Besides floor, it

raestx^s foundation or bottom : 6oc?e7i?os, bottomless
; Auf

Deutschem Grund und Boden, on German ground and
territory. On the other hand the word Boden-kammer
is sometimes applied to a room imder the roof—

a

garret or loft.

XVIII.

The Keign of Queen Mary I.

The wily Northumberland had expected to

meet wdth difficulty in carrying out his plot,

and had taken some precautions

to gain time, by keeping the Judicious mea-

plans for the succession a pro- ^

found secret, and sending to the Princesses

Mary and Elizabeth an order from the Council
to repair to London to visit their brother.

Mary was on her way to London when she
heard of her brother’s death and of Northum-
berland’s proceedings. She retired to a palace
she possessed in. Norfolk, and took immediate
measures to vindicate her title to the throne.

She wrote letters to the nobles and gentry
requiring their assistance, and sent to the
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Council a command that they should immedi-
ately proclaim her as queen. Some powerful
nobles at once joined her, and she established

herself in the castle of Framlingham, in Suffolk.

Meanwhile the Dukes of Northumberland and
Suffolk announced to the timid, unambitious
Lady Jane Grey that she was queen of

England. They knelt to her, and offered

their homage. Northumberland carried her in

triumph to the Tower, and the Council issued

an order for proclaiming her queen throughout
the country. This order was disregarded

except in London, where the proclamation was
received with ominous silence by some and
with open marks of dissent by others. The
people, who detested Northumberland and
his family, preferred the undoubted right

of the daughter of Henry VIII. to the
shadowy claim of the wife of Guilford Dudley.
Ten short days sufficed to show that

the whole plot of Northumberlan
‘

had failed. Men of high rank
rallied to the standard of

Mary. The fleet sent by
Northumberland to the
eastern coast declared in

her favour. A formid-
able army was ready to

fight for her. North-
umberland, going
forth from London to

encounter this danger,
found none to wish
him “ God speed.”

Lady Jane returned
to the retirement she

j

had unwillingly
quitted. Northumber-
land himself, acknow-
ledging the game as

lost, proclaimed Mary
as queen, but not in

time to save himself
from arrest. By a pro-

mise to maintain the laws
of Edward VI. the new
queen removed the only
cause of disquietude

;
and her

accession was hailed with glad-
ness everywhere. The chief par-

tisans of Northumberland were
aiTested, but the greater number were soon

afterwards released. Northum-
NorthumbM-

bej.]and pleaded guilty on his trial,

1553. evidently hoping tor a pardon;
but he had sinned beyond for-

giveness, and perished unlamented on Tower
Hill. Lady Jane and Lord Guilford Dudley
were sentenced to death, but respited. The
respite, however, was not for long, as we shall

see.

The queen had promised, when the people
enlisted so readily in her service, to maintain
the reformed religion

;
but this declaration

was soon weakened by a second, in which
toleration only was promised

;
and presently

this qualified pledge was disregarded, and then
Mary entered upon the task to which she
devoted herself during the five years of her
miserable reign—the restoration of the Homan

JANE SETMOUB [see p. 477).

Catholic religion in England. The queen’s
temper was gloomy and harsh,
and the injustice she had suf- Ch^acterof

ered in her youth had hardened
“ary.

her heart and blunted her sympathies. Her
understanding was narrow, and her mind
uncultivated. Herself believing with undoubt-
ing and unquestioning credulity what her
priests taught her to believe, she considered
that her people were bound in matters of faith
to obey implicitly the orders of the Govern-
ment

;
and where she met with opposition her

tyranny darkened into that cruelty which has
caused the vilest of epithets to be associated
with her name. Hume is especially harsh in
describing her character, enumerating as its

chief features “ obstinacy, bigotry, violence,
cruelty, malignity, revenge, tyranny.” Lingard,
the Roman Catholic historian, appears as the

apologist of Mary, declaring that “the
extirpation of eiToneous doctrine

was inculcated as a duty by the
leaders of every religious
party,” and that “ Mary
only practised what they
taught.” “ The extirpa-
tion of erroneous doc-
trine” is, however, a
very mild term for

proceedingsinvolving
the burning of hun-
dreds of her subjects,

including alike the
aged and the young,
and women and chil-

dren. Sir James Mac-
intosh’s character of
this queen is alike

moderate and true.

That judicious his-

torian describes Mary
as “ a perfect and con-

spicuous example of
error in rulers

;
for to

error alone,” he says, “the
greater part of the misery

caused by her must be ascribed.

The stock was sour, and perhaps
no culture could have engrafted

tenderness and gentleness upon it.

She adhered to her opinions, she

a«ted agreeably to her conscience
;
but her

principles were perverted and her conscience

misguided by false notions of the power of

sovereigns and of laws over religious opinions.”

Bishop Short writes ;
“ Her chief misfortune

seems to have been this,—that a genius which
would have shone in a nunnery was exalted to

a throne.” She is not the only one who
has been well-meaning in an ill cause.

The first step towards the great change she

contemplated was taken by Mary when she

liberated Bishop Gardiner from «...
prison, and restored him and ,

Religwus

Bonner to their sees
;
the second

^

i^restor^?*^*
when she silenced all preachers
of the reformed party, in defiance of her

former declaration that “she meant not to

strain other men’s consciences.” Then other

Catholic bishops were restored to their sees.
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Gardiner,
Sonner, and
Cardinal Pole.

Protestant bishops were committed to prison,

and foreign Protestants expelled from the

kingdom. Latin masses took the place of

English Church services
;
the images were once

more set up in the churches
;
and the marriage

of priests was forbidden. Those clergymen
who refused to separate from their wives were
deprived of their benefices. Among the Pro-

testant prelates imprisoned were Cranmer and
Holgate, archbishops of Canterbury and York,
Hooper, Latimer, Kidley, and Coverdale. G-ar-

diner was made chancellor, and became the
chief counsellor of the queen. He always
advocated severity, in which he was seconded
by Bonner, a man of violent passions and

profligate life. A very different

man was Reginald Cardinal Pole,

who came to England invested

with the powers of a legate by
Pope Julius III., to reconcile the country

to the Romish Church. Reginald
Pole was the son of that Countess

of Salisbury whom the jealous

tyranny of Henry VIII. had
condemned to death on
the scaffold. He was thus

the last direct descend-
ant of the house of York,

and was for that reason

held in respect by
many whose fore-

fathers had in past

times fought and suf-

fered for the cause of

the White Rose. His
personal character

was amiable
;

and
throughout the un-
happy period of reli-

gious persecution in

England he appeared
as the consistent ad-

vocate of moderation.
But though the queen
had a high personal es-

teem for him, both as an
adviser and a kinsman, the

vehement exhortations of Gar-
diner and Bonner, who insisted

on pitiless severity towards heretics,

prevailed over the more prudent
counsels of toleration and lenity. The nation,

for the most part halting between two opinions,

might have been led, but could not be driven
back to popery. But the zeal of the reformers
became hardened like steel in the fires of Smith-
field. Never were grand words more prophetic
than those uttered by the venerable Latimer,
who, at the stake, exhorting his colleague and
fellow-martyr Ridley to be of good courage and
play the man, declared that a candle would be
lit in England that day which he trusted in

God would never be put out. His prophecy,
indeed, might have been bolder

;
it was the

beginning of a general illumination, dispelling

the darkness of bigotry and ignorance, that for

so long continued to envelope papal Europe.
The alarm of the nation, and especially of

Parliament, was excited already in the first

year of the queen’s reign by the negotiation for

QUEEN MARY

the marriage of Mary with Philip, son of the
emperor Charles V. The emperor was very
anxious for the match, which would add
England to the possessions of his house. In
England, on the contrary, the scheme was ex-
ceedingly unpopular, for the plain practical

sense of the nation saw, looming behind the
Spanish marriage, the shadow of Romanism and
the inquisition. The elaborate precautions
against foreign encroachment in the marriage
treaty, the clauses excluding Philip from the
exercise of all royal authority in England, and
his followers from enjoying any office or dignity
under the English crown, were insufficient

to allay this jealousy. A conspiracy was
set on foot for a revolt, by Sir

Thomas Wyatt, Sir Peter Carew,
and the Duke of Suffolk. The
rising was timed to take place simultaneously

in various parts of England. Carew
was to head the rebels in Devon-

shire, Suffolk in Warwickshire,
and Wyatt in Kent. Want
of concerted action caused
the attempt to fail; but
W^yatt’s forces at one
tine amounted to
16,000 men, the Lon-
don trained bandswho
were sent out against

Wyatt making com-
mon cause with him.
Warwick advanced
from Maidstone
almost to the capital.

So great was the panic
that Renard, the em-
peror’s ambassador,
quitted London
secretly. Mary her-

self showed much of

the dauntless Tudor
spirit in this emergency.
She proceeded boldly to

Guildhall, and adopted a
course that has seldom failed

when taken frankly by an
English sovereign—an appeal to

_ the people. “ On the word of a

OF ENGLAND, fl^ieen,” said Mary, “ I promise and
assure you that if it shall not appear

I

to the nobility and commons in the high

j

court of Parliament that the marriage is for the
singular benefit of the whole realm, I will
abstain from it.” The word, however, even of a
queen, has sometimes proved of but little worth

;

and in this case it would have been better both
for herself and the nation had she kept it.

Wyatt lost a few days in marching to London

;

and the delay was fatal. When he advanced
to join his adherents in the city, the gate was
shut against him. After a desperate resistance

he was made prisoner, and was sent to the
Tower on the 7th of February, convicted of
treason on the 15th of March, and beheaded
on the 11th of the following month. His
failure sealed the doom of Lady Jane Grey
and her husband, for the restoration of that
unhappy lady had been the object of Wyatt’s
rebellion. On the day after Wyatt’s capture
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the queen signed the warrant for the execution

of “ Guilford Dudley and his wife,” for so the

unhappy victims of state intrigue
Execution oS

^^yere styled in the fatal docu-

^^^’ment. It was long after told in

and Wvatt ^’London how, four davs later, onanawyan.
,, Monday,” the 12th of

February, the girl-wife . and her boy-husband,

neither of them seventeen years old, underwent
their fate with a noble com'age

;
and how on

that fatal day fifty-two men perished on the

gallows. A few days afterwards the Princess

Elizabeth, accused of complicity in Wyatt’s
rebellion, was arrested in her

house at Ashridge, and brought
^ ^

’ to London a prisoner, though
suffering from severe illness. “ Her death,”

writes Noailles, the French ambassador, “ is

determined.” Elizabeth herself seemed fully

to anticipate the fate intended for her, and
asked meaningly, “ If the scaffold of the Lady
Jane had been yet taken away ?

” But
nothing could be proved against her

;
and after

a sojourn of some time in the Tower she was
sent to Woodstock, under the charge of Sir

Henry Bedingfield.

The marriage of Mary with Philip took place
in July, 1554. It was in every respect an un-

happy match. Philip showed no
TJn^pular

affection towards his queen, who
was eleven years his senior, and

1554!
doted on him with unreasoning
fondness. He was unpopular in

England, and felt his unpopularity. The
jealousy with which the parliament excluded
him from power, and its refusal to allow him
to be crowned king of England, disgusted him

;

and after a year’s residence he quitted the
country for the Continent, to return only once
more, two years later, to involve this country
in an unnecessary and disastrous war with
France. His marriage with Mary was simply
a political transaction; and when the deter-

mined action of the English parliament showed
that the expected advantage was not to be
gained, Philip scarcely cared to maintain an
appearance of decent regard for his unattrac-
tive consort.

XVIII.

Measures of Solidity or Volume.

Cubic Measure.

Definitions.—A solid figure is one which has
length, breadth, and thickness (or depth).
A cube is a solid figure such that its bound-

ing surfaces are six equal squares, and every
pair of opposite surfaces are parallel. These
bounding surfaces are called “ faces.

”

Thus a die is a cube
;
and a common brick,

if it were cut so that its length, breadth, and
height were equal to each other

j
would be a cube.

/

0

r

/ 7

A side of any of the bounding surfaces (or

faces) of a cube is called its edge.

Thus, in the accompanying figure, A B is one
edge. All the edges of a cube
are of course equal to each other.

A cubic inch is a cube of which ^

the edge is an inch long, a
cubic foot is a cube of which
the edge is a foot long, and so

on.

The magnitude of a solid is nu. 4.

sometimes called its volume.

Definition .—A number is said to be “ cubed”
or raised to the third power when it is multi-
plied by itself twice. Thus 3x3x3 (i.e. 27)
is the cube of 3, and 12 x 12 X 12 (i.e. 1728)
is the cube of 12.

Theorem .—The volume of a cube is found by
raising to the third power the number which
expresses the number of linear units in its edge.

The result is the number of square units of the
same kind in the cube'.

For example, if the edge of a cube is 3 feet

in length, the cube contains 3 X 3 X 3 (i.e. 27)
cubic feet

;
and if its edge were 7 inches long,

its volume would be 7 x 7 x 7 (i.e. 343) cubic
inches.

The truth of this theorem is easily seen from
the accompanying diagram (fig. .0), which repre-

sents a cube, each edge of which is 3 feet long.

Thus A B, A E, A D, B C, are e^ch 3 feet long.

Divide AD into three equal portions, each a
foot long. Do the same to A E and A B, and
through the points of division suppose planes
parallel to the sides to be drawn.

These parallel planes will divide the cube
into a number of smaller cubes, each of which
will be a cubic foot.

Now clearly the face A B C D is divided into

3x3 squares, each a square foot (see p. 530).

Therefore the solid slice ABCDGKHF will

contain 3x3 cubic feet. And there are 3

such solid slices
;
therefore altogether there are

3x3x3 cubic feet in the solid cube whose
edge is 3 feet long.

The theorem could be proved in a similar

manner for a cube whose edge was 4 or 6 or

any other number of linear units.

Definition .—A rectangular parallelepiped is

a solid figure such that its bounding surfaces

are six rectangles, and every pair of opposite

surfaces are parallel. The length, breadth, and
depth are not all equal to each other, and in
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this it differs from a square. Thus a common
brick is a rectangular parallelopiped.

Theorem .—The volume of a rectangular

parallelopiped is found by multiplying together

the numbers wliich express (in the same linear

unit) the lengths of the three edges. The result

will be the number of cubic units of the same

kind in the parallelepiped.

For, suppose ABODE (fig. 6) to be a rect-

angular parallelopiped, of which the sides A B,

A D, A E, are respectively 3, 5, and 7 inches long.

Let each of these edges be divided into por-

tions each an inch long, and suppose parallel

planes drawn as in the preceding theorem.
It is clear, from the reasoning employed in

a former theorem (see p. 530), that the face

A B C D contains 3x5 square inches
;
and

therefore the solid slice A B C D G K L contains

3x5 solid cubic inches. And clearly there

are 7 such solid slices in the parallelopiped

;

therefore there are 7x3x5 cubic inches in

the parallelopiped.

Table of Cubic Measure.

1728 cubic inches

(i.e.\2 X 12 X 12)
27 cubic feet (i.e.

3x3x3)

make 1 cubic foot.

„ 1 „ yard.

Exercises.

c.yd. c.ffc. c.in.

1. Reduce (a) 3 5 1392 to cubic inches.

„ (&) 5 25 63 „

„ (c) 2 3 1505 „

„ {d) 722304 cubic in. to yds., etc.

„ (e) 1167400 „

2. Add together

—

c.yd. c.ft. c.in. c.yd. c.ft. c.in. c.yd. c.ft. c.in.

{a) 3 16 765 (b) 32 22 352 (c) 2 14 1234
29 0 99 47 23 728 7 13 1012
14 19 1034 61 25 427 8 10 854
37 23 107 51 24 613 5 5 976

Subtract

—

c.yd. eft. c.in, c.yd. c.ft. c.in. c.yd. c.ft. c.in.

{d) 54 14 1347 {e) 36 14 265 (/) 23 17 967
35 26 1611 22 23 880 21 7 1110

c.yd. ft. in.

3. Divide (a) 141 3 1431 by 14f.
(&) 19 20 46

jj

(^) 26 17 389 „ 31.

(^) 61 8 160
,, 23f.

Answers.

1. (a) 150000 c. in.
;

(J) 276543 c. in.
;

(c) 100001c. in.
;

{d') 15 c. yds. Oc.ft. 13 c. in.

(e) 25 G. yds. 0 c. ft. 1000 c. in.

2. (a) 85 c.yds. 5c. ft. 277 c.in.
;

(Z>) 194 c.

yds. 14 c. ft. 392 c.in.; (<?) 23 c. yds. 17 c. ft.

620c. in.
; (<^) 18 c. yds. 14 c. ft. 1464 c.in.;

(e) 13 c. yds. 17 c. ft. 1113 c. in.
; (/) 2 c. yds.

9 c. ft. 1585 c. in.

3. (a) 9 c. yds. 18 c. ft. 27 c. in.
;
(J) 1 c. yd.

12 c. ft. 1504 c. in.
;

(c) 23 c. ft. 347 c. in.
;

(d) 2 c. yds. 15 c. ft. 768 c. in.

Problem.—To find the area of a triangle, its

height and the length of its base being known.
Suppose ABC (fig. 7) the given triangle,

I its base A B and its height C F b^eing known.
Through C suppose a line (D C E) drawn

parallel to the base
;
and also a line (C F)'

perpendicular to the base, and through A and
B draw A D, B E parallel to C F.

Then clearly A B E D is a rectangle, and we
know that its area is equal to the product of

i its base A B and its side AD

—

i.e. to the product of A B and
CF.
Now, it is evident from the

figure that the triangle ACF .

is half of the rectangle AD C F

;

and that triangle B C F is half

of rectangle B E C F. Therefore the two tri-

angles ACF and B C F together are half of

the two rectangles A D C F and B E C P
together. In other words, the triangle ACB
is half of the rectangle A D E B. And we saw
that rectangle A D E B is equal to the product

of AB and C F.

Therefore the triangle A C B is half the

product of A B and C F

—

i.e., half the product

of the base A B and the height C F.

Theorems.—{a) The circumference of a circle

is very nearly = 3^ X diameter of circle.

(&) The area of a circle is very nearly
= 3|- X square of radius of circle.

These theorems we cannot prove here, but
they will be found practically useful, and are

worth remembering.
It is necessary to caution the student against

confusing the meaning of such expressions as
“ three square yards” and “three yards square.”

They are very different in meaning, and it is

important to attend carefully to them.
“ Three square yards ” means the sum of

three figures, each a square yard
;
but “ three

yards square ” means a single figure, each side

of which is 3 yards long.

In fact three yards square is = 3 times three

square yards.

In the accompanying diagram (fig. 8), sup-

pose A B C D to be a square, each side being

D c

3 yards long. Then, any three of the small
squares together make up 3 square yards,

whereas it takes the whole nine of them
to make up the square of three yards.
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Again, “ half a square yard,” and the square

of half a yard, are very different.

In fig. 9, suppose A B C D to be a square, of

which each side is a yard long. Divide it into

four equal parts by the lines H K and E F.

Then any two of the small squares make up
half a square yard, whereas any one of them is

half a yard square.

Tables of Liquid Measure.

1. Table of Wine Measure; used for mea-
suring all liquids except malt liquors and
water :

—

4 gills make 1 pint, written 1 pt.

2 pints „ 1 quart, „ 1 qt.

4 quarts „ 1 gallon, „ 1 gal.

63 gallons „ 1 hogshead, „ 1 hhd.

2 hogsheads „ 1 pipe, „ 1 pipe.

2 pipes „ 1 tun, „ 1 tun.

2. Table of Beer Measure
;
used for measur-

ing all malt liquors and water.

2 pints

4 quarts

9 gallons

36 gallons

54 gallons

2 hogsheads
2 butts

make 1 quart,

„ 1 gallon,

„ 1 firkin,

„ 1 barrel,

1 hogshead,
1 butt,

1 tun.

written 1 qt.

„ 1 gal.

„ 1 fir.

„ 1 bar.

1 hhd.
1 butt.

1 tun.

Table of Erg Measure.

Chiefly used for measuring corn.

2 quarts make 1 pottle, written 1 pot.

4 quarts „ 1 gallon,
55 1 gal.

2 gallons „ 1 peck. „ 1 pk.

4 pecks
,,

1 bushel. „ 1 bus.

2 bushels ,,
1 strike. 1 str.

4 bushels ., 1 coomb,

„ 1 quarter

1 coomb.
8 bushels „ 1 qr.

5 quarters ., 1 load.
55

1 load.

10 quarters ,,
1 last.

55
1 last.

Angular Measure.

If we suppose the circumference of a circle

divided into 360 equal parts, and
lines drawn from the points of

( \ division to the centre of the circle,

r 7 these lines of course divide the

J four right angles at the centre

into 360 equal parts. Each of

these parts is called a “degree”
(written 1°).

Clearly each right angle contains one-fourth

of 360°, i.e. 90°. In other words, a degree is

the 90th part of a right angle.

The degree is subdivided into 60 equal parts,

called “ minutes,” and the minute is subdivided
into 60 equal parts, called “ seconds.” One minute
is written 1'

;
and one second is written 1".

The arcs or divisions on the circumference
corresponding to these angles are also called

by the same names (viz., degrees, minutes, and
seconds).

The actual size of a degree, measured on an
arc of the circumference, depends on the size

of the circle {i.e. on the length of the radius).

The size of a degree, measured by an angle
at the centre, is the same always, no matter
what may be the size of the circle.

Miscellaneous Tables.

24 sheets of paper make 1 quire.

20 quires „ „ 1 ream.

12 units make 1 dozen.
20 units „ 1 score.

12 dozens „ 1 gross.

XVIII.

Important Discoveries {continued).

Towards the middle of the eighteenth cen-
tury great improvements had been introduced
into the construction of telescopes. The earlier
astronomical telescopes had object-glasses con-
sisting of single lenses, and when these object-
glasses had a short focal length, the different
rays of light did not meet in a point, which is

necessary to enable them to give a sharp dis-
tinct image, but the rays were spread con-
fusedly over a small area, so that
when any object was looked at Imperfections

it appeared indistinct and sur-

rounded by a broad fringe of
coloured light. To get rid of these imperfec-
tions it was necessary to make the focal length
of these telescopes at least one hundred times
the diameter of the object-glass. Now, astro-

nomers wanted to employ magnifying powers
of 122 to 150 in their observations, and would
have liked to have used powers of 200. But
to use these powers they had to employ tele-

scopes with object-glasses of 3 to 5 inches in
diameter, or they found that the objects were
too faint and indistinct to be properly seen.
They had therefore to make their telescopes at
least 300 to 500 inches in length, or 25 to 50
feet long, and found that they were still better
if twice this length.

Newton had thought it possible that by
making the object-glass of two or more lenses
the rays might be brought to a point in a short
focal length, but after experimenting declared
it to be impossible. At last, in 1755, Dollond, a
London optician, succeeded in constructing an
object-glass of two lenses which did bring the
rays of light to almost a point, and got rid

to a very great extent of the injurious fringe of
coloured light. These object-glasses were called

achromatic object-glasses, and by using them
it was found possible to construct
telescopes of 3 to 4 inches aper- discovery of

ture and only 6 to 7 feet m telescope,
length, which should magnify
150 to 200 times and yet give still more dis-

tinct views than the best of the earlier tele-

scopes of twenty times their length. The
only difficulty in constructing them was to get
large enough pieces of the peculiar glass that
they were made of.

In the preceding century, Gregory, a Scotch
mathematician, had suggested a new method of

constructing telescopes, which was to bring
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the rays of light to a focus by reflection from
a curved mirror. These telescopes were there-

fore called reflecting telescopes. Newton
showed that it was possible to make telescopes

of this kind by constructing a very small one
which he presented to the Royal

fl
During the seventeenth

^^scopes!
century, however, no progress was
made in constructing these tele-

scopes. In 1722, however, Halley constructed a

large reflecting telescope with a reflector, or

speculum as it was called, of six inches in

diameter and rather over four feet in focus.

In 1723 this telescope was presented to the

Royal Society, and on being tested it was found
to be as powerful as a telescope of 123 feet in

length presented to the Society by Huygens.
Others now began to construct reflecting tele-

scopes, because owing to their short focus they
were much more easy to manage than the very

long refracting telescopescommonly used. Their

great drawback was that they were very diffi-

cult to construct. In 1732 an Edinburgh
optician named
Short made
some very suc-

cessful reflect-

ing telescopes,

and soon ac-

quired a great
celebrity, and
from 1740 to

1760 a great
number of these
reflecting tele-

scopes were
made. They
commonly
possessed spe-

cula of three to

seven inches
aperture, and a
focal length of
only three to

eight feet, and
magnifled from
120 to 250 times.
They were found a great improvement over
the common telescope, and nearly equal to the
achromatics, but could be made more powerful
than these latter.

In 1774, William Herschel, an amateur
astronomer of Bath, succeeded, after many
trials, in constructing with his own hands a

five-inch reflector, and with this
Herschel.

^iq commenced surveying the
heavens. Feeling desirous of obtaining a still

more powerful instrument, he recommenced his

labours and constructed several seven-inch
reflectors, one of which was of very good
quality. Later he succeeded in turning out a
nine-inch reflector of ten feet focus, of quality
very superior to the ordinary reflectors.

On the night of March 13th, 1781, he was
engaged in examining some stars in the con-
stellation Gemini, with his seven-inch reflector

and a magnifying power of 227. He came
across a star which looked very much larger
than the others. In his telescope the stars

usually appeared about 1" to 2" in diameter, but

LORD EOSSE S MONSIEE TELESCOPE.

this one seemed more than twice that size. He
thought it very remarkable, and scrutinised

it closely, when it seemed to him to be
unlike a star in appearance. He
therefore applied a higher power ^

to his telescope, and the result
°

confirmed his suspicion : it certainly did not
look like a star. He began to suspect that it

might be a comet. Surely no star could look
like that ? He determined to watch it atten-

tively, for if it were a comet then it must be
slowly moving. He noticed that it was near
a faint star, and he carefully estimated its

position with regard to this star, so that when
he looked at it on the next evening if it was
moving he would at once detect it, as it would
then be in a different position with regard to

this star. He resumed his observations of the
other stars, but could not resist looking from
time to time at his suspected comet. But no,

he was not deceived—it did look
bigger than the other stars ; and Supposed to be

stay, surely it had moved a little I

^ ’

He waited a
little longer,
and felt sure

it was moving.
Yes, unques-
tionably it had
moved its dis-

tance, for the
faint star had
certainly al-

tered. It must
be a comet.
He immedi-

ately wrote to

Maskelyne, the
Astr o nome r

Royal, and an-

nounced that
he had disco-

vered a comet,
and the news
was at once
transmitted to

the principal

astronomers in Europe. Messier, Lalande,
Lemonnier, and the principal astronomers, at

once turned their attention on the new comet,
and by observations determined its place and
motion. The comet moved very slowly, almost
parallel to the ecliptic, but the astronomers knew
that as it approached the sun it would soon move
much faster. A month went by, but the comet
still moved as slowly as ever, and astronomers
began to be surprised

;
it ought to be moving

faster and faster, but it didn’t. It was a most
annoying comet. Laplace, Me-
chain, etc., attempted to calculate from

the orbit of this new comet ;
but

it was a most perverse body—they could not
make its motion fit into a cometary orbit. It

would not begin to move faster, as a comet
ought to do, but steadily went on at its old
rate of motion.
At last De Saron began to suspect that this

comet was a very different kind of body to the
other comets, and did not come close to the
sun as they were known to

;
and in May he
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announced that, by supposing the comet to

always remain farther away from the sun than

Saturn, he could make an orbit which would
fit better into the path of the comet than any
which had yet been tried. Astronomers soon

found that this was correct
;
but then, what a

remarkable comet it must be !—no comet had
ever been known to have such an extraordinary

orbit. It was a unique comet.

Towards the end of the month of May, Lexell,

a celebrated astronomer famous for his comet-

ary discoveries, began some new researches on
this comet which had baffled all anticipation

and which seemed to have such an extraordi-

nary character. He thought to himself that it

was strange that a comet should exist so utterly

unlike its colleagues. Its slow and uniform
motion seemed very peculiar and suggestive.

Every path which had been suggested had
failed, because it made the comet begin to

move faster, whereas it still kept its rate of

motion unchanged. He thought he would see

how a perfectly uniform rate of motion would
account for the motion of the comet. He soon

found that by assuming the comet
Is it a planet

. ^ move in a circle round the sun,

at about twice the distance of Saturn, its motion
could be perfectly represented. But then such a
body would not be a comet—it must be a planet.

This announcement roused the attention of

all astronomers. A new planet !—a most im-
portant discovery

;
and redoubled attention

was paid to the new body. Several months
went by, and no doubt remained: it was a
planet, and our family of planets had received

a new acquisition. In January,

1783, Laplace showed that the
ranus.

planet moved in a slightly

elliptical orbit, at a distance from the sun of

nineteen times the mean distance of the earth.

Three names were suggested for the new planet.

Herschel proposed the name of Georgium Sidiis,

after hiS royal patron George III. Astronomers,
however, would not listen to this. Lalande
proposed Herschel, and for some time this

name was in use
;
but it gradually gave way in

favour of the name Uranus, proposed by Bode,
and this is now universally employed.
By repeated measurement the diameter of

the new planet was found to be a little over
4", and its real diameter to be 35,000 miles.

It was therefore 4| times larger than the earth,

approaching in sizethe giant planets Jupiterand
Saturn. It was easily calculated that it would
take eighty-four years to move round the sun.

Herschel had, after great labour, succeeded
in constructing a very large reflector, having
an aperture of eighteen inches and a focus of

twenty feet, it being by far the largest and
most powerful telescope then in existence.*
In January 1787 he determined to search with
this instrument for any satellites which Uranus
might possess. After several nights’ careful
watching he was successful, and detected two
satellites, both extremely faint bodies, one

^ Subsequently he succeeded in making a telescope
of still larger size, having an aperture of four feet and
a focal length of forty feet. This enormous telescope,
though defining moderately well, was found of more
Qse for very faint objects than for studying the ap-
pearance of the planets.

moving round the planet in 8| days and the
other in 13^ days. These satel-

lites, unlike any others, move
orbits nearly perpendicular to the ®

UranuL^°
orbit of the planet. From their

extreme minuteness no other observer was able

to see them for a period of forty years; in fact,

there did not exist another telescope powerful
enough to show them. Later Herschel suspected
that four other satellites might exist, but in

this he seems to have been mistaken.
Between the years 1780 and 1800, Schroter,

of Lilienthal, in Hanover, obtained some fine

reflecting telescopes—one being of 7 inches
aperture, another of 9| inches aperture and
13 feet length, and finally one of 26 feet in

length and 19 inches in aperture. _ ,

With these instruments he made °

many observations of the details visible on the
planets. He recognized traces of the existence

of dense atmospheres to Mercury and Venus.
He drew with care many portions of the lunar
surface, and believed he had found indications

of the existence of volcanoes. And in this he
was confirmed by the opinion of Sir W. Herschel.

Schroter also measured the height of many
mountains in the moon, and showed that they
were loftier than the terrestrial mountains. He
also detected grey spots on Venus and Mercury,
and determined their period of rotation.

WOEK AND OVEEWOEK.
A PROBLEM which frequently demands solu-

tion at the hands of the earnest student, and
especially of the self-teaching student, is where
to draw the line between a legitimate amount
of work and that extreme of industry which
amounts to overwork. In the praiseworthy
eagerness to make up by additional labour for

the greater opportunities which more fortunate

students possess, the student whose culture can
only be obtained by the sacrifice of well-earned

leisure is frequently apt to overstep the mark,
and to injure health and shorten life by too

great application to his self-imposed tasks. It

is necessary, therefore, that in the pursuit of

knowledge some caution should be observed by
those M'ho have only a portion of their time
to devote to it.

Although no command is more imperative,

or mors to be commended to the attention of

the student, than the time-honoured one,
“ Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with
all thy might,” it is equally important to re-

member that our health is a sacred charge, and
its preservation a duty which we have no right

to neglect. The amount of work which any
particular individual may perform depends of

course upon his constitution ;
and the propor-

tion of that work which should be mental will

depend also upon the development of the mental
faculties

;
but in all cases due provision should
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be made for the proper development of the

physical powers upon which life and health so

largely depend.
A considerable amount of work may be done,

and the evils of overwork prevented, by a judici-

ous arrangement of the various tasks performed,

and an adaptation of the recreation indulged

in, so that the latter may tend to counteract the

ill effects of the work undertaken. It is im-

portant to remember that in order that the

brain may be recruited, absolute rest is by no
means so necessary as change of employment.
Until very lately it has been usual to suppose

that when we are asleep the brain is being

recruited
;
but this view is now entirely dis-

credited by the most eminent physiologists, who
maintain that when, as in sleep, the blood

supply of the brain is at its lowest, the tissues

can receive but little nourishment, and there-

fore the remedy for an overworked brain is

not rest, but change. So is it to a smaller ex-

tent in health : if only sufficient care be taken
to vary the occupations of the brain, much
mental work may be performed without in-

jurious results, the real injury being done when
the attention is for long periods concentrated
upon the same subject. To work hard then,

and at the same time to prevent overwork, is

to the student a comparatively easy task, as it

is only necessary to secure a due variety in the

subjects studied, and not to dwell too long upon
any one.

The manner in which the time allotted to

physical recreation is spent has also a great

deal to do with the amount of mental work
which may be got through without injury.

Too many brain-workers think that the only
physical exercise necessary is that of the lower
limbs, and this they attempt to secure by the

daily “ constitutional.” This is, however, by
no means sufficient, as the arms and chest are

in much more need of thorough exercise.

Students and brain-workers generally are pecu-

liarly liable to acquire round shoulders and
contracted chests, and the daily exercise should
be directed towards counteracting these evil

tendencies. Such exercises as rowing, cricket,

and gymnastics should be freely indulged in

;

and ladies especially would do well to seek every
opportunity of expanding the chest which such
exercises as calisthenics, and such games as lawn
tennis, afford. In the winter, when outdoor ex-

ercise is, necessarily, somewhat limited, cheerful

society should be sought, and entertainments
such as are found, for example in the concert
room should be taken as antidotes to the

depressing tendencies of close study. “ All

work, and no play, make Jack a dull boy,” is

an adage well worth the attention of the
studious. The proper aim of students should
be not merely to cram the head with know-
ledge, and acquire a reputation for learning,

but to become better men and women, better
citizens, more useful members of human society;

and this object can only be attained by a study
of men as well as literature, and the time
spent in social intercourse may be made quite
as useful as that employed in poring over books.

Physical labour very rarely injures the health,
as the physical powers soon break down when

over-strained
;
and we have therefore spoken

only of work and overwork as they concern
the brain-worker, and especially the student.

To them, as a parting word of advice, we would
say, “ Take care of your health, the most pre-

cious treasure you can possess. When study
becomes irksome, the appetite uncertain, and,
above all, when your sleep becomes disturbed
by dreams about your work, you may be sure

the machine is being overworked, and it is

necessary to pull up at once, before a crash
comes which may result in permanent injury.”

On the other hand, we must remember that
an overweening apprehension as to the state of

one’s health, is a preventive of honest con-
scientious work, and is often used by the indo-
lent or the incompetent as a pretext for a life

of idleness and neglect of duty. A great many
complaints of being overworked have but little

foundation to support them, and they frequently
come from individuals the amount of whose
work falls below the average of that of their

fellows. Too much stress is frequently laid

upon the terrible rate at which the world is

supposed to be moving in these latter days, and
upon the great evils of livvng too fast. That
there is some truth in this we do not deny, but
careful observation seems to show that a large

number of our fellow-creatures suffer far more
fi’om a deficiency than from a superabundance
of work, and that the class from which the
inmates of our lunatic asylums are chiefly

drawn is not, as is too generally supposed, that

which comprises our overworked men and
women, but rather the class which consists of

individuals having no definite occupation, and
who, for lack of something to do, lapse into a
condition of despondency and ennui.

Work of some kind is the heritage of every
son and daughter of man, and the human being
who boasts of having no necessity to work is

an anomaly in God’s creation, and has no
raison dUre in the world. No one has enforced

this idea more powerfully than the late Thomas
Carlyle, who justly says, “ One monster there

is in the world—the idle man.”

XIX.
Climate (continued'). .

How then is it, it may be asked—to con-

tinue the subject of our last article—that the
heat is less at great elevations, and that on the

upper portions of mountains on the side facing

the sun there is intense and per-
fEffect of eleva- petual cold ? If, for instance, the

tion on southern slope of the Alps re-
mpera e.

parts “ as direct a heat

as that which burns up the desert of Sahara,”

as stated, why are the peaks snow-capped,
and why does the temperature decrease as we
ascend, until at length a snow line is reached,

and we pass the limit of vegetation, and
approach “thrilling regions of thick-ribbed
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ice," scarcely affected by the bright rays of the
sun ? To answer these questions we must take
into consideration a new class of facts.

The surface of the earth absorbes heat, retains

it for a time, and then gives it out by radiation.

Different soils acquire, keep, and
radiate heat in different degrees.

Sandy and stony districts absorb
heat readily, but radiate it rapidly. Vegetation
absorbs more slowly than the open soil,

and parts with its heat also more slowly.

The atmosphere above is warmed by the radia-

tion, in proportion to the quality of the soil

beneath
;
but receives less warmth from an

expanse of water than from land, because
water is not so rapidly heated (the sun’s rays
penetrating to a great depth, and the warmth
being, therefore, widely diffused), or so soon
deprived of its heat as the land. At night,

when no longer exposed to the action of the
sun, the earth parts with its heat rapidly, and

beneficial to plant trees thickly in districts sub- J
ject to drought. The radiation from vegetation I
is not uniform, but the amount and rapidity I
depend upon the nature of the surface of the

foliage, the more or less glossiness of the leaves M
and their darker or lighter colours. The tem-
perature of the air above large tracts of forest

is, in accordance with the facts stated, lower
than in districts corresponding in latitude

where the surface of the land is exposed ;
but

the humidity is greater.

The atmosphere diminishes in density in

proportion to distance from the earth. It is
!

an elastic body, and capable of compression.
The density, therefore, is not uniform, but
diminishes from below upwards, because the

lower portions are compressed by the superin-
;|

cumbent air. It is well known,
.

|

from the experience of aeronauts
and mountain climbers, that at an

^

elevation of four, or at the most five miles, the

THE EEGIOX OF PEEPETUAL SNOW. I

the surface becomes cold. The atmosphere is

always charged with a considerable quantity
of moisture, the result of evaporation, and that
vapour is condensed in the lower stratum of the
air by the coldness of the earth, and forms the
dew or drops of moisture on the grass, twigs,

and other objects. The air becoming cold, con-
denses the vapour of the warmer layers, and
mists and fogs result.

Trees cool slowly by radiation, and from the
damp soil beneath there is but a slow evapo-

ration. The trees absorb the
Effects of moisture (which would, in their

vege a on.
absence, be received by the atmo-

sphere and dispersed), and give it out in quanti-

ties greater than the air can readily retain.

Rain, or the deposit of the surplus moisture,

follows
;
and regions where there are extensive

forests are therefore generally subject to heavy
rainfalls. The cutting down of forests has
frequently changed a very humid climate into

a dry climate
;
and, indeed, it has been found

atmosphere is so rarefied that breathing is

difficult, and it is certain that human life could

not be maintained at a much greater elevation,

even could it be reached. Rarefied air is less

capable of absorbing heat from the sun’s rays

than air of greater density ;
consequently

warmth decreases in proportion to elevation,

and the temperature at the summit of a high

mountain, such as one of the Andes or Hima-
layas, may be bitterly cold, although at the

base the heat is excessive. Another cause of

the decrease of temperature with elevation

arises from the radiation of heat from the

earth’s surface. The effect of this, as w^e have

seen, is very considerable upon the atmosphere,

the heat derived from it being much more than
that received by absorption of the solar heat

;

but its effect only extends to the lower and
denser strata of air. Atmospheric air, like

other gases, is expanded by heat, and conse-

quently becomes lighter in proportion to its

volume, rising and mingling with the rarefied

ti

s
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and cold strata above. The force of radiation,

too, is limited by the aqueous vapour with
which the lower portion of the atmosphere is

charged, and by the clouds which form and act

as a screen.

The elevation at which the freezing point is

reached—that limit which marks the cessation

of the effects of terrestrial radiation of heat

—

the line of perpetual snow, varies greatly, and
is modified not only by distance

The snow line, from the ecliptic, but by local

circumstances. Even within the tropics, in the
Andes of South America, the snow line is at

an elevation of from 16,000 to 18,000 feet;

from about latitudes 20° to 70° north or south
the lowering of the line is by a tolerably regu-

lar gradation
;

it then sinks rapidly to about
80°, when it touches the sea level in the Arctic

or Antarctic regions, where the angle of the

sun’s rays is so acute that scarcely any heat
is imparted and consequently scarcely any
radiated.

It by no means follows that the lowering of

the line is marked by undeviating regularity,

or that it is uniform in the same latitudes. In
the Himalayan range, for instance, the snow
line on the south side, or that which faces the
sun, is about 3,000 feet below the corresponding
line on the north side, on which the sun’s rays
descend at a very acute angle, imparting very
little heat. The reason of this apparent
anomaly is, that moist currents of air fiom the
Indian Ocean act on the south side, lowering
the temperature, while on the north side the
extensive plateau of Thibet and the immense
elevated deserts of Central Asia radiate a large

quantity of heat, and the dried and heated
atmosphere extends up the mountain sides, and
raises the limit of perpetual snow. Humboldt
remarks that “Millions of men of Tibetian
origin occupy populous towns in a country
where fields and towns would, during the
whole year, have been buried in snow if the
table-lands had been less continuous and less

extensive.” In other parts of the world, elevated
plains exercise by radiation a similar influence

on the atmosphere, and the cities of Mexico,
Quito, and Santa Fe de Bogota, are instances of

places possessing a much warmer climate than
other spots of equal elevation, but situated on
isolated mountains springing from a depressed
region.

The Second or AJ-Conjugation.

Active Voice.

Moneo, to advise. Stem, mone.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

1.

Present Tense.

S. moneo, I advise, or am advising
mones, thou advisest, or art advising
monet, he advises, or is advising

P. monemus, we advise, or are advising
monetis, ye advise, or are advising
monent, they advise, or are advising

2.

Simple Future Tense.

S. monebo, I shall advise

mSnebis, thou wilt advise
monebit, he will advise

P. monebimus, we shall advise
monebitis, ye will advise
monebunt, they will advise

3.

Imperfect Tense.

S. monebam, I was advising
monebas, thou wast advising
monebat, he was advising

P. monebamiis, we were advising
monebatiSj ye were advising
mouebant, they were advising

4.

Perfect Tense.

S. monui, I have advised, or I advised
monuisti, thou hast advised, or advisedst
monuit, he has advised, or he advised

P. monuimus, we have advised, or we advised
monuistis, ye have advised, or ye advised
monuerunt, or uere, they have advised, or

they advised

5.

Future Perfect Tense.

S. monnero, I shall have advised

monueris, thou wilt have advised
monuerit, he will have advised

P. monuerimus, we shall have advised
monueritis, ye will have advised
monuerint, they will have advised.

6.

Pluperfect Tense.

S. monueram, I had advised
monueras, thou hadst advised
monuerat, he had advised

P. monueramus, we had advised
monueratis, ye had advised
monuerant, they had advised.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

1. Present Tense.

S. mone, advise thou. P. monete, advise ye.

2. Future Tense.

S. moneto, thou shalt or must advise

moneto, he shall or must advise

P. monetbte, ye must advise

monento, they must advise.

SUBJUNCTIVE OR CONJUNCTIVE MOOD.

1. Present Tense.

S. moneam, I may advise

moneas, thou mayst advise

moneat, he may advise

P. mSneamus, we may advise

moneatis, ye may advise

moneant, they may advise.

2. Imperfect Tense.

S. monerem, I might advise

moneres, thou mightst advise

moneret, he might advise

P. moneremus, we might advise

moneretis, ye might advise

monerent, they might advise.
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3. Perfect Tense.

S. monuerim, I may have advised

monueris, thou mayst have advised

monuerit, he may have advised

P. monuerimus, we may have advised

monueritis, ye may have advised

monuerint, they may have advised.

4. Pluperfect Tense.

S. monuissem, I should have advised

monuisses, thou wouldst have advised

monuisset, he would have advised

P. monuissemus, we should have advised

monuissetis, ye would have advised

monuissent, they would have advised.

VERB INFINITE.

Inf Pres.., Imperf. monere, to advise.

„ Perf, Plup. monuisse, to have advised.

„ Fut. moniturus esse, to be about to advise.

Gerund, Gen. monendi, of advising.

„ Dat., All. monendd, for orby advising.

„ Ace. mdnendum, the advising.

Supine, itum. monitum, to advise

„ ih(. monitu, to be advised.

Part. Pres, monens, -entis, advising.

„ Fut. monituriis (a, um), about to advise.

Vocabulary of Verbs conjugated like Moneo.

admoneo, I admonish or warn (governs an
accusative case).

adhibeo, I apply or use (an accusative case),

coerceo, I restrain or curb (an accusative case),

debeo, I owe, ought (for de-habeo, I havefrom
another, and so owe it to him) : an accusative

of the thing, and dative of the person,

doceo, I teach (an accusative of the thing, and
an accusative of the person),

jaceo, I lie (intransitive),

noceo, I injure (a dative case),

pareo, I obey (a dative case),

placeo, I please.

praebeo, I afford (an accusative of thing, and
a dative of person).

taceo, I am silent
;
pass over in silence (an

accusative).

terreo, I alarm, tendfy (an accusative),

valeo, I am well, avail, prevail (intransitive).

Self-Examination Questions and Exercises.

What is the stem of monere, to advise ? and
state how you obtain it. Give the stems of

placeo, taceo, habeo, and terreo, as well as their

perfect, tense in the indicative and in the
infinitive moods. Write out the future perfects

of adhibeo, admoneo, debeo, coereeo, and valeo.

Give the future participles feminine of habeo,

moneo, placeo, and terreo. Learn and write
nut from memory the vocabulary of verbs
conjugated like moneo.

Translate into English :

—

Hoc ipsum te primum admonebo. Nunquam
tuis jussis parebo. Parere Deo soli nos omnes
debemus. Te hoc docebo, mi amice optime.
Lex humana ad homines coercendos maxime
valet. Vitium hominum felicitati semper
nocebit. Libros mihi plurimos praebuerit.

Bonos laudare, malos coercere debemus. Nos-
trum quemque delectat civitatis legibus ex
animo grato parere. Ars placendi non est

facillima. Id quod tu maxima laudasti, ille

minimi tacebit. Hostes in binis castris procui
jacebunt. Magistri pueros contra omnes vitia
admonere debent. Tot millia hostium nostros
fortissimos milites terrent. Quid nunc nobis
nocebit, si nobis Deus adsit ? Hoc vobis proderit,
non nocebit. Per superandos hostes est plurima
laus. Quantum artes nos adhibemus vit®
laboribus ! 0 mi fili optime, semper Deo optimo
maximo, et parentibus pareto.

Translate into Latin :

—

He worthily wishes to obey the laws of his
country and the will of his God. The too
bright light of the sun will injure the flowers.
Of this he admonishes all good citizens. The
praise of God is better than the praise of men,

;

w'ho often praise that which is not good or 1

noble. The ten consuls keep the Eoman army
j

within the gates of the city. How many
j

soldiers will he have when he wiU afford us his
j

help ? He applies his very great learning to
i

the gain of some of his friends and to the
delight of all his Mends. This avails much

i

towards teaching bett.er (use the gerund with
i

ad').

XVIII.

Permian System {continued).

The fauna and flora of the Permian are similai'

to, but not identical with, that of the coal
period. Eighteen or twenty
species of plants have been dis- riora.

covered in this country, and a much larger
number on the Continent. Some of the great
club mosses reappear

;
ferns are numerous, and

conifers must have been common.
In the Permian strata, both of this country

and on the Continent, the amphibians are repre-
sented, as in the coal measures,
by labyrinthodont animals, and Fauna.^

the true reptiles by Protorosaurus, the earliest

undoubted reptile of which at present we have
any knowledge. The flsh are almost exclu-

sively ganoid. Of molluscs there are—one-

species of cephalopoda (nautilus)
;
one ptero-

pod
;
twenty-six species of univalves

;
tliirty-

one species of lamellibranchiata and twenty-
one of brachiopoda—besides polyzoa, etc.

Putting the various facts together, and in

greater detail than it is possible to do here,

Professor Kamsay has argued
with much force that during the
Permian period the greater

of Europe was raised above the waters,
ocean, and that the deposits

which are now described by that name were
formed in fresh-water lakes and inland seas.

He dwells not only upon the mineral character

of some of the strata, and the red colour of the

marls and sandstones, but upon the scanty

fauna as compared with that of the carboni-

ferous limestone period, and the dwarfed ap-
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pearance of the mollusca—with the evidence

afforded by the remains of reptiles, etc., of the

proximity of land.

The same eminent geologist has also called

attention to the brecciated conglomerates in the

South Staffordshire district, and
Evidences of Clent and Bromsgrove
ic^ action. Lickey Hills, and elsewhere, as

indicating the occurrence in Permian times of

a glacial epoch similar to that which prevailed

at the close of the tertiary period. The frag-

ments of which these beds are made up have
evidently travelled a considerable distance, and
in some cases their surfaces are scratched.

They are embedded in a marly paste, and he
believes that only the transporting power of

ice could have produced results of such magni-
tude marked by such peculiarities.

In bringing our remarks on the palaeozoic

rocks to a close, it will be desirable to devote
a short space to the further

Minerals. consideration of their mineral
treasures : a subject of great practical import-

ance as well as of scientific interest, though
we can only bestow upon it a passing

notice.

The most widely disseminated ore

in this country, and probably through-
out the world, is iron

;

and it is very commonly
associated with the coal measures,

where it often occurs in irregular

bands of nodules consisting of car-

bonate of iron and clay, which contain
from 25 to 30 per cent, of the metal.

In Staffordshire, Worcestershire, and
Shropshire, the yield of these nodules
is richer, averaging something lilce 40
per cent. The black band of the Scotch
coal fields is still more valuable, the yield

being about 60 per cent.

Many other stratified rocks of later

date furnish iron ores sufficiently rich

for industrial purposes. The cele-

brated Cleveland ironstone, for instance,

occurs in the Middle Lias of York-
shire, extends over some hundreds of square
miles, and forms a bed of from fifteen to twenty
feet in thickness. It is an impure carbonate.
Another well-known and historically interest-

ing source from which ores of iron have been
obtained is the Greensand beds of the "Wealden
area. These were probably amongst the earliest

worked deposits in this country, and were only
abandoned gradually as the wood necessary
for smelting became scarce. The railings round
St. Paul’s Cathedral are made of Wealdeniron.
Hamatite BindiLimonite (red and brown oxides

of iron) are very abundant, and are worked ex-

tensively—the limonite in the Forest of Dean
and the hcsmatite at Ulverstone and White-
haven. The Triassic beds yield large quantities
of these ores, and they have been worked from
a very early period in the Dolomitic conglome-
rate of the Mendips.
Gold has been found in the British Islands

from time immemorial. It occurs in the north
of Scotland, where recent at-

tempts which proved unprofitable
have been made to work it. It is also to be

found, but not in paying quantities, at Lead
Hills, in the south of Scotland. Traces of gold
have been met with in the rocks of Charnwood
Forest, near Leicester, and it is known to

exist in various places in Devon and Cornwall.
In Ireland it has been found near Wicklow in

the gravels formed from the older rocks
;
and

in Wales ancient gold mines exist which have
recently yielded considerable quantities. One
of these mines is at a spot called Gogofau,
about ten miles west of Llandovery

;
the other

is in North Wales, in Merionethshire, near
Dolgelly. From this latter place upwards of

12,000 ounces of gold were raised between
1860 and 1867, but the workings are nov
abandoned. Wherever it occurs, gold is found
in grains, threads or nuggets, generally in

quartz veins, or disseminated through “ plu-

tonic ” or metamorphic rocks, occasionally as

grains in unaltered sedimentary deposits, and
frequently in gravels formed from the debris

of the rocks in which the gold originallj"

occurred. It is always found in the metallic

state, but frequently contains a small pro-

portion of silver.

Tin, copper, zinc and lead, with many
other ores, occur in “ lodes ” or mineral
veins. We have seen that
the rocks which form veins,

the earth’s crust have been frequently
subjected to immense forces opera-
ting in different directions. Some-
times the pressure has been exerted
laterally, and sometimes directly from
below. As an illustration of the latter

we may refer to the mining districts

of Devon and Cornwall, where, as may
I be seen by reference to any good

geological map, great masses of granite

have forced their way upwards tfirough

the “ Devonian ” stiata. These, how-
ever, only represent part of the strain to

which they have been subjected. Erup-
tive rocks of earlier date have been
recognized in the same district, and
“ elvan courses ” or dykes of rock

having the general character of quartz porphyry,
and varying in width from a few feet to many
fathoms, traverse the granites and slates, passing
indiscriminately through both. The strata

which have been subjected to these strains

and to the changes of temperature and other

influences connected with them, have been not
only greatly changed, but cracked and fissured

also, and these cracks have become filled with
minerals. It is not very clear how this has
been effected—whether the minerals were
deposited entirely from aqueous solutions, or

whether the metals and other substances were
sublimed below and in this condition passed
into the fissures of the strata above. These and
similar questions must for the present be left

unanswered. What we really know is that the

mineral veins may and do vary immensely as to

size, and from the miner’s point of view, in

character also. Besides the ores of tin, copper
or lead, as the case may be, quartz crystals,

carbonate of lime (calc spar), fluor spar (fluate

of lime), sulphate of barytes, iron pyrites, etc.,

occur, and these are often so much in excess of

SPHEXOPHTLLUM.
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Durham, North-

the mineral for which the lode is worked as to

be altogether unprofitable.

Tin is found principally as a binoxide com-
monly called tinstone. Stream
tin is tin ore obtained from the

gravels formed of the debris of the older rocks.

Copper is most commonly obtained as a
sulphide (copper pyrites); it is

Copper. however found native (in the

metallic state). Carbonate of copper is also a

common form.

Lead is worked in

umberland, Cumberland,
Y orkshire.

Lead. Derbyshire,
and Shropshire, as well as

Devon and Cornwall
;
and

also in Cardiganshire,

Flintshire, Montgomery-
shire, Denbighshire, and
the Isle of Man. It is also

obtained from Scotland and
Ireland. There are several

very interesting ores of lead,

but the most important is

that known as galena

(sulphuret of lead). Both
silver and gold frequently

(silver commonly) occur

in small quantities with

galena.

Zinc occurs both as calamine (carbonate of

zinc), worked in Derbyshire, Alston Moor and
elsewhere

;
and as blende (sul-

Zinc. phide of zinc), in which form
it is found in most of the Cornish mines and
at Alston Moor.
Manganese ores, as

pyrolusite, psilome-

lane and manganite,
the binoxide, peroxide

and sesquioxide of the

metal, occur in Corn-
wall and Devon, and
have been found in

Somersetshire. Plum.’

hago (black lead) oc-

curs in Cumberland,
Cornwall, and the

Isle of Man. Black
lead, graphite, or

plumbago is a mineral
consisting chiefly of

carbon, but contain-

ing also more or less

of alumina, silica,

lime, iron, etc., to the

extent of 1 to 47 per
cent,, apparently
mixed rather than
chemically combined,
popular name, and that by which it is gene-
rally known in the arts

;
graphite is that usu-

ally preferred by mineralogists. The name
black lead, however, ought, perhaps, to be
regarded as an unfortunate one, as no lead
enters into the composition of the mineral.

Mineral deposits occurring in some of the
later rocks will be noticed fr^her on.

ASTEEOPHTLLITES.

STIGMABIA WITH PAET OP STEM OP SIGILEAEIA.

Black lead is the

WHAT AM I FIT FOH?
BY EGBERT SOMERS.

I.

IT is better that a youth should consider well,
even though not fully able to solve, this

question for himself, than
have it thrust upon him
in the form of “ What in
the world art thou fit for ?

”

—always a rude and dreary
sound, come when it may
to any one. The selection
of the work, art, profession,
or business to which one’s
life is to be devoted, is

admittedly not only a
grave, but in the average
of cases amost difficult task.
The choice of a wife, for
instance, on which so much
has been said and sung, is

nothing to it. In that
delicate matter the young

men have mighty helpers in the fair sex them-
selves; but in this critical task of choice of

trade or profession there is no mighty helper
;

we must in this matter in the truest sense help
ourselves, and of the importance of a right

choice it is impossible to speak in too strong
terms : on a right
choice depends the
success of a whole life.

Nobody wants you,
young man, who have
never asked yourself,
“ What am I fit for ?

”

This is the terrible

rock in the way here.

There may be half a
dozen girls who would
have you for a hus-
band as soon as you
can do anything for
yourself and one of
them; and being a
pleasant youth and
good companion,
many of your fellows
will wani you to enter
their cricket, boating,

bicycle and other

clubs. In this country,

also, it is scarcely

possible that clergyman and pastors. Sabbath-

school superintendents, and temperance lec-

turers will not want to guide you into all good
moral and religious ways. But in the secular

concern of life-occupation there is nobody who
cannot do well enough without you. The best

help in this direction must come from oneself

in serious questionings and repeated trials of

one’s fitness, with wise outlook into manifold

branches of employment, for some in which such
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ment of a son is a matter wholly of money,
interest, and certain prescribed courses of

education. Their sons accordingly are “con-
signed”—one to a merchant's office, another
to the bar, another to the Church, another to

competitive examinations for diplomacy or

other civil service, or if the parent happen to

be a large railway shareholder or director, to

civil engineering. The distribution of the
“ consignment” will depend much more on the

number of the sons to bo disposed of, and the

channels most open to the family influence,

than on any qualifications of the young men
themselves. If one should happen to be utterly

disobedient and wholly void of sense of dis-

cipline and duty, he will most certainly be
consigned to the army or navy, where qualities

the very opposite of those radical defects are

of the last importance to the defence of the

country.
In professions where success depends on

performances in competition with others, this

process of allotment must frequently be fatal

to its own purpose. Where a mere living is

secured, as in the Church, it seems well enough
to the eye of the beholder

;
but even in such

case it may be far from well to the incumbent,
who has more to think of than a mere living,

and must find pleasure and honour in his duties,

if he is to have any of these commodities in

the world. And here young men may see the

importance to them of ascertaining their own
fitness, of discovering faculty in themselves,

and knowing in some measure where the genial

and developing Centre of their nature lies.

This will 'paterfamilias and all the uncles

and aunts more than anything else. When a
youth feels in his own breast that a proposed
consignment of him is more than he is fit for,

or will make demands upon him in parts where
he is weak or discordant with the duties, he
should not hesitate a moment to make this

feeling known. Any father will listen to that.

But, of course, his appeal will have all the
more weight if he is able to say where his

fitness is, or reveal any reasonable purpose of

his own.
This is one view of the parental authority in

the distribution of employments. There is

another quite different, where the parents have
no means of disposal. They may have been
once rich, or they may have been always com-
paratively poor, but they can do nothing save
to wish well and entertain the best hopes.

Where the parts of the youth are adequate to

higher than common manual labour, choosing
becomes very difficult, straying and swinging
vaguely in such circumstances

;
and father,

mother, and son often weep together over a
hard problem.
The whole survey of this question tends to a

demonstration of the value of youths having
a consciousness of their own in a choice which
will largely determine their future life, and
yet one is reminded at every step of the
danger of making themselves the sole judges
in the matter. The presumption of young men
in some cases is quite as remarkable as their

humility in others. It was said of the late

Earl Russell, that, in a supreme sense of duty.

he would have undertaken at any crisis the
command of the Channel fleet

;
and there are

plenty of lads who would undertake the same
high post in a supreme sense of pleasure, crisis

or no crisis. Give them an office, however
high, where they may cut a figure, have high
life, and ample scope to let out their supposed
abilities, and they will grasp it eagerly, what-
ever may come of the experiment. This is a
most dangerous side of young men,—not that
they will ever get such a vault, but inasmuch
as such vanity, the more it is cherished, in-
disposes them the more to all the lower and
absolutely necessary steps of the ladder.

But there is an error also on the other hand.
I have knotvn instances where youths, with-
out any necessity or deliberate choice, but
through the seduction of mere companionship,
or some fanciful halo of pleasure in a work-
shop, or from a genuine love of work and doing
something useful as it may have been, have
planted themselves on a tailor’s board or in a
joiner’s shed, only to find after some lapse of
time that it could not contain them. It is no
bad sign of a lad, of whatever rank or capacity
he may be, to be ready to put his hand to any
useful labour. Indeed, it may be said at once
of such a one, that he is fit for a great deal.

But as some youths, in judging of themselves,
may aim too high at the first strokes, so it is

only proper to remark here, where we are

discussing the choice of a lifelong occupation,
that this fact does not carry the consequence
that any should aim too low.

The variety of employments is so immense,
and undergoes from generation to generation
such constant change and extension, as to

form in itself one of the marvels of human
society. The division cf labour involved in so
stupendous and diversified a structure must of
necessity be spontaneous. No convention or
dictatorship could call it into existence, or
give it form and order. It must grow out of
voluntary choice or the will of each individual in
the organisation, guided by individual interest
within the bounds and conditions prescribed
by a free development of the public interest.

In looking out from an estimate of one’s gifts

of hand or mind, and peculiar temperament,
for the employment in which these will find
fittest scope, the contemplation is apt to be
rather bewildering. But there is a deep unity
in all this length and breadth, which, the more
it is traced, simplifies what seems an incompre-
hensible maze. The multitude of employments
are not imposed upon, but based upon human
faculty. It is human faculty that creates and
conducts them

;
and all the works of man are

but a product and reflection of his own mind.
There is no employment where the mind of
any one cannot follow, and more or less under-
stand, its operations.

In the brief glauce we have to give, enough
may be comprehended under no more than
three divisions : viz., 1, Agricultural and
Mechanical

; 2, Commercial and Professional

;

3, Art, Science, Literature.
Of these, and of the qualifications requisite

for each, I shall speak in a second short
paper.
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XVII.
Sulphur (^contimied).

Sulphuric Acid or Hydrogen Sulphate.

This compound, wliose symbol is H2SO4, may
be regarded as the most important and useful

of all the acids. By its aid most of the other

acids may be prepared, and it is extensively

used in a variety of artistic and manufacturing
processes. It has been remarked, with some
truth, that the commercial activity and in-

dustry of a country may be estimated by the

amount of sulphuric acid it consumes.
Sulphuric acid was formerly prepared by the

destructive distillation of a sub-
Preparing^ stance known as green vitriol

—

sulphuric acid, ferrous sulphate. The acid thus
obtained is that called Nordhausen or fuming
acid, and consists, in reality, of a mixture of

sulphuric acid and sulphuric trioxide. This
mode of preparation has, however, long been
superseded by the following method, which is

based upon the fact that, although sulphur
dioxide does not combine with free oxygen and
water to form sulphuric acid, yet it is capable
of uniting with that element when brought into

contact with it, in combination with nitrogen,

in the form of nitrogen trioxide,—this com-
pound giving up one of its atoms of oxygen to

the sulphur dioxide, thus forming in combina-
tion with water SOg-j-HgO, or sulphuric acid.

We have already affirmed that
Theory of its

gQ^ neverexist in the presence
prepara on.

water without uniting with it

chemically : to sum up, therefore, we may say

that sulphur dioxide, nitrogen trioxide and
water yield sulphuric acid and nitrogen dioxide.

This is shown in the following formula;

SO2+H2O-I-N2O3 = H2SO4+N2O2.
We may mention that the N2O2 is held to be

the medium whereby the O of the atmosphere
is imparted to the SO2. As fast as it is reduced
from N2O3 to N2O2 it takes up another atom of

oxygen, being thus again reconverted into N2O3,

which atom it again parts with to the SO2; and,

as this process goes on indefinitely, a small

quantity of N2O3, theoretically a single mole-
cule, is capable of converting any

Nitxogen quantity of sulphur dioxide and
^oxide and

sulphuric acid. The
s p unc aci

. merely acts as a carrier of 0
between the air and the sulphur dioxide.

The manufacture of sulphuric acid is carried

on on a large scale in a series of chambers

^
made of sheets of lead, as this

Its manufacture
a large scale.

metal is not attacked by sul-

phuric acid below a certain
strength. The sulphur dioxide is in the first

instance generated by burning sulphur itself,

or by roasting, as it is technically
Sihphuric diox- termed—that is, exposing to a

temperature a mineral
called mon pyrites, a compound

of sulphur and iron. The sulphur dioxide,

thus liberated, passes into a second chamber,
where it comes into contact with nitrogen

trioxide and water, in the form of vapour or

steam, a draught of atmospheric air being kept

up constantly to supply the oxygen necessary

for the completion of the process, in accordance

with the theory already set forth. The acid,

as it forms, collects on the floor of the chamber,
from which it is continually drawn off, the

waste gases being allowed to escape.

The sulphuric acid, thus produced, is a weak
acid containing an excess of water, which is

removed by evaporation. This final process is

effected by heating the chamber acid,” as it is

termed, in covered leaden pans,

until the liquid gradually be-
"f wat«

'

comes denser and is known tech-

nically as “ brown oil of vitriol.” This is further

concentrated in vessels made of glass or plati-

num, as lead is attacked by the strong acid,

until a maximum of strength is attained. The
sulphuric acid or hydrogen sulphate thus ob-

tained is a thick, oily liquid,
.

having nearly twice the density Attributes of

of water, boiling at about 338“

and freezing at 10 'S®. The sulphuric acid of

commerce often contains a variety of impu-
rities, such as lead sulphate from the chamber,
arsenic from the pyrites, and ox-
ides of nitrogen, from the presence

of which the acid is set free by
distillation.

Hydrogen sulphate combines with water
with great avidity. If exposed to the atmos-
phere, it takes up its moisture rapidly, and thus
forms a valuable drying agent in

the laboratory. It is as well to Sulphuric acid

mention that great care must be^*^^ elements

exercised in bringing these two
®

liquids together in anything like consider-
able quantities, as they may unite with explo-

sive violence, in every case their union being
attended by the generation of considerable
heat. So great is the affinity of this acid for

water, that it not only unites with that fluid

under all conditions, but takes up the elements
of water wherever it can get at them. Many
organic bodies containing carbon,

hydrogen and oxygen, are com- IJecomposition

pletely decomposed by this acid, pounds,
which takes from them their hy-

drogen and oxygen, leaving the carbon behind,

thus charring or blackening them, effecting in

point of fact their partial combustion. It is a
favourite experiment at popular scientific lec-

tures to pour a small quantity of sulphuric acid

on a saturated solution of sugar- „ .

capillaire—the whole being in- Carbo^^tion of

stantly converted into a black,
sugar,

seething mass, with the evolution of consider-

able heat. The explanation of the phenomenon
is to be sought in the fact that the sulphuric

acid detaches from the sugar the elements of

water which it contains, leaving behind its

other constituent, carbon. If sulphuric acid be,

in like manner, dropped upon paper or linen, a

similar effect is produced—these substances pre-

senting the appearance of having been burnt

wherever the sulphuric acid has fallen upon
them. The woody fibre they contain being,
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like sugar, built up of hydrogen, carbon and
oxygen, the sulphuric acid in like manner
effects their partial decomposition.

Hydrogen sulphate is what is termed a

dibasic acid—that is to say, it contains two
atoms of hydrogen, either or both of which
may be replaced by a metal, in the case of its

salts. If the metal forming the base is what is

termed a monad—that is to say, has the power

of replacing one atom of hydrogen only—two
different classes of salts may be formed, which

have already been described as

neutral. Thus, in the
^

’ case of the monad metals sodium
and potassium, we have HKSO4 and K2SO4,
or hydrogen potassium sulphate and potassium
sulphate, and HNaS04 and Na2S04, hydrogen
sodium sulphate and sodium sulphate.
Some of the salts of sulphuric acid sulphates

crystallise as anhydrous salts. Of this class are

those above mentioned, together with barium
sulphate, silver sulphate, and
several others. A considerable Hydrous and

number, however, are unable to

assume the crystalline form
without the presence of a certain quantity of

water, in the salt termed the water of crystal-

lization. Iron sulphate, copper sulphate, and
zinc sulphate belong to this class of salts.

Sulphur dioxide, SOo, not only combines with
0 to form SO3, but also with chlorine to

form SO2CI2, the latter element being what is

termed a monad— two atoms are required to

replace one of 0 . The compound SO2CL2
is termed sulphuryl dichloride.

In like manner we may say that The^co^pound

sulphur trioxide, SO3, not only
®

combines with a molecule of water to form
sulphuric acid, but also with a molecule of

hydrochloric acid, HCl, to form chlorhydro-
sulphuric acid, SO3HCI.

Compounds of Sulphur and Hydrogen.

Two of these are known to exist—hydrogen
sulphide, and hydrogen disulphide.

Hydrogen Sulphide oi' Sulphuretted Hydrogen.

This gas, whose symbol is H2S, may be

formed by passing a current of preparation of

hydrogen through boiling sul- sulphuretted

phur. It is best prepared, how- hydrogen,

ever, by the action of dilute sulphuric acid

upon iron sulphide, the result being the for-

mation of iron sulphate and sulphuretted hy-

drogen. This gas possesses a most product of or-

nauseous odour
;

it is one of the ganic decompo-

products of organic decomposi- sition.

tion, and if inhaled acts as a poison on the ani-

mal economy. It is combustible

in air, burning with a bluish flame
combustion,

and giving rise to water and sulphur dioxide.

Sulphuretted hydrogen is very soluble in

water, to which it imparts its peculiar odour
and a slightly acid reaction. It is met with in

the waters of several springs.
Held in solution

by water.
That of Harrogate owes its

nauseous taste and medicinal
properties to its presence. This gas may be
liquefied under pressure, or at a sufficiently low
temperature, forming a colourless transparent

liquid. If the cooling process be continued, it

may eventually be frozen into an ice-hke solid.

Sulphuretted hydrogen may be decomposed
and its constitution shown by heating a piece

of tin in this gas, when the sulphur will com-
bine with the tin to form tin sulphide and the

hydrogen will be set free. The same effect

may be produced by a piece of

red-hot platinum wire. On the

reduction of the gas we find

the volume of hydrogen liberated exactly

equal to that of the gas.

Sulphuretted hydrogen, by its reaction upon
the salts of certain metals in solution, forms a

valuable agent in the hands of the analytical

chemist. By its means we are not ^ ,

only enabled to detect the pre-

sence of the smallest quantities

of these bodies in solution, but we are fur-
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nished with a means of classifying the metals
into groups. For example, if a current of sulphu-
retted hydrogen he passed through the solution
of a copper salt, to which a small quantity of
acid has been added, we obtain an immediate
precipitate of

copper sulphide.
If, on the other
hand, we operate
in the same way
upon a solution
of an iron salt, no
such result fol-

lows, as the iron
sulphide formed
is soluble in an
acid; on the ad-
dition of an
alkali, however,
iron sulphide is

at once precipi-

tated.

In connection
with this curious
fact the follow-
ing classification

of the metals at
once suggests it-

self. First come
those metals
which like cop-
per are precipi-

EXPEEIMENT SHOWING THAT CAKBONIC ACID CONTAINS
OXYGEN AND CAEBON.

^ tated from an acid solution by

theSclassTs?^ action of sulphuretted hydro-
gen, forming what is termed the

“ copper group ”
;

secondly, those which, like

iron, may be pre-

cipitated from an
alkaline solution,

and which form
the iron group

;

and finally, those
which are not
precipitated in

either case, as the
salts of the metals,
of the alkalis and
alkaline earths.

The presence of

deleterious salts,

such as copper or
lead salts, in
drinking water
and other liquids

employed in
household use,
may be detected
by this reagent.

If any salt of cop-

per, lead or zinc

be held in solu-

tion in vinegar,

for example, its

presence will at
once be revealed
by this test, by the formation of a black pre-

cipitate.

Hydrogen Bisulphide.
This compound can only be produced artifi-

cially
;

it is very unstable, decomposing readily

into sulphur and sulphuretted hydrogen. It is

an oily liquid resembling hydrogen dioxide in
many of its properties. Its formula is of
course HgSg..

Carlon Bisulphide.
If sulphur va-

pour be passed
over red-hot
charcoal the sul-

phur combines
with the carbon,
giving rise to

gas whose for-

mula is CSg. This
compound may
readily be con-
densed to a
liquid, heavier
than water, and
possessing a
peculiarly dis-

agreeable smell.

The latter pro-
perty is held to

be due to the
presence of a
small portion of

sulphur in the
free state. If

this could be
eliminated, the
liquid, it is be-

lieved, would be scentless. It is itself insoluble

in water, but acts as a solvent upon caoutchouc,

sulphur, and other substances that are insoluble

in other liquids. It is highly poisonous, and
should be em-
ployed with cau-
tion.

The series of

sulphur com-
pounds presents
a remarkable
•analogy with
those of oxygen.
For example, sul-

phuretted hydro-
gen, HgS, may be
looked upon as

an analogue of

water, whose con-
stitution is HgO.
To complete the
analogy, when
condensed this

gas presents it-

self, as already
stated, in the
form of a colour-
less liquid, which
may, at a suffi-

ciently low tem-
perature, be fro-

zen into a solid

resembling ice.

We have already stated that hydrogen disul-

phide resembles the dioxide, while carbon
disulphide has its analogue in carbon dioxide.

Finally, metals form compounds with sulphur
—sulphides—resembling the oxides.
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XYIII.

Etymology {continued').

§ 142. Plural of proper names.
§ 143. a. Nouns only used in the singular.

b. Singulars with two meanings.
c. Nouns only us°d in the plural.
d. Apparent plurals.

§ 144. Number of collective nouns.
§ 145. II. Gender : what it means.
§ 146. Gender of nouns in modern English.

§ 142. Plurals of Proper Names.—These in

general take the usual plural in s, or change

y to ies, as “ ten Sagamoresf the Alle-

ghanics, the Henries, “ all the Smiths came to

tea
;

” “ all your great men, your Pitts, yoiir

Gladstones, your Disraelis.” The form Henrys,
“ three Marys,” is however also used.

§ 143. There are several peculiarities to be
noted as to number in certain nouns.

(a) Some are only used in the singular form;

these are usually true collectives, abstract

nouns, as the names of virtues and qualities,

and the names of some animals
;
as,

—

cavalry
cattle

poultry

vermin
yeomanry

infantry

honesty
modesty
flesh

heat

gross

deer
sheep
swine
mackerel

brace
salmon
trout

grouse
heathen

To these no plural can be added
;
but note,,

that the last ten words can be used in a plural

construction as well as singular, while the
first ten cannot be so used. “I have only
one trout, he caught ten trout,” “All flesh is

grass ” (Isa. xl. 6),
“ he is a heathen,” “ why

do the heathen rage?” (Ps. ii. 1); but we
cannot say “a cattle ran,” “two poultry fell,”

“a vermin was killed.” The collectives are

taken as plural, the abstract as singular
;

“ the
yeomanry were ordered to march,” “ honesty
is the best policy.

”

Cask was formerly used in the collective:
“ There can be no want of caske [for herrings],

if there be use to use it.”

—

R. Hitchcock^ 1579.

(&) The singular of many noims (that can
take a plural) has two meanings, the first

denoting the individual, the second a partly

collective sense. Among these are,

—

fish fowl herring beaver cannon
shot horse foot sail fruit

and many words denoting number or measure, as

head pair yoke couple dozen score

stone tun foot last bushel fathom
etc.

Illustrations.

six head of deer
“ Governor Winthrop lost in hearer and fish

nearly £100.”

—

Prince's Annals of New Eng-
land.

eight last of herring
many cannon were captured
five couple of ducks
he lives up three pair of stairs

ten yoke of oxen
six score of eggs

“ Fullfathom five thy father lies.”

—

Tempest.
he weighs eight stone

a \r^o-foot rule

(c) Some nouns are only used in the plural
form; most of them are the names of things
that either exist in pairs, or are prominently
composed of many parts, as,

—

bellows breeches molasses gallows
matinsscissors trousers billiards

shears clothes draughts thanks
twins measles nuptials dumps
environs mumps vespers new'S

tidings dregs annals greens
wages amends odds means
Though these are usually now treated as

plurals—except nen's, which is generally taken
as singular

—

yet we find several of them used as

singulars by older writers.
“ The wages of sin is death.”

—

Rom. vi. 23.

“ What’s the odds.”—Popular saying.

“This is but a means to an end.”

“ That tidings came.”

—

Julius Ccssar.

“An’ are ye sure the news is true ?”

—

Oldsong.

{d) Apparent Plurals.—Three words, alms,

riches, eaves, though possessing the s and
treated now as plurals, are not so in reality

;

the two former are abstract nouns, and there-

fore singular, as their history shows
;

both
seem to be truly collectives. Alms was celniesse,

compassion, in Old English
;

riches is our
modern form of Old French richesce, richesse,

wealth. Eaves comes from the O.E. efesc,

edge or margin, which made its plural in

cn, now forgotten
;
we only use the word in

reference to the edge of a house-roof, and in

eaves-dropper, one who waits on the margin
to over-hear.

“ Myche [= much] and grete almessis."

—

Pecock's Repressor, 1449.

“ Starve I must, or learne to beg an almesf
—Mirrorfor Magistrates, 1563.

“That hath received an alms."— Coriolanus,

Act III., sc. ii., 1. 120.

“ This was not a subsidy, but merely an alms."—Macaulay.

Shakespeare treats riches as both singular and
plural in the following, but in each case the word is

used in a figurative sense, and adapts itself to the
original idea. The outlawed Valentine says
“ My riches are these poor habiliments.”—Two

Gentlemen of Verona, Act VI., sc. i.

“ But the riches of the ship is come on shore.”

—

Othello, Act II., sc. i.

Here Desdemona is intended by riches, and the
verb naturally follows the thought.

Summons has a plural form but a singular

meaning :
“ they took out a summons against

him ”
;
the plural forms in es, “ many summonses

were issued.”

§ 144. Nuniber of Collective Nouns.—There
are two sorts of collective nouns: those that
cannot take a plural, and those that can. Of
the first are

—

cavalry cattle

infantry poultry
yeomanry vermin
peasantry Jewry

merchandise
House of Commons
gentry
greenery
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Of the second are

—

army folk herd
navy crowd flock

people number flight (of birds)

drove sleep (of bees) fleet

shoal (of flsh) meeting committee
swarm fi-uit ministry

It is sometimes difficult to determine whether
to construe collectives with singular or plural

verbs
;

all those that do not take a plural,

except merchandise, have the plural power;
“the cattle were driven,” “the poultry were
fed,” “the House of Commons were of opinion.”

The usage of those in the second division must
be determined by the sense, as it varies con-
siderably

;
wffien the word expresses an impor-

tant idea relating to government or men, it

sometimes takes the plural, as “the committee
sent their resolution,” “ the people were driven
away.”

§ 145. Gender.—(French genre, Lat. genus,

a sort or kind.) In the explanation of this

term we have to remember that nouns are

words, not the things themselves that they
name. The fancy or circumstances of early

peoples gave to the different nouns certain

forms, and called each, after its sort, the

masculine, the feminine, or neuter (which
means neither') sort, without any regard to the
reality of the thing named, thus they also

applied the same terms to the forms of the
adjectives and pronouns which properly ex-

pressed the different relations of each noun.
For example, take the words the bright sun,

the bright moon, in four languages ;

—

f. seo heorhte sunne m. se heorhta mona Old English
f . die helle sonne m. der belle mond German
m. darns sol f . clara luna Latin
m. le beau soleil f. la belle lune French

In the first two of these the words relating to

sun are feminine, those for the moon masculine;
in the Latin and French they are regarded in

the contrary way, in every case applied to

things that have no sex. As Ben Jonson says,

“nouns were masculine, feminine, either,

neither, or both” [i.e. common]. Masculine,
feminine, and neuter are therefore grammatical
terms belonging to words, quite irrespective of

the sex (or no-sex) of the things spoken about.
So the German will say der Stein, masc.,
while the French has la pierre, fem., the stone
in English being neuter; das Haus, masc. Ger.,

la maison, fem. Fr., the house, neut. Eng.
;
das

Schiff, neut. Ger., le vaissean, masc. Fr., the
.ship, fem. Eng. The noun being the central
word or subject of the sentence (see before,

§ 81), the other words which form part of the
subject take their gender from it. La and
belle are both said to be feminine, though we
know that those words in themselves have
nothin g of life or sex.

§ 146. In the Old English there were many
masculine and many feminine, as well as neuter
nouns, with the endings proper to those forms.
In the changes and growth of the language
the grammatical distinctions of gender were
gradually lost

;
the Normans found it difficult

to learn the English genders, and the common
people never can speak all the genders correctly

;

the endings thus gradually fell away
;
gender

of nouns then became confounded with sex
of creatures

;
so that now the rule in Enghsh

is the natural one that the names of all male
creatures are Masculine and those of females
are Feminine, while the names of all things
without life (with a few exceptions), and
collective nouns, are Neuter.

This rule became established quite early in the four-
teenth century. In our adjectives we have entirely
lost the distinctions of gender, but, as will be seen
further on, we have preserved many of them in the
pronouns.

A fourth difference is that of Common gender,
which is said of some words denoting living
beings whieh may apply to either sex, such as

baby deer flsh

child sheep fowl
youth horse dog
parent bird sovereign

In old writers, ^dfeh, maid, and man were of the
common gender. Maid signified a person grown up.

XVIII.

The Last Two Great Kings op Assyria.
—Conquest op Egypt.

Having defeated his murderous and rebel-

lious brothers, Esarhaddon (the third and
favourite son of Sennaeherib, and the recipient

of many gifts from his father, recorded on a
small tablet preserved in the British Museum)
made a triumphant entry into Nineveh, and
was proelaimed King of Assyria and Babylonia,
at the beginning of the year 680 B.c. No
sooner, however, had he assumed the throne,

than he was compelled to take active measures
to subdue a revolt whieh had broken out and
was assuming dangerous proportions in Baby-
lonia. The sons of the late king of Babylon,
Merodaeh-baladan, driven into exile on the
shores of the Persian Gulf, never
renounced their claims, and one ^
of them, Nabu-zir-napisti-esir

(“Nebo guides straight the seed of life ”), seized

the opportunity of the short but sharp contest

between Esarhaddon and his brothers, and the
resulting confusion of public affairs, to make an
attempt to reeover what he asserted to be his

hereditary rights. Large numbers of the Baby-
lonians, heartily wearied of the military despot-

ism and remorseless cruelties by which theAssy-

rians had maintained a supremacy, joined the

young prince. He attaeked and captured the
city of Ur, but the Assyrian generals stationed

at Babylon advanced with an irresistible force,

and Nabu and his brother Nahid-maraduk fled,

as their father had previously done, aeross the
frontier to the Elamites. Umman-aldas, the
king of Elam, was afraid to provoke the great

Assyrian power, whieh had previously proved
so terrible in its vengeance, and he murdered
the prinee who had come to seek a refuge.
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Xahid-maraduk, the brother, had no wish to

encounter a similar fate, returned to Babylonia,
and was fortunate enough not only to be
pardoned by Esarhaddon, but to be permitted
to return as ruler to the settlement on the sea-

coast.

The Assyrian king visited Babylon, and gave
orders for the restoration of the city, which had

. suffered greatly in the course of

the revolts against Sennacherib.
Babylon.

rebuilt, the
temple of Bel was restored

;
the captured

images of the gods were set up again. A wan-
dering tribe of Chaldeans, the Dakkuri, led by
a chief or petty king named Samas-ibni, had
taken possession of some lands belonging to the
inhabitants of Babylon and Borsippa. Esar-

haddon recovered them, and by way of a warn-
ing to other predatory chiefs, who might sup-

pose that they could plunder with impunity,
seized Samas-ibni and publicly burned him.
Babylon was once more a splendid city, and
the Assyrian king resided there as frequently

as in Nineveh. Some attempts at revolt were
made, but none succeeded, and for the re-

the Tauric Chersonesus, so familiar in modern
times as the Crimea. The Scythians, a warlike
race occupying the shores of the Black Sea,
attacked the Cimmerians, who wandered east-

ward, spread into Asia Minor, and made their
way to Mesopotamia. Some of them approached
the Assyrian frontier, but were attacked and
defeated by the soldiers of Esarhaddon, their
leader being killed. Expeditions against
petty chiefs were succesrfuUy undertaken,
districts of Media w’ere subdued; and then
Esarhaddon, having consolidated his strength,
determined to achieve the conquest of Arabia,
and so complete the work which
his predecessors had partially of

accomplished. Hazail, king of
Arabia.

Edom, had done homage as a tributary to
Sennacherib, who had restored to him the idols
of his kingdom, which had been carried away
by the Assyrian king in one of his expeditions
to the country. Edom (the “ red country”), or
Idumea as it was named in later times, a re-

markable region, with almost inaccessible moun-
tain ranges and towering peaks interspersed
with beautiful valleys and fertile mountain
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mainder of his reign Esarhaddon ruled securely
in Babylonia.

In Syria, renewed efforts were made to throw
off the Assyrian yoke. The kings of Sidon
and others made a league, sanctified by solemn
oaths, to revolt. But Esarhaddon proved him-

-e-j self to be as prompt and warlike
Siege of Sidon.

predecessors. He besieged
and destroyed the city of Sidon, and captured
the king, whom with Sandarri. another Syrian
king, he beheaded; their heads being sent as
trophies to Nineveh. Twenty-two kings (ten
belonging to Cyprus) now made a formal sub-
mission. and among them was Manasseh, king
of Judah, so that we once more come into con-
tact with Jewish history. Eich presents were
sent, and Esarhaddon exacted tribute in the
form of building materials, to be employed in
the erection of the new palace at Nineveh.
About this time a remarkable movement of

tribes—the Cimmerians or Cimmerii, as they
were commonly named, the Kim-

Cimmerians
Herodotus—took place

from the central parts of Europe.
Theirnative countrylay between theBorysthenes
(Dnieper) and the Tanais (Don), and included

terraces, extended from the borders of Moab to
the head of the Gulf of Akaba, the north-eastern
extremity of the Bed Sea. It therefore lay to the
south-west of Babylonia, and extended to the
great Arabian desert. Arabia was peopled by
many tribes, some of them presenting the
peculiarity that they were governed by women.
Two queens are mentioned on the inscriptions

as having been subdued—Yapah, queen of

Dihtan, and Bahilu, queen of Idibe, places

which we shall not attempt to identify. Six
petty kings, or rather chiefs of tribes, were also

conquered; and the greater number of the
people, with all they possessed, and the idols

they worshipped, were carried captives to

Assyria. In the British Museum are some
interesting sculptures representing the Arabs
flying before the victorious Assyrian soldiers.

Some are mounted on camels, very naturally

represented by the artist, who has depicted
the long awkward stride, the outstretched

neck and the alarmed appearance of the animals
with considerable accuracy. Horses and
camels are represented on the later Assyrian
sculptures with greater correctness than other

animals. Lions especially (and they are very
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numerous in the hunting scenes) are more like

the animals dear to herald painters than the

royal beasts of nature. One or two of the

kings having made an entire submission to

Esarhaddon and promised to be his tribataries,

were permitted to return, and the king of Edom,
already a vassal of the great king, strengthene 1

himself in the royal favour by a gift of gold,

camels, precious stones and other valuables, in

return for which he received very effective

supportwhen a revolt broke out in his dominions.
Esarhaddon was now at leisure, and possessed

ample means, to try conclusions with the
powerful Egyptians, who for two centuries

or more had been the open rivals
Exj^dition to Assyria, and had supported the^ attempts of the Syrians, Phoe-

nicians, and Judeans, to liberate themselves

from the ascendency of the great empire. The
Ethiopian dynasty, the name given to the

monarchs of the land now known as Nubia and

The conqueror entered that city in triumph,
and took possession not only of the immense
treasure stored in the city, but of the wives
and concubines of Tirhakah. Following the

course of the river, Esarhaddon and his legions

reached Thebes, the old capital of Upper
Egypt, where they stayedtheir progress, making
it tile limit of the territory now added to the

great Assyrian empire.

The modern traveller in Egypt, who explores

the remains of the palaces and temples, wanders
amongthe columns, the colossal statues, the long
avenues of sphinxes, and the ruins of Thebes,
is impressed vividly by the remains of antique

power andgrandeur, and thinks probably of the
Pharaohs, the great Egyptian kings who built

the palaces and temples; of the deities of the
Egyptian mythology, of Osiris who “ sleeps in

Philoe,” of Rameses, perhaps—more certainly of

the narrative of the Jewish sojourn and exodus.
But another episoJe in the historv of the old

THE VOCAL MEMXOX.

part of Abyssinia, had established supremacy in
j

the valley of the Nile, Tirhakah, an energetic i

warrior, having conquered the kings who ruled
|

in Lower Egypt. This monarch is mentioned
in the Biblical narrative, in the second Book
of Kings and by Isaiah, as Idng of Ethiopia or

Cush. Professor Rawlinson says he did not

become king of the whole of Egypt before 690
B.C. He may be identified with the Tarkas or

Tarakas of the Egyptian records, the third and
last king of the 2oth dynasty. Sennacherib
himself had felt the power of Tirhakah, who
more recently had encouraged Bahai, king of

Tyre (then in the height of its pros[)erity,

increased by the destruction of its rival Sidon)
to revolt. Esarhaddon marched his hosts to

Tyre, which he blockaded on the land side, and
then following the line of coast, reached the
Egyptian frontier. There he found Tirhakah
had taken up position with a strong force. A
bathe ensued, and the Egyptians, unable to

staud the onslaught of the trained Assyrian
warriors, fled to Memphis, the capital of Egypt.

and mysterious land of the Nile is now re-
vealed to us; and we see the victorious Esar-
haddon, the most powerful sovereign of the
seventh century before the Christian era, the
head of an empire which dominated the
known world as afterwards did RoAie, leading
an immense arm}" of bearded warriors from the
regions watered by the Euphrates and Tigris

through the land of Egypt, from Memphis to

Thebes, devastating cities and extorting tribute,

the Egyptian king and army fugitives, and
the people of the country flying to hide them-
selves from the fierce strange warriors.

The distance between Memphis and Thebes,
following the windings of the river, is about
four hundred miles, and the extensive territory

thus added to the Assyrian empire was divided

into twenty satrapies or independent govern-
ments, to most of which native Egyptians were
appointed, having promised fidelity to Esar-
haddon ;but some of themoreimportantpositions
were placed under Assyrian military governors
supported by strong garrisons. Some of the
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Egyptian cities were rebuilt, and received
Assyrian names, and all the newly established
satrapies were compelled to pay heavy tribute.

Before starting on the Egyptian expedition,
which would necessarily entail a long absence

from Assyria and Babylonia,
A j^tkingof Esarhaddon raised his son Assur-

ssyria.
bani-pal—a young man who had

given promise of great abilities and of inherit-

ing the warlike character of his race—to the
throne as joint king. He was probably
influenced by the necessity of establishing a
strong government during his absence, and so

providing against revolts, especially in Baby-
lonia. The priests of the court and the royal

astrologers, who were consulted before any im-
portant act s performed, assured Esarhaddon
that all the omens v/cre favourable, and the
appearance of the moon on the night before the
young king was inaugurated was considered to

be especially propitious. There was a double
halo—“ two crowns, ” explained the wise men

;

and Esarhaddon was quite satisfied that the

elevation of his son to the royal dignity was
approv'ed by the national gods. He invested

Assur-bani-pal with greatceremony . “The crown
on his head he placed, and the ruling of the
country he gave him,” say the inscriptions.

It has been already mentioned that Esar-
haddon, having restored the magnificence of

Babylon, frequently resided there in royal state;

and that fact clears up what was previously a
little difficulty in the Biblical record. In one
of the expeditions into Judaea, Manasseh, the

profligate and persecuting king
The Judah, had been defeated, and

Kin- of Judah, concealment in a thicket,

where he was found and taken prisoner by the

Assyrians. The writer of the second Book of

Chronicles (xxxiii. 11) records that “the
captains of the host of the king of Assyria took

Manasseh among the thorns, and bound him
with fetters and carried him to Babylon.” It has

been thought that Nineveh should have been the

place mentioned, but the frequent residence of

Esarhaddon at Babylon confirms the narrative.

Manasseh appears in the cuneiform tablets

as Minase
;
and his release from captivity is

thought to have been one of the acts of cle-

mency which occasionally distinguished the

rule of the powerful and astute king.

Esarhaddon died in the year 668 B.C., after a

prosperous reign of thirteen years. He had
added greatly to the extent of his empire, and
established a firm government both in Assyria

and Babylonia. The extensive restorations at

Babylon have been alluded to
;
and he also

erected noble palaces at Nineveh and Kaleh,

and another, for his son and successor, at

Tarbezi, near Nineveh. He left four sons and
one daughter

;
and the son who had shared his

throne, and now succeeded him, Assur-bani-pal,

was the last of the great Assyrian kings. A
younger son, Saul-mugina, was appointed tribu-

tary king of Babylon.

XVII.

General Principles of Expression.
Expression is spoken of by many musical
artists as entirely a matter for the impulse and
spontaneous feeling of each performer. Such
persons tell us that rules are impossible. As
well, they say, may we command a person to
love, as lay down rules for expression. This
line of argument is both true and untrue. It
is true that feeling is the basis of
all expression, but it is also a fact General

that there are general principles
which can be formulated, while the artistic
faculty may be trained and brought out by a
course of guided practice. We shall endeavour
here to indicate the principles of whichwe have
spoken.
The first point to be remembered is the

“attack” of the tones. The voice should
commence every tone, whether

,,

loud or soft, suddenly, . and attack”

without any preliminary gurgle
° e notes,

or “feeling about.” The voice must speak
promptly, like a pianoforte key

;
but there

must be no jerk upon the notes, and no waste
of breath to spoil the tone. The syllable

“koo”has a remarkable power in promoting
this clear and prompt attack. Sing up and
down the scale many times to this syllable. The
exercise sounds ludicrous, but it is very useful.

The next point is to gain control over the
voice by singing this exercise
over a great many times to

syllable Za;—
/• /• /• /• P- P- P’

:q~|=q
f

-

/. /• P- /• P- /•

i
tJ

pp. p- /. /• /• /• p- PP‘

/. /. PV‘ ][)p. ppp.

The Staccato and Legato have been already
described. The following exercise is to be
practised daily, also to la :

—

t t

jr ^
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The key may be varied to suit the voice of the

singer.

It is the custom of all good singers to swell

the voice as they hold a long note. It is as if

they wished to show the firmness
Swelling the Qf their grip. Poor singers nearly

voice.
always let the tone fall away. Of

course this effect must not be exaggerated, so

as to sound as if the singer were squeezed after

each note had begun. The strengthening of

tone must be slight and very gradual. Practise

this form of tone in the following exercise :

—

-

’V ^ ^

The rule for prolonged notes is even more
applicable when a tone of the scale is restruck

or repeated. Practise the following to la :

—

An ascending scale passage is nearly always
delivered with a crescendo : for example,

—

Handel.

^q=i:=l-4- n

Speed to your own courts his flight;

while a descending passage is nearly always
sung with a diminuendo

—

Handel.

Clad in robes of pear - ly white.

A descending imitation, as in the follow-

ing example, is sung with the diminishing
force :

—

W. Vincent Wallace.

Then ma - ny tears were shed, but yet The young lip smiled while the cheek was wet.

Here there is a phrase of five notes twice
imitated at lower parts of the scale. The
comma above the staff shows the “limbs” of

the sequence or imitation. Each repetition of

the phrase will naturally be sung

desc^mg^** l^st. But if we
imitation, reverse the imitation, and make

it rise instead of fall, we shall

instinctively make each phrase louder than the
last :— cres - -c--e~-n~ - d - - o

tJ

There is no rule of expression more general in

its application than this.

The phrasing of the words is a point of the
utmost importance in good singing. Melody

.
has phrases of its own, apart
from words. Look at the three-

fold phrase in the last example.
Speech, too, has its phrases, which are no less

strongly marked than those of music. The
composer endeavours, whenever possible, to
make the verbal and melodic phrasing corre-

spond. If, for example, we had to sing the words
O come, come away, for fresh breaks the day

to the notes of Vincent Wallace’s song, just

given, the elocutional phrases would exactly
correspond with the natural melodic breaks.
But look at the actual words. If we observe
the melodic phrases, and take breath between
them, we shall sing,

, Then many tears* were shed but yet'^ the young lip
smiled, etc.

Every one feels the absurdity of this. The
proper elocution of the lines is this :

Then many tears were shed,* but yet the young lip
smiled, etc.

What are we to do in such a case of contradic-

tion ? The rule is simple : Sacrifice the
MUSICAL PHRASING ALWAYS TO THE ELOCU-
TIONAL PHRASING. The meaning of the words
is of paramount importance, and even music
must give way to that.

It is not our business here to teach elocution,

but every singer must study where to take

breath in the songs he or she

sings. As a rule, take breath
ONLY AFTER AN IMPORTANT ^

WORD, unless you are at the end of a distinct

clause. Let us take three verses of Longfellow’s
“ Psalm of Life,” and mark all the possible

places at which a break or pause or breathing

place can be made with good effect. We shall

mark these places by an asterisk :

—

“ Tell me not in mournful numbers*
Life* is but an empty dream,*

For the soul is dead* that slumbers,*
And things are not what they seem.*

Life is real,* life is earnest,*
And the grave is not its goal*

;

Dust thou art,* to dust returnest,*

Was not spoken of the soul.*

Not enjoyment* and not sorrow*
Is our destined end or way*

;

But to act* that each to-morrow
Find us farther than to-day.”*

Every song must be marked in this way for

verbal phrasing, and the musical phrasing

made to conform to it. Our songs are full of

contradictions between words and music. Nine
persons out of ten, in singing “ Scots wha ha’e,”

follow the musical phrases, and make the

breaks thus :

—

Scots wha ha’e* wi’ Wallace bled,

Scots wham Bruce* has aften led.

But if the elocutional pause be adopted, how
it throws out the force of the words !

—

Scots* wha ha’e wi’ Wallace bled,

Scots* wham Bruce has aften led.
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XVI.

Civil Service and other Hands.

In all probability, amongst our readers are

many desirous

of becoming
candidates for

some kind of

official em-
ployment. To
such wewould
make a few
brief remarks
upon the style

of handwrit-
ing most suit-

able. In the
reports of the
Civil Service

Commission-
ers we find the

principal cha-

racteristics
clearly stated

and copies of

actual exam-
ples adduced.
In former arti-

cles we gave
several, examples of the kinds of penmanship
approved by the Commissioners. These were
presented, not
as copies, but
simply as the
kind of writ-

ing considered
suitable. It

must be borne
in mind that

official chiro-

graphy is in

many respects

distinct, if not
diss imi 1 ar

,

from that
adapted to
commercial
requirements.
For the enter-

ing or ledger
clerk a neat,

rapid, and
regular style

of penman-
ship is indis-

pensable, and
for a corresponding or invoice clerk flowing

ease and beautiful characters are desiderata.

These things are less regarded in official circles,

everything being considered secondary to legi-

bility. A compact, clear, rather round writing,

not too much sloped, is always, other things
being equal, easiest to read, and therefore pen-
manship characterized by these qualities is

that best suited to official work. Upon this the
Commissioners, in their various
reports, have always insisted. Ophhon of the

We may here quote from the
C®““^ssioners.

Civil Service examination papers. “ Good hand-
writing,” we are told, “ is held to consist chiefly
in the clear formation of the letters of the alpha-
bet. In digesting and tabulating accounts and
returns, the work should be done with correct-
ness, neatness, and quickness—the first-named

being taken
to be of the

greatest im-
portance, and
quickness of

the least. The
handwriting
should be
free from
flourishes,
compact (i.e.

not occupying
too much
space upon
the line), and
with every
letter formed
distinctly.”
Equal stress

is laid upon
these points

in their sub-

sequent re-

ports. In the
cultivation of

a compact and clear style of this kind the stu-

dent should be especially careful to eschew all

f lour i shed
capitals and
long loops or
tails. Especial
attention
should be
given to mak-
ing neat and
plain figures,

and their care-

ful disposition

in tables and
tabular work,
arranging
units bel ow
units, tens
beneath tens,

and so on
;
and

dividing each
series of thou-

sands by a

comma. All

ruled lines
should be
carefully

struck, and perpendicular and horizontal ones

kept at right angles. We can highly recom-

mend the “ Student’s Blue Book,” by Mr. Unger,

of Armagh school, as containing an extensive
,

selection of useful examples. It is rather

expensive, but an invaluable work for intending

candidates for the Civil Service.

There is one kind of official, or rather legal.

FIG. 27.—COURT HA.XD.
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penmanship, which, though now entirely dis-

used, may yet fall under the notice of some
among our readers, who may be necessitated

, to decipher specimens of it—we
Court an

. what is termed “ Court
Hand” (fig. 27). In this chirography hundreds
of old charters and national and municipal
records are written. It is, in fact, the formal
upright hand
of the middle
ages

;
but as

early as the

era of Queen
Elizabeth we
find it begin-

ning to be re-

cognized as a
distinct style

suited to offi-

cial and legal

uses, but too

antiquated
and stifE for

ordinary re-

quirements.
In Ben Jon-
son ’s Al-
chemist, Dap-
per, the law-

yer’s clerk,

is made to

asseverate :

—

FIU. GEBMAN TEXT HAND.

‘
‘ By this hand of flesh,

Would it might never write good Court-hand more
If I discover !

”

And there were then apparently recognizable

modifications
of it, as dis-

tinct as our

modern law-

writing is

from what is

known as
“engrossing,”
—for speak-

ing of this

same Dapper,
the schemer
Face says that

he

“ Knows the
law, and writes
you six fair

hands,”

including,per-

haps,what are

termed “ Set

Chancery,”
“Common
Chan eery,”
and “ Court

AS tl(f jTiglll

mmmiEXizSc

FIG. 30.—OLD ENGLISH.

Hand,” the latter of which had probably then
not long been introduced, it being a modification
of the Chancery hands, almost identical in
shape, but taller and less broad. In the Chan-
cery hand records which had passed the Great
Seal and proceedings in Chancery were writ-
ten, while the Court hand was used in the
Court of King’s Bench and Common Pleas

for fines, recoveries, placita, adjudicata, etc.

Court hand was abolished by law in the present
century, but a knowledge of it is indispensable
for the reading of the old records, whether
national or legal, as it gives the key also to the
more ancient but similar Chancery hands.
Of the ordinary style of writing used by

lawyer’s clerks, and law-writers, little need

__ _ be said. It

S is simply a
I

j

V very round,
‘ upright, and

legible hand,
with little dis-

tinction of
fineness of
upstroke and
heaviness of

downstroke.
In fact, writ-

ten as it fre-

quently is

with aworn or
ill-made quill,

it has the very
sle nder e st
pretensions to

sightliness.

The species

of law-writ-
‘ ing known as

“ engrossing ”

(fig. 28) has,
however, much more artistic

claim, and presents when well Engrossing,

execul^ed an appearance at once striking and
agreeable, from its singular and piquant

mingling of

the boldest
curvilinear
forms with
sharp angles.

This hand is

very similar

to that which
was formerly
called “ Set

Chancery.”
The “Running
Chancery,” on
the contrary,

adopted the
diamond as a
fundamental
form, instead

of the circle.

It will be seen,

by a careful

study of the
alphabet, that

the outlines of

both capitals

and small characters are based upon the circle

rather than upon the ellipse, as should be the

case with ordinary cursive writing. The form
of the capital A, C, and 0 departs, in fact, but
slightly from a circle. The capital letter D
also (as in illustration) is not unfrequently
approximated to a circle. In the P, Q, S and
X circular curves are very obvious, and also,
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although in a lesser degree, in the flourished

portions of most of the other capitals. Indeed,

in these an almost utter absence of even the

slightest degree of angularity is obvious. But in

the small characters, while the influence of the

circle is clearly evident in the a, c, g., o, p, and
other letters, very sharp angles are found in the

junctions of the hair-lines with the down-
strokes of the i, j, I, m, n, t, y, etc. A quill

pen is best adapted for this kind of chirography,
and it should be held rather differently to the

usual manner. The knuckles must be curved
slightly outwards from the side, the fingers

a little more bent, and the top of the pen
pointed over the knuckles in such manner
that the point of the nib makes a small
angle with the bottom of the paper or parch-
ment. By this means the heavy horizontal

strokes can be struck boldly in a lateral direc-

tion without changing the position of the

hand. The pen should be a quill, with a nib

rather broader than the downstrokes, and
that part of it which comes next to the middle
finger a little longer than the side nearest to

the thumb. The slit should be short. The
thickness of the upright strokes should be
equal to one-fifth the height of an n. The j
and I should be twice the length of the n. The
width of the n and the o from the extreme out-

side should be nearly equal to their height. The
letters must be perpendicular to the lines, and
the hair-strokes all have the same angle. This

species of writing takes its name from the

French words en, in, and gros, large, in allusion

to the bold character of the principal strokes.

Engrossing is generally used for more impor-
tant legal documents, as wills, deeds, etc.,

which are usually written on parchment or

vellum. Some degree of practice is requisite

in the use of the substances, the surface having
sometimes a greasy nature which repels the
ink. In such cases a light and dextrous ap-

plication of the pounce or pumice-stone rapidly
over the face of the sheet of parchment will

create a slight roughness which permits the
ink to retain its position.

XVI.

The Adjective (^continued)

—

Theory.

—

The Verb.

1. A few adjectives possess no feminine:
aquilin, which appears in the phrase ncz

aquilin, aquiline nose, only
;

chatain, auburn, not much used besides the
phrases cheveux cJidtains, auburn hair (of

men), andj7u?Z cTidtain, chestnut coloured
hair (of animals)

;

dispos, active, spoken of men only: fy'ats et

dispos, fresh and active
;

fat, foppish, coxcomb : tout le monde dAt dun
fat qu'il est fat, personne dose le lui dire d
lui-7neme (La Bruyere), every one says of a I

fop that he is a fop, none dare tell it him-
self.

liehreu, as, le texte hehveu, the Hebrew text;

when the feminine is wanted use Jiehra 'ique,

as, la languc hehra'ique. If the feminine of

the noun liehreu is wanted, say lajuive.

resous, as, brouillard resous en pluie, mist
resolved into rain.

Remarks.—1. The feminines chdtaine (une chevelure
ckdtaine), dispose (elle etait dispose d secourir les pauores),
resoute (unevapeurresoute enpluie) have been attempted,
but are not yet recognised.—2. Grognon, grumbling,
whether used as an adjective or noun, is not altered

:

elle etait bien la vieille la plus grognon que je connus de
ma vie (J. J. -Rousseau).

2. Formation of the Feminine in Sub-
stantives.—Almost all nouns of persons and
animals change when passing from the one to
the other sex. Some nouns, expressing pri-

marily men’s professions, neither alter their

termination, nor even their gender, when ap-

plied to females
;

to the instances already
pointed out in Lesson XIV., p. 482, may be
added: artisan, chaperon, chef, ecrivain, par-
tisan, peintre, philosophe, po'ete, temoin (wit-

ness).

The feminine is generally derived from the
masculine in accordance with the rules laid

down for feminine ad
j
ectives T]i\xs,un Anglais,

an Englishman, makes une Anglaise ; un Es-
pagnol, a Spaniard, une Espagnole

;
le faisan,

the pheasant, la faisane\ le marechal, the

marshal, la marechale
;
un ours, a bear, une

ourse ; le Persan, the Persian, la Persane ; le

Romain, the Roman, la Romaine

;

etc., in

accordance with the general rule. Erndher, le

herger, the shepherd, la hergere, the shepherdess;

le veuf, the widower, la veuve, the widow
;
un

epoux, a husband, consort, une epouse ; Troyen,
Trojan, Troyenne ; Phenicien, Phoenician,

Phenicienne; Bourguignon, Burgundian, Bour-
guignonne ; paon (r. pan'), peacock, paonne (r.

pan'), illustrate the various classes of ex-

ceptions.

3. Some substantives form their feminine in a
manner peculiar to themselves.

{a) E is changed into esse in the following

words :

—

dne, ass. ogre, ogre.
chanoitie, canon. pretre, priest.

comte, coimt. prince, prince.
druide, druid. prophete, prophet; iem.. pro-
bote, host. *pauvre, poor. [phetesse.

*ivrogne, drunkard. *sauvage, savage.
maitre, master. tigre, tiger.

*muldtre, mulatto. *negre, negro; fern, negresse.
*Suisse, Swiss. abbe, abbot

;
fern, abbesse.

Those marked * remain unchanged when used as
adjectives : thus, unefemme pauvre, a poor woman, but
une pauvresse, a female pauper

;
une laiiiere suisse, a

Swiss milkmaid, but une Suissesse qui trait les vaches,

a Swiss woman who milks the cows.

(b) Similarly, though less regularly, are

formed :

—

Masc.
devin, sorcerer
dzic, duke
larron, thief
pair, peer

Fern.
devineresse.

duchesse.

larronnesse.

pairesse.

(c) These have merely a common root :

—

Masc. Fern.
canard, duck canne.
caneton, duckling canette.

chat, tom-cat chatte.

cochon, pig coche.
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Masc. Fern.
chevreuil, roe-buck cJievrette.

compagnon, companion conipagne.

czar, tzar
daim, fallow-buck

ezarine.

daine.

dieu, god deesse.

dindon, turkey dinde.

Jils, son
keros, hero

niie.

heroine.

levrier, greyhound lecrette.

loup, wolf louve.

loivp-cermer, lynx loup-cerve.

mulct, mule mule.

neveu, nephew niece.

nourricier, foster father nourrice.

quidam, a certain man quidane.

rat, rat ratte.

roi, king reine.

(JT) Christian names (the majority of which
have a heathen origin), pass from mascaline to

feminine in various ways: Adolphe, ine; Adrien,

ne; Albert, we, Alexandre, i/ie ; Alphonse, we;
Anastase, ie; Antoine, tte; Augustin, e; Charles,

Caroline

;

Clement, ine; Edme, ee; Emile, ie;

Ernest, ine; Euge/^e, enie; Francois, e; Georgee,

tte; Germain, e; Gilbert, e; Henri, e^^e; Jean, ne;

Sose])h,ephine; Julee, ze; Julien, ne; Justin, e;

Louis, e; MarcelZi??., we; Octave, ie; Paulin, e;

Stephan, ie; Valentin, e; Victor, i7ie.

(e) Some differ radically from each other :

—

Masc.
helier, ram
bouc, he-goat
hoeuf, ox
cerjF', stag
cheval, horse
coq, cock
frere, brother
garcon, hoy
gen’dre, son-in-law
homme, man
jars, gander
lievre, hare
mari, husband
monsieur, Mr.
oncle, uncle
papa, papa
parrain, godfather
pere, father
sanglier, wild-boar
singe, monkey
taureau, bull
verrat, boar

Fern.
Irehis.

chevre.

vache.

biche.

juynent.

poule.
soeur.

jille.

bru
femme.
oie.

femme.
madame
iante.

maman.
marraine.
mere.
lave.

guenon.
genisse.

truie.

4. Introductory Remarks on the Verb.
—The verb is the word which affirms. That of

which the verb affirms something is called the

snfjeet, and that which the verb affirms of the

subject is called the predicate. (This French
grammarians call attribute.) When we say,

le soleil est hrillant (the sun is brilliant), le

soleil is the subject, for of it something is

affirmed
;
and hrillant is the predicate, being

that which is affirmed of the subject. The
word est affirming that the predicate hrillant

is applicable to the subject soleil, is the verb.

When the verb presents itself in this form

—

namely, as a part of Hre (to be)—it is called

substantive verb, the verb betokening existence.

Often the verb appears combined with the pre-

dicate (alias attribute), as when we say, le

soleil brille, which stands for le soleil est

hrillant (the sun is shining)
;
this the French

grammarians call the att^'ihutive verb.

The predicate thus combined with the
affirmation in the attributive verb, awakens
not only an idea of the subject’s state of being,
but also that of an action performed by it. In
le soleil chauffe, which stands for le soleil est

chauffant (the sun is heating), the predicate
chauffant indicates an action performed by
the subject

;
and any word marking upon

whom or what the action expressed by cliauf-

^ant falls, is called the object. Therefore, if we
say le soleil chauffe la terre (the sun warms
the earth), la. terre marks upon what the action
of chauffe falls

;
it is the object of chauffe.

Any word which, like terre, is joined to the
verb immediately—that is, without the help of
a preposition—is called direct object. Any
word joined to a verb by means of a preposi-
tion is called indirect object. Thus in le soleil

donne la chaleur a la terre (the sun gives heat
to the earth), while la chaleur is the direct
object, terre is VaQ.indirect object, because the
preposition a comes between it and the verb.
There are five classes of attributive verbs:

—

(1) Active ti'ansitive, when the action passes
over to a direct object: la niort egale toutes
les conditions, death levels all ranks.

(2) Active intransitive (called by some
nexLter), when the action passes over to no
object, or only to an indirect one : rien ne
demeure, nothing is lasting

; il demeure avec
nous, he stays with us.

(3) Passive, when the subject is the sufferer

of the action marked by the verb : Varmeefut
vaincue, the army was conquered.

(4) Impersonal, that is, certain intransitive

verbs used with the termination of the third
person singular only, and having il (it) as a
subject : il pleuvra deinain, it will rain to-

morrow.

(6) Pronominal, or verbs conjugated with
two pronouns of the same person, one subject
and the other object; the same verbs may
have a noun for a subject, and a pronoun-
object reflecting that noun : elle s'amuse, she
amuses herself

;
le roi s amuse, the king amuses

himself.

The two verbs avoir and Hre are the
auxiliary, or helping verbs

;
they form the

compound tenses of transitive, intransitive,

impersonal, and pronominal verbs
;
and all

the tenses, simple and compound, of passive
verbs.

XIX.

The Flowers (pontinuedj.

It happens in a good many plants—chiefly,

and perhaps exclusively, in herbaceous ones

—

that the anthers burst and dis-

charge their pollen upon the
stigma before the flower expands.
This is shown very beautifully in the common
yellow (Enothera, or “ evening primrose,” also

in certain species of Campanula. In others,

again—violets, for example—after the fine,

perfect, earliest flowers have come and gone,

a second set is developed, destitute of petals,

and in which the fecundation takes place under
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These are said to bevery similar conditions.
“ cleistogamous.”
That the fact of sex in plants was observed

by the ancient Greeks, has been stated above.

They did not make it a subject of
Ancient idea of proper philosophical inquiry, but
the sexes of

plants.
it influenced them in all their con

ceptions as to the nature of plants

and crept largely into their botanical nomen-
clature, numbers of plants being designated
“ male ” and “ female ” because of some out-

ward resemblance, though in reality possessed

of little or no real affinity. Hence the still

current names of Filix-mas and
Filix-fcemina, “male fern” and
“lady fern,” with many others, re-

ceived through the Latin authors

—

all very interesting archaeologically,

but to be carefully distinguished

from the appellations bestowed by
modern science. The only plants

rightfully called “male” and
“ female ” are the staminate and
pistillate individuals of diclinous

species. The number of these is 1 y
no means large, and, speaking gei e-

rally, it is in a very limited set ( f

families that they occur. The pop-
lars and the willows are distinctly

male and female. Bryony, dog’s mercury,
the tamus, the aucuba, the common hop, the
common hemp, likemse present familiar ex-

amples, and should be examined.
In a Wmer article (p. 1 95) allusion was made

to the beautiful and engaging phenomena called

“the sleep of flowers
”—i.e. the

The sleep of closing of the
owers.

petals in such a
way as to suggest the idea of

repose. Nothing is more fami-

liar to the observer of nature

than the “ evening-shut ” of the

daisy and the marigold,
“ That goes to bed with the sun,
And with him rises weeping.”

The poets teem with pretty

imagery founded upon the similar

conduct of the water-lily, the

crocus, and other favourites of

the field and garden. It is re-

cognized also in many old-

fashioned names, the list of which
might be greatly lengthened by
adding those wMch refer to the

flower’s waking. So exact is the
hour at which these flowers are,

in many cases, prone to shut,

SWKEI VIOLET.

goat’s-beard, Tragopogon 2>ratemis, we must
visit the meadows while the dew is stiU thick
upon the grass, or at all events before ten or
eleven a.m. By noon, though the sunbeams
fall bright and warm, the flowers are closed

—

declaring, once for all, that the phenomenon of
the so-called “ sleep ” belongs less to external
influences than to some peculiarity in the life-

history or physiology of the plant. There are
flowers also, such as the Star-of-Bethlehem.
which do not expand until the sun is high in
the heavens, these probably requiring a certain
intensity of light and heat. Some, again, open

and close with every change in the
character of the sky. Theoretically,
the shut of the petals is designed
to be protective. Occurring usually
when the dews and cold of night
are close at hand, the presumption
is quite fair that the stamens and
pistil are preserved from possible
injury

;
and protection of such a kind

being in delightful harmony with
the general scheme of nature, it is

probably not far from the truth. The
difficulty is that in a thousand other
cases, where the closing would seem
to be quite as useful, the flower is

unable to shut, and the cold and
damp have ample scope to do their worst.

So far as observation has hitherto gone,
the idea of the gjrotective purpose is always
sustained, the petals appearing to refrain from
closing when the stigma has been fertilized, and
the cold and damp are no longer deleterious.

Monopetalous flowers, or those which have
the petals combined, veiy rarely

close. Their structure prevents
it, except when, as in the pim-
pernel, AnagalUs arvensis, the
cohesion is very slight, not ex-

tending far above the base. Con-
trariwise, the most beautiful illus-

trations of “ sleep ” are found
where the petals are “ free,”

though there are countless ex-

amples of insomnolency just

where the conditions seem most
favourable for perfect closure.

Corollas of the campanula and
primrose kind cannot shut.

Here, in vindication of the pro-

tective theory, it is not to be
overlooked that the stamens are

very slightly, or not at all,

exposed to inclemencies beating
.-MONOPETALOUS ELOWEEs.

without. But then comi
and with the return of morning to re-open,

that “ floral clocks ” seem quite within the
bounds of constructive art. Linnaeus formed
one at Upsala, and attempts in imitation
have several times been made in our own
country. The fact., however, of the closing

is one thing
;

the explanation of it is quite

another; and to this last we are little nearer
than Linnaeus was. For while the majority of

the flowers which close their petals manifestly
do so because of the removal of the stimulus
of the solar light, many exhibit a total indif-

ference to it. To find the yeUow stars of the

the corollas of such plants as the Cornish heath,

Fhnca vagans, which literally turn the anthers

out-of-doors. Last, but by no means least, in

the long catalogue of perplexing occurrences,

comes the expansion of many flowers, not
under the genial welcome of the sunshine, but
precisely when the sun is setting. The jlores

tristes, as Linnaeus tenned them, reverse the

accustomed rule. They reserve their beauty
till the evening. Several of the CEnotheras,

the night-blowing cereus, and other plants,

quite unconnected as regards structure, exhibit

this very singular predilection.
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A problem quite as curious and still more
difficult of solution is the exhalation of odour

by many kinds of flowers only in

evening and while the noc-
owers.

turnal darkness continues. The
most remarkable examples occur in the well-

known ‘‘ night-smelling stock,” Hesperis tristis,

and its near relative, the Cheiranthus tristis.

They belong to the great order Cruciferae, and
are still further remarkable for the dingy hue
of the petals—a circumstance observable in
others of these evening-scented enigmas, though
by no means
un i ve rsal.
Sometimes the
scent is per-
ceptible by day,
but evolved
much more
powerfully in

the evening, as

in the case of

the wild Eng-
lish musk-
mallow, Malva
moschata, and
in various or-

chids.

It may be
added that
some kind of

curious rela-

tion appears to

subsistbetween
the colours of

flowers and the
scent which
they emit.
There can be no
doubt that, as

a rule, white
flowers are
more fre-
quently fra-
grant than the
brightly tinted,

though itwould
be easy to
reckon up
plenty of white
ones that are
scentless;
while, oddly
enough, these
see ntless
whites seem
to balance the

^.WailET
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matter m the strong flavour of their sap, as
exemplified very familiarly in water-cress and
horse-radish. Blue flowers, on the other
hand, present a preponderance of the scent-
less. In entire tribes where the petals are of
the “ heaven’s own tinct ” it is often difficult,
if not impossible, to discover a fragrant species,
as in the campanulas, the larkspurs, the
gentians, and the lovely order which includes
the forget-me-not. Red and yellow flowers
seem to be scented and scentless in about equal
proportion

;
with the addition, not infrequently,

when the hue verges to orange or scarlet, of a
certain distastefulness.

The primary design of these beautiful tints

and exhalations is thought to be the attraction

of insects, so that by their movements and
little flutterings they may facilitate the transfer

of the pollen from the anthers to the stigma,
thus fulfilling the office of “ marriage priests.”

Two or three very interesting little volumes
upon this subject have been published within
the last few years. Doubtless the result in

question is often attained. It is hard, however,
to imagine why, if so beneficial, the scheme is

not universal, especially when the most striking

illustrations of

insect agency
occur, so far as

is known, not
among the
preeminently
valuable
plants, but in

the simply
de corative
ones. The
adornment of

the world is

quite as impor-
tant as the
sustenance of

any portion of

its population,

from the
human family
downwards.
Nature would
seem to love
better to
guarantee de-

,

coration than
to exert her-

self, in the first

place, purely as
a purveyor of

food.

The consi-

deration of
evening flowers

and evening-
scented ones
naturally leads
to that other
vast and very
beautiful law
of the Divine
goodness
which orders

that every
season shall

have its charms. The almanac says Spring,

Summer, Autumn, Winter. Flora does not

recognise the last of the four divisions. Long
before Christmas she is busy with the prepara-

tion of the chaste white hellebore and the

yellow aconite. Before these have departed
come the mezereon and the snowdrop, followed

by the coltsfoot and the fiearia, the anemone
and the daffodil, all true “ spring ” flowers

—

never blooming, that is to say, as the violet and
primrose often do, in October. Summer brings

in its train the roses and the lilies
;
and as the

apples grow ripe and mellow we are gladdened

38
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by the lovely asters and the colchicum flowers,

which are scarcely over before the bees are I

busy upon the ivy-bloom. A close observer of

wild nature, let him but see the current flowers,

never has any misgiving as to the past and the
future. The order of succession, even among
the poorest weeds, is exact and faithful. Some
of them, especially the little crucifers, seem to

take pleasure in playful efforts to embarrass,
making believe to be many seasons at once—the
seed-pods of the earliest blooms being matured
long before the concluding flowers expand.
The same disposition to present a picture of

the entire year is observable in the orange-
tree, and approximately in the citron. Flowers
and fruit in every stage are in both nearly
always side by side. This is one of the reasons
why wreaths of orange-blossom are used as

bridal emblems.
When the stamens and pistils are not pro-

tected by a perianth
;
or if only the outer portion

of the perianth be present, the
flower is said to be “ incomplete.’

’

owers.
Deficiency in regard to petals is

a very common occurrence. Then, as described
above, the calyx often possesses unwonted
beauty, but the flower is still, in the strict

sense, incomplete.” In many plants the calyx

also is wanting, and then the stamens and
pistil are said to be “ naked.” Examples of

such flowers are found in the common ash -tree,

the marestail, Hijjpuris vulgaris, the water
star-weed, CalUtriche verna, and the entire

order Piperaceae. Their nature may be learned
also by careful dissection of the singular club

of the common arum, the “ lords-and-ladies ” of

country children, where the stamens and pistils

will be found, in distinct companies, at the
base, totally devoid of anything like perianths.

Why, in incomplete flowers,the deficient portions

should be suppressed, it is manifestly impossible
to say, especially when the deficiency occurs in

the midst of the most beautiful examples of

high development, as in the ash-tree, above
cited, a member of the family which includes
the Forsythia, the olive, the privet, and the lilac.

Very curious also is the want of a calyx by
the common purple rhododendron, the azaleas

alongside being in no degree behindhand.
When altogether devoid of perianth, it is by
no means unusual for the stamens and pistil to

be protected by little scales called “ bracts,”

as will be explained presently. Grasses and
sedges, as will like\\'ise be noticed in due course,

instead of a proper calyx and corolla, have
“ glumes.

”

Three or four very specially curious races of

plants differ from all others among the “ in-

complete ” in having the ovules
Gynmosperms. ”—exposed, that is to say,

instead of being shut up within the cavity of a
proper “ovary.” This comes of the carpellary

leaf remaining open
;

with, as a consequence,
no development of style and stigma

;
and as a

further result, the pollen falls directly upon the
ovule. The ConiferEe, the Cycadacese, and the
yew tree supply the principal examples, and
with the subordinate ones, are distinguished,
on account of this curious feature, by the col-

lective title of Gymnosperms, literally “ naked

The
Inflorescence.

seeds.” Linnaeus gave the name of Gymno-
spermia to the plants which make up the
labiate family, believing their Little grain-like

fruits to be naked seeds. Founded upon a
misconception, the Linnaean term must be care-

fully distinguished from “ gymnospermous ” as

employed at the present day.

Whether complete or incomplete, and what-
ever their general complexion, the flowers of a
plant are invariably marshalled
in some definite and changeless
manner. The mode of arrange-

ment is termed the Inflorescence : the variety

it presents is mos^ wonderful, and contributes

in no slight measure to the beauty of the vege-

tation of our planet. The simplest mode is

illustrated in the snowdrop, the tulip, and the
daffodil. Proceeding from the heart of the

bulb—which part, being underground, is appa-
rently the root—the flower is here said to be
“ solitary and radical.” Much the same position

is held by the solitary flower of the Paris, and
again by that of the wood-anemone, these also

arising from subterranean stems. Upon the

whole, however, the “ solitary and radical
”

must be regarded as exceptional, the rule (with

extremely few exceptions) being that flowers

shall always grow in some kind of cluster. The
exceptions occur when a solitary flower is also

“ terminal,” as in the dwarf purple clematis
;

and when solitary flowers are “ axillary,” as in

various kinds of fuchsia, the pimpernel, the

caper, and the creeping loose-strife.

Clustered inflorescence begins with the

production of two or more flowers upon the

summit of a radical stalk, like , , ,

that of the daffodd, as very

prettily exemplified in various species of nar-

cissus, also in the cowslip, the oxlip, the poly-

anthus, and the auricula. In all of these the
inflorescence is an “ umbel,” and is spoken of

adjectively, as “ umbellate.” Though not so

common as some of the more elaborate forms,

it has plenty of very elegant illustrations, fore-

most among which, after the above-named, are

the amaryllis, the Guemsey-lily, the agapan-
thus, and the snow-flake. The particular flower-

stalks or peduncles are the “ rays,” and accord-

ing to the relative length and tenuity of these,

the umbel is either compact, or overcome in

appearance with a delicate languor, which in-

duces more or less drooping, the interior of the

individual blossoms being then completely

turned away from view. Sometimes the

umbel is gracefully flattened, as in the coronet

lotus.

The very large and important, though not

inviting family, called distinctively the Um-
belliferge, owes its name to the

wide prevalence in it of a curi-

ous reduplication of the umbel
® ‘

idea. Here we find on examination that the
rays of the umbel give rise to smaller or

secondary umbels, called “ umbellules,” the

raylets of which sustain the flowers, usually

small and insignificant, but in the aggregate,

through their multitude, often effective. No
other family of plants produces “ compound
umbels,” so that an “ umbelliferous ” plant is

recognized at a glance. In the Araliacem, a
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family chiefly of trees and shrubs, and nearly

related to the Umbelliferae, umbels are often

produced in irregular clusters—the common ivy

supplying an example—but these bear no re-

semblance to the former. Compound umbels
are sometimes flat-topped, sometimes nearly

spherical, the particular shape depending upon
that of the constituent umbellules. Simple
umbels likewise occur in the Umbelliferse, as in

the pretty plants called Astrantia, and the

quaint little Dondia.
When nature proposes to fabricate an umbel,

sometimes, for variety’s sake, the rays or

peduncles are withheld, the re-

suit being that the flowers are
capi e.

sessile.” To accommodate them,
the apex of the general stalk is then more or

less dilated, and we get a round “ head ” or
“ capitule.” The globe-amaranthus supplies a

beautiful example. It is found also in the

Buddlea glohosa of the shrubbery, and in many
of the acacias above spoken of. Various species

of AccBiia and Sanguisorba might be cited to the

same purpose
;
and after these a charming set

in which the flowers, though not quite sessile,

still present the capitular arrangement. Thrift,

clover, and the trefoils in general, show this

first or incipient departure. A very remark-

able modification of the capitule gives name to

the vast family of which the daisy is the type

—the well-known Compositae. The considera-

tion of this will come on presently, the order

being one of preeminent importance, and re-

quiring a distinct section.

XXI.
The Third Conjugation (Consonant and

?7Verb).

Active Voice.

Rego, to rule. Stem, rege.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

1. Present Tense.

Sing, rego, I rule

regis, thou rulest

regit, he rules

Plur. regimus, we rule

regitis, ye rule

regunt, they rule.

2. Future Siuqyle Tense.

S. regam, I shall rule

reges, thou -wilt rule

reget, he will rule
P. regemus, we will rule

regetis, ye will rule
regent, they wdll rule.

3. Imperfect Tense.
S. regebam, I was ruling

regebas, thou wast ruling
regebat, he was ruling

P. regebamus, we were ruling
regebatis, ye were ruling
regebant, they were ruling.

4. Perfect Tense.

S. rexi, I ruled
rexisti, thou ruledst

rexit, he ruled
P. reximus, we ruled

rexistis, ye ruled
rexerunt, vel rexere, they ruled.

5. Future Perfect.

S. rexero, I shall have ruled
rexeris, thou wilt have ruled
rexerit, he will have ruled

P. rexerimus, we shall have ruled
rexeritis, ye will have ruled
rexerint, they wdll have ruled.

' 6. Phipcrfect Tense.

S. rexeram, I had ruled
rexeras, thou hadst ruled
rexerat, he had ruled

P. rexeramus, we had ruled
rexeratis, ye had ruled
rexerant, they had ruled.

CONJUNCTIVE OR SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

1.

Present Tense.

S. regam, I may rule

regas, thou mayest rule

regat, he may rule

P. regamus, we may rule

regatis, ye may rule

regant, they may rule,

2.

Imperfect Tense.

S. regerem, I might rule

regeres, thou mightest rule

regeret, he might rule

P. regeremus, we might rule

regeretis, ye might rule

regerent, they might rule.

3.

Perfect Tense.

S. rexerim, I may have ruled
rexeris, thou mayest have ruled
rexerit, he may have ruled

P. rexerimus, we may have ruled
rexeritis, ye may have ruled
rexerint, they may have ruled.

5. Pluperfect Tense.

S. rexissem, I should have ruled
rexisses, thou wouldest have ruled
rexisset, he would have ruled

P. rexissemus, we should have ruled
rexissetis, ye -would have ruled
rexissent, they would have ruled.

VERB INFINITE.

Inf. Pres., Impcrf. regere, to rule.

„ Perf, Plup. rexisse, to have ruled.

„ Future, recturus esse, to be about to rule.

Gerund, Norn., Acc. regendum, ruling.

„ Gen. regendi, of ruling.

„ Dat., All. regendo, for or by ruling.

Supine in -urn, rectum, to rule.

„ in -u, rectu, in ruling, or to be ruled.
Pa7’t. Pres, regens, ruling.

„ Fut. recturus, about to rule.

Vocabulary of Verbs conjugated like Rego.

cingo, cinxi, to surround (accusative),
contemno, contempsi, to contemn or despise

(accusative).
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contraho, contraxi, to contract or draw together

(accusative).

corrigo, correxi, to correct (accusative),

dico, dixi, to say (accusative
;
makes imperative

in die).

disco, didici, to learn (accusative),

duco, duxi, to lead (accusative
;
makes impera-

tive in due).

jungo, junxi, to join (accusative).

^^cribo, scripsi, to write (accusative),

tego, texi, to cover or conceal (accusative),

traho, traxi, to draw (accusative).

Self-Examination Questions and Exereises.

Give the stems and the perfects of eingo,

traho, diseo, dieo, seriho, and dueo. What are

the two senses and meanings of regam, dieam,
seriham, and tegaml Give the present and
future participle of rego, eingo, dieo, dueo,

Translate into Latin :

—

He will be profitable to the state, if he will

obey the commands of the consuls. Let no
one despise virtue, which is the foundation of

all happiness. Let us rule our minds as if

they were kingdoms. The art of ruling is not
the least of all arts. He has learned that which
IS very difficult to learn. He will draw to-

gether all the forces of the army into one and
the same place. How many men will be
present, and will surround these trees with
flames of fire ! In the middle of the city

there wlQ be a very high temple of the gods
who govern, have governed, and will govern
the affairs of the city. Gold and silver are
very dear to most men. One part of the city

is free, and the other part of the city is not
free. Virtue and vice are contrary to each
other, and teach men very different things.

PEICKLT PEAR, AGAVES, AND DWARF PALM.

and jiingo. What are the supine s of eorrigo,

eontemno, dieo, and seribo ? Give tje active par-
ticiple future of eontraho, tego, dieo, and eorrigo.

Translate into English :

—

Caesar, summus imperator exercitum et urbem
Romanum summa arte rexit. In scribendo
libro auctor de urbe Romana non suam gloriam
optat. Copias ad urbem Romam dux hostmm
duxerat. Aliis militibus montem cingens,
aliis campos, se junxit cum altero consule. Quot
homines ex omnibus gentibus amor auri cito

coUiget ? Quid optime nos teget ? Cuncta regio
terrarum patebit virtuti hujus unius ducis.

Quis dignius scripserit de rebus Romanis quam
Caesar, qui erat et summus dux et clarissimus
auctor? Quoties pueri suum magistrum con-
tempere ? Dixerat verba eadem quae dedicerat.

Ne disce multa, sed multum. Urbem muro
altissimo cinget. In aliquot rebus vir prudens
tacebit. Bene rexisset, si ben6 paruisset. De
arte medicinae plurimos libros scribebat. Num
hoc negabit ?

To write a book is often the greatest pleasure

to the learned man. It is the height of prudence
to be sHent about the affairs of other people.

Who will obey me ?

XX.

Climate Qeontinuxd').

Lofty mountains affect climate by con-

densing the aqueous vapours of the atmosphere,
and so giving rise to heavy rainfalls

;
and also

by affording shelter from the wind.
The absence of mountain ranges

of

on the great north-eastern plain

of Europe exposes it to cold winds, so that
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the temperature of the central and southern
portions of Russia, unprotected from the cold

winds blowing from the north, is on the average
considerably below that of other parts of

Europe in the same latitudes.

The consideration of the causes of winds
and storms and the amount of rainfall belongs
properly to the science of meteorology

;
but the

effect of these agencies is so considerable in

affecting climatic conditions, and consequently
vegetation and animal life, that they must be
briefly noticed.

We have seen that atmospheric air be-

comes rarefied by heat, and, being lighter,

ascends. How it is heated has been explained,

and when it ascends it spreads over the adjoin-

« . . , ing cooler and denser strata,

causing an upper outward current,
while as “ Nature abhors a vacuum,” the
colder and denser fluid rushes towards the spot
where the balance has been lost by expansion,
and a lower inward current is produced. The
density of the air is diminished in some

for it is nearly always within the tropical

limits that these disastrous wind-storms occur.

The unequal heating and cooling of the sea
and land produce wind. The latter radiates

more rapidly than he former, and in the day-
time the air above it is expanded, being
warmed, and ascends, its place being supplied by
the cooler and denser air above the sea. After
the sun has set, the land quickly cools, the
atmosphere above it is denser and colder, and
it takes the place of the air which covers the
warmer sea, and slowly ascends to a higher level.

The cool land and sea breezes are thus accounted
for.

As there is in the equatorial regions a con-
tinued heating of the atmosphere, so is there a
continual vacuum to be filled up by currents
from other regions. The most
remarkable of these currents are

winds,

those generally known as the trade minds.

They occur in all open seas on both sides of the

equator, and to the distance of 30° to the north
and south of it. Coming from the north, theyhave

CACTI AND AGAVES.

particular locality by the extra evaporation,

and thus disturbance is produced
;
and when

the superabundant moisture is discharged in

the form of snow or rain, a vacuum is produced,
towards which the air rushes from all points of

the compass.
The air, then, has as many currents as the

ocean, and some of them are as fixed and
regular. These currents are known to us as wind
or movements of the air, greatly varying in

velocity. Moving at the rate of four or five

miles an hour, a pleasant gentle wind is the
result. “ High winds ” have a velocity of from
thirty to forty miles an hour. A rate of fifty

miles gives a storm
;
and from eighty to a

hundred miles is the velocity of those terrible

hurricanes-which, especially in tropical climates,
desolate the land. In accordance with the pro-
cess of rarefaction by heat we have mentioned,
we may expect that greater effects will be
produced in the hot regions of the earth, where
more extensive vacuums are formed,and the rush
to fill them is proportionately greater

;
and that

is exactly what experience proves to be the case,

a general direction from the north-east, vary-
ing towards the east

;
and south of the equator

the direction is almost invariably from the south-

east. They are caustd by the rush of air from
the north and south to fill up the vacuum
created by the rarefaction of the atmosphere
under the great heat of the tropical regions.

The direction of these winds is influenced in a
remarkable manner by the revolution of the

earth on its axis. It is evident that the velocity

of revolution from west to east must be greater

at the equator, where is the longest diameter of

the globe, than in the northern or southern
portions of the earth’s surface. The atmosphere
moves with the earth

;
but the rush of air

towards the tropics acts as a contrary force,

which is only partially modified by the move-
ment of the earth. If the globe were stationary

the winds would invariably blow from the north
and south ; but the earth slips away (to use a
familiar illustration), and the line of wind
consequently reaches the equatorial regions at a
point considerably to the west of the meridian
in which it originated.
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The trade winds would blow regularly round
the entire globe were it not for the uneven
surface and unequal temperature of the land,

which divert and derange them. On the

African side of the Atlantic Ocean they are not

experienced at all, but western winds prevail,

owing to the rarefaction of the air over the hot

desert the Sahara, which induces a current of

colder air from the west. The trade winds are

experienced in the Pacific; but in the Indian
Ocean they are interrupted by the periodical

winds known as the monsoons. The north-east

and south-east trade winds are
onsoens.

separated by a zone of calms
extending from the equator to 6° north (occa-

sionally to 9° or 10°), in which a thick foggy air

prevails, with frequent sudden and copious

rains attended by thunder and lightning. The
heat is intense, unrelieved by cooling winds,

and ships will sometimes be immovable for

a fortnight. This belt of sea is sometimes
known as the Doldrums, and has given rise to

the phrase “ in the doldrums,” as describing

a very gloomy and depressing position.

The monsoons, or periodical winds which pre-

vail in the Indian Ocean, are probably modi-
fications of the trade winds, induced by the
configuration of the earth’s surface. The name
monsoon is derived from an Arabic word
signifying a season. When the sun -is north of

the equator, the north of Africa and the south of

Asia are greatly heated, and, in conformity
with the process we have described, there is

a rush of air from the Indian Ocean, South
Africa, and Australia, and by the revolution of

the earth an easterly motion is imparted, the
result being the south-west monsoon. In our
winter, when the sun is south of the equator,

the air-currents come from the north, and there
is a north-east monsoon. In April the north-
east monsoon changes into the south-west

;
and

in October a change takes place in the opposite
direction. These changes are known to sailors

as the “ breaking up ” of the monsoons, and are
generally accompanied by violent storms and
hurricanes. In other parts of the world
similar but less marked periodical winds are
experienced.
The cold winds from the north and north-

east, and the hot winds from the deserts and
plains of the regions near the tropics—the
simooms and siroccos of which we hear so much
from travellers—the cold winds blowing
from the lofty table-lands of Peru, and the
scorching winds so unpleasantly known in the
Australian colonies, coming from the hot
deserts in the interior of the vast island

—

powerfully influence climate, and consequently
vegetation and animal life.

The amount of rainfall is another matter

Rainfall
considerable importance. In

tropical regions the rain falls in
torrents, but the number of rainy days in a
year is not so many as in temperate regions, and
the rain generally follows the course of the
sun. Oceans and other expanses of water are
influential in producing a comparative equality
of temperature, the different rate of radia-
tion correcting the variable effects arising from
masses of land. Coast districts, especially

peninsulas and islands, as a rule experience
much less diversity of the extremes of summer
and winter than continents do

;
but, of course,

allowance must be made for the effects of ocean
currents.

Charts showing lines of equal average tem-
perature, or isothermal lines (from two Greek
words meaning equal heat), have been con-
structed from the results of long
continued and most careful obser-

vations made at about a thousand
places on the surface of the earth. The result

shows very clearly what we have stated—that
the lines of equal average temperature by no
means coincide with the parallels of latitude

—that, in fact, the distance north or south of

any place from the equator is a very unsafe
indication of its probability of temperature.

As illustrations of the curves of these isothermal
lines—the extent of which can only be
appreciated after a careful examination of a
marked map—it may be mentioned that, owing
chiefly to the influence of the Gulf Stream, the
North Cape of Norway, which is habitable, is

on the same line as the limit of “ permanent
frost” in North America, although very nearly 30
degrees farther north. London has the same
average temperature as Washington in North
America, considerably farther south; and the

genial west coast of Ireland is under the same
parallels of latitude as half frozen Labrador.

The temperature of that portion of North
America which corresponds in latitude with
Europe is generally much lower in comparison

;

but farther south the isothermal lines follow

more nearly the parallels of latitude.

The Geographical Distribution of
Vegetation.

It is comparatively easy, from the result of

accumulated observations, to describe in general

terms the distribution cf vegetation over the

earth’s surface; but when we endeavour to

ascertain the causes of the variations we observe,

we are confronted with some difficulties. Ob-

viously climate has much to do with it
;
but

we know that at different periods of the

physical history of the globe great changes

have occurred, and that regions once of arctic

severit}’- are now temperate, and that othm*

portions of the earth’s surface now included in

the temperate zone were at one time subject

to tropical heat. Geology teaches us much on
that subject

;
and the remains, in our bone

caverns and coal measures, of animals and
forms of vegetation now only found in very hot

climates shows that in our own country, for

example, great changes have occurred.

Then there are upheavals of land, by which
islands have appeared, and depressions by
which other islands have been .

fomea by separation from
continents of which they formerly
were portions. The British Islands were, it is

scarcely possible to doubt, at some former

period of uncertain distance, connected with

the European continent
;
and it is even

supposed that a continuous tract of land joined

Ireland with the Spanish peninsula. The large

island of Madagascar was evidently once united
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with Africa, and the Antilles, or West Indies,

with the Western continent. Ceylon is very
nearly an extension of the Indian peninsula,

the Indian archipelago very nearly an equa-
torial continent

;
and in Europe, the Greek

Moreaandthe Scandinavian peninsula (Sweden
and Norway) very nearly islands. In such
cases we can easily understand that the vegeta-

tion should partake of the character of that

met with on the adjacent continental masses

;

but it is far less easy to account for the presence

of vegetation on islands upheaved by volcanic

force, or built up by accumulations of coral.

We account to some extent for the phenomena-
of island vegetation by the action of currents

which carry plants to the shores of the islands,

where they find a home in the scant soil,

decay and produce a richer soil and at length
an abundant vegetation

;
and by the action of

winds in carrying seeds. In islands, too, near
continents, sea-birds assist the work, deposit-

ing seeds which have not been deprived of

vitality. In a preceding chapter (p. 307) des-

cribing the formation of islands, the subject

has been alluded to.

The theory of evolution—the development of

varieties of species by the force of external

circumstances, the process ex-
ResuUs^of evo- lending through long periods of

^ time—cannot be overlooked in

considering this subject. However we may
hesitate to accept all the conclusions at which
some modern investigators have arrived, and
be disposed to hold our judgment in suspense
when animal life is concerned, we can scarcely

doubt that very remarkable results are pro-

duced in vegetation. We know what beautiful

flowers, what delicious fruits, are developed by
cultivation from very inferior stocks, and that

in a brief space of time
;
and that cultivation

is only one instance of the variety which can
be produced by giving attention to external
circumstances, securing favourable influences
and excluding those which are unfavourable.
Nature, unassisted by the scientific care of man,
does not of course work so rapidly, but the
process is similar in kind. Upheavals of
continental surfaces, and the formation of
islands, have occurred at epochs separated by
long spaces of time

j
and we may reasonably

expect that in the more ancient districts, the
results of evolution would be more marked and
diverse than in comparatively recentformations.
By changes of surface, too, districts become
isolated, and we meet with distinct botanical
regions, each of which has its own vegetation,
the limits of which are most decided when the
districts are separated by the ocean, mountain
chains, sandy deserts, salt plains, or inland
seas. Such districts have been aptly described
as “ foci of families and genera, some of which
are found nowhere else, and some of which
are common to other districts.” The isolated
varieties, we may suppose, are those produced
by evolution due to local circumstances

;
those

which are common to other districts are proofs
of the connexion hich formerly existed. There
are few subjects, certainly, more interesting or
more worthy of attention than that to wMch
these observations have been devoted.

XIX.

The Eeign op Queen Maey T.
{continued).

The darkest period of the reign of Mary
extends from the beginning of 1655 to the

queen’s death in 1558. It is the
period of the Marian persecution,

written in letters of blood in the
'

annals of the English nation. Nearly three

hundred victims, men, women, and children,

were burnt as heretics, chiefly for denying the

real presence of the Saviour in the sacrament.

Thousands were imprisoned, fined, and punished
in various other ways, for offences against the
Romish Church. The justices of the peace were
commanded to search out heretics. Bishops
were reprimanded for neglecting to punish
offenders. Among the chief victims of this

persecution were Rogers, a prebendary of St.

Paul’s
;

Hooper, bishop of Gloucester, who
suffered the extremity of torture with a cheer-

ful fortitude remarkable even in those days of

heroism
;
Philpot, archdeacon of Westminster

;

Ferrar, bishop of St. David’s
;
Latimer, the

venerable ex-bishop of Worcester, “ old Father
Latimer,” as his friends affectionately called

him, and his companion Ridley, bishop of

London, who died gloriously together at Oxford,
on the spot marked out to all future times by
the Martyr’s Memorial.
But foremost and chief among the victims of

those evil days of persecution was the Arch-
bishop Cranmer. The character of Cranmer had
not been blameless. He had indeed, in conjunc-
tion with Ridley, forwarded the

great work of the Reformation in Cranmer ; his
_

- persecution and
death.

England
;
but he had, throughout

his career, shown culpable weak-
ness and vacillation. He frequently temporized
and weakly consented to measures of which he
secretly disapproved. He was utterly unable to

stand up against the peremptory despotism of

Henry VIII.
;
he allowed himself to be per-

suaded by the dying Edward VI. to acquiesce

in the wretched intrigue of the unscrupulous
Dudley for the alienation of the crown from
the rightful heir

;
and alternately cajoled and

threatened by his enemies, under the govern-
ment of Mary, he had thought to purchase life at

the expense of honour by signing a recantation,

in which he renounced Protestantism. Had his

enemies left him in his disgrace, to end his

life in imprisonment or exile, the fame of

Cranmer would have been gone for ever. But
their malignity would be content with nothing
short of his death

;
and on the day on which

they brought him out in front of Balliol College

to die, he had a noble opportunity of restoring

himself to the good opinion of his countrymem
and of vindicating the cause he had in his

weakness betrayed. And in the supreme hour
of his fate, when that which was mortal was
about to put on immortality, the scales dropped
from his eyes, and the clouds of fear that had
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darkened that weak, but not wicked heart,

melted away. A humane Catholic, present at

the execution, has left us a touching record of

the words spoken by the condemned man to

those who had assembled to see him die. The
following are given as Cranmer’s own words :

—

“^‘Now,’ said he, ‘ I am come to the great thing

that troubleth my conscience more than any
other thing that I ever said or did in my life

—

and that is, the setting abroad of writings con-

trary to the truth ;
which here now I renounce

and refuse as things written with my hand
contrary to the truth which I thought in my
heart, and writ for fear of death, and to save

my life if might be. . . . And forasmuch as

my hand offended in writing contrary to my
heart, my hand, when I come to the fire, shall

first be burned.’” The narrator concludes the

account with the remarkable words :
“ His

death much grieved every man : his friends

A war had broken out between France and
Spain, and in 1657 Philip came to England
to demand assistance in his

enterprise, plainly announcing
to Mary that if his pleasure England, iSl.
were not done in this matter

’

he should come to England no more. But the '

parliament, the Council, and Cardinal Pole
himself, were all vehemently set against un-
dertaking a war to please Philip, and thus
making England subservient to the policy of

Spain. A foolish enterprise of a refugee, Thomas
Stafford, to surprise Scarborough, was used by
the queen as a pretext for declaring war against

the king of France, and an army of 10,000

men was sent across the Channel. The result

was the loss of Calais, captured by the Duke of

Guise, January 7, 1558. This great misfortune
was followed by an event that threatened
further dangers to England—the close alliance,

SCAT?rOHOT7GH.

for love, his enemies for pity
;

strangers for

a common kind of humanity, whereby we are
bound one to another.”
And the candle lighted in England by the

steadfast sufferers was never extinguished. It

Protestant been the aim of Gardiner
zeal and and his colleagues to strike the

steadfastness, people with terror by the sight of

the foremost among the Protestants suffering

an agonizing death. The effect was the reverse

;

admiration for those who sealed their faith

with their blood, joyfully bearing witness to

the last of the truth that was within them,
mingled with deep indignation against their

persecutors, and an ever-increasing hatred of

the government under which such things could
be, and of the Church that used such means for

asserting its supremacy. The cause of pro-

testantism was never secure in England until

the people learned to connect the idea of popery
with the fires of Smithfield.

namely, of Scotland and France, cemented by
the marriage of the young queen Mary of Scot-

land with the dauphin, in April of the same
year. The successes of the English at Coquet
in Brittany, and at Gravelines, were trivial in

proportion to the loss and disgrace involved in

the surrender of Calais.

The health of Mary gradually declined
through the year 1558. She suffered much from
dropsy, and suffered deeply in

mind from the neglect of her ,

husband, who appeared utterly 1553 .

regardless of her, and even left

most of her letters unanswered. She was aware
also of the hatred of her subjects

;
and the

consciousness of failure in the great object of

her life tended to irritate and depress her.

An intermittent fever wasted her strength for

some months
;
and at length, in November.

1558, her joyless life and gloomy reign came to

an end. Her friend and adviser. Eeginald
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Pole, who had long suffered from a disease

similar to hers, died on the following day at

the age of fifty-nine. Mary had completed her
forty-second year.

Philip II. of Spain, and his Times.

As the Emperor Charles V. was the most
prominent figure on the stage of European

history during the first half of the

rfPuS'p
sixteeath century, so the gloomy

n., 1556-1598 .
presence of his son Philip II.

pervades the second half of that
period. The prevailing feature of his long reign

is^ reaction—a settled enmity to progress,

enlightenment, and independence. The aim
and purpose of the rule of the cold, suspicious,

bigoted king may be summed up under three
heads : the increase of his personal power, the
utter extirpation of Protestantism, and the
destruction of all popular freedom. To compass
this he alienated the affections of his family
and of his people, exposed his vast

dominions to many and great dan-
gers, and undermined the founda-
tion on which the edifice of

national prosperity had been built

up by the wisdom and policy of

his ancestors. From the day on
which he received from the hand
of his weary, heartsick father, the

magnificent inheritance on which
the sun never set, until the time
when, after forty-two years of

harshness and tyranny, his bones
were deposited in the church of

the vast palace he had built, he
never wavered in his policy. “ He
would rather cease to reign, than
reign over unbelievers,” he openly
declared

;
and unbelievers were,

in his eyes, all who hesitated to

to yield unquestioning and un-
reasoning obedience to every
behest of the Komish Church. He
did not, like Charles V., see the

necessity of compromise. He
would never have signed a treaty

of Augsburg
;
he could make no

sacrifices for the sake of concord and peace.

He descended at length, “ unwept, unhonoured
and unsung,” into the vault of

Arbitrary Escurial
;
and his name was

govemmen
. with the curses of nations,

who remembered the armies and fleets he
had sent forth to do battle, not with foreign

enemies, but with his Protestant subjects, the
rich provinces he had converted into deserts,

the thriving towns whose citizens he had
decimated, and the tremendous burden of debt
which his costly wars and a system of govern-
ment based on bribery left, to weigh upon the
nation. During a great part of the reign of

Philip the appearance of outward prosperity

was maintained in the kingdom. The Spanish
armies were the best drilled troops, the Spanish
fleets comprised the most formidable vessels

;

the riches of Mexico, Peru and the Indies were
still poured into the treasury of Spain. But
all was false and hollow. The State was as “ a
goodly apple, rotten at the core ;” the root of

MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS

the plant was diseased and shrivelled up, while
the leaves and blossoms yet appeared to flourish.

The result of the wise measures of former rulers

was still visible in Spain in the reign of Philip,

in outward splendour and power
;

it was not
until the next century that the effects of

his policy were fully seen. No country in

Europe ever presented such a contrast within a

century as that exhibited by Spain at the close

of the reigh of Philip II., and Spain a century
later. At the first of these periods, the Spanish
power was acknowledged to be
most formidable in Europe. In-

vasion from Spain was the danger

^

that united conflicting sects and opposite in-

terests into one common resistance, that had
boxind together Protestant and Catholic in

England in opposition to the Armada. The
disciplined strength of Spain was a standing
terror to the German Empire, and to conciliate

the Spanish government was the first care of

the papacy. But before the end
of the next century all this power
and magnificence had passedaway,
leaving only a name and a memory.
Bankrupt in finances, bankrupt in

fame, Spain had become a byword
among the nations—the people
impoverished, the national spirit

broken, the governments of Europe
quarrelling for the distribution of

the spoil of the Spanish monarchy,
the ministers of rival kings in-

triguing and endeavouring to out-

manoeuvre each other around the
deathbed of the last of Philip’s

descendants, the unhappy Charles
II., whose vast empire they had
already divided by a partition

treaty before the king was dead.
History presents no more im-
pressive instance of the miserable
effects of that tyranny which, at

the cost of a nation’s life, builds

up an edifice that, like the pro-

phet’s gourd, may perish in a
night.

XIX.

Greatest Common Measure.

Having now explained those elementary
operations of Arithmetic on which all others

are founded—namely. Addition, Subtraction,

Multiplication, and Division—and having also

shown their application to those concrete quan-
tities with which we have most often to deal,

we shall now return to Abstract arithmetic

once more.
We have hitherto dealt only with whole or

“integer” numbers, i.e. unbroken units. We
shall presently have to consider broken units,

or “fractions.” But before we can do so satis-
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factorily we must prepare ourselves by master-
ing some other rules and arithmetical facts.

Greatest Common Measure.

A Measure of a Number is any number which
will divide it without remainder. Thus 6 is a
measure of 42, and also of 60 and of 72, and so

on.

Every factor of a composite number is a
measure of it.

Thus 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 are all measures of 24.

The reason for calling such a number a
“measure” is this: Suppose I have a three-

pint measure—a jug, for instance—with which I

want to measure how much water a certain can
contains. Now, if the can contains an exact
number of times three pints, I can measure it

exactly with the three-pint measure : for in-

stance, if it contains, say 30 pints, it contains
the jug-full exactly 10 times.

But, if the can does not contain an exact
number of times 3 pints : suppose, for instance,

it holds 32 pints, there will be 2 pints remaining
over after taking away the jug-full 10 times

;

and we cannot with our three-pint measure tell

how much remains over. Therefore, we say 3

measures 30, but not 32.

A Common Measure of two or more numbers
is any number which will measure them each.

Thus 4 is a common measure of 16 and 24,

because it divides each of them without re-

mainder
;
5 is a common measure of 15, 20, 35,

etc.

Two numbers may have several common
measures

—

e.g., the numbers 24 and 36 have 2,

3, 4, 6, and 12 as common measures.
The Greatest Common Pleasure* of two or

more numbers is the greatest number which
will divide each of them without remainder.
Thus 12 is the greatest common measure of 24
and 36.

To find the G. C.M. of two numbers.
Kule ;

—

Divide the less by the greater.

If there be a remainder, divide the first

divisor by it.

If there be again a remainder, divide the
second divisor by it (the second re-

mainder).
Continue this process till there is no re-

mainder.
The last divisor will be the G.C.M. of the
two original numbers.f

This rule will be best understood by observing
its application to an example.
Example.—Find the G.C.M. of 1815 and

847.

We divide the lesser

number 847 into the
greater. The first re-

mainder is 121. Then
we divide this into the
foianer divisor 847, and
since 121 goes exactly,

it is the G.C.M.
If it did not go exactly there would be a re-

* For shortness, the “ Greatest Common Measure”
is generally abbreviated into “ G.C.M.”

+ The proof ofthis rule will be found in ‘‘ De Morgan’s
Arithmetic,” but it is long, and not very clear.

847)1815(2
1694

121)847(7
847

Ans. 121.

mainder, and the next step would be to divide
this remainder into the divisor 121.

To find the G.C.M. of three or more given
numbers.

Rule.—Find the G.C.M. of any two of the
given numbers by the above rule. Then find
the G.C.M. of this number and the third of the
given numbers. Then that of this last G.C.M.
and the next number, and so on. The last

G.C.M. will be that of all the given numbers.
Example.—Find the G.C.M. of 2730, 3432,

and 65.

2730)3432(1
2730

702)2730(3
2106

We first find

the G.C.M. of

2730 and 3432
to be 78. Then
we find the
G.C.M. of 78
and 65 to be 13.

Hence 13 is

the G.C.M. of

the three given
numbers.

Note.—Reason for this rule :

—

The G.C.M. of the 1st and 2nd number
contains all prime factors common to them,
and no others ; therefore the prime factors

common to the 1st, 2nd and 3rd numbers are
the same as those common to the 3rd and the
G.C.M. of the 1st and 2nd. In fact, the G.C.M.
of the 1st and 2nd stands in place of the num-
bers themselves.

These rules will enable us always to find the
G. C. M. of any given numbers. In many cases,

however, when the given numbers are small, it

is easy to see by inspection what the G.C.M. is,

and thus to save ourselves much work.
For instance, the G.C.M. of 6, 9, 12, is evi-

dently 3. That of 15, 25, and 35 is 5.

In finding G.C.M. ’s by inspection, it will help
us if we remember that since every factor of a
number is a measure of the number, the pro-
duct of any common factors of two numbers
must be a common measure

;
and if we find all

the prime factors that are common to both
numbers, their product must be the greatest
common measure.

Thus, to find the G.C.M. of 12, 15, 21, 33.

Split them into their prime factors. They
become 3 X 2 x 2, 3 X 5, 3 X 7, 3 X 11. Here
3 is the only factor common to all the numbers,
.-. it is the G.C.M.
Again, to find the G.C.M. of 21, 105, 126, 147.

These, when split into prime factors, are 3x7,
3x7x5, 3x7x2x 3, 3x7x7. And we
see that 3 and 7 are the only factors common
to all

;
.-. 3 X 7 is the G.C.M.

The easiest way to split a given number into
its prime factors is the following :—Divide it

by the smallest number which will measure it.

Divide the quotient again by the smallest

number which will measure it, and so on
;
the

624)702(1
624

78)624(8
624

65)78(1
65

13)65(5
65
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whole series of divisors and the last quotient

are the prime factors requii-ed.

Example.—Find all the prime factors of 180.

The first division shows us that

180 = 2 X 90.

The second division shows us that

90 = 2 X 45, .-. 180 = 2 X 2 X 45.

The third division shows us that

45 = 3 X 15, 180 = 2 X 2 X 3 X
15.

The foiu’th division shows us that

15 = 3 X 5, 180 = 2 X 2 X 3 X 3
^ X 5.

It is evident that the divisors are factors
;

but since they are the smallest divisors possible,

they must be xjrime factors.

2)180

2)

90

3)

45

3)15

XIX.

IMPORTAXT Discoveeies {continued).

On the 28th of August, 1789, Sir William
Herschel directed his largest telescope to the
planet Saturn, which was then in a position so

that its belt appeared like a narrow line. He
saw no less than six stars in a straight line in

the plane of the ring. He at once suspected
that they might all be satellites. He watched
them attentively, and soon saw that they were
all moving with the planet; so that his surmise
was correct and they were all satellites. Now,
as Saturn was only known to have five satellites,

one of these must be new. Further observa-
tions proved that the smallest and innermost
satellite, or the one nearest the planet, was new.

It is now called Enceladus, and
New satellites revolves round the planet in 33

hours. Continuing his observa-
tions of this new satellite, on the 17th of

September his attention was directed to another
still smaller than Enceladus, and still closer to
the planet. It is now named Mimas, and
revolves round the planet in 22-| hours.
Enceladus was seen by several of his con-
temporaries; but Mimas was so close to the
planet, and so faint, that many years elapsed
before another telescope was constructed that
would show it.

By means of his powerful telescopes Sir

William Herschel was enabled to make many
important contributions to as-

stoS^overed.
tfonomy- Up to 1780 only two
score or so double stars were

known; but in 1782 Herschel communicated a
paper to the Royal Society containing a list of

269 double stars, nearly all of which had been
discovered by himself. In 1785 he communi-
cated another list containing observations of
400 or 500 more.
Astronomers fix the positions of double stars

by measuring what are called their distance
and position angle. These will be understood
from the figure (fig. 56), where there is shown the

principal star A, with three smaller stars, a, i, c,

around it. It is what is called a double star,

though, as we see, really a quadruple star
; but

every star which has one or more companions
is said to be a double star. The distance in
seconds of arc between the star A and a is said

to be the distance of the star
;
and the direc-

tion of the star a from A is said to be its posi~
tion angle. These position angles are shown
on the outer ring, and we see that a has Oi. posi-

tion angle of 226°. In the same manner h is

said to have a position angle of 80°, and c one
of 320°. The arrow marks the apparent path
of the stars from E. to W., and N. E. S. W. show
the position of these parts of the heavens, the
star being supposed to be seen in an astro-

nomical telescope, which makes everything look
upside down, so that the N. is at the bottom and
the S. at the top. Now, Herschel determined
the places of all his double stars, fixing their

distances and position angles.

In 1767, Mitchel, an enthusiastic amateur
astronomer, advanced the view that some of

these double stars were really systems of stars,

like our sun and planets, and not, as had been
commonly supposed, merely two stars which
accidentally appeared close to each other. In
1 784 he strongly urged this point, and suggested
that if his view were correct, some of these double
stars would be seen to be moving round each
other. Most astronomers thought that this

view was fanciful, and little attention was paid
to it. In 1803, however, Herschel, in a com-
munication to the Royal Society, pointed out
that his observations entirely confirmed this

theory; and by comparing his

observation made in 1782-4

with those made subsequently, ^

he showed that some of the smaller stars were
actually moving round the larger. From his

observations he found that the small star in

7 Leonis would revolve round the larger in

1,200 years, and in d Serpentis the period of

revolution was 375 years.

This was a remarkable discovery, and showed
astronomers that there existed other systems
of bodies in close connection beside the solar

system. It seemed, however, certain that these

double stars were not suns and planets, but

systems with double, triple, and quadruple
suns.

Herschel also pointed out that the stars

showed many variations in colour
;
most of

them were white, some were
yellow, and others were reddish,

®tars.

These variations had long been known
;
but

Herschel showed that there were red stars, blue

stars, green stars, and purple stars. In fact,

one double star discovered by him had one star

blue and the other green, another pair were
blue and orange, etc., etc.

We have already mentioned that astronomers
in the seventeenth century had detected some
variable stars in the heavens. During the latter

part of the eighteenth century Goodricke, Her-
schel, and others detected a considerable number
more. Thus/3 Per.sei was found to vary in bright-

ness in a very short time from the 2nd to the
4th magnitude. According to Goodricke it

appeared a star of the 2nd magnitude for 2
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days 13 hours, then in 3 5 hours fell in bright-
ness to the 4th magnitude, and then slowly
rose again to the 2nd magnitude

;
the entire

change occupying only 2 days 21 hours. Again,
the star /3 Lyrae was found to vary between
the 3rd and 5th magnitude in about 6^ days.
The origin of these variations still remains
unknown.

In 1755 Lacaille communicated to the Paris
Academy of Science a catalogue of forty-four
nebulae he had observed when at the Cape of
Good Hope. Some of these appeared like

nebulae only when they were seen in small
telescopes and with a low power, but when
more powerful optical means
were employed they were
seen to be clusters of very
small stars. Others always
appeared like nebulous
patches of light, even in the
most powerful telescopes that
he had with him. Later, in

1771, and again in 1784.
Messier, a French astronomer,
published a catalogue of ne-
bulae observed by him. The
complete list consisted of 103 nebulae, most of

which were new. To this day
many of the principal nebulae are
designated by the number in this

catalogue
;
thus the great nebula in Andro-

meda, discovered by Marius, is known as 31
Messier or 31 M. Andromeda, and another
equally c ;le-

^

brated nebula in ^

Lyrae, known as

the ring or an-
nular nebula, be-

cause it resembles
a nebulous ring,

is called 57 M.
Lyrae. All these
nebulae were
easily visible in ,

small telescopes

of four or five

inches aperture.

In 1784-6 Sir

William Herschel
turned his power-
ful instrument on
the heavens, and
began to search
for new nebulae.

He met with great
success, for many

fact, it gradually became the opinion of astro-
nomers that all nebulae were merely clusters of
stars, so enormously far off that the separate
stars could not be seen, so that they appeared
like faint spots of light.

From a very early period it had been noticed
that in their distance from the sun the planets
followed a very regular order. Suppose the
mean distance of the earth from the sun to be
taken as 10

,
then the distance of the different

members of the solar system will be given by
the first column of figures of the following
table :

—

Actual
distances.

Calculated
distances. Diff.

Mercury 3‘9 4=4 —0-1
Venus .

7 ’2 7=4+3x2. + 0-2

Earth . lO’O 10=4+3x2' +0-0
Mars . 15 '2 16=4+3x2" -0-8— 28=4+3x2"
Jupiter 52'0 52=4+3x2' +0-0
Saturn . 95'4 100=4+3x2" —4-6
Uranus 191 ‘8 196=4+3x2" —4-2
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Some nebulae
clusters of stars.

nebulae too faint to be seen with less powerful
telescopes were very conspicuous in his magni-
ficent instruments. In 1786 he sent the Eoyal
Society a first List of 1,000 new nebulae and

clusters resembling nebulae when
seen with smaller instruments.

In 1789 this was followed by a
second list of a similar number

;
and in 1802

he forwarded a third list of five hundred more.
Many of the nebulae which Halley, Messier, and
others had been unable to see otherwise than
as faint patches of nebulous light, were re-

solved by his powerful instrument into gor-
geous clusters of thousands of faint stars. In

In the year 1772 a German
FIG. 55 .

astronomer. Bode, drew at-

tention to a very curious law,

which seemed to connect together the distances

of the planets of the solar system. This law is

shown in the second column of figures in the

preceding table, and it will be seen it closely

agrees with the real distances of all the planets

which were then known except
Saturn, for Uranus had not been

discovered at this

period. Even in

;—^ the case of Sa-

turn it only dif-

fered by less than
one-twentieth
part. This law is

commonly known
as Bode’s law,

and is a very
curious arithme-
tical coincidence.
It will be noticed
that one of the

terms in this law,

the term between
Mars and Jupiter,

is not represented

by any planet in

the solar system

;

and to render the

coincidence com-
plete, it would be

necessary to suppose that here was the place of

a missing planet.

This curious law of Bode’s, and the remark-
able gap in the system of planets which it

seemed to indicate, made a considerable im-
pression on German astronomers, and led to a
good deal of speculation. Was it, or was it not,

probable that there was really a gap in the
system of planets of the solar system between
Mars and Jupiter ? Was there really a planet
missing? While many of the older astrono-

mers were incredulous, many of the younger
astronomers were deeply impressed with the
view that there really ought to be another
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member of the solar system between Mars and
Jupiter. In 1781 the discoveryof Uranus gave

an opportunity of further testing this law of

Bode’s
;
and in 1783 it was found by Laplace

that the mean distance of Uranus agreed closely

with the law of Bode, thus materially strength-

ening in an
une X p e cted

manner this

curious law.

The younger
and more
enthusiastic
astronomers
were now convinced that a new planet pro-

bably existed in the gap between Mars and
Jupiter, where the place of a planet was indi-

cated by Bode’s remarkable law. Later on,

when many of them were in a position to

initiate series of observations for themselves,

De Zach, one of their number, succeeded in

establishing
an associa-

t i o n of
twenty - four
astrono mers,

who under-
t o o k t o
search the
heavens for

this supposed
mi s sing
member of

the solar
system. For
this purpose the zodiac was divided into twenty-
four narrow belts or zones, and each astro-

nomer undertook the examination of one of

these zones with the view of detecting this

missing planet.

If there really were a missing planet, what
must be its probable nature ? It could not be
large, or it

would shine

so brightly

that it would
have been
long dis-
covered.
Thus, sup-

posing the
planet to be
in the place

indicated by
Bode’s law, it

would ap-
proach the
earth within
one hundred
and sixty
million
miles, whilst

Mars came
within a third of this distance.

Probable nature would seem to move in the
0 new p ane

. j^gg^ygj^g ^j^g pg^^g about a
quarter of a degree per day, and revolve round
the sun once in about five years. If, then,

the planet were as large as Mars—that is,

about 4000 miles in diameter—it would under

favourable conditions shine like a third magni-
tude star, or be nearly half as bright as Saturn.
But astronomers knew that a planet as bright
as even a fifth magnitude star,moving as quickly
as this, could not have escaped being detected
long before then, so that the missing planet

could not
shine much
brighter
than a sixth

magnitude
star. The
m i s s i n g
planet could

not therefore be more than a fourth of the dia-

meter of Mars. A planet of this size would
have a real diameter of 1000 miles, or only one-
eighth of the real size of the moon, and appear
under the most favourable condition as a round
disc about 2" of arc in diameter. With the
telescopes in the possession of nearly all

astronomers,
a planet of

this size
could not in

appearance
be distin-
guished from
a star, except
by its daily

motion of, on
an average,

nearly a
quarter of a
degree. To

detect, then, this missing planet, if it really

existed, it would be necessary to examine and
determine the place of every star of less than
the fifth magnitude on separate days, and see

if any qf them had moved. Now, there are
several thousand stars between the fifth and
seventh magnitudes which would have to be

examined, so

that the
work under-
taken by the

society of
twenty - four

astrono mers,
organized by
D e Zach,
was one of

some length.

Towards the
very end of

the last cen-

tury the
society com-
menced theii

observations;

eachmember
undertaking
to thoroughly

examine some particular portion of the zodiac.

For some time no result was to be expected,
as it would be necessary for each observer
to become thoroughly familiar with the region
assigned to him. It was not, therefore, likely that
any discovery would be made for at least a year*

* Not inverted as in a telescope.
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FIG. 57.--POSITION OF THE TWO STARS OF y VIRGINIS.*
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riG. 58.—POSITION OF THE TWO STARS OF CASTOR.*
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XVIII.

The Common Things of Harmony.

—

Chords.

We entitle this chapter “ the common things
of harmony ” because we do not propose to do

more than speak of the broad
^ outlines of the subject. Modern

^ harmony—it is of no use to dis-

guise the fact—is a complex thing. The
unceasing efforts of composers to provide new
delights for the ear have enlarged enormously
the number of combinations of notes

;
and on

the heels of the composers tread the rule
makers, wdth their hoards of definitions,

maxims and exceptions.

The ambition of intelligent students to learn
harmony is natural and right. It is cmpha-

tically the secret of music, the
hidden source revealed only to

^

patient search and reflection. On
hearing a sweet movement of chords every
reflecting person wants to know the rules by
which the combination is made, and it is this
question that is answered by a study of the laws
of harmony.
Harmony is entirely a matter of key-relation-

ship. Whatever instrument the composer
.

wTites for, he has to consider

^^shi
compass and most effective

® region; but the rules which govern
the combination of notes depend upon their

jdace in the key. Hence we shall find the
Sol-fa initials a most convenient shorthand for

speaking of chords.

The method of studying harmony which vdll

here be adopted is experimental. Harmony is

.
often taught as a mere manipu-

The rigM method luting of notes, which the student
° ® is taught to move like a set of

chess-men. We, on the contrary, shall appeal
at every new point first to the ear, and after-

wards to those signs and names which repre-

sent and recall what the ear has heard.

Pianofortes and harmoniums are now so com-
mon that we may safely assume that the
reader has access to one, and has the means at

hand of getting these simple phrases played to

him.

KEY F. S

m
d

Let these combinations of notes be played
deliberately, with a pause between each, and
repeated until the ear can distinguish the three

tones of which each is composed. Then let

the following be played and studied :

—

\

What is the difference between these two
sets of examples? Does not the second set
sound clouded and rather harsh,

while the first set is more bright Experimental

and clear ? Let us determine
chords,

the reason for this. Count the semitones
between the notes of the first series of examples,
and we shall find, counting from the bottom,
that from the first note to the second (say d to
m) is four semitones, and from the second to the
third (say m to s) is three semitones. How
look at the second series, and we shall find that
the opposite is the case, the semitones counting
three and four respectively. In other words,
here is a major third* (four semitones) at the
base of the first set of combinations, and a
minor third (three semitones) at the base of
the second set. Both combinations are called in
harmony consonant chords, common chords, or
triads, but the first are called major chords
and the second minor chords, because of the
position of their lowest third.

These chords are the foundation of harmony.
Let us analyse them. Listen first to the thirds
of which they are partly made :

—

Xotice the sweet, honied effect of these thirds.
Pick out the major from the minor thirds, and
notice that they are the purer and sweeter of the
two. Now listen to the fifths which the lowest
and highest notes of each chord form ;

—

9:_-— —r—
1

-:
9

dr
• 9

^i./ ^ ^ ^ ? 4
1

1 r i

1 f- i
1r r

I

s;mll;f| r:s|f:m i

1

d : li
I

r : tJ : d
|

t^ : 1^ |(

The effect of this is hard and hollow (and
very ugly), but nevertheless it is firm. Bare
fifths (without the sweetening of

the third) are almost forbidden
in harmony. They are allowed
only under strict limitations. The ear prefers

a union of sweetness with strength such as the

perfect chord supplies. The effect of thirds

and fifths may be further compared by listening

*In counting any interval in music all the notes
forming it are reckoned. Thus d to m is a third {d r
m), d to s is a fifth {d r m fs), and d to i is a seventh
(d r mfs 1 1).
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to the following, which are allowed in har-

hiony :

—

r-^ ^
4EX—

2

—

^

# ir
— -H -W~\ r 1

|:ni|r :m) — ;f|ni :f

< ; d
I

Sj : d
I

— :r
|

li : r

The student must now impress upon his

mind the idea of a chord with its three con-
stituent notes. The lowest note is called the
root, because from it the chord springs. The
next is a third, and the highest is the fifth.

When the notes stand in their closest order
(as in the examples at the beginning of the

chapter) the chord is said to be
™ in its root position. In this

position the chord alw'ays consists

of two “ thirds,” one above the other. The
chord takes its name from its root. Thus the
first series of chords given above are named
after doh, fah, soh, me and doli respectively

;

w^hile the second set are named after ray and
lah. We shall use capital initials, thus, D, F,

S, M, D, E, L, in speaking of chords, in order

to show that we are not speaking merely of

the sol-fa notes of which they are composed,
but of the combination of which the initial is

the root.

Notice next that at whatever distances the
constituent notes of a chord may be arranged,
it is still, for purposes of harmony, the same
chord. See examples marked a.

d
I

li ::si d :r
1

m
St : Si

I
“ii;: S( li :ti| d

m : r
I

d d :s
1

s

( :d d '

: Si
I \ :mi^ It :si

1
di

Notice the firm grand effect of the chords in

their root position. Name the chords according
to the plan just described

;
say which con-

stituents are doubled
;
and find the case in

which a constituent is omitted. Listen now to

the second line :

—

j-r_!—I—I—-,

s r
F4—

'

—

-cs
1— 1

—

~r~~ 49 h- d

, :m m :

1

m
1

r : d f :

i

m
1

r

:d d : d [ti : d d ::d
1

ti

:s s : s
1

s :; m 1 ;; s
1

s

i ; d d ; di
1
Si : fi : di

1
Si

Again name the chords, and say which
constituents are doubled in each. Eepeat the

two lines, and say from memory
as you listen the root of each. Cental effects

Try to associate a mental effect
o c or s,

or character with each chord. It will be found
that the chords bear the same general character
as their roots

;
thus D is firm, S is bright and

clear, F is sombre and terrible, L is plaintive.

Learn to recognise each chord when you hear
it among others.

The examples marked & show how the con-

stituents of a chord may be repeated, or

doubled. This, again, does not
Kulesfor change the chord, though it

modifies its effect. The rules for

doubling are—double the root in preference to

the fifth
; and the fifth in preference to the

third. The third, indeed, can only be doubled

under strict limitations. The fifth may also be

oDiitted. Listen now to the first line of the

Old Hundredth tune ;

—

XVI.

SECONDAEY OE MESOZOIC.

THE TRIAS AND EH.®TIC OR PENARTH BEDS,

It has already been explained that the division

of geological periods into Palceozoic, Mesozoic.,

and Cainozoic is pm-ely arbitrary
;
and the same

may be said of the equivalent divisions into

'primary, secondary, and tertiary. There is no
reason whatever to suppose that there was any
break in the continuity of life on
the globe or any general catas- °

trophe at the close of the paleo-

zoic period, and the commencement of wdiat

for convenience of classification we call the

secondary or mesozoic period. There must,

however, have been considerable changes in

the physical geography of what we now know
as Europe when the Permian strata had been
deposited—and the Triassic strata, with their

minerals and fossils, are partial and incom-

plete records of those changes.
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In this country the Trias is separated into

two groups only—the Keupcr and
Diviswnsofthe Bunter

;

the lower of these

(the Bunter) consisting of red

sandstones and pebble beds, the Keuper. being

composed of red marls (with rock salt, gypsum,

etc.), sandstones and conglomerates. The
breccia of the Mendips and the conglomerate

of Alderley Edge in Cheshire belong to the

lower part of the Keuper series, while the

salt interstratified with the marls of the upper

beds is largely worked in Cheshire and Wor-
cestershire.

The MuscheUialTi of Germany, which is

entirely unrepresented in Great Britain,

comes between the Keuper and
Muschelkalk not and we have then, in
represented m

(igsgen(jing order, the Keuper,
rea ri

. j^jaggjjgjj^alk, and Bunter sand-

stone, forming the threefold group which gave
rise to the name of Trias. The Muschelkalk is,

generally speaking, a compact limestone in its

upper division, which averages in thickness

about three hundred feet, and consists in its

lower division of alternations of “ limestones,

dolomite, marl and gypsum, or anhydrite and
rock salt.

”

On reference to a geological map it will be
seen that the Triassic strata occur as far south

as Devonshire, and north as far
Extent of the

g^g Carlisle on the western and
Durham on the eastern side of

country.
Pennine chain. They also

occupy considerable space in the midland
counties, with an average thickness of about
two thousand feet. In Cheshire and south
Lancashire the thickness is greater. The salt

worked in these districts is probably attribut-

able to the former existence of either inland
salt lakes or lagoons communicating with the
ocean, the evaporation of which it is considered
might have given origin to such deposits. In
Ireland the Keuper marls and the Bunter sand-
stone are represented only in county Antrim.
In Scotland some of the yellow sandstones of
Elgin, formerly regarded as belonging to the
Old Red Sandstone, have been recently referred
to the Trias, mainly because of the occurrence
of reptilian remains which appear to indicate
a later date.

Above the Keuper or Upper Trias a series of

beds occur, of no great thickness, but of con-
siderable interest, and generally
known as the Rhaetic or Penarth
beds. The first name has been

bestowed upon them because they represent
more fully developed strata occurring in a
similar relation to the Triassic strata of the
Rhsetian Alps of Bavaria. The designation
“ Penarth beds ” was given by the officers of

the Geological Survey, in consequence of their

occurrence at Penarth, near Cardiff. They
are divisible in descending order into “White
Lias,” “ Black Shales,” and “ Grey Marls,”
making together on the average a thickness
of about fifty feet. The White Lias are beds
of limestone of a cream colour, sometimes so

pure and compact that its use has been sug-

gested as a substitute for the lithographic
stone now imported from Germany. The Blach

Rhaetic or
Penarth beds.

Shales which lie below these are most remark-
able as containing a “bone bed,” with large

quantities of bones, teeth, scales, coprolites,

etc., of fish. Under these are the Grey Marls,
reaching down to the top of the Keuper beds,

where these last occur, and otherwise lying

unconformably upon the older rocks.

These Penarth (or Rhaetic) beds have been
at various times included with the Lias above
and the Trias below

;
but they_, . ,

are essentially and unmistakably^
®

passage beds belonging as much to one as to

the other, and therefore fitly included with
neither, but kept separate as in our classifica-

tion. They appear to mark, in this country at

all events, a change in the relation of sea and
land. Probably the whole country, except the
high land, gradually sank until the ocean rolled

over the area formerly occupied by inland seas

or lakes, in which the Bunter and Keuper beds
had been accumulating. This is the interpre-

tation of the facts given by the best authorities,

and there is no good reason that we know
of for doubting their conclusions

;
and it is

rendered more probable from the fact that

wherever the Lias has been found to overlie

Triassic strata, the Penarth beds have been
seen to occur between. They are represented

in the north of Ireland, in the neighbourhood
of Belfast.

The Triassic rocks of Great Britain are not

rich in organic remains. In the Lower Trias

(Bunter), numerous footprints of cheirotheria

(labyrinthodonts) have been metwith, and bones
and teeth of dinosaurian reptiles _ .

(Thecodontosaurus and Palseo-

saurus) have been found in the Dolomitic con-
glomerate of Bristol. The Upper Trias has
yielded teeth of the oldest known mammal, the
Microlestes, which is supposed to have been
marsupial, and possibly like the Myrmecobius.
or banded ant-eater of New South Wales

;
from

the same division have been obtained remains
of two reptiles belonging to the order Lacer-
tilia, designated respectively Rhyncosaurus and
Hyperodarpedon

;
spines and teeth of fish

;
and

a small bivalved crustacean (Estheria minuta).
Trunks of silicified trees, some of them of

large size, and all coniferous, have been found
in the Bunter, near Coventry.

If the Penarth beds are included with the
Trias the list will be greatly enlarged, as

the fossils they contain are both numerous
and important. They have supplied a tooth

of the Hypsiprymnopsis, which like the Micro-
lestes is believed to have been marsupial, and
amongst the reptilian remains several species

of plesiosauri and ichthyosauri occur. The
fish teeth include those of Ceratodus, the several

species of which are represented by the curious

mudfish, discovered a few years ago, and named
Ceratodus Fosteri. Other fish remains belong-

ing to the genera Acrodus, Hybodus, Gyrolepis,

and Saurichthys occur in great abundance.
The most common shell is the Avicula contorta.

The fauna of the Trias is much better re-

presented on the Continent than
.

in the British Islands. Strata of

Upper Triassic age at Hallstadt,
Continent,

on the northern flanks of the Austrian Alps,
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and at St. Cassian on their southern slopes,

have yielded a great variety of marine shells,

etc., and taken together they form a group
peculiarly intermediate in character between
those of the older and newer formations. The
Muschelkalk also abounds in fossil shells, the

most characteristic of which are the Ceratites

nodosm, a cephalopod allied to the ammonites,
and the Gervilla socialis, a bivalve which occurs

in great numbers—as also does an encrinite

known as Encrinns Uliformis. Eeptilian life is

very largely represented throughout the Triassic

strata of Germany, and remains of many
species have been
described and
figured. Foot-
prints, presumably
of birds and rep-

tiles, have been
found in strata of

the same formation
in the valley of the
Connecticut river,

in the United
States

;
teeth of a small mammal, the Dro-

matherium, which, like Microlestes, was pro-

bably a marsupial, have also been discovered

there In Germany, Microlestes teeth have
been obtained from the Keuper.
The flora of the Trias consists of equisetace-

F1 ra
plants, ferns, cycads, conifers,

and some doubtful monocotyle-
dons. Cycads are especially numerous.

‘•It is worthy of

notice,” says Prof.

Ramsay, “that the
fruit tree districts

of Great Britain

lie chiefly upon red
rocks, sometimes
of the Old and
sometimes of the
New Red series.

The counties of

Devonshire, Plere-

fordshire, and Glou-
cestershire, with
their numerous
orchards, cele-
brated for cider

and pen-y, lie in

great part on these

form ations. . . .

Again, in Scotland
the plain called the

Carse of Gowrie,
lying between the
Sidlaw Hills and the Firth of Tay, stretches

over a tract of Old Red Sandstone, and is

famous for its apples.” In connection with
this subject it may be remarked that the fer-

tility of soils has no relation to the chrono-
logical succession of the strata of the earth’s

crust : thus igneous rocks produce a naturally

fertile soil
;
metamorphic or transition rocks

furnish one of poor quality; while to the vast

mass of the secondary group of deposits belong
some of the richest tracts in Great Britain,

though numerous members of the same group
supply barren and ungrateful soils.

VOL. I.

ENCEINUS LILIFORMIS.

CERATITES NOROSUS.

WHAT AM I PIT POE?
II.

It may be said even of the more common
liandicrafts that they call upon the same organs
of sense and faculties of mind as form the

means and support
of the higher
achievements of

human study and
effort. There is not
only the heavy
manual work re-

quiring muscular
strength, but the
fine manual work
requiring delicate

manipulation, for which the fingers must not

only be trained to nimbleness and delicacy of

touch, but must have a natural formation to

their ends. The railway signalman who can-

not distinguish the red and blue lights is a

palpable blunder
;
and the shopman of haber-

dashery who, far from being colour-blind,

only lacks indeed a fine perception of colour,

will have so much less value and satis-

faction in his
place — while he
would probably
make a much worse
florist or painter.

There are few
handicrafts in
which a quick esti-

mate of weight,
measure and quan-
tity are not of much
utility

;
and in all

requiring any de-

gree of finish, the

mind must guide
the hand if there is

to be good work-
manship. In con-
structive trades

—

such as building,

carpentry, tool or

machine -making,
and the like—there

is scope, on the
part of the workman, for the exercise of the

same reasoning powers which go to make a
great architect, engineer, or mathematician.
The first simple labours of man lead up by

minute gradations to the highest combinations
of all faculty; and in proportion as faculty is

developed in the workman at any stage, the

greater will be the excellence and the possi-

bility of rising to higher faculty. Youths, even
of the working class, therefore, will find it

important to discover where their particular
strength is, for there must b^ some branch of

handicraft where that particular strength is

39
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of essential value, just as where the want of it

may be a bar to proficiency.

Many choose an apprenticeship without due
consideration, only to have to break it oflE in

haste or repent at leisure. An agriculturist

—the first occupation of civilised man—has

special need of more varied faculty, or com-
bination of faculties, than probably devolves

on any person pursuing a more strictly sub-

divided branch of industry. In the proper care

of his live stock—his horses, cows, sheep, and
other animals—he must have a little at least

of the physician in him, the careful nourisher,

the skilful warder-off of disease. In his crops,

seeds, and manures, and judgment of soil, he
must be observant of the laws of nature, and
to that extent be a man of science. He also

requires to be a good marketer. He has much,
relatively speaking, to buy and sell, and must
have the shrewdness of obtaining value for

value in the shifting tides of value, which forms
the special function of the great merchant. In
the regulation of his ditches and fences, and
the utilising of his watercourses, there is room
in him even for a large spice of the civil

engineer. And the more the varied skill

required from a farmer percolates among his

workmen and labourers, the more will both they
and he be benefited.

The choice of middle-class youths, apart from
agriculture and the various Government ser-

vices, which are a sort of fixtures, is chiefly

between Commerce and the Learned Profes-

sions. If it were to be asked—the element of fit-

ness being neutral, that is to say, the youth being
fairly well qualified for either—on wliich of these

diverging streams it was more eligible to em-
bark, one would certainly say the learned pro-

fession. It has not only a higher social standing,

just because, among other reasons probably, it

is more directly social in its ministration, but
its future is more secm’e of reward in all

modest competence and general respect than
the gaudy lures of merchandise, with its fierce

passions of gain, gnawing envies, and deep
hazards, usually afford. A professional man,
whether doctor of medicine, lawyer, or clergy-
man, if ordinarily moral and ordinarily capable,
can seldom or never be without money-earning
power, never without a welcome or without a
hand and brain to help in society, and so never
be a castaway. A banki'upt “ merchant prince

”

is not only a frequent phenomenon, but is

the most pitiable of all objects under the sun,
unless towards the close he may have turned
rogue, and decamped to some savage shore with
ample spoil to support a life of utter desolation.
But it has to be remarked of the professions

that they offer but a limited field of employ-
ment—might soon be overstocked—and in this
respect are not to be compared with the great
and increasing trade and commerce of the
world. The mercantile life will continue of
necessity to absorb a great number of young
men who may be well fitted mentally, and
constitutionally, for a learned profession.
Nevertheless it is still open to a large number
to consider wisely beforehand the qualifications
requisite for commercial business, and for the
several professions, in a distinctive point of

view. A merchant needs large stores of infor-

mation, cannot have too intimate knowledge
of living languages

;
and should be master of

some special studies, such as figures, finance,

and the laws of exchange, which are so much a
science in themselves that they are held by
some to embrace the whole of what is properly
political economy. The merchant in his

business is essentially a man of the world, and
he requires the active powers, the keen and
observing spirit of that character, together with
habits of the strictest punctuality and method
in his own affairs. He is brought into much
contact with knaveries, with errors of account,
and the constant strife of pecuniary interests

—though not more, one would say, than the
learned profession of the law entails. A lawyer
requires closer study, and more intellectual

subtlety and force, than a merchant
;

but
both alike have to encounter that hard and
sharp dealing of the world which is radically

repugnant to some minds, and in which conse-

quently such minds not only find little pleasure,

but are apt to become too weak for the place.

Medicine and divinity, on the other hand, have
a more quiet and inner relation to the world,

and are more consistent with absorption in

interesting and elevating studies, and with a
certain reserve and aloofness of manner which
are congenial to some temperaments.
To excel in art, science, or literature, requires

such inborn faculty, or that somewhat unde-
fined essence called “ genius,” as to be almost
excluded from the minds of young persons as a
means of living or distinction. One cannot
be so sure that genius is some special attribute

given only to a few, or contains anything,
indeed, that is not common to most men save

in some happy proportion, as to discourage any
aspiration or any inspiration. What we observe
of genius is, that it is either wonderfully sponta-
neous, or emerges slowly out of an enormous
amount of labour and application

;
and these

are just the matters for consideration when
one is speaking of the choice of a profession.

It is absurd to say that any one can choose
to be a genius in art, science, or literature. If

a man be possessed from early youth v\dth

faculty or the combination of faculty necessary
to produce the highest excellence or genius, it

j

will soon possess Jmn, and will draw him I

through any amount of diflSculty, penury, or
;

toil towards its fulfilment. He will have no ;

choice in the matter. In the lives of nearly all ii

great painters, and men of science or letters, i

this fact is strikingly inscribed. Hence it is {

that genius so often springs up in the most un-
expected quarters. Maclise, Faraday, and Hugh
Miller are examples, in the three departments,

;

how strong natural tendency works upward to
'

high attainment irrespective of profession, or
thinking of it as a profession; just as the world t

has come to recognize genius in Smith of Banff,
i

and Dick of Thurso, though the one never
^

ceased to be a shoemaker, or the other to be a
|

baker. Wordsworth records of himself that he
was petulant, wayw^ard, even destructive, when
a boy, and anything but diligent in the routine
studies of the schools; and when his uncle sent
him to Cambridge, that good patron was dis-
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gusted by his neglect of mathematics and his

failure to take any honour. In short, Words-
worth’s love of nature, and the poetic spirit it

engendered, were working strongly in him from
his boyhood, and poetry became his lifelong

occupation. Yet he could never have made a

living by it, nor, save for repeated windfalls of

legacy, could he have been protected even from
pecuniary stress by all those precious works
which have shed a halo round his name, and
will be a paradise of delight to thousands of

readers for ages to come. Genius in painting

when once established is very lucrative, but
a report of the E.A's., who superintend the

students at the Academy, as to their several

chances of success, would probably not be very
flattering to many who take to high art as a

profession.

These remarks might be misunderstood were
it not added that round the base of each
of the three great pillars of Art, Science, and
Literature, are assembled a mass of artistic,

scientiflc. and literary industries, which afford

an eligible and extending fleld of remunerative
occupation, all the more satisfactory and in-

spiring, since it forms a safe stepping-stone to

high genius in the several departments, w'here

such a rare possibility is found to exist. Nor
can this brief paper better conclude than by
noting in general how closely all branches of

human work are linked together, and how ever}--

industry, from its manual operations upwards,
engages the rational faculties, imbibes at every
stage more of science and invention, and de-

velops larger powers, till it flowers into art

itself, and becomes associated with the highest
efforts of intellect. It is a pleasant thought
for the industrious and the ambitious that
though, from stern necessity and the hardness
of fortune, they may have to begin at the very
bottom of the ladder, and though their energies
may at flrst be expended in mere mechanical
operations, a glorious future lies before them,
and they may see themselves in advance
masters of their calling and devoting their
powers to the noblest uses.

XVII.

Ornamental Hands.—Writing as an
Occupation.—The Progress of Writing.

The flrst word or words in engrossed docu-
ments are frequently written in German Text

r T f P- ^89), of larger size than
erman ex

. general characters, and with
the initial capital flourished more or less. This
kind of writing, although presenting a for-

midable appearance on a superficial examina-
tion, is really very easy, its characteristic
strokes being but few, and these susceptible
of ready analysis. In German text, as in the

hand last spoken of, the circle plays a con-

spicuous part. Not only are the capitals C, G, O,

Q and T formed mainly upon it, but it enters

largely into most of the other letters. A heavy
double curve, not unlike the “ line of beauty,”

is fundamental in the D, E, F, H, I, K, L, V,

W and Y, and a smaller curve of the same kind
enters into the composition of the capitals A, B,

C, E, G, H, K, L, M, N, 0, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V.

W and Y. A double stroke not unlike what
printers term a “ brace” (j) forms an integral

portion of B, K, R and Q. These details may
be practised both separately and in combina-
tion. Particular attention should be paid to

the gradual increase and tapering of the heavy
strokes. They should swell out and lessen by
soft and imperceptible gradations. In the
small letters a main point to be attended to is

the lozenge-shaped bottoms of the h, k, m, n, w
and y

;

and the diagonal ending of the f, ])

and y. The former is perhaps the most difii-

cult combination stroke in German text, and can
only be gained by practice. The latter occurs in

many letters, and must end sharply and well

defined. It must be cut square at once, to use
the phrase of an old writing-master, without
“ spurs or after-daubings.” The radical letters

of German text are the i, o, I, n and v. The
thickness of the perpendicular stroke should
equal one-sixth the height of an n. The width
of the n and o is the same, and about one-thii’d

the height. The length of an I equals one n
and a half.

The light diagonal strokes at top of the
etc., and at bottom of the c, e, ?/, etc.,

which are called “ serifs,” should be carefully

yet decidedly struck, as much of the beauty of

this hand depends upon their regularity of

length, equality of slope, and crispness of exe-
cution. The letters must be also kept precisely

perpendicular to the line (real or imaginary)
on which the writing runs. For German text
a quill pen is far the best. The slit should be
short, the nib cut square, and as wide as the
downstrokes of the letters. It is very cus-

tomary to surround the capitals of this kind
of chirography with various circular flourishes.

Our space does not permit the inclusion of

these, and as they are entirely a matter of

fancy, each writer can add them for himself

ad libitum, taking care not to overstep the
limits of good taste.

At fig. 30, p. 589, we gave the capitals and
small letters of another hand, which is even
more entirely relegated to the
region of ornamental writing than English.

German text. This is the description of
writing known usually as Old English, but
termed by antiquaries and printers “ black
letter,” or simply “ black.” This form is the
lineal descendant of the earlier Gothic cha-
racters, and came into use about the middle
of the fourteenth century. The Old English
capital alphabet is much more difficult both to

analyse and execute than that of German text,

although the practice of the latter enables the
penman to form the characters of the former
with less difficulty.

In this hand also the circle forms the basis

of several capitals : for instance, C, E, G, 0, Q,
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T, U, and W. The element of the double curve
is also present, as in the B, D, H, I, L, N, etc.,

but it is a less flowing curve than that employed
in the German text. Vertical downstrokes
abound in these capitals, and care must be
taken that they are kept exactly perpendicular

to the line of writing. Regularity in the small

spurs on the left hand of the letters is essential,

and the same remark applies to the serifs and
the light upright and curved strokes which All

in the capitals. The small letters do not call

for any notice. They have some general re-

semblance to those of the last hand, but are

characterised by greater squareness. The
radical letters are held to be o, i, n, I, and a.

The thickness of the down-
strokes may be from one-

flfth to one-fourth the
height of n. The I is one
and a half times the height
of n. All the hair-strokes

and serifs must be parallel

to each other, and at an
angle of 45° with the lines

on which the letters are

written. All strokes should
end sharply and crisply,

and no flourishes be used
about the capitals. A
quill with a broad nib and short slit is best for

Old English. The nib should be cut slanting,

so that the side nearest the thumb is the
longest, as this shape enables the flnish of the
upward curve and the oblique upstroke essen-

tial to some of the letters to be more readily

struck,

No kind of pen is equal for ornamental
writing to that made from a good sound quill.

The following instructions as to making and
mending quill pens wdll prove therefore valu-

able to any of our readers who
Quill-Pen jjave much recourse to them,
making. They are taken from Dean’s old-

fashioned bntex-
cellent book :

—
“ Choose a pen •

knife of a thin,

sharp, and strong
edge

;
choose a

round, hard, and
clear quill, which
hold in the left

hand, between
the foreflnger and
thumb. Cut the end, and then scoop the
quill

;
after which rest it on the end of the

middle or foreflnger, with the bosom down-
wards. The blade of the knife should issue
from the right hand quickly to the back with-
out the least inclination to either side, or
enter the knife a little way into the back, then
turning the knife with the end of the handle
raised up (or with the end of a quill, or that
end that was previously cut off the quill,

placed upon the point of the knife), suddenly
give the slit its intended length, taking care at
the same time to hold the thumb firmly on
the back of the quill, at the distance from the
end where you wish the slit to reach. Enter
the knife the quill’s breadth above the slit, and

slice it off to the end, after which draw it to a
point by cutting a piece fr’om each of the sides
or shoulders, alternately. The knife should be
so turned as to make the sides of the upper
part of the pen broader than the inner part, in
the act of cutting. After having brought it to
a fine point, place the inside of the nib on the
nail of the thumb, and enter the knife at the
extremity of the nib, and cut it through a
little sloping

;
then cut off the nib by letting

the penknife fall directly down. The nib is

sometimes rounded, but ought to be touched
with the knife as little as possible. Any
trimmings or fine cuts cause a roughness and
spoil it. The nib may be strengthened by the

shortness of it, and the
breadth of the cheeks.
That part of the pen next
the middle finger when
writing ought to be a small
matter longer and broader
than the other, as the hair-

strokes should be made
vNuth the right corner of

the pen. Tlie pen proper
for writing large text
should be m^ade of a
tolerably strong quill, and
be rather soft than other-

\wse. The slit should be long, that it may
write free

;
a hard pen always writes stiffly

and tires the hand. The point of the pen
ought to vary 'VN’ith respect to breadth, in pro-

portion to the full stroke of the writing for

which it is designed. The above description
of the pen answers for most of the different

hands, except the black or print hands, which
are written with a pen the point of which is

exactly even. The running, round, and current
are written with a pen of longer scoop and
more slenderly shaped. The Italian hand is

written with a pen of a more delicate shape
than either of the others, in order to shade

the letters pro-
perly.

“A pen made
of a good goose-
quill requires
little or no scrap-

ing until it is two-
thirds cut up

;

neither do the
inferior kind,
unless in splitting

a kind of gander’s teeth are obseiwed. A pen
should be mended as seldom as possible, for

a new pen always -wTites stiffly, and conse-
quently slowly. Scraping much off the back of

the quill wastes the most elastic part of it, and
renders the pen feeble. The shoulder of a pen
should be made high to carry a quantity of ink,

and if a large quill, at a considerable distance
fr’om the point, to give it a greater degree of

elasticity. The scoop may be either long or
short. The making a pen is in general con-
sidered as a thing of no great importance

;

although it contributes much to the neatness
and beauty of writing for the writer to be able
to make a pen, as it will be best suited to his

1 hand.”

FIG. 31.—QVILL
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Writing as
an

occupation.

We give on opposite page some sketches illus-

trating the process. The quill with its semi-

lunar end and cradle-piece is shown at A
;
the

slit at B
;
the quill with shoulder-pieces removed

at C, and the complete pen at D. Of course

in executing ornamefital writing with steel

pens the shape of nib has to be considered.

Writing pursued as a means of livelihood,

whether in the study, counting-house, or law-
stationers’ office, may fairly be reckoned a
tolerably healthy occupation. It is, indeed,

open to the same objections that

may be urged against any other
sedentary employment, but be-

yond this it appears to have no
special drawback. Of course every one who is

compelled to pass long hours at the desk should
exercise common sense with regard to such
matters as assuming a natural and easy posture,

securing sufficient

light, etc. The
first is very im-
portant, as a
cramped, stooping
position long re-

tained is sure to

prejudicially affect

either the lungs,

digestive organs, or

brain,—perhaps all

three. An upright
posture is as easy
as a lolling or
stooping one, and
if assumed at first

will soon become
habitual. The legs

snould be easily

extended and rest

against a foot-

board. Where
practicable it is

wen to stand at

intervals. The
light should be
good, coming, if

possible, over the
left shoulder. In-

tense white walls
are pernicious by
their glare, and all

means which give a preponderance of blue rays
during artificial lighting are beneficial. The
practice of writing is by no means necessarily
injurious to the sight. Mr. Grant says :

“ That
there is nothing unhealthy in the process
itself is evident from the testimony of an
eminent law-stationer, that out of a hundred
and twenty copyists on his establishment only
three wear spectacles

;
and one case only of

sickness occurred in his writers’ club during a
whole year, which case arose from an accident.”
Some persons after continuous writing are

subject to a singular species of spasmodic
action in the thumb and fore and middle fin-

Writer's Cramp.
This local irritability, which

^
IS known as '^vVnter s Cramp,

or sometimes as “ Scrivener’s Palsy,” induces
a peculiar jerky movement of these parts,

causing the pen to dart up and down on the

FIG. 33. -ANCIENT COMPASSES, ETC.

paper, producing a curious entangled scrawl.

This affection seems to have something in com-
mon with what is known by compositors as
“ wrist-drop,” and arises, probably, from over-

exertion of certain muscles. “ The more,” says

Romberg, “the patient persists in his attempt,

the more the difficulty of using his pen in-

creases
;

and to the visible and sensible

contraction of the muscles of the thumb,
contractions of the fore-arm, and even of the

upper arm, are often superadded. Abnormal
sensations, especially of a sense of weight and
constriction of the hand, or of pain extending
from the upper arm to the back, are occasionally

present. It is diagnostic of these attacks that

they are instantly arrested when the individual
ceases writing

;
and that the hand is capable of

every other combination of movements and
exertions.”* Romberg goes on to say that the

treatment usually

^1
adopted has in-

variably proved
futile

;
although,

singularly enough,
he contradicts this

by instancing cases
in which sub-
cutaneous division

of the muscles
effected a cure.

But although
Stromeyer appears
to have succeeded
in an operation
of this description,

Dieffenbach per-

formed several
without any good
result. In the
Surgical Experi-
ences of Mr. Solly

some instances are
given where com-
plete relinquishing

of writing for a
considerable
period, combined
with careful
auxil iary treat-

ment, proved very
beneficial.

The direction in which writing is made to

progress has varied considerably at various
periods and with different nations.

.
To us

inhabitants of Western Europe it seems, of

course, the most natural thing in

the world that we should com- Direction of

mence at the top left-hand edge writiii&'

of our paper and progress across the page to

the right, and so on until the bottom of the

sheet is reached. But other folks think, or

have thought, very differently. The Chinaman,
Japanese, or Mongol writes in columns, com-
mencing at the top right-hand side of the page,

writing down to the bottom, and then beginning
a second column on the left hand of the first.

The picture-writing of the Mexicans began at

the bottom. Egyptian hieroglyphics had no
determinate direction, so far as has been de-

* “ The Nervous Diseases of Man,” vol. i., p. 320.
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cided, but their hieratic and demotic characters

were written from left to right, as with our-

selves, although the separate letters were
formed from right to left. The ancient Phoeni-

cians apparently wrote from right to left, and
in this they have been followed by the Semitic
tongues, such as Hebrew and Arabic. In such
cases the title-page of a book is, of course, at

what we call the end. The Etruscans and
early Hellenes seem also to have adopted this

plan. The latter, however, after a time modi-
fied it in such manner that, beginning at the right

hand for the first line, the second line ran back
(or from left to right), the third as the first, and
so on alternately. This was called fiovarpotpedov

{honstrophedon), or like ox-ploughing. Later on
the Greeks wrote from left to right only, as did
also the Romans. This plan is said to have been
introduced in Greece by a certain Pronapides
of Athens, who is, however, probably mythical,

i

Despite the cumbrous or immovable character
of most of the objects and substances upon
which the ancients executed their writing, there

is no reason to believe that this inconvenience
doomed the lower orders to ignorance. We are

apt to imagine that the printing-press is the sole

effect-instrument by which the wit and wisdom
of man may be transmitted to his fellows. This
assumption is, however, perfectly gratuitous. In a
wealthy country the pen of the transcriber can
do very much. Such was the case, for example,
at Rome in her palmy days. The ability to

read was almost universal amongst freemen.
Considerable interest attaches to the history

of the art of writing, and the introduction of

the various materials and accessories, especially

as from the Greek and Latiii names of the
latter are derived almost all our terms relating

to books and literature. Very
Ancient writing

diversified were the media which
maten s.

earlier periods of human
history have been employed to transmit to

posterity the deeds of kings and conquerors, or

have served the less enduring tasks of every-

day needs and friendly intercourse. In the

earliest periods man had to be content with
such durable and fixed records as he could

laboriously chip on the face of the solid block,

or paint in bright hues on palace or temple
walls. It is obvious, liow^ever, that the utility

of such immovable chronicles was confined.

Something more portable was required. Thin
slabs of stone, incised with alphabet characters,

would to some extent meet the difficulty, and
such we may suppose the tables of the Moral
Law given to the children of Israel to have
been. Clay tablets, whose yielding surfaces had
been stamped with cuneiform inscriptions, and
subsequently passed through an oven, formed,
as we now know, the principal books of the
ancient Assyrians. Pliny has noted that the

Babylonians adopted a similar expedient in

consigning their astronomical observations to

stamped bricks. But even these were not well

suited to become media of ordinary communi-
cation. Thin wooden boards, the leaves and
bark of trees, plates of lead or bronze, tablets of

ivory, or of thin hard wood coated with wax, and
laminae of horn or talc, were other expedients
of limited utility and questionable success.

XVIL
Formation of Feminine in Substantives.

Practical Application.

1. VOCABULARY IX.

A COMPREHENSIVE list, exclusive of technical
terms, of nouns which are masculine in one sense
and feminine in another :

—

MASCULIXE. FEMININE.

aide. male assistant

:

f I. assistance

;

( 2. female assistant.
cartouche, a carved scroll : a cartridge.
claque. a crush hat

:

a slap.
cache, a coach

:

1. a sow; 2. a notch.
crepe. crape

:

a pancake.
critique. a critic

:

criticism.

enseigns. a standard-bearer

:

f 1. a standard
;

( 2. a sign-board.
espace. space

:

a lead (in printing)

.

finale.
( last piece in an j last syllable of a
i opera

:

( word.
fourhe. deceiver

:

deceit.
garde. keeper, guardsman

:

guard, watching.

givre. rime :
( a serpent (in

( heraldry).

ffrefie. clerk’s office

:

a graft.
guide. a guide : a rein.

laque. lac (a sort of resin) :
i

litre. a liquid measure

:

a hatchment.

Here, a book :
-j

1 I, a pound;
' 2. a franc.

manche. „ f 1. a sleeve;
a handle:

| 2. a strait.

maneeuvre. a workman

:

a manoeuvre.
mdmoire. an account:

(l.m°thod: ]

- 2. a mood in gram-
( mar or music : J

memory.

1

mode. 1- fashion.

moul^. a mould

:

a mussel.
mousse a cabin-boy : 1. moss

;
2. froth..

office. an office, a charge : a larder.
page. a page or attendant

:

a page of a book.
pantomime,

,
a mute actor : a dumb show.

parallele. a comparison : a parallel line.

pendule. a pendulum : a timepiece.

periode.

1' an indefinite termor "j

•s period— highest
( point : J

in all other mean-
1

ings.

pique. f a spade, in card- ( I. a pike;

( playing

:

i 2. a grudge.

(
I. a stove : '1

)

poele. •< 2. a funeral-pall, or h a frying-pan.

( a wedding canopy: J
1

paste. a post, position : -j

f a post for letters,

i
etc.

pourpre. j purple, spotted fe- j 1. purple-dye ;

1 ver : j
2. regal dignity.

pupille. award(masc. or fern.)

(

: the pupil of the eye.
' I. a shed

;

remise. a hired carriage : •< 2. delay
;

.
3. discount.

solde.
(the balance of an)
( account : j

pay for soldiers.

somme. sleep : a sum.
souris. a smile : a mouse.
statuaire. a sculptor :

1 1. the act of moving)
statuary.

tour. •< round, a turn
;

>• a tower.
( 2. a turner’s lathe

: )

triomphe. a triumph : a trump-card.
trompette. a trmnpeter : a trumpet.
vase. a vase : mud, slime.
voile. a veil : a sail.
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2. Conjugation of the Indicative Mood
(simple tenses) of a regular verb in er.

Parler, to speak.

Fresent,

je parle, I speak

tu paries, thou speakest

il parle, he speaks

nous parlons, we speak

vous parlez, you speak

ils parlent, they speak

Perfect Definite.

je parlai, I spoke

tu parlas, thou spokest

il parla, he spoke

nous parlames, ice spoke

vous parlates, you spoke

ils parlerent, they spoke

(the) mistress dine out (^en viUe')
;
Mr. and

Mrs. N. will dine at home (a la maison). 16.

The prince and princess did not dance at the
duchess’s house. 17. The tigress jumped upon
(fur) a poor negro-woman. 18. The druids
and druidesses were cutting the mistletoe

(^w,.m.). 19. The girl was not singing; the

husband did not grumble; the wife coughs.

20. Adolphus marries Julia at the end (^jin, f.)

of the third (troisieme) volume (m.).

Imperfect. Future Absolute.

je parlais, I was speaking je parlerai, I shall speak

tu parlais, thou wast „ tu parleras, thou wilt „
il parlaitj Ae teas „ il parlera, ,,

nous parlions, wewere ,, nousparlerons,wesAaZZ ,,

vous parliez,yoM were ,, vous parlerez, you will ,,

ils parlaient, theyicere „ ils parleront, they will „

Points to be observed.—1. In parler, pari is the root,

which is never affected by conjugation
;
what follows

pari, are the terminations which are modified accord-

ing to mood, tense, number, and person, but these
terminations are identical in all verbs in er. 2. The
present\indicative also means I am speaking

;

the imperfect

also means I used to speak; the perfect definite also

means I did speak; but the future absolute merely
indicating futurity, all special idea of will must be dis-

connected with the French future tense (I will speak
= je veux parler). Obligation, however, may be
rendered by it : thou shalt not steal = tu ne deroberas

point.

3. List of verbs
parkr :

penser, to think
marcher, to walk
arriver, to arrive
devorer, to devour
folatrer, to play
travailler, to work
trouver, to find
porter, to wear

to be conjugated like

diner, to dine
sauter, to jump
couper, to cut
danser, to dance
chanter, to sing
murmurer, to grumble
tousser, to cough
epouser, to marry.

EXERCISE XXVII.

1. Thou wilt think; he thought; we were
thinking*; they think. 2. We speak; we do
notf speak

;
are we speaking ? are we not speak-

ing? 3. The guardsman walks well {hieri)\

the guard is arriving. 4. A standard-bearer
was walking behind {derriere) the trumpeter.
6. The mouse will devour the corn (hie, m.)

;

the cabin-boy devours a huge {enorme)X pan-
cake. 6. A sweet (doux) smile was playing
on her lips {sur ses levres). 7. The sculptor
is not working in his studio {atelier, m.)
to - day {aujourd'lmi). 8. Ancient {antique)
statuary found (imp.) its models more easily

(^ses modeles plus facilement') than modern
{'moderne)X statuary. 9. A Spanish-lady wears
darkj {somhre) colours (fouleur, f.). 10. An
English-lady was wearing light {clair)X colours.

11. The widow will wear (the) mourning
(deuil, m.). 12. The widowers are wearing
crape at their hats. 13. The marshal’s -wife

was (imp.) a Roman-lady of good family
{famille, f.). 14. A she-wolf was the nurse of

Romulus and Remus. 15. The master and

* Let the student notice once for all that compound
tenses with etre and the present participle do not
exist in French

; never say nous etions pensant; this is

a common error on the part of beginners.
t For the negation and interrogation in all verbs,

follow the rules given for avoir and etre.

t These adjectives are placed after the noun.

EXERCISE XXVIII.

1. The perfection of a time-piece is not
(f.)

to go fast, but to be well regulated. 2. The
d’aller vite d’ regie

pendulum, invented by Galileo, was improved
invente par Galilee ameliore

by Huygens. 3. Deceit is the game of small
(see 3, p. 3) jeu (m.)

minds. 4. A young girl cannot have a better
dme (f.) ne pent de

guide than her mother. 5. To drive life with
que Mener vie (f.) a

long reins (to live fast) means to lavish
grand e'est prodiguer

without prudence one’s fortune, one’s health.
sans retenue sa (f.) sante {i.)

6. One calls finale an operatic * piece which
appelle d'opera morceau (m.) qui

ends an act. 7. The last syllable of a word
terminer acte {m.) dernier syllabe {!.) mot{m..)

is long or short. 8. Some gilt-edged* books;
bref (see 6, p. 74) dore snr tranche

many bound* books and stitched* books. 9.

(see 4, p. 141) relie broche

Cherries are sold (one sells cherries) by the
vend cerises (f.) a

pound. 10. One often reckons the annual *

^ souvent ^ evaluer annuel

income of a person in livres : he has three
revenu (m. )

personne (f
. ) en

hundred thousand livres of income. (The)
cent mille rente

livre stands for (the) franc. 11. One says of
signijier (m.) dit

a handsome * and well-shaped * person, that
beau bien fait

he (she) has been (is) shaped in the mould.
fait a

12. The mussel is the poor man's oyster. 13.

pauvretjon.. s.) huUre {i.,h mute)
He eats oysters raw and mussels cooked

;
he

manger cru cuit

is right. 14. In the near* forests, the thick*
(see 2, p. 196) prochain foret (f.) epais

and green * moss abounds at the foot of the
vert abonder a pied (m.)

oaks. 16. The soldier must not leave his post.
chene (m.) soldat doit quitter

16. The post, says Voltaire, is the consolation
dit (f.)

of life
;
he might have added that f it is also

ourait pu ajouter qu'

the plague of it. 17. A lateen* sail is a sail

tourment (m. )en I latin

of triangular * shape. 18. The novices wear
triangulaire figure (f.)

the white * veil
;
the nuns wear the black * veil.

blanc professes noir

* The adjectives in these instances are placed after

the noun.
t According as it replaces a masc. or fern, noun, you

take il or elle.

t Place en before the verb.
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XIX.

The Last Great Assyrian King.—Con-
quest OF Egypt (continuc(T).

Assur-bani-pal was the monarch who, under
the name of Sardanapalus, was made so pic-

turesque and famous by Ctesias,
The Sardana- romancing Greek historian,

’’^Greeks -Sardanapalus, the flower-

crowned voluptuary, the hero of

Byron’s drama, who, with the beautiful

Myrrha, perished on a funeral pile when
Nineveh was captured. Ctesias confused the
annals of this great reign with those relating

to the two later kings of Assyria
;
and his

version was accepted as authentic history till

the strange cuneiform inscriptions hidden in

the mounds on the banks of the Tigris revealed

their secret.

A recent writer says :
“ Assur-bani-pal was

the grand monarque of ancient Assyria. The
empire on his accession was at the height of

its glory and magnitude
;
the treasure and

products of the world flowed into Nineveh,
and its name was feared from the frontiers of

India to the shores of the yEgean.” The latest

addition to the vast empire, however—Egypt
—was charged witli the elements of disturb-

ance. Tirhakah, the Ethiopian king of Egypt,
driven beyond Thebes by Esarhaddon, took
advantage of the return of that monarch to his

own dominions to make an endeavour to recover

his possessions. He summoned
Second invasion scattered adherents, and by

®
‘ energetic exertion raised a strong

force, with which he advanced upon Thebes,

which soon surrendered to him, the inhabit-

ants probably eagerly Avelcoming his arrival,

and assisting him to drive the invaders from the
famous city. From Thebes Tirhakah advanced
rapidly down the valley of the Nile to

Memphis. Some of the Egyptian governors of

the towns were driven out ;
others forgot, no

doubt, their promises of fidelity to Esarhaddon
;

and the Assyrian garrisons in the more im-
portant towns were unable to check the progress

of the Egyptian king. Memphis was reached
and captured, and there Tirhakah fixed his

headquarters and held his court. The news of

the revolt speedily reached Nineveh, and King
Assur-bani-pal placed himself at the head of

a large army, and marched through Syria and
by way of the Mediterranean coast to Egypt,
receiving on his route tribute and renewed
promises of submission from the kings of

Palestine and Cyprus, who seem to have been
at all times ready enough to do homage when
the powerful xAssyrian kings were near at hand,
but rather more ready to break their promises
when there seemed to be a chance of doing so

with impunity.
The Egyptian frontier was crossed, and the

Assyrian found himself confronted by a strong

Egyptian force, posted near a city named

Kar-banit. A battle resulted in the defeat of
the Egyptian general, and the retreat of
Tirhakah from Memphis, which w^as occupied
by Assur-bani-pal. The expelled governors, or
petty kings, as they might be termed, hastened
to join the conqueror. They provided a fleet

of boats, and the Assyrians ascended the Nile.

After a voyage of forty days, Thebes was
reached and taken possession of

;
Tirhakah

having made good his retreat into Ethiopia.
Once more was Egypt divided into govern-
ments, or satrapies; but the garrisons w’ere

stronger than before, and the conditions im-
posed were heavier on the people.

Tirhakah meanwhile was safe in Ethiopia, the
Assyrians not having been able or not wishing
to pursue him into the unknown country. Some
surprise has been expressed by students of this

great chapterof history that neitherEsarhaddon
norAssur-bani-palshould have advanced beyond
Thebes, but have permitted the Egyptian king
to retreat into Ethiopia, and there make pre-

parations for renewing the wmr at the first

convenient opportunity. The fact that the
cataracts of the Nile, now so familiar to
tourists, are reached not far above Thebes, may
be a sufficient reason why the Assyrians—who
must have depended greatly on boats as a
means of conveyance—did not attempt to

proceed farther.

The Egyptians wi’ithed under the military
severity of the Assyrian governors

;
and some

of the native rulers, who had been appointed
after many protestations of fidelity, formed a
conspiracy, and sent messengers to Tirhakah,
proposing that he should collect an army and
descend the rivei’, while they on their part
would stir up a revolt wffiich would aid his

plan. One of the messengers was captured,
and the plot was revealed. The Assyrian
generals acted with great promptitude, arrested
Necho and Saruladari, two of the leading con-
spirators, and sent them prisoners to Nineveh.
Alarmed by the prospect of a terrible punish-
ment from the Assyrians, some of the cities

broke oiit into premature revolt
;
but it was

soon subdued, the fortifications of the cities

destroyed, and the inhabitants massacred.
There are in the British Museum sculptured
representations of the storming of Egyptian
towns. Assyrian bowmen' are discharging
showers of arrows, warriors are mounting
scaling-ladders, the besieged are falling dead
from the walls, and some are struggling in the

river in vain attempts to escape. Then come
long lines of captives, driven forward by Assy-
rian soldiers, and the number of corpses shows
how fierce was the fighting. Tirhakah w^as

again driven into Ethiopia, and there, weakened
in mind and body, convinced that no hope
remained, he soon afterwards died.

Assur-bani-pal received the prisoners at

Nineveh, and instead of resorting to the usual

cruelty of flaying and impaling, treated them
with kindness. As politic as he was strong,

he probably thought that the most effective

check he could offer to further attempts on the
part of Tirhakah would be the encouragement
to the representatives of the old dynasty which
the Ethiopian kings had displaced. Necho, one
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of the prisoners, was the representative of the

old royal family of Egypt. He had been
degraded by the conquering Ethiopians to the

position of a petty tributary king
;
but he had

great influence over the Egyptian governors.

By supporting his claims, Assur-bani-pal would
gain the goodwill of a large portion of the
people, who were attached to the older dynasty,

and set up a king apparently strong and inde-

pendent, but really a puppet in his hands.

Necho received not only pardon for the part

he had taken in the revolt, but rich gifts
;
and

having done homage to the Assyrian king, he

for the flrst time in favour of the Egyptians.
The Assyrians were, after hard fighting, driven
back to Memphis, where they made a stand
behind the fortifications. Nud-Ammon stormed
the city, and for a brief time was master of the
whole of Egypt, receiving the submission of
the kings who had been so frequently estab-
lished and disestablished, and who exhibited
such a great facility for being, in the v^ords
of Shakspeare, “ever strong upon the stronger
side.”

Assur-bani-pal was not a king who sub-
mitted easily to defeat. An immense army was

RUINS .IT NO-AMirON, OR THEBES.

was sent back to Egypt, accompanied by an
army, to take possession of the dominions of

his father.

Tirhakah was dead, but his nephew and
successor on the throne of Ethiopia, Nud-
Ammon, a brave, enterprising young man, was
little disposed to submit to the assumption of

power by Necho under the aus-
The Assyrians pi^gs of the king of Assyria.

Encouraged by the interpreta-

tion of dreams given liy his astrologers, he
marched to Thebes, where he was warmly
welcotned, and making that city the basis of

his operations, he advanced northwards. The
As.syrian generals endeavoured to oppose his

march : but the result of the encounter was

equipped and sent without delay to the revolted

country. There are conflicting

accounts as to the leading of the ^ terrible

expedition. From one set of

inscriptions it would appear that the king
himself was the commander

;
but according to

others, the force was led by Assyrian generals.

However that might be, it w'as well led, and
so powerful that the new' Egyptian king feared

to encounter it, and retreated rapidly from
Memphis, wfiiich w'as entered in triumph by
the Assyrians. Of course the native chiefs

hasteneci to make submission and to proffer

their services to the conquerors. An advance
to Thebes was then undertaken, and it was
determined by the Assyrian leaders to make a
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terrible example of that city and its people,

who had given so much assistance to the

Ethiopian king and his predecessor Tirhakah.

Thebes was the No, or No-Ammon, of the

Hebrew Scriptures—the city of the sun-god.

The Egyptian name was Ap or
Destraction of the addition of

® the feminine article, Tape, '^diich

being pronounced in the Memphitic dialect

Thaba, was easily converted by the Greeks into

Thebfe. It was reputed to be the oldest city in

the world, though perhaps that claim would not

bear rigid investigation; but itwas certainly one
of the most magnificent of ancient cities, and
Avhen the Assyrians saw it they must have
admitted that Nineveh itself, so spacious and
so splendid, could not excel, if it could equal,

the magnificent Ap, through which, skirted by
])alaces and temples, by obelisks and statues,

the Nile wound in stately flow. On the western
side of the famous river was the great temple
named afterwards by the Greeks Memeph-
theum, with pillars in the oldest Egyptian style

of architecture, and approached by an avenue
a hundred and thirty feet long. Near it was
another temple, the Ramesseum, supposed to

be identical with the Memnonium described
six hundred years afterwards by Strabo, who
corrupted Miamun, the title of Rameses II.,

into Memnon. This noble temple occupied a

series of terraces communicating with each
other by flights of steps. There were pyramidal
towers, spacious courts with pillars and adorned
by sculptures ;

at the foot of the staircase stood

a colossal statue of red granite, the head of

which gravely smiles on us to-day in our British

Museum
;
and near the palace-temple stood two

colossal statues, as they still stand overlooking

the modern desolation, one of which, known to

all as the “ vocal Memnon,” was believed to emit
musical tones when warmed by the beams of

the rising sun (see illustration, p. 585). On a

mound, connected with this palace by a gallery

two hundred and sixty feet long, decorated with
sculptures, stood the most splendid of all the

buildings in the city, the Thothraesium. On the

opposite or eastern bank of the river, now known
as the sites of Luxor and Karnak, were two obe-

lisks of red granite, huge statues of Rameses, and
a magniflcent avenue of colossal sphinxes led to

the great palace-temple, the outer wall of which
was more than a third of a mile long, with
obelisks in one of the open courts, and in the

great hall a sculptured representation of the

great king Thothmes III. making offerings to

his long line of ancestors. An area nearly six

miles in length and three miles in breadth is

now occupied by the fragmentary ruins of the

beautiful royal city, the capital of Upper
Egypt. Drifting sand has half buried the

colossal statues
;
but the upper parts remain

visible, and the traveller now gazes on the

countenances of kings who reigned and con-

quered in the infancy of the world, mar-
vellously preserved by the dry atmosphere of

Egypt—the same faces which the Assyrian
warriors saw when, flushed with victory and
animated by a desire to destroy, they poured
like a flood into the city.

Temples, statues, obelisks and palaces were

defaced. Two of the great obelisks were taken
to Nineveh as trophies of the war—how con-
veyed we know not, but the Egyptian captives
probably knew too well. If they perished by
hundreds in the weary task of dragging the
huge masses of granite over rocks and deserts,

through Phoenicia and Syria, from the Nile to

the Tigris, there were other hundreds to take
their places. Human life was of small account
in the estimation of the Assyrian masters of

the world. The heaped-up treasures of the
city, silver, gold, and precious stones, carved
thrones and couches, horses, elephants, and
monkeys (they are represented on the sculp-

tures), were carried away. The desolation

was complete
;
and that desolation we And

described by the prophet Nahum (iii. 8-10),
when predicting the downfall of Nineveh :

—

“ Art thou better than populous No, that was
situate among the rivers, that had the waters
round about it, whose rampart was the sea, and
her wall was from the sea ? Ethiopia and Egypt
were her strength, and it was infinite. ... Yet
was she carried away

;
she went into captivity

;

her young children also were dashed in pieces

at the top of all the streets, and they cast lots

for her honourable men, and all her great men
were bound in chains.

”

With this terrible suggestion of the massacres

and cruelties perpetrated by the ruthless Assy-

rians, we close this chapter of the history of the

reign of Assur-bani-pal. The revenge of Egypt
was to come.

XTX.
Etymology {continued).

§ 147. Different words for masculine and feminine.

§ 148. Feminine suffix added to masculine.

§ 149. Feminine of foreign nouns.
§ 150. Compounds to denote gender.

§ 151. Neuter nouns personified.

§ 147. Though the inflexions are lost, we have
still several means of expressing gender in nouns.

<7. By a different word for the masculine and
feminine, as

—

Masc. Fern. Masc. Fern.

male female papa mamma
man woman boar sow
father mother bull cow
gaffer gammer steer heifer

brother sister drone bee
imcle aunt ram,

]

wether
J

> ewe
son daughter
bridegroom bride sire dam
husband wife fox vixen
boy girl gander goose

bachelor
j

f
maid,

1 spinster

hound
horse

bitch

mare
wizard witch colt filly

lord lady cock hen
lad lass buck doe

king queen stag hind
nephew

.
niece hart roe

monk nun drake duck

In the first two of the above, we have the
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p.ddition of prefixes. Wif was old English for

:voman (cf. German We'ib. a woman): we have
;t still in house-wife, fish-wife

;
man was a

general term of both genders, a persoyi, and
wif-man= woman was therefore the distinctive.

( TF^ is variously explained
;
Dr. Morris says it

“ originally signified ‘ one carried off.’”)

Gaffer and gammer are shortened from grand-
father and grandmother :

“ Gammer Gurton’s
Needle ” is the title of one of our earliest dramas.
tilre and dam = dame (lady), are from the
French; the latter is now only applied to

animals, but we have the compounds grandsire,
grandam, beldam, and madam.

“ I am thy grandam, Richard.”
King John, Act I., sc. i.

“ And beldames old my feats have told.”

Old Song, Robin Goodfellow.

Of bridegroom the second half comes from
the old Enghsh gnma, later gome, a man.
Husband means the “ master of the house ”

:

lius, house, band, from bonda, part of an old

verb buan, to inhabit, to till ; the bondmen and
husbandmen were those who cultivated the soil.

Witch was formerly of common gender
;
we

now restrict it to the feminine
;

it comes from
0. E. wioce, wicked. Wizard comes through
the 0. French guiscart, a very wise man

;
the

suffix ard \s, found in several other masculine
nouns, intensifying the meaning, as sluggard,

dullard, drunkard, mallard, lennard (the two
last, males of the wild duck and the linnet).

Lady is the real feminine form of lord. O. E.
lildford (lord) was a shortened form of hlaf-

weard = loaf-guardian, of which the feminine
washlaf-weardige, shortened into 0. E. hlcefdige.

This afterwards, like hlaford, became further
contracted into lauerd, and laMie, lauedi.

Vixen is also the real feminine of vox, the
form of fox in the southern dialect : en was a

common termination of feminine nouns in Old
English. Vixen is the only word of the kind
that we have preserved.

In the words liero-ine, margrav-ine, land-

grav-ine we have feminine endings of the same
kind derived from a Teutonic source. Hero, a
Greek word, acquired aTeutonic feminine before
it came to us in the Norman-French

;
we have

adopted the other two words from the German.

§ 148. b. Another sign of gender is that of a
suffix added to the masculine form : we have
ster (0. E.) and ess (0. Fr.), the last the only
one now in living use for words newly formed.
The termination ster is now usually used as

a masculine for some nouns derived from verbs

—as roadster, punster, maltster, whitster, huck-
ster. But originally it was a feminine estre,

(0. E.,) applied to feminine occupations, as

spinster, foster-mother (from food-ster), bax-
ter (bake-ster), brewster. Ess came from the
Latin feminine ix through Norman- French

;

in seam-st-ess and song-st-ess we have the two
endings, the earlier ster and the later ess

added when ster was no longer a certain sign
of the feminine.
Er and or are masculine terminations, the

first derived from Old English, the second from
Latin

;
in adding ess to these the masculine r

is usually retained while the vowel is suppressed.

In a few words, such as duchess, mistress, there
is a change of the root-vowel, or, as in abbess^

a suppression of part of the word. The follow-
ing are examples among others :

—

Masc. Fern. Masc. Fem.

duke duchess priest priestess

master mistress actor actress

abbot abbess benefactor benefactress

baron baroness elector electress

canon canoness emperor empress
count countess enchanter enchantress
deacon deaconess hunter huntress
giant giantess tiger tigress

god goddess negro negress
heir heiress traitor traitress

lion lioness governor governess

Widower and widow (0. E. widuwa, widu-
we). The first of these has retained its mas-
culine termination, while the second has lost

its original feminine ending without gaining
another. Widower is not therefore formed
from widow, as bridegroom is from bride.

§ 149. c. A few foreign nouns (as in the
case of plurals) follow the rule of their original

language in forming a feminine
;
these are

Masc.
hero
landgrave
margrave
testator

executor
administrator
don
signor

sultan

infant

Fern.

heroine (Greek)
landgravine
margravine
testatrix (Lat.)

executrix (Lat.)

administratrix (Lat.)

donna (Ital.)

signora (ItaJ.)

sultana (Arabic)
infanta (Spanish)

§ 150. d. Lastly, compounds are sometimes
made with common nouns and a qualifying

word, either a pronoun or a noun that already
denotes sex. Such are

—

Masc.
man-child
knave-chi Id
man-servant
serving-man
male-bird
milk-man
he-goat
he-ass

cock-sparrow
bull-calf

Fern.

woman-servant
serving-woman
female-bird

milk-maid
she-goat
she-ass

hen-sparrow
cow-caff

The Old English for hoy was cnapa, which by the
change of sharp p into v became knave, meaning boy,
long before the word acquired its present evil signifi-

cation. The knave in a pack of cards is he who is

neither man nor woman but boy. “ And sche bar a
knave-child” is found in Revelations xii. 5, Purvey’s
Bible

;
again, in Wyclif’s Bible : ‘‘What now is this ye

wolden do that the knave children ye wolen kepe?”
(Exod, i. 18.)

§ 151. Neuter nouns are sometimes

fied. (1) Virtues, qualities, sciences, countries,

seasons, etc., in poetry and fiction :

“ When Music, heavenly maid, was young.”

Collins, Ode to the Passions,

“Wisdom crieth without, she uttereth her

voice in the streets.” (Prov. i. 20.)

“ Old year, you must not go 1”

Tennyson, Death of the Old Year.

These of course depend on the fancy of the
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writer, and how far the idea conveyed by sex

accords with the idea personified. (2) The same
tendency has led to the attributing masculine

qualities to the sun, feminine to the moon,

wherein English now follows the Romance
tongues; shij} is also treated as feminine. (3)
^\'orkpeople and country- people in many places

frequently speak of the tool or engine with
which their daily labour is chiefly concerned,

and which therefore is perhaps endeared to

them, in the feminine ;
the carpenter’s plane,

the mower’s scythe, are she's; the railway

porter says of the train that is coming
in.” In other parts again, as in Dorsetshire,

these familiar objects are treated as mascu-
line, even to the moon itself.

XX.
The Flowers {continued).

It happens very frequently, when flowers

are small and numerous, that they are packed
closely together upon
the surface of a long
and slender stalk,

which is usually

erect. This kind of

inflorescence is called
“ a spike.” Wheat,
rye. barley, lavender,

and the wayside
plantains supply ex-

amples. If the stalk

rises from the crowm
of the root it is said

to be “ radical,” some-
times it is ‘-axillary,”

and now and then
“ terminal.”

A “ raceme ” is a spike in which the flowers,

instead of being sessile, have short “ pedicels.”

They are also fewer in number,
aud of necessity further apart, so

that the general complexion is one of rare
elegance and lightness. Occasionally the raceme
agrees with the s})ike in being erect, or nearly
so, as in mignonette, the Portugal laurel, and
the cherry-laurel. More usually it is pendulous,
as in the laburnum, the Wistaria, and the
Robinia. How beautiful, again, if the plant be
a fruit-bearing one, as in the case of red and
white currants ! In the forget-me-not and
some of its near allies, the raceme is “circinate”
or incurved, while young, after the manner of

the frond of a fern. Racemes are further dis-

tinguished from spikes by their usually almost
sessile character; spikes, on the other hand,
being generally supported on stalks very con-
siderably longer than themselves. Both spikes
and racemes may be either “ dense ” or “open.”
Many forest and timber trees of northern

The catkin
latitudes, and the shrubs nearly
related to them, are characterized

by extremely incomplete flowers, a proper

The raceme.

perianth being very seldom developed, and
the stamens and pistils having no shelter

except that of “ bracts.” In these it is also

customary for the flowers to be “ diclinous,”

and occasionally they are “ dioecious.” * In
either case the staminate flowers are usually
very numerous, and aggregated, as in the com-
mon sallow, into dense and ovoid spikes, which
are perfectly sessile, or they form very pretty

open ones, which are long, slender, and usually
pendulous. Coming, as a rule, in the early

spring,
“ while yet the wheaten blade

Scarce shoots above the new-fall’n shower ofsnow,”

and while the branches of the trees, and the
hedges, are alike leafless, they show very con-
spicuously and attract the attention of the least

inquisitive. Botanists call them the “ catkins,”

or in Latin amenta, whence the general name
for these trees and shrubs, Amentifercc, “the
catkin bearers.” The poplars, the willows, the
alder, the hazel, the oak, produce them in pro-

fusion. Sometimes they are green, sometimes
yellowish, occasionally of a rich red, or almost
crimson, when they remind one of certain

beautiful kinds of caterpillar. The female or

pistillate flowers of the Amentiferae are usually

contained in little buds, from the tops of which
the stigmas may be
found protruding;

but in some they
are collected, like

the staminate, into

catkins, as very
plainly evident in

the birch-tree and the

willows. Now and
then true racemes
assume the figure

and position of
drooping catkins, as

in that very interest-

no. 02.—piMprEXEL. PEiMRosE. iiig North American
shrub, the Garrya

elUptiea, common in gardens. True catkins are

produced also by many species of the immense
grass-like genus Carex, which includes, among
its varied forms, the familiar sedges of the

waterside. Nature supplies no illustrations of

the catkin in their way more beautiful than are

afforded by the Carex pendula and the Carex

Pseudo-cyi)erus. They occur also in nettles

and a few other unisexual plants.

When a raceme, as often happens, despatches

little lateral branchlets (at first confined to the

base), it initiates the complex ,

and very handsome kind of in-

florescence termed the panicle.” The degree

to w-hich the branching can be carried is truly

wonderful. Hundreds of distinct and indi-

vidual flowers are at times brought into company,
much after the manner of the leaves of a tree,

all nourished from a common stalk, and allow-

ing of being gathered, if we desire to pluck, at

a single stroke. In London-pride, and in very
many grasses, the panicle rises, as it were,

directly from the ground. Many shrubs and
trees are also noted for their panicled flowers,

and in these it often happens that the peculiarlj^

* For the signification of these terms refer to p. 517.
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elegant form called the “ thyrsus ” is assumed,
the grape-vine supplying an incomparable
example. A very interesting circumstance in
the life of the panicle (observable also in the
capitule, the spike, and the raceme), is that in
different species of plants, the first flowers to

open are those at the base
;

while in others
the first to open are those at the apex. The
apex of any kind of elongated or spire-like

body must of necessity, if the thing be flattened,

become the centre
;
while the outline of the

base will, of equal necessity, constitute the cir-

cumference. Hence it is customary to describe
the commencing to flower at the top as “ cen-
trifugal,” and commencing to flower at the
bottom as “ centripetal.” Now and then, as

in the case of the dense conical capitule of the
teasel, the flowers open according to no definite

order, so that the surface becomes irregularly

patched. “ Centripetal ” flowering is, for ob-
vious reasons, very much more frequent than
“ centrifugal,”

The corymb, a beautiful form of inflorescence,
having many points of resemblance to the

,
panicle, is presented in

The corymb, and
the moun-

tain-ash, and many
other trees and shrubs, though some-
what rarely in herbaceous plants.

At the first glance it might be mis-

taken for an umbel. But while in

the umbel the rays or principal

peduncles all start from the same
point, the corymb is constituted of

many branchlets, divided and sub-

divided, and in such a manner that

the flowers are brought pretty nearly
side by side, and then into the sem-
blance of a hemisphere. The “ cyme ”

is not very different. Under the
same general idea may be included
also the “fascicle.” The familiar

and cherished 'garden flower called

the Sweet-william (etymologically
the sweet ceillet, from the resemblance of the
flower to the human eye)

;
the lovely old-

fashioned milfoil, or yarrow, of the way-
side, and many other common plants, disclose

it in perfection.
“ The “ capitule ” above mentioned has its

most remarkable development in the vast
family called the Compositte, or

Compound sometimes the Asteracese. Nearly
owers.

^ tenth of the entire number of

flowering-plants known to exist in the world
belong to it. The Leguminosse alone approach
it in regard to quantity of species, though
minor families have perhaps an equally wide
geographical range. The first impression given
by the flowering-head of any member of this

wonderful race is usually that of a polypetalous

corolla. The daisy, for instance, is taken most
naturally for a flower with innumerable little

yellow stamens, a green many-lobed calyx, and
fifteen or twenty white petals. Examination
shows that the yellow pips are certainly not
stamens, while in the centre of the golden disk

there is not the faintest indication of a pistil.

Further exploration, with the help of a magni-
fying glass, shows that every yellow pip is a

distinct and independent, though very minute
flower, composed of a five-lobed corolla, with
five stamens in the inside, and an “ inferior

”

ovary, which sustains a style with a couple of
stigmas. The seeming petals are discovered,
on similar scrutiny, to be separate flowers also,

very tiny, possessed of an ovary with its style

and stigmas, but destitute of stamens. So that,

in truth, the little daisy is a congregation of

many scores of flowers, a “ capitule ” differing

from other capitules in nothing more than
the microscopic dimensions of the constituents,

and the resemblance of the outermost circle

of flowers to pearly white petals. There are
several modifications of the “ capitule ” of the
Composit^e ;

but it remains true that the
common daisy represents the whole of the
eight or nine thousand species. The daisy
stands also as the happy medium between the
largest and the smallest, the capitules of the
Humea presenting one extreme, and those of

the gigantic sun-flower the far-away other. In
these wonderful Compositae capitules the
seeming calyx is in reality a kind of basket,

composed of “ bracts,” and techni-
cally called an “ involucrum.” The
summit of the supporting peduncle
is greatly dilated, so as to provide
standing-room for the scores—yea^

sometimes even hundreds of little

flowers brought together upon the
surface

;
these little flowers are for

their own part denominated “florets,”

those of the central and cushion-like

portion of the capitule, which are

regular, tubular, and flve-lobed, being
called in particular “disk-florets,”

and the quasi-petals the “ray-florets.”

Is there, then, no calyx ? Nay ! The
rule that gives a twofold perianth to

the rose and the lily is not for-

gotten. The florets of the Compo-
site being so well protected by the
involucrum, there is no occasion,

however, for more than a merely nominal
calyx. When present, it surmounts the ovary
in the shape of a ring of silvery hairs, or a

couple of processes, or of a raised and mem-
branous border. The daisy, and many others,

are deficient even in this.

Omitting some singular exotic forms of the
“ compound flowers,” those which occur in

everyday Botany are mainly of

a threefold character. First we "Varieties of the

have the Daisy-type, or those XwelS!
which possess florets of each of

these two kinds, disk or “ tubular,” and ray or

“ligulate.” Then we have a large company
in which all the florets are ligulate, well illus-

trated in the common dandelion. Thirdly, we
have a number in which the florets are exclu-

sively tubular, thistles presenting a eapital

example. In any case the inflorescence corre-

ponds, though the size of the capitules differs

immensely. The capitules, in turn, are borne
in every fashion pertaining to the non-composite
classes of flowers, the umbel alone excepted.

They are radical, spicate, racemose, paniculate,

or in corymbs
;
and examples of these may be

easily obtained by the student.

—CEOCUS.
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XVIII.

Phosphorus.
This singular body is not met with free in
nature. Its affinity for oxygen is too strong

for tins to be possible. It is
PhosphoTOs not found, however, in combination

natoe.^
with other elements in a variety of
organic structures. Justas calcium

carbonate or chalk forms the principal solid

constituent of coral and the shells of molluscs
and crustaceans, such as oysters and lobsters,

so does calcium phosphate form the solid and
incombustible part of the bones of animals,
especially mammals, in combination with a

comparatively small proportion of
Calcium calcium carbonate. Phosphorus is

phosphate.
in other por-

tions of the animal structure, especially in the
matter of the nerves and brain, and in the
seeds of plants. If a bone be thrown into the
fire, our readers have doubtless remarked that,

after the combustion of the more inflammable
portions, a white earthy-looking substance
remains behind. This is calcium phosphate,
or phosphate of lime. Phosphorus was first

discovered in the bones of animals, which still

_ . , constitute the principal source
Prepar.tlonana(j.„^ which it is derived. On

uses of

phosphorus. account of its extreme inflamma-
bility great care is required in its

preparation. It is largely employed in the
manufacture of those matches which are in
such universal use in the present day for
kindling a light—lucifer matches. Although
entering, as already stated, more or less largely
into different portions of the animal structure,
phosphorus is itself highly poisonous

;
and the

manufacture of lucifer matches was formerly
attended with very deleterious effects on those
engaged in this industry, one of which was
caries, or rotting of the jaw-bone. Means have
however been discovered in the present day of
obviating these evil consequences. Pure phos-
phorus is a semi-transparent solid of a pale

yellow tinge, and somewhat re-

wax in its general
appearance

;
at low temperatures

it becomes brittle. It melts at less than half

the temperature of boiling water, and boils at

290°, giving off an invisible gas. Phosphorus
cannot be kept exposed to atmospheric air on
account of its strong affinity for oxygen it

combines gradually with that

for
the moment it is brought

oxygen. into contact with it, slow combus-
tion sets up, and fumes of phos-

phorus trioxide are given off. If a small piece
of phosphorus be taken out of the water in
which it is kept, this effect may not be at once

apparent in full daylight, al-
* under the nose

the peculiar smell of phosphorus
trioxide will at once be perceived. Let the piece

of phosphorus be taken into a dark room, how-
ever, and it will at once be seen that slow
combustion is going on, with the evolution of

pale blue luminous vapours. This gradual
combustion may at once be stimulated into a

more active form by a very slight increase of

temperature
;
and phosphorus should not there-

fore be touched with the fingers,

as the natural heat of the body ,

may prove sufficient to effect this

change, and a burn inflicted by phosphorus is

one of a very severe character. When kindled,
phosphorus burns with a bright
yellow flame, with the result of

the rapid formation of phos-
phoric pentoxide.
The luminous appearance of phosphorus

when in a condition of low combustion has
doubtless given rise to its name, which signifies

—like the Latin word lucifer—“light-bearer.”

This property has led to the
employment of phosphorus for

the production of many singular
t e ar .

phantasmagorial effects. Masks rubbed with
phosphorus and oil are luminous in the dark.

If a piece of phosphorus of the size of a pea
be inserted into the barrel of a quill, letters and
words may be traced with it that will appear
luminous in the dark. A solution of phos-

phorus in the liquid known as carbon disul-

phide forms a compound of a very dangerous
nature, as it will set fire to any combustible

material on which it is allowed to fall. It

should never be kept therefore among the stock

of chemicals of the mere amateur, inflammable
If required for the purposes of nature of carbon

experiment, a small quantity disulphide and

should be prepared for immediate phosphorus,

use by dissolving phosphorus in carbon disul-

phide, and any portion that may remain should

be thrown away out of doors on sand or gravel,

where it cannot come into contact with any-

thing inflammable. If a drop of this liquid be

allowed to fall upon a sheet of paper, the spot

on which it has fallen will burst into flame as

soon as the fluid has evaporated. Being held

in solution by the liquid, the phosphorus is, of

course, in a state of infinitely fine subdivision :

when set free therefore by the evaporation ot

the carbon disulphide, it is just in that mole-

cular condition in which it is

most ready to enter into chemical

union with the oxygen of

atmosphere: the result is active combustion
attended by a flame which it is very difficult

to extinguish, and as a single drop of it may
enkindle any quantity of combustible material,

the caution which we would enjoin in its manipu-
lation will scarcely be deemed uncalled for.

The luminous appearance of the waters of

the ocean at night, often very remarkable in

our own seas, and of surpassing magnificence
in those of tropical regions,—the ship seeming
to plough its way through waves of liquid

light,—is no doubt due to the presence of phos-
phorus, possibly existing, as is

surmised, in the bodies of very pceaii it

minute organisms. The light of
'

the glowworm, the firefly, and other self-

luminous insects, is probably supplied from the
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same source, phosphorus entering, as already-

stated, more or less largely into most animal
structures. Phosphorus forms two compounds
with oxygen: a trioxide, P2O3 ;

and a pentoxide,

P2O5.

Compounds of PhosphoriLS and Oxygen.

Phosphoric trioxide or phosphorous anhy-
dride is formed when phosphorus is burnt in a
limited current of dry air, in which it under-
goes slow combustion as already described. It

consists of a white amorphous powder, having
a strong affinity for water, with which it unites
with great energy, forming phosphorous acid

or hydrogen phosphite as distin-
Phosphorous g^igl^ecl from phosphoric acid or

hydrogen phosphate, and having
the formula HgPOg.

and may be converted into a gas, or sublimed
as it is termed, by the simple
application of heat. In the pre- Attributes of

paration of this substance care
must of course be taken that no
water come into contact with it; its combustion
must therefore be effected in perfectly dry air.

We may mention here, by way of parenthesis,

that phosphorus was discovered in 1667 by
Brandt of Hamburg. Phosphoric
acid is first mentioned in 1743^

Historical notes.

but is said to have been known earlier. Gahn
pointed out its existence in bones in 1769, and
iScheele devised a process for extracting it.

Phosphuretted hydrogen was discovered by
Gingembre in 1812. In 1845 Schrotter of

Vienna discovered aUotropic or amorphous
phosphorus.

the spaxish aemada.

Plwspliom.^ Pentoxide. or Phosptwrio
Anhydride.

This substance is formed when phosphorus
enters into active combustion, in an excess of
air or oxygen, forming a white amorphous
powder, having like the trioxide, a strong affi-

nity for water, with which it combines, form-

Phosphoric acid,™S
hydrogen phosphate or phos-

phone acid. The readiness with
with which phosphorus enters into chemical
combination with the oxygen of the air when
in a state of combustion renders it the most
fitting material that can be employed for de-
priving a given volume of air of its oxygen.
The strong affinity of its pentoxide for water
causes it to be frequently employed in the
laboratory for the purpose of drying gases.
Phosphorus pentoxide is a volatile substance,

XX.
Philip II. of Spain, and his Times

{continued').

Though Philip’s efforts were directed,
throughout his long reign, to the destruction
of Protestantism and the re-

establishment of the power of the War against
Romish Church, he was compelled Pope Paul IV.

at the very beginning of his Henry II.

rule to take up arms against the oH'rance.

turbulent Pope Paul IV., who,
anxious to expel the Spaniards from Italy, had
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made an alliance with Henry II. of France.

The scheme of Paul was frustrated through the

prowess of a man destined to play a sinister

part in the politics of Europe, the Duke of

Alva
;

Philip, anxious to terminate, at the

earliest moment, a contest against the Head
of the Church, granted Paul a favourable peace,

but continued the war with good success against

Henry, until he was enabled, through the vic-

tories of Philibert of Savoy and Count Egmont
at St. Quentin and Gravelingen, to compel the

French king to make great sacrifices at the
treaty of Chateau Cambresis.

Treatyof the conquests of France,

^^^bresis
Piedmont and Savoy,

were ceded by Henry, who on
the other hand retained Verdun, Metz, Toul,

and Calais. To strengthen this treaty, PhUibert
of Savoy married Margaret, the sister of the
French king, and Philip himself contracted a
third marriage with Elizabeth,Henry’s daughter,

of cunning and subtlety, a cold and calculating
cruelty, worthy of a tribunal of fiends. The
anonymous accusation of an enemy was suffi-

cient to cause the arrest of the person de-
nounced, who was at once placed in solitary
confinement. For a time he was left to languish
in a miserable dungeon. He did not see his

accusers, nor was a definite charge often made
against him. He was desired to remember in
what he had offended, and threats and cajolery
were employed in turn to induce him to crimi-
nate himself. If he refused to confess all that
his examiners required, the most inhuman
tortures were employed to break down his
fortitude. Frequently even the most abj ect sub-
mission and confession were insufficient to save
the life of the accused

; those who relapsed
into heresy were never pardoned. At the public
execution of heretics, called auto da /e, or act
of faith, the victims of the Inquisition were
led forth, in solemn pomp, to be burnt to death

who had been betrothed to his son, the un-
happy Don Carlos.

This brilliant opening of his reign, by the
advantageous termination of the foreign war,
left Philip at leisure to pursue his chief object,

the utter destruction of heresy. The instru-

ment he employed was the Inquisition. This
horrible institution, the most inhuman engine

... of injustice and cruelty ever in-
The Inqmsition. yetted by priestly cruelty for the
oppression of the nations, had been first used
after the persecution of the Albigenses, early
in the thirteenth century. The attempt to

establish it in Germany had failed. In 1480
the institution was revived in Spain, as a
weapon against the Moors and Jews; and under
the Grand Inquisitor, Thomas de Torquemada.
it became a fearful scourge for the whole
country. The object of the Court was to make
inquiry or inquisition into all cases of heresy.
The method of proceeding involved an amount

VOL. I.

before an immense assemblage of spectators,

with every circumstance of hideous cruelty.

The property of the condemned persons was
confiscated, and went to enrich the coffers of

the Church or of the State. Never had such
a frightful weapon been forged for the use of a
tyrannous king and hierarchy

;
and never was

a weapon more ruthlessly wielded for striking

down popular freedom.
The gloomy character of Philip’s government,

and his inveterate desire to crush all indi-

viduality and independence in

his dominions, was quickly seen Flemish

in the affairs of the Netherlands.
These provinces, with their great wealthy com-
mercial cities, had always being jealous of their

rights and immunities. They taxed them-
selves, had their own courts of law, and
refused to receive Spanish troops or Spanish
officials. Charle.s V. had frequently raised

their ire by demanding great sums from

40
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them, by persecution of the Lutherans, and
the quartering of foreign trcops in the various

towns ;
but he was a Fleming by birth, and

favoured his Netherlanders above his other

subjects, wanning the hearts of nobles and
citizens by a certain familiar courtesy that sat

well upon him. But Philip was a man of a

difEerent stamp. He treated his Flemish and
Italian subjects with arrogant disdain, dis-

regarded their complaints, and offended their

national pride and prejudices. Margaret of

Parma, his half-sister, a woman
Margaxet of masculine mind and of great

^ political talent, w'hom he appoin-
regen

. regent in Brussels, was dis-

posed to govern with moderation and justice ;

but Philip associated with her, as President of

the Council, the Cardinal Granvella, a son of

the Imperial Chancellor. Moreover, fourteen
new’ bishoprics w’ere created without the con-

sent of the Estates, and Granvella, as Cardinal
of Mechlin, w’as not only invested wdth the

control of these bishoprics, but wdth the sinis-

ter title of Grand Inquisitor, tw’o inquisitors

being moreover appointed for each of the new
bishoprics. This measure at once betrayed the
object of the w’hole proceeding—the establish-

ment of the Spanish Inquisition in Flanders.

This created such a ferment that Granvella
himself begged to be relieved of his invidious

office. William of Orange, the Stadtholder of

Holland, and the Counts Egmont and Hoorn,
the foremost among the Flemish nobles, refused

to attend the sittings of the Council. The
regent herself urged the removal of Granvella.

The cardinal was relieved of his office
;
but

such a persecution against non-Catholics w’as

commenced, with executions, tortures, im-
prisonment, the usual w’eapons of the Inqui-

sition. that four hundred members of noble
families formed an association under the name
of the “ Compromise,” to procure the abolition

of religious persecution, and especially of the
Inquisition. In solemn procession the mem-
bers of the association marched, on the 5th of

April, 1566, to the palace of the regent, to

present a petition, Margaret w’as startled

by their numbers and appearance. A courtier

whispered to her to take no heed
WiUiam of qJ these ‘‘ Gueux,” or beggars.

insult was reported at a
’

‘ banquet given by Count Egmont,
and it was decided by acclamation that the
" Gueux,” or beggars, should be the title of the
patriotic union. With the name they adopted
a medal to be worn round the neck. It bore
the portrait of Philip, and the inscription.

Faithful to the King, to the beggar’s wmllet.”

The regent counselled moderation
;
but her

voice w’as overpowered by that of the priests,

and the religious persecution continued. Then
the rage of the people, inflamed by the preach-
ing of reformed clergymen, burst forth in deeds
of violence and outrage. In Brussels, Antw’erp,
St. Omer, and other places, crowds of the
low’er classes proceeded to break up the cruci-

tixes and images of saints in the churches and
l)y the wayside, and to plunder and desecrate
the churches. The regent put down this law-
lessness wdth necessary severity, and won the

moderate reformers to her side by promises
that the laws against heresy should be repealed
and all parst excesses forgiven.
But Philip w’ould hear of nothing but

unconditional submission. The very thought
of concession, especially in matters of faith,
was abhorrent to his gloomy, bigoted mind.
The fierce and cruel Duke of Alva, the tyran-
nous servant of a tyrannous master, wns
despatched to Flanders at the head of an army
of Spanish troops. The terror of his name
caused above a hundred thousand workmen
and traders to fly the country, rather than
encounter the fate that his arrival portended.
William of Orange, rightly named the Silent,

a cool-headed, sagacious prince, sought safety
in Germany, after vainly en-
deavouring to persuade his friends
Egmont and Hoorn to do like- piSdeS?”
wise. Egmont considered that
the services he had rendered to Philip should
secure him from danger, and his friend Hoorn
shared his opinion. A fatal confidence !—for
no sooner had Alva entered Brussels than
the tw’o friends w’ere arrested, tried for high
treason by a newdy constituted court, and exe-
cuted in Brussels amid the tears and lamenta-
tions of the citizens.

And now' Alva inaugurated a reign of terror
such as had never been thought possible in the
once happy and prosperous coun-
try. The gallows and the wheel, reign of

torture and death w'ere the means
employed to coerce the unhappy land into sub-
mission. In many districts the ruthless gover-
nor “made a solitude, and called it peace.”
In Antw’erp he built a huge citadel, for which
the citizens had to provide the funds. He
levied taxes of such inordinate amount upon
the necessaries of life that at last the merchants
of Brussels began to close their w’arehouses,

and the dealers their shops, in mere despair.

At length the point w’as reached at w'hich

resistance becomes less dangerous than sub-

mission. The chances of reb^ellion w^ere pre-

ferable to the tender mercies of Alva. William
of Orange saw that the time was come w'hen
the country could endure no more. He re-

turned, and the revolt of the Netherlands
began.

Alva gained some advantages over the first

tow'ns that rose in rebellion—Haarlem, Naars-
den and others. He made w’ar

after the manner of Attila : his

soldiers spared neither sex nor
® er an s.

age, but massacred the inhabitants of captured
cities indiscriminately, and burned houses and
even churches. Such a cry of execration rose

up through Europe that even the cold heart
of Philip was touched, and he recalled Alva
from the scene of blood. Louis of Zuniga,
known as Kequescens, the successor of Alva,

endeavoured to procure peace by promising a
partial amnesty; and Maximilian II. of Ger-
many attempted several times to interfere for

the same purpose. But all confidence in the
justice of Spain had been lost, and the war
continued. The citizens of Leyden, hard
pressed by the enemy, cut the dykes, and laid

the surrounding country under water, rather
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than yield. The northern provinces, at the

Synod of Dortrecht, adopted the Heidelberg

Catechism, and pronounced for the Calvinistic

as the national form of -worship. By the paci-

fication of Ghent William of Orange induced
the northern and southern provinces to unite

for a time, for the expulsion of the Spanish

troops. Don Juan, the successor of Kequescens,

endeavoured to bring about a permanent paci-

fication, but failed through the invincible

jealousy and distrust between the Protestant

and the Catholic party. Don Juan died soon

after, it is said of mortification at the failure

of his plans, and was succeeded by a man
of great military and political ability, Alex-

ander Farnese, duke of Parma, son of the

former regent Margaret. The duke cleverly

set the Catholic provinces of the south against

the Protestant north, and against the Calvinist

William of Orange. Thereupon the northern

states, Holland, Zeeland, Gueldres, Utrecht,

Overyssel, Friesland and Groningen joined in

the Union of Utrecht, which afterwards devel-

oped into the United Provinces
Union of of the Protestant Netherlands.

Utre^t—The politic Farnese, on the other
Dutch Republic,

contrived to win backmany
towns of the south to Spain. Various attempts
were made to assassinate William of Orange; for

Philip, who looked upon him as the presiding
genius of the rebellion, had outlawed him, and
promised a great reward to the man who should
deliver him up, dead or alive. At length Bal-

thazar Gerard, a fanatic, shot the duke dead
on the steps of the palace at Delft. He paid
for his crime with his life

;
and the death of

the great founder of the Dutch Kepublic did
not produce the ruin of the work he had
begun. The northern provinces chose Maurice,
the second son of William, for their stadtholder,

and the politic Oldenbarneveld managed the
domestic concerns of the new state. Parma
continued to gain successes in the south, while
England interfered with vigour for the estab-

lishment of the independence of the Nether-
lands, and Leicester and Sir Philip Sidney
gained laurels in the cause. The defeat of the
Spanish Armada by England in 1588 broke the
power of Spain at sea. Parma’s attention was
called off from the affairs of the Netherlands
by the necessity of leading armies into France,
and Maurice gained great advantages for the
new republic, which contrived to maintain its

independence. The southern provinces were
still in the hands of Philip, but there seemed
little prospect that they would ever be recon-
ciled to Spanish rule. Therefore Philip, on
the marriage of his daughter Isabella with the
Archduke Albert of Austria, transferred the
Netherlands to Austria as his daughter’s mar-
riage portion. Albert was accepted by the
southern provinces as their governor

;
but

Holland repudiated the compact, and main-
tained her independence.
An important accession of territory was

gained by Philip through the union of Portugal
with Spain. In 1578 the young

Portugal was
pam.

in(iuced to declare war against
the Moors, and to lead an army into Africa.

On the plain of Alcassar his forces were routed,

with the loss of 10,000 men. Sebastian him-
self disappeared, and is believed to have been
unrecognized among the slain on that fatal

day. He was succeeded by his great uncle,

the old Cardinal Henry, who died two years

afterwards. Three competitors then arose for

the throne
;
and the strongest, Philip II. of

Spain, who enforced his demand by despatching

an army under Alva, was acknowledged reluc-

tantly by the majority of the cities. Four
impostors arose in succession, each claiming to

be the lost Sebastian, and declaring an inten-

tion to free the country from the Spanish yoke

;

but the last of them perished in a Spanish

dungeon, and at length the nation submitted

in utter dejection. During sixty years of

Spanish rule Portugal saw her importance and
wealth diminish

;
and the commerce, the source

of her glory and prosperity, was transferred to

London and the ports of Holland. Here, as

everywhere, the rule of Philip brought decay
and misfortune upon the land.

XX.

Important Discoveries
{continued).

At this time, Piazzi, a celebrated Italian

astronomer, was engaged in observing the
heavens with the view of forming a great cata-

logue of stars—a purpose which he successfully

carried out. On comparing his observations of

the stars in the constellation of Taurus -with

those of an earlier observer, Piazzi found that
he had not seen a star which was contained in

the catalogue of the earlier observer. Sur-

prised at this omission, he carefully looked in

this part of the heavens for this star. He
could not find it. Piazzi looked on the next
night, and the next again, but still without
success ;

which is not remarkable, for it is now
known that this star did not really exist, but
was inserted in the earlier catalogue by mis-
take. On the first night of the present century,
January 1st, 1801, Piazzi looked for the fourth
time, and still failed to see the

missing star, but he saw a small discovers

star which he did not remember
^ ®

having noticed. On the next night, to his

surprise, the star seemed to have moved a
little, so he carefully determined its place. On
the next night. January 3rd, 1801, he again
carefully determined the place of the star, and
found that it had moved nearly 5^i. There
could be no doubt that the new star was slowly
moving. In appearance this new star could

not be distinguished from an ordinary star of

between the seventh and eighth magnitude,
and it had no trace of the disc of a planet.

Piazzi continued to watch the motion of this

moving star, and found that it moved more
slowly every day until about January 10th,

when it was stationary in its motion in longi-
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tude. On January 13th it commenced again
to move, but in the opposite direction, and con-

tinued to move at a gradually increasing rate

until February 11th, 1801. A serious illness

here put a stop to Piazzi’s observations. From
his observations Piazzi was convinced that this

moving star was really a new planet, and from
its rate of motion evidently a planet situated

between Mars and Jupiter.

On January 27th, 1801, Piazzi wrote to the

Italian astronomer Oriani, and the German
astronomer Bo'le, and gave an account of Iris

discovery; but by the time that his letters

reached their destination, and had been made
known by their recipients to other
ast7-onomers, the sun had ai)-

proached so closelj' to the posi-

tion of the new planet that it could
not be observed. The news of the
discover}" at once aroused the at-

tention of astronomers, being a
striking confirmation of the view
held by so many German astro-

nomers that Bode’s law was not
a mere accidental coincidence.

Preparations were at once made
to observe this new planet during
the following autumn, when it would be
again visible. Gauss, and other eminent
masters of the mathematical branches of

astronomy, endeavoured to deduce the elements
of the orbit of the new body

Renewed search observations forwarded

new^pfanet. Piazzi. and in this manner
ascertain whereabouts the planet

would be when it was again visible. In this,

however, they were baffled: the observations

sent by Piazzi were too few and too close

together for this purpose. This was a serious

difficulty, for unless astronomers knew where
to look for this new planet, its re-discovery

would be very difficult, and might occupy

years. From this difficulty they were partially

relieved by receiving further infor-

mation from Piazzi, who now trans-

mitted to them his additional obser-

vations, made between January
26th and February 11th. From
these observations Gauss was enal)led

to approximately determine the ele-

ments of the orbit of the new body,

and thus to publish an ephemeiis
showing the probable place of the
planet in the heavens.

Autumn came round, and astro-

nomers anxiously examined the

heavens to re-discover this new body. Where
the new planet ought to be according to the
ephemeris, no such body could be seen

;
nor

could it be seen or discovered anywhere near
this place. Night after night went by without
the planet having been re-diseovered, so that
astronomem must have become anxious.
The ephemeris calculated by Gauss was

founded on such imperfect data, that it could
only be regarded as indicating the probable
place near which the planet would be found.
Harding, De Zach, and Gibers were particularly
persevering in their search, sweeping night
after night the portion of the heavens in which

the new planet was probably moving, and
carefully studying all the small stars, to see if

they could detect one which was moving. Still

no trace of the missing planet could be found.
But this labour, apparently .so fi'uitless, was to
bear unexpected fi-uit. At last, on the very
last night of the year, De Zach detected a star

of about the seventh magnitude which seemed
to him to have moved during the interval
between his observations. He looked more
closely, and carefully watched the star. It was
moving. The next evening left no doubt : he
had re-discovered the missing
planet, and he at once announced of

his success. He had,
however, been but just in time, for
Gibers had independently re-dis-

covered the planet on the very next
evening. The new body was now
carefully observed, and thus ma-
terial was obtained for the accurate
determination of its orbit.

This new member of the solar

system was named Ceres by its dis-

coverer Piazzi, and it was found to

move in an orbit whose mean dis-

tance was 2 ‘7 7, whilst the place
assigned to it by Bode’s law was 2-80. When
it came to be examined \vith the telescope so

as to determine its size, it was found that even
with the most powerful telescopes it could not
be distinguished in appearance from a star.

There it was, a little round disc, less than a
second of arc in diameter, and perfectly un-
distinguishable fi'om a star of the 7^ magni-
tude. It could not therefore possibly be more
than five hundred miles in diameter, and judg-
ing from its brightness, was probably only two
hundred miles in diameter. It was therefore a
miniature planet, very unlike any other mem-
ber of the planetary system.

Three months after the re-discovery of Ceres,
Gibers was examining a portion of the constel-

lation Virgo, near where he had
seen Ceres. In this region, which
he had carefully studied. Gibers had
noticed, when searching for the

new planet, two magnitude stars,

forming a pretty though distant

pair in a region where there are

not many stars of this brightness.

But when he turned his telescope

on this pair, to his surprise he
found that there were no longer two
stars, but three stars, forming an
equilateral triangle. This seemed

remarkable, for he could not imagine ho^^'

he could have overlooked the

third star. Gverlooked it ?—it

was impossible. It must be a

variable star which he had discovered—that

is to say, a star which, though usually very

faint, yet at times became much brighter

—

and a number of such stars were known.
He left the telescope and refeiTed to some star

eatalogues, and found that, whilst they re-

corded the place of the two stars he had
originally seen, they made no mention of the

third star, which, if it were a variable star, must
then have been faint, and so passed by un-

FIG. 60.—e LTEiE.

FIG. 61.—V LFONis {see

2). 603)
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noticed. He returned, therefore, to determine

the exact place of this new variable star. He
then noticed that the triangle of stars no longer

seemed an equilateral triangle, but the variable

seemed appreciably nearer one star than
another. Yet he distinctly recollected that it

seemed to be an equilateral triangle when he

first looked. Looking at it again, it seemed to

be still more unlike an equilateral triangle,

nor did it seem to have quite the same place

amongst the still smaller stars. It really

seemed to have moved. Half an hour later

there could no longer be any doubt
;
it must

be moving. Olbers continued to watch it, and
in two hours found that it had moved over sixty

seconds of arc. Surely it eould not be another

jylanet

!

The next night he returned to this

region, and found that the strange star had
moved right away from the known pair, and
was now nearly half a degree from its old

place. It must be a new planet. It was a new
planet.

This second new planet was named Pallas

by its discoverer, and was found to be a

companion to Ceres discovered

by Piazzi. Its mean distance

was ascertained to be 2-67, and
its orbit was remarkable not only for its eccen-

tricity, which was greater than that of Mercury,

and nearly three times as great as even that of

Mars, but for its great inclination to the eclip-

tic, which, being 34° 39', is very much greater

than that of any other planet. In size it

resembled Ceres, as in even the most powerful

telescope it could not be distinguished in

appearance from an ordinary magnitude
star. Its diameter therefore probably does not

exceed 200 miles.

Astronomers were now slightly perplexed.
They had expected one planet, but had found
two, and two such small planets. Bode’s law
would satisfactorily account for one planet, but
what of the other ? And then, as just stated,

they were so very small—so small that a
thousand would not make a planet as large as

even Mars. They were, in fact, merely little bits

of planets, or, as they were called, asteroids or

planetoids. Little bits of planets ?—Why not
fragments of one large planet which had been
destroyed at some early epoch? This idea

struck Olbers as a very possible one. It would
account for everything : for their small size,

similarity in distance from the sun, and varia-

tion in eccentiicity and inclination. Olbers
therefore made known this hypo-

ha ^mTnts^ofa^
thesis, that Ceres and Pallas were

^la^Tone.
^ possibly the fragments of a large

planet which had been destroyed
by some gigantic internal convulsion at some
kmg-past epoch. Moreover, as he pointed out,

if this hypothesis were true, there must be other,

even if smaller, fragments in existence, and if

searched for it ought to be possible to discover
them. This fascinating hypothesis of Olbers’

at once attracted the attention of astronomers,
and led many to undertake a search for further
fragments of this hyjKtthetical exploded planet.

With the view of facilitating the search for

these further fragments, Harding, a Hanoverian
astronomer, undertook the construction of a

map of all the principal small stars near the
intersection of the paths of the two minor
planets Ceres and Pallas. By eomparing this

chart with the heavens it would be possible to

recognise at once any new minor planet which
had moved into this region, for it would be
absent from the map, and be obviously new.
On September 2nd, 1804, whilst engaged on this

work, he noticed a star which he had not
previously seen, and was led to suspect that it

might be a new planet. September 3rd was
cloudy, and he could not observe

;
but on

September 4th he again turned his telesco[)e on
this region. The star was gone : it had moved
a eonsiderable distance. Subsequent observa-
tion showed that it was a third

minor planet, and a companion
to Ceres and Pallas, so that its discovery

tended to materially strengthen the hypo-
thesis of Olbers. This new planet was
named Jtmo, and, like the others, was so small

that it could not be distinguished from an
ordinary star. It appears when in opposition

like an eighth magnitude star, so that its real

diameter cannot much exceed 150 miles, and
is probably not more than 100 miles. Its mean
distance is 2-67, or almost the same as that of

Pallas, whilst the eccentricity of its orbit is

even greater than that of Pallas. The inclina-

tion of its orbit, though greater than that of

Ceres, is less than one-half of that of Pallas.

Encouraged by the discovery of Juno, which
so strongly confirmed his views. Olbers per-

severingly continued his search for yet other
fi’agments of his hypothetical planet. But the

year went by without any success rewarding
his exertions. The year 1805
came and went, and still no^
result accrued. This was not'

promising
;

it looked as if all the larger frag-

ments had been discovered, and that he must
look amongst the ninth magnitude stars for an
additional planet. Nevertheless Olbers perse-

vered with his search during the whole of the

next year
;
but 1806 went by. like 1805, without

his being successful. Sanguine of the truth of

his hypothesis, Olbers determined to devote yet

another year to the work, which was much
facilitated by the knowledge of the configura-

tion of the heavens he had obtained by his

labourssince 1801, On March 28th, 1807, whilst

examining the eighth magnitude stars in Virgo,

he suddenly came across a bright sixth magni-
tude star where he had never noticed anything
of the kind. He felt pretty certain that there

had been no such star here before. It must be

yet another planet. But its brilliancy was
against this

;
it was surely too bright. If there

really existed a planet of this brightness, he or

others would have discovered its motion long

ago. It could be seen with the

naked eye even. Olbers carefully

determined its place, and then waited. It

certainly seemed to be in motion. He again
determined its place. There was a sensible

difference. Tt was in motion
;

it was a planet.

The new planet was named Vesta, and it

was found by Oauss to be another companion
to Ceres and Pallas. Its mean distance was
2-30, and the eccentricity of its orbit about as

Searches for

(iother fragments.
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great as that of Mars. Its inclination was not
excessive. Like the other members of the
group, it is too small to be distinguishable in

appearance from a star, and its real diameter
probably does not exceed 400 miles,

Olbers rested content with the discovery of

Vesta, and his hypothesis was generally

favourably regarded as accounting for the
origin of the minor planets in a probable
manner. Other astronomers were deterred
from carrying out the search by its obvious
arduous nature, as shown by the three years’

labour that it had taken Olbers to discover
Vesta, although his previous experience had so

well qualified him for the work. Astronomers
in general were content. The opening years
of the nineteenth century had added four new
planets to the solar system, even though these

planets were small. In the meantime the
investigation of the theory of the motion and
perturbation of these new members of the solar

system was found to furnish ample matter to

tax the ingenuity of the workers in the field of

mathematical astronomy, owing to the difficul-

ties presented by their great eccentricities and
inclinations.

Study in German Caligraphy.

Note.—As our readers have now seen various
specimens of German caligraphy, and should
begin to be familiar with the character, we do
not think it necessary to give, as before, the
printed under the written text. The student
should write the story 0ieben ©tdbe from
the foregoing studj’-, and then compare what
he has written with the following, correcting
his version by it where necessarj'.
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Exercise on the Foregoing Study.

(The sentences below to be translated into

German, and corrected by the German version

that-follows them.)

A peasant had seven sons. They were dis-

united. There was scolding and quarrelling,

and they neglected their (the) work. The
father laid one day seven staves before them.
These were fast bound together. The father

said :
“ Who is it, who breaks ofiE these seven

staves? I pay him (a) hundred dollars.”

Each of the sons said at last :
“ It is not

possible.” The father loosened the bundle,
and broke one stave after the other. The sons
cried :

“ So, it is certainly quite easy.” The
father said : “As with these staves, so is it

with you, my sons. Hold fast together, and
you will endure

;
no one can overcome you.

But through scolding and quarrelling the band
of unity becomes loosened, and you will be
like the staves which he here broken on the
ground.”

German Version.

(Sin 53auer^mann l;atte fteben ®6^ne.
ine bovgh'-ers-mann hat' -te zee'-hen zoeh'-ne

0ie h)aren uneinig. ipat 3<inf unb
zie vah'-ren un'-i-nich dah vahr tsank nnt

©treit, unb fte berf5umten bie Strbeit.

stTxte unt zee fer-zoim'-ten dee nrr'-bito dare

5!5ater legte i^nen eine^ 2:a9e^ fteben

fab! -ter laig'-te ee'-nen i'-nes tah'-ges zee-ben

©tdbe bor. :T)iefe tbaren fefi jufammen
stay-be fore dee'-ze vah'-ren fest tsoo-zam'-men

gebunben. ®er 5Sater fagte : „2Ber ijl

ge-hvnf-den dare fab'-ter aaacb-te vair 1st

tbelc^er biefe fteben ©tdbc abbri^t?
es vel'-cher dee-zc zee-ben stay'-be aij'-bricht

i^m ^unbert S:^ater. 3bbet
ich tsah'-le eein hun'-dert tah'-ler yay'-der

bon ben ©b^nen fagte, enbtic^

:

fonn dane zoeh'-nen zaach'-te end'-Uch ess

ifl nic^t ®er 35ater fbfle ba^
ist nich moeg'-lich dare fab!-ter loes'-te dass

Siinbet, unb jerbrac^ einen ©tab nac^>

buen'-del unt tser-brach i'-nen stahb nach

bent anberen. S)ie ©b^ne riefen : „©o ifl

dame an'-deren dee zoeh'-ne ree' -fen zo ist

e^ freUi^ gan^ teiebt.,, ©er 5Sater fagte:

ess fry'-lich gants lycht dare fab!-ter zaach-te

.

1,22 ie nut biefen ©tdben, fo ift e^ mit euc^,

ovee mit dee'-zen stay'-ben zo ist ess mit oich

meine ©bbne. |)attet feft jufammen unb
my'-ne zoeh'-ne halt'-et fest tsoo-zam'-men unt

ibr ttJerbet befteben; ntemanb fann eucb

ter vair'-det bestay'-en nee'-mand kann oich

ubertbdttigen. 2tber burcb 3cinf unb
ueher-veU -tlgen ah'-herr dooreh tsank unt

©treit tbirb ba^ 55anb ber Sintraebt gelbfi,

strlte veert dass band dare ine'-iracht ge-loest'

unb ibr iberbet fepn ibie bie ©tdbe,
vnt eer valrr'-det zyne vee dee stay'-be vell'-che

bier ^erbtoeben auf bent 23oben liegen.,,

hare tser-hro'-chen oirff dame bob!-den lee'-gen

Note.—

T

he student must take care to ob-

serve that when a sentence begins with the

relative pronoun mbo or which (ber, bie, bUJi,

or ibet^er, ibeicbe, tbelcbe^), the verb is at the

end

;

for example. “ The sticks which broken
on the ground lie."
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XX.

Distribution of Vegetable Life
icontinned).

An eminent writer on the subject has re-

marked that “the doctrine of evolution has

affected theories both of classification and
geographical botany. It has shown in the one

that the community of descent is the real

meaning of a natural classification
;

it has

shown in the other that community of origin

is the real key to geographical distribution.”

It will assist us to understand the subject if

we recognize, in the first place, a few elemen-

tary principles.

Every species of plant depends for existence

upon certain physical conditions. These con-

ditions may be special or general
Conations of — plant may, from its
exis ence.

peculiar individual organization,

demand peculiar surroundings, or it depends, as

all plants do, on the general conditions neces-

sary to support the life of the comprehensive
species to which it belongs. If the conditions

of existence are special, the plant cannot be
widely diffused

;
if general, the diffusion will

be proportionately extensive.

It is obvious that in the regions where any
form of vegetation thrives without the aid of

cultivation, the conditions of its existence

must be most favourable
;
and that, if careful

cultivation be added to natural advantages,

the utmost development of which any par-

ticular plant is capable may be looked for.

All vegetable organizations extract from the

earth inorganic substances which are indis-

pensable to the growth of the plant
;
but the

greater portion of nutriment is derived from
the atmosphere. The food of the vegetable

creation consists of carbon and oxygen drawn
from the atmosphere, and hydrogen and nitro-

T- j r 1 * ^sn derived from the earth in the
Food of p ants,

water and ammonia. A
process which may be described as vegetable

digestion ensues : the elements are decomposed,
the oxygen is given back to the air, and the

carbon, water, and nitrogen are converted into

wood, leaves, flowers and fruit. This chemical
process, on the proper performance of which
rests the vitality of the plant, is “ entirely de-

pendent on the solar light, and is most active in

clear sunshine, feeble in the shade, and nearly

suspended during the night, when plants, like

animals, have their rest.”

Moisture, heat, light, and a soil abounding
in the required chemical elements, are there-

fore essential conditions of vegetable life
;
but

other circumstances produce variations in de-

velopment. For instance, plants belonging to

the same species flower at different periods

of the year on different portions of the

earth’s surface. Annuals, which live only for

a single year, germinating the seed, ripening

new seed and dying mthin that limit of time,

require, like other plants, a certain amount of

absolute heat to enable them to ripen their

seeds; and the mode of distribution of the heat
will cause variations of the growing season in

different climates. Thus, as Mrs. Somerville
explains, “ an annual which receives a certain

amount of heat in northern Europe between
March and September, will receive the same
amount between May and July in a more
southern latitude, and will run through its

course of growth so much the quicker. More-
over, it may receive an equivalent sum of heat
in the course of a certain number of colder

months in the more southern latitudes, and
thus become an object of winter culture there,

or even be made to yield two crops in one year.”

The polar limits of the annual plants of

temperate regions—that is, those limits beyond
which, in consequence of the coldness of the
climate, they will not grow—is fixed chiefly by
the average temperature of the summer months

;

but the limits of many perennials (plants the
roots of which retain vitality for a number of

years, although the stems may wither an-

nually) correspond more closely with the line

of the excessive temperatures of July and
January.

Variations of climate in some cases result in

a derangement of the laws of growth, without
extinguishing the vitality of the plant. In-

stances of this are to be found in

the vine, which, within a certain Effects of

distance of the equator, will not
^ ^

bear fruit, but “ seems to waste,” as has been
said

;
and in the tropical date-palm, which pro-

duces no fruit in more temperate regions, but
a greater abundance of leaves. The fruit ap-

pears in some of the most southern parts of

Europe, and appears in perfection in the north
of Africa

;
but on the northern shores of the

Mediterranean the tree is cultivated solely

on account of its beauty and luxuriance of

foliage. It would appear therefore, that in
the case of the vine the fruit-producing vital

energy is weakened, and the leaf-producing
energy increased, by great heat, while in the
case of the date the opposite effect is produced.
An inquiry into the cause of this and similar

variations is the province of the botanist

rather than of the geographer, who simply
notes the fact, as affecting the aspect of the
vegetation found at different portions of the
earth’s surface.

In regions of intense heat, where the amount
of moisture is also considerable, vegetation is*

luxuriant even to grossness. Sir Stamford
Baffles, the eminent traveller and
naturalist, who in 1811 was ap-

I^xuberant

pointed Governor of Java, has
^

described the vegetation of that island of the
Indian archipelago, which is only from 5° to 8°

south of the equator. He tells us that in some
of the forests the air is heavy, charged with
deadly vapours, rarely agitated by a breath of

wind. The soil is of the deepest black vegetable
mould, always moist and clammy

;
and, stimu-

lated by the fervid heat of a tropical sun, it

produces trees the stems of which are of a
spongy texture frr m their rapid growth, and
loaded with parasites, particularly of the orchi-
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daceous tribe. In Sumatra, an adjacent island,

lying under the equator, is a parasitical plant,

the Rafflesia Arnoldi, which has buds as large

as a cabbage, and flowers a yard and a half in

diameter. The odour emitted by this huge
vegetable monster is described as like that of

carrion.

Cultivation, extending with thespread ofpopu-
lation and the advance of civili-

Extensionby gation, has of course materially
cultivation.

aspect of vegetation.

Cereals and other food-producing plants have
been transferred from the districts where they

were indigenous to other regions, and careful

cultivation has not only greatly extendedthe area
of growth, but product considerable changes
in the plants themselves. Bearing in mind what
we have pointed out as to special and general

physical conditions, we find that the general

conditions (taking cereals as an instance) per-

XX.

Least Common Multiple.*

A Multiple of a number is any number which
contains it an exact number of times. In other
words, it is any number of which the given
number is a factor. For example, 15 is a mul-
tiple of 5, because it contains 5 an exact number
of times—or, in other words, because 5 is a

factor
;
and 6 is sometimes called a sul)-mult%ple

of 15. A suh-multiple is the same as a facto?',

or measui'e. We can always form as many
multiples as we wish of any given number, by
simply multiplying it by any other number.

TEOPICAL VEGETATION.

mit a considerable extension of the particular

form of vegetation into districts where it does
not appear indigenously, but the special con-
ditions do not permit that extension beyond
certain limits. This is a curious subject, and
deserving of even more attention than it has
hitherto received. Barley and rye, to take
as examples of the fact the most widely
diffused of cereals, grow in the north of

Lapland as far north as 70°, but elsewhere in

the northern hemisphere the line is drawn
between 55° and 65°, and in North America at

least five degrees farther south. Further on
we shall describemore at length what are known
as the zones of vegetation—that is, the limits

within which some of the principal forms of

vegetable life are either indigenous or are

capable of cultivation.

Thus the multiples of 7 are 2 x 7, 3 X 7, 4 X 7,

and so on.

A Coiuiiion Multiple of two or more numbers
is any number which contains each of them
without remainder. In other words, it is any
number of which each of the given numbers is

a factor.

Thus, 120 is a common multiple of 4, 5, 10,

12, 60, and other numbers.
It is clear that the product of two numbers

will be a common multiple of the numbers

;

but it may not happen to be the least common
multiple. For instance, 4 X 6 is a common
multiple of 4 and 6, but it is not the L.C.M.,
because 12 is also a common multiple. We
may, in fact, have as many common multiples
as we wish. But it is often convenient to know
the least common multiple.

* For convenience, “Least Common Multiple” is

abbreviated into “ L.C.M.”
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The least common multiple of two or more
numbers is the least number which contains

each of them. We might hnd the L.C.M. in

the following way :

—

Since the L.C.Sl. is to contain each number,
it must contain all the prime factors of each
number. Therefore, if we split each number
into its prime factors, and. then write down all

the prime factors, repeating each as often as

the greatest number of times it occurs in any
one number, the product of all the factors

so written down will be the L.C.M.
For instance,

—

Find the L.C.M. of 4, 30, 45, 105.

Splitting them into prime factors, they be-

come 2x2, 2x3x5, 3x3x5, 3x5x7.
Therefore, by our rule, the L.C.M. will be

the continued product of the following prime
factors :—2 repeated twice, 3 repeated twice,

5 once, and 7 once : ?.<?., the L.C.M. =2x2
X3X3X5X7 = 1260.

Clearly, this is a multiple of each number,
because it contains all the factors of each

;
but

as it contains no superfluous factors, it must be
the L.C.M.
The following rule, which is in principle

identical with the above process, is the best :

—

Rulefor finding L.C.M. of two or more given
numbers.—Arrange the numbers in a line from
left to right, with an interval between every
two. Divide all the numbers which can be so

divided, by the smallest number that will mea-
sure two or more of the given numbers. Set

down the several quotients and the undivided
numbers in a line under the original numbers.
Again, divide the numbers so set down by the
smallest number that will measure two or more
of them, and as before set down quotients and
undivided numbers. Divide these again, as

before, and continue this process till the numbers
set down have no common measure.
The continued products of the numbers in

this last line, and the several divisors, will be
the L.C. M. of the given numbers.
For example, find, by this rule, the L.C.M.

of the numbers we took just now—namely, 4,

30, 46, 105.

We take as 1st divisor

2, because that is the
smallest number which
will divide any two of

of the given numbers.
We set down the quo-
tients 2, 15, and the un-
divided numbers 45, 105.

For our 2nd divisor we
take 3, because it is the
smallest number which
will divide any two of

the new line. We set

down the quotients 5, 15, 35, and the undivided
number 2. 5 is our next divisor. It gives us
the quotients 1, 3, 7, and the undivided number

2)

4 30 45 105

3)

2 15 45 105

5)2 5 15 35

2 13 7

L.C.M. is 7 X 3 X 1

X2X5X3X2
= 1260.

2 .

Now, there is no number which will measure
any two of these, so that we can go no further
in this process. We have now only to find the
product of these numbers, and tne divisors.

This rule is founded on the principle already
stated, and is, in fact, a short way of finding

all the prime factors and the greatest number
of times each is repeated.

We can sometimes shorten the work by
striking out, in any line, any number which is

contained in any other number in that same
line. Thus, in the 2nd line above, we might
have struck out 15, because it exactly measm-es
45. Clearly, this would have made no differ-

ence in the final result, because its representa-

tive in the last line is 1, which, as a factor, has
no effect on the L.C.M.

Exercises ix G.C.M. and L.C.M.

1. Find the G.C.M. of

(d^) 765 and 918 {!) 510 and 570

(^) 341 and 465 (e) 462 and 542
(f?) 900 and 786

2. Find the G.C.M. of

(a) 26, 91, 39, 65 (d) 306, 765, 918
(J) 165, 105, 60, 30 (e) 369, 615, 492, 246
(e) 93, 279, 341, 465

3. Find the L.C.M. of

(fl) 70, 1225, 10, 28 (d) 6, 15, 35, 42
(fi) 45, 33, 55, 363 (e) 9, 210, 100, 1225, 25

(6') 91,26,182,637,28

Ans?ve?-s.

1. («) 153 {d) 30

(^) 31 (^) 4

(.0) 6

2. (a) 13 (^) 163
15 (^) 123

ic) 21

3. (a) 4900 (d) •210

(J) 5445 (0 44100
(6*) 2348

Fractions.

A Fraction, from its derivation (Lat. fractna,
broken), means a portion broken off.

When a unit is divided, or broken up, into a
number of equal parts, one or more of these

parts is called a fraction of the unit.

Thus, suppose an apple is divided into 4 equal
parts, each of these parts, or any number of

them taken together, make a fraction. One
such part is written and called one-fourth

;

two such parts, written f, are called two-
fourths

;
three such parts, f ,

called three-

fourths.

To give another illustration :

—

A C D B E F G
Suppose a line AB, a yard long, to be divided

into three equal parts, AC, CD, DB. Each of

these parts, or any number of them taken to-

gether, make a fraction. Thus any one, saj^

CD, is one-third of AB (written ^) ;
any two,

say CD and DB together, make two-thirds of

AB (written f) ;
and the three together, AC,

CD, DB, make three-thirds, or the whole.
But further, if we take in another bit, BE,

equal to each of the other divisions, then AE
contains four-thirds of AB, and is written f of

AB
;
aiid if we took in yet another bit, EF,

then AF would contain five-thirds, written |,

and so on.

We see, then, that a fraction may denote a

quantity greater than unity
; but such fractions

are called improper, while thc^e which denote
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less than a unit are called proper fractions.

The nature of these improper fractions will be
better understood as we go on.

Definition.—When a unit, or collection of

units, is divided into a number of equal parts,

each of these parts, or any number of these

parts taken together, is a fraction of the unit

or collection of units.

A fraction is expressed by means of two
numbers, one above the other, with a line

between ; thus, f.

The lower number is called the “ denomina-
tor,” because it “ denominates,” or names, the
number of parts into which the unit is divided.

The upper number is called the “ numerator,”
because it expresses the number of parts taken
to form the fraction.

Thus in the fraction |, 5 is the denominator,
and It tells us that the unit is to be divided
into 5 equal parts

;
3 is the numerator, and it

shows that three of the 5 equal parts are to be
taken to form a fr-action.

In order to read fractions, we give them a
name derived from their denominators. Thus,
if 7 were the denominator, each part would be
called one-seventh

;
two parts would be called

two-sevenths, and so on. If the denominator
were 8, each part would be called one-eighth

;

if 9, one-ninth, and so on.

There is no difficulty in understanding the
meaning of a proper fr-action, such as f . We
can form such a fraction out of any unit, by
dividing it into 5 equal parts and taking any
3 of them.
But what meaning can we give to an im-

proper fraction, such as ? We cannot get
eleven- fifths out of a unit, because it only con-
tains five fifths.

The meaning given to the fraction^ is this

:

Suppose several units—two, three, four, or as
many as we want—be divided, each into 5
equal parts, and let us take 11 of these parts.

In the present case we want 3 units, and they
will give us 15 equal parts. 11 of these parts
make the fraction denoted by

Definition.—A properfraction is one whose
numerator is less than its denominator.
An improper fraction is one whose numera-

tor is not less than its denominator.
A mixed number is a whole number and a

fr-action taken together. Thus, 3 and ^ taken
together make up a mixed number, wi-itten 3i,

meaning 3 -f i.

^

A compoundfraction. If we conceive a frac-

tion to be subdivided into a number of equal
parts, each of these subdivisions, or any col-
lection of such subdivisions, will be a fraction
of a fraction, and is called a compound fr-action.

Thus the compound fraction -§ of means
that the unit is to be divided into 8 equal parts,
of which 7 are to be taken. Then these 7 are
to be portioned out into 5 equal portions, and
of these 5 equal portions 3 are to be taken to
form the fraction represented by f of

For instance, tlie compound fraction of §
of a yard means that a yard is to be divided
into 3 equal parts (f.e. into 3 feet). Two of
these are then taken, and divided into 12 equal
parts, which evidently will be 2 inches each.
Finally, 5 of these parts are taken to form the

fraction. So that the compound fraction of

I of a yard is equivalent to 10 inches.

A complex fraction is a fraction which has a
fraction in its numerator, or denominator, or

both:

I 4 2^

7’ I-

Every whole number may be looked upon as

an improper fraction, of which the denominator
is unity. Thus 7 may be written -5-. The de-
nominator shows that the unit is not broken
up ; while the numerator 7 shows that 7 such
unbroken units are to be taken.

Fractions may be considered in another light

;

namely, as expressing the quotient got by
dividing the numerator by the denominator.

Take, for example, the fraction A little

consideration will make it clear that we should
get the same result whether we divide the unit
into 12 parts and take 7 of these parts, or take 7
units and divide their sum into 12 parts. For
suppose the unit to be a shilling. In the first case
we divide one shilling into 12 equal parts, and
take 7 of them. In the second case we divide
7 shillings (f.e. 81 pence) into 12 equal parts
and take one of these parts. In each case the
result is 7 pence. Hence we may look on the
fraction as expressing the quotient got by
dividing 7 units into 12 equal parts

;
and in

the same way every fraction may be considered
as expressing the quotient arising from dividing
the numerator by the denominator.

XIX.

The Common Things of Harmony.—Chord
Positions.—Common Dissonances.

The constituents of a chord may not only
be placed at various distances from one another
without altering its name, but
the constituent that is in the bass positions,

may vary. Hitherto we have had the root
always in the bass. We may also have the
third, and sometimes the fifth. Listen to the
first line of the old tune “ Nottingham ” :

—

'
:Si d r

1
ti Si d : r

1

m
:mi Si li

1
Si Si Si : Si

1
Si

:d d li
1

r ti d : ti
1

d

m, f,
1

s, S, m, : s,
1

d
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Try to discover the cases of “ inverted ” chords,

or those which are turned over so as to have
some other note than the root in the bass.

They are the 2nd, 3rd, and 6th
Inverted chords, chords. What are their roots ?

They are Doh, Ray, an-d Dull respectively. Our
symbols for inverted chords are these : Assum-
ing the root position to be called Da, when the
third is in the bass we speak of Db, and when
the fifth is in the bass of Dc. Other books on
harmony speak of Db as the “ first inversion

”

(or turning over) of D, and Dc as the “ second
inversion.” The three inverted chords in the
above example are named Db, Kb, and Db.

Listen to the following :

—

What are we to make of the 2nd and 4th
chords ? Put their notes in the closest order,

two thirds over each other. WTiich note then
is lowest ? In the second chord, Soh

;

in the
fourth chord, Doh. The chords are therefore

S and D, with the fifth in the bass—that is,

Sc and Dc. Name the chords throughout the
example, and follow with the mind’s eye the
progression of parts, associating feeling with
symbols. Listen to the first line of the popular
part-song, “ 0 who will o'er the downs” :

—

: m m : m
1

f : m
: d d : d

1

d : d

; s s : s
1

1 : s

: d d : d
!
d : d

What is the root of the third chord ? Try Doh;
try Lah. Neither will do, because the other

notes do not follow either of these at the

distance of a third. Try Fah. This is right

—

Full, Lah, Doh. The symbol of the chord is Fc.

Name the other chords, especially the sixth.

Listen to the following chant ;

—

d';— t :d‘ r>:— d':— d' :d' d‘ :t dk—
m:— r :m s :

—

m

;

— s :1 s :s s :

—

s ;

—

s :s t d‘:— d‘ :d' m'1

.J.1 d>:—

d r ;d s :

—

d m :f
1
s :s d:—

Make a pause in playing upon the chord marked
with an asterisk. What is the impression left

by this chord ? Is it conclusive and final, or
is it suspense and movement to some other
conclusion ? Kepeat the experiment until you
feel that S, or the dominant chord, is a chord
of suspense. Then play the next chord, and
satisfy yourself that D is the natural home for

which S seems to yearn, and to which it points.

Notice the second half of the chant, and see

how the treble part stands still while the others

move. This “ bonding together ” of chords is a
source of beauty and strength in harmony. It

gives smoothness and flow. Listen to the fol-

lowing ;

—

9- 1 --
1

cJ .

z ^

J

, hiry
f]

f ("'—
1 P

lZ

tjr- i
r

1 n
-<s> ^ ‘

n
n

\

-e

d d' 1 m* t d'

m :
— s 1 s s s

d d' d' d‘ ri m*

d m f s s d

Here we have the same bass and chords, but a

different melody. Notice how much less strong

the passage sounds in this form.
Listen to the following chant :

—

|m:- r :m f m:

—

f :m s :f m:-;

1
d ti :d tp- d r :d d :t, dJ
s :

—

S :s s ;
— s :

—

s :s m :s s

d:— f :m r ;
— d tj :d Sj ;s, d:-l
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Here we encounter a bunch of novelties. Look
first at the last chord but one. It is our old

acquaintance S, with the fifth
Novelties. omitted, but with a new note,

Fah, added. Instead of piling two thirds, we
pile three together, and thus get up to Fah.
This is the commonest and simplest form of

what is known in music as a DISCORD. What
distance, in the language of interval, is Fah
from Soh? A seventh. We call the chord,

therefore, seven-6^oA, or the dominant-seventh,

and its symbol is ^S. We have now four notes

to deal with instead of three, and this gives us

four positions or three inversions of the chord,

all of which are exemplified in the little chant
just given. Find ’Sa, ^Sb, '^Sc, and ^Sd in the

last example, and name the other chords. We
have remarked on the bonding together of

chords as an element of beauty. Notice in the

last example anotherelement, that ofcontrary
MOTION. This is most prominent when it is

between outside parts, as in the treble r m f

,

contradicted at the same moment by the bass

f m r
;
and in the treble m f m, contradicted

by the bass d tj d. Dwell on these phrases

until the elegance of contrary motion becomes
apparent.
To make a discord, we must always have two

notes next each other in the scale sounded
together. In we have Soh and Fah together.

The general rule—so general that
A general rule, beginner should regard it as

absolute—is that a dissonant note must always
“ resolve ” or pass in the next chord to the note

below it. Notice how in the last example every

Fah in the various positions of ’’S goes on to

Me. There is, however, another very general

rule,—that the ear must be “ prepared ” for a

dissonant note by hearing it in the chord

’preceding the dissonance. This is not the case

in the above example, because is a privileged

discord. It is so well known that it is allowed

to take liberties, and its Fah is seldom “ pre-

pared” beforehand. But listen to the follow-

ing

In the second chord we shall find, on packing
the notes in closest order of ascending thirds,

that we have the chord R with a seventh, doh,

added to it. Notice now this doh is pre-

pared ” in the previous chord. When we see a
strange combination of notes it is well to

notice which are “ prepared,” and “ resolved,”

and to treat them as foreign to the chord.

Look at the last chord but two. Here the
introduction of the third of the chord of S
{i.e., Te) is delayed or “suspended” for a pulse,

Doh appearing in its place. From Soh up to

Doh is a fourth
;

hence* this discord is ^S.

Notice how smoothly the Doh goes to Te in the
next pulse.

The example contains two other common
things in harmony. Look at the bass, fifth

pulse. What is the Fah? The bass moves from
Me to Soh, and the intervening note is taken on
the way. It is called a passing note. Passing-

notes are always taken in this way stepwise
between two chord notes.

Look now at the last pulse but one, tenor

part. What is the Soh 7 It is not a passing
note, for it leaps. It is a note of the chord
that is sounding in the ear, and hence it is

called a bye-tone or harmony-note.
The last common thing in harmony which

we shall notice is the Cadence. In music
this term marks the fixed order

which the closing chords of a Cadences,

phrase take. The two principal cadences in

in music are the D and S, or Tonic and Domi-
nant cadences. We asked the reader at an
early part of this chapter to pause and listen to

the suspensive effect of the dominant chord.

That is a dominant cadence, the essence of

which is the chord progression D S. The tonic

cadence may be seen at the end of any of the

chants given above. Its essence is the progres-

sion S D. But the Tonic cadence is often

made more strong by including three chords,

F S D. These three are the pillar chords of

the scale
;
they comprise all the seven notes,

and heard in succession, in the above order,

they seem to sweep away all doubt, and to

proclaim the key with broad and solid affirma-

tion. Listen to this perfect close or cadence in

the first clause of the following chant, which
comprises in its second clause another cadence,

the PLAGAL CADENCE, the essence of which is

the progression F D.

KEY G.

m:— f : r m :

—

tF- m :d f :f m:-|

d d :ti d s :

—

d :d d ;d d:J!

s :

—

1 : s s ;

—

r :

—

s :m 1 :1

d fi :si d *s :

—

d ;d fi -fi d
[I

Here we pause in our description of the
“ common things ” in harmony. The student

who masters these facts will have learnt enough
to enable him to analyse many simple pieces

such as hymn tunes, and to see the construction

of the harmony. To explain the rarer forms

of discord and the laws of chromatic harmony
would carry us beyond the limits of this work.
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As has been often pointed out, “ a little know-
ledge” is not a “dangerous thing,” providing

it is exact and sound so far as it goes. It is

superficial knowledge alone that is dangerous :

a little thorough knowledge is useful and good,

because it creates the appetite for more. This

we hope we have given in the two preceding

chapters.

XXIT.

The Fourth or /-Conjugation.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Present Tense.

S. audi, hear thou, P. audite, hear ye.

Future Tense.

S. audito, thou must hear
audito, he must hear

P. auditote, ye must hear
audiunto, they must hear.

SUBJUNCTIVE OR CONJUNCTIVE MOOD.

1.

Present Tense.

S. audiam, I may hear
audias, thou mayst hear
audiat, he may hear

P. audiamus, we may hear
audiatis, ye may hear
audiant, they may hear.

Active Voice.

Audio, to hear. Stem^ audi.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

1.

Present Tense.

Sing, audio, I hear, or am hearing
audis, thou hearest, or art hearing
audit, he hears, or is hearing

Plur. audimus, we hear, or are hearing
auditis, ye hear, or are hearing
audiunt, they hear, or are hearing.

2.

Simj)le Future Tense.

S. audiam, I shall hear
audies, thou wilt hear
audiet, he will hear

P. audiemus, we shall hear
audietis, ye will hear
audient, they will hear.

3.

Imperfect Tense.

S. audiebam, I was hearing,

audiebas, thou wast hearing
audiebat, he was hearing

P. audiebamus, we were hearing
audiebatis, ye were hearing
audiebant, they were hearing.

4.

Perfect Tense.

S. audivi, I have heard, or I heard
audivisti, thou hast heard, or thou heardst
audivit, he has heard, or he heard

P. audivimus, we have heard, or we heard
audivistis, ye have heard, or ye heard
audiverunt or -ivere, they have heard, or

they heard.

6. Future-Perfect Tense.

S. audivero, I shall have heard
audiveris, thou wilt have heard
audiverit, he will have heard

P. audiverimiis, we shall have heard
audiveritis, ye will have heard
audiverint, they will have heard.

6. Pluperfeet Tense.

8. audiveram, I had heard
audiveras, thou hadst heard
audiverat, he had heard

P, audiveramus, we had heard
audiveratis, ye had heard
audiveraut, they had heard.

2.

Imperfect Tense.

S. audirem, I might hear
audires, thou mightst hear
audiret, he might hear

P. audiremus, we might hear
audiretis, ye might hear
audirent, they might hear

3. Perfect Tense.

S. audiverim, I may have heard
audiveris, thou mayst have heard
audiverit, he may have heard

P, audiverimus, we may have heard
audiveritis, ye may have heard
audiverint, they may have heard

4. Pluperfect Tense.

8. audivissem, I should have heard
audiviases, thou wouldst have heard
audivisset, he would have heard

P. audivissemiis, we should have heard
audivissetis, ye would have heard
audivissent, they would have heard.

VERB INFINITE.

Inf. Pres.., Imperf. audire, to hear.

„ Perf, Plup. audivisse, to have heard.

„ Future., auditurus esse, to be about to hear.

Gerund, Gen. audiendi, of hearing.

„ Bat., Ahl. audiendd, for or by hearing.

„ Ace. audiendum, the hearing.

Supine in -um, auditum, to hear.

Supine in -u, auditu, in hearing, or to be heard.

Note.—(1) In all the perfect tenses v is

frequently omitted before e and i. The two
ii are often contracted into i ; as.

audivisti becomes audiisti or audisti.

audivistis

audivit

audiverunt
audivero
audiveram
audiverim
audivissem
audivissS

audiistis or audistis.

audiit.

audierunt.

audiero.

audieram.
audierim.
audiissem or audissem.
audiissg or audisse.

(2) Remember that num in interrogations

expects the answer “no,” and nonne expects

the answer “ yes.”
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Vocabulary of verbs conjugated like audio.,

which govern the accusative case, except
those marked otherwise :

—

condio, I season,

custbdio, I guard, pro-

tect.

delenio, I mitigate,

soothe, seduce,

dormio, I sleep,

erudio, I instruct,

expedio, I extricate,

free.

fastidio, I disdain,

finio, I finish, put an
end to.

impedio, I entangle,

involve.

mollio, I soften, render
effeminate.

munio, I fortify,

nescio, I do not know,
nutrio, I nourish, rear,

obedio, I obey (dative
case).

prsesagio, I presage,
augur.

punio, I punish,
scio, I know,
servio, I serve, am a
slave to (dative case),

sitio, I thirst, am
thirsty.

venio, I come,
vestio, I clot'he^

Self-Examination Questions and Exercises.

Account for the forms audicro, audisse.,

audiit^ and audiero. Give the stems and the
perfect tenses of the following verbs : dormio.,

finio, impedio, and nutrio. Give the gerunds
and participles of the following verbs : audio,

custodio, erudio, and servio. Give the impera-
tive mood of vestio, nutrio, scio, and mollio.

Give the future simple of munio, delenio, im^
pedio, and sitio.

Translate into English :

—

Id vitium tegere nescit. Quis nosmet contra
vim hostium custodiet ? Ne fastidias hostem
vel maxima infirmum. Se servos maledi-
centissimos puniturum esse negat. Qiii ignaros

erudit, is soepe se ipsum docebit. Per tot

horas dormiebit, quot tibi dicam. Laborem per
magnum et maximum difiicilem finiturus est.

Nonne ignis ferrum vel durissimum molliet?
Citissimus venit ad molliendam iram sui regis.

Quis duobus dominis serviet ? Orpheus arbores

et saxa carminibus molhebat. Ego et Cicero

valemus. Tu et Tullia dormitatis. Numa, rex
Romanorum, erat vir sapientissimus, et legibus

duros mores civium moUivit. Pulcherrimus quis-

que in hac urbe valet. Num Romani usquam
uUi populo serviebant ? Nonne base lex valebit

apud omnes, divites et pauperes, doctos et

ignaros? Scepe multum sapientige jacet ignotum
apud homines pauperrimos.

Translate into Latin :

—

We ought to season our food with salt. These
|

laws are just, and ought to prevail amongst
men who are free and noble. The tallest tree

will flourish on the top of this mountain.
Vice punishes itself, and is the fountain of all

evil amongst the nations of the earth. The
fairest and tallest of cities, Rome, has clothed
itself with the highest glory in war. Instruct
thou the ignorant, and thou shalt clothe thyself
with many great praises (say, praises many
and great). Do not involve thyself and thy
friends in vain labours either in peace or in
the war. They will afford to each of the
soldiers a certain sum of money. Time always
wlU soothe sorrow and care. He thinks to
know all these things, and to be guard of

nothing. They may have seasoned their many
discourses with much wisdom. Gold lies at

the bottom of the mountain. The dark and
dismal clouds cover the face of the heavens.
What hides the glory of the sun ? Through aU
the years of life sleep soothes the labours of
the body and of the mind. You and TuUia
wish to sleep in my house.

BY JOHN T. YOUNG, F.G.S.

“ What would a microscope cost ? ” and “ What
description of instrument is best ?

” are ques-
tions frequently asked, and often very difficult

to answer. Before we attempt to do so here,

we must explain as briefly as possible what a
microscope is. So far as the word “ microscope”*
goes, it might be applied to any kind of mag-
nifying-glass, and is not infrequently used to

describe an arrangement of a single lens fitted

into a frame and stand for magnifying entire
beetles, seeds, feathers, and other comparatively
large objects. Such contrivances are strictly

speaking “ simple ” microscopes
;
but when the

word is used alone it is generally understood to
mean a much more complicated instrument

—

the “ compound ” microscope.
From the engraving on the next page it will

be seen that the essential part of a microscope
consists of a tube with magnifying glasses at
each end. This tube is so mounted that it can be
adjusted at any angle to suit the convenience of
the person using it, and of being “ focussed ”

upon any object placed on the stage. Below is

a mirror for the purpose of transmitting light
through the stage and up the tube. The object
to be examined is placed upon the stage, and if

transparent the light is so reflected from the
mirror as to pass through it, and the object-

glass is focussed on the object. The magnified
image is received on the bottom of the eyepiece
within the tube and further magnified before it

reaches the eye. If, however, the object is

opaque, it must be viewed by reflected light,

which in that case is thrown upon it by means
of a condenser, which is a convex or plano-

convex lens upon a stand, as shown in the
engraving, or by a silvered reflector placed at

the back of the stage.

We must refer the reader to another section

of the Universal Instructor for an exposi-

tion of the scientific principles involved in the

construction of the microscope
;
but it is neces-

sary to point out that a good object-glass is a

delicate piece of workmanship, consisting—in

the higher powers—of a considerable number
of lenses carefully and accurately adjusted to

prevent any distortion of the magnified ima^re

and the occurrence of fringes of colour from
refracted light. Clear definition is also a
matter of great importance—much greater than
mere magnifying power. This is, in fact, the

principal difference between a good object-glass

* Gr. milcros, email, and skopeo. to view.
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and a bad one
;
and this is exactly the point

where the beginner is helplessly at the mercy
of the dealer. He cannot be a judge of what is

good or bad
;
and unless he has some competent

friend who will undertake the examination of

the instrument he proposes to buy, he must in
this respect implicitly trust the optician. Of
the other parts of the microscope he may form
some idea. He can see whether it is well
finished, whether it stands firmly; if the rack-
work moves smoothly, and if the instrument
is substantial enough to bear a fair amount of

careful use. We are presuming, of course, that
a microscope is required for work, and not for

mere amusement. If it is only wanted as a toy,

it matters little what is bought.
If the question of price is not of serious

importance, and the student can afford to do
so, he may usefully lay out fifteen or sixteen
pounds in the purchase of a microscope. For
this he should get a well-finished, substantial
instrument, witli two eyepieces and three
first-class ob-

times as broad as it really is
;
and as HO X 20

= 400, it is consequently magnified 400 times.

It is, however, an invariable rule amongst
scientific men to speak of the number of

diameters an object is magnified, and 7iot the
superficial extent of its enlargement. The
magnifying powers of the three object-glasses

mentioned above will be about as under, but as

this will depend partly upon what is called

their “ angular aperture ” and other things, it

is impossible to speak with perfect accuracy.

Inches.
2 .

1 .

i

Magnifying power with eyepiece.

... 20 32

... 37 60

. . .195 310

Object-glasses are made of lower, higher, and
intermediate powers

;
and when it can be

afforded, three-inch and half-inch glasses may
be added to the above list with advantage,
which will make a further outlay of £5.

Price, however, is generally a matter cf

considerable
ject-glasses
(English make)
2 in., 1 in., and
^ in. powers
respectively.
The stage
movements
should allow
of the object

being shifted

in any direc-

tion
;
and if the

stage should
give a con-
centric motion,
so much the
better. There
should also be
a condenser for

illuminating
opaque objects,

and a simple a, Eyepiece; 5, object-glass
;

c, tube; (i, stage; screw for fine adjustment
;

terns

achromatic f, mirror; g, condenser for concentrating light on opaque objects; various
h, live box for insects, etc.

glasses.
condenser for

use below the
stage. This last is used especially with the
higher powers, when more light is required
than can otherwise be obtained. An important
piece of apparatus, the polariscope, should be
included for this price

;
and a few minor

accessories, such as a live-box, stage forceps,

etc., will also be supplied. A binocular in-

strument will cost about four guineas more
— say twenty pounds. The advantage of a
binocular arrangement is that objects viewed
by it have a stereoscopic appearance which
cannot be secured in any other way. For
real work we should not give it the preference
over the single tube.

It is usual in describing object-glasses to

mention their focal length. A 2-inch object-

glass has a nominal focal distance from the
object to be viewed of 2 inches, and will possess
a magnifying power of about twenty diameters
when used with the lowest eyepiece

;
that is to

say, the image of an object thus magnified will
appear to be twenty times as long and twenty

importance,
and there are

many persons
to whom a
microscope
would be very
useful who can-

not afford such
an outlay. To
suit the con-
venience of

those who re-

quire an
efficient in-

strument for a

small sum,
“student’s’ mi-
croscopes have
been devised.

These are of

different pat-

and of

quali-

tie s ;
some

bearing the
designation are nearly worthless, while others

are really wonderfully cheap and effective.

They vary in price from £4 4^. to £5 os. In-

struments of this character are usually fitted

with what are known as “dividing” object-

glasses—^that is, they have one |-in. object-

glass which takes to pieces, the front lens

is removed to make a 1-in. glass, and a second
lens is screwed off to reduce it to a 2-in. power.
Glasses of this character are much cheaper,

and therefore help materially to reduce the

price of an instrument
;
and although they

are not equal to the best object-glasses, they
work fairly well.

These hints will probably be sufficient to

guide an intending purehaser who wishes to

have some idea of what an efficient microscope
will cost; but it may be well to add that much
larger and more expensive instruments are

made than those here described, and that a
great variety of ingenious apparatus has been
devised for use in special research, the greater

i, second eyepiece ;
k, boxes with object-
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part of which is not likely to be required by the

ordinary student
;
much of the remainder can

well be dispensed with; and for the rest, the be-

ginner will be well advised not to purchase until

he feels the want of it.

The best light for , microscopical work is

daylight, when it is available
;
the next best

is that supplied by a paraffine lamp, which is

decidedly preferable to gas, because it is whiter.

Very handy lamps, with white porcelain shades,

and arranged so as to be readily raised or

lowered to suit the
convenience of the
person using them, are

sold by almost all op-
ticians. An article of

this description is a
luxury, but it is de-

cidedly not a necessity.

An ordinary table lamp
will answer most pur-

poses almost equally
well

;
and a small

lamp with a green
shade can be pur-

chased for twelve or
fifteen pence which
will be quite as
efficient, and nearly as

handy, as the more
expensive article.

Cabinets in which
to keep microscopical
slides are also made to

suit various tastes and
necessities. For those who are not particular

as to outlay, and wish for a handsome piece

of furniture, mahogany cabinets are made of

all sizes
;
but the most convenient and in all

respects the

best cabinets

that we have
seen are made
of whitewood,
with seven-

teen drawers,

each drawer
holding one
dozen slides,

in a flat posi-

tion. The price

of these cabi-

nets is one
guinea. In
our judgment
it is better to

have several of

these smaller

cabinets, if re-

quired, than to purchase a larger one. White
wood boxes, with trays to hold slides, can also

be had of most opticians
;
these are cheaper,

and may in some cases suit the convenience
of the beginner equally well.

Facility in the use of the microscope is to be
attained by practice alone. We can only here
offer a few words of general advice

;
the first

of which is to lay the instrument aside when-
ever the eye begins to feel fatigue. We have
known serious mischief to follow the neglect

VOL. I.
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of this simple rule, but with due care there
need not be the slightest fear of injurj’- to the
sight. In using the ordinary monocular (single-

tubed) microscope it is customary to keep the
unoccupied eye closed

;
and although some

people acquire the habit of working with both
eyes open, comparatively few can do so, and it

often happens that the effort to keep the one
eye shut leads to disagreeable irritation. This

may be avoided by cutting a hole in a piece of

cardboard or stiff paper, and slipping it over
the cap of the eyepiece.

The cardboard should
be long enough to pro-

ject several inches to

the right or left, so as

to shut out all sur-

rounding objects from
the unoccupied eye,

which can then be
kept open without dif-

ficulty. It will also

be well to remember
that although the body
of the microscope can
be placed at any angle
to suit convenience,
an inclination of about
forty-five degrees, or

rather less, will be
found the least fatigu-

ing,land the best suited

for lengthened obser-

vation.

Many persons—per-

liaps most—when commencing the use of the
microscope are over-anxious to employ the
highest powers within their reach on all occa-

sions, and are frequently much puzzled and
greatly disap-

pointed in
consequence.
This is, of

coin^e, very
unreasonable,
and the be-

ginner should
fa m iliarise
himself first

of all with
the use of the

lower powers,
and make it a
rule never to

employ a
higher power
than is ne-

cessary.

XIX.

Hydrogen Phosphate.—Phosphoric Acid.

The symbol of this compound is HjPO^; it is

therefore spoken of as a tribasic acid and as

41
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acid a tribasic

acid.

a trihydrogen phosphate, and may be regarded
as the third and last in the series of those
important compounds the oxygen acids; the

first being nitric acid, HNO3, a monobasic acid,

the second H2SO4, a dibasic acid, and lastly

H3PO4, a tribasic acid.

When the white flocculent substance known
as phosphorus pentoxide is brought into con-

tact with water it unites with it with great
energy, the chemical action being

Phos^honc^ attended with a hissing noise
and the evolution of great heat,

the result being the formation,
not of pure phosphoric acid, as the pentoxide
combines with an excess of water, but of a

Its preparation,
HquM holding that acid in solu-

tion, from Avhich it may after-

wards be separated as a transparent colourless
fluid.

We have already pointed out that in the case
of the monobasic nitric acid one atom of any

monad metal may replace the

triWa^cid
hydrogen in the acid, giving rise

tnDasicacid.
^ NaN03, sodium

nitrate, or KNO3, potassium nitrate, one atom
of the monad metal being capable of replacing
one atom of hydrogen or all that is contained
in the acid. In the case of dibasic sulphuric

acid, H2SO4, it has in like manner been shown
that one atom only of the hydrogen may be
replaced by a metal of the same character,

giving rise to what is termed an acid salt, such
as KHSO4, in which the hydrogen is only
partially displaced by the metal potassium.

The neutral salt in which the hydrogen dis-

appears is expressed by the formula K2SO4,
and is termed potassium sulphate, the former
salt being hydrogen potassium sulphate. We
have now to consider how the salt of a tribasic

acid may be constituted, and here
Phosphates of

^j^^t the monad metal
sodium combines in three differ-

ent proportions with the acid, dis-

placing one, two or three atoms of the hydrogen,
in its different combinations. By way of illus-

trating the formation of this series, let us suppose
that sodium carbonate is dissolved in phosphoric
acid, after the effervescence due to the escape
of the carbon dioxide has siibsided; we shall

find that the neutral liquid that remains holds
a salt in solution, which may be obtained by
evaporating the liquid, and whose constitution

being represented by the formula Na2HP04,
is termed hydrogen disodium phosphate. As
each molecule of this salt requires the addition
of the large quantity of twelve molecules of
water in order to assume the crystalline form,

the sulphurous acid must in the
first instance be greatly diluted.

Microcosmic salt.

If to a solution of this salt we now add the
substance known as caustic soda, another
change takes place; the whole of the hydrogen
is replaced by the metal, and we have the
compound known as trisodium phosphate—

a

salt which likewise requires twelve molecules
of the water of crystallization. If, on the
other hand, we add phosphoric acid to a
similar solution, the result is the formation of

a salt whose formula is NaH3P04 or dihydro-
gen sodium phosphate. It wil be seen, there-

fore, that the monad metal sodium may unite
in three different proportions with phosphoric
acid, giving rise to the foregoing remarkable
series of salts. Finally the quasi-metal ammo-
nium may be made to enter into the compo-
sition of a phosphate together with sodium
thus: Na(NH4)HS04, forming hydrogen sodium
ammonium sulphate, or microcosmic salt, as it

is termed.
We ought not here to omit to mention the

very important part played by the salts of this

series in connexion with agricul-

tural chemistry. Many of the .-A^iciiltural

most valuable manures, natural
and avtilioial, owe their special

efficacy to the presence of certain phosphates.
There are three other hydrogen phosphater-

or acids belonging to the phosphoric series

which we think it will be sufficient just tci

mention by name. Hydrogen pyrophosphate,
whose formula is H4P2O7, and which is there-
fore, as will be seen, a tetrabasic

acid, or one which contains no acid

less than four atoms of hydrogen.
Monohydrogen phosphate ormeta- ^ ^

phosphoric acid, HPO3, and hypophosphorous
acid or hydrogen hypophosphite, H3PO2, givinr
rise, in addition to the phosphates and phos-
phites, to a class of salts known as hypophos-
phites.

Compounds of Phosphorus and Hydrogen.

Phospliuretted Hydrogen.

This gas, which is generally formed by the
action of caustic potash on phosphorus, is a
colourless gas having a most
nauseating smell. One of the Preparation of

products of animal and vegetal phos^uretted

decomposition, we find it escaping ^

spontaneously from the surface of marshes
and other collections of stagnant
water containing vegetal matter^“®*® “ nature,

in a state of decay, and giving rise to the pheno-
menon known as the ignis-fatuus, or ‘will-o-

the-wisp,’ as this gas becomes luminous on
coming into contact with the air.

Phosphuretted hydrogen may be or

prepared artificially in the follow-
®

ing manner. A paste made of slaked lime and
phosphorus is rolled into pellets, which are

introduced into a flask with about one-fourth
part of quicklime in powder. The flask, being
fitted with a cork and bent glass tube, the open
end of which is plunged below the surface of

water in a basin in the way already described

for the collection of gases, and heat being
applied, phosphuretted hydrogen,
is evolved, which on issuing from Its evolution in

luminous rings.
the surface of the water ascends
in gradually dilating gyrating rings of great
beauty which are luminous in the dark.
The experiment is one, however, which we

would scarcely recommend the uninitiated to

attempt. Should the least drop of water be
absorbed by the glass tube, and thus find its

way into the flask, an explosion will inevitably
ensue, the consequences of which
will be all the more disastrous Danger of the

from the inflammable nature of
•

the material scattered around. Let the amateur
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in science content himself with purchasing a
small quantity of phosphate of lime (calcium

phosphate), which may be obtained at any I

chemist’s, and after dropping a
Generatogthis few pieces into water he will

have no reason to be dissatisfied
^ with the result if the experiment

be performed in the dark.
Phosphorus likewise forms several com-

pounds with the elements chlorine and sulphur;
but as they possess but little interest for the
general reader, we shall content ourselves with

,
the simple statement that they

entering into any
particulars concerning them. The

compounds with sulphur serve further to illus-

trate the analogy existing between that sub-

stance and oxygen.

Chlorine.

Chlorine may be regarded as the type of a
class of elements presenting many striking fea-

tures of resemblance—namely, iodine, fluorine,

and bromine. All are monad elements—that is

to say, capable of uniting with
The monad atom only of hydrogen, and
e emen s.

giving rise, by their union with
that gas, to a new series of acids, which we
shall now have to consider for the first time.

This element does not occur free or uncom-
bined in nature, and is prepared artificially

from the decomposition of one of its com-
pounds. When thus isolated it presents itself

under the form of a gas of a greenish colour
(whence its name, from the Greek chloros,

green), and of a nature so highly
Nature and irritating and poisonous as to be

utterly unfit for respiration. The
best known compound into which

this element enters is common table salt, or
sodium chloride, from which indeed it is gene-
rally prepared by treating that substance with
sulphuric acid and manganese dioxide. If one
part by weight of common salt and the same
quantity of manganese dioxide be mixed with

T.
parts of sulphuric acid and

® ‘ the ingredients be gently heated
in a flask, chlorine gas will be disengaged, not
in a state, however, of absolute purity.

Chlorine, unlike any of the gases we have
hitherto spoken of, simple or compound, pos-
sesses a decided greenish-yellow tint. Its

smell, when present in small quantities, some-
what recalls that of sea-weed

;
but, in larger

quantities, the slightest inhalation of this gas
wiU cause violent coughing, and even suffoca-

tion and death. Its preparation should there-

fore be conducted with the greatest care.

Chlorine may be condensed under a pressure of

• 1 - -j atmospheres into a heavy
ChloMe, Uquid

yePQ-yp. liquid, and has lately been
andsoua.

Ijave already

drawn attention to the fact that some gases,

like ammonia and sulphur dioxide, cannot be
collected over water on account of their affinity

for or ready solubility in that liquid, and shown
that in such cases mercury must be employed
instead of water. Chlorine, however, cannot
be collected over either water or mercury, as

it is soluble in the one and combines directly

with the other to form a compound, mercuric
chloride. This peculiarity does not present any
difficulty, however, as this gas, being about 2^
times as heavy as air, it may be gathered by
what is termed displacement. If the tut^

conveying the gas from the ap-

paratus in which it is formed
lectedby

be conducted through the open displacemLt.
mouth of a glass jar to within a
short distance of the bottom, the gas, as it

collects, will gradually fill the vessel like a

liquid, displacing the air above it, and forcing

it to escape by the open mouth. This is shown
in the diagram on page 641 of the apparatus

used in the production of chlorine. To that

apparatus we call the student’s attention, and
with it we hope he will contrive to become
practically acquainted. Chemistry learned

merely from books is never quite satisfactory

unless it is largely supplemented by actual

experiment and personal observation.

Chlorine has but a feeble affinity for oxygen
;

its tendency, on the other hand, to unite with
hydrogen and many of the metals is very great.

With the former element it unites to form the

very important and characteristic

compound known as hydro- Strong afldnity

chloric acid, which may be taken ^

as the type of the hydracids. Our readers will

of course remember that the union of oxygen
and hydrogen may be determined by causing an
electric spark to pass through the mixture of

the two gases, or by the application of a light,

when they combine with explosive violence to

form water. In the case of hydrogen and
chlorine the chemical affinity is evidently
greater, as the exposure of a glass vessel,

containing these two gases, to the feebler

chemical action of light is suffi-

cient to effect their combina-
tion. Chlorine is even able to

decompose water under similar
^ ®

circumstances, uniting with its hydrogen and
liberating the oxygen. If iron in a state of

fine subdivision (let us say pulverized) be shaken
lightly into a vessel containing pure oxygen,
the particles become incandescent or white-
hot owing to their instantaneous combination
with that gas. The same effect takes place in

a still more marked degree when
different metals, in a finely- Afi^ty of

divided state, are brought into

contact with chlorine. Ii’on

filings, powdered arsenic, or antimony and
copper-leaf burst into flame, and unite with
this gas to form chlorides. If a burning taper,

or any other hydrocarbon compound in a
state of combustion, be introduced into chlorine
the flame is not extinguished, but the combus-
tion becomes enfeebled because partial only,

and is attended with the evolution of a dense
black smoke of unconsumed carbon. The
effect is just what might be anticipated from
what we know of chlorine. The hydrogen
having a strong chemical aflSnity for the chlorine,

continues to burn in it, forming hydrochloric
acid, but the carbon, having no tendency to

unite with it, is given off unconsumed in the
form of smoke.
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XVIII.

The Progress of (continued).

Some authorities state that the celebrated
laws of Solon were incised on wooden tablets

so disposed that they might be turned round in

their cases for easy reference. They were also

undoubtedly engraved on stone. Oaken slabs

and plates of brass and ivory were the receptacles
of the Roman laws of the Twelve Tables. How

brated antiquary Montfaucon bought at Rome
in 1699 a small book of eight leaden leaves,

secured by rings to a leaden rod, which formed
the back. Precious stones were sometimes
made the recipients of short inscriptions.

An important part has been also played by
wood in early hterature. In the fourth century
the laws of the emperors were published on
tablets of this material. The Swedish name
for their laws {Balkar, from
halkan, a beam of wood, our Tabktsand

“ baulk ”) is derived from the
substance to which they were committed.
Boards, either plain or coated with wax, were
in use in the early ages of Greece. The plain
ones were termed schedce (from which is derived
our word “ schedule ”). These wooden tablets,

FIG. 34.—FROM WICLIF’S BIBLE.

extensively stone was employed to receive in-

scriptions of importance is shown by the

ArundeUan marbles at Oxford, where we find

treaties, records of victories, and sepulchral

tablets. The Parian Chronicle originally con-

tained the chronology of Athens for a space of

1318 years—that is, from A.c. 1582 to A.c. 264.

The Romans employed brazen plates for their

code, records, contracts, and landmarks of the

boundaries of estates. Roman soldiers were
permitted, when on active service, to inscribe

their wills upon their shields or sword-sheaths,
and their discharges were written on plates of

copper. Pausanias says that he had seen in

the Temple of the Muses a series of leaden
plates on which were written the “Works and
Days” of the Greek poet Hesiod. The cele-

whether plain or wax-coated, were written
upon with an implement termed by the Romans
a stylus (whence our word “ style ”), which was
a kind of pen, something like a lady’s large

stiletto, made of iron, bone, or ivory. One end
was pointed

;
the other, used for erasing, was

smooth. These implements were not unfre-

quently turned to the purpose of stabbing.
Thus Caesar stabbed Casca in the arm with
a style while attacked in the Senate

;
and

Cassianus, a Christian bishop, was slain by his

scholars with their styles a.d. 365. The
Romans consequently eventually abolished
iron styles, and those of bone or ivory were
alone permitted. The tablets of wood were
usually fastened together in two’s, or any greater

number, so as to form a small book, called
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codex, from its likeness to the stem {caudex')

of a tree divided into boards. Our word code

takes its origin from this. A slight raised

frame ran round each leaf, as in our book-

slates, and thus preserved the waxen surface

from erasures or injury. When these consisted

of two leaves they were known as diptychs

(from the Greek biwrvxov, twofold), a term
which we now usually apply to the small dupli-

cate enamelled or other religious pictures which
fold in this way. Some had many leaves. Table-

books of similar construction lingered until the

middle ages. In the library of St. Victor at

Paris such a book is preserved, on the waxen
surface of which are inscribed the expenses of

Philippe le Bel of France
;
and in the archives

of the town-hall of Hanover are a dozen slices

of wood, wax-covered, with the names of the

house-owners of that city thereon. In the

“Soumpnour’s Tale” in the Canterbury Tales

of Chaucer we read :

—

“ This felaw had a staf tipped with horn,
A pair of tables, all of ivorie,

And a pointel (style) ypolished fetisly,

And wrote alwaies the names as he stood,

Of alle folk that gave hem any good.”

The leaves of trees were not only extensively

used in ancient days for writing, but are still

similarly utilised in Burmah and
Vegetable other parts of the east. From

this practice we derive our word
8 aces.

folium, a leaf) as

applied to the single leaf of a book or to a
volume formed of sheets of paper once doubled,

and hence called “ a folio.” The bark of trees

was employed for the same purpose, especially

the inner bark of the linden or lime-tree, which
is smooth and equal. The Komans called this

bark liber, whence also their name for a book,

liber, the ancestor of our own word “ library.”

Bark books were in use amongst our Scandina-
vian and Saxon progenitors. The latter employed
the bark of the beech, for which their name
was boe

;
hence with them the word took the

secondary meaning of a book, from which our
own term is derived. Letters of Scandinavian
origin, written on bark, are still extant, and
some tribes of Tartars and of Indians preserve

the practice to the present day. Linen, espe-

cially the swathings of mummies, was frequently

employed by the Egyptians as a medium for

the inscription of characters.

The true predecessors of paper were, however,
parchment, made from the skins of animals,

and the bark of the papyrus reed
Paxchment. Nile—which latter, indeed,

gave us our modern term. It is certain that

the use of skins is of great antiquity. The
invention of parchment is generally attri-

buted, on the authority of Pliny and Varro, to

Eumenius, king of Pergamus, who is said to

have introduced it for his library as a substi-

tute for papyrus, the export of which from
Egypt had been prohibited by one of the
Ptolemies. It is probable, indeed, that the
etymology of the Greek term for parchment

j

(irepyafia) may have something to do with
I

this unfounded account of its origin : perhaps
j

the parchment manufacturers of Pergamus I

attained celebrity from the excellence of their

wares. Mention is frequently made in the Old
Testament of rolls, obviously of skin or parch-

ment, and its manufacture and utility are

spoken of by Josephus, Diodorus Siculus and
others, as having been known long anterior to

the time of the Ptolemies. Herodotus tells

us that the lonians called books diphthera

(fLcjidepa, a prepared hide), as when the

inner bark of the papyrus (jSt/3\os, biblos,

whence our “ Bible ”) was scarce, the skins of

goats or sheep were substituted for it. A
superior description of parchment, made from
the skins of sheep which had been clipped, was
known in classical times as “ virgin parch-

ment,” and the grammarian Crates is credited

with the invention of the preparation of vellum
(vellus, a skin) from the hides of calves. It is

evident that the ancients must have been adepts
at the preparation of a thin flexible membrane,
for Cicero says that he had amongst his many
manuscripts the Iliad copied on a scroll of

Charta Perqama (parchment) which could be
put into a nutshell. This excellence of manu-
facture seems to have continued to the times
of the Byzantine emperors, who used more
extensively than the Romans had done the
luxurious purple-tinted vellum and parchment,
which afforded a superb ground for the letters

of silver and gold which became fashionable in

the decay of the empire. It would not appear,

however, that the skill of these Roman parch-
ment-makers descended to their representatives

in the middle ages
;
for Hildebert, bishop of

Tours, writing in the eleventh century, says

that the monkish copyist, when he got his

parchment from the maker, had to clear away
with the aid of a razor the fragments of fat

and other gross impurities, and then, with
pumice-stone, make the hair and tendons
disappear,—in fact, to act almost as his own
fellmonger. The scarcity of the finer kinds
of parchment at times is shown by a notice

that about the year 1120 “one Martin Hughe,
being appointed by the convent of St. Edmund-
bury to write and illuminate a grand copy of

the Bible for their library, could procure no
parchment for this purpose in England.”

“Interesting,” says one writer, “as are the

ancient manuscripts which have come down
to us, alike for the works which they enshrine
and their own intrinsic beauty of cunning
caligraphy and marvellous tracery and delicate

miniatures, gorgeous in gold and
colours, some of these ancient
scrolls possess a further interest

—for what they hide, as well as for what they
show. We allude to MSS. written on parchment
or vellum which had been previously used and
the former writing effaced. These are termed
palimpsests (Greek TraXipL^I/rjaTos, from iraXiv,

‘ again,’ and xj/du}, ‘ I scrape’), signifying re-

scraped or repolished parchment. The custom
of obliterating one manuscript in order that the
parchment might be utilised for another, was a
very ancient one, the Egyptians, Greeks and
Romans all practising it. We learn from
Martial that a certain kind of parchment was
specially prepared for memoranda so that
they might be easily effaced, and this appears
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to have been sometimes used in correspondence

passing to and fro with the communications of

different friends. But the palimpsests with

which we are at present concerned are those of

later date. Amongst the mass of religious

works, lives of saints, books of the offices of

the Church, and similar productions of the

monkish scriptorium^ many have been found
inscribed upon skins which, as evinced by
some faint imperfectly erased letters, once bore

valuable works of the ancient classic writers, of

which no copies, or at least no perfect copies,

have descended to us. It has been usual to

charge the monks with the barbarous action of

thus destroying the works of master-minds of

ancient days in order to substitute legends and
histories equally veracious and valueless

;
but

the strictest investigations of to-day relieve

the old copyists from this imputation. It

seems far more probable that the erasure was
effected by parchment merchants, alike igno-

rant and careless. Some idea of the quantity of

this twice-employed parchment in use may be
formed from the statement of Montfaucon, that

of the books of the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries, as many are written on palimpsests

as on new parchment
;
in fact, some of the early

printed books were worked on similar material

—for instance, Jenson’s ‘ Constitutiones Cle-

mentinse
’ ” (1476). Sometimes the first MS.

has been so ineffectually erased by the pumice-
stone and lime that its characters can still be
traced. Muratori, for instance, cites a MS. in

the Ambrosian Library, in which beneath the

last writing of eight or nine centuries back
could be detected another which was more than
a thousand years old. It is a cheerful thought,

which may give an impetus to any inquiring

spirits seeking a field for the employment of

their energies, that works of great value may
even now lie hidden in this way beneath dull

reflections and superstitious narratives. But
perhaps some may question whether it is, after

all, worth while instituting a search for addi-

tional literary riches at a time when of making
of books there is no end, and when the burden
laid upon conscientious readers is almost as

much as they can bear.

XX.
Etymology {continued).

§ 152. m. Case : what it is.

§ 153. Cases in modern English.
§ 154. Possessive case endings.
§ 155. Possessive of nouns ending in sibilants.

§ 156 Possessive of compounds.
§ 157. Other remants of old genitives.

§ 162. Case. We speak of nouns as declined,
verbs are conjugated. It has been mentioned
before that our grammatical terms are drawn
from the classic languages

;
so it is with the

word case, from Latin casus, a falling. The
ancient grammarians took a noun and described

each different shape which it assumed in its

relations with other words as a falling or rest-

ing on another ;
“ declension means that the

shape of the noun swerves away from the
original simple name.” The old philosophers
had many disputes whether the simple name
should be called a case ” at all

;
but it finally

settled into one with the Romans, v Thus the
Nominatite is the name-case. It is also some-
times called the subjective case, because it is

the form of the subject of the sentence. (See
before, § 81.) .

The Genitive is “ the case which expresses
the genus or kind” (Max Mtiller)—that which
is produced from another

;
“ the door of the

house," the father's child.” Possessive case
is another name for it.

The Dative is the giving case, which expresses
that to which something is given or appointed ;

‘‘give it to John’," “ I give it him “she cut
the child a slice of bread.” A noun (or pro-

noun) in the dative is the indirect object of the
verb.

The Accusative is named from accusare, to

bring a case against
;

it expresses that relation

in which the noun is directly acted upon as

the object, and is therefore also called the
objective case (see before, § 82).

The Vocative was the shape of the word when
it was called out or exclaimed.
The Ablative, that state in which something

is taken from, by, or with the noun—the instru-

mental case.

All these relations are expressed in different

languages, as in Latin, Greek, German, and Old
English—in some all, in others only a part of

them—by inflexion, or special endings. The
Latin possessed all six

;
modem German has

inflexions for only four cases
;
our Old English

had differing inflexions for the six cases.

§ 153. In modern English we can express
only one noun-case by inflexion

;
our nouns

therefore have, strictly speaking, only two
cases, the nominative and i\\Qp>ossessive. Instead
of the case-endings which we have lost, we
make use of prepositions, and in the logical

analysis of our speech we reduce the cases to

four, as a simple consequence of their presence.
This may be seen by examples :

—

N. The king lives in a palace.

G. The king's \}Q\'ac,Q
;
the palace t/ie kmg.

D. William gave the king a crown
;
gave a

crown to the king.

Ac. The bishop crowned the king.

[V. 0 king ! live for ever.

Ab. He wentfrom the king.)

Nominative is simply the name of the subject

of the sentence. As no change is made in the
form of the word when exclaimed, we call the
vocative the nominative also in English. In
“ Williajn, come here !

” the noun is nominative,
as much as it is in “ William goes away.” We
do not need a vocative case, therefore.

Genitive.—Here we find the only inflexion

now remaining (see after, § 154), in our pos-

sessive case. But we can also express this

relation by the preposition of—e.g. “the leg of
the table." This is usually, though not exclu-
sively, spoken with the names of inanimate

! things, while the inflected genitive is more
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generally reserved for living beings. For ex-

ample, we say “ look at the colour of theincture,"

not “ look at the picture’s colour,” though we
should feel quite at ease in saying “ look at the

gild’s colour,” “look at the dog’s leg.” The
genitive with the preposition cf is sometimes
called the Norman genitive, having been adopted
from the Norman-French after the Conquest.

Dative.—We have now no inflexion to dis-

tinguish the dative of nouns (though we have
it in pronouns), but we discern the indirect

object by its position in the sentence ;
or, if

there is any doubt, try if the sense admits

of either the word “to” or “for” before the

noun
;

thus, “ William gave to the king a
crown “she cut for the child a slice of

bread.” This construction is, however, awkward,
so that if we wish to employ the prepositions to

or for we place the dative after the accusa-

tive, as “ William gave a crown to the king.”

The construction is different if a pronoun is con-
cerned. Thus “I p:ive John a cake” {John beinj? in

the dative case) = I give to John a cake ;
“ I give John

a cake for you,” but “ I give it to John for you ” is

necessary,—we cannot say ” I give it John for you.”
The accusative pronoun is placed before the dative
noun.

Accmatii'e.—Here we have also no inflexion

in modern English, but we call a noun in the

accusative (or objective) case when it is the

direct object of the verb, as “ the bishop crowned
the kingfaX^o when it is object ofa preposi-

tion ; of, to, andfor being excepted, these being

takenas signs of the genitiveand dative, asshown
above. We therefore do not need to speak of

the ablative case
;
the peculiar relations indi-

cated by it could be shown by certain preposi-

tions, and for one of them, the “ ablative abso-

lute,” we use our nominative absolute
;

it is

then simpler and truer in English to range

these positions of the noun under nominative
and objective respectively.

§ 1.54. The possessive case-ending is 's for

the singular, an ’ (apostrophe), or for the

plural. Nouns are declined as follows :

Sing. Plural. Sing. Plural. Sing. Plural.

N. man men lady ladies horse horses

P. man’s men’s lady’s ladies’ horse’s horses’

A man’s hand—the men’s coats—a ladies’ maid
—a lady’s hand—the horses’ heads were turned
—the girls’ voices were sweet.

Why is the apostrophe used ? In the Old English
there were several endings for the genitive case, one
of which only, es in the singular, became permanent
and survived the rest

;
instead of adhering to one class

of nouns only, it came into use with all. This ending,
like that proper to the plural of nouns (see before,

'i 131), long remained a distinct syllable
;
as

“He dos him goddes sun to call.”

Cursor Mundi, 14th Cent.

“ At cristes reverence.” “Eke your souhs helthe.”
Occleve, about 1420.

“ I do follow everywhere
Swifter than the mooncs siihereJ—SkaJcespeare.*

Owing to the short pronunciation, it was often
written is or ys, and in some old writings the ending is

found apart from the word :

“ Alorys ys herte ney brak a two.”
Sir Ferumbras, ab. 1380.

* So late as Shakespeare and his century the pos-
sessive syllable is however very rare, and was only
used for' the necessities of verse.

This it is probable is what led to the corrup-
tion, found as early as the close of the fourteenth
century, of writing his for is, es. The mistaken
idea that the possessive case-ending s was a con-
traction of his followed upon this, and prevailed
partially during the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies.* But the more general effect of the weak-
ening of the pronunciation was to lose the e (again
like the plural), and we find in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries the possessive often printed
merely with an s

:

“ The summors beauty yeeldes to winters blast.”
Saclcville’s. Induction, 1563.

“ This aicthors commedies.”
Preface to Trail, and Cress., 1609.

“ Oh Tygers hart wrapt in a womans hide.”
Henry VI., Pt. III., Act i. (folio 1623).

This was too easily confused with the plural in s,

and it is probable that the apostrophe was introduced
about this time to mai'k the singular possessive, and
has grown into settled use from its evident value. A
MS. list of English books written in 1610 shows by
the employment of all three forms the uncertainty
then prevailing :

—

“ Sir Thomas Moore's works,
George Chapmans first seaven books of Iliades,
Michael Drayton his Heroicall Epistles of England.”

Edm. Bolton, Hypercritiea.

The apostrophe was added to the plural, under the
idea that the possessive case-ending was dropped.

When the plural does not end in s, the same
possessive form is added as in the singular

;
as

men's, oxen's food, children's clothing.

§ 1.55. When a singular noun ends in the s

sound the possessive termination is sometimes
omitted, and only the apostrophe written, as
“for conscience’ sake,” “for righteousness’
sake

;

” also in the case of proper names the
apostrophe is generally written, as “ Moses’
law,” “Erasmus’ Paraphrases.” Still there is

nothing to prevent one saying Dickenses works,
Jameses novels, if we like

;
and in these in-

stances, as in horses', etc., the termination
resumes its place as a syllable

.

§ 156. In Componnd nontis, the possessive

sign is now added to the last item
;
as “ my

daughter-in-law’s child,” “the Emperor of

Russia’s carriage.”

Formerly it was the principal, not the descriptive,
noun of a compound that was inflected : the second
phrase just given would in early English have stood,
“ The Emperor’s carriage of Russia.” An old ballad
has this title—” The Bailiff’s daughter of Islington,”
meaning the Bailiff of Islington’s daughter. In
Chaucer we find “ for the wyves love of Bath,” i.e.

for the love of the Wife of Bath {Clerke's Tale, 1. 1170).

§ 157 We have two other relics of the Old
English genitive which are worthy of atten-

tion. In such phrases as “olden times,’’
“ wooden shoes,” “oaken beams ” (the sense of

which we could equally render by the genitive
“times of old,” “shoes of wood,” “beams of

oak” ), the termination en is the remnant of a
plural genitive ending which in the oldest

English was ena, and later became ene, as

steorena leoht, sterrene leoht, stars’ light or
light of the stars. The transition of a noun in

the genitive case to an adjective (we now treat

olden, etc., as adjectives) is natural, and easily

understood by comparison with phrases like

“a porcelain cup,” “a tin box,” where the

* Ben Jonson in 1610, speaking of the genitive
of nouns ending in the s sound, remarks that the
“ distinctions, not observed, brought in the monstrous
syntaxe of the pronoun his, joyning with a noune,
betokening a possesssor.”

—

Grammar.
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first nouns do duty as adjectives, or with ex-

pressions such as

“ Come, sit dowm, every mother's son,”
Mids. Night’s Dream, Act III., sc. i.,

and those in the following hnes, where the

possessive nouns also do the same duty :

—

” Her waggon-spokes made of long spinners' legs,

The traces of the smallest spidtr's web,
The collars of the moonshine's watery beams.
Her whip of cricket's bone.”

Rom. and Jul., Act I., SC. iv.

Compare also what is said on the demon-
strative adjectives before, § 77.

In Lady Day and Sunday, which mean (our

Lady’s day and Sun’s day, we have the remains
of the feminine genitive case in Old English,
the forms, which were hlcefdlge dcng and
sunnan dceg, having lost their special feminine
endings without acquiring the usual possessive

es to take their place. In Wednesday, on the
contrary, the old masculine possessive, Wodenes
dceg, is preserved.

XXL
The Flowers {concluded).—

I

h-e Fruit.

Allusion has several times been made to

“bracts,” parts not hitherto described, since

they pertain purely and essen-
Bracts. tially to the inflorescence, of

which indeed they are an almost invariable
adjunct. Only in the Cruciferje, and one or
two other families, do they fail to be con-
spicuous. Defined in a single phrase, bracts
are diminished leaves, intermediate as to
position between the true leaves and the calyx,

and appearing generally at the base of the
peduncle. But there are so many modifica-
tions

;
and at times, instead of being smaller

or less attractive than the true leaves, they
become so large and so remarkably beautiful,

that the idea of the bract becomes almost as
complex as that of the flower. In many of the
Compositse, just described, the bracts (consti-

tuting the involucrum) give the capitule the
chief portion of its lustre, and the same may
be said of the flowers of various species of the
Amarantaceae. The well-known “ everlastings

”

or “ immortelles,” so common in the shops at
Christmas-tide, and employed all the year
round for wreaths and crosses to be laid upon
graves or to bo suspended upon monuments,
are mostly Composit®, destitute of ray-florets,

but with compensation in the shape of a brilliant

involucrum, yellow, crimson, or white, and in
every case shining as if artificially burnished.
Examine a specimen of the common rose-

coloured everlasting, ApJielexis humilis, and it

will be found that the involucrum gradually
slides, as it were, down the peduncle, the bracts
becoming further and further separated, as they
descend, till at last they merge into leaves, and

thus prove their true nature. The great green
involucrum of the sunflower, the dahlia, the
chrysanthemum, or any other composite, con-
veys the same lesson as to the real character of
the bracts, and the little daisy itself gives con-
firmation. Bracts are similarly combined, or so

as to form an involucrum, in the beautiful family
named after the Scabious, where they consti-

tute a kind of leafy plate, the capitule standing
in the centre. In the teasel, which gives this

family its Latin name, Dipsacacece, the long
bracts rise up around the capitule so as nearly
to enclose it. Large and conspicuous bracts,

again disposed so as to form an involucrum, are
frequent also in the great order Umbellifei-ae,

sometimes, as in the carrot, forming one of the
best distinctive features of the plant. The
umbellules, in tliis order, are prune to have
little involucra of their own,called“iuvolucels.”

A very curious example of the last-named is

furnished by the common dogs’ parsley,

Cynaphim. the bracts being here not erect, as
usual, but pendulous, and never more or fewer
than three. Very beautiful examples of the
involucrum are supplied also by the water-
parsnip, Siwn angvstifolimn.

The most usual form of the bract is that of

a little green expansion at no great distance

below the flower, and so trifling as to be often

overlooked. A bract of this kind occurs upon
the stalk of the sweet violet. In the umbel of

the cowslip there will be found as many bracts

as there are peduncles, and the same is the case

very generally in spikes and racemes. When, as

here, they present so insignificant an appear-
ance, there is no occasion to delay over the

bracts. They become important only when ag-

gregated, as in the Composita; and Dipsacaceae,

or when richly coloured, or when produced
in vast quantity. In the “ love-lies-bleeding,”

Amarantus caudatus, and in the splendid

cockscomb, Celosia erhtata, also in the plume
amaranth, CcTosia pyraonidalis, now cultivated
in every greenhouse for winter ornament, the
whole mass of the inflorescence consists of

bracts, the little flowers hidden away in their

crowded abundance, and in number compara-
tively few. At the other extreme we have the
lovely spectacle presented by the Bugainvillea,

the great pink ovals of which are again bracts,

the genuine flowers, composed of calyx only,

attached to their inner surface, one to each.

In endogenous plants of the lily kind, the bract
assumes yet another form, plainly intelligible

in the snowdrop, the daffodil, and the narcissus,

where after protecting the flower while young,
it shows as a loose translucent membrane.
Here it receives a special name, being distin-

guished as the “ spathe.” The “ spathe ” occurs

also in palm-trees, enclosing a vast panicle :

and again in the extraordinary endogenous
order Araceee, where it often acquires a pro-

digious relative size. The great green sheath

which wraps round the pillar of the common
Arum maculatum is the “spathe”

;
it is the

same organ again which we admire in the

favourite parlour flower commonly called the

Calla, botanically Richardia uEthiopica

,

only
that here it gives the idea of an alabaster vase,

the upper portion elegantly recurving, so as to



Fig. 108. —Wood Anemone.
Fig. 109.—Blushwort.
Fig. 110.—Marigold.
Fig. 111.—Daffodil.

Fig. 105.—Currant.
Fig. 106.—Thrift.
Fig. 107.—Solitary and terminal.

Fig. 112.—Pimpernel.
Fig. 113.—Umbel.
Fig. 114.—Circaea.
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allow of a peep at the golden spadix in the
middle. To specify all the forms and changes
of which the bract is susceptible, this little

sketch of the chief and most usual conditions
will show to be impossible, except at the
length of many pages. It is pleasure and
reward enough for an entire summer to concen-
trate one’s attention, while studying botany,
upon the ordinary developments

;
and when

these are familiar, there is work for yet another
season in the remote and strange. The student
will do well to collect and preserve examples for

reference, pressing, and drying them between
papers in the way already recommended in
relation to leaves. The variety to be discovered,

without effort, may be further understood from
the simple mention of the names of the wood-
anemone, the garden clary, the linden-tree, the
astrantia, and the spurges. It may be worthy of

observation, for the sake of those who love the
long-enduring, that bracts (these parts being as

a rule dry and often chaffy in texture), are
inclined to retain the beauty they possessed
in life long after the actual flowers have
withered. The delightful companies referred

to above under the names of “immortelle”
and “amaranth,” the latter including the
matchless trichiniums, declare this perfectly.

Literally translated, “ amaranth ” signifies

“the unfading.” The original Greek of the
New Testament phrase, “a crown that fadeth
not away,” is stejihanos amarantinos.

The Fruit.

In the market-place the word “fruit ’’de-

notes merely those final products of certain

trees and plants which, being juicy and plea-

santly flavoured, or of the nature of nuts, are

resorted to, sometimes as staple foods, more
usually as tasteful supplements to one’s repast.

In Botany “ fruit ” means very much more,
denoting the ripened seed-pod of the plant,

whatever its substanceand texture, and whether
eatable or the reverse. Every plant in the
world counts, accordingly, as a “ fi-uit-bearing

”

one
;
and even the tiniest mosses and lichens,

sea-weeds and liverworts, are said, when their

seed is ready, to be in “ fructification.” The
subject, in its entirety, is one of the largest and
most interesting in the whole scope of structural

botany;—it cannot be otherwise, since the pro-

duction of fi’uit is the prime object of every
process that precedes. The root gathers
nourishment for the stem and leaves. These
give the plant the power needful to the pro-

duction of flowers
;
and flowers come, as we

have seen, in order that the “ ovary ” shall in
due time swell with promise that all shall be
renew'ed through the medium of Seeds, the
most w'onderful atoms in nature, and to pro-

duce which a plant exposed to unusual perils

will strive almost heroically ;—the last effort,

how'ever hopelessly, w’hen perishing of drought
or starvation

—

so long as enough of vitality re-

mains—is to generate a flower. A solitary

seed-pod may often be found upon a little

mural crucifer which has had no strength to
rise more than an inch above the surface,—an
instance of determination under difficulties

without parallel, except perhaps in gentians.
|

How many of the hundred thousand true
“ flow'ering plants ” are there in the world that
produce fruit, fruit in the market-place sense of
the word ? So few' are they, comparatively, it

w'ould not be very difficult to discover. Many
of the hundred thousand ripen their pods only
in their native soil. The fruits of others are
known only in the dried state. Including all that
are ever eaten by mankind, the total number of

the edible would probably not exceed five

hundred. Many of the largest families furnish
nothing for the market-place. In the entire

breadth of the Labiatge, the Onagraceae, the
Gentianaceae, there will not be found a single

example of a fruit or seed one w'ould care to take
into the mouth. The llanunculaceae. a thousand
in number, furnish but two — the Nigella
sntira, w'hich has aromatic seeds, and the
Podopltyllum, wdiich produces a sort of berry,

in North America called the May-apple
;
and

were it not for mustard, radish-pods (used
for pickle), and perhaps two or three besides, of

little merit, the Cruciferae w'ould stand no
higher in the scale. Contrariwise, the most
precious fruits are often found in botanical
alliance, the Kosaceae alone containing a dozen
of the supreme. In other cases, like a man of

genius towering above a family-circle of

dunces, a glorious fruit stands unique in its

race or tribe. The pomegranate, stationed by
Hooker and Bentham in the LythracecB, is an
example

;
another seems to be afforded by the

pine-aj)ple, which belongs to the show'y tropical

order Bromeliaceae. Many of the choicest

fruits of our English gardens and orchards
have been brought to the condition in wffiich

we have them by long and assiduous culture.

The history of the apple, the pear, the cherry,

the plum, the gooseberry, agrees with that of

the superior kinds of cultivated vegetables;

ages have elapsed since they first became
objects of interest. In wffiat particular countries

their good qualities w’ere first noted is not
known, nor is it possible to say with certainty

by what nation the best varieties were raised.

The above-named, the apple and pear, etc.,

with, in addition, the red currant, the black
currant, and the raspberry, are counted as

indigenous to Great Britain. But it was not in

our owm island that the hard and bitter crab

w'as originally transformed into the apple, or

that the sloe w'as changed into the plum. When
found growing wild in the w'oods and hedges,

they simply represent, unchanged, the primitive

forms of the plants as they originally existed

in other countries as well. Indeed, there is

considerable doubt whether the so-called wild
fruit-trees found in the English woodlands are

always veritable aborigines. It seems quite

likely that in many cases they have sprung
from the chance-scattered seeds of cultivated

kinds raised upon the Continent—the tendency
of plants being alw’ays to relapse to a state of

nature. The grape, the orange and lemon, the

peach, and several other fraits, now' scarcely

know'n except in their highly developed con-

dition, are believed, upon good ground, to have

been similarly obtained, in the first instance,

from wild forms analogous to the English crab,

as compared with the orchard apple. One
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alone of the juicy fruits accounted wild in

Britain, and cultivated in gardens, is good to

eat when produced in the hedges—viz,, the

raspberry, which, though small, is almost as

worthy in scent and flavour as after transfer

to the borders. The wild English strawberry,

it may be well to remark, is not the parent
of the garden strawberries

;
the parentage of

these last is found in a larger and mid-Conti-
nental species called Fragaria elatior. The
indigenous wood-strawberry is the Fragaria
vesca. How charming a volume might be
written upon the birthplaces of our choice fruits!

It would appear at the close, after enumerating
the whole, that Asia, as would naturally be
expected, has furnished the greater portion.

Scarcely anything of importance has been
received from Africa, and to America we are

indebted for little besides the pine-apple, the

tomato, and the nuts distinguished by the name
of Brazil, Sapucaja, hickory, pecan, and others

of similar nature. Possibly enough, when the

South American forests have been ransacked,

fruits capable of immense improvement may
be discovered

;
but the list, as above said, of

those possessed by civilized man at the present

moment, points, in all its best portion, to the

countries watered by the Euphrates, the Tigris,

the Indus, the Ganges, and the streams that

empty their strength into the western Pacific.

SCOPE AND LIMIT OE THE
INTELLECTUAL POWEES.

By GEORGE R. EMERSON.
In the ardour and ambition of youth, we natu-
rally reverence the display of great intellec-

tual force, emulate its achievements, yield to

its fascinations, and probably, in some instances,

over-estimate its value as an element of that
wonderful compound of faculties, man. The
intellect—the “knowing” powers, by which
we acquire, retain, and extend knowledge, per-

ceive differences, balance evidence, and exercise
judgment—is one of the great distinctions

between human beings and the brute creation,

but a distinction of degree rather than of kind,
because it is impossible to deny the possession
of a certain amount of reasoning power by the
inferior animals, which exhibit a perception of

cause and effect, and practically apply a process

of reasoning resulting from that perception. It

is, of course, impossible to say to what extent,
if at all, they are capable of abstract ideas

;

but it is beyond doubt that they possess the
intellectual function of memory, and exercise
a reasoning power derived from experience.
The wildest beasts exhibit not only the instinct
to eat and drink which is necc.ssary for their

existence, but the intellectual power of remem-
bering where the food is to be obtained, which
involves a reasoning process, essentially dif-

ferent from the mere instinct to satisfy appe-
tite. A beast of prey that has once met with a

sheep at a particular spot—a settlement pro-

bably on the border of a wild country—will

return thither, in the expectation of finding

another
;
and does so by the exercise of a power

of pure reason, a perception of probabilities

arising from the operation of the law of cause

and effect, which is precisely similar to the

operation of the human mind under like cir-

cumstances. Domestic animals, particularly

the horse and dog, exhibit, as we all know, a

more advanced degree of the intellectual

faculties of memory, reasoning from it, and
applying the results of that reasoning process.

These faculties are purely intellectual, and
must be carefully discriminated from emo-
tional action, although frequently associated

with it, and influencing it. The horse, or dog,

and indeed nearly all domesticated animals,

learn by experience (involving a reasoning
process) that certain human beings treat them
kindly, and therefore exhibit no fear or aver-

sion, but, on the contrary, a confidence that
the kindness will be continued

;
yet they

show great preferences, and will become pecu-
liarly attached to some, entertaining what we
may rightly call a sentiment of friendship,

while towards others they show indifference,

neither liking nor disliking. Here we may
perceive a clear distinction between the intel-

lectual and the moral powers. The reasoning
is the same in both instances, the conclusion
aiTived at being that neither the one person
nor the other is to be feared

;
but another

faculty of the animal’s compound nature
operates, and one person is greatly liked and
the other is an object of indifference.

We have dwelt a little upon this point, be-
cause it illustrates the nature of the purely
intellectual faculties, a right appreciation of

the scope and limit, and consequently the
value of which, is most necessary, misap-
preciation leading us to over-estimate the
value, and consequently yield unduly to the
influence, of merely intellectual force and
activity. In forming in our minds an ideal

of humanity, we must discriminate between
power as an abstract quality and power applied
with a sense of responsibility for its use. An
intellectual giant, like a physical giant, without
the active operation of the will, and the guid-
ance of the emotions, and the moral sense of

duty to use power beneficially, is far from
being the ideal man

;
and, if we would judge

and act wisely, we must limit our reverence.
We see a beautiful and most intricately con-
structed machine, capable of amazing results

;

but it is only a machine if the directive moral
nature is weak or apathetic. The grand poetical

characterization of the embodiment of evil is,

intellect without conscience— that is, without
perception of duty, of the relative value of right
and wrong, and the harmony which should
subsist between the intellectual and moral
nature

;
and, unhappily, human nature affords

many instances of a near approach to this

emlx)diment.
The vigour of certain faculties, however

splendid they may be, does not alone make the
greatness of man. If we accept that as an
axiom, we may be led to have less reverence
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for some long-established idols, but we shall

be nearer to a true appreciation of the great-

ness and beauty of human nature. The human
intellect, uninfluenced by the moral sentiments,

is capable of grasping abstract ideas, such as

time, space and number, and to connect them
with the ideas of facts gained by experience.
It is not at all necessary to perplex ourselves

with the metaphysical problems which, from
the days of Aristotle to the present time,

have exercised the mental powers of philoso-

phers, who have disputed with great logical

acumen, and very subtle distinctions, about
innate and acquired ideas, and the reality of

the objects recognizable by the senses. We
cannot be very far wrong, practically, if we
broadly say that the mind has an innate power
of conceiving abstractions, and that day by
day, minute by minute, by aid of the senses,

new impressions are received, facts recognized,

and by the original force of the mental powers,
the mutual relation of the facts so acquired is

recognized.

We will endeavour to illustrate our meaning
by a reference to mathematics, a science which
admittedly demands the highest exercise of

the intellectual powers. “ Pure mathematics ”

are the application of the instinctive percep-
tions of magnitude and number to the inves-

tigation of laws to which those ideas are sub-

jected. Arithmetic, or the science of numbers,
and geometry, or the science of space, therefore

belong to the domain of pure mathematics

;

and the examination of the relations between
numbers and parts is abstract—that is, does not

j

involve an application of them to practical

matters. Thus we have a clear perception of

what is meant by “ size ” or “ number ” without
reference to the size or number of particular

objects. The former, in philosophical language,

is a perception of the “ abstract,” the latter of

the “concrete.” Our meaning may be the

clearer if we borrow definitions from a standard
work. Ahstract is applied to a notion of a par-

ticular property or quality, or an object thought
of independently and apart from the object

itself
;
and concrete is applied to an object as

it exists in nature, invested with all its qualities

and properties. Thus ‘ whiteness ’ is an abstract

idea
;
but the perception of the quality becomes

concrete when we apply it to snow or milk.

Similarly we have an abstract idea of justice,

but the idea becomes concrete when we speak
of a just man.”

All human knowledge acquired by the exer-

cise of the intellectual faculties is gained by
conscious or unconscious experience, arranged
and regulated by the application, as a test of

truth, of the power of conceiving abstract
ideas. It is obvious that the variations in
intellectual power shown by different indi-

viduals depend upon the native force exercised
instinctively, and the acuteness of the sensa-
tions in observing and accumulating facts

;

and it is also obvious that these powers are
entirely distinct from the moral nature—as
distinct as muscular power and activity. It is

almost trite to say that a great mathematician
may be a very bad man, because the intellect

and the moral sentiments are in their very

nature distinct. Abstract speculations may be
pursued in solitude, for, being abstract, they
are unsympathetic

;
and the motive which

induces study may be only an instinctive appe-
tite for acquirement of knowledge—a similar
desire to that of the miser for the accumula-
tion of money, separate from any purpose to
extend its usefulness. That the "hoard may,
after his death, be restored to the world and
produce beneficent results, affords him no
pleasure, rather the reverse

;
and the miser of

intellect, if he work only for his own pleasure,
not in the hope that he is accumulating know-
ledge which vill be beneficially applied, is no
worthier in any moral sense, no greater man,
than the sordid slave of an avaricious propen-
sity.

The intellect, pure and simple, is only passive
and recipient

;
but united with and influenced

by moral qualities, it becomes active and bene-
ficent, and even more far-seeing. Imagination
is added to knowledge, and by imagination is

meant a consciousness of the possibility of the
extension of what is already known. We know
in the abstract that certain qualities exist, and
in the concrete that they are attached to certain
individualities

;
and to that knowledge is added,

by the emotion. of hope, the faculty of imagina-
tion which induces us to believe that there may
be more beauty and truth in the things around
us than are actually demonstrated to our mental
perceptions and abstract reasoning powers,
which are necessarily limited, and although
capable of recognizing exact truths, cannot
extend to all possible truths.

The measure of the human intellect, the
capability of acquirement and reasoning, is

only the measure of the most highly endowed
individual. We must bear this in mind,
because we are easily led to suppose, by our
admiration of splendid intellectual achieve-
ments, that there is an accumulation of power
proportionate to the number of great thinkers.
This is not so—there is an accumulation of
knowledge of facts and suggestions of possi-

bilities
;
but the innate power of the one

strongest mind to draw the necessary inferences
and make useful applications still marks the
limit of intellectual force. We cannot have a
clearer and stronger perception of abstract
ideas than metaphysicians and geometricians
possessed three thousand years ago. We have
multiplied the applications of the abstract
knowledge a thousandfold

;
but the limits of

possible knowledge are the same. We can only
know so much of what is in the abstract
“ knowable,” as the power of our faculties will

permit. Beyond that limit we must have a faith

in possibilities
;
we must necessarily believe in,

if we cannot define, power beyond the scope
of our perceptions and reasoning faculties.

We must recognize effects, if we cannot trace

causes
;
and as in the ordinary affairs of daily

life we unhesitatingly accept as truths that
which it is impossible for us to “ know,” either

by intuition or experience, similarly we must
be convinced that ^vhile the highest intellectual

powers possa‘?sed by man have a certain range,

and the results are exact within those limits,

there is much beyond to which, as we are
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hourly affected by it, it is most irrational to be
indifferent. The most intellectually endowed,
if possessed too of imagination and a desire to

give out, for the illumination of the world, the
light within them—if they recognize their duty
to their fellow-men as pioneers of thought

—

feel, if they cannot know, how much there is

beyond their range of vision, and how poor
would be human nature if only what is actu-
ally “known” and logically definable were
accepted as necessary for human happiness
to be* believed in. There is a saddening
philosophy now very prevalent, teaching that
we should only concern ourselves with, and
allow the influence of, the results of absolute

XX.
Decline and Fall of the Assyrian

Empire.
Thebes being destroyed, and Egypt once more
prostrate before the power of the great Assyrian
king, Assur-bani - pal returned
northwards, and made a great Submission of

effort to subdue Tyre, which had
been for some time partially blockaded by an

gathebiitg Air Egyptian aemt.

knowledge, which can be rigidly demonstrated,
that it is a sign of ' mental weakness to trouble
ourselves with possibilities, and that the “ scope
of the intellect ” is the measure of humanity.
This is a delusion all true men should guard
against. The “ possible ” as well as the actually
“ knowable ” is an element which must be taken
into account. In no man have the purely in-
tellectual faculties been more highly developed
than in Isaac Newton

;
yet he describes him-

self as only gathering pebbles on the sea-shore,
and he firmly believed that in the immeasur-
able beyond were forces, of a very mysterious
character indeed, but to which he dared not
be indifferent.

Assyrian army. Hitherto the great maritime
city had been able to receive supplies from
the sea, and defied all attempts to capture it.

Assur-bani-pal adopted a new, and as it proved,
a very effective plan. Tyre could not be at-
tacked from the sea

;
but it received its sup-

ply of water from wells outside the city, and
of these wells the Assyrians now obtained
possession. The inhabitants could obtain food,
and the strong walls defied assault

;
but they

could not live without water, and, driven to
extremity, the king made proposals for sur-
render. He had depended on receiving aid
from Egypt

;
but Egypt was powerless- Yahi-

V melek, the son and heir of the Tyrian king,
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was sent with tribute to the Assyrian king, who
demanded in addition—and here we obtain a
glimpse of the voluptuary Sardanapalus of the
Greek romancists—the daughter of the king of

Tyre, and the daughters of his brothers, each
with rich dowries, as additions to his harem.
These terms were accepted, the princesses were
sent from their homes, and escorted to Nineveh

;

and the example of Tyre was followed by the
princes of various small adjoining places, who
eagerly endeavoured to propitiate the con-
queror. Yakinlu, king of Arvad, a small island
off the Syrian coast (now known as Kuad,
to the north of the Bay of Tripoli), sent his

daughter, with rich presents, to the Assyrian
king. This rocky island, Arvad, “ a place of

fugitives,'’ supplied a hardy race of sailors and
warriors to Tyre and the other maritime towns,
and is referred to by the prophet Ezekiel
(xxvii. 8, 1 1 )

in his denunciation of Tyre :
“ The

inhabitants of Zidon and Arvad were thy
mariners .... the men of Arvad with thine
army were upon thy walls round about.” About
the same time two princes in the highlands of

Asia Minor, who had at various times given
great trouble to the Assyrians—Mugalli, king
of Tubal, and Sandasarmi, king of Cilicia,

sent their daughters, with rich presents, to

Assur-bani-pal, as tokens of submission. Gyges,
king of Lydia, on the south-west of Asia Minor
—a king whose name is very familiar to all

readers of the old classical histories, and who,
according to time-honoured legends, possessed
a ring which had the power of malang him
invisible—seems to have thought it prudent
to conciliate the irresistible Assyrian, although
he was in little danger of interference, his small
state being remote from Assur’s “ war-path,” and
sent an envoy with rich presents, and with them
two captive chiefs of the Cimmerians, who as

enemies of Assyria might be acceptable.

Gyges was politic, but treacherous. So long as
Assur-bani-pal was a triumphant conqueror, the

Lydian king was all submission
Gyges of lydia. servility; but when Egypt
aroused itself for another effort, under Psam-
metichus, the king of Memphis, and with
apparent prospect of success, Gyges allied him-
self with the Egyptians, and aided them in
attacking and driving out the Assyrian garrisons.

Egypt, by the patriotic exertions of Psam-
metichus, was liberated, and became once more
an independent country. The Assyrian king,
on hearing of the conduct of Gyges, solemnly
cursed him

;
and, it is supposed, avenged

himself in a more practical manner, by en-
couraging the Cimmerians to again invade
Lydia. In a battle with these fierce nomads,
Gyges lost his life. His son, Ardys, subse-
quently expelled the invaders, and then sent
an embassy of submission to Assur-bani-pal,
who graciously permitted him to retain the
kingdom he had recovered by force of arms.

There are records of expeditions to districts

on the south-east of Assyria, to protect the
inhabitants of the frontier pro-

wari^e^^pedi- Yinces,and of an important march
into the land of Minni, near

Ararat. Taking advantage probably of the
absence of the Assyrian king, with his veteran

soldiers, the king of Minni had annexed some
of the Assyrian territory. Assur-bani-pal pre-
pared a force to march against his troublesome
neighbours

;
and the king of Minni, Ahsera,

anticipating the movement, swiftly crossed the
Assyrian frontier and made the first attack

;

but was repulsed with terrible loss. “ For a
space of twenty miles the battle-field was
cumbered with the wreck of the army of
Ahsera, ’’says Mr. George Smith, on the authority
of the monuments and inscriptions. The king
fled to his capital, Izirtu, followed by the
Assyrians, who destroyed towns and carried
off the inhabitants. Ahsera hurried from his
capital,which fell into thehands ofthe conqueror,
who so devastated the land that the inhabitants,
in terror, murdered the king, and threw his
body outside the walls of the town in which he
had taken refuge. One of his sons, Valli, who
succeeded to the royal title, hastened to make
peace wdth Assyria, and secured it by giving
up his daughter and promising to pay an
annual tribute.

Some of the Median chiefs being refractory,

seventy-five of their towns were captured
;
and

an Assyrian general who commanded a pro-
vince near the Babylonian frontier, having
endeavoured to establish himself as an inde-
pendent ruler, was defeated and killed, his head
being sent to Nineveh to be added to the col-

lection of trophies of war.
The Elamites had for many years been among

the most determined opponents of Assyria, and
although frequently defeated ^and in some instances treated

with leniency and even kindness, seldom lost

an opportunity of fomenting discords. About
the period of which we are now treating,

Urtaki, king of Elam, assisted by minor princes
and chiefs, invaded Babylonia, devastated the
country, and even threatened the capital, before
the Assyrian king could come to the rescue.

When he did come, or rather sent his generals

—

for Assur-bani-pal was one of those great kings
who allowed the generals to do the fighting,

but took all the glory of victory to themselves

—

Urtaki was defeated with immense loss, and
retreated precipitately into his own dominions,
where he committed suicide. The Assyrian
king did not at the time invade Media

;
but

soon fresh provocation was given. The brother
of Urtaki, named Teumman, succeeded to the

throne, in conformity with the law of succes-

sion in that country, by which a brother suc-

ceeded in preference to a son; and, being
suspected of a design to murder his nephews

—

an act very much in accordance with usage in

those as in later days—they fled to Nineveh,
where they took service under the Assyrian
king, being received with much favour. Teum-
man sent messengers to Nineveh, demanding
the surrender of the fugitives. This demand
was refused, and on both sides there were pre-

parations for what promised to be a great war.

An eclipse of the sun was interpreted by the
Assyrian astrologers to presage the death of

Teumman and the loss of his dominions
;
and

Assur-bani-pal invoked the goddess Ishtar, the

Assyrian Venus, to help him, and declared that

she appeared to him in the sanctuary of her
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temple and promised him victory. An enormous
army was equipped, and Teumman withdrew to

his capital, Shushan, where he occupied a
strong position. One of the sons of the late

king accompanied the Assyrians, and, some of

the Elamite leaders being disposed to support
his claims, numerous defections from the
army of Teumman took place. The Assyrians
made an attack, and a battle ensued ending in

a decisive \dctory for the invaders. Teumman
himself and his son were killed. The young
Elamite prince, Umman-igas, was proclaimed
king of Elam, and one of his brothers viceroy

of a mountainous part of the country, on the east.

In the British Museum are large tablets, with
hundreds of figures, illustrating the incidents

of this campaign. We can see

Teumman, wounded by an arrow,
® in his chariot, endeavouring to

find a refuge in the thick woods which ad-

joined the city
;
andwe can see him in the hands

of his captors, who are about to strike off his

head. The Assyrian archers discharge volleys of

arrows
;
the dead Elamites are piled in heaps

on the ground
;
some are being flayed alive or

are suffering other tortures. Dead bodies are in

the rear
;
and in another portion of the sculp-

ture are Elamite chiefs and warriors paying
homage to the new king. Chariots are over-

turned, and horses are dying or struggling on
the ground.

Study on the Declension of
Substantives,

We have already spoken of declension in

German, especially as applied to the definite

and the indefinite article
;

w^e have now to

pass to the declension of substantives. These
are differently classed by various grammarians.
We here give the form that appears at once
the most simple and the most practical. Ac-
cording to this we divide German substantives
into FOUR classes or declensions, according
to two things—gender and termination. There-
fore the first declension contains all feminine
nouns

;

consequently every noun that has the
article tie before it is of the first declension.

The second declension contains the masculine
and neuter nouns ending in et, en, and et

unaccented

;

that is, where the el, en, and er
are terminations, and no stress is laid on them.
Into this declension come also the diminutives
ending in c^en and tein. By a diminutive we
mean a word that involves the meaning “ little”

—as in English a man, a mannikin (German
3)?annd^en), a little man

;
a lamb, a lambkin

(Sdmmc^en), a little lamb. All diminutives
are neuter.

The third declension contains all the mas-
culine nouns ending in e; most of these are
foreign words.
The fourth is called the strong declension

;

it contains all words not feminine, and not
ending in et, en, er, ct)en, tein, or e. It is

called strong because the great majority of

words belong to it.

Thus, if we turn back to the story „l0te

@ieben @tdbe," we can easily assign the de-

clension to each noun according to the foregoing
rules : ®er 33auer^mann is of the fourth or

strong declension, for it is not a feminine noun,
nor does it end in et, en, er, (^en, tein, or e;

ber 0Obn likewise of the fourth, for the same
reason; 3cdtfen and ba^ ©treiten both
belong to the second declension, for they
end in the unaccented syllable en

;
bie 5trbeit

belongs to the first declension as a feminine
noun

; ber 50?enfcb w^as formerly written ber

^O^cnfi^e, and therefore is of the third as a
masculine in ej ber 9?U^en of the second as a
masculine in en

;
ber 2;ob, fourth (masc. not

ending in et, en, er, or e)
;
ba^ (grbe, fourth for

the same reason
; ber Stag, fourth

; ber St^ater,
second (masc. ending in er) ; bie ^raft, first (a

feminine noun)
; ba^ SBitnbet, second (a neuter

ending in et)
;

bie 5Wube, first (feminine)
; ber

.tnabe, third (masc. in e)
;
ba^ SBanb, fourth

(neuter not in et, en, er, e) : bie (Sintra^t, first

(feminine)
; ber S5oben, second (masc. in en).

Having thus shown how words are to be
placed under their separate declensions, we
will take the declensions in their proper order.

FIRST declension—FEMININE NOUNS.
The singular remains unaltered through all

the cases
;
the plural has e or en. The mono-

syllables and words ending in fat and nif have
e

j
the others have en.

Every Dative Plural in German ends
IN Thus bew QWitn .^inberw, unb ben grofew
5!)?dnnerw unb bew^ beflew^ Sl?utterw, to the good
children, and the great men, and the best
mothers.
The following words belonging to the first

declension have e in the plural

—

bie f)anb being
an original monosyllable, and bie ^enutnif
because it ends in nif.

Singular.
Nom. bie -^anb, the hand
Gen. ber ^anb, of the hand
Dat. ber |>anb, to the hand
Acc. bie ^anb, the hand.

Plural.
Nom. bie -^dnbe, the hands
Gen. ber |)dnbe, of the hands
Dat. ben |)dnben, to the hands
Acc. bie |)dnbe, the hands

Singular.
Nom. bie ^enntnif, the knowledge
Gen. ber jfenntnif, of the knowledge
Dat. ber ^enntnif, to the knowledge
Acc. bie ^enntnif ,

the knowledge

Plural.
Nom. bie ^’enntnifTe
Gen. ber .^enntnijTe

Dat. ben ^enntniffen
Acc. bie -fiienutniffe

It will be seen that „|)anb" makes „|)dnbe,"
the a changing into d (ae) in the plural. This
is the case with all original monosyllables of
the first

;
they have the Umlaut or change of

sound in the plural, equivalent to the addition
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of the letter e to the vowels a, 0, U, changing
them into d (ae), o (oe), and u (ue). Thus, bte

iKad)! (might or power), bie 3)?dc^te {mech'-te)
;

bie the cow, bie ^ii^e (^kve'-e)
; bie gruc^t,

the fruit, bie grud)te. In other declensions the

Umlaut often occurs in the same way, but not

invariably, as in the first
;
for instance, in the

fourth declension, bet makes
bie (Umlaut used)

;
but bet ^unb, the

dog, makes bie ^uube (Umlaut not used). The
dative plural in n will here be seen.

Notice also that in the plural of ^enutuif,

^enntnifTe, the ^ changes into ff; because the

first s belongs to one syllable and the second
to the next (^ennt=nif=fe). When the double s

occurs at the end of a syllable or word, it is

represented by f

.

The following examples not being mono-
syllables, or ending in fat or ni^, have en in

the plui-al
smutdar.

Nom. bie 0c^tange, the serpent

dee schlang'-e

Gen. ber 0(^lange, of the serpent
Dat, bet 0^1ange, to the serpent

Acc. bie 0^iange, the serpent

Plural.
Nom. bie 0^iangen, the serpents

Gen. bet 0d)langen, of the serpents

Dat. ben 0^tangen, to the serpents

Acc. bie 0c^langen, the serpents

Singular.

Nom. bie 2:ugenb, the virtue

dee too -gent

Gen. bet JJugenb, of the virtue

Dat. ber 2;ugenb, to the virtue

Acc. bie 2:ugenb, the virtue

Plural.

Nom. bie 2:ugenben, the virtues

dee too'-gen-den
Gen. bet 2:ugeuben, of the virtues

Dat, ben 2:ugenben, to the virtues

Acc. bie 2:ugenben, the virtues

Singular.

Nom. bie the feather

deefay'-derr (also the pen)
Gen. bet ^eber, of the feather

Dat. bet ^eber, to the feather

Acc. bie 5^ber, the feather

Plural.

Nom. bie Webern, the feathers (pens)
Gen. bet ^ebern, of the feathers

Dat. ben ^ebern, to the feathers

Acc. bie the feathers

In the word bie ^ebet it will be seen that
only n, not en, is added to form the plural.

This is for euphony, and occurs with those
words ending in et and el

j
and e when pro-

nounced as a separate syllable, as in 0^^1ange.
Thus—bie SSo^tel, the quail (plur. bie Sad^s
feln) ; bie 0^mefier, the sister (^bie 0c^me|lern).
iDie 3)?Utter, the mother, is an exception, and
forms bie 9}?utter with the Umlaut and without
the n in the plural.

THE SECOND DECLENSION.
The five terminations of the nominatives of

nouns in this declension are—el, en, er, d^en,

lein. The nouns, masculine and neuter, ending
in the unaccented syllables el, en, er, all

belong to this declension, as

—

ber 21p'=fel,

the apple
; ber @art'=ner, the gardener

; ber
55o'sgen, the bow; ba^ tl'Zefsfer, the knife;
but ba^ 9}?eer (pnairr), the sea, does not belong
to the second declension, though it ends in er,

because the final er does not form a separate
unaccented syllable

;
nor ba^ ^a^meeT {dass

kam-aW'), the camel, because the accent is on
the el. S^en and lein, as already remarked,
are diminutives, and all these diminutives are
neuter, A word becomes neuter directly the
diminutive ending d^en or lein is added. And
where d^en or lein is thus added to a word that
has the vowel a, 0, or u in the chief syllable,

the Umlaut is used, converting it into d, 0 ,
or u.

Thus ber 35ater, the father, becomes ba^ Waters
lein, or ba^ 33dter^en, the little father; ber

.Jlnabe, the boy, ba^ ^ndblein, the little boy

;

bie .^a^e, the cat, ba^ ^^d^^en, or ba^ ,^d^s

lein; ba^ ®orf, the village, ba^ ©drflein;
ber S!)?unb, the mouth, ba^ 2>?unbd^en, the
little mouth.

There are only two alterations of termination
in the second declension—namely, that the
genitive singular adds an and the dative
plural, as in every declension, adds n (or en)
where the noun does not already end in en.
Thus ber 3Sater, be^ 35ater^i dat. plur. ben

EXAMPLES.
Singular.

Nom. ber gdrber, the dyer (from garbe,
dare fairr'-her [colour

Gen. be^ ^drber^, of the dyer
Dat. bem ^drber, to the dyer
Acc. ben gdrber, the dyer

Plural.
Nom. bie ^drber, the dyers
Gen. ber ^drber, of the dyers
Dat. ben 5?drbern, to the dyers
Acc. bie ^drber, the dyers

Singular.
Nom. ba^ £)pfer, the sacrifice (offering)

das op'-ferr
Gen. be^ Opfer^, of the sacrifice

Dat. bem Dpfer, to the sacrifice

Acc. ba^ Opfer, the sacrifice

Plural.
Nom. bie Opfer, the sacrifices

Gen. ber Dpfer, of the sacrifices

Dat, ben Opfern, to the sacrifices

Acc. bie Opfer, the sacrifices

Singular.
Nom, ber 2Ipfel, the apple
Gen. be^ 5lpfel^, of the apple
Dat. bem 51pfel, to the apple
Acc. ben 21pfel, the apple

Plural.
Nom. bie Slepfel, the apples
Gen. ber 51epfeL of the apples
Dat. ben ^lepfein, to the apples
Acc. bie Stepfel, the apples

The following are diminutives in c|>en and

’ Singular.
Nom. ba^ ^d^d^en, the little cat

dass kets'-chen

Gen. be0 ,^d^d^en^, of the little cat
Dat. bem ^a^d^en, to the little cat
Acc. ba^ ^a^tf>en, the little cat
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Plural.

Norn, fete the little cats

Gen. ber of the little cats

Dat. ben ^d|(|en, to the little cats

Acc. bie ^'d^c^en, the little cats

Singular.

Norn, ba^ ^ndbtein. the little boy
Gen. be^ ^ndbteing, of the little boy

Dat. bent ^ndbfein, to the little boy

Acc. ba^ .^ndbletn, the little boy

Plural.

Norn, bte .^ndbfein, the little boys

Gen. ber .^ndblein, of the little boys

Dat. ben ^ndblein, to the little boys

Acc. bie .^ndbiein, the little boys

To most nouns either c^en or tein can be

added as a diminutive
;
but sometimes euphony

does not admit (^en, and
then tein only is used. Thus
we should not say Siing^en,
but 9?inglein

;
not S3runn=

(brooklet), but 33tunn=

lein ;
as in the line in

Schiller’s William Tell ,

—

„3Bann bie 35runntein
fliefen, im IiebUd)en 3)?ai''

—when the brooklets flow

in pleasant May. But

9?ingelcben may be said, as

the introduction of the et

takes away the harshness. NEBULA IN SOBIESKI S SHIELB.

XXI.

Important Discoveries {continued').

Astronomy now entered on a new phase
;
the

era of remarkable discoveries had closed, and
the energies of astronomers were now mainly
devoted to applying the numerous brilliant

discoveries which had been made to the im-
provement of the practice of astronomy. Thus,
founding their calculations on the theory as

developed by Laplace in his great work the
“ M6canique Celeste,” Burg in 1806, Burckhardt
in 1812, and Damoiseau in 1828, published
tables of the motion of the moon. The tables

of Burckhardt were founded partly on the
reduction of a great number of

New tables of observations, and sufficed to in-

^icate the time of the moon’s
transit across the meridian to

within a couple of seconds of time
;

whilst
those of Damoiseau, which were founded en-
tirely on the theory, were so accurate that the
error seldom exceeded one second of time. In
1804 De Zach published tables of the sun, but
these were quickly superseded by those con-

structedby Carlini,an Italian astronomer,which
were published in 1810, and for nearly half a
century were in general use, giving the place
of the sun with small errors rarely amounting
VOL. I.

to more than a fraction of a second of time.

In 1810 Von Lindman published tables of the

motion of the planet Venus, in the succeeding

year tables of Mars, and in 1813 tables of

Mercury,all founded on the theory of the planets

as developed by Laplace in the “ Mdcanique
Celeste.” In 1821 Bouvard published tables

of the greater planets, Jupiter, Saturn, and
Uranus, founded on the same theory. All

these tables represented the motion of the

planets with considerable accuracy, and far

beyond anything which could have been hoped
for in the preceding century, thus forcibly

illustrating the enormous advances in

astronomy which had resulted from the grand
theoretical investigations of the great mathe-

maticians Laplace and Lagrange. In general

it may be stated that the theory of the motion
of the planets was now so well known, that

errors greater than a second

in the predicted time of

the planet’s transit were
of rare occurrence. In fact,

astronomers had now to

concern themselves with
errors of a tenth of a second

oi time or so. The only
exception to this accord be-

tween theory and obser-

vation was in the case of

the lately discovered planet

Uranus. Bouvard found
himself quite unable to re-

concile the modern and older

observations of this planet
;

so,

thinking the older ones were in Discordance

error, he founded his tables on the between ob-

more modern observations. As
lar places of

years went by, however, it was Uranus,
soon discovered that these tables

of Bouvard’s failed to properly represent

the motion of the planet, and soon a consi-

derable discordance arose between the tabular

and observed place of the planet—a discord-

ance which gave rise to much speculation

amongst astronomers as to its probable source.

In 1817 Delambre published new tables of

Jupiter’s satellites, tables which were much
more accurate than any which had preceded

them
;
but these were in turn superseded in 1836

by Damoiseau’s tables, which continue in use

up to the present time.

During this period much attention was given

to determining the places of the stars. This

work was divided into two divisions: firstly,

the determination of the exact places of a small

number of the brighter stars,

which were to be used to deter-

mine the errors in the clocks,
^

and Avere therefore termed clock stars or

standard stars
;
and secondly, the determi-

nation of the approximate place of the re-

mainder of tlie stars which were visible in

ordinary telescopes.

We have already described the method em-
ployed by astronomers to determine the places

of the stars—namely, by observing the tjme of

their passage across the meridian, by observing
their transit across the wires of a transit in-

strument, and by noting their altitude as they

42
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Increased
accuracy of

observation.

pass the meridian. During the early part of

the present century great improvements were
introduced into the construction of these instru-

ments, so that astronomers were now able to

observe the transit of a star and its apparent
altitude with such accuracy that the errors

were usually only a small frac-

tion of a second of time, and a
second or so of arc. By making,
therefore, half a dozen observa-

tions of a star, they were able to determine
its place to within a tenth of a second of

time in its right ascension, and a fraction of a
second of arc in its declination. To enable
this to be done, however, it was essential that

the errors of the astronomical clocks should be
exactly known

;
and this could only be done by

comparing the true time of the passage of cer-

tain of the brighter stars with the observed time
as shown by the clock, when the difference

would be the error of the clock. It was
necessary, therefore, to determine the places of

these clock or standard stars with great pre-

cision by repeatedly observing them, so that in

the mean of the multitude of observations

all the accidental errors might be destroyed,

Maskelyiie was one of the first to publish a
really accurate catalogue of clock stars, thirty-

six in number
;
and for long it served as the

foundation of all other observations, by being
used to determine the errors of the astronomi-

cal clocks. In 1807 Piazzi published a new
catalogue of some hundred and twenty cloek

stars. Until 18:13 these were the only accurate

clock-star catalogues in existence. Since then

a considerable number of accui-ate star cata-

logues have been published. To render suffi-

ciently accurate the places of stars to be used

as clock stars, it is deemed necessary that they
should be founded on at least a hundred
observations.

But it was quite unnecessary for ordinary
purposes to observe each star in the heavens a
hundred times, for in general if its right ascen-

sion was known to within some quarter of a
second of time, and its declination to within
three or four seconds of arc, that was ample.
And this degree of accuracy could be obtained
by half a dozen observations or so. Such a
catalogue had been published by Lacaille in

1757, the number of stars being 398. In 1803
Piazzi published at Palermo a great catalogue

of G748 stars, and in 1814 a second catalogue

of 7616 stars, these catalogues being remark-
able for their completeness and
accuracy. In 1806, De Zach pub-
lished a catalogue of 1830 zodi-

acal stars observed by him at Seeberg in Saxe
Gotha. This catalogue was, however, far less

accurate than Piazzi’s. In 1818 Bessel of

Konigsberg published a catalogue of 3112 stars,

founded on the observations made at Greenwich
between 1750 and 1762, by James Bradley, the
then Astronomer Boyal. From the skill and
care with which these observations have been
reduced by Bessel, this forms one of the most
accurate and valuable of the earlier star cata-

logues. Later, Airy undertook the reduction of a

great series of observations of circumpolar stars

made by Groombridge between 1806 and 1816,

New standard
catalogues.

and the resulting catalogue of 4243 circumpolar
stars was published in 1828. In 1827, the
Royal Astronomical Society published a cata-

logue of 2881 stars, founded on the results

given in all the previously published cata-

logues
;
and in 1845, the British Association

published a similar catalogue of 8377 stars,

constituting one of the most valuable in exist-

ence. All these catalogues made some pretence
to accuracy, and in most cases the star places
rest on from six to a dozen observations. But
it was soon found that the number of stars

which were visible in ordinary telescopes were
so numerous that the task of observing them
with such accuracy would be out of the ques-
tion. Yet it was important that the place of

all such stars should be determined with such
accuracy that the identification of each star

could always be accomplished.
For this purpose, however, it was merely

necessary to observe it once or twice. Towards
the end of the eighteenth century a great
number of such observations were made by
D’Agelet and Lalande, and they were pub-
lished in 1801, but entirely unreduced, so that

they were of little use to astronomers. In
1837 the British Association undertook the

reduction of these, and in 1847 the resulting

catalogue of 47,390 star observations was pub-
lished. It gives the place of nearly every star

down to the eighth magnitude, and the places

of many stars of the ninth magnitude. In
1821 Bessel undertook the obser-

vation of all the stars down to Su^eyofthe

the ninth magnitude between 1
5° heavens

south declination and 45° north declination.

By 1833 the work was completed. Weisse, an
Austrian astronomer, undertook the reduction

of the observations, and in 1846 published the

result for all the stars within 1 5° of the equator,

it forming a catalogue of 31,895 stars; whilst

in 1863 there was published the catalogue of

31,445 stars founded on Bessel’s observations of

stars between 1.5° and 45° of north declination.

In 1821 Sir T. Brisbane erected an observatory

in Australia, at which a number of observa-

tions were made. In 1835 a catalogue of 7385

stars was published. Between 1822 and 1843 a
number of observations were made at Madras,

and in 1844 was published Taylor’s catalogue

of 11,015 stars, founded on these observations.

In 1841 Argelander of Bonn undertook to com-
plete Bessel’s work by observing all the stars

between -f*45° and +80° of north declination ;

but this was subsequently extended into the

observation of all the stars down to the OJth

magnitude between 2° of south declination and
the north pole.

Founded on these observations, there was
published in 1859 a catalogue of 110,984 stars

between 2° south declination and 20° north

declination; in 1861 a catalogue of 105,075

stars between 20° and 40° north declination,

and in 1862 a catalogue of 108,129 stars

between 40° and 90° north declination. By
means of these great catalogues it is possible

to determine the approximate position of every

star except the very faintest which is visible

in ordinary telescopes.

These determinations of the approximate
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places of the stars led to a great improvement
in the maps of the heavens. Thus, in 1801

Bode published his Uramgraphia, containing
twenty maps of the different constellations, and
showing some 17,000 stars. In 1822 this was
followed by the publication of Harding’s Atlas,

giving the stars on 27 charts. Between 1830
and 1860, the Berlin Academy

Star maps, jggued 24 maps, designed with

the view of identifying objects in the zodiac.

In 1847 Argelander issued his “Uranometria
Nova,” containing 17 charts. Since then a

considerable number of other maps have been
issued

;
some, like those of the Bonn Obser-

vatory, containing nearly every star down to

to the 9Jth magnitude.

XXI.

DiSTRIBUTIOlSr OF VEGETABLE LIFE
{contimied).

Heat, light, and moisture being essential to

vegetation, and affecting its de-
Efffects of

temperature.
velopment, it fallows that, other
things being equal, there would

bo a general coiTOspondence between the

isothermal, the climatic, and vegetable zones;

but there are facts which must be taken into

consideration. One of the most influential is

the variation of elevation above the sea level.

In a previous article we explained why tempe-
rature decreases in proportion to elevation, and
that decrease necessarily affects the character

of the vegetation in mountainous districts. A
primary condition is that the luxuriance of vege-

tation decreases as higher parallels of latitude,

either north or south, are reached, heat and light

being diminished in proportion to distance from
the equatorial regions; another condition is

that the luxuriance of vegetation also decreases

in proportion to elevation above the sea level.

Similar results are exhibited in each case, and
the upper portions of lofty mountains near the
lineof perpetualsnow,evenin the tropics, exhibit

a vegetation having a close relation to that of

the regions bordering on the Arctic circle, the
plants being limited in variety and scarcely

rising above the surface of the ground. In the
Old World, the southern limit of the polar

flora near the sea level lies nearly within the
Arctic circle, but the characteristic flora stretches

along the top ofthe Scandinavian mountains,and
reappears in the high lands of Scotland, Cum-
berland, and Ireland, on the summits of the
Pyrenees, Alps, and other mountains in south-

ern Europe, as well as on the mountains of

central Asia and the high ridges of the
Himalayas. Mr. Ball, who has given great
attention to the botany of the Alpine districts,

tells us that about one-sixth of the Alpine flora

are common to the Arctic flora. Lichens are
the first vegetable form that appears at the
limit of the snow line, whether in high latitudes

or mountain tops, and mosses follow. “ Com-
paring the flora of the Alps with those of other
regions,” says the same writer, “ the first thing
that strikes one is the large proportion—more
than two-fifths of the whole number—that are

to be found in the floras of all parts of temperate
Europe, the majority extending even to Siberia,

and a considerable number even to North
America. These are clearly plants that have a

considerable power of adapting themselves to

varied physical conditions, and the vigorous

organization of which has made them victorious

in the struggle for existence.”

Variations in atmospheric pressure at different

elevations affect the character of the vegetation,

and so does the amount of electricity in the air.

Growth is more rapid after the

1
occurrence of a thunder-storm; Atmospheric

: and in tropical regions, where
1 storms are frequent and of great
' intensity, vegetation is accelerated by that

{

cause. The effect of mountain chains on climate
has been described, and the flora of the adjacent
districts must necessarily be affected by the
height and direction of the chains.

Equinoctial America has more extensive
vegetation than any other part of the world of
equal dimensions; but no country of equal
extent in the world has such an abundant and
varied flora as Asia Minor. Between the tropics

there are four dicotyledons or exogens (one of
the two great classes into which flowering plants
are divided, and a leading characteristic of

which is the increase of the woody substance of

the stem by the addition of external layers) to
one monocotyledon, or endogen, which increases
its woody matter Horn within. In the tempe-
rate zones one-fifth of the flowering plants are
annuals; in the torrid zone scarcely one in
twent}^ is an annual.

Another noticeable fact is that some plants
are entirely confined to one side of our planet.

The genus erica, or heath, extends in the
Old World from a high northern latitude to the
Cape of Good Hope, but is entirely unknown as
a native plant in the western hemispdiere.

In equinoctial and tropical countries vegeta-
tion appears in all magnitude and glory, heat,

light, and moisture, combining to produce a
stupendous result. The smaller
forms of vegetable life, mosses, Tropcal

fungi, and confervas (plants con-
sisting of simple or branching jointed filaments)

,

are almost unknown. Ferns are arborescent,
reeds attain a height of a hundred feet, and
rigid grasses are forty feet high. In the great
equatorial forest belt, especially in the islands

of the Indian archipelago and the northern part
of South America, beneath the great trees,

which tower far above, there is usually a forest

of lower trees, the 'crowns of which, forty or

fifty feet high, do not reach the lower branches
of those above them. Overshadowed by these
lower trees, is a smaller forest of seedlings

and shrubs, awaiting the fall, through age or

storm, of some of the giants above them, to give

them space for more vigorous growth. We are

told by Mr. Wallace, the author of “ Tropical

Nature,” that many of the trees of lower growth
have their flowers displayedupon theirtrunks, no
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doubt the more readily to attract insects, which
play so important a part in the work of ferti-

lization. An instance of this growth is the cocoa

tree, but a more beautiful example is a tree

found in the forests of north-western Borneo, the

trunk of which is often covered with large orange-

coloured star-shaped flowers. The appearance
of the infinite variety of the creepers in a tropical

forest is very striking. “ They twist around
the slenderer stems, they drop down pendent
from the branches, they stretch tightly from
tree to tree, they hang looped in huge festoons

from bough to bough, they twist in great

serpentine coils or lie in entangled masses on
the ground. Some are slender, smooth, and
root-like; others are rugged or knotted; often

they are twined together into veritable cables;

some are flat like ribbons; others are curiously

waved and indented.”

The vegetation of the islands of the Indian
archipelago is gorgeous beyond description.

Palm trees are more abundant than in any other

part of the world except tropical America.
It is a very remarkable fact that the great

equatorial forest belt, in which vegetation is

so luxurious and dense, has on its borders wide
tracts of sterile desert. Mr. Wallace accounts

for this peculiarityby the theory that the vapour-

laden air of the trade winds having deposited

its vapour, the surplus air produced by the

meeting of the trade winds flows off north and
south as dry cool air, and, the dry air absorbing
the little moisture it meets with, the border of

the equatorial forest belt is thus kept in a state

of aridity.

In the tropical regions there is a predominance
of evergreens, but as the more temperate
regions are approached, deciduous trees (casting

their leaves in autumn or early winter—oak,

ash, elm, maple, beech, lime, alder, birch, and
sycamore) appear, evergreens are smaller, the
jungles of rigid grasses are left behind, and there
are greenmeadows abounding with tender herbs.
Still farther north are extensive forests of coni-

ferte, the fir and pine tribe; and vast numbers of

plants of the herbaceous type, especially the
ramniculacecB and crueifcrcB, which spread over
Europe, north and central Asia, and great
})art of North America. In the Polar regions
arboreal and shrubby plants cannot exist, and
only small perennials, which are safely covered
up by snow during the long winter, are able
in the brief summers to expand their flowers

and ripen their seeds. All ligneous vegetation
disappears entirely as higher latitudes are
approached, the woods having first dwindled to

mere dwarfs in struggling with the elements,
hostile to that state which nature destined them
to assume.

The equatorial zone of palms and bananas,
of spices and aromatic plants includes a region

extending to about 15° on each
equator. Within it are

the Indian archipelago, the Moluc-
cas (or Spice Islands), Siam, Southern India
and Ceylon, Central Africa, and the northern
half of South America. .

Between 15° N. and S., and the tropics of

Cancer and Capricorn, is the tropical region of

tree-ferns and figs
;
the date-palm in Africa

(extending 10° northward), and the gigantic

baobab.
From the northern tropic to about 34° N.

lat. is the sub-tropical zone of myrtle and
laurels

;
the palm family is abundant in Asia

;

and in North America the large magnolia, the

palmetti palm, conifers, oaks and walnuts.

In the warm temperate zone of evergreens,

between 34° and 45° N. lat., are, in Europe, the

ilex, cork-tree, the bay, the arbutus, the pome-
granate, the olive, and the cypress. The vine

attains perfection, and showy bulbous plants

abound.
The cold temperate zone extends northwards

to about 58°. Here are vast forests of pine

and deciduous trees, chestnut, oak, beech, lime,

and elm. Firs and pine, and other conifers,

extend to the Arctic circle, and in the same
region are many flowers of great beauty. Far-

ther north are willows, rhododendrons, mosses,

lichens, gentians and saxifrages
; and then

come the regions where neither vegetable nor
animal life can be supported.

In the southern hemisphere, the flora of

Australia and Polynesia present many pecu-
liarities. The eucalyptus, or gum-tree, grow-
ing only in Australia, is useful for its timber

;

and the cedar, growing in the alluvial flats of

the northern parts of the colony, is another
tree of great beauty and value. The trees are
nearly all evergreen, consequently there is but
a slight deposit of vegetable mould. There
are no indigenous fruits, except a poor product
of the cherry family.

Briefly enumerating the leading features of

the geographical distribution of food-producing
plants, it may be stated that the
northern limit of cereals is, as ofgrowth,

stated previously, from about 60'° to 65° N. lat.

The limits of the growth of the vine (excepting
the equatorial regions, where it is an overgrown
waste product) are 50° N. and 40° S.; of palms,
including the date, the cocoanut and the bread-
fruit, 38° N. and S.

;
sugar and coffee between

the two tropics; tea in China, Japan and Assam;
pepper, cloves, nutmegs, and nearly all spices,

from immediatel.y under the equator
;
cotton,

tobacco and indigo are tropical products.

As indicating the effect of altitude on vege-

tation, Humboldt made a classification of

various zones, which it will be

seen corresponded closely with
those included in meridians of

latitude, and to which he gave similar desig-

nations : equatorial— palms and bananas

;

tropical—tree-ferns and figs; sub-tropical

—

myrtles and laurels; warm temperate—ever-

green trees
;
cold temperate—deciduous trees

;

sub-arctic— conifers
;

arctic—rhododendrons

;

polar—Alpine herbs.

Isolated mountains display to the best ad-
vantage the effect of climatic change on vegeta-
tion. We may select, as an example, the Peak
of Teneriffe, which has five distinct botanical
districts. Below the heig.ht of 1250 feet are

African forms of vegetation, palms, bananas,
sugar cane, and various arborescent shrubs

;

the region of vines and cereals reaches 500 feet

higher, and includes olives and European fruit-

trees
;
the region of laurels extends 1600 feet
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abQve,and ismarkedby four species of laurel, the

arbutus and other evergreens, ivy and numerous

species of ferns
;
then comes the region of the

pines, nearly 2000 feet, with forests of trees

resembling the Scotch fir, intermixed with

juniper ;
lastly, creeping up towards the sum-

mit of the mountain, the region of the retama,

a species of broom, with some flowers, and then

a few cryptogamic plants. The summit is

entirely destitute of vegetation.

XXL
Fractions ((‘ontinued.)

To mnltlphj n fraction hy a mhoJe number.
Rule.—Multiply the numerator of the frac-

tion by the whole number, and leave the

denominator unaltered

—

e/j.-.

Multiply frr by 8. Result, \i.

For, the fraction contains 5 of the equal

parts into which the unit is divided, therefore

3 such fractions will contain 15 of these parts,

i.e. if.

To divide a fraction hy a ndiole number.

Rule.—Either (1) divide the numerator of

the fraction by the whole number, leaving the

denominator unaltered; or (2) multiply the

denominator by the whole number, leaving the

numerator unaltered.

Example of (1) :

f divided by 4 gives |.

For the fraction f denotes 8 of the equal

parts into which the unit is divided
;
and

clearly, if these 8 parts be divided by 4, the

quotient is 2 parts, i.e.

Example of (2) :

f divided by 4 gives

For in the fraction f the unit is divided into

9 equal parts
;
whereas in the fraction it is

divided into 36 equal parts, i.e. into 4 times as

many parts, and therefore each part is only
one-fourth as big as before

—

i.e. is only one-

fourth the size of and therefore 5% is only
one-fourth of |

—

i.e. ^ divided by 4.

We see from the above reasoning that multi-

plying the denominator has the same effect as

dividing the numerator.
Hence it follows that the value of a fraction

remains unaltered if we multiply both numerator
and denominator by the same number

—

e.g.,

I = For in multiplying the denominator
we exactly cancel the effect of multiplying

the numerator ; in fact, what we do is to first

multiply the fraction by a certain number and
then divide it by the same number.
Hence f = or = If, or 4|, and so on.

Clearly, also, we do not alter the value of a

fraction if we divide both numerator and de-

nominator by the same number

—

e.g., f

.

For, when we divide the denominator by
any number, say 4, we are, in effect, making
the parts 4 times as large as they were before.

and therefore we must only take one-fourth as

many of these larger parts to make the same
fi'action as before our numerator must
also be divided by 4.

Let us consider this principle a little further.

Take the fraction f . Multiply its numerator
and denominator by 4. This gives . Now,
in this latter fraction the unit is divided into

20 equal parts

—

i.e., into 4 times as many parts

as in the former fraction—and therefore each
of these parts is only a quarter of a part in the
former; i.e., it requires 4 of these parts to make
1 of the former, and therefore to make 3 of the

former requires 12 of the latter

—

i.e. f = ^.
The student must be sure that he thoroughly

grasps this idea of the equality of two fractions

apparently very different. He must familiarize

himself with the process by which a fraction

may change its form without changing its

value. The numbers by which a fraction is

expressed may always be made larger, and
sometimes smaller, without altering the real

value of the fraction. In a general way we
can at once see that this must be so. For, th(^

larger we make the denominator the more we
are suMividing the unit, and the greater

number of these subdivisions will be required

to make up the same quantity. It is not the

absolute size of the numerator and denominator,
but their proportion or ratio one to the other

;

just as in simple division the quotient depends
not on the size of either divisor or dividend,

but on how many times one is greater than the

other. And it is just the same in fractions,

which, as we have seen, may be considered as

denoting the quotient got by dividing numer-
ator by denominator.

To reduce a fraction to its lowest terms.

AVe have seen that several fractions appa-
rently different may in reality have the same
value, being in fact the same thing uniler

different forms. When a fraction is expressed

in the smallest numbers in which it can be
expressed, it is said to be in its lowest terms.*

Now, If and | are the same fraction
; If is

therefore not in its lo^vest terms, because it."

numerator and denominator are larger than
those of its equivalent |. But | cannot b(.'

expressed by any smaller numbers, and there-

fore it is in its ]owe.st terms.

I is a better form than for mast purposes,

j

because we have a clearer idea of the 5th part

I

of 4 than of the loth part of 12 ;
and also

i
smaller numbers are more convenient for

working wdth.

We have seen that the way to make both
numerator and denominator smaller without

altering the value of the fraction, is to divide

both by any factor common to both. Of course,

if there is no such factor, then the fraction

cannot be reduced without altering its value.

Hence the rule to reduce a fraction to its

lowest terms :

—

Find the G.C.M. of numerator and denomi-
nator, and divide them both by it. The quotient.-

will be the numerator and denominator of the

fraction in its lowest terms.

* The numerator and denominator of a fraction are
sometimes called its terms.
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Examples :

—

Keduce to its lowest terms. Here the

G.C.M. of 105 and 161 is 7, therefore we must
divide numerator and denominator by 7. This

gives •!§, which is therefore the equivalent of

expressed in the lowest possible terms.

Again, reduce to its lowest terms.

The G.C.M. of 1976 and 3192 is 152. Divid-

ing numerator and denominator by 152, the
result is .*. jyg'f'

= yy.

We may, of course, divide numerator and
denominator by any number which will divide

both, i.e. by any common factor
;
and in prac-

tice it is generally convenient to do so when-
ever we can see by inspection a common factor.

Thus in this last example we might have
proceeded thus :

—

1976 _ 2 X 988 _ 988 _ 2 x 494 _ 494

3192 2 X 1596 1596 2 X 798 “ 7^8

_ 2_X 247 ^ m
2"x“^399 ^

We cannot easily guess any other common
factor, so we must apply the infallible rule for

finding the G.C.M. We find 19 to be the
G.C.M. of 247 and 399, and dividing these

numbers by 19, our fraction becomes, as before,
1 3
¥1-

Note. is useful, both in this and for

many other processes, to be able to guess
factors of a number. The following facts are

worth remembering.
.1 number is exactly divisible

—

(1) By 5, if its last figure is 5 or 0.

(2) By 2, 4, or 8, according as its last,

last two, or last three figures are so

divisible.

(3) By 3, or 9, if the sum of its figures is

divisible by 3 or 9.

(4) By 11, if the sum of the figures in the

1st, 3rd, etc., places, divided by 11

gives the same quotient as the sum
of the 2nd, 4th, etc., divided by 11.

Exerciser.

Keduce to their lowest terms the following

fractions :

—

CC 48 132 r. 91 25 8 3 1025 750 30
17545 1T^5 l5'65 YTU5 X93'55 13f.-35 7Ti'55 iSiS'

h -h H, U, -H, If,

To exjpress a n'hole mmler as a fraction
having a given denominator.
Rule.—Multiply the whole number by the

given number. Idie product will be the nume-
rator of the required fraction having the given
denominator.

For example, express 7 as a fraction with
denominator 11. Answer, Proof, 7 = =
7 X 11 _ 7 7

1 X 11

Exercises.

1. Express 235 as a fraction having 6, 17,

45, 127 as denominators.
2. Reduce 786 to eighths, nineteenths,

seventy-thirds.

Answers.

^^5 ^5

To reduce a mixed number to an improper
fraction.

Rule.—Multiply the integral part of the
mixed number by the denominator of its frac-

tional part, and to the product add the nume-
rator. The number so found is the numerator
of the required fraction, and the denominator of

the given fraction is the required denomin-ator.

Example.—5f =
^ ^ =

-V-.

Proof.-5f = 5 -f I = + I = V-.

XXI.

The Successors of Francis I. in France.

From the period of the death of Francis the

First until the end of the century, the chief

feature in the history of France
was religious strife. There, as

Waxs^dtu-

elsewhere, the Reformation w^as
“ ® ranee,

struggling against opposition. But in France
the strife was more bitter and protracted than
in any part of Europe

;
the Huguenot w'ars

w'ere marked by political as w'ell as by religious

hatred, and one great crime stands out in the

centre of that period of strife, prominent even
among deeds of regieide, spoliation, and popular
fury, for a singular and exceptional atrocity

that lias marked it in letters of blood in the
history of the world. In all times fanati-

cism and the fury of contending parties have
produced great crimes, but the massacre of

St. BartholomeAV stands alone in unexampled
horror.

The great opponents of the Reformation in

Europe, and especially in France, where. their

exertions affected the whole
course of subsequent history. The Jesuits and

were the members of the great
^ uence.

and pow'erful organization of the Jesuits. The
great Jesuit order had its origin in the religious

enthusiasm of Ignatius Loyola, the son of a
Spanish nobleman. Desperately wounded at

the siege of Pampeluna, he resolved during the
long and painful illness that succeeded, “ like

St. Francis, to gain the bliss of heaven by misery
on earth.” He lived in the style of one of the
hermits or anchorites of old, and by vigils,

fasts, and self-mortifications of every kind,

earned the reputation of a saint, which he
increased by a pilgrimage to the holy sepulchre.

Then he determined to become the founder of

a new^ order, whose great aim and object should
be the winning of believers to the Catholic
Church, the combating of heresy, and the

advancement of the interests of the papacy.
First at Salamanca and afterwards in Paris

Loyola toiled year after year to realize his

design. He associated six companions in hi^
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scheme,—several of these, especially Francois
Xavier, afterwards became celebrated. Lojmla
had devoted thirteen 3'ears to preparation for

his work, when in 1534 he induced his com-
panions to join him in taking the ordinary-

monastic vows of chastity, poverty, and
obedience. The feeling of the popes at that

time was a-jainst granting licenses for the

establishment of new orders
;
but Paul III. had

discernment to see that the enthusiasm of

Loyola and his companions was
Ignatius Loyola, ordinary passion born of

fanaticism, and that he could utilize the move-
ment for the advantage of the Catholic Church
against the Lutheran and other heretics. Accord-
ingly. after some show of hesitation, the papal
licence was given in 1540 for the formation of

the Society of Jesus
;
and Ignatius Loyola was

number of rectors and superiors, down to the
brethren, who represented the rank and file.

The great majority did not advance beyond the
grade of coadjutors, who were emplo^'ed by
their superiors in the order in scherues and
enterprises whpse scope they were never per-

mitted to understand. Each member was
strietly watched, and was put to the kind of

vrork best suited to his capacity and qualities.

Into every department of public and private
life the indefatigable Jesuits made their way

;

and everywhere the great objects of the order
—the contest against Protestantism, and the

suppression of the liberty of thought engen-
dered among the nations by the Reformation
—were steadily carried out. Protected by the

popes, who appreciated the value of so much
,

zeal and disciplined devotion to tlieir interests,

DELFT HAVEN (see p. 627).

nominated as the first general of the order.

By the time of his death, in 1556, the society

had already attained a wide-spread fame, but
it was under his successor Lainez that those
principles were laid down upon which was
afterwards based the peculiar and powerful
organization of the Jesuits.

The guiding principle of the whole associa-

tion was strict subordination and obedience,
the unquestioning and unhesi-

Loy^’V^ tating obedience of a soldier to

followers. officer. The Jesuit, on his

admission into the order, was
expected to renounce all ties of friendship or

family or country, if they interfered in any
way with his usefulness as a member of the

society. As in an army, there was among the

Jesuits a regular gradation, from the general
in Rome, through the provincials, and a

the order quickly became powerful and
wealthy. In the confessional the Jesuit^ priest

exhorted the princely penitents to join the

counter-reformation, and to reimpose the yoke

they had lifted from the necks of the people.

The most eloquent among them preached openly

the duty of unhesitating obedience to the

priesthood, and spread hatred of the Reforma-

tion and all its works among their ignorant

and fanatical audiences. They endeavoured,

emphatically, to be “ all things to

all men.” Threats and cajolery,
of

the prospect of reward and the the Jesuits,

fear of punishment, were em-
ployed by them to crush the development of

the human mind, and to restore the condition

of mechanical mental submission that had
preceded the great awakening of the humau
intellect, and the protest of the nations against
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religious serfdom. Theirs was not the system
of the anchorite or the hermit, who shuts

himself up from the world. On the contrary,

they mingled in every busy scene of labour

and activity. In the crowded mart among
the merchants, in the schoolroom among the
children, in courts and camps, among the

followers of kings and the leaders of armies, in

the palaces of the rich and in the cottages of

the poor, the Jesuit was to be found, teaching,

arguing, persuading, zealous, pliant, indefa-

tigable. It was through the Jesuits that the

Council of Trent ended, in 1563, with the

complete triumph of the Romanist party

;

Jesuit priests sat at the ear of the gloomy
despot, Philip of Spain, prompting him to

deluge the Netherlands with blood sooner than
allow spiritual freedom to his subjects. Rich
gifts and legacies enabled the order to found

their educational system. Complete subordina-
tion was obtained by strict and continual super-

vision, by encouraging reciprocal espionage
and secret denunciations among the pupils, and
by discountenancing any private confidence and
friendship among those over whom the instruc-

tors had authority, except where the objects of

the society were to be advanced. The books
put into the hands of the Jesuit scholar were
carefully manipulated before the pupil was
allowed to read them

;
those parts being

rigorously cut away that contained ideas at

variance with the doctrines of the society.

Only extracts from the classics were allowed
to be read

;
history was reduced to a mere

chronicle, those events only being recorded
that fitted into the system of Jesuit domination.
In everything the crushing out of free action

was considered a paramount necessity. Not

ctadtholder’s house at haaeleli I'see p. 626).

numerous colleges and seminaries
;
and in

time they secured the important advantage of
becoming the edueators of youth.
The instruction given in the Jesuit colleges

was calculated, like the whole of their system,
to deaden all original power and

of thought in the pupils.

It was rather to be called a
mental drilling, a forcing of the mind in a
certain direction, than an education in the
proper sense of the term. All independence of
thought, all tendency to inquiry as incul-
cated in the Divine precept to “prove all

things, hold fast that which is good,” was
repugnant to the Jesuit system. Every dogma,
precept, and ordinance of the Romish Church
was represented as -carrying Divine authority,
and doubt or contradiction as deadly sin.

Unreasoning obedience, the watchword of the
Jesuit order, was the great duty inculcated by

upon the nobler feelings of justice, equity, and
gratitude, but upon the ambition, selfishness,

malice, and treachery of the human heart, did
the instructors work to increase their owm
power, and to establish and maintain their

ascendency.
The most pernicious and dangerous part of

tlie system of the Jesuits was found in the casu-
istry with which they defended
evil, where that evil could be
turned to their advantage. They carried out,
in teaching and principle, the maxim that “ the
end justifies the means,” and that even an
oath may be violated, if the person in taking
the oath has a reservation in his mind. This
separation of the thought from the word was
subversive of all trust and confidence, for who
could tell whether a promise was made with a
mental reservation, or without ? Stratagem and
force, deceit and calumny, artifice and fraud,
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were alike permitted where the interests of the
Komish Church were to be advanced, and the
Protestants were to be injured

;
toleration, and

the peaceful continuance of various forms of

faith in the same country, could not be where
the Jesuit influence prevailed. And for two
centuries that influence was so great as to strike

the nations with wonder. The perfect disci-

pline of the society, the swiftness, the secrecy,

and thoroughness with which the inferiors

carried out every command of those in authority
—the enthusiasm which impelled men of high
family and of great wealth and eminent intellec-

tual attainments to cast in their lot with the
society, and merge all personal hopes of am-
bition and preferment in the one great object
of furthering the power and prosperity of the
mighty organization to which they attached

themselves—all tended to bring

^the
“ about the principle of the Jesuits

of Jesus.” Europe. The monks had be-

come a byword and a laughing-
stock among the higher classes, and even to a
great extent among the vulgar. The intellect

of the time had gone beyond them, and they
could find admirers onl}’- among the most
ignorant. It was not so with this wonderful
society. The ordinary monk could hope to

influence the vulgar alone
;

the Jesuit was
powerful in the cabinet of kings. The monks
were in general contented to maintain what
they possessed, the Jesuits were ardently bent
on gaining proselytes, and converting the
heathen to Christianity

;
but with them Chris-

tianity meant subordination to Kome. In dis-

tant India, in China and Japan, in Africa and
Brazil, Jesuit missionaries were to be found,
preaching, organizing, and founding new com-
munities. In Paraguay they set up a govern-
ment of their own over a community of nearly
half a million of souls. They formed the natives
of America into societies and introduced civili-

zation, penetrating into Canada, and exploring
the great rivers of the interior. Even great
commercial undertakings were included in

their universal activity, and the wealth they
gained by commerce they devoted to the build-

ing of churches. Their influence was felt

throughout all the world.
In France this powerful order had perhaps a

greater share than elsewhere in determining
the course of history during two
centuries. In Germany, Lutherm ranee.

endeavoured as far as possible

to keep religion apart from politics, and while
he advocated spiritual freed(jm, recommended
the most complete submission to constituted

authorities in the state
;
nor could the real

grievances of the revolted peasants prevent him
from preaching energetically against them and
their doings. In France, on the other hand,
the strife between Eomanists and Huguenots
had a strong admixture of the political A^th
the religious element. The Huguenot cause
became identified in France with the idea of

popular freedom, while the triumph of the
Roman Catholics was identified with the pro-
gress of the king’s power towards absolutism.
For a whole century this strife continued.
During the first half of that period the fortune

of the contest Avas tolerably equal, each party
gaining advantages and suffering losses in
turn

;
but in the second half the Huguenots lost

ground more and more, and the administration
of Richelieu and Mazarin paved the Avay for
the irresponsible despotism exercised in church
and state by Louis the Fourteenth.

KEY TO EXERCISES.—lY.

EXERCISE XVII. Q-pagedQ'2').

1. De quels tableaux noirs parlez-vous ? 2.

Oil avez-vous tire ces perdrix ? 3. De quels
pays viennent ces oiseaux {or ces oiseaux
viennent-ils) ? 4. Combien de canaux a-t-on
creuses ? 5. Combien de verrous y a-t-il a ces .

portes ? 9. Fabriquent-ils des fusils ? 7. De
quel jardin viennent ces flours ? 8. Les
bateaux ont perdu leurs gouvernails. 9. Je
lis tous les journaux. 10.

.
Les oiseaux

commencent leurs traAmux au printemps. 11.

Recevez-vous ces plantes de France ? 12. Les
astres se meuvent-ils dans les cieux ? 13. Ses
fils sont plus ages que vos filles. 14. Quelles
langues parlez-vous ? Je parle trois langues

—

I’anglais, le fran9ais et I’italien. 16. Oil

avez-vous mis les eventails et les bijoux ? 16.

Aa^cc qui vos neveux viendront-ils ? 17. Fer-
merez-vous les portes ? 18. Ses yeux sont-
ils {or a-t-il les yeux) gris ou bleus ? Ils ne
sont ni gris ni bleus, ils sont noirs {or il ne les

a ni gris ni bleus, il les a noirs). 19. Cinq
centimes font un sou. 20. Cette dame a
laisse ces sept journaux dans notre salle d’6tude.

EXERCISE XVIII. {page 302).

1. Aulx, bons coups. 2. Ails, liliacees. 3.

Cieux. 4. Ciels. 6. Aieux, racines, fruits,

branches. 6. A'ieuls. 7. Ciels. 8. Alibis,

frequents. 9. San-benito, casaques, couleur.

10. Item. 11. Mauvais, accabMs, pensums.
exeat, bons, satisfecit. prix, accessit or acces-

sits. 12. In-octavo, relies, in-quarto, in-folio.

13. Grains entiles, ave, gros, pater. 14. Car-

bonari. 15. Te Deum, de profundis. 16.

Alleluias, temps. 17. Mille, autodafes. 18.

Ecce-homo, remarquables, peints. 19. Latins,

alleluias, amen, ave, ben^dicites, confiteor,

credo, kyrie, magnificat, pater, requiem, stabat.

20. Dilettanti, amateurs, passionnes, amateurs,
objets.

EXERCISE XIX. {page 323.)

La craie, la roue, la proie, la soie, la boue,

cette ivraie, la carie, la s6rie, cet hymenee, la

destin^e, le scarab^e, la fee, degrandes nu6es, la

portee, la blague, de belles orgues, le mastique,

la replique, le manque, la trique, la bougie,

une abeille, cette assiette, une hotte, le ton-

nerre, le programme, la bagatelle, un isabelle,

la famille, la rosse, la faucille, cette amarre, la

trappe, la grippe, le trMe, la nefle, le coffre, le
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genre, le givre, le girofle, la giroflee, la pan-
toufle, le salpetre, la fable, le catecbisme, le

fanatisme, le marasmc, le fiacre, le saWe, la

bible, le terme, cet usage, cettc image, le siege,

la neige, le radotage, le tirage, la sauge, le

cortege, le prodige.

'exercise XX. (^?^7^e 323).

1. Voici un becfigue
;
n’ost-il pas petit ? 2.

Les pourboires ne furent pas grands. 3. Louise,

que vous etes grande ! 4. Les passeports,

6taient-ils neufs ? 5. Qu’elle ne fut pas petite.

6. Ne sommes-nous pas beureux 1 7. Tu seras

gros et gras. 8. Les basses-cours seraient rem-
plies. 9. Les basses-tailles ne sont pas si rares

que les merles blancs. 10. Voici de beaux
cboux-fleurs dans les plates-bandes. 11. Les
cbats-huants sont-ils blancs ou gris ? 12. Les
eaux-fortes et les tailles-douces de mon frere

seront vendues. 13. Enfants, soyez bons (^or

sages) et pieux
;

ne soyons jamais faux et

jaloux. 14. La republique etait forte. 15.

Les etoffes seraient vendues. 16. Des sub-

stances vegetales, minerales et animales
;
des

produits vegetaux, mineraux et animaux. 17.

La tonne gigantesque de Nuremburg fut rem-
plie de vin blanc. 18. Les ormes du p6re sont
un peu bas. 19. Le cbat-huant avait un refuge
dans un arbre creux. 20. Etre ou n’etre pas.

EXERCISE XXI. 362).

1. Petits-maitres, petites-maitresses. 2. reve-
nants-bons. 3. blancs-seings. 4. cbauves-souris,
ongles noirs. 5. loups-garous. 6. arcs-boutants,

7. demi-volontes, demi-moyens. 8. airs, basses-
cours. 9. reines-marguerites. 10. reines-Claude.
connues, noms, vertes-bonnes, d’abricots verts.

11. aigues-marines, ])ierres precieuses, reflets,

verts, semblables. 12. grand ’meres.

XX.

Exercises in Harmony Analysis.

We now give a few chants, etc., by well-known
composers, all of which the student who has
mastered the two foregoing chapters will be
able to analyse. Let the chord symbols be
employed, and the positions marked as already
described. A passing note may be marked with
a small and two passing notes 2y^.

KEY A. Anon.

d m :f s :

—

r ti :d d :ti d

Si d :li Si Si Si •Si Si :si Si :
—

m d :d d ti r :d r :r m :

—

d li :fi mi:— Si fi :mi Si :si d

KEY B :PLAT. Dr. Aldrich.

d li :r ti m d :r d :ti d

mi di :fi I-I Si mi u mi mi;—

Si li :li ti :

—

ti d :li Si :si Si :

—

di h Si mj :fi S] ;s, d :—

KEY A. Sir John Goss.

d m ;r f ;— m r :d d :ti •-!

Si Si :Si Si 1, :si fi :fi mi:—
1

m d :r d :— ti li.tpd r ;r Si :—

1

d d ;ti Si fi :mi H :ri di:-!

KEY F. Dr. Cooke.

s m :d 1 :— f |S.f:m r :r d :—

d ti :d d :— li Si :d d :ti d :
—

m s :m f f r :m.f s :s.f m :

—

d Si :li fi r |ti :d Si :si d :
—

KEY G. Purcell.
s f :m| r — m r :d d :ti d :—

d ili.tpd ti
— Si li :mifi Si :si Si

m f :s s nr- m f :d r :r m ;

—

m r :d Si
— d fi:li Si :si d :—

KEY C. Pelham Humphreys.
di d* :d> t — t d‘:d' di :t di :—

m m :m r — s m ;s r :r m :

—

s s :s s — ri d‘:d» s ;s s :

—

d m :d s — s 1 :m.f s :s d :—

' KEY A. Dr., Aldrich.
m r :m f —

i

r d :ti d :—

Si Si :si f. — Si li :li Si :Si Si

d ti :d d — f :f.m r :r m :

—

d Si ;d li
—

Si 1
1
fi :fi Si :si di :-

key D. E. Prout.
d m :s d> :— s m :1 r :s m :

—

Si d :ti d :— r d :d d :ti d :—

m s :s s :

—

t d> :1 s :s s :

—

d s :f m :

—

s 1 :f s :s d :—

KEY A. E. Bacon.
m r :d ti :

—

li Si :d.r m ;r d :—

s, Si:mifi Si fi mj :mifi Si mi:—
d t,:dr m ;

—

d d :d d :ti d :—

d Si:li mi;— fi di:li Si :si d :—

key F. Dr. Clarke-Whitfeld.
s r :f m :

—

s ti ;d.r m :r d :—

d d :ti d :~ d Si :si d :ti d ;—

m 1 :s s :

—

s f ;m s :f m :

—

d fi :si d :— m r ;d Si :si d :—

KEY D. T. H. Shein.

: d m ; f
1

s : s f ; m
1

r

: d d : d
1

r : d.t
* i

li-ti : d
1

ti

: m s ; f.m
1

r : m f : s
1

s

: d d.t, : Ij
j

ti : d r : mf
1

s
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KEY C. German.
d' ; 8

1

1 1 s : f
1

m — '

m : s
1

f f r : tl
1

d —
s : d>

1

d‘ r* 8 : 8
1

s —
d ; m

1

f.m r.d :si
1

d
1

KEY G. Dr. Steggall.

f : in
1

li.ti ; d d ; r
1

d —
1

li : Si
1

s^.d : tl
1

d

d :d
1

d ; d.r m : f
1

“1

li.ti : d
1

Si : Si
1

di

XXL
The Physics of Music.

How far is modern music based upon natural
laws, and how far upon conventional and arti-

ficial rules invented by men ? We shall endea-
vour in this chapter to answer this question.

First as to the propagation of sound.

Sound reaches the ear through vibrations

imparted to the air or some other conductor.

For every sound two things are necessary

:

IjThe setting-up of vibrations, and
Sound.

2| The presence of air, or some
other medium, to carry those vibrations. AVood,
water, and most other substances will conduct
sound

;
but in a vacuum, although we can see

the vibrations, they produce no audible result.

AVhat are these vibrations ? They are com-
monly called waves of sound,” but the term
is misleading. They really consist of vertical

strata of air in alternate layers
Vibrations. compression and expansion.

A vibrating body, such as the vocal cords, a

violin string or an organ pipe, starts one of

these spheres or circles of compression each
time that it gives a forward swing

;
and starts

a sphere of expansion every time that it gives

a backward swing. In one respect the motion
of vibrating air is like waves of water—the

particles do not move with the sound, but only

pass the vibrating pattern on from one to the

other. Watch a cork floating on the waves.

It rises and falls perpendicularly, but it does

not move forward with the waves as they are

driven by the wind. What the cork does, that

the individual particles of water do. It is the

shape that moves forward, not the water. So
when the wind blows over a field of ripe corn

the ears bend as the gust moves over them,
and it seems as if they were being carried away.
But each individual ear, after dipping to the

wind, returns to its place. Thus it is with the

particles of which the air is composed.
A musical sound is formed by regular vibra-

tions
;
a noise by irregular vibrations. There

is no further difference between the two.

Tones differ in three points : loudness, pitch,

and quality. They may differ in all these

three points, or in any two, but they can
differ in no other respects. The

Loudne^and loudness of a tone depends on
^

' the extent through which the
particles of air oscillate. Watch a tuning-fork.

The eye can see that the harder it is hit the
wider are the vibrations

;
while as the vibra-

tions become less wide the sound dies away.
The pitch of a tone depends on the rapidity of

the vibrations—upon how many occur in a
given time. The ear requires that the vibra-

tions or impulses shall be of a certain rapidity
before it perceives a musical note. The flap-

ping of a pigeon’s wing, if it became infinitely

more rapid, would result in a musical note.

The flapping of a bee’s wing is sufficiently

rapid to make a humming sound.
Quality is the third and most subtle distinc-

tion between tones. Until the discoveries of

Helmholtz, the German philosopher, the source
of quality was not understood.
He finds that the pleasantest Quality,

tones—such as those of the human voice, a
violin, etc.—are really compounded of several

sounds. Sing the note C, for example, and
there accompany the note several higher sounds
much softer, but giving to it “body” and
character. Tones which do not give off these
higher sounds—such as those of the flute, a
tuning-fork, etc.—are neutral and wanting in

colour. These upper sounds are known as

harmonics, partials, or overtones. They are
formed upon a regular principle, and may be
roughly represented in notation as follows, the
lowest note being the prime, and the others
the harmonics.

/
t n

K'A ^ H
VllZ ^

I 1

1

VI n

d d s dmstadrm
The series is infinite, but we have stopped at a

practical limit. It must not for a moment be
supposed that these tones are equal in loud-

ness. Usually the first harmonic above the

prime is only a quarter as loud, the next a third

of that, and so on. But the cause of the differ-

ence between a given note, say

—

when sounded on a trumpet, a

flute, a human voice, the bag-

pipes, etc., is the varying proper-

tions of loudness and faintness in

which the harmonics mix. If the highest

dissonant harmonics predominate, the tone is

harsh
;
if the lower and consonant ones only

are heard, the tone is dull. The best clang or

colour results from a mixture of all the

harmonics.
How the human ear registers and reports to

the brain all the various tones and qualities of

tone that it hears, is a subject still wrapped in

mystery. Helmholtz has a theory that the

internal ear contains an infinite number of

little hairs, the ends of nerves,

each of which is responsive to a
human ear.

given pitch, and that the sounds in the air

play upon this instrument somewhat after the

manner in which we play upon a pianoforte.

But this is largely conjecture.
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The common diatonic scale is made up of

tones whose vibrations bear

a regular proportion to each

other. The figures at the side

are the lowest in which this

proportion can be expressed.

Notice that the vibrations of

two notes an octave apart are

as 1 : 2 ;
and two notes a fifth

apart, as 2 : 3 ;
of two notes

a fourth apart, as 3 : 4 ;
of two

notes a major third apart, as

4:5; of two notes a minor

third apart, as 5 :6. Thus is

the scientific simplicity of the

scale shown.

DOH 48

TE 45

LAH 40

SOH 36

FAH 32

ME 30

RAY 27

DOH 24

XXIII.

The First or ^-Conjugation.
PASSIVE VOICE.

5. Future-Perfect Tense.

S. amatiis ero or

fuero,

amatiis eris or

fueris,

amatiis erit or

fuerit,

P. amati erimiis

or fuerimiis,

amati eritis

or fueritis,

amati erunt
or fuerint,

I shall have been loved

thou wilt have been loved

he will have been loved,

we shall have been loved

ye will have been loved

they will have been loved,

6. Pluperfect Tense.

S. amatiis eram
or fueram,

amatiis eras

or fueras,

amatiis erat

or fuerat,

P. amati eramiis

or fueramiis,

amati eratis

or fueratis,

amati erant
or fuerant,

I

I had been loved

I
thou hadst been loved

I

he had been loved.

I'

we had been loved

I

ye had been loved

i they had been loved.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.
Amari, to be loved.

INDICATIVE MOOD.
1. Present Tense.

1. Present Tense.

S. amare, be thou loved.

P. amamini, be ye loved.

S. amor, I am loved
amaris or amare, thou art loved
amatur, he is loved.

P. amamiir, we are loved
amamini, ye are loved
amantiir, they are loved.

2. Future Simple Tense.

S. amabor, I shall be loved
amaberis or amabere, thou wilt be loved
amabitiir, he will be loved

P. amabimiir, we shall be loved
amabimini, ye will be loved
amabuntur, they will be loved.

2. Future Tense.

S. amator, thou must be loved
amator, he must be loved.

P. amantor, they must be loved.

CONJUNCTIVE OR SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

1. Present Tense.

S. amer,
ameris or

amere,
ametiir,

P. amemiir,

amemini,
amentiir,

I may be loved

thou mayst be loved

he may be loved,

we may be loved
ye may be loved
they may be loved.

3. Imperfect Tense.

S. amabar, I was being loved
amabaris or

amabare,
thou wast being loved

amabatiir,

P. amabamiir,
amabamini,
amabantur.

he was being loved,

we were being loved
ye were being loved
they were being loved.

S. amarer,
amareris or

amarere,
amaretiir,

P. amaremiir,
amaremini,
amarentiir,

Imperfect Tense.

I may be loved

thou mightst be loved

he might be loved,

we might be loved
ye might be loved
they might be loved.

4. Perfect Tense.

S. amatiis sum
j
I have been loved, or was

or fui,
)

loved,

amatus es or
j
thou hast been loved, or

fuisti,
)

wast loved,

amatiis est or ) he has been loved, or was
fuit,

j
loved.

P. amati sumiis ] we have been loved, or were
or fuimus,

| loved
amati estis f ye have been loved, or were
or fuistis,

)
loved,

amati sunt, fue- ) they have been loved, or

runt,orfuere,
)

were loved.

3.

S. amatiis sim
fuerim,

amatiis sis

fueris,

amatus sit

fuerit,

P. amati simiis

fuerimiis,

amati sitis

fueritis,

amati sint

fuerint.

Perfect Tense.

I

I may have been loved

or ) thou mayst have been

I loved

I

he may have been loved.

I
we may have been loved

I
ye may have been loved

or ] they may have been

)
loved.
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4. Pluperfect Tense.

S. amatus essem )

or fuissem. j

amatus esses or
\

fuisses,
)

amatus esset or i

fuisset, )

P. amati essemus )

or fuissemus, f

amati essetis, or )

fuissetis, I

amati essent, or )

fuisseut, [

I should have been loved

thou wouldst have been
loved

he would have been
loved.

we should have been
loved

ye would have been
loved

they would have been
loved.

VERB INFINITE.

Inf. Pres., Imperf. amari, to be loved.

„ Peif., Plup. amatus (a, um) esse, or fuisse,

to have been loved.

„ Flit, amatum iri (not declined), to be about
to be loved.

Participles.

Perfect.

Gerundive.

i

(

amatus (a, )

um), [

amandus )

(a, um),
j

loved, or having
been loved,

meet to be loved,

must be loved,

ought to be loved.

(1)

Observe that all the verbs given in the

vocabulary (Lesson XIX. p. 540) conjugated like

amo in the active are conjugated like amor in

the passive voice.

(2)

Yocalyulary of Deponent Verbs conjugated
lilic Amor.

miror, to wonder,
admiror, to admire,
aspernor, to despise.

Conor, to attempt,
hortor, to encourage or

to urge.

meditor, to meditate, i

veneror, to worship,

imitor, to imitate,

miseror, to pity,

recordor, to call to

mind.
minor, to threaten.

(3)

Ne, least, ut, in order that, and quin., but,

govern the subjunctive or conjunctive mood.
Ne quideni, not even, always encloses the word
it qualifies, ne coming before it, a‘nd quidem
after it.

Self-Examination Questions and Exercises.

What do you mean by the passive voice?
Give the imperative and infinite passive of

servo., certo, delecto, lihero, laudo. How do you
render the gerundive in English ? What do
you mean by a deponent verb ? Mention any
deponent verbs conjugated like amor. What
verb is it that helps us to conjugate a verb in

the passive voice ? What mood is governed by
the particles ne., ut, and quinl How is ne
quidem used, and in what sense ?

Translate into English :

—

Hoc a nobis laudandum est, non culpandum.
Ne id quidem collocandum est in summa luce
hujus liberrimae civitatis. Hi libri hortabuntur
pueros ad virtutem. Ne tu quidem miseraris
labores maximos hujus pauperrimi agricolae.

Ne meditaris de morte, quae cito tibi veniet.
Ut mortem asperneris, bene et pie vive. Due
hanc vitam maxime piam, ut caelestem vitam
habeas. Quaeque pars terrm amabitur ab agri-

colis, qui ruris numiiia venerantur. Ne tu
quidem liberabis hunc populum e poena quam
jamdiu minatus sum. Virgilium imdtare, si optas
bene scribere carmen Latinum. Die mihi, ut
horter ad virtutem amandam et imitandam.
fc'ocrates, philosophus summus, hortabatur
Grsecos ut asperneantur malum et amarent
bonum. Ad me due illos viros, qui venerati
sunt Solem et Lunam, et negant verum Deum
venerari.

Translate into Latin :

—

They ought to be praised. The gods hate
the wicked. The .skies threaten rain and storm.

Poets imitate each other. He ought to imitate

the manners of the good. All the best citizens

{render, each best citizen) venej-ate the gods,

and will endeavour to imitate not even you,

my dearest of all friends. The hour will come
when there will be none but worship the true

God. That you may despise the last terrors

of death, even of the bitterest kind, imitate

the life of the best of men. Caesar exhorted
all his soldiers to collect their army, and to

imitate the general. How many husband-
men will be present to venerate the gods of

the country

!

XXII.

The Fruit {continued).

The general structure of the fruit is pre-

supposed in that of the ovary, and in the vast

majority of cases there is little

material change. The ovary
the wood-hyacinth is recognized

at once in the ripened capsule, charged with
polished black seeds

;
and to perceive the

identity of the first and last is equally easy in

most other dry and box-like fruits. Minute
and seed-like fruits, such as those of the Labi-
atfB, the Boraginaceae, and nearly all grasses,

are also scarcely different, except in increased
dimensions, from the rudimentary stage. In
many fruits, on the other hand, juicy and
succulent ones in particular, the changes
which take place during maturation are most
astonishing. It needs only to mention the

oraiige, the apple, and the strawberry. There
are remarkable examples also of suppression of

parts
;
and of the addition of new factors,

which originally had no connexion with the

ovary. “ Carpology,” or the “ science of fruit

structure,” thus becomes one of the most varied
and attractive departments of practical botany,

and cannot be neglected by any student reaUy
wishful to obtain exact knowledge of plants

and plant-life.

The elements of the ovary, as above de-

scribed, are “ carpellary leaves,” folded together

in such a way as to form “cells,” in which are

contained the “ovules” or rudimentary seeds.

In the Leguminosae, and several other families,

there is only one carpellary leaf, and the ripe

fruit is consequently “ simple.” It may then
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contain only a solitary seed, as in trefoils, or

many seeds, as in peas and beans. When a

fruit of this kind opens by only one of the

sutures, it is called a “follicle,” as in the

paeony, the columbine, the marsh-marigold,

and the larkspur. If the opening takes place

along both sutures, as in peas, it becomes a
“ legume.” In these, the pod is seldom more
than a thin shell, progressively increasing in

different species of plants
;

at last the con-

taining seed-vessel acquires the highly complex
character found in the apple and the plum,

which two are considered representative of the

highest development of the idea of a fruit.

Whatever the substance, and whether only a

thin shell or a threefold structure, as in stone-

fruits, the ripened carpel becomes the “ peri-

carp ”
;
and this, theoretically, consists of the

three layers so well exhibited in stone fruit.

The outermost layer, or skin, is the “ epicarp,”

the pulpy portion is the “ sarcocarp,” and the

hard “ stone ” is the “ endocarp.” It is scarcely

needful to say that this high and threefold, or

perfect character of the fruit, is seldom actually

attained. When, as in the pods of peas, and
the shell of the hazel-nut, the substance is

uniform, it is considered that the “sarcocarp ”

is undeveloped, and that the other two portions

are intimately blended. Good ground for this

conjecture is supplied in the wild cherry, which
has scarcely any pulp or sarcocarp, this latter

arising upon cultivation. There is substantial

reason for believing that the almond and the

peach (the latter including the nectarine) are

the offspring of a single primseval ancestor, the

growth of many ages, the sarcocarp remain-

ing in the almond dry and leathery, while in

the peach it has become juicy. The excellence

of all juicy, and pulpy, and succulent fruits,

comes obviously of the quality of this one

single portion, the sarcocarp^ the only one

which man appears able to influence by culti-

vation. The endocarp is not necessarily always

a stone, like that of the cherry and plum. It

may resemble parchment, as in the core of the

apple and pear, or be reduced to a thin and
delicate membrane.
When a simple fruit, instead of standing

alone, as in peas and beans, is one of a company,
all occupying the same platform,

f^ts
^ and though touching one another,

still quite free and independent,
we have in such companies “aggregate fruits.”

The perfection of this mode of association

is seen in a head of maize or Indian corn,

every grain of which may be removed, indi-

vidually, from the spongy pillar which sustains

the assemblage in general. The aggregation
of a number of perfect little fruits, severally

independent and distinct, is beautifully illus-

trated also in the raspberry and the blackberry.

Every one of the spherical bags of juice which
collectively constitute the raspberry represents
a distinct and independent ovary or carpellary

leaf, and upon the summit of every one will be
found the relics of its own particular style and
stigma. The little globes of the raspberry and
the blackberry are in truth miniature cherries.

Cherries themselves occasionally grow two,
three, or four abreast, indicating the first step

towards what would become a mass (were
the aggregation sufficiently continued) several

inches in diameter. The strawberry again
supplies a very pretty example of aggregate
fruits. The pink and juicy mound is the
“ receptacle,” prodigiously enlarged, distended
with juice, and of course nothing more than a
mass of cellular tissue. The yellow specks

diffused over the surface are the ripened ovaries

of the many pistils : every one of them is a

distinct and independent fruit, and, as in the

raspberry, retains the withered style. Being
so minute, it is customary to regard them as

the seeds of the strawberry. But, as we now
perceive, they are tiny pericarps^ every one
containing a seed of its own. The one simple

and infallible rule by which to distinguish a

seed, however large, from a pericarp, and a

pericarp, however minute, from a seed, is this :

the pericarp always has two scars, one at the

base, where it was attached to the peduncle, the

other upon the summit, indicating the former
presence of the style

;
contrariwise, the seed

never has more than one scar—this indicating

the point by which it was attached to the

interior of the ovary, and through which, while
in course of growth, it was nourished from the
“ placenta.” This peculiar mark upon the seed,

the one solitary scar (the vegetable umbilicus)

is called the “ hilum.” Aggregate fruits borne
in the same way as those of the raspberry and
the strawberry, but juiceless, are very common
in the order Kanunculacese. When a common
buttercup has “ run to seed,” we find a little

capitule of fiat brown or blackish pericarps,

which fall asunder between the fingers. The
wood-anemone and the flos Adonis supply

similarly good examples. In this order we are

introduced also to one of the sportive ways in

which Nature seeks to decorate fruits and seeds,

the pasque-flower and the clematis having the

pericarp lengthened out into a hairy tail, so

that when the entire mass of fruit is ripe we
seem to have beautiful tufts of silk. Nowhere
in nature is there a more charming spectacle

than is supplied by the hedges in October when
mantled by the wild clematis or “ Traveller’s

joy,” with its handfuls of delicate floss. In

the smaller Rosaceas, especially those which
bear near relationship to the strawberry, such

as the Potentillas, there are again numerous
examples of little capitules of dry and seed-

like fruits,—pericarps in reality, each with its

solitary seed inside. Families often present

curious lateral points of resemblance. Though
widely distinct in essentials, the Rosaceae agree

with the Ranunculace®, not only in possession

of the “ etasrio,” as this kind of aggregation of

fruits is termed, but in sometimes having the

carpels beautifully tailed—a circumstance ob-

servable in the chaste Dryas of the mountain-

side, and in the showy yellow Sieversias of the

Alps, common in gardens.

The scarlet “ hip ” of the rose, technically

called a “ cynarrhodum,” illustrates aggregate

fruits of another kind. Here,

again, the flower had many pistils,
^

but the ovaries lay deep down in

the green urn-shaped cavity beneath the petals,

the upper portions of their styles and the
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stigmas alone rising through the orifice. In
due time the urn becomes scarlet, and on dis-

section the hard and bony little fruits, covered
with short silky hairs, will be found seated

upon its inner surface. The hip of the rose,

and the “etaerio”of the strawberry, represent

precisely the same primitive idea, but each
exactly reverses the other, reminding one of a

glove as worn upon the hand,
and then turned inside out.

More wonderful yet is the
aggregation of little simple
fruits observable in the fig.

One of the fun-
Thefig. damental laws of

Botany, as we have seen, is that

a fruit cannot exist except as

the product or result of a flower.

How is it, then, that let a man
watch his fig-tree day by day,
with the utmost care, for an
entire twelvemonth, he never
sees the slightest indication of

a blossom, and yet, in due
course, has a crop of ripe and
luscious figs? The fig is some-
thing like the cynarrhodum of

the rose. It is an urn, or bag
;

but instead of containing merely
the ovaries, it is lined with
flowers, hundreds of females
occupying the lower portion,

and scores of male flowers the
upper part. In the centre of

the rounded summit of this

green bag (which, while young,
* LEGUME. IS m substance leathery and

milky-juiced), there is a small
opening, a kind of doorway, giving means of

access to minute winged insects, which go in

at their pleasure, play about, and help to

scatter the pollen, as bees do in lily-bells, then

come out and go away, excepting, usually, a

few gluttonous or indolent ones, the corpses

of whif'h are discoverable in the shape of

black spots, if we care to examine the fig

before eating. A fig is thus in reality

not a single fruit, but a bag full of minute
and aggregated fruits, these being the

yellow' grains popularly regarded as the

seeds.” A near relative of the fig, called

the Dorstenia, is a fig as it were laid open.

The florets wdiich constitute the “ capi-

tules ” of the great order Compositee have
been described as possessing

an inferior ovary, and being
grouped upon the surface

of a broad and circular receptacle, which
's sometimes flat, sometimes convex, and
it times even conical, as in the Kudbeckias
ind the daisy. The florets being perfectly

distinct, free and independent, the ripened
ovaries are the same. Hence the beautiful

condition found in the ripened heads of dan-
delion fruit—“ clocks ” for the happy chil-

dren before whose breath they waft away into
the aerial sea. No fruits present features of

greater interest than these of the Compositse,
especially those of the section which includes
the hawkweeds. They are often of deep rich

Fruits of the

Compositse.

colours, such as mahogany brown and ebony
black. Now' and then the surface is smooth,
but more usually it is ribbed or barred in
some charming manner, the scrutiny of the
various kinds of ornament providing end-
less entertainment for winter evenings wdth
the

^

microscope. Young peoi)le who want
Christmas pastime in the parlour, cannot do
better than collect Corapositm fruits in the
autumn, and examine them wdth low magnify-
ing powers. Very often these pretty Composite
fruits are provided wdth a
feathery crowm. This is, in
reality, the calyx of the floret,

greatly enlarged, and now'
called the “ pappus.” Some-
times the aggregated fruits

of the compositae, instead of

being exposed upon a flat or
convex table, are neatly en-
veloped by the cup-shaped
“ involucrum.” This occurs
in the Tagetes or French
marigold. The technical
name of the fruit under con-
sideration is the “ cypsele.”
The common sunflow'er shows
it in the maximum. The
minutest is found perhaps in
the milfoil or the Artemisia.

In the vast order which
includes the common hem-
lock, the parsley, the carrot,

and the carawmy, tw'O carpels
are produced side by side,

and w'hile the plant is in

bloom they adhere closely by their flattened

inner surfaces. When ripe they
fall asunder, presenting, once
again, the similitude of seeds, the

pericarp being thin and dry. Each carpel is

borne upon the tip of one of the prongs of
a little forked peduncle quite peculiar to the
family, and characteristic of it. Caraway seeds,

so called, are thus, properly, caraway fruits.
The coupled carpels are termed the “ cremo-

carp,” and each of the component mem-
bers is a “mericarp.” The forms, mark-
ings, and structural peculiarities of these

mericarps are extremely varied and in-

teresting. So greatly do they differ, and
so constant are the peculiarities, that the
fruit is, in the Umbelliferae, not only an
engaging object, but indispensable to the

scientific discrimination of the genera.

Follicles, named above, are very well

illustrated in the Ranunculacese. The
extremely rare circumstance r ir i

of a follicle standing alone,
° ®

he ps to distinguish the cornfield lark-

spur, Eelpliinium Consolida. In other

kinds of larkspur, and in the common
Monkshood, three stand side by side. The
hellebores often have five, and finally in the
globe-flow'ers and the marsh-marigold there are

twenty or thirty. In every instance the seeds

are numerous, and in all we have as capital an
example of aggregate fruits as nature anywhere
supplies.

Consideration of such follicles as those of the

FIG 116.—
LEGUME OPENED.

Fruits of the

Umbelliferae.
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larkspurs and the monkshood prepares us to

understand the nature of Com-
Compound fruits.

fruits. These present a

very considerable amount of variety, and when
juicy are often difficult of analysis. It is easy,

however, to comprehend their genuine nature,

in all ordinary cases, by supposing a ring of

three, four, or five follicles standing
erect, as in larkspurs, to unite by
their inner margins, thus forming
a three, four, or five-celled “ cap-

sule.” The “capsule,” the com-
monest kind of compound fruit,

is well illustrated in the poppy and
the nigella. Cutting either of these

transversely, while young, the
constituent carpels are plainly

seen.

In the poppy, as it ripens, a con-
siderable amount of contraction
and shrivelling takes place, so that

when mature the walls of the
carpels no longer reach to the
middle, and we have only a num-
ber of vertical plates. Compound
fruits may consist of only two car-

pels, as in the Bixa. Occasionally
the constituent carpels separate
from the top downwards, and curve
away from the axis, as happens in
many lihaceous plants—the crocus,

for example, and the Iris or Fleur-
de-lis. Their analogy with the
follicle then becomes conspicuous.
The difficulty commences when
the carpels are filled with the ripe
juice, as in the grape; or with pulp,
as in the melon: or embedded in
fleshy tissue, as in the apple and
pear. But careful dissection in
various stages of growth, from the
rudimentary state to perfect ripe-

ness, and comparison of many dif-

ferent forms, soon makes all plain,
and to decide upon the constituent
parts of a fruit becomes nearly as
easy as to determine those of a
flower.

The orange, the lemon, the citron,
the shaddock, the lime, and their immediate

allies, present the spectacle, found
The orange,

carpels filled with little hags of juice, separable
from one another. So curious
is this departure from the ac-
customed rule as to juiciness,

that the form of fruit in ques-
tion has a name of its own.
Botanists call it the “ hesperi-
dium.”
The pomegranate is also

unique. In the first place the
constituent carpels are disposed

in two unequal series. Secondly, the numerous
seeds are enveloped each in a little juicy
envelope of its own. When the tree was in
bloom, much of the future rind of the pome-
granate appeared as the crimson tube of the
adherent calyx, the lobes of which remain, and
form the beautiful and characteristic crown

VOL. I.
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FIG. 119.—
FOLLICLES.

upon the summit. The technical appellation

of this fruit is the “ balaustium.”
The principal portion of the eatable sub-

stance in these, as also in the quince, does not

belong to the original carpels, but
is generated during the ripening,

from the inner surface of the
ps^'^s-

urn-shaped receptacle, which latter

closes up, with the exception only
of the five minute relics found in

the “ eye ” of the fruit. These three

fruits present the most remark-
able instance, so far as is known,
of accretion of cellular matter ex-

ternally to the carpels. An ap-

proach to it is made in the so-called
“ berries ” of that beautiful garden
shrub the Gaultheria S/iallon, in

which the sepals become distended

with juice, and rising up in such

a way as to embrace the little

capsule in the middle, conceal it

almost as thoroughly as happens in

the apple.

A wonderful change takes place •

also in the pine-apple. The flowers,

very numerous, are

borne in a densely pme-apple.

spicate and bracteated cluster.

Wlien the ovaries ripen, the ad-

jacent parts also become juicy, and
at last the entire mass agglutinates

into a solid body, beautifully tes-

selated upon the outside with the

traces of the separate flowers. The
inflorescence encircles the axis or

stem of the plant, and this, as

the fruit ripens, renews its upward
and outward growth, till at last we
have the handsome tuft of foliage

upon the summit, which, if care-

fully wrenched off (not cut with a

knife) and planted in the earth,

soon despatches roots, and ori-

ginates a new individual. A some-

what similar agglutination of parts

takes place in the mulberry, only

a small portion of which really

consists of the ovaries. This, and
the pine-apple, illustrate the “ sorosis.”

One of the most elegant of multiple fruits is

that one called the Cone, exemplified in the

finest manner
in the grand The cone.

race of trees which includes

the pine, the fir, the cedar,

and the larch, and is thence
called the Coniferse. Cones
are produced also by the female

!

of the common hop, as well as

by the silver-trees of the Cape
of Good Hope, and in ex-

tremely beautiful similitude by
certain palms, such as the

Mauritia and the Sagus. The true cone con-
sists of a great number of bracts, spirally dis-

posed upon an axis, and having female flowers

at the base of the bracts, upon the inner sine.

In the hop the bracts are thin and membranous,
so that when ripe, and required for use in the
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brewery, they are easily dislodged and shaken
apart. But in most of the Conifer®, the pines

and cedars, etc., they are thick, hard, and
woody, the cone enduring for an indefinite

period and seeming more like a piece of artificial

sculpture than the fruit of a plant. Pine-

cones, before the scales fall asunder, are tes-

selated like the eatable fruit to which they

have given part of their name. This is one of

the features by which they are distin^ished

from fir, cedar, and larch cones, which are

nearly smooth. A curious modification of the

cone occurs in the cypress, the arbor-vit®, and
the nearly-related plants. In these it assumes
the form called th^ “ galbulus ”

;
while in

their near ally, the juniper, the galbulus in turn

becomes berry-like.

Etymology {continii€(T)—T'ii^ Pronoun.

§ 158. I. Personal Pronouns.
(a) I, (b) Thou, (c) Y'e

§ 159. Personal-demonstrative. He.
(a) She, (b) It, (c) They.

§ 160. Adjective- or Possessive-Pronouns.

Pronouns, as we have before said, are of five

kinds

—

Personal, Relative, Interrogative, De-
monstrative, Indefinite.

The three notions of Number, Gender, and
Case, attach to pronouns as well as to nouns,

and we have added to these in some instances

a fourth—that of Person. This must be taken

as a broad statement
;
very few of the pronouns

can claim all fom’ notions, of some only two or

three can be said, and the inflexions remaining
in our present English only partially express

them.

§ 158. Personal pronouns. Of these we have
two ; those for the first and second persons,

which strictly apply to persons only, and have
no gender

;
the third admits of the distinctions

of gender, thereby applying to things as well as

persons. These pronouns are declined in four

cases, singular and plural, as follows :

First Person. Second Person.

Sing. PI. ^ing- Ph
N. I we thou ye, you
G. my, mine our, ours thy, thine your, yours

, me us thee you
, me us thee you

Third Person.
Sing. PL

Mas. Fern. Pent. All genders.

N. he she it they
G. his her, hers its their, theii’s

D. him her it them
A. him her it them
(fl) I was written ic, ich, in Old English,

and it still lingers in the south-west counties.

Shakespeare introduces it in the countrified

language (Somerset) of Edgar in King
Lear :—

Oswald. Let go his arm.
Edgar. ’Chill not let go, zir, without vurther ’casion.

Act iv., sc. 6.
“ Hsy ho ! chil [=I will] love no more.”

Byed’s Madrigals, 1587.

The dative me, besides its usual use as the
indirect object in simple sentences, is found in

such phrases as “ me-seems,” “ me-thiiiks,'’ i.e.

“it seems to me,” “ it thinks to me,” meaning
I seem, I think,—

“ Which likes me better than to wish.”
Pea. r., Act iv., sc. 3.

These are relics of an old idiom, once more
common, in which the impersonal verb was
followed or preceded by the dative of the sub-

ject instead of the nominative. (The same
idiom is common in German now ; es that mir
leid, literally, it does to me sorrow, for “ I am
sorry ;” es diinkt mir, literally, it thinks to me,
for “ I think.”) Such phrases are “ You were
best hang yourself ” (Beaumont and Fletcher),

i.e. it mere lestfor you, etc.
;
“ you had best do

as I bid you,” i.e. it were lest for you, etc.—the
verb had taking the place of the subjunctive

mere; “it likes us well” (^King John, Act ii.,

sc. 2) ;
“ an it like your good worship” ( WhiteVs

Tale, Act v., sc. 2) ;

“ woe is me,” and others in

which the dative of the respective pronouns is

used with the impersonal verb and an adjective

or interjection. So the sentence, “him were
certain as it were you he saw,” though now a
vulgarism, contains the remains of two old

grammatical usages—the impersonal verb with
dative pronoun, and the relative pronoun as.

(See § 162 e.')

(I') The second person singular, THOU, etc.,

is now only used as a term of respect in ad-

d ’essing the Deity, and in poetry
;
the Society

o ; Friends long retained it in familiar life,

a. cording to the usage of the old language, but
it is now fast dying out among them also.

“ Flow on, thou shining river.
But ere thou reach the sea

Seek Ella’s bower, and give her
The wreaths I fling o’er thee.”

. Moose.

(o') Y'e was the nominative in Old English,

and is still so sometimes used, or in a vocative

sense, in poetry
;
the objective you has now

taken its place in general use as the pronoun of

address for both singular and plural.

“ Ye are brave fellows, said the bishop.”

Old Ballad.
“ Away, ye gay landscapes.

Ye gardens of roses.”—

B

yron,

Ye is also found, but rarely, used in the
objective sense in poetry.

“Vain pomp and glory of this world. I hateyc.”
Henry VIII., Act iii., sc. 2,

“ In the English Bible, the older use of ye as

nominative, and you as dative or objective, is

always carefully observed :
‘ Ye have not chosen

me, but I have chosen you.'
"—(Dr. Morris.)

§ 159. The pronouns of the third person
have undergone several changes since the
forms of Old English. The cases of he re-

main the same, except that the accusative was
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Mne instead of Mm down to a little before

Chaucer’s time. In the West of England, where
some remains of Saxon forms subsist in the
southern dialect, ew, 'n, on, in the country-

speech, still represent the old Mne. In G. P.

R Pulman’s “ Cockney’s visit to the Country,”
he describes how,

“ One day, as ushal, out ee went,
An’ two ’r dree furns an’ I

Did aa’der’w strake, an’ Mdy close,

Th’ doings o’w ta spy,
We zeed en load,” etc.

Hustle Sketches, 1853.

In the 16th and 17th centuries he is sometimes found
written ha, a, probably, however, in imitation of the
countrified or vulgar pronunciation

;
in Shakespeare

we find it in the mouths of Shallow and the Hostess

:

“ There was a little quiver fellow, and a would
manage you his piece.”—2 Hen. IV., Act iii., sc. 2.

“ A made a finer end ... a parted even just between
twelve and one . . . and a babbled of green fields . . .

So a bade me lay more clothes on his feet.”

Hen. V., Act ii., sc. 4.

In Dorsetshire at the present day er frequently does
duty not only for he, but also for she and it:

“ will er
caum? es her gaun ? what thing es er ?

”

{a) She was originally heo, and the accusa-

tive was M or heo : the s appears to have come
to the nominative from the old seo, fern, form
of the demonstrative pronoun that or the, which
was also occasionally used to denote she.

The pronoun of the third person has, as before
pointed out (§ 74) sometimes a demonstrative meaning,
as in ” he who is good is great ‘‘

I will give the
prize to her who knows her lesson best.”

“Are you not he
That frights the maidens of the villager^' ?

”

Midstemmer Night’s Dream, Act ii., SC. 1.

(’Tis) “put into his hands
Who knows no touch to tune the harmony.”

Such phrases as “fetch me they potatoes,” “they
things arc mine,” “bring all they as belongs to me,”
may often be heard on the lips of the London poor,
and show the connexion that exists between the third
personal pronoun and the demonstrative to be so close
that they are here confounded together. It is tt jn not
difficult to understand how likewise the feminine of the
one demonstrative, seo, may have either displaced or
perhaps coalesced with the early feminine of the per-
sonal-demonstrative heo of the Old English, and re-

sulted in our present she.

(J) It in Old English was spelt hit; the
genitive and dative were the same as those for

he—viz. Ms and Mm—which continued in use
till the 17th century.

“ The green corn
Hath rotted ere Ms youth attained a beard.”
Midsummer Nights Bream, Actii,, sc. 1.

“ Do child, go to it grandam, child.
Give grandam kingdom, and it grandam will
Give it a plum, a cherry and a fig

;

There’s a goodgrandam.”— J-oAw, Actii., sc. 1.

“ The hedge-sparrow fed the cuckoo so long.
That it had it head bit off by it young.”

“ The Fool,” in Lear, Act i., sc. 4.

It had also in the Middle English what is

called an indeterminate sense
;
where we now

often use there, it stood for a collective or a
plural idea, a masculine or a feminine, as the
nominative or subject of the verb

;
we have the

remains of this usage in the it before imper-
sonal verbs—“ it rains,” '‘it snows,” etc., where
it stands for a collective indefinite notion of
the weather or the sky.

“ It was a friar of orders grey.”

—

Old Ballad.
"’Tis two or three, my lord, that bring you word
Macduff is fled to England.”

Macheth, Act iv., sc. 1.
“ Tribunes. Say not we brought it.

Menenius. How ! was it we ?
”

Coriolanus, Act iv., sc. 6.

“ It was an ancient mariner.”

—

Coleridge,
“ Ye call us the winds . . and ye say it is we !

”

H. F. Gould.

“Is that the Queen coming?— is.” The
same indeterminate sense may perhaps be found
in the idiomatic objective phrases “ give it him
well,” “ I shall catch it,” “ foot it featly ” (Tem-
j)est, Ariel’s Song), “ My true lip hath virgin’d
it ever since” {Coriol., Act v., sc. 3).

The following is the declension of the three personsil
pronouns in Old English

; those who wish to follow
their intermediate changes are referred to Dr. Morris’
“Historical Outlines of English Accidence.”

First Person.

Sing. PI.

N. ic we
G. min ure
D. me lis

A. me lis

Second Person.

Sing. PI.

thu ge
#Ain eower
the eow
the eow

Third Person.

Mas.
Sing.

Fern. Neut.
he heo hit
his hire his
him hire him
hine heo, hig hit

PI.

All genders.
hi hig
hira, heora
him, heom
hig

(c) The PLURAL of the personal-demon-
strative has, it will be seen, undergone more
changes than any other

;
as with the feminine,

so here the Old English demonstrative pronoun
se seo thcet supplanted the personal forms in

course of time by its plural cases N, tha,

The word its was unknown till comparatively
a recent period,

—

it is not once to be found
in the Bible, Shakespeare uses it very rarely,

and Milton only occasionally
;

the old pos-
sessive his was used, and alongside of it, in
the time of Middle English, a possessive hit

or it came into use. We find them both in

Shakespeare and in the Bible :
“ it shall

bruise thy head, and thou shall bruise his

heel ” (Gen. iii. 15) ;

“ that which groweth of it

own accord ” (Lev. xxv. 5). It has been re-

marked that the dramatists made use of the
possessive it as a provincialism generally “ when
they affected a familiar or a bantering style

”

(Guest)
;

this is true as regards a passage in
Ben Jonson’s Silent Woman (Act ii., sc. 3),
and the following from Shakespeare :

—

G. thara, D. tham, grown into they, their,

them; the old dative demonstrative them is

now also used as accusative in place of Mg. The
old accusative of the demonstrative still exists

on the lips of the vulgar :
“ beat they carpets”

is really the correct grammatic accusative case

—from Acc. thd, those (demonstrative).

§ 160. Adjective- or Possessive-Pronouns.

The forms of the personal pronouns in the

possessive or genitive cases are used as adjec-

tives even more than as pronouns
;
they dis-

tinguish or qualify the noun, as well as bear a
pronominal sense: “ that is my hat ”—the hat
is not white or black, it is pointed out as

belonging to me. We may therefore class

these words by themselves, in two forms, one
used attributively &//(97’ethe noun

—

my, thy, our.
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your, his, her, its, their ; the second, used as a

predicate (after the verb), often in a strictly

pronominal sense, are sometimes called absolute

possessives, because they can stand by them-

selves : mine, thine, ours, yours, his, hers, its,

theirs. In ‘'this is mine,” “that is ours,”

mine, ours, each stand for an unexpressed

being, and are strictly pronouns. This form

is also emphatic :
“ theirs is the will to do or

die,” “ Thine, 0 Lord, is the greatness.”

Examples of \st form.
“ In every period of my life.

Thy thoughts of love appear.”

—

Heginbotham.
“ Blest are the pure in heart.

For they shall see our God
;

The secret of the Lord is theirs, [2nd form]

Their soul is His abode.”

—

Keble.

Examples of 2nd form.
“ Thus from my lips, by yours, my sin is purged.”

Romeo and Julixt, Act. i., sc. 5.

“ Parts that become thee happily enough.

And in such eyes as ours appear not faults.”

Merehant of Venice, Act ii., sc. 2.

“ All that I have is thine

E

—Luke xv. 31.

“ Chorus Hymeneal, or triumphant chant.

Match’d with thine would be all but an empty
vaunt.” Shelley’s Skylark.

The old genitives min, thin, became mi, thi, my, thy,

by the loss of the final n. But thine and mine are still

occasionally used also with the noun in poetry, or in

the grave style ;
usually when the word begins with

a vowel or h mute.
“ What love of thine own kind.”—

S

helley.
“ Mine eyes are made the fools o’ the other senses.”

Macbeth, Act ii., SC. 1.

Compare too the familiar expressions ‘‘mine host,”
“ master mine ” :

—

“ Mine host was full of ale and history.”
Bishop Coebet.

In provincial English hisn, yourn, ourn, are found as

absolute possessives; these seem to be formed in

imitation of the old genitives in n, min, thin, but are

not fully explained.

For the use of the pronoun one in the per-

sonal sense, see after, § 165 (a).

XX.
Chlorine {continued).

The use of chlorine as a bleaching agent in

the different arts and manufactures—as, for ex-

ample, to destroy the colouring matter in rags,

intended to be made into paper, or bleaching

a vegetal tissue such as linen cloth, formerly

effected by the slow oxidizing
Chlorine as a process of the atmosphere—de-

bleac mg agen
fact that chlorine

possesses the power of uniting with the hydro-

gen of water and liberating the oxygen. Chlo-

rine can only bleach in the presence of water.

Perfectly dry chlorine does not
When it possess this power in the shghtest
act as such, s mi,- j. • j. 2

degree. This effect is to be as-

cribed solely to the strong affinity of chlorine

for hydrogen, detaching it, as we have already
shown, from the oxygen, and setting free the

latter. It will be seen, therefore, that the
chlorine only serves as the medium, which
sets free the true bleaching agent, the oxygen.
The latter gas is, moreover, liberated just in that
condition in which its chemical
energy is greatest. It seizes upon^^®. bleach-

all vegetal colouring matters, and agent,

forms with them insoluble compounds, thus
bleaching the substance that contains them.

Chlorine is generally employed as a bleach-
ing agent in the present day in the form of
what is termed bleaching powder—a compound
of oxide of calcium (lime) and chlorine. This
substance is likewise a well-known disinfectant
its action in this case being precisely ana-
logous to what takes place in
bleaching. The free oxygen form- Chlorine as a

ing insoluble compounds with the
various products of decomposition prevents their
escape into the atmosphere.

Chlorine, as already described, has a very
feeble affinity for oxygen, nor does it under
any circumstances unite with it directly; it

can be made to do so, however, indirectly. Its

oxygen compounds and their resultant acids
are moreover far less important than the well-
known acid it forms with hydrogen

;
yet, follow-

ing the rule we have pursued with regard to
the other elements, we will speak first of its

oxygen compounds, commencing wdth

Chlorine Monoxide,

which may be obtained by the action of chlo-

rine upon mercuric oxide, the chlorine uniting
not only with the metal mercury, but also with
the oxygen. It is a colourless gas, which may
be condensed into a liquid of a reddish colour.

As might be inferred, from the
feeble afiEinity of this element for Preparation of

oxygon, it is highly explosive, "‘'“'Sr'"
its constituents parting company
suddjnly and wnth great violence. It is very
soluble in water, yielding a yellow solution, the
bleaching power of which is greater than that

of pure chlorine, as it liberates twice the amount
of oxygen that chlorine does. The formula of

chlorine monoxide is ClgO.

Hypochlorous acid, or hydrogen hypochlorite,
cannot be prepared directly from the monoxide

;

but if a compound in which one atom of chlo-

rine in the monoxide is replaced by the metal
sodium, having the formula NaClO, and w'hich

is termed sodium hypochlorite, be distilled with
dilute nitric acid, a solution of hydrogen-hypo-
chlorite or hypochlorous acid comes over.

The other two compounds of chlorine and
oxygen, the trioxide, ClgOg, and the tetroxide,

CI2O4 ,
are both unstable—that is to say, the

bond of union by which their constituents are
held together is a w^eak one. The former,
CI2O3 ,

combined with the elements of water,

gives rise to the acid known as

chlorous acid or hydrogen
rite

;
the latter, a gas of a dark oxygen.

yellow colour, may be condensed
to the form of a liquid, but is in that state highly

explosive. It is soluble in water, but does not

unite with it to form a specific compound.

Chloric Acid or Hydrogen Chlorate.

The group of elements w'hich united with the
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elements of water forms this acid has never

been isolated as a definite compound. Theo-

retically it must be regarded as chloric pent-

oxide, CI2O5 ,
which thus combined

Chloric acid as ^ould give us Cl,Or -f- H,0, or

the case of nitric

acid. The salts to which this

acid gives rise are of course chlorates, as dis-

tinguished from the chlorites of the weaker
acid. These salts part very readily with their

ox/gen on the application of heat, and are

therefore some of the most con-
Th ) saUs of this lenient that can be employed for

senes.
preparation of oxygen—the

one generally selected for the purpose being

potassium chlorate.

Perchloric Acid

is the last of the series of the oxyacids of

chlorine. As in the case of the preceding acid,

the compound which in this case combines
with water to form the a-^id has never been

isolated in

the anhy-
drous state,

and its con-

stituents are

inferred
from its
decom po'-

sition. Its
salts are
termed per-

chlorates.
Perchloric
acid is a
very power-
ful oxidising

agent. When
thrown on
charcoal it

d e composes
with explo-

sive vio-
lence, and
the former substance unites with the oxygen

to form carbon dioxide. So

chlSic^cir*
oxidisation of any

combustible material, that wood
shavings or paper burst into flame when this
acid is thrown upon them. Combined with
another molecule of water, perchloric acid
forms a crystalline substance known as per-
chloric hydrate, which, when further diluted
with water, forms a thick oily liquid. The
formula of perchloric acid is HCIO

4 ;
the

group of elements which combines with water
to form this acid is therefore held

be CLO7 ,
or chloric triptoxide:

fonnula. ^
compound, however, as already stated, is as
yet unknown.

Compounds of Chlorine and Hydrogen.

Hydrochlm'ic Acid or Hydrogen Chloride, HCl.

The tendency of . chlorine to unite with
oxygen has already been shown to be very
feeble; on the other hand, it has a very power-
ful affinity for hydrogen, with which it unites

PKEPARATION OP HYDROCHLORIC ACID.

to form the important compound known as
chlorhydric acid, or hydrochloric

acid, which may be taken as the

type of the hydraeids or hydro-
«>«

gen acids. Hitherto we have spoken only of

those acids which, whether in the anhydrous
form or combined with the elements of water,
all contain oxygen. The presence of this ele-

ment in all these compounds has doubtless
procured for it its name of oxygen—that is, the
acidifying principle. As the liquid or hydrated
form of every oxy-acid contains hydrogen, and
as hydrogen itself gives rise, in combination
with various elements, to a series of powerful
acids in the composition of which oxygen
has no part, it appears difficult to determine
whether oxygen or hydrogen is best entitled

to the designation of the acidifying principle.

If equal volumes of chlorine and hydrogen are
exposed in a glass vessel to

Affinity of
diffused daylight, they instantly chlorine for

unite. Direct sunlight may cause hydrogen.

them to
combine
with explo-

sive vio-
lence. The
volume of

gas thus ob-

tained is ex-

actly equal
to that of

the united
volumes of

the two
gases be-
fore combi-
nation : as

the atomic
weight of
chlorine is

3.5 -5 and
that of hy.

drogen 1
,

it

follows that
the density of the compound gas will prove
to be 18’25, or rather more than

1| times as heavy as atmospheric Volumetric con-

air. This gas, which is perfectly stitution of

invisible and will be found to ^ acid*^”^
have a strongly acid reaction, is

hydrochloric acid. The liquid which is ordi-

narily sold by chemists as hydro-
chloric acid, muriatic acid, or

spirits of salts—names denoting
the sources from which it is obtained—is in

reality a solution of this gas in water, for

which it has an exceedingly strong affinity,

one volume of water being capable of holding
in solution more than four hundred times
its own volume of hydrochloric acid gas.

It is evident, therefore, that if this gas be
obtained from the destructive distillation of

any compound in a retort, it must be collected

over mercury and not over water. If a stop-

pered jar of hydrochloric acid be opened in

the air it gives forth fumes which „ ,

.

arise from its combination with
the aqueous vapour always pre-

sent in the atmosphere. A saturated solution

A solution of

the acid.
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of hydrochloric acid in water is about 1 ^ times
as heavy as the latter fluid. If this solution

be heated in a retort, it at first parts with a
portion of its hydrochloric acid, but after a
time an aqueous acid distils over, containing
from 18 to 20 per cent, of HCl. Large quan-

tities of impure muriatic acid
Muriatic acid, (hydrogen chloride) are formed in

the manufacture of carbonate of soda—a process

to be explained hereafter : hence the name
muriatic acid, from muria (brine).

Hydrochloric acid may likewise be con-
veniently prepared, for the purposes of experi-

ment in the laboratory, by the action of dilute

sulphuric acid on common table salt—sodium
chloride. The hydrogen of the

Prepararion of being replaced by the metal
nydrocUonc

g^^^e mth the
chlorine of the salt, the result

being the formation of sodium sulphate and
hydrochloric acid.

Hydrochloric acid may be taken as the type
of the class of acids known as the hydracids,

the other acids belonging to the same series—
its analogues—being hydriodic, hydrobromic,
hydrocyanic and hydrofluoric acids, while the

various metallic chlorides, iodides,

j bromides, cyanides and fluorides,
e y ’•avi s.

regai'ded as the corres-

ponding salts, in which the hydrogen of the acid

is replaced by a metal.

We have already pointed out that nitric acid,

commonly known as “ aqua-fortis,” is the fluid

employed by jewellers to test the purity of

gold. If an undue amount of alloy be present,

the gold is blackened on being touched with
aqua-fortis, as this powerful acid attacks all

the ordinary metals except gold and platinum.

These metals, however, and certain sulphides
of other metals which defy the action of pure
nitric acid, yield to its influence when mixed
with a due proportion of hydrochloric acid, the

i

. compound being known as “ aqua
jqua egia.

or royal-w^ater, because it
j

attacks the noblest of the metals—gold. The !

effect of the acid in dissolving the metal is
\

more rapid and decided if the latter be heated i

before it is plunged into the aqua-regia. The
chemical action of this mixture may be ex-

plained in the following manner. A portion of

the oxygen of the nitric acid combines with the
hydrogen of the hydrochloric

Its action on acid, setting free the chlorine

;

gold explained. combines with the

metal, forming soluble chlorides, while the

nitric acid, being reduced, by the partial decom-
j

position it has undergone, to nitrogen dioxide,

unites with a portion of the chlorine and is
!

liberated in the form of a yellowish gas.

It only remains now to speak of twm other
compounds of chlorine, one with carbon and

and the other with nitrogen. In
OMorme does gase of both these elements,

^th c^b^. chlorine can only be made
to combine with them indirectly.

It would be out of place here to specify the
method by which these results are obtained,
but some of the compounds formed by chlorine
with the hydro-carbons illustrate so curiously
the theory of atomicity that we cannot refrain

from drawing attention to at least one of them.
Let us take the case of marsh „ ,, .

gas, light carbm-etted hydrogen,
the composition of which bas
already been shown to be CH^.
Chlorine audits analogues, bromine, iodine, and
fluorine, are aU monad elements—that is to say,

they are capable of combining with or re-

placing, in any of its compounds, one atom
only of hydrogen

;
and just as it has been showm

that the monad metals are able to replace
one, two or three atoms of hydrogen in the
different salts, so is chlorine able to replace
one, two, three or four atoms of hydrogen by
an equivalent number of its ow n; thus CH being
the formula of the composition of marsh gas,

we have the following series :

CH3CI,
CH2CI2,
CHCI3,
CC1„

the last of the four compounds being carbon
tetrachloride—in w'hich the w'hole of the
hydrogen is replaced by four atoms of chlorine.

Chlorine forms but one compound w'ith

nitrogen
;

wflth which, as in the case of its

carbon compounds, it can only be made to
combine by substituting chlorine for some
other element with which the /

nitrogen is bound up. The The compound

chlorine, however, has but a very
°

lifoo^en.^
feeble affinity for nitrogen

;
this

compound must, therefore, be manipulated with
excessive caution, as it is apt to explode with
terrific violence.

XVIII.

Adjectives {continued).—Theory.
1. Compound Adjectives.—These agree,

like the simple adjective, in gender and number
with the noun or pronoun which they qualify.

a. Those compounded of tw'o adjectives
admit the sign of gender and number with each
adjective :

Singular.

Masculine. Feminine.
horn blind aveugle-ne aveugle-n^e
dead drunk ivre-mort ivre-morbe
deaf and dumb sourd-muefc sourde-muette
sour-sweet aigre-doux aigre-douce

Plural.

bom blind aveugles-nes aveugles-nees
dead drunk ivres-morts ivres-mortes
deaf and dumb sourds-muets sourdes-muettes
sour-sweet aigres-doux aigres-douces

Eemarks.— 1. Premier-ne, firstborn, plural
jiremiers-nes, and dernier-ne, last born, plural

derniei's-nes, are used in the masc. only.—2. In
mort-ne, gra^id-ducal, and compounds
ofwhich demi is the first term—as demi-harhare,
semi-barbarous—the latter component alone
agrees.
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h. When one of the components is an adverb,

or a preposition, the adjective alone agrees :

bien-disant, fair-spoken.

bien-aime, mell-heloved.

mal-avise, ill-judged.

penultimate.
contre-revolutionnaire, anti-revolutionary.

sous-marin, submarine.
Remark.—Soi-disant, self-styled, would-be,

is always invariable : de soi-disant dooteurs.

c. When the compound adjective consists of

two adjectives, the first of which is used ad-

verbially, the second alone agrees with the
noun. [This class tends to diminish, as the

remarks will show.] Court-jointe, lonn-jointe,

thick-set, lanky, in speaking of horses, nou-

veau-ne, new-born, leave the first components
uninflected, as they respectively mean oouvte-

ment, longuernent, nouvellement.

Remarks.—1. Here is how the Academie settle the
various points about which there is so much inde-
cision in grammars :—1, cotirt vetu, short-clothed,
is no compound at all

;
court is treated as an adverb,

and vetu of course agrees
; 2, clalrseme, thinly

scattered, forms now one word, and oifers no diffi-

culty
; 3, frais cuilli, two words, each of which

agrees : des cerises fraiches cueillies, fresh-gathered
cherries

; 4, breche-dent, gap-toothed, is invariable
;

and 5, goat-footed maybe rendered in the singular
bj’ chevre-pied or chevre-pieds, but in the plural it is

alwaj’S chevre-pieds.—II. Tout-puissant, omnipotent, is

thus inflected

:

M.S. tout-puissant M.P. tout-pui«sants
F.S. toute-puissante F.P. toutes-puissantes.

The explanation of this apparent anomaly is reserved
for the Syntax.

2. Introductory Remarks on the Verb
(continued').— YevhQ are capable of being modi-
fied in four ways, to express the distinctions of

(1)Mood, (2) Tense, (3) Number, (4) Person.
These modifications affect the termination, not
the root, of a verb.

(1) Mood.—A mood is the form which the
verb takes to express the point of view from
which the action is regarded. This form
varies but slightly in the different conjugations.
There are five moods.

a. The Indicative, which presents the notion
of the verb as a fact : ma cousine cliantK, my
cousin sang. [This termination in A is, here,

one of the signs by which the Indicative is

recognized.]

h. The Conditional, which states it as de-
pending on some condition : ma cousine
chanterait si elle avait de la voix, my cousin
would sing if she had a voice. [Never apply
the term potential to this mood

;
the ideas

awakened by might, could, should, are dif-

ferently rendered into French.]
c. The Imperative, which puts it as a com-

mand or request ; ma cousine, chantez s'il vous
plait, cousin, sing, if you please.

d. The Subjunctive, which views it as
dependent and doubtful

:
je voudrais que ma

cousine chantat, I should wish my cousin to
sing, or I should wish that my cousin might
sing. [Chantat depends on voudrais, principal
clause

;
and there is doubt as to the result,—it is not certain whether ma cousine will

sing.]

e. The Infinitive, which denotes the notion
of the verb in a general manner : avez-vous

entendu chanter ma cousine? did you hear my
cousin sing ?

The first four of these moods o-^e called

personal, because they admit the distinction of

persons
;
the infinitive is an impersonal word.

(2) Tense.—

A

tense is the form which
the verb takes to denote what portion of time
it refers to.

Time is either past, present, or future.

a. The Present is a single point, and there-

fore indivisible.

h. The Past may be viewed in two ways, as

momentary or continuous
;
and consequently

past actions are of two kinds, corresponding to

this distinction.

0 . The Future includes the whole time to

come.
To the above fundamental divisions of time

refer the simple tenses
;

to certain subtler

distinctions of time refer the compound tenses,

which are formed by means of the auxiliaries

avoir and itre. We shall review the simple
tenses first.

The Present time has

—

The Present, or that tense which repre-

sents the action as taking place at the moment
of speaking : le vent sou ffle, on quitte la plage,
the wind is biowing,we are leaving the shore.

The Past time has

—

The Imperfect, or that tense which repre-
sents the action as going on whilst another
was taking place, and expresses continued or
repeated action

: quand j'avais dix-huit ans
j'allais passer la journee du dimanche d Ver-
sailles, villc qu'hahitait alors ma mere, when I

was eighteen I used to go and spend the Sun-
day at Versailles, a town where my mother
was then living.

The Perfect Definite, or that tense which
marks the action as completely past, and as
opposed to the imperfect, momentary

;
hence

there is always a distinet interval implied as
existing between it and the moment of speak-
ing

;
les Vepres siciliennes eurent lieu en 1282,

the Sicilian Vespers took place in 1282.

The Future time has

—

The Future Absolute, which expresses that
an action will or may take place at any point
of time after the moment of speaking : as,

je viendrai ce soir, I will come this evening.
Remark.—The Indicative mood possesses all

those tenses
;
the Conditional has the present,

which serves also for a future
;

the Impera-
tive has only the present

;
and the Subjunctive

has the present and imperfect. This last mood
has also a perfect definite, which assumes a
compound form. The Infinitive has a present
and a past, the latter being a compound form.

(3) Person, and (4) Number.—These are

the forms whieh the verb lakes to point out that

the subject belongs to the several persons of

the singular or plural.

Singular.

1st pers., j'au-rai.

2nd „ tu au-ras.

3rd
,,

il au-ra

Plural.

1st pers., nous au-rons.

2nd
,,

vous au-rez.

3rd „ ils au-ront.

Here is a complete list of all the modifi-

cations of mood, tense, person and number
which the terminations of verbs exhibit :

—
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r

r

r

Indicative Present.

let conj. 2nd conj. Sndconj. 4th conj.

e is OIS s

es is ois s

e it oit

ons issons ons ons

ez issez ez ez

ent issent oivent ent

Imperfect.

ais issais ais ais

ais issais ais ais

ait issait ait ait

ions issions ions ions

iez issiez iez iez

aient issaient aient aient

Perfect Definite.

ai is us is

as is us is

a it ut it

ames imes umes imes
ates ites utes ites

erent irent urent irent

Future.

erai irai rai rai

eras iras ras ras

era ira ra ra

erons irons rons rons

erez irez rez rez

eront iront ront ront

Conditional Present.

erais irais rais rais

erais irais rais rais

erait irait rait rait

erions irions rions rioDS

eriez iriez riez riez

eraient iraient raient raient

Imperative.

e is ois s

ons issons ons ons
ez issez ez ez

Subjunctive Present.

e isse oive e

es isses oives es

e isse oive e
ions issi ms ions ions
iez issiez iez iez

ent issent oivent ent

Imperfect.

asse isse usse isse

asses isses usses isses

at it ut it

assions issions ussions issions

assiez issiez ussiez issiez

assent issent ussent issent

Infinitive Present.

er ir oir re

Participle Present.

ant issant ant ant

Participle Past.

^ i u u

XXL

Decline and Fall of the Assyrian

Empire {continued).

!

j

I

I

The most powerful of Teumman’s allies was
Danuni, king of the Gambuli,a people dwel-
ling in the marshes near the mouth of the

Tigris. The Assyrians made a swift march
into the country, destroyed towns, captured
the king and his brother, and took them away
as captives to Nineveh. When the long tri-

umphant procession of the conquerors entered

the great city, first among the wretched
prisoners walked Danuni, fettered, and bearing,

suspended by a rope from his neck, the ghastly

head of Teumman
;
and behind him was his

brother, Samganu, who in like manner carried

the head of Tamritu, Teumman’s son. The
two Elamite envoys, who had been sent to

demand the surrender of the young princes,

had been kept in prison and cruelly tortured,

and one of them committed suicide when the

triumphal procession entered Nineveh. The
head of Teumman was placed over the great

gate of the city
;
and Danuni and the more

important captives were submitted to the most
horrible tortures that ingenuity could devise.

The sculptures represent them fastened to the

ground by stakes, while executioners pull out

their tongues, thrust spears into their eyes,

and tear the skin from their yet li-^g bodies.
'

The Elamites were for the time conquered,
but they had aking of the native dynasty

;
and.

Assur-bani-pal probably supposed
that he had etfectually guarded

Babylon”
himself against renewed troubles

^ ^

in that quarter. The old national spirit of

antagonism to Assyria was not quenched
;
and

it was soon revived by an impetus given fi’om

Babylon. That country was, as we have seen,

under the nominal rule of Saul-mugina. a brother
of the Assyrian king

;
but Assur-bani-pal really

exercised the supreme authority. This state of

things was very unsatisfactory to the Babylo-
nians, who had theirtraditions of independence,
and Saul-mugina was encouraged to make an
effort to release himself from his brother’s

control. About 650 B.c. the revolt broke out.

The king of Babylon was joined by Nabu-bel-
zekri, a grandson of Merodach-baladan, who
had been deposed by the Assyrians, as related

in a previous chapter
;
and by Umman-igas, the

king of Elam, who, although he had been placed
on his throne by the Assyrians, could not resist

bribes of treasure from the Babylonian temples.

The first battle resulted in the defeat of the
Elamites, and the flight of the king to his

own dominions, where he was killed in endea-
vouring to subdue an insurrection of his

subjects, headed by his nephew (or as some
inscriptions indicate, his son), who was soon the
victim of another revolt, fomented by one of

his servants.
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A large Assyrian army advanced into Baby-
lonia, scattered the allied armies, and besieged

Babylon, Sippara, Borsippa, and Calha, the

inhabitants of which suffered so terribly from
famine that they resorted to cannibalism.

The king, Saul-mugina, when Babylon was
captured, set fire to his palace and perished in

the flames. The grandson of Merodach-baladan,
who had taken refuge in Elam, fearing that he
should be given up, was by his own command
killed by his armour-bearer. He was the last

representative of the great Babylonian family
which for a century had with such persistent

courage waged a hopeless war against Assyrian
supremacy.
Not long afterwards, the Elamite power was

destroyed, the great towns were captured,

the ancient capital, Shushan, plundered of its

treasures, and the image of the idol of the
country, so sacred that no one had been

in the gate of Nineveh.” Mules, laden with
treasure, appear on the sculptured tablets.

One of the last acts of Assur-bani-pal, the
last great monarch of Assyria, was a splendid
triumphal celebration at Nineveh. In each of

the vast temples sacrifices were offered to the
gods, and the king rode through the main
streets of the great city to the temple of Ishtar

in a state chariot dragged by four captive

monarchs. In the temple, Assur-bani-pal knelt
before the images of Assur and Ishtar, and
thanked them for their favour, which had made
him the most powerful sovereign in the world.

In 625 B.c. Assur-bani-pal died. He was a
magnificent and pleasure-loving king. In the
palace he built at Koyunjik, at

Nineveh, known to explorers as .
Death ^

the North Palace, are sculptures
‘^®suT-bam-pai.

representing the banquets, processions and
hunting parties in which he delighted. The

nUlNS OF AN ASSYEIAN PALACE.

mitted to gaze upon it, was carried in triumph
to Babylon, after which the city was burned.
A great expedition into Arabia was under-

taken shortly afterwards. Two Arabian kings

were captured and sent to Nine-
were kept in

^ the royal park in the kennels

with the hounds. Adiya, who bore the title of

Queen of Arabia, was also taken prisoner;

towns were captured, the inhabitants taken
captive, the leaders flayed alive. The British

Museum sculptures represent many incidents

of this campaign. Arabs mounted on camels
are pursued by Assyrian warriors on horse-

back, and other Assyrians are seen applying
the torch to tents. Mr. George Smith tells

us that “immense numbers of captives and
cattle, the spoils of Arabia, were carried to

Assyria after the war, and camels were so

plentiful that they were sold for half a shekel

palace was his pleasiare-house, where he feasted

with his wives and enjoyed royal pleasures

with a royal zest. Many of the tablets which
adorned the walls are now in the British

Museum. In one, the king is represented

feasting in the royal gardens with his favourite

queen, while obseqiiious attendants keep the

air cool with fans, and others play on various

strange-looking musical instruments. Hunting
scenes abound. Wild asses are chased by dogs

;

deer are driven into enclosures and there

killed by arrows from the king’s bow. A
wild boar (sculptured with great vigour) of

tremendous proportions is at bay, but the

king’s arrows pierce him
;
a lion leaps at the

royal chariot, but the king deliberately passes

a huge sword through his body. Lions, indeed,

appear to have been but small game for the

kingly sportsman, if we may judge from the

number represented as killed. In one tablet he is
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represented as catching a lion by the tail with

one hand and despatching him with the other.

Lions are representing as being released from
traps, only to be killed by the king, who with

the unbending dignity and placid countenance

which distinguish all the royal figures in the

Assyrian sculptures, discharges the fatal arrows.

In one tablet the king is represented pouring a

libation of wine on a dead lion, probably an
offering to the gods.

To his love for military glory, banqueting,

sensuality, and magnificent display, this famous
Assyrian monarch added a taste

The great architecture and literature,
rary.

renovated the great palace at

Nineveh built by Sennacherib, restored the

walls and towers of Nineveh, re-edified in

splendid style the national temple at Assur,

made magnificent additions to the temple of

Bel at Babylon, and restored and beautified

many other temples. Assyrian culture,” says

the Rev. A. H. Sayce, in an interesting article

in the EncijclopcBdla Britannica, "reached its

culminating point in his reign, and his palaces

glittered with the precious metals, and were
adorned with the richest sculpture. The library

which he formed at Nineveh [in the Koyunjik
palace] far surpassed any that had ever existed

before
;

literary works were collected from all

sides : the study of the dead language of Accad
was encouraged, grammars and dictionaries

were compiled, and learned men of all nations

were attracted to the court.’’ In this library '

he collected not only the records preserved by
some of his predecessors, especially Tigiath-

Pileser II., Sargon and Sennacherib, but added
thousands of inscribed tablets, including his-

torical narratives, geographical descriptions,

collections of legends, lists of deities and forms
of prayer, astronomical, astrological, mathe-
matical and arithmetical treatises, and descrip-

tions of animals and natural products and of

food-producing articles. There is evidence
that these grand collections were intended to

be inspected by the people, and to encourage
learning. Indeed, the first public library (and
that a very extensive one) of which we have
any record, was established in the seventh
century before the Christian era, by Assur-bani-
pal, king of Assyria, in the superb palace, sur-

rounded by extensive pleasure-grounds, in which
was a large collection of strange animals from
foreign lands. Here, revelling in the company
of his wives, interested in literature and art,

delighted in planning noble edifices, and en-
j

joying the pleasures which boundless riches,

voluptuous tastes, and the adulation of obse-
quious courtiers and flatterers could yield, we
have the presentment of a monarch who
might serve for a model of the Sardanapalus
of historical fiction

;
but the picture is

changed when we see the ambitious conqueror,
the ruthless inflicter of cruel tortures, the
terrible king who subdued Egypt and Elam,
whose chariot was drawn by captive kings,
while the mutilated heads of his vanquishecl
foes surrounded the gates of his city. He
wore, indeed, a glove of velvet, but beneath it

—as has often happened since in history

—

were the cruel tiger claws.

The successor of Assur-bani-pal is supposed
to have been Bel-zakir-iskun, who appears
to have reigned for six years,

but respecting whom very little

is known. Indeed, Mr. Sayce
ssyr^a.

ignores him altogether, and states that the
immediate successor of the great king was his

son, Assur-ebil-ili (presumed to be identical

with the Saracus of the Greeks). Whether that
was so or not, we find that the Assyrian empire
showed symptoms of decay, and that its old
enemies were ready to hasten its destruction.

Psammatichus of Egypt, and his son Necho II.

—the Nekos of Herodotus and the Pharaoh
Necho of the Bible, Avho killed King Josiah of

Judah—waged continual war against the

Assyrian provinces in Syria
;

the kifig of

Babylon had revolted, and the Medes, not long
since a number of tribes under petty chiefs, had
been consolidated into a powerful nation. For
a time the old Assyrian valour and the admir-
able military organization held these enemies
at bay

;
but gradually they drew their toils

closer around the old empire, and the king
availed himself of the proffered assistance of

hordes of barbarians, the Saci, or Scythians,

tribes of southern and eastern Europe, who had
followed the example of the Cimmerians, and
sought subsistence by arms or plunder in Asia.

By their aid the Medians were driven back
;

but the Assyrian emph’e was doomed. For
many years the barbarians were practically

masters of the country, and of Media too,

until Cyaxares, king of the latter country,

having treacherously murdered the chiefs, suc-

ceeded in ridding his dominions of the hordes.

Flushed with his success, he entertained a
greater project. His daughter was married to

the son of Nabopolassar, king of Babylon, and
the two kings formed a league with Necho,
king of Egypt. The latter advanced by way
of Karchemish, which he captured, and was
soon master of the Assyrian provinces to

the west of the Euphrates. The Medes and
Babylonians reached Nineveh—not, however,

without some sharp encounters with the

Assyrians, in which they would have been

defeated but for the arrival of reinforcements

sent from Persia and Armenia. The siege

lasted more than two years : and probably

even then the city, enclosed by walls a hundred
feet high and fifty feet thick, might not have

been captured, if the Tigris had not, in the

wet season, overflowed its banks and destroyed

a large portion of the wall. The king, Assur-

ebel-ili. seeing that defence was no longer

possible, set fire to the royal palace, himself,

his wives and servants, perishing in the flames.

This was the incident which Ctesias, the Greek

writer of imaginary history, grafted on to the

story of the monarch he named Sardanapalus.

In the red light of the burning palace, amid
the maddened rush of the successful besiegers,

in massacre and rapine, ended the great

Assyrian empire. Thenceforth w'e know it no
more, except as an adjunct to Babylonian his-

tory; and it will be our business to relate how.

too, Babylon fell, and for nearly twenty-five

centuries the story of the great empires of the

Tigris and Euphrates was lost to the world.
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XiX.

The Progress of Writing (^continued).

Glorious as are the works of the Greek and
Latin authors which are in our hands to-day,

we know that they constitute hardly a tithe of

the grand entirety of classical literature. For
example, we have seven plays of each of the

Greek dramatists, Sophocles and iEschylus:

yet it is said that the former produced one
hundred and thirteen, and the latter either

seventy or ninety. Of some we only possess

mere fragments, and others—as Aristarchus,

Xenocles, and Agatho—are entirely unrepre-

sented. The wreck of Latin authors, except

those of the Augustan era, is almost as disastrous

and cruel.

It is little wonder, therefore, that since the

period of the Kenaissance, when the love for

classic learning spread over Europe, acute

minds have hoped to find amidst the imper-

fectly obliterated palimpsests some of these

lost works of poet and philosopher. The great

Benedictine monk Montfaugon gave the first

hint, others followed it up imperfectly
;
but it

was reserved for the last century to produce
the man who should make restored palimpsest
literature an accomplished fact. Angelo Mai,

born in 1774 at Schilpario, in the district of

Bergamo, entered the priesthood of the Church
of Borne, and devoted himself to literature. In
the library of the Vatican Mai’s attention was
turned to the palimpsests. Here he gave up
his days to incessant labour. Where perhaps
under the heavy Gothic letters of a mediaeval
missal some faint indications of well-nigh
obliterated Greek characters could be detected
by the aid of a powerful lens, chemical pro-

cesses were called in to deepen the faint traces,

long hours were passed in gleaning scattered

sentences (for in many instances the original

MS. had been cut to pieces and rebound) and
paragraphs, and piecing them together. But
Mai’s success has been extraordinary, and he
has found worthy successors. Amongst the
grand discoveries of the gifted Italian is the
famous and long-lost treatise of Cicero on the
Republic, for which at different epochs the
poet Petrarch and Cardinal Pole had offered

large sums. The history of this classic, or

rather of the search for it for centuries, is like a
romance. There was for centuries the highest
degree of probability—almost amounting to

certainty—that one copy was in existence.

Rumours ran through the lettered world of

Europe now and again that the invaluable
classic was here, was there—Rome, Amster-
dam, Constantinople, and where not ? But,
like an ignis fatuus, the treasure was never
captured. The honour of its discovery was
reserved for our century, and for Cardinal
Mai. It were impossible to even glance at the
many invaluable “ finds ” of himself and his

coadjutors and successors..

The use of leather for manuscripts was
common amongst the Jews for the rolls of the
Law and other portions of the Scriptures. Dr.
Buchanan found in the synagogue of the Black
Jews in Malagala an ancient copy of the Law
written on a roll of leather about fifteen feet

long. A copy of the Pentateuch,
beautifully written in large He- I'eather rolls,

brew characters, was formerly in the possession
of M. Santander. It consisted of fifty-seven

skins, secured together by thongs. Rolls of an
analogous kind may be seen in the King’s
Library, at the British Museum. In the great
library at Constantinople was a MS. of the
poems of Homer, written in letters of gold on
the intestines of a serpent. It had belonged to
Ptolemy Philadelphus, was 120 feet in length,
and was destroyed by fire in the sixth century.
Perhaps the most peculiar material for writing
was a leathern garment, which it is said the
poet Petrarch sometimes wore, and on which
he jotted down some of his inspirations. This
was long preserved as a precious relic.

The fibrous coat of the papyrus (the most
intimate predecessor of our modern paper,
which takes its name therefrom) was, however,
the most useful ancient substance.
Layers of this thin material
laid across each other in such a manner that the
fibres crossed each other at right angles, then
sized like our present paper, and pressed and
polished. It was then cut into various sizes,

the largest, according to Pliny, being thirteen
inches in width. This, and parchment also, was
used by the ancients in rolls (Latin volumen,
whence our word “ volume ”) the writing
being arranged in columns placed at right
angles to the direction of the roll. It was
thus only requisite to hold the breadth of the
column open

;
when read it could be rolled

up and the next column unrolled. Papyrus
paper was a large article of export from
Egypt at least three centuries before our era

;

and so important a position did its makers at

Alexandria assume, that one of them, named
Firmus, a friend of Zenobia, queen of Palmyra,
placed himself at the head of the Alexandrian
populace, “ assumed the imperial purple, coined
money, published edicts, and raised an army,
which he boasted he could maintain from the
sole profits of his manufactures.” For a long
period papyrus-paper maintained its position.

It is alluded to by St. Jerome in the fifth

century. The Latin and Greek emperors’
diplomas were inscribed upon it, as were the
bulls of the popes, and the charters of the
Merovingian kings of France. Not until the
eleventh century, indeed, had it to yield its

place to a cheaper and more easily procurable
material—paper made fi-6m cotton.

Much obscurity envelopes the early history

of paper proper. By some it is supposed that

it was of Chinese invention, and
was first known as ‘‘Grecian history of

parchment,” because the Venetian
en paper,

traders found it in use in Greece and brought
it into general application. Others attribute

its introduction to the Spanish Saracens. It

seems certain that something was known of

paper in Europe about the close of the ninth
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centuiy, and that it was extensively used before
the close of the thirteenth. Frederick II. pro-
hibited its use for legal documents in 1221.
The first paper seems to have been entirely of
cotton, then an admixture of rags was made,
and later flax was adopted. De Vaines found
a specimen of linen paper of the year- 1239.
A letter of Joinville to Louis X., dated 1315, on

*

rag-paper is extant
;
and an inventory of the
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goods of Prior Henry, who died in 1340, made
on paper, is preserved at Canterbury. France
and the Low Countries both possessed paper-
mills at earlier dates than ourselves. It was
long believed that the first English paper-mill
was erected at Hartford, in the reign of Eliza-
beth

;
but in the “ Proemium ” to Bartholomeus’

“ De Proprietatibus Rerum,” printed by Wyn-
kyn fie Worde, about 1494, it is stated that it

was John Tate, the younger, of Hertford

—

“ Which late hath in England do make this paper
thynne.

That now in our English this boke is printed inne.”

The principal supply was nevertheless obtained
from France and the Low Countries for long
afterwards.

The ink of the ancients was composed of
lampblack, or the colouring matter of the
cuttle-fish, mixed with gum and
water. As it contained no mor-^ ancient

dant like our present inks, it could
ti™es.

be obliterated in great part by moisture.

Coloured inks were much used, especially

vermilion red, prepared from cinnabar. The
Byzantine emperors always used this to sign

with. For writing on papyrus, pens of the

Egyptian or other reeds were employed, cut

much after the fashion of modern pens, and
split at the points. This reed pen was called

calamus (whence the phrase currente calamo^
written with a running pen—offhand). Wealthy
people had silver calami. In the sketches at

fig. 32, page 612 (from Pompeii), several rolls

are shown ; the wooden tablets of the period are

also given by the artist, together with wooden
tablets, a parchment book, and a double ink-

stand with stylus and calamus.
There are few things which excite greater

surprise in reading some of the classical authors
than the indications of the cheapness and plenti-

fulness of books in days when
the pen of the copyist was the Abundance of

sole means of their production.
°° ®*

Knowing the paucity and high price of books
during the middle ages, some people can hardly
realise that the reverse of this was a rule at so

early a period in the world’s history as the
reign of Augustus. Yet no other opinion seems
tenable. We find Martial, Ovid, and Propertius

speaking of their works as being “known all

over the world.” Nor can this be a mere figure of

speech, for they state that all ages, and both sexes,

senator and soldier, the citizen of imperial Rome
and the dweller in distant Gaul and Albion, alike

peruse their poems. Martial boasts that

—

“ Laudat, amat, cantat, nostros mea Roma libellos

:

Meque sinuo omnis, me manus omnis habet ”

(“ I am in all pockets and in all hands ”). In
every house of any pretensions there was a
library, and book-collecting was fashionable.

Some thousands of rolled volumes have been
recovered from buried Herculaneum, some
of which, despite the lapse of nearly eighteen
hundred years’ sojourn beneath the crust of

once fiery ashes, have been unrolled and deci-

phered. Nor is this all. The poets were in

the hands of even the Roman schoolboys, and
soldiers by the camp-fires read manuscript
newspapers. Books were cheap. Martial tells

us that the thirteenth book of his “ Epigrams ”

could be bought for four sestertii (about eight-

})ence of our money), and that his publisher,

Tryphon, reaped a handsome profit out of it.

The very fact that Martial received about two
hundred pounds for the “ Epigrams ” proves
that the sales of these manuscript books must
have been large to permit the publisher to pay
a price which even a century ago would have
been thought a good one. To what, it may be
asked, could this multiplication of books at so
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cheap a rate by the aid of the pen alone be due ?

The reply is, to slave labour. There were in

Rome thousands of bondmen whose daily task

was that of the transcription of manuscripts.
Originally wealthy Romans kept their own slave

transcribers. The publishing business took its

rise from Atticus, himself an author, who, by
employing a number of copyists, found that he
could produce books so quickly and cheaply as

to form a profitable business. His example
soon found imitators, and it would appear that

so great was the number of copyists, and the
rapidity of the abbreviated hand which they
wrote,that it cost less money and took little more
time to bring out a large edition of a new book
in ancient Rome than it does in modern London
or Paris, with all the “ appliances and means to

boot,” of the modern steam press.

But although copyists were numerous in the
ancient world — in

Greece, Rome, Alex-

andria and other
places — and books
therefore plentiful,

two causes eventually

effected a radical

change. These were
the destruction of the
Western empire by
the barbarians, and
the antipathy of the
early Church to all

pagan literature. To
these may be added
the partial abolition

of slavery. The fol-

lowers of Alaric and
Genseric viewed
books ‘but as means
of incendiarism. The
leaders of the early

Christian Church
cherished as fierce an
animosity against

Horace or Ovid as

they did against a
marble Venus or a
brazen Jupiter, and
consigned them to

a common destruc-

tion. It is to the

monks, much maligned as they often are,

that we owe the preservation of such master-

pieces of ancient literature as we possess.

When monachism became a regular system,

in the sixth century, the monks, especially the

Benedictines, whose rules did not interdict

the perusal of the classics, turned their atten-

tion to procuring and copying manuscripts

—

many of them the choicest productions of

Greece and Rome. Cassiodorus, says Gibbon,
“ after passing thirty years in the honours of

the world, was blessed with an equal term of

repose in the devout and studious solitude of

Squillace.” The cultivation of such work spread
rapidly, especially in Italy. In every great

abbey a scriptorium^ or writing room, was
found. That at St. Albans was built about

1080, and the great Archbishop Lanfranc fur-

nished the books for transcription. Richard of

Bury, Bishop of Durham, in the thirteenth
century, was so great an enthusiast, that even
the floors of his various palaces were strewed
with books, and he retained a little army of

copyists and illuminators. It is said that six

thousand persons at Paris gained their liveli-

hood as copyists at the introduction of printing
in that city. But this was free labour, and the
cheapness of classic times was no longer found.

Stow tells us that in 1274 a Bible in nine
volumes, fairly written, with a gloss or com-
ment, sold for fifty marks, or £33 &s. 8<7,

Wheat was about that time of the price of

3^. id. per quarter
;
a labourer’s wages l^d. a

day, and a harvest-man’s 2d. In 1433 the sum
of £66 13^. id. of our currency was paid for

the transcription of the works of Nicholas de
Lyra, in two volumes, to be chained in the
library of the Grey Friars. At that time wheat

was worth about 5s.id.

per quarter
;
a plough-

man’s daily wages
were Id., and a stone-

cutter’s or sawyer’s4<7.
It is evident, that

even had the masses
been educated, these

prices were prohibi-

tive of the possession

of books, save by
people of wealth. The
gorgeously illumi-

nated missal or chro-

nicle was in fact the
luxury of a chosen
few. Thirty years

later (1470) the Ger-

man goldsmith offered

for sale at Paris that

firstfruit of the early

press, an entire Bible,

to the consternation

of copyists
;
and the

price of a parchment
copy of the Scriptures

fell from four or five

hundred to sixty,

fifty, and forty
crowns. From that

hour the knell of the

pen as the agent of

publication had struck. The single rude press

of Faust became the predecessor of thousands
destined to bring within the reach of all the
masterpieces of human wisdom and genius.

THE IMPULSES OF GENIUS.
Genius may, perhaps, be defined as an uncon-
scious almost instinctive exertion of the reason-

ing powers, by which the logical conclusion of

an intellectual process is arrived at, without the

process itself being apparent to the mind. In

FIG. 36.—AirCIBlfX PEESS.
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common language, it is described as inspiration,

because the results reached are not the last step

in a connected chain of reasoning. Genius
knows, or believes implicitly that it knows,
what ordinary minds acceptwhen demonstrated
by evidence. How it knows it cannot explain,

but the knowledge is thenceforth united, noti

only with the intellectual, but with the emo-
tional nature. The intuitions, or apparent
intuitions, of genius are the faith of the intel-

lect, a reliance on things unseen as absolutely

as on those which are seen and proved step by
step by the most rigid laws of logic. The
intellect, by process, discovers truth

;
genius

feels truth, but cannot readily demonstrate it.

In a previous essay (p. 651) we havespoken of a
conceptionof abstract ideas as the basis of purely
intellectual power

;
and it is certain that some

minds exhibit a greater force in this direction

than others, and in some mysterious manner
feel the relation of cause and effect—although
the distance between the first and last links

of the chain of deduction may be great—and
instantaneously announce the results which
other minds, trained to work out intellectual

processes, arrive at laboriously. There is a
tendency on the part of persons so gifted to

believe that, because they perceive more rapidly,

they perceive more clearly
;
and there is, too,

a tendency on the part of others to suppose that
genius is a kind of prophetic intuition which
enjoys a light denied to ordinary mortals. It

has unquestionably a clearer perception of the
light, reaches the brightness with more rapid
and elastic steps, but the light is the same.

Genius anticipates, as youth anticipates, but
no more than steady and strong manhood can
reach. It can discover no laws peculiarly its

own, reach no atmosphere which may not be
breathed by all. Columbus, by a marvellous
combination of the faith of genius in possi-

bilities indicated by certainties, and a vigorous
and systematic intellect, discovered a new
world

;
but the way being shown, millions of

ordinary men have followed in the track, and
founded mighty states where he saw only
naked savages. Genius always, by its more
acute perceptions, discerns and believes in

many possibilities, not suspected by others
;

but having announced them, the practical in-

tellect, weaker in degree and slower in opera-

tion, butidentical in kind, speedily realizesthem.
Genius does not discover and conquer a land
where it alone can dwell, but opens up new
regions to the wide world. Its limits are the
eternal limits of the mind, marking the boun-
daries which all who are able may reach,

but which none can go beyond. Within the
domains so enclosed, intellectual and moral
law is universal and impartial, and genius,

although it possesses greater powers, has no
special privileges. It can discover law, or
rather the more subtle workings of law, but
cannot, although oftentimes it would, make
laws for itself. The subject deserves a careful

examination, for there is especially active in

these days a tendency to what has been styled
“ hero-worship,” in the modern form of which
the exhibition of acute sensibilities and intui-

tive intellectual powers takes the place of the

physical qualities and energy of wiU, reverence
for which in the old times raised heroes to the
dignity of demigods.

In the modern Pantheon, where altars are
raised and reverential worship is offered to vivid
imagination and splendid mental powers, the
first place is given to poetical genius, and we
are disposed to accept as natural sovereigns
and lawgivers those who have most melodiously
uttered subtle thoughts, who have felt instinc-
tively the association of exquisitely keen per-
ception of beauty, with the kindred beauty of
expression, moulding the latter to the former,
and infusing it with the power of exciting
similar appreciation, varying in degree, in
other and less-gifted minds. It is well to
remember that poets are only interpreters of
the beauty of nature, and the harmony of the
subtle elements which are linked in the associa-

i

tion of sound with sense, and unite in the

j

beautiful, as men of science are discoverers and
interpreters of the physical forces of nature.
Neither are creators, but only explorers and
moulders of the elements they discover into

{

shapes of beauty and usefulness for the better-
ing of common men.

Musical genius is as marked and attractive as
poetical genius, and, like that, it discovers what
already exists and will exist to all time, but
only creates the form in which it is made
recognizable by others. It can alter nothing.
No Handel or Mendelssohn can make discord
harmonious

;
and when a child, intensely sen-

sitive to musical sounds, and conscious that
in some undefined way they express thought
—a Crotch or Mozart—allows its little fingers

to wander over the key-board, and knows no
rest till a true chord is discovered, it is only
instinctively seeking what has always existed
—the harmonious relation of certain sounds.
That child is a genius, because its instincts are
so strong and true that thej^ leap, as it were, to

a fact which mathematicians might arrive at
by reasoning from the length of strings and
number of vibrations, but which they could
neverfeel as that little child felt it.

As the highest genius cannot create elements
or first principles, but only reveal what its

sensitiveness has discovered, and crystallize it,

as it were, into beautiful forms, understood of

all men, so it cannot create new moral laws, or
appropriate to itself moral principles which in

their nature are common to all. We shall attain

to a clearer view of the real greatness of gifted

men, and the estimation in which they should
be held, if we recognize this. The poet, the
musician, the painter, whose intuitions and
impulses have made them the most potent
interpreters to their fellow-men, are brilliant

lights at their respective points of contact with
the luminous beauty of nature. To take a
simile from science, when the poles are con-

nected there are coruscations of marvellous
beauty, but elsewhere the material of the life

may be like the dull black carbon—of the
earth earthy.

The least brilliant, although one of the most
wonderful and uncommon forms of genius

—

for genius it is, if leaping by unknown processes

to true results constitutes that quality, as it
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certainly does—is that displayed by the calcu-

lators, who as children have performed such
amazing feats, solving intricate problems in-

stantaneously, and feeling the relation of roots

to squares and cubes almost as instinctively as

they felt the relation between hunger and food.

It is noticeable, that these gifted children, with
one or two remarkable exceptions, displayed
but moderate intellectual power in other direc-

tions, and were never appreciated as anything
but phenomenal possessors of one peculiar
talent. We are inconsistent in our admiration
and reverence

;
for while we would deny to the

mathematician the right to claim moral pre-
eminence, and to influence over consciences,
only on the ground that he has a more in-

stinctive appreciation of cube roots and conic
sections, we are sometimes ready to prostrate
ourselves and allow our reason and conscience
to be subdued before the poetical or artistic

genius which, splendid as it is, is equally
partial and fragmentary in relation to the
complete man.
The right and wrong, the completeness and

incompleteness, of a man’s life depend on the
acceptance or neglect of eternal laws with which
the impulses of genius must be harmonious, if

the soul is to be really great. Genius is allied

with the weaknesses of human nature, and is apt
to accept only too readily the somewhat abject
homage offered to it. If we will proclaim aloud
that the man of genius possesses peculiar
moral privileges, and is a law to himself—that
the impulses he feels, the power of expression
he possesses, lift him into a higher atmosphere
and make him less responsible to the moral law
which we profess to be eternally binding on
others—it is natural, perhaps, that he should
accept the semi-divinity we thrust upon him,
and believe that if he has written songs
that live in the common ear, or speculative
poems in which the exquisite melody of the
verse hides any defect of reasoning, he may
live in defiance of moral obligations, and con-
temptuously deride the beliefs which, it is

allowed, are fitted to inferior creatures. If we
are so eager to condone profligacy and intem-
perance, arrogant self-assertion and open
denial of the verity and force of law, because
thej^ are allied with very remarkable powers of
perception and expression, we need not be
surprised if, “ pleased with the sound, the king
grows vain,” and accepts the position to which
we are so willing to raise him.

In another essay we propose to consider the
union of genius with the intellectual and moral
nature which constitutes real greatness.

XVII.

The Lias.

The accompanying sketch-map (see p. 688) will

enable the student to understand at a glance

some of the general features of those geological
formations which we have yet to describe. The
chalk, which is a prominent feature in the south-
east of England, is bounded on the west and
north-west by an irregular line drawn from
Dorsetshire to the Wash, and thence through
Lincolnshire and East Yorkshire. All along
this line the chalk terminates in hilly downs,
showing everywhere the denuding power of at-

mospheric agencies, and beautifully illustrating

the slow and gradual method of their operation.

Supposing now that an observer

were to take his stand upon this Position of the

line-say at Tring, upon the
well-known Beacon Hill. If he uonsta
were endowed with range of England,
vision sufficient to take a bird’s-

eye view of the scene in all directions, he
would observe spread out before him, as shown
by the map, in what might not inaptly be
described as a series of broad uneven terraces,

first the Upper and Lower Greensand, then
the Oolites, and then the Lias, each of these

formations running as “ belts ” in the same
general direction as the chalk, and each
passing in due course under the later beds.

This exposure of the strata in their regular

order is a natural result of atmospheric waste
operating through an immense period of time.

Further on we shall have occasion to show
that the cretaceous strata were probably
deposited over the entire area of this country,

and that what we have now left is only a
small portion of the original mass.

The same is true to a great extent of the

Oolitic Liassic strata, remnants of which are

now found in the north and north-west of

Scotland, and in the north of Ireland, and
which doubtless had a far greater extension
than we have now the means of definitely

ascertaining.

If now our imaginary observer, with his

equally imaginary power of vision, were to

face the east, he would look along
.

the chalk until his eye rested
The Tertiary

upon the Tertiary beds, which
fo'^ations.

are distinguished in our sketch-map by separate
shading. These, he would note, lie above the
chalk, as must necessarily be the case, since

they are newer; though they are, as we shall

see, of various ages; but the patch of shading
south of the North Downs represents the
Weald of Kent and Surrey, which is com-
posed of beds older than the chalk; these
have been exposed in consequence of the
wearing away, partly by marine and partly
by atmospheric agencies, of the rocks above
them. The older formations lying to the west
and north-west of the belt of Lias have not
been represented in our sketch-map, partly

because it was not necessary for present pur-

poses, but principally because the details would
have been confused on so small a scale.

We may now turn to the Liassic strata,

which, it will be remembered, immediately
succeed the Rhfctic (or Penarth)
beds described in our last chapter
as beds of passage, not definitely identifiable

with the Trias below or the Lias above them.
The period which they represent may have
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come to an end either by gentle uprising, or

what is more probable, by a further depression

of the whole country. Whichever was the

case, there is no unconformity traceable; and
all that we can say is that the Liassic strata

must have been deposited in deeper waters

than those which immediately preceded them;

and that there is evidence that during the

whole of the “Jurassic period”—under which
term it is usual to include the period repre-

sented by the Lias and the Oolite combined

—

the ocean bed was subject to repeated ele-

vations and depressions. “ The peculiar aspect

Lower Lias averages in thickness about 600
feet; the Middle Lias varies from a few feet

to over three hundred feet
;
and the Upper

Lias from eight or ten feet in Somersetshire to

as much as 380 feet at Breedon in Gloucester-

shire.

The Lias has long been celebrated for its

fossil remains. Skeletons of gigantic reptiles

obtained from it are to be found
in most public museums and fossils,

many private collections. The beautiful Ex-
tracrinns Briareus—the “ many-armed ” stone
lily of the period—is known to all amateurs.

SKETCH-MAP OF VAKIOUS GEOLOGICAI, FORMATIONS {see p. 167).

which is most characteristic of the Lias in

England, France, and Germany, is an alter-

nation of thin beds of blue or grey limestone,

having a surface which becomes light brown
when weathered; these beds being separated by
dark-coloured, narrow, argillaceous partings,

so that the quarries of this rock at a distance

assume a striped and riband-like appearance ”

(Lyell). These beds have been divided into

three groups—Lower, Middle, and Upper

—

which are fairly constant and recognizable
throughout the entire range of these strata

from Devon and Dorset to Yorkshire. The

Ammonites., popularly called “snakestones,”

under the mistaken impression that they are

petrified snakes, are also plentiful, not only in

geological cabinets, but on mantelpieces as

ornaments
;
and jet (lignite), found at Whitby',

has been worked up into trinkets from time
immemorial.

Altogether something like a thousand species

of mollusca have been obtained from this for-

mationin Great Britain
;
amongst

the most characteristic of which MoUusca.

are the Ammonites and Belenmites. Both
genera are now extinct

;
they made their ap-
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pearance near the commencement of the

mesozoic period, continue through the entire

succession of secondary rocks, and then disap-

pear. The shell of the ammonite is divided
like that of the nautilus into chambers, the last

of which was inhabited by the animal
;
and

these chambers were connected by a tube or

siphuncle. In the nautilus the siphuncle passes

through the centre of each chamber—in the
ammonitidse it passes along the back. The
Eeleninites* of which there is a great variety,

show, in well-preserved specimens, a cavity

at the top filled with a chambered shell

having the shape of an inverted cone—these

chambers also being connectedwith a siphuncle.

The entire shell was internal, and the animal
was provided with an ink-bag. Some of the

members of the family {Belemnoteuthis) had a
series of horny hooks on each arm, which are

sometimes well preserved in a fossil state, as is

also the ink-bag. Of Nautili there are several

species. Besides these we may mention as

characteristic shells : Sjnrifer Walcotti, Pla-
(jiostoma giganteum, Gryphcea incurva, Ilippo-

podium ponderosum, Aviculacygnipes, Avicula
iucequivalvis (Lower Lias)

;
Rhynconella tetra-

hedra, and other brachiopoda, with Pecten
cequivalvis, Hirinites ahjectus, Pholadomya
amhigua, Gryphcea gigantea, etc. (Middle
Lias)

;
LejytcBua 2Ioorei, Leda ovum, etc.

(Upper Lias).

The same strata also yield star-fish, several

species of crinoids, echinodermata, Crustacea,

etc. Of fish there are many
Fish, etc. species : Lepidotus, Acrodus, jEcIl-

modus, Papedius, Ilybodus, etc., some of these
being “ ganoid.” and some “ placoid ” fish.

Of reptiles the most common are the various
species of Ichthyosaurus, Plesiosaurus, and

Pterodactyle,\ all of which are
Reptiles.

extinct. The first two of these
reptiles were aquatic in their habits and car-

nivorous in their tastes. They appear to have
been very numerous, and sometimes attained a
large size. There is an ichthyosaurus skeleton
in the British Museum from Lyme Regis which
measures 22 feet in length, and the cast of a
huge plesiosaurus, which gives a similar mea-
surement. Thepterodactyles, or “flying lizards,”

were doubtless also carnivorous, since they were
supplied with teeth in distinct sockets. The
wing membrane was destitute of feathers, and
probably resembled that of a bat. In addition
to these the remains of Teleosauri (crocodilian
reptiles), and of a land lizard QScelidosaurus},
have been obtained from the Lower Lias. No
mammals have yet been found in this forma-
tion.

As may be inferred from these facts, the
Liassic deposits of Great Britain are mostly

Some of the niarine, but they are not ex-

deposits of the clusively so. “Some members
period of the series have an estuarine

Estuaxine. character, and must have been
formed within the influence of rivers. At the

base of the Upper and Lower Lias respect-

• From ^eXeixvov, a dart.-

+ See page 528. The figure in the centre is intended
to represent an ichthyosaurus

;

the long-necked animal
in the foreground is plesiosaurus

;

and the two winged
creatures are pterodaciyles.
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ively, insect beds appear to be almost every-

where present throughout the midland and
south-western districts of England. These beds
are crowded with the remains of insects, small

fish, and crustaceans, with occasional marine
shells. One band in Gloucestershire, rarely

exceeding a foot in thickness, has been named
the ‘Insect Limestone.’ ‘It passes upwards,’

says the Rev. P. Brodie, ‘into a shale con-

taining cypris and estheria, and is full of the

wing-cases of several genera of

Coleoptera, with some nearly

entire beetles, of which the eyes are preserved.

The nervures of the wings of neuropterous
insects are beautifully perfect in this bed.

Ferns with cycads and leaves of monocotyle-
donous plants, and some apparently brackish

and freshwater shells, accompany the insects

in various places, while in others marine shells

predominate, the fossils varying apparently

as we examine the bed nearer or further from
the ancient land or the source whence the

fresh water was derived.’ After studying 300
specimens of these insects from the Lias, Mr.
Westwood declares that they comprise both
wood-eating and herb-devouring beetles, of the

Linnean genera Elater, Carahus, etc., besides

grasshoppers {Gryllus') and detached wings of

dragon-flies and May-flies, or insects referable

to the Linnean genera Lihellula, Ephemera,
Heoierobius, and Panorpa, in all belonging to

no less than twenty-four families. The size of

the species is usually small, and such as taken

alone would imply a temperate climate; but

many of the associated organic remains of

other classes must lead to a different con-

clusion.” *

The vegetation of the period is represented

by fossil ferns, cycads, conifers, etc. The jet

of Whitby is obtained from the

Upper Lias, and is shown under Vegetation of

the microscope to be altered
epeno

coniferous wood.
The clays of the Lias are extensively used

for bricks, tiles, and drain-pipes. The alumi-

nous and pyritous shales are worked for alum
and copperas, and sometimes for making
sulphuric acid. Hydraulic cements are manu-
factured from the argillaceous limestones,

and, as already mentioned, there are immense
deposits of iron largely worked in the Cleveland

district.

XXII.

Study on the First and Second
Declensions.

[Remember to pronounce a ah; e at the end of a
word as the first letter in Ernest ; u as in the English
put; d like ai in air; d like oai (Worth); ii like the
French u (Dunois).]

3n bem S5unbet ttiaren biele Slepfet.

in dame buenn'-del vahr'-en feeV-e epp'-fel

* Sir Charles Lyell.

44
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3n bet 0tube ^atte icb mcine^ SBater^

in dare stoo-hc hat'-tc ich my'-ness fah' ters

|)ut gcfeben ©c^wej^er ^at bent

hoot ge-say'-en dee shvess'-ter hat dame

^ndblein etne 53irne unb eine ^flaume
knayh'dine i'-ne hetrr'-ne nnt i'-ne yfion'-me

gegeben. :Der 2:ob be^ gii^rer^ ifl etn

ge-gay' -hen dare tolit des fue-rers ist ine

fc^bne^ ,@ebicbt bon gerbinanb greilig^

shoe'-nes ge'-dicht fon fairr'-din-und fry'-lich-

rat^. (Sine \)nhfd)e 3Sacb^^puppe ifi eine

7'aht ine huep'-she vahks'-pnp-pe “ist i'-ne

fieine @abe womit man einem ^inbtein
hly'-ne gaK-he vo-mit 7nan i'-nem hind'-line

^reube mac^t. 2)e^ 5lbler^ finb

froi'-de macht des ahd'-lerrs Jiue-gel zint

gro9 unb ftarf. ©ie ilenntnif bet beutfcben
gi'oss unt stark dee kennt'-niss dare doitshen

©ptacbe ifi oft bon gtofem 9?u^en. :Die
sprah'-che ist ojft fon gross'-em 7intf-zen dee

3iegen fptingen auf ben getfen. 2)ie
isee'-gen spring'-en o?vjf dane feU'-zen dee

©timme bet S^ac^tigail ift fitf. X)e^ (Sfel^

stim'-me derr nacht'-i-gall ist suess des ay'-zels

2:toft ift feine fcbbne ©timme, fagt eine
troast ist zy'-ne shoe-ne stim-me zahgt i'-ne

ntte 5^bet» Det ©cbitlet but einen
al-te fah'-hel dare shne'-lei'r hat i'-nen

geblet gemad)t. (St butte einen guten
fay'-lerr ge-tnachf airr haf-te i'-nen goo'-ten

?ebtet, fonft butte et mebt ut

lair'-i'er zonst het-te airr mair fay'-lerr in

feinet 2ltbeit gebubt. Det ^tug gebt fo
zy'-ner arr'-bite ge-hapt' dare hroog gate zo

tange jum Stunnen bid et bticbt 3!)ie

lang'-e tsum hrun'-nen bis airr bricht dee

©ee ift nabe am |)afen nicbt tief. 3)ie
zay ist nah!-e am hah'-fen nicht teef dee

2itmee butte in bem SBintet bei tdtte
arr-may' haf-te in dame xinn'-ter by hel'-te

unb 3tegen eine fcbtimme 3eit. ©ie metben
lint ray'-gen i'-ne shlim-me tsite zee xairr'-den

eine 55eIobnung fitt ibte @ute buben.
i'-ne be-loh'-nung fuer ee'-re gue'-te half-ben

(Silt tbeifer ©i^tiftftetiet fagte, bie

ine xy'-z&r shriff-stel-ler zahg'-te dee

^bi'unotogie unb bie dieogtapbie finb
ki'o'-no-lo-gee' nnt dee gay'-o-grah-phee' zint

bie Slugen bet @efcbicbte» ®et Sinb unb
dee ow'-gen dare ge-shich! -te dare vint unt

bie ©onne, fagt bie f^abet, macbten eine
dee zon'-ne zahgt dee fah'-bel macht'-en i'-ne

2Bette, einem SOSanbetet ben 9)?antet ju
vet'-te i'-nem xan'-der-er dane man'-tel tzoo

nebmen. 5tuf ben 2:b«tiuen bet ©tabt
nay'-men oivff dane tuerr'-men dare statt

finb ©tocfen, metcbe jut ^itcbe Iduten.
zint glock'-en xell'-che tsoor heer'-che loy'-ten

^em ^ndbtein mitb bie 3 fit ju tang,
dame hnayb'-line virt dee tsite tsoo lang

menn ed feine Sefcbdftigung but. Set ni(b)t

Venn es hy'-ne be-sheff -ti-gung hat rare nicht

mitt bie fteinen @aben, ©ott aucb nicbt bie

vill dee hly'-nen gah'-ben zoll orvch nicht dee

gtoben buben, fagt bet 3teim. .^iet iff

gross'-en hah!-ben zahgt dare rhyme here ist

ein anbeted ©pticbmott: 5ltbeit, SJtdbig*
ine an'-de-res sprich'-xoH arr'-bite mayss-iclt-

feit unb 3tub, Sitft bem 2ttjt bie 2:bure
kite nnt I'oo xeerift dame artst dee tue'-re

;5
U. Sie .^taft bed (Sbetd iff gto^. S)ie

tsoo dee krajft des ay-bers ist gross dee

Sltbeitfamfeit bed ©obncbend unb bed
arf-beit-zam-kite des zoen'-chens unt des

2:ocbtetcbend iff immet tobendmettb
toech' -ter-chens ist im'-mer Id-bens-xairt

gemefen. 3n bet 9}?itte bed (SJattend iff

ge-xay'-zen in dare mit'-te des garr'-tens ist

ein ©ptingbtunnen, metcbet immet guted

ine spring'-brun-nen xel'-cher im-mer goo'-tes

Saffet but. 3n ben :Dotfetn unb ©tdbten
xas'-ser hat in dane doerff-ei'n nnt stay'-ten

©eutfcbtanb’d ftnb atte kitchen. ©et
doitsh-land's zint al'-te keei'i^-chen dare

SSoget but eine S5eete in bem ©cbnabet.
fold-gel hat i'-ne bair'-i'e in dame shnah'-bel

Sttan fagt in ©eutfcbtanb, „©ad Saffer but

man zahgt in doitsh'-land das xas'-ser hat

feine Satfen." ?utbet mucbte eine

ky'-ne bal'-ken loo'-terr mach'-te i'-ne

Uebetfe^ung bet S5ibef.

ne'-bcr-zet'-sung dare bee'-bel

VOCABULARY.

bad 33unbef‘ Qind dec.'), the bundle or parcel

dass burn'-del

bie ©tube (1st), the apartment or room
dee stoo'-be

bad diebicbt- (Uh), the poem
dass ge-dicht'

bie .^dtte (UO, cold

dee kell'-te

bie 55elobnung (}st), the reward
dee be-loh!-nung

bet ©cbtiftffettet^ i^nd), the author

dare shi'iff-stel-ler

bet Stob (fth), death
dare tote

bet gitbret (2nd), leader

dare fueh'rer

bie Sacb^^puppe"* (1st), the wax-doll

dee xahks'-pnppe

bet 5ibtet (2tid), the eagle

dai'e ad'-ler

bet Sliiget® (2nd), the wing
dare fine'-gel

bie ^enntnib® blic knowledge of, acquaint-

dee kennf-niss [ance with a thing

bie ©ptacbe (1^0, the language

dee sprah'-che

bet 9tu|en (2nd), the usefulness

dare nutt'-sen

bie 3iege’ (fst), the goat

dee tsee'-ge

bet ^eld (ith), the rock
darefels
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bie 0timme (isO* the voice

dee stim'-me

bie 9?a^t{gati® (Ist), the nightingale

dee nach'-ti-gall

ber Sfei {2nd)^ the ass

dare ay'-zel

ber 2irofl the consolation, comfort
dare troast

ber @ci)Uter i2nd')^ the scholar, pupil

dare shue'-lerr

ber i^nd), the fault or error

darefay'-lerr

ber ?e^rer® {2nd), the teacher or master

dare lair'-rer

bie 2trbeit (UO> the work.
dee arr'-hite

ber 55runnen'® {2nd), the spring, well

dare hrnn-nen

nel;men Cnal;in, genommen), to take (took,

nay'-men, nahm, ge-noe\!-men\ [taken)

ba^ 2luge {^th), the eye.

dass om'-ze {ow as in com)

bie (^ef(^i^te (1«0, history (also “story” in

dee ge-shich'-te [general)

bie SSette (1«0> the bet or wager
dee vet' -te

ber 5!}?antet {2nd), the cloak or mantle
dare man' -tel

ber 2:i)urm" {^th), the tower (also steeple)

dare toorrm

bie ©tabt (I^Oj the town
dee statt

bie ©locfe’^ {'^st), the bell

dee glock'-e

ber Bieim (4^/0, the rhyme
dare rime

bie 53efci;dftigun3*^ (1^0> the occupation
dee he-shef-ti-gung

bie 9??dfigfeit*® (1^0> temperance, modera-
dee mayss'-ich-ldte [tion

bie 3lu^e (l^O? rest, repose

dee roo'-e

ber {^th), the physician
dare artst

bie 2:^ure (l^O, the door
dee tne'-re

ber (Sber*^ {2nd), the wild boar
dare ay'-herr

bie 5lrbeitfamfeit (UO» diligence

dee arr'-hite-zam-liite

loben^tvertb/ praiseworthy
lo'-bens-vairt

ber ©pringsbrunnen {2nd), the fountain
dare spring'-brun-nen

ba^ ®orf (4^/0, the village

dass dorrf

bie 55eere (I^Oj the berry
dee hair'-re

ber ©cbnabet {2nd), the beak
dare shnah'-bel

ber S3alfen'® {2nd), the beam
dare baV-ken

bie Ueberfeipung'® (l^O? the translation

dee lie'-berr-zet' -sung

(The importance of learning the vocabularies
accurately by heart, and carefully reading the

observations before applying them to the studies,

is obvious.)

OBSEEVATIONS.
' Biindel has the Umlaut, being a derived word

from the original der Bund, the union, that which is

bound : ein Bund Heu, a truss of hay. Words derived
from others have very generally the Umlaut: thus in
the foregoing vocabulary, Kiilte from Kalt, Schuler
from Schule, Fluffel from Fluff, etc.

* Gedicht, from dichten, to think out; Dichtung is

that which exists only in the mind, in contradistinc-
tion to reality. Thus we have Goethe’s work, Wahrheit
and Dichtung, truth and fiction.

“ Schriftsteller, from die Schrift, the writing, and
stellen, to put forth or set up : the putter forth of
writings.

^ The German Fuppe means a lifeless image. Thus
a chrysalis is called eine Pzippe; the word is analogous
with puppet, as in puppet-show, an exhibition of
dolls.

® Der Fliigel, the wing, from der Fluff, flight
;
thus

der Flugel, the flight. Der Vater trifft den Vogel, ja, im
Fluff [My (the) father hits the bird in its flight (flying)],
says young Walter, in Schiller’s Wilhelm Tell.

® The word Kenntnisz is only applied to things. An
acquaintance, i.e. a person known to another, is ehie
Bekanntschaft, ein Bekannter.

’ Ziege, goat, is feminine. A he-goat (billy-goat) is

called ein Ziegenbuck (goat-’ouck), or sometimes Bock
alone.

® The general names of birds in English are taken
from the German : Die Lerohe, the lark

;
die Drossel,

the throstle or thrush; derF'ink, the finch
;
die Schwalbe,

the swallow
;
die Eule, the owl, etc.

® Lehren, to teach
;
lernen, to learn

; from the German
die Lehre, teaching, comes the English word lore.
“ Thy rugged lore, with patience many a year she
bore.”

—

Gray. Volks-lehre, folk-lore—that which is

taught among the people.

Brunnen is recognised in towns ending in burn, as
Saltburn (the salt-spring).

" The word Thurm is sometimes used in German for
a castle or a prison :

gemanden in den Thurm werfen, to
throw some one into the tower, meant imprisoning
him, “ The feast was over in Branksome tower.”

Die Glocke is a large bell, one that will toll. A
small door-bell is die Klingel; small bells on harness
would he Schellen. Die Glocken Iduten, the bells toll;

from der Laut, a sound, Iduten, to emit sound.

Eeimen is also used as a verb.
” Beschaftigung

,

from schaffen, to work, to be busy.

Mdszigkeit, from das Masz, the measure. Thus,
Mdszigkeit, the faculty of keeping measure or modera-
tion in things.

The surgeon is called der Wundarzt, the. wound
doctor, or der Chirurgus.

” From the word der Eber comes the German name
Eberhard, Everard.

From der Balken we have the English expression
“baulks of timber;” the idea of “the mote and the
beam” is rendered in German by der Splitter und
der Balken,” the splinter and the beam.

Uebersetzung, literally the setting across or transfer
from one language to another. Remember that e after

a capital is equivalent, as expressing the Umlaut, to
"

over the letter.

English Version, for correcting and re-trans-

lating the foregoing study.

In the bundle were many apples. In the

room I had seen my father’s hat. The sister

has given the little boy a pear and a plum.
“ The Death of the Leader ” is a beautiful poem
of Ferdinand Freiligrath. A pretty wax dol!

is a little gift with which one can give (make)
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a child pleasure. The eagle’s wings are great

and strong. The knowl^ge of the German
language is often of great use. The goats leap

upon the rocks. The voice of the nightingale

is sweet. “ The ass’s consolation is his beau-

tiful voice,” says an old fable. The pupil

(scholar') has made a fault. He had a good

master, otherwise he would have had more
faults in his work. The pitcher goes so long

to the well until it breaks. The sea is not deep

near the harbour. The army had in the winter,

with cold and rain, a bad time. They will have

a reward for their kindness. A wise author

said :
“ Chronology and geography are the eyes

of history.” “ The wind and the sun,” says the

fable, “ made a wager to take the cloak Horn a

traveller.” In the steeples of the to^vn are

bells which toll to church. To the little boy
the time grows (becomes) too long if he has no
occupation. “ (He)
who will not (have)

the small gifts,

shall also not have
the great (ones),”

says the rhyme.
Here is another
proverb :

“ Work,
temperance, and
repose, close the

door (throw the

door to) to the

doctor.” The
strength of the

wild boar is great.

The diligence of

the little son and
of the little
daughter has al-

ways been praise-

worthy. In the
middle of the gar-

den is a fountain
which has always
good water. In the

villages and towns
of Germany are

old churches. The
bird has a berry

in his (the) beak.

They say in Ger-

many, “The water has no beams.”
made a translation of the Bible.

EICHELIEU {see p. 6CG),

Luther

XXII.

The Successors of Francis I. in France
{continued').

After the death of Francis I., his son and
successor, Henry II., ruled much in the spirit

of the chivalrous rival of Henry

nT547-?l657
England. It was his

”
' good fortune to see the prosperous

conclaBion of the continental war by the treaty

of Chateau Cambresis, which was to be streng-
thened by a double marriage

;
that of Philip

of Spain with Elizabeth, the daughter of

Henry, and of Philibert of Savoy with the
French king’s sister Margaret. The marriage
festivities were accompanied by a tournament,
in which the king, who resembled his father in

his love for the pastimes of chivalry, himself
entered the lists as a combatant. An unfor-
tunate accidental wound in the eye from the
lance of an opponent, Montgomery, caused his

death, in 1659. His son and successor, Francis
II., the husband of Mary Queen of Scots, was
a feeble and vacillating man. Under him the
chief power fell into the hands of

the powerful family of the Guises.

This great and ambitious house,

which traced back its ancestry to the time of
the Carlovingians, had fortified itself by

marriage with
various royal
houses. Mary of

Guise, who had
married James V.

of Scotland, had
become the mother
of the celebrated

and unfortunate
Mary Queen of

Scots,— and the

latter herself had
been married,
through the in-

fluence of her
uncles the heads of

the house of Guise,

to the dauphin
Francis, who now,
on the death of his

father, became
king of France.
He was weak and
feeble in mind and
body, and was en-

tirely governed by
the Guises. At the

head of this great

and formidable
family stood the

warlike Duke
Francis of Guise, and his eloquent politic

brother the Cardinal of Lorraine. They were
zealous partizans of the Komish Church and sup-

porters of the papal authority, and _ _ .

on this authority was based the

claim of their niece the Scottish

Mary to theEnglish throne. Their power in

France was inaugurated by a persecution of the

Huguenots, commencing with the death by fire

of the wise and noble councillor Dubourg. As
the Guises headed the Catholic faction, a great

family that stood up as their rivals became the

leaders of the Protestants or Huguenots. This

was the family of the Bourbons, a branch of the

royal house, being descended from Eobert, a son

of Louis IX., and Agnes of Bourbon, daughter of

John of Burgundy. The Bourbons looked on
the Guises with hatred and suspicion, for both

families looked forward to gaining the same
great prize—the crown of France. The heads
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of the Bourbon house were likewise two
brothers, Antony the titular king of Navarre,

and the chivalrous Henry de Cond6. They had
a valuable ally in the brave admiral Coligny,

of the great historical house of Chatillon, The
commercial classes, and especially the citizens

of the south, supported the Bourbons against

the Guises, who on their side were supported

by the priests, the chief nobles, and the Catho-

lic laity, comprising the great majority of the

nation.

The failure of the conspiracy of Amboise, a
plot formed by a Calvinist nobleman for the

overthrow of the Guises and the
Perils of the reconstruction of the govern-
Hu^nots. naent, gave the Guises an oppor-

of Medicis. tunity of removing some of their

Charles IX.', opponents by the executioner’s

1560-1574. axe. Even Cond6 and the king
of Navarre were taken prisoners

;

and the career of

the former would
probably have ter-

minated on the

scaffold, and that

of the king of

Navarre in prison,

but for the sudden
death of Francis,

which produced an
entire change in

the state of parties.

For now the queen-
mother, Catherine
de Medicis, as-

sumed the regency,
as the new king,

her second son,

Charles IX., was
only ten years old.

In her heart
Catherine was
zealously attached
to the Catholic

Church
;
but amid

the strife of the
contending fac-

tions her chief aim
was to maintain
her political supre-

macy. Accord-
ingly she assumed a position of neutrality,

and even allowed the Huguenots some impor-
tant privileges, including the right of public

preaching and prayer ;
and for a time the

Guises left the capital in disgust, and retired

to Lorraine. But they quickly returned. The
duke of Guise, the constable Montmorenci,
and the marshal de Saint Andre, united in a
confederacy for the maintenance of the old

faith. The vacillating king of Navarre was
gained over to the Catholic side.

Massacre of though his queen Joanna d’Albret
Vassy, M^ch, remained firmly attached to
1562. First

Protestantism, and brought up

^®15^2°.i57of^’
Henry in the reformed

faith. The Guises’ return to

Paris was signalized by the massacre of a
number of defenceless Protestants, assembled
for worship in a barn at Vassy. This atrocity

MAZARIN (see p. 066).

roused the Huguenots to armed resistance
;
and

the first of a series of religious wars began.
The strife was carried on by both sides with
the utmost ferocity of hatred. Especially in
the south, fearful deeds of violence were per-

petrated. At Toulouse four thousand Hugue-
nots were massacred after they had laid down
their arms on the faith of a capitulation. The
Calvinists broke up altars, overturned crucifixes,

and destroyed relics of saints
;
their opponents

burnt Bibles and books of devotion, and slew
the Calvinistic clergymen. The country was
converted into a great battle-field. Spain and
the papal states were the allies of the Catholics,

while the Huguenots received encouragement
and help from Elizabeth of England. The
strife was soon fatal to the chiefs of either

party. In the battle of Dreux, in which neither
party gained a decided victory, Conde and
Montmorenci were captured by the Catholics

and the Protestants

respectively. The
king of Navarre
died before Rouen

;

and Francis of

Guise was assassi-

nated before Or-
leans. His son
Henry took his

place, and carried

on his ambitious
schemes. The
treaty of Amboise
accorded tolera-

tion and a re-

stricted measure of

religious freedom
to the Protestants.

But the war was
soon renewed,
especially as the
apparent triumph
of Alva’s terrorism

in the Low Coun-
tries inspired the

Catholics with the

hope of subduing
their opponents by
similar means, and
they accordingly
broke the treaty of

Amboise on various occasions
; whereupon the

Protestants again took up arms. In the battle

of St. Denis the Catholics gained a victory, but
lost their leader Montmorenci. A second treaty
was broken like the first

;
and the third

Huguenot war was carried on with greater
cruelty than its predecessors. The battle

of Jarnac, where Cond4 was
treacherously shot, after sun-en- Jarnac

dering, and that of Moncontour,
were alike unfavourable to the
Protestants; but the treaty of St. Germains
was nevertheless favourable to them. They
obtained a greater amount of religious freedom
than before, and were declared eligible to all

offices of state. Catherine, though she hated
the Huguenots, looked with jealousy on the
power of Spain; moreover, she saw that the
time for crushing the heretics had not yet come.
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For a time the young king Charles seemed
honestly desirous of peace. He tried to gain
the confidence of the Huguenots, invited their

chief, the venerable admiral Coligny, to court,

and even meditated assisting the Netherlands
against Philip II; To consolidate the union of

of the two parties, he arranged a marriage
between his sister, Margaret of Valois, and the

young Henry of Bearn, king of Navarre. But
Catherine had other views; she feared the

consequences of a Spanish war, and determined
to put to death the chiefs of the Huguenot
faction, that she might the more easily subdue
their followers. Joanna d’Albret, the mother
of the king of Navarre, died wfith suspicious

suddenness. The admiral was shot at by an
assassin, who onl^ succeeded in wounding him
in the 'arm

;
but the deed produced great and

general consternation, and there was a fear

that it might be avenged. Then it was that

Catherine, in conjunction with the Guises and
her favourite son Henry of Anjou, determined
on committing that great crime, unparalleled

in the history of a Christian community, known
as the massacre of St. Bartholo-

Massacre of St. Many Huguenots of dis-

A 24 ml’ tinction had come to Paris to be
’ present at the nuptials of the

young king of Navarre, This occasion was
therefore chosen for cutting off the Huguenots
by a general murder of all who professed the
refonned creed. Charles himself was brought
to acquiesce, and indeed to participate in the
crime. “ Let the Huguenots perish,” he said
gloomily, “ but let not one survive to reproach
me.” On the night of the 23rd of August, 1572,
the alarm-bell sounded from the tower of St.

Germain I’Auxerrois, in Paris. It was the
signal for a general massacre of the Hugue-
nots. Bands of murderers attacked the defence-
less Protestants, who were slain in the streets,

in their houses, in their beds. Coligny was
among the first victims of the slaughter, which
continued for three days in Paris, and was ex-

tended, by order, through various towns of

France. Charles himself appeared during this

terrible time as if possessed with a demon. He
w'as seen to fire from the windows of his palace
upon the wi’etched fugitives as they rushed by
in the streets, pursued by their murderers.
Originally the design seems to have been con-
fined to the destruction of the Huguenot chiefs

;

but in the general massacre into which it

widened many thousands were cut off during the

three days’ carnival of blood in Paris, and after-

wards in various provincial towns. Sully gives

the number of victims at 60,000. In Eome a
solemn service of thanksgiving for the destruc-

tion of the heretics was held, and in Iffadrid the

news was received with loud rejoicing. The
voung king Henry of Navarre and Conde saved
their lives by a forced abjuration, but they re-

turned to their former religion so soon as they
were in safety. The horrible crime failed in its

object : for the Huguenots, driven to despera-
tion, defended themselves with such heroism in

La Rochelle, Nimes, Montauban, and other

places, that they once more conquered the

privilege of free worship, and equality of

political rights. The king himself became a

prey to gloomy remorse. He pined away,
and two years afterwards he died miserably,

tortured in his last hours by the conscious-

ness of his participation in that great wicked-
ness.

He was succeeded by his brother Henry III.,

duke of Anjou, who had been chosen king of

Poland a year before. The new
.

king showed no trace of his

former energy. At once super- is^issd,
stitious and careless, extravagant
and timid, he endeavoured to forget in luxu-

rious retirement the pressing exigencies of his

position. The party of the “ politicians,” united
with the Huguenots, compelled him to grant a
religious peace, which aroused the anger and
jealousy of the Catholics. Thereupon was
formed, under the auspices of Henry of Guise,

and with the concurrence of the king of

Spain, the Holy League, for the defence of the

Catholic Church, and with the secret supple-

mentary design of transferring the throne to

the Guise family. Alarmed and suspicious, the

king sought to counteract this measure by
putting himself at the head of the League. He
again restricted the rights of the Huguenots,
and thus the war was renewed. The ambitious
duke Henry of Guise, strong in

the attachment of the League, ^“
0 3̂53

“®

which considered him as its real

head, raised his eyes to the throne itself, boast-

ing his descent from the Carlovingians, as

giving an older title than that of the reigning

king, Henry III., or the next heir, Henry of

Navarre; and thus for years the country was
desolated by the “war of the three Henrys.”
An attempt to seize the person of the king

caused Henry III. to fly fi’om the capital. On
the day of the Barricades, the bodies of troops

hastily summoned by the king were separated

from each other, and taken prisoners or slain

by the followers of Guise. A parliament held

at Blois gave still greater power to the Guises,

whose formidable head, the duke Henry, exer-

cised a power as great as that which the

majordomos of the Pepins and
Charles Martels had wielded inKurder ofHenry

the days of the last

vingians. Thereupon the king Lorraine,

resolved on a desperate step.

He caused the good duke and his brother the

cardinal of Lorraine to be murdered, and the

chiefs of their party to be apprehended.

Tills act aroused horror and indignation

throughout the kingdom. The pope excom-
municated the murderous king; every pulpit

and public place rang with priestly denuncia-

tions against the traitorous tyrant who had
thrown down the pillars of the Church. The
duke of Mayenne, a brother of the murdered
nobles, put himself at the head of the army;

and the king, forsaken by his army and his

friends, and deprived of the counsel of his

mother, the politic and unscrupulous Catherine,

who died just at this time, made
a treaty with Henry of Navarre huguenot war.

and the Huguenots. The war
now raged more fiercely than
ever. Fortune favoured the party of Henry
of Navarre, who already threatened Paris vdth
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destruction, when Henry III., the last of the

Valois kings, was overtaken by the doom he

had pronounced on his enemies. The dagger

of the fanatical Dominican, Jacques Clement,
put an end to his life, and Henry

As^ssination of pf Navarre succeeded to the
Henry

. from the possession of

^ 8̂ 1610 .’ which he was excluded by the

League. At Ivry he gained a

complete victory over Mayenne; he then be-

sieged Paris, whose inhabitants suffered the

extremity of famine and misery. But the

power of the League, upheld by the resources

of Spain, was too much for him. Convinced
at last that as a Huguenot he could never hope
to reign peaceably, he at length determined to

remove the cause which estranged the greater

part of his subjects from him. In the cathedral

of St. Denis he abjured Protestantism, and was
reconciled to the Church of Rome. “ The
French throne is well worth a mass,” he said

;

and indeed his Protestantism had long been

rather a political than a religious sentiment.

Hereupon Paris opened its gates; the power of

the League was broken, and the chiefs con-

sulted their own safety by reconciliation with

their great opponent; the pope revoked the

decree of excommunication ;
even

vITM. Philip IP saw that the contest
ervins,

. hopeless; and the treaty of

Vervins at length put an end to the civil strife

of nearly half a century, and established the

family of the Bourbons on the throne of

France.
Three years of the reign of Henry IV. had thus

been spent in warfare
;
the remaining twelve

formed a period of tranquillity and progress.

Peace was once more enjoyed under the rule of

a king who sympathised with the poorest of his

subjects, and benevolently desired to see the

time when every French family should have a
fowl for their Sunday’s dinner. The great and

crowning measure of his reign

was the Edict of Nantes, which
’

' gave full and complete religious

liberty to the Huguenots, put them on an
equality with their Catholic fellow-subjects

with respect to political rights, and bestowed
on them certain fortified cities, such as La
Rochelle, Saumur, Nimes, etc., as places of

refuge. The position of the Huguenots was
thus better than they had dared to hope

;
but

their numbers were wofully diminished, not
nine hundred remaining of the two thousand
congregations that had existed at the beginning
of the war. The persevering work of the

Jesuits had thinned their ranks almost as much
as the sword. An attempt on Henry’s life by
a fanatic, Jean Chastel, who justified his

attempt to murder the king on the principles

of Jesuit morality, caused the banishment of

the fraternity from Paris for a time
;

but
Henry IV., anxious that the religious recon-

ciliation in France should be complete, j)er-

mitted their return. The finances of the
kingdom were wisely administered by Rosny,
the great duke of Sully, the trusted friend and
companion of the king

;
and agriculture,

commerce, and trade fiourished to an extent
before unknown. After his divorce from

Margaret of Valois the king had married Mary
of Medicis; and the birth of an heir to the
throne seemed further to consolidate peace and
tranquillity in France. But fanaticism could
never see anything but an enemy in the man
who had once been the head of the Huguenot
party

;
and Henry’s toleration and generosity

only excited the hatred of bigots the more.
When at length it was rumoured
abroad that, in conjunction wi schemes

the German states and other
® Henry rv.

European powers, he meditated establishing a
Christian union of nations, with full toleration
and equality of rights for all religious confes-
sions, and for the repression of the prepon-
derating influence of the house of Hapsburg,
the anger of his enemies was

.His assassination
by Ravaillac.

increased. At length he was-*

assassinated in the streets of

Paris by the Jesuit fanatic, Ravaillac. His
death spread mourning and dismay throughout
the capital, and through France and Europe.
But the enemies of toleration and enlighten-
ment 'found cause for rejoicing in the sudden
removal of the monarch whose policy from first

to last had been a protest against tyranny.
“If God is with us, who can be against us?”
exclaimed the cardinal of Toledo when he
heard the news of Henry’s death

;
and the

bigotry of Spain echoed the blasphemous cry.

The historian Ranke gives a graphic ac-
count of this king’s character. Henry is

portrayed as a man of the
simplest tastes, preferring

bagpipe and tabor to artistic‘“
“I

music, and loving to associate with the common
people. As in earlier days he had been seen,

on his campaigns, sitting among his soldiers

and partaking of their black bread, so in his

later years he would, while out hunting, mingle
among the people in taverns and on the ferries

across the streams, retaining his incognito as

long as possible. He would enter into con-
versation with those around, and frequently
heard things that did not please him. He
appeared at fairs and markets, and was fond
of making purchases, but always offered very
low prices—half or a third of the demand. It

was noticed that no great profit was made by
selling to the king. He had not the passion of

the last Medicean Valois—to shine through
liberality

;
he knew that he was censured for

avarice, and laughed at it. In negotiation, any
excuse was good enough for him. He made no
concealment of the fact that altered circum-
stances led him to adopt different measures.
He was at once confidential and attractive, but
could also be sarcastic and insulting, caustic

and good-humoured, at once
;
but one could

say of him that his sharp manner was only the
outside, and affected a few people; his heart
was good and benevolent towards all.

It is related of Henry that while bent on
increasing the political power of France, he
was not unmindful of the comforts of his

poorest subjects, and declared, as we nave
mentioned in a preceding paragraph, that he
hoped to see the day when every French
peasant would have a chicken on his table on
Sundays.
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XXII.

Distribution of Animal Life,

The conditions which affect the distribution

of vegetable life on the surface of tiie globe, the
variations induced by different temperatures,
and the process of evolution, also influence

to a considerable extent the distribution of

animal life, ^vith the addition to the argument
that animals, possessing in various degrees the
power of locomotion, are able to change their

habitations, within certain limits, when, by
climatic or other alterations, favourable con-
ditions no longer exist. Some portions, then, of

the remarks in preceding articles (see pp. 598,

A STEUGGLE

tion, however, being found in the Newfoundland
dog, which cannot live in India. The next
in this respect is the horse

;
and the ox family

is also capable of enduring great changes.
We cannot attempt to solve the problem of

the original location of particular animals, or

species
;

nor is it necessary that we should

perplex ourselves with so difficult a question.

One thing seems certain : that, wherever origi-

nating, they would, after all the chances of

the struggle for existence, collect in the greatest

numbers in places where the food best adapted
to their natures was most abundant

;
and that,

as food became scarce, from climatic or other
changes, the animals would disperse and wan-
der into other localities. A plant has no voli-

tion, and must die where it grows unless trans-

planted by human hands
;

but an animal,
having the power of motion and the instinct

of self-preservation, rambles in search of food,

until it reaches the limits beyond which it

cannot proceed—regions where the temperature

EXISTENCE.

632 and 659), when the subject of the distribu-

tion of vegetation was considered, apply to the

distribution of animals
;
but in other respects

there is a wide difference.

Animals, like vegetables, are found located

in zones corresponding to a con-
Zones. siderable extent with zones of

temperature
;
and conditions of altitude also

apply. In each case there is a considerable
facility of acclimatization, or power of sus-

taining life under altered conditions of

climate, with corresponding modifications of

development. But animals, like vegetables,

have limits—largely extended, indeed, beyond
the area of their original locality, but beyond
which they cannot go. Monkeys, for instance,

the natives of tropical climates, cannot en-

dure extreme cold, and even in temperate
climates are very liable to fatal pulmonary
attacks. Man can live on any part of the
earth’s surface—under the tropics or in the
-Arctic regions

;
but the only quadruped that

can follow his footsteps is the dog—an excep-

is not adapted to its nature, or where no suit-

able food can be obtained.

The voluntary change of abode, however, is

subject to various restrictions.

Seas, mountains, deserts, and ItesMctions to

valleys, present obstacles. The
ocean, obviously, or even a broad river, is

a barrier to the advance of land mammalia from
one place to another. Some of the larger car-

nivora can and do swim across a stream, or

even a narrow channel of the sea, and so

find new homes in places where they were
previously unknown. A remarkable instance
of this is afforded in the island of Singapore,

which is separated from the mainland of the
Malacca peninsula by a deep strait about two
miles and a half wide. This small island, not
much larger than the Isle of Wight, is infested

with tigers of great size and ferocity. Previous
to 1835 they were unknown there

;
and there

can be no doubt that some tigers of exceptional
strength, driven by hunger, swam across the

straits and found a refuge in the thick jungle
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which occupies the centre of the island, and
|

abundant food in the human beings and
domestic animals of the coast districts. Writing
in 1865, Mr. John Cameron, the author of “ Our
Tropical Possessions in Malayan India,” esti-

mated that at least one man a day was killed

by tigers on the island
;
and he describes how

one of the ferocious man-eaters was actually

caught in the act of crossing the strait. “ Early
one morning,” he says, “ a party of Malay
fishermen, who had set their nets overnight,

proceeded to examine what luck they had had,

and were surprised to find secured in their

meshes a large female tiger. The animal had, in

its struggles to get free, thoroughly entangled
itself, and was completely exhausted and nearly
drowned. There was still some life left, how-
ever; and the Malays thought it wiser to

dispatch it before bringing it to shore. From
the part of the net in which the animal was
entangled, it was clear that it had been ap-
proaching from the mainland : it could not

1

But transit from one portion of the earth’s
surface to another does not in all cases depend
upon the voluntary motions of the animal.
As in the case of plants, various
causes are in operation. In the Involuntary

case of reptiles, most of them transit,

are oviparous, and their eggs may be floated
on drift-wood across straits and seas to
distant continents or islands. Amphibious
animals and fresh-water flsh can endure a
great amount of cold, and their ova can even
be frozen without loss of vitality, and may be
carried an immense distance by floating ice,

and deposited in a climate favourable to de-
velopment. Insects can travel by many modes.
They are generally very tenacious of life, and
in many instances so light that they are carried
through the air by gales of wind. Flying insects
also travel, as is well known, great distances,
myriads together, and deposit their eggs in
localities far away from the point of departure.
The “ clouds of locusts ” are familiar enough

;

THE MOOSE, OS ELK, OF NORTH AMKIUCA.

have swam off from the Singapore shores, for

several rows of nets lying further in were
uninjured.”

Some animals are restrained from extensive

wanderings by climate. Those
indigenous to elevated and

climate
therefore cold mountain districts

are frequently prevented from
reaching other districts of a similar charac-
ter, because to do so they would have to

cross valleys and alluvial plains, where the

high temperature would be fatal to them.
Thus the llamas, which abound in the elevated

districts of the western part of South America,
are unknown in Mexico, which they cannot
reach on account of the unfavourable con-

ditions of the intervening country. Birds,

of course, have much greater facility of move-
ment; and the winged mammalia, the fruit-

eating bats, are also capable of travelling

considerable distances. The bat is considered
to be the only indigenous animal of New
Zealand, which it probably reached by flight.

and in this country we have experienced
invasions of crane flies which, when alighted,

covered areas of many acres in extent. Some
insects can float for many days on the sea
uninjured

;
and their eggs, or larvEe, may be

enclosed in crevices of tree trunks or beneath
the bark, and so carried for thousands of miles
by ocean currents.

However any animal may reach another
than its native district, it inevitably encounters
difficulties which must be overcome before it

settles in a new home. It must be capable of

adaptation to climatic changes, and to the food
found in the new district, and it must be able
to take care of itself when attacked by other
animals, and to compete with similar organisms.
In short, the “ struggle for existence ” will be
considerable, and only the Attest will survive.

Some animals, especially the monkey tribes,

and many families of birds, can only live in
tropical forests, where there is perennial foliage

and fruits
;
and others are adapted to deserts,

marshes, and open plains. The active monkeys.
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the brilliant birds, and the multitudinous insects
of the tangled South American forests, would
perish miserably in temperate climates, where
the foliage is comparatively scanty and there

are extensive plains
;
the hippopotamus would

speedily die in the deserts of northern Africa or

Arabia, and the camel or giraffe w'ould come
to an untimely end in the hot swamps which
some other members of the animal kingdom
find to be so congenial.

An eminent writer on the subject of ac-

climatization. in the new' edition
Acclimatization. xh^Encyclopcedia Britannica,
has arrived at the following conclusions, which
he considers to be established :

—

“ Habit has little (though it appears to have
some) definite effect in adapting the constitu-

tion of animals to a new climate
;

for many
species, in a new country and under different

climatic conditions, seem to find a more con-

genial abode than in their native land, and
at once flourish and increase in it to such an
extent as often to exterminate the indigenous
inhabitants. The offspring of animals vary in

their constitutional adaptation to climate, and
that variation may be kept up and increased

by the action of the law of heredity. It is

the tendency of every organism to produce its

like, or, more exactl}'^, to produce a set of new'

forms varying slightly fr'om it in many direc-

tions, and each individual becomes the centre

of a new' set of variations. Constitutional

peculiarities are also hereditary, and these

peculiarities may be induced by the influences

of natural agencies or external circumstances;
and by a combination of these modes of varia-

tion adaptations are effected wdth greater

rapidity.”

Very remarkable changes sometimes take
place in the course of a few' generations. In
the West Indies the w'ool of sheep changes
its character in three generations. In some
parts of Asia Minor dogs (of breeds which in

their native condition have curly hair), cats,

and goats have long fine fleeces
;
and it is

stated, on good authority, that young oysters

taken from the coast of England and placed
in the Mediterranean at once alter their

manner of grow'th, and their shells exhibit
the peculiarities of Mediterranean oysters.

Insects are remarkable for variations from the
effects of climate, becoming larger or smaller,

or developing peculiarities. Mr. Wallace tells

us that the “ species of butterflies found in

Celebes possess a peculiar form of wing, quite
distinct from that of the same or closely allied

species of adjacent islands, and numerous
species which have tailed wings in India
and the western islands of the archipelago,
gradually lose the tail as w'e proceed eastw'ard
to New Guinea and the Pacific.” Great and
sudden changes of climate often check repro-
duction, even w'hen the health of the individuals
does not appear to suffer. It is known that
some of the larger mammalia rarely breed when
transported to climates different to that to
which they have been accustomed.
To understand some of the effects of change

on animals, which must be taken into con-
sideration when treating of the subject of the

distribution of animal life, w'e must distinguish
between domestication and acclimatization.
Domesticated animals require the protection
of certain artificial conditions, and could not
live in a wild state in the new country

;

but acclimatized or naturalized animals have
become adapted to the new' surroundings, and
thrive as well, or even in some instances
better, than in the place w'hence they came.
But animals at first only capable of domesti-
cation in course of time may become capable
of naturalization. The w'ild horses of Central
and South America are the descendants of the
domesticated animals taken thither by the
Spanish invaders. European geese introduced
into Bagola, South America, at first laid only
few eggs, and at long intervals, and only a
few' of the young survived

;
but in about

twenty years the normal condition w'as re-

sumed, the feciindity being equal to what it

is in Europe. The same peculiarity Avas noticed
in the case of European fow'ls introduced into
Peru.

Although climatic conditions are so impor-
tant in connexion with the distribution of
animal life, geographical conditions are even
more so. We have previously alluded to the
natural limits of transit, and it is

an evident fact that, except under Gfo&raplncal

extraordinary circumstances,
"Stations,

there must be zoological regions characterized
by distinct assemblages of animals, for the
most part coinciding with natural geogra-
phical divisions—that is, having distinct phy-
sical characteristics. One striking incident is

afforded by the general coincidence of a great
mountain range, as the Himalayas and the
adjoining table-land of Thibet, w'ith the
division between the tropical and temperate
zones, the result being a zoological division
across the continent almost as complete as
w'ould be effected by a considerable extent
of ocean.

XXII.

Fractions {continued).

To reduce an imjirojjer fraction to a mixed
numher.

Rule.—Divide the numerator by the de-

nominator. The quotient w'ill be the integral

part of the required mixed number. The re-

mainder, if there be any, w'ill be the numerator
of the fractional part, and the denominator of

the given fraction will be the denominator of

the required mixed number.

Example : Express as a mixed number.

3 into 17 go 5 times and 2 over.

3 X 6 -j- 2

3

3X5
6

5 +1 = 6^.
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Again, express Vif as a mixed number.

33)125(3
96

29 Ans. 3||.

Exercises.

1. Keduce the following mixed numbers to

improper fractions :

—

7A, IH, 124A. 9ft, 4*. 17A, ISOrfsF,

2. Reduce the following improper fractions

to mixed numbers :

—

¥-
S_S,^ fi.6 9.9

129
"TIT'

0 6

ISOJi £25—02 ? 8 5

1 r.i 5 129
Ta‘;

(51 1112
TTiT) -V¥,

5.

2. 3f, 5|, 9H, 11 21-?fvj

129^1^, 735tV , 10150U

15 8 5 3

We have seen that we may multiply the

numerator and denominator of a fraction by
any number we please without altering the
value of the fraction itself.

This principle enables us to change the

forms of two (or any number) of fractions in

such a way that the new forms shall all have
the same number for denominator, and yet

the values of the fractions remain the same as

before.

For instance, suppose we have the two frac-

tions I, i.

2 _
X — 2X5

3X5
And I = 4 XJ

5 X 3
12
1 6 ’

Thus we find that f and 4 are equal to and
If, which have the same number, namely 15,

for denominator. This process is called reducing
fractions to equivalent fractions having a
common denominator.
The method of doing this consists in finding

numbers which being multiplied by the de-
nominators, the products will all be equal to

each other. Thus in the example above we
multiplied the first denominator by 5, and the
second by 3, which gave us 15 as the product
in both cases.

Of course, when we multiply the first de-
nominator by 5, we must multiply the first

numerator also by 5 ;
for if we neglected to do

so, we should be changing the value as well as

the form of the fraction. For the same reason
we must multiply the second numerator by 3.

In the same way we can reduce any number
of fractions to equivalent fr’actions having a
common denominator. For example, f , |, f

.

1 _1X3X4X6_ r2.i_lX2x4x6_
" 2X3X4X6 .SX2X4X6~'^""’

3 _ 3 X 2 X 3 X 6 _ 1 0 s . 5 _ X 2 X 3 X 4 _
4X2X3X6 6X2X3X4

Thus we have reduced all the given fractions
to equivalent ones with 144 for a common
denominator.
The student will obseiwe th.at we have done

this by multiplying the numerator and de-
)iominator of each fraction by the ])roduct of
all the other denominators. And the common

denominator is the product of all the denomi-
nators.

For instance, we multiplied the numerator
and denominator of the first fraction by the
product of the other denominators, 3, 4, 6. Now,
this method will always succeed in reducing
fractions to equivalent ones with a comm.on
denominator

;
but it will not always give us

the fractions in the lowest terms they are
capable of being expressed in

—

i.e., -with the
smallest possible common denominator.
For instance, |, f are, by the above method,

2x9 5x3
equivalent to ^ and ^ i.e., to || and ff.3x9 9X3

2x3
But they are also equivalent to and i.e.

3x3
to f and I, which are expressed in lower terms
than If and f f.

Again, suppose we want to reduce the frac-

tions I, f, I to equivalent fractions with a
common denominator. If we multiply the

terms of each fraction by the product of all

the other denominators, the resulting equiva-
lent fractions will, it is true, have a common
denominator, but that denominator will not be
the smallest possible common denominator.
Now, the common denominator must evi-

dently be a common multiple of all the de-
nominators (because it is the product of each
denominator multiplied by some number).
Hence the smallest possible common denomi-
nator will be the least common multiple of the
denominators. The least common multiple of

the above denominators is 24 ;
so that this will

be the smallest possible common denominator.
Now, we have to ask ourselves what number
must the terms of | be multiplied by so that
the new denominator may be 24 ? Clearly the
required number is the quotient arising from
dividing 24 by the denominator 4—namely, 6.

The first fraction then becomes = «

4x6
By similar reasoning it is clear that the

number by which the terms of f are to be
multiplied is got by dividing 24 by the de-
nominator 3. That gives the quotient 8 ;

and
2x8

the second fraction becomes = lx.
3x8

And in the same way the multipliers required
for the other fractions are the quotients arising

from dividing the denominators into the least

common multiple. The other fractions then

become
;
and = A.

6X4 8X3
We can now sum up all we have said in

the following Bvle for reducing fractions to

equivalentfractions having a common denomi-
nator :

—

Find the least common multiple of all the
denominators.

Take this for the common denominator.
Then multiply the numerator and deno-

minator of each fraction by the quotient
arising from dividing its denominator into the

common denominator. The resulting fractions

will be the required equivalent fractions.

Example : Reduce the fractions |, |, |
to equivalent fractions having a common de-
nominator. The I-.C.M. of 4, 6, 8, 9 is 72.
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72 -i- 4 = IS
;
and I =

72H-8= 9;and§.=«^-;; = «.

72 9 = 8 ;
and = 7 t-

The above rule must always be followed

when we require the equivalent fractions to

have the smallest possible common denomi-
j

nator,
'

But sometimes it is only required that they
I

should have a common denominator, without
|

considering whether it is the least common i

denominator
;
and when this is the case, we I

may effect our object most easily by multiplyini
each fi-action by all the denominators except

its own.

XXII.

The Moox.

It has been already mentioned that Schroter,

who had assiduously observed the moon, had
come to the conclusion that considerable

changes, probably of volcanic origin, were
going on, and gradually modifying the surface

of our satellite. His observations led him to

believe that several mountains had fallen in

great landslips, that four or five craters had
suddenly made their appearance owing to

volcanic outbursts, and that two or three had
as suddenly disappeared, probably from the

collapse of their walls. He also had noticed

considerable changes in the brightness and
colour of different portions of

Changes lunar surface. These things
suspe^ed^m the

g^cited much attention, and a

lively controversy ensued as to

whether he was correct or mistaken in his

opinions. Gruithuisen of Munich, a keen but
fanciful observer, declared he could discern

many facts in support of Schroter’s view, and
he pointed out some remarkable formations on
the lunar surface, which he declared must be
artificial, and must be due to the work of

inhabitants of the moon. Others, less experi-

enced observers, declared that they could not
see these remarkable formations, and did not
hesitate to say they did not really exist

;
but

we now know that they were wrong in this,

and that these remarkable formations do really

exist.

During the years 1820 to 1827, Lohrmann, a
German amateur astronomer living at Dresden,
made many observations of the lunar surface,
and carefully measured the exact position of
some of the principal points. In 1824 he pub-
lished four sections of what was intended to be
a complete map of the moon in twenty-five

sections. These maps were incomparably supe-

rior to anything of the kind which had been
published before, and enable a true idea to be
formed of the real condition of the lunar

surface. Lohrmann was never able to com-
plete his design, but the remaining twenty-one
sections of his map were completed by Schmidt
and published in 1878. From 1830 to 1837 the

study of the condition of the„„
lunar surface was assiduously

carried on by Madler, a German astronomer,

and in 1837 he published an elaborate mono-
graph on the condition of the lunar surface,

accompanied by a most complete map on the

scale of 37^ inches to the diameter of the

moon.
Madler in his work gave a critical examina-

tion of the views advanced by Schroter, but

was unable to confirm them. He showed very

clearly that the lunar atmosphere must be

much rarer than that of the earth, though he

believed he had found evidence that an atmos-

phere did exist. He also showed that there

were no masses of water in the moon, neither

sea, river, lake, nor stream, nor were there

clouds in the rare atmosphere, nor rain to fall

on the arid surface
;
yet he was of the opinion

that it was not unlikely that some moisture

I

might exist within certain of the deeper ring-

I

plains, to be vaporised as the sun rose above

I

the horizon and condensed as a heavy dew after

the sun had set. He pointed out that throughout

j

the course of his eight years’ observations he

I

had been unable to trace any instance of a great

j

volcanic change, such as Schroter had been led

to imagine were frequent in the moon
;
but he

did not lose sight of the fact that

were the volcanic energies on the ^
moon only on the same scale as

on the earth, it was exceedingly improbable

that they could be detected without a much more
elaborate and systematic series of observations

than even he had been able to give. Madler

also pointed out that many of the instances of

supposed variations in brightness which had

been referred to by Schroter were probably

only apparent
;

yet he himself pointed to

instances where such changes seemed to be

really occurring, and suggested that they might

be due to some kind of vegetation. In sum-

marising his views on the present condition of

the lunar surface, Madler pointed out how
impossible were the views held by the earlier

astronomers down to Sir William Herschel—the

opinion that the moon might be a mere copy

of the earth, with a dense atmosphere, large

oceans, abundant vegetation, and numerous
varieties of animal life, including even human
inhabitants. As he forcibly pointed out, the

absence of oceans, rivers, and even rain, the

rare atmosphere, the absence of trees and
shrubs, all were conclusive evidence that the

moon was no copy of the habitable world, but

rather resembled some of the rugged, arid, vol-

canic regions of the earth.

In a condensed and unqualified form these

remarks of Madler’s crept into all the text-

books of astronomy, and gave rise to almost

as false a view of the true constitution of the

moon as that to combat which they were
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originally written
;
and they had an enormous

and unexpected influence on the progress of

selenography, or the study of the condition and
appearance of the moon. Astronomers, taking
their views as to the probable condition of the

moon from these remarks of Madler’s quoted
in the text-books, regarded it as

^°°”desert
moon was

to all intents an airless, waterless,

lifeless, unchangeable desert, with its surface

broken by numerous vast extinct volcanoes.

When the astronomer comes to examine the
moon with his telescope he finds it present an
appearance which seems to be entirely con-

sistent with this prevalent view. Approaching
the study of its surface with the strongly pre-

conceived notion that it is a mere arid desert,

nearly red-hot at times from the heating effects

of the sun during the long cloudless day of some
three hundred
and fifty hours,

and almost
immeas urably
cold at others

from the night

of similar
period, without
water, air, or

life, the real

condition of the

moon is not such
as to dissipate

these views at

the first glance.

Its cold, stiU,

apparently un-

changeable sur-

face, so utterly

unlike what the

earth might be
supposed to ap-

pear as seen
from the moon,
convinces the

casual observer
that the world
he there sees is

utterly unlike

the world he
knows. He looks

for immense cloud-masses floating in a dense
atmosphere, and he sees none

;
he seeks for

wave-tossed seas, for calm mirrored lakes, for

broad winding rivers, or for rushing, roaring
streams, but there are none; he searches for

luxuriant forests, for wide purple heaths, for

sunny green meadows, and lo ! they are absent.
This is enough, and he retires from the further
contemplation of the “ aMess, waterless, lifeless,

volcanic desert ” of the text-books of astronomy.
During subsequent periods he may again take
a casual glance at our satellite, look at the
occultation of a star by the moon, or watch
the grand changes in appearance that the face
of the moon presents as the sun sweeps slowly
across its heavens, and gi-adually illuminates in
tuim its manifold varied features. Or perhaps,
hearing of reportedchanges on the lunar surface,

he takes some opportunity for watching its

surface for a few evenings. He looks here,

MOUNTAIN'S OF THE MOON

there, and everywhere, for a huge flaming
volcano, scrutinises in turn each of the great
walled plains of the moon, with their yawning
mouths fifty miles in diameter, to see if one or
more is vomiting forth fire and ashes, and
discharging immense lava streams on to the
surrounding surface. But he sees none. He
looks at some of the immense
mountain peaks which tower ,

apparent

twenty thousand feet above the
surrounding surface, to see if any have come
crashing down, covering all around with ruin
and debris, but he sees all unchanged. He
searches to see if perchance some new crater

has made its appearance during the night, and
lies there with its newly-formed yawning
mouth miles in width and thousands of feet in

depth
;
but he sees none. Where are, then, all

these changes that they talk about ? He sees

_ none
;
there are

no changes
occuriing — all

volcanic energy
must be extinct.

8o he retires in

disappointment
that the moon
should not show
such terrific
manifestation of

volcanic forces

in every month
in the year,

though he has
been searching
for things which
have not oc-
curred on the
earth for untold
centuries. Yet
the terrestrial

volcanic ener-

gies are far from
extinct.

But an en-

tirely different

opinion is held
by thoseastrono-

mers who have
systematically

studied the lunar surface—who, by , ,,,

assiduously piecing together bit

by bit, all the varied information
which is revealed as the moon passes through
its varied aspects, have been able to obtain a

true conception of the real nature of the

different lunar formations. They look for the

changes on the lunar surface amongst the

smaller features, where such changes may be

supposed to be occurring at wide intervals, and
do not hunt for craters with yawning mouths
fifty miles in diameter, nor expect to find

immense mountain masses miles high and wide
and long tumbling down in all directions. They
see that the extinct volcanoes of the ordinary

observer are really intersecting masses of moun-
tains, and bear no analogy to the true terrestrial

volcanoes. They seek for instances of changes
in the surface of the moon, for landslips, for

avalanches, and they find instances where such
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have occurred in recent times. They look for

cases where portions of the steep walls of the

lunar ring-plains have fallen with terrific

energy into the interior, filling it up with ruins

and debris, and they find instances. They
search for the representatives of the terrestrial

volcanoes, and they find them much resembling

those on the earth. These they critically watch,

and have found more than one case of suspected

change in them, whilst at least two new ones

have made their appearance. They seek for

changes in the tint of the lunar surface, such

as might be caused by some kinds of vegetation,

and they find large tracts undergoing periodical

changes in colour as the lunar day progresses,

and exactly corresponding to the changes which
would be visible from the moon in the more
arid portion of the earth as vegetation gradually

waxed and waned with the seasons. And thus

they are led to believe that the moon is far

from being the unchangeable arid volcanic

desert of the text-books. It is no copy of the

earth, but the differences are merely in degree,

not in kind.

XXIV.

The Secoxd Conjugation.

PASSIVE VOICE.

Moneri, to be advised.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

1. Present Tense.

Sing, moneor, I am advised

moneris, thou art advised

monetur, he is advised

Plur. monemur, we are advised

monemiai. j-ou are advised

monentur, they are advised.

2.

Future Simple Tense.

S. monebor, I shall be advised

moneberis, thou wilt be advised

monebitur, he will be advised

P. monebimur, we shall be advised

monebimini, you will be advised

monebuntur, they will be advised.

3.

Imperfeet Tense.

S. monebar, I was being advised

monebaris, thou wast being advised
monebatur, he was being advised
monebamur, we were being advised
monebamini. you were being advised

monebantur, they were being advised.

4.

Perfect Tense.

S. monitus sum, I was advised
monitus es, thou wast advised
monitus est, he was advised

P. moniti sumus, we were advised
moniti estis, you were advised
moniti sunt, they were advised.

5.

Future Perfect Tense.

S. monitus ero, I shall have been advised
monitus eris, thou wilt have been advised
monitus erit, he will have been advised

P. moniti erimus, we will have been advised
moniti eritis, you will have been advised
moniti erunt, they will have been advised.

6.

Pluperfect Tense.

S. monitus eram, I had been advised
monitus eras, thou hadst been advised
monitus erat, he had been advised

P. moniti eramus, we had been advised
moniti eratis, j'ou had been advised
moniti erant, they had been advised.

CONJUNCTIVE MOOD.

1.

Present Tense.

S. monear,
monearis, vel

moneatur,
P. moneamur,

moneamini,
moneantur.

I may be advised
thou mayest be advised
he may be advised
we may be advised
you may be advised
thej’" may be advised.

2.

Imperfect Tense.

S. monerer,
monereris, vel

moneretur,

P. moneremur,
moneremini,
monerentur.

I might be advised
-re, thou mightest be advisee

he might be advised
we might be advised
you might be advised
they might be advised.

3.

Perfect Tense.

S. monitus sim, I may have been advised

monitus sis, thou mayest have been advised

monitus sit, he may have been advised

P moniti simus, we may have been advised

moniti sitis, you may have been advised

moniti sint, they may have been advised.

4.

Pluperfect Tense.

S. monitus essem, I should have been advised
monitus esses, thou wouldest have been

advised
monitus esset. he would have been advised

P. moniti essemus, we should have been advised
moniti essetis, ye would have been advised

moniti essent, they would have been ad-

vised.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

1. Present Tense.

S. monere, be thou advised

P. monemini, be ye advised.

2. Future Simple Tense.

S. monitor, thou must be advised
monitor, he must be advised

P. monentor, they must be advised.

VERB INFINITE.

Inf. Pres., Imperf. moniri, to be advised.

„ Perf., Plug), monitus esse, to have been
advised.

„ Fut. monitum iri, to be about to be advised.

Participle.

Perf. monitus, advised, or ha\dng been advised.

Gerundive.
monendus, meet to be advised, or must or ought

to be advised.
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Observe that the active verbs given in

Lesson XX. (page 674), in the vocabulary, as

conjugated like Moneo, may be also conjugated
in the passive voice like Moncor. In the same
way you may conjugate the following deponent
verbs like Moneor :

—

confiteor, to confess

(perf. confissus
;
but

the other verbs make
the perfect in -itus).

intueor, to gaze upon,
polliceor, to promise,

tueor, to gaze, protect,

vereor, to reverence.

Self-Examination Questions and Exercises.

Write out the vocabulary of verbs which
may be conjugated like moneor, given in

Lesson XX. Give the imperfect tenses in

the different moods of vereor, polliceor, and
confiteor. What is the regular perfect ending
of verbs passive in the second conjugation?
and what is the perfect of confiteor ?

[Note carefully that if two verbs come to-

gether in Latin the latter is put into the infini-

tive mood
;
and if the former verb is a verb of

promising, the latter verb is in the future tense

in the infinitive mood : as, The boy promises
to reverence the gods, puer deos se veriturum
esse pollicetur.']

Translate into English :

—

Ter negat se hoc confiteri. Hie puer et ilia

puella culpas se confessuros esse pollicebantur.

Imo in mari jacet aqua clarissima, de qua soepe

moniti sumus. Nomen celeberrimum est id,

quod omnes cives jurejurando se confessuros

esse pollicentur. Die mihi, quot milites tibi

adsint, ut regnum tuum tueantur. In utrumque
fratrem intuebatur oculis amantibus. Quid me,
mortalem hominem vereris, Deos immortales
verere ? Filia stulta facta suae matii confessa
est, de quibus soepe monita fuerat. Si pater
id suum filium admonuisset, se peccaturum esse

nunquam pollicitus esset. Tua nomina summa
reverentifi vereri debemus. Haec laus tibi et

tuis militibus a civitate nostra diu debita
est. Tibi soli places, et maxime peccas, si

monitus hoc sanctissimum numen veriturum
esse negas.

Translate into Latin ;

—

He is such to me as he always promised to

be. The camp of the enemy lies too near us,

and of this danger we have been often ad-
monished by some of our soldiers. Why do
you reverence stone or gold or silver images,
ye most foolish of mortals ? That you may live

happy, reverence virtue as the highest rule of

life. He taught his children to promise to

obey the rulers of the city. We shall have
been admonished of the shortness of life by
the many deaths of our friends. Do not promise
to admonish a fool. That man learns nothing,
by time, if he does not learn how good it is to

rule his own mind and to protect what is right.

Our city has been warned by a multitude of

signs. The dark and dismal clouds in the
sky threaten rain, and destruction to the fruit

of the trees. The senate will warn the consuls,

and command them to keep the city safe

against the coming enemies, who have promised
to destroy it. Virtue is to be reverenced by
all good men.

XXII.

How TO Study a Song.

‘‘ Will you oblige us with a song ? ” The
question has been addressed to most of us; and
who has not felt, when thus appealed to, that it

is ungracious to refuse to contri-

bute to social enjoyment and A common

mirth ? Yet, notwithstanding all
r®4uest.

the fuss that is made about singing a solo, very
modest gifts and accomplishments are enough
to enable a singer to give real pleasure to a
circle of friends. An ordinary voice, naturally
used, distinct pronunciation, and some power
of expressing emotion, form an ample stock-in-
trade for the domestic vocalist.

In these remarks we leave out of account
the power of reading from notes, and the
question of voice management. These
branches of study are distinct, and some
progress in each must have been made before .

a solo is attempted.
The most sweeping charge we have to bring

against amateur singers is that they are too
often stiff, inanimate, and
wooden. It is in elocution more ^

char^^^
than in singing that they are de-

^

ficient. They either do not feel their songs, or

they manage very thoroughly to conceal their

feelings. They do not “ let themselves go,” but
are rigid and cold. They want thawing, and
a touch with a hot iron to make them start.

Now, by nature we are all good elocutionists.

Listen to a child pleading with its mother in

long drawn and tenderly inflected notes—“ Do,
please do !

” Hear the sharp staccato “ No, I

won’t !” which the determined young rebel jerks

out as he stamps his foot and “ looks his part ”

most thoroughly. As we grow up, this natural

freedom of voice and gesture gets overlaid by
an artificial repression

;
yet, when suddenly

caught or strongly moved, we forget our stiff-

ness and becomm natural again. The great

thing in singing a song is to let the feelings

have full play in the voice, the face, and even
the gesture of body and limb. Exaggeration
in these points is an error

;
but then exaggera-

tion is not nature—it is as artificial as the

restraint we have just been condemning.
In studying a song, when the notes have been

learned, begin always with the words. Try to

separate them from the music. Eead them
over until you perceive not only
their grammatical sense, but the ^

mood and purpose of the poet

in writing them. If they contain historical or

local allusions, find out the meaning of these.

Learn what phase, temper, circumstance or

condition of life, high or low, serious or comic,

they illustrate. Who is supposed to sing them '?

A mother, a lover, a sailor, a 'soldier, a robbei',

a patriot, a blacksmith, a milkmaid, or a child ?

In what mood is the utterer of the words ? Is

he or she desponding, timid, sentimental, mock
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heroic, saucy, angry, tender, fierce, indignant,

boisterous, contented, comic, or sorrowful ?

Notice especially if the^ scene and the mood
change, as they often do, during the poem. All

this observed, read over the words several

times, with all the elocutional expression you
can command. Try to feel and see and sym-
pathise with your subject vividly and strongly,

and let the tone of your voice and the play of

your countenance be in keeping. Next sing

the music, keeping up the elocutional expres-

sion, and trying to “ look your song,” that is, to

he what you are singing.
“ The great secret of the singer’s power over

the hearts of her hearers,” says Mrs. Mudie
Bolingbroke, ‘

‘ lies in her total forgetfulness
of self and surroundings, and in entering heart
and soul into the conceptions of the composer.

Thus many professional singers,
The great secret. possessing inferior voices but
great emotional powers, have so carried away
their audiences as to completely disarm criti

cism; whilst others, with voices . .

far more highly cultivated and
higher intellectual capacities,

have, by allowing their atten-

tion to be divided while sing-

ing, failed to produce any
effect.”

The artistic singer, w^ho

wishes to leave a marked im-

pression on his listeners, seeks

in every song for some cul-

minating point—some phrase

or passage where the music
and words seem united in the

most intense feeling and ex-

pression. Upon this passage

he devotes study and care

until ' he is satisfied that

listeners will notice and re-

member it.

Our second indictment of

amateur singers is because of

their indistinct pronunciation.

What, in vocal music, can
possibly be more important than that the

words should be distinctly heard ? We should

have placed this point first, but for the fact

that it is a branch of the larger subject of ex-

pression. For of what use is

Indistinct pro- feeling and emotion and life if
nunciation.

j^othing but a tuneful mumble
reaches the listener’s ear 1 How can he tell if

the expression is true if he has no means of

judging what the words are about, or what
language is being sung ? Clear pronuncia-

tion is the shortest way to success as a singer.

People will forgive much if they can hear the

words. The voice may be a poor one, the

manner homely, but if the minds of the

listeners are addressed through the poetry

they rise at once to the singer.

Speech, of course, is made up of consonants
and vowels. It has been said that consonants
are the intellectual and vowels the emotional

elements of speech. Consonants

Lnsona^s clearness and vowels give

music to the voice. In singing,

the vowels are important, because all tone is

NCIENT HARPER.

sustained upon them. We cannot hold on a
consonant such as “ k ” or “ m ”

;
the very act

of pronouncing them shuts off the voice. But
though consonants cannot sustain tone, they
separate vowels from one another; and the way
to be very distinct in speech is to exaggerate
the consonants. The common cause of thick
and confused utterance in singing is neglect of

consonants. In such a line as

“ We kiss’d beneath the moon’s soft beam”

the only sounds that would reach the ear from
one of these indistinct singers would be

—

We key benee the moon sorf beam.

A singer who was a shade more distinct than
this would seem to say

We kiss beneath the moon soft beam

;

while only from the most highly trained vocalist

should we hear the final “d ” of “kiss’d,” and
the separate sounding of the final “ s” in
“ moon’s ” and the initial “ s ” in “ soft.” The

singer who wishes to be dis-

tinct should practise exagger-

i ating the consonants until the

i
tongue and mouth have been

i brought under complete con-

I

trol, so that the farthest lis-

i teuer can follow the thought

I

and ideas of the poet whose
• wmrds are being intensified in
' meaning and emotion by their

;

union mth song.

It is important to realise

how the shaping of the mouth
may change
the “ colour ” of Changing the
,, , , colour of tones,
the vocal tone.

In singing, as in speaking, the

same voice may be icy clear

and thin, or thick and sombre,
according as the lips and
chamber of the mouth are

placed. It is on this change
that the dramatic singer relies

for expressing varying emotion
—gaiety or grief, playfulness or despair. Often
we hear singers who use only one resonance,
and sing

—

Callcott.

All worldly shapes shall melt in gloom

in just the same clear and cheerful tone of

voice as

—

Sullivan.

Happy maid of Arcadee, Happy little maiden she

:

while, on the contrary, some singers use a

uniformly sombre resonance, however playful

their subject.

Poems which change from gay to grave in

their course need careful study. The contrast

must be intensified by the aid of resonance.
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look, and style. For an example, take the

following words, by T. Hood :

—

“ ’Twas long long since, in the spring-time,
When I and my dear love met,

And so sweet was that early meeting
That its memory’s lingering yet.

“ She was young, and lovely, and loving.
And her eyes were as pure and as true

As the beautiful little forget-me-not.
Peeping up through the silvery dew.

“And all thro’ the year and the spring-time
To the fall of the golden leaf.

We lov’d with a love that was sunshine.
Yet cast not a shadow of grief.

“ But ah ! in the dreary winter
I stood by a narrow grave ;

And I saw wit’nin it a sweet face dead,
I’d given my life to save !

“ But I knew my tears could not awaken
The life in that peaceful clay,

So I laid down my heart beside her
And silently wandered away.”

The first verse is a pleasant retrospect, neither
sad nor jovial. The memory warms the

dialect that is used by some public singers.

We have heard the words

—

“ The end of that mirth is heaviness.
The end, the end, the end is heaviness,”

sung as follows :

—

“ Thea enda ofa hata mirrath isa heaviness.
The enda, the enda, the enda isa heaviness.”

All this is very objectionable. In the next
place, train the musical memory, and sing
without book as much as you can. This leaves
you free to look at your audience, which is a
great secret in moving them. Get a friend to

accompany you whenever you can, rather than
accompany yourself. In whatever way the
pianoforte is placed, do not address yourself
to the wall, but to the audience. Choose songs
which do not try the extreme notes of your
voice, and learn a few songs thoroughly rather
than many indifferently. Last of all, we
repeat, strive to be unconscious of self, and
conscious only of your subject and your words.
Think of your audience, and not of yourself,
feel deeply and truly, and though your voice
be but an ordinary one, you will not fail to

THE CITY OF BATH.

affections as the tale proceeds, and the second

verse betrays more feeling. This rises to its

greatest height in the third verse, where the

voice becomes tense with i>assion which is

as yet untouched by regret or grief. The
thread of this emotion is now rudely snapped.

The sun goes in
;
the air is chill and wintry.

The resonance becomes sombre and clouded
;
a

pause prepares the listener for the catastrophe

which is at hand. This fourth verse is lugu-

brious throughout. In the fifth and last verse

the first burst of grief has given place to self-

command and resignation, however hopeless

and blighting. The voice becomes weaker, as

in calm after storm, and the last words, though
sad, are tender and subdued.

In this way we advise singers to study and
map out the emotional character of the words

they have to sing. A parting word
Parting counsel spoken on minor matters.

0 singers,
allow yourself to fall into

the common habit of making an unpleasant
face while you sing. Practise Ijefore a looking-

glass a few times, if you are in danger of

falling into this habit. Avoid the affected

VOL. I.

carry the delights of music to the hearts of

your hearers.

XXI.

Bromine.

This substance, like chlorine, is held in solu-

tion by sea-water, as a constituent of certain
salts. In its general attributes it closely

resembles chlorine. Bromine, when isolated

from its compounds, presents „ . .

itself in the form of a dark-red natuie.
heavy liquid, having nearly three

times the specific gravity of water. Its name
is derived from the Greek Bromos (a disagree-

able smell), from its strong, pungent, irritating

odour. It is likewise met with in the waters

of certain mineral springs. The various

45
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compounds of bromine not only present a
striking analogy with those of chlorine

;
but

the latter element, on account of its superior
affinity for the metals, may be made use of, in

the free state, to isolate or separate bromine
from the different bromides in which it is

bound up with other elements.
Liberated from sodium bromide,
It3 compounds.

instance, the chlorine would
unite with the metal to form ordinary salt, and
the bromine would be set free. Bromine, like

chlorine, has but little tendency to unite with
oxygen : that its affinity for that element is

greater than that of chlorine, may be inferred

from the fact that it is employed to hberate
chlorine from its compounds

Aflfimtyfor ox5’gen, just as chlorine
oxygen.

bromine from its com-
pounds with hydrogen and the metals. Hypo-
bromous acid exists only in the liquid form—the monoxide, which, since HBrO represents

the composition of the acid, must theoreti-

cally be held to be Br^O, being unknown. Its

bleaching action is similar to that of hypo-

chlorous acid, and may be explained in the same
manner. Bromic acid, or hydrogen bromate, like

the preceding acid, and like the corresponding

acid of the chlorine series, is formed by the

combination of an unknown compound, BgOj,

with the elements of water. Its composition,

as in the case of chloric acid.
Bromic acid and jg represented by the formula
thebromates. jjBrOg. and its salts are of course

termed bromates. Like the chlorates, they are

readily decomposed by heat.

Bromine, like all the elements of the same
class, has a much stronger affinity for hydrogen
than for oxygen; at the same time, it does not
unite with it as readily as does chlorine. It is

not suffieient, as in the case of the latter element,
to bring hydrogen and bromine together and
expose them to the action of daylight, or even
of direct sunlight; and the application of a
very considerable degree of heat is necessary to
determine their union. Hydrobromic acid is

TT j V.
• ^ colourless gas, strongly resem-

acid°°^*^
bling hydrochloric acid in many
of its attributes. Like it, it has

a great affinity for water, and fumes when
exposed to moist air; its constitution is also

similar. Hydrobromic acid may be condensed
to a liquid in combination with rather more
than 50 per cent, of water.

Iodine.

Iodine is another of those elements that are
found in the waters of the ocean, as w^ell as in

the substance of most plants growing in the sea.

When large masses of seaweed are exposed to

T • i.
• ebbing tide, they
“ give forth the characteristic odour

of iodine—indeed, it is from such
plants that iodine is generally prepared. Free
iodine presents itself in the form of dark purple
vapour, which condenses to a dusky solid

having a metallic lustre. This substance melts
at a temperature a little above the boiling point
cf water, forming a liquid which has nearly five

times the density of water, and boils at about
|

200° C. Pure iodine is almost insoluble in
water, but dissolves readily in alcohol and in
carbon disulphide, to which fluids

it imparts a deep violet tinge. Nature of free

Iodine unites with starch, in the iodine,

presence of water, to form a compound of a
biilliant blue colour. The smallest traces of
iodine may thus be detected in a
solution of starch. This effect only Compounds of

takes place, however, in the case ^°oxyge^°
of free iodine : if it be desired,

therefore, to detect the presence of iodine in
any composition, it must be liberated before this

test can be applied. This has already been
explained in the case of ozone test-paper.

Iodine, although an active poison, is largely

used in medicine. Iodine forms withoxygen two
acids, corresponding to chloric and perchloric
acids. The first, iodic acid, has the formula
HIO3, giving rise to salts termed iodates.

Iodic anhydride, IgO^, may be ob-
tained by heating the foregoing
acid. It presents itself in the form of a white
crystalline powder. In this respect iodic acid
differs from the corresponding compound of the
two preceding elements, in which the anhydride
has never been isolated or separated from
the elements of water. Peridodic acid, HIO

4 ,

may be obtained from perchloric

acid by substituting iodine for
acid,

chlorine, with which element it may be as-

sumed oxygen has a greater affinity than it

has for the latter. This compound, which is

a white crystalline solid, may be decomposed
by heating into iodine pentoxide, water, and
oxygen. Hydriodic acid, the third of the
class of the hydracids, may be
prepared by heating together

Nydriodic acid,

hydrogen and iodine, which can thus be made
to combine in equal volumes to form a colourless

gas. It is generally prepared, however, from the
decomposition of phosphoric iodide in water.
This gas, like its analogues, has a strong acid

reaction, is highly soluble in water, and may
be condensed under pressure into a liquid. Like
chlorine, iodine can be made in-

directly to combine with nitro-^®*^®®

gen. It does so by replacing the
whole or a portion of the hydrogen in the com-
pound ammonia, NH

3 . We have shown that
this compound in the case of chlorine assumes
the form of an oily liquid, and is highly ex-
plosive. This is true, if possible to an even
greater extent, of the black powder which is

the compound of iodine and nitrogen. So
loosely are the elements composing it bound
together that the slightest pressure, a single
touch, suffices to cause its explosion, which
often indeed takes place spontaneously.

Fluoeine.

In this substance we are presented, for
the first time, with the remarkable paradox
of an element of which no known com-
pound with oxygen exists

;
at the

same time, we should not be ^ uonne.

justified in assuming that such a compound
may not yet be discovered. Fluorine resists

every attempt to isolate it which proves sue-
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cessful in the case of chlorine, bromine and
iodine

;
but little is therefore known of it in

the free state. It is presumed, however, to be

a gas—indeed, we believe it has
DifficiUty of been liberated in this form from
isolating it. compound it forms with silver

by the action of dry iodine. As fluorine forms

no compounds with oxygen, the only acid we
have to speak of in connection with it is the

fourth of the series of the hydracids—hydro-

fluoric acid, a sufficiently remarkable com-
pound. Our readers are no doubt acquainted

with the beautiful mineral known as Derby-
shire spar. This mineral consists of fluorine

in combination with the metal
Its combination calcium, and is therefore known
vn ca cmm.

fluor-spar, or calcium fluoride.

Fluorine is also found in a mineral known as

cryolite. Hydrofluoric acid is formed by the

action of sulphuric acid upon calcium fluoride,

the result being the formation of hydrofluoric

acid and calcium sulphate. The compound of

hydrogen and fluorine thus obtained is an invisi-

ble gas, which on account of its highly corrosive

nature ought never to be inhaled. Like its

analogues, it has a very strong affinity for

water, in which it dissolves with a hissing noise,

fuming also strongly in moist air. It appears

doubtful whether hydrofluoric acid has ever

been liquefled, except in com-
bination with water. The liquid

acid, like the gas. is highly cor-

rosive, and should be handled with the greatest

precaution, as, if dropped upon the skin, it

forms very painful wounds.
One of the most remarkable properties of

hydrofluoric acid is the fact that it attacks or

destroys the substance of glass
;

it must there-

fore be prepared in lead or platinum vessels, and
is generally kept in the laboratory in gutta-

percha bottles or flasks. The structure of glass

will be described under the head of

silicon, which substance in com-
® bination with oxygen forms flint

quartz and agate
;

it is sufficient for our present
purpose to say that this is the material in

the glass whieh is attacked by the hydrofluoric
acid, with which it unites to form what is

termed silicon tetrafluoride. The method of

. ,
etching upon glass with this acid

tcmngong ass.jg
accomplished in the follow-

ing manner. The surface of the glass is

covered with a thin coating of wax
;
on this

the pattern or design it is intended to etch
is traced with a sharp-pointed instrument.
Wherever the acid comes into contact with the
exposed surface of the glass it is rendered dull

or opaque by the erosive action of the former,
and whatever design was traced in the wax
becomes permanently flxed on the surface of

the glass, and may be rendered visible by
removing the wax with a little turpentine.

Before taking leave of the four elements we
have just passed in review, we would once more
draw attention to the remarkable analogies

they present. Each of them is
Analogy of the

g, j^onad, and therefore capable
monad dements,

uniting with or displacing

one atom of hydrogen. Each unites with equal

volumes of that gas to form the remarkable

group of the hydracids, w'hose properties have
been shown to present so many points of

resemblance. Iodine and bromine have but a

feeble affinity for oxygen, chlorine has still

less, and fluorine apparently none at all.

XX.

Ornamental Penmanship.

In summing up briefly the charaeteristics of

the principal remaining varieties of ornamental
penmanship, we shall speak first

of the form of hand commonly Old English,

termed “ Old English,” but called by book-col-

lectors “ Black Letter,” and by printers, more
succinctly, “ Black ” only (see fig. 30, p. 689).

This character is a descendant from the ancient

Gothic, and was largely in use as the ordinary
form for MSS. during the middle ages and up
to the invention of printing. The early typo-
graphers, who were desirous at first apparently
that the productions of their presses should pass

for manuscripts, cut or cast their type in the

form of this character. Our ordinary" printing

I letters, which w^e term Eoman, appear to have
I been first adopted in Italy about 1466, and
gradually superseded black letter, wLose use
lingered in books of an ecclesiastical and legal

kind for some time after the introduction of

the Eoman letters, and a modification of which
is still used in Germany. Little need be said

about the manner in which the various capitals

and small letters of Old English should be
formed, as the examples given on p. 589 speak
for themselves. The hints relative to German
text in our last paper will, however, be of some
assistance to the student. The curves are more
circular than elliptical, and their thickening
and tapering-off should be gradual, regular, and
harmonious. Great care must be exercised in

forming the fine strokes delicately and yet
firmly, as upon these much of the beauty of the
writing depends. A good quill pen, cut to a
broad and slanting nib, instead of as if for ordi-

nary writing, is far best for writing Old English,

as the sharp side of the nib permits the hair-

lines to be formed easily and lightly. The pen
should be held as in engrossing. The size of

the letters depends upon the purposes for

which they are required, but the proportions
should be adhered to. It must be observed
that while flourishes are not only allowable
with German text, but. are decidedly suitable

to it, they are quite out of place in connection
with the severe and angular forms of Old
English and Church text.

In the present days of the revival of many
mediaeval styles of ornament a quasi-hand
termed “ Church text ” is rather

extensively used for ecclesiastical Church text,

purposes and in illumination. This is really

an artificial hand made up from Old English
and Court hand, with some touch of German
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text. The capitals especially are wholly arbi-

trary, and vary according to the whim or taste

of the penman. Very often fanciful initial

letters of a kind of Gothic are employed for the

capitals, according to the caprice of the writer,

engraver, or type-founder. Some of the latter

do well for illuminating, and deserve the atten-

tion of all those who engage in that interesting

pursuit.

More important, as useful varieties of charac-

ter, are plain or decorated letters of the kinds
known as Roman and Italic, which, when plain,

are merely fac-similes of our two common forms
of printing type.

In Court hand (see fig. 27, p. 588) the radical

letters are c, f, h, 1, o, n, u, v. This hand should
be written with a stout short-slit

Court hand, which is

broader than the thick downstrokes of the cha-
racter, and the outward part of the pen, next the
thumb, considerably shorter than the other side.

With regard to the letters, the 1 is twice the
length of the u, the o and the u are of the same
width, which is about one-seventh part of the
height of the u. The thickness of the perpen-
dicular strokes is equal to the inward width of

the u. The position of the letters is perpen-
dicular to the line. The distance of letters,

except those which touch in joining, must be
equal to the inward width of the u. When an
r follows an o, the r should be made round

;

but a long r should ahvays follow the other
letters. There are many abbreviations in

ancient Court hand, which can be only learned
by practice in reading. Of the modern Gothic,
the Old English, the hands knowm as set Chan-
cery, common Chancery, and Court hand, the
first began to obtain in England in the tw'elfth

century, the second about the middle of the
fourteenth century, the third and fourth in the
decline of the same century, and subsequently
used for the enrolment of letters patent, char-
ters, etc., wiiile Court hand was introduced as

a legal character for conveyances and similar
documents.

It is not necessary here to give examples of

the Roman and Italic printing alphabets, as

they are so easy accessible and
Roma^and k^owm. But a few ob-

servations on their proportions
may be useful. In an alphabet of correctly

formed Roman capitals, twenty-two out of the
entire twenty-six letters are usually formed in

the outline of a perfect square
;
these letters

being ABCDEFGIIKLNOPQR
S T U V X Y Z. Of the four exceptions, I

and J are “ formed in an upright parallelogram,
half the size of the square

;
and the letters

M and W in a horizontal parallelogram one-
third longer than the square.” The spaces
within these figures contain the whole letter :

the top and bottom of the letter always project
the width of the thick line of the letter. The
same rule is observed in the formation of the E
and F. These letters, and A B H X Y are
either divided or have projections from the
centre. Fashion has varied this rule, and
placed the divisions nearer the top than the
base of the square. The distance at which
capitals should be placed from each other in

the same word is half a square
;
at the com-

mencement of a word a whole square, and at

the space between the divisions of a sentence
tw'o squares. Fashion may vary the forms of

the letters, making them a little longer or

wdder
;

still this is a fundamental guide
for their proportions. The small letters in

Roman print are half the size of the capitals,

with the exception of b d f h k 1 ;
the long line

of these letters should be the same height as the
capitals. The tails, as in the letters

j p q y,
descend below the line in the same proportion

as the others ascend above it. The Roman s is

generally found the most difficult letter to form
correctly. It is founded on tw'o circles, form-
ing a tangent to each other. The foregoing

rules for the formation of upright Roman
letters are equally applicable to slanting letters.

Very many penmen consider, however, that the

small letters should be two-thirds the height

of the capitals. The fine lines at the top and
bottom of Roman and Italic capitals should

never join or run into each other. Sometimes,
for the sake of gaining variety, Roman capitals

are made much taller than their proper pro-

portionate height, so as to give them an elon-

gated or “ condensed ” appearance. Roman
and Italic capitals may also be employed in

outline, shaded more or less, or their interiors

filled up with varying lines and other orna-

ments.
The fine horizontal strokes at the tops and

bottoms of Roman and Italic capitals (known
technically as “ serifs ”) are very
important and characteristic fea- ,

tures in these hands. For in-
^

stance, if we thicken the serifs and hair-lines

of the Roman letters we get a series of letters

usually termed “ Egyptian,” and sometimes in

their lighter and more modern forms “ Claren-

don.” These characters, like the Roman, may
be made either of medium proportions, or

short and wide, or tall and narrow. Again, we
may omit the serifs altogether and thicken the

lines, and we get the form of letter which
printers call “sanserif” (or without serifs),

but which is better known by its ordinary

name of “ block ” letters. This also may be

either of medium, widened, or narrowed, ac-

cording to the purpose for which it is required

That kind of embellishment to ornamental

writing which consists of independent curvi-

linear strokes of the pen, and is generally

termed “ Flourishing,” has been very popular

and in high esteem at different periods,

although now little practised. ... „

In the sixteenth, serenteenth,
and eighteenth centuries, the flourished figures

of men, birds, beasts, etc., were highly appre-

ciated as proofs of the possession of freedom of

hand on the part of their producers. In the

present day they are almost entirely disused.

But those who may feel inclined to accuse the

old writing-masters of frivolous waste of the

time spent in the execution of these quaint and
often grotesque devices, have mistaken the

object of the men. Flourishing may or may
not be fashionable at any given period, but two
things are certain—namely, that the penman
who can ‘•flourish” with consummate skill
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must be a master of writing
;
and that any one

entirely lacking such ability (either educed or

latent) will never attain to perfection as a
chirographer. The old writing-masters used
two terms to distinguish the two perfectly dis-

tinct operations employed in this department.
The first, which they termed “ command of

hand,” consisted of the ability to execute com-
plicated figures or flourishes by means of the pen
while the hand was in the ordinary writing posi-

tion, resting upon the outside of the little finger.

Designs produced in this manner were neces-

sarily of small size, because the hand had to

traverse the surface of the paper as in ordinary
penmanship. The second method of executing
flourishes, etc,, was denominated “ striking,”

because the right shoulder was made the centre

of motion, in place of the extremity of the

little finger, and extensive and sweeping strokes

could be made by the skilful penman without
permitting his hand to come into contact with
the paper at all. In fact, the penman might
be considered,
while “strik-

ing,” as quite

as much a
draughtsman
as a caligra-

pher. Besides
these differ-

ences, the old

writing-mas-
ters distin-
guished be-

tween the
“French man-
ner ” of
flourishing, in

which the
“scoop” or

hollow por-

tion ofthe pen
was slightly

turned to-

wards the
middle finger,

and the
“ Dutch man-
ner,” in which the scoop was turned downwards
to the palm. It may be mentioned as a hint to
any student ambitious of “ flourishing ” well,
that it is a canon of the art that “ thick strokes
always cut hair-lines,” and vice versa. Two
full or two hair-lines should never cross, A good
example of flourishing is given in theillustration,
“ Vive la Plume , on p, 14, which was executed
by a celebrated professor of writing at Oxford,
William Milns, and is given in a book pub-
lished in 1795, The original is about ten times
the size of our illustration.
The practice of combining initial letters so

as to form aj^parently but one symmetrical
character is of considerable an-

monograms.
^iquity. These combinations are

usually termed “ monograms ” at the present
day—that word being formed from the Greek
'fiovos, “one,” and' ypa/uifxa, “a letter,” sig-

jnifying written in one letter, Symraachus
''defines a monogram as “a name set forth in
an abbreviated form, and so compacted by

CVLEBRATED MONOGRAMS,

certain intertwinings of the letters as to be
more easily understood than read. ” The defi-

nition seems faulty. It would perhaps be
better to say that “ the monogram is a symme-
trical combination of certain letters, each of
which is the initial of a name or word, and
must be readily distinguishable.” Antiquaries
trace some primitive forms of the monogram
even in Egyptian inscriptions

;
but perhaps we

may more safely take the Greeks to have been,
if not the actual inventors, at least the first

considerable employers of the monogram.
Many monograms are to be found on ancient
Greek currency, generally expressive either of
the name of the town where the coin was
minted, or of the moneyer by whom it was
struck. Generally these monograms were of
simple form, but sometimes as many as five or
six letters were combined. The Romans did
not fail to adopt from the Greeks the use of
monograms. Undoubtedly the most celebrated
of the later Roman monograms is that of the

sacred sym-
bol, which
history tells

us appeared in

the sky to the
Emperor Con-
stantine,
when he was
marching to

e ncounter
his foes. This

sup e r natu-
rally mani-
fested mono-
gram resem-
bled, accord-

ing to Lac-
tantius, an X
su rm o u n ted

by a circum-
flex accent (^).

But the actual

symbol which
Constantine
adopted as a
sacred insig-

nia was a combination of the X and P. It would
appear, however, from coins of the heathen em-
perors Ptolemy Philadelphus and Lic„i_L.s, that
the sign had been in use before the time of Con-
stantine. However that may have been, it is

certain that the latter monarch used the mono-
gram in its Christian signification and handed it

down to his successors. This symbol was termed
the “ Chrismus ” or “ Chrismon,” and the banner
upon which it was inscribed was known as the
“ Labarum. ” A modification of the “ Chrismus ”

was used by the early Popes as their signature,

and the cruciform “ mark ” which the unedu-
cated still use in lieu of signature is a relic of

the custom. The Greek church formed another
sacred and symbolic monogram from the posi-

tion of the priest’s fingers during the act of

benediction, when the index finger is elevated
vertically, representing an I

;
the second

curved as C
;
the thumb and third finger crossed

for X
;
and the little finger bent for C. This

gives a monogram IC' XC, or the initials and
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terminals of the words It^ctouS Xpiarol, (Jesus

Christ). The monogram formed of the initials

J. H. S., “ Jesus Hominem Salvator ” (Jesus

Saviour of men), has been in general ecclesias-

tical use from an early period to the present day.

The Merovingian (?) kings of France, and
the early emperors of Germany, employed
monograms as signatures, the practice being
due in great measure, if ancient historians are

to be credited, to the ro3^al inabilit}^ to write.

Thus it is stated that the Gothic king Theodoric,

who reigned at the close of the fifth and com-
mencement of the sixth centuiy, Avas so illite-

rate and obtuse, that during ten j^ears of his

rule he was entirely unable to form unaided
the four letters requisite for signing his royal

edicts. To assist himself in this matter, the
king caused a gold plate to be perforated with
the letters of his signature, which he placed
upon the paper or parchment, and traced

through. Nor was Theodoric’s use of what
we should now term a stencil plate unique,

for Procopius tells us that the Emperor
Justinus. who reigned early in the sixth cen-

tury, traced the characters of his signature

with purple ink through a similar plate, and
even then needed that his hand should be
guided. Cyinhard, the secretary of Charle-

magne, states that the great Frankish emperor
had to employ a monogram in place of a full

signature (“ Ut imperitium hanc [scribendi]

honesto risu suppleret monogrammatis usum
loco proprii sign! invexit ”)

;
and some of the

earlj" French kings appeared to have been
unequal even to this effort, and left their

secretaries the duty of signing the monarch’s
“ name character,” or monogram. The mono-
gram of Charlemagne, in our illustration (No. 8,

p. 709), is what is termed a “ perfect monogram”—that is to say, all the letters of the latinized

form of his name, KARLOMANNVS, are to be
found in it, the diamond-shaped Gothic 0 in the

centre containing the letters O, A and V. This

rhomboid or lozenge-shaped form was retained

in the monograms of the heirs of Charlemagne,
and all the French kings for more than 200
years. Monograms were also in general use by
the German emperors, the popes, the rulers

of Italy and Burgund}'-, and others
;
but were

not usuall}' adopted by either the English
or the Spanish monarchs. The Saxon kings

usually signed with a cross
;
and it is said that

to make the signature more sacred and bind-

ing, they mixed the sacramental Avine Avith the

ink. At the beginning of the fourteenth cen-

tury the use of royal monograms AA’-as discon-

tinued
;
but in Germany the practice lingered

for some time later. When they Avere relin-

quished the great monograms came into favour

Avith the traders, or middle class of mediaeval

days, Avho used these sj^mbols extensively

during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

Favine, in his “ Theatre of Honour and Knight-
hood ” (1623), after stating that none but
noblemen might bear arms upon shields, re-

marks, “ Merchants for their more honour
might bear the first letter of their names and
surnames, with a crosse, as is to be seen in many
ancient epitaphs, and as yet to this da}" upon
their packs or burdens of merchandize.” “ Piers

PloAvman,” too, saj^s of the deAuces upon stained

Avindows, that there Avere

—

“ Wyde Avindows shynen with shapen sheldes,
With markes of merchants ymedled betwene.”

And the monogram lingered until a late period

upon that form of currency termed “ trades-

men’s tokens.” Of the monograms given in

our illustration on p. 709, as examples ranging
from a very early date up to the present day,

fig. 1 is from an ancient coin of Smyrna, shoAving

the Greekcapitals SMTPNAT
;
fig. 2, ancient coin

of Apollonia, bearing AHOAAIAT
;

fig. 3, coin

of Heraclea, AA’ith HPAKAEIA; fig. 4, coin of

Tigranes (b.c. 80), bearing TIPPA (early form
of Labarum)

;
fig. 5, position of fingers of priest

in delivering the benediction of the Greek

Church, forming IC • the initials and
finals of 1770-01^2 XpiaroX (Jesus Christ)

;
fig. 6,

ancient Chrismon
;

fig. 7, Mediaeval labarum

;

fig. 8, monogram of Charlemagne (A.D. 883),

KARLOMANNVS
;

fig 9, printer’s mark of

Robert Wyer (A.D. 1527); fig. 10, mason’s
mark from Strasburg cathedral (about A.D.

1404); fig. 11, mason’s mark from Gloucester

cathedral; fig. 12, monogram Peter Cottard,

ai-chitect (A.D. 1686); fig. 13, monogram
Georgette de Montenai; fig. 14, monogram
Isabella of Castille (about A.D. 1470),

YSABELLA, from a helmet said to have been
worn by that queen

;
fig. 16, monogram from

the rood-beam of Uffnor church, MARIA; fig.

16, monogram from ancient Latin coin RMA
(Roma); fig. 17, from coin of Queen Elizabeth,

beginning 17th century, ELIZABETH • R.

In designing monograms several points

should be borne in mind, or the result will not

be satisfactory. In the first place . .

the monogram should be so com-
bined that its members can be
included in the imaginary outline of some
regular figure—as for instance an ellipse or a

lozenge. This precaution secures symmetry.
It is of equal necessity to guard against getting

one side heavier in detail than the other, and
giving so much space to the letters that there

is not much ground visible. This last error is

fatal alike to beauty and legibility. The letters

should be all of one style. This is indispen-

sable. Nothing can well look worse than a

monogram containing one letter of Gothic

form, one of Celtic, and one of bastard Roman.
Such instances as this are perhaps rare, but

errors of a similar character are common.

XXII.
The Pronoun {continued).

§ 161. Reflexive Pronouns.

§ 162. II. Relative Pronouns.
(a) Who and What, (b) That,
(c) Which, (d) Comj)Ounds, (e) As

§ 161. Reflexive Pronouns.—The reflexive

sense can be supplied to the personal pronouns
in tAvo ways : (a) by the addition of the ob-

jective case, of the subject after the verb,

—
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“ I got me flowers to strew thy way,
I got me boughs ofE many a tree.”

Herbert, Easter Hymn.
“m lay me down and dee.”

Ballad.^ Annie Laurie.
“ Get thee behind me, Satan.”—Luke iv. 8.

“ She sat her down upon a green bank.”
Ballad., Bailiff's Daughter of Islington.

“ Come, sit thee down upon this flowery bed.”

Midsuyrvmer Night's Dream, Act iv., sc. 1.

(V) By the use of the word self, added to

the genitive case of the first and second per-

sons, and to the dative case of the third person.

The word self was originally an adjective, meaning
same, of which the plural was self also, the early re-

flexive was ich sylf, or used with the dative, ich me sylf

;

we have still the duplicated adjective “that
is the selfsame idea.” Later it seems to have become
regarded as a noun, the genitive took the place of the
dative, and the plural was formed like other plurals

in/, ves, ourselves. Self is, now regarded as a noun in

such sentences as “But for my single self” {Julius

Cmsar, Act I., sc. ii.,1. 94) ; a pronoun in “Amantill . . .

furrit was with ermyn . . . degoutit with the self in

spottis blake ” {James I. of Scotland, King's Quhair).

These reflexives are :

—

Sing.

:

I myself, thou thyself, he himself,

she herself, itself (not its self).

Plural

:

We ourselves, you yourselves, they
themselves.

Indefinite, Oneself. One’s self is sometimes
used, but as one is indeclinable, oneself is the

more correct.

Ourself and yourself when me and yon are

used in the singular,—“ Because we thought
ourself thy lawful king ” {Richard II., Act iii.,

sc. 3). His self and theirselees, occasionally

found in old writers, and often spoken by the

vulgar, have been formed by analogy from the

genitive.

The reflexive is occasionally employed alone,

for the sake of conciseness :

“ My sister, and my sister’s son.

Myself, and children three,

Will take the chaise .”—Jcdin Gilpin.

The adjective oivn is also used in a partly

emphatic, partly reflexive sense :
“ one's own

affairs,” “a man must look after his own
welfare ”

;
this is always joined with the

genitive pronoun.

§ 162. Relative Pronouns.—The relative,

mho, which, what, that, as, performs two offlces

:

(1) it refers to a noun or pronoun which has
been previously expressed or understood

; (2)
it connects two sentences, with the same kind
of power as the relative adverbs (see § 93) ;

they might therefore be called “conjunctive
pronouns ” and the others “ conjunctive ad-

verbs,” but that it is useless to multiply terms.

The relative pronouns which and mho usually

join co-ordinate clauses
;
that introduces a sub-

ordinate clause. (See § 99.)

Co-ordinate .
—

“ He undertook an expedition

to the gallery, which he entered with a feeling

of solemnity.”

—

Hayward's Goethe, p. 49.
“ Hanno was one of those nvho were most

unfriendly.”

—

J. Sinie's Germany, p. 62.
“ He mentions the visit of a bookseller mho

requested a dozen of such pieces.”

—

Ih., p. 79.
“ I do lack some part

Of that quick spirit that is in Antony.”
Jvl. Ccesar, Act i., sc. 2.

{a) Who, relating to persons, is thus declined

in both singular and plural
;
what relates only

to neuter singular antecedents, but its genitive

whose relates to both singular and plural.

Mas. and Fern. Neut.

Norn. who what
Gen. whose whose
Dat. [to] whom what
Ace. whom what

The usage of these is shown in the following

examples. The noun or pronoun to which the

relative refers is called the antecedent.

N. “ The man who dares be just.”— W. Taylor.
“ The woman mho hesitates is lost.”

—

Pro-

verb.
“ Thousands mho wander in this world of

care.”

—

Mrs. Hunter.
G. “ Thou whose glory fills the skies.”

—

Hymn.
“Those finer chords whose music life de-

plores.”

—

L. E. London.
N. “ I feel like one mho treads alone.

Some hanquet-hall deserted,

G. Whose lights are fled,

Whose garlands dead.”

—

T. Moore.
D. “ If you did know to whom I gave the ring.

If you did know for whom I gave the ring,

And would conceive for what I gave the

ring.”

—

Merch. of Venice, Act v., sc. 1.

Acc. “ My two schoolfellows whom I will trust.”

Hamlet, Act iii., sc. 4.

“ I have no life to breathe what thou hast

said to me.”

—

Ibid.

N. “ What is done cannot be undone.”
“ I can’t tell what you mean.”
Whom is the old dative case, but as it has

also taken the place of the old accusative hwan,
hwone, we now place to orfor before it for the

dative. We cannot say “ he whom I gave it,”

but, “he to whom I gave it.”

Who is sometimes used absolutely, like an
indefinite pronoun, as “ Whom the Lord loveth

He chasteneth ” (Heb. xii. 6) ;

“ Who doth
ambition shun . . . come hither ” (As You
Like it. Act ii., sc. 5).

“ Who would be a traitor knave ?

Who sae base as be a slave !

Who would fill a coward’s grave 1

Coward, turn and flee ! BURNS.

Vlio and whom could here be supplied by he

mho, he whom, or by whoso. This absolute use

is found as early as the fourteenth century : in

three versions of Cursor Mundi we read,

—

“ Qua slas animan wit will.”

—

Cotton, 1. 6673.
“ Who sleith eny man with wille.”

—

Fairfax.
“ Who-so slee^/i any nion With wille.”

—

Trinity,

[^Who slays any one with intent.]

It will be noticed that what is used when
the antecedent is omitted. The relative what
means that which, and may thus be readily

distinguished from the use of the same word
in the interrogative sense. That alone is some-
times used ill the sense of the relative what;
both are seen in the following lines, in which
also their neuter relation is clearly shown :

“ What thou seest when thou dost wake,
L)o it for thy true love take, . . .

In thine eye that shall appear
When thou wak’st, it is thy dear.”

Mids. Night's Dream, Act. ii., sc. 2.
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(b) That, however, is not always a neuter,

—it is universal, agreeing “ with singular and
plural antecedents of all genders.” At the

present day it is not often employed for who,

though often for which, but a centmy and a

half ago it was in frequent use where we now
employ those relatives. Still we find it some-

times :

“ The eyes that shone.”—Tom Moore.
“ The soul that must endure it.

”—Byron.
“ The man that hath no music in himself.”

Merch. of Venice, Act. v., sc. 1.

(c) Which agrees also with all genders and
all numbers

;
but it is now no longer personal,

we only use it with regard to animals and
things. This usage has not, however, always
been so restricted : see, for example, the Lord’s

Prayer, and Shakespeare, both early in the

seventeenth century :

‘‘ a civil doctor.

Which did refuse three thousand ducats of me,
And begg'd the ring : the which I did deny him.”

Merch. of Venice, Act v., sc. 1.

The third line of this quotation gives an in-

stance of the employment of the with which
in the neuter, whence it gains some emphasis.

The which, which that, and which as, are found
in our older writers.

Which is a compound pronoun formed from hwi, an
early case ot hwa — who, and lie — like or same, and
has gone through several shapes, as hwilc, hulic, while,

whulc, whulch. Such, and the indefinite pronoun each,

and thilk = this like, an old demonstrative pronoun,
are all compounded with lie, which having passed
through Ic, ilc, ilk, now results in the ch of these
words.

Which, together with who and what, were at first inter-
rogative, not relative pronouns

;
which, however, ob-

tained the relative force sooner than tcAo,— this may
perhaps accoimt for the personal sense it retained.

Which is not unfrequently used as an adjec-

tive
;
the noun is repeated or another added to

it in order to make the antecedent clear.

“ [Shakespeare] was a most diligent spie

upon Nature, trac’d her through her darkest
recesses, pictur’d her in her just proportion
and colours

;
in which variety ’tis impossible,”

etc.

—

Nahum Tate.

“If in which time expired,”

—

Pericles, Act
ii., sc. 4.

As an adjective, what is also found but rarely

in poetry

:

“ Mhat time the hunter’s earliest horn was
heard.’’—

W

ordsworth. Excursion.
“ What the land is and what cities they be.”

Numb. xiii. 19.

fd) The COMPOUNDS with so, who-so, what-so,

who-so-ever, what-so-ever, which-so-ever, are in-

definite, and are now nearly gone out of use.

They have come down from the Old English.
What-sum-ever was a form found in a later

date.

The so in these compounds and in compound adverbs
like where-so, whither-so-ever, is the Old English swd,
a demonstrative adverb

;
it was represented in some

later stages of the language, chiefiy in the north, by
sum or some, meaning so, a Danish word. In two ver-
sions ofthe Cursor ifundi, a Northumbrian poem of the
lith century, one explains the form foimd in the other.
“ Queder-sum he welk her or thare."— Cotton, L6359.
“ Quidder-sa he welk here or thare.”—Fairfax, Ib.
[Whither-so he walked here or there]

“ Quider-sum he that folk ledd.”— Co^fon, 1. 6666.
“ Quidder-so he that folk ledde.”—Fairfax, Ib.
[Whither-so he led that people.]

Who-ever, what-ever, and which-ever are in

common use, both as relatives and interroga-

tives, generally in the latter sense.

(e) As is a contraction of the Old Engli^
eal-swd, also

;
it is of course usually an adverb,

but it is occasionally used as a relative pronoun
after the words such, same, or that, and, as a
vulgarism, after him, etc. (see § 72). Shake-
speare employs it in Cssar’s mouth :

—

“ Brutus ... I have not from your eyes that
gentleness

And show of love as I was wont to have.”
Julius Ccesar, Act i., sc. 1.

“ Sleek-headed men, and such as sleep o’ nights.”

Ib., sc. ii., 1. 193.

“ Such men as he.”

—

Ib., 1. 208.

XXIII.
The Fruit {continued:).

The coco-nut supplies an example of the
extraordinary change induced by the suppres-
sion of parts. When it existed in

the infantine form of the ovary coco-nut.

of the flower, it w’as not unlike the ovary
of the hyacinth, having three distinct cells or
chambers, each containing the rudiment of a
seed. For some reason, quite unknown, and
apparently undiscoverable, two of these three
cells are pushed on one side by the third,

which monopolises the whole of the space,

and in due time presents us with the great
white cavity so familiar on breaking the
shell. The three great scars at the extremity
indicate the original structure, each marking
the point at which the embryo would have
pushed its way through. Two, however, of the

embryos are abortive
;
hence two of the open-

ings are blocked up with woody matter, and
are impervious even to the knife. The co-

quilla-nut proves exactly that such is the

history of the coco. Other nuts show the

same kind of curious change. Many so-called

“nuts ” are however, only seeds, with exceed-

ingly thick and hard skins
;
others are proper

endocarps. Nuts truly so called have a good
illustration in acorns.

It will be obvious, from what has been said,

that the subject of fruits, treated exhaustively,

would fill a volume. Botanists

have arranged the various kinds

under about forty distinct heads,

some of them, such as the capsule and the

berry, very comprehensive. The most wonder-
fully diversified is the legume, which, though
simple enough in the pea and bean, is suscepti-

ble of changes almost incredible. Sometimes
it is coiled up spirally, so as to resemble certain

kinds of shells. In the common Bird’s-foot,

Ornithopus perpusillus, the intervals between
the seeds are contracted in such a way as to

give the idea of joints, and thus render the

little cluster not unlike the claw of a bird.

Examples of nearly the whole of the forty
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Fip:. 121.—Dorsterda.
Fig. 122.—DaDdelion.
Fig. 123.—Apple.
Fig. 124.—Follicles of larkspur.
Fig. 125.—Syccmcre fig.

Fig. 126.— Sycomorefig.
Fig. 127.—Umbelliferous plant and

its fruit.

Fig. 128.—Three-celled capsule.
Fig. 129.— rruit of a composite.

Fig. 130.— Section of a berry.
Fig. 131.—Poppy,
Fig 132.—Three-celled capsule.
Fig 133 —Water-melon.
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kinds occur either among our native trees and
flowers, or in the inmates of the garden and
greenhouse, and may thus be obtained with-

out difficulty. Many of them are altogether

different from everything above described—as,

for instance, the “ samara ” of the elm-tree,

which seems a circular greenish leaf, with a
boss in the middle

;
the leafj" portion being

the pericarp, singularlj’- flattened, and the boss

the solitary seed. A very pretty variety of the

samara occurs in the ash- tree, the seed being
lodged here at the lower extremity: and another,
still more pleasing, in the maple-tree, and
the entire genus Acer, all the species of which
have their samaras in couples. In the wild
mallows the fruits are thin, nearly circular,

flat, and set up edgeways, in a dense ring, very
curious and interesting, with close resemblance
in the common Alisma of the pond-side. This
latter form of fruit is called a “ carcerule.” The
wild geraniums or cranesbills are different

again, the five independent carpels being placed
at equal distances at the foot of a tall pillar,

and provided each with a long arm, which at

first holds fast to the pillar, but eventually
curls away from it in the most elegant manner
imaginable. Capsules of the oddest kinds are

furnished by the common snapdragon and the
Linarias.

The term “ dehiscence,” as applied to the
opening of the anthers, has already been ex-

plained. It is employed also to
Demscenceof

^gj^ote the natural bursting or^ cracking open of fruits which,

being dry, allow of its readily taking place.

Pulpy, juicy, and succulent fruits, such as the
“ pome,” including all of the apple kind

;
the

“ berry.” including all of the grape kind
;
and

the perfectly developed ‘‘drupe,” such as all of

the cherry kind, do not allow of natural burst-

ing, though of course they may burst when
they are going to decay. Hence all of this

character, the orange also, and the pome-
granate, are said to be “indehiscent.” All the

little seed and grain-like fruits, such as those

of the Composite, the Umbelliferre, the Labiate,
the Boraginacere, the docks, the grasses, the

strawberry, the Potentillas, etc., are like-

wise “ indehiscent.” Old England once again
supplies the most charming and diversi-

fied examples. The “ siliques,” for instance, of

the Cruciferae, which are formed of two
“ valves ” and a partition called a •* replum,”
open by the lifting away of the valves from
the base upwards. In the Lady-smock, and
other wild Cardamines, the valves curl up
instantaneously, shooting out the seeds like a
discharge of miniature artillery. The lovely

little woodsorrel spirts them out of its five-celled

capsule by inverting the lining of the cell—the
seeds, as they quit their pockets, jumping to a
distance of at least fifteen inches. The dehis-

cence of the pimpernel capsule is remarkably
beautiful. The pericarp divides by its equator
into two exactly equal portions, each a perfectly

hemispherical little cup, translucent, and
smooth as glass. This mode of dehiscence is

said to be “transverse,” and the capsules
in which it occurs are called “pyxids,” or
‘‘ pyxidia,” as if the perfection of ‘‘ little boxes.”

The common henbane and the plantains give
parallel illustrations. Poppy-capsules, on the
other hand, discharge their seeds by means of

little apertures immediately below the cornice
(fig. 131). Other beautiful modes are shown in
the common red and white lychnis, the orchises,

the poplar-trees, the willows, and the plants
which from their resemblance in point of foliage

are called ‘ willow-herbs, ’’constituting the genus
Epilohmm. The simplest kind of dehiscence is

that shown in the horse-chestnut.

The seeds liberated from these various peri-

carps, or procured by dissection of them, again
present an inexhaustible diver-

sity, alike of figure, dimensions,
seeds,

colour, and often of surface. Tropical countries
supply the largest, but we need not quit our
own island in order to find plenty of examples
of every other circumstance. The seeds of the
Stellarias, the Silenes, and their immediate
allies, are exquisitely embossed with raised

points, disposed in curving lines. Those of the

orchids resemble little lace ],urses, with a gold
coin in the middle. This comes of the skin
of the seed, botanically called the “ testa,”

being greatly redundant, so that the embryonic
portion is like an island out in the sea.

Brilliantly coloured and highly polished testas

occur in many of the delicate little plants
contained in the order Illecebracese

;
also in

the campanulas and the wood-hyacinth. The
seeds of exotic plants are sometimes of the
most vivid scarlet, sometimes curiously clothed
with velvet, or provided with satiny wings.
These beautiful “ wings,” found also in many

English plants in various forms, _. . .

-and nowhere in more delicate
3 ,

shape than m the produce of the
common birch-tree,—and in which fruits and
seeds go almost equal shares, greatly facilitate

the dispersion of the species. A long chapter

might be written upon the general subject.

Here we must content ourselves with noting

that nature has sundry other contrivances for

effecting the same purpose. Many fruits and
seeds are covered with little hooks or barbs,

which catch hold of our clothing, and thus get

carried to long distances. Other kinds become
entangled in the wool of quadrupeds, and make
journeys perhaps of several miles.

Presenting characters so strange and beauti-

ful, fruits of a hard and dry nature, and seeds

of every kind, take a place in

the domestic or home museum
scarcely surpassed even by that

^
claimed for seashells. Every one
who proposes to study plants should commence
a collection of them, to stand abreast of the

wood-sections and the leaves, before adverted

to. The search for them, during late summer
and autumn—yea, even up to Christmas-tide

—

is, alike in the wilderness and the garden, a

source of never-ending entertainment. They
never spoil or wear out, and mostly, after fifty

years, look as pretty as when gathered. Neatly
arranged, and carefully and coinectly named, a

cabinet of fruits and seeds is one of the most
interesting ornaments for the house that it is

possible to acquire. It is one, moreover, which
costs little or no money, while the collecting
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stimulates and quickens the observant faculties

to the utmost. Begin with the close-at-hand,

never mind how “common,”—acorns, chest-

nuts, wheat, barley, and oats
;
the strange and

rare, when once longed for, will arrive when
least expected. Providence never lets an
honourable desire go unrewarded.

XXIII.

Tlie Third Declension.

The third declension is remarkable as con-

taining a number of foreign nouns, chiefly from
the French, that formerly ended in e, but that

have in German lost that e. while, however,
they still retain, in the German dress, the

French peculiarity of being accented on the

final syllable
;
whereas in true German words,

as in English, the tendency is to put the accent

on the earlier syllables. Thus, “the philoso-

pher,” in French le philosophe, is in German
bet (^phee-loh-zoa2)h'')

;
the astro-

nomer, Vastrono'me, ber Slftronom (as-troh-

noam'')
;
the poet, le jJoUe, ber ^Poet {_poh-ate'')-.

in each case the e of the French has been cut

off.

The third declension contains the masculine
nouns ending in <?, and those that, like the fore-

going, originally ended in but from which
the e has been retrenched. In German, as well

as in French words, this retrenchment has some-
times taken place

;
for instance, the lord

(master, gentleman) was formerly ber f)erre

(Jiei^-re^., it is now always written ber ^err,
but yet is classed with the third declension, as

a masculine originally ending in e.

All the cases in both singular and plural,

except the nominative singular, end in en., as

for example :

Singular.

Norn, ber ^nabe, the boy
dare hnah' -he

Gen. be^ ^naben, of the boy
Dat. bem .^naben, to the l)oy

Acc. ben ^naben, the boy

Plural.

bie ^naben

ber .^naben
ben .^naben
bte .^naben

In the following, ber @otbat (zoll-dahlT), we
have a word from which the final e has fallen

away. It was formerly ber @olbate, from
“ Sold,” pay—the paid man. Schiller’s Wal-
lenstein says

: „Unb fein ©ofb, muf bem
©olbaten njerben" (And his pay must be given
to the soldier).

Singular. Plural.

Nom. ber ©otbat, the soldier bie ©otbaten
Gen. be^©ofbaten,of thesoldier ber ©olbaten
Dat. bem ©olbaten, to the soldier ben ©olbaten
Acc. ben ©ofbaten, the soldier bte ©olbaten

Another word that was formerly written with
the final e, but now, except in poetry, always
appears without it, is ber ^trt (Jieerrt), the
herd (herdsman). In poetry the final e is often

retained: for instance, "©o lang ein |)trte trteb

auf biefen Bergen " (So long as a herdsman
drove [pastured] on these mountains),—Schil-

ler’s Wilhelm Tell.

Singular.

Xom. ber f)trt, the herd (herdsman)
Gen. be^ |)trten, of the herd
Dat. bem ^irten, to the herd
Acc. ben |)irten, the herd

Plural.

bie f)irten

ber |)irten

benj)irten

bie ^irten

Among other words, chiefly from the French,
that have lost the final e, and yet belong to the

third declension, are : ber ^atl;olif (cat-oh-lih'').

the Catholic, be^ ^at^olifenj ber @raf igrah/),
the Count, be^ Orafen (hence 2?Zarfgraf=w«?'^-
graf, count of the boundary

; Pfal3graf=7^/«fc-
graf, count of the palace, etc.)

; ber S^prann
(tee-rann'), be^ 2:brannen, the tyrant; ber

Prinj {prints'), be^ Prinjen, the prince, etc.

Fourth Declension.

This declension contains the great majority
of German nouns—namely, the masculines and
neuters generally, excepting those ending in el,

en, er, (^en, lein, or e, and of course those also

excepted that originally ended in e. The ter-

mination of the nominative singular is thus
very various, as ber Xifd), the table

; ber 5D?ann,
the man

; ba^ 2;l)ier {team'), the animal. The
accusative adds e^ to the nominative : ber

be^ ^tfcl)e^, of the table
;
but in many words

the e^ may be shortened into ^ : be^ ^erjog^
{hair'tsogs), of the duke, instead of be^ per^
joge^. The dative adds e to the nominative :

bem to the table
;
but here, also, the

final e is often left out. (gr fanb ben 9?ing

in einem ^ifcl) (He found the ring in a fish) is

often said instead of in einem ^ifc^e. The
accusative singular is like the nominative. The
plural of the fourth declension ends in e, in the

majority of cases
;
but some nouns, mostly

neuters of one syllable, have er in the plural,

as ba^ S^^al {tahl), the valley or dale, plural

bie ^[)dter. The words ending in t|mm also

take er in the plural
;
and monosyllables and

words taking er in the plural have the Umlaut
as seen in 2;[>al, 3;[)dier. Some few words in

the fourth end in en in the plural, as ber 3)?0nb
{inoand), moon, poetically used for month, has
in the plural 9)?onben: "T)rei SlZonben maren
faum bergangeiri' {dry moand'en vali-ren lioiem

fer-gang'-en). Three months had scarcely

passed.

Examples of nouns of the fourth declension,

making the plural in e :

Singular.

Xom. ber 53aum, the tree

{dare houghm)
Gen. be^ 53aume^, of the tree

Dat. bem 53aume, to the tree

Acc. ben 55aum, the tree

Plural.

bie 55dume

ber 53dume
ben Sdumer.
bie IBdumc

Nom. ber 33rief, the letter

Gen. be^ 33riefc^, of the letter

Dat. bem S?riefe, to the letter

Acc. ben S5rief, the letter

Nom. ba^ ©ci)iff, the ship

Gen. be^ ©ebiffe^, of the ship

Dat. bem ©iiffe, to the ship

Acc. ba^ ©cbiff, the ship

bie 55riefe

ber Sriefe
ben 55riefen

bie ^riefe

bie ©cbiffe

ber ©ebiffe
ben ©cbiffer

bie ©ebiffe
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Examples of nouns of the fourth declension

making the plural in er

:

Singular.

Nom. ba^ S5anb, the ribbon
Gen. 55anbe^, of the ribbon
Dat. bcm 55anbe, to the ribbon

Acc. ba^ S5anb, the ribbon

Plural.

bie Sdnber
ber 5?dnber
benSdnbern
bie S5dnbet

Nom. ber 3)?ann, the man
Gen. be^ ^anne^, of the man
Dat. bem 9}?anne, to the man
Acc. ben ^ann, the man

bie 31?dnner

ber 2)?dnner

ben?!}?dnnern

bie 3)?dnner

Nom. ba^ ^Regiment, the re- bie 9?egimenter
{rai-gee-merit') [giment

Gen. be^ Sfiegimente^, of the ber 3fiegimenter

regiment
Dat. bem S^egimente, to the ben 9f?egimentern

regiment
Acc. ba^ Sfiegiment, the re- bie 9iegimenter

giment

To sum up the declension of substantives,

the following changes from the nominative in

terminations must be remembered :

—

\st Declension.—Singular, unaltered from
nominative

;
plural e or en

;
dative plural

always in n.

2iid Declension.—Singular genitive adds ^ j

plural dative n. All other cases like nomina-
tive.

%rd Declension.—Every case except nomina-
tive singular in en.

4rA Declension.—Genitive singular adds
;

dative singular, e
;

plural, e or er {en)
;
dative

plural always in n.

XXII.

The Last Days of Babylon.

When Assyria fell, Babylonia rose. No longer
a dependent state, it was the most powerful of

the Asiatic monarchies. Nabopolassar and his

allies divided Assyria : the Babylonian king
becoming master of the southern Assyrian pro-

vinces, to the west of the Upper Euphrates
;

the northern mountain region was annexed to

Media; and Pharaoh-Necho of Egypt took
possession of the territory west of the great
river. Egypt gained greatly by the destruction
of the Assyrian empire, holding the north
of Syria and the country extending to the
Euphrates; and Babylonia attained a great-

ness never before reached. Media, too, was
a powerful kingdom ; the old lawlessness had
been subdued, and the various petty and
quarrelsome tribes had been united into a
nation, enriched by the share of Assyria which
had fallen to its lot.

The friendly alliance of great monarchies

seldom endures long after the object for which
they united has been obtained. Egypt had
assisted Babylonia to destroy Assyria

;
now

came the contest which should be paramount.
Between Babylonia and Media a new bond of

union had been established by the marriage of

the son of Nabopolassar wdth the daughter
of the king of Media

;
but

between Babylonia and Egypt
a deadly quarrel soon broke out,

arising probably from some question of exact
boundary. In 605 B.C., three years after the
fall of Nineveh, Nabopolassar declared war
against Egypt. He was too old to take the
field himself

;
but his eldest son, Nabu-

kudeera-utsur (“ Nebo defend the crown,”
known to all following ages as Nebuchad-
nezzar), a young prince of great ability and
energy of character, was appointed to lead
the Babylonian army. Pharaoh-Necho made a
stand at Karchemish, where a great battle was
fought, resulting in the defeat of the Egyptians,
who retreated through Syria and by way of

the Phoenician coast to their own country,
pursued to the very borders of Egypt by the
victorious Nebuchadnezzar, who thus became
possessed of Syria and all the country which
only three years before Necho had wrested
from the Assyrians. This defeat of the Egyp-
tians, recorded in the inscriptions, is exactly
confirmed by the prophet Jeremiah (xlvi. 2),

who speaks of “ the army of Pharaoh-Necho,
king of Egypt, which was by the river

Euphrates, in Carchemish, which Nebuchad-
rezzar, king of Babylon, smote in the fourth

year of Jehoiakim, the son of Josiah, king of

Judah.” The name, it will be noticed, is

differently spelt, and it appears also as

Nabuchodonosor in the Apocryphal books.

That he is described as king of Babylon,

his father being yet alive, may perhaps be
explained by the supposition that, as in several

other instances, the son was made a joint

monarch with the father in the old age of the

latter, and thus the succession to absolute

authority was secured and in case of the

death of the elder monarch in the absence

of fhe son there would be no pretence for

rival claimants to the throne. In fact, old

Nabopolassar died in 604 B.C., while his son

was absent in Syria
;

and Nebuchadnezzar
hastened back to assume the government.
Then began the most splendid reign recorded

in the annals of Babylonia—rivalling that of

Assur-bani-pal of Assyria. The
city of Babylon, enriched by
the wealth of Nineveh, the booty

^ezzar.

'

taken from the Egyptians, and
the tribute of the Syrian princes, was established

as the metropolis of the vast empire, which
included nearly the whole of northern Syria

and a considerable portion of Arabia. It was
scarcely possible, considering the hostile in-

fluences at work, and the jealousy of the Egyp-
tians, defeated for a time but not hopeless

of revenge, that Nebuchadnezzar’s vast empire

should be undisturbed. Pharaoh-Necho of

Egypt was too able and too ambitious to

submit patiently to defeat
;
and unable, after

his late reverses, to declare open war and
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meet th« Babylonian hosts in the shock of

battle, he fomented discontent and disturb-

ances in the tributary states. Jehoiakim, king
of Judah, the apostate son of the good Josiah,

had been placed on the throne by the influence

of the Egyptian king, for which he paid by
“exacting the silver and gold of the people

of the land”; and although he had been
recently compelled to pay tribute and promise
allegiance to Nebuchadnezzar, had done so

unwillingly, and under the threat of being
carried away into captivity, and readily yielded

to the persuasion of Pharaoh-Necho to provoke
a revolt. He refused to pay the appointed

yearly tribute
;
and, the attention

Revolt of of the Babylonish monarch being
Jehoiakim.

directed to other affairs, remained
unmolested for about flve years. .Then irregular

Judah, but flnding that Jehoiakim was dead,
and had been succeeded by his young son
Jehoiachin, deposed the latter, sending him
as a captive to Babylon (Daniel and Ezekiel
being among his companions), and replacing
him by his uncle Zedekiah, who swore to

Jehovah to be faithful to him. Believing that
the allegiance of Zedekiah was secured, and
that he would be independent of Egyptian
influence, Nebuchadnezzar returned to Baby-
lonia, on the eastern frontier of which the
Elamites had caused some trouble. No records
are preserved of the incidents of the struggle,

but it is known that the result was that Elam
ceased to be independent and was annexed to

Babylonia.
About this time, taking advantage apparently

of the opportunity offered, the Syrian princes,

ISEAEL IN CAPTIVITY.

bands of the Babylonians made inroads on his

territory, as a prelude to the great invasion by
Nebuchadnezzar himself. Before that time,

however, Jehoiakim was dead, having either

been killed in a skirmish or by his own
subjects. He was only thirty-six years old,

and his subjects regarded him as “a fearful

example of oppression, tyranny, cruelty, in-

justice, covetousness, and luxury, the whole
based upon a daring impiety, combined
with a consciousness of hopeless imbecility.”
This was the king whom Jeremiah denounced
with the courage of inspiration, and whose
fate was so distinctly prophesied: “ He shall

be buried with the bunal of an ass, drawn and
cast forth beyond thie gates of Jerusalem.”
That was literally correct.

In 598 B.c. Nebuchadnezzar marched into

encouraged by the Egyptian monarch (Apries,
or Hophra, successor of Necho),
united in an attempt to achieve Conspiracy in

their independence
;
and Zede-

Judah,

kiah, notwithstanding his oath, was the
most prominent among the leaders. In 589 b.c.,

a powerful Babylonian army, commanded by
the king himself, invaded Syria. The king
established his headquarters at Eiblah, in
Hamath, and sent one of his generals to

besiege Jerusalem. Zedekiah was defiant, and
although there was a strong party in his city

who advocated submission, determined to hold
out, imprisoning Jeremiah, who, with his usual
boldness, opposed him. He probably depended
on the assistance which the king of Egypt
had promised and which he promptly afforded.

An Egyptian army reached Jerusalem by
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rapid marches from the coast; and on their

appearance the Babylonian general retreated

for a time. Probably he received reinforce-

ments, for it would seem that a battle ensued,

in which the Egyptians were defeated, and
Jerusalem was left to its fate. In 587 B.C.,

after a siege lasting eighteen months, and
attended by terrible suffering, the city was
taken and sacked, the temple burned, and the

sacred vessels and treasures, the golden tables,

the candlesticks, and the laver which Solomon
had dedicated, carried away. The walls were
demolished, and Jerusalem left “ a desolation.”

Zedekiah fled from the city, as Josephus tells

us, “ with his wives and" his children, his

captains and his friends, through the fortifled

ditch and through the desert.” He was pursued
and captured near Jericho— his companions
having mostly deserted him, seeking their own
safety—and taken back into the presence

of Nebuchadnezzar, who bitterly reproached

him as “ a wicked wretch and a covenant
breaker, and one who had forgotten his former

words.” Zedekiah’s two sons were killed in

his presence, and then, by order of the angry
Babylonian king, his eyes Avere put out, and
he was sent a prisoner to Babylon. It is note-

worthy that some time before Jeremiah had
predicted (xxxii. 4), “ And Zedekiah, king of

Judah, shall not escape out of the hand of the

Chaldeans, but shall surely be delivered into

the hand of the king of Babylon, and shall

speak with him mouth to mouth, and his eyes

shall behold his eyes.” And Ezekiel had also

predicted the enforced blindness (xii. 13) :

“ I will bring him to Babylon to the land of

the Chaldeans, yet shall he not see it though
he shall die there.”

So ended the last of the Jewish kingdoms,
and so began the great Second Captivity.

For seventy years the Jews of
last of the Jerusalem and other cities, their

jSdah
children and their children’s

children, mourned for Zion. Some,
like Daniel, were raised to high offices, but
continued to “pray looking towards Jeru-
salem”; some “by the rivers of Babylon sat

down and wept.” They were not treated

harshly
;
and when the time came that they

were free to return, and Zerub-
The Gr^t

babel, Ezra, and Nehemiah, at
ap ivity.

(jifperent times led back the Jews
who wished to return to the land of their

fathers, only about one-fourth of the Jews
accompanied them. Of the remainder, Jews
of the Dispersion, some mingled with the

Babylonian people, and their nationality was
obliterated. Others preserved their history

and the profession of their ancient faith.

They wandered from the Euphrates and Tigris

into other regions
;
and their descendants,

marked by ineradicable peculiarities of physio-

gnomy, andbelieving in Moses and the prophets,

were known in every city of Asia, and in after

times in Europe. Now, about two thousand
five hundred years after the great captivity,

Jews of the Dispersion are in every part of the

habitable world, looking forward to the time
when the great restoration shall take place;

and we of this day are witnesses of the yet

incomplete results of the siege of Jerusalem
and other cities, and the forced exile of the
people of shattered Judah by Nebuchadnezzar,
the magnificent, ruthless monarch of Babylonia.

XXIII.

Common Forms of Vocal Music.

We often hear the various forms of vocal
and instrumental music spoken of, and it is

well to have a clear understanding of the
meaning which underlies the names which are

used. Let us speak here of the forms of vocal
music, which are less complex than those of

instrumental music.

Perhaps the shortest musical form in exist-

ence is that of the “ Gloria Tibi.” which is sung
before the reading of the Gospel in the Church
of England service. It consists

of about eight pulses only, yet

is complete and satisfactory in

itself. Then we have the single chant, which
consists of two notes of indefinite length, each
leading into fixed musical cadences of three

and five pulses respectively. A double chant
is, so far as musical form goes, nothing but two
single chants placed in succession. The Kyrie
is a third short form, consisting usually of six-

teen pulses. Next in order comes the Hymn
Tune, a very common form indeed. This may
be of three, tour, five, six or Hymntimes.
eight lines, according to the

poetry to which it is set. It may be in any
kind of measure. In the hymn tune we may
discover in miniature those principles of reply

in melody and harmony, of variety in cadence
and key, of unity as a whole, which govern all

the larger musical forms. Examine any hymn
tunes at hand, and it will be seen that the

composer seeks for some imitation in time or

tune which gives to his lines a likeness which
appeals to the memory, and yet a diversity

which appeals to the imagination. Take the

two opening lines of a well-known German
hvmn tune :

—

,-1
I

The ear is pleased with this, because of the

likeness which it recognises between the two
lines. They are in part the same line in differ-

ent keys, the second being a fifth higher (in

key C). Take as a second example a hymn
tune by Dr. Sullivan :

—

—^

—

Zt
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Here, without leaving the key, we have imita-

tion between the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd lines. The
3rd line is a little altered from the exact
pattern, to prevent monotony. If this line had
been

—

nJ

the imitation would have been exact, but the

effect would have been less pleasing. “ Variety
in unity” is the principle of all form and
composition whether in music, painting, or
sculpture.

The Part Song springs (in musical form) out
of the hymn tune. In its simplest form a part

song consists of four lines, just like an ordinary

Part Son s
tune. Scarcely any com-

a ongs.
pQggj.^ however, is content to

!

write a part song of this unadorned character.
|

He repeats the words of the last line, breaking
j

them up into short phrases if they will bear
it

;
and he often alters the harmony and the

accent, so as better to set off the subsequent
verses. The essence of the part song is that it

repeats new words to the same music. This is

the broad feature that distinguishes it from the

glee, with which, in ordinary talk, it is often

con:^sed. The words of the part song may be
sacred or secular

;
for men’s or for mixed

voices. New matter may be introduced in

verses subsequent to the first, but the opening
music will always reappear. The part song
comes from Germany, but it has reached a
development in England which more than
rivals the work of the Germans. Mendelssohn,
indeed, led the way, but Henry Smart and
Giro Pinsuti have worthily followed him. One
thing in the part song is exceedingly rare

—

that is, change of measure. In this again it

differs from the glee.

The Glee is a form which recent composers
have forsaken in favour of the part song. The
last of the great English glee writers was
Horsley, who died in 1858, Several successful

imitations of the old glee have been made by
living men, but the school of

glee writers—Callcott, Danby,
Webbe, Bishop,—has passed away. The glee

is entirely an English form, foreign composers
never having attempted it. The words are

secular or sacred—“ cheerful ” or “ serious ” as

the old expression was—and the music may be
for mixed or for male voices. The part song
is always intended for a chorus—that is, for

several voices to a part
;
but the glee was

always designed for a single voice to each part.

Many glees, however, gain in effect by being
sung in chorus

;
others seem too delicate in

phrasing for such treatment. The glee writer

sought always for change of sentiment in his

words, and this as complete as possible, so as

to suggest a change of speed and measure as

sudden as from the adagio to the .Hclierzo of a
symphony. This change of movement is n
characteristic of all but the shortest glees. The
composer always sets new music to the words
throughout

;
never repeating old music to new

words, as in the part song.

The Madrigal is also an extinct form of
composition. The school of madrigal writers
belonged to the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies, and was scattered through Italy, the
Netherlands, and England. To understand
the essence of the madrigal, the « ,

reader must grasp the meaning adrigals.

of two abstruse-sounding words—Homophony,
(one sound) and Polyphony (many sounds).
When the parts move all together, as in a
simple hymn-tune or part song, the style of
composition is said to be Homophonic. For
example ;

—

R. L. DE Pearsall.

O, who will o’er the downs so free.

But when the composer’s one design is to make
the parts move with as much independence as
is consistent with harmony—to make his com-
position not a melody with harmonies under-
neath, but a bunch of intertwining and
imitating melodies—then the style of harmony
is said to be Polyphonic. For example take
the few bars from John Wilbye at the head of

the next page.

The madrigal belongs to the polyphonic
style, which was the prevailing manner of

composition in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries. The words were generally pastoral

and often playful in character. Short pieces
in this style, ending with a “ fa

.

la la ” refrain, were called “ Bal-

lets,” and were probably at one
time used in dancing.
The Polyphonic style was stiff and unyield-

ing. Very little individual expression of the
words was possible, while the composer’s
attention was absorbed in devices of imitation.

The anthems of the polyphonic period are, in

musical structure, exactly like the madrigals.

Sebastian Wesley exclaims, in regard to one of

the finest specimens of the madrigal (Orlando
Gibbons’s “ Silver Swan ”), “ What a fine

anthem it would have made !
” That is to

say, the same music might have been set to

Scripture words. The remark is perfectly

natural and true.

The Motet may be described as an anthem
composed in the polyphonic style.

The Anthem as developed by the English
school of cathedral composers has gradually

thrown off the shackles of strict polyphony,
while preserving all that is good
in the style, and ever avoiding Anthems,

the imbecility and weakness of pure homo-
phony. As regards musical structure, the
anthem has much in common with the glee.

It generally includes change of movement,
and it never presents old music to new words.
Anthems always have an organ accompani-
ment, whether this be a mere repetition of the
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Come, ye hap - py ones, a - way. Smiling meadows

Tenor
(Sue lower).
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say, Clome, ye hap - py ^ones, a-way. Smiling
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Smiling meadows seem to say. Come, ye hap-py

voice parts, or independent in figure and

rhythm. The longer anthems also include

solos, passages sung by each half of the choir

in turn (called decani and cantoris), choral

recitatives, etc. The great majority of anthems

are set to Scripture words ;
but some, both old

and new, may be found set to metrical psalms

and hymns.
The simplest form of solo is the ballad,

whose music is generally un-
Solos, duets, etc.

pretentious. The aria, usually

preceded by a recitative, is a larger form. The

recitative moves free from the restraints of

sections and periods and key relation. It darts

from key to key, the words being timed as

nearly as possible in the natural quantity of

speech, without slurs. Arias are generally in

two or three movements. The duet (two), trio

(three), quartet (four), quintet (five), sestet

(six), and octet (eight performers), are other

forms of vocal concerted music.

In the Canon we have imitation in its

strictest form. Here is a familiar exam-
ple :
—

Tallis.

The second part is the first four pulses behind-

hand. The most familiar form of the Canon is

the Bound, which may be defined as a per-

petual (i.e. unending) canon in the unison.

The Fugue is the most intellectual form in

which vocal music is composed. It is artificial

and complex in a high degree, and purely

polyphonic in style. Briefly stated, the essence

of the Fugue is a subject or short phrase of

melody which is started at the
The Fugue, beginning, and is worked ” or

played upon right to the end. From first to

last there is no pause, and the parts unceasingly

remind the ear of the subject, by playing with

it in every way that the ingenuity of com-
posers has devised.

The Chorus is a word that conveys no dis-

tinct meaning. Oratorio choinises are largely

fugal in character, as are those in
Choruses, cantatas, masses, etc. The chorus

nearly always has an instrumental accompani-
ment.

XXIII.
The Moon {continued'). The Sun, Mercury,

/ AND Venus.
Whilst astronomers were occupied in accu-
rately observing and mapping the surface of

the moon, others were no less busy in perfect-

ing the theory of the motion of our satellite.

From 1828 to 1831 Plana, an Italian mathema-
tician, was engaged on an elaborate research on
the lunar theory, endeavouring to investigate
the theory with such care and
minuteness that lunar tables Improvements

could be constructed purely from °°Theo^^
theory. With considerable inge-

nuity he introduced many simplifications and
improvements, and carried his results to a far
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greater degree of approximation than had
hitherto been done. In 1831 the results of his

investigation were published in three large

quarto volumes at Turin, and constituted a
great advance in our knowledge of this difficult

branch of mathematical astronomy. Between
1833 and 1838 Pontecoulant, a French astrono-

mer, undertook a similar investigation of the

lunar theory, but by a different method, and
obtained results which
practically confirmed
those found by Plana.

There only remained a
number of small dis-

crepancies between the
two. The origin of these

was investigated by both
Pontecoulant and by Sir

John Lubbock, who suc-

ceeded in removing the
greater number by detect-

ing small errors in the
numerical results of
Plana. The origin of

others they were unable
to find out. Thirty years
later Professor Cayley,
of Cambridge, discovered
that a small but acci-

dental eiTor had been
made by Plana at the

very beginning of his labours, where neither

Plana, Pontecoulant, nor Lubbock had sus-

pected one could exist. When this error is

corrected the results found by Plana and
Pontecoulant may be raid to be in perfect

accord. Subsequently tables were constructed

in America on the basis of these investiga-

tions, and they were found to represent the

motion of the moon with very considerable

accuracy, the error

seldom amounting
to half a second
of time.

Hansen, a Ger-
man observer,
devised a new
method of investi-

gating the lunar

theory, using a
numerical process,

and this theory
he brought to a
successful conclu-

sion. He also con-

structed elaborate

tables founded on
this theory, and
these tables have
been found more
perfect than any
others, and are now in general use. Hansen
also discovered several small inequalities in the

motion of the moon which had been overlooked
by others. He likewise showed that the planet

Venus would exert a considerable effect on the

motion of the moon, partly by its direct

attraction, and partly by its indirect effect in

modifying the orbit of the earth. The former
conclusion of his has been questioned by

VOL. I.

several astronomers, and the whole subject is

still uncertain.

During this period little further advance was
made in our knowledge of the constitution of
the sun. From time to time observations were
made of the sun-spots which were visible on its

disc, but these observations led to little real

advance in knowledge of the true

character of the central body of

the solar system. It began
to be understood that the
sun was an intensely

heated body, probably
surrounded by a dense
uncondensed atmosphere,
and that the spots were
depressions in this gaseous
envelope, and being cooler,

emitted less light and so

looked dark. It began to

be suspected, too, that

these spots, which were
very variable in number,
might be periodical in

their variation. Schwabe,
a German amateur astro-

nomer, determined to as-

certain if this were really

so. Between 1825 and
1 830 he had frequently
observed and drawn the

spots visible from day to day upon the sun
;

but in 1830 he commenced a most systematic
watch, observing and delineating the position

of the solar spots on every day that the sun
was visible—usually about 300 days in each
year. These observations he kept up for a

period of over thirty years. Before long he
convinced himself that this periodicity in the
number of solar spots visible was a reality,

and that every ten

years the number
of spots rose to

a maximum and
sank to a mini-
mum. At the time
of a sun-spot mini-

mum many days
might elapse with-
out a spot being
seen, and perhaps
the total number
of groups of spots

visible in the year
would be only a

score or two
;

whereas at the

time of a^un-spot
maximum on
every day the sun
appeared with

several groups of spots on its disk, and the

number of groups of spots discovered in the

year would amoun to several hundreds. Sub-

sequent researches seemed to show that the

period of this sun-spot variation was nearer

eleven years than ten, and was probably some-

what variable.

Considerable attention was paid to observa-

tions of the total eclipses of the sun, and a con-

46

PIG. 62.—SOLAE ECLIPSE WITH COKONA.

FIG. 6;i.—ON THE sun’s disc.
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siderable number of interesting but perplexing

facts began to be discovered, or rather became
known, for it was subsequently found that

many of the phenomena detected during the

observations which were made at this period,

and which excited so much atten-
Observations of aigg been observed at

tot^ solar
earlier periods, but had been

ec pses.
overlooked or misunderstood. The

most famous of these eclipses was that of 1842,

which was observed by the mostcelebrated astro-
nomers of the day, and was visible in the south
of France and north of Italy. Round the dark
moon was seen the usual bright radiance, re-

sembling the glory seen round a saint’s head in

the mediaeval pictures, which is now called

the corona

;

but close to the moon there were
noticed projecting from it a number of pink
or red prominences like flames, some of them
more than a tenth of the moon’s semidiameter
in length. Again, just before the eclipse ended,

there appeared on the border of the dark moon
a number of very bright spots of light—Bailey’s

beads, as thej^ were termed. The corona, too,

was seen by "several observers to flicker, or

vibrate, and when closely observed it w'as seen

to have a radiated structure with an irregular

outline, and to be far from being a mere
whitish ring round the sun. All these curious

phenomena lent interest to the observations

of total solar eclipses, and promised to throw
much light on the constitution of the sun, for

it became gradually recognised that these must
be phenomena appending to the sun

;
though

certain astronomers were inclined to ascribe the

origin of some to the moon, and of others to the

terrestrial atmosphere. But whilst all these

observations seemed to afford valuable clues to

important discoveries in solar physics, still up
to this time little real advance had been made
in our knowledge of the true character of the sun.

During the flrst half of the present century
little progress was made in our knowledge of

the two inferior planets Mercury and Venus.
Schroter had believed he had detected spots

on both these planets, and from certain irregu-

larities in the terminator, as it is called—that

is, the border line between the illuminated and
unilluminated portions of the

Mercury.
planet—he believed that there

must be exceedingly lofty mountains on both
planets. Later observers have failed to obtain
any strong confirmation of these features. Both
Mercury and Venus are seen to have their

illuminated portion slightly less than what it

should theoretically be, and this has been re-

garded as evidence of both possessing dense
atmospheres. Further evidence of the existence
of these atmospheres is seen in the ring of

light surrounding the planet at the moment it

is entering on or leaving the sun during its

transits. This was very noticeable in the
transit of Venus during the last century, and
was confirmed by the observations made during
the first transit of this century. Further,
Madler noticed that when the planet Venus was

very near its inferior conjunction,
Ati^sphere of passing between the sun

and the earth, the illuminated
portion of the planet exceeded half the circum-

ference, owing to the horns of the planet being
prolonged. From the amount of this prolon-
gation Madler calculated that the atmosphere
of Venus must be half as dense again as our
terrestrial atmosphere. De Vico, of Rome, be-

tween 1839 and 1841, made a number of obser-
vations of the appearance of Venus, and
detected a number of faint spots on its surface.

From these he concluded that Venus rotated
on its axis in 23 h. 21m. 22 s. Later observers
have not been so successful in observing these

^

spots on Venus, and some doubt attaches to

their reality. We may hope, however, to have
the matter cleared up one of these days.

XIX.

Practical Application.

(1) VOCABULARY X.

1. Name of the continent or country. 2. Name of
the male inhabitant. 3. Name of the female ditto.
4. Name of the language. 5. Adverbial phrase de-
rived from the country’s name, and used with the
sense of in the style of—e.g. a la turque, an ellipsis for
a la mode turque.—(N.B. All the names of countries
given here are feminine.)

1. I’Europe, Europe; 2. un European; 3. une
Europ^enne ; 5. a I’europeenne.

1. I’Asie, Asia ; 2. un Asiatique
;

8. une
Asiatique

; 5. a 1’asiatique.

1. I’Afrique, Africa; 2. unAfricain; 3. une
Africaine

;
5. a I’africaine.

1. I’Am^rique, America; 2. un Americain
;

3. une Am^ricaine
;

6. a I’am^ricaine.

1. I’Angleterre, England; 2. un Anglais;
3. une Anglaise

;
4. I’anglais

;
6. a I’anglaise.

1. V'EiQ.OB&e, Scotland ; 2. un Ecossais
;

3. une
Ecossaise

;
4. I’anglais, le patois Ecossais, le

ga^lique
;

5. k I’ecossaise.

1. rirlande, Ireland ; 2. un Irlandais
;
3. une

Iiiandaise
;

4. I’anglais, le ga^lique
;

5. k I’ir-

landaise.

1. la France, Prance

;

2. un Frangais; 3. une
Frangaise

;
4. le fran^ais ; 5. a la frangaise.

1. I’Espagne, ; 2. un Espagnol
;

3. une
Espagnole

;
4. I’espagnol

;
6. a I’espagnole.

1. I’ltalie, Italy; 2. un Italien
;

3. une
Italienne

;
4. I’italien

;
5. k I’italienne.

1. la Suisse, Switzerland; 2. un Suisse;

3. une Suissesse
;

4. le frangais, I’allemand,

Titalien
; 6. a la suisse.

1. I’Autriche, Austria; 2. un Autrichien;

3. une Autrichienne
;

4. I’allemand
; 5. k

I’autrichienne.

1. la Hongrie, Hungary; 2. un Hongrois

;

3. une Hongroise
;

4. le hongrois, le madgyar
;

6. a la hongroise.

1. I’Allemagne, Germany; 2. un AUemand
;

3. une Allemande
;

4. 1’allemand
;

5. k I’alle-

mande.
1. la Frnsse, Prussia ; 2. un Prussien

;
3. une

Prussienne
;

4. I’allemand
;

5. kla prussienne.

1.1a Russie, Russia-, 2. un Russe
;

3. une
Russe

;
4. le russe

;
5. a la russe.
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(2) Conjugation otparler continued :

CONDITIONAL.
Present.

je parlerais, I should
tu parlerais, speah,

il parlerait, etc.

nous parlerions,

vous parleriez,
*

ils parleraient,

IMPEEATIVE.

parle, speah (thou).

qu’ilparle, let himspeah
parlons, let us speah.

parlez, speah ye.

qu’ils parlent, let them
speah.

SUBJUNCTIVE.

Imperfect.
Si que je paiiasse.

que tu parlasses, s? §
^ qu’il parlat.

que nous paiiassions.

que vous parlassiez, 1
qu’ils parlassent,

INFINITIVE.

Past.

avoir parle, to have

Present.

que je parle,

que tu paries,

qu’il parle,

que nous paiiions

que vous paiiiez,

qu’ils parlent,

Present.

parler, to speah.
spohen.

Participle.

Present. Past.

parlant, speahing. parle, spohen.

ayant parle, having spohen.

(3) Verbs conjugated like —
tirer, to shoot.

penser, to think.

rencontrer, to meet.

diner, to dine.

jurer, to swear.
dejeuner, to breakfast.

monter, to ride.

oser, to dare.

dtonner, to astonish.

declarer, to declare.

desirer, to desire, vnsh.

marcher, to march.
danser, to dance.

r, to try.

detraquer, to injure.

(4) In writing the following exercise, ob-

serve—1, that si, if, governs the indicative

mood
; 2, that prepositions govern the in-

finitive
; 3, that en must be placed before

the names of countries without the definite

article
; 4, that the construction I wish you to,

etc., must invariably be rendered by I roish

that you may, etc.

EXERCISE XXIX.

1. I should speak English (no article'), if I

dared (imp. ind.) do so before (le faire devant)
you. 2. If thou daredst (imp. ind.) to speak
Spanish, thou wouldst astonish the Spaniards.

3. The Englishman would speak French if he
(s’il) were not afraid (had not fear, see p. 196,

2.) of making (de faire) mistakes (fantes, see

pp. 74-6). 4. This English-woman would not
dare to speak of the American-women as she

does (comme elle le fait) if she were in America.
5. We should speak if the Irishman and his

wife were here. 6. You would not dare to

speak so (ainsi) if you were in Prussia or in

Kussia. 7. Let France speak, and let her
declarewhat(ce qu’) she desires. 8. Spaniards,

the French are there ; let us march ! 9. I wish
thee to (that thou mayest) speak to the Italian-

woman. 10. Thou wishest me to (that I may)
dance with that Swiss-lady. 1 1 . He wishes us

to march in the Prussian style. 12. We wish
him to declare to the Austrians that they are

wrong {see p. 196, 2). 13. You wish them to

speak English, French, or German, to a Span-

iard
;
try a Russian. 14. They wish you to

shoot partridges (perdrix, see p. 74, 6). 15. I

was thinking that you would speak (the) Gaelic
or (the) broad Scotch, if you should meet {imp.

ind.) a Scotchman. 16. Were you wishing him
to (that he might) dance in the Hungarian
fashion? 17. Would you wish dine (m^m-
tive present) in the Russian fashion? 18. Hun-
garians, swear to defend (de d^fendre) the

daughter of your kings I We (le) swear. 19. I

should wish him to (that he might) breakfast

in the Scotch style. 20. We should ride in the
English style, if we were not afraid to (de)

injure our horses.

EXERCISE XXX.

1. Semi-barbarous nations inhabit the banks
(f) hahiter bord

of the Euphrates, 2. The events “ which all

Euphrate evenement

but recently happened,” offer “ much food for
avant-dernier donner beaucoup a

thought.” 3. To my well-beloved children I
•

penser

leave all my fortune. 4. A still-born sheep,
laisser tout (f.) brebis{t.)

5. The bristles (hairs) of the elephant are very
soie {t.) elephant tres

thinly-scattered over its (the) body. 6. Unin-
sur corps (m.

)

cumbered and “ wearing short petticoats ” she
leger court vetu

was going in long strides. 7. The unlucky
alter d grcmd pas (ax.) malheureux

chick, half-dead and half-lame, straight to her
volatile (j.) demi-mort demi-boiteux droit

(the) home did return. 8. These new oranges
iogis (m.) s'en retourna. frais (f.)

are sour-sweet. 9. She addressed a-few bitter-
aigre-doux adresser guelque aigre-

sweet words to her daughter-in-law, lighted her
doux parole (f.) allumer

candle, and went up to her room. 10. She
bougie (f.) monter chambre (f.)

was born deaf and dumb. 11. The Abbot de
est 'de naissance '^sourd-muet abbe —

•

I’Epee founded the first establishment for
premier etablissement (ax.) de*

deaf and dumb {yeople.) 12. These injections
(f.)

“ made under the skin ” “ give relief to ” the
sous-cutane soulcuger

patients. 13. In these phrases ; une houteille
malade Dans locution

de vin, un muid de vin, the words pleine and
mot, m.

plein are understood. 14. Four is one of
sous-entendu (ni.)

the factorsf of sixteen. 15. Present these
nombre sous-multiple presenter

fresh-gathered roses to your mother-in-law.

16. Flora was resting amidst new-born flowers.
Flore reposer parmi frais eclos fieur (f.)

17. The satyrs were called (one called the
satyre (m.) on appeler

satyrs some) goat-footed gods, 18. Strike,
dieu frapper

ye almighty gods, your victims are ready.
VOS victime{i.) pret

19. Strike (thou), but listen. 20. Non-prepaid
ecouter non-affranchi

letters will not be received.
lettre (f.) re^u

* No article here,

t One says also un des facteurs.
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XVIII.

The Oolite.*

The Oolitic strata, of England, so far as they

are exposed, form a belt running in the same
direction as the Lias, from the S.W. to theN.E.,

as shown in the sketch map {see p. 688). In Scot-

land they occur in Sutherland and in the island

of Skye; in Ireland they are entirely wanting.

Just as we had in the Rluetic beds deposits

which it was difficult to classify with either

the over- or underlying strata, so
Midford sands. of Lias we have

sands with a similar cl am to be considered

“passage beds.” They are well shown in

Somersetshire, and were named by the late

Professor Phillips, Midford sands, from their

occurrence at Midford, a little hamlet near

Bath. They have been somewhat doubtfully

traced through the entire

range of the Oolites, and
are found to contain,

with some fossils pecu-

liar to themselves, others

which are characteristic

of both the Lias and the

inferior Oolite. Above
these comes the Loner
division of the Oolitic

system, which includes

the

Cornbrash,
Great Oolite, and
Inferior Oolite.

The Inferior Oolite

varies greatly as to its

mineral and lithologi-

cal character. In the
south-west

Lower
division.

FEEN (PECOPTEEIS LIGATa) FEOM UPPER SHALE
SCABEOEOUGH,

of England it is a
marine d -posit, and attains a con-
sider:! !)1 ' thickness, the beds of

which it is comp sod being sometimes sand-
stones or grits, an;i sometimes limestones,

marls, etc. In Northamptonshire and South
Lincolnshire it includes the Northampton sands,
which are extensively worked for iron, andwhich
are partly estuarine, as are also the equivalent
beds in Yorkshire. The Great Oolite includes
the Fuller's earth, which is a clayey deposit
formerly of considerable commercial impor-
tance, but is confined to the south-west.f It is

400 feet thick in Dorsetshire, but “ entirely
disappears when traced beyond Gloucestershire,
and does not extend farther than Burford, on
the borders of Oxfordshire. In Gloucestershire
it has a thicknees of 128 feet at Wotton-under-

* From wbv (an eg?) and A.t0o? (a stone), because
some of the tj’pical rocks belonging to this system in
England are made up of small smooth grains cemented
together like eggs in the roe of a fish. Such rocks are

.

said to be oolitic in structure, whatever their geological
’

age may be.

t The gi-eater part of the Fuller’s earth now raised for
commercial purposes is obtained from the Greensand.

Eu.:c, 7u feet at Stroud and Sapperton tunnel,
i nd occurs as a thin bed at Cheltenham”
(Woodward). The Stonesfield slate is a flaggy
dLqx)sit at Stonesfield, in Oxfordshire, from
which are obtained tilestones for roofing and
other purposes. This formation, which is

estuarine in character, is remarkable for the
fossils it contains. The. Bath ^Oolite is largely
quarried for building stones. The Forest
marble is a name given to strata which in
the forest of Wychwood (Oxfordshire) contain
an argillaceous limestone which takes a good
polish and is used for ornamental purposes.
The B'^adford clay is, as its name implies, a
claj^ey deposit occurring in the neighbourhood
of Bradford. The Cornbrash is a local name
applied to the uppermost member of the lower
division of the Oolites, because it is easily

broken up (“ brashy ”) and good for corn land.
It consists of pale-coloured earthy and rubbly
limestones, and has an average thickness of
about forty feet.

The Middle division consists of the
Upper Calcareous Grit,

Coral Rs-g or Coralline Oolite,

Lower Calcareous Grit,

Oxford Clay,

Kelloway Rock.

The Kellorcay roch is a
sandy limestone for-

merly included with the

Oxford clay, but sub-

sequently ..

separated Middle division.

from it on palaeontolo-

gical grounds. It is

only about eight or ten
feet thick in the south-

west, but is as much
as ninety feet thick in

Yorkshire. The Oxford
clay is a thick mass of

clay and shale varying
from 300 to 600 feet in

thickness, and stretching from Weymouth to

Scarborough. It is very fossiliferous. The
Coral Rag and the upper and loner Calcareous

Grit have recently been grouped very con-

veniently under the name “ Corallian.” The
whole group “ has a considerable thiekness in

the south-west of England, in Wiltshire, Berk-

shire and Oxfordshire, and again in Yorkshire,

near Scarborough
;
but with the exception of

a small patch at Upware, Cambridgeshire, it

has been denuded away from the wide inter-

vening area ” (Sharpe). The limestones of

the Coral Rag are largely made up of ancient

coral reefs
;
and the Calcareous Ch'its are

apparently arenaceous and calcareous deposits

which were to some extent probably contem-
poraneous.

The Tipper division comprises the

Upper, Middle and Lower Purbecks,

Portland Beds, and
Kimmeridge Clay.

The Kimmeridge clay occurs in the vale of

Pickering in Yorkshire, in Lincolnshire, Nor-

folk, Oxfordshire (100 feet), Berkshire, Wilt-
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shire, (North Wilts clay), Somersetsliire, and
Dorsetshire, forming^ tho substra-

Upper division, of the Isle of Portb.nd (600
feet). It is well seen at Ga l Clilf and St.

Alban’s Head, where it is overlaid by the Port-

land beds.

“In the Sub-Wealden boring the clay was
reached at a depth of nearly 300 feet

;
its

thickness appears to be about 660 feet. The
Kev. F. J. Blake has divided the Kimmeridge
clay into two sections ;

the upper of which
consists of paper shales, bituminous shales, and
cement stones, with a maximum thickness of

650 feet or more, and the lower
of blue sandy clay, with fer-

ruginous concretions called ‘dog-

gers,’ having a thickness of from
300 to 600 feet, typically deve-
loped in Lincolnshire. But the

greatest developments of these

sections are not known in the
same area.” * The name given
to this formation is taken from
the hamlet of Kimmeridge in ^ ^

the Isle of Purbeck, where the
""

inferred are, again, evidence of the proximity
of land

;
and the fossils which occur through-

out the whole series confirm the conclusions
to be drawn from other evidence. The Inferior

Oolite gives us the coal field of Brora, in Suther-

land, and the lignite beds of Yorkshire, which
are also worked for fuel. From
these latter large numbers of remains,

fossil ferns have been obtained, with cycads
and an equisetum. Remains of cycads are

especially abundant in the oolitic strata
;
and

in the Lower Purbecks a “ dirt bed ” occurs in

which the fossil trunks and stools of coniferous

and cycadeous trees are found,
some of them in their original

position. In the same forma-
tion stems and spore-cases of a
fresh-water weed, the chara, are

abundant. From the Stonesfield

slate, ferns, palms, cycads, coni-

fers, etc., have been procured,

and with these have been found
wing-cases of beetles, wings of

neuropterous insects, and two
wings supposed to be lepidop-

bituminous shales have received terous. Insect remains are

the name of Kimmeridge coal.

The Portland beds, which lie above the

Kimmeridge clay, are so called because they
furnish the “ Portland stone,” which has for

centuries been used extensively for building

purposes. These strata have a thickness in

the Island of Portland of from sixty to ninety
feet, and are shelly and oolitic. At their base

are the Portland sands (eighty feet thick).

The PurbecTi beds are, for the most part, of

fresh-water origin, and have been separated

m, T> V 1
into lower, middle, and upper

e ur ec s.
aggregate thickness

of which is upwards of 300 feet where thev
are best developed, in Dorset-
shire. They have received
their name from their occur-

rence in the Isle of Purbeck,
where they are well exhibited.

Taken as a whole, the
oolitic strata of this country
represent a lengthened period,

during which
there weremany

in character, changes, leading

to considerable

variations in the character of

the deposits. The thick beds
of clay which separate the

upper division from the

middle, and this from the

lower, are certainly indica-

tions of considerable changes of level. The ocean
was then, no doubt, deeper than when over
the same area the limestones were deposited.

During a part of the time at least coral reefs

appear to have flourished, and the oolitic and
pisolitief limestones which are common to the

system were probably formed in shallow waters.

The estuarine deposits to which we have

* Woodward.
t From pixiim, a pea : a term applied to a rock made

of larger grains than those of which an oolite is com-
posed—a “ pea-grit,” and not a ‘‘ roe-stone.”

DIBT BED,” POETLAND. u j . • -C 1abundant in some of the Purbeck
beds. The reptiles of the oolitic

period include ichthyosauri, pie- I^eptiles and

siosauri, teleosauri, Rampho-
rhynchus Bucklandii, and the huge megalo-
saurus, a carnivorous land lizard, probably
thirty feet in length. The Stonesfield slates

have also yielded the remains of several

insectivorous marsupials—the Ampliitheriuin

Broderijni, A. Prerostii,P1ialascotherium Buch-
landii, and Stereognathus Ooliticus. To these

must be added the mammalia of the Middle
Purbeck, from which have been obtained jaws
and other bones of some twenty-five species of

small insectivorous, preda-

cious, and herbivorous mam-
mals, all of them marsupial,

and varying in size from
that of a mole to that of a
common polecat. The list

includes Spalacotherium, Am-
hiotherium, Peralistis, Achy-
rodon, Pterospalax, Peramus,
Stylodon, Bolodon, Tricodon,

Triacanthodon, and Plagi-

aulax. The Bradford clay

is celebrated for the number
and beauty of the crinoids,

known as the Bradford en-

crinites (Apiocrinites), which
have been obtained from it

;

and from beds in Oxford-

shire, which may possibly represent the Forest

marble and Bradford clay, the remains have
been found of more than one species of what
appears to have been the largest reptile of

which we have any knowledge

—

Cetiosaurus.

The specimen in the Oxford museum was pro-

bably, when complete, sixty feet long, ten feet

high at the shoulders, and six feet in width.

Professor Phillips suggested that this formidable
animal was a marsh-loving or river-side animal,

and a vegetable feeder. The Oxfm'd clay has

also furnished the remains of numerous reptilia,

EMICIDARIS INTERMEDIA, CORAL RAG
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amongst them those of the Steneosavriis, a genus
of crocodilia now extinct. The Corallmn rocks

(Coral Rag and Calcareous Grit) are, as we have
said, remarkable as being the representatives

of a period when coral reefs grew freely in the

seas which covered what is now Great Britain,

and are, of course, rich in fossil forms. The
Kimmeridge clay has afforded, among other

fossils, the remains of an immense carnivorous

reptile, the Pliosaurus. No entire skeleton is

known, but one of its teeth measures fifteen

inches in length, and a jaw six feet
;
the length

of the paddle being seven feet ! Like the

plesiosaurus, it was marine in its

habits. The Solenhofen limestone
eryx.

Bavaria, which is classified by
Sir Charles Lyell with the Upper Oolite, has
supplied a considerable number of fossils, the
most remarkable of which is the Archceopteryx
macrnra. the earliest bird of which we have
any certain knowledge— as the footprints

in the Triassic rocks may possibly have been
reptilian. “ The leg-bone and foot ” of the
archaeopteryx “ are like those of a modern bird,

but the tail is elongated like that of a rat or of

a lizard, with a pair of feathers springing from
each joint,—a character not to be found in any
living bird.”

Other classes of animal life are abundantly
represented in the various divisions of the
Oolite. From tlie chert of the Purbeck the
oldest known fresh-water sponge in this

country’- has been obtained. Corals, as already
pointed out, are conspicuously represented.

Mollusca, marine and fi’esh-water according to

the strata in which they occur, are abundant
from the base of the Oolite upwards, and even
a bare list of them would occupy more space
than we have at our command. More than two
hundred species have been identified from the
Great Oolite alone. Cephalopoda (amm.onites,

nautili, and belemnites) are abundant, and
Gasteropoda are numerous, as are also Lamelli-

branchiata and Brachiopoda. Amongst the

Lamellibranchiata are varieties of Ostrea (in-

cluding exogyra and gryphcea ')
;
Trigonia, Lima,

Pholadomya, Cardinia, and Avicula are com-
mon

;
and amongst the Gasteropoda Plenroto-

maria, Nerita, Patella, Natica, Turritella,

Chemnitzia, Nerinea, Purpuroidea, Pteroceras,

Rostellaria, Buccinum, Fusus, Murex, and
Pleurotoma. In the fresh-water beds of the

Purbeck we have Planorhis, Physa, Paludina,
and Melanopsis. Of fish we have PTiolido-

pTiorus, Ctenolepis, Leptolepis, Lepidotus, Pyc-
nodus, etc., etc.

XXIII.

Feactions {continued').

To compare fractions, so as to find which is

the greater. Reduce the fractions to equivalent
fractions having a common denominator, and
compare the numerators. Clearly the fraction

which has the largest numerator will be the
biggest fraction.

E.g., in the example on p. 704, f is the greatest,

its equivalent ff is greater than any of the
other equivalents. The next largest is | ;

the
next |.

It is evident also that if two fractions have
the same numerator, the fraction which has
the smaller denominator is the larger.

Exercises.

I. Reduce to equivalent fractions having
the least common denominator the follovdng
fractions :— ..

(«) % J. I, *• (5) i, h i, h
II. Place the above fractions in order of

magnitude.
III. Which is the greater, the mixed number

5j\, or the improper fraction ?

Ansrvers.

I. (fl) n, H. n, ft; n, u, u,

n

n. (a) (k) hhhh
III. fl is the greater.

Addition of Fractions.

Ri/le.—To add two or more fractions to-

gether, reduce them to equivalent fractions
having a common denominator.
Add together the numerators of these equi-

\’ alent fractions.

Take the sum thus found as numerator, and
the common denominator as denominator. The
fraction thus formed is the sum of the given
fractions.

Example.—Add together I*

Reducing these to a common denominator,
we have

—

I _ ^8 . 1.

(*.* 24 is the L.C.M. of 4, 6, and 18.)

. 3
I

, I
, 4 .i._18 + 4 + lS

It is hardly necessary to give any reason for

the above rule
;
but the student must convince

himself that the process is perfectly legitimate,

and try to see clearly why it is necessary to

reduce the fractions to equivalent fractions

with a common denominator. It is clear we
cannot add f and | in their present form,

because the 3 in | does not stand for parts of

the same size as the 5 in f stands for. But
w’hen we change these fractions into if and if
we can add them, because the numerators now
represent parts of equal size, namely, twenty-
fourths.

Observations :

—

Before finding the least common denominator
of the fractions, it is well to see that they are

all reduced to their lowest terms.

Improper fractions should be reduced to

mixed numbers before adding.

Also in adding mixed numbers it is best to

add the integral and fractional parts separately,

and then add the two results.

Example.—Add together 5^, f 23f,
Before finding the least common denomina-

tor, we must reduce the improper fraction

to the mixed number
;
and to its lowest

terms, f.
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We have now to add together 5^, 23

Omitting for the present the integral parts,

and adding only the fractions, their common
denominator is evidently 12 ;

so that we have

J 5
— rv 5 4 = 5 i ~ A-

i + + 4 + i = 1% +
_4 + 5 + 3 + 3 _ 15-1 3

12

Adding this result to the sum of the integral

parts, we have finally SOy^.

We can exhibit the above process briefly as

follows :

—

H+lT\+23i+i =5+l+23+i+A+i+i
=29+i+^+m 1 4=

= 29+3%+y%+-A+Af
44-5+3+3= 29+:

=29+H
= 29+l-A
= 30iV

Exercises.

12

I. Add together

(^) i + 4

(^) i + *
(<?) f + f
(^) i + f

II. Add together
(a) 2^ + 3y
(^) + 1\
(C) 13f+ ly®3-

(^) 24y«^ + 121-,\

? + I
-^ +

(^)

(/) TT t-

(^) I + f + I + ri
(A) A + A

(0 135* + 2056V-
(/) Itx + 2i + 3^+ 4*
(^) 5f +V+5V- + l|f

(70 1570 + i+ 7*+l*
Answers.

id) Iff; (0 liI- (<*) ; (^) tV ; (0
(/) U; (^) 3;

11.

{a) 6f; (J) 12*; (c) 14if ; (^) 145||

;

(0 219311; (jO 10||; (^) 27|; (7i) 1578tf.

Subtraction of Fractions.

Suppose the fractions have the same denomi-
nator—e.^., subtract -hi from TT)- Here the

denominators both denote the same thing, viz.,

tenths, and if 3 tenths be taken from 7 tenths
the remainder is evidently (7—3) tenths, i.e. *.
Hence the answer is got by taking the differ-

ence of the numerators as numerator, and the
common denominator as denominator. But if

the fractions have not the same denominator,
we must reduce them to equivalent fractions

having a common denominator, and then the
above considerations are applicable. Hence
the general rule.

Rule.—Reduce the fractions to equivalent
ones having the least common denominator.
Take the difference of the numerators, and
write the common denominator underneath.
The fraction so formed is the difference of the
given fractions.

Example 1.—Subtract | from |.

20 being the least common denominator,
2 8 • 3 15
6 — na ) 4 — viT"

If we take 8 twentieths from 1 5 twentieths,

it is clear the remainder is 7 twentieths

—

i.e.,

15-8_ y

20
Before applying the above rule it is well to

reduce each fraction to its lowest terms
;

also,

generally, to reduce improper fractions to

* In actual practice we may omit these two Hnes.

mixed numbers, and always to reduce com-
pound and complex fractions to simple ones.

Example 2,—Subtract 2§ from

V reduces to 6f ,
and we have to subtract 2|

from 6f

.

Here, as in all cases where either fraction is

a mixed number, it is best to find separately

the difference of the fractional parts and the

difference of the whole numbers, and then add
the two results.

Thus, 6i-2i = (6-2) + (i-|).
Now, 6 — 2 = 4; and i — |- = * — If

(since 40 is least common denominator)
;

6^— 2|'=4+*— If.
Now, we can’t take 35 fortieths from 8

fortieths, therefore we must convert one of the

4 whole units into fortieths, so that the above

becomes 3 + |f + * - |f ,
or 3 + 4Q + 3 - 35

^

i.e. 3|f.

The whole process of subtraction may be
written thus :

—

6i-2| = 6 + f-(2 + f)

=6-2+i-f
8- 36

= 40

_ „ ,
40 + 8 - 36

40
= 3 + H ,

or 3|f.

Exercises.

I. (^) Subtract 2i from 5|
ih) „ 8*-

ic) ?? 3* 33 5i
id) ?? 6| 17f
ie) 5? 15| 33 126f
if) 121f 33 735*
ig) ?3 653| 53 876*
ih) 53 iiM 99t|-6

ii) 33 428* 33
7899

(0 5’ 563|f 53 900^*
II, Find the following differences :

—

(«) 107V - 14-1* (/) aVs - T*T
(J>) MI-3 ig) I02f-v-f
(^) T*—1* (^0 iWff
Wtirf— tAs (^0 12-|— 9|f
(^) Ml—tA (0 •Itt— 1|
III, Simplify and find the value of the fol-

lowing expressions :

—

(tf) 51 - 653f - 21 + 876*
(&) 12| - 7| - 9|| + 8*
ic) f* + 735*-iff-]21f

. id) 7|- + 900 - If - 8* + Vtt - 563
IV, ia) What fraction must be added to the

sum of I + I + f to make up 1 ?

(5) A took 1000 eggs to market, and sold

them at bs. a hundred. He then spent half the
money on groceries, f of what remained on
fruit, I of the remainder again on books, and
divided the remainder equally among his eight

children. How much did each of them get?

(<?) A man left by will £30,000, to be
divided among his children as follows :—The
eldest to get one-third, his second to get one-

quarter of the remainder and £160 besides;

each of his other two sons to get one-seventh
of the remainder, and the rest to be divided

equally among his five daughters. How much
did each of them get ?
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Ansn'crs.

L («) 3f; (J) (O 10^; (0
110^; (/) 614^; (^) 222ff ; (70 87^; (^k)

7470^V; (0 336IU.
II. (a) 93ff ; (7>) ; (<’) xVWt ?' (^) ;W A; (/) AVAV; (y) lOiHi; (/O xVAVV;

(^) ; (7) 168 8

^8^3
9

3/(7; (tf) 613f^; (T)

336f^^.
IV. {a) (b) -Is.; (c) eldest £10,000,

second son £5160, and the others £2120 each.

XXIII.

Distribution of Animal Life {continved).

As a general rule, continents separated by
the widest
and deepest
oceans pre-

s e n t the
greatest dif-

ferences in

animal life

;

while those

which are
less com-
pletely se-

parated, or

which are
only divided
by moun-
tain ranges,

are less un-
like in their

chief forms
of life. The
animals of

conti n ental

island s

—

those near continents, and separated from
them probably by changes of level of the
earth’s surface—generally resemble those of

the adjacent mainlands, either because the
progenitors of the existing animals may have
become isolated, or may have found means
of crossing the intervening sea. There are,

however, some striking exceptions; notably in

the instance of the large island of Madagas-
car, which, although near the AMcan coast,

presents a remarkable distinction in this re-

spect. There are no monkeys, large carnivora,

zebras, giraffes, elephants, rhinoceroses, porcu-
pines or squirrels, all of which abound on the
African continent; but there are many lemuridfe
(a quadrumanous family allied to monkeys),
small carnivora and insectivora which are quite
peculiar to the island. It is even more remark-
able that many birds abundant on the east coast
of Africa are entirely wanting in Madagascar.
Whether they have been unable to cross the
intervening channel, or. having crossed, have
encountered conditions unfavourable to life,

is unknown
;

b’’* the striking fact remains.

EGYPTIAN VULTURE, HORNED VIPER, SECRETARY BIRD, AND MARABOU.

No fewer than thirty-three genera of birds
are limited to Madagascar and the Mascarene
Islands (Bourbon and Mauritius, in the Indian
Ocean). Summing up these peculiarities, one
writer says ;

“ The fauna of Madagascar is more
peculiar than that of any other island on the
globe. ” South Africa, too, exhibits many pecu-
liarities not easily accounted for.

Australia exhibits very striking peculiarities
in respect of animal life—abounding especially
in marsupials, and being entirely without the
larger carnivora. One of the most extraordi-
nary facts in connection with the distribution cf
animal life is that a line of demarcation exists,

passing between the islands of the Indian
archipelago and other islands, separated by very
narrow channels, and forminga divisionbetween
entirely different organizations, those on the
western side being of the Australian or Papuan
ty])e

;
and that limit it appears to be impossi-

ble to overpass.

Some modern scientific naturalists divide
the surface of the globe into six distinct

zoological
regions, to

each of
which a
name is
given gene-
rally d e-

scriptive of

its pecu-
liarities :

—

1. The Pa-
Isearctic
(from the
Gieekpalai-
os, ancient,

combi ned
with the
more fami-
liar word).
This is
sometimes
known as
the Euro-

pean region, because, although the northern
half of Asia and parts of northern Africa and
Arabia are included, Europe presents all the

peculiarities. In this region there are 274
genera i f mammals and birds, of which
nearly one-third are peculiar to it ;

and about
twenty genera of fresh-water fish also peculiar.

This region is pre-eminently rich in birds
;

but reptiles are comparatively scarce, and
diminish rapidly northwards, disappearing
before the Arctic Circle is reached.

2. The Ethiopian, or African region, including
the greater part of Africa and the southern
part of Arabia. This is the country of large

mammals— elephants, rhinoceroses, giraffes

(found nowhere else), hippopotami, zebras,

antelopes, buffaloes, lions, leopards, hyaenas,

apes (seven peculiar species), and many large

reptiles. There are neither deer nor bears,

goats nor sheep (except in the extreme south).

About twenty-four groups of vertebrated ani-

mals are entirely confined to this region ;
and

two-thirds of its genera of mammalia and three-

fifths of the genera of birds are peculiar to it.
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3. The Oriental region, ineluding India, Cey-
lon, southern China, and most of the Malayan
archipelago, which possess many peculiar
genera.

4. The Australian region, including Australia,

New Zealand, and some of the Malayan archi-

pelago. This region, as already mentioned,
presents very marked peculiarities.

6. The Neotropical region, in which are South
America and the adjacent islands, the West
Indies, and the tropical parts of Central
America and Mexico. Monkeys abound, and
have the peculiarity of prehensile tails, which
no monkeys of the eastern hemisphere possess.

There are very few hoofed animals, no wild
cattle, sheep, goats, antelopes, or rhinoceroses.
There are opossums, representing the mar-
supials, and the region is very rich in birds,

reptiles, and fresh-water fish. The insects are
inexhaustible in variety, and remarkable for

beauty of colour. The number of genera
peculiar to this region is nearly equal to

those of all

the rest of

the world.
6. T h e

North Ame-
rican tem-
perate re-

g i o n, the
prin c i

pal
animals of

which have
a consider-

a b 1 e re-
semb la nee
to those of

the corre-
sponding
regions of

the eastern

hemisphere.
Such are the
six distinct

z o o 1 o g i cal

regions.

Distribution of the Human Race.

There are about fourteen hundred millions
of human beings now living on the earth. No
part of the vast surface of the globe, except
the frozen poles, or a few very small volcanic
or coral islands, is untrodden by the foot of man.
The limit on land of the absolute possibility

of sustaining animal life is the only limit to
the residence or the wanderings of the human
race. There are many varieties, but all human
beings clearly belong to the same species, the

, .
leading characteristics of which

Variehesof prominent in all the mem-man n
. great family of man.

Colour of skin, stature, and development of brain,

may and do vary considerably
;
but the general

type of all men in all regions, from the equator
to the poles, is that they are two-handed, walk
erect, have the power of speeeh more or less

developed, and that between even those of
lowest organization and the most intelligent of
quadrupeds there is a very marked distinction.

Human idiots there are, as there are human

monstrosities of form
;
but they are exceptions

which prove the permanence of the typical

characteristics.

Unlike the lower animals and vegetable life,

the human race in its distribution over the
surface of the globe depends in a minor degree
only upon considerations of physical geography.
Whether there was only one original stock from
which all varieties of men have descended, or

whether there were many distinct centres of

creation for human beings, are questions which
present problems of great complexity, and excite

conflicts between authoritative statement and
conclusions arrived at after laborious and so-

called scientific examination of physiological,

mental and philological characteristics. Apart
from the authority which is very generally
recognized, it is improbable that any theories

will meet with general acceptance. Certainly
it is not necessary for our present purpose
to make any attempts to solve the problem.
Whether the. e was one act of creation in south-

western
Asia, or
whether
there were
many acts

of creation
taking place
in different

places and
at different

times, one
fact is not
affected:
that fact is,

that man,
wherever
originating,

pos s e sse s

faculties
which make
him very
i n d e p e n-
dent of geo-

graphical
conditions. Mountains or seas cannot shut
him in

;
and familiar as we are with his pecu-

liar powers of bod}'- and mind, there is no
reason why, in the course of ages, the pro-

geny of a single pair dwelling near the Eu-
phrates, or indeed almost any other spot on the
earth’s surface, should not spread over the
entire habitable surface of the globe.

The distribution of vegetable forms which
have no motive power must depend upon
external causes

;
the distribution of the lower

animals which possess motive power is caused
(independently of the agency of

man in domesticating and trans- Special^^apta-

porting them to other regions) by
their necessity of seeking food, but is limited

by the peculiarities of their organization,

and the resulting facilities for adaptation to

varied climates and food. If the reader will

refer to the preceding chapters, he will see that

many of the causes which regulate or restrict

the distribution of the lower animals and vegeta-
' tion do not apply to man. This will be at once
' recognised if we consider a few familiar facts :

—

DEOMEDAET AND BABOON.
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1. Man is omnivorous. Many of the lower
animals perish if they cannot obtain flesh food;
others can feed only on vegetable productions.

Man, by the peculiarities of his teeth and
digestive functions, is carnivorous, granivorous,
and herbivorous, and consequently can readily

adapt himself to circumstances w'hich would
be fatal to other organizations.

2. By the use of fire and processes of simple
cookery, he can increase the nourishing power
of many raw materials of food.

3. He can cultivate land, and so procure a
renewal of food supplies, and develop \vild fruits

and vegetation generally so as to increase their

value as food
;
while the inferior animals can

only depend on the permanence or increase
afforded by unassisted nature.

4. He can bear great variations of climate
and of altitude better than any other animal
organization can

;
and he can build houses

and make clothes which protect him from the
effects of severe temperature.

5. He is. in fact, self-supporting under con-
ditions which offer almost insuperable obstacles

to the existence of the lower animals.

6. Man can form societies and governments
for mutual protection.

7. Man can make and use weapons for

defence, and so protect himself from the attacks
of destructive animals.

8. Man is influenced by many motives to

change his place of abode which cannot be felt

by the inferior animal creation
;
and he can

devise means of conveyance.
In all these respects the hiiman being has

many immense advantages, and he is far

superior to the limitations imposed by physi-
cal and geographical conditions upon inferior

organizations. But he is not therefore com-
pletely independent of such conditions. He

can live almost anywhere, but
Effect of geo- equal comfort or per-

of physical organization.
Communities will evidently be

established in positions where nature offers the
greatest facilities for subsistence and intercom-
munication. A primitive settlement must be
near a- supply of water, and in a situation
favourable for the production of food. As the
knowledge and practice of the useful arts
increase, less naturally favourable regions can
be occupied

;
and advances made beyond the

limited
^

frontier of a young community.
Mountains and deserts, great rivers and inlets
of the sea, interpose obstacles to dispersion
far from insuperable to human enterprise and
ingenuity

;
but w^hich an unambitious people,

in the enjoyment of all the essentials of com-
fort, do not care to encounter. Wandering
tribes are subject to varieties of characteristics

due to changes of climate and
other causes

;
and we may reason-^ ably expect to find the most per-

manent type in the inhabitants of fertile

valleys w^here for many generations there has
been little variation of conditions. No people
have been so widely dispersed as the Jews, and
few have retained certain peculiarities as they
have done. Yet the Jews in different parts
of the world vary considerably. In some

tropical regions their skins are as dark as those
of the people among whom they live

;
while

in northern Europe fair skins and light hair
are very common. The strange race popularly
known as the Gipsies exhibit a similar persis-

tency of type, but with fewer variations. Their
swarthy skins and bright eyes are like those of
some of the people of northern India, whence
they came

;
and as they have migrated in a west-

ward course, and are almost limited to southern
and middle Europe, they have not been exposed
to the effect of so many climatical conditions
as have been the Jewish race. In both cases,

however, the persistency of the peculiar physi-
cal type has been aided by the isolation of the
race by the avoidance of marriage wdth other
branches of the human family.

XXIII.

The Reign of Elizabeth.

The long and eventful reign of Elizabeth was
a great and glorious epoch. Not without reason
were “the golden days of Good The period of
Queen Bess ” remembered with Elizabeth,

affectionate regret during the Her character,

ignoble period that followed. The latter half

of the sixteenth century in England was a time
of great enterprise, of lofty patriotism, and
heroic courage. “ Many a baron bold, and
gorgeous dames, and statesmen old—in bearded
majesty,” graced the court of the politic,

sagacious, great-hearted queen, in whom traces

of the petulance and waywardness of her
mother, Anne Boleyn, were strangely mingled
with the imperious temper of her father, and
a lion-hearted resolution, and generous trust

in .her subjects, that were sufficient, in spite of

a thousand faults, to secure to her the loyal

affections of the English people. “ Elizabeth,”

says Lord Macaulay, “ before the House of

Commons could address her, took out of their

mouths the words which they were about to

utter in the name of the nation. Her promises
went beyond their desires : her performance
followed close upon her promise. She did not
treat the nation as an adverse party—as a
party which had an interest opposed to hers

—

as a party to which she was to grant as few
advantages and from whom she was to extort

as much money as possible. Her benefits were
given, not sold

;
and when once given they

were not withdravm. She gave them, too,

with a frankness, an effusion of heart, a

princel}^ dignity, a motherly tenderness, which
enhanced their value. They were received by
the sturdy country gentlemen, who had come
up to Westminster full of resentment, with
tears of joy and shouts of ‘ God save the
Queen.’ ” A sin^dar proof of this invaluable
principle of identifying herself with her people
is shown in Elizabeth’s spirited address to her
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troops at Tilbury when the Spanish Armada
was threatening her shores. “ Let tyrants fear,”

said the undaunted Queen :
“ I have always so

behaved myself that, under God, I have placed

my chiefest strength and safeguard in the

loyal hearts and goodwill of my subjects
;
and

therefore I am come amongst you, as you see,

at this time, not as for my recreation and
disport, but being resolved, in the midst and
heat of the battle, to live or die amongst you
all.” Elizabeth had many faults. In matters

of religion she persecuted, without the mise-

rable excuse of fanaticism which could be
pleaded for her predecessor. She was often

guilty of arbitrary acts, and sometimes stooped

to dissimulation that bordered closely on
treachery

;
but she ruled, as be-

Euleby popular ^ queen of England, by
suffrage

the popular suffrage, and suc-

ceeded, as she deserved to succeed, first in

gaining, and then in retaining to the last, the

hearts and affections of the great nation she

governed.
Her accession was naturally hailed with joy,

as the beginning of a new era of hope and
progress after a period of gloomy tyranny

;
and

thus, in November, 1658, she was proclaimed

queen, the Lords and Commons giving unani-

mous consent. From the beginning of her

reign, she showed a spirit of wise conciliation

in state matters
;
retaining the councillors of

her predecessor, but with some notable addi-

tions, — Sir William Cecil and Sir Nicholas
Bacon being the chief of her new advisers.

Elizabeth had always inclined towards
Protestantism

;
and indeed her right to the

throne was identified with the
Elkabeth’s Protestant cause, for the Eomish

religious pohcy.
church denied the validity of her

mother Anne Boleyn’s marriage. But she was
attached to many usages and ceremonies of

the Latin Church, looked with great disfavour

on married clergymen, and was as little

attached to the Puritans as to the Papists. An
early proclamation forbade preaching by un-

licensed persons and the pulpit discussion of

disputed points. The Church of England was
reconstituted on the basis of the time of

Edward VI. A bill was passed early in 1559,

giving to the queen the title of Supreme
Governor of the Church, and thus restoring

the ecclesiastical supremacy of the crovv^n.

The queen could delegate the power she

possessed as governor of the Church to clerical

or lay commissioners, who became invested

with her authority, and could try questions

of heresy and eeclesiastical
Co«rtofHigh offences of all kinds. Henee
Commission.

mission, which after exercising infinite tyranny,

and rivalling the Star Chamber in its illegality

of procedure, was at length abolished by the

Long Parliament in 1641. Denial of the queen’s

supremacy was visited by punishments ranging
from fine and imprisonment for the first offence

to the penalties of high treason for the third.

Elizabeth considered a certain pomp and
splendour of ceremonial as alike respectable

in itself and as practically useful, in inspiring

respect for religion among the people by “ the

attributes to awe and majesty.” The second
Prayer Book of Edward VI. was revised, and
on it was founded the new Book of Common
Prayer, in 1569. The Thirty-nine Articles, as

they now stand, were arranged from the
forty-two of Edward VI.’s reign.

Many of the queen’s Protestant subjects

were not satisfied with the settlement of the
Church of England, especially

with the government of the of the

Church by bishops and its union
with the State. Many clergymen and also

laymen, driven from England by the persecu-

tion of Mary, had brought back from the

Continent the idea of Protestantism as set up
by Calvin at Geneva

;
and saw in various

ordinances of the English Church a com-
promise with Eomish practices and ceremonies
with which they refused to agree. In the

Book of Common Prayer they were reminded
of the mass

;
and all ornament and embellish-

ment in divine serviee, even to the use of

organs in church psalmody, were distasteful to

them. They declared for a religion that should

be purified from all popish error and supersti-

tion, and thus acquired the name of Puritans.

In their outward conduct they were strict and
severe, denouncing as frivolous and sinful all

sports, pastimes and amusements. Elizabeth

looked upon them with especial disfavour
;
and

by persecution and harshness strengthened and
confirmed their zeal. It is a great blot on her

memory that she persecuted Eomanists and
Puritans alike

;
for all non-

conformity with the established

Church partook, in her ej^es, of

the nature of treason. It is computed that

nearly two hundred Eomanists and twenty
Protestants were executed, during her reign,

for ecclesiastical offences. Thus Sherwin and
Ireton were put to death for denial of the

queen’s supremacy
;

Thacker and Coping for

distributing books written by Brown, the

founder of the powerful sect of Independents,

against the Book of Common Prayer. Two
Anabaptists were publicly burnt in Smithfield.

The first instance of penal proceedings against

Protestant dissenters oecurred in June 1567,

when some fifteen out of a congregation of

a hundred, found celebrating their worship in

Plummer’s Hall, were committed to prison.

From that time until the end of Elizabeth’s

reign the persecution continued
;
though there

were no more loyal subjects of the queen, or

more reliable upholders of the Protestant

religion, than the sturdy, inflexible Puritans.

The history of England under Elizabeth is

closely interwoven with that of Scotland under
the beautiful and unfortunate
Mary Stuart. From the begin-

ning of Elizabeth’s reign the
position of Mary was calculated to excite the
jealousy of the English queen

;
for, from the

Eomanist point of view, the daughter of Anne
Boleyn was not the legitimate heir to the
crown of England. The Scottish Mary, a
direct descendant from Henry VII. through
her grandmother Margaret, was considered by
the Eoman Catholics as entitled to the English
throne after Mary of England

;
and the
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Scottish queen’s uncles, the Guises, constantly

asserted the claim of their niece.

Mary herself and her husband,
® Francis 11. of France, imprudently

assumed the title of King and Queen of

Scotland and England, and quartered the arms
of England with their own. The regent of

Scotland at that time was the queen-mother,
Mary of Guise, a zealous partizan of the

C.'atholic League, and bent on extirpating the

Reformation in Scotland. The chiefs of the

Scottish Reformers, called the Lords of the

Congregation, obtained from the queen of

England, by the treaty of Berwick, a promise
of assistance against the Catholic League. An
English fleet entei’ed the F'irth of Forth, and
Leith was invested and taken. The death of

was attaehed. Mary’s manners and faith

were alike distasteful to the rigid Puritans.

Knox took upon himself to denounce the queen
to her face from the pulpit,

as a worshipper of idols, and
likened her to Jezebel, the wife
of Ahab. The Protestant party, headed by Lord
Murray, Mary’s natural brother, was in the
ascendant

;
and the queen, deeply indignant

as she was with Knox and his adherents, was
obliged not only to countenance them, but to

let Murray and the lords associated with him
wield the chief authority. Murray was a man
of interesting character, as exhibited in his ac-

tions. These, however,have unfortunately been
almost buried under much unseemly contro-
versy about his motives and secret intentions.

WESTMINSTER ABBEY.

Mary of Guise, which happened immediately
afterwards, was hailed with delight by the
party of the Reformers, at the head of whom

was the vehement and energetic
John Knox. “ And may Heaven
deliver us from the rest of the

Guisean blood 1 Amen !
” was Knox’s com-

mentary on the death of the queen-regent.
A confession of faith was drawm up by the
Estates of Scotland

;
the mass was denounced

as idolatry, and its performance made penal
;

the Presbyterian form of Protestantism was
established as the religion of Scotland.

It was at this juncture that Francis II. died;
and the young queen Mary, who had already
made Elizabeth her enemy, left with regret
the fair country of France, that she was
destined to behold no more, to rule over a
rough and turbulent nation little prepared to
make allowance for her foreign education, or
to show favour to the religion to which she

How TO Prepare Objects.

Proficiency in the art of preparing objects

for microscopical examination, and of “ mount-
ing ” them so that they may be preserved foi

future use, can only be acquired by practice.

Volumes have been written on the subject, and
improvements in minor details are still pre-
senting themselves from time to time. All,

therefore, that we can pretend to do here is to

introduce the student to some of the simpler
processes and methods adoptedby microscopists,
and we must refer him to special treatises for
those fuller instructions which he will need if he
desires to become expert in anyone branch. Fe'w
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amateurs, however, can hope to acquire the

ability of our best professional mounters, some
of whose preparations are marvellous specimens
of manipulative skill

;
but every one who uses

a microscope ought to have some practical

acquaintance with the mode of making such
preparations, otherwise he will certainly fail

to appreciate and probably even to understand
them.

It has been found most convenient to mount
microscopical preparations on slips of glass 3 in.

by 1 in. Exceptionally large

objects require, of course,

larger slips to carry them,
but the size mentioned is,

for various reasons, the best

for general use, and such
slips, with all other material

requiredby the microscopist,

are kept in stock by opti-

cians. For some objects

wooden slips have been
devised and are sold, but
they have the disadvantage of being liable to

warp, evenwhenmade ofwell-dried material, and
nothing yet has been suggested which seems to

be an improvement upon glass. Glass slips are
sold by the gross or the dozen. Thin covering
glass of various sizes is sold by the ounce. For
opaque and other objects which are to be viewed
by reflected light a cell is required. This may be
made by punching a circular hole in a piece of

cardboard, cut either square or say 1 in. by | in.

Then gum or paste a piece of dull black paper
on the centre of the slide,

and over this fasten by the
same method the pasteboard
cell and set it aside to dry
under pressure. The object
may subsequently be attached
in its proper position to the
bottom of the cell by a morsel
of gum. It should then be
covered over by a piece of

thin glass, and the slide

finishedby covering the upper
surface with a piece of or-

namental paper with a hole
punched in the centre. This
very simple plan is, we be-

lieve, quite as good as any-
thing yet devised for ordinary
purposes. Cells manufac-
tured of metal, glass, wood,
vulcanite, ebonite, etc., etc.,

maybe readily purchased, and
are by many persons pre-

ferred to the more homely
cells of pasteboard. They
are fixed on to the slip with marine glue, and
when covered by the thin glass are finished ofi

with a ring first of gold size and then of Bruns-
wick black or some similar material, put on
with a hair pencil and a turn-table. Sooner or
later, however, most dry mounted specimens
spoil. A fine “ dew ” generally deposits on the
under surface of the thin glass

;
or a minute

fungoid growth occurs, and no care in mounting
seems to be effective in pj-eventing it. Objects
so put up should be kept^’Iree from damp.

Mounting in Canada balsam or other media
is by no means so simple a task, though it is

generally in the manipulation required before

the object is ready for mounting that the real

difficulty occurs. Supposing, however, the

section, or whatever it is, to ha ve been properly

prepared, the operator must take a perfectly

clean slip, and spread—with a thin glass rod or

a piece of wood—a little balsam where the

object is to be laid, and then gently warm the

slide. The next step is to put the object to

be mounted exactly in the

centre of the slip and drop
sufficient balsam over it.

Upon this the thin cover-

ing glass must be laid

(properly cleaned), and
then pressed down so as to

force the superfluous balsam
out all round. The beginner
will probably find it difficult

to keep the object in the
centre of the covering glass

and the covering glass in the centre of the slip,

and also to avoid air-bubbles, which are very un-

sightly
;
but these and other minor perplexities

will be overcome by practice. The freshly

mounted slide should now be put away, with
the covering glass- kept firmly pressed down
either by a small clip, such as are sold for the

purpose, or by some simpler expedient. When
the balsam is hard, it should be cleaned off all

round close to the co vering glass, and the slide

may be finished with a ring of Brunswick black.

Mounting in liquids .—Some
objects, such as thin sections

of bone, woods, tongues of

molluscs, and many animal
tissues, are sometimes
mounted in fluids—a practice

which, with many advant-
ages, has one serious draw-
back—that preparations so-

made are never safe. Human
ingenuity does not appear
to have invented any cement
strong enough to permanently
confine glycerine or any com-
bination of glycerine

;
and

although other liquids are

less difficult to deal with,

there is no certainty with
any of them. Whereas, when
an object is once mounted
well in balsam it is secure.

The method adopted, suppos-
ing the object to be mounted
in fluid is very thin, is to

soak it in the medium to

be used and then remove it to a glass slip

with a sufficiency of the fluid, and cover with
thin glass, taking great care that no air-bubbles

are left between the glasses. Lay the slide on
the table or bench, put a small weight above
the thin glass to keep it in place, and remove
the external and superfluous liquid with a piece

of blotting-paper. When this has been got

rid of, dip a hair pencil into gold size, and
draw a line all round the edge of the thin

glass
;

let the size dry, and repeat the pro-

FLEA (PTJLEX lEEITANs) MAGNIFIED.

HONEY-LAPPING APPAEATUS OP WILD SEA-BEE
(a, magnified ;

a b, more highly magnified.)
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cess, and afterwards finish with Brunswick
black or other cement.

If the object to be mounted is too thick to

allow the adoption of this simple method, a
glass cell of sufficient depth must be carefully

fastened to a slide
;
this should then be filled

with the preservative fiuid
;
the object, pre-

viously soaked in the medium to be used, is

then put into the cell. When it has been ascer-

tained that no air is imprisoned on the under
side or in the meshes of the object, the covering
glass, which must of course

be of suitable size and shape,

may be placed on the top.

This is to the beginner gene-

rally a difficult task
;
but

when accomplished without
leaving air-bubbles in the
cell, the outside is dried,

and gold size, as in the
former instance, is used to

secure the mounting. When
an object is too thin to re-

quire a glass cell, and too

thick to b^e mounted wdthout
anything of the kind, a ring

of gold size may be made
upon the slip, and the ob-

ject to be mounted placed
therein with the fluid as

before.

For most purposes distilled water is the best,

with about one drop of alcohol to ten of water,
or -with a few drops of creosote added, or with
as much camphor as the water will take up

;
or

for most marine objects Goadby’s solution may
be used ; this is made by dissolving 4 oz. bay
salt, 2 oz. alum,
and 4 grains cor-

rosive sublimate
in 4 pints of boil-

ing water. The
mixture must be
carefully filtered.

If a glycerine

fluid is desired,

one part glycerine

to two parts cam-
phor water may
be used.

Amongst the
media employed
for mounting ani-

mal and vegetable
tissues, glycerine

jelly deserves to

be mentioned, on
two accounts

—

first, the beauti-

ful manner in which the natural appearance of

many objects is preserved wheil they are

mounted in it
;
and secondly, from the diffi-

culty of keeping the slides from spoiling. If

used at all, it should be employed only for very
small objects

;
particular care must be exercised

to avoid air-bubbles, and the preparation should
be very carefully secured vdth gold size or some
other cement.
Numerous objects suitable for examination

^vith low powers—such as seeds, many pollens.

vegetable hairs and scales, the fructification of
ferns and mosses, certain descriptions of fungi,
foraminifera, and other minute forms of marine
life, feathers, insect eggs, wings of butterflies

and moths, wing-cases of beetles, some entire
insects, small crystals, etc., etc.—may be
mounted dry without any preparation what-
ever

;
but this is not the case with the majority

of objects, and indeed most of those named
show but a small part of their structure when
so examined.

Bones, teeth, shells, and
the stones and hard shells of
fruit, etc., etc., should be
ground do-wn into thin sec-

tions. To prepare dry bone,

cut off a piece with a fine

saw, file it dovni to a con-

venient thickness, then
grind it on a flat hone with
water under a piece of cork,

to save the fingers; after-

wards polish by rubbing the
section over very smooth
dry bone, and finish on a

piece of plate glass. The
section must be ground very
thin and mounted as a trans-

parent object with a paper
cell. The other substances
mentioned may be treated

in a similar manner, but some of them will

require mounting in Canada balsam.

Wood, horn, cartilage, and other hard sub-

stances which cannot be ground down, are

sliced into thin sections by means of a “ section

cutting ” machine, though by practice enough
dexterity may
easily be acquired
to enable the
student to make
with a razor sec-

tions sufficiently

perfect for exami-
nation. Green
woods are soaked
first in spirit, to

get rid of any
resin they may
contain; and
afterwards in
water, to soak out

the gum and to

soften them a
little. With dry
woods it is often

necessary to boil

the material to

soften it. Wood
should be charred, which can easily be done
by placing the sections between two glass slips

and holding them over a spirit lamp; or

stained before mounting in balsam.
Thin sections of leaves and other soft vege-

table tissues may be obtained either by cutting
them with a razor on a piece of cork, or by
placing them between two pieces of cork and
using a section cutting macMne.
To take off the cutiole of leaves, or to

separate the vessels, etc., of vegetable structures,

AKtEKITA OP COCKCHAPEH (MELOLONTHA
VULGAKIS).
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it is often best to boil the tissue in liquor

potassce in a test tube or porcelain saucer.

The cuticle can then be readily stripped off,

and the several portions of the structure iso-

lated, and washed with a hair pencil. Some
plant structures are too delicate to be treated

thus,— amongst them the petals of flowers

generally.

The hard parts of insects., such as the feet,

heads, eyes, spiracles, etc., etc., are usually

soaked in liquor potassce, then thoroughly
washed, transferred to spirits of wine; and
when all the water has been thus got rid of,

soaked for a time in turpentine, and after-

wards mounted in balsam. Whole insects

(caterpillars, beetles, flies, etc.) may be treated

in the same way, until the internal parts are

dissolved. These may then be squeezed out

and washed away with a hair pencil
;
and the

external parts, when soaked first in spirits and
then in turpentine, may be mounted in balsam.
The internal parts of insects should be dissected

out under water; for which purpose the insect

may be fastened down with pins, or with a little

shoemaker’s wax or other substance, to a
piece of cork loaded with lead. The dissection

may be carried out by the dexterous use of fine

scissors, needles set in small wooden handles,

etc., etc. The staining and mounting involves

the same processes as given below for phy
siological sections generally.

In the preparation of anatomical and
physiological objects many processes are em-
ployed—too many to allow of their bare
enumeration here. For some purposes “ in-

jected ” specimens are ofthegreatest importance,
enabling the observer to trace the course of

the blood-vessels, and when properly executed
revealing numerous details of structure not
otherwise to be made out. Preparations of this

description, however, lie beyond the scope of

our present remarks, and cannot be successfully

attempted by the beginner, who must be con-
tent to wait until he has acquired some pro-

ficiency in carrying out the simpler processes

before undertaking them.
For preparing uninjected sections of skin,

kidney, liver, lung, etc., etc., the material to

be cut may be hardened in spirits of wine, to

ensure which it should be cut into pieces

sufficiently small to allow the liquid to pene-

trate to the centre. When hard enough, very
thin sections may be cut in the direction

required, wdth a razor kept wetted with the

liquid in which the material has been soaked,

and as they are cut they should be thrown
into distilled water to soften them again. From
the water they should be transferred into stain-

ing fluid : a solution of hsematoxylin (logwood
dye), sold for the purpose, is one of the best.

When the sections are sufficiently coloured

they must be well rinsed in water, and once
more transferred to spirits of wine, and after-

wards to absolute alcohol. When all the water
has been thus got rid of, the superfluous spirit

must be removed by placing the sections on
a piece of clean, soft paper. Place a small

quantity of turpentine, creosote, or oil of cloves

on a slide, and lay each section so that one
end of the underside may rest on the fluid.

which will then take the place of the spirit as
it evaporates and make the section perfectly
transparent. The superfluous turpentiue, or
whatever has been used, must now be removed
with clean, soft paper, and the section may
be mounted in balsam. Turpentine will gene-
rally be found preferable to either creosote or
oil of cloves, as tliis latter material especially
keeps the balsam soft and renders the mounting
insecm’e.

XXV.

The Third Conjugation.

Passive Voice.

Eegi, to he ruled.

indicative mood.
1. Present Tense.

S. regor,

regeris or regere,

regitur,

P. regimur,
regimmi,
reguntur,

I am ruled
thou art ruled
he is ruled
we are ruled
ye are ruled
they are ruled.

2.

Future Simple Tense.

S. regar,

regeris or regere,

regetur,

P. regemur,
regemml,
regentur,

I shall be ruled
thou wilt be ruled
he will be ruled
we shall be ruled
ye will be ruled
they will be ruled.

3. Imperfect Tense.

S. regebar, I was being ruled

regebaris or regebare, thou wast being ruled

regebatur, he was being ruled

P. regebamur, we were being ruled

regebaminl, ye were being ruled

regebantur, they were being ruled.

4. Perfeet Tense.

(
I have been ruled, or

') was ruledS. rectus sum or fui,

rectus es or fuisti,

rectus est or fuit,

P. recti sumus or fui-

mus,

recti estis or fuistis,

recti sunt, fuerunt,

or fuere,

5.- Future Perfect Tense.

8. rectus ero or
) j ruled

fuero, )

rectus eris or
[

thou wilt have been
fueris,

)
ruled

rectus erit or
) ruled

j
thou hast been ruled,

I
or wast ruled

j
he has been ruled, or

I
was ruled

j
we have been ruled,

(
or were ruled

I ye have been ruled,

I
dr were ruled

they have been ruled,

or were ruled.

fuerit, i
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P- "} we shall have been ruled

”*fueritlsj^
’’®®“ ™’®'^

recti erunt or ) they will have been
fuerint,

)
ruled.

P. recti essemus I 1.^1, ^ 1 j
or fuissemns, }

'^® '’®®“ ™'®'i

^o'r fuisVetu’’ }
recti essent ) they would have been
or fuissent,

j
ruled.

6. Pluperfect Tense.

S. rectus eram or )

fueram,
J

rectus eras or 1

fueras,
)

rectus erat or )

fuerat, (

P. recti eramus or 1

fueramus,
j

recti eratis or )

fueratis,
j

recti ^ant or 1

fuerant,
j

I had been ruled

thou hadst been ruled

he had been ruled,

we had been ruled

ye had been ruled

they had been ruled.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

1 . Present Tense.

S. regere, be thou ruled.

P. regimini, be ye ruled,

2 . Future Tense, or Emphatic Imperative.

S. regitor, thou must be ruled

regitor, he must be ruled,

P. reguntor, they must be ruled.

SUBJUNCTIVE OR CONJUNCTIVE MOOD.

S. regar,

regaris or regare,

regatur,

P. regamur,
regamini,
regantur,

1 . Present Tense.

I may be ruled
thou mayst be ruled
he may be ruled

we may be ruled

ye may be ruled

they may be ruled.

2 . Imperfect Tense.

S. regerer,

regereris or regerere,

regeretur,

P. regeremur,
regeremini,

regerentur,

I might be ruled

thou mightst be ruled

he might be ruled
we might be ruled

ye might be ruled
they might be ruled.

S.

P.

3 . Perfect Tense.

rectus sim or )

fuerim,
j

rectus sis or
[

fueris,
1

rectus sit or
(

fuerit,
j

recti simus or i

fuerimus,
j

recti sitis or i

fueritis, ‘
)

recti sint or
[

fuerint,
)

I may have been ruled

thou mayst have been
ruled.

he may have been rul«d

we may have been ruled

ye may have been ruled

tliey may have been ruled.

4 . Pluperfect Tense.

S. rectus essem
) j have been ruled

or fuissem,
(

rectus esses ) thou wouldst have been
or fuisses, j

ruled

rect-s esset
|
^ would have been ruled

or f’usset,
j

VERB INFINITE,

Inf. Pres., Imperf. regi, to be ruled.

„ Peif, Plup. rectus (a, um) esse or fuisse,

to have been ruled.

„ Fut. rectum iri (not declined), to be about
to rule.

Part. Perf. rectus (a, um), ruled, or having
been ruled.

Gerund, regendus (a, um), meet to, or must
or ought to be ruled.

Note that there are many verbs ending in io

of the third conjugation, in their tenses derived
from the present stem : throw away i before
another i, ei, and e at the end of the word.
Here is a list of such verbs, which you should
learn off by heart :

—

capio cepi captum capere. to take.

facio. feci. factum. facere.
( to make,

(
or do.

jacio,

fugio,

jeci. j
actum. jacere,

fugere.

to throw.
fugi. fugitum. to flee.

fodio. fodi. fossum. fodere. to dig.

rapio, rapui. raptum. rapere,
( to seize,or

j
plunder.

pario,* peperi. partum. pardre, -

( to bring

1
forth.

quatio. 1
(noper-

) feet).
j-
quassum, quatere to shake

cupio. cupivi. cupitum cupere,

sapgre.

to desire.

sapio,

lacio.

sapivi to taste.

lacere. to draw.-j

specio. specere. to look.f

These are conjugated, active and passive, in

this way :

—

Cap to, I take.

Active—
Indic, Pres, capio. capis, capit, capimus,

capitis, capiunt.

Fut. capiam, capies, capiet, capi-

emus, capietis, capient.

Imp), capiebam, capiebas, etc.

CONJ. Pres, capiam, capias, capiat, capia-

mus, capiatis, capiant.

Imp. caperem, caperes, etc.

Imper. Pres, cape, capite.

Fut. capitb, capitbte, capiuntd.

Inf. Pres, capere.

Gerund, capiendum, -endi, -endo.

Passive—
Indic. Pres, capior, caperis, capitur, capi-

mur, capimini, capiuntur,

Fut. capiar, capiaris, etc.

Imp. capiebar, capiebaris, etc.

CONJ. Pres, capiar, capiaris, etc.

Imp. caperer, capereris, etc.

Imper, Pres, capere, capimini.

Fut. capitor, citpiuntor.

Inf. Pres. capi. Gerund, capiendus.

Besides the verbs given under Rego (active),

which may all be conjugated passively like

Regor, we add the following deponent verbs

* Pario, Future Participle pa^-ittirus.

t Rare, except in composition.
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alloquor, perf. allocutus, to speak to,

fruor, to enjoy
;
perf. fructus and fniitus,

fungor, to discharge
;
functus. (Observe that

fruor and fungor govern the ablative case

—

as also utor, to use, usus sum
;
and vescor,

to feed on.)

loquor, to speak
;
perf. locutus.

nascor, to be born
;
natus.

patior, to suffer
;
passus.

proficiscor. to set out, to march (lit. to make
onwards : facio and pro),

reminiscor, to remember (which governs a

genitive case generally),

sequor, to follow
;
secutus.

Self-Examination Questions and Exercises.

Write down any forms of regor in the different

tenses and moods that are similar, and dis-

tinguish their exact meaning. What is the

came humana, tanquam cibu, se nunquam usuros
esse. Hostes ad mortem citissimi ducantur.
Facile est bonum vita beata frui. In hac urbe
Ceesar natus est, in qua soepe de laudibus ejus
oratores summi locuti sunt, Iram tyranni
pati difficillimum est.

Translate into Latin :

—

Do not follow the bad. Imitate the good, and
suffer evil for the sake of truth. They do not
follow, do they, the wish of their leader ? Many
soldiers are present to (use future participle

active) set out with their general. Where will

the child be born ? Was this city ever taken
by the arms of soldiers ? He says that he will

follow the standard. How many evils old age
will have suffered ! Do these soldiers discharge
their duty towards the state ? Uod uses the
bright sun to furnish light to men. May it be

SOBira WEAB THB SITE OE ANCIENT BABYLON.

rule given about verbs in Ao, active and passive,

in t& third conjugation? Conjugate capior,

for example. Give the conjunctive mood of

dico and duco in the passive voice. Mention
deponent verbs that govern the ablative and
genitive case. Give the imperative moods of

loqvor,fmwr, and fungor. Give the infinitive

moods of 74ar, nascor, patior, proficiscor, and
sequor. What is the derivation of proficiscor ?

Translate into English :

—

Nonne milites amant imperatorem suum
sequi? Num exercitus hostium e castris ad
urbem profectus est ? Quid, milites, pollicimini

VOS non profecturos ad urbem cinctam ? Quot
patiemini ex hoc acerrimo bello, inter gentes
maximas gerendo ? Urbs capta est. In annis
futuris hoc regnum regetur a tuis liberis.

Canes dominos sequebantur. Polliciti sunt,

VOL. I.

mine to follow the good in all good things.

Ye will suffer much in the future time. The
mother and the daughter used to live on milk
and on bread. A man using such things has

no power to live long.

XXIII.

The Last Days of Babylon {concluded).

When the kingdom of Judah had been
destroyed, the punishment of most of the petty

princes who had joined in the confederacy

47
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was an easy matter. But the great maritime
city of Tyre defied the efiorts of

Siege of Tyre, Babylonians to subdue it, as

in former times it had defied the Assyrians. It

was blockaded by land, as it had been before;

but it was open to the sea, and a powerful
fleet defended it on that side. A place of such
importance would have been a possession of

almost inestimable value to Nebuchadnezzar,
and the Babylonians besieged it for thirteen

years, but history is uncertain as to the result.

Before the siege of Tyre had been brought
to an end, disturbances broke out among the
Jews who had been jiermitted to remain in

their own country. One of their own race,

Gedaliah, had been entrusted by Nebuchad-
nezzar with the office of tributary local

governor of his countrymen, at Mizpah, about
six miles north of Jerusalem; but two months
after his appointment he was treacherously

murdered and his attendants massacred by
Ishmael, who claimed to be a descendant of

David. The panic-stricken Jews, who, under
the mild and just, but short rule of Gedaliah,
had hoped for peace and safety, fled into

Egypt. The consequence of the murder of the
Jewish governor was another advance of the
Babylonian forces into the country, and further
devastation.

Egypt was still the most formidable opponent
of Nebuchadnezzar. Unable to contest in

direct conflict the supremacy
Invasion of powers desired, Hophra

continued to foment discord

among the tributary states wherever possible.

Determined to crush so persistent an enemy,
the king of Babylonia, in 572 B.C., led an
overwhelming army into Egypt. Hophra was
defeated and captured, and Ahmes, or Amasis,
an Egyptian general, raised to the throne, as

a vassal king. Jeremiah made a remarkable
prophecy of this conquest at least ten years

before (xlvi. 24, 26)— ‘‘ The daughter of Egypt
shall be confounded; she shall be delivered

into the hand of the people of the north. . .

I will deliver them into the hand of those that
seek their lives, and into the hand of Nebu-
chadnezzar, king of Babylon, and into the
hand of his servants.”

Many more discoveries must be made before
we can construct any approach to a clear

narrative of the reign of Nebu-
chadnezzar. .It is probable, from

reign.
absence of any positive evi-

dence to the contrary, that after the successful

invasion of Egypt, Babylonia was not engaged
in any important foreign wars, and that the
king applied his energy and immense wealth
to the construction of temples and public
works, cities, canals, reservoirs, harbours, and
sumptuous edifices. Sir H. Bawlinson says

:

“ I have examined the bricks in situ belonging,
perhaps, to a hundred different cities and
towns in the neighbourhood of Baghdad, and
I never found any other legend than that of

Nebuchadnezzar, son of Nabopolassar, king of

Babylon.” The famous hanging gardens of

Babylon, so often referred to by the Greek
writers, are said to have been constructed by
Nebuchadnezzar out of affection for his Median

\\fife, Amijfitis, that she might not be afflicted
with a longing for her native mountain scenery.
He restored and adornal the capital, and
surrounded it with several lines of forti-

fications. It became almost a new city undei-
his hands; and the temples and palaces con-
structed by his orders still attest, in the hugeness
of their ruins, the gigantic works he planned
and executed. The great temple of Merodach.
or the younger Bel, was one of the most superb
edifices on the face of the earth, adorned with
gold, silver, and precious stones. Other temples
almost rivalled it in beauty

; and at Borsippa
he rebuilt a temple with seven stages, eacl)

being dedicated to one of the planetary bodies,
occupying, it is supposed, the site of the tower
of Babel.

The plain of Dura, where the king set uj)

the colossal golden image of Merodach, de-
scribed by Daniel, whose height was three-
score cubits, and the breadth thereof six
cubits,” has ];ccn identified by Layard with
a spot named Dur, on the cast bank of tlu^

Tigris
;
but other writers su])pose it to have

been to the south-east of Babylon, near a
mound known as Duair. where has been found
a i)edestal apparently of a colossal statue.

The malady which afflicted Nebuchadnezzar
for several j’ears towards the latter part of his
reign, so mysteriously described
in the Book of Daniel, as a Death of

transformation to the condition ^^^^chad-

of a beast of the field, was
*^®2zar.

perhaps one of those terrible and loathsome
forms of insanity examples of which occasion-
ally appear. He recovered, and for two or
three years afterwards was established in his

kingdom, and excellent majesty was added t<v

him.” At the age of eighty-four, after a
reign of fortj'-four years, the great king died,

and with him died the greatness of “ Babylon
the mighty.”
The death of Nebuchadnezzar occurred in

562 B.C., and his son Amil-Maruduk, the Evil-
Merodach of the Hebrew Scriptures, and the
Houarodam of the Greek historians, succeeded
to the throne. He is mentioned in the second
Book of Kings as having released from his long
imprisonment Jehoiachin, king of Judah, and
treated him with great respect and considera-

tion. His brother-in-law, Nergal-sar-uzur,

the Nergalsharczer of Jeremiah, engaged in a
conspiracy against him, and after a reign of

two years he was cruelly murdered. The arch-

conspirator succeeded to the throne, but reigned
only about three years.

Another king was assassinated after a reign

of about nine months’ duration; and then
came Nabu-Imtik, or Nabonidus, whose queen,

Nitocris, is said by Herodotus to have been a
woman of great ability, and to have designed
some of the engineering works about Babylon,
which prevented the Euphrates overflowing

the countrj".

It is doubtful whether Bel-sar-uzur (the

Belshazzar of the Book of Daniel, whose name
is so familiar to us in connection with the

writing on the wall and the fall of Babylon)
was a son of Nabonidus; but it is supposed
that he was, and towards the close of the
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latter’s reign, associated in the govern-

ment.
Babylonia was declining in power and

military prestige; and while it declined a new
power was rising in the Eastern world. Cyrus,

the son of Cambyses, king of Persia, and of

the daughter, of Astyages, king of Media, had
made Persia, formerlysubordinate

Captoeof ^ Media, an independent king-

us
conquered Lydia,

and was soon master of all Asia

Minor. Babylonia was then included in his

scheme of universal conquest, for Cyrus appears

to have been somewhat of the Alexander type,

and longed to be master of the world. War
was declared, and the country invaded.

The Babylonian army having been defeated,

Nabonidus retreated to Borsippa, leaving

Belshazzar in charge of the capital. The story

of the wild revel, the appalling vision, and of

the capture of the city by the army of Cyrus,

who, having diverted the water of the

Euphrates, which intersected the town, entered

by way of the dry bed of the river, is familiar

to us all.

Cyrus proved to be an able and generous
ruler. He permitted the captive Jews to

return to their own country. He died in 530
B.C., and was succeeded by his son Cambyses,
a man of infamous character, who murdered
his younger brother Smerdis

;
and when a

revolt broke out in his dominion, committed,
as is supposed, suicide. Darius, the king of

Persia, then claimed the throne, but revolts

broke out, which were soon suppressed.

Henceforth Babylonia was a province of

Persia. For many years the city of Babylon
was considered one of the capitals of the
Persian empire, but it gradually decayed, and
long before the Christian era nothing but
huge mounds on the banks of the Euphrates
—palaces, temples, the abodes of warriors,

scholars, astronomers, and a vast mercantile
and labouring population'—remained to mark
the site of the stupendous city, the name of

which has been perpetuated to our own times
as a symbol of power, misused wealth,
licentiousness, and unscrupulous tyranny.

So ends a sketch, all too brief and im-
perfect, of the wondrous history, as revealed
to us in these latter days—before that time,

dim and very fragmentary, obscured by fiction

which long passed current for fact—of the two
mighty empires which for nearly a thousand
years dominated in Western Asia. They were
empires which one would have thought v/ould

endure for ever
;
but nothing is permanent,

and what seems greatest and mightiest is, after

all, in the clutches of decay.
Before proceeding further, we may pause to

point out the singular interest connected with
the study of our subject. There is a charm in

thus going back to the sources of society, and
discovering in the civilization and politics of

the earliest ages the germs of thought and
action which are still bearing fruit amongst
ourselves. Ancient history is indeed the
foundation of all sound knowledge of the history
of every age.

XXI.

Autographs.

The practice of preserving autographs and
autograph letters of celebrated persons dates

back to a respectable antiquity,

having, according to the general
Autograph

opinion, originated in Germany,
about the middle of the sixteenth century, at

which period men of letters or of wealth adopted
the fashion of carrying with them on their

travels volumes of blank paper, called “ albcf,

amicorum,''’ ov, more briefly, “albums,” in which
the notable people whom they visited, or their

own friends, wrote their autographs. In the

MS. department of the British Museum
Library there is a collection of such books
amounting to several hundreds. To this in-

stinct of civilised humanity we doubtless owe
the preservation of numerous ’ dacuments of

pre-eminent national or personal importance.
It is only of late years, however, that autograph
collecting has risen to the dignity of a
“ mania,” that collections are dispersed under
the auctioneer’s hammer at fabulous prices, and
that autograph albums have become plentiful

as blackberries. . Paris is perhaps most famous
for its great collectors, or “ autographophiles

”

as they have been styled; but neither London
nor Berlin are far behind. Both at the “ Maison
Silvestre ” at the first-named city, and at the

West-end auction-rooms of our own metropolis,

extraordinary collections have been dispersed.

The following facts will give some idea

of the rise in value of autographs as their

collecting has grown in popularity. A letter of

the poet Thomson, sold in 18G0 for £2, fetched
three years later £1 12^., and would now be
worth at least £20 ;

a letter of Mrs. Siddons,

originally purchased for lOs., was sold in 18G5
for £7; at a sale at Paris in 1853, two precious
musical MSS., one of Beethoven and one of

Mozart, were sold at 10 francs each, but when
re-sold in 1857 and 1861, the first brought 41

francs and the second 80 francs, or eight times
the value at which it had been appraised a
few years before. « When Mr. Belward Kay’s
collection was sold at Christie’s, somewhere
about 1855, an autograph letter of the author of
“ Gil Bias ” went for £5 only. But there has
been for many years a steady rise in the value
of authentic autographs : for example, a letter

of Handel, sold in 1855 for only 50 francs,

fetched in 1864, after lively bidding, no less

than 200 francs.

An extraordinary imposture relative to auto-
graphs is alluded to in an excellent article on
this subject which appeared
some years ago (1875) in the
St. James's Magazine, which is

of so amusing a character that we quote it

verbatim :

—

“ More than one attempt has been made to
introduce forged letters into circulation

;
and
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some ten years ago a daring example of this

species of fraud became the subject of a pro-

tracted controversy at tlie French Institut,

One of the associates of that learned body,

M. Chasles, having been induced to purchase

an immense mass of letters and documents

purporting to be originals, communicated his

supposed discoveries to his fellow-members
;

and doubts having been raised as to their

genuineness, a correspondence with the

librarians of Rome and other cities ensued.

As certain of M. Ohasles’s acquisitions, notably

Rabelais and Montaigne, had been carefully

compared with the specimens of their hand-

writing existing in various public depots, the

former were pronounced to be absolute forgeries,

and their fabricator, who had succeeded in

impoverishing his credulous dupe to the extent

of sixty thousand francs (£2,400), was con-

demned to two years’ imprisonment
;

at the

expiration of which term, the sums received

having been previously lodged by him in a

place of security only known to himself, he

was doubtless enabled to enjoy his ill-gotten

gains in peace and tranquillity. Had he been
less ambitious in his designs on his victim’s

purse, and confined his epistolary ingenuity

within possible bounds, he might have con-

tinued his little game unmolested, and nobody
—certainly not M. Chasles—would have been
an iota the wiser ;

but venturing as he did on
the monstrous imposture of concocting love

letters from Antony to Cleopatra, and an
equally tender correspondence between Abelard

and H61oise, with, by way of variety, docu-

ments supposed to emanate from Julius Csesar,

and even (unless he has been grievously belied)

Judas Iscariot, it must be owned that he
rather overshot his mark

;
and it is hard to

believe that any mortal endowed with the

slightest modicum of common sense could have
not merely invested his money in the worthless

trash, but exposed himself to universal ridicule

by stubbornly upholding its authenticity.”

Besides the genuine and enthusiastic chif-

foniers d’esprit,” or “collectors of wit,” as a

French writer has quaintly dubbed them, there

is a set of mean and designing folk who make
a practice of writing to celebrated men and
women, under one pretext or the other, in

order that they should receive an autograph
reply, which they turn into hard

Dishonest auto- without* loss of time. An
grap un ers.

instance of this roguery
occurred in Paris, about 1855, in the well-

known case of a cunning vagabond named
Picard.

For examples of autographs, see pp. 141, 317,

429, and 764 of this volume.
The best way of preserving autograph letters

is to insert them in a folded sheet of cartridge

or other stout paper, upon the
Autograph pre- exterior of which a brief biogra-

phical sketch of the author of

the letter can be given, accompanied, where
practicable, by a carte-de-visite photograph.
It is best not to permanently bind them, but
keep them in a portfolio, with strings or clips

to retain the sheets at the back. Some collec-

tors frame the letters in the same manner as

steel engravings or etchings
;
but this plan

is bad, because inferior writing-ink is often

bleached or materially discoloured by constant
exposure to light.

It would be difficult to discover who was the

originator of what is sometimes termed “ gra-

phoscopy ” or the assumed art of

reading character by the hand- Cr^aphoscopy.

writing. No such pseudo-science could have
existed in the days cf hieroglyphics or cuneiform
intaglio inscriptions, or square inflexible

Phoenician or Hebrew characters. Neither
could individuality harbour in the stiff capi-

tals of the Roman scribe, the uncial letters

of the later Goth, or the “ black letter ” of

mediae valists. In those days the boast of Sir

Ingoldsby Bray

—

“ Although no clerk, Well may I mark
The particular turn of her P’s and her Q’s,”

would have been altogether impossible.

It was not until chirograph}’’ attained the
flowing ease of more modern times that
written characters possessed the

requisite ductility to mirror any- Character in

thing of their makers’ idiosyn-

cracies. “ Do they now ?
” may be asked, and the

question is more facile to put than to respond
to. It is certain that many sensible men have
held graphology to be a possible art

;
and it is

not less evident that many other men and
women, who can perhaps hardly be termed
sensible, are found at the present day ready to

send their half-crowns, accompanied by a scrap

of their handwriting, to sundry mysterious
sibyls, who from the scrap deduce oracular

summings-up of the character of the writer.

One of the first of our wiiters to note the

difference which exists in signatures was
Oldys, who in one of his quaint notes makes
sundry observations anent salient characteris-

tics of the autographs of certain of our kings.

He did not generalize, however, so as to em-
brace the wider idea that handwriting was a

test of character. As Oldys’s observations are

interesting, both for themselves and their

date, we append them
;
and as facsimiles of

signatures of our kings are common in books of

history, the reader may judge for himself. After
each of Oldys’s notes (distinguished by the
single turned comma) comes the opinion of

Isaac D’Israeli, usually confirmatory of Oldys’s.
“

‘ Henry VIII. -wrote a strong hand, but as

if he seldom had a good pen.’

—

The vehemence of his character

conveyed itself into his writing,

bold, hasty, and commanding. I have no doubt
the assertor of the Pope’s supremacy and its

triumphant destroyer split many a good quill.

‘ Edward VI. wrote a fair legible hand.’—We
have this promising young prince’s diary,

written by his own hand ; in all respects he
was an assiduous pupil

;
and he had scarcely

learned to write and to reign when we lost

him. ‘ Queen Elizabeth writ an upright hand,
like the bastard Italian,’—She was, indeed,

a most elegant caligrapher, whom Roger
Ascham had taught all the elegancies of

the pen. The French editor has given the
autograph of her name, which she usually

wrote in a very large tall character and pain-
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fully elaborate. He accompanies it with one

of the Scottish Mary, who at times wrote

elegantly, though usually in uneven lines

;

when in haste and distress of mind, in several

letters during her imprisonment, which I have

read, much the contrary. ’James I. wrote a

poor ungainly character, all awry, and not in

a straight line.’—James certainly wrote a

slovenly scrawl, atrongly indicative of that

personal negligence which he carried into all

the little things of life
;
and Buchanan, who

had made him an excellent scholar, may
receive the disgrace of his pupil’s ugly scribble,

which sprawls about his careless and inelegant

letters. ‘ Charles I. wrote a fair open Italian

hand, and more correctly, perhaps, than any
prince we ever had.’—Charles was the first of

our monarchs who intended to have domicili-

ated taste in the kingdom
;
and it might have

been conjectured from this unfortunate prince.

“ I want to see Mrs. Jago’s handwriting, that

1 may judge of her temper. ” General Paoli, the

Corsican hero, told Northcote that he could

decide upon the character and dis-

position of a man from his hand- believers in

writing; and Swedenborg, when
treating of the powers of perception and intui-

tion which he asserts characterize the spirits of

higher spheres, affirms that they can read the

character of a mortal not merely by his signa-

ture, but by the manner in which he makes
the simplest pen-stroke. The physiognomist

Lavater was a decided believer in the possi-

bility of reading character in handwriting.

He says :
“ The more I compare different

handwritings, the more am I convinced that

handwriting is the expression of the character

of him who writes. Each nation has its

national chafl’acter of writing, as the physiog-

nomy of each people expresses the most salient

ANCIENT FEINTING OFFICE.

who SO finely discriminated the manners of the
different painters, which are, in fact, their

handwritings, that he would not have been
insensible to the elegancies of the pen.
‘ Charles II. wrote a little fair running hand,
as if wrote in haste, or uneasy till he had done.’

—Such was the writing to be expected from this

illustrious vagabond, who had much to write,

often in odd situations, and could never get
rid of his natural restlessness and vivacity.
‘ James II. writ a fair large hand.’—It is cha-
racterized by his phlegmatic tem]jer, as an
exact detailer of occurrences, and the matter-
of-fact business genius of the writer. ‘ Queen
Anne wrote a fair round hand,’—that is, the
writing she had been taught by her master,
probably without any alteration of manner
naturally suggested- by herself,—the copying-
hand of a common character.”

In one of the letters of Shen stone, the
graceful poet of the Leasowes, he remarks.

points of character in the nation.” Lavater
goes on to say : But, with the finest hand,’

I shall be told, ‘

-v^ith the most regular hand-
writing, the man is frequently to the last de-

gree irregular.’ Kaise as many objections as

you please, this fine writing, however, neces-

sarily supposes a certain mental arrangement,
and, in particular, the love of order. The best

preachers are often the most lax in both prin-

ciple and conduct
;
but were they entirely

corrupted they would not be good preachers.”
“ In order to write a fine hand, one must have
at least a vein of energy, of industry, of pre-'^

cision and taste ;
as every effort supposes a

cause analogous to it.” Lavatar may, no doubt,

be charged in some instances with credulity,

and with too readily yielding to the natural

ardour of his imagination, but few will hesitate

to acknowledge that in the matter of reading

character the world has seldom, if ever, seen

his equal.
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XXIV.

Hints for Musical Study.

There is a great deal of enthusiasm for music
no\v-a-days, but only a very small proportion

.of those who sing and play attain
A weak point. criHoal grasp of the

art. The gi’eat majority do not rise above a
smattering of knowledge and a mediocrity of

skill, whether instrumental or vocal.

The chief reason for this is that so few
persons approach the subject in a scholarly,

purposeful way. Music, for most people, is

an amusement—a thing for the ear and not
for the mind. They come to it tired, get
pleasure from it, and are content. All this is

very well. Let us be thankful for the softening
and soothing influences of music, and rejoice

in the large numbers who come within its

power.
But, happily, all are not content with this.

There arc some who like thoroughness in all

.
ftiat they do

;
who are deter-

Parting counsel, joined to understand as they go
along, and in matters of taste and style to

strive at least to be equal with the best. It is

for such—for musical studc7its, in short—that

we have been writing; and we now address to

them a few parting words on the best -way of

reaching excellence.

Our first point is one that will, we fear,

somewhat discourage solitary workers. Music,
in its essence, is to be learned by listening and
practising more than by reading. Study is

important, as giving certainty, but the ear
must experience before the mind can properly
grasp a musical fact.

Those who are out of the reach of first-class

singers and players may fairly say that to tell

them to listen to Sims Keeves or Joachim is

useless. It is like recommending a consump-
tive warehouseman to winter at

Imitation and Madeira. This is unfortunately
y pa ny.

there is no escape from
the fact we have stated. Musical taste comes
from imitation and sympathetic listening

rather than from books. Fortunately good
concerts are now so cheap and common that
there must be very few persons who cannot
occasionally listen to a fine performer of fine

music. And this much of comfort -we will

offer to those whose musical privileges are
few and far between. Thousands of people
listen in a vacant way to music, and receive
but little training from it

;
while the student

whose faculties are sharpened by earnestness,

and whose study has prepared him to receive
and retain impressions, hears and remembers
far more than the listless, uneducated concert-
goer. Set a painter to walk through a room
containing' a picture and to give it a glance
as he passes. Then set an ordinary untrained
person to do the same thing. The painter will

remark a dozen points of colour, composition.

and drawing, while the untrained eye will
perhaps remember nothing at all. It is the
same with music.

In listening it is well to remember that
the art of expressing feeling through tone is

the same with the voice, the violin—indeed,
with all instruments. Malibran,
when some one asked her how to models,

learn expression, said “ Listen to my husband’s
(De Beriot’s) violin.” Fine expression is often
to be heard also from flute, oboe, and clarionet
players. Of course, however, the voice of a
great singer is the best model of what singino-
should be.

Let this principle of letting study keep pace
with ear-experience follow the student in all

the course of his work. Let him regard the
notes of a piece of music as mere dry bones,
to be covered with the warm and throbbing
flesh of worthy performance before their
meaning can be perceived—a mere set of signs
for recalling and enabling us to reproduce
living sensations. Let him sing much, and
however poor his voice, let him try always to
sing with feeling. Although, as we showed
at the beginning of these (“bapters, nearly
every one can sing, yet the number of
rich and expressive voices is not large. No
doubt improved attention to voice develop-
ment paid from youth upwards will make
good voices more common in the future than
they are now. At present we can only regret
the paucity of musical voices, in some parts
of the country especially. Those who do not
care to sing, should learn to play some instru-

ment. To feel music properly we must per-

form it, however unpretentiously.

And if to feel music we must lyerform it, so

to understand it we must comjyose
it. Composition is the highest Composition,

branch of the art
;

it admits us, as we have
said, into the secret of music. No one can
thoroughly appreciate and understand a Fugue,
for example, who has not tried to compose one.
The study of composition should begin with
harmony analysis in the way we have treated
it. Then should come simple exercises in con-
structing chords, the method of “ sounds and
rules hand in hand ” being always followed.
The systematic training of the ear is highly

important. An educated musician
as he listens to harmonies realises

the notes and name of each chord.
He “sees wfith his ears.” To possess this

faculty in its full development—to watch with
the ear, for example, the play of tone-colour

in an orchestral band, is the fruit of years of

patient study. But the power must be de-

veloped gradually, and must begin with noting
down simple melodies, then the plainest con-

cords, and learning to recognise one by one
the various discords. The student should form
the habit of trjfing to name to himself the

sol-fa notes in melodies he may casually hear

in the street, etc., imagining also that he sees

the measure and time of each note. Those
who can command a friend to play to them a

course of exercises, while they sit with back
to the pianoforte and write down the notes,

should do so.
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Those who follow a well-laid path of musical

study will have their reward. Parts of their

work may be hard and puzzling, but the

pleasure which comes from difficulties mastered
and knowledge gained will be theirs. Musical
knowledge is of especial value in modern life.

Every one, whether he likes it or not, has to

listen now-a-days to a great deal of music sung
or played. To those who through study are

able to listen intelligently, music
.A world of

(rives a heightened pleasure. It
p easure.

appeals to the fancy, and to the

soul through the mind. But musical pleasure

is not merely passive
;

it is active. How great

is the delight of joining in a chorus or an
instrumental duet or trio ! How great also

is the pleasure of giving enjoyment to others

through voice or lip or hand !

END OB' “iiira/C”

XXIV.

The Ceyptogamia.

It was stated, on page 4G, that in addition to

the hundred thousand species of Flowering-
plants contained in the world, there are vast
numbers which do not possess true stamens
and pistils, and which, on that account, are
designated, collectively, the Cryptogamia. In
popular estimation they deserve their plain
English, but incorrect, name—that which de-

scribes them as “ FloweiTess.” The Latin term
expresses their genuine character, elegantly
calling upon us to observe that the parts which
answer to flowers are not actually absent, but
so exquisitely minute that without the aid of

a microscope they are indistinguishable and
undiscoverable, therefore “hidden ” from view.
We need only remember the meaning of the
word “ crypt ” when used as a substantive, for

the vault beneath a church or cathedral—the
])ortion of the building which lies concealed

—

in order to recognise its appropriateness as an
epithet of the minute organs which stand as the
equivalent of stamens and pistils in ferns, sea-

weeds, mosses, and the rest of these beautiful

little inhabitants of the lower platforms of

vegetable nature. How many there are of the
Cryptogamia is not known. The larger forms
have been pretty well discriminated

;
but it is

quite certain that a vast number of the smaller
kinds are still unknown to science ;—the general
belief is that the total will, in course of time,

be found to be little, if at all, short of

f)0,000. They fall into about a dozen distinct

families, the principal of which are the ferns,

the mosses, the Algje, the fungi, and the lichens.

After these come the Lycopodiums, the Equiseta
(commonly called horse-tails), and the Liver-
worts

;
and then follow the Charas, the Riccias,

and one or two other families, extremely inter-

esting, but in extent very circumscribed. The
idea expressed in the term “ cryptogamous,”

applied to them in the aggregate, is, after all,

only in the very broadest sense descriptive.

The nature of the plants, the structure of the
fructification, is inconceivably various. Most
of the families which constitute the Crypto-
gamia differ, in fact, quite as much from one
another as any particular family differs from a
tribe of proper flowering-plants. The crypto-
gamous condition is, in a word, simply negative;

we have still to inquire for the particular

characteristics, and for all concerning them
that is positive. It may be premised that very
little real way can be made with the crypto-
gamia except with the aid of a microscope.
The general forms and outlines of the larger

species no doubt can be learned without re-

sorting to it. No one requires a microscope in

order to distinguish between a shield-fern and
a polypody

;
or between the bladdered sea-

wrack of the rocks upon the shore and the
translucent crimson films of the Delesseria.

But all the inmost and most curious history of

the Cryptogamia is totally beyond the reach of

the unassisted eye. An ordinary magnifying
lens, such as can be carried in the pocket, will

serve, in most cases, for the outer part of the
fructification of the mosses and the lichens.

But the arcana of these, as well as of the ferns,

demand the most patient and exact scrutiny,

which sometimes requires to bo continued, be-

cause of the changes, at intervals, for several

days. The microscope thus introduces the

zealous and reverent observer of nature’s

mysteries info quite a new world of delightful

wonder. “ The invention of logarithms,” it

was said by that grent philosopher Laplace,

had “ lengthened the life of astronomers.” As
fruly might it be said that to set vigorously to

work, with a good microscope, upon the Crypto-

gamia lengthens the life of the botanist, so vast

and fascinating is the realm of new ideas to

which it introduces him
;
and that human life

consists not in lai)se of time, or in number of

birthdays, but in the acquisition of ideas and
the charming emotions that attend progress in

knowledge, needs no new pointing out. The
man who once sets to work seriously with a
microscope, addressing himself in particular to

the Cryptogamia, never again lacks occupation
and amusement.
The Cryptogamia are distinguished, in the

first place, into the two great sections called

Cormogens and Thallogens, or Cormophytes
and Thallophytes. Other modes of commencing
the classification have been devised, and by
some botanists are preferred, but this one is the

simplest and most practical. The Cormogens
are such as possess, usually, or at all events in

their higher forms, a distinct stem, with leaves

or leaf-like organs proceeding therefrom.

Ferns, mosses. Lycopodiums, and the larger

kinds of mosses supply familiar examples.
These are also more elaborately organized. The
Thallogens, on the other hand, never have any
distinct stem, nor have they leaves, or any-
thing that can be compared to proper foliage.

The substance is uniform throughout, being
purely cellular, and their organization is in all

r3spects less complex. These we find in the
Lichens, the Algae, and the Fungi.
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Which of the families constituting the Cor-

mogens shall be considered pre-eminent is an
open question. If it is to be decided by near-

ness of approach to the nature of flowering-

plants, then, most assuredly, the Mosses will

hold the foremost place. But the stature of

the mosses is so trifling, very many of them
are so insigniflcant in dimensions, that prece-

dence is usually given to the Ferns—those

beautiful plants which, although in some re-

spects inferior as to organisation, almost invari-

ably present so engaging, if not so admirable,

a figure, and which in various foreign countries

assume the character of palm-trees. Nobleness

of carriage, stature and complexion naturally

win favour in such rivalry as this. Hence,
after the ferns, are taken the next largest and
tallest—the Lycopodiums and the Equiseta.

These three families, it may be added, have
been from time immemorial always treated as

an appendix to the flowering-plants, and intro-

duced at the end of the books
called “Floras,”—in part,

perhaps, because of the com-
parative fewness of the

species, the Thallogens being

in every countryso numerous
as to call for separate trea-

tises as well as for inde-

pendent study.

The idea of a fern is

manifold, the tribe covered

by this name resolving into

five or six sub-tribes, several

of which have no wild repre-

sentatives in Europe, and
in cultivation always require
the shelter of the green-

house or hot-house. These
last include the beautiful

denizens of the tropics called

Gleichenias, Cyathaeas, and
most of the tree-ferns, or

those which develop a stem-
like pillar. In every-day,

out-of-door Botany, we meet
with examples chiefly of the

immense section called the
Polypodiaceae, with a few representatives of

the Osmundaceae. The Polyp<^iaceae are very
easily distinguished. The fructification is

borne, almost invariably, upon the under-
surface of the green leaf, sometimes presenting
itself in the shape of innumerable brown or
yellowish spangles

;
sometimes, as in the com-

mon harts-tongue fern, in brown lines or bars,

that shoot slantwise from near the middle
towards the margin

;
sometimes as a delicate

braid that runs continuously along the edge
of the leaf, but always upon the under-
side. These three do not by any means ex-
haust the elegant modes of disposition, there
being examples of network of a plaster-like

arrangement, as in the elk’s-horn fern, and of

a diffused and irregular broadcast scattering.

In every case, and whatever the shape, the
masses of fructification are collectively called
the Sori. While young, their particular forms
are plainly distinguishable. In maturity, how-
ever, they are apt to become “confluent.”

Hence the importance of observing ferns during
the entire progress of their growth. The fruc-
tification being developed upon the surface of
the leaf, it is customary to give the latter n,

special name. The “ leaves,” so called, of ferns,

are properly “fronds,” two distinct natures com-
bing in a single individual. Nothing satisfactory

can ever be accomplished in the discrimination
of ferns without consulting the sori. Young
fronds, and barren ones, can seldom be trusted
to. Even a portion or broken fragment of a
frond, so that it bears well-develop^ sori, will,

on the other hand, very generally declare the
species. Here it may be remarked, that to
attempt to recognize and classify ferns by the
outline or general figure of their fronds, even
when in the highest state of perfection, without
paying any attention to the sori underneath, is

a most reckless procedure, not to say indolent
and visionary. Here and there this idle endea-
vour may suffice, as in the case of the above-

named hart’s-tongue fern,

which in outline stands

almost alone; but to suppose
that the sori can be dis-

pensed with when examin-
ingany of the ostrich-feather

class of ferns, is utterly self-

deceitful. Ferns having en-

tirely different sori are often

in shape of frond almost
identical. Contrariwise, the

same kind of sori will often

be found upon fronds that

are quite dissimilar
; in

illustration of which there

are none more remarkable
than the different species of

maiden-hair or Adiantum.
When the sori are ex-

amined mth the microscope
they are found to consist of

an infinite number of glo-

bular boxes, in general form
not unlike a cockleshell,

and opening, after the same
manner, across the middle,

so as to present two exactly

equal halves. The opening comes of a very
beautiful elastic adjunct, curved in such a

way that when the shell is ripe, or ready to

burst, the spring, seeking to straighten itself,

tears the portions asunder. This may be
readily watched with a microscope, and is

always a most interesting spectacle. The
little boxes are termed the “sporangia”

;
the

infinitesimally minute atoms contained in

them, and which are liberated by the bursting

asunder, are the “spores.” Strewed upon a
moist surface, such as a saucerful of well-

pressed earth, these tiny atoms—the spores

—soon begin to grow, as if they were seeds.

Every one of them originates a httle thin flat

green plate, called the “ prothallus,” and upon
this, in due time, arc developed minute “ an-

theridia” and “ pistillidia ” (the latter some-
times called “ archegonia ”), representatives

of the stamens and pistils of flowering-plants.

The “archegonia” are fertilized in the old

accustomed way, and the foundation is thus laid

FIG. 134 .—PINE (see p. 673 ).
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for the growth of a new or seedling

fern. The brown dust cast from a

fern frond, the famous “fern-seed'’

of the well-known Middle ages

superstition,

“ We have the receipt for fern seed,

We walk invisible,”

is thus not “ seed ” at all, but a heap
of rudimentary or incipient buds
capable of generating seeds. How
amazing the fecundity of a single

frond ! Were but one, full of sori,

to be allowed absolute power and
command, every other plant giving

place, a very few years would
suflfice to give it dominion over
the entire surface of the earth.

The sori are covered, usually, with
a delicate membranous skin called

the “indusium.” When the sporan-

gia are advancing to maturity, the

indusium cracks open, or the edges
become loosened in some beautiful

manner, so that the sporangia shall

escape. So various is the mode ol

opening, or “dehiscence,” that it

helps im-
me nsely in

these chap-
ters several

times, gives

a most beautiful example of

perfectly naked sori. In the

shield fern the indusium sepa-

rates itself in such a way as to

give the image of one of the

circular shields used by war-
riors in the ancient British

times, whence its name
;
in

the harts-tongue it opens by
a longitudinal and central

fissure. These three ferns

should be very carefully

studied by every one wishful

to obtain accurate knowledge
of the general structure of the

class of plants they represent.

Some of the richest kinds of

tropical ferns, members of the

genus Gymnogramma, have
the under- surface of the

ground strewed in every part

with a delicate kind of vege-

table dust, either yellow or

snow-white, according to the

species. These are called by
gardeners “gold ferns” and
“silver ferns.” The dust is

FIG. 136.

—

SCOTCH PINE
(p. 673).

FIG

FIG 137.—PINE CONE.

merely ornament, having no connec-
tion with the reproductive organism,
and needs mention in the present
place only because of its singular
beauty.

In the Osmundacese the elastic

ring above described is not deve-
loped, the sporangia opening, when
ready, by the same simple process
as the legume of the pea or the
lupine. Here, too, they do not form
spangles, or bars, or braid, upon the
surface or margin of the frond, but
are clustered in little panicles upon
the summit. So like are these pani-
cles to the inflorescence of certain
kinds of flowering-plants, that the
Osmundas are commonly called by
the name of “Flowering-fern,”—

a

term of the same defective character
as “ Flowering strawberry,” applied
to the purple Indian potentiUa, and
“ Flowering-rush,” applied popularly
to the Bntomvs nmhellatns. The
beautiful little plant called moon-
wort, Botrychiuvi Lunaria, because

of the lunate
form of the
segments of

the leaf, de-

velopes pa-
nicles of the
same des-
cription.

Ferns are
also distin-

guished by
their very
cmious ve-
nation. In
every one of

the British

species, and

Venation of

ferns.

FIG. 139.—PINE (p. 673).

in great num-
bers of the
foreign kinds,

the veins of the frond, in-

stead of forming network, are
simply forked, veinlets pro-
ceeding from the extremities
of the prongs, and moving
right away towards the mar-
gin, never even touching the
adjacent veins. This may be
observed to great advantage
in the harts’-tongue and the
common Osmunda. Even
when the veins associate and
interlace, the general charac-

ter of the venation is very
different from thatofExogens.
There is no example in the
ferns of the curvilinear ve-

nation found in lilies and
grasses and other endogens

;

and, conversely, there is only
one discovered instance of

forked veins in a i>lant of a
different order. This one
solitary example is furnished
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bj that remarkable tree, the Japanese Salisburia,

mentioned already upon page 189 ;
but which

we refer to again, in order to urge the student to

make inquiry for it, so that the quaint peculi-

arities may be personally observed. Botany, as

we have said before, is not to be learned by

reading a book, but by examining for oneself

everything that the book speaks of, and as much
as possible besides.

XXIV.

Study ox the Four Declexsioxs
GENERALLY.

21?enfd)en gceiftcit ift cin Sc^a^. (5 t

dcsii r,icn -slum fnj -kite ist ine s1int.-i airr

fptac^ mit ber ©iite ciued greiinbc^. ^Die

sprach mit dev rjut -ic i'-ncs froin'-des dee

greunbfd)aft iff anc tie 0onne in tern ^eben.

fvoinl -shaft ut tec dee zoti'-ne indamelaif-hen

2)er ^leniq ifl ter 33ater ted SSolfed.

dare hoe -nick ist dare fah'-tcr dess foll'-kes

341 tern 3:biercjarten Berlin, fint piete

in dame teer'-gar-ten tsoo bare-leen zintfee'-le

5)?erhrurtigfeiten 311 feben. ^Dad
mairk'-vuer-dich-kite'-cti tsoo zaf-en dass

Dacb ted -^aufed iTtI;t auf 0dittcn. Dad
dach dess Ju)w'-ses root oaf zoi'-loi dass

!!}?aulti;ier fuebt im 3^iebet ten 5Beq iiber

mowl'-teer zooeht im n nf -l>el dane vaig ve'-her

tie Serge. Die glufTe laufen 511 tern

dee hairr'-ge dee Ji lies' -sc loni'-fen tsoo dame

groben S?eere bin. Der Sater reitet, mit
gross'-en mair'-re hln darefah'-ter rg'-tet mit

tern .Jlinte in feinen 5(rmen. SBinfriet
dame hin'-de in zg'-nen arr'-meii vin'-frecd

mar ein (Jnglifcbcr S?bnd), ter megen
rahr ine en-glish-er moenck dare rag -gen

feiner Sertienjle ten 5?amen Sonifas
zg'-ner fer-deen'ste dane nah'-men ho-nce-fah'-

ciud, tad ift 2B5bItbater erbielt. Die 2:rauer
tsius dass ist vole' -tag -ter err-heeW dee frow'-er

ter dbriflen bei tern S:ote donjlantind ted
dare kris'-tC 7i bg dameto'-de con'-stan-teens dcs

(Urofen, mar adgemein. (£r bartc piel fitr

gross' -en vahr all-ge-nnne airr liat'-te feelfner

tie (Sbriftenbeit getban. Die Dage fint im
dee kris'-ten-kite ge-tnhn' dee tali -go zint ini

SBinter furj nnt tie S'Jddde fint lang. Die
vin'-ter koorts nnd dee neeh'-te zint lang dee

^nttcefungen ted ^iilrcnomen 91emton fint

ent-deck'-leng-en des (us-tro-no'-men neir-ton zint

mic^iig. Der 9?ut?en ted gtei^ed ift befannt.
vich'-tich dare noot' -sen desfg'-ses ist be-hannt'

.3 n ter .^ircbe ter 0 tatt ©tratfort an tern

in dare kcer'-clie dare statt Stratford an dame

gtiiffe 5{ton, ift tad @rab ©bafefpeare'd. 2Iiif

tins' -se axon ist dass grahb shahespeares onf

ten Sergen fd)cint fdmn tie ©onne. 3« ten
dane hairr'-gen sliynt shone dee zon'-ne in dane

3:bdtern Uegt nocb ter ©d^nee. '^atengften
iag'-lern leegt noch dare shnay imeng'-sten

Siaum einen Sailin' fagt tad ©pricb^
ronmi pfants i'-nen bonghin zaacht das sprioh'-

mort. SSarum feit ibr bcfiimmert urn

vort tali -nun syte eerr be-huem'-inert 11111

eure .Sticitung? Setraebtet tie ?itien ted

og'-re klg'-doong be-trach'-tet dee lee'-lien des

getted, mie fie mad;fen.
tel'-des vee zee vax'-en

3 n fteinen 0ad)cn fann man oft feben ob
in lilg'-nen sach'-en kann man ojft zag'-en op

ein ilint ein guted |)erj b^i- 2)ie (grnte

me kint ine goo'-tes hairrts hat dec ayrn'-te

bringt tern f?antmann reid;en ©egen. Die
bringt dame land'-mann ry'-ehen zay'-gen dee

giite 3 pit fit^ ^lintcr ift tie 2Seibnad)t3 eit.

goo'-te tsitefner kin'-der ist dee ry'-nacht'-tsite

3 n ter Sod)e fint fed;d Dage morin man
in dare vo'-che zint zex tah'-ge vo'-rinn man

arbeitet. Der ©onntag ift ter Dag ted

arr'-bg-tet dare zvnn'-taeh ist dare taach des

^errn, ter Dag ter 9iiibe iint ter greute.

hairrn dare taach dare rod-e nnt darefroi'-de

Der grefe to'tinat SBoIfep mar ter ©obn
dare grosse harr-di-nahV n olseg vahr dare zone

eined Sitrgerd ter ©tatt 3pfii-'i^b '^8 ben

I'-nes bner'-gers dare statt ips-ivieh an dane

9teten ted Seifen fann ter ^orer oieted

ray'-den dess ry'zen hann dare hocr'er feel'-cs

ternen. Dad .JUnt ift tie |)offniing ted Sa=
lare'-nen das hint ist dee hoff'nnng dcssfah'-

terd. Der ©efang ter Soget ertont in ten

ters dure ge-sang' dare foe-gel er-toent in dane

Sdlrern. 3 a gropen |)aufen jieben tie

veil'-derm in gross'-en hmvff'-en tsee'-en dee

©d;matben am gnte ted ©ommerd fiber tad
shval-ben am en'de dcs zom'-mers ne'-her dass

Sieer. Die 3aianer in tern Dbanne fint

mairr dec tsim!-mer in dame toor'-me zint

flein, tie ^fafter fint f(^)mat, ant tie S?au=
Mine dee fen s'-terr zint shmahl nnt dee mom'-

ern fint tid. Die ©obne ted Saiierdmannd
ern zint dick dee zoe'-ne des boiv'-ers-manns

fonnten tie ©tdbe niebt jerbreeben. Str^

konn'-ten dec stay-be nicht tser-hre'-chen arr-

mutb im Sitter ift tie Si^iid)t ter f^aiitbeit in

moot iin al'-ter ist dee frneht derfowl'-kite in

ter 3agcnt. Die ter S?abig!eit

dare y00 -gent dee jol'-gm dare mayss'-ich-kite

imt ter Strbeitfamfeit fint ©bi^f ant
nnt dare arr'-bite-zam-kite' zint ayr'-c nnt

greute. Gin Diebftabt fep fo fcbtciu er

i'roi-de ine deeb'-stahl zey so sJilongh airr

mag, er fommt oft fettfam an ten Dag.
maach airr kommt oj)’t zelt'-zani an dane taach

Die 3eit ift tern S?enfd)en atd ein @ut
dee tsite ist dame mcn'-.Oicn als ine goot

gegeben. S5erten mir morgen einen,

ge-gay'-ben vairr'-den veer mor -gen i'-nen
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fd^onen 2:03 :^akn. 2)ie 2:age ber
shoe'-nen taach ha!-hen dee tah'-ge dare goo'-

genb finb bem 2)?enfc^)en t:^euer. ©er 3^eicl)e

gent zint dame men'-shen tog'-err dare rg'-che

^at @elb aber bet Strme ^at oft met;r

hat gelt ah'-herr dare ar'-me hat offt mairr

©efunb^eit |)aben 0ie cinen S3rief bon
ge-snnd' -kite hal-hen zee i'-7ien hreef fon

3^tem 35ruber. 2)a^ Stei ifl nid;t fo t^jcuet

eer'-evi hroo'-derr dass hly ist nicht zo tog'-err

bet ©tat;I. 2)cr ift bie 3eit
als dare staid dare frne'-ling ist dee tsite

bet Stumen. 2)et <^etbft ift bte 3fit bet

dare bloom'-en dare Jiairrbst ist dee tsite dare

^tiic^te. 3n bet ©d)ute loitb ba^ ^inb auf
fruech'-te in dare shuo'-le veert dass hint onf

bie Sttbeit be^^ f?ebcn^ botbeteitet
dee arr'-hite des lag-hens for'-he-rg-tet.

VOCABULAEY.

bet 2:t;tetgatten‘ (2nd d.'), the zoological gar-

dare teer'-garr-ten [den

bie SMettoiitbigteit (U<). 1
dee mairrk'-vycr-dich-ldte

|

^

bie ©dule (\st), the pillar, or column
dee zog'-le

ba^ 9)?autt^iet^ QUh'), the mule
dass rnoivl'-teer (ow as in coiv')

fud;en, ic^ fuc^te, gcfitd^t, to seek
zoo'-chen ich zooch'-te ge-zoocht

to seek I sought sought

bet 9?ebel (^nd), the fog or mist
dare nag'-hel

bet Tton<^^ (4^/0) the monk
da7‘e moench

baj^ 5?etbienft/ the merit
dass fer-dcenst'

bet 2So^ttf)dtet (2nd!), the benefactor; lit.,

dare vole'-tag-ter [tbO^I, well
; tt;dtet, doer

bie 2:tauet (l^O? mourning, sorrow
dee trow'-er

bet ©^tifl'^ d^'t’d!), the Christian

bie ©ntbetfung the discovery; from ent,

dee ent-deck'-nng [un, and becfen, to cover

bet 9?aum (4^70, the room, or space
dare roivm (on as in con)

bet 53aum (47/0, the tree

dare hoivtn

bie ^leibung (1-^7), the clothing
dee Idg'-doong

befiimmett,® troubled, careful
he-kiim'-mert

bettacbten, ifi) bettacbtete, bettacfjtet;

he-traeh'-ten ich he-trach' -te-tc he-trach! -let
to contemplate, or consider

bie Silie (157), the lily

dee lee!-li-e

bie SBei^na^tsjeit/ Christmas time
dee vg'-7iacM-tsitc

bie SBodbe (l57), the week
dee vo'-che

bet 23utget ® (2nd), the citizen

dare bner'-gerr

bie 9?ebe (l57), the discourse

dee rag'-de

bet SBeife,*’ the wise man
dai'e v])'-ze

bie -^offitung (l57), hope
dee hojf'-nung

bet 2Balb (47/0, the wood, forest

dare vald

bet ^aufen (2nd), the troop, flock, heap
dare honjj'en

bie ©c^waibe (l57), the swallow
dec shval'-he

bie 5itmut[; (i57), poverty
dee am'-moot

bie 3ugenb (1^7), youth
dee goo'-gent

bet ©iebftabP'’ (4770, theft

dare deep' -stahl

ba^ @Ut " (4770, the property, estate

dass goot

bie @efunbl;eit (l57), health

dee ge-zund' -kite

bet S3tief (4770, the letter

dare bi'ief

ba^ 55Iei (4770, lead

dais big

bet ©tal;i (4770) steel

dare stahl

ba^ £eben'^ (2nd), life

dass lag'-hen

POtbeteitet,*^ prepared
fore'-he-rg-tet

OBSEEVATIONS.

* Tier Thiergarten, from das Thier, the animal, and
der Cr(7rfe?z—literally, the p;arden of animals. It should
be noted that a noun compounded like the foregoing,
of two nouns, is declined accordingto the last. Thus,
Garten is of the 2nd d., therefore Thiergartcoi is of the
2nd also, though TJiier alone would be of the Mi.

^ The mule is also called der Maul-esel (mule-ass).
“ As heavy mules are neither horse nor ass.”

—

Pope.
® Ber Monch, from the Latin monachus, a hermit, one

who dwells alone.
* Bas Yerdienst, from dienen, to serve,—therefore

that which is earned by service.

Ber Christ is a shortened form of der Christe. The
name of the Saviour is written, according to the rule
withbiblical names, with the classicalending

—

Christas.

® Bekilmmert, a participial adjective, from hekimmern,
to trouble, from the original word der Kummir {2nd),

trouble or care. “ Sage counsel in cumber.”—Scott’s
Lady of the Lake.

’ Bie Wcihe is the consecration: Weiknachtzeit, time
of the holy night.

® Bie Burg, the castle, hence der Biirger, the citizen

or burgher, the dweller in a walled town.
® Be)’ Weise. An adjective may represent a person

in German, in the singular, and is then considered as
a norm and written with a capital letter ; the word man
or woman being understood

;
as in French, le riche, le

pauvre, Vingrat. In English we use this form only in

the plural,—the old and the young, the rich and the
poor.

Ber Biehstahl, a compound word from der Bieh,

the thief, and stehlen, to steal.

“ Bas Gut comes from an old Teuton word od, mean-
ing property, goods, and is found in the English word
allotment.

The definite article precedes a noun, in German,
when we speak of a thing generally,—die Freude, jojn

Yorhereitet. Bei’eit is in German “ ready vor
bcreitet, made ready beforehand.
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English Version, for correcting and retrans-

lating the foregoing study.

Note.—The learner should always keep in mind that
there are various ways of using these studies. The
easiest way is, of course, first to learn the vocabulary,
then to translate the German paragraphs, writing
down the sentences in English by its help, and then
to correct the English version by the English version
given below. But the process should sometimes be
reversed ;

that is to say, after learning the vocabulary,
the reader should turn to the English version and
endeavour to write a translation of it in Ger/na«, leaving
blanks where he is at a loss, and then filling up
these blanks and correcting his own work by refer-

ence to the German version. Thus he will exercise
himself in translating/Vow English into German, as well
as from German into English. Very many students
are deficient in ability to do this, but the sooner the
power is acquired the better.

Man’s (the human being’s) freedom is a
treasure. He spoke with the kindness of a
friend. Friendship is like the sun in life. The
king is the father of the people. In the zoo-

logical (animal) garden in Berlin many curi-

osities are to be seen. The roof of the house
rests on pillars. The mule seeks in the mist

the way over the mountains. The rivers run
to the great ocean. The father rides with the

child in his arms. Winfred was an English

monk, who, on account of his services, received

the name Bonifacius—that is, benefactor. The
mourning of the Christians at the death of

Constantine the Great was universal. He had
done much for Christendom. The days are in

winter short, and the nights are long. The
discoveries of the astronomer Newton are im-
portant. The use of industry is known In
the chui'ch of the town of Stratford on the

river Avon is the grave of Shakespeare. On
the mountains shines already the sun

;
in the

valleys the snow still lies. “ In the narrowest
space plant a tree,” says the proverb. Why
are ye anxious for your raiment ? Consider
the lilies of the field, how they grow. In little

thinscs one can often see if a child has a good
heart. The harvest brings to the husbandman
a rich blessing. The good time for children is

the Christmas time. In the week are six days
wherein one works. Sunday is the day of the

Lord, the day of rest and joy. The great Car-

dinal Wolsey was the son of a citizen of the
town (of) Ipswich. By the sayings of the wise
the hearer can learn much. The child is the
hope of the father. The song of the birds

sounds in the woods. In great swarms the
swallows journey at the end of the summer
across the sea. The rooms in the tower are

small, the windows are narrow, and the walls

are thick. The sons of the peasant could not
break the staves. Poverty in old age is the
fruit of idleness in youth. The consequences
of temperance and diligence are honour and
joy. Let a theft be as cunning as it may, it

often comes strangely to the day. Time is

given to man as a property. Shall we have
a fine day to-morrow ? The days of youth
are dear to man. The rich (man) has money,
but the poor (man) has often more health.

Have you a letter from your brother ? Lead is

not so dear as steel. Spring is the time of the
flowers. Harvest is the time of fruits. In the
school the child is prepared for the work of life.

XXII.

Cyanogen.
The body known as cyanogen belongs to the
same category as chlorine, iodine, bromine, and
fluorine—that is to say, it unites with one atom
of hydrogen to form the last of the series of

the hydracids, known as hydrocyanic acid. We
are thus presented with the remarkable fact of

a compound—for cyanogen con-

sists of one atom of nitrogen Cyanogenlike

united to one of carbon—behaving eluent
like a monad element. We have
already showm that the quasi-metal ammonium,
also a compound, forms a series of salts analo-
gous to those formed by the metals proper

;
and

the question again presents itself whether other
of the so-called elements may not eventually
be found to be, in reality, compound bodies.

Kecent research seems to point in this direction
;

at the same time the results

hitherto obtained are far from so-called

conclusive, and must be received
eje^ients only

with extreme caution. This in-

teresting branch of inquiry, however, will

receive further consideration in the proper
place

;
for the present we only desire to lay

before our readers the fact that the compound
cyanogen, CN, unites with hydrogen to form an
acid analogous to the series of the hydracids.
It is of course a paradox to speak of a complex
or compound element

;
we will therefore term

cyanogen a compound radical.

Carbon and nitrogen do not unite directly to

form cyanogen, but from the compound known
as potassium cyanide, KCN,
formed by passing nitrogen gas I’reparation of

over a white-hot mixture of

charcoal and potassium carbonate, a number of

bodies can be produced all of which contain
the group of atoms CN.

Hydrocyanic, commonly known as prussic

acid, is a compound whose formula is H(CN).
It is prepared by heating potassium cyanide
with dilute sulphuric acid. An aqueous solu-

tion of the acid distils over, leaving potassium
sulphate in the retort. By another process the

acid is freed from the admixture of water, and
we obtain pure hydrocyanic acid, a volatile

liquid boiling at 26'.5° and solidifying at —15°.

The greatest possible caution must be exercised

in its preparation, for it is, without exception,

the most deadly of all known poisons. A single

drop, if swallowed, suffices to produce death,

and even the inhalation of its fumes may be
attended with fatal results. How „

Nature of the
strange is the fact that these

compound.
elements, all of which enter more
or less largely into different organic compounds,
many of which constitute our daily food,

should, when combined in the form of hydro-

cyanic acid, constitute such a very deadly
poison ! HCN is itself an organic compound,
and is found to exist in the leaves, flowers, and
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fruit of many plants. The scent of peach

blossoms and orange flowers is due to traces of

this acid
;
the agreeable bitter of the kernels of

stone fruit and bitter almonds is

Prussic acid a ascribed to its presence in
natural product,

quantities. Like the group

of the monad elements, cyanogen unites with

the metals forming what are termed cyanides.

Free cyanogen takes the form of a colourless

gas, which is combustible, burning with a blue

flame in the atmosphere, and
Free cyanogen forming carbon dioxide and free
combustible,

j^f^^j-ogen. It can be condensed

under pressure to a colourless liquid.

Silicon.

The substance known as silicon, combined
with oxygen, forms the principal portion of

the crust, and probably of the interior of the

planet we inhabit. It belongs,
Silicon univer- firerefore, to the inorganic rather
sally diffused,

fo the organic universe
;
at

the same time
traces of it are

met with in the

bodies of ani-

mals and plants

—wheat -straw,

the plant
known as the

equisetum or

mare’s-tail, and
other vegetal

structures, con-

taining no in-

considerable
portion of it.

Abundant as it

is, it is never-

theless not met
with free in

nature, and to

obtain pure
silicon we have
to decompose
one of its com-
pounds. Com-
bined with oxy-
gen, silicon exists in the familiar forms of

quartz, flint, and agate. It enters
The^fferent

fggg largely into the
forms of silicon. , , p i i tj.stmcture of every known rock. It

exists as abundantly in the summits of some of

the loftiest mountains as in the sand of the
sea-shore. Perfectly pure silicon dioxide is the

beautiful substance known as rock crystal. The
dark colour of the flint and the agate, as well as

the more delicate tints of the cornelian, the
amethyst and the topaz, are probably due
in most, if not in all cases, to the presence of

the oxides of certain metals. Quartz, which
crystallizes in six-sided prisms of considerable
hardness, derives an additional interest from
the fact of its being what is termed the
“ matrix ” of the metal gold—that is to say, this

precious metal is not known to
Quartz.

exist, in a state of nature, in any
other formations than those of the series of

quartz in the various primary rocks. When
met with in other situations, we may assume

CASTING PLATE-GLASS.

that the gold has been washed out of its original

matrix, when in a state of disintegration, by
the action of water.

Free silicon presents itself in the form of a
brown, amorphous powder. And here we must
draw attention to another of

those analogies which we have Appearance of

already pointed out as existing
between the different elements

: just as sulphur
exhibits certain attributes which it possesses
in common with oxygen, chlorine with bromhie
and the other monad elements, so may silicon

be compared with carbon. Like that substance,
silicon can, under certain condi-
tions, be made to assume three Ananalogueof

different modifications or alio-
carbon,

tropic forms— the amorphous, the graphitoidal,
and the crystalline. In the latter

state silicon is hard enough to AHotropic forms

scratch glass, and coiTCsponds to
silicon,

the allotropic form of carbon known as the
diamond. In this condition, however, as

already stated,

silicon is never
met with in

nature, and
must be pre-

pared by the art

of the chemist

;

and it is in the

form of silica or

silicon dioxide
that it enters

into combina-
tion with other

elements to

form the vari-

ous geological

formations, and
exists in gravel,

sea-sand, and
the different

ear ths. C r ys-

tallized silica,

rock crystal or

quartz, pos-
sesses no incon-

siderable degree
of hardness, and has a specific density of about

2^ times that of water. The only acid by which
it is attacked is hydrofluoric, and it is infusible

except at the very highest temperature, and
never assumes the condition of a gas. In
combination with the alkaline earths, however,
silica becomes much more fusible, and forms
the substance known as glass. The singular

compound termed “ soluble glass,
”

used in fresco-painting, for giving Soluble glass,

hardness and durability to stone, and for many
other purposes, is prepared by fusing pulverized
quartz or white sand with sodium-carbonate.
If the fused mass be boiled with water it will

dissolve, and on the addition of hydrochloric
acid, silicic acid or hydrogen silicate—an acid
belonging of course to the class of the oxyacids,

and whose formula is H^SiO^—separates in the
singular form of a gelatinous
mass, a portion being at the same
time held in solution in the liquid which
remains. A pure aqueous solution of silicic
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acid can be obtained by allowing the solution
of this substance, as prepared in the above
manner, to diffuse, or as it is termed, dialyse,

through a membrane. This process calls for a
few words of special remark, as by dialysis we

are enabled to separate all natu-
The meai^g

ral substances into two groups
Oi dialysis,

.listinguished by the terms
crystalloid ” and colloid.” The first class

consists of those substances which, under the
conditions already described, have

Separating ^ tendency to assume the crystal-

classes.
state. An aqueous solution

of all such bodies—(many of the

salts belong to this class)—has a tendency to

permeate or pass through an animal membrane,
such as skin or parchment, while a solution of

the opposite class of substances, termed “ col-

loids,” such as the gums and gelatine, has no
such tendency. For example, if a bladder or

air-tight vessel made of specially prepared
paper termed “ parchment paper ” were filled

with a solution of some crystallizable substance,

such as saltpetre or common table

^^*c^oids
immersed in a larger

^ quantity of water, the solution

would find its way through the retaining

membrane into the outer liquid
;
whereas if

the contents of the bladder or other vessel

consisted of a solution of such a substance as

gum or gluten, it would have no such power.
This process may be applied to the separation

of a pure solution of silicic acid in the following

manner :

—

A drum or sieve of parchment, or

parchment paper, is filled with a
Gelatinous solution of hydrogen silicate and
s cic aci

. allowed to float in a larger vessel

of water. The hydrochloric acid, sodium
chloride, and other foreign substances employed
in the process of its manufacture, pass in solu-

tion through the walls of the vessel in which
they are contained, while the gelatinous silicic

acid, belonging to the class of colloids, remains
behind, and may thus be obtained in a pure
state. The mention of soluble glass leads us

to speak of the very important branch of

industry to which the fact of the fusibility of

silica with the alkalis has given rise.

The Manufacture of Glass and Porcelain.

We have already shown that the silicate of

sodium is soluble in water
;
the same is true of

the silicate of the other alkalinic

sduble^
metal, potassium. A window,
glazed with such a material as

this, would be destroyed by the first shower.
The silicates of the alkaline earths, on the other
hand, although insoluble in water, are attacked
by the acids, and have, moreover, a tendency
to crystallize which renders them ineligible for

the purpose to which glass is applied. In glass

we require a material which, while insoluble

in water and the acids, shall be also non-crys-

Glass
talline in structure. A substance
possessing all these attributes is

found to result from the mixture of the two
classes of silicates we have spoken of.

The finer kinds of glass in ordinary use in
this country, known as crown, plate, and win-
dow glass, are composed of silicates of sodium

and calcium—the metal of lime. The selection
of the materials employed in the
manufacture of glass demands Composition of

the greatest care and judgment

:

the freer they are from all ad-
^

mixture of foreign ingredients, the greater
the purity of the glass. The addition of oxide
of lead increases the lustre of the
glass and its power of refracting
light, but increases its specific

of lead,

gravity and also its fusibility. What is

termed flint glass or crystal consists of a sili-

cate of potassium and lead oxide,
while the commoner kinds of I^PYlflosin

semi -opaque green or bottle glass ^

contain a variety of impurities, such as oxides
of iron and other metals.

This beautiful material, employed in the
present day for such a variety of purposes, is

with proper care almost indestructible, as glass
is insoluble in water, and, unlike the metals, is

not attacked even by the strongest acids, with
the single exception of hydro-
fluoric. Articles of glass, when .Class almost

first bloxvn or cast, are exceed-
ingly brittle, owing to the irregular contiac-
tion of the different parts brought about by
rapid cooling. In this condition they may be
shivered by the slightest touch

;

and the well-known “ Prince Class, when

Kupert’s drops,” which fly to

pieces with violence on breaking a fragment
off the end, illustrate in a striking manner the
utter want of cohesion between the parts of

glass when first cooled from its original state

of fusion. In order to render the glass less

brittle, and fit it for the uses to which it is to
be devoted, it must undergo the process known
as “annealing,” which consists

in again subjecting the articles Thepr^essof

made of this material to the action
of heat, and allowing them to cool very gradu-
ally. What is termed toughened
glass, prepared by cooling it by Toughened

immersion in oil, has been intro- ^

duced of late years, but has not come into
extensive use.

The art of staining glass, or imparting a
colour to it, consists in fusing it with the
oxides of the different metals : thus, a ruby red
may be imparted to glass by oxide of copper,
sapphire blue by oxide of cobalt,

a golden yellow by oxide of iron, Colored or

and so on. Many of the precious
® ® ^

stones are simulated in the present day with
a skill which almost defies detection. Our
readers have doubtless remarked that glass

that has been exposed for many years to the
action of the weather, as well as the surface

of antique objects made of that material, is

often seen to be covered with an iridescent

film—that is, showing the colours of the rainbow
or soap-bubble. This is due to,.,

partial oxidation of the materials ^

of which the glass is composed. A similar effect

is produced artificially in the present day in the

preparation of what is termed “ iridescent glass.”

This glass has been received with uncommon
favourby the public, and undoubtedly lends itself

Tery prettily to purposes of house decoration.
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THE AET OF COISTVEESATION.
BY THOMAS DUNMAN.

Few arts are more valuable or more difSciilt of

acquirement than that of conversation. When
we read of the exploits of some of our great
talkers, such as Johnson or Macaulay, and
when we consider how rare such talkers are, we
are inclined to believe that, like poets, they are
“born, not made,” Of such men as those we
have mentioned this is probably true, but it is

nevertheless quite possible for a person of very
ordinary talent to become a sound, and even a
brilliant talker, by studying this art

;
and the

great reason why w’-e meet in society so few
persons capable of entering with zest into a
sensible conversation is, that so few study the
art of thus rendering themselves agreeable.
The first requisite of a brilliant talker is

undoubtedly a well-stored mind; and no one
can hope to enter into conversation with much
profit to himself or others unless he is a close

observer of men and things, and has a tolerable

acquaintance with standard literature. Never-
theless there are many such persons who do
not shine in conversation, and \vho seldom
endeavour to impart to others the knowledge
which they possess. The frequent excuse of

such individuals is that the conversation of

those with whom they are obliged to associate
is so empty and vapid that there is no induce-
ment to enter into more profitable talk. That
there is frequently some truth in this statement
we are by no means prepared to deny

;
but it

would at least be worth while to make an
attempt to improve the tone of the conversa-
tion, and if the attempt were judiciously made
we think it would in the majority of instances
be successful. To sit still during a vapid and
unprofitable gossip, without making an attempt
to turn the conversation into a better channel,
is to become an accomplice in the waste of time.

Perhaps one of the most important things to
be borne in mind by those who wish to shine
in conversation is to avoid the too obtrusive
exhibition of superior knowledge. When it is

within your power to give the company infor-

mation upon a subject which is not generally
understood, the greatest care should be taken
not to wound the susceptibilities of any of the
company by making a show of instructing
them as a teacher might a class of small chil-

dren. The information which you have to give
may be conveyed in such a manner as to

please your listeners, and to reflect credit upon
yourself. Nevertheless you cannot well be too
clear or too simple in your conversation, and
especially should you be careful to avoid the
use of long words or of technical terms. Poly-
syllabic words may be tolerated from a con-
versational giant like Dr. Johnson, but from a
person of less eminence they produce only
ridicule and disgust.

Another important point is to carefully

shun what is vulgarly, but expressively, called

“talking shop” in general company. It is an
insufferable breach of politeness to enter into
conversation with another upon a professional

subject which has no interest for the general
company. Leave the warehouse and the office

behind you when you have performed the duties
connected with them, and strive to remember
that, however great the interest which they have
for you, they possess none for other people.
A most insufferable bore, too, is the human

being who is always talking about his or her
belongings, the fineness of the furniture at

home, the greatness or the wealth of rela-

tions, and the wonderful sayings of his or her
children—the latter being especially tedious.
The love of children is one of the most amiable
traits in the character of man or woman, but
it is necessary to remember that the interest

and amusement which our children cause to
ourselves is a very different thing from the
effect which they, produce upon others. The
wonderful sayings and doings of a two-year-
old baby quite properly thrill the heart of a
fond parent with pleasure, but they are apt to
have a very depressing effect when retailed for
the information of a miscellaneous company.
The ability to tell a story well is an impor-

tant part of the art of conversation, and one
which is but rarely possessed. In tolling a
story it is important to avoid being prosy, and
to lead gradually up to the point of the tale.

Unnecessary details should be avoided, and it

is essential that the narrator should have the
entire story in his mind, or his attempt at

amusing the company will end in ignominious
failure. If you have any doubt as to your
ability to tell a story effectively, by all means
keep silence.

In ordinary conversation it is wise to abstain
from too great indulgence in the practice of

punning. A pun of the first water, made at

comparatively rare intervals, is greatly to be
preferred to a quick succession of inferior ones,

w'hich are more apt to irritate than to amuse. It

need hardly be said that any attempt at a double
entendre is reprehensible in the extreme, as it is

a gross insult to any respectable company.
In choosing a topic for general conversation,

care should be taken to avoid subjects which
may be, on personal grounds, distasteful to any
individual present. For instance, in leading
the conversation to a discussion of the vices
and shortcomings of the Koman Catholic
Church, it is well to be certain beforehand
that no member of that Church is present, as it

would show a gross neglect of the canons of
good breeding to wilfufiy wound any person’s
religious feelings. Upon questions which admit
of a diversity of opinion, a fair and temperate
argument may with advantage be maintained,
but the subject should be dropped as soon as it

threatens to pass beyond the limits of perfect

good temper. As a general rule political and
theological questions are dangerous topics for
general company.
An important caution may here be given.

Never lose command of your temper. However
heated an opponent may get, do not, by losing
your own temper, sink to his level. Kemem-
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ber that “it is cold steel that cuts,” and so

long as you keep perfectly cool you are sure

to gain the advantage over a boisterous anta-

gonist; and even if your temper be really

ruffled, do not allow any one to see that it is so,

and least of all your opponent.

A habit which requires to be carefully

guarded against is that of talking scandal

about one’s friends and acquaintances behind

their backs. This habit is popularly supposed

to be confined to ladies’ tea-tables, but we very

much doubt the correctness of the assumption.

To talk disparagingly of one's acquaintances,

and to listen to such conversation, are human
weaknesses which are pretty equally shared

between the two sexes, and which need stern

repression. Idle gossip is the bane of society

now, as it has been in all former times, and as

it bids fair to be in times to come. Just as in

Virgil’s day, so in our own, Rumour flies from

mouth to mouth, and increases as she flies, and
still

“ Things done relates ;
not done she feigns

;

And mingles truth with lies.”

And here we have not merely in view

the ill-natured professional gossips

who infest society like a pesti

lence, Init rather those persons

who, without any evil inten'

tion, retail scandal about ab-

sent friends simply from lack

of anything better to talk ,

about. But, innocent as '

may be the intentions of (

such persons, the harm
which they do is incalcu-

lable, and we cannot hold

them entirely guiltless :

“ Evil is wrought by want of

thought,
As well as want of heart,”

and when we remember that

to stab a reputation in the

dark is often far worse in its

effects than to take a life, it is

incumbent upon every one not
only to personally abstain from idle

gossip, but to discourage it by every
means in their power. But, quite inde-
pendently of any question of morality, it is

extremely unwise to repeat anything we may
hear to the disadvantage of another, unless
absolutely called upon to do so. Although the
individual in question may be miles away,
some kind friends will be sure to take care
that he or she is informed of all that we have
said, with the addition, in all probability, of a
garnishing of their own.
One word as to what is ordinarily called

light convei’sation. We must not lose sight of

the fact that the mind requires recreation as
well as the body, and that it is unwise to keep
it constantly at work, even if it were possible
to do so. While mere idle chatter, and above
all loose conversation, shonld be carefully

avoided, there is no real waste of time in a
merry and jocular conversation in proper
season. We have no sympathy with those who
would entirely restrict conversation to instruc-
tive subjects, though, as we have already indi-

cated. we fully appreciate the duty of keeping
to such topics as a general rule. The merry jest

and the boisterous laugh are safety-valves for
the animal spirits, which require an occasional
outlet, or the mental strain becomes too great.

In conclusion, we would advise those who
wish to shine in conversation to take every
opportunity of laying up a stock of useful
information, to display that information judi-

ciously without obtruding themselves too per-
sistently upon the notice of their companions,
and, above all, to be tender of the feelings and
reputation of others.

JOHN KNOX.

XXIV.
The Reign of Elizabeth {continued).

The relation between the English and the
Scottish queen became more friendly

about this time; and Mary consulted
Elizabethon the sub-

ject of the second
marriage she
contemplated. Elizabeth,
who would have infinitely

preferred that Mary should
remain a widow, proposed
various persons whom she

knew the Scottish queen
would not accept, and then
put forward her own fa-

vourite. the Earl of Leices-

ter. Mary, who seems to

have seen through the du-

])licity of her sister queen,

cut the knot by somewhat
suddenly marrying her cousin,

Henry Darnley, the grandson of

Margaret of Scotland and of that

queen's second husband, Archibald

Douglas. Hereupon Murray left the

court, and with the lords, his partizans,

revolted
;

but they were driven into

England, and Elizabeth would give no counten-

ance or assistance to unsuccessful rebels.

Darnley had been raised to the position of

king-consort; but he proved worthless, un-

grateful, and a profligate; and
^

disgusted Mary, who accordingly ®

withdrew her confidence from
him, and bestowed it upon David
Rizzio of Turin, a musician, whom she made
her secretary, and through whom her corre-

spondence with the pope and the Guises was
carried on. Angry at the contempt with which

Mary treated him, and jealous of the power

and influence of Rizzio, Darnley vowed to

take vengeance on the queen’s favourite. The

lords Morton and Ruthven, and some of the

Douglases, incited by Darnley, broke into the

queen’s apartments in Holyrood
Palace, on the 9th of March, 1 566,

and, in spite of Mary’s entreaties,

assassinated Rizzio, almost before her eyes.
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Mary meditated revenge
;
but went through

the show of reconciliation with her unworthy
husband, and even pardoned Murray and the

revolted lords. After the birth of her son,

however, destined afterwards to wear the

crown of England as James I., there was a

renewed estrangement, followed by an appa-
rent return of Mary’s affection when Darnley
fell ill of the smallpox. The queen visited

and tended her husband at the lonely house,

Kirk of Field, near Edinburgh. But in her

absence the house was blown up with gun-
powder, on the night between the 9th and 10th

of February, 1567; Darnley ’s body was found
in a field at some distance from the house

;
and

there was no doubt that he had been mur-
dered. Circumstances pointed with terrible

completeness to James Hepburn, Earl of Both-

little prospect of carrying out her threat. Her
unworthy husband fled the country, turned
pirate, and died at last, a madman and a
captive, in a prison fortress in Norway. Mary
was taken prisoner, and confined in Lochleven
Castle, in the harsh custody of the mother
of Murray. She was forced to abdicate the
throne in favour of her infant
son, and to consent that Murray
should be regent during James’s

Mary,

minority. She escaped from Lochleven; her
cause was taken up by the powerful Hamiltons

;

and at Langside, near Glasgow, she once again
confronted Murray. Utterly defeated, she
fled southward to England, reached Carlisle,

and threw herself on the protection of Eliza-

. beth.

The English queen seemed touched by the

QUEEN MAEY’S BEDCHAMBEB IN HOLYEOOD PALACE.

well, as the murderer of Darnley. This tur-

bulent noble had been for some time Mary’s
chief adviser; he was powerful,

Darnley’ s utterly without shame or
death.

of rectitude. Ac-”
‘ quitted before an intimidated

tribunal of the crime laid to his charge, he
procured a divorce from his countess, carried

off the queen on her return from visiting her

son, and, to the astonishment and indignation

of all the country, married her three

months after the unhappy Darnley ’s death.

Mary was now universally considered an
accomplice in Bothwell’s crime. The Scottish

nobility revolted: at Carberry Hill Bothwell
and Mary were deserted by their j)artizans.

“Give me your hand, sir,” cried Mary in-

dignantly, to a chief 'whose treachery was
apparent. “ By this hand, I will have your
head for this !

” The unfortunate queen had

VOL. I.

misfortunes of the unhappy fugitive
;

but
motives of state policy forbade active inter-

ference on Mary's behalf. To replace her on
the throne would provoke the enmity of the
Protestant party in England and Scotland
alike; to leave her at liberty was dangerous,
as Mary claimed to be the rightful successor to
the crown of England. Accordingly, Eliza-
beth, first taking care to shut up the Scottish
queen securely in Bolton castle, offered friend-

ship and sympathy on condition that Mary
cleared herself of the crime of complicity in

her husband’s murder. Commissioners repre-

senting Murray, Mary, and Elizabeth respect-

ively, opened a conference at York, and
Murray produced letters from the Scottish

queen to Bothwell, The handwriting and
various particulars connected with these letters

seem to mark them as genuine; and, if au-
thentic, they distinctly prove her guilt.

48
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Llary herself shrank from the investigation

when these fatal letters appeared against her,

alleging that as a sovereign Prin-
Kegenciesof cess she was subjeet to no

demanding to be
and Morton, admitted to Elizabeth’s presence.

The conference was broken off, and Mary was
placed in the custody of the Earl of Slmewsbury,

at Pulbery, in Staffordshire. In Scotland
Murray carried on the regency, until he was
assassinated by Hamilton at Linlithgow.

Lennox, the father of Darnley, who succeeded
him, perished by a murderer’s bullet. After

the Earl of Mar had held the perilous office a

year, ^lorton, the most determined and un-
scrupulous of Mary’s enemies, a man deeply
implicated in the chief crimes of that dark
period, for a time exercised the supreme
power as regent

;
but when the king at last

took thegovernment into his own hands, Morton
was arrested, tried, and executed for participa-

tion in the murder of Darnley. Although
she was kept in a captivity which became
more and more rigorous year by year, Mary
was still a source of danger to Elizabeth. In
the northern counties the Roman Catholic

religion was still strong
;
and its adherents

looked upon Maiy as their rightful sovereign

suffering violence at the hands of a heretic

usurper. A succession of conspiracies having
for their object the liberation of Mary and the

enforcing of her pretensions to the English
crown, and in several cases aiming at the life

as well as the authority of Elizabeth, occupied
a number of anxious years, and at length led to

the tragedy of that gloomy February day in

the castle hall at Fotheringhay.
The first alarm was caused by the efforts in

Mary’s favour of one of the greatest of the
English nobles, Thomas Howard,

The Duke of duke of Norfolk, a zealous
Norfolk’s MU- Catholic. He aspired to the hand

de*^h^ 1572* of the queen of Scots, whom he
hoped to re-establish on her

throne. Elizabeth, who was aware of Norfolk’s

ambitiousintentions, condescended to warn him
more than once “ to beware on what pillow he
reposed his head,” but the duke disregarded
these hints, and was committed to the Tower.
After an imprisonment of ten months he was
released, on a promise to refrain Horn correspond-
ence 'with the Queen of Scots. This promise he
failed to keep, and was again arrested in

April, 1571, and after a weaiy imprisonment
was executed for treason in June, 1572.

Meanwhile the Duke of Northumberland and
the Earl of Westmoreland attempted to bring

about a general rising of the
Rising of Catholics in the north, by appear-

ing in arms with their retainers.^ A banner on which the fivewounds
of Christ were depicted was borne in front of

their army. But the Earl of Sussex defeated

them in Yorkshire, and dispersed their forces.

Northumberland fled into Scotland, but was de-

liveredup,and executed at York. Westmoreland
succeeded in escaping to the Continent. A similar

fate befel Leonard Dacre, who immediately
afterwards made an attempt to liberate Mary.
His followers were dispersed by Lord Hunsdon,

and Dacre fled to the Low Countries. From
this time until 1586 the public mind was con-

tinually agitated bj' conspiracies _

against the life and authority of
Conspxracies.

the queen. Pope Pius the Fifth excommuni-
cated her, and absolved her subjects from their

allegiance. One Felton was executed for nailing
this bull to the bishop of London’s palace.

Treasonable correspondences were maintained
with the government of Philip of Spain, mostly
by means of Jesuit agents, a body of whom
were sent to England by Gregory XIII. in

1580, for the re-conversion of the kingdom.
Seven of the party were hanged in 1581. At
different times Edward Arden, Francis Throg-
morton, and William Parry, were executed on
the charge of compassing the deposition and
death of Elizabeth. William of Orange had
already perished by assassination; and these
and other attempts, generally ascribed to the
influence of Philip of Spain,

caused the formation of a union,

headed by Leicester, called the
Bond of Association, for the defence of the
queen

;
the members pledging themselves to

I)unish with death all who conspired directly or
indirectly against the life of Elizabeth. At
last a plot of greater magnitude and with more
extensive ramifications than any previous one

,

put the whole kingdom in a fer-

ment. Anthony Babington, a Babin^n’s

Catholicgentleman of Derbj'shire,
conspiracy,

was induced by Savage, an English exile, and
Ballard, a missionary priest, to join with other
persons of rank and influence in a plot for the
assassination of the queen, the liberation of

Mary, and the re-establishment of Romanism
in England. The spies of Walsingham, the
Secretary of State, discovered and denounced the
plot

;
the three chief conspirators, and eleven

others were executed
;
and, as it appeared from

their confessions, and from documentary evi-

dence, that Mary was cognisant of the plot,

which included her own establishment on the

throne by the help of Spanish troops, the queen
of Scots was declared to have brought herself

within the penalties of the Act granted to the

Association. Commissioners were sent to

Fotheringhay castle, in North- - . ,

amptonshire, whither Mary was Trial of Mary,

removed soon after the condemnation of

Babington and his confederates. At first she
refused to acknowledge the tribunal’s com-
petency to sit in judgment upon her, but was
persuaded by Sir Christopher Hatton to plead
to the indictment. Mary tacitly acknowledged
her privity to part of the plot, and even main-
tained that she might lawfully try every ex-

pedient for the recovery of her liberty; but she
vehemently denied all participation in or

knowledge of the design against the life of

Elizabeth. On the evidence of her secretaries,

Nau and Curie, and on the proofs against her
in some intercepted letters to and from Babing-
ton and others, the commissioners, who ad-

journed from Fotheringhay to the Star-chamber
in London, found her guilty of treason, and
pronounced sentence of death upon her. Eliza-

beth appears to have been sincerely reluctant

to carry this sentence into effect; but many of
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those around her, to whom the escape and
possible succession of Mary to the English

crown if she survived Elizabeth would have

meant ruin, importuned the English queen day
and night for the death of Mary. Parliament

also ratified the sentence, and earnestly solicited

that it should be earned out, for the safety of

Elizabeth and of the realm
;
and at length the

queen signed the warrant for Mary’s execution.

But, even then, she declared that Davison, the

secretary to whom the warrant had been

entrusted for transmission to the chancellor, had
acted too precipitately

;
and that unhappy man

was ruined for having too literally
Execution of the obeyed his mistress’s commands.

Tlie queen of Scots was beheaded
Eeb. 8tfa, 1587.

February, 1.587, in the

great hall of Fotheringhay castle. She met her

fate with a queenly dignity and courage that

extorted the unwilling admiration even of her

bitterest eTiemies, and for a time drowned all

party feeling in a general sentiment of pity.

For Mary walked to her death as to a festival,

with a firm step and a cheerful countenance,

never shrinking at the sight of the assembled

crowd or the ghastly preparations. “ I thank
you, sir,” she said to Sir Amias Paulet, her

jailor, who offered his arm to assist her in

mounting the scaffold; “ it is the last trouble I

shall give you, and the most acceptable service

you have ever rendered me.”

James, the son of Mary, was greatly incensed

at his mother's execution; indeed, he refused

to admit into his presence Sir Robert Cary, the

ambassador whom Elizabeth hastened to send to

him with a letter of apology, in which she tried

to represent the death of the queen of Scots as a

lamentable accident consequent on a mistake

of Davison, the secretary, who was fined

ten thousand pounds by the Star-chamber for

his alleged misdemeanour. But James was
always more ready to threaten than to execute

vengeance
;
and after a time his indignation

cooled, and he entered into friendly relations

with the English court.

XXVI.

The Fourth Conjugatiox.

Passive Voice.

Audiri, to he heard.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

1. Present Tense.

Sing. audior. I am heard
audiris, -re, thou art heard
auditur, -he is heard

Plur. audimur, we are heard
audimini, ye are heard
audiuntur. they are heard.

2.

Future Simple Tense.

S. audiar, I shall be heard
audieris, thou wilt be heard
audietur, he will be heard

P. audiemur, we shall be heard
audiemini, ye will be heard
audientur, they will be heard.

3.

Imperfect Tense.

S. audiebar, I was being heard
audiebaris, thou wast being heard
audiebatur, he was being heard

P. audiebamur, we were being heard
audiebamini, ye were being heard
audiebantur, they were being heard.

4.

Perfeet Tense.

S. auditus sum, I was heard
auditus es, thou wast heard
auditus est, he was heard

P. audit! sumus, we were heard
auditi estis, ye were heard
auditi sunt, they were heard.

.5. Future Perfect Tense.

S. auditus ero, I shall have been heard
auditus eris, thou wilt have been heard
auditus erit, he will have been heard

P. auditi erimus, we shall have been heard
auditi eritis, ye will have been heard
auditi erunt, they will have been heard.

6.

Pluperfect Tense.

S. auditus eram, I had been heard
auditus eras, thou hadst been heard
auditus erat, he had been heard

P. auditi eramus, we had been heard
auditi eratis, ye had been heard
auditi erant, they had been heard.

imperative mood.

1. Present Tense.

S. audire, be thou heard.

P. audimini, be ye heard.

2. Future Tense, or Emphatic Imperative.

S. auditor, thou must be heard
auditor, he must be heard.

P. audiuntor, they must be heard.

SUBJUNCTIVE OR CONJUNCTIVE MOOD.
1. Present Tense.

S.

P.

audiar,

audiaris or audiare,

audiatur,

audiamur,
audiamiui,
audiantiir.

I may be heard
thou mayst be heard
he may be heard
we may be heard
ye may be heard
they may be heard.

S.

P.

2. Imperfect Tense.

audirer,

audireris or audirere,

audiretiir,

audiremur,
audiremini,
audireatur.

I might be heard
thou mightst be heard
he might be heard
we might be heard
ye might be heard
they might be heard.

S.

3. Perfect Tense

auditus sim or

fuerim.
I may have been heard

auditiis sis or ) thou mayst have been
fueris,

j

auditus sit or
[

fueritj
j

heard

he may have been heard
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P. audit! simus or
) i. u j

faerimtts, |
we may have been heard

audit! sitis or
| x. -u x. a

fueritis
)

heard

auditi sint or I they may have been
fuerint,

)
heard.

4. Pluperfect Tense.

S. auditus essem or I t u i. u u j
fuissem (

^ should have been heard

auditus esses or ) thou wouldst have been
' fuisses,

J
heard

auditus esset or
[

he would have been
fuisset,

I heard
P. auditi essemus

[
we should have been

or fuissemus,
j

heard
auditi essetis or * ye would have been

fuissetis,
j

heard
auditi essent or f they would have been

fuissent,
j

heard.

VERB INFINITE.

Inf. Pres., Imperf audiri, to be heard.

„ Perf, Plup. auditus (a, urn) esse or
fuisse, to have been heard.

„ Put. auditum iri (not declined), to be
about to be heard.

Pe7f. Part, auditus (a, um), heard, or having
been heard.

Gerund, audiendus (^a, um), meet to be heard,
or must be or ought to be heard.

Besides the verbs (active) given under the
active verb Audio, which may be conjugated
passively like Audi6r, you must learn the
following deponent verbs, which are also con-
jugated like audior :—

blandior, to flatter
;
perf. blanditus (governing

a dative case).

experior, to experience
;
perf. expertus.

mentior, to lie
;
perf. mentitus.

metior, to measure
;
perf. mensus.

ordlor, to begin, or set out in order; perf.

orsus.

partior, to part or sunder
;
perf. partitus.

potior, to enjoy
;
perf. potitus (gen. andabl.)

Self-Examination Questions and Exercises.

What active verbs given under audio may be
conjugated like audior ? What deponent verbs
of the fourth conjugation govern cases other
than the accusative ? Give the infinitive moods
oi potior, hlandior, experior, partior.

Translate into English :
—

Multa mala expertus ab amicis,castra hostium
sequi optxt. Talia verba ad magistrum allo-

quens, discipulus se discere negat. Hie liber
non facilis est pueris discentibus, qui puni-
antur propter culpas. De sua aetate multa
mentiti sunt. Pueros discere orsa fuit. Omni-
bus prodest potiri societate bonorum. Hunc
agrum inter hos duos fratres partire. Mecum
potiatur his suavitur fructibus arboris mihi
longe gratissimee. Quidlibet mentitus, de aliis,

se admodum laudavit.

Translate into Latin :

—

Neither of these men has lied. They have
been heard to speak many evil things of the
magistrates. When will the summer be present,
and we shall experience its bright sun ? To
enjoy life we ought to discharge the duties of

life. He is not a true friend who flatters his
friend. They might have divided this region
between them. He has measured the whole
of the world, if he says what is true and does
not lie. His is the voice to be heard. Tell
who should be first heard. This work ought
to have been finished long ago.

XXIII.
§ 163, III. Interrogative Pronouns.
§ 164. IV. Demonstrative Pronouns.

(a) and That, (b) Such, (c)Same, (d) So.

§ 165. V. Indefinite Pronouns.
(a) One, (b) None, (c) Aught, (d) Naught,
(e) Some, (f) Nobody, (g) Other, (h) Dither,
(i) Each, (k) Every.

§ 163. Interrogative Pronouns.—These are
n'Jio, what, which, and whether, with their
compounds in ever. As far as the relatives are
declined, so are the interrogatives like them;
and indeed the first three of these words were,
in the early stages of English, interrogative
before they were relative. Though the usage
of the two senses is now distinct, yet there are
some phrases in which they are still sufficiently

balanced to show the close connection between
them. Who goes there? What did you say?
Which is the man? Whether of the twain?
are clearly asking questions,—the pronoun
refers to a noun that is to come

;
so also in

“ whatever do you mean ? whichever is the
book ? whoever can it be ?

” But, as in the
sentence “ Who steals my purse steals trash

’’

( Othello'), we find the relative who used abso-
lutely, so we find the possessive of the interro-

gative is absolute in “ Who,se w’as the deed? ”

—

i.e. “ somebody had done the deed, but who ?
”

Again, in dependent sentences the character
of the pronoun, as relative or interrogative,

depends frequently on the verb of the prin-

cipal sentence. “ I know what I may do,”
“ I can tell who goes by,” “ She is puzzled (to

tell) which is which,” “ I cannot see who is

there ” ;—in these sentences (which are complex,
see § 99) the relative has no expressed antece-
dent, it is indefinite and partly interrogative, a
half-question is implied :

“ I cannot see who is

there ”

—

i.e. “ some one is there, I cannot see,

who is it ?
” These dependent clauses are called

indirect questions, the connecting pronoun is

properly referred to the class of relatives; but
its interrogative power in these cases helps to
explain how it is that the same words have
come to bear two relations which at first sight

seem so different as relative and interrogative.

The employment of what adjectively, as an
exclamation, may also be referred to the
border-land between the relative and the inter-

rogative.
“ Pleas.

:

Half the world shall be thy slave
;

The other half thy friend.

Soul : What friends ! if to myself untrue.

W'hat slaves! unless I captive you,”
A. Marvell, Dial.hetween Soul and Pleasure.
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“ What a pityl!
” “ What a to-do !

”

Who (personal) and what (neuter) are used
in a wide indefinite sense,—“ who among man-
kind ?

” “ what in creation ?
” “ ^Vho is Sylvia ?

7vhat is she ? ” (^Two Gentlemen of Verotui, Act
iv. sc. 1.)

The interrogative 7vhat can be and is some-
times used adjectively

,
as ‘‘ ^vJmt manner of man

are you ?
” “ thoughts do me misguide ?

”

(A. Cowley.)
“ What care for the shadows

If hearts be gay ?

What use in the summer
If friends decay?

Barry Cornwall.
Whether puts the question as to one of two ;

it is uninflected, and is not now used in this

sense, which having taken its place. It is

applicable to persons and things.

“ Now, whether is this a rich man’s house.
Or whether is it a poor ? 0 !

”

Old ballad, The Barring o' the Boor.

We generally use ivhether now in indirect

questions, only the first part of the dual being
expressed, “I do not know whether he can
come,” (or not,) the alternative is so often

omitted that 'whether has come to be regarded
as a conjunction. But in reality it stands in

the same position as the relatives mentioned at

the end of the first paragraph of § 163.

Which (also uninfiected) is used when asking
about one out of several definite objects,

whether persons or things; like 7vhat it is some-
times taken adjectively. “ Which will you
have, this or that ?

” “ Which of the six chairs

do you like ?
” “ Which ag^jAes are ripe first,

codlings, pippins, or russets ?
” “ Which girl

do you love best ?
”

§ 161. Demonstrative Pronouns.— that

(these, those), such, same, so, 'yonder (see § 74).

Certain words in the early language were above
all distinguished by their demonstrative power
—that is, it was their function to denote in some
way a special noun or idea. The special sense

they have conveyed has differed according to (1)

varying contemporary usage, (2) usage changed
with the course of time; but through all some
portion of the demonstrative power remains.

Because the third personal pronoun (fie, she,

it) strongly partakes of this quality, as shown
above (§ 159 a), it is considered by some as

rightly to be classed among demonstrative
pronouns. When we treat <ff the words this,

that, the, such, and .same, but especially of the

three first, we may call them adjectives or pro-

nouns, according to old or modern use; the dis-

tinguishing power is that which marks them.
The demonstrative w'ords, then, which can be

used as pronouns, are those just enumerated. {So

is commonly an adverb, the rest are more fre-

quently adjectives.) As})ronouns,oi qovltbq, they
stand alone, without the accompanying noun.

(a) We find this and that (plural these

and those) used,

—

(1)

As pronouns proper, in place of a noun.
“ The difference . between the version of

Wycliffe and that of Tyndale.”

—

Marsh.
“ If we conform the inflexions of the 14th to

those of the 16th century.”

—

Marsh.

“ Look here, upon this picture and on
this." *

—

Hamlet.
“ Two tumblers and a custard-cup without a

handle. These held the hot stuff from the jug.”

Dickens, Christmas Carol.

(2) As standing in place of a whole sentence,
idea, or group of ideas.

“
‘ A Merry Christmas, uncle.’ It was the

voice of Scrooge’s nephew, who came upon
him so quickly that this was the first intima-
tion he had of his approach.”

—

Dickens, Tbid.

“ He would be crown’d:
How that might change his nature there’s the

question.”

—

Julius Ccesar, Act. ii., sc. 3.

“ I have lived long enough.
And that which should accompany old age.

As honour, love, obedience, troops of friends,

I must not look to have.”

Alacheth, Act v., sc. 2.

“ Fare thee well !—thus disunited.

Torn from every nearer tie.

Sear’d in heart, and lone, and blighted

—

More than this I scarce can die.”

Byron.
(3) This refers to a nearer object or objects,

that to a more distant
;
when they are used

together this is more evident :
“ Which do you

prefer, this or that ?
”

“ What conscience dictates to be done.
Or warns me not to do.

This teach me more than death to shun.
That more than life pursue.” Pope.

It may be useful to illustrate the positions in which
that can be used by further examples

j the student
should clearly understand them.
As adjective

:

—
“ And on that cheek and o’er that brow,

As relative pronoun :

—

The smiles that win, the tints that glow.”
Byhon,

“ That that that gentleman has advanced is not that
that he should have proved.” (Quoted in Morris and
Bowens Exercises.)

In this last example thefirst that is a demonstrative
pronoun

;
the second a relative, to which the first is

antecedent
; the third an adjective to “ gentleman.”

Again the fourth is also demonstrative, while the fifth
is a relative.

That also retains some of its demonstrative power
when it becomes a conjunction :

“ Can I believe that you would choose a dowerless
girl ?

”—Dickens.
“ The walls were so hung with living green that it

looked a perfect grove.”

—

Ibid.

An instructive example of the use of demonstratives,
including the personal he (see before, § 159 a) occurs in
Shakespeare (the two that's are relatives) :

—

Messala. Octavius, then take him to follow thee.
That did the latest service to my master.

Antony. This was the noblest Roman of them all;
All the conspirators, save only he.

Did that they did in envy of great Caesar.
Jul, Coes., Act V., sc. 5.

(h) Such, formed from O.E. siva Zi6' = so-like,

is found as a demonstrative pronoun in
“ Suffer little children to come unto me, for

of such is the kingdom of heaven.”

—

Matt. xix. 14.

The old compound none-such also gives the
same force: one of Queen Elizabeth’s residences

*Here the first this is of course an adjective, the
second a pronoun; the distinguishing quality is the
same in both.
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bore this as a name—the Palace of None-s?/^^,

in Surrey.

In the older language there were two other demon-
stratives which have now fallen out of use except as
provincialisms : ihilk, from the lie, meaning ihat same.

“I am fhilke that thou shouldest seeche.”
Filjrimuffe of the Lyfe of Manhode,

(Mokris, Hist. Outlines, 127.)

This survives in the tkuck of the Yorkshire dialect at

the present day
;
in the East Devon theck,—

“ Niver once a single vish
Did theck there feller catch

”

(Pulman’s “Rustic Sketches,” 1853, p. 41); in the
Dorset i/ii*

—
“ Come, wipe off thik there tear ” (Barnes’

“Poems of Rural Life,” 1879, p. 32) ;
and in the thicey

of Exmoor—“Hush,lad; niver talk laike o’ th iccy. Hang
aDoone ! ” (“Lorna Doone,” i.,p. 30.) The second, ilk,

O. E. ylc or He, meaning game or like, is still in use in
the northern expression “of that ilk.” Boswell says,
“ Macintosh of that ilk denotes a gentleman whose sur-

name and the title of his estate are the same” {Lfe of
Johnson, Croker's ed., 1818, p. 606, 7iote). It is not to

be confounded with another old ilk, meaning each, as
in “ ilka Jenny has her Jocky ” (Old song. Coming thro’

the Bye), which had a different origin.

(c) Same now represents one of the meanings
of 0. E. self. Chaucer .speaks of—

“ Thy selce neighebor wol thee despyse.”
Prol. to Man of Lam's Tale.

In the oldest English same was a conjunction,

but it is now usually an adjective, and is joined

with the, that, or self. Even as a pronoun it

does not stand alone

—

Katherine If my sight fail not,

You should be lord ambassador from the
Emperor,
My royal nephew, and your name Capucius.

Capneius. Madam, the same, your servant.’’

Jlenrtj VIII, Act iv.. sc. 2.

(fZ) So (0. E. .HR'a) as a pronoun usually

stands for an idea, a sentence, rather than for a
noun:

—

“
‘ Old Scratch has got his omti at last, hey ?

”

‘ So I am told,” returned the second.’

Dickens.
“ The gho.st smiled thoughtfully, and waved

its hand, saying as it did so, ‘ Let us see,’

etc.” Ihid.

§ 165. Indefinite Pronouns.—A list of the.se

was given before. § 75. To these may be added
an occasional use of ivho : see § 162 (u), last

paragraph but one.

(a) One is used in several ways; it is declined
thus

—

Sing. Plur.
X. one ones
G. one’s ones’

As there was a pronoun man meaning one in
O. E., answering to the German man, and the
Freneh on (from homme'), and as this on was also

in use in England during the prevalence of the
French language, it has been thought that one,

also in the sense of an indefinite person, has
enme from the French on. But historical

grammar shows that it is, throughout, really

the 0. E. numeral one (0. E. an, M. E. on,

oon) with different uses.

(1) As an indefinite personal pronoun repre-
senting a general personification

;
in this sense

it is never plural.
“ One has a dread of offending one's neigh-

bours.”

“"With hopeless wish one looks and Engel’s
;

One breaks the glass, and cuts his fingers.”

COWPER.
The Old English man wore off into me in Middle

English, so that we have—
“ Syre Fyrumbras of Alysaildre, Tnecalde iAat Sarsyn.”

Sir Ferumbras, Romance of 14th Century, 1, 88.

“ And therfore me sayth in a prouerbe.”
W. Caxtox, History of Troye.

(2) As a pronoun replacing nouns of any
gender, this takes the plural:

" Our contract is an old one."—Dickens.
“ The shameless noon

Was clash’d and hammer’d from a hundred
towers,

One after one."—A. Tennyson, Godiva.

(3) As a noun, meaning thing or pei-son

:

“ Such a one as he.”

I feel like one who treads alone.”

Tom Moore.
“ Take heed that ye despise not one of these

little ones."—Matt, xviii. 10.

(4) One is used with other in two phrases :

one . . . the other, meaning “ the first . . . the
second ”

;
e.g., “ Of these two boys the one was

tall, f/ie other was short.” One another ; e.g.,

“ we love one another": that is, “ we love, the
first (loves) a second.”

;
(5) One sometimes means some one: as, “ here

i

comes one who has a right to be heard ”
;
and

I

sometimes is equivalent to a certaingierson, one
1
man (Lat. quidam), as Oneirt a certain place
testified ” (Heb. ii. 6) ;

“ There is one wise and
greatly to be feared ” (Eccle.siasticus i. 8) ;

or
(before a noun adjectively), as. “ One honest
John Tomkins, a hedger and ditcher ” {Con-
tented John'). In “it's all one to me,” it

means the same—that is, everything is like some
one thing.

(h) XoNE, formed from O.E. ne an, not one,

is now almost always used in the pronominal
sense, alone:

''None but the brave deserves the fair.”

Dryden, Alexander's Feast.

The adverb no h?„s grown out of the use of none,

ne being dropped (like thy out of thine); we
still therefore occasionally find the use of none
before a vowel, and as with the relics of the
older possessive, it savours of the emphatic style :

“ All that were of none account; ” “ this is none
other than the house of God ” (Gen. xxviii. 17) ;

“ none evil can come upon us ” (Micah iii. 11).

(c) Any, a simple Old English word cenig (of

which the original stem was an, one) has for

compounds ang one, anyhody, anything. None
is now its negative, formerly there was neenig.

(fV) Aught, meaning anything, is another
shape of a mhit or a might—i.e., a pei-son or

thing.
“ Nor LS he dead, for avght that I can tell.”

Mids. Night's Dream, Act iii., sc. 2.

“ Sir Lukyn, saw ye ought ?
”

Percy Ballads, “ Kiug Arthur’s Death.”

(f) Naught = nothing = a might, Ss> the
negative of the last, and our modem not is an
abbreviation of this. In such expressions as
“ he is no whit better than his neighbours,” ” I

know noivt about it,” we sec the transition from
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the negative substantive into the pronoun; from
thence to the adverbial not—“he is ?iot better

than his neighbours ”—is an easy step. The
three versions of the old poem Cursor Mundi
(14th cent.) show plainly that namight and
nothing are synonymous, also how namight was
represented in one man’s mind by Twght, in

another by not:

—

“ Ne sal thou namight thar-wit win.”
Cotton, 1. 919.

“ Ne sal thou nathinge thar-with wyn.”
Fairfax.

[Thou shalt win nothing thereby.]
“ Sco said, ‘ne herd yee na might how.’

”

Cotton, 1. 4396.

“ Scho said, ‘ ne herd 50 noght hou.’
”

Gottingen.

“ She seide, ‘ herde 5e not how.’ ”

—

Trinity.

(/) Some (0. E. suin') is used in speaking of

portion, either of a number of things, or of a

quantity of material : it is called partitive.

Hence as an adjective it is generally used be-

fore plural or collective nouns :
“ show me some

books,” “give me some bread.” As a pronoun

the following are examples ;

—

“ For briers and thorns at their apparel

snatch,

Some sleeves, .mine hats, from yiclders all

things catch.”

Jlids. N. Bream, Act iii., sc. 2.

“ For the third part of a minute, hence
;

Some to kill cankers in the musk rosebuds.

Some war with rere mice for their leathern

wings.” Ibid, Act ii,, sc. 2 .

In the old language the expression cdl and some was
frequent ;

it was equivalent to our one and all, only that

our fathers put the whole (all) first and the parts

(some) secondly. Dr. Morris marks the occurrence of

the phrase as late as Dryden.
“ And in the peples eres alle and some.”

Chaucer^ Clerke's Tale, 1. Gil.

“ First I pronounce whennes that I come,
And then my bulles shew I, alle and somme.”

Chaucer, Pardoner's Prologue, 1. 335.

The word also bears the force of the indefi-

nite certain, when it is used with the indefinite

other, in a comparative sense, and otherwise.
“ Some are more dangerous than others ”

;
“I

must find .some one or other to help me ”
:

compare with the meaning of one given above,

§ 165 « (5). In the following examples it is an
adjective

:

“ Haply some hoary headed swain may say.”

Geay.
“ At the sound of some olden melody.”

Mrs. Hem'ans.
The compounds of .some are, somebody, some

one, something, .somemhat
;
the first two refer to

persons. The first of them, together with its

negative nobody, can only be used as a pronoun

;

something and somemhat are occasionally used
as a.dverbs.

Pronouns. “Give me .something to do." “I
want summnt [somewhat] to cat” (vulgar-

ism ). ,

Adverb.^. “ It grows something stale.”

As You Like It, Act II., sc. iv., 1. 89.
“ That’s .somemhat madly spoken.”

Meas.for Mea,s., Act V., sc. i., 1. 58.

(g) Nobody, none, and nothing arc the
negatives of three of the compounds just men-

tioned
;
as a pronoun somemhat has n onega-^.

tive.
“ ‘iVo&wZy ask’d you, sir !’ she said.”

—

Old song,

“And none was there to see.”

Pearsall, Oh ! mho mill o’er the domns.
(li) Other means “ one of two,” and was used

in O. E. where we now employ second
;

thefirst

. . . the second ” were that one . . . that other.
“ Says the tane than to the tither.”

Old ballad. Barring o' the Boor.
The 0. E. other was declined and had the

plural in e—othre : this fell off, and left the
plural for some time as other.

“ Other toil into good ground.”—Matt. xiii. 8.

It now takes the plural in s
;
also the posses-

sive in ’s, other’s (0. E. poss. otheres). The
only compound with other is another

;
it is

used together with several words, as any other,

some other, none other ; other some, other like,

are now out of use. Each other, and one an-

other are phrases which convey the thought of

mutual connection.

(i) Either is an old compound meaning
“ any one of two.”

“ How happy could I be with either.

Were ’tother dear charmer away.”

—

Gay.
Its negative is neither. “ Will you have water
or wine ? Neither, thank you.” Either and
neither cannot of course be used where an
alternative of more than two is presented..

The two, joined respectively with or and nor,

become conjunctions.

(J) Each “ signifies all taken separately
(Smith and Hall)—that is, it has a distributive

sense. It comes from the 0. E. word ailc,

which still abides in the northern ilka — each.

The same line in two versions of the Northum-
brian Cur.sor Mundi gives two shapes of the
fourteenth century

:

“ And of ten men f7<at war mesele,

ThsA he gave ilkane 77mir hele.”

Gottingen, 1. 14447..

“ To vchone he j^af her hele.’

—

Trinity.

[Of ten men that were lepers

To each one he gave health].

Each was formerly, as in this extract, followed

by one
;
we have the relic of this combination in

each one, which now bears an emphatic sense.

(k) Every is formed of ever and ilk or each
;

it is not so old a word as each. It is seldom
now used as a pronoun, more generally as an
adjective. In Chaucer, for example, we find

the pronominal use not uncommonly :

“ Of this bar witnesse enerich in that hous.”
Chaucer, Man of Lame's Tale.

By Shakespeare’s time it was rare :
“ Every of

your washes ” (Antony and Cleop.,KQX II., sc. ii.,

1. 36).

Several other words might be added to the

list of indefinite pronouns—as several, .sundry,

else, certain-, but they occur rarely, and only in

old writers. Taking this class of words as a
whole, with regard to both their history and
their usage, they might fairly bo placed in a
group by themselves, as the Indefinites ;

like

the Demonstratives, each word preserves its own
inherent qualities, whether it chances to be
placed in the position of a pronoun or of an
adjective. The student must discriminate
between them.
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XXIV.

Distribution of the Human Race {cont.').

The law of survival of the fittest ” is less

operative in relation to man than to any other

member of the animal world. In
Law of forest or on the broad plain,

survival.
leopard or the antelope meets

with a beast stronger than itself and perishes

in conflict, is hunted down, or dies from the

effects of accident. There is no surgery for a

lion’s broken limb. A weakly quadruped, un-

able to procure food, or suffering from sickness,

drags itself to a cave and there dies. But

man finds strength in union, and in ingenious

devices for protection. Natural affection helps

the weak and infirm, supplying food and other

necessaries ;

science ap-

plies reme-
dies for acci-

dents or
disease, and
prolongs a
weakly life.

Man is in-

deed very
much more
liable to
disease than
are the
lower ani-
m a 1 s— t o

whom, ex-

cept in a
state of do-

mestication,

it is almost
unknown

;

but then his

intellect and moral nature teach him how to

conquer disease and prolong life.

The law of survival, then, is comparatively
inoperative, being partially overcome by the
nature and adaptability of man himself and the
conditions of human society. Another law

recognized by modern science in
Vaxiation by connection with the animal and
development.

world-that of varia-

tion of species by development—is also little

applicable to man. His development by
domestication and civilization is rather intel-

lectual and moral than physical. There is no
change of structure, no increase of size, no
growth of rudimentary organs to a more per-
fect condition. In the vegetable world we can
trace the origin of the most beautiful flowers,

the most delicious fruits, to very simple
originals, having very little indeed of the love-
liness or the flavour of the products of syste-

matic and prolonged culture. Our domestic
animals and birds differ considerably from their
wild progenitors—are not unfrequently much
larger in size and more varied in colour. All

breeders and fanciers know what changes and
improvements can be effected. Geologists have
discovered the bones of a small animal scarcely

larger than a dog of one of the breeds of

medium size, which they assert is a specimen of

the progenitors of the modern horse. On the
contrary, there is abundant evidence that in the

earliest ages of the world there were enormous
creatures now represented by animals of

dwarfed growth. But so far as science has been
able to discover, the human being has ever been
of the same average dimensions. Individuals of

all races vary in height
;
the average bulk of

the inhabitants of tropical climates is gene-

rally less than that of the people who dwell in

the regions of temperate climate
;
and stunted

men and women occupy the colder parts of the

earth
;
but so it has been apparently in all

ages. The skeletons found in old barrows,

representatives of the men of the pre-historic

period, the bones found imbedded in strata

ef great antiquity, are of about the same
dimensions as those of the men of to-day. No

necessity of

existence
has length-

ened the
arms or neck,

changed toes

into thumbs,
or added a

finger to the
hand.
In the

respect of

the means
by which the

human race

spread over
the earth, we
are not en-

countered by
the difl&cul-

ties which

p r e s e n t

themselves
when we are examining the his- Migrations,
tory of the movements of other
members of animated nature. The will to

travel, inspired by many motives, is added to

the power to travel, given by natural adapta-

bility to endure atmospheric and other varia-

tions, and by the exercise of the reasoning

power
;
and in cases of accidental drifting to

unknown islands or continental coasts, there

is a power to make the best of adverse con-

ditions. It is quite possible that the intelligent

and active descendants of a small family

located in south-western Asia should in the

course of thousands of years make their way
east and west, north and south, making at

intervals settlements which became centres of

new disper-sions. From Asia to Western
Europe was a comparatively easy journey, allow-

ing many centuries for its accomplishment.
Africa could be peopled not only by passing

across the neck of land which divides it from
Asia, but by settlements on the coasts made by
adventurous mariners, or by parties drifted to

the shores. The straits which separate north-

MOXGOLIAXS.
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eastern Asia from north-western America could

be crossed by canoes, visiting the chain of

islands on their way. We know that adven-

turous Northmen of Europe reached the North
American coast from Greenland centuries

before Columbus crossed the Atlantic
;
and the

Chinese have traditions of discoveries and
settlements on the western coast of North
America, nearly as far south as California. The
islands of the Pacific offer more difficult, but

not insoluble problems. The island groups are

so numerous, that it is not beyond the possi-

bility of belief to suppose that, either by inten-

tion or accident, the inhabitants of one might
reach and settle on another.

In the course of this long travel, however,

geographical considerations would cause varia-

tions of colour, features, and
Effects on habits, which might appear
features and

indicate separate origins,
complexion,

residence in hot climates
does affect the colour of the skin, and it becomes
hereditary. The necessity of constant physical

of the earth’s surface and exhibiting distinc-

tive peculiarities. Writers on the subject
have adopted various methods of classifica-

tion. In the Old World there are three centres
around which will be found ranged three
remarkable sections of the human family. In
the table-land of Thibet, in Asia, is a centre
with a wide circumference, including many
varieties of what is sometimes described as the
Mongolian race

;
the Negro race has its head-

quarters in Africa
;
and the more highly gifted

and adventurous Gaucasians.as they are termed,
have spread over south-western Asia and Europe.
The capacity and shapes of the skull have

determined the results at which some ethnolo-

gists have arrived in classifying varieties of the
human race. Blumenbach taught that there
were five varieties—the Caucasian, the Mon-
golian, the Ethiopic, the Malay, and the
American. Cuvier treated the last two as sub-
divisions of the Mongolian. Dr. Pritchard,

an English investigator of great reputation,
divided the Caucasian (a name to which he

P.VWN’EF IN W.V.R DRRSS.- -SMOKiNG OUT OF THE lOMAH.UVK.

exertion to maintain existence', and the absence
of intellectual training, develope the muscles
and bony framework, and induce a dwindling
of the brain. The facial angle becomes more
acute, the jaw-bone more prominent, and the
figure more lithe and active. In very hot
climates less animal food can be eaten, even
by recent settlers, and in the course of ages
is dispensed with altogether—sometimes from
religious considerations, as among the natives of

the Indian peninsula and other parts of Asia

—

and the resulting difference of physique is very
noticeable. Other causes, such as the effects

of the ehemical constituents of the atmosphere
and of water, it may be the effects of terrestrial

magnetism, are in continual operation, and the
results, aided by hereditary transmission, pro-

duce the differences which mark what are
popularly called the races of mankind.
The science of ethnography, or the natural

Classification history of man, can, then, scarcely
of races. reach beyond a knowledge of

men as they are, locited on various parts

objected) into two independent groups, the
Syro-Arabian or Semitic, and the Aryan or

Indo-Germanic. Dr. Latham, one of the latest

writers on the subject, finds only three distinc-

tive groups (each with many subdivisions),

and names them Mongolidse, Atlantidse, and
Japetidfe. The first inhabit Asia, Polynesia
and America

;
the second Africa

;
and the third

Europe. Agassiz lays it down that there are

eight regions of the earth, each containing its

own peculiar type of man.
A convenient arrangement is one which pro-

fesses to be only descriptive of what exists, and
does not attempt to explain the origin of diver-

sities of human being. This arrangement is into
six groups :—Iranians, of western Asia

;
Tura-

nians, including the Mongolian and Malayan
races

;
Negroes; Hottentots and Bushmen

of South Africa
;

Ocean Negroes, including
Papuans or natives of the archipelago of the
South Pacific, and Alfourons or natives of

some parts of New Guinea and Australia
;
and

Americans, including the Esquimaux.
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XXIV.

Multiplication of Fractions.

Suppose we want to multiply by
If I multiply -j by 4 I get f, according to

the rule already given. But I have to multiply
not by 4, but by 4, i.e. by one-fifth of 4 ;

and
therefore f is five times too large, and must
be divided by 5.

Thus f X I = I.C.. to multiply one frac-
a Xa

tion by another you multiply the numerators
together for a new numerator, and the deno-
minators for a new denominator.

Again, multiply together |,

By the last example we know that

X#--
2x7

and in the same way that the

1X3
fraction multiplied by tv = 7

1X3X5
2x7 ^ 2X7X12-

And again, this fraction multiplied by

gives
^ ^ ^ ^ —
2X7X12X15-

Hence ^X^XAX-— =Hence . X 7 X X ^5
2 x'^7”>rr2 xTs

'

We see, therefore, that the following rule is

true. To multiply together two or more frac-

tions, multiply together all the numerators for

a new numerator, and all the denominators for

a new denominator. The fraction so found is

the product of all the fractions.

The fraction

lX 3 XoX 6 0 _ — 9 1

2 X 7 X 12 X 15
” ' " “

“

But we may get this result more quickly by
applying the principle that the value of a
fraction is not altered by dividing both nu-
merator and denominator by any the same
number. And as the above, by resolving into

prime factors, may be written

1 X 3 X 5 X 3 X 2

2X7X3X2X2X3X5
we may strike out (or cancel, as it is called)

any factors in the numerator against equal
factors in the denominator. Thus we may
strike out the factors 3, 5, 3 and 2 in the
numerator, against the 3, 5, 3 and 2 in the
denominator, and we are left with 1 in the
numerator and 2 X 7 X 2 in the denominator

This splitting up of numerators and de-
nominators of fractions to be multiplied to-

gether into the fractions which compose them,
and then cancelling, often saves much labour,
and has the great advantage of giving the
answer in the lowest terms.

It is well always to reduce mixed numbers
to improper fractions before we can apply the
above rule. (Of coui’se we might multiply
separately by the whole number and the frac-

tional part, and then add together the two
results

;
but this is not so good a way.)

Example : Multiply by 4^, and the pro-

duct by -

5̂ -
This is the same as to find the continued

product of 44
,
and -

3%.
Keducing mixed numbers to improper frac-

tions and multiplying, we have
1 5 v' 2 1 V 4
T4 X ^ X

_ :^ x5x3xXx^x2
i^xXx^xl^xii

The factors 2, 3, 5, 7 in the numerator cancel

the same factors in the denominator, and we
arc left with 3 X 2 in the numerator, and 11 in

the denominator

—

i.e. yV
Without resolving into prime factors we may

cancel thus

:

3

^ 11

7 is a factor of 21 and of 14
;

.•. we may divide

each of the numbers by 7, writing down the

quotient in each case, in place of the original

numbers.
Again, 5 is a factor of 15 and of 5 ;

.’. cancel

15 and 5, and keep the quotients, 3 and 1,

in their places (the 1 need not be written

—

it is imagined). Again we may cancel 3 and
33, writing the quotient 11 instead of the latter.

Finally, 2 and 4 cancel, leaving quotient 2

instead of the 4.

Thus we are left \^th 3 X 2 in numerator
and 11 in denominator.

N.B.—The student will observe that in can-

celling we are really dividing numerator and
denominator by the factor cancelled in each,

and we must therefore write the quotient (or if

it is unity, we can imagine it to be written)

over the cancelled factors, and this quotient

henceforth takes the place of the cancelled

factor.

Example : Find value of 4f X X 17^ X l-y

— a 4 _— T X -55

^2 XJL7
7

X 7 13

5 X 11 3 X 11

= ^ X XX X 5 X X X XX X 13

X X 5 X XX X ^ X XX X 3 X 11

^ ^ jn
3X11X5
Wc have already seen that to take a frac-

tion of a whole uumber is equivalent to mul-
tiplying the whole number by the fraction.

In the same way, to take a fraction of another
fraction is equivalent to multiplying t]je one
by the other. For instance, § of ^ means that,

considering § as one whole, we are to divide it

into three equal parts and take two of these :

i.e., we are to divide | by 3, and then multiply

by 2.

Now, f -J-3 = ,
and

8x3
Similarly, | of | of

8X3
X 2 =

2x7 n
f,

2_>^7_X_9

3 X 8 X 10

2x7
3X8'
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A fraction of a fraction is called a compound
fraction, so that a compound fraction is the
l)roduct of two or more simple fractions.

Exerches.

I. Find the following products :

—

{a) f X I- (/) I X X fl
f X f (r/) « X H X T^T

ic) I X \ ill) m X G| X7iX -,V

(^) ^ X 2^ (^) r X if X U X 7i
(0 f xfxf (0 Hxixixilxll
II. Find the values of the following :

—

(a) of I + i of if — i of

(&) I of 2i of f - i-
of 6i of is of

I-
- 31 X

2 ^ of 6 ^ 1

(c) Multiply If of 3f by 1 of ff of f

(O # of of h of 3sV by fV of Ty
93

I *-4?(/) Find continued product of

Ans7ve?'.9.

I. (^a) if; (Z>) if; (c) l-nV; (rZ) 3f; (c) f

;

(/) I; (^7) afr; (/O m; (/O^; (OH-
II. (a) y\ ; (&) 30ff ; (<?) 1

; (^^7) xr 5-2
; (^) M 5

(/) 242H.

XXII.

Handwriting and Autographs op
Great Men (^concluded).

Some years since the writer of an unsigned
article in the Churchman's Shilling Magazine.,

entitled an “Autograph Album,”
gave some neat and terse charac-

‘0 ^ terisations of the handwriting of

several modern men of mark. Thus, for in-

stance, he says :
“ It is not difficult to declare

that in the handwriting of Mr. Gladstone you
see a little at least of that impetuous energy
which marks his doings and sayings. It is

obviously the handwriting of a busy man—of

a man who has not time to lift his pen often
from the paper, but who is yet sufficiently

careful to cross all, or nearly all, his t’s. It is

a rough and rugged caligraphy, like the writer’s

countenance, and yet, like it too, is clear and
open, and if it is illegible anywhere, it is per-

haps only so in the signature, which is certainly
slightly enigmatical. . .Mr. Ruskin’s handwriting

differs from Mr. Gladstone’s in
Author^ being, i n the first place, considera-

autograpns.
^.mailer, and, I should say,more

sprawling
;
yet it is neat enough, with all

its apparent haste, and its only w’antis punctu-
ation, which is generally expressed indefinite: y
by dashes. The signature, J. Ruskin, is written
as far as ‘ k ’ without a lifting of the ]>en ;

but
is not otherwise abnormal. . . . Mr. Tennyson’s
handwriting is characteristic, but then it is so

in a w'ay that you would least expect. From
so ])re-eminently finical a writer you would
look for a scru])ulously neat caligraphy, and it

is possible, of com’sc, that in his younger days
the Laureate may have l^een a ‘ copperplate ’

writer. All one can say is, that he is not so

now . . . The letters are very shakily and
untidily formed. The handwriting gives one
the impression of being that of a man who
writes with difficulty and distaste—who puts
his pen to paper not more often than he is

forced or absolutely cares to do ... . Mr.
Browning’s handwriting is, like Mr. Tennyson’s,
a little shaky, but it is neater—that is to say
more regular, and looks, so to speak, more
clean. It is the reverse of Mr. Tennyson’s in
that it looks like the hand of a man who writes
a good deal. Mr. Longfellow’s is round and
plain, with a backward turn to it throughout

—

the slope of the letters being opposite to that
usually adopted. Mr. Arnold’s is neat and
masculine, at the same time firm and decided,
without a trace of that effeminacy which some
critics have seen in his poetry and prose. Mr,
Gerald Massey’s is bold, straggling, and not
particularly legible

;
it is a large handwriting,

and requires a good deal of space to move in.

Dr. W. C. Bennett’s is very much of the same
description, but perhaps more illegible. Mr.
Robert Buchanan’s has no particular manner
of its own

;
it is fairly regular, but that is all

one can say for it Very similar to Mr,
Browning’s is Mr. Frederick Locker’s style.

JMr. Locker’s being the more free-and-easy of

the two. Mr. Austin Dobson’s is very neat and
flowing, but so small and sometimes so indis-

tinct as scarcely to be decipherable with ease.

Clearer and firmer in touch is Mr. Courthope’s.
hand, which is perhaps the most distinct and
beautifully formed of all the poets’ with which
I am acquainted.

“ Of the dramatists, commend me to the
caligraphy of Mr. H. J. Byron, which is gene-
rally clear and flowing, with
little peculiarities which, once Dramatists’

mastered, do not interfere with autographs,

its legibility. Mr. Gilbert’s is not quite so

plain
;

it is, however, neat and regular enough
—emphatically the handwriting of an experi-

enced penman. Mr. Burnand’s is more bold,

and dashing, and eccentric : elliptical, like the

epistolary style of the writer. Mr. Reece’s is

something like Mr. Gilbert’s, but more easily

read. Mr. Tom Taylor’s is of a singularly

crawling and generally indeterminate sort.

His friends will have it that he writes with a
bit of wood at the to{) of his pen. Singularly

enough, actors and actresses will be found to

write, as a rule, exce’lent hands—clear and
neat. Of such is Mr. Kendall’s, and of such is

his accomplished Avife’s, nee Miss Robertson,

Avhose style of caligrajjhy is exceedingly lady-

like, if not particularly oi'iginal. Miss Rose
Lcclercq is clear enough also in her style, but
Avrites enormously large characters, getting at

the utmost tAA^o or three AA'ords into a line.

Miss Glyn’s handAvriting is not much better

being also big and formless to boot—a tho'

roughly masculine hand. Mr. Irving writes a
neat, small hand, nervous as his acting, and
sometimes quite as startling in its gyrations.

It is a running hand—a sort of wild imitation

of German letters. There is, however, some-
thing original, as Avell as aristocratic about it,

which I like. Mr. Compton \\T0te—alas that I
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should have to write of him in the past tense !

—

a small neat hand likewise. Mr. Toole’s is the
very reverse—big and untidy. Mr. Creswick’s
may best be described as shopkeeper-like in

character. Mr. Barry Sullivan’s is large and
sprawling

;
the words take strides across the

paper, something like the actor’s strides across

the stage. Mr. Buckstone’s is wonderfully dis-

tinct for that of an old and hard-worked man.”
In the collection of autographs at p. 317 we

give the signatures of artists. Beginning at the
top left-hand corner, we have that of the late Sir

Francis Grant, bold yet tender
in the soft curves

;
the Dutch

pain era.
Vandevelde, clear and crisp as the

sea-waves he so loved to depict
;
Thomas Faed,

homely and careless as his pictures of domestic
life

;
Sir John Gilbert, marked by the breadth

and bravura of his chevaleresque battle-pieces

or luxurious festivals of

baronial days
;
Sir Frederick

Leighton, remarkable for the
portentous jet artistic heavy
pen -dashes aboveand beneath,
and very characteristic of the
present versatile president of

the Royal Academy, who in

varied branches of the
painter’s and sculptor’s arts

has nobly dared and done ;

George Cruikshank. firm and
rather heavy, yet with genial
appreciation in the
well-rounded loops

;

G. F. Watts’s de-
licately artistic sig-

nature, having
something in com-
mon wdth that of
Sir David AVilkie

immediately
neath it

;

D u r e r ’s

,

clear and
distinct as

if cut with
his graver,

but a little

sharp and
troubled, as

might be expected of a man whose susceptible
artist nature was lacerated hourly by the tongue
of a later Xantippe, a wife shrewiest of

the shrews
; Rembrandt, indistinct as his

own heavy shadows, yet with no commonplace
line in it

;
Hypolite Flandrin, the French

painter, showing some variety in the absurd
elliptical flourish, and haste and dash in the
blotted loops

;
and lastly Sir Peter Paul

Rubens, an insignificant and misleading sig-

nature, all unlike the luxurious ai.d princely
painter.

From this we turn to an autograph tableau
which happens to lie before us, including mainly
those of statesmen and warriors. In connection

with the latter we observe the vj)-

stlteSe^Md tendency both of the writing

warriors. horizontal strokes. AVe
have first the autograph of the

grand old sea-king Robert Blake, of the Com-

monwealth era, bold and resolute as its writer
;

that of Marshal Soult, somewhat delicate in

tracing, but with the distinct upward ten-

dency which marks courage,—the crossing of

the “ t ” being especially characteristic
; Lord

Palmerston, bold and distinct, and character-
istic of the man who made the name of Briton
as proud a boast and as sure a safeguard as the
haughty declaration of the old Latin, “ Civis

Romanus sum,” had been
;
the first Napoleon^

written in early life, reckless, daring, and
aspiring to the extremest degree

;
Anthony

Ashley Cooper, Earl Shaftesbury, one of the
members of the celebrated “ Cabal,” a cautious
and discreet man, yet no coward (tMs signature,

which is api ended to a letter stating that he
feared age and infirmity would prevent him
from attending Parliament, shows the effects

of physical weakness on even a strong will)
;

Erskine, the well-known bar-

rister and law lord, clear,

penetrating and incisive as

his intellect
;

Danton, the
revolutionist, audacious as

the man himself
;
next two

signatures which show, like

that of Shaftesbury, how ac-

cidental circumstances may
deprive an autograph of its

power to indicate the writer’s

character, the first being that
of Guy (or Guido) Fawkes,

before his appre-
hension, and very
indicative of steady
resolution, the
second that of the
conspirator when
the muscles of the
soldier’s right hand,
maimed and rup-
tured by the cruel

tension of

the rack,

could no
longer obey
his volition

;

Horatio
Nelson,
with the

ascending slope of unmeasured daring, but

showing in the delicacy of the lines those

traits of almost feminine tenderness which
marked the hero of the Nile and of Trafalgar

;

beneath is the autograph of a worthy compeer.

Admiral Van Tromp, the brave Dutch sea-king,

whose flag flaunted so oft in the narrow seas

when the might of Great Britain and the

United Netherlands struggled for supremacy
;

Charles XIL, the warrior Swede, who
“ Left a name at which the world grows pale.
To point a moral or adorn a tale,”

—

bold and obstinate as himself, and indicating

by the eccentric domineering upstroke from the

top of the “ C ” that he would be quite capable

of such madness as he showed at Bender
;

lastly, the autograph of AA^ellington. methodical,

evidently slowly written, and entirely in char-

acter with the combined courage and coolness

of the “ Iron Duke.”

FAMOUS AUTOGRAPHS.—GEOEGE II., WILtlAMIII., EDWARD V.
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The present paper brings our series of articles

on “ Penmanship ” to a close. We have en-

deavoured to lead the self-educator by syste-

matic gradations from the simple rudimentary
strokes and curves to current styles of hand-
writing, adapted either for public or private

purposes. While thus mainly occupied with
the utile, we have not entirely neglected the

dulce, for the student will find that the princi-

ples of ornamental penmanship are sufficiently

explained as to render them firm bases for sub-

sequent accessions. Lastly, we trust that those

who have accompanied us from month to

month have found something of interest in the

gossiping notes past and present about Pen-

manship, with which we have tried to relieve

the hard work of instruction.

END OF " PENMANSHIP ”

Adjective {continued^) —Theory.

1. Degrees of Signification in Adjec-
tives.—There are three degrees of signification

in adjectives : the positive, the comparative,
and the superlative. [With the exception of a
few words, comparison, strictly so called, has
vanished from the French language, and the
following facts are mentioned merely to show
how English comparuon is rendered into

French. ]

a. The positive is the adjective itself
;

it

simply marks the quality of the noun : la

pomme estjolie, the apple is pretty.

h. The comparative is the result of the com-
parison of two objects with reference to some
quality, and this result may be threefold : 1.

La pomme est PiAJ^jolie que la poire, the apple
is prettier than the pear

;
2. La pomme est

jolie que la poire, the apple is less pretty
than the pear

;
3, La qwmme est AU^^ljolie que

la poire, the apple is as pretty as the pear.

These three words, plus, moins, and Aussi
mark

—

plus (more) the comparative of superi-

ority, moins (less) the comparative of inferi-

ority, aussi (as) the comparative of equality.

Remark.—The comparative of inferiority may be
rendered negatively by placing ne before the verb and
pas si before the adjective : la pomme n'est pas si jolie

que la poire, the apple is not so pretty as the pear.

c. The superlative expresses that the object
possesses some quality in the highest or lowest
degree, .as compared with other objects of the
same kind—and that is called the superlative

relative
;
or it expresses that the object pos-

sesses a quality in a very high degree—and that
is called the superlative absolute.

(1)

The superlative relative is formed by
putting le, la, les, and mon, ton, son, notre, votre,

leur (and the various forms of these possessive
adjectives), before the comparative of superi-

ority or inferiority : Jean est le plus savant des

garqons, John is the most learned of the boys ;

Jeanne est la moins savante des jilles, Jane i&

the least learned of the girls
;
Jean et Jeanne

sont les plus savants de nos Sieves, John and
Jane are the most learned of our pupils

;
J’ai

mis mon plus beau chapeau, I have put on my
best hat.

(2) The superlative absolute is formed by
putting tres, hien,fort, extreniement, before the
positive : Cet homme est tres mechant, this man
is very wicked.

(3) Three adjectives only, and their cor-

responding adverbs, have preserved a distinct

form for the comparative and superlative :

these are

—

Pos. Comp.
good. bon. meilleur.
bad. mauvais. pire.

small. petit. moindre.

Super.

le meilleur,

le pire,

le moindre.

Remark.

—

For worse, worst, plus mauvais, le plus
mauvais, are also in use. Likewise, plus petit, le plus
petit may stand for less and least

;
grandissime, illus-

trissime, rarissime, reverendissime, richissime, savantissime,

serenissime, etc., appear also, and more particularly
in jocular style.

The three adverbs are

—

well, bien, mieux, le mieux.
badly, mal, pis, le pis,

little or few, peu, moins, le moins.

Remark.—For worse, and worst, the plus mal,
le plus mal, are also in use.

2. Preliminary Notions on the Verb (^con-

tinued').—The simple tenses, as has been already
explained, render the four fundamental notions
of time accepted by the French mind

; present,

past momentary or perfect, past continuous or

imperfect, and future. There are also four
compound tenses, made up of the past participle

and of either auxiliary (avoir or etre), which
offer certain subtler distinctions of time

;
these

are

—

a. The Perfect Indefinite, which denotes
that the action is completely past, but does not
of necessity imply that any appreciable time
has intervened between it and the moment of

speaking : J'ai vu mon ami cette annee, I saw
my friend this year; Vavcz-vous vu avjourdJmi?
did you see him to-day ? The action is past,

but from the context we cannot ascertain what
interval separates it from the present

;
the

exact time of its occurring is indefinite. To
say Je vis mon ami cette annee, le vites-vous

aujourd'hui? would be a positive mistake. This
is a favourite error with JEnglishmen and many
southern Frenchmen. When there is an indi-

cation in the context that a full measure of

time, let it be ever so small, has elapsed between
the past action and the present time, the perfect

definite is used in a lofty style, and the perfect

indefinite in a colloquial or loose, yet not faulty,

style ; Jean Calvin naquit d Nogon,en France,
John Calvin was born at Noyon, in France

;

Martin Ijuther est ne d Eislehen, en Saxe,
Martin Luther was born at Eisleben, in Saxony.
To hear an ordinary Parisian speak, one niight

almost conclude that such a thing as a perfect

definite indicative does not exist in French.
b. The Perfect Anterior, which represents

the action as having taken place previously
to another action, itself past. It does not
admit of any interval of time between the two
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actions : it was done, and another action came
immediately after it. This tense, which does
not present itself very often, is easily recog-
nised, from the adverbial expression of time
that usually precedes—such as qvand, when

;

lorsqiie, when
;
dh qne, from the moment

;

avssitot que, as soon as : qua7id il cut Jini sa
tdche, ‘il soTtit. when he had finished his task

he went out
; d^ cqu'elle cut ferine la q^orte, elJe

fondit eii larmcs, as soon as she had shut the
door she melted into tears.

c. The Pluperfect represents a past action
taking place before another past action

;
an

interval of time, not necessarily a large one,

is supposed to separate the two. It also

awakens the idea of a customary or repeated
action : il avait fini sa tCiche qnand il sortit.ho.

had finished his task (it may have been five

minutes or five hours previously) when he went
out

;
diis qu'ellc avail ferine la jjorte, elle

fondait cii Urines, whenever she had shut the
door, she used to melt into tears.

d. The Future Anterior expresses that
an action will take place before a given time
or some other future action : ce sair Us anront
vecn, this evening they will have lived ; ils

auront fini qnand vans riendret, they will be
done when you come {lit., they will have
finished when you will come).

Itemarlc. — The perfect indefinite is formed by the
present; the perfect anterior by the perfect definite;
the pluperfect by the imperfect, and the future anterior
by the future absolute, of either ucoir or etre

;

and these
tenses are respectively called the coiipouxus of the
present, imperfect, perfect, and future. A little reflec-
tion will suffice to trace the affinity between a com-
pound and its originator. '

Practical Ajiqilication.

(1) VOCABULARY XI.

(A sequel to Voc. X. Hence: In Name of country
2 n Name of male inhabita-t; 3 = Female ditto;
4 = Language; 5 = Adverbial phrase in the manner of.)

1. la Belgique, or ks Pays-Bas, Bclginiii or
the Netherlands

;

2. un Beige
;
3. une Beige;

4. le fran^ais, le flamand
; 5. a la beige.

1. la Hollande, ; 2. un Hollandais
;

-3. une Hollandaise
; 4. le hollandais

; 5. a la

hollandaise.

1. la Pologne, Poland; 2. un Polonais
;

3. I

une Polonaise
;
4. le polonais

; 5. a la polonaise.
1. la Grece, Greece; 2. un Grec

;
3. une i

Orecque
;

4. le grec
;

5. a la grecque.
!

1. la Turquie, Turhey ; 2. un Tui’c : 3. une
Turque

;
4. le turc

;
5. a la turque.

1. le Portugal, Portugal

;

2. un Portugais
;

5. une Portugaise
; 4. le portugais

;
5. "a la

portugaise.

1. PAlgerie, Algeria; 2. un Alg6rien
;
3. une

Alg^rienne
; 4. le ft-angais, I’arabe

;
5. a

Palgerienne.
1. PEgypte, ; 2. unEgyptien; 3. une

Egyptienne
;
4. P^gyptien

; 5. a P^gyptienne.
1. PArabie, Arabia; 2. un Arabe

; 3. une
Arabe

;
4. Parabe

; 5. a Parabe.
1. les Indes, India; 2. un Indien; 3. une

Indienne
; 3. Pindoustani

; 5. a Pindienne.
1. la Chine, China ; 2. un Chinois

; 3. une
Chinoise

; 4. le chinois
; 5. 4 la chinoise.

1. le Japon, Jafan

;

2. un Japonnais
; 3.

une Japonnaise
;

4. le japonnais
;

5. a la
japonnaise.

1. le Canada, Canada; 2. un Canadien
; 3.

une Canadienne
;

4. Panglais, le frangais
; 5.

a la canadienne.
1. le Bresil, jSrfl’::// ; 2. un Bresilien

;
3. unc

Bresilienne
;

4. le bresilien
;

5. a la bresilienne.
1 . le Perou, Peru ; 2. un Peruvien

;
3. une

Peruvienne
;
4. le peruvien

;
5. a la peruvienne.

Note on the adeerhial phram formed from geographical
tVhen the naoiA

^
'

- own snggests'the adverb,
the consp-nction is usm. ly lentical with those given
above: a la parnienne, Ji' m i’acis ; d la bordelaiee, from
Bordeaux. Those derive^ irum the names of persons
or smaller places, show no alteration in the name :

d la Daumont, d la C.iambord, d la Talleyrand, d la
Marengo, etc.

(2) Compound Tenses oiq^arler.

IXDICATIVr.
Perfect Indefinite.

j’aiparle k,

tu as parle ^ s?-

il a parle f?" c
elle a parle ^
nous avons parle "g

vous avez parle g
ils ont parle ~

elles ont parle

Plupeifect.
pavais parie
tu avail parle 2;. ^
li avait parle ^ ~
nous avions parle
vous aviez j)arle ^
ils avaient parle ~

Perfect Anterior.
j’eus parle
tu eus parle
il eut parle
on eut park 5
nous eumes parle ^
vous eutes parle
ils eurent parle 55.

elks eurent parle

Future Anterioi'.

j’auraiparle k,

tu auras park g *

il aura park ^ a
nous aurons park ^
vous aurez park ^ g*

ils auront park ” §

Conditional.

Paj^t. K, Other Form.
j’aurais park j’eussepark
tu aurais park ^ 2 tu eusses park
il aurait park S g il eut park
nous aurions park k s- nous eussions park
vous auriez park ^ g vous eussiez park
ils auraient parle ’

ils eussent parle

Subjunctive.

Fe/ifeet Definite. !S Pluperfect.
que j’aie park 5 que j’eusse park § 3
que tu aies park k, que tu eusses park
qu’il ait park qu’il eut park
que nous ayons park quenous eussions park 2
que vous ayez park g g que vous eussiez park "r, 'll

qu’ils aient park ‘ | qu’ils eussent park S'

PemarTc.—The past participle parle undergoes no
change, whether the nominative be masculine or
I'eminine, singular or plural. From this fact deduce the
principle, that the past participle of a verb conjugated
with avoir is not affected by the nonainative.

exercise XXXI.

1. La neige {snow) est-elle plus blanche que
le lait {milk) ? Oui, elle est plus blanche.
2. Athenes a-t-elle ete plus illustre que Sparte ?

Oui, elle a ete plus illustre. 3. Les pommes
sont-ellcs plus donees que les poires ? Non, elles

sont beaucoup moins douces. 4. -Yotre papier
{jiaqier) est-il aussi epais {thicE) que le mien
{mine) ? Non, il n’est pas si epais. 5. Qu’y
a-t-il {what is there) de plus dur {hard) que
la pierre {stone) ? Le fer est beaucoup plus

dur. 6. La Loire cst-elle moins longue que

la Seine ? Non, elle est beaucoup plus longue.

7. La foret (forest) de Fontainebleau est-elle

aussi belle que cclle {that) de St. (jermain ?

On dit (vY is .mid) qu’ellc est plus belle.

8. Pensez-vous {think) que I’histoire {history)

soit aussi agreable {jUeasant) que la poesie
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{poetry') ? Je pense qu’elle n’est pas moins
agreable. 9. Edimbourg {Edinbtirgh^ est-il

aussi peuple {peopled) que Glasgow ? II est de
beaucoup {hy far) moins peuple. 10. Avez-
vous jamais vu {did you ever see) de plus

aimables enfants, des enfants plus sages {good,

rvell-hehaved) I Non, jamais. 11. Montrez-
moi {show me) quelque chose de plus joli. Im-
possible

;
il n’y a rien {there is nothing) de

plus joli quecela {that). 12. Laquelle {fvhich)

de ces plumes voulez-vous {wish) ? Je veux
(wish) la plus petite. 13. La moindre atten-

tion donne du plaisir a une ame reconnaissante

(give, pleasure, mind, grateful). 14. Oil se

trouve {isfound) la plus haute montagne {Jugh
mountain) de I’Europe ? Elle se trouve dans
les Alpes, en Savoie. 15. Quelle est la moins
excusable de toutes {all) les erreurs ? C’est

celle qui (that which) est volontaire. 16. Quels
furent les disciples de Socrate {Socrates) les

plus celebres {famous) ? Ce furent Platon
(Plato) et Xenophon. 17. Pourriez-vous {could)

me nommer {mention to me) les plus utiles

(useful) des insectes ? Les plus utiles sont les

abeilles {hee) et les vers a sole {silkworm), et

les plus nuisibles {hurtful) sont les chenilles

{caterpillar), les hannetons (cockchafer), le

phylloxera, etc. 18. Laquelle de ces couleurs

(colour) est la moins a la mode {fashionable) ?

Celle-ci (this one).

EXERCISE XXXII.

1. The Turk smokes (fiuner) better tobacco
(tabac, m.) than the Belgian. 2. The Turkish-

ladies wear {porte7') a veil (voile, m. ) over their

faces (sur la figtire, s.), the Greek-ladies show
(montrer) theii’s {la leur) : which {lecpuel) is

the most sensible (sense) ? 3. Do the Algerian-

women wear their veils in the Turkish fashion ?

4. Have (the) Japanese-women as small feet

(pied, m.) as (que) Chinese-women ? 5. Show
(montrer) me (moi) a better wife than this

Canadian-woman. 6. The Poles and (the) Hun-
garians have always been bold riders (‘ cava-

lier, 2 temeraire). 7. Did the Belgians sing

(chanter) their national song (chant, m.), la

BrabanQonne ? 8. The French helped to found
(aider d fonder) the kingdom (royaume, m.) of

Belgium, which {qui) last year {Vannee derniere)

celebrated (celebrer) the fiftieth anniversary
(cinquantieme anniversaire, m.) of its founda-
tion (fondation, f.) 9. Otho (Othon), king of

the Greeks, had no sooner (n' . . . pas plus tot)

granted (donner) a constitution (f.) than he

repented it (qu'il s'en repentit^. 10. Do you
know better schoolboys (* ecolier, sage) than
these young {jeu7ie) Peruvians? 11. What
(que) do they (on, s.) speak in (aux) India ? They
(on) speak Hindustani. 12. It is (c'est) to the
labours of the jesuits (Jesuites) that one owes
(q7ie Von doit) the most precious information
(pi'eeieux renseignement, m. pi.) regarding (sui')

the Brazilian tongue. 13. His dearest (cher)
friend had been a Portuguese. 1 4. A slave,whom
(esclave que) Camoens had brought {a77iener)

from Goa, was the only-one (scul) who (qui)
did not forsake (abandomie7') the greatest
(grand) poet (po'ete) of (the) Portugal. 15.

I wonder (Je me demande) whether (si) the
Egyptian will have killed (tuer) the Arab. 16.

I wonder whether the Brazilian-lady would
have spoken to the Peruvian-lady. 17. It is in
{c’est en) Algeria that (que) the sons of Louis-
Philippe had displayed {77iontrer) their youth-
ful {jeu7ie) courage (m.) 18. The French
Canadians have preserved (eon.se)'ve 7') the
accent (m.) of (the) Normandy {No7'77iandie),
from which {d'oif) most (la plupa7'tj of the
original settlers emigrated (p7‘imitif, colon,
6771

7
grew)

.

XXIV.

Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.

The planet Mars had also been carefully
studied by the German astronomer Schroter,
but his drawings were never published. He
found reason to believe that the spots on Mars
varied rapidly, and therefore were probably in
great part due to clouds. Miidler undertook the
further examination of this subject, andbetween
1830 and 1841 made very numerous drawings.
He found that the principal spots were per-
manent markings, but that from time to time
theyseemed temporarilyobscured.
Later observers completely con- o^er-

firmed this, and Mafs has'

carefully mapped in the same manner as the
moon. They consist of numerous greenish-

grey spots on an orange-yellow background,
and there is reason to believe that the former
represent the seas on Mars and the latter the
land. From time to time whitish spots, seem-
ingly clouds, prevent the dark spots from being
clearly seen. At the poles are white spots,

which have been thought to be polar snows,
as they seem to grow smaller in the Martial
summer and larger in the winter. The draw-
ings of Mars made at this period are generally
rather rough.

Little further advance was made in the
observations of Jupiter, though a number of

dravdngs of the beautiful belts were made.
The most noteworthy features discovered were
the existence of both white and
dark spots of temporary character Spots on Jupiter,

on these belts, which were themselves variable
in both number, position, and distinctness. It

began to be gradually understood that what
was seen in the telescope was probably only
the upper cloud-bearing strata of Jupiter’s

atmosphere, so that much permanence could
not be expected in the details visible. From
the observation of a spot, Airy, in 1834, deter-

mined the time of rotation of Jupiter on its

axis to bo 9 h. 55 m. 21s. Miidler makes it

9 h. 55 m. 30 s.

With regard to Saturn, the other giant planet
of our system, a considerable amount of addi-

tional information was obtained. Schwabe,
who was an excellent observer, drew attention
to the fact that Saturn was not placed in the
centre of its rings, but was nearer the west
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than the east side of the rings. Subsequently

it has been shown that this eccentricity is

essential for the stability of
Saturn’s rings, system, which would
otherwise be brought crashing down on to the

surface of the planet from the influence of its

attraction. It also appears, from theoretical

considerations, that the ring of Saturn must be

in rapid rotation round the planet—a circum-

stance confirmed by observations which have

been made of the apparent motion of some
small irregularities in the ring. In 1838, Galle,

of Berlin, when observing Saturn, noticed a

third ring, much fainter and duskier than the

other two rings, and lying

within them, or between the

planet and the innermost of the

old rings. He
Discovery of a carefully mea-
new nng-

ring,

and published his important
discovery. Yet it did not

attract the slightest attention,

and fell into complete obli-

vion : probably because neither

Herschel, nor Schroter, nor
Struve, all of whom had most
carefully observed Saturn, had
seen a trace of such a ring:

itw'as therefore regarded as some mistake. There
were, moreover, few telescopes in those days
of sufficient size and quality to settle such a
disputed point. Twelve years later, how'ever.

Bond in America, and Dawes in England,
independently rediscovered this ring, Avhen the
discovery excited great interest. Every large

telescope was at once turned
on Saturn, and the existence

of the ring at once established.

Reference then showed that it

had been also seen by Galle

twelve years earlier. This inner

ring is now knowm as the cra])e

ring. It is not a difficult ob-

ject for a telescope of five or

six inches aperture
;
and it is

not easy to understand how it

was overlooked by Struve, w'hen

measuring the rings in 1 826. The
figure {nee fig. 67) will give some
idea ofSaturn with its three rings

and belts; it is, however, coarsely

drawn, and the distinctness of

the different features enor-

mously exaggerated. To a cer-

tain extent, however, this is inseparable from a

woodcut. The outermost ring is called A, that

iiext to it B, and the innennost, or crape ring, C.

The two outer rings have by several observers

oeen seen broken up bj'- fine lines into a number
of smaller concentric rings

;
but it

Diviswns^in the
jg ^j^jg appear-

rings.
ance is real. It is probable,

however, that the outer ring. A, is really divided
into two narrower ones by a dark line, called

Encke’s division, from its discoverer. At one
time it was thought that Saturn’s rings were
gradually widening, the outer edge increasing
in its. distance, and the inner edge decreas-

ing in its distance from the planet, so that

FIG. 04.—VENUS, AT QUAUK.VTUUE.

FIG. 65.—VENUS, NEAE INFEKIOE
CONJUNCTION.

before long the inner ring would fall upon the
planet. Later measures have shown that this

is not really the case, and that the apparent
alteration was due to the imperfections in the
earlier measurements.

In September, 1848, Bond of America and
Lassell of Liverpool discovered an eighth and
very minute satellite to Saturn. Hyperion, as
it is called, is very faint, and lies between Titan
and lapetus, its distance from the

planet being twenty-six semi- Discovery of a

diameters of Saturn, and its

period of revolution about 21^ days. It is not
improbable that there are other minute satel-

lites in the wide interval be-
tween Titan and lapetus

;
but

from their distance from the
planet, and their minuteness,
they are so difficult to distin-

guish fi’om faint stars that their

discovery must be a work of

much trouble and labour.

Uranus continued during this

period to remain a perplexity to
astronomers. Its small size ren-
dered all scrutiny of its physical
aspect nugatory

; nothing new
was discovered

; it shone as
a little round disc of pale bluish

light. Several observations were
obtained of its two faint satellites, ®

but there were few telescopes
^ ^

sufficiently powerful to show them. From Sir

John Herschel’s observations, it appeared that
the outer satellite, called Oberon, was distant

from the planet by 22| radii, and revolved
round it in days. The
inner one, named Titania, was
distant by 17 radii, and its period
was only 8| days. No trace

was seen of the four other satel-

lites which were suspected by
Sir William Herschel. In Sep-
tember, 1847, Lassell discovered
another but much fainter satel-

lite. It was very close to the
planet, being only distant

radii of Uranus, and only re-

quiring 2^ days to revolve

round it. This satellite was
called Ariel. In the following
October, 0. Struve, of Pulkowa
in Russia, discovered another
satellite, called Umbriel : its

distancefrom Uranus is 10^radii
of the planet, and its periodic time 4^ days.

WJien first discovered these satellites were re-

garded as identical, andmuch perplexity arose in

consequence, as the observations could not be
reconciled with each other. As
they were both exceedingly faint

objects, much fainter than the

two others, there were only three or four

telescopes which would show them, conse-

quently the observations were very few and
very uncertain. Gradually, however, it began
to be recognised that the observations could

not be reconciled, so that there must be two
satellites. Subsequent observation confirmed

this, as both were seen together.
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It was the erratic motion of Uranus which
was so perplexing to astronomers. It has been
already mention^ that Bouvard found himself
unable to reconcile the theory of the planet
with both the early and more modem observa-
tions, so that he founded his tables on the latter

only. These tables, however, soon began to
fall into great error, and much speculation arose

as to the cause of the discrepancy between the
observed and tabular motion of the planet. It

soon began to be suspected that

„ the cause must be the attraction

TJranus. exercised on Uranus by some
unknown planet lying beyond it

;

and between 1833 and 1840
this idea came to receive

general acceptance amongst
astronomers. To believe in

the existence of the planet,

and to discover its where-
abouts, however, were two
very different things. Dr.

Hussey suggested sweeping the

heavens for the body with large
telescopes, but it was soon seen
that this would be out of the
question. -It was unlikely
that the new body would be
brighter than a star of the

ninth magni-
New pl^et there
suspected. ’

,

are so many stars

of the ninth magnitude which
might prove to be the planet—probably some
thirty thousand—that to attempt to examine
each to see if it was moving was utterly im-
practicable. If, then, there were such a planet
disturbing Uranus, where would it be ? in what
part of the heavens would it be found? If that
were known, then it would be possible to search
the small part of the heavens, and examine each’

of the four or five hundred stars contained in it

to see if one was
moving, though
even then the work
would be laborious.

In 1842, Bessel,

one of the greatest

German astrono-

mers, and a pro-

found mathemati-
cian, determined to

•investigate this
problem, and see if

from the anomalies
in the motion of

Uranus he could not determine the position of

the unknown planet which had given rise to

them. He gave instructions, therefore, for the
complete reduction of all the observations of

Uranus, so as to have the requisite data for

his mathematical calculations. Bessel’s death,
however, put a stop to all, and no other astro-

nomer with the requisite skill seemed to have
the necessary time for the undertaking. A young

, ,
Cambridge mathematician, named

Investigahonof^qj^^g^ graduated as

place
senior wrangler in 1843, was the

^ ’ next to undertake the work. He
first of all ascertained, by a new investigation of

VOL. I.

—NEPTUNE IN FIELD OF VIEW a

the perturbations of Uranus, that it was not
possible for the anomalies to arise from an erro-

neous theoretical determination of these per-

turbations. This he proved to be the case, for,

though he discovered some errors, he found that
they were of a kind which did not materially
reduce the known anomalies in the motion of
Uranus. There could be no doubt, therefore,

that there must be some unknown body, some
new planet, whose attraction was disturbing
the motion of Uranus. After an elaborate

mathematical investigation, in the autumn of

1845 Adams arrived at the conclusion that if

there were a planet, whose mass was of

that of the sun, and its mean
distance 38*4, with an orbit of

given excentricity and posi-

tion, it would exercise a dis-

turbing action on Uranus
which would explain all the
known anomalies in its motion.
This result he
communicated Adams’

to the Astrono-
mer Royal, pointing out what
would be the position of the
planet in the heavens during
the year. Beyond acknow-

^ ledging the receipt of the
communication and asking

r a question, the Astronomer
WITH STABS OF 6th, 7th, 8th, AND 9th, Boyal took no further steps
MAGNITUDES.

matter
;
and so the

result rested unknown and unpublished to the

scientific world.
In the same autumn, Leverrier, a young

French astronomer, undertook the investigation

of the same problem, and proceeded in his

laboui-s in a most detailed and satisfactory

manner. He first elaborately investigated

the theory of Uranus, taking into account in

the most complete manner the perturbations

produced by the two
giant planets Jupi-

ter and Saturn. The
results of this in-

vestigation he pub-
lished in November
1845. He next pro-

ceeded to reduce all

the observations of
Uranus, and com-
pare them with the
theory as amended
and improved by
him

;
and he found

that there remained errors which could not
be explained by any amendments in the
theory of Uranus, unless there were some
unknown body disturbing its motion. Investi-

gating every possible hypothesis, he showed
that this body must be a large planet beyond
Uranus, but not very far beyond,—probably
about as far beyond Uranus as Uranus was
distant from the sun. If there v/ere such a
planet, then Leverrier pointed out that its

existence would render it possible to account
for all the anomalies in the motion of Uranus.
Iff such a planet did exist, whereabout in

the heavens would it be situated ?—that was
49

FIG. 67.—SATURN.
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the next question. Levcrfier’s answer was clear

and explicit. On January 1st,
Levemers

jg-lS, it would be in longitude

325°, or within some 10° of that

longitude. This was clear and satisfactory

enough. On the same day Adams’ investiga-

tion would have given the place 328°, or almost
identically the same. These results were pub-
lished in June 1846. This now aroused the atten-

tion of the Astronomer Royal, and at his sugges-

,

tion the great equatorial of the Cambridge Ob-
servatory was employed to search

Search for heavens for the

suspected planet, and on the 29th
^

’ July, 1846, the search was com-
menced. In the meantime both Adams and
Leverrier had proceeded with their investi-

gations. His later results now led Adams
to believe that the planet was much closer

to the sun than he had previously found, and
had a somewhat smaller mass. The result

was, however, the same—the planet would be

in the same part of the heavens, and almost
in exactly the same place. Leverrier continued

his researches, and at the end of August 1846

they were published. He now gave the values he
found for the elements of the orbit of the new
planet—elements in perfect accord with those

found by Adams, but still unpublished. But, not
content with pointing out the exact place of the

new planet, Leverrier proceeded to inquire as

to what would be its probable
Its probatle appearance. He showed, from
appearance.

probable mass and distance,

that if it had a density similar to Uranus,

this new planet would have a diameter of

about 3'3''. It would shine like an eighth-

magnitude star, .and be distinguishable from
the other stars by having in a good telescope

a sensible planetary disc, and not appearing
like a very minute point of light. As Leverrier

pointed out, this is a most important result, for

instead of having to determine the places of

some four or five hundred stars on different

days, and then compare the observations on
separate nights in order to see if any of the stars

were moving, his investigation indicated thatthe
planet could be distinguished from all the other

bodies of the same magnitude by its having a

sensible planetary-looking disc. Leverrier wrote
on the 18th September, 1846, to the observatory
at Berlin, asking them to search for the new
planet. On the 23rd the letter reached them,
and on the same evening Dr. Galle turned the
telescope on the heavens and looked in the

place assigned to the new planet by Leverrier.

There was no suspicious-looking star to be seen.

On searching for a little distance on either side,

he saw a big-looking star about a

BerUiT
de^’ee in advance of the place

assigned by Leverrier. It looked

an abnormal size. Closer inspection showed it

had a small disc about 3" in diameter, whereas
the other stars had much smaller discs. The
astronomers at the observatory looked therefore

into a map of this portion of the heavens which
they had only just completed. No such star

was visible. Had they then discovered the

planet? The next day settled the matter: the

star had moved more than a minute of arc. It [

was the new planet. IMathematical analysis

had achieved one of its grandest triumphs, and
astronom}’- had won a glorious advance.
The discovery excited much interest, and gave

rise to a long discussion as to which astronomer
had the claim to priority

;
but astronomers were

now content to assign to each full credit for

the magnificent work done by him. Search
made in the earlier star catalogues revealed the

fact that the new planet had been observed as

a fixed star on several previous occasions, and
on two occasions by Lalande in 1795. On
computing the elements of the ,

new planet, it was found to move
in a very different orbit to that assigned to it

by the investigations of Adams and Leverrier
;

but this is not surprising, for all that these re-

searches could do was to determine the position

of the small arc of the orbit of Neptune in

which it was moving when it exerted most
influence on Uranus, and to fix its place in

this arc of its orbit. More than this could not.

be done
;
and by suitably altering the elements

of the orbit, an innumerable number of orbits

of different dimension can be found to approxi-

mately fulfil these conditions.

The new planet was named Neptune, after a
somewhat long discussion. Its mean distance

was found to be about thirty times the mean
distance of the earth, so that it takes 1641-

years to make one complete revolution in its

nearly circular orbit.

HEY TO FRENCH EXERCISES.—V.
XXII. {page 423).

1. Ronde, re^ue, sage, fiere, neuve, ambigue, ge-

nereuse. cruelle, pareille, chretienne, mignonne,
nette, frite, grande, large, poivre^, profonde,

chere, jolie, exigue, prise, cass6e, jeune, active,

affreuse, douce, actuelle, sujette, grasse, confuse,

prete, sotte, grise, brune, rouge, verte, jaune,

bleue, secrete, professe, br^ve, sucree, 6trangere,

juive, legere. paisible, contigue, pale, langou-

reuse, fausse, heureuse, mauvaise, inquiete,

lasse, eprise, coquette, friponne, noiratre, patri-

cienne, autrichienne, fran^aise, russe, polonaise,

italienne, digne, premiere, sempiternelle, sus-

pecte, epineuse, • perdue, derniere, blonde,

incomplete, espagnole, irlandaise, basse, ponc-

tuelle, plate, titree, us<§e, princiere, laterale,

belle, molle. 2. Ronds, re9us, sages, fiers,

neufs, ambigus, genereux, cruels, pareils,

Chretiens, mignons, nets, frits, grands, larges,

poivres, profonds, chers, jolis, exigus, pris,

casses, jeunes, actifs, affreux, doux, actuels,

sujets, gras, confus, prets, sots, gris, brims,

rouges, verts, jaunes, bleus, secrets, profes,

brefs. sucres, etrangers, juifs, legers, paisibles,

contigus, pales, langoureux, faux, heureux,

mauvais, inquiets, las, 6pris, coquets, fripons,

noirMres, patriciens, autrichiens, frangais,

russes, polonais, italiens, dignes, premiers,
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sempiternels, suspects, 4pineux, perdus, der-

niers, blonds, incomplets, espagnols, irlandais,

bas, ponctuels, plats, titr^s, uses, princiers,

naturels, beaux, mous.

XXIII. (^'page 482).

1. La blanchisseuse a eu mon linge de table

et mon linge de cuisine. 2. Le tailleur a ete

chez le fripier. s! Avais-tu eu mon chapeau
et mon pardessus ? 4. Je n’avais eu ni le

chapeau, ni le pardessus
;

j’avals eu les habits

du pelletier. 5. Les gants avaient 6te achet4s

chez le chapelier. 6. Elle aura eu les man-
chettesetles colsde la soeur. 7. Nous aurions

6te chez le bonnetier. 8. Mon linge aurait etd

achet6 chez le chemisier si le tailleur n’avait

pas 6te mon beau-frere. 9. Que le mercier et

la merciere aient eu des aiguilles, des epingles,

des agrafes, des des, du ruban, et du til. 10.

La lingere et la tailleuse auraient dte chez la

marchande de modes. 11. Que tu eusses eu
de belles fourrures. 12. Les lilies du cordon-

nier n’ont pas eu de casquettes. 13. Les chaus-

settes et les bas auront ete vendus par le

bonnetier. 14. La cordonnerie n’a jamais ete

si basse. 15. Que j’aie eu des bottes pour
monter a cheval, des brodequins pour la chasse,

des bottines pour la promenade, des souliers

pour la course, des escarpins pour la danse, et

des pantoufles pour me reposer. 16. Le grand-

pere avait eu une calotte, et le petit-fils aura

un feutre. 17. Les gants de fil ont 4te portes

par le marchand de nouveautes
;
les gants de

coton avaient 6te portes par le marchand de
drap

;
les gants de sole auront dt^ portes par

le tailleur, les gants de chevreuil auraient ete

portes par le marchand de soieries. 18. Que
vous ayez eu plus de vestes que de gilets. 19.

Que les pantalons et autres vetements du chape-

lier eussent 6t6 achetes chez le fripier. 20.

Vous auriez eu des confections ou des habits

sur mesure.

XXIV. (^poge 483).

1. Propheties, arcs-en-ciel. 2. pots-de-vin.

3. chefs-d’oeuvre, beautes, pensees celestes. 4.

apres-soupers. 5. d6put6s, vice-presidents. 6.

bien-aim^s. 7. grands coups, contre-coups.
8. avant-courriers. 9. coq-a-l’ane, originaux.

10. tete-a-tete, entretiens. 11. journalistes,

coupe-gorge, bois, grands chemins. 12. parents
s6veres, gate-enfant or gate-enfants. 13.

4tranges choses, mains, fesse-mathieux. 14. oui-

dire. 15. qu’en dira-t-on. 16. boute-en-train.

XXV. (^page 551).

1. Elle est fraiche
;
Fran^oise 6tait b4nigne

;

tu serais franche
;
je suis grecque. 2. 8a vie

publique n’est pas irr^prochable. 3. C’est une
nouvelle Edition d’un vieux livre. 4. Les
raanches ne sont pas longues. 5. L’expression

maligne de ses traits ne donne pas de confiance.

6. C’est une tranche coquette. 7. Quelle belle

statue de marbreblanc ! 8. Unnouvel ennemi

;

un bel oflficier
;
un fol espoir

;
un mol et vain

plaisiA 9. Elle fut querelleuse et boudeuse.
10. Louise est majeure; ma soeur est mineure.
11. Que tu fusses trompeuse. 12. La pecheresse
est. pardonn^e. 13. Que la servante soit

grecque ou turque
;
que vous ayez des servantes

grecques ou turques. 14. L’imp6ratrice ou

I’ambassadrice semit notre protectrice. 15. Qui
est la lectrice de la reine/ 16. Les enfants
sont avec la gouvernante. 17. C’est une grande
parleuse et une grande rieuse. 18. Madame,
etes-vous amateur de the et de caf6 ? 19.

George Sand et George Eliot sont les pseudo-
nymes de deux femmes auteurs. 20. Made-
moiselle Tietjens n’etait pas seulement une
excellente cantatrice, c’etait aussi une actrice

achevee.

XXVI. (^page 551).

1. L’aurore boreale est un phenomene lumi-
neux qui se montre particulierement dans les

contrees boreales, et qui dure peu. 2. Les
maladies mentales sont cedes qui troublent les

fonctions intellectuelles. 3. Cette vide avait

des monuments colossaux . 4. Elle est amateur
d’effets theafraux

;
mesdames, etes-vous ama-

teurs de representations theatrales? 5. Les
saints patronaux des cordonniers sont saint

Crispin et saint Crepinien. 6. Les saintes

patronales des femmes sont sainte Barbe pour
les femmes mariees et sainte Catherine pour les

fides. 7. On dit des lois penales; pourquoi
ne dirait-on pas des edits penaux? 8. Dans
beaucoup de villages fi’an9ais il y a des fours

et des lavoirs banaux. 9. Les sons musicaux
sont vocaux ou instrumentaux, mais tous les

sons vocaux et instrumentaux ne sont pas
musicaux. 10. M. Nordenskjold a r6solu un
des problemes qu’offrent les mers glaciales.

11. Les adjectifs num^raux se divisent en
cardinaux et en ordinaux. 12. La Gaule et la

Germanie nourrissaient autrefois des elans, des
ours, et d’autres animaux qui se sont depuis
retires dans les pays septentrionaux. 13. La
flotte de Duquesne triompha dans plusieurs

bataides navales. 14. Des paroles amicales

;

des conseils amicaux
;

les heures canoniales
;

les offices canoniaux
;
les maisons ducales

;
les

palais ducaux
;
les pares et les jardins grand-

ducaux
;

des moeurs pastorales et des chants
pastoraux. 15. Le peuple a toujours les

oreides et les yeux ouverts pour decouvrir les

defauts des grands. 16. Les animaux de la

zone torride ont pour la plupart la jambe et

le cou fort allonges. 17. La sagesse et la

puissance du Createur, aussi visibles dans la

structure du limagon que dans cede du lion,

se manifestent dans toute la nature. 18. Le
riche et I’indigent, I’imprudent et le sage,

sujets a meme loi, subissent meme sort.

XXIIL

81LICON {continued).

In the manufacture of ad articles prepared
by the art of the potter, from the commonest
earthen or stone ware to the finest semi-trans-

parent porcelain or china, the material em-
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ployed is silicate of aluminum or clay. For
the finer kinds the substance

Manufactur# of of is felspar—which
exists in granite and many other

kinds of rock in a state of decom-

position. The secret of the kaolin or china clay

was at one time possessed exclusively by the

Chinese, but a similar material of the greatest

purity is now prepared in this
Felspar.

country. When first fired or

baked, the finest porcelain presents a dead
white surface, which bn being

Unglued porce- touched by the tongue or lips

adheres to them, and requires

therefore to be glazed before it is fit for use.

This glaze generally consists, of the finest

powdered or levigated felspar, the unglazed

vessel, or “biscuit ware” as it is termed, being

dipped in water having this sub-
Glazmgporce- t^nce in solution. After being

allowed to drain, the ware is

again fired or subjected to the action of intense

heat, borax being employed to aid the fusion

of the felspar. This glaze will resist the action

of the most power^l acids. The glaze on
€omraon brown or earthen ware is produced in

a very simple manner. When the vessels are

in the furnace at a red heat, the
glaze on interior and all portions of the

e enware.
i^ ig intended to glaze

are simply sprinkled with common salt—so-

dium chloride. This substance is instantly

decomposed by the intense heat, the chlorine

being driven of as vapour, while the sodium,

uniting with the silica of the ware, forms an
impure kind of glass, impervious to moisture

indeed, but, which is attacked by the acids.

Such vessels ought not therefore to be employed
in cookery when acids are made use of.

Silicon forms a compound with hydrogen
whose formula is SiH 4 and which is known as

siliciuretted hydrogen. It is a
colourless gas which ignites on

y rog n.
contact with the

oxygen of the air, and in the act of combustion
its constituents are given off in

Highly mflam- form of water and silica, the

lattersubstance forming a number
of beautiful white undulating rings of vapour.

The eonstitution of the compound formed by
silicon with chlorine is analogous to the pre-

ceding one—that is to say, one atom of silicon

unites with four of hydrogen. Chlorine alone

is unable to decompose silica, but this change,

may be effected in the presence of carbon.
Silica, chlorine and carbon, yield silicon

tetrachloride and carbon monoxide. This com-
pound is a colourless, volatile liquid, having a
greater specific gravity than water. Silicon

tetrafluoride is a compound of one atom of

silicon with fouratoms of another
SUioonSuonde.

elements, ftuorine.

We have already shown that the’ reason of

glass being attacked by hydrofluoric acid is

that the fluorine combines with the silica of

the glass to form silicon tetrafluoride. This
compound is a colourless gas, fuming, how-
ever, when exposed to the air, but neither
taking fire itself nor supporting combustion.
It is decomposed l)y water, and in its prepara-

tion requires to be collected through mercury.
None of the thi-ee foregoing compounds exist
in a state of nature, and can only be produced
in the laboratory of the chemist.

Boron.
The element boron is met with in nature

combined with oxygen as borax, a substance
already adverted to — see the
preceding paragraph but one— of

as employed in the manufacture
of the giaze on porcelain. It exists in two
forms, crystalline and amorphous. Free boron
presents itself in the form of a grey
powder

;
when this is heated with

bofon.

the metal aluminium, the boron detaches itself

from the fused metal, as the latter cools in
the crystalline form, just as carbon does in the
graphitoidal form, from its solution in molten
iron. Boron indeed may be regarded as an
analogue of both silicon and
carbon

;
crystallized boron as- an^ogue of

sumes the form of octahedra or
®

eight-sided crystals of exceeding hardness,
resembling therefore the crystals of both the
above-mentioned elements. Boron, when
strongly heated in oxygen or chlorine, com-
bines wdth these elements

;
it is also remarkable

as being one of the few elements that will

unite directly with that very
inert gas nitrogen, with which ^ectly

it combines under the same con-
nitrogen,

ditions that it does with oxygen and chlorine.

The oxyacid of this substance, boracic acid, has
the formula H3BO3, and is met with in a state

of nature in certain volcanic districts. It

exists in those jets of vapour which escape
from fissures in the heated soil,

and are known as fumerolles. Boracio acid-

The boracic acid may be
rated from' these vapours, when condensed, in
the liquid form : and large quantities of crude
acid are in this way prepared in different parts

of Italy.

Of the salts of boric acid—the metallic
“ borates ”—the best known is sodium borate, a
substance that is met with in various parts of

the world, and is commonly known as tincal.

Selenium.

The element selenium closely resembles
sulphur in its general attributes, but does not
occur nearly so abundantly in

nature. Like sulphur, it exists

in various allotropic modifica-
® ‘

tions, crystalline and non-crystalline. Crys-

talline selenium freezes at a temperature of

217°, and, if heated to boiling point, gives off

dark yellow vapours. In the non-crystalline

—or, as it is termed, the' vitreous condition

—

selenium forms a soft plastic mass if heated to

a little above 100°, which con-

dition it retains for some time. Its aHoIxopic

T, , . . -ii. u • r 1,1 modifications.
It burns in air with a bright blue
flame, forming an oxide whose exact composi-

tion is unknown. Two oxides of selenium of

known composition exist, however—the dioxide

and the trioxide. The latter has never been
isolated, but the acids and salts of both com-
pounds exist, and may be compared to the
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corresponding sulphur compounds. They are

known as selenites and selenates. Selenium
forms a compound with hydrogen, uniting with
two atoms of that element to form seleniuretted

hydrogen. This is a colourless, inflammable
gas, possessing a nauseous smell, and may be
regarded as an analogue of the corresponding
sulphur compound.

Tellurium.

This element, like the preceding one, is but
rarely inet with. It is sometimes found com-

bined with gold and other metals,
The attributes of

,p.ery small quantities, and
itself presents many of the

attributes of a metal. When burnt in air it

burns with bluish-green flames, forming white
fumes of telluric dioxide, which may also be
produced by the oxidation of this element by
nitric acid. The correspjnding hydrated acid

among the non-metallic substances, as it

exhibits a remarkable analogy with the element
phosphorus. Arsenic may indeed
be regarded as forming a connect- Arsenic a

ing link between the two classes
link,

of substances known conventionally as the
metals and non-metals, although it must be
admitted that they pass into one another by
imperceptible gradations

;
arsenic being allied

on the one hand to phosphorus and nitrogen,
and to the metals antimony and bismuth on
the other. Arsenic is sometimes met with in

the free or native state, but is more frequently
found combined with certain metals, and
sometimes with sulphur. Small quantities are

likewise held in solution by the waters of

certain springs. Arsenic, therefore, like most
of the metals, has to be reduced from its

different ores. This element when set free, or

isolated, i)resents the appearance of a^ brilliant

THE MANUEACTUEE

is known as tellurous acid
;

while another
compound can be prepared, containing another
atom of oxygen, and which is therefore telluric

acid. This element also forms a compound with
hydrogen—telluretted hydrogen, a colourless

gas resembling sulphuretted hydrogen in its

attributes and smell.

Tellurium closely resembles selenium in its

physical properties
;
and as we have already

pointed out the analogy existing
A group of between the latter element and^ sulphur, itself an analogue of

oxygen, it will be seen that these four elements
form a group having certain properties and
attributes in common.

Arsenic.

This element, although possessing, like the
preceding one, many of the attributes of a
metal, we have thought proper to classify

metal of a greyish colour, which oxidises
rapidly, however, on exposure to the air. Its

specific gravity is rather less than

6, and on heating to redness it Attributes of

does not enter into a state of

fusion, but volatilises or passes off in the form
of an invisible gas, having a powerful odour of

garlic. When burnt in air it unites with the
oxygen to form a trioxide

;
and if thrown into

chlorine instantly takes fire, thus exhibiting
its metallic nature.

In order to reduce arsenic from any of its

compounds the ore is first roasted in a rever-

beratory furnace. The arsenic

unites with the oxygen of the I^eductionof

atmosphere to form arsenic tri-

oxide, or white arsenic as it is commonly
called, from which metallic arsenic may be
prepared by treating it with charcoal and
sodium carbonate in a closed crucible.
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CULTUEE;
AND HOW TO OBTAIN IT.

One of the commonest errors of the present

day is to mistake the mere acquisition of know-
ledge for that higher education which is ex-

pressed by the word “ culture.” In our eager-

ness for the spread of education we are apt
to overlook the necessity of a judicious choice

of the subjects taught : and there is a tendency
on the part of many to leave out of sight the

very obvious fact that a course of training

which is highly beneficial for one particular

individual may be positively injurious to

another. In an educational work which aims
at placing before its various readers the means
of acquiring knowledge in such a manner as

to secure with it, in the highest degree, its

special advantages, it will not be out of place

to inquire into the essential characteristics of

the man of culture as distinct from those of

the learned pedant.
The term culture to a large extent explains

itself, especially if its root meaning be taken
into account. As our readers probablyknow, the
word is derived from the Latin colo, I culti-

vate or till, and therefore signifies the careful

cultivation of the mind so as to bring forth

from it the choicest intellectual fruit. It will

be seen at once that this implies a great deal

more than the mere encouragement of growth,
or the simple addition of material to a pre-

existing stock. The gardener or the agricul-

turist who should aim at merely covering his

land with a luxuriant growth of vegetable

life would miserably fail in the performance
• of his function, and would be far more likely

to do harm than good. Almost every soil, if

left entirely to itself, will produce some kind
of vegetation, and the true object of man’s

, interference with nature is to encourage the
growth of that which is valuable, and at the
same time to eradicate that which is useless or

inimical. Moreover, the tiller of the soil who
aims at the highest excellence, endeavours to

produce a thoroughly orderly and harmonious
arrangement of the vegetation under his con-

trol, allotting to each form its proper proportion

of space, and placing it in such positions as

are on the whole most convenient. The sight

of a garden where all the productions of the

«pjl are mingled together in wild profusion, is

fco the orderly mind an eyesore and a disap-

pointment, which at best can be regarded as

; a glorious possibility unrealised, a magnificent

^ opportunity lost.

In wuch the same way an uncultivated, or

iin other words an uncultured mind, is a fer-

tile soil which has been uncared for or im-

.
properly trained. Many even great minds have
resembled a magnificent fertile wilderness,

rather than an orderly garden. It is chiefly in

the amount of care which l^as been bestowed

upon its cultivation that a cultured mind
differs from one which is uncultured.

In the endeavour to attain this true culture

the self-educating student is undoubtedly
heavily handicapped, as compared with those
more fortunate competitors in the race of life

whose education has been judiciously super-

vised. Nevertheless the mere endeavour to

train the mind as well as to inform it is, if

conscientiously made, a liberal education in
itself, and will be sure to lead to the highest
culture.

An error which must be carefully guarded
against is that of confounding a mere accumu-
lation of information with true culture, and of

supposing that absence of any particular kind
of information necessarily implies an absence
of education. It is a common mistake, for

instance, to suppose that without the arts of

reading and writing education could not go on.

But this is only true in a very limited sense,

and it would be absurd to suppose that our
forefathers were entirely uneducated because as

a general rule they could scarcely sign their

names or read their missals. Undoubtedly
ignorance of the arts of reading and writing
places an individual at an immense disadvan-
tage, but even without these acquirements it

is possible to obtain a considerable measure
of education. No sooner does the infant leave

its cradle than its education commences, and
the last lesson which man learns terminates
only with his life. To supplement this natural

system of education, to train the mind to dis-

tinguish between good and evil, and to enable
man to look with clearer vision upon the great
mystery of human life, with its responsibilities

and its duties, is the function of artificial

education, and in so far only as it efficiently

performs that function does it result in true

culture.

It is evident, therefore, that the student who
desires culture will not regard knowledge as an
end, but as a means. It is an unfortunate
mistake when a young student, having acquired
a knowledge of a language or of a science,

employs that knowledge merely for the purpose
of impressing his friends and companions with
a sense of his intellectual superiority

;
and such

a student, by constantly accumulating know-
ledge, often of a very trashy character, con-
verts his brain into a lumber-room rather than
into a storehouse of useful commodities.

In endeavouring, therefore, to cultivate the
mind, the student should first ask himself in

what direction his knowledge is most defective

and his mind most in want of training. If his

habits of thought are deficient in method, the
careful study of a language will prove a most
useful training; but to be of real servicethe study
must be conscientiously and thoroughly carried

out. Having once decided upon the language to

be acquired, the studentmust allowno difficulties

to discourage him, but must press on until a
competent knowledge has been obtained

;
and

as soon as he is able to read the language with
some facility the study of one of the best works
in that language should be taken up. This of

coi^rse iTuplies a considerable amount of mental
work, but it is work which is essential to sue-
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cess, and which will be in the end amply-

repaid. The acquisition of a language is one
of the best methods of training the mind to

arrange ideas in* orderly and logical sequence

which can possibly be adopted, and we would
earnestly advise those who desire to become men
of culture to set about learning one with as

little delay as possible.

But it is unwise to let the mind run too much
in one groove, and though tastes and inclina-

tion usually determine the general direction of

a course of study in any particular instance,

some other subject should in all cases be studied

concurrently with the favourite one. No sub-

ject is more useful in training the mind than
some branch of natural science, as it calls forth

powers of observation and of independent
thought much more completely than any other

branch of knowledge. Indeed, without some
acquaintance with natural science no education

can be considered complete, one branch of the

intellectual faculties being allowed to lie dor-

mant. In conjunction with natural
.
science

the study of elementary mathematics should
be pursued, as such a subject trains the mind
in methods of exact reasoning, and counteracts

the natural tendency to loose and incoherent
thought.

Above all things history and literature

should be studied, and especially should an
acquaintance with that of our own country
be cultivated : there can be no more delight- •

ful recreation than that of poring over some
historic page, or revelling in the beauties of

some great literary treasure. Fortunately this

is a pleasure which need not be confined to the
classical scholar, or to the modern linguist.

Enshrined in the English language are some
cf the grandest monufnents of human genius
which the world has ever produced; and there
are now available numerous very able transla-

tions of the productions of the great minds of

antiquity. For the stqdy of these, little if any
preliminary knowledge is necessary; and we
would strongly advise such of our readers as

are, from lack of time, or from circumstances,
unable to study a language, to commence a
systematic study of some one or other of our
best authors,—not reading merely for amuse-
ment, but with a sincere desire and an earnest
attempt to appreciate the niceties of expression
and the subtleties of thought which are therein
contained. For tliis purpose great assistance

may be derived from a good commentary, or

from] an annotated edition of the work it is

desired to study.
An important influence upon the culture of

the mind, but one which is too often neglected
or ignored, is that of travel, and especially of

foreign travel. In the present day travelling

is so cheap, and the opportunities of embracing
the numerous facilities for moving from ])lace

to place so frequent, that we cannot disre-

gard the influence which the consequent inter-

communication between persons residing at a
distance from each other has upon the progress

of civilisation and refinement. If it is true

that the locomotive has invaded some of the

most beautiful retreats of nature and robbed
them of their privacy, it is equally true that

it has removed many injurious prejudices and
done very much to spread knowledge and to

promote good will and friendship between the
various members of the human family.

We would urge upon the attention of our
readers the importance of taking advantage of

the means of culture which the facilities for

travelling in the present day afford. None are

so poor but they may occasionally escape from
the turmoil of their business or their labour
and commune with nature, partaking of her
refining and elevating influence—an influence

which is increased a hundredfold by some
slight acquaintance with the nature of the
wonders which she has to unfold, and which
may be easily obtained from the papers upon
Geology, Botany, Zoology, and kindred subjects,

in the Universal Instructor.
To those who can utilise their annual holi-

day by taking a trip on the Continent, or to

some distant part of their own country, the
influence of fi-esh scenes and novel manners and
customs will be, if properly taken advantage
of, an important factor in the acquisition of

true culture. By observing carefully the
novelties which are constantly presented to
the tourist, much information may be gained
and many ignorant prejudices dispelled.

A factor in the cultivation of the mind is the
perusal of light but good literature. The at-

tempt to taboo all works of fiction because some
are foolish or impure is as impotent as it, is

narrow-minded. The reading of works of fiction

is a necessity of civilized life, and they will con-
tinue to be perused in spite of all opposition to

the practice.

Provided the fiction be good, its perusal is

productive of benefit and not of injury. The
reading of such works as those of Scott, of

Dickens, of Thackeray and of George Eliot,

enlarges our sympathies and our knowledge of

human nature, admitting us into a far larger

circle of acquaintances than that to which our
own experience gives us entrance. True cul-

ture implies that urme of the faculties of the
mind should be neglected, and the perusal of

good fiction trains and elevates the emotional
side of human nature, while at the same time
it affords a relief from graver studies.

In conclusion, we would remind our readers
that in the cultured mind knowledge is stored

up in an orderly manner, so as to be readily

available when required. This can be attained
only by an orderly and methodical course of

study, each item of knowledge being thoroughly
mastered, and consigned, as it were, to its

proper pigeon-hole in the brain. The aim of

the student should be to possess a mind such
as that attributed to one of the greatest scholars

of the present century, of whom Macaulay
says, “ His mind was a vast magazine, admi-
rably arranged. Everything was there

;
and

everything was in its place. . . . The artiele

which you required was not only there : it was
ready. It was in its own proper compartment.
In a moment it was brought down, unpacked,
and displayed.” To thus furnish in an orderly

manner the storehouse of the mind must be
the aim of all who desire to become possessed

of true culturci
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XXV.

The Cryptogamia (continued).

—

Ferns.

The “ vernation ” of ferns is quite as pretty

and curious as the venation, being circinate or

incurled. Three families of plants

alone present examples of the
circinate,— the Palm-trees, the

little Droseras or Sundews of the wet peat-

bog, and the ferns. To mistake either of the
former for young ferns is quite im-
possible

;
and, on the other hand, there

is no occasion ever to confound the
beautiful triply multifid leaves of the
Umbelliferae with ferns, though in

early spring this is often done, the

vernation of the Umbelliferae being
flat, or, at all events, in no degree cir-

cinate. No examples of the incurved
condition are more striking or more
easily procured than such as occur in

our own English woodlands, when
the bluebells and anemones are at

their best.

The number of species of ferns, taking
those of the whole world, is estimated at

about three thousand. Of these.
Number of ferns, there exist in English gardens and
conservatories about a thousand, without reckon-

ing the handful of aborigines. The list of wild

ones is seldom alike in anytwo different authors,

men’s ideas as to the value of distinctive charac-

ters varyingwith their own mental constitution.

The minds of some induce them to combine and
concentrate

;
others are more

apt for disintegration. Of genu-
ine ferns there would seem to

be in Britain about thirty
;
the

Osmunda, the j^oon-wort, the
adder’s-tongue, the Killarney
fern, Trichomanes speciosnm,

and one or two others, raising

the total to about thirty-five.

The variability inmany species

is apparently inexhaustible,

the hart’s-tongue, the common
shield-fern, and the lady-fern
leading the way. In the changes of the last-

named we have no cause for surprise. “ Va-
rium,” said the old poet, “ et semper mutabile,
foemina.” To believe in the identity of some
of the “sports” is very hard. The common
hart’s-tongue converts its long green ribbon
into the semblance of a delta, such as we find
at the outlet of great rivers—the Nile, to wit.

The shield-fern wanders away
into endless forms of crest

and tassel. The lady-fern goes
to the utmost possible extreme
of luxuriant subdivision, as in

the variety called Todeoides
;

HOB^TAiu ^e have recovered
from our surprise, to the other

utmost extreme of contraction, in the Frizellice.

Hence it is that in ferneries, where collections
of these charming and wonderful sports are
always in great favour, the number of British
ferns alone seems estimated more reasonably
at 350 than thirty-five. But in one particular
there is never any change. The sori keep true,
whatever else may alter. The venation is also
immutable

;
so that, with all their infinite

capacity for wayward conduct, ferns are the
perfection of constancy. They love to per-
plex us

;
they are for ever playing at hide-

and-seek
;
but nothing in nature can be trusted

to more happily.

Very few ferns are of “economic” use.
Certain portions of the common shield-fem,
Lastrea Filix-mas, are employed

in medicine. The thick Vsesoffems.

and farinaceous root-stocks, and the
contents of the aerial stem-like pillars
of a few kinds growing at the anti-
podes, furnish food to savages. Two
or three others might also be cited as
“ useful ” in some slight fashion

;
but

in comparison with the grasses, the
apple family, and the turnip family,
their economic value is nil. Are the
ferns, then, superfluities ? By no
means. The idea of use in plants,
rightly regarded, is threefold ; first we
have economic use—that which quali-
fies them to serve as food for man and
beast, to supply physic, or clothing

material, or substances such as art requires.
Very good is this, and always delightful to con-
template

;
but when regarding serviceableness

in reference to food, one cannot but feel that
such is the lowest, since feeding is a purely
animal act—one in which kings and queens,
emperors and princes, are abreast of. quadrupeds,
worms and snails. Secondly, we have scientific

use—that which enables the
student of nature to more
thoroughly understand it, .de-

ducing from every new fact

some grand truth that casts

fresh light upon the previously
mysterious. The quadrupeds
have no consciousness of this

—

it is the privilege of intellect

;

and we should thank God that
nature is so redolent of inter-

preters— everything, viewed
reverently, supplying a clue

to the inmost secrets of some other beau-
tiful form, which, without the interpreter,

would lie voiceless, and be of no significance.

Thirdly, and lastly, occupying the highest

platform, is the use of things as ministers to

the heart and the imagination,— that which
enables them to discourse sweetly and elo-

quently of the love and wisdom of the Father
of all

;
which makes them key-notes to little

poems nevej put into words, but none the less

real
;
and which converts the world into the

loveliest of picture-galleries. This is the prime
use of the ferns. Were they extinguished univer-

sally, we should neither' starve nor lack physic.

Philosophers, however, would feel at a loss when
seeking to translate, and many problems would
be rendered more difficult of solution. But how

PIG. 140.—
CLUB-MOSS.
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far greater the gap in our sources of poetic,

yea, of spiritual enjoyment ! Ferns, depend
upon it, would be missed, were
they taken away, incomparably
more than pseonies and tulips.

They count with the “ things of

beauty,” which are truly “a joy
for ever,” and show that the
genuine idea of usefulness as
that which bears most nearly
upon human emotion.

Lycopods are herbaceous pe-

rennials, having stems that are

usually wiry and very slender,

so that the plant
The Lycopods.

jg jjj most cases

prostrate upon the ground, or ele-

vated but little above the surface.

Some of the species are barely an
inch in height

;
a few attain the

length of several yards. The
leaves are small, linear, or scaly,

and densely crowded
;
they are

destitute of veins, and usually

entire. In many of the species,

and very conspicuously in the

common
ones, of the
British re-

presenta-
tives, the
fructifica-
tion is ag-

gregated
into club-

like spikes,

which ter-

minate the
branches,
generally in

couples,and
have sup-

plied the
popular name for the order,
which is Club-mosses (see fig.

1 40). But clubs areby no means
universal. In the, Lycopodivm
Selago the fructification lies

nearly concealed in the axils

of the upper leaves
;
and a

near approach to the same
condition is made by the little

Selaginoides, an inhabitant
of moist mountain pastures
in the northern parts of

Britain. The sporangia them-
selves are globular, and open
by a transverse slit, then dis-

charging either minute and
powdery granules, or grains
that comparatively are large.

Six species are indigenous to

our own country, the most
frequent being the well-

known Bgcopodium clavatum,
often called, in addition, by
the name of Stag’s-hom moss.
The spores of this plant are wonderfully in-

flammable. They are easily collected, by shak-
ing out of the clubs into a paper bag; and

when
fill a

no. 144.—SYLVAN HOESE-TAIL.

PIG. 145,—FIELD HOBSE-TAIL

laxed,

blance
able.

as much of the yellow powder as would
teaspoon is thrown loosely into the

air, and a lighted match is

applied, the result is a sudden
and brilliant blaze. No danger
is incurred if the experiment
be made at arm’s length, an
assistant applying the match.
These remarkable spores have
the property also of resisting

wet. If strewed somewhat plen-
tifully upon the surface of a
glass or cup of water, and a

coin be dropped in, the whole
surface becomes coated, and the

coin may then be taken out
with the thumb and forefinger,

everything remaining perfectly

dry. In foreign countries, es-

pecially warm ones, the Lyco-
pods often become extremely
delicate and mossy. Many of
this kind are cultivated in green-

houses and in-door ferneries,

where they are distinguished

by the name
of Selagi-

nella. The
little clubs

are freely

pro d uced
at the ex-
tremities of
the shoots,

and help to

render these
plants very
exquisitely

ornamen-
tal. Resem-
bling ferns-

FIG. 146.

—

MAESH in some re-
HOEsE-TAiL. spccts, and

sometimes confounded with
ferns, it may be well to say
that Selaginellas are invari-

ably distinguished by their

wiry stems being clothed in

every part with tiny leaves,

whereas the stalks of fern-

fronds are always naked,
unless provided with thin,

brown, translucent scales,

organs totally different from
the green leaves of the Sela-

ginellas.

No family of the crypto-

gamous class of plants presents

features more interesting than
that one bear- _
ing the rather
singular name of the Horse-
tails,—a name seen to be
eminently appropriate when
the barren stem of the com-
mon 2'elmateia, especially if

somewhat withered and re-

is held upside down, when the resem-

to the tail of a charger is almost laugh-

Very few species are contained in thi»
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singular family, a considerable portion of

which is represented in our own country,

though the largest forms belong to South

America. The stems of the British species are

seldom thicker than goose-quills, and often not

thicker than bell-wire. They grow erect, or

very nearly so, and are usually set with many
whorls of long and slender branches, formed
of innumerable needle-shaped joints, which fit

into one another, and allow of ready separation.

Many of them seem fir-trees in miniature. Now
and then it happens that the ’ stems are nearly

or quite destitute of branches, as in the case of

that odd aquatic, a common inmate of quiet

ponds, the E(piiseUim limosion, or Paddock-
pipes. The tallest and handsomest of the

British species is the great white-stemmed
horse-tail, the Equisetuin Telmateia above-

mentioned, found very generally in moist

hollows where shaded by trees, and then often

attaining a stature of five or six feet. In
point of delicate beauty it is surpassed perhaps

by the sylvan horse-tail, Equisetuni sylvaticuvi

(fig. 144), the many whorls of branches, elegantly

subdivided, here forming cupolas, one' above
the other, owing to the extreme tenderness and
tenuity of the joints. The fructification of

these singular plants is produced in little cones,

resembling those of pine and fir-trees, and
thus contributing to the pretty similitude al-

ready provided in the general figure. The cone

is usually solitary, terminating the stem
;
but

sometimes the upper branches have every one of

tliem a supplementary cone, as happens in the

marsh horse-tail, Equisetuni palustre (fig. 146).

There are examples also of the cone being
produced upon an earlier stem, destitute of

green branches, and which dies away before

the enduring summer one makes its appearance.

The cone itself is formed of numerous scales,

which on separating give egress to an incon-

cdivable quantity of emerald green spores, the

merest dust to the naked eye, but when magni-
fied, most curious as well as lovely in their

hue. Every spore has four long arms, each
with a little knob, like a closed fist, at the

extremity. The anns are most exquisitely

hygrometric, curling and uncurling with every

change in the amount of surrounding moisture.

Placed upon the stage of the microscope, and
viewed with a low power, w'hile a companion
student lightly breathes on them, they jump
and writhe about in a way inexpressibly

diverting, and this property they retain for

several years. Profound interest attaches to

the equiseta, from the fact of their being
representatives, as to general structure, of a

race of plants which once existed in plenty,

but has for ages been superseded. That there

have been many successive dynasties of plants

and animals upon the face of the earth, has
been demonstrated by geology : not incon-
sistently or incompatibly, all the while, with
the Mosaic record. The two first verses of

Genesis seem to describe what was anterior to

the current or human period of the world’s,

history. Then .comes the narrative, couched in

oriental phraseology, of the preparation of

nature in general for the purposes of mankind;
the great mass of existing trees and flowers

being a later dynasty, while the equiseta, the
cycads and the ferns are memorials, allowed to
survive, of the dynasties which preceded. The
coal-measures abound with fossil remains of
plants very similar in general structure, though
often,, in comparison, gigantic. The equiseta
thus become a charming record of 'the main-
tenance aU along, throughout the great dramatic
procession of ages we call the Past, of the one
absolute governing power which creates and
controls the world, and to a reflective mind
are charged with interest that transcends even
the sweet biography of cowslip and primrose.

If one department of nature is more rich
than another in living bijouterie, assuredly it

is the broad kingdom of the
Mosses. How vast the extent Mosses,

may be imagined from the simple fact that
in Britain alone there grow spontaneously
upwards of 560 different species

;
while for a

certificate of their loveliness we need only
glance at the green and golden embroidery
they deposit upon the trunk of every aged tree
in the woodland

;
or peep, for an instant,

through a magnifying-glass, at the little quasi-
blossom of a Hypnum. They agree with the
ferns, the lycopodiums and the equiseta, more-
over, in being devoid of anything deleterious.
We may always handle any one of these plants
with sense of perfect safety

;
never, in the

whole vast company, is there any bitterness, or
acridity, or anything in the slightest degree
even distasteful. Of the mosses, then, we shall
speak in our next article.

XXV.
Study for Pieading and Pronunciation.

2)ie S3eIo^nung.‘
dee he-low'-nung

THE REWARD.

(Sin ^aifer ritt^ auf bie unb traf®
ine hy'-zer ritt oivff- dee yaligt unt trahf
An emperor rode on the hunting and met

einen atten ber einen 97ufbaum^
i'-neri aV-ten w.cmih dare i'-neii nuss'-hoivm

an old man who a nut . tree

pflanste. Qx ritt auf i^n ju unb fagte:
jlflants'-te airr ritt owjf eeii tsoo unt zahg'-te

planted. He rode up him to and said

:

„3Bie att bifi bu ? " „Ueber acbtjig

ree alt hist doo ue'-berr achd-sich yah*-re
“ How old art thou ?

” “Over eighty years,

^err/' antiuortete er, „aber nocb fo flefunb*
hairr ant!-vort-e-te airr aE-ber noch zo ge-zunt

sir,” answered he, “ but still so healthy

ipie einer bon breipig." funge gebenffi®

Tee i'-ner fon dry'-stch vee lang'-e ge-denh>t'

as one of thirty.” “ How long thinkest

bu abet nod) ju leben, bap bu funge
doo ah'-berr noch tsoo lay!-ben dass doo yung'-e
thou however still to live, that thou young
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®dume pflanjefi, tie fo fpdt erfl gruc^te
hoy'-me pjian-zest dee zo spayt airrstfrueoh'-te

trees plantest, that so late only fruit

tragen? SBarum bu bit i)ergeb=

trail'-gen vali-rvmnl machst doo deerr fer-gayh-
bear ? Why makest thou thyself vain

Ucbe^ Sltbeit?" //|)err/' erihieberte® ber
liohe arr'-hite liairr er-vee'-derrte dare

work?” “Sir,” replied the

53auer, „tcb man tt)trb micb
how'-err ieh vice vole man veerrd micli

peasant, “ I know well one will me
tdngff begraben® mann biefer S3aum
lengst he-grali'-hen ha'-hen vann dee'-zer homm
long buried have, when this tree

5um erfienmal^® griicbte trdgt; aber
tmm ayr'-sten-mal fruech'-te trayaht ah'-herr

for the first time fruit bears
;

but

unfere 35dter b^ben aucb 23dume
nn'-ze-re fay'-terr ha'-hen ouch hoy'me
our fathers have also trees

gepjfanjt, beren grii^te rt)it effen,"

ge-pjiantstf dair'-ren fruech'-te veerr ess'-en

planted, whose fruits we eat,

affo tfi aucb btfitg, baf mir tbun tt)ie

ull'-so ist ess ouch hil'-lich dass veerr toon vee

so is it also just, that we do as

unfere 3Sdter getban :0en ^aifer
un'-ze-refay'-terr ge-tahn' ha'-hen dane ky'-zer

our fathers done have.” The emperor

erfreute biefe ^Inhnort/^ unb er gab bem
er-froy'-te dee'-ze ant'-vorrt unt airr gahh dame
pleased this answer, and he gave the

53auer eine |)anbboU ©otbflucfe.*® "2Ber
how'-err ine hand'-foil golW-stue-ke vairr

peasant a handful (of) gold pieces. “ Who
fann nun fagen/' rief ber Sttte, „baf
kann noon zakl-gen reef dare al'-te dass

can now say,” cried the old (man), “that

t(b> bergebUdb gearbeitet ba mir
ichfer-g i yh'-lich ge-arr'-hy-tet ha'-he dah meerr
I vainly worked have, as to me
ber jdnge 55aum fcbon am erj^en 2:age

dare yung'-e howm shown am airr'-sten tali'-ge

the young tree already on. the first day

fo reicbUcbe^* gru(bte trdgt?"
zo rych'-li-che fruech'-te traycht

:such plentiful fruit bears?”

BEMAEKS Olf THE EOEEGOING STUDY.

‘ Die Belohnvmg—MtevsMj, the rewarding^. The
word derLohn also means reward. Das Lohn (neuter)

is “the wages.” Ein Tagliihner (tahg'-loe-ner) is a
day-labourer one who works for daily wage.

"" Eeiten, ritt,geritten (ry'-ten, ritt, ge-ritt'-en), to ride,

rode, rode (old Enghsh ridden)

.

^ Treffen, traf, getroffen (treffen, trahf, ge-trof'-fen),

to meet. It also signifies to hit a mark,—literally or
figuratively. “Der Vater frijft den Vogel ja, im Flug,”
“ My father hits the bird in its flight (flying),” says
Walter, in Schiller’s Wilhelm Tell. When a riddle is

guessed the cry is, “ Getroffen

!

” (“ You’ve hit it. ”)
* Der Nusz-haum. The word Nusz is often applied to

the walnut {die Walsche Nusz,—ihe foreign nut). The
ordinary nut is called die Hazelnusz,—hazel-nut.

® GfesMMci, healthy,—literally, “sound.”
® Benlcen, to think, generally. Qedenken, to intend,

to think with a purpose : Gedenke meiner, think of me.
’ Vergeben, vergab, vergeben ,—literally, to give away.

Therefore vergeblicKe Arbeit” is work given away,
work for which no return is obtained.

^ Ertciedern {erwiederte, ertviederi), to reply,—hke

antworten. Wieder is “again” : thus, erwiederny to say
again, or in answer to anything stated.

® Begraben, begrub, begraben (be-grah'-ben, be-groop,
be-grah'-ben), to bury, from das Grab, the grave—to
put into a grave

;
the prefix be- often giving the idea

of performing an action on any one. “ While he was
be-Rosciused, and you were be-praised.”—Goldsmith’s
Metaliation.

Zum ersten mal, for the first time. Zeit is time or
period : die Zeit der Earner, the time or period of the
Romans. ilfaHs time, meaning “ occasion ”

; Dreimal
hob' ieh ihn gewarnt, three times have I warned him.
“ Essen, asz, gegessen, to eat; of animals we say,

fressen,frasz, gefressen: das Kind iszt Aepfel, the child
eats apples

; das Pferdfriszt Heu, the horse eats hay.
Den Kaiser erfreute diese Antwort. Here is a trans-

position
;
the accusative, den Kaiser, coming before the

subject, diese Antwort (This answer pleased the em-
peror).

Das Stiick, plural die Stiicke, the piece : ein Stuck
Brod, a piece (of) bread.
“ Eeichlich, from reich, rich.

EXERCISE ON THE FOREGOING STUDY.

For translation into German., to he cm'rected

hy the German Version appended.

An old man was planting a nut tree. An
emperor, who rode (was riding) hunting, saw
him at w^ork, and said to him, “ How old art

thou ? ” When he heard that the peasant was
eighty years old, he said :

“ You give (make)
yourself useless work. You are planting young
trees, which not until [first] late will bear
fruit.” The peasant replied, “ Sir, this tree

will not bear fruit till I long have been (am)
buried

;
but our fathers' planted trees for us,

and therefore we do as om* fathers have done.”
This answer of the good old (man) rejoiced

the emperor, who gave the peasant a handful
of gold pieces. “ I have certainly not w^orked
in vain,” said the peasant, “ fpr my tree bears
fruit on the first day.”

German Version.

(Sin alter SWann bflanjte einen 9?upaum.
ine all'-tef mazin pflanz'-te i'-nen nuss'-homm

gin -^aifer, ber auf bie ritt, fab ibn
ine ky'-zer dare owf dee yagt ritt zah een

bet ber Slrbeit, unb fagte ju ibm: „2Bieatt
hy dare arr'-hite unt zaacli'-te tsoo eein vee alt,

bift bu?" er bbrte ba^ ber 53auer
hist doo als airr hoerr'-te dass dare howf-err

acbtjig 5hbte alt mx, fagte er: „3)u
acht'-sich yak!-re alt varr zaach'-te airr doo

macbfl bir hergebticbe Slrbeit.

machst deerr fer-gayp'-lich-e arr'-hite doo

pflanjejt junge 53dume treicbe erft fpdt

pjlants'-est yung'-e hoy'-me vel'-che airrst spate

griicbte tragen uierben." Dex S3auer ant*

fruech'-te trail'-gen vairr'-den dare how'-er ant'-

iportete: „|)err, biefer S5aum tnirb niebt

vor-te-te hairr dee'-zer hown veerrd nicht

grit^te tragen bi^ icb tange begraben
fruech'-te trail'-gen his ich Inn'-gc he-grah'-hen

bin; aber unfere 5Sdter pflanjten
hin ah!-her un'-ze-re fay'-terr pjlants -ten

35dume fitr un^, unb baber tbun inir trie

hoy'-me fuer uns unt dah'-hare toon veer vee

unfere 3Sdter getban b^»ben." 3)ie Sintinort

un-ze-refay'-terr ge-tahn hah'-hen dee unt-vort

beg guten Klten erfreute ben ^'aifer, ber

des goo'-ten al'ten er-froy'-te dane ky'-zerr dare
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fcem Sauern eine f)ant)»oU ©olbftucfe

dame low'-ern i'-ne hand'-fvll gollt-stue' -ke

gab. »ergcba(|>

gahh ich hah'-he ge-ciss' nichtfer-gahe'-lich
gearbeitct/' fagte bet S3auer, „benn mein

ge-arr'-hg-tet zaach'-te dare hotv-er denn m ine

Saum tragt grucbte am erften Jag.''

ho 7vm traycht fruech'-te am airrst'-en taach

AMMONJTES HUMPHRF.SIANUE—INFERIOR OOLITE.

and Westphalia. There is, as may be imagined,
considerable difficulty in estimating the extent
of the area over which these deposits were origi-

nally laid down, but there is a general agree-
ment that they represent the delta of an ancient
river which must have rivalled in magnitude
the largest now in existence. Some geologists,

following Professor Ramsay, class the Wealden.
with the Purbeck, and separating them from the
Oolitic and Cretaceous systems respectively,

make of them a distinct geological series.

There are some very obvious advantages in this

classification, and some equally apparent dis-

advantages, sufficient, we think, to counter-
balance them

;
and we therefore prefer the

older arrangement, which makes the Wealden
strata part of the Cretaceous system.

The Hastings sands (sandy and clayey beds
well represented at Hastings) form the lowest
division of the Wealden strata, -j---

,
’ Their divisions,

which is in the aggregate pro-

bably upwards of 1000 feet in thickness, and
includes as subdivisions the Ashburnham beds,

Aslidomn sands, Wadhurst clay, and 'lunbridge

Wells sand The middle division has received

the name of Weald
clay, which has a

maximum thick-

ness of about 1000
feet, and includes

layers of shelly

limestones, com-
monly called Sussex
marble, crowded
with Palvdina Svs-

sexensis and other

varieties of Palu-
dina. T\\^ Pvnfield
beds, consisting of

yellow sands and
clays with lime-

stones and shales,

constitute a third

and uppermost di-

visipn of the
Wealden series.

They are well shown at Punfield, on the

north of Swanage Bay, and are considered
by Professor Judd, who first suggested the
distinctive name for these beds, to be also

represented at Hythe. They are so distin-

guished because they contain a brackish-water
and marine fauna, unlike those of the strata

above them, which are purely marine, and
those below, which are fresh-water.

The Hastings sands have furnished many
reptilian remains, including crocodilia

;
the

Iguanodon, a huge herbivorous
lizard

;
Hylceosaurvs, which was

also a large land-lizard
;
Me-

galosaurus, Plesiosauims, and the Pterodac-
tyle. From the same strata have been ob-

tained remains of turtles {Trionyx and
Emils')

;
ganoid and placoid fish {Hybodus,

Asteracanthus, Lepidotus, etc.), fragments of

endogenous wood {Endogenites erosa), and nu-

merous traces of ferns {Sphenopteris gracilis,

etc. ). Teeth and bones of Ignanodon occur also

in the Weald clay ; and in these latter beds,

as well as in the Hastings sands, fresh-water

XIX.

The Cretaceous System.

Referring once again to the sketch map given
on page 688, it will be seen that there is a patch

lying between the North and
South Downs, and distinguished
from them by vertical shading.

This is the district

knowm as theWeald

of Kent, Surrey and
Sussex. It is

bounded on the W.,
N., and S., by the

chalk, which for the
most part presents

veiy much the ap-

pearance of ancient

sea cliffs, and sug-

gests the notion

that the Weald it-

self may have been,

in former ages, an
inland sea. This

idea, even now
sometimes enter-

tained, has, how-
ever, been generally
abandoned as un-
tenable ;

and the geological history of the Weald,
as it becomes apparent on detailed examina-
tion, is briefiy this: that some time subse-

quent to the deposition of the chalk, move-
ments occurred which crumpled the strata and
formed the synclinal curve on the north of

the Weald, which is now known as the London
Basin

;
and an anticlinal curve which stretched

over the Weald. The top of this anticlinal

was no doubt planed off by the sea
;
but the

remaining physical features of the district

are due almost entirely to the slow action of

atmospheric agencies to which we have had
occasion to refer so many times. As a conse-

quence, we have a fine exposure of the fresh

and brackish water strata which.
Extent and in this part of the country, lie at

W^d^en^str^*
cretaceous system.

^ ^
‘ and are known by the name of

“ Wealden.” They extend, however, under the
greensand for a -considerable distance in all

directions, and occur in Dorset, in the Isle of
Wight, and in Oxfordshire. They also pass
into France, and axe recognizable in Hanover I
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shells—Paludina Melanopsis, Melania, Cyrena,

Cyclas, and Unio—are found sometimes in

great abundance. Small entomostraca (Cy-

prides) are exceedingly plentiful in the Weald
clay, and in the upper part of the same beds

oysters occur. The fossils of the Punfield beds

include Ammonites Desliayesii, etc.

Whilst the fresh-water and estuarine strata,

which we have just described, were being laid

down, marine deposits were ac-
Marine equiva- cumulatingin neighbouring areas,
lents of toe these we have some traces

Wealden strata.
Speeton, in Yorkshire. For

many years the exact position of the “ Speeton
clay,” which is exposed in Filey Bay, was
undetermined

;
but Professor Judd,

guided mainly by the fossils which
it contains, has conclusively shown
that it represents what are known
to Continental geologists as Lower,
Middle and Upper Neocomian,
resting upon Portland strata, and
below these Kimmeridge clay. The
designation Neocomian is derived
from the ancient name of Neuf-
chatel in Switzerland—Neocomium.
Roughly speaking, therefore, the
Wealden deposits and a part of the Speeton
clay, are fiesh-water and marine equivalents
in this country of the Lower and Middle
Neocomian of the Continent

;
and the Lower

Greensand of Great Britain is the equivalent
of the Upper Neocomian.
The Lower Greensand is well shown in the

Wealden district and in the Isle
Lower Green- of Wight, and has been divided

’ by the Geological Survey into

the following series :

—

Folkestone Beds,

Sandgate Beds,

Hythe Beds,

Atherfleld Clay,

but these divisions cannot be
traced through the range of the

formation in England.
The Atherjield clay takes its

name from its occurrence at

Atherfleld Point, in the Isle of

Wight, where it consists of more
than sixty feet in thickness of

clays and sands overlying the

uppermost Wealden strata. The
Hythe beds, well shown at

Hythe, in Kent, are composed
of sands and soft sandstones with lime-

stones and chert, and are frequently very
ferruginous. From these beds is obtained the

Kentish rag, a hard sandy limestone, exten-

sively quarried for building purposes
;
and a

soft calcareous sandstone commonly known
as “ Hassock ” or “ Calkstone.” The Sandgate
beds are clayey strata of variable thickness,

and contain, in places, valuable deposits of

Fuller’s earth, which are extensively worked at

Nutfleld. The Folkestone beds are ferruginous

sands, with veins of iron ore (sandstone
cemented with peroxide of iron), and chert.

As already stated, these divisions have not
been made out beyond the Wealden area, but
wherever the Lower Greensand is exposed it

SC.VPHITES aCQVALIS.

—

CHLOEITIC MAEL.

SPONDYLUS SPINOSUS
CHALK.

has all the features of a shallow-water deposit,

in many instances containing a large number
of “ derived ” fossils and phosphatic nodules.

The beds containing these latter are worked
for commercial purposes, the nodules being
generally known as “ Coprolites.” * The cele-

brated “ Sponge Gravel ” of Farringdon belongs
to this formation.

The Gault, which immediately overlies the

Lower Greensand, is a deposit of stiff blue clay,

passing at places into the Upper
Greensand by insensible grada- Gaxut.

tions. It is about 100 feet thick at Folkestone,

where it is particularly well shown
;
at Maid-

stone it has a thickness of 150 feet
;
at Barn-

well, in Cambridgeshire, 150 feet.

By deep well borings it has been
shown to be 24 feet thick at Nor-
wich

;
at Harwich about 40 feet

;

and at Kentish .Town (London)
130 feet.

The Upper Greensand is of vari-

able character and thickness. In
the Wealden district it is on the

average about 60 feet thick
;
at

Folkestone it is under 20 feet
;
at

Petersfleld 80 feet; at Godaiming
50 feet, and Nutfleld 40 feet. In the Isle of

Wight it is 150 feet thick
;
and at White

Nose Cliff, in Dorsetshire, it has a thickness

of about 100 feet. Sir Charles Lyell says:
“ The chloritic sand [which is a characteristic

feature of this formation, and was th.e occasion

of its being designated ‘Greensand’] is re-

garded by many geologists as a littoral (sea-

shore) deposit of the Chalk ocean, and therefore

contemporaneous with part of the Chalk Marl,

and even, perhaps, with some part of the White
Chalk. For, as the land went on
sinking, and the cretaceous sea

widened its area, white mud and
chloritic sand were always form-
ing somewhere, but the line of

the sea-shore was perpetually

shifting its position.' Hence,
though both sand and mud ori-

ginated simultaneously, the one
near the land and the other far

from it, the sands in every
locality where a shore became
submerged might constitute the

underIjdng deposit. ” This is now
the generally accepted view

;

but it may be as well once
more to repeat the caution that the “ Green-

* True “ coprolites ”—that is, fossil excrement

—

are very abundant in some strata, but most of the
nodules of the Greensand are, as Mr. Bonney has
shown, fragments of Wood, casts of molluscs, bones
and shapeless lumps, mineralized into phosphates
of lime. They are very valuable, and are used in

the manufacture of artificial manure
;

for which
purpose they are crushed, treated with sulphuric
acid, and then mixed with other substances. Large
quantities of similar deposits are imported into this

country from the United States and elsewhere.
“ Derived” fossils are fossils which have been washed
out of older strata, and do not belong to the beds in

which they are found. They are commonly water-
worn, and may generally, without much difficulty,

be distinguished from those amongst which they are
found. Sometimes, however, they occasion a little

perplexity.
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sand ” strata are not necessarily green, or

always sandy.* Beds of chert are common in

these deposits, and valuable ‘icoprolite” beds

also occur. Those of Cambridgeshire and
Bedfordshire are referred by some geologists to

the Upper Greensand, and by others are con-

sidered to belong to the base of the chalk marl.

The Red chalk of Hunstanton, Speeton, etc.,

is probably of the same age as the Gault.

Between the Lower Greensand and the

overlying beds (Gault and Upper Greensand)
there is a “stratigraphical” break:

Chlontic
jg strata belong-

' ing to the lower formation were

partly worn away before the upper beds were
deposited upon them ;

but no such break occurs

between the Upper Greensand and the Chalk :

the one passes into the other by easy gra-

dations—at all events in this country—through
what is called the Chlnritic marl. This bed,

which is never more than a few feet in thick-

ness, is a “white or pale yellow marl, with
dark green glauconitic grains, phosphatic

nodules, and nodules of iron pyrites,” and is

referred sometimes to the chalk and some-
times to the Greensand. It is, in fact, a
“ passage bed,” and is equally in place in

either formation.

XXVII.

Middle Voice and Deponent Verbs.

1. As in Greek, so in Latin, some verbs make
the subject both the subject and object of the
action, which may be expressed by a Middle
Voice, as the following, -which are in some
degree Deponents :

—

adducor, adductus (3 conj.), I bring myself to.

cingor and accingor, cinctus (3), I gird myself,
dedor, deditus sum (3), I give myself up.

erigor, erectus (3), I raise myself up.

moveor, motus (2), I move myself,

exerceor, exercitus (2), I practise myself,
exuor, exutus (3), I take off myself,
induor, indutus (.3), I put on myself,
jactor, jactatus (1), I boast myself,
vertor, versus (3)—with its compounds con-

vertor, pervertor, invertor—I turn myself,
volvor, volutus (3)—with its compounds re-

volvor, involvor, etc.—I roll myself.
2. Deponent verbs, as I told you before, have

a passive form with an active meaning
;
but

besides their passive forms, the deponents have
the two active participles, the supines, and the
gerunds. Deponents are the only Latin verbs

. that have a perfect participle active—as
having used

;
and you must remember that the

.middle verbs may be used precisely in this way

* The green grains common in some of the heels
belonging to this formation are composed of glauconite,
which is chemically a hydrous silicate of iron, potassa,
and alumina

; and in many cases at least are internal
casts of the chambers of foraminifera.

— i.e.., their past participle passive may be con-

strued as an active past participle, as cirenm-
volntvs, having rolled myself round

;
adductvs,

having brought myself to
;

exutus, having
stripped myself.

3. The gerundive, and occasionally the perfect

participle, are the only forms in the deponent
that have at any time a passive signification

;

and observe that intransitive deponents have
no supine in ?/, and no gerundive.

4. We may classify the deponents and middle
verbs in four conjugations—as hortor, like

amor; vereor, like nioneor; loquor, like regor

;

and partior, like audior. You will find their

conjugations given in full in the tabular form

on the page opposite.

Observations on the Irregular Deponents

—

i.e., deponents which form their perfects

and supines irregularly :

—

In the first conjugation the perfects and
supines of deponents are all regular.

In the second conjugation we have medeor,

with no perfect and supine, to heal
;
reor, to

think, perf. ratus.
.

In the third conjugation we have gradior, tc

step, perf. gressvs sum-, labor, lapsus sum, to

glide
;

morior, mortuus, to die
;

nitor, nisus

and nixus, to strain
;
queror, questus sum, to

complain
;
amplector (middle voice), amplexus,

to embrace; apiscor and adipiscor, aptus and
adeptus, to ohioXn (middle)

;
defetiscor.defessus,

to be weary
;
expergiscor, experrectus, to wake

up; nanciscor, nactus, to obtain; ohliviscor,

ohlitus sum, to forget, governing a genitive

case (observe that ohlitus is from ohlino, to

besmear); paciscor, q^f^ctus sum, to make a

peaceful covenant
;
ulciseor, ultus, to revenge.

In the fourth conjugation we find assentior,

assensus svm, to agree to; opperior, oqypertus

and opperitus, to wait for
;
orior, ortus, to arise.

In orior observe that the future participle is

Oriturus, and that the present indicative follows

the third conjugation

—

SrSris, Sritur, Orimur :

and in the imperfect conjunctive both drerer

and Qrlrer are found. Morior, to die, makes
future participle m6riturus, and has a double

infinitive, m6i'i and mQrlri, '

Self-Examination Questions and Exercises.

What do you mean by a deponent verb? and
what by a middle verb, or verb in the middle
voice ? Give examples of middle verbs. How
many conjugations are there of deponent verbs?

Write out the past tense of utor and fruor.
What is peculiar to the forms of the Latin
deponent verb? What may be the peculiar

force of the deponent gerundive and perfect

participle. Does this apply to the middle verbs ?

Give the conjunctive and imperative moods of

adducor, cingor, dedor, and moveor. Give the

imperatives of exuor, cingor, jactor, and vertor.

Give the participles of moveor, cingor, vertor.,

and volvor, with their compounds.

Translate into English :

—

Hostes moventur ex his agris ad urbem, quse
jacet prope montes. His verbis utens, addu-
cetur ut nosmet sequatur. Milites nisi urbem
muro lapideo frustra cingere, et clamorem mag-
num audientes, cum consulibus nostris fracti
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sunt. Quid agris nostris nacti habere nostram
urbem habere optant? Polliciti sunt se de-

dituros esse sine pugna. Ager Romanus in tres

partes divisus est, quarum nulla parte nostri

fruentur. His copiis utere, et auro potieris

omnium castrorum eorum. Adepti regnum
maximum et florentissimum, partire inter se

optant. Se solos principes orbis terram jacta-

bantur. Morituri milites de spoliis certant, et

ad urbem revertuntur, e qua profecti sunt.

Translate into Latin :

—

How many books did Cicero write concerning
philosophy, which all good men ought to use ?

The top of the mountain enjoys perpetual snow.
The mind of man moves itself about many
difficult things. Caesar, being about to set

forth from his camp with his army, offered many
prayers to the gods. The sun turns itself round

eulogium from Lord Bacon, publislied a book
written in Latin, as was customary with learned
writers of the time, and bearing the title De
Magnete Magnetnque Corporibus et de Magno
Magnete Tellure, Physiologia Ahm—described
by Bacon as a painful [laborious] and experi-
mental work,” In this book he was the first

to describe the earth as an enormous magnet,
and to throw light on some remarkable pheno-
mena which had been previously observed.
The property of the magnetized needle of

the mariner’s compass to point to the north
had been long known. A compass was brought
to Europe by Marco Polo, the
Venetian traveller, in 1295, and The mariner’s

it is probable that Swedish navi-
compass,

gators had used it before that time. The
explanation commonly given of the peculiar
tendency of the needle to point to the north

THE NOETHEBK LIGHTS IH THE AECTI-C CIECLE.

the heavens. He has stripped himself. Having
stripped himself, he stepped forth. He com-
plained that the enemy had striven to forget

their past victory. He has taken vengeance.
The soldiers will die in the midst of the fight.

XXV.
Teerestrial Magnetism.

In the year IGOO, William Gilbert, physician
to Queen Elizabeth, a natural philosopher of
great abilities, whose writings gained for him
the warm admiration of Galileo and a high

was that some mysterious connection existed
between magnets and the North Star, that star

around which the constellation popularly known
as Charles’s Wain, or the Great Bear, appears to

revolve, and the position of which is supposed
to indicate the true geographical north.

As navigators became more accurate observers

—a necessary result of undertaking long voyages,
and being compelled to trust to astronomical
observations and calculations to ascertain their

position and guide their course—they discovered
that the needle did not invariably point to the

geographical north, but was subject to varia-

tions, the line of direction departing more or

less from the meridian of the place where the

observation was made. Andrea Bianco, an
Italian navigator, specially noted- this fact in

his diary in 14.36. Columbus apparently was
so familiar with the phenomenon, that he noted
as something remarkable, on his first voyage
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in 1492, that at about 2° E. of the Azores there

was no variation, the needle pointing accurately

to the geographical north. “ True as the needle

to the pole,” is, if the pole indicating the

northern termination of the axis of the earth

be meant, a poetical rather than a scientilic

expression.

So remarkable a fact as this—that the axis of

magnetic attraction occasionally coincided with,

but more frequently varied from
Variations of j^^is of the earth, and that

direction. appeared to be, somewhere

in space it might be, and shifting in position,

a force by which the needle was influenced

—

could not escape the attention of scientific

inquirers
;
and the suggestion by Gilbert that

the earth was itself a magnet, although it

afforded a reason why the needle should point

towards the north pole, on the well-known

principle of the attraction exerted by a large

magnet on one less powerful, failed to explain

why the well-known variations should exist.

The difficulty was increased when_ careful

observations revealed variations within varia-

tions, and it was discovered that the needle did

not maintain one line of

direction in the same place,

but changed its angle with
the meridian year by year.

Four years after the publi-

cation of Gilbert’s treatise,

Gillebrand, an English ob-

server, comparing the result

of his investigation with the

most trustworthy previous

observations in the same
degree of longitude, noticed

that, whereas about fifty

years before the needle

pointed to 11° 15' E., it

then pointed to only 4° E.
Later observations estab-

lished the fact that in 1660
the direction was due north.

A hundred years afterwards

the needle pointed 1 5° to the west
;
and in

1818 the maximum westerly position, 24° 41'',

was reached. Then a retrog:i-ade movement set

in. and the needle began to travel slowly
towards the east. It is now ascertained that
it makes an oscillation from its eastern to its

western limit and back again in about three

hundred and twenty years, the rate of move-
ment being faster as the meridian is approached,
and gradually slower towards the limits of the
oscillations.

There is another variation noticeable—a slight

daily oscillatioii following the apparent path
of the sun, increasing in velocity

. Daily variations..j-Q^^,g^j,qg ^oon, and the return
movement to the original position being com-
pleted before the next sunrise. In winter the
limits of oscillation are narrower than in

summer, as the sun is above the horizon for a
shorter period. The mean daily arc of vibration
in this country is, in winter, about 5° 30'

;

in
summer, 10° 30'. This daily vibration increases
from the equator to the poles

;
being only 3° at

the former, and as much as 60° at the latter.

It has been noticed that the daily variation is

VOL. I.

slightly increased in the years when the greatest
number of sun-spots are observed

;
and we shall

see farther on that there ajipears to be a well-
defined relation between the solar body and
the magnetism of the earth.

Another very remarkable property of the
magnetic needle was discovered in 1576, by
Eobert Norman, an English sea-

man
;
and was perfectly inex- Dip of the

plicable till Giibert’s suggestion
^^eedle.

that the earth was a magnet threw some light
on it. Norman observed that the needle had a
tendency to “dip,” that is, to point downwards
as well as in a northerly direction, and that
the tendency increased in a regular manner
as the north or south pole was approached.
Careful experiments and systematic records of
observations have made known some striking
results. A magnetized bar or needle, suspended
by the centre so as to permit free movement,
in tropical regions remains in a horizontal
position

;
but dips as h^her latitudes are

reached, until at certain spots in the polar
regions it becomes vertical, pointing directly
to the earth. At these S})ots north and south

are. it would seem the mag-
netic poles. In 1832, Com-
mander James Koss observed
that the needle was in an
exactly perpendicular posi-

tion at a spot in that part
of the Arctic regions named
by Captain Loss Boothia
Felix, lat. 70° 5' N. and long.
96° 46' W. A few years

afterwards Commander Ross
visited the Antarctic regions,

and although he was unable
to reach the south magnetic
pole, the angle at which the

needle continued to dip en-

abled him to fix the point at

about lat. 70° S. and long.

125° E. As in the case of

the horizontal variation of

the needle, the angle of dip varies in the pro-

gress of time at the same place.

Although, as intimated, the dip is very slight

in the tropical regions, yet the line of perfect

horizontality does not coincide with the geo-

graphical equator
;
and long continued and

patient observations have proved
that the earth has a magnetic
equator as well as magnetic poles.

This line is not regular, like the geograjJiical

equator or the ecliptic, each of which marks
an unbroken ring on the surface of the earth,

as explained in a previous article. The magnetic
line crosses the equator at four points, having
a “ loop,” which makes two intersections.

Between Africa and America the magnetic
equatorial line is wholly to the south of the

equator, curving as far to the south as lat.

25° S. The equator is crossed to the east of

the African continent, and lat. 12° N. reached,

and thence as far as long. 174° E. the mag-
netic equator is to the north of the geogra-

phical equator, which it crosses about long.

180° E.
Accompanying the appearance of the polar

50

mariner’s compass-card and points.
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auroras, aurora borealis and aurora australis^

are magnetic disturbances, or
Magnetic a magiietie storms,” as Humboldt
s orms.

named them
;
and they afford

an evidence of the influenee of the sun upon
the magnetic condition of the earth, previously

mentioned. They increase in number and
magnitude of action within a little more than
five years, and diminish through about an equal
period of time, the whole cyele being com-
pleted in about eleven years. Schwabe, the Ger-
man astronomer, as the result of thirty years’

close observation, was enabled to assert that
the solar spots increase in magnitude during a
period of five and a half years, and diminish in

a similar period of time. These periods exactly
correspond Avith the periods of increase and
diminution of magnetie activity in the earth.

A sudden deviation of the needle, amounting
sometimes to more than a degree, indicates

an auroral display, although at a very remote
distance.

Division of Fractions.

For instance, to divide | by In division
of whole numbers we saw that the quotient is

the number which when multiplied b}'- the
divisor gives the dividend

;
i.e., divisor X quo-

tient = dividend.
Now, if we use the same language in frac:

tions, the divisor or dividend, or both, being
fractions, we have in the present example, in
which f is divisor, and f dividend,

X quotient = f

.

Now let us multiply each of these equals
by f. We then have

•I X quotient x f = f X f

,

or
I X f X quotient = f x f

;

i.c., quotient = | x f (since | x f = 1),

^

or I -Ff = f X f .

So we see that in this case the quotient is

got by inverting the divisor (r.c. interchanging
its numerator and denominator),and then mui-
tiplying the dividend by this inverted divisor.

_

The same reasoning will apply to all cases of
division of fractions. Hence the following
Rule .

—Invert the divisor, and then multiply
the dividend by this inverted divisor.

In division as Avell as in multiplication we
rnust reduce mixed numbers to improper frac-
tions, and compound to simple, before applying
the rule.

Example : Divide 2J- by if.
By the rule,

(cancelling) = 6’.

2
Example : INvide 2| of 3| by of

f-
of

_

Reducing mixed numbers to improper frac-
tions, we have

—

. .-[f Xf X|]*
_ 8 v 1 5 ^ X 5 X 4‘

• 2->r7-xT5
— (2x7.x4r|

^ I9ir5x“i /

= ^ XI^X^X7X\^
^X\X^X^X\ 36

Division of Fractions.

Exercises.

1.

Find the quotients arising from the follow-
ing expressions ;

—

(/) 81f
(/7) 422^^1
(//) 2^31f
(/,) 51i-F107TS:

(^)
(^') 3i^,39
(^)

(e,) 171^ 19f
2. Find the quotients in the following cases

(a) 2-H-Ff

0) iSAH-U
(<7) ~r~ ^ of 6^

00 iof"3iof 3f-|-75
(/) X of X 3i-^9f of of

3. Find the value of

(a) 100-F(ltof 2| of 3)

a^lOx(f^H)^-V-
(c) (2|of 2i)^(3iof 4|)

ylnsiv'ers. *

1. («)l; (^')tV; (^•)20^- ((^)21f; (e)m\
if) ; ig) 703ii ;

ill)
; (70 ; (7) 9^^.

2. (r/)5i; ib) 5^ ;
Qc) '

'

if)
3. («) 7-^\; (7^)-xyv; io)H-

On the use of Brackets.

The sign ( ) or / I inclosing a number,

or any combination of numbers, is called a
bracket.” The meaning of it is that, so far

as arithmetical symbols placed before or after

it are concerned, the combination of numbers
inside is to be treated as one quantity. In
other words, all the quantities inside the bracket
are affected, or operated on, in exactly the
same manner by an external symbol

;
so that

Avhatever operation is performed on one of

these quantities, the same must be performed
on all the others.

For instance, the expression 4 of (§• + t^)
means that we are to take two-thirds of the
quantity got by adding together

-f-
and

The combination inside the bracket, namely

f + 1^, is to be treated as one quantity, and we
are to take two-thirds of that quantity.

Now, f + y5- = T\r + Tn5' = TO'

f of (f+TTl) = I of = 14 = XT

'

Or again, we may eonsider it as meaning
I of -g-

-f- f of since each quantity inside the
bracket is equally affected by any symbol out-

side.

That the two results will be equal can be
verified in every case, and it will be seen to be
a consequenee of tl^e principle already stated.

* The bracket here is used to show that the sign of
division applies to the whole expression inside the
bracket as if it were one quantity,—this being the
meaning of the question in its original form.
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If the bracket were not there the meaning
would be quite different. We should then have

^ of f + tV? which means that we are to take
two-thirds of three-fifths, and to the product
add yV*
Now, of -| = f , % of f + = f + tV
4 4-7=— = 1^1^, which is a different

answer from that we got in the first place.

Again, the student should carefully consider

the meanings of the following expressions :

—

( 1 ) — 5

_ 5 8 1.—So 4
60 - 32 - 9

ilO (•.• 36 is the
least common

• denominator of

the fractions)

= ia.

(2)
““

= 1-|— a' (s) (simplifying the ex-

pression inside the
bracket)

= lf-4x8
^ S

^ o
1

(3)
= 4“ 8 (simplifyingthe expressions

inside both brackets)

= Y X 8

•

.

= = lOf
(4)

= (4-Dxf-i
= t X I- - i
= -¥-i==3i}-i— 1

We thus see that without changing any ot

the symbols, or the numbers, we can give very

different values to an expression by means of

brackets.

We shall now work out some examples to

illustrate the simplifying of expressions in-

volving fractions.

(1)

Simplify the expression
• 1

+
Here we have a complex fraction whose

numerator is 1, and denominator 2^ -f

We must therefore set to work to simplify this

denominator by adding together 2^ and —
_

But before we can add together 2| and — we

must simplify the latter complex fraction.

Now,l 1 X =

••• 2J + Y = 2i + A = 2 + A + -A = 2A
— 94 .

••2i+^ 2
1
= ' = l-r2i = l-h’A = l X

— T4*

* We have already seen that a fraction may always be
considered as the quotient arising from dividing the

numerator by the denominator : i.e. = 3 5.

(2)

Find the value of

(24-10 X (34-2-1) X (44-3f)
= (2^1) X (3-41) X (44-\0
= (2 X I) X (3 X I) X (4 X tV)

^ 2 X ^ XJ X ^ X ^ XA ^ 8 ^

5

(3)

Reduce to its simplest form the complex
fraction

? 4" T ~ 1.

li

The numerator of this complex fraction is

1 4- . _ . _ fi + 3-2 ^214 ^ 22
Now, to calculate the denominator, we have

' = iH-H = 1 X I = IH
1

H
1

14

= 1-414 =

= 1X4
the denominator = — f -f -4

_ 8 - 9 -f 10

12
= t\

Hence the given fraction is equivalent to

7 . 9 7vl2_r_
T¥ “ T'2 — T2 9 — 9*

(4)

Simplify

{ (I -H t) X I- - 5 (34 + 64 - I of I) 1-r ?.

We shall first simplify the quantities inside

the inner brackets. We have

I + 4 = § +i =
'f-

2

• /'Z I 4 ^ V 3 — V ^ — 2
• • U -k 94 X 5 - ^

^

~ 3-

Also 3i
-t-

6-1 toff = 3-f 6-f
= y+ + A - fS-

= 9A
Hence the whole of the above expression is

equivalent to

= {f — f X tVt} -^ o

= {|-TVV}^t
•

149 3

167 4

The given expression, therefore, is equal to

the fraction -tM.

= filS 4 3 G ) ^
|5T)1 5(Ti; ^

(5)

Find the product of the sum and differ-

ence of the two following expressions:—
{1|X1A-A0f4^}

and{-i#4-iiV-H^iof (If-f)}
•

Evidently we must simplify each of these

expressions before we can add them together

or subtract one from the other.

The first expression

9v 26_ 7 >y/S3— T X -f a — X yt
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The second expression

= -V-x^ + ^x (^-^)

- + hxi
= ¥’+i
_ 208 + 3 _

12 “ 17i^

Hence the sum of the two expressions

= H + = 18j^ = 18f,

and the difference

= 17t\ “ H =
Therefore the product of the sum and dif-

ference
= 18! X 16i^ X J-F
= _402. ^ 30713.

Find the value of
41 - 31 ^ 3 -2^
4! + 3f 4 — 3!

Simplifying the numerator of the first frac-

tion, we have
4!-3|=4-3+ !-f = l+|-| = l-i=f,
and the denominator

4! + 3| = 4 + 3 + ! + f = 7 + -I
= 7f

.

Therefore the first fraction reduces to
i

yi — 8
“

' ^ A -jrT
—

"(JT-

Simplifying the second fraction, we have
3 _ 2! = I, and 4 - 3^ = f

;

second fraction reduces to

3_2_:_3_2-^4^8“^— 3-4 3^3 S'
4

Hence the quotient is

7 • 8 _ 7_5T~? —
-CT

Miscellaneous Exercises in Fractions.

1 . Simplify the following ;

—

, (3i+2i)x(3^-2j -)
.

' '* 31 + 2^
“

(j) ) 5^ X2|-jj ^.| XQ + })

(0 +^-ia + 4
ii +

21

(^) .

l + ^of 3f+f-:-4f
si

^

(0 — f)+^ X 3!.

2. (fl) By what fraction must 5| of 2f of f
/be multiplied so as to give 1|- as the pro-

duct ?

(2») A river steamer goes mth the stream
at the rate of 15! miles per hour, and
against it at the rate of 13^ miles per hour.

"What fraction of an hour will be the dif-

ference between the time of performing a

journey of 70 miles with tthe stream and
against it ?

(i?) Find the number two-sevenths of which

are equal to d-
^ "

i+i + i

(<7) A man walks a mile the first day, one-
tenth as much again on the second day, on the
third one-tenth as much again as on the second,

and on the fourth one-tenth as much again as
on the third. How many miles did he walk in
the four days ?

Ansjvei’s.

1. (a)l; (b)5; (O eVa ; id) 2; (e) H|.
2. («)i; (Z')!; (^)4i\Vo.

XXV.

Minor Planets, Comets, Double Stars.
Determining the Parallax.

On the discovery of Neptune, as mentioned in
the close of our last article, the larger telescopes
were directed to a close scrutiny of the physical
appearance of the new planet. Nothing was
made out beyond the fact that it

shone like an eighth magnitude Abearance of

star, and appeared like a tiny

bluish disc about 2+' in diameter. It had a real

diameter, therefore, of 36,000 miles, or somewhat
greater than that of Uranus, and also a little

larger mass. Neptune, therefore, takes rank as
the third largest planet of our solar sj'stem.

On October 10th, Lassell, who was observing
the planet with his large refiector, observed
a faint star near Neptune which seemed to
follow it. He suspected that it

was a satellite, but the approach Discovery of a

of the planet to the sun put a
sa e e.

stop to further observations. Next year he
again sought for this suspected satellite, and in
the beginning of July rediscovered it. It was
subsequently observed by Otto Struve in Eussia,

and Bond in America. It is a very faint body,
but not nearly so much so as the inner satellites

of Uranus. It takes some six days to revolve
round its primary, and its mean distance is

about thirteen times the radii of the planet.

Although it was generally believed that there
must exist a number of undiscovered minor
planets, for many years after Olbers’ discovery
of Vesta no further attempt was made to dis-

cover them. Nor was this surprising : if it had
taken Olbers, with all his experience, three years

to discover Vesta after the discovery of Juno, it

was probable that it would be seven or eight

years before any one else succeeded in discover-

ing one. To devote so much time for so.uncer-

tain reward was not promising, so no wonder
astronomers were not tempted. The resolu-

tion of the Berlin Academy to undertake the

construction of a series of equatorial charts,

showing all the stars down to the tenth magni-
tude, rendered the search for

other minor planets more pro- Furthe^ search

mising, for to discover such a
planet it would only be necessary
to compare these maps with the heavens, so as to

see if there were any star visible which was not
on the map. In 1 830, therefore, Hencke, a Ger-

man astronomer, undertook the renewed search

for these bodies. Day after day went by

for minor
planets.
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without result
;
year followed year, and still

his labours were unrewarded. Thuse .who

anticipated that an observer might search for

seven or eight years without discovering a new
planet turned out to be correct,

Discovery of eight years went by and
brought the patient observer no

return for all his labours. Ten years went by,

but still no result
;

fifteen years went by, and
no discovery

had yet re-

warded him.
Still the in-

defatigable
observer per-

severed. At
last, on the

8th Decem-
ber, 1845, he-

lloticeda star

where he was
sure there
had been
none whenhe
had observed
this region on
a previous
day. He
wrote to Encke of the Berlin Observatory,
announcing his discovery of a suspected planet.

The truth of the discovery was confirmed on
the night of December 14th, and Europe was
surprised by the announcement of the discovery
of yet another minor planet. The new comer
was named Astrcea. It shone like a star of
8|th magnitude, so it was much fainter than

There could be no doubt it was yet another
minor planet. He speedily announced his dis-
covery, and the new body was
named Hehe. This second dis- Hencke dis-

covery so soon after the first led
another,

to others taking up the same search. Only a
fewdap flew bywhen Hind, a youngastronomer
observing at the Begent’s Bark Observatory
belonging to Mr. Bishop, on August 13th, dis-

covered a
third new
minor planet,

a body chris-

tened IV'IH.

Two months
later, on
OctoberlSth,
Hind dis-
covered yet

another, that

now named
Flora. These
discoveries
illustrated
the ease with
which these

bodies could
be discovered

now that good charts of the heavens had been
constructed

;
and before the be-

ginning of 1850 two more were
discovered— namely Metis., by
Graham, at Col. Cooper’s observatory in Ireland,

and Ilygeia by De Gasparis, at Naples; making
ten in all.

The orbits of all these minor planets were

Dec. 8th. Dec. 9th.

FIG. G8.—FIELD OF VIE-SF SHOWIJTG MOTION OF MIJTOE PL.iNETS AMONGST THE
STAES.

FIG. 69.—GEEAT COMET OF ISll.

the four discovered in the beginning of the
century.

The immense time it had taken Hencke to

discover this single new planet was enough to

deter others from searching for still more.
But an unexpected revelation was coming. On
the evening of July 1st, 1847, he discovered a
star of the ninth magnitude not shown on the
Berlin star map, and on the 3rd he found
that this star had moved very considerably.

speedily determined, and they wore found to

have the same character as those of the four

discovered early in the century, only they w(‘re

smaller and fainter, shining like stars of the

eighth and ninth magnitudes
;

all lying close

together in a narrow zone between Mars and
Jupiter. Their discovery seemed to lend addi-

tional probability to the hypothesis of Gibers,

that they were the fragments of one large

planet.
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In other branches of astronomy little that

was of new character was accomplished; what
was done was mainly to perfect those dis-

coveries which had already been made. Many
observations were made of comets, including

the very brilliant comets which appeared in

the years 1811, 1819, 1835, and 1843. The
orbits of a great number of comets which had
appeared during this period—some ninety in

all—were carefully computed. In this manner
it was soon discovered that a number seemed

to have elliptic- orbits of quite
Comets of^short period

;
and Encke, a German

‘ astronomer, pointed out that the

comet of 1818 moved in an elliptic orbit of

only 3| years period, and was a reapparition of

a comet which had been seen in 1805, and
before that in 1795. He calculated that it

should reappear in 1822, though it would only
be visible in the southern hemisphere, and in

] 825. It was seen on both occasions, and since

Ihen has been seen on each of its numerous
reappearances. Subsequently other periodic

comets were discovered, until now a tolerable

number of comets of short period are knowm,
and regularl}" return at their predicted times.

In 1835 Halley’s comet made its
Halley’s comet, pi-edicted return, and the theory

of its motion was so accurately investigated,

that it returned to perihelion within three days
of the predicted time.

Much attention was also given by astro-

nomers to cataloguing all the nebulfe and
double stars which could be discovered, and
in the case of the double stars carefully mea-
suring their distances and position angles.

It was soon found that many of
Double stars, ^pgse double stars were binaries,

or were revolving round . their common centre

of gravity. The orbits of many of these were
calculated, and found to agree moderately well

with the observations.

Much attention was also given to deter-

mining more accurate values of the numerous
astronomical constants requisite for properly
reducing the observations which were made

—

such as the constant of aberration, the value
of the constant of precession, nutation, re-

fraction, etc. These were soon determined
with great care and accuracy.

Astronomers then devoted their attention to

improving their instruments; and better forms
were devised for transit instruments, mural
circles, and transit circles whichform a combina-
tion of the two last, and enable both the right

ascension and declination of a heavenly body to

be determined with the same in-
Improvements ptriimcnt. Telescopes were also

. . improved, and the art of manu-
in -umen s.

object-gla«ses for tele-

scopes made great strides, so that refracting

telescopes with apertures of six and nine inches
became not uncommon, whilst several were
made -with apertures of from eleven to fifteen

inches. All these tended materially towards
the rapid advance that astronomy was des-

tined to make in the third quarter of the
present century.
When the different accurate catalogues came

to be compared, it was found that some of the

stars had undoubtedly a proper motion of their
own,*independent of the slow motion they had
all in common from precession. This had been
suspected by the earlier astronomers, but they
had been unable to satisfactorily verifj^ it. In,

some cases these proper motions were very
considerable. Thus there are two faint stars
in the southern hemisphere which move over
nearly 8" per annum; whilst 1820 of Groom-
bridge’s Catalogue moves nearly 7" per annum.
61 Cygni, a fifth-magnitude star, moves more
than 5" per annum. All these are faint stars.
The brighter stars have generally only small
proper motions.
The improvements introduced during this

period into the construction of astronomical
instruments, and the greater accuracy with
which had been determined the different
astronomical constants which fenter into the
reduction of all observations, seemed to render
it possible that the parallax of some of the
bright stars might now be determined; and so
afford astronomers some definite knowledge of
the dimensions of the greater solar system

—

that is, the system of stars of which our sun is;

• one. During the early part of the century,
Piazzi and Calandrelli, two Italian astronomers,
endeavoured to determine the parallax of some
of the brightest stars, such as Sirius and Vega,
by comparing their declinations as measured
with an alt-azimuth instrument. They found
that these stars seemed to have parallaxes of
from 3" to 4". But the different results were
so discordant that very little confidence was
placed in them. Later Brinkley also en-
deavoured to determine the parallax of a
number of stars with the great alt-azimuth
of the Dublin Observatory, and found that
some of the principal stars appeared to have
para’laxes of from 3" to 4". Pond, the then
Astronomer-Koyal, denied the accuracy of
this conclusion, for he found that the Green-
wich instruments gave no such results. We
now know that in this he was isorrect, for

none of these stars have parallaxes of even a
tenth of this amount. In fact, the method
followed—that of comparing the declination
of the star at different times of the year—is

now known not to be sufficiently accurate for

this delicate purpose.

Struve, of Pulkowa, in Eussia, introduced
the sj^stem, of attempting to ascertain the
parallax by measuring with .a micrometer the
distance of some bright star from some faint

star very close to it, arguing that the parallax

of the faint star would be probably insensible,

as it would be probably far more distant from
us than the brighter star. In 1835 he carefully

observed a Lyras in this manner, and found
that its parallax was only 0"''26. In 1837
Bessel determined to try if 61 Cyygni had a
sensible parallax, for though a star of only the
fifth magnitude, it had a considerable propei'

motion of its own. By 1840 he had finished

his observations, and, on
.
carefully reducing

the different measures and comparing them
together, found that 6 1 Cyygni most undoubtedly
had a parallax of very near to 0"‘348. Sub-

j

scqnently Peters found from a similar series of

1
observations 0"-349. But this was quite eclipsed
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by Heaiderson, who, on reducing the observa-
tions made by himself at the Cape of Good
Hope, found that the bright southern star,

a Centauri, had the great parallax of 1"-16.

Afterwards, Maclear, from later observations
at the Cape, found the value 0"-91. This is the
largest stellar parallax yef found. Several
other stars are known to have a sensible paral-

lax, but most stars have a parallax which is

certainly less than 0"'l. Light must take,

therefore, many years to come from these
stars

;
and even in the case of a Centauri must

require more than 3^ years to reach the earth.

It is noteworthy that the brightness of a star

is no certain criterion of its distance, for, with
the exception of a Centauri, the six stars

which have the greatest parallax are all faint

stars.

With the beginning of the year 1850, we
propose to end our fistorical account of the
progress of astronomy, for it would be incon-
venient to carry it on up to the present time,
partly from the great number of discoveries
which have been made of late years, and partly,

because it would interfere with the second
portion of our account of astronomy, the part
to be devoted to a systematic description of

our present knowledge of the science.

In the earlier pages the reader has -gradually
learnt those elementary data and the mean-
ing of those technical terms which are
necessary for the proper comprehension of
a more systematic treatise on astronomy. He
will now be prepared to follow a more technical
and elaborate account of our present knowledge
of this most fascinating science; and this forms
the second division of our subject.

XXV.

The Eeigx op Elizabeth.—Part II.

On the Continent generally, the execution of
Mary was regarded with horror

;
especially at

T>t,-T TT j
and Madrid. Philip II.

^
Eliz^eth"^

waiting for an
occasion to wreak vengeance on

the queen of England
;
nor could it be denied

that he had suffered various injuries at her
hands. She had given active assistance to his

revolted subjects in Flanders, where bands of

English volunteers fought with tnie English
pertinacity under Leicester, Sir Philip Sidney,
and the brave Peregrine Lord Willoughby, the

hero of an old ballad worthy to rank with
“ Chevy Chace.” She had caused Francis
Drake to make havoc of his possessions in the
West Indies, and to insult his flag and burn his

ships in the harbour of Cadiz itself, and had
rewarded the adventurer with knighthood and
with distinguished marks of favour for his

semi-piratical successes. Thomas Cavendish,
of Devonshire, after plundering and taking

many vessels in the south seas, had come back
triumphantly to London, his sailors and soldiers

clad in silk, his ships decked with sails of

damask and top-sails of cloth of gold. Philip

was thus urged to war alike by revenge for the

past and apprehension for the future. The
year 1588, accordingly, is memorable for the

greatest peril by which England was ever

menaced, the attempted invasion of the country

by means of the “Invincible ,, .

Armada.” This great fleet, con-

sisting of a hundred and thirty-

six vessels, having on board twenty-two thou-

sand soldiers, besides the sailors, and mounting
more than three thousand cannon, quitted the

mouth of the Tagus at the end of May 1588,

under the command of the Duke of Medina
Sidonia, and sailed for England. Delayed and
scattered by a storm, it was not until ‘the 19th
of July that the great Armada entered the

English Channel, “ advancing in the form of a
crescent, the horns being about seven miles

apart.”

But Philip had entirely misunderstood the
temper of the nation with which he had to deal,

and the spirit of the monarch who governed
it. All differences of creed, all discontents

and quarrels,- seemed utterly forgotten in

the general anxiety to defend the country
against foreign domination. The citizens of

London, ordered to furnish and equip fifteen

vessels, voluntarily provided thirty. Every-
where the queen was received with enthusias-

tic outcries of attachment and
loyalty. The whole nation was
ready to fly to arms when the

® ’

beacon-fires on the coast' should announce the

arrival of the enemy’s fleet. Catholics and
Protestants vied with each other in alacrity to

defend their native soil. Never had England
been more nobly true to herself

;
and never

was steadfast loj'alty more brilliantly rewarded.
To the great camp formed at Tilbury the queen
came, with all the undaunted spirit of the

Tudors shining in her haughty face, publicly-

telling her admiring and delighted soldieiy

how implicitly she relied upon them, how
completely she placed the honour of her crown
in their hands

;
and how she was ready, in

the midst and heat of the battle, to live and
die among them all. “ We have been per-

suaded,” she said, “by some that are careful

of our safety, to take heed how we commit
ourselves to armed multitudes, for fear of

treachery
;
but I assure you I do not desire to

distrust my faithful and loving people. Let
tyrants fear !

” continued the heroic queen—“ 1

have always so behaved mj^self, that under God
I have placed my chiefest strength and safe-

guard in the loyal hearts and goodwill of my
subjects,”—and then, in words that kindled
the souls of all who heard them, she told

the listening multitude how she “ thought foul

scorn that Parma, or Spain, or any prince of

Europe should dare to invade the corners of

her realm,” and concluded by expressing a

•sure and certain hope of victory by her people’s

obedience, concord, and valour.

Accordingly, when the English fleet of some
ninety small but strong vessels, commanded by
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Lord Howard of Effingham, a Catholic, as Lord

n r u High Admiral, with 8ir Francis
Defeat of the Frobisher, and Hawkins

under him, and manned by skilfulArmada.

sailors, sailed out of Plymouth Bay to try

conclusions with the cumbrous galleons of the

Spaniards, the fierce enthusiasm of the crews,

and still more the admirable seamanship of

the commanders, carried everything before it.

The Spanish ships, harassed by the admirably

handled vessels that followed them along the

Channel, keeping up a running fight day after

day. were like whales attacked by sword-fish.

The galleons were too large to be manageable

by such mariners as they had on board. The
shot from their lofty decks passed harmlessly

over the heads of their assailants, whose every

volley told in their gigantic hulls. Drake took

two of their largest ships
;
the English kept

up a imnning fight, to the great di.scomfiture of

their foes
;
and from every

harbour new ships, fitted

out by the patriotism of

private men, came running
out to take part in the com-
bat

;
so that the English

fleet soon numbered a
hundred and forty vessels.

At length, sorely harassed
by an enemy whose auda-
city increased with success,

^ledina Sidonia brought
his fleet to anchor opposite

Calais, where he expected
to be joined by the army
of the Duke of Parma.
But the admiral sent fire-

ships among the Spaniards,

who cut their cables and
ran from the danger in

dismay. Twelve vessels

were captured by the Eng-
lish, who aDo gained a vic-

tory over the Spaniards at

Gravelines
;

and Parma,
seeing the

Kuin of the g(
Spaeusnaeet.

fused to embark his army,
for he considered the Armada hopelessly van-
qui.shed. Then Me lina Sidonia lost heart,

and thought no more of conquest, but of

saving his ships. The wind was contrary for

a retreat down t:ie Channel; so he held on
his course, purp' si ir to sail along the eastern

coast, and roun I n j, the northern shore of

Scotland to reach the Atlantic, and thus
return to Spain. The English vessels pur-
sued the enemy for some distance, but were
compelled, by the failure of their ammunition,
to turn back. Tempests flung many of the
retreating Spanish ships on the coasts of the
Scottish isles and of Ireland and fifty-five

ships, battered and storm-beaten, at length ran
into the Tagus, the mournful remains of the
Invincible Armada. Philip himself seemed
confounded by the magnitude of the disaster

;

but consoled his downcast admiral with the
assurance that he had sent him to fight against
men, and not against the tempests and rocks.

Frobisher,

Hawkins, etc.

£iiu JOHX UAWKIXS-

' On the 24th of November Elizabeth went in
state to St. Paul’s, to offer up thanks for the
great deliverance.

The country was now freed from the danger
that had hung over it for years

;
but the war

with Spain still continued. Eliza-
beth ser\t various expeditions Drake,

against Philip’s dominions
;

at
one time supporting the claims
of Don Antonio, a pretender to the throne of
Portugal (1589), at another sending the re-

nowned IMartin Frobisher to meet his death in
taking Brest from the Spaniards (1594): and
in 1595 lx)th Drake and Hawkins were cut off

by disease during an expedition to the West
Indies, undertaken against the Spaniards, who
on their side had landed in Cornwall and
burnt Penzance. In the next year a more
important enterprise was started ; Robert
Devereux, earl of Essex, the step-son of

Leicester, had succeeded
to that nobleman’s place

in the queen’s favour, after

the’ death of Leicester,

1 588 : to the great chagrin
of the two ^ ,

Cecils the The Earl ofi^eciis, ine
veteran Bur-
leigh and his sou, who with
their followers persistently

endea’^oured to lessen the

influence of the gallant

young courtier, whose fiery

temper and passionate

spirit gave them only too

many opportunities of in-

juring him with his im-

perious mistress. In spite

of the cautious dissuasions

of Burleigh, Essex pre-

vailed on the queen to act

upon the advice of the

Lord High Admiral
Lloward of Effingham, and
to despatch a powerful
armament to Spain

;
the

admiral, with Lord Thomas
Howard and Sir Walter
Raleigh. com’‘''anding the

naval forces, and Essex hhnself, with
,
Sir

Francis Vere and others, leading the troops.

From Plymouth the expedition, which num-
bered fourteen thousand men, sailed to Cadiz,

where a victory was gained over the enemy's
fleet, various Spanish ships were burnt, the

town itself was compelled to capitulate and to

pay a ransom for the citizens’ lives. It was
a terrible blow to Philip, who lost thirteen men-
of-war, and an enormous quantity
of warlike stores, munitions of

Cecils,

war, and provisions. But the Cecils secretly

undermined the influence of Essex during his

absence, and on his return he and the admiral
were coldly received by the queen, who com-
plained that the plunder, instead of being
delivered into the royal exchequer, had been
distributed among the adventurers who took
part in the operations. Essex fared still worse
after an expedition fitted out in the following
year, despatehed under his command to encoun-
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ter the war-ships of Philip at sea, and to inter-

cept the valuable fleet of merchantmen from the

Indies. Essex did all that an energetic and
brave man could do

;
but his ships were first

delayed and then damaged by storms, and the

great prize—the merchant fleet—was missed.

On his return the queen reproached him bitterly,

deelaring he had disobeyed orders and wasted

her Ireas are. The earl, highly offended, retired

in anger to his house at Wanstead;
and it required all the art of

royal mistress to soothe him in

good humour. Soon after occurrec

the celebrated episode of the

box on the ear, administered

by the queen to Essex, who
had contemptuously turned

his back on her during a

heated dispute
;
when “ he

clapped his hand upon his

sword and swore he would
not bear such usage, were it

from Henry VIII. himself.”

But the death of Bur-

leigh, which happened soon

after, and the affection of

the queen, who loved him as

a doting mother loves a way-
ward son, re-established Essex
at court

;
and immediately after-

wards the death of Philip of Spain
relieved Elizabeth and England of

a powerful and persistent foe.

The character of the Spanish monarch
who thus disappears from the stage of

European politics on which he had
played so active a part is

thus summed up by Mr.

Froude :
“ He was one of

those limited but not ill-

meaning men to whom re-

ligion furnishes usually a

healthy principle of action,

and who are ready and eager
to submit to its authority.

In the unfortunate conjunc-

ture at which he was set to

reign, what ought to have
guided him into good became
the source of those actions

which have made his name
infamous. With no broad
intelligence to test or correct

his superstitions, he gave
prominenf^e. like the rest of

his countrymen, to those

particular features of his

creed which could be of

smallest practical value to

him. He saw in his position

and in his convictions a call

from Providence to restore

through Europe the shaking
fabric of the Church, and he lived to show that

the most cruel curse which can afflict the world
is the tyranny of ignorant conscientiousness,

and that there is no crime too dark for a
devotee to perpetrate under the seeming sanc-

tion of his creed.” The death of Philip took
place in the year 1598.

THE ECOJS^OMT OF TIME.
In all periods of the world’s history the com-

paratively short duration of human
liffi has rendered it incumbent upon

m to make the best use of the
ime at his disposal, but in no
age has the value of time been
greater, or the necessity for
its economy more apparent,
than in the nineteenth cen-
tury. If we turn to the
commercial world we find
that the rapid increase in
the facilities for communi-
cation between the most
distant parts of the world,
the improvements in the
methods of producing com-
modities, and the consequent
keen competition, render an
economical employment d
time an essential element in

'

uccess. Moreover, the qualifi-

cations which are required from
those who intend adopting com-

merce as a means of earning a live-

CT,>
lihood are so much more numerous
than in less enterprising times, that
those who are n.aking preparation

for u commercial career need
to be extremely niggardly
in their use of time if they
would duly equip themselves
for competition with the
numerous candidates for a
similar position. Turning
from tr.^de to the vaiious

professions, we find the same
thing holds true. Themtdi-
cal man, the solicitor, the
barrister, and above all the

teacher, must use time with
the utmost economy if they
desire to keep themselves
abreast of the ever increas-

ing flood of knowledge which
is constantly accumulating.

It requires but little con-

sideration • to show that

whatever may be the future

career of any individual, his

success must very largely

depend upon the amount
of skill displayed in the

economy of time. As we
feel sure that most of the

j-eaders of the Universal Instructor intend
putting to some practical use the knowledge
which they gain by its aid? we venture to

offer for their guidance a few hints as to how
they may best “ redeem the time.”

One of the most important items in success

in life is to have a clearly defined aim. Just

MAKTIIf FBOBISHEB.
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as the runner who keeps the goal well in view
is sure to outstrip a competitor who runs at

random, so in the race of life the man who
places before himself the attainment of a
definite object will be far more likely to

achieve success than he who spends his

strength aimlessly, as one “ who bcatcth the
air.” In selecting a subject of study it is of

the greatest importance that such an one
should be chosen as will produce a definite

result
;
and even in adopting an amusement

for leisure hours, the recreation should, if

possible, have an object beyond that of merely
killing time, A recreation adopted merely to

wile away time speedily ends in ennui and
disgust, whereas one which leads to definite

results has a value far beyond its primary one,

and produces lasting pleasure and delight.

To illustrate our meaning wo may refer to

such common recreations as gardening arid

bicycle riding. ]\Iany individuals seem to

take up these pursuits merely because they
have nothing else with which to fill a vacant
hour, and after the novelty has worn off the
pleasure palls, the garden falls into decay, or
the bicycle is sold. On the other hand, those
who take to gardening with the intention of

jnaking the surroundings of their home beauti-

ful, and who keep that end steadily in view,
find the pleasure of the occupation enhanced
rather than diminished as time goes on. In
the same way the bicyclist who regards his

accomplishment as a means and not as an
end is constantly finding fresh delight in this

healthy and agreeable form of recreation.

We would therefore strongly advise our
readers before commencing a course of study
to ask themselves what will be the use of the
knowledge they intend to acquire. By this

we by no means wish to imply that "every
study should necessarily produce a definite

l^ecuniary return, -but that all knowledge
should lead to some tangible result, either in
a multiplication of the means of intellectual
enjoyment, in an increased capacity for ful-

filling the duties of the station in life we may
be called upon to occup}^ or in an enlarged
ability to benefit our fellow-creatures.

Having fixed on an aim in life, and decided
upon the course of study necessary to attain •

that end, it is in the next place important that
the time at our disposal should be carefully
estimated, and the studies we intend pursuing
methodically taken up. Young students, too
frequently omit to lay down a definite plan of
study, and flit aimlessly from one subject to
another as fancy or inclination dictates. The
result is to gain a mere smattering of several
subjects without obtaining a competent know-
ledge of any. This may be avoided by drawing
up in writing a definite plan of study; and in
doing this the necessity for recreation must
be by no means overlooked, or the scheme will
soon come to grief. When no definite time is

allotted to recreation, the first call to pleasure
is only too willingly responded to, and. the plan
of study having once been broken, the student
loses heart when he contemplates the small
progress which he has made, and too frequently
altogether relinquishes the idea with which he

originally started. To avoid this it is necessary
to exercise great caution in making our plans,
and to be very chary of attempting too much.
It is well to remember that it is far better to
acquire a competent knowledge of one subject
than to gain a merely superficial acquaintance
with many. In the present day, when the
increase of the stock of human knowledge is

so rapid, it becomes of supreme importance to
narrow the scope of our study, and for each
individual to become more and more of a
specialist. No human intellect can possibly
grasp, even superficially, all knowledge

; and
just as in social life we have a division of

labour, so in the intellectual world it is neces-
sary for each to confine himself to one sphere
of study, and in that to do his utmost to attain
proficiency.

Perhaps one of the most important factors in
the due economy of time is the employment of
the smaller intervals at our disposal. The old
adage with regard to the saving of money

—

“ take care of the pence, the pounds will take
care of themselves”—might well be applied to
the saving of time— take care of the moments,
the hours wjll take care of themselves.” People
in every position of life, and in every occupa-
tion, frequently have spare moments which
they have a difficulty in employing, but which,
though insignificant in themselves, would in

the course of years amount to a by no means
inconsiderable fraction of human life. Could
these small intervals be utilised, surprising

results would be in a short time realised, and a
habit of economically employing time would
be speedily acquired. Man is emphatically a
creature of habit, and it is surprising how soon
a practice, which at first requires considerable

effort, becomes so incorporated with the daily

life as to become “second nature.”

That it is possible to utilize the spare
moments has been abundantly proved by the
career of the celebrated Elihu Burritt, “ the

learned blacksmith,” ,and the same fact is

abundantly exemplified in the careers of some
of the world’s greatest men. If, as Carlyle has
told us, “ genius is an infinite capacity for

taking pains,” it may also be defined as “an
infinite capacity for employing spare moments”;
and this being so, it is a genius which we may
all to some extent acquire. Our studies should
be so arranged that there is always something
at hand to occupy any spare time which may
unexpectedly be at our disposal. In learning

a language, for instance, it is a good plan to

write out on slips of card the vocabularies to be
learnt, or the conjugations of verbs which have
to be committed to memory. These slips of

card can be carried in "the pocket, and when-
ever an opportunity occurs the slips can readily

be consulted and their contents learned. In

this way spare moments may be usefulh"

employed, and considerable progress made in

the acquirement of knowledge. Mere memory
work can also be successfully accomplished

during the operations of the toilet, while walk-

ing in the streets, or when riding from place

to place. Where the daily occupation is of a

merely mechanical character much may be

done in committing to memory such matters
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as those we have mentioned, and at the same
time no interference with the ordinary work
need take place. This improvement of spare

moments is a by no means Utopian idea.

The present writer is intimately acquainted

with a gentleman now occupying a good
position in life, and possessed of considerable

culture, who learned his first Euclid while

cleaning milk pails, that being at the time part

of his daily work. Another friend of the

writer’s, now an accomplished French scholar,

committed to memory several thousand French
words while performing the operations of the

toilet. These are but two instances out of

many which have come under our notice, and
the biographies of some of our most successful

men supply many others.

For the rigid economy of time a considerable

amount of self-denial i.s undoubtedly required,

but this adds to rather than detracts from the

value of the practice. The end of all study
and education is twofold, and that method
of study which best secures both of these ends
is the most valuable. The primary end of

education is of course the acquirement of

knowledge and the laying up of a stock of

information. But, after all, its most important
end is to train the intellect and mould the

character, so as to make the possessor of know-
ledge a better, because a wiser, man. All

•mowledge is not good, and when it falls to

lead the student into paths of virtue, and to

brace up his moral nature so as to render it

•ess liable to succumb to temptation, it is

either in itself bad, or it has been very imper-
fectly acquired. It is therefore of the very
essence of true knowledge that it should have
been acquired by patient toil, and by the exer-

cise of much self-restraint; and we feel sure

that those of our readers who will patiently

and conscientiously plod on will, in the end,

obtain a certain and a rich reward. In spite of

all assurances to the contrary, there is no
royal road to learning—tltat path is rough and
thorny

;
but

“ He that -n'alks it, O'uly thirsting:

For the ri^)rht, and learns to dea/len
I;Ove of self, before the journey closes
He shall find the stubborn thistle bursting
Into glossy purjjles, which outredden
All voluptuous garden roses.”

XXVI.

Cryptogami.a. (rontinvrfj').

—

''dcsnuf?, iiTC.

Vhex so much that is dea-lly and venomous,
7?ot to mention simply unkind, occurs among
Flowering-plants, it is quite refreshing to find

a rai^e like tlie mosses, absolutely incapable of

doing harm, and so beautiful withal, that they
fair!}" rival rose and lily.

Very few of the mosses attain a greater
ctaturc th.an three or four inches, and a vast

number sca-cely rise above the level of the

ground, their sporangia alone. being elevated to

any distance from the soil. They are usually

j)rovided with abundance of minute leaves, the

texture of which is often so delicate that the
light readily passes through, as in Filmy-ferns.

One species at least, the shining cavern-moss,
Schisfflstega jjcnnata, an inhabitant of caves
and little rocky recesses, actually reflects the
light, every patch of the plant, when contem-
plated at a certain angle, seeming a mixture
of gold and emerald, and emulating the green
lustre of the glowworm. The leaves are all

formed upon the same general plan, being more
or less ovate or lanceolate, and usually ending in

fine points, or tapering into bristles. The ripe

sporangia of mosses (fig. 150) ai’c

usually, elevated upon delicate rectification

hair-like stalks, produced either
° e mosses,

from the centre of the tuft of little leaves
;
or in

the larger and branching species, thrown out
laterally. They are very generally supposed,
on casual observation, to be the fiowers of the
plant

;
and being often produced in vast num-

bers, especially by many of the common kinds
of moss which occur upon walls and dry banks,
and having the look of little flowers, it is very
natural to regard them as such. But the actual
“ flowers,” so to speak, are of date long anterior,

lying hidden among the foliage, where they
are found of two kinds, male and female, the
pistillidia being elevated on the hair-like

peduncles, when approaching maturity, showing
themselves just 'as young apples show them-
selves upon apple-trees, the apple-blossom itself

having long since departed. The hair-like

peduncles of the sporangia are so very general
in mosses, that they often serve as a capital

distinguishing characteristic, especially when
mosses are co mpared with lichenss—in which
latter plants, as we shall see presently, the
spores are contained in little saucers, closely

sessile upon the surface of the thallus. The
sporangia of the mosses are formed in the most
l)cautiful manner. While young, they have at

the upper extremity a pretty little conical

cap, which often runs to an acute point, and
is called the ‘’calyptra.” AVhen, as in the
(common rolytrichmn. the calyptra is clothed
with brown silky hairs, it resembles a fur cap
of the description assigned in pictures to that
famous personage of fiction, Robinson Crusoe.

Eventuall}^ the calyptra drops oil, and then
comes in view the “operculum,” or lid, below
which, in due course, we find the “peristome”
ffig. ]5‘)), an extremely elegant little circlet of

raj’S whicli spread all round like the white petals

of a daisy, and, again like the daisy-rays, are
capable of drawing together so that the tips

all meet, the result being the production of a
little tent. The rays constituting the peristome
differ very much in number in the different

kinds of moss. They are also subject to ex-

quisite variation in shape, ornamentation, and
colour, the aggregate of the different characters
sujtplying the means of discrimination Avhen
we i)roceed to classify. I’he peristomes are
sometimes sufficiently large to be distinguishable
by the naked eye, but all their most delicate

])cculiarities are reserved for those who study
those plants with the help of the microscope,
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without the use of which, indeed, no real pro-

gress can be made. The best mosses to begin
with are the large and branchy ones, consti-

tuting the genus Hypnum (fig, 1-19), and which
occur in profusion so vast upon every damp
hedge-bank in the country, and in every wood
and shady grove. A few species of moss live in

the water, the most conspicuous and remarkable
of these being the Fontinalis, a very general
denizen of shallow rivers where there are plenty
of stones and pebbles.

Very plentifully diffused also in damp and
shady places, and of stature usually much

inferior to that of the mosses, we
The Liverworts, curious little plants of

which the types are the

common Mardhantia
vwrpha and Junrjermanma
eplphijUa. These have for

their old English name
‘‘ liverwort ” (fig. 1.58). borne

of the species closely resem-

ble mosses, others are more
like green finger-nails,

oddly ramified over moist

surfaces, and when looked

at closely, presenting a
most beautiful crystalline

appearance. The spbinngia

are in both sets quite different from those

of mosses. In the common Marchantia we
have a kind of green star, composed of many
slender and horizontal rays. ’ In the Junger-

mannia the little oval head which first appears

bursts into four equal valves, liberating in-

numerable spores,

which hang to

exquisitely beau-
tiful little chains,

far too minute to

be seen, except
with a rather high
magnifying po wer,
but then disclosing

so much loveliness

that we almost
mistrust our eyes,

These charming
plants form two
distinct families,

differentiated by
the characters
mentioned, and
supply in their

inexpressible diversity an endless amount of

intelligent recreation. To say more about them
here is not necessary, nor would further detail

be easily understood without the assistance

of many drawings.
We may now proceed to the principal

families of the Thallogens, which, as said

rp, ,, before, are three in number—the
ogens.

the Algee, and the Fungi.
These three wonderful and multiform races of

the Cryptogamia constitute a kind of tripod,

all other plants standing above them, while
they themselves are of corresponding merit
and dignity. In other words, no single race
or family of plants can be called last. There
is no progressive decline or subsidence till at

last we. reach an absolute finish. Nature, at

her lowest point, is not seen as a solitary form,
but exists in a threefold one. The lowest forms
of Lichen, Alga, and Fungus, taking the words
in their completest sense, present scarcely any
points of difference. Nature ends, or rather

begins, in a simple cell, upon which arise, by
various modes of development, the three races

indicated, so that nothing is absolutely alone
at the bottom of all. The perfectlojis of the
three families are totally distinct and unlike,

but their foundations correspond. Growth or

evolution of new cells side by side results in

the production, in all three, of a uniform and
homogeneous mass termed the “ thallus.”

‘This, however, is suscepti-

ble of innumerable modifi-

cations
;

and sometimes,
instead of a proper thallus,

there will be only a chain

of cells, or only a couple.

There are considerable dif-

ferences also in the nature

of the reproduction, and
in the apparatus by means
of which the reproductive

energy is played forth.

Surveyed in all its variety,

the end, however, is that

these three great families are found to be quite

as well marked as the mosses or the ferns,

and when in their most highly developed state,

nothing is easier than to distinguish them.
The Lichens, very numerous in Britain, and

in many of their "species diffused almost all

over .
, 1 The Lichens,the
country, present
themselves usually
as dry and papery
or crustaceous
growths upon the
bark of trees, also

upon rocks, espe-

cially near the sea,

and upon old walls

and ruins, which
they often help to

enrich with what
the artist calls

“ time - stains. ”

Those beautiful

patches of yellow
and grey which

help to “ make glad the solitary place,” the
crumbling pillars and arches of an ancient
abbey, or the perishing walls of a dismantled
castle, not to mention aged tombstones in

country churchyards, are in almost every
instance lichens, clinging close to the surface,

and almost impossible to be detached, except
partially, in wet weather. When the atmos-
phere is dry and hot, they are bound faster

than Prometheus. Occasionally, instead of

forming crust-like patches, lichens develop
themselves in a tufte?3 manner, then resem-
bling locks of coarse grey hair, which some-
times attain a leugth of many inches, and
depend from the branches in the picturesque

manner so elegantly alluded to by Longfellow
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in “ Evangeline ”—one of the most chaste and
finished poems of modern times :

—

“This is the forest primaeval, the murmuring pines
and the hemlocks,

Bearded with moss, stand like Druids of eld.”

Though the author says “ moss,” the gray
many-fibred lichen called Alectoria jutata is

the plant intended, the specific name referring

to the resemblance, perhaps more close, to a
horse’s mane. “ Hemlocks,” it may be well to

add, are hemlock-spruces—fir-trees of a pecu-
liarly graceful figure, reminding one of the
delicate comeliness of the umbelliferous plant

called hemlock. The spores of the lichens are pro-

duced in little circular or oval saucers, generally embedded
in the substance of the thallus, and called ‘‘ apothecia

(fig. 151). They are extremely conspicuous in the common
orange-yellow Parmelia jjarietina (fig. 148). Very rarely

are they other than sessile, though a familiar instance of

their being elevated upon a kind of stalk occurs in the com-
mon “ trumpet-moss ” so called, a gray lichen found every-

where upon dry banks. It is to be observed that lichens

have a strong predilection for open and airy places,

loving even the most liarren and exposed. Many a rock
upon the highest hills is patched with the beautiful green
map-lichen, so named from its resemblance to the map
of a continent, divided into countries and provinces, and
intersected by lines denoting boundaries and rivers.

Very few, on the other hand, grow on the earth, or banks,

and none at all are found in meadows and pastures, or

where the soil is subject to disturbance. For the lichens

are longteval, and do not like to be interfered with.

Wherever they once fix themselves, it is with the inten-

tion of remaining indefinitely. Though portions of the
thallus may be renewed, as a whole it appears to endure
for scores of jmars. There are lichens of much simpler
structure than those described. Some, inhabitants of the
smooth bark of ash-trees, resemble inscriptions in Hebrew
letters, whence they are called opegraphas or alphabet-
lichens (fig. 147). None of the species, as with mosses, are in
the slightest degree deleterious. They have the positive ad-
vantage, however, over the mosses in being, in many cases,

highly valuable economically. That very common fibrous

lichen, the Cladon'm rangiferina, supplies food to the
reindeer of Lapland, whence its popular name of rein-

deer-moss. The Cetravia Islandica,

under the appellation of “ Iceland
moss,” is kept in the apothecaries’

shops. Several species, the Boccella
tinctoria in particular, are of immense
service as sources of fine colouring-

matter. Litmus, that beautiful deep

I

FIG. 156.—SPHAGNUM.

FIG. 158.— LIVERWORT. FIG. 157
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violet-blue, so useful to chemists as a test for

acids
;

orchil, likewise, a rich red, and cud-

bear, are all prepared from different species,

inhabitants chiefly of maritime rocks. Lichens
are scarcely ever green—
a circumstance useful to

remember in case of con-

fusion at any time over

mosses and these pretty

plants — which in all

cases, besides, are dis-

tinguishable from mosses

by their want of proper

and regularly disposed

leaves. The name of

Lichen is originally from
the Greek, in which lan-

guage the word denotes

a wart, the apothecia being often remarkably

wart-like. The minute internal history of the

lichens is replete with curious facts, and some

of the phenomena are intensely puzzling. Here

they must be dismissed with the bare mention,

lichens, like mosses, demanding the most care-

ful scrutiny with the microscope.

Alga, with the ancient Romans, denoted the

tossed-up refuse of the sea, seaweeds natu-

rally constituting the principal
The Algse.

portion of the rejectamenta, for

which reason modern botanists have adopted the

name as appropriate to the vast and wonderful

family of cryptogamic plants so well exem-

plified in the black bladder-wrack of the rocky

shore. Ponds and ditches hold a multitude

of plants very similar in many points to the

true “weeds of the sea.” It becomes proper

accordingly to speak of this great family as

resolvable into “ marine Algae ” and “ fresh-

water Algfe.” Like the Lichens, they begin in

simple cells, and most beautiful are the tiny

forms that mark the commencement, these

occurring, specially, in pools, and in the little

watery hollows upon moors. Among these are

found some of the very loveliest objects of

microscopic interest, nature seeming to measure

with them, with her finest geometry, the space

which by-and-by she will fill so proudly with

trees and blossoms
;
their colours also, green

in various shades, are unsurpassed. These

simplest forms constitute a sub-family of their

own, distinguished by the name of Desmidi-

aceae. Their structure is unperceivable by the

naked eye : the plants themselves are often no

more than emerald specks.

The large and conspicuous forms commonly
called seaweeds, present a remarkable homo-

geneity of substance, being in fac t

The mai-ine -[^q niore than countless myriads
algse.

cells densely aggregated to-

gether. Some of them, as every visitor to the

seaside is well aware, are provided with egg-

shaped vesicles or bladders, which help them to

keep afloat. Theyhave no true roots—holding on
to rocks and stones by a kind of sucker. Roots,

in truth, considered as organs of absorption,

they do not require, since they are nourished
by the water in which they float. They all

look to a rock or great stone as a place of abode,
holding on to it at the base

;
whence it hap-

pens that on beaches purely of sand we do net

find them, except when washed up and left

stranded by the retiring tide, waifs always
from some distant rocky shore. Their colours
are remarkable. The so-called “ black ” sea-

weeds are in reality deep olive-green, as is easily

proved by taking a thin slice and holding it

between the eye and the sunlight. Others are
of a fine deep purple

;
and others, well known

to collectors of Seashore curiosities, a very
delicate and lasting rose-colour. Sea or grass

green, as with lichens, is a colour of very rare

occurrence. The reproduction of these higher
forms of marine algse is effected by means of

antheridia and pistillidia. To watch the pro-

cess requires not only residence near the shore,

but the most careful and persevering attention,

the microscope being constantly in requisition

:

hence it is the privilege of only a few. The
dimensions attainable by the marine algae are
prodigious. Diffused in water, theyseem able, in

some cases, to extend indefinitely. The famous
Sargassum Sea, by \vhich Columbus was im-
peded, occupies an area of many miles. This
particular species, the sargassum, appears to

live without attachment to a rock or cliff.

The uses of the seaweeds compare favourably
with those of the lichens : several species are

employed by human beings for food. One or

two, including the well-known so-called “ Irish

moss,” are articles of the materia medica.

Iodine is obtained from seaweeds
;
they are

useful also as manure. When it is desired to

preserve the very delicate rose-coloured sea-

weed, so pretty when dried, the proper mate-
terial to use is old white calico or white linen.

The natural gumminess of certain kinds causes

them to adhere of their own accord to paper.

—and of course, if laid in the first instance

between papers, the result is the same as if

a cement were introduced. No alga is in any
degree deleterious.

XXIV.

The Adjective.

§ 166. Inflexion of adjectives.

§ 167. 1. Demonstrative a,(i]ectives.

§ 168. II. Adjectives of Quantity

(a) Distrihidives. (b) Numerals:
1, cardinal, 2, ordinal.

§ 169. III. Indf^inite adjectives.

Op the words which help us to describe and point

out our nouns and pronouns, we have, as men-
tioned in a former chapter, three broad classes,

Bemoiutrative adjectives, and those of Quantity

and Quality. They might also be called, ac-

cording to their formation—
from a pronoun, gtronarninal, “ the other day,”

„ participle, games,”

„ noun, substantive, “ iron nail,”

,,
proper noun, boy,’ and

comjtotind, “ hard-hearted, monster-headed''
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§ 166. Whatever the class, the inflexions of

adjectives in English now only show degrees of

comparison (see § 170) : with two exceptions

no change takes place to denote gender, num-
ber, or case. The exceptions are the demon-
stratives this and that, which make these' and
those in the plural. Hence there is nothing
but the position of the word in the sentence
and its logical bearing which can realise its

true character.

In Old English this was different
;

the adjective
was inflected in two ways, according to its use

;
if it

were preceded by a demonstrative adjective or
pronoun* (deflnite declension), as se goda man, the

good man, the inflexions were not so distinctive as
those appended when the word was not so preceded
(indefinite declension) . These endings, liowever, wore
down by degrees ;

the minghng with French, which
used a simpler declension, especially caused the loss
of ah but a final e, which however long retained its

hold
;
in Middle English s is found in the plural of

some writers, in words gained from the Norman-
French, as causes resonables, chanouns reguleres (Maun-
devile) . This old inflexion explains the meaning of
the e in Middle English adjectives, where it exists as
the relic of the definite declension, and marks either
(a) the plural, or (6) the word preceded by the
demonstrative or possessive, otherwise called the
definite adjective. The following lines from Chaucer
give exami)les of these :

—

“Of queynte miTOMTS.”—Squire's Tale, 1. 231.
“ O yonge children ra.yziQ."—Clerke's Tale, 1. 1093.
“ To the vttereste preue of hir corage.”

—

lb., 1. 787.

Rir glade ch.QVQ."—lb., 1. 1045.

One remnant there seems to be of an old
inflexion, in the case of some adjectives like

(joldcn, silken, in which the en is the altered
form of the old an of several cases of the
definite declension. Even these words bear
the flavour of antiquity and are going out of

use : we say a gold ring, a dress, but golden
hair, silken sheen, an oaken bench, in poetical

phraseology.

In Middle English the indefinite adjectives both and
all are found with a genitive inflexion, which had
descended from the O, E. forms. Aider-first first of
all, alderliefest ^dearest of all.

“ Sin Lameth was, that alderfirst bigan.”
Chaucee, Squire's Tale, 1. 550.

“ If thou wilt ben a crysteman, Mahoun thou most
forsake aller-first by-fore ous here.”

Sir Ferumbras, romance, 1. 5792.

Even Shakespeare has one instance of this kind—
“ Mine alder-liefest sovereign.”

2 Hen. VI. Act I., sc. 1.

and it is interesting to compare, too, the modern
German allerlei, (things) of all sorts, aller-Uebst, aller-

besten, dearest, best of all, etc.

§ 167. Demonstrative Adjectives. This, pi.

these, that, pi. those, and yon or yonder, to

which we must add the (often called an article),

complete the list.

1. This and that, set against one another, or
even alone, indicate a sense of place : “I like

not Z/m nor that, but tho.se “give me that
book.” 2. Used alone they show emphasis :

“commit that fault, and you die.”
^

The, which is a weakened form of *that, docs
not now change ;

it has no plural sliape. The
close relationship of that and the may be
perceived on taking a sentence, as, “This is I

the cat that killed the rat,” etc., and putting I

* See § 77. I

that in place of the. Here the this and that
already to be found are of course pronouns,
the first demonstrative, the second relative

;

read that for the—“ This is that cat that killed

that rat,” and we have the same finger-word
pointing to the nouns, but intensified. From
the English of Chaucer’s time an example will

show the same thing reversed ;

—

“ Have mercy of me iantail knyzt, for Marie
sone that mayde ” i^Sir Ferumbras, 1. 753)

i.e., for the sake of the son of Mary the maid.

The German grammarian, Maetzner, explains
a usage common in early English and in the
north of England now e.g., in the line

—

“ Says the Zane than to the Zither” {Ballad'),

as a relic of the old word that for the, “ the t

of the that used as an article.”

The, as well as that, was in use early in tbe language.
The O.E. hadM. se, F. seo, N. that, with plural tha, de-
clined in all cases ;

this was the definite demonstrative
word, pronoun or adjective; from seowe have the s in she
(see before, §§ 159, 164) ;

from the neuter that pro-
ceeded several forms which have settled in our present
that and the. Our plural those, however, comes from
the same word which gives our plural these—y\z. thas,
the old plural of f^es=this, next following.

This is in like manner from the old neuter of the
definite thes : M. thes, F. theos, N. this, pi. thas.

It has been noticed that in the Indo-European
languages the definite article is always a form of the
demonstrative word. (Dr. Adams.) It is also inter-
esting and suggestive to mark that our words of this
kind begin, or did in the earlier forms begin, with the
letters h {e.g. hit, heo, hi), th, s, sh

;

while relatives,
whether pronouns or adjectives, begin with qu or wh.
These facts extend to adverbs of a demonstrative or
relative power.

The other words of this class have been
treated under Pronouns. Their history is the
same; it is the syntactical use which the student
must observe. (See § 16i.) In the following
examples they are adjectives :

—

“ Some talk of Alexander, etc..

And such great names as these.”

Old Ballad.

“ Fed with the same food, hurt with the same
weapons, subject to the same diseases.”

Merchant of Venice, Act III., sc. 1.

“ Up yonder hill the village murmur rose.”

Goldsmith, Deserted Village.

§ 168. Adjectives of Quantity.

(«) Distributive is the name generally
given to each, every, either, neither, when used
as adjectives

;
their historj^ has been dealt with

as indefinite pronouns (§ 165); of their em-
ployment as adjectives we get examples in

—

Every little mite, every little measure.”
Song.

“Till, from each loophole flashing light.”

Scott, Rokeby, Cant. 31.

“ I have neither gold nor land.”

Ballad, Hunt ingtoivor.

These, together with the Numerals, may all

be grouped with the adjectives of distinguish-
ing or demonstrative power.

{b) Numerals. 1. Cardinals show how many',
they are all Old Plnglish words, simple up to ten,

the rest are compound. From one, originally
an, we have (as shown before, § 77) the indefi-
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nite adjective a or an (^o7ie was often written

oon, on, and o in Middle English); we have also

the adjective alone (al-one), and the adverbial

adjective only (one-lie). The indefinite adjec-

tive any is also formed from the same root.

When we use the phrases “ sixpence a week,”

“ twopence an hour,” we mean sixpence for one

week, twopence for 07ie hour, at the same time

meaning any week or hour.

Eleven SiXid twelve are compounds, signifying

one + ten, and two -f ten, from the original

words end-lufov end-lif, and twa-lif-, then up

to nineteen we have the simple numbers plus

teen = ten. Tig was also 0. English for ten ; we
thus have ^wc/ify^two tens, and soon. Hundred,

thousand, million, and hillion are nouns which

form the plural in s, and take sometimes the pre-

positional possessive after them, “ a hundred of

walnuts,” “a thousand of bricks”; we say,

however, “ a hundred pounds,” though we may
use equally “ a million men ” and “ a million

of men.” The use of the possessive points

out the numeral as more distinctly a collective

noun

:

“ Six hundred of the brave.”

—

Cowper.

Ten, as a collective, also becomes a noun

:

“ tens of thousands of

men.”
2. The Ordinals, which

show the relation of one
number to another, are

formed upon the cardinals

by the addition of th, as

sixth, fortieth, hundredth,
with the exception of first,

second, and third. First is

the superlative of an old

word fore, or forme, and
means the same as fore-

most :

CIDAHIS CLAVlUii

nected with number and quantity, while several
have been dealt with under pronouns (§ 165).
All, many, enough, few, some, any, no, several,

sundry, certain, little much, dirers, come under
this head, and may nearly all be used as pro-

nouns or adjectives. Even many and few,
usually adjectives, stand as the former in “ many
are called, but few are chosen.” Many was
once a noun, mcenig, a company, a crowd, a suite,

and is still occasionally so used
;

as in the'

phrases “here’s a many people coming,” “a
great many,” in the first of which it is equiva-
lent to “ a many of people.”

“ What is a lord withouten his meyne ?
”

OccLEVE, De Regimine.

A Warwickshire man will say “
’tis the fault of

a goodfew to be selfish.” But when we put w
after onany, as in “ many a man is glad to work, ”

we mean mayiy ones, each one of many ;
the two

indefinite adjectives so used together gain a
distributive sense (compare the German onan-

so as to lose the indefiniteness.

In putting it “ many a one is glad,” one is, of

course, a pronoun.
Certain, a word from the Latin cert us, was

formerly used as a noun : “a certein of prayers,”

‘dene [lend] him a certeyn

of gold ” (Chaucer, Canon's

Yeoman's Tale, 1. 109-1)

;

and little, as the indefinite

word of quantity, is a noun,

in “many a little makes a
mickle,” or as the Scotch pro-

verb puts it, “ mony littles

mak a muckle,” though cus-

tom curiously now prevents
our using its counterpart

? m uch in the same way, and
we have to fall back upon
the old m ichlc.

“Adam our /cr?/i<?-fader. ”

—

Chaucer.

“ Gude mon, ye’ve spoke fhe foremast word.”
“ Barring o' the Door."

Second is from the Latin secundus, which
has, strangely enough, taken the place of the

0. English other, or thother (compound of that

other')

:

“ 0 yo. first sais Sant Jeronime.”
Cursor Mundi, 1. 29053.

“ 0 pe toyir sais Crist him-selfen.”

Ih., 1. 29062.

We still use the word occasionally in the old

ordinal sense :
“ both the one and the other were

in fault,” “ two women shall be grinding at the
mill, the one shall be taken and the other left

”

(Matt. xxiv. 41) ;
but they are here distinctly

pronouns.
Connected with the numerals are those adjec-

tives which multiply, which we possess in both
English and Romance forms :

—

one-fold (an-fald) simple (simplex)
two-fold double
three-fold treble and triple, etc.

Once, twice, and thrice are adverbs, but we use
them to help us out in multiplying.

§ 169. The Indefinite Adjectives also are con-

XX.

The Cretaceous System {continued).

The usual divisions assigned to the chalk

itself are :

Upper Chalk with flints
; The Chalk

Lower Chalk without (or and its

with few) flints
;

subdivisions.

Chalk Marl (or grey chalk).

The main differences between these subdi-

visions are indicated in the names. The Chalk
marl contains a proportion of fine clay inti-

mately mixed with the calcareous matter, and
giving it the grey colour by which it is dis-

tinguished. The Lower Chalk contains but few
flints, and is harder than the Upper Chalk, in

which flints occur abundantly. There are, how-
ever,many local variations. In Norfolk, the chalk

has been divided into Upper Chalk with flints,

Medial Chalk with few flints. Lower or Hard
Chalk, and Chalk Marl : and the late Professor

Phillips recognized a Middle division in the

chalk of Yorkshire
;
while in Dorsetshire the
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chalk has been divided into Chalk with flints,

Chalk without flints, and Chalk with* quartz
grains.

It will be seen, therefore, that it is not easy
to suggest any j^erfectly satisfactory subdivision
of the chalk, and in default of a better, the usual
arrangement given above may be accepted.
Chalk rock is a name bestowed by Mr. Whitaker

on an interesting stratum of “ hard
Chalk rock, cream-coloured chalk with layers

of irregular-shaped nodules (darker) generally

green-coated and slightly phosphatic,” which
occurs at the junction between the Lower and
the Upper Chalk, in Wiltshire, Berkshire, Buck-
inghamshire, Oxfordshire, etc., has been traced
in the Isle of Wight, and recognised
in the southern part of Dorsetshire

and Devonshire. It never contains

flints. The Totternhoe stone is an-

other local division of
Totternhoe Chalk. It is “a

® rathersandy limestone,
harder and darker than common
chalk, containing many very small

dark grains, and generally a few
small, hard, dark-brown nodules and
fossils.” It lies at the top of the

Chalk Marl in Buckinghamshire,
Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire, etc.,

nnd was very extensively quarried in

former times as a building stone.

At Beer, in Devonshire, the celebrated “ Beer
stone ” (a hard, sandy chalk) has also been
quarried for building material, and the Chalk
without flints has been much used for the

same purpose.

In the Lower
Greensand the
fossils are
almost exclu-

sively marine.
Amongst the

reptiles is a
crocodilian,
Polyi)tychodoii

c ontin 'll us:
Ichth yosaurus
Iguanodon,aM.il

Plesiosaurus;
nnd -a turtle,

the Protemys
serrata. Fish
remains occur,

but are not
numerous. The
Cephalopoda include Belemnites, Nautili,

Hamites, Crioceras, and Aneyloceras. Amongst
the Gasteropoda are Aporrhais, Cerithium,
Ecalaria, Turritella, Natica, Rostellarm,
Patella, Pleurctomaria, etc. The bivalves in-

clude, Anoviia, Exogyra, Ostrea, Pecten, Ilin-

nites, Gervillia.Inoeeramus,Perna, Pinna,Lima,
Modiola, Mytilns, Area, Cucullcea, Trigonia,

Diceras, Cardium, Corbis, Jjucina, Astarte,

Cyprina, Cytherea, Venus, Telliua, Corhula,

Panopea, Pholadomya, Ijcda, Nucula, etc.,

etc. There are also Terchratulce and Rhyn-
conellcB, etc. The ^‘gravels” at Farringdon
are remarkable for the sponges {Manon Far-
ringdonense, etc., etc.) they contain. The
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ecliinoderms comprise Salenia, Cardiaster,
Diadema, and Echinohrissus. Fossil wood is

not uncommon both in the Lower Greensand
and overlying strata, but it is in most cases

fragmentary, and commonly coniferous.

The Gault is in places very fossiliferous, and
has yielded many ammonites and other Cepha-
lopoda

;
Gasteropoda, including

Deritalium, Solarium, Scalaria and flora

Natica, Pleurotomaria, Rostel- ® e au .

laria, etc.
;
Terebratulce, Rhynconellce

;
Ostrea

,
,

Pecten, Pinna, Gervillia, Lnoccramus, Lima,
Cucullcea, Area, Nucula, etc., corals, echino-
derms,crustaceans,etc. The Upper
Greensand reptilian remains are ^^-una and flora

abundant. The Ce-
Upper

11 j • 1 j Greensand.
phalopoda include Am-
monites, Nautili, Ilamitcs, Raculites,

Scaphites and Belemnites

;

Gaste-

ropoda, Tuft'ritella, Pleurotomaria,
Hatica, etc. Among the Lamelli-

branchiata some of the most cha-

racteristic are Lnoceramus, Gryphcea,
Lima, Pecten, Astarte, Trigonia,

Cucullcea. Cyprina, Cytherea, etc.

Brachiopoda are numerous; Sponges,
(Siphonia, Brachiolites, Chenen-
dopora, etc.,) are common, and there

are many ecliinoderms and several

corals.

As already mentioned, the general
opinion is that the Upper Green-
sand is for the most part the^®
shore or shallow water deposit

seadeposi-

of the cretaceous period, over which the
chalk was formed as the ocean bed became

deeper
;

and
that the chalk

itself was a
deep sea de-

posit analogous
to if not abso-

lutely identical

with the strata

now forming
over large
areas at the

bottom of the
Atlantic. Sir

Charles Lyell
says :

“ Pure
chalk, ofnearly
uniform aspect
and composi-
tion, is met

with in a north-west and south-east direc-

tion, from the north of Ireland to the Crimea, a
distance of about 11 40 geographical miles

;
and

in an opposite direction It extends from the

south of Sweden to the south of Bordeaux, a

distance of about 840 geographical miles
;

”

and it has been argued that these facts imply
the former existence across Europe of an inland

sea somewhat larger than the Mediterranean,

and comparatively shallow, rather than that

the same area was occupied by oceanic depths.

However that may be, the similarity between
the chalk and the mud now dredged from the

Atlantic at depths of from 1700 to 2400 fathoms
is very striking. The most important particu-

51
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lar in which the mud of the Atlantic, where

these caleareous deposits are now
Similax to the going on, differs from the chalk,
Atlantic ooze. proportion of silica.

The chalk contains but little, the Atlantic

ooze a eonsiderable proportion. The explana-

tion of this is, doubtless, that in the chalk the

sponge spicules, etc., which form a consider-

able proportion of the silica in the Atlantic

ooze, have been aggregated into flint, and that

when this is taken into considera-
Flints, difference is aceounted

for. How the flints were formed is a question

not yet finally disposed of: many theories have

been suggested, but it is admitted on all hands

that the deposition of the silica as flint is due

in some way to the action of decaying animal

matter upon the siliceous spicules of sponges

and other similar material; and Dr. Wallieh, in

an admirable paper read before the Geological

Society,* “ On the Physical History of the

Cretaceous Flints,” has shown how the accu-

mulation of the debris of sponges at the surface

of the mud in the ancient ocean, exemplified at

the present time in some parts of the Atlantic,

would naturally lead to oceurrence of flint in

layers of nodules, as is commonly seen in the

upper chalk.

Upon any consideration, the whole of the

British Islands were no doubt buried at a con-

siderable depth beneath the sea.

The chalk for- what is now the chalk was
merly deposited as mud. That it is

theBriti^IslVs
partially cover-

theBntish Isles.
the area ’over which it was

originally laid is due to the subsequent action

of natural agencies. In Ireland it
^

has been

preserved only in the north, where it is over-

laid by basalt of Tertiary (miocene) age;t and

in the Highlands of Scotland also Prof. Judd

has shown that fragments of cretaceous strata

have been preserved in a somewhat similar

manner. These and other facts force us to the

conclusion already mentioned, that the chalk

as well as greensand once formed continuous

deposits over the whole country. The period

thus represented must have been of enormous

length, considering how slow the growth of

the chalk strata must necessarily have been,

seeing that it is to so large an extent made up

of microscopical organisms and minute granules

due to the breaking up of shells and corals, etc.

The occasional presence of small quantities of

clay and grains of sand in some of the beds

of the white chalk, point to alterations and
readjustments of level such as we are familiar

with in connection with all geological periods;

and in the neighbourhood of Aix
TheAixla Chapelle certain white sands
ChapeUe laminated clays occur, 400
deposi s.

thickness, containing the

remains of terrestrial plants in a beautiful state

of preservation. These beds, says Sir Charles

Lyell, “are the equivalents of the white chalk

and chalk marl of England. . . . There are

* Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, vol.

XXXVI., p. 68.

t In the north of Ireland, there is a break in the

succession of strata above the Lias, which is there

followed by the Greensand, and this again is succeeded
by the Upper Chalk.

likewise a few beds of a yellowish -brown lime-
stone, with marine shells, which enable us to
prove that the lowest and highest plant beds
belong to one group. . . . On the whole, the
organic remains and the geological position of
the strata prove distinctly that in the neigh-
bourhood of Aix la Chapelle a gulf of the
ancient cretaceous sea was bounded by land
composed of Devonian rocks.”*

In England the occasional occurrence of a
fragment of silicified coniferous wood, and a
few doubtful remains of vegeta-

tion (including coccospheres and
^he^^afk^^

coccoliths, which may or may ° ec a .

not belong to the vegetable kingdom, and some
diatomaceae, wdiich are certainly not common
in the English chalk, although recorded as

having been found therein) are the only indica-

tions afforded of the flora of the chalk period.

Foraminifera are very abundant in all divisions

of the chalk sponges ( Ventriculites, Cefhalites.
Spongia and Sijjhonia

)
are also common

;
echino-

dermata are very numerous and characteristic,

including the well-known genera Ananckytes,
Galerites, Micraster and Salcnia. The starfish

include Arthraster, Goniaster, and Greasier

;

fragments of Goniaster being exceedingly
common. Several species of corals (^Parasmilia

,

Caryopliillia, etc.) are known—Crinoids (JBour-

geticrinns, Marsupites, etc.) are not uncommon.
Brachiopoda (JRhynconella, Terchratulina and
Terehratula) are also common. Amongst the
mollusca are Nautili, Ammonites, TurriUtes,

Baculites, TIamites, Scapliites and Belemnites.

Gasteropoda are rarely met with, the most
common being Pleurotomaria, Aporrhais, Ceri-

tldum, etc. Amongst the LamellibrancMata
Spondylus spinosus, Pecten Beaveri and Crania
Par'isiensis are most frequently met with.

Polyzoa and Serpulm are common. Fish re-

mains (^Otodus., Lamna, Beryx. etc.) are not

infrequent. Numerous reptilian remains have
been found, more particularly in a bed about
one foot thick lying at the base of the chalk of

Cambridge, and largely worked for phosphate

of lime derived from reptilian coprolites and
bones. Among the knowm forms are several

chelonians, the great deinosaur Acanthopholis,

several species of Plesiosaurus, five or six

species of Ichthyosaurus, ten species of Ptero-

dactylus, from the size of a pigeon upAvards, one

of them having a spread of wing amounting
perhaps to twenty-five feet, three species of

Mosasaurus, a crocodilian {Polyptychodon),

and some others.

At Maestricht, on the banks of the Meuse,

in Belgium
;
and at Faroe, in the island of Zee-

land, Denmark, beds classified with the upper

chalk, but evidently of somewhat later date

than the white chalk of this country, occur.

The pisolitic limestone of France is also an

upper member of the same formation.

* The flora of Aix-la-Chapelle includes, besides

numerous ferns and conifers, etc., species of oak, Gg,

and walnut, several genera of Myrtaceae, and some
sixty or seventy species of Proteacece, “many of ex-

tinct genera, but some referred to the following living

forms—Dryandra, GreviUea, Hakea, Banksia, Per-

sonia—all now belonging to Australia, and Leuco-
spermum, species of which form small bushes at the

Cape.” {lyell.)
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KEY TO FEENCH EXERCISES—VI.

XXVII i2^age 615).

1. Tu penseras
;
il pensa; nous pensions

;
ils

pensent. 2. Nous parlous; nous ne parlous

pas; parlons-nous ? ne parlons-nous pas? 3.

Le garde marche bien
;
la garde arrive. 4. Un

enseigne marchait derri^re le trompette. 5.

La souris devorera le ble
;

le mousse devore
une crepe enorme. 6. Un doux souris folat?ait

sur ses levres. 7. Le statuaire ne travaille pas
dans son atelier aujourd’hui. 8. La statuaire

antique trouvait ses modeles plus facilement
que la statuaire moderne. 9. Une Espagnole
porte des couleurs sombres. 10. Une Anglaise
portait des couleurs claires, 11. La veuve
portera le deuil. 12. Les veufs portent du
crepe a leurs chapeaux. 13. La mardchale
etait une Romaine de bonne famille. 14. Une
louve fut la nourrice de Romulus et de Remus.
15. Le maltre et la maitresse dinent en ville

;

M. et Mme N. dineront a la maison. 16. Le
prince et la princesse ne danserent pas chez la

duchesse. 17. La tigresse sauta sur une pauvre
n^gresse. 18. Les druides et les druidesses

coupaient le gui. 19. La fille ne chantait pas

;

le mari ne murmura pas
;
la femme tousse. 20.

Adolphe Spouse Julie a la fin du troisi^me

volume.
XXVIII {page 615).

1. La perfection d’une pendule n’est pas
d’aller vite, mais d’etre bien r4glee. 2. Le
pendule, invente par Galilee, fut ameliore par
Huygens. 3. La fourbe est le jeu des petites

ames. 4. Une jeune fille ne pent avoir de
meilleur guide que sa mere. 5. Mener la vie

a grandes guides, c’est prodiguer sans retenue
sa fortune, sa sante. 6. On appelle finale un
morceau d’opera qui termine un acte. 7. La
derniere syllabe {or la finale) d’un mot est

longue ou breve. 8. Des livres dords sur

tranche
;
beaucoup de livres relics et de livres

broch^s. 9. On vend les cerises a la livre.

10. On 4value souvent le revenu annuel d’une
personne en livres : il a trois cent mille livres

de rente. La livre signifie le franc. 11. On
dit d’une personne belle et bien faite qu’elle est

faite au moule. 12. La moule est I’huitre du
pauvre. 13. Il mange les huitres crues et les

monies cuites
;

il a raison. 14. Dans les forets

prochaines, la mousse epaisse et verte abonde
au pied des chenes. 15. Le soldat ne doit pas
quitter son poste. 16. La poste, dit Voltaire,

est la consolation de la vie
;

il aurait pu ajouter

qu’elle en est aussi le tourment. 17. Une
voile latine est une voile de figure triangulaire.

18. Les novices portent Ic voile blanc
;

les

professes portent le voile noir.

XXIX {page 723).

1. Je parlerais anglais si j’osais le faire

devant vous. 2. 8i tu osais parler espagnol
tu 6tonnerais les Espagnols. 3. L’Anglais
parlerait fran^ais s’il n’avait pas peur de faire

des fautes. 4. Cette Anglaise n’oserait pas

parler des Americaines comme elle le fait si

elle etait en Amerique. 5. Nous parlerions si

rirlandais et I’lrlandaise {or si I’lrlandais et

sa femme) etaient ici. 6. Vous n’oseriez pas

parler ainsi si vous etiez en Prusse ou en

Russie. 7. Que la France parle, et qu’elle

declare ce qu’elle desire. 8. Espagnols, les

Frangais sont la: marchons! 9. Je d6sire

que tu paries a I’ltalienne. 10. Tu desires que

je danse avec cette Suissesse. 11. Il desire que
nous marchions a la prussienne. 12. Nous
desirous qu’il declare aux Autrichiens qu’ils

ont tort. 13. Vous d^sirez qu’ils parlent

anglais, frangais, ou allemand a un Espagnol

;

essayez un Russe {letter, essayez-le avec un
Russe). 14. Ils d^sirent que vous tiriez des

perdrix. 15. Je pensais que vous parleriez

le gaelique ou le patois ^cossais {article here

because patois is qualified, and article before

gaelique for the sake of symmetry of con-

struction'), si tu rencontrais un Ecossais. 16.

Desiriez-vous qu’il dansat a la hongroise ? 17.

Desireriez-vous diner a la russe ? 18. Hongrois,

jurez de defendre la fille de vos rois ! Nous le

jurons. 19. Je d^sirerais qu’il dejeunat a
I’ecossaise. 20. Nous monterions a I’anglaise,

si nous n’avions pas peur de d^traquer nos
chevaux.

XXX {page 723).

1. Des nations demi-barbares habitent les

bords de I’Euphrate. 2. Les avant-derniers
^venements donnent beaucoup a penser. 3. A
mes enfants bien-aim4s je laisse toute ma
fortune. 4. Une brebis mort-nee. 5. Les
soies de I’el^phant sont tres clairsemees sur le

corps. 6. Legere et court vetue, elle allait a
grands pas. 7. La malheureuse volatile demi-
morte et demi-boiteuse droit au logis s’en

retourna. 8. Ces oranges fraiches sont aigres-

douces. 9. Elle adressa quelques paroles
aigres-douces a sa belle-fille, alluma sa bougie,

et monta h sa chambre. 10. Elle est sourde-

muette de naissance. 11. L’abb6 de I’Ep^e
fonda le premier etablissement de sourds-

muets. 12. Ces injections sous-cutandes sou-

lagent les malades. 13. Dans ces phrases : une
bouteille de vin, un muid de vin, les mots pleine
et plein sont sous-entendus. 14. Quatre est

un des nombres sous-multiples de seize. 15.

Presentez ces roses fraiches cueillies a votre
belle-m^re. 16. Flore reposait parmi des fleurs

fraiches ecloses. 17. On appelait les satyres

des dieux chevre-pieds. 18. Frappez, dieux
tout-puissants, vos victimes sont pretes. 19.

Frappe, mais ecoute. 20. Les lettres non-
affi-anchies' ne seront pas revues.

XXXI {qMge 766).

1. Is snow whiter than milk? Yes, it is

whiter. 2. Has Athens been more illustrious

than Sparta ? Yes, it has been (or was) more
illustrious. 3. Are apples sweeter than pears ?

No, they are much less sweet. 4. Is your paper
as thick as mine ? No, it is not so thick. 5.

What is (there) harder than stone ? Iron is

much harder. 6. Is the Loire less long than the

Seine ? No, it is much longer. 7. Is the forest

of Fontainebleau as beautiful as that of St.

Germain ? It is said that it is more beautiful.

8. Do you think that history is as pleasant as
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poetry '? I think that it is not less pleasant.

9. Is Edinburgh as populous as Glasgow ? It is

by far less populous. 10. Did you ever see more

amiable, better behaved children ? No, never.

11. Show me something prettier ? Impossible
;

there is nothing prettier than that. 12. Which
of these pens do you wish? I wish the smallest.

13. The least attention gives pleasure to a

grateful mind. 14. Where is found the highest

mountain in Europe ? It is found in the Alps,

in Savoy. 15. Which is the least excusable

of all errors ? It is that which is voluntary.

16. Which were the most famous disciples of

Socrates? They were Plato and Xenophon. 17.

Could you mention to me the most useful

insects ? The most useful are the bees and
the silkworms, and the most hurtful are the

caterpillars, the cockchafers, the phylloxera,

etc. 18. Which of these colours is the least

fashionable ? This one.

XXXII {page 767).

1. Les Turcs fument de meilleur tabac que
les Beiges. 2. Les Turques {also les dames
turques) portent un voile sur la figure, les

Grecques montrent la leur : lequel est le plus

sens6 ? 3. Les Alg6riennes portent-elles leurs

voiles a la turque ? 4. Les Japonnaises ont-

elles des pieds aussi petits {or d’aussi petits

pieds) que les Chinoises ? 6. Montrez-moi une
meilleure femme que cette Canadienne. 6. Les

Polonais et les Hongrois ont toujours 6te des

cavaliers t6m6raires. 7. Les Beiges chanterent-

ils {or ont-ils chants) leur chant national, la

Braban^onne ? 8. Les FranQais aid^rent {or

ont aid6) ^ fonder le royaume de Belgique,

qui, l ann4e derniere, cel6bra {or a c61ebre) le

cinquanti^me anniversaire de sa fondation.

9. Othon, roi des Grecs, n’eut pas plus tot

donn6 une constitution qu’il s’en repentit. 10.

Connaissez-vous des ecoliers plus sages que ces

jeunes P6ruviens? 11. Que parle-t-on aux
Indes ? On parle Pindoustani {the introduction

ofl before parle is more conformable to Fr. syn-

tax). 12. C’est aux travaux des jesuites que
I’on doit les renseignements les plus precieux

sur le br^silien. 13. Son ami le plus cher avait

et6 un Portugais. 14. Un esclave, que Camoens
avait amen6 de Goa, fut le seul qui n’aban-

donna pas le plus grand poete du Portugal.

15. Je me demande si I’Egyptien aura tu6

I’Arabe. 16. Je me demande si la Bresilienne

aurait pari6 a la Peruvienne. 17. C’est en
Algei'ie que les fils de Louis- Philippe avaient

montre leur jeune courage. 18. Les Canadiens
frangais ont conserve Paccent de la Normandie
d’ou la plupart des colons prinlitifs 6mi-

gr^rent.

XXVI.

The Declension of Adjectives.

The adjective is appropriately called in

German t>a^ (Sigenf^aft^lhOrt {i'-gen-shaffts-

vort), quality-word. Like the noun, pronoun,
and participle, it changes its termination, ac-

cording to the gender, number, and case.

When adjectives are used as predicates after

the verb to be—that is to say, when they
express what is declared concerning the sub-

ject—they do not alter as they would, for

instance, in French,

—

Vhomme est bon, la femme
est bonne, les enfants sont bons. In Gennan we
say, bet 2)?ann iff gut, fcie grau iff gut, bie

^inber ftnb gut.

But when adjectives are used as attributes

to express qualities, they precede the nouns
they qualify, and then they are declined.

There are three forms of declension of the
adjective. The first form is taken when the
adjective is used with a noun but without an
article, as gutet SSciU, good wine

; alte^

^au^, old house. The second form occurs
where the adjective is used with the definite

article or a definite pronoun : ber fletue ©O^U,
the little son

; bie f(^tt)arse ^a^e, the black
cat; biefe^ iwnge Samm, this young lamb.
The third form is taken where the adjective is

used with the indefinite article or with a pos-

sessive pronoun, etc. : (Sin alter Saum, an old

tree
; eiue gute SD^Utter, a good motber

; mein
fieiner Gruber, my little brother. We will

How consider these forms in their order.

DECLENSION OP THE FIEST FORM OF THE
ADJECTIVE.

The first form of the adjective, we have said,

is used when there is no article, consequently
the termination of the adjective represents the

gender of the substantive, as the article, if it

were present, would do. The adjective in this

case replaces the article, and takes its termina-

tions. For instance, SBcin is masculine

—

bet

SBein, guter SBein, good wine
; Sl^ure (door)

is feminine

—

bie 2;|)ure, therefore fleine ^pre,
little door

; 2luge (the eye) is neuter

—

ba^

5luge, therefore blaue^^ 5luge, blue eye.

This will be more clearly seen if we put
together the definite article and an adjective

in the first form, as follows ;

Definite Article.

Singular. Plural.

Mas. Fern. Neut. all genders.

Nom. ber bie ba^, the bie

Gen. be^ ber be^, of the ber

Dat. bem ber bem, to the ben
Acc. ben bie ba^, the bie

Adjective in first form declined lilie the

definite article.

Masc.

Nom. gutter

goot'-er •

Gen. guGe^
Dat. guLem
Acc. gulden

Singxdar.

Fern. Neut.

guLe guLe^, good
gootf -e goot'es

gut-er gut-e^, of good
guLer gut=em, to good
gut-'e guLe^, good

Plural.

Nom. guLe
Gen. guGer
Dat. guGen
Acc. gut=e

of all genders.
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Singular.

good mine ripe fruit

outer Sein retfe

goof-er vine ry-fe froocht

OUte^ Seined reifer 5ruc|)t

OUtem Seine reifer 5rucf)t

guten Sein reife

. blue cloth

btaue^ %\x^
Mom'-es tooch

{oio as in coto)

biaue^ S:ucbe^

btauem 3:ucbe

blaue^ 2:uc^

• Plural.

good mines ripe fruits blue cloths

gute Seine reife griicbte blaue 2:u(^er

goo'-te vy'-ne ry'-fe fruech-'te blom'-e tue'-cher

guter Seine reifer griicbte blauer 2:ucber

guten Seinen reifen ^rii^ten btauen 2:u^ern
gute Seine reife griicbte blaue 2:u(^)er

The adjectives in el, eu, and er, generally

drop the e before the I, n, and r, in their de-
clined forms. Thus with ebel, noble, we say

eine eble ^ noble deed (not ebele) ;

njacfer (vak'-lter'), sturdy, faithful
; eiu U)acf=

rer 3)?ann (not njacferer). This is for the sake
of euphony or sound.
With regard to the first form, therefore, it is

necessary to remember the general rule that
when the adjective is not preceded by an
article or pronoun, it takes the endings of the
definite article.

Note.—Sometimes, in poetry, the adjective is put
after the noun : Edslein roth, little red rose. Then the
axijective is undeclined. Thus we say schones Bliirn-

lein ,—hut Bliimlein schun, beautiful little flower.

THE SECOND FOEM OF THE ADJECTIVE.

The second form is used when the adjective

is preceded by the definite article the (ber, bie,

bal), or by a definite pronoun—a word pointing

out one particular person or thing, and declined

like ber, bie, ba^ :
as biefer, biefe, biefe^, this

;

fener, fene, jene^, that
; berfelbe, biefelbe, ba^=

felbe, the same
;
berjenige, btejenige, ba^jenige,

that
; ttjeleber, melcbe, ifielcbe^, which

; foltber,

fol^e, folcb^^r such
;

aller, atte, alle^, all

;

einiger, einige, einige^ ;
etlicber, etlicbe, etlicbe^,

some : manner, mancbe, mancbe^, many a

;

jeber, febe, jebe^, every.

In the second form the adjective is declined

like a Tioun of the third declension

:

the nomina-
tive ends in e, and all other cases in singular

and plural in en, except the feminine and
neuter of the accusative singular, which end
in e. In this form the article shows the gen-
der and case of the noun, therefore the adjec-

tive does not. This will be seen by putting a
noun of the third declension and an adjective

in the second form side by side.

Noun of the third declension.

Singular.

Nom. ber .^nabe, the boy
Gen. bc^ ,^naben, of the boy
Dat. bem ^naben, to the boy
Acc. ben ,^naben, the boy

Plural.

bie ^tnaben

ber ,^nabcn

ben ^naben
bie ^naben

Adjective declined according to the second

form.

(Nom. sing, e, all other cases, except acc. sing.,

fern, andneut.. cn, fern, and neut. of acc. sing.,e.)

Singular,

the goodfather
Nom. ber gute ^ater
Gen. be^i guten 35ater^
Dat. bem guten 55ater

Acc. ben guten 35ater

the good mother
bie gute 9}?utter

ber guten SDZutter

ber guten utter

bie gute 3??utter

the good child

Norn, ba^ gute ^Inb
Gen. be0 guten .^inbe^
Dat. bem guten iblnbe
Acc. ba^ gute ^Inb

Plural.

the goodfathers

Nom. bie guten 35ater
Gen. ber guten ^ater
Dat. ben guten 58atern
Acc. bie guten 5Sater

the good mothers

bie guten 3)?utter

ber guten 9)?utter

ben guten 3)2uttern

bie guten 3??utter

the good children

Nom. bie guten ^inber
Gen. ber guten .Sinber
Dat. ben guten ^inbern
Acc. bie guten ^Inber

Therefore the second form of the adjective

must be associated with the third declension
of nouns, with the one exception of the e in the
accusative singular, feminine and neuter.

THE THIED FOEM OF THE ADJECTIVE.

The adjective is declined according to the
third form, when preceded by the indefinite

article, eln, clnc, eln (a or an), or by a pos-

sessive pronoun (my, thy, his), mcln, melne,

mein, etc., which are declined like eln, elne,

eln. Here the nominative of the adjective

ends in er, e, e^, the genitive, dative, and ac-

cusative singular are exactly as in the second
form—namely, en

J
everywhere, except the

accusative, feminine and neuter, which end in

e. The indefinite article has no plural
;
but

when the adjective occurs with the possessive

pronouns, mein, beln, etc
,
which can be used

in the plural, the adjective always ends in en,

throughout every case of the plural.

Example of the thirdform.

Singular,

my good brother

Nom. mein guter S3ruber

Gen. melne0 guten 35ruber^
Dat. melnem guten 53ruber

Acc. melnen guten 33ruber

my good sister

Nom. melne gute ©dfinefter

Gen. melner guten 0^mefter
Dat. melner guten ©cljmefter

Acc. melne gute ©cl;mefter

mg good book

Nom. mein gute^ 33ud^

Gen. melne^ guten S3ud)e^

Dat. melnem gnten 3?uc^e

Acc. mein gute^ 55ud;

The following will show the third form in

the plural, as used with a possessive pronoun
(my). All cases end in en.
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Plural.

my good brothers

Nom. meine guten Sriibct
Gen. meiner guten SSruber

Dat. meinen guten 53rubern

Acc. meine guten S5rubet

my good sisters

.
Nom. meine guten ©c|>mefiern

Gen. meiner guten ©cfemeftern

Dat. meinen guten ©c^mejtern
Acc. meine giitcn ©^meftern

my good hooks

Nom. meine guten Silver
Gen. meiner guten Stiver
Dat. meinen guten Siic^ern

Acc. meine guten SSiic^er

Therefore in declining a German adjective,

remember that the first form (mthout article)

is like ber, bie, ba^
;
the second form (with

definite article) like a noun of the third de-

clension
;

the third form (with indefinite

article), nominative et, e, accusative en, e,

)
the rest like the second form.

All genitives and datives of adjectives after

an article or a pronoun end in en.

SECEETS OF SUCCESS.
In spite of the very pardonable boasts of our
trans-Atlantic cousins, there is perhaps no
nation in the world beside our own which
can boast of so many eminent men risen from
the ranks of the people. In every department
of literature, in politics, in commerce, in
science, . and in art, some of the most dis-

tinguished Englishmen have raised themselves
to their high position entirely by their own
exertions, unaided by the advantages of birth,

wealth, or powerful friends.

When we look at this long muster-roll of

men who have thus conquered fame and
fortune, and have made those fickle goddesses
subservient to their will, we are too often
inclined to suppose that they must have been
differently constituted from ourselves, and
must have possessed advantages which are far

beyond our reach. This assumption is a very
natural one, but is it correct ? Is success only
the capricious gift of fate, or is it not rather,
like all things else upon this earth, the reward
of merit, the result of patient toil? A short
consideration of the common characteristics of

successful men will enable us to answer these
questions, and to draw from the answers
encouragement for those who are apt to get
disheartened in the race of life.

One important factor in success is usually
supposed to be that mysterious something
which is called “luck,” without which all

efforts to rise in the world are deemed futile,

while with it they are supposed to be super-

fluous. That there is some slight foundation
for this idea it is difficult to dispute, but if we
inquire into the circumstances which have
surrounded the early career of most successful

men we find that this mysterious luck has been
usually conspicuous by its absence, and that

these men have risen, not through favourable
circumstances, but in spite of unfavourable
ones. On the other hand we frequently hear
it said of some ne’er-do-well, “ Poor fellow !

luck has been against him,” and the explana-

tion is generally accepted as a valid excuse.

Nevertheless, if "the history of such an one be
rigidly inquired into, it invariably is found
that, instead of being the victim of circum-

stances, the individual in question has had
more, rather than less, than his share of what
is ordinarily termed luck. Sum up the history

of the unsuccessful man, and it invariably

amounts to this : golden opportunities neg-

lected, talents wasted, and time squandered,

or at best left unimproved. Not such has been
the history of our most successful men, our
Watts, our Stephensons, our Faradays, Sur-

rounded by peculiarly unfavourable circum-

stances, opposed at every turn by envious
opposition, chilled by poverty and neglect,

these men succeeded by opposing to all

obstacles an indomitable will, a never-failing

patience, and a resistless energy. To the
faint-hearted and despairing we would say
“ Go ye, and do likewise.” Lay aside all such
unworthy superstitions as a belief in luck or

fate implies, and press onward with a determi-
nation to succeed—a determination which
gathers fresh strength from opposition.

Another excuse frequentlymade by those who
have failed to achieve success, or who despair

of making their way in life, is lack of talent,

or ability. If by this is meant that all cannot
rise to the foremost place, it is a perfectly

legitimate plea
;
but to be successful in life

does not necessarily imply the becoming
prime minister or lord chancellor, nor does
it even mean that you should obtain fame
beyond the immediate circle of your own
acquaintances. The successful man is he who
gets the very most out of life, and who uses

his time and opportunities to the very best

advantage. It may never be the lot of any of

our readers “ the applause of listening senates

to command,” but they may by their industry,

their energy, and their probity, gain the

respect of all to whom they are known and
leave behind them a fragrant memory. Man-
kind wull never be reduced to a dead level of

talent, and the doings of some men will remain
miracles to others to the end of time

;
but the

humblest may, and ought to, improve the one
talent that he has, without envying the success

of him who has been gifted with five.

The great secret of success is undoubtedly,
in the first place, the possession of an earnest

purpose and a firm determination to achieve
that purpose, come wffiat may. The ragged
urchin, playing with ploughboys in the fields

which were once the property of his ancestors,

resolves that he will recover the heritage which
his sires have lost. In poverty and obscurity,
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amidst toil, strife, and danger, whilst ruling a
mighty empire, and deciding the fate of kings,
and while suffering from obloquy and neglect,
still he keeps that purpose steadily before him,
and at last achieves his object, and once more
there is a Hastings of Daylesford, And that
which was the secret of the success of Warren
Hastings is the secret which is the talisman of
every successfuh man. One man determines
'that he will make money, another that he will
render himself famous, a third that he will

solve some mighty problem. In every instance
success is precisely proportionate to the tena-
city with which the individual clings to his
purpose.

In considering the career of a successful
literary man—such, for instance, as Lord
Macaulay—we are struck by the amount of
information which has been accumulated by
one individual and stored up in a single brain.
Many youthful aspirants to success feel dis-

couraged and disheartened by the contempla-
tion of such an example. It must, however,
be borne in mind that such a store of learning
has in no case been obtained as a heritage from
another, and that, however great the genius,
however wonderful the memory, the secret

of possession lies, after all, in the days and
nights of patient toil, and the steady persever-
ing labour which has been bestowed upon the
acquisition. He who wishes to obtain know-
ledge must patiently, and often painfully, toil

up the slope to Parnassus, nor must he murmur
if he occasionally find the ascent uncommonly
precipitous.

A most important feature in true success is

thorough honesty of purpose—a consideration
which is unfortunately too often lost sight of.

Nevertheless it is perfectly certain that in

every sense “honesty is the best policy.” A
success founded upon chicanery and knavery
is no real success at all, but a most disastrous

failure. But even when viewed from the low
standpoint of a not very exacting world, it is

very seldom that complete success is achieved
by questionable means. All may seem fair and
prosperous for a time, but sooner or later the
crash is almost sure to come ;

and the more
pretentious the edifice which has been reared,

the more disastrous the failure. It needs but
a glance at the commercial world, and at the
history of some of its most noted men, to find

examples of brilliant careers, which at one
time appeared completely successful, termi-

nating in ignominious failure. The lesson of

such careers is so unmistakable that he who runs
may read, and they serve as beacons to warn
off all who would seek to rise by questionable

expedients. To win true success it is necessary
to be, like Caesar’s wife, above suspicion.

There is, therefore, nothing to discourage
any of our readers from attempting to rise in

the world, and to leave their mark upon the
times, but everything to stimulate them to

exertion. While nothing is more injurious to

self, or more objectionable to others, than self-

conceit, there is too frequently a tendency to

underrate one’s ability, and to neglect oppor-
tunities. Quiet self-confidence, and a belief in

one’s own abilities, are not only perfectly

justifiable, but incumbent upon all. That dull
and unenterprising contentment which is some-
times advocated is a most pernicious condition,
and one for which no warrant can anywhere
be found. Having done our utmost to better
our condition, having conscientiously striven
to mould circumstances to pur will, it is un-
doubtedly our duty to abstain from murmuring
if our success falls short of that which we had
hoped to achieve. But this is quite a different
thing to the dull and apathetic condition of
those who calmly fold their hands and wait
what fortune sends them. Such an attitude is
one, not of content, but of sloth, and indolent
repose.

In endeavouring to rise in the world, and to
secure success, it is necessary to be constantly
on the look-out for opportunities, and to be
ready to take advantage of them when they
arise, for in this often lies the secret of success.
Shakespeare was undoubtedly correct in telling
us that

" There is a tide in the affairs of men.
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune

;

Omitted, all the voyage of their life
Is bound in shallows and in miseries,” •

It is in the judgment and ability shown in
taking the tide when at the flood that the
successful man mainly differs from the unsuc-
cessful. That there have been “mute, inglo-
rious Miltons ” no one doubts, out they have
been inglorious just because they have remained
mute, and have neglected their opportunity to
sing.

Finally, we would remind our readers that,

even if success be problematical, it is nothing
less than their duty to the world, and to them-
selves, to make every effort to render their life

useful; and however limited our sphere, how-
ever few our opportunities, the call of duty is

ringing in every ear, bidding us to
“. . . be up and doing,

Witb a heart for any fate.
Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labour and to wait,”

Arsenic (^contimied).

Oxides of Arsenic.

The first of these compounds is the trioxide,

of which we have already spoken, and which is

formed when arsenic is burnt in air or oxygen.
It is generally prepared by roasting, as it is

termed, the compound known as “arsenic
pyrites.” It exists in two forms—as brilliant

octahedral crystals, and as a vitreous or glass-

like solid, which gradually becomes opaque
and loses a portion of its weight. It is slightly

soluble in water, and the solution may be con-
sidered as containing the true hydrated acid.

One of its salts, sodium arsenite, is used in
calico-pn’nting, and the brilliant pigments
called “ Scheele’s green ” and “ emerald green ”
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are compounds containing arsenic trioxide and
copper. Both are highly poison-

Poisonous soluble arsenites,
oftliearseni es.

their use in colouring wall-

papers, artificial flowers, etc., cannot be too

strongly deprecated. The best antidotes in a

case of poisoning by such compounds are ferric

hydrate and magnesia, both of which form
insoluble compounds with the arsenites.

Arsenic Pentvxide.

This acid may be prepared in the form of a
non-crystalline white powder, which decom-
poses when strongly heated. When dissolved

in water the solution, on evaporation, yields

crystals of true arsenic acid, or trihydrogen

arseniate, whose formula is H3ASO4, which is

therefore, as will be seen, an analogue of phos-

phoric acid, and which, being tribasic, yields

salts (arsenates) corresponding to those already

described under the

head of phosphoric

acid.

Arsenic and Hydrogen.

Arsenic forms with
hydrogen a compound
corresponding in its

constitution with phos-

phuretted hydrogen and
ammonia. It is a colour-

less gas of a foetid

odour, and acts as a
most deadly poison. Its

preparation therefore

demands the utmost
caution, as it may cause

death if inhaled even
in small quantities.

Arseniuretted hydrogen
burns in air with a pale

blue flame, and deposits

metallic arsenic on a
cold body held in the
flame, just as a hydro-
carbon compound, when
burning,deposits carbon
in the solid or uncon-
sumed state under
similar circumstances.

Arsenic, true to its metallic nature, forms a
series of compounds with chlorine, iodine,

and bromine.

Arsenic and Sulphur.

Arsenic disulphide and arsenic trisulphide

both occur naturally—the former compound
being known as realgar and the latter as

orpiment. A third compound, or pentasulphide,
also exists. The attributes of

arsenic are so strongly marked
and characteristic that the

smallest traces of this highly poisonous sub-
stance may readily be detected. It may be
precipitated from its solution in the form of a
sulphide, by the action of sulphuretted hydro-
gen. It may likewise be evolved in the form
of arseniuretted hydrogen by the addition of

zinc filings and sulphuric acid to one of its

solutions. This gas on burning deposits metal-

lic arsenic, under the conditions already speci-
fied.

We have now completed our survey of the
non-metallic elements, or ‘‘ metalloids,” as they
are termed for the sake of distinction—

a

distinction which at first sight may appear
sufficiently obvious, but which is, as we have
stated, rather imaginary than real, the one
class appearing to blend into the other by
imperceptible gradations. Such elements as
fluorine and chlorine, which have but a feeble
affinity for oxygen and a strong tendency to

unite with hydrogen and the metals, may be
regarded as differing most from the latter in
their general attributes, and would therefore
form the extremes of a series that would be
closed by tellurium and arsenic, which are
metals in all but name. Again, as has already
been shown, the elements may be divided into
groups, according to what is termed their

quantivalence, or power
of combining, atom for

atom, with hydrogen.
Those elements which
are capable of combin-
ing with one atom of

hydrogen only are
termed monad or mono-
valent elements. To
this class belong the
elements known as chlo-

rine, fluorine, iodine,

and bromine, together
with the compound or
complex element (if we
may be allowed the
term), cyanogen. These
elements, which depart
most widely from the
character of a metal, are

termed “halogens,” from
the fact of their forming,
with hydrogen alone, a
series of powerful acids.

They may be considered

as forming the first

group of similar or ana-
logous elements.

The second, or dyad
group, may be termed

the oxygen series, and consists of oxygen,
sulphur, selenium, and tellurium. Each of

these elements is capable of combining
with two atoms of hydrogen,
giving rise to a series of com- Divalent

pounds, w’hich are, all of them,
®

analogues of water, such as sulphuretted,

telluretted, and seleniuretted hydrogen.

The next group of trivalent elements, or

triads, may be termed the nitrogen group, and
consists of those elements which, like nitrogen,

possess the power of fixing or combining with

three atoms of hydrogen. These are nitrogen,

phosphorus, and arsenic. Ammonia, containing

as it does three atoms of hydrogen Analogous
combined with one of nitrogen, trivalent com-

has for its analogues phosphu- pounds,

retted hydrogen and arseniuretted hydrogen.

The fourth group consists of elements the

best kncwn of which, carbon and silicon.

EXPEEIMEXT SHOWING AFFINITY BETWEEN ABSENIC
AND CHLOEINE.
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each capable of holding four atoms of hydro-
gen in chemical combination
with itself: marsh gas, or light

carburetted hydrogen, having
siliciuretted hydrogen for its analogue.

An atom, it will be remembered, is the

ultimate or indivisible particle of an element,

and may therefore be defined to be the smallest

portion of such an element that can enter into

any chemical compound
;
while by the term

molecule we designate primarily the smallest

portion of a compound that can exist in a free

state, and in a secondary sense the smallest

portion of an element that can exist under
similar conditions, or take part in a chemical
reaction. For example, the molecule of chlo-

rine, although what is termed a monad element,

is hypothetically assumed to consist of two
atoms; in like
manner phospho-
rus and arsenic are

assumed to contain
four atoms to the
molecule.

The series of
compounds to
which we have
just drawn atten-

tion, as formed by
the different
groups of the ele-

ments with hydro-
gen, find an exact
parallel in those

which they may
form with the other
monad elements.
Thus oxygen, a
dyad element,
which combines with two atoms of hydrogen,
may combine with one atom of hydrogen and
one of chlorine, or two atoms of chlorine, as

the case may be. A triad element, like phos-
phorus or arsenic, which combines with three of

hydrogen, may in like manner combine with
three of chlorine or three of iodine, the same
rule of course holding good for the tetrads.

TiiE Metallic Elements.

COLLECTION OF MARSH GAS-

and the other among the metals. The best

chemical definition that can be
given of a metal is to say that Definiti^ ofa

it is an element which, while
‘

uniting with oxygen and many of the non-
metals, especially the halogens, does not
unite with hydrogen, or with another metal,
to form a true chemical compound. It may
be objected to this definition, that while it

excludes arsenic and antimony, it refuses to

recognise the amalgams as chemical compounds,
although there is perhaps good ground for

considering them as such. All we can say in
reply is, that while admitting that the defini-

tion is not wholly satisfactory, it appears to us
the only one that can be given, and must there-

fore be accepted until, as in these days iS'

lik-^ly enough, a better one can be found.
The whole of the

metals possess
what is termed
metallic lustre, or

the power of re-

flecting light. This
property is, how-
ever, very quickly
lost by some of

these bodies on
exposure to the at-

mosphere, by the
oxidation of their

surface. It may
be remarked that
the affinity of the
metals for oxygen
is in the inverse

ratio of their
specific gravity

—

that is to say, the
lightest metals are those which have the
strongest tendency to unite with that ele-

ment, whilst the heaviest metals are those
which undergo oxidation least readily. The
specific gravity of the metals is, as a rule,,

greater than that of tne non-metals. With the
single exception of mercury, they are all solid

at ordinary temperatures
;

they are opaque,
that is, impervious to light, except when re-

duced to a film of exceeding tenuity
;
they

are all setter conductors of electricity and heat
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Table of Specijic Gravities.

Platinum 21-5

Gold .... 19-3

Mercury 13-6

Lead .... 11-3

Silver .... 10-5

Copper .... 8-9

Iron .... 7-8

Tin .... 7-3

Zinc .... 7-1

Antimony 6-7

Arsenic 6

Aluminium .
2'56

Magnesium .
1-75

Calcium 1-58

Sodium 0-974

Potassium •
. . O'SGo

Lithium 0-593

It will be seen, therefore, that while gold is

nearly twenty and platinum more than twenty
times as heavy as water, some of

Differences^ the metals are actually lighter
spec c gravity,

liquid, the last in the

series having but little

specific gravity.

more than half its

Adjectives—(contimied).

§ 170. Adjectives of Quality : degrees of Comparison :

1, by addition of er, est. 2, Use of more, most.

3, irregular comparisons—(a) of adjectives
proper, (6) of adverbial and prepositional
adjectives.

§ 170. Adjectives of Quality. Comparison.

—

An important use of inflexion remains to us in

the case of adjectives of quality only (except
the indefinite /<?w), by which we express differ-

ent degrees of intensity. The three Degrees of

Comparison, as they are called, are expressed in

three manners: l,by the addition of er and(?6-^

to words of one and occasionally two syllables
;

2. b}^ the use of the adverbs viore and most with
words of two or more syllables

; 3, in the case

of a few adjectives by irregular changes.

1. Er, est.

Positive degree . large, big, bright.

Comparative . . Iswger, bigg^?7’, bright^?’.

Superlative . . \2wgest, bigg^^i^, bright^’^f.

As in the case of inflexions of nouns, these
additions cause some changes in spelling, (a')

When the positive ends in e mute, as soi'e, only
O' and st are added—sorer, sore^^. (V) When
the vowel of the word, or of the second syllable
in the case of two-syllable words, is short and
omaccented the last consonant is doubled, as
big, bigger

;
hot, hotter

;
cruel, crueller : when

the vowel is long, as in bright, great, the flnal

consonant is not "doubled.

There are, however, occasional exceptions to this
rule : m.iimp, grand, fat, all short vowels, we get limpe?*,
grander, but father.

(c) When the adjective ends in y used as a
vowel, as dirty, pretty, shaky, the y becomes i :

dirtier, prettiest, shakiest
;
when y represents a

vowel it remains unchanged, as do'y, dryer
;

gray, grayest.

2. The comparison with more and onost is

becoming more strict than formerly: our older
writersfrequently wrote such wordsas learnedcr,

ancienteo',famousest, where we now write more
learned, more ancient, most famous. With a
few words of two syllables we allow ourselves

to use er and est : simple, simpler, swiplest, and
words ending in y, as happy, etc.

;
words in

which the stress is laid on the first syllable
;

also with a few words in which the stress falls

on the second syllable, polite, divine, politer,

divinest. But even here custom has been capri-

cious, for though we can say exact, exactest, we
may not say cxacter, but onorc exact

;
and while

some use stupidest, hold that most stupid
is correct. The tendency is, no doubt, now to

•the more frequent use of moo'e and most. (I

could not have here said “frequenter” without
offending the readers’ ears !)

A few writers, such as Carlyle and Ruskin, seek to
give emphasis by an unusual use of comparisons,
perhaps akin to the habit found among some older
writers to make use even of double comparisons. Thus
Shakespeare has “ This was the most unkindest. cut of
all” (Julius Caesar, Act III., sc. ii.), and Ben Jonson
“ the most ancientest aaiti finest Grecians.” (Eng. Gram-
mar!)

Some adjectives from their absolute nafure do
not admit of comparison, such as almighty,
triangoilar, do7vnright,full, daily, dead, perfect,

and those formed from present participles, as

running water, a oieighbouring hill. But we
occasionally hear such expressions as “ most
perfect,” “his cup is fuller,” the aim being
still increased emphasis.

3. The words that have irregular comparisons
are the following :

—

Positive. Comparative. Superlative.

(a) good better best

little less, lesser least

many

)

much f

more most

evil, ill, bad worse worst
old elder, older eldest, oldest

late later, lajtter latest, last

[rathe] rather [rathest]

(b') forth [furth] further furthest

far farther farthest

nigh near next
out utter utmost, uttermost
up upper uppermost
in inner inmost
fore former foremost
hind hinder hindmost

The first group of these are strictly adjectives

;

the second are adverbs and propositions in the

positive, which with the addition of compara-
tive and superlative are used as adjectives

;
it

is true all these words, as in the following in-

stances, can be called adjectives, but this is

not their common employ :—he went into a

far country,—tis a oiigh escape, on the pw^-side,

7«-doors, ?7;;-stairs, fore-\e^, wheel. But
we could not say “ an in chamber,” though we
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can say “ an inner chamber ” and “ an inner-

most or inmost chamber.” We may therefore
put them separately.

Of group {a), though good is an Old English
word, there was also anciently a positive hot,

which seems to have dropped out of use except
in compounds

;
host was originally l)ete8t or

heUt. Lesser is a double comparative, less or las

being the original, from which the superlative
las-est and less-st grew into least. As many was
formerly a noun, when it grew into an adjec-
tive it took to itself the comp, and superl.

of much. Much, now the indefinite, was for-

merly the definite adjective micel, great
;
more,

greater
;
most, greatest.

In old church accounts we read of “ the more hell ”
;

more is often found in Middle English contracted to
mo and moe “ Spek no wordes wo” (Chaucee, Canon's
Yeoman's Frol., 1. 693) ; here the comparative bears
the indefinite sense.

Badder has been rarely used
;
morse and

morst are the changed forms of the words used
to compare the Old English word yfel = evil.

Elder and eldest are now only used for
living things

;
they once had a positive eld.

But old, older, eldest, were in Old Eng. eald,

ildre, tldest, and form the only instance re-

maining of a class of adjectives in the old
language which, like the nouns (§ 138) foot,

feet, etc., changed the root-vowel with the
altered sense of the idea. We shall see that
the same thing happens to some of the verbs.

(Modern German possesses many adjectives

which change in a like manner : alt, old, aelter,

aeltest, is one of them.) Latter and last have
grown up more recently than the other forms
(last formed from latest like best from betsf) :

we use later and latest in reference to time,

latter and last in reference to order. Ex.

:

“ the first to come, the last to go ;

” “ the former
number denotes the page, the latter the section.”

Rathe, early, soon, and rathest are now
obsolete

;
the comparative rather, which means

sooner, alone survives, but as an adverb.
Of gi'oup (h), the old degrees of far had no

th, which seems to have come into use from
the confusion otfar withforth ovfurth, whose
comparison is regular. Forth is adverb or
preposition,//??* is adverb or adjective. Thomson
speaks of ‘* the farthest verge of the green
earth ” (adj.), while we exclaim “he has run
furthest, i.e., he has run forth more than
others (adv.).

It may be remarked that the vulgar pronunciation
furrer,furrest {iovfarther, farthest) is near to the Old
Eng. comparative and s,\x\)Qx\a.tiyefurrer, fyrrest.

Near, nearer, nearest, with more seldom
nigh, nigher, nighest, are what we now employ

;

but nigh, near, next, are really the present
forms of the old degrees of one word. The
rest of this group (and others like them) are
prepositions, made into adjectives in the second
and third degrees by the addition, in the second
of er, in the third of a suffix most, which is,

not the mord most, but a double superlative
from Old Eng., often written most, as inne-mest,
then most. Take the word out, and we have
a curious example of change : out is a preposi-

*

tion in “I am out of doors”; in “William
Prynne, utter barrister of Lincoln’s Inn,” we

get it as an adjective in the comparative
degree

;
in “ he strained his voice to the utter

-

mosV we get a double superlative on to a com-
parative in the endeavour to attain the greatest
stress.

XXVI.
Terrestrial Magnetism (continued).

Magnetic intensity varies on- different parts
of the earth’s surface. There is an increase
from the magnetic equator to the poles, and
the intensity increases more rapidly in the
southern than in the northern hemisphere.

Charts of terrestrial magnetism show three
series of lines :

—

Isonoriic, or lines of equal
clination, or variation from the^^^^

magne ism.

geographical north, drawn through all places
where the variations, or declinations, are
similar.

Isoclinal, or lines connecting places where
the angle of dip of the needle is the same.

Isodynamic, lines of equal magnetic intensity.
Declination, inclination (or dip), and magnetic
intensity are known as the three magnetic
elements.

As investigators became convinced that the
movements of the needle depended upon mag-
netism, they exhausted their in-

genuity to discover the mode of Origin of the

action. That the magnetic force
originated in the mass of the earth appeared
to be incontestable. The properties of the
loadstone, or magnetic iron ore, had been known
from remote antiquity, and it was suggested
that vast masses of this mineral might be
located in the centre of the earth, and so
attract the magnetized needle of the compass.
If this mass were of irregular shape, it might
account for the observed variations of direction

and intensity. Another theory was that the
magnetic mass was not in the centre of the
earth, but distant from the centre about one-
seventh part of the radius of the diameter.
Christoph Hansteen, a Norwegian astronomer,
who in 1819 published “Kesearches in Terres-

trial Magnetism,” was inclined to believe that

two magnetic masses of unequal force existed at

the centre of the earth, and that there were
consequently four magnetic poles, two in each
hemisphere. He accounted for the variations

of the needle by supposing that the poles of

each of these terrestrial magnets performed a
revolution around an intermediate line wdth
different velocities. This was, at the best, a
fanciful explanation, and an instance of that

exercise of “ imagination in science ” which
sometimes points the way to brilliant results,

but not uncommonly gives rise to very crude
tlicorizing. Karl Friedrich Gauss, director of

the observatory at Gottingen, who about 1837
invented the magnetometer, and was considered
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by Laplace to be the greatest mathematieian
in Europe, for many years gave unremitting
attention to the investigation of the phenomena
of ten’estrial magnetism. He arrived at the
conelusion that the magnetic force is the
resultant action of all the magnetized particles

of the earth’s mass
;
and he computed that the

magnetic power of each cubic yard of the earth
is equal to that of six steel magnets, each of

one pound weight. This stupenduous force

l)roduced the permanent and regular motion of

the needle; but the different perturbations
exhibited were due to extraneous forces. Gauss
also announced another remarkable conclusion
—that the place of greatest magnetic intensity

does not coincide udth that which is usually
denominated the pole

;
and he suggested that

there might be a diffused space in the northern
hemisphere around which the isodynamic lines

might be drawn, representing, apparently at
least, two centres of greater magnetic attraction.

A theory put forward by other investigators

is that terrestrial magnetism originates, not
in the centre of the earth, but in the shell or

outer coverings in which are the mineral masses.
If the interior of the earth is really in a state

of incandescence, as there is some reason to

suppose, it is impossible that magnetism can
originate there, even if molten metal exists,

because magnetized iron, submitted to a great
heat, is deprived of its magnetic })ower. If

this theory is well founded, it would appear
that Gauss’s estimate of the extent of the

magnetic force known to be exerted must
be reconsidered, as he took the cubic con-
tents of the entire mass of the globe as the

basis of his estimate, whereas the crust only
of the globe—of uncertain thickness, but
bearing only a small proportion to the whole—
can be taken into account. It is known, too,

that metals, particularly iron.
Magnetism of gxist in the atmosphere

;
and

Faraday proved that oxygen gas,

which composes nearly one-fourth of the earth’s

atmosphere, is magnetic like iron : the con-
clusion has therefore been arrived at, that
besides the earth itself, the surrounding atmo-
sphere is a great agent in producing the pheno-
mena of terrestrial magnetism

;
and the

researches of Schwabe, previously mentioned,
show that there is an actual connexion, unde-
fined certainly, but evidently existent, between
the sun and the magnetic condition of the
earth. This may be—doubtless is—the “ ex-

traneous force ” which Gauss supposed to be
necessary to explain the phenomena of varia-

tion.

That certain portions of the solar ray exer-

cise a magnetic influence has been proved by
experiment. In 1814, Morichini, an Italian

investigator, discovered that the violet rays had
this effect

;
and a few years afterwards Mrs.

Somerville magnetized an ordinary sewing-
needle by exposing it to the action of the violet

rays. Faraday’s researches on the subject can
only be mentioned here. He investigated the
action of the magnet on light, and the mag-
netic properties of flame, air and gases, magno-
crystalline action, and atmospheric magnetism.
The attention of Professor Airy, the Astrono-

mer Royal, has necessarily been greatly directed
to the subject, and for many years past the
observations at Greenwich and
other stations have been con- Magnetic

ducted with the most unceasing
®

and laborious accuracy. Since 1840, magnetic
observations have been established in all the
British colonies, at the suggestion and under
the superintendence of Colonel Sir Edward
Sabine, who may be regarded as one of the
highest authorities on magnetic science.

A consideration of some of the better known
properties of magnetism (more fully described

in another department of the Universal
Instructor) will assist us to understand some
of the results which are of leading interest in

respect to physical geography.
The intimate relation—almost, indeed,

identity—of the electric and magnetic force,

has been established. So far back as 1819,

Professor Hans Christian QErsted, of Copen-
hagen, discovered that he could

magnetise a bar of iron by
passing through it a current of

electricity from a voltaic battery. The ex-

periment was shortly afterwards repeated by
Arago, and in 1825 the first electro-magnet

was made. Electricity, in fact, produced
magnetism when a current was made to circle

round a bar of soft iron; and in 1831 Faraday
reversed the effect by showing that magnetism
Avould produce electricity. The electric tele-

graph is the practical result of the first

discovery
;
the magneto-electric machines, by

which electricity is supplied to the electric-

light apparatus, of the other. That our atmo-

sphere is charged with electricity we know,
and that the magnetic force of the earth is

thereby affected may be considered as an
established fact. With almost equal certainty

it may be as-sumed that the magnetism of the

earth reacts on the electricity of the atmo-

sphere. Science is justly jealous of propo-

sitions which cannot be demonstrated—“ no
guessing, show a theorem,” is a valuable

injunction to the student
;
but suggestions as

to the probable extension of the application

of knowm facts are legitimately open to con-

sideration, because of no science can it be

said that its limits are known. The accepted

and practically applied fact that dynamic
electricity is generated by means of the rapid

revolution of permanent magnets, suggests

important considerations. The Gramme ma-
chine, of which we have heard so much lately,

and other magneto-electric machines, induce

electric currents by velocity of revolution,

varying from 300 to 500, or in the case of

some machines, 2000 a minute.

Making 500 revolutions a minute, e^^h’s
^

every portion of the surface of revolution,

a cylinder of a 10-inch machine
would move at the rate of 5000 inches a minute,

and that is sufficient to induce a strong electric

current in the adjacent coils. The rate of

revolution of the earth at the equator is about

17 miles, or 1,077,120 inches, in a minute, so

that every magnetised particle of the earth’s

surface there moves with nearly 216 times the

velocity of the magnets of a Gramme machine
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working at a high velocity. May it not, there-

fore, be inferred, with some probability, that

the earth is not only a stupendous magnet, but
also, in connection with the atmosphere, a
magneto-electric machine of amazing power ?

Conversely, the electrical currents circulating

round the earth may be to the metallic con-

tents of the globe equivalent to the electric

current passing through the coil of wire
enclosing spirally and converting into a power-
ful magnet a bar of soft iron. Till more is

known than at present of the correlation

of forces, the key to all physical science,

we -must be content to conjecture much
;
at

the same time being careful not to leap too
rapidly to conclusions. At present it would
appear that between the atmosphere (itself

affected by solar influences) and the earth,

there is a continual interchange of magnetic
and electrical action, and that light and heat

industries. A similar process appears to be
going on in the interior of the
earth, the result being the deposit I^eposit of

of metals produced by the de-
^

composition by electric force of subterranean
fluids holding them in solution. That terrestrial

magnetism exercises a great influence also ,on the
decomposition of rocks and minerals having a
metallic basis can scarcely be doubted

;
and

that vegetation is greatly affected by electrical
and magnetic phenomena is equally apparent.
At present it would be rash to attempt to

formulate theories; but science is at work
accumulating materials by which, in the not
very remote future, great additions to our
knowledge may be attained.

Some investigators are disposed to attribute
to the powerful electricity of the earth volcanic
eruptions and earthquakes

;
but in the present

state of knowledge it is advisable to accept such

are important factors in the solution of the

great problem.
Another great principle jnust be taken into

consideration—that of induction. When two
electric currents are free to move they en-

deavour to place themselves parallel to each
other, and to move in the same direction. In fact,

one current influences another,and
Induction and magnet influences another,
parallehsm.

magnetized by
contact, and becomes, by induction, capable of

magnetizing other masses of metal. When
magnetized, it possesses polarity, and if un-

impeded will assume a direction parallel to

that of the magnet which influenced it. This

action is continually going on in the earth, as

shown by the tendency to parallelism of veins

of ore, modified, of course, by the restrictions

imposed by intervening substances.

The deposit of metals contained in fluids by
the agency of electricity is very familiar. Elec-

troplating and electrotyping are now great

theories with caution, however great the pro-
babilities are. One writer says :

Earthquakes are results of the probable cause

grander electrical disturbances
quaes,

which from time to time take place in the zone
of rocks immediately subjacent to the earth’s

surface. And in accordance with the parallel

which we establish between the electrical

phenomena in earth and in the atmosphere, we
may aptly describe earthquakes as thunder-

storms in the earth.” The same writer goes

further, and says, “ These subterranean zones

of electric action are, or have been, the regu-

lating cause of the present distribution of land

and sea on the surface of our planet.”

However that may be,—and in previous

articles we have noted facts which appear to

support other explanations,—there can be no
doubt that investigations of the phenomena of

terrestrial magnetism are most im.portantto the

student of Physical Geography.

END OF PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY."
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XXVIII.

Irregular Perfects axd Supines of the
Four Conjugations.

the first conjugation.
In the first conjugation the perfects and
supines end regularly in avl, atum, as amo,
mnavi, amatum, I love, I have loved, to love

;

but we have these exceptions :
—

crgpo, crepui, crepitum, crepare, to creak.
cubitum, ciibare, to lie.

domitum, domare, to tame,
sectum, secare, to cut.
sonitum, sonare, to sound,
vetitum, vetare, to forbid.— tonare, to thunder.

micare, to glitter.

to fold.

to rub,

to assist,

and to

delight.

I
to wash,

( to bathe,

to give,

to stand.

cubo,

domo
s5co,

sono,

veto,

tono,

mico,

plico,

frico,

cubui,

domui,
secui,

sonui,

vetui,

tonui,

micui,

plicui,

fricui,

I
plicitum,

(
plicatum,

frictum,
I

plicare,

fricare.

juvo, juvi, jutum, juvare.

lavo, lavi.

do,

sto,

dedi,

steti.

lavare,

dare,

stare.

lavaturn,

lautum,
datum,
statum.

Note.—Future participles, as a general rule,

are formed from the supines
;
but observe that

(1) Sono has sonaturus.

(2) Seco „ secaturus.

(3) Juvo „ juvaturus, and in compounds
of juvo, juturus.

the second conjugation.

In the second conjugation the perfects and
supines end regularly in ul and Uuvi, as moneo.

momd, moniOm, I advise, I advised, to advise.

The follo^ving are irregular in the perfects and
supines ;

—

Perfect—evi. Snjpine—etum.

deleo. delevi, deletum, delere,
|

toblotout,
’ ’

’
(

destroy,

fleo, fieri. fletum, flSre, to weep.
j

neo, nevi, netum, nere, to spin.
j

(Pleo only in composition.) f to fill up,
i

compleo, -plevi, -pletum, -plere,
)

or com-
{

(
plete.

I

aboleo, abolevi, abolitum, abolere, to abolish. 1

Perfect—i (di). Supine—stun.
|

prandeo, prandi, pransum, prandere,
| j

sedeo, sedi, sessum, sedere, to sit. !

video, vidi, visum, videre, to see,

strideo, strldi, — stridere, \
’

f
roar.

t

With Reduplication in the Perfect Tenses.

mordeo, momordi, morsum, mordere, to bite. !

[
to hang,

I

pendeo, pependi, pensum, pendere,
^
to be in

j

( suspense,
j

spondeo, spopondi, sponsum, spondere,
j |

[
THISG*

j

tondeo, totondi, tonsum, tondere, to shear, I

Perfect—\ (vi). Supine—

caveo,

faveo,

foveo.

cavi, cautum,

favi, fautum,

f5vi, fotum.

moveo, movi, motum

voveo, vovi, v5tum.

cavere,

favere,

fovere,

movere.

to guard one’s
self (against),

to favour,
to cherish or

fondle.

to move, and
compounds,

vovere, to vow.

Perfect— si. Supine—turn and sum.

augeo, auxi, auctum, augere,
|

indulgeo,indulsi,indultum,indulgere, to indulge,
torqueo, torsi, tortum, torquere, to twist,
ardeo, arsi, arsum, ardere, to be on fire,

hffireo, haesi, hassum, haerere, to stick,

jubeo, jussi, jussum, jubere,
maneo, mansi, mansum, manere.

risi, risum.

mulceo, mulsi, mulsum, mulcere,

mulgeo, mulsi, mulctum,mulgere,

rideo,

suadeo,

tergeo,

algeo,

frigeo,

fulgeo,

luceo.

suasi,

tersi,

alsi,

frixi,

fulsi,

luxi.

suasum,
tersum,

lugeo, luxi.

turgeo,

urgeo,

audeo,

gaudeo,

soleo,

ridere,

suadere,

tergere,

algere,

frigere,

fulgere,

lucere,

lugere,

— — turgere,
ursi, — urgere,

The Neuter-Passives.
ausus sum, — audere,
gavisus sum, — gaudere,

solitus sum, — solere.

to order,

to remain,
to stroke
or soothe,

to milk,
to laugh or

smile,

to advise,

to wipe.

to be cold.

j to shine

I
brilliantly,

to be light,

to grieve

for the
dead,

to swell,

to press.

to dare.
.

to rejoice,

to be ac-

customed.

Self-Examination Questions and Exercises.

How are the perfects and supines of the fifst

conjugation generally formed ? What verbs of
the first conjugation seem to have perfects and
supines of the second conjugation ? What seem
to have perfects and supines of the third con-
jugation ? What verbs form their future par-
ticiple not from the supine as usual, but rather
from the infinitive ? What verbs have double
forms in the first conjugation for their supines ?

What is the regular rule in the second con-
jugation for the perfect and supine formation ?

and write out the main exceptions. Write out
the neuter passive and the reduplicated verbs.

Translate into English :

—

Portae urbis striderunt. Se aboliturum esse

cuncta hominum mala pollicitus est. Quot
milites numerum copiarium compleverunt ?

Manserant, ut jussum fuerat, intra suos urbis

fines. Pastor fidus oves totonderat. Patres

nostrae civitatis diu sederant. Hanc gravissi-

mum culpam oculi vidissent. Imbres arborem
auxerunt. Signa hostium in castris pulserant.

Manus torts fuissent. Animi ira maxima
auxerunt. Puer a canibus crudeliter morsus
fuerat. Mater sus filis adeo indulsisse non
debuerit. Talia verba gratissima amico dicere

gavisus est. Vox in gutture hsserit. Romani
exercitus Carthaginum penitus deleverant.
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Lacrymas ortas manu benigna tersit. Faemina
vaccam mulsit. Mortuoram corpora mortalibus
oculis se prjEbere non solita sunt.

Translate into Latin :

—

Having been accustomed to speak well of all,

he had many friends. The flames of fire were
burning at a distance. Time increased the

cares of the father, who loved his children very
much. Do not indulge your evil mind (dat.

case). The limbs of the woman have been
eaten by birds. He will have clung to the

friend whom he held dearest of all. A great

city has been destroyed by a very little fire.

The purple of kings had shone on his shoulders.

Have our sheep been all sheared this year?
He will not, will he, have wiped away the tears

of his mother, his sister, and his wife ?

THE THIRD AND FOURTH CONJUGATIONS.

In the third conjugation the rules for the

perfect and supine are various, depending on
the stem, but with many exceptions.

(1) Verbs with guttural stems

—

si, turn, or sum,
make the perfeet in xi, supine in turn, as

—

dico,

dueo.

dixi,

duxi,

coxi,

dictum,

ductum,
dicere,

ducere,

coquere,

cingere.
coquo, coxi, coctum,

cingo, cinxi, cinctum
sugo, suxi, suctum,
tego, texi, tectum,

‘“S"'
! tinxi, tinctam,

tinguo,
j

’
’ Itmguere,

""g"’ Unxi, unctum,
unguo,j
exstiu'

guo,

traho,

sugere,

tegere,

( unguere,

to say.

to lead.

to cook.

tosurround,
to suck,

to cover.

[
to dip.

toanoint,

(to extin-
stinxi, -stinctum, -stinguere,

|

traxi, tractum, trahere,

veho, vexi, vectum, vehere,

ango, anxi, angere,

ningit, ninxit, ningere,

fingo, finxi, fictum, fingere.

j
to dragor

(
draw,

to carry, to

convey.

I
to vex or

I
throttle,

to snow.

I

to form, to

; invent, or

I feign,

to paint.pingo, pinxi, pictum, pingere,

stringo,strinxi, strictum, stringere, to grasp,

mergo, mersi, mersum, mergere, to sink,

spargo, sparsi, sparsum, spargere, to scatter,

tergo, tersi, tersum, tergere, to wipe,
figo, fixi, fixum,
flecto, flexi, flexum.

necto, nexi, nexum.

figere, to fix.

flectere, to bend.
( to bind or

pecto, pexi,

plecto, plexi.

pexum,
plexum.

nectero,
I

pectere, to comb.
plecterc, to plait.

(2)

Guttural Stem disguised,
fluo, .fluxi, fluctum, fluere, to flow.

struo, struxi, structum, struerc,
| ^construcT

vivo, vixi, victum, vivere, to live.

(3)

Perfect—i (with reduplication). Supine
sum and turn.

pango, pepigi, pactum, pangere, to fasten,

parco, peperci,parsum, parcere, to spare.

pungo, pupugi, punetum, pungere, . to prick,

tango, tetigi, tactum, tangere, to touch,
disco, didici, — discere, to learn,

posco, poposci, — poseere, to demand.

(4)

Perfect—i (with vowel of stem lengthened).

ago, egi,

frango, fregi,

ICO, ici,

lego, legi,

linquo, liqui,

vinco, viei.

actum, agere,' to do or act*

fractum, frangere, to break.

ictum iccre i
,

I treaty),

lectum, legere, to read.

I

to leave,

(lictum), linquere, J

1

compound
I relinquo.

victum, vincere, to conquer.

XXVI.
The Eeign of Elizabeth, Part II.

(concluded).

The state of Ireland at the period at which
we had arrived in our last article was de-
plorable. Though the island had been for

centuries attached to the English
crown, it had never been entirely State of

subdued. From the time of
Henry II. and Earl Strongbow to that of
Elizabeth there had been strife among the
separate jurisdictions and principalities esta-
blished in the island; for the English rulers,

occupied with the affairs of their own country
or of the Continent, were glad to leave the
subjugation of Ireland to private adventurers,
to whom grants of land were given, with the
understanding that they should maintain peace,
by military means, in the districts subject to

them. Under Henry VIII. the new clerical

laws had been extended to Ireland
;
and sub-

sequently the Keformation had been introduced,-

but had met with fieree and determined
opposition, and, indeed, had only made way
among the English colonists in the eastern
portion of the island; in the remainder of

Ireland religious fanaticism was now added to

the other elements of discord. The queen had
during her reign made various efforts to bring
Ireland into a better state, but had met with
very indifferent success. Already, in 1560,
Shane O’Neale, who called himself king of
Ulster, and boasted that he never made peace
with Elizabeth but at her seeking, raised a
rebellion in Ulster. He was pardoned, but
repeated the offence seven years afterwards,

was again defeated, and took refuge with the
Seots, who murdered him. The earls of

Desmond and of Thomond followed in the
footsteps of Shane O’Neale

;
and at last

Hugh O’Neale, nephew of Shane, an able,

unscrupulous man, created earl of Tyrone
by the queen, united the various chiefs

in rebellion against Elizabeth’s Tyrone’s
authority. Tyrone was a skilful rebellion,

chief
;
and his country, with its forests,
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bogs, and marshes, gave him considerable

advantages in the desultory warfare he
adopted. One renowned English leader, Sir

John Norris, died of the vexations of this

harassing strife; another, Sir Henry Bagnal,
perished with fifteen hundred men at Black-
water; and Tyrone, more powerful than ever,

was now at the head of a greatly augmented
force.

It was at this dangerous juncture that
Essex, at his own solicitation, was appointed

Governor of Ireland, with the
^sexm Lord Lieutenant, and

® ^ was sent to reduce that country
to submission. The queen, on this occasion,

relaxed her usual parsimony, and provided
her favourite "svith an army of more than
twenty thousand men. From this great

preparation great results were naturally ex-

pected; and the enemies of the earl, the lords

Nottingham and Cobham, Sir Walter Raleigh,

Sir Robert Cecil, and the rest, were not ill

pleased to see Essex departing on an
enterprise in which they anticipated

a failure that would ruin him in

the queen’s regard. Their ex
])cctations were realized. Essex
found all Ireland in arms
against him. His own men,
reduced by sickness, and
discouraged by various de-

feats, fought feebly. Per-

plexed and enraged, Essex
decimated them in anger
at their cowardice, herein

anticipating the action of

the English ministry of

later times, who, according
to Voltaire’s famous sneer,

killed a British admiral to

encourage the others.” The
soldiers now hated the service

worse than ever, and deserted in

numbers. At the urgent repre-

sentation of Essex, the queen sent

him over a reinforcement of two
thousand men, and now confidently e

expected that Tyrone would be com-
pelled to surrender at discretion. But Essex
agreed to a conference with the rebel chief,

aiTanged an armistice with him, and listened

to proposals of peace, including some very
haughty demands from Tjnone. Elizabeth,

in great anger, wrote to Essex, upbraiding
him for his inefficiency, and commanding him
to remain where he was. Essex, in imitation

of the conduct of his stepfather Leicester

under similar circumstances, hastened to Eng-
land, and made his way to the queen’s ed-

chamber, trusting to the influence of his presence
and excuses to set matters right. Startled and
astonished, the queen received him graciously;
but, with reflection, came renewed anger at
Essex’s disobedience. When the earl saw her
again in the afternoon the queen’s manner was
much changed. She ordered him into the
strict custody of the Lord-Keeper; and had
him examined before the Council. She was
greatly disturbed, her anger striving against
her affection for her favourite. Harrington,

one of her courtiers, says : “When I came
into her presence, she chafed
much, walked fastly to and fro, Di^ace of

looked with discomposure in her
visage, and, I remember, catched at my girdle
when I kneeled to her. She cried out vnth an
oath, ‘ I am no queen; that man is above me :

who gave him command to come here so
soon? I did send him on other business.’
She bid me go home,” says Harrington; “ I

did not stay to be bidden twice. If all the
Irish rebels had been at my heels, I should not
have made better speed.”

Essex behaved for a time with great self-

command, acknowledging his errors, and pro-
fessing his vdllingness to suffer rebuke and
punishment. The queen evidently wished to
humble, but not to ruin him

;
and when Essex

fell ill she despatched her best physicians
to him, declaring that if it were consistent
with her honour she would have visited him
herself. But his enemies were vigilant and

untiring. They filled the queen’s ears
with calumnies against him, and re-

repeated various indiscreet speeches
which the petulant^ Essex had
uttered in anger,* especially
one to the effect

that “ the queen petulance,

was now an old woman, and
had become as crooked in
her mind as in her body”
—a sarcasm Elizabeth was
not likely to forgive. His
successor in Ireland, Mount-
joy, had, moreover, been
successful where Essex had
failed; and this also was
turned to the disadvantage
of the earl by the Cecil

family, Raleigh, and the rest.

For a time Essex, with sore

trouble to himself, curbed his

haughty temper, and maintained
an outward demeanour of humility

and contrition
;
but when the queen

;x. refused to renew the monopoly he had
held of sweet vdnes, on the ground

that “ an ungovernable horse must be stinted

in his provender,” the long suppressed pride

of the spoiled, haughty favourite burst forth;

and, trusting for support to his popularity with
the nation, he entered upon a series of intrigues,

designed to procure the ruin of his enemies,
but speedily resulting in his own.
He entered into a secret correspondence

with James VI. of Scotland, promising to

procure for that prince a declaration acknow-
ledging him as heir to the throne of England.
He made overtures to both Catholics and
Puritans, promising to gain for them increased

liberty when the forcible change he meditated
in the government should take place; and at

length determined to rid himself
of his enemies by open revolt.

He declared his life was in

danger from Cecil and Raleigh; held treason-

able meetings at his house in the Strand; and
on the 8th of February sallied forth, at the
head of two hundred followers, with the
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design of raising an insurrection in the city

of London, securing the person of the queen,
and compelling her to part with her advisers
and alter the system of government.
With drawn swords, and shouting “ For

the queen !
” Essex and his followers rushed

through Ludgate into the city
;

but the

Londoners would not join him; and he re-

treated, discomfited, to his house. Meanwhile
the queen had intelligence of these proceedings.

The spirit of the old lioness rose with the
occasion. She was for gbing into the streets to

confront the insurgents. Essex was proclaimed
a traitor in the city, and £1,000 offered for

his apprehension. He was besieged in his own
house, surrendered, and was conveyed, with his

fellow-conspirators, to the Tower.
Soon afterwards he was put on his trial for

high treason, with his friend and fellow-

conspirator the Earl of Southampton. Both
were found guilty

;
and, indeed.

His tn^ and guilt was apparent
;

but
Bacon, as one of the

e ruary
. lawyers, pressed the case

unduly against Essex, who had been his zealous

and munificent patron and benefactor
;
and

another, Sir Edward Coke, vindictively ac-

cusing the prisoner of irreligion for promising
toleration to a Catholic, was rebuked by the
grave reply of Essex, “ that he did not consider
it an essential part of the reformed worship to

put Catholics, to death on account of their
» religion.” On the 25th of February, 1601,

Essex was privately beheaded in the Tower.
He seems to the last to have expected that the
queen would spare his life

;
and on the scaffold

reiterated the confession of his guilt made
after his condemnation, but neither spoke of
his friends nor of his wife and children. He
was only thirty-three years of age.

There is a well-known story that tells how
VOL. I.

Elizabeth had bestowed on her favourite a ring,

with the promise that if he sent it to her, in the

event of his disgrace, it should procure him
patient hearing and merciful consideration

;
that

when Essex lay in the Tower, a condemned man,
he sent this pledge, as an appeal for mercy, to the

queen, by the countessof Nottingham, the wife of

his inveterate enemy ;
that she detained the ring

at her husband’s instigation
;
and that Elizabeth,

imputing its non-arrival to stubbornness on
the part of Essex, sacrificed him to her resent-

ment; that shortly after, the countess on her

death-bed confessed the fraud to the queen, who
thereupon fell into a deep melancholy, mourn-
ing and weeping for her favourite, in which
state she continued till her death. This story

is of doubtful authenticity, though it is certain

that Elizabeth grieved deeply for her favourite

;

but other reas.ons have been with much proba-

bility suggested, for the ruin of her great and
powerful mind at the end of her

reign. She was nearly seventy
years of age, and had borne the

weight of royalty for considerably more than
forty years. By the death of Essex she lost

much of her popularity; and many whom
she had loaded with benefits were anxious
for her death, that, like Edward the Third’s

courtiers, they might “ hasten to salute the

rising morn” in the person of her successor.

“Ingratitude, more strong than traitors’ arms,”

vanquished her dauntless spirit in the end;

and ’ her melancholy is said to have been
increased by the necessity of granting a pardon
to the rebel Tyrone, who, vanquished b}’

Mountjojq had yet contrived to stipulate for

favourable terms of submission. Sir John
Harrington describes her, not long after

Essex’s death, as utterly unlike her old self;

emaciated, suspicious, and desponding. “ Her
taste for dress was gone

;
she had not changed

52

KENILWORTH CASTLE.
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her clothes for many days. Nothing could
please her

;
she was the torment of the ladies

who waited on her person.” Early in 1603
she had a kind of fit, and afterwards sat for

ten days on the floor, on cushions, in deep
despondency, “generally with her fingers in

her mouth and her eyes fixed on the ground.”
She was entreated by the great lords to name
her successor; and the haughty spirit of the
Tudors flashed up for the last time. “ I will

have no rascal to succeed me,”
said the dying queen

;
“ who

should succeed me but a king?”
And then she designated “ her cousin of Scot-

land ” as the man to wear her crown. . Soon
afterwards she died. She had swayed the

destinies of England during a glorious reign of

forty-five years.

The poet Gray, in his ode “ The Bard,”
represents his hero as beholding in prophetic
vision the age of Elizabeth

as an epoch of glory, con-

soling him by anticipation

for the sanguine cloud that

hung over his country in his

own day. And Gray was
right

;
for never since Eng-

land was a monarchy had
so much of grandeur and
prosperity and progress

been concentrated in the
limits of one renowned
reign. By the assistance

given to the Netherlands in

their heroic
Glories of struggle Eng-
her reign. ,

land vindi-

cated her right to a voice
in Continental affairs

;

while the defeat of the
Armada established her
power to defend herself at
home. The government
was settled on fixed

principles, each estate of
the realm having a defined
share in the administra-
tion of the country’s affairs.

Aylmer, afterwards bishop
of London, in a spirited

defence of female rule in England, writing at
the beginning of Elizabeth’s reign, in reply
to Knox’s “ Blast of the Trumpet against
the Monstrous Regiment of Women,” uses the
following remarkable words :

“ The regiment
of England is not a mere monarchy, as some
for lack of consideration think, nor a mere
oligarchy nor democracy, but a rule mixed
of all these, wherein each one of these has,
or should have, like authority. The image
whereof, and not the image, but the thing
indeed, you shall find in these three estates
—the king or queen, whieh representeth
the monarchy, the noblemen, which be the
aristocracy, and the burgesses and knights the
democracy. If the parliament use their privi-
leges, the king can ordain nothing without
them

;
if he do, it is his fault in usurping it,

and their fault ip permitting it.” Again,
Onslow, the speaker of the House of Commons,

himself, as Solieitor-General, a law officer of

the crown, addressed Elizabeth in 1566 in

words which proved that though the forms
of the imperious queen’s court made it resemble
that of an eastern potentate in the profound
submission outwardly shown to the sovereign,

the nation understood and valued the rights of

liberty which were coeval and coexistent with
the royal authority. “ By our common law%” said

the astute Mr. Solicitor, “although there be for

the prince provided many princely prerogatives

and royalties
;
yet it is not such as the prince

can take money or other things, or do as he
will at his own pleasure without
order, but quietly to suffer his ^^ori^^^
subjects to enjoy their own,
w'ithout wrongful oppression

;
wherein other

princes by their liberty do take as much as

pleaseth them.” The spirit of maritime ad-

venture is a great feature of this reign.

Commerce, discovery, pri-

vate warfare, and piracy
were strangely blended in
the adventurous voyages of
such men as Frobisher,
Hawkins, and Drake, the
last-mentioned of whom
made three voyages round
the world. The adven-
turous sea-dogs of Eliza-

beth were always sure of
their mistress’s counten-
ance and support. “We do
account that he which
striketh at thee, Drake,
striketh at us,” declared
Elizabeth, who always
thoroughly identified her-

self with the aehievements
of her subjects. In the
charter granted in 1600 to

a company of London mer-
chants, giving them the
monopoly of trade to the
East Indies, we have the
origin of the famous East
India Company.
Among the chief parlia-

mentary measures of this

reign were the establish-

ment of the High Commission Court, the Act
for the Uniformity of Common Prayer, the

severe measures against papists, including one
banishing the Jesuits, and the statute ap-

pointing overseers of the poor in the various

parishes, to settle the rates to be levied for

the relief of poverty. This had been pre-

ceded by a very severe enactment for the

banishment of sturdy beggars.

The wealth of the country was greatly

increased by the progress of manufactures,

aided by the arrival of thousands of skilful

and industrious artificers, driven from Flanders

by the tyranny of Philip and Alva. „ ... ,

The cities increased in size. The
nobles leased their lands as farms prosperity,
to men of agricultural skill. The
middle classes became rieh and powerful.
Frugal even to parsimony in many respects,

the queen yet loved fine clothes
;
and the three

LOBD HOWABD OF EFFINGHAM.
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thousand dresses found in her wardrobe after

her death testify to the fact that she would
never part with a costume she had once worn.
Masques, pageants, and shows, often very

unrefined but always very splendid, were
offered by courtiers anxious to propitiate the

queen; the “princely pleasures of Kenilworth,”

immortalized by the antiquarian genius of SCott,

the splendid entertainment offered by the

ambitious Leicester, may be taken as a type of

the hospitalities of the nobles of that day,

when Elizabeth honoured them with a visit.

Education in the higher classes had spread

greatly
;
and an utterly unlearned, person was

at a great disadvantage in the court of

Elizabeth. “ Truly,” says an author of that

day, “ it is a rare thing with us now to hear of

a courtier who hath but his own language
;
and

to say how many gentlewomen and ladies

there are that, besides sound knowledge of the

Greek and Latin tongues, are thereto no less

skilful in the Spanish, Italian, and French, or

in some of them, it resteth not in me. . . .

Which industry,” he piously adds, “ God
continue.” The illustrious names

Great meij. Shakespeare, Spenser, and
Bacon, and the long list of dramatists, poets,

and philosophers that adorn this reign, suffici-

ently attest the literary pre-eminence of the
epoch when “ fierce war and faithful love ”

once more adorn the verse of England “ and
truth severe by fairy fiction dressed.”

XXVI.

Fractions {continued).

Fractions applied to compound concrete quan-
tities.

To find the value of any fraction of a com-
pound concrete quantity :

—

For instance, suppose we want to find the
value of I of (15^. M.)
Now, the meaning of two-thirds of any quan-

tity is that we are to divide the quantity into

three equal parts and then take two of these

parts. So that we must divide 15^. Qd. by the
denominator 3, and multiply the quotient by
the numerator 2 ;

the result is the required
fraction of the quantity.

Thus, f of (15^. U.) = 2 X of 15^. 6^.)

= 2 X = 2 X (55. 2d.) = 10.9. ^d.

Evidently we may if we choose (and it is

sometimes convenient to do so) reverse the

order of the two operations—multiply first by
the numerator and then divide by the deno-
minator.
For I of (15,9. M.) = ^ X 2 X (155. &d.)

= i X 315. = 105.

All this reasoning is applicable to the finding

of any fraction, of any compound quantity.
Hence the following general rule. To find any
fraction of a compound concrete quantity :

—

Divide the compound quantity by the de-

nominator of the given fraction, as in compound
division, and multiply the quotient by its

numerator, as in compound multiplication.

Example 1 :

Find the value of f of (£2 55. \0d.)

5) £2 55. 10^.

9 2 = one-fifth

3

£1 75. 6c?. = three-fifths.

We first find one-fifth of the given quantity,

by dividing it by 5. We then get three-fifths

by multiplying the quotient by 3.

Sometimes, as in compound division, we
must reduce the given quantity to some lower
denomination before we can divide by the

denominator.
For instance. Example 2 : Find the value

of f of £1 or £f.
Here we cannot divide £1 by 7 ;

but reducing

the pounds to shillings we have f of £1 = f
of 205. = ^-s. = 5f5.

Again, to reduce this still further,

1
-5 . = f X 12c?. = ^-d. = ^d.

.*. of £1 = 55. ^d.
Example 3

:

Find value of seven-eighths of 17 days 5 hrs.

4 min. 3 sec.
d h. m. s.

8) 17 5 4 3

2 d 0^
7

. • 15 1 26 2|. Ans.
We get one-eighth by dividing the given

quantity by 8 ;
and then multiplying the quo-

tient by 7, we get the required seven-eighths.

Example 4 : Find the value of (14 tons

6 cwt. 3 qrs.) -f- f

.

Since to divide any quantity by a fraction is

the same as to multiply it by the inverse of the
fraction, the question before us is to find f of

(14 tons 6 cwt. 3 qrs.).

tons cwt. qrs.

4) 14 6 3

3 11 2f

^
32 5 0|. Ans.

To reduce one compound quantity to the frac-
tion of another of the same hind.

This is, in other words, to find what frac-

tional part the first quantity is of the second,

or to find the proportion of the one to the other.

For instance, to reduce IO5 . to the fraction

of £1 is the same as to find what fraction of £1
is IO5 .. ;

in other words, what is the proportion
of IO5 . to £1.
Now, we have already seen that a fraction

expresses the proportion of its numerator to its

denominator. Therefore the proportion of IO5 .

10,9. IO5 .

to £1 is expressed by the fraction or —
which is the abstract fraction the numerator
and denominator being quantities expressed in

the same denomination.
Again, to reduce 3 qrs. 6 lb. to the fraction

of a ton.

3 qrs. 61b. = 901b. )

Iton = 2240 lb. [
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Therefore the proportion of 3 qrs. 6 lb. to 1 ton

is the same as the proportion of 901b. to

22401b., which is the same as the proportion

of the abstract number 90 to the abstract

number 2240, since both numbers refer to the

same denomination.
Hence 3 qrs. 6 lb. expressed as a fraction of

1 ton is -5^^ =
;
or 3 qrs. 6 lb. is -5^ of 1 ton.

We can now lay down this rule for the

reduction of one quantity to the fraction of

another :—Reduce- both quantities to some com-
mon denomination. Take the first quantity for

numerator and the second for denominator.
The fraction so found, when reduced to its

lowest terms, is the required fraction.

If the student does not clearly see the above
reasoning, it may help him to look at it in a
ditferent way.

Since 1 ton = 2240 lbs.,

1 lb. = the P^^^t of 1 ton,

90 lb. = 90 times the P^^t of 1 ton.

~ ^ ton.

Example 1.—Reduce 4hrs. 10 min. to the
fraction of 1 day 1 hr.

4 hrs. 10 min. = 250 min.
1 day 1 hr. = 1500 min.

Both quantities being now expressed in the
same denomination, namely, minutes, the re-

quired fraction is yVttV or i-
In other words, 4 hrs. 10 min. is } of 1 day 1 hr.

Observe, it is a matter of choice what deno-
mination we select to w'hich to reduce both
quantities. All that is necessary is that both
quantities are reduced to theA-«wic denomination.

For instance, since 10 min. = of 1 hr., we
may proceed as follows

:

4 hrs. 10 min. = 4^ hrs.,

and 1 day 1 hr. =25 hrs.

Both quantities are now expressed in hours,
the required fraction is

And if we had reduced both quantities to

seconds instead of minutes, we should not have
been w^rong

;
and in fact the answer would be

the same when the fraction was reduced to its

lowest terms, only w'e should have got at it by
a longer way than was necessary.

Example 2 ; Express £58 13^. id. in pounds
onlv : i.c., we must express 13^. id. as a fraction

of £1.

Now, id. = ^s.

13s. id. = 13^s. And reducing this to the

fraction of £1 we have 13|s. = of £1.

= ^'of £l=|of £l=-£f.

Hence £58 I3s. id. = £58f.

Example 3 : Express

4V of
I
one day — two-thirds of an hour

j

as a fraction of 1 hr. 15 min.
1 day = 1440 min.

f hr. = 40 min.

1 d. —
-I
hr. = 1400 min.,

and 4V of this is = 35.

Also 1 hr. 15 min. = 75 min.
Therefore the required fraction is H or IT*

Exercises.

1 . What fraction of of a guinea is -V- of
half a sovereign ? What ratio does the sum of

these fractions bear to their difference /

2. What is the value of of a sovereign
X 13^, and of f of £1 X ?

3. Find the value of f of £1 -f If of a
shilling + f of a guinea, and reduce the result

to the fraction of 1 3s. 6d.

4. Find the value of (f + f) of £1 + 3s. 2d.

4- f of a shilling.

6.

From f of £1 7s. -}- f of half a guinea take

W of i of £1.

6. Add 4^ of a pole to of a league, and
from the sum subtract f of f of a mile.

7. What fraction of 6 cwt. is 2 cwt. 1 qr. 12 lb. ?

8. What fraction of 19 acres is 4 ac. 2 r. ?

9. Express 5 wks. 3 days 14 hrs. 54 min. as a
fraction of a day.

10. Reduce f of 2 dwts. to the fraction of 1 lb.,

and t of 1 lb. to the fraction of IJ ton, and find

the ratio of the smaller of the two results to

the larger.

11. What fraction of f of 1 lb. Troy is J lb.

Av. ?

12. What part of a second is the
part of a day ?

13. Express of of half a second as a fraction

of 3f weeks.
14. Reduce of a sq. in. to a fraction of

half a sq. yd.

15. Which is the greater, f of 3600 seconds,

or of f of a day ?

A?isn:c7's.

1. m, Hh 2. £4 14s. S\d. (nearly), 6s. 8^-

-ftlf- i- 1^- 2^. 5. £1 6s. llfd (nearly).

6. 4 fur. 39 p. 2 yds. 7. ff. 8. 1^. 9.

40. -2-017, ratio = -r^j. 11. 12.

43. 44. 15. The latter, by
hour.

XXVIII.

Study ox the Declension of Adjectives.

bonbon ifl eine gro^e, fc^one, unb tetc^e

loiin'-donn ist i~ne groos'-se sliee'-ne 'iint ry'-che

©tabt. 3n ben tanqen unb breiten ©tra^en
statt in dane lang'-en iint hry'-ten straE'Sen

finb ?dbcn, tnorin fof^bare Saaren ju

zint lay'-den vo'-rinn kostf-hah-re vah'-ren tsoo

fcben ftnb. :0ie S^egierung be^ guten,

zay'-en zint dee ray-gear'-ung des goo'-ten

fab man ben liebenben Skater. S'Japo^

zaK 7nan dane lee'-lend-en fali'-terr nali-po'-

teon bet @rfle mat ffug, tbatig, unb
lay-on dare airi''-ste vahr Mooch tay'tich wit

febt bfttfcbfutbtig- 2)er fc^Iaue

zairr hairsch'-znech-tich dare shlou'-e fooks ist

atten .^bnig^ @eorg, mar eine febr lange.

al'-ten koe'-nichs gay-org' vahr i'-ne zair lang'-e
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Qin treuer ^reunb bteibt in ©efa^ren treu.

ine trorj'-err froind blypt in ge-fahr'-en troy

alte ©pric^mort fagt: ©itfe^ Saffer
dass al'-te spricli'-voi't zaacht zucsz'-cs vas'-ser

urtb guter ftnb oft ju 0^tffe treuer,
unt goot'-er raht zint offt tsoo shif-fc toy'-err

3n jeb’em gutigen fa|e be^ tangen Srtefe^
inyay'-demgue'-ti-gen zatzedes lang -en hreef-es

burcb feme 2:u(fe gefd^rtt^. Gin grober
durch zy'-ne tue'-ke ge-fayr'-lieli ine grow' -her

i?to^ brauc^t einen groben ^eiL ©title
klotts hrowcht i!-nen grow'-hen kile stiV-le

SBaffer gtunben tief. Staue 53erge, griine
vas'-ser grunn'-den teef hlow'-e hairr-ge grue-ne

2:riften, bunfte ©tetfcber finbet man in ber
trif-ten dunk'-le glet'-shcrrfind'-et man in dare

©c^meij. 2)a^ fc^mere |)er5 mitb nicbt

shvyts dass shvair'-e liairrts veert nicht

bur^ Sorte leic^t. f^nn bir bie |)anb
doorch vorr'-te lycht ich kann deer dee hant

nic^t geben, bteib bu im emigen ?eben,
nicht gay'-hen blipe doo im ai'-vich-en lay'-hen

bu guter ^amerab. :Der ittare meife
doo goo'-ter kah-me-rahd' dare klah'-re vy'-se

23ein ber au^ bem S3runnen quittt, ift ein

vine dare onss dame hrun'-nen qnillt ist me
guter 2Bein fiir ^inber. (£in fteiner 5)?ann,

goo'-terr vinefiner Mnn'-der ine kly'-7ierr mann
ein gro^e^ ^ferb, ein furjer Strm, ein

ine gross'-es pfiayrt ine koorts'-err arrrn ine

tanged ©c^mert, mu^ ein^ bem anbern
lang'-es shvairt muss ejjns dame an'-derm

:^etffn> ^Wit grofem ©anfe na^)m ber tujt=

hell'-fien nnit grom'-sem dank'-e nahm dare lust-

ige -^nabe ba^ fc^bne S5uc^ metc^e^ fein

i'-ghe knah'-he das schoe-ne hooch vel'-chcs zinc

gutiger ^reunb i^m gab. ?ange^ @ra^
gue'-ti-chcrfiroint eem gahp lang'-es grass

md^ft ut ben meiten (Ebenen 5tfien^. 3J?it

veoet in dane vy'-ten ay'-he-nen ah'-zi-ens mit

fii^nem 2)Zut^ focbt ber braoe ©otbat
kuc'-nem moot fiocht darehrahJ-vezolld'-aJit

gegen bie mitben f^einbe feine^ 35ater=

gay -gen dee vill'-den fine'-de zy'-nes fiah'-ter-

tanbe^. 9J?ein tieber ^reunb ©ie ^aben
land-es mine lee' -her froind zee hah!-hen

bier einen argen ^ebter gemacbt. ^u
here i'-nen arr'-gen fayl'-lei'r ge-macht' in

einem offenen ^ta^e ber ©tabt ^aartem
i'-nem of'-fe-nen gdaH-ze dare statt haar'-lem

ftebt bie bob? Sitbfdute be^ berubmten
stayt dee ho'-e hild'-zoy-le des her-iiem'-ten

?oren3 Softer. !0ie ^ofe ift eine fcbdne

lore'-entz kos'-ter dee roh'-ze ist i'-ne schoe'-ne

Stume. (Sin 2}?anu fam einmat in eine

hloo'-me ine mann kahrn ine'-nmhl in i'-ne

fteine ©tabt, unb fagte er b«iif finen

klxj'-ne statt unt zaach'-te err het'-te i'-nen

grunen (Efet ju oerfaufen. (Ein2:beit ber

grue'-nen a^fi-zel tsoofer-cow'-fen ine tile dare

SSereinigten ©taaten non 9?orb=2tme=

far-i'-nich-ten stah'-ten fon nord-ah-may'

-

rifa ift ein groped ebene^ Sanb, mit
ree-kah ist ine gross'-es ay'-he-nes land mit

breiten gtufTen. ©er frifcbe Slnbticf einer
hry'-ten fiues'-sen dare frish'-c an'-hlik i'-ner

naben Ouette in ber b^if^n SBiifte 2tra^

nah'-en kwel'-le in dare hy'-sen rues' -te ali-rah'-

bien^ bringt neue^ ?eben in bie ermatte^
hy-ens hringt noy'-es lay'-hen in dee er-mat' -tr-

im ©tieber be^ miiben Sanberer^. '
ED? it

ten glee'-der des muc'-den van'-der-ers mit

grofem StZutb unb riibmticbem ^teife burcb
gross'-em moot unt vucm!-lich-enfiy' -se durch

freujten bie atten ©eefabrer ba^ unbe=
kroitz'-ten dee alt!-en zay'-fah-rer das un'-hc-

fannte 9}?eer. ©er ©amum ober ©iftminb
kann-tc xnairr dare zah'-moom oh'-der gift'-vint

ber SBiifte mirb burcb bie grofen Sogen
dare vues'-te veert doorch dee gross'-en voh! -gen

oon gtiibenbem ©anb bie er mit ficb fiibtt

fon glue'-en-dem zant dee airr mit zich jfuert

gefdbrticb.

ge-fayr'-lich

VOCABULARY.

ber ?aben,’ the shop
dare lah'-den

bie Saare (pi. en> the ware
die Vah'-re

foftbar, costly, expensive
host'-ha hr

bie Stegierung,^ the rule, reign, or government
dee ray-gear'-ung

bteiben, (imp. btieb, past par. gebtieben),

hly'-hen bleep ge-hlee'-hen
to remain

bie ©efabr (pi. en), danger
dee ge-fahi''

ba^ ©pricbmort^ (bie ©pricbworter),. the pro-

dass sprich!-vort [verb

©uf, sweet
zues

ber 9tatb,^ the counsel
dare raht

ber ©a^ ^ (pi. ©d^e), the sentence
dare zats • •

ftug, sagacious, clever

klooch

t()dtig,® industrious, hard-working
tay'-tich

berrfcbfiicbtig/ ambitious
hairrsh'-zueeh-tich

fc^tau {ow pronounced as in noxo), sly

shloiv'

bie 2:ucfe, malice
dee tue'-ke

grob,® rough, coarse

grop

ber ,^tot3 (pi. .^totje), the log

dare klotts kloet'-se

braucben” (imp. braucbte, past part, gebraucbt),
hrow'-chen hrowch'-te ge-hron-cht'

to want or require

ber ^eit (pi. e), the wedge
dare kile

griinben, to found, grunben, to have a foun-

gruen'-den [dation or bottom, thus, to run
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bie Xtift (pi. en), the valley

dee trifft

bet ©Ictfc^er, the glacier

dare glett'-sJterr

bie Switzerland

dee shvyts

ba^ (gen. be^ |)er5en^, pl. bie |)erjen), the

dans luLirts [heart

fc^Wer, heavy, diffieult

shvaire

tei(^t, light, easy

lycht

ethig, eternal, everlasting

ay'^vich

bet i^amerab, the eomrade
dare hah-me-rakd'

ba^ ©c^wert (pl. ©c^werter), the sword
dass shvairt ahrairt'~cr

^elfen" (imp. ^atf, past part, ge^olfen), to help

helV-fen liaUf ge-holV-fen

ber Sinbere, the other

dare an'-de-re

bet !Danf,‘^ thanks
dare dank

luflig {us pronounced as in puss)

^

merry
lus'-tick

njad)fen (imp. past part. gett)ad[)fen), to

rax'-en voox ge-vax-en
grow

bie (Sbene'^ (pl. en), the plain

dec ay'-he-ne

2ifien," Asia
ah'-zi-en

ber iD?Utb (no plural), courage
dare moot

fecbten (imp. focbt, past part. gefo4)ten), to fight

fech'-ten focht' ge-foch'-ten

ba^ 3SaterIanb, the fatherland

dass fall'-ter-land

arg/* bad
arrg

ber ^ebler, the fault

darefayV-ler

fteben (imp. flanb, past part, geflanben),
stay'-en stand ge-stan'-den
to stand

bie S3itbfdute/° the statue
die bild'-zoy-le

beriibntt/’ celebrated, famous
be-rueint'

ber 2:|)ei['® (pl. e), the i)art

dare tile

bie 35ereinigtcn ©taaten, the United States
dee fer-ine'-ich-ten staid-ten

ber 2inblicf, the aspect, the sight
dare an'-hlik

bie SBilfle (pl. en), the waste, desert
dee mie'-ste

ermattet/® exhausted
er-ma,t'-tet

ba^ @Iieb (pl. er), the limb, the member
dass gleed

mube, tired

mue'-de

rubntti(b/ praiseworthy
ruem'-lich

©urtbfreusen (imp. burcbfreujte, past part.

durch-kroit'-sen durch-kroits-te

burcbfreujt), to traverse, to go to and fro,

durch-kroitst [cruise

bet ©eefabrer, the navigator (seafarer)

dare zay'-fah'-rer

unbefannt, unknown
un’-he-kannt

ber ©antum, the simoom
dare sah’-moom

ber @ift=ttjinb, the poison-wind
dare gift-vint

bie SBoge/' the wave, billow

dee voh'-ge

gtilbenb, glowing (with heat), red hot
glue: -end

gefdbrticb, dangerous
ge-fairt-lich

OBSEEVAtlOKS,
* Ber Laden, the shop, makes the plural with the d

—die Laden. Bie Lade, the shutter, makes die Laden.
“ Bie Regierung is a word of foreign origin : regieren,

to rule, from the Latin regere.

^ Bus Spricivort, from sprechen, to speak, and dag

Wort, the word
;
a proverb or word frequently spoken.

* Ber Rath (pl. die R&the), also means in German
the councillor

;
der Stadt-rath, the town-councillor ;

der
Jugtiz-rath, the councillor of justice

j
der Geheim-rath,

the privy-councillor, etc.

® Satz, from gctzcn, to set
; words set down in order.

® Thdtig, from die That, the deed; full of deeds,
active.

’ Herrsch giichtig, from herrschen, to govern, and
sucken, to seek

;
seeking to rule.

* From grab comes the English word “ gruff.”
® Brauchen, besides “to want” or “require,” signi-

fies also “to use ”
: Bin Buck konnte ich brauchen, das

andere war unbrauchbar, One book I could use, the
other was useless.

Names of countries are generally neufer; B’as
sehone FranTcreich, das reiche England,—beautiful
France, rich England. Bie Schweiz, Switzerland, and
die Tiirkei, Turkey, are exceptions.
“ The old English form “ holpen ” (hath holpen His

servant David), is from geholfen.

Ber Bank has no plural form
;
but we use the

word Banksagungen (thank-sayings) for expressions
of thanks.

Bie Ebe^ie, the plain, from eben, even, flat.

“ The possessive case is often formed with s, with
names of towns and countries Asien’s Kuste, the coast
of Asia

;
Hamburg's Thoren, the gates of Hamburg.

Arg, bad, is used personally, relating to character

;

Schlecht is more general. Ein schlechtes Messer, a bad
knife.

” Beriihmt, celebrated, famous, from derRuhm (room),
fame.

Theil occurs as a word of two genders : Ber Theil,

the part; das Theil, the share. “ tlnd konnte nicht ein-
mal mein Theil in Frieden essen," And could not even
eat my share in peace.—Goethe’s Faust.

Ermattet, participial adjective, from matt, ex-
hausted, played out ; hence Schach-matt, check-mate.

Burch-kreuzen, from durch, through, and kreuz,
cross—to go across and across. Thus also die Kreuz-
fahrer, the Crusaders (crossfarers).

Bie Wage and die Welle are both “ the wave ”
; but

Welle may be a great or small wave, Woge is a great
wave or billow.
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Alphabet, Round-liand small. Pen. UOO
Alphabets, Small-hand. Pen. UOO
Ammonia. Chem. 389
Ammonia, Liquified, A use for. Ch. 388
Ammoniacal Gas, Generation of. Ch. 389
Ammonites Humphresianus. Gtol. 780
Anemone Coronaria. Bot. Ii20

Anemone, Wood Bot. 553
Angular Hand. Pen. 592
Animal Life, Distribution of. Phys. Geog. 696, 728
Anne, Queen, Autograph of. Pen. 151
Antenna of Cockchafer. Microscope. 735
Anticlinal Curves. Geol. 55
Apothecia. Bot. 797
Apparatus for lowering temperatures in using liquified

ammonia. Ch. 288
Apple. Bot. 713

Ararat, Mount. Anc. Hist. 533
Arc of the Meridian, Measuring an. Astr. 376
Arctic Circle, Northern Lights in the. Phys. Geog. 785
Area, Measures of. Ar. 530
Arithmetic, i. 6 ; ii. 50

;
iii. 52 ; iv. 84 ; v. 124 ;

vi. 1.54
;

vii. 181; viii. 213; ix. 250; x. 283; xi. 309; xii. 346 ;

sdii. 373 ;
xiv. 430 : xv. 462 ;

xvi. 509 ; xvii. 530 ;

xviii. 566 ;
xix. 601 ;

xx. 633 ;
xxi. 662 ; xxii. 698 ;

xxiii. 726 ;
xxiv. 762 ;

xxv. 786 ;
xxvi. 819

Arithmetic, Concrete. Ar. 213
Armada, The Spanish. Mod. Hist. 625
Arsenic. Ch. 773
Arsenic and Chlorine, Affinity between, illustrated. Ch.

808
Artesian Well, Section of. Phys. Geol. 598
Article, The. Fr. Pr. 2, 47, 73, 141, 166
Arum. Bot. 621
Assyria and Babylonia, Map of. Anc. Hist. 97
Assyria, Revolts in. Anc. Hist. 353
Assyria, The last two gi-eat Kings of. Anc. Hist. 583, 616
Assyrian and Babylonian Empires. Anc. Hist. 97, 131,

163, 199, 232, 271
Assyrian Conquest of Syria. Anc. Hist. 299
Assyrian Conquests. Anc. Hist. 335
Assyrian Empire, Decline and Fall of the. Anc. Hist.

653, 680
Assyrian Empire, The Second. Anc. Hist. 396, 431
Assyrian lion weight. Anc. Hist. 132
Assyrian palace. Entrance to an. Anc. Hist. 585
Assyrian palace. Interior quadrangle of. Anc. Hist. 165
Assyrian palace. Ruins of an. Anc. Hist. 681.

Assyrian warriors. Procession of. Anc. Hist. 565
Asterophyllites. Geol 576
Astrology the foundation of Astronomy. Asir. 20

Astronomy, i. 20 ; ii. 48 ;
iii. 80 ;

iv. 109 ; v. 144 ;
vi. 161

;

vii. 203 ; viii. 227 ; ix. 255 ; x. 305 ;
xi. 339 ;

xii. 375 ;

xiii. 403 ;
xiv. 439 ;

xv. 468 ; xvi. 507 ;
xvii. 541

;

xviii. 568 ;
xix. 603 ;

xx. 627 ; xxi. 657 ;
xxii. 700 j

xxiii. 720 ;
xxiv. 767 ;

xxv. 788.

Atmosphere, The. Ch. 183.

Atomic Theory, Dalton’s. Ch. 82
“ Attack ” in Singing. Mus. 150
Augsburg. Mod. Hist. 181
Autographs, Celebrated. Pen. 739, 763, 151, 317, 765
Baboon and Dromedary. Phys. Geog. 729
Babylon, Mound covering ruins of. Anc. Hist. 353
Babylon, Scene near the site of ancient. Anc. Hist. 737
Babylon, The last days of. Anc. Hist. 716, 737
Babylon, The plains of. Anc. Hist. 336
Babylonia and Assyria, Map of. Anc. Hist. 97
Babylonian and Assyrian Emphes. Anc. Hist. 97, 131,

163, 199, 232, 271
Babylonian cylinders. Anc. Hist. 132
Babylonian Historical Cylinder. Anc. Hist. 98
Babylonian Temiile, Mound enclosing ruins of. A nc. Hist.

353
Balloon, Mode of filling a. Ch. 296
Bath,'The City of. Ch. 705
Bayer, Notation of. Astr. 439
Beauty, Hogarth’s line of. Pen. 140
Benedictine Monk, a. Mod. Hist. 155
BeiTy, Section of a. Bot. 713
Bible of the Reformation, Tlie. Mod. Hist. 152
Bider, Floret of. Bot. 621
Bird, Secretary. Phys. Geog. 728
Blowpipe, The. Ch. 159
Blushwort. Boi. 659
Bode’s Law. Astr. 604
Bone, Mould from an old. Microscope. 735
Borneo, Scene in. Phys. Geog. 308
Boron. Ch. 772
Botany, i. 8 ;

ii. 44 ;
iii. 76 ;

iv. 103 ;
v. 135 ;

vi. 167

;

vii. 193 ;
viii. 223 ;

ix. 264; x. 291 ;
xi. 327 ;

xii. 356 ;

xiii. 392 ;
xiv. 419 ; xv. 452 ;

xvi. 480 ;
xvii. 516 ; xviii.

548 ;
xix. 591 ;

xx. 620 ;
xxi. 648 ;

xxii. 670 ;
xxiii. 712 ;

xxiv. 743 ;
xxv. 776 ;

xxvi. 795
Brackets, On the use ol Arith. 786
Branch and flower. Bot. 393
Bremen. Mod. Hist. 280
Brilliant, Facets of a. Ch. 83
Bromine. Ch. 705
Brooks and Rivers. Phys. Geog. 512
“Brothers, The.” Ger. 61
Bryum. Bot. 797
Cabomba. Leaf of. Bot. 292
Cacti Phys. Geog. 597
Cambrian and Lower Silurian Rocks. Geol. 412
Cambrian Rocks. Geol. 364
Candle Flame, Construction of a. Ch. 157
Canterbury Cathedral. Mod. Hist. 555
Capital Letters. Pen. 398, 428
Capstone Hill, Ilfracombe. Geol. 557
Capsule, Three-celled. Bot. 713
Carbon. Ch. 424, 488, 524
Carbonic Acid, Experiments with. Ch. 525, 581
Carbonic Acid, Pouring on a Lighted Taper, Ch. 185
Carboniferous Rocks, Section of. Gent. 501
Carboniferous System. Geol. 499, 528
Cardinal Wolsey. Mod. Hist. 516
Carre’s Freezing Machine. Ch. 525
Case in German. Ger. 39
Case in Latin. Lai. 969
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Cassini, Discoveries of. Astr. 375, 403

Casting Plate Glass. Ch. 71*0

“ Castle by the Sea, The.” Ger. 242

Cataract on an American river. Phys. Geog. 51*5

Caxton Type. Pm. 681*

Cedars of l^banon. Anc. Hist. /*S5

Celestial Globe. Astr. 1*1*1

Ceratites nodosus. Gtol. 609
Ceres, Discovery of. Astr. 628
Chalk, Organisms from. Geol. 160
Chamomile. Bot. 621

Character. Fr. Co. 206
Charcoal, Wood. Ch. 1*25

Charles V., The Reign of the Emperor. Mod. Hist.

247, 280, 312, 344
Cheiiotherium, Tracks of the. Geol. 520
Chemistry, i. 40 ; ii. 82 ;

iii. 117 ;
iv. 147 ;

v. 183 ;
vi. 209 ;

vii. 260 ;
viii. 296 ;

ix. 324 ; x. 359 ; xi. 388 ;
xii. 424 ;

xiii., xiv. 4SS ;
xv. 524 ;

xvi. 561 ;
xvii. 579 ;

xviii. 623 :

xix. 641; XX. 676; xxi. 705 ;
xxii. 748 ;

x.xiii. 771;
xxiv. 807

Cliina, Manufacture of Porcelain in. Ch. 773

Chirographic Curve. Pm. 1*00

Chlora, Leaves of. Bot. 357
Chlorine. Ch. 643, 676
Chlorine, Arsenic and. Affinity between illustrated. Ch.

803
Chlorine, Generation of. Ch. 325
Chlorine, Preparation of. Ch. 61*1

Chord Positions in Music. Mas. 035
Chords in Music. 3Ius. 606
Cidaris Clavigera. GcoL. SOO
Circsea. Bot. 6!*D

Civil Service mid other hands. Pen. 5SS
Civil Service, Hainiwriting approved for. Pen. 59
Cladonia. Bot. 797
Clefs in the Staff Notation. Mus. 371
Cliffs, showing strata. Geol. 55
Climate. Phys. Geog. 544, 571, 596
Clock, Astronomical Invention of the. Astr. 305
Cloth Measure, Table of. Ar. 510
Club Moss. Bot. 776
Coal Fields, Britisli sketch map of. Geol. 500

Coal Gas. Ch. 488
Coal Gas, manufacture of. Ch. 1*89

Cockchafer, Antenna of. Microscope. 731*

Columbus before tlie Diet at Salamanca. Mod. Hist. I*

Combustion and Heat, Ch. 117,147
Comet, Halley’s. Astr. 21

Comet of 1811, The Great. Astr. 789

Common Measure, Greatest. Ar. 601
Common Multiple, Least. Ar. 633
Compeirative size of the sun as seen from the planets.

Astr. 1*01*

Compass Card and Points. Phys. Geog. 735

Compass of Voices. Mus. 96
Compasses, Ancient. Pm. 613
Conjunction, The. Eng. Gr. 438
Consonants, Pronunciation of. Fr. Pron. 351 et seq.

Constantinople from the Bosphorus. Mod. Hist. 35
Continents and Islands. Phy. Geog. 277, 307
Conversation, The Art of. Fr. Co. 751
Coral, Various forms of. Phys. Geog. 277
Coral rag, Heraicidaris Intermedia. Geol. 725
Corollas, Different shapes of. Bot. 1*11

Corona, Solar eclipse with. Astr. 721

Correcting Proofs, The Art of. Pen. 556

Corresix>iiding Clerk’s Hand. Pm. 1*93

Court Hand. Pen. 585
Creeping Soft G rass. Bot. 621
Cre.ss. Bot. 611
Cretaceous System, The. Geol. 7£0
Crocus. Bot. 6z2
Cryptogamia, The. Bot. 713
Cubic Measure. Ar. 566; Table of, 557
Culture, and how to obtain it. Fr. Co. 774
Cuneiform Characters. Anc. Hist. 67
Cuiieiform IiLscription. Anc. Hist. 31
Cup'.essus fastigiata. Bot 163
Currant. Bot. 61*9

Curves u.seJ in Writing. Pen. 399
Cyanogen. Ch. 748
Daffodil. Bot. 61*9

Dalton’s Atomic Theory. Ch. 82
Damascus. Ava:. Hist 301
Dandelion. Bot. 713
David’s Tower at Jerusalem. Anc. Hist. 233
Davy, Sir Humphrey. Ch. 1*2

Days and Months. Ar. 463
Declension in German. Ger. 40

Decomposition of water by electricity. Ch. 209
Decussate Leaves. Bot. 358
Deities, Egyptian. Anc. Hist. 30
Delft Haven. Mod. Hist. 661*

Delta of the Ganges. Phys. Geog. 130
Denudation, On. Gegl. 198, 240, 287
Deserts. Phys. Geog. 437, 473
Devonian System, TTie. Geol. 455
Dialects of English. Eng. Gr. 259
Diamonds, Artificial. Ch. 84
Diamonds, The facets of. Ch. 83
Dionaea, Leaf of. Bot. 293
Dipterus—double-winged. Geol. Ill*

Diphthongs, Pronunciation of. Fr. Pron. 251, 274, 314
‘ Dirt Bed,’ Purbeck

;
Mautellia, and Nidiformis from the,

Geol. 725
Dissonances, Common, in Music. Mus. 635
Distillation of Water. Ch. 210
Division, Compound. Ar. 34<5, 373. Exercises in, 373
Division of Fractions. Ar. 662, 786
Division, Simple. Ar. 155, 181. Exercises in, 182, 183
Dorstenia. Bot. 713
Dover, The Shakspeare Cliff at. Phys. Geog. 208
Drake, Sir Francis. Mod. Hist. 793
Dromedary and Baboon. Phys. Geog. 729
Dry Measure, Table of Ar. 62u, 648
Ear training. Mus. 189
Earth, Configuration of the Surface of the. Phys. Geog.

369.

Eai'th, Diagrams of the. Phijs. Geog. 26, 27
Earth, Evidence of spherical form of the. Phys. Geog.

26
Earth, The, its form, dimensions, and density. Phys

Geog. 26, 71 ;
in relation to the Sun. Astr. 22

Echino cactus. Bot. 328
Eclipse, Solar, with Corona. Astr. 721
Economy of Time, The. Fr. Co. 793
Education as an investment. Fr. Co. 55
Edward VI., Reign of. Mod. Hist. 503, 535
Egmont, Mount, New Zealand, Phys. Geog. 369
Egypt, Conquest of. Anc. Hist. 583, 616
Egyptian army. Gathering an. Anc. Hist. 653
Egyptian Deities. Anc. Hist. 30
Egyptian Vulture. Phys. Geog. 728
Eisleben, Market place at. Mod. Hist. 313
El Kas’r, on the site of ancient Babylon. Anc. Hist. 200
Element, The nature of an. Ch. 41.

Elizabeth, Queen, Handwriting of. Pen. 1*29

Elizabeth, Reign of. Mod. Hist. 730, 752, 791
Elk of North America, The. Phys. Geog. 697
Elm, Branch of. Bot. 101*

Embellishments in Music. Mus. 533
Eminent Men, Handwriting of. Pm. 347
Endogenous plant. Bot. 137
Endogenous stem. Section of an. Bot. 136
English, Dialects of. Eng. Gr. 259
English

,
Foreign elements in. Eng. Gr. 230

English Grammar, i. 15 ;
ii. 43; iii. 63, 106; iv. 138 ;

V. 172; vi. 201; vii. 230; viii. 258; ix. 295; x. 330;
xi. 366 ; xu. 386 ;

xiii. 438 ;
xiv. 457 ;

xv. 489 ; xvi. 518 ;

xvii. 559 : xviii. 582 ;
xix. 618

;
xx. 646 ;

xxi. 674 ;

xxii. 710 ;
xxiii. 756 ;

xxiv. 798 ;
xxv. 810

English, Its kinship to other languages. Eng. Gr. 64
English Language, Historical Skitch of the. Eng. Gr

138, 172, 201
English Language, “Periods ” of the. Eng. Gr. 258
Engrossing, specimen of. Pm. 588
Entering clerk’s hand. Pm 1*92

Erfurt, Luther’s Cell at. Mod. Hist. 90
Escurial, The, Madrid. Mod. Hist. 217
Etymologv. Eng. Gr. 386, 438, 519, 559, 582, 618, 646,

674, 710, 756
Eudiometer, The. Ch. 260
“ Evening Greeting.” Ger. 190
Exeter. Mod. Hist. 537
Exogenous stem, Section of an. Bot. 136, 137
Expression, General Principles of. Mus. 586 , •

Expression, Musical. Mus. 532
Eyepiece of the transit instrument. Astr. 31*2

Facets of a brilliant, 83-, of a diamond. Ch. S3
Fawkes, Guido, Autograph of. Pen. 11*1

Fern from Upper Shale, Scarborough. Geol. 721*

Fern, S^xirangia of a. Bot. 776
Ferns. Bot. 776
Field Horse-tail. Bot. 777
Fifteenth Century, The, and its teachings. Mod. Hist.

4, 34

I

Fig, Sycamore. Bot. 713
Fluorine. Ch. 705
Flutes and Trombones, Ancient. Mus. 220
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Figures in writing. Pen. UOl
Fir, The. Bot. 8
Fit for? What am I. Fr. Co. 576, 609
Flamborough Head. Geol. 2h0
Flea (pulex initans) magnified. Microscope. 733

Flood Tablet in British Museum. Anc. Hist. 133
Florence. Mod. Hist. 2kB
Flower, The. Bot.

'

392, 419, 452, 480, 516, 548, 591
Flower and Branch, Bot. 393
Flowering Plants. Bot. 76
Flowers, Monopetalous. Bot. 592
Flowers, On. Bot. 44
FoUicles. Bot. 673
Follicles of Larkspur, Bot. 713
Forces, Volcanic. Phys. Geog. 337
Foreign Elements in English. Eag. Gr. 230
Forget-me-not. Bot. 621

Fossil Tree-ferns. Geol. 577
FossUiferous Strata, Seilimentary and, Table of. Geol.

289
Foxglove. Bot. 552
Fractions. Arifk. 634, 662, 699, 726, 762, 786
Francis I. of France, Successors of. The. Mod. Hist.

663, 692
French Grammar, Preface 2 ;

Lesson i. 2 ;
ii. 47 ;

iii. 73

;

iv. 102 ;
V. 141

;
vi. 166 ;

vii. 195 ;
viii. 234 ;

ix. 262 ;

X. 301 ;
xi. 322 ;

xii. 362 ;
xiii. 422 ;

xiv. 482 ;
xv 550 ;

xvi. 590; xvii. 614 ;
xviii. 678 ;

xix. 722 ;
xx. 765

French Grammar, Exercise i. 47 ;
ii. 47 ;

iii. 48 ;
iv. 75 ;

V. 102 ;
vi. 102 ;

vii. 143 ;
viii. 143 ;

ix. 166 ;
x. 196

;

xi. 234 ;
xii. 235 ;

xiii. 262 ;
xiv. 262 ;

xv. 262 ;
xvi. 301 ;

xvii. 302 ;
xviii. 302 ;

xix. 323 ;
xx. 323 ;

xxi. 362 ;

xxii. 423 :
xxiii. 482 ;

xxiv. 483 ;
xxv. 551 ;

xxvi. 551 ;

xxvii. 615 ;
xxviii. 615 ;

xxix, 723 ;
xxx. 723 ;

xxxi.

766 ;
xxxii. 767

French Grammar, Key to Exercises i-v. 390 ;
vi-xi.

450 ; xii-xvi. 522 ;
xvii-xxi. 666 ;

xxii-xxvi, 771 ;
xxvii-

xxxii. 803
French Pronunciation, i. 20 ; ii. 57 ;

iii. 92 ;
iv. 115 ;

V. 156 ;
vi. 186 ;

vii. 217 ;
viii. 251 ;

ix. 274 ;
x. 314

;

xi. 351 ;
xii. 378 ;

xiii. 406 ;
xiv. 442 ;

xv. 502 ;
xvi. 534 •

Friendly Counsellor, The. The Gate of Manhood
19 ;

Education as an Investment 55 ;
Perseverance 78 ;

The Student as Subject 170 ;
Character 206 ;

The
TraveUing Student 238 ;

Mercantile Life 290, 368, 394,

426, 466 ;
The Art of Observing 486 ;

Prejudice and its

Efl'ects 515 ;
Work and Overwork 570 ;

What am I fit

for? 576, 609; Scope and Limit of the Intellectual

Powers 651 ; Impulses of Genius 685 ;
The Art of Con-

versation 751 ;
Culture : Ilow to obtain it 774 ;

The
Economy of Time 793 ;

Secrets of Success 806
Frobisher, Martin. Mod. Hist. 793
Fruit, The. Bot. 650, 670, 712
Fruit of Compositse. Bot. 713
Gabled and his astronomical discoveries. Astr. 163, 203
Ganges, Delta of the. Phys. Geog. 130
Gas in solution, experiment showing. Ch. 581
Gate of Manhood, The. Fr. Co. 19
Gaza. Anc. Hist. 532
Gender in German. Ger. 39
Geneva. Mod. Hist. 180
Genius, The Impulses of. Fr. Co. 685
Gentian. Bot. 672
Geographical Features Illustrated. Phys. Geog. 101
Geography, Physical,^!. 25; ii. 71; iii. 100; iv. 129;

V. 174 ;
vi. 207 ;

vii. 245 ;
viii. 276 ;

ix. 307 ;
x. 337 ;

xi: 369 ;
xu. 408 ;

xiii. 435 ;
xiv. 471 ;

xv. 496 ;
xvi. 512 ;

xvii. 544 ;
xviu. 571 ;

xix. 596 ;
xx. 632 ; xxi. 659

;

xxii. 696 ;
xxiii. 728 ;

xxiv. 760 ; xxv. 784 ;
xxvi. 811

Geological Formations, sketch map of. Geol. 688
Geology, Lessons in, i. 17 ; ii. 53 ;

iii. 88 ; iv. 113

;

V. 158 ;
vi. 197 ;

vii. 240 ;
viii. 287 ;

ix. 319 ;
x. 365 ;

xi. 412 ;
xii. 455 ;

xiii. 499 ;
xiv. 528 ;

xv. 574 ;
xvi. 607 ;

xvii. 687 ;
xviii. 724 ;

xix. 780 ;
xx. 800

German, Lessons in, i. 23 ;
ii. 38 ;

iii. 60 ;
iv. 86 ;

v. 119 ;

vi. 146; vu. 189; vui. 211; ix. 242; x. 278 ;
xi. 318;

xii. 342 ;
xiii. 384 ;

xiv, 414 ;
xv. 447 ;

xvi. 470 ;

xvii. 506 ;
xviii. 546 ;

xix. 562 ;
xx. 630 ;

xxi. 055 ;

xxii. 689 ;
xxiii. 715 ;

xxiv. 746 ;
xxv. 778 ;

xxvi. 804 ;

xxvii. 820
Geiman Text Hand. Pen. 589
Germany and the Reformation. Mod. JHst. 89, 121,

151, 179, 214
Ghent, The Town Hall of. Mod. Hist. 355
Giant’s Causeway, The. Geol. i7
Gibraltar. Phys. Geog. 509
Glacier, An .tVJpine. Geol. 320
Glass and Porcelain, Manufacture of. Ch. 750
Glass Plate, Casting.- Ch. 759
Globe, Celestial. Astr. 551

Globes, Construction of. Phys. Geog. 100
Grammar, Compirrative, The Teachings of. Eng. Gr. C5
Grammar, Definition of. Eng. Gr, 43
Grammar, Descriptive and Historical. Eng. Gr. 44
Grammar, English, French, German, Latin. See English,

French, German, Latin.
Grammar, Meaning of the term. Eng. Gr. 16
Grammar, Universal and Particular. Eng. Gr. 43
Grammar, Uses of. Eng. Gr. 16
Grammatical Teims. Eng. Gr. 63
Granite Rock at Carlsbad. Geol. 89
Giaptolites. Geol. 512
Gymnostachyum verschaffelti. Bot. 265
Haarlem, Stadtholder’s house at. Mod. Hist. 665
Haarlem, View of. Mod. Hist. 5
Halley’s Comet. Astr. 21
Hamath, The Modern Hamah, Anc. Hist. 397
Handbells, Ancient. Mus. 96
Handwriting, Hereditary Character of. Pen. 317
Handwriting, Individuality of. Pen. 317
Handwriting of Eminent Men. Pen. 347
Handwriting of Queen Elizabeth. Pen. 529
Handwriting, Sizes of. Pen. 268
“ Hangers,” “ Pothooks,” and. Pe-n. 192
Harmony Analysis, Exercises in. Mas. 667
Harmony, The Common Things of. Mas. 606, CCS
Harper, Ancient. Mus. 705
Hawkins, Sir John. Mod. Hist. 792
Hazel, Catkins of. Bot. 621
Head-voice, The. Mus. 95
Heat and Combustion. Ch. 117, 147
Heavens, A plan of the. Astr. 59, 80
Hemicidaris Intermedia, Coral rag. Geol. 725
Henry VII. of England, The reign of Mod. Hist. 380,

416
Henry VIII. delivering the Bible to Cranmer. Mod.

Hist. 505
Henry VIII. of England, The reign of. Mod. Hist. 380,

416, 444, 475
Herbarium, Preparation of an. Bot. 9
Hercules, Nebula in. Astr. 505
Hereford. Mod. Hist. 517
Heischel, Astronomical Discoveries of. Astr. 569, 603
History, Ancient, i, 29 ;

ii. 66 ;
iii. 97 ;

iv. 131 ;
v. 163

;

vi. 199 ;
vii. 232 ; viii. 271 ;

ix. 299 ;
x. 335 ;

xi. 352 ;

xii. 396 ;
xiii. 431 ;

xiv. 463 ;
xv. 484 ;

xvi. 520 ;,

xvii. 552 ;
xviii. 583 ;

xix. 616 ;
xx. 653 ;

xxi. 680
xxii. 716 ; xxiii. 737

History, Modern, i. 4 ;
ii. 34 ; iii. 89 ;

iv. 121 ; v. 151

;

vi. 179 ;
vii. 214 ; viii. 247 ;

ix. 280 ;
x. 312 ; xi. 344 ;

xii. 381 ;
xiii. 416 ;

xiv. 444 ;
xv. 475 ;

xvi. 503

;

xvu. 535 ;
xviii. 563 ;

xix. 599 ;
xx. 624 ;

xxi. 663

;

xxu. 692 ;
xxiii. 730 ;

xxiv. 752 ;
xxv. 791 ;

xxvi. 815
Hogarth’s Line of beauty. Pen. 140
Holyrood Palace. 3Iod. Hist. 753
Honey-lapping apparatus of the wild sea-bee. ^licrO’-

scope. 733
Hop Plant, The. Bot. 517
Horned Viper. Phys. Geog. 728
Horse-chesnut, Branch of. Bot. 193
Horse-chesnut Tree. Bot. 558
Horse-tail, Field. Bot. 777
Horse-tail, Marsh. Boc. 777
Horse-tail, Sylvan. Bot. 777
Hot Springs in New Zealand. Phys. Geog. 596
House-leek. Bot. 356
Human Race, Distribution of the. Phys. Geog. 760
Humphresianus, Ammonites. Geol. 780
Hyacinth, The. Bot. 76
Hydrochloric acid. Preparation of. Bot. 677
Hydrogen. Ch. 324
Hydrogen and Carbon, Compounds of. Ch. 488
Hydrogen, Apparatus for generating. Ch. 297
Hydrogen, Blowing bubbles with. Ch. 361
Hydrogen, Phosphuretted. Ch. 651
Hypnum. Bot. 797
Inebriation, Degrees of. Phys. Geog. 510
Indo-European Languages, Table of. Eng. Gr. 103

Inflexion and Accidence. Eng. Gr. 519 et seq.

Inscription, Cuneiform. Anc. Hist. 31
InteUectual Powers, Scope and Limit of the. Fr. Co. 651
Interjection, The. Eng. Gr. 438
Introduction, 1

Investment, Education as an. Fr. Co. 55
Ipswich. Mod. Hist. 517
Islands and Continents. Phijs. Geog. 277, 307
Israel in Captivity. Anc. Hist. 717
Jam, Mould from. Microscope. 735

Jane Seymour. Mod. Hist. 565
Jerusalem, David’s Tower at. Anc. Hist. 233
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Jerusalem, View near, Anc. Hist. 552
Jerusalem, Walls of. Anc. Hist. 55J
Jorullo, Volcano of. Phr/s. Geog. 3J7
Jovian System, The. Astr. 205
Juno, Discovery of. Astr. 629
J.upiter, Appearance of. Astr. 376
Jupiter, Observations on. Astr. 767
Jupiter, Orbit of. Astr. 156
Jura Mountains, Anticlinal and Synclinal Cm'ves of the.

Geol. 55
Kepler’s First Law, illustrated. Astr. 162
Kepler’s Laws. Astr. 161
Kepler’s Second Law, illustrated. Astr. 205
Key, Change of. Mus. 448
Key, How to find the. Mus. 478, 511
Key, Pitching the. Mus. 189
Key Signatures Mus. 410
Knight in Armour, A Mod. Hist. 5
Knox, John. Mod. Hist. 752
Labyrinthodon, restored. Geol. 520
Ladies’ Penmanship. Pen. 59
Land and Water, Proportions of. Phys. Geog. 129
Land, Proportions of, to water. Phys. Geog. 129
Language, Diversities of. Hng. Gr. 43
Languages, Indo-European, Table of. Eng. Gr. 108
Larch Cone. Bot. 755
Larch Tree. Bot. 558
Larkspur, FolUcles of. Bot. 713
Larynx, 'The. Mus. 37
Latin, i. 32 ;

ii. 68 ;
iii. 69 ;

iv. 99 ;
v. 134 ;

vi. 177 ;

vii. 226 ;
viii. 253 ; ix. 254 ;

x. 284 ; xi. 286, 326 ;
xii.

327, 354; xiii. 332; xiv. 383 ;
xv. 402; xvi. 434; xvii.

434 ; xviii. 474 ; xix. 537 ;
xx. 573 ; xxi. 595 ;

xxii. 638 ;

xxiii. 669 ;
xxiv. 702 ;

xxv. 735 ;
xxvi. 755 ;

xxvii. 782 ;

xxviii. 814
Latitude and Longitude, Lines of. Phys. Geog. 71
Latitude, Degrees of. Phys. Geog. 71

Laughing Giis, method of Inhaling Ch. 560
Leaf, Binate, and tendril. Bot. 195
Leaf, Compound. Bot. 168
Leaf, Fan-veined. Bot. 193

^

Leaf, Net-veined. Bot. 169
Leaf, Simple. Bot. 169
Leafless plant. Bot. 78
Leaves, The. Bot. 167, 193, 223, 204, 291, 327, 356, 392
Leaves, Alternate and opposite. Bot. 356
Leaves, Decussate. Bot. 358
Leaves, Deeply serrate. Bot. 225
Leaves, Doubly pinnate. Bot. 195
Leaves, Entire. Bot. 225
Leaves, Group of. Bot. 105
Leaves of Chlora. Bot. 357
Leaves, Piiuiatifid. Bot. 170
Lebanon, Mount, View on. Anc. Hist. 300
Ledger Clerk’s Hand. Pen. 593
Legume, closed and opened. Bot. 672
Leipsic, Town-hall at. Mod. Hist. 312
Length, English measure of. A rith. 509
Letters, Capital. Pen. 359, 350
Letters, Classification of. Pr. Pron. 23
Letters, Elementaiy forms of. Pen. 112, 150
Letters, Irregpilar. Pen. 316
Letters, Key to formation of. Pen. 358
Letter-writing, The art of. Pen, 526, 555
Liassic Strata. Geol. 687
Light, The velocity of. Astr. 507
Lily, White Water. Bot. 55
Limestone made up of Corals. Geol. 197
Limestone slab, with stems, etc., of encrinites. Geol. 18

Linden-tree, Branch of. Bot. 621
Linden-tree, Leaf and flower of. Bot. 169
Line of Beauty, Hogarth’s. Pen. 140
Linear Measure, Table of. Arith. 510
Liquefaction of carbonic acid. Ch. 525
Liquid Measure, Table of. Arith.
Liverwort. Bot. 797
Loch Leven, View on. Geol. 556
London, Old, View of. Mod. Hist. 381
Longitude, Degrees of. Phys. Geog. 71
Longitude and Latitude. Phys. Geog. 71

Luther aflixing his ninety-five theses. Mod. Hist. 91
Luther and his wife. Mod. Hist. 153
Luther’s house at Frankfort. Mod. Hist. 123
Luther’s room at Erfurt. Mod. Hist. 90
Madrid, The Escurial. Mod. Hist. 217
Magdeburg. Mod. Hist. 280
Magnesium wire burned in oxygen. . Ch. 325
Ma^etism, Terrestial. Phys. Geog. 784
Major and Minor Modes. Mus. 266
Malvern, View near. Geol. 321

Manhood, The Gate of. Fr. Co. 19
Mankind, Races of. Anc. Hist. 66
ManteUia Nidiformis. Geol. 725
Mai>s, Construction of. Phys. Geog. 100
Marabou. Phys. Geog. 728
Marigold. Bot. C49
Mariner’s Compass, Card and Points. Phys. Geog. 785
Mars, Appearance of. Astr. 377
Mai-s, Observations on. Astr. 707
Marsh horse-tail. Bot. 777
Mars, Telescopic Appearance of. Astr. 229
Mary I. of England, Reign of. 3Iod. Hist. 563, 5ft9

Mary, Queen of Scots. Mod. Hist. 601
Mazarin. Mod. Hist. 693

' Measure, Cloth, Table of. Ar. 510
Measure, Cubic. Ar. 506
Measure, Dry, Table of. Ar.
Measure, Greatest Common. Ar. 601
Measure, Linear, Table of. Ar. 510
Measure, Liquid, Table of. Ar.
Measure, Square, Table of. Ar. 531
Measures of Length, English. Ar. 509
Measures of Solidity. Ai’. 566
Measures of Surface. Ar. 530
Measures of Time. Ar. 462
Measures of Weight. Ar. 374
Measuring an arc of the meridian. Astr. 376
Mediterranean, On the shores of the. Phys. Geog. 176
Melon, Water. Bot. 713
Meninon, The vocal. A nc. Hist. 585
Mendip Hills, Section across the. Geol. 18
Mendips, Structure of the. Geol. 17, 53
Mercantile Life, On. Fr. Co. 290, 368, 394, 426
Mercury, Observations on. Astr. 722
Meridian, Measuring an arc of the. Astr. 376
Messina. Mod. Hist. 281
Metamorphic Rocks. Geol. 159, 197
Meteoric Showers. Astr. 59
Mexico, View in. Mod. Hist. 625
Mezereum. Bot. 629
Microscope, A compound. 650
Microscope, Objects for the. Preparation of. 732
Microscope, The. 639
Millet-grass. Bot. 621
Mineral Water Manufactory. Ch. 525
Minor and Major Modes. Mas. 266
Minor Planets, Motion of. Astr. 783
Modes, Major and Minor. Mus. 266
Mongolians. Phys. Geog. 760
Monograms, Celebrated. Pen. 709
Months and Days. Ar. 463
Moon, Astronomical views regarding the. Astr. 700, 720
Moon, Attraction of the. Phys. Geog. 276
Moon, Mountains of the. Astr. 701
Moon, Parallax of the. Astr. 110
Moon, Phases of the. Astr. 81-

Moon, Telescopic appearance of the. Astr. 550
Moose of North America, The. Phys. Geag. 697
More, Sir T., and his family. Mod. Hist. 576
Mosasaurus Camperi. Geol. 801
Moss, Club. Bot. 776
Moss, Scale. Bot. 797
Mosses. Bot. 778
Mould from an old bone. Microscope. 735. From jam, 735
Mountain Ranges, Typical formation of. Phys. Geog. 370
Mountains. Phys. Geog. 408, 435
Mountains, Degrees of Inclination in. Phys. Geog. 510
Mountains, Formation of. Phys. Geog. 573
Mouth, The, in Singing. Mus. 95
Mulliauser’s Key. Pen. 358
Multiple, Least Common. Ar. 633
Multiplication 124, 155 ;

Table 125 ; Exercises in 125, 154.

Ar.
Multiplication, Compound 310 ;

Exercises in 311. Ar.
Multiplication of Fractions. Ar. 662, 762
Music, i. 11, 12 ;

in. 36 ;
iv. 94, 126 ;

v, 150 ;
vi. 187

;

vii. 220 ;
viii. 265 ;

ix. 303 ;
x. 332 ; xi. 371 ;

xii. 410 ;

xiii. 448; xiv. 478; xv. 511; xvi. 532; xvii. 586; xviii.

606 ;
xix. 635 ;

xx. 667 ;
xxi. *668

;
xxii. 703 ;

xxiu.

718 ;
xxiv. 742

Music in Common Life. Mus. 11
Music, Physics of. The. Mus. 668
Music, Vocal, Common Forms of. 3Ius. 713
Musical Instruments, Ancient. Mus. 12
ilusical Study, Hints for. Mus. 742
Narcissus. Bot. 392
Nautilus Danicus. Geol. 801
Nebulae, The. Astr. 404
ebulai in Orion and Perseus. Astr. 505, 506
ebulae in Sobieski’s Shield. Astr. 657
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Needle Rock cavern, Phys. Geog. [t.97

Nepenthes, Leaf of. Bot. 292

Nepenthes, Plant of. Bot. 293

Neptune. Astr. 769

Neptune, Discovery of. Astr. 770, 788

Nettle, Flowers of. Bot. 5hd
Newton, Sir Isaac, Researches of. Astr. 440, 468

Nigetta Sativa. Bot. 673

Nile, On the banks of the. Phys. Geog. 177

Nineveh, Entrance to king’s palace at. Anc. Hist. 65
Nitric Acid. Ch. 362.

Nitric Acid, Experiment to obtain. Ch. 360

Nitrogen. Ch. 325
Nitrogen Dioxide. Ch. 359
Nitrogen Monoxide. Ch. 359
Nitrogen Pentoxide. Ch. 359
No-Ammon, Ruins at. Anc. Hist. 617
Northern Lights in the Arctic Circle, Phys. Geog. 7SU
Notation, Arithmetical. Ar. 7

Notation, Astronomical, of Bayer. Astr. 439
Notation, Musical, An introductory. Mas. 12

Notation, Roman. Ar. 50

Noun, The. Fr. Gr. 166, 195, 234, 262, 301, 322

Noun, The. Eng. Gr. 295, 519, 559, 582, 618, 646

Nova Zembla Landscape, A. Phys. Geog. UOS
Number in German. Ger. 39.

Number in Latin. Lat. 69
Numbers, The Science of. Ar. 6
Oak, Branch of the. Bot. 9

Objects for the Microscope, Preparation of. 3Iicrosco;pe.

732
Observing, The art of. Fr. Co. 486
Ocean, The. Phys. Geog. 174, 207
Ocean-beds, Ancient. Phys. Geog. 473
Ocean Currents. Phys. Geog. 245
Ocean Currents illustrated. Phys. Geog. 2ltU

Old English Alphabet. Pen. 5S9
Oldhamia antiqua. Geol. 305
Onion bulb. Section of. Bot. 77
Oolitic Strata. Geol. 724
Opegrapha. Bot. 796
Organ of the fourteenth century. Mas. 333
Orion, Great nebula of. Astr. hOO
Ornament in Music. Mas. 533
Ornameutal Writing. Pem. 460, 492, 611, 707
Orrery, An. Astr. U68
Orthoceratite. Geol. 413
Orthography. Eng. Gr. 457, 489, 518
Oxygen. Ch. 325
Oxygen and Carbon, Compounds of. Ch. 524
Oxygen, drawn from air by combustion. Ch. 185
Oxygen, The Generation of. Ch. 1^2

Palaeozoic fish, trilobites, etc. Geol. 288
Pallas, Discovery of. Astr. 629
Palm, Dwarf. Phys. Geog. 596
Palm tree. Bot. 76
Parallax of the Moon. Asti-. 110
Parasitic plants. Bot. 76
Parhelia. Astr. 21
Parmelia Parietina. Bot. 796
Parsley. Bot. 19U
Passion-flower. Bot. 26U
Pawnee in War Dress. Phys. Geog. 761
Pen, How to hold the. Pen. 110, 60, 111
Penarth Beds. Geol. 607
Pence Table. Ar. 213
Penmanship, i* 13; ii. 58; iii. 110; iv. 140; v. 192;

vi. 236 ;
vii. 268 ; viii. 316 ;

ix. 347 ;
x. 398 ; xi. 428 ;

xii. 460 ;
xiii. 492 ;

xiv. 526 ; xv. 555 ; xvi. 588 ;

xvii. 611 ; xviii. 644 ;
xix. 683 ; xx. 707 ; xxi. 739

;

xxii. 763
Penmanship, Ornamental. Pen. lU
Periwinkles. Bot. 593
Permian System, The. Geol. 530, 574
Perseus, Cluster in. Astr. U05
Perseverance. Fr. Co. 78
Philip II. of Spain and his times. Mod. Hist. 624
Phosphorus. Ch. 623, 641
Phosphorus, Combustion of. Ch. 32U
Phyllodia, Acacias with. Bot. 225
Physics of Music, The. Mus. 668
PimpemeL Bot. 620, 6U9
Pine, The. Bot. 8
Pine Cone. Bot. 7kU, 7k5
Plains. Phys. Geog. 437, 471
Planets, Minor, Motion of Astr. 738
Planets, Minor, The. Astr. 788
Plato Glass, Casting. Ch.- 7li9

Plesiosaurus, The. Geol. 2U0
Plutonic Rocks. Geol. 113

Polypody. Bot. 777
Poppy. Bot. ttZ2, 713
Poi-celain and glass, Manufacture of. Ch. 750, 771
Porcelain in China, Manufacture of. Ch. 773
“ Pothooks” and “ Hangers.” Pen. 192
Prejudice and its Effects. Fr. Co. 505
Preposition, The. Eng. Gr. 387
Press, Ancient. Pen. 685
Prickly Pear, The. Bot. 596
Primrose, The. Bot. 77, 620
Primrose, Pistil of. Bot. 45
Printing Office, Ancient. Pen. 7hl
Projection for a Map of Europe. Phys. Geog. 102
Pronoun, The. Eng. Gr. 330, 674, 710, 756
Pronoun, The. Lat. 434
Pronunciation of Latin. Lat. 68
Proofs, The art of correcting. Pen. 556
Pulex irritans magnified. Microscope. 733
Punctuation. Pen. 526
Punctuation in German. Ger. 39
Purbeck “Dirt Bed,” Mantellia Nidiformis from the.

Geol. 725
Quadrant, Astronomical. Astr. 3L1
Quantity, Rules of. Fr. Pron. 158
Queen Mary of England. Mod. Hist. 565
Quill Pen Mending. Pen. 612
Races of Mankind. Anc. Hist. 66
Reduction. Ar. 213, 250, 288. Exercises in, 211, 251, 283
Reduction of Fractions. A?'. 662, 698

*

Reformation, Germany and the. Mod. Hist. 89, 121,
151, 179, 214

Region of Perpetual Snow. Phys. Geog. 572
“ Reward, The.” Fr. Co. 778
Richard III., Autograph of. Pen. ILl
Richelieu. Mod. Hist. 692
Right Ascension, illustrated. Astr. 3k0
Rivers and Brooks. Phys. Geog. 512
“ Robbers, The Three.” Ger. 318, 385
Rocks and their Classification. Geol. 88
Rocks, Cambrian and Lower Diluvian. Geol. 364
Rocks, Metamorphic. Geol. 159, 197
Rocks, Plutonic. Geol. 113
Rocks, Sedimentary. Geol. 114
Rocks, Volcanic. Geol. 113
Roman Catholic Archbishop, A. Mod. Hist. 505
Rome, w'ith S. Peter’s and the Castle of S. Angelo. 3Lod.

Hist. 2k8
Root and the Stem, The. Bot. 103
Root, Fibrous. Bot. 106
Root, Tuberous. Bot. 107
Roundhand, small alphabet. Pen. WO
Ruscus. Bot. 328
Rutherford’s experiment. Ch. 15U
Safety Lamp, Davy’s. Ch. IW
St. Alban’s Abbey. Mod. Hist. 445
Salts and Acids. Ch. 359, 388
Sandstone, Old Red. Geol. 455
Sandstorm in the desert. Phys. Geog. W7
Sargon, The warlike reign of. Anc. Hist. 463, 484
Sarracenia, Leaf of. Bot. 292
Satellite, Transit of a. Astr. 377
Saturn. Astr. 769
Saturn and his rings. Astr. WU
Saturn, appearance of. Astr. 378, WU
Saturn, observations on. Astr. 768
Saturn, Telescopic appearance of. Astr. 228, 229
Saurians, restorations of. Geol. 528
Scale moss. Bot. 797
Scale, The, in Music. Mus. 188
Scaphites iEqualis. Geol. 781
Scarborough. Mod. Hist. 600
Scotch pine cone. Bot. 745
Sea-bee, Wild, Honey-lapping apparatus of the. Micro-

scope. 733
Secretiiry Bird. Phys. Geog. 728
Secrets of Success. Fr. Co. 806
Sedimentary and Fossiliferous Strata, Table of. Geol. 280
Selenium. Ch. 772.

Sedimentary Rocks. Geol. 114, 158
Sennacherib. Anc. Hist. 201
Sennacherib, The Reign of. Anc. Hist. 520, 552
Shale, Upper, Fern from. Geol. 72U
Sidon. Anc. Hist. 272
Signs, Orthographical. Fr. Pron. 57
Silicon. Ch. 749, 771
Silurian Rocks, Lower. Geol. 364, 412
Silurian Rocks, Upper. Geol. 412
Singing, The first step in. Mas. 126
Singing, The second step in. Mus. 150
Singing, The tliird steii in. Mas. 187
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Singing, The fourth step in. Mus. 220
Singing, The fifth step in. Mus. 265

Slope of writing. The proper. Pen. 237
Small-hand Alphabet. Pen. UOl
Small-hand, Copies for. Pen. 31S
Smithfield, Ancient. Mod. Hist. 536
Smoking out of the Tomahawk. Phi/s. Geog. 761
Snow-crystals. Ch. U1
Snowdon from the pass of Llanberis. Geol. SUl
Snowdon, section across top of. Geol. 365
Solar eclipse wdth Corona. Astr. 721

Solidity, Measures of. Ar. 566
Solitary and terminal Bot. 6lt9

Song, How to study a. Mus. 703
Spatangus coranguinum. Geol. IIU
Speech, Families of. Eng. Gr. 106
Speed in Music. Mus. 532
Speedwell. Bot. 621
Sphagnum. Bot. 797
SphenophyUum. Geol. 575
Spondylus Spinosus. Geol. 781
Sporangia. Bot. 797
Sporangia of a Fern. Bot. 776
Spruce Cone. Bot. 71*5

Square Measure, Table of. Ar. 531
StaflF Notation. Mus. 332, 410, 448, 478
Stamens, Diadelphous. Bot. U5
Stamens, Polyadelphous. Bot. U5
Stamens, Tetradynamous. Bot. 45
Star Catalogues. Astr. 657
Stars, Positions of different Astr. 605, 628
“ Staves, The Seven.” Mus. 562
Steam, Latent heat of. Ch. 297
Stem, The. Bot. 135
Stem, Endogenous, Section of. Bot. 136
Stem, Endogenous, Sections of Bot. 136, 137
Stem, The Root and the. Bot. 103
Stigmaria, and part of stem of SigUlaria. Geol. 576
Stomates, Highly magnified. Bot. 169
Strata, Sedimentary and Fossiliferous, Table of. Geol.

289
Stratification, Conformable and Unconformable. Geol. 54
Strawberry. Bot. 673
Struggle for existence, A. Phi/s. Geog. 696
Student as Subject, The. Fr. Co. 170
Student, The Travelling. Fr. Co. 238
Success, Secrets of. FV. Co. 806
Subject, The Student as. Fr. Go. 170
Subtraction. Ar. 84 ;

Exercises in, 85
Subtraction, Compound. Fr. 309 ;

Exercises in, 300
Subtraction of Fractions. Ar. 727
Sulphur. Ch. 561, 579
Sulphuric Acid. Ch. 579
Sulphuric Acid, Experiments with. Ch. 361
Sulphuric Acid

,
Liquefaction of. Ch. 561

Sulphuric Acid, Manufacture of. Ch. 580
Sun, Apparent Motion of. Explained. Astr. 50
Sun, Comparative size of, as seen from the planets.

Astr. 404
S\in, Observations on the. Astr. 721
Sun-dew. Bot. 356
Sun-si)Ots. Astr. 257
Superficies, Measures of. Ar. 530
Surface, Measures of. Ar. 530
Sycamore fig. Bot. 713
Synclinal cuiwes. Geol. 54
Syncopation. Mus. 189
Syria, Assyrian Conquest of. Anc. Hist. 299
Table-lands, Plains, Valleys, and Deserts. Phys. Geog. 437
Tabulae and Papyrus. Pen. 612
Teasel. Bot. 357
Telescope, Lord Rosse’s. Astr. 569
Tellurium. Ch. 773
Temperature, Lowering, Apparatus for. Ch. 388
Terrestrial Magnetism. Phys. Geog. 784
Thebes, Ruins at. Anc. Hist. 617
Thermometric Scales. Ch. 118
Thorns of Rose Tree. Bot. 103
Thrift. Bot. 61,9

Tides, The. Phys. Geog. 276
Tides, Spring and Neap. Phys. Geog. 276
Tiglath-Pileser II. Anc. Hist. 396, 431
Tigris, The, at Bagdad. Anc. Hist. 521
Time, Economy of. Fr, Co. 793
Time in Mu ic. Mus. 151, 189, 532
Time marks in the Staff-notation. Mus. 332

Time, Measures of. Ar. 462
Time Signatures. Mus. 333
Time, Table of Ar. 463
Tomahawk, Smoking out of the. Phys. Geog. 761
Tower, Place of imprisonment in the. Mod. IJiSt. 477
Transcriber at work. J/jts. 460
Transit Instrument. Astr. 351, 352
Transition in Music. A/us. 220
Transition, or Change of Key. Mus. 448
Travelling Student, The. Fr. Co. 238
Triassic Strata. Geol. 607
Trilobite, Eye of, greatly magnified. Geol. 513
Trombones, Ancient Flutes and. Mus. 220
“ Trooper, The Faithful.” Ger. 447
Tropical Forest, In a. Geog. 660
Tropical Vegetation. Phys. Geog. 633
Tudor period in England, The. Mod. Hist. 380, 416,

444, 475
Tune Exercises, Progressive. 3Ius. 222
Tunis. Mod. Hist. 217
Typographical Marks. Pen. 556
Tyre. Anc. Hist. 273
Tyrol, Views in the. Mod. Hist. 355
Umbel. Bot. 659
Umbelliferous Plant and its Fruit. Bot. 713
Upper Shale. Scarborough, Fern from. Geol. 725
Uranus, Observations on. Astr. 769
Valleys. Phys. Geog. 437, 472
Variable Stars, The. Astr. 405
Vegetation, Geographical Distribution of. Phys. Geog.

598, 632, 659
Vegetation of the Coal Measures. Geol. 197
Vernier, The. Astr. 306
Venice. Mod. HUt. 216
Venus near inferior conjunction. Astr. 768
Venus, Observations on. Astr. 722
Venus, Phases of. Astr. 205, 305
Venus at Quadrature. Astr. 768
Verb, The. Eng. Gr. 366
Verb, The. Fr. Gr. 590, 679
Verb, The. Lat. 434, 474, 537. 573, 595, 638, 669, 702, 735
Vesta, Discovery of. Astr. 629
Victoria Falls. Phys. Geog. 513
Violet, Pistils of. Bot. 55
Violet. Sweet. Bot. 592
Viper, Honied. Phys. Geog. 728
Virginal, Queen Elizabeth’s. Mus. 128
Vocal Cords. Diagrams of the. Mus. 37, 95
Vocal Music, Common Forms of. Mus. 718
Voice, The, as an instrument. Mus 36, 94
Voices, Compass of. Mus. 96
Volcanic Forces. Phys. Geog. 337
Volcanic Rocks. Geol. 113,114
Volcanic Rocks, Columnar Structure in. Geol. 113
Volcano, Ideal Section of a. Geol. 88
Volume, Measures of. Ar. 566
Vowels, How pronounced in German. Ger. 38
Vowels, Pronunciation of. Fr. Pron. 92, 115, 156, 186,217
Vulture, Egyptian. Phys. Geog. 728
War dress. Pawnee in. Phys. Geog. 761

Wartburg, Castle of the. Mod. Hist. 122
Water. Ch. 209, 260, 296
Water and Land, Proportions of. Phys. Geog. 129
Water, Decomposition of, by electricity. Ch. 209
Water, Distillation of. Ch. 210, 261
Water-melon. Bot. 713
Water, The Composition of. Ch. 297
Weight, Measures of. Ar. 374
Westminster Abbey. Mod. Hist. 732
What am I fit for ? Fr. Co. 576, 609
Wiclif’s Bible, Specimen of. Pen. 655
Willow, staminate flower of. Bot. 621
Wittenberg church door, Luther’s ninety-five theses at.

Mod. Hist. 91
Wood Anemone. Bot. 553
Wood Charcoal, Preparation of. Ch. 525
Wood stacked for charcoal burning. Ch. 525
Words, Classification of. Eng. Gr. 295
Work and Overwoik. Fr. Co. 570
Worms, The city of. Mod. Hist. 121

Writing as an occupation. Pen. 611
Writing, Degrees of Inclination in. Pen. 112, 237
Writing, Ornamental. Pen. 460, 492, 611, 707

Writing, The Progre.ss of. Pen. 611, 644, 683

Xi'lophylla. Bot. 328
Zodiac, Signs of the. Astr. 155, 155, 161
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